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Divinati 
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THE. 

EDINBURGH ENCYCLOPADIA.. 

| 
DIVINATION is often confounded with owen. The 
two words, however, have peculiar and distinct mean- 
ings. ne TLR Ig icati ycmmaniiiondinn 
pass, whi happens without the person ing it, or 
at least being instrumental in producing it ; whereas 
divination is obtaining the knowledge of futurity by 
some endeavour of our own. It is evident, however, 
even after this distinction is made, that it will be diffi- 
cult to determine under which division many supposed 
TT cgeaeliaiarsedae, Lopienie’ Thicenat, 

ive credence, ought to be placed. supersti- 
Tape iefincnees that are drawn from certain animals 

ing the path, and from the flight of birds, &c. are 
inly, by this definition, to be considered as omens ; 

but it is not easy to determine whether the superstitious. 
inferences, which were drawn by the ancients from the 
appearance of the entrails, &c. of their sacrifices, should 
be classed under the head of divination or omens. _ 

It is not our intention in the present article, to enu- 
pyar oem of divination — et 

are practised by superstitious people; but to 
notice those Seine etaone wiecheanc leas familiar 
to readers, or which are particularly curious. 

Jews had many kinds of divination, most of 
which are described or mentioned in the Old Testament, 
or by the Rabbinical commentators on it. Some of these, 
however, seem to belong rather to the class of omens, 
than to that of divination. The first kind was perform- 
ed, Ms osc em, Sree! stars, clouds, signs, tokens, and 
the like; and is designated in the Old Testament by 
the word monachesk. This, though reckoned a species 
of divination by the Talmud, is evidently a species of 
omen. tpl Remay pete ean dr ; Rela 

i G ene ae ape enesis, 
verses 5 15. The third mode was by consulting 
familiar spirits; and it is singular, that the Hebrew 
vend uk Ok mpesione Very sinner to the wweakarhich 
Se ee ee 
dies.. The ies of Jewish divination was by in- 
terrogating the The 5th seems to have consist- 
ed ina species of in. The 6th is expressed 
by a word, which signifies a routterer. Besides these, 
divination was practised by teraphims, by the flight of 

VOL. VIII, PART I, 

eee oe 

arrows, by the liver of beasts, by sticks and staves, &c.’ Divination. 
—— The practice of divining by the raphim, or images, 

F Eevoti je, that of divini 

by arrows, was also very common among the Arabians, 
who continued to practise it till Mohammedism pre- 
vailed, which, in several parts of the Koran, absolutely 
forbids it. The arrows used for this purpose were 
without heads or feathers, and were kept in the temple 
of some idol, in whose presence they were consulted. 
The divination, in general, was inde by three only: 
on one of which was written, “My Lord hath command- 

hath forbidden me ;” 

Lamy ee Ha A TI of the en’ i 
about to und e; if the second, as di 
and if the third, they drew them over again, till either 
the first or second was drawn. This ice was also 
used by the ancient Greeks. The other modes of divi- 
‘ning used by the Greeks and Romans, we’ shall pass 
over, as familiar to most of our readers. The ancient 
Germans, besides the mode commor to most nations; 
that of divining by the entrails of beasts, peda so 

iar as to deserve notice, especially as seem to 
is of the Persian origin, or affinity 

of the Goths ; for, like the Persians, their most favour- 
ed species of divination was drawn from the horse. Ta- 
citus informs us, that by the neighing of a white horse, 
which had never been subject to the yoke, they foretold 
the success of the en’ they were about to under- 
take. Another mode of divining by this animal was 
used by the Vandals. When they were about to com- 
mence hostilities, they fixed three rows of spears up- 
right in the ground, and across each row they placed 
another ; a horse -was then bare re out by the 
priest, led up to these rows, and if he touched ei+ 
ther of them first with his right foot, the omen was pro- 
pitious, but if with his left it was adverse. 

The kinds of divination, to- which superstition in 
modern times has given belief, are not less numerous, 
or less ridiculous, than those which were practised in 
the days of profound ignorance. The divining rod, 
which is mentioned in scripture, is still in seme repute. 
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Divination. in the north of 
—\—’ confined pri 

Diving. 

its ion is now 

this , it should be 
made of hazel. Divination by Virglian, Horacian, oF 

mig. ees common ; and the last 
kind is still practised. The works are by chance, 
and the words noticed which are covered by the thumb : 
if they can be in any respect to the 
person, “og wna fecha ic. Charles I. 

sanctorum, or divining by the Bible, that it was ex- 
i by acouncil. Divination by the speal, 
e of a sheep, is used in Scotland. In the 

Highlands it is called sleina-reached, or reatling the 

liver, &e. 

eran init Sites rau ie PEEEEE 
it é ff E a 3 a j : : % ; 
sieve turtied'suddenly round, he was the guilty: person. 
A Bible and key en used: for He a 

DIVINATION. 
ailed in in the middle of the 17th century. 

nions, with names the fancy ied to them, 
were put by girls near the chimney, and the first that 

bore the name of the destined husband, If 
er this they wished to know his disposition, they 

went to the wood-stack and drew a ; if it were 
strait,and without knots, his disposition would be gentle. 
Divination by a green ivy leaf, which was laid in wa- 
ter on new year’s eye. It was not to be_examined till 
twelfth night. If it were spotted, the person for whom 
it was laid will be sick next year. If the spots were 
near the top, the sickness will be in the head ; if in the 
middle, in the heart; if all over, it portends death. 
Divination by flowers, was practised in Sicily in the 
time of Thecrtins ;,and Kerwick mentions.divination 
by the daffodil as common in England in his time. If 
it hung its head towards a person, his health would de- 
cline. The divinations ing pulling the bride. 
cake through the wedding ring, and those practised at 
Hallow e’en, as described by Burns, are well known. 
In Wales, men and girls an even leafed wee 
ash. The first who succeeds calls out eynivor, which is 
answered by the first of the other sex that succeeds ; 
paper rey to be married. In beg ag ase 
in pease, a bean is put into one of the pease ; w 
pep sag: <2 ay ap typhi hs Apple perings 
flung over the hedd, formi. the first letter of the name of 
a person’s sweetheart. But one of the most singular 
species of divination used for this purpose was the fol- 
pea Girls stuck an apple kérvel on each. cheek, and 
to kernel dey e the’name of 

they 
tials. of the person ly 
on May day. On Valentine's day, there were different 
kinds of divination. The night be 
were to be put under the pillow, and i 
were dreamt of, the marriage’ was to take b 
year ; .or an egg was to be boiled , the yolk taken 

: and. eat along with the , at bed 

E 

of paper; which were rolled up in clay, and put into 
water ; the first that rose sane be the entine. 

in‘the same manner: Divination by onions and fag- Brand's Po iguities, vol, ii. 4to, will ly the 
guts isn Gershate custinn; thotgh Setundinttohats cuslladigas is sabfoct ntti nanyrottieepestinilae(e's.) 

DIVING, 
as he observed in a Florida Indian diver’ at Bermudas ; 
but it is certainly an extreme case, for ordinar} ms nary 

in to feel a dar of suffocation in the 
oop of naif inate after submersion in water. The vers 

introduction of any foreign substance into mouth 

Divination. 
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DIVING. 8 
had been thfown in, ordered him to repeat the experi- _ Diving. 

' ment. The authenticity of this account depends wholly 
j i upon the authority of Father Kircher, who assures us 

small waves on the surface of the sea, which he had it from the archives of Sicily, and that the Si- 
steadily transmitted to the bot- cilian king above mentioned was King Frederic. But, 
enable the divers to find the notwithstanding this assertion, the whole is so marvel~ 

; j ous, as to prevent us from giving any particulars of the 
, -wonders which his hero saw at the bottom of the cele- 

i From the many important to which the art Projects for 
tom. This ‘singular of oil has been long bb diving is epplimble, anal frcnx Ohet-erey gepersl spirit diving. 

is in man noedeade esl | oer see er re mide eRe MRM 
the agitation of the sea, mariners. what is exceedingly difficult, or apparently impossible, 
A diver has to go avery great exertion in the mechanical projectors of the last two centuries have 

i when deep under water ; foritshould been stimulated to produce a multitude of inventions 
observed, that an equally great di with the for enabling divers to descend to great depths, and to 

owant of air arises in diving at considerable , from continue under water at pleasure. Of all these, what 
the of the water upon the surface of the body is called the diving bell has been found the most useful, 
tending to compress every cavity within it It requires no other contrivance having been brought to such a de~ 

aa rf H Hf ‘ i i 
f 

43 He F = 
“EE x 
My Basi AA 

a great muscular strength in diver to resist gree of ion in all its parts, as to.come in com 
Ghis-scton § no breast-plate or other contrivance can tition for descending in deep water; though some 
defend him, unless it is made to exclude perfectly the have been found v , in particular situations, 
water from his breast, and of sufficient strength to bear where the water is of so great depth. We have given 
the pressure ; in which case it would become too heavy descriptions of the different diving bells in a separate 
oS dy descent and re- article, and shall here briefly notice other inventions for 
turn. To dive at all requires practice, and ha- diving, which have come to our knowledge. 
oe ah yr arict naptete. eh water, after the | The early contrivances are most of them suits of ar water aps 
habit of retaining the is sufficiently acquired; mour, made water-tight by leather, and provided with jour. 
and it-is observed, that when the most divers large head pieces or helmets, to which flexible tubes are 
cdocions ‘en: dive: tapedtedly! Gx iniy “ligt of tisha attached, for conveying down fresh air, and i 
in water, their eyes become bloodshot, and a spit- that which has become unfit for respiration ; the 
ting of blood, induced from the great exertion. Peo air being forced down one pipe by bellows, or other 
ple who are accustomed to the water from their infan- means, and allowed to return by another.. These pipes 
ey, will atlength be enabled not only to remain much supplied the diver with air, whilst the armour, by keep~ 
longer under water than could be supoeed, but ae- bs pence eke re calle peo allowed his 
ee ee eres they seem to chest to upon inspiration: A number of differ= 
have the use of all their faculties, ‘as well their ent contrivances of this class are to be found detailed 
bodies are immerséd in water, as when they are on in pold’s Theatrum Machinarum Hydraulicarum, 
land. pen Ans career Ahem le for this, though none of them have been found of extensive use, 
Fecuiry oping, accounts of our late voy: , the in small depths, such as twelve or fifteen feet. At 
inhabitants of the South Sea Islands are expert much greater depths thismethod is not icable, bes 
divers, that when a nail or any piece of iron was thrown cause it is necessary that the diver should have his limbs 
oveshsard, Usey woilld' instantly jurup into the sea after or only covered with a flexible covering, in or-. 
it, and never fail to recover_it, notwithstanding the der toenable him to do.any at the bottom of the sea; 
Oe ater iond ne Even among civilized na- and the pressure on the limbs is then so great, as to ob- 

many persons have been found capable of con- struct the circulation of blvod, in the same manner as lig- pm -utsigs 
tinuing an incredible length of time under water. atures would do, whilst those parts of the body which are jn deop 

The most remarkable instance of this kind is the fa- withinthe armourbeingrelieved from pressure, the blood water. 
mous Sicilian diver Nicolo Pesce, who, according tothe is forced from the limbs into them,and causes intolerable 
marvellous account given by Kircher, had from his in- pain and distress. It is also difficult to construct. an 
fancy been so used to the sea, that at last it became his armour sufficiently strong without being unwieldy, and 
most is said he was frequently the least defect will fill. the whole with water, and en- 

ays in the midst of the waves, danger the life of the diver, who may be drowned: before 
without any other provisions than the fish which he he can be drawn up. 

there, and eat raw. He often swam over from | In PlateCCKXXI. Fig. 1. we have givenarepresen- 
icily into Calabria, which is a tempestuous and dan- _tatiowof one of the best of these contrivances, which may aout ig 

passage, carrying letters from the king, and as _be of very extensive use in small depths. Itwas p 
frequently swam among the ofthe Lipari Islands, byM.Klingert, and is described in a pamphlet published Pr\"* 

i danger. “In aid,” says at Breslau in 1798. The harness or armour is made-of py)" 
Kircher, “ of ade of enduring the deep, nature tinplate, in the form of a cylinder, which encloses 

have in a very extraordinary the diver’s body and head : it consists of two parts, that 
\ een his fingers and toes hemay conveniently put it on; alsoa jacket, with:short 

a goose, and his chest became so very sleeves, and a pair of drawers’ of strong leather; all The ar. 
in’ at one inspiration, as which being water tight, and joined closely round the mour. 

much breath as would serve him a whole day.” At body of the diver, secure every part of him but his 
this extraordinary person arms and legs from the pressure ; and this at a depth of 

met his fate. ates ate sche hiid y lof twenty feet will not be very inconvenient on those parts, 
int } Nf king, who, he Fig. 1. is a front view of a diver dressed in this appara- pig. 1, 

"had once succeeded in fetching up a golden cup that tus. AA is the upper part of thecylinder, having a glo- 



Diving. 

Piatr 
COXXRXL 
Fig. 1. 

Leather 
jacket. 

4 
bular top te contain his head, It is fifteen inches in 
height, and its diameter is adapted to thé size of the 
diver at the hip bone. BB is the lower half of the same 
diameter, and of such length as to meet the other at the 
dotted line D. Both are 

other pieces of which cross‘each other on the inside 
over his head, cra jocket Dy 20 el upess Ye, ec; tee attach 5 
the cylinders by buttons, as the Figures show; and to 

mth owpee «plop pge eh and ¢, are fitted over cdg ebptrr ase 
cibly upon the parts w cylin are strength- 
ana bf tha interes bsdpa taline wapchiond To pre- 
vent the leather slipping off, if the buttons should fail, 
rim of brass wire is round the circumference 

ided with strongiron hoops, - 
on the inside of the tin plate at a 6 and c; alsotwo si 

DIVING. 
the air he has inhaled, it will be found to require an _ Diving. 

i ala exertion too great to be continued. B i 
5 Sound the dives, the dificaley dhe dix | 

inconvenient. 
ing through a 

pipe, unless ex 

to take back as much of the air he had before breath- 
ed, as will fill the whole pipe, and only obtain as much 
fresh air as the difrence Tabaeel i i 

t the water entering the machine. In this case 
it would ire him to condense forcibly the air con« 
tained in his lungs, until its expansive  Sesendaess 
the pressure of the surrounding water, and opened the 
valve, which is clearly 9 ay yo at a very small 
d ; for itting that, by the muscular-exertion of 
eck , he was to condense the air sufficiently, 
still he could not the whole of the air from the ca« 
vity of his mouth; and this quantity when suffered to re« 
expand itself, would mix with the fresh air, and form 
such a considerable portion as to contaminate it. i 

The construction of the mouth piece of Klingert’s Mouth 
machine, which is screwed in ran yes g is fully piece. 
explained by the section, Fig. 2. Here A and i are the py. ry 
ends of the flexible tubes, screwed into a box v,v, which ccxxxr, 
has a male screw #, to fit into the aperture g, Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
The box has a partition which keeps the two 
separate, the upper one communicating from the pipe 
h to the ivory mouth piece z, and the other opening at 
2 into the machine, connects it with the pipe i. 

The leather drawers have a i iron within Leather 

round at the knees. f, f, are two holes.in the upper 
half, into which the eye are screwed ; and g is 
a third aperture, with a screw to connect the 
Se ees ne Se ee 
a situation the mouth-piece of the pipe A may be 

ips; & is an ing for the diver 
to through; when out of water it is closed by the 

Head piece. 

Air pipes. screw cap /, before he descends. The breathing 
ure three fourthe of an inch Glameter inthe ihsidyend of 
a sufficient length to reach the surface of the water: they 
consist of a brass wire, wound into a spiral form, 
and covered with stout leather. To save expence, six 
yards of the pipe from the mouth may be made in this 
manner, and the remainder of tin plate tubes, in 1 
united by short leather pipes, to form flexible joints. 
The pipe ’ is to supply air, and it is this which 
joins to the mouth piece within the machine ; the other 
pipe opens into the cavity of the machine. The diver 
oe na ee breath rmty sten mouth piece, 
from i ; but, on expiring, 8 the air through 
his nose nt the cavity of the machine, from which 
it escapes by ipe ¢ to the air. ‘By this means 
the air- within eis machines sbape Temashad'ok the etait 
state of elasticity, and every time he inhales air from the 
mouth piece, the dilation of his breast forces an equal 
eeelsehe dee oats bya of the machine, 

pipei. It is on this arrangement of the pi 
that a man.can spall whew enclosed inh to anal 
a space; for though the harness will defend his breast 
from the of the surrounding water, it will not 
be possible for him to breathe and return the air through 
a single pipe, as some inventors have proposed, because 
his body must always distend a space equal to the vo- 
Jume of air be inhales ; and as the machine does not 
nee more than a cubic foot of air, it would 

€ too great a resistance to compression for him 
to obtain a sufficient supply to support life. A sim- 
poke. ape will evince the truth of this: Let 
one e a cask of one or two cubic feet, and placing 

y 

his mouth to the aperture, endeavour to-return into it 

them to resist the pressure. This frame, which is shewn ¢™* 
separate in Fig. 3,eonsists of a semicircular-piece of iron 
hoop, mm,.also shewn by the dotted lines m, m, Fig. 1. 
extending between the diver’s legs, and fastened to the 
lower extremity cc of the cylinder, at the front and 
back ; also two irons n, 2, outside the thighs, which are 
jointed to the cylinder at the points c, c, Fig. 1, and 
extend down to e, where they are firmly attached to 
a hoop surrounding the thigh. There is another hoop 
for each thigh higher up, at the point r. These hoops 
are farther connected by irons at p, which, at the upper 
ends, are fitted to slide upon the semicircular as 
shewn at s, Fig. $. By this means, the 
is abundantly strong, the diver is at liberty to walk ; 
the joints at c, c, and the traversing of the irons aa 
the m, admitting the motion of his thi 
canse the centres of motion correspond with the hip 
joints. The leather drawers are fitted over the framing, 
and sewed to the hoops; but if the is to be con- 
siderable, the inventor advises a net of small chains to 
be stretched over the frame, in different directions, be« 
fore the leather is put on, As it is not to sew 
the leather so comp 

is fixed at L, in front of the machine, to extract the water 
een Gane ee 

linder. ‘To prevent leakage as much as possible, 
jacket and drawers must be very carefully made with 
slips of leather sewed very closely over the seams. The 
epee be made of the very best leather, which 
wi rendered 
te Sepcneat ard 

ly as to prevent w the water Leakage 
from leaking in wk Ghecabaeth, te whiall qquiptcitee, &pemen pump. 

close in its pores, and prevented Varnish for 
by dressing it with a composi~ the leather. 



, DIVING. 5 
Klingert’s machine, to enter into a detailed deseription _ Diving. 
of any other of the same class, such as Kessler’s water 
armour, which he proposed in 1617, and many others, 
as the one which we have described seems to contain all 
that isgood in the others. Some of them have an essential 
difference in the on ea for breathing, viz. by forcing Another 
down the air by bellows or a pump, and thus conden- “sewrbed 
sing it into the machine, until its elastic pressure.is suf- "*°*""S 

able. Four hooks are soldered to the a of the 
cylinder at W, for the purpose of ing such 

bi rn atin hn ol ae mtity of ai 3 or , the quanti ait 
contained im the. machine will render it nies 

him enter the water at any convenient place, and 
advance till it reaches to his eyes, while the end of the 

. Te su 
able to dive boldly, and to move under the water with 
poate epareng: MS icag Bags rages Be pacers 16 is 
necessary to unhoo wei which will 
to the bottom, and being then li sa pad pa 
J tr elalag gag a orp To preserve 

weight being a parti must be let 
down Sthed diver, upon ele sal ing covtele sige) s, and 
epee fasten to the weight before he unhooks 
i 

By following these directions, a resolute man may be 
taught in the course of a few da Do dive ta: soadle, 
mate th, on account i various preparations 

Ities, the author employed five 
uainted 

ficient to repel the pressure of the water. he foul air 
which has been breathed, may, in this case, be suffered 
to escape from the machine h a valve. into the 
water, or it may be conducted to the surface by a pipe. 
Of this kind is the apparatus contrived by Mr Tonkin, by Mr Ton- 
and employed for some time in raising parts of the kin. 
wreck of the Abergavenny East Pee which was 
unfortunately lost off Weymouth in 1804. It consisted 
of a body of copper with iron boots, put together and 
joi in the manner of coats of mail; the whole is 
then covered with leather, and afterwards with canvass, 
painted white to distinguish it under water. The arms 
are made of strong water proof leather ; and the place 
for sight is about 8 inches diameter, glazed. over witha 
plate of glass an inch thick. . The diver is sunk in this 
machine by means of weights, fastened equatorially 
round the waist of it ; and he is suspended by a rope, 
by means of which his situation is changed at pleasure. 
A flexible air tube.communicates with an air vessel in 
the boat above. Through this tube the diver gives his 
instructions, and obtains his supply of fresh air. . This 
machine was used with very good effect in a depth of 
near 7 fathoms. water, and enabled the diver to direct 
the ion of several curious machines, such as saws 
for ing away the ship's decks, and making. suffi.” 
cient openings to give him access,to the treasure below, 
as well as tongs, &c. for taking up the heavy goods by 
tackle in the vessel above. 

The next class of diving machines which we shall pjving ves. 
describe, are those in which the diver is shut up, with sels. 
a sufficient ih ae air to supply him a considerable 
time ; and in this he descends, proper contrivances be~ 
ing provided, to enable him to work. at the bottom, 
where he can only continue as long as his.supply-of air 
is sufficiently pure for iration, which will be but a 
short time, unless the aeelion is enormously large ; for 
a man will, according to an experiment of Dr Halley's, 
consume a of air in the course of a minute, and 
as he throws out the impure air to mix with the rest, 
it will so contaminate it, that by the time he has 
breathed one half the air, the whole will become very 
unfit for iration, and oblige him to be drawn. up to 
recruit it, e understand, in a vessel containing 
a ton, a single man may remain an hour without in- 
jury. 
"The diving bladder contrived by Borelli, is the ear= Borefi;’s 
liest of this kind, It is described in his Opera Post- diving 

, huma, to consist of a vessel of copper, which he calls bladder. 

~ be hewn to pieces by an axe. 

on the 24th of June 1797, 
and sawed 

ing at the bottom. He shewed also, that 
sunk bodies to a rope in order 

to be drawn up, and that, in case any impediments 
should prevent the use of the baw; suds trunks Drigte 

It clearly appears, there- 
fore, that two men furnished with such apparatus, 
would saw to pieces large beams of wood lying at the 
bottom of rivers, which are often a great-obstruction, 
and, on-necount of their size, cannot be otherwise remo- 
vi 

It is unnecessary for us, after having described M. 

jections to which all. 

vesica, or bladder, and is about two-feet diameter. 
bye is to contain the diver’s head, and is to be fix- 

to a, skin habit, exactly fitting to the shape of 
his bod The m carries an air pump by his side, 
by means of which he may condense or rarify the air in 
the vessel, and thus. make himself heavier or lighter on. 
the same principle as fishes do, by contracting or di- 
lating their air bladder. . Within this yesica there are 
pipes, by means of which a circulation of air is. contri- 
ved ; and, by this ent, Borelli supposed the ob« 

diving machines were liable 
would be obviated, particularly that of theair; “the mois- 
ture by which it is clogged in respiration, and by which 
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Diving. itis rendered unfit for the same use again, being taken ced by the waste pipe; and the fresh Air whiclaremaine Diving: 

—Y—" from it, by its circulation through the pipes, to the sides in the lower part of the machine, is drawn off by the “——"V" 

Drebell's  Cornielius Drebell, in the reign of King James I. made other, and the machine prepared for another descent. 

ae a submarine vessel, which would carry twelve rowers © The diver has the power of ascending or descending with an air 

Leather di- 

Elingert’s 
diving chest, 

of which it would adhere, and leave air as free as 
before.” We have given this idea, to shew the state of 

ree in Borelli's time, when it was not generally 

that the air was rendered unfit for respiration, 
by the abstraction of the vital principle or oxygen, but 
supposed that it became impure from the elition of 
noxious vapours. To some, the real fact had been 

known long before ; for a famous English projector, 

besides the , and could be rowed under water. 

It was tried in river Thames. Mr Boyle, from 
whom we have this account, assures us that he learned 

from a physician, who married Drebell’s daughter, 
that he carried a liquor in the vessel which supplied the 

of fresh air. When the air in the submarine boat 
was rendered foul by the breath of the company, by 
opening the vessel containing this liquor, could 

restore to the air such a portion of its vital parts 
as Wi make it serve again for some time. The se- 

eret of this ion Drebell would never disclose to 
above one person, who himself assured Mr Boyle what 
it was; and if the above account of its ies be 
strictly true, we have much to regret in of it, 

for it would be no less valuable in working mines where 
the air is bad than in diving. 

Mr Martin, in ——_ i wh orga mentions 

an apparatus contrived by an Englishman, consisting of 
strong leather, so omen that no air could 

It fitted his arms and lege, and had’. glass 
window placed in the fore part of it.. When dressed 
in this tus, which was enough to contain 
half an head of air, he could walk on the ground 
at the bottom of the sea, and-enter the cabin of a sunk 

ip to take out the The inventor is said to 
have himself used this machine very extensively in re- 
eovering wrecks, and with such success as to have 

acquired considerable p it. We are not in- 
formed of the depths to which he descended. 

Mr Klingert, whose water armour we have already 
described, also invented a diving chest, to be used 

with the armour when employed in great depths. 
He found the original construction impracticable, 
because of the difficulty of breathing through a long 
—— the great inconvenience of managing it at the 

, or when the diver wished to rise to the surface. 
His machine consisted of a hollow cylinder, termina- 
ted by two frustums of cones, framed of staves, and 
bound with hoops in the manner of casks, but exceed- 
ingly strong, and covered with a varnish, to render it 
perfectly tight. On the outside of the machine'is a 

for the diver to stand upon, who is furnished with 
all the harness and pipes before described ; and the ends 
of the pipes being conducted to the machine, he obtains 

breathing pipe as the diver uires it. By this means 

all the contained air passes gradually through the lungs, 
and when it is consumed the diver must ascend with 
his machine, and be conveyed to the ship or boatin at- 
tendance. By means of a = applied to the upper part 
of the machine, it is then drawn out of the water, the 

— unscrewed, and by blowing fresh air with a pair of 

lows at one aperture, the foul air is driven out at the 

with the machine at pleasure, without being dependen 
upon those in the boat, by means similar to the air 

bladder of fishes. Thus the ballast is $0 adapted to the 
size of the machine, as to make it sink so fur that only 

a cubic — of it erm Ob poate oil os this — 

an additi weight of 1 nds will depress it be- 

low mene ye a owauie i ecluned, by aiminiche 

effect of adding extra weights is produced, iminish- 

ing the voles of contained air, by condensing it into 

a smaller space. To accomplish this, a ei cylinder 

is applied in the bottom of the vessel, provided 

with a ees which, by a rack and pinion, can be 

moved one end of the cylinder to the other, when 

the diver turns a handle, coming through the side of 

the machine, and communicating motion by a worm 

and wheel to the pinion of the rack before menti 
The lower end of the 

within the machine ; therefore, the upper end opens 
when the diver turns the handle in the direction to raise 

up the piston in its cylinder, it necessarily diminishes 
= bulk of the wr pov sn air, and — —— bps me 

it on depressi 1¢ piston in the cylinder, it as« 

cend piers The inventor proposed to furnish the ma- 

‘chine with two small oars to move it'in the water, and 

an anchor or to make it fast, whilst the diver 

walks about on the bottom, within the limits of the. 

length es to examine sunk bodies, and discover 

the best mode of raising them. To prevent danger 

from any accident happening to the machine, the diver 

is to be provided withthe means of quickly detaching the 

pipes from the machine, and retaining a sufficiency of 

air in the armour to carry him to the surface, when he 

throws off the weights suspended from his girdle. Mr 

cylinder is open to the water, and’ 

Klingert also mentions a lantern of his invention, which and lantern,. 

may be very uséful toa diver at the bottom of the-sea. 

The principles of its construction he keeps secret, but 

asserts that it is very simple, and that a candle inclosed. 
in one of them will burn in every kind of air 

and pits, where all other lights are ext ed. It 

contains a space equal to a cubic foot, and the candle: 

will burn without any addition of fresh: air from with- 
out for 2 or 3 hours. fe 

Plate CCXXXI. Fig. 4, represents a divin machine, , 

wr trunk or hollow "3 invented in 1753 by Mr Rowe. Itisa 

it pump, 

air in mines- — 

his supply of air from it as long as itis sufficiently pure. 
This time he estimates at two hours, when the machine 
is made to contain 58 cubic feet of air. When it de- 

copper vessel aa BD, soldered or rivetted together with chest. 

stre ioned tothe depth of water where it is Prarr 

ver's body, and also a CCXXXI, to be fixed. It contains the 

scends, the axis of the machine is in a vertical position, 
being so ballasted with lead as to be in no danger of 
upsetting. The breathing pipe to supply the diver, 
communicates with the lowest part of the machine ; and’ 
the other, or pipe of escape, is screwed into the top: by 
this means, the air is not rendered so foul by the mix- 
ture of that which has passed through the lungs of the 
diver, because the latter being heated, and thus render- 
ed specifically lighter, floats on the fresh air, and occu- 
pies the upper part of the machine, where itis introda- 

sufficiency _ 

enters with his feet first at the open end aa, which is 

then closed by a lid or cover screwed on; by a number 

of screw bolts passing through the flanches a, a. The 

vessel is bent at D, for the bearing of the diver’s knees, 

and hasasufficiency of leaden ballast atG, to sink it int the 

right position: 6b are two hoops unding it, which, 

at the same time that they strengthen it, afford points 

of suspension by a bar d, which is attached to them, 

and is pierced with several holes to admit a span upon 

of air for the time he intends to dive. He Fig. + 



Diving. the-rope’E, whichis so-adji , a8 to suspend. the the stock. The other end of the hawser is conducted _ Diving. Ae che the diver in itz nearlyimthe position of the tothe windlass at .R,. through.e, leading snatch block yee 
he a convenient for fixed onthe deck at h. By this means it may be taken ocx y x1, 

Figs. 45 5. working with his arms, which come openings in, or given out, as the tide rises or falls; and, by the Fig. & 

” Jein the vessel,.to which sleeves e, of very strong lea~ - position of the gaff, the hawser stands clear over the 
ther, are attached by a-hoop or ring, screwed tothe ves- vessel's side, to guide the diving vessel B, when it is let 

with the leather between them. The sleeves.are down or taken up, in the following manner: A travel. _ 
' the holes. are ler; or iron ring 2, is put upon the hawser f, torun free- 

hurting the diver’s arms up and down upon it, by means of two ropes s and n, 
ee deers as to prevent the sleeves. and rope s passes through a small block.q at the gaff, 

armis being thrust inwards. is an aperture cover- and goes down to the deck, the lower end. being fas- 
ed by a strong lens, for the diver to see through. At  tened to the traveller. The other rope n passes through 
m and n are two other openings in the upper part of a block p,lashed to the shank of the mel. The ends 
the vessel, covered by screw caps, which are removed of this are conducted through er sheave of the 
when fresh air is to be introduced into the machineby block g, and also brought on the vessel’s deck where 
the nose pipe of a pair of bellows, being applied to force both are, and belayed on the gunnel. Now by hauling 
fresh air into one, and drive out the foul air at the other, the rope s, and letting go the other x, the traveller is 
Teese: o84 is also of-use to/pump out'any drawn up on the hawser, and. vice versa... The travel- 
water which may through at the joints, though this ler i carries a block 2 for the rope v, which is attached 
is as much as possible prevented, -by fitting leather,at aq to the engine B-at one end, and goes up-to the block M 

in the joints of the cover, and the caps m,n before they at the end of the It is then taken down on deck 

are screwed. The mass of lead. G is fastened to through the b , and held by a sufficient number 
the lower side of the vessel ina line between the di- dhibchindequidethe tenon: Sineichasienen 

ver's arms, by means of the hoops ,4. On. this the i thersigbtiol Ghat anginin from the-vesecks quare 
whole rests if it comes to the ground, and remains ina ter, is held by several men, r being the signal line, 
proper position for the diver to. work; and fasten as before mentioned. 

Fig. ta any thing which isto be drawn up, as shewn in Fig; _ .A vessel moored in this manner by the head in a ra- Operation. — 

ver 
5. t ; 
Fe selene teh the di spr reactors wise within nen limits ; but in this eee 7 

on. hi whi having a ridge touchi upon a centre of motion very nearly ‘coincident wit 
of the vessel vite cident the h me 7 

out of the apertures, otherwise ine teats presale thereteneimath ale. yoiees Save 
to ty 

ee Sane asta eeeeeas ional to the quanti, then by hauling the end of the v, the engine is 
y of surface exposed, and to the depth of water. The boitet al font : 
ver gives his instruction to above by a small time hauling x, the traveller engine are taken down 

the | he sy being 
has a handle always hanging in reach of away by a round turn over a timber head on 

na in the or ship above, to whom, any ver gives the signal of being near the bottom, the 
eal i eieery by the diver snatching or twitching BE is held fast, and » being still given away, the am 4 

ituation sh 
the person bpahekiieme.whera the object sought is supposed to be. : y 

bove, rive orders accordingly. The size of the In this condition, he can be moved with great preci- 
vessel is that he can continue at the bottom about sion to any situation he directs by the si, Thus by 

LE a E Z , - 2 F ° § e § 

$ recoveri 5 
bours, hooking ropes for weighing up lost anchors, or required situation ; but if this is not exactly known be- 
any other purpose where there ia free access to theob- fore the diver deseends, it will be prudent fot the ves- 
ject ones) Shoneh in entering ,and ‘searching the sel to moor with two anchors at a distance asunder, the 
wrecks of ships, it would be less convenient than some ables of both meeting on her bow a, with an angle in 
others which we shall describe, To dive in still water this situation. By giving out one sabloeted soking up, 

the 
marked E, which its weight from the yard stream. ih demo snenine of this kind may, on many 
arm of , and to descend in it occasions ne 

carrying the vessel out of ite direction. In this case, the signal. When he wants fresh air, the vessel, if made 
the in Fig. 5. will be very effectual. of copper, must be either turned or japanned on the in- 
It represents a vessel lying at anchor by the cable or side, otherwise it would give a most nauseous taste to the 

block Lis lashed, and » small hawsee 7 
1 of tl , or, or a grapnel mensions. In small depths they will bring u 

N, bent to it, with a considerable weight attached to wishous “anty. pment iosoendtniy - dit. whose Darin 
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sete il- 

kins, 
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to it by a common centre pin 6. The lower c are 
curved and form a clasp, to embrace the , while the 
upper ends @ are connected by links ad, ad to a socket 
d, which slides upon B, has a shackle with the 
rope D fastened to it. When these tongs are let down 
ee oe ee of the socket, and links ad, 
disposes the claws to open as in the Figure, and in this 
state they are lowered rt serene a hws diver upon the 
goods to be recovered: ‘ is then drawn up, 
which raising the shackle, closes the claws upon the 
object between them, and gripes them so hard that 
they will seldom slip, because the the weight 
the more powerfully they close together. If they fai 
of catching it the first time, they may be opened again 
by drawing the rope A, to make another trial: 

The experiment of Drebel’s submarine boat, is not 
the only attempt which has been made to navigate a 
vessel under water, without any communication with 
those at the surface, but having the means of ascent 
or descent; and making progress in any direction, in- 

dent of assistance from without. The celebrated: 
Bishop Wilkins, in his Mathematical Magic, dated 
1648, has given a chapter on the subject, in. which, af- 
ter referring to the successful experiments of Drebel, 
he enumerates the benefits of these submarine enterpri- 
zes, and with a visionary facility, whicli is truly enter- 
taining, removes all difficulties. Thus for letting out 
and taking in such things as the nature of the voyages 
may require, he recommends: bags or flexible tubes, 
somewhat resembling the bags of ships. The 
progressive motion may, he be produced by 
fins or oars, which will operate with ease when the ves- 
sel is truly equipoised ;. and if swiftness could not thus 
be obtained, {tilt he supposed the observations and dis- 
coveries to be made at the bottom of the sea would 
abundantly recompence for that defect. The 
difficulty, in his apprehension, would be in the neces- 
sity of renovating the air for respiration and combus- 
tion; but for remedying wr we herp ae, 
bility, that custom may render men le of livi 
act of inferior purity ; and aaa ‘has ne 

ilosophical views and projects, convenience 
advantages of submarine navigation which he enume- 
rates, are, Ist, Privacy, as aman may thus go to any 

of the world invisible, without being discovered or 
prevented. 2d, Safety, from the uncertainty of tides 
and tempests which vex the surface, from Maree and 
robbers, and from the ices, which so much endanger 
other voy towards the poles. $d, It may be of use 
to undermine and blow up a navy of enemies, or to re- 
lieve a blockaded place. As the enlarges in 
the mind of our‘author, he to contemplate the 
unspeakable benefits of submarine discoveries ; i- 
sueiite bs the astenst ens) Acscent of onbenergeh Nolice 
the exploration of the deep caverns and passages of the 
waters of the ocean); observations on the nature and 
kinds of fishes, with the allurements, artifices, and 
treacheries which may be. successfully practised upon 
them duri 
the food and oil they may afford; the probability-of 
fresh springs for a supply of water at the Roeaevas 
sea; ility of recovering submarine treasures, 
whether lost, or naturally produced beneath the ocean. 
The nearest approaches to realizing the bishop's in- 

so familiar a residence in their territories ;- 

DIVING. 
genious conceits, besides the mt of Debrel, was _ Diving. 
made by Mr D. Bushnell of in America, Gr 
who, in 1787, published a description of a submarine ).3), <ub- a 

vessel of his invention, in which it was found very prac- 

I) p 
ig. 9, and a horizontal section, Fig. 8, from the:in- CCXXXt. 

ventor’s description, which, except the letters of refe- Figs 8.9. 
rence, is as follows: The shape of the subma~ 
rine pt rte mean pte de | 

entrance into the vessel being represented at A, Fig. 9, 
pe th pure. ae. Sop the swell of the shells at the : 
ecto beeae - nyc ein «KE deg ede’ waflicieat 40 f 

irty minutes without receiving fresh air. At the bot- Its parts. 
tom B, ite to the entrance was fixed a quantity of 
Jead for ballast. At one edge, which was directed 

; Was an oar D, for 

forci 

served to eject the water within when devon 

The body of the vessel was made exceedi strong ; 
and to en. it as much as possible, a piece 
pein <n  l to the conj diame- 
ter, to it the si yielding to -pres- 
mare ofbo incnpisant weber fn wep kets abe 
piece of wood was also a seat for The 
entrance at A into the vessel was elliptical, and so small Entrance, 
as barely to admit a person. This entrance was sur- 
rounded with a broad elliptical iron band ee, the lower 
edge of which was let into the wood, of which the body 
of the vessel was made, in such a manner, as to give its 
utmost su to the body of the vessel against the 
pressure of the water, Above the upper i 
iron band, there was a brass crown, or cover » TESEM~ a door. 
bling a hat with its crown and brim, which shut water- 
tight upon the iron band ee. The crown was hung to 
the iron band with hinges, so as to turn over sidewise 
when opened. To make it y secure when shut, 
it might be screwed down upon the band by the ope- 
rator, or: by a without. 
Eid ta, theca neal one «goa te 

at f directly in t, and one at g on ¢ ide, large 
enough to put the hand through When open, they 
admitted fresh air, Their shutters were per- 
fectly tight into their places with emery, hung with 

§ 



Valve, 

Rowers. 

Rudder. 

DIVING. 
hinges, and secured in their when shut. There 
were likewise several small | windows in the crown 
for looking through, and for iting light in the day- 
time, with covers to secure them. There were two air 
pipes iin the crown, A ventilator within drew fresh 

air pipes, and discharged it 
to the lower part of the vessel. The fresh air intro- the f 

casos the 

Pepe ed Mey. prin hecteeites iotantiene them, and ves immediate- 
See alate destin 

The vessel was chiefly ballasted with lead fixed to its 
When this was not sufficient, a quantity 

within at R, more or less according to the 
so eect hapa oF 
oversetting. e vessel wit 

and the operator, was of sufficient 
it very low in the water. About 200 

Bat the bottom for ballast, could be 
feet below the vessel. This ena- 

rise instantly to the surface of the 
accident. 

would descend, he placed his foot 
a brass valve a, ing it, by which 

aperture in the of the vessel, 
ich the water entered at his pleasure, 

vid f +P fl 3 it le i t g 
Ai un = 8, : 4 3 : i 

a ee 

eg 
i & 

Be Fig. 8. 
ascend to the surface, he also 

i Ps. 
obtained an equilibrium, he could row u 

downward, or continue at any parti 
we ce cra angled: 8 1e vessel, formed 

ne 
FA & 88 i L Te ag 3 
i iH : 

lower end, which was open, 
which the external water had a passage into 

the: tube, served as a water gauge or barometer to 
show the depth of 
with phosphorus on 

vessel descended, the water rose in the water gauge, 
air within, and bearing the cork, with 

its surface. By the light of the phos- 
(ay ae rer mall oe oP eddie 

visible, and the depth of the vessel under water 
a graduated line. An oar D, formed 

upon the principle of the screw, was fixed in the fore 
of the vessel. Its axis entered the vessel, and be- 

one way rowed the vessel forward, but be- 
the other way rowed it backward. It was 

made to be turned by the hand or foot. 
Arudder E, prom Fhaahwark “aire ay” A the vessel, 
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the crank to a kind of tiller fixed upon the left hand of _ Diving. 
the rudder. Raising and depressing the first mention- 
ed tiller m, turned the rudder as the case required. 
A compass, marked with phosphorus, directed. the 

course above and under bie water, and a line and 
lead sounded the depth when necessary. 

Every opening was well secured. The —— b,b 
had two sets of valves. The aperture a at the bottom 
for admitting water, was covered with a plate, perfora- 
ted full of holes to receive the water, and prevent any 
thing from choking the , or stopping the valve 
from shutting. The brass = might likewise be for- 
ced into its place with a screw if n . The air 
pipes ¢ had akind of hollow sphere fixed round the top 
of each, to secure the air pipes’ valves from injury. 
These hollow spheres were perforated full of holes, for 
the passage of the air through the pipes, Within the 
air pipes were shutters to secure them, should any acci- 
dent happen to the pipes, or the valves on their tops. 
Wherever the external apparatus passed through the 
body of the vessel, the joints were round, and formed 
by brass pipes, which were driven into the wood of the 
vessel ; holes raga. the pipes were very exactly 
made, and the iron rods which passed through them 
were turned in a lathe to fit them ; the joints were also 
kept full of oil, to prevent rust and leaking. rene 
attention was given, to bring ev necessary for 
performin thie tinerstSonis, bots wit nag without the 
vessel, before the , and as conveniently as could 
be devised, so that every thing might be found in the 
dark, ex the water ga’ and the compass, which 
were visible by the light of the phosphorus; and no- 
thing ragaited the operator to turn to the right hand 
or to the left to perform any thing necessary. 

The inventor then gives the following description of 

Compass. 

Precautions 
for safety. 

Powder 
a magazine and its appendages, designed to be convey~ magazine, 
ed by the submarine vessel to the bottom of a ship. 

In the fore part of the brim of the crown G of the 
submarine vessel was a socket, and an iron tube dotted 
at h (Fig. 9.) passing through the socket. The tube 
stood upright, and could slide up and down in the soc- 
ket six inches. At the top of the tube was a screw 
dotted at x, properly formed for entering wood, fixed 
by means of a rod which passed through the tube h, 
and screwed the wood screw fast upon the top of the 
tube. By pushing the wood screw up against the bot- 
tom of the ship, and turning it at the same time, it would 
enter the planks. Driving would also answer the same 
at ne When the wood screw was firmly fixed, it 
could be-cast off, by unscrewing the rod which fastened 
it upon the top of the tube. 

Behind the submarine vessel, was a place above the 
rudder E for carrying a large powder magazine. This 
was made of two pieces of oak timber, large enough, 
when hollowed out, to contain 150 pounds of owe, 
with the apparatus used in firing it, and was secured in 
its place by a screw turned by the operator, A stron 
piece of rope extended from the magazine to the eed 
screw above mentioned, and was fastened to both. 
When the wood screw was fixed, and to be cast off from 
its tube, the magazine was to be cast off likewise by 
unscrewing it, leaving it hanging to the wood screw. 
It was lighter than the water, that it might rise up 
against the object to which the wood screw and itself 
were 

Within the ine was an apparatus, constructed 
to run an of time under twelve hours, 

' When it run out its time, it unpinioned a strong 
lock resembling a gun lock, which gave fire to the pow= 

B 
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10 DIVING. 
der. This apparatus was so pinioned, that it could not 
possibly move till by casting off the magazine from the 
vessel it was set in motion. 

The skilful operator could swim so low on the sur- 
face of the water, as to approach very near a ship in the 
night without fear of being discovered, and might, if 
he chose, 4 ee ple gelbeigicte ptaion 
very little . He could sink very quickly, keep 
by depth he pleased, and row a great distance in 
any direction he desired, without ing to the sur- 
face; and when he rose to the surface, he could soon 
obtain a fresh supply of air, when, if necessary, he 
might descend again, and pursue his course. The 
above vessel, ine, &c. were projected in the year 
1771, but not completed until the year 1775. 
The i ious writer then details the following ex- 

periments which he made, to prove the nature and use 
of a submarine vessel for acne Lag shipping. 

The first experiment I e was with about two 
ounces of gunpowder, which I exploded 4 feet under 
water, to prove to some of the first in Con- 
necticut that | oti would take fire under water. 

The second experiment was made with two pounds 
of powder, inclosed in a wooden bottle, and fixed under 
a head, with a two inch oak plank between the 
hogthead and the powder. The hogshead was loaded 
with stones as deep as it could swim. A wooden pipe 
descending h the lower head of the hogshead, 
and through the plank into the powder contained in 
the bottle, was primed with powder. A match then 
put to the priming exploded the powder, which produ- 
ced a very great effect, rendi plank into pieces, 
demolishing the hogshead, an ing the stones, and 
the ruins of the hogshead, with a body of water, many 
feet into the air, to the astonishment of the spectators. 
This experiment was likewise made for the satisfaction 
of the gentlemen above mentioned. 

The inventor afterwards made many experiments of 
a similar nature, some of them with large quantities 
of powder. They p megrs very violent explosions, 
much more than sufficient for any purpose he had in 
view. 

In the first essays, with the submarine. vessel, Mr 
Bushnel todk care to prove its strength to sustain the 
atest pressure of the incumbent water, when sunk 

eep, before he trusted any person to descend much be-) 
low the surface, and he never suffered any person to 
go under water, without having a strong piece of rig- 
ging made fast to it, until he found him well acquaint- 
ed with the operation necessary for his safety. After 
that he made him descend and continue at particular 
depths, without rising or sinking, row by the compass, 

a vessel, go under her, and fix the wood 
screw, mentioned above, and dotted at /, in Fig. 9, into 
her bottom, &c, until he thought him sufficiently ex- 
pert to put his design into execution. 

He found, agreeable to his expectations, that it re- 
quired many trials to make a person of common in- 
genuity a skilful operator. The first he employed was 
very ingenious, and made himself master of the bu- 
siness ; but was taken sick, in the campaign of 1776, at 
New York, before he had an gas Pega ae 
of his skill, and never recovered his health sufficiently 

nA ve fn After various attempts to find an ator to his wish, 
the inventor sent pm teg mead gale expert than 
the rest, from New York, to a fifty gun ship, lying 
not far from Governor's Island. fe went under 
ship, and to fix the wooden screw into attempted 
her bottom, but struck, as he supposes, a bar of iron 

magaz ined it retarded him in the swell, 
which was very considerable. After the ine had 
been cast off one hour, the time the in apparatus 
was set to run, it blew up with great violence. 

Afterwards, there were two attempts made in Hud= 
son’s River, above the city, but they effected ing. 
One of them was by the abovementioned person. | 
going towards the shi y eine Sane et be and went 
a great distance beyond her, and when he at 
found her, the tide ran so strong, that as he ; 
under water for the ship’s bottom, it swept him away. 
Soon after this the enemy went up the river, and pur- 
sued the boat avlsich had teeub-mnariese peenal fn Ieegtale 
and sunk it with their shot. Though Mr Bushnell af. 
terwards recovered the vessel, he says he found it ime 
possible at that time to te the design any far~ 
thee Ha . Bach a bad ee peeve from the 

ing of his undertaking, and being then very un 
well, che tetien of public affairs became phen that 
he despaired of obtaining the public attention, and the 
assistance n to Cag er i , and the Ym 

Sheers eee e found it u necessary : 
should acquire more skill nthe t of the 
vessel, he could expect success, which would 
have taken up some time, and made no small additional 
expence ; he therefore gave over the- it for that 
time, and waited for a more favourable opportunity, 
which never Farag ee 

The art of divin been carried to a great degree 
of perfection by Mr Braithwaite, who has for many years 
past made it a profession to search for yalgable wrecks, 
and noe anmenale rece His 
undertaking was the wreck of the Abergavenny 
India ship, which was lost off Weymouth. From this, 
ata of ten peer oc all owes 
val property, cutting deck, w 
wished to enter, by saws and instraments worked by 
the por abeve, and directed by himself. We have 
been informed that he sometimes ded in a diving 
bell, made by himself, and at.others in Oe 
we have before described as the invention of Mr Ton- 
kin. Mr Braithwaite’s practical acquaintance with all 
kinds of hydraulic machinery, which he is constantly 
making for the London breweries, gives him great 
advan’ in pursuits, by enabling him to con. 
trive quickly and construct any apparatus which the 
Ma uires. See the references at the end of Divine. 
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Its advanta- any other contrivance for the same pu 

‘sion of the 

on the in 

Es, end 
its wa- 

@F into the 
bell. 

DIVING BELL. 

the open bottom they can gain access without 
pred tat to whatever any fae ; and this cir- 

izes in diving for shipwrecked 
treasures, have been carried into effect by the assistance 
of the diving bell, in preference to any other contri- 
vance ; because in it the divers have room to move, and 
act with perfect freedom, to employ tools for breaking 
into. ships, removing stones, &c. They can descend 
two, three, or more in big eh , if they wish to ac- 

ish any great object at the of the sea. It 
is a great advantage, that they can carry down 
lights, which not absolutely necessary, are very 
useful in discovering the ject of the diver’s search, 
Lastly, the bell will admit ving in greater depths 
than any other method, and of a longer continuance at 
the bottom. 

The usual construction for a diving bell, is that of a 
cask or tub of wood, in the form of a truncated cone, 
the base bei ote merte.oce seal 3 Ie 

must-be at its joints, and strongly 
by Secason tip outside. Itis poised by Tead weights, 

the open end, till it will sink with 
wards, — Seubert and is so 
, that it will ina - 

open ‘end ot 
the bell may close upon the surface of 
round at once. Seats are fixed on the 

e divers to sit u when they are let 
water, beneath the shelter of the bell, 

the air cannot escape, because it is made 
except the bottom, and to get out there 

descend beneath the surface of the water, 
bell, which will be considerably above the 

edge; for as the bell descends, the pressure 
of the water upon the included air compresses it into 
a smaller space than it before occupied, and this con- 
densation increases — the depth rap ostomy 
according to the weight of water acting upon it. At 
thirty-three feet d ri the air will be condensed into 
half the and the bell will therefore be half full of 

the air a theta ee eyar of two 
A man will not experience rik res 

convenience from being a short time. confined in such 
condensed air, because it is taken in by the breath, and 
soon insinuating itself into all the cavities of the body, 
has no sensible effect, provided the bell is allowed to 
descend slowly, to give time for that p' When 
the bell is let down suddenly, a pressure is first felt on 
each ear, which, by degrees, grows painful, as if a 
quill were forcibly thrust into the hole of the ear ; but 
as the condensed air gains admission by degrees into 
the internal cavities of the ear, the pain ceases. When 
the bell is drawn up again, the condensed air finds a 
much easier passage from those cavities, without oc- 

ioni . The force thus exerted upon the 
might be expected 

¢ i 

fine i ed : e Ey 

aeietae aH 

water, E 

: Areal inconvenience is experienced from the di- 
minished capacity of the bell, which becomes filled 
with water, in ag apes to the depth. Hence the 
space occupied by the air in the upper part of the 

11 
bell will bear the same proportion to the lower part of DivingBell. 
it, which is filled with water, as thirty-three fie does 
to the depth from the bell to the surface ; therefore, if 
the bell is at thirty-three feet depth, the two will be 

ual, consequently the bell will be half‘full of water, 
when the air, being crowded into such a small space, 
will soon become heated, and unfit for respiration, and 
the bell must be drawn up to recruit it, not to mention 
the unpleasant situation of the diver, who must be al-« 
most covered with water in the bell, and will not be 
able to endure the cold and pressure of the water. Re- 
spécting the air, it has been estimated, that a man can 
peas an hour in Suter ning ing a ton, when at a 

of thirty or thirty-five feet. 
This simple diving bell, which, from the defects above History of 

stated, is not applicable for diving in deep water, is by the bell. 
no means a modern invention. Aristotle of a 
kind of kettle, used by divers, to enable them to re- 
main for some time under water, but does not clearly 
describe the manner in which they were used. Pro- 
fessor Beckman informs us, that the earliest mention 
of the use of the diving bell in Europe, is that of John 
Taisnier, who was born in Hainault in 1509, and had 
a place at court under Charles V. whom he at- 
tended on his voyage to Africa. He relates in what 
manner he saw, at Toledo, in the presence of the em- 
peror and several thousand spectators, two Greeks let 
themselves down under water, in a large inverted kettle 
with a burning light, and rise up n, without being 
wet. Ita t this art was then new to the em- 
peror, and the Spaniards, and that the Greeks were 
requested to make the experiment, in order to prove 
the possibility of it. 

Tn an old book on fortification, by Lorini, he describes 
a diving machine, consisting of a square box, bound 
round with iron, and farnished with windows; it has 
a stool affixed in it for the diver. The contrivance is 
probably elder than this Italian writer, as he does not 
retend to be the inventor of it. From this time the 
iving bell was frequently employed to recover valu- 

able wrecks, but from the defects above described, it 
could not be used in great depths. It was not until 
Dr Halley began his experiments, that adequate reme- 
dies were provided. This ingenious philosopher invent- 
ed means to convey ait down to the diving bell, where- 
by not only the included air is renewed for breath« 
ing, but the whole of the water is kept out from the 
bell, whatever the depth may be, and air may be fur 
nished in any desired quantity. He describes his ap- 
eae in the following manner, in the Philosophical 
ransactions : 

«The bell I made use of was of wood, containing Dimensions. 
about sixty cubic feet in its concavity, and was of the 
form of a truncated cone, whose diameter at top was 
three feet, and at bottom five ; this I coated with lead, 
so heavy that it would sink empty, and I distributed its 
weight about its bottom, so that it would go down in a 

ndicular. situation, and no other; in the top I 
fixed»a strong but clear glass, to let in the light from 
above, and likewise a cock to let out the hot air that 
had been breathed ; and below, about a yard under 
the bell, I placed a stage, which hung by three S, 
each of which was charged with about one hun 
weight, to keep it steady. This machine I suspended 
from the mast of a ship by a spreit, which was suffi- 
ciently secured by stays to the mast head, and was 
directed by braces to carry it over board, clear of the 
ship's side, and bring it again within board. 

To supply air to this bell, when under water, I Air barrels. 
caused a couple of barrels, of about thirty-six gallons 

Dr Halley's. 
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Diving Bell. to be i ,» 80 as to sink , each each, cased with lead, so empty, 

havi a Nag, bole & Sn Soest to let in water 
ate em condensed, on ea inadreas 
let itout again, when they were drawn up full of water 
from below, and to a hole in the ost part of 
these barrels I fixed a leathern or hose, well 
Px per mlytcel  nige ar ah aeg enough to 
below the bung hole, being kept down by a weight 

appended, so that the air in upper part of the 
barrels could not escape, unless the lower ends of these 
hose were first lifted up. 

h rings placed on both sides 
barrel, so that sliding down 

Their ac- 
tion to sup- 
ply air. 

pper ‘parts of them. was blown 
with great force inte the bell, whilst the water entered 
at the bung holes below, and filled them. As soon as 
the air of one barrel had been thus received, upon a 
signal iven it was drawn up, and:at the same time the 

be fons cS an meer re a a — 
nishing air so quick, and in su enty, Im 
have been Pn five who have bean Seesiian at the 
bottom, in nine or ten fathoms water, for above an 
hour and a half at-a time; ‘without any sort of ill eonse- 
quence ; and I an ee have continued there as long. as I 
leased, for any thing that int Wane. 

Besides the whole cavity of the bell was kept entirely 
free from water, so that I sat.on a bench which was 
diametrically’ placed near the bottom, with all my 
clothes on; I only observed that it was n to be 
let down gradually at first, as about 12 feet at a time, 
and then to stop and drive out the water that entered, 
by receiving three or four barrels of fresh air, before I 
descended farther ; but being arrived at the depth de- 
si I then let out as much of the hot air had 
been breathed, as each barrel would replenish with 
cool, by means of the cock at the top of the bell, 
through whose aperture, though very small, the. air 
would rush with so great violence, as to make the sur- 
face of the sea boil, and to cover it with a white foam, 
notwithstanding the great weight of water over us. 

Thus I found I could do any thing that was required 
to be done just under us, and that by taking off the 
sage, I could, fora space as. wide as the circuit of the 
bell, lay the bottom of the sea so far dry, as not to be 
over shoes thereon ; and, by the glass window, so much 
light was transmitted, that when the sea was clear, 
and especially when the sun shone, I could see perfectly 
well to write or read, much more to take up any thing 
that was under us ; and, by the returns of the air bar- 
rels, I often sent up orders, written with an iron y 
on small plates of lead, directing how to move us 
lace to ie at other times, when the water was trou- 
Pied an thick, it would be as dark as night below ; but 
in such a case I have been able to keep acandle burning 
in the bell as long as I pleased, notwithstanding the 
great expence of air requisite to maintain flame. 
I take this invention to be applicable to various uses 

such as fishing for pearls, diving for coral, sponges 

Windows. 

€andles. 

Uses. 
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‘| E 2F r 
nova et Magna Gravitatis et Levitalis, there is 
account of a kind of diving bell, used by a 
recovered some cannon the wrecks ? 
ships of the celebrated Spanish Armada, 
sunk on the western coast of Scotland near, 
Mull, just after the English had sed tl 
channel in 1588. The report of riches they con- 
tained was a constant excitement to speculators to re- 
cuvention (onpomanra Melee: sient pr Serer pees with- 

the ate 
tempt did not recover sufficient to defray hi 

Btls fl 3 & 5, i : 

Snot $n BE 

unloading rich rir a pete vagy em 
i i He represen’ plan so plausibly, 

the king ve him the command of a ship, and furnish- 
pd hieaetteors i for the 

vey ‘h with a firm 
conviction of the ity of his scheme. By asub- 
scription promoted chiefly by the Duke plies a 
the son othe celebrated Monk, Phipps was ] 
in 1687, to try his fortune once more, having 
ously e to divide the peolt, scoonitag 0.tbe40 
shares of which the subscription consisted. At first all 
his labour proved fruitless; but at last, when pa- 
tience was almost exhausted, he was so lucky as to 
bring up, from the depth of six or seyen fathoms, so 
much treasure, that he returned to England with the 
value of L. 200,000 sterling. Of this sum he 

about eer o04 others  Aagpccnin and the Duke 
.90,000. After he came » some endea- Hig success. 

voured to persuade the king to seize both the a and 
w far: licited for his majesty’s permission, had not given accus 

rate information snot ny Se eee but the king 
answered, with much greatness of mind, that he knew 

Dr H ‘8 apparatus 
ble the diver to go out from the bell to a considerable sal el 

of air from the great bell, so long as the surface of the 
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Diving Bell. water in the cap was above the level of that in the bell, made of thin copper plate, tinned on the inside, and 
—Y~" by means of a flexible pipe which he could carry coil- 

With air 

From the 
great bell. 

on his arm. 
In uance of this idea, he procured pipes to be 

pind: wit eaipeiengiball Uiak-wede expceted fern them. 
They were secured against the pressure of the water 
by a spiral brass wire, which kept them 

, the diameter of the cavi i 

PETeoes nie 

i ris : : 
leaden caps I 
mse th yh pevewp ets “ti 

i large weights of lead as’ great 
= im the'whols'; also two clogs of lead for the feet 

distmet at the bottom of the sea; but a small 
thickness makes perfect night in a moderate 

To obtain an open view ‘from the 
their use, the Doctor called 

of the 
lass, 

Mr Martin Triewald, who was military architect to 
ki of Sweden, proposed another form of the di- 

Men 5 adapted for a single diver, which, being on a - 
mall scale, may be made at a less expencethan Dr Hal-- 
ley’s, and’ drawn up with more conveniénce. ‘It is're-. 
presented in Fig. 8, Plate CCKKXI . The bell AB is 

‘by a rope C, from the ring A at the t 

Diving Bell. 
stregthened without by bands of iron hoop aa en- —— 
compassing it-in different directions. It is suspended 

sins os oars er oe caused 
to s cularly by weights suspended 
from decheieie hoop, as well mf a lar; oF a ring 
or plate E, which is suspended at such a distance from 
the bottom of the bell by chains; that when the ‘diver 
stands upright with his feet upon this plate, his head is 
above the water in the bell. This situation is better than 
if his head was in the top part A of the bell, the air be- 
‘ing cooler and more pure near the surface of the water 
-than higher up, because the air which has been breath- 
ed is heated, and rises up tothe top ; but when it is ne- 
‘cessary for the diver to rise 7 into the top of the bell, 
the inventor has provided him the means of draw- 
“ini up the cool air from the bottom near the water. 

is is a copper tube, shewn by the dotted 
lines bc. It is round the inside of the bell, the 
lower end in the bottom of the bell, and the 
upper end. provided with a flexible leather tube end- 
ing in an ivory mouth-piece d, for the diver to hold in 
‘his mouth and ‘inspire the air from below ; whilst at 
every expiration he throws out the air through his nos- 
trils into the of the bell. This bell may be 
supplied with air from barrels in the same man- 
ner ‘as’ Dr Halley’s ; and is therefore provided with a 
cock in the top to allow the impure air to escape when.a 
fresh supply is obtained. It is illuminated by four strong 
lenses in 
shutters, to defend them from accidents when on shore. 

Several important improvements were made in the 
diving bell in 1776, by Mr Spalding of Edinburgh, to 
whom the Society of Arts presented a reward for the in- 
vention. ee Ener had in thetwo preceding years, 
acquired iderable experience in the management of 
a bell on Dr Halley’s plan, which he had constructed, 
in the h of recovering some of a considerable pro- 

which was lost in a ship that was wrecked on the. 
Scares, or Fern Islands, in 1774, in the night, when all 
the crew peri Some of the light goods were thrown 
on shore ; and it was proposed to recover the rest by di- 
ving, the remainder of the ee ath the ma» 
nagement of the whole to Mr Spalding. His first ex- 

iments were made in d s of 5, 6, and 8 fathoms 
in Leith roads; and having m these made his apparatus 
tolerably perfect, he for Dunbar, thirty miles dis- 
tance, in an open long boat, sloop rigged, and of about 
six or eight tons burthen. By a mistaken account, he 
had been informed the bottom of the Fox ship of war 
lay there ; but upon his arrival, the oldest seaman in the 

could give him no intelligence, as that vessel pe- 
rished in the night, with all on board, somewhere in 
Dunbar bay, and by storms, during so long a period as 

PLATE 
CCXXXI. 
Fig. 10. 

top, at GGG, each provided with copper 

Mr Spal- - 
ding. 

His descents 
in Dr Hal- 
ley’s bell 

thirty years, was thought to be sanded up. In order to - 
gratify the curiosity of some friends there, he still de- 
termined to descend where it might be thought proba~ 
ble her bottom lay ; but in seven and eight fathoms wa- 
ter found nothing but a hard sandy- bottom, from 
whence he was to conjecture, that the proprietors 
of the valuable effects which were on board that ves- 
sel, might have’ found their account: in sweeping 
for her. Being -informed |that a ‘vessel, which was 
thrown up by accident in the river ‘Tay, near Dundee, 
with a large quantity of iron, lay within two fathoms 
of the ‘ace at low water, he determined to make trial 
there, and accordingly sailed ‘across the frith to. that 

, about fifteen leagues distant from Dunbar. Here 
went down three different times, changing the 

at Dundee; 
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Diving Bell. ground at each going down, and at last fell in with a 

stump of the wreck, sunk five fathoms deep at low wa- 
ter to a level with the soft bed of the river, which is 
sempetedot « light: eh See eae The 
principal parts of this wreck were su to have been 

ied away by an immense body of ice the year be- 
fore. He found, that the muddiness of the river occa- 
sions a darkness at only two fathoms from the surface 
that cannot be described ; and from the smallness of 
his machine, which contained only forty-eight English 

it was im le to have a candle burning in 
it, which would consume the air too quickly for any 
man to be able to work, and at the same time pay at- 
tention to receiving the necessary supplies of air. 

These trials were only preparatory to his views at 

Bamborough Castle some time, till the weather became 
more favourable. He then sailed to the Scares, with his 
brother, three sailors, and two pilots. It was four in the 

high water, when he went down at 

gale of easterly or southerly wind; 
one of the passages being extremely narrow, and both 
of them dan 

Convinced from. this, says Mr i 
rn a epee te te O83 ing could be ac- 
complished, ex in June and July, no 
san onl cook binnatht with mhein.d oh ven deities 
a few days and nights at anchor there, I was obli 
so-taaaien bee project ; yet I determined to take a 
view of the guns of a Dutch ship of war lost in the year 
1704, and as they lay two or three miles nearer the 
land, I could execute this design with less difficulty, 
especially as the —- continued iar e. 
Havi intelligence ible, we went 

ard ot ge I went down foor different times, 
but could find no marks of any wreck, notwithstanding 

alking about in five six fathoms water, as far 
as it was ht safe to allow the rope to the bell, con- 
inui - ly twent, oteg ae: age rbot ny 

occasion I was to a cutti 
hook and knife, and clear away eanronie which at 
this place are very thick and ; without this me- 
thod I could not move about, At the fifth going down, 
each trial being in a different place, I was agreeably 
surprised to find a ve of tall weeds, all of them 
from six to eight feet high, with large tufted tops, most- 
ly in regular as far as the eye could reach, a 
variety of small lobsters and other shell fish swimming 
about in the intervals.” He then discovered the place 

to a Dutch 

or lowered at pleasure, 

DIVING BELL. 

sinking or rising of the bell depends entirely 
who are at 

y 
Mr Spaldi nce ich ry gust) ge Aa Mr Spal- 

as completely obviated these defects. They will : 
dered evident from the followi 
Fig. 6, is the body of the bell, made of pipe staves, five ccxxx1 
feet long, five feet diameter at bottom, and two and a Fig. 6. 
half at It is suspended by four é,e, attach- ‘ 

fastened on the sides of the bell, and meet- 

from 
These gr tegteccaat eh 

bell always parallel to the surface of the water, whether 
the machine, taken all together, is li or heavier 
than an equal bulk of the fluid. these weights alone, 
however, the bell would not sink; another is there- 
fore added, represented at L, and which can be raised 

means of a rope passing over 
——- a, and fastened to one of the sides of the bell 
at M. As the bell descends, this weight, called by Mr 
Spalding the balance weight, han a consider- Balance 
able way below the edge of the In case the 
of the bell is caught by any obstacle, the balance weight 
is immediately lowered down, so that it may rest u 
the bottom. By this means the bell is Yegibenedyac 
that all danger of ov: ing is removed; for bei 
pe pormiy reenter weight than an equal bul 

water, it is evident that the bell will rise as far as the 
length of rope affixed to the balance weight will allow 
it. This weight, therefore, will serve as a kind of an- 
chor to keep the bell at any particular depth which the 
divers may think necessary ; for being let down to the 
bottom before the bell descends, the diver by hauling 
the rope will descend, though he does not raise the 
weight, Instead of wooden seats or stage used by Dr 
Halley, Mr Spalding made use of a suspended by 
hooks 6,6 across the bottom of the bell ;. and on these 

the divers may stand without any inconvenience. 
Two windows, made of thick strong glass, are fixed near 
the top of the bell, for admitting light to the divers. 
T,N nt the two air casks, with their tackle ; and Ait 
OCP the flexible pipe, through which the air is admit- ante 
ted to the bell: the casks contain 40 gallons each. In 
the ascent and escaeat Shie cask, eee 
is guided by the lines M, extended from the bell to 
ship above. The ends of the pipes are kept down by 
a small weight appended, as in Dr Halley’s machine ; 
or whiat is better, they may have cocks as at P, Risa 

” 



Spaldine’s 

double bell. 
PLATE 

CCXXXII. to 
Fig. 6. 

Its use 
and action. 

has free entrance into the u 

¢ as often as it 
troublesome, and a fresh supply is obtained 

Taxed tes bal 7 sc Mi Spalding. an very i ious contrivance, Mr ing 
rendered it ee dino toni ihe bal oak 
all the wei appended to -it, 2g da grdgaace or 

at particular depth as they think proper, 
and eMail will te nadenerens Coughi'the come 
designed for pulling up the bell was broke. . This-was 

b a second bell of smaller.di- 
SMEMME ince thee larize nie, as-chewn at18,being fest 
ed thereto by screws at different places, as well as by 
the ropes e, e, which nd the bell. It contains 25 

In the top of it is a cock t, which can be> 
yard a ee Nig a alg agg ea 

bell. Its comes down into the great 
zh the top at¢. There is also another cock 

v in the top, which permits the air to pass out of the 
great bell, and rise into the small one. There is so 
much space left between the two bells, that the water 

as well as into the low- 
er one. When the bell is first let down the cock ¢ in, 

air escapes from it, and the water enters till it is full. 
In this state the bell is, as before mentioned, lighter 
than an bulk of water without the balance weight, 

The. 
air, which is thus let out from the lower bell, must be 
pisces ca Leary hr year ahaa oper Prorat 
ders the bell lighter, bee whole weight of the water 

T 

tain quantity of air is admitted into the upper cavity, 
she’ ball with the-balance will: deacend very slowly ; if 
a greater quantity, it will neither ascend nor descend 1 ° 

remain ; and if a larger quantity of air 
is atill adinitted, it will rise to:the tap. 

Indeed the bell would rise very slowly when the air 
is admitted, from the lower into the cavity, from 
another cause, i tt of taking in any more air 

us the air in the great bell is con- 

Now we oe thas pressed b 1 to the u tity is yy a columry 
of water of 5 or 6 feet ss altitude than it was before, 
because the bell is that height above the other, 
consequently it will expand itself, and displace rather a 
pr Ay ebeagerntrra bell than its 
absence e lower one admits into it. 
By following these directions, every accident may be 

prevented, people may dcarih te great 
without the of . The bell 
also becomes so le in the water, that it 

boat with the ease, and with perfect safety to 
those who are in it. ' 
We consider Mr ing’s form of the diving-bell 

as the best adapted of any which has been yet made 
public for descending deep ‘into the sea. It may be 
made of one single cask instead ef two. In this case, 
it must have a false bottom, to divide it into two 

ae DIVING BELL. 
DivingBell: cock; by which the hot air is discharged 

. the partition, will permit 
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cavities, the air being allowed free entrance info the Diving Bell. 
lower of the upper one, through a number of au~ 
ger frales bored tliesteh the duvbajtiags above the par 
tition. The inventor’s reason for ing them sepa~ 
rate, was, that he might disencumber his bell of the 
small one when he did not think it necessary to employ 
it. 

The writer of this article having had occasion to con- Improve- 
sider the best means of diving to a wrecked ship, in a ™ent by the 

+ » writer of 
raaterial this article. considerable of water, conceived a very 

improyement upon Mr Spalding’s plan, of dividing the 
bell into two cavities, so that it can at all times be made 
heavier or lighter, as the divers wish. At the same 
time, he drew up a plan for such a system of tackle for 
the management of any kind of bell, either at sea or 
in a river, as would greatly facilitate its operation ; for 
the success of diving, with any kind of bell, will t. 
ly depend upon the convenience of its tackle, that it 
may be let down or drawn up, and removed in any di- 
rection on the bottom with the least possible loss of 
time ; for as it is found injurious to divers to remain 
a long time in the condensed air when the depth is very 
great, if much Cp Tm in getting to the re~ 
quired situation, they will be unable to do any thing 
before they find it necessary to return to the surface, to 
relieve themselves from the pressure, This improve- 
ment of the bell consists in making the upper cham- 
ber quite tight, and of considerable strength, havi 
no 0 
Itis nae the wetoh side _ o- ee for- 
cing pumps in the partition which forms the cham- 
bierent provided with proper valves and pistons, as well 
as levers with handles for the divers to work them by, 
and force air into the upper chamber from the bell. 
The valves of these pumps where they pass through 

e air from the bell to enter- 
the chamber when the pressure below is the greatest, 
but always prevent it from returning. There is a cock im 
the partition, to allow the air to descend at the pleasure’ 
of the diver. The action of this chamber is as follows = 
When the divers have descended to a certain depth and 

to admit water as in Mr Syalding’s machine. Air vessel 

and pumps. 

then stop, as Dr Halley describes, to have as much air: Their use. 
sent down as will supply the space, which has been di« 
minished by the compressure of the contained air, they 
are to work these pumps, to condense as much as they 
can of the air into the upper chamber, — quan- 
tity which is thus taken from the great bell immedi-« 
ately replenished from the air barrel. By repeating 
this every time they stop, and also when they arrive 
at the bottom, they obtain a store of fresh air in reserve: 
for two purposes: First, If by any accident the air bar= 
rel, or any part of its tackle, should fail, and interrupt 
the supply of air, they can let out a quantity of air from: 
the upper chamber, to serve them till the tackle is re«. 
paired, or till they can be drawn up. It-also gives: 
them the means of adjusting the weight of the bell in a 
more perfect manner than Mr Spalding’s.. Thus, if the 
ballast is so adjusted, that when the bell is full of air 
all but 6 inches of the lower part, its weight. without 
the balance weight is rather lighter than. water, so as 
oe to rise but no more, the diver ma: to 
old it down or descend, by pulling the weight 

rope with a very slight force. Now in this case, if they 
require to rise without.the aid of those above, they open 
the cock, let out of the chamber as much air as will ex- 

1 the water from the Ginches of the lower part of the 
Il, and thus by displacing more water rendering it suf- 

ficiently buoyant to rise'to the surface, and the 
balance weight up with it if required, They have, 
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tunity of a cask of air being sent down, to 
much of it into the upper bell as will carry them up ; 

eres. 

half filled with air, to give the buoyancy required 
raise the bell, it will ascend, but at every foot of rise 
the pressure diminishes, and the air itself. That 
in the it bell escapes, bubbling out under the 
bolteie, but in the erie it sae to displace 
more and more water, giving the bell an increasing 
power of ascent till at 38 feet when it will have a 

ure of only two atm The small bell will 
quite full, thus giving to the bell a power of ascent 

twice as great as it began with, and ucing an acce- 
lerated os which the aretha dams, by nda 
to controul ; for, though it might , by letting out 
Reals SSB Res eppes Del eee Saami 
zardous, because if they once let out too much, so as 
to destroy the power of ascent, the bell would sink, 
and never have the means of rising again. 
On the plan with air ps, this could ne- 

ver happen ; for, if the divers found themselves too buoy- 
ant, they could by the pum sotiien incsargstedeaiiegain 
chamber as would restore the equilibrium. Lastly, In 
Mr Spalding’s, if they get any air into the upper cham- 
ber to give them a power of ascent, depend al 
Geren Gt ehactions of -theoetiomboaene rime ah 
lance weight rope to noe them down, and if this should. 
break, they rise with a s velocity. 
This bell for diving to wrecks of ships, should be 

made to contain two Its. most convenient: 
form will be that of the frustrum of an elliptical cone ; 
iy BRIE 2 Cy the top 3. feet 6 inches by, 2 
feet 6 inches ; and 6 feet 6 inches in height, _ If it is to 
have the air chamber formed by a partition in the top, 
to receive the air condensed by the pumps. As this 
vessel will require to be very strong, it would be best 
made of thick sheet , and fixed in the top of the 
bell against its crown, being rather smaller than the bell, 
and in the form of a hemisphere. It will leave a space 
all round, of a similar form to that of the bottom of a 
green glass bottle between it and the sides of the bell. 
By this means the vessel will not obstruct the light which 
— at the windows, made round non side Aa the bell 
at the top, or prevent it proceeding down to the divers. 
This ; round the air eobldl ee depaininsties butane 
which been breathed ; and the cock to let it off is 
in the very highest part. The pumps should have al- 
most all the length of their barrels contained within the 
copper vessel, and should have levers, with han- 
dles.to work them, situated conveniently within the di- 
ae ee to be loaded with a 
great weight, , where expence is not 
regarded, is *to make ceyiriier of cast iron, and then 
its strength will be much greater, and without any dan- 
ger of leakage. ‘'The chamber in the top may then be 
cast in one piece with the crown. The windows should 
be convex lenses of glass, such as are now used in ships 
decks, being complete hemi on the outside, and 

ins on the side which is within. They concentrate 
the light from all directions, and throw it in the bell. 
The bell should be painted white within to reflect the 
light, and also on the outside, that it may be visible to 
those in the ship as long as possible when under water. 

DIVING BELL. 
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of water (the weight of which always continues the 
same) to condense the air into half the space: 
Be epee nes § pa 

tackle proposed 
the ell ea lows: ae “hip wha 
hung yard-arm of any w carries a 
re ym 

out the other, may be moved sidewise, to sweep the 
bell along the to search for any reas tins 
taking up or giving out both at once; she be mo- 
ved in an opposi 

mast, in the same manner as the topsail sheets are, it 

or, and shift her position by the sai 
and rudder to the required station. By their compass, 
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= 

. son above, who will be very 

DIVING BELL. 
ivers find the direction in which they wish to be mo- 

and can communicate orders to those above by a 
line tied below to the bell, and going up to the 
en some intelligent person must hold it in his 

i which the divers make by oH z iS the 
To avoid the danger of mistakes, the 

i of these signals should be painted round 
i the bell. Thus one snatch signifies, make 

fast to keep it statio ; two, means to 
als , to Artin four, to the north ; five, to 

the ; six, to the east ; seven, to the west. A board, 
with duplicates of all these, is to be kept near the per- 

conveniently situated a- 
stride the yard-arm, so as to be directly over the 
bell, will there have a view of all the ship’s com- 
pany, as well as the bell under water. The signal line 
should be a deep sea lead-line, such as seamen use to 
sound in deep water, with the usual marks to know the 
depths. These will shew how far the bell is below the 
surface, and will be attended with the advantage of ena- 
bling the divers to denote the distance they wish to 
move, or descend. Thus if they snatch twice, 
it denotes to descend ; and immediately after if they 
gently pull down two fathoms of the line, which the 
man above must give out, and take notice of the quan- 
tity, he will find they wish to descend two fi 

He 

lower ; the same of ascent, or progression sidewise, in 
direction by the compass. To avoid confusion or 

delay, those of ship's crew who are to haul the ropes 
for motion, ascent, and descent of the bell, should in all 

ple who the su of air. He et Hay) neve 
with great ad in a boat, where, if he another 
Lope Aone eae Ropar de arg 
barrels weigh very little in descending, in bi 
Sareidy at anc eadie bulk of water, which need 
not be above 20 Indeed as Mr Spalding says, 
one barrel of 30 would be sufficient ; and we 

it would be more easily managed than two small- ae le have a piece of timber projecti 
her stem or side, in the feannaeet 
or rather of an anchor boat, with 

for conducting the rope for the 
roller with a winch, by which it is 

the wil ‘ j é i 
person above men- 

keep it always tight, 
ds, and taking it in ai 

= 

, Viz. 
Thus his man winds up 

barrel, till it comes above water, and fills with air, 
water running out at the -hole in the 
; then he lets it down full of air, and the 

flexible pipe is guided by the thimble run- 
the: till 1t comes to the bell, where 

e divers takes it in, and opens the cock in the 
e bell to let out the hot air, till he sees the wa- 

ter rise in the bell to certain marks, by which he knows 
hates let out the exact. quantity: of air which the-air 
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barrel will replenish. As soon as the barrel has descend- 
ed below the level of the surface of the water in the bell, 
he opens the cock in the end of the flexible pipe to ad- 
mit the air from the barrel; but he must not do this 
ee the barrel has gen lest the air should 
take a contrary passage, and issue through the ‘pipe 
from the bell into the barrel, and perhaps Tada Sin 
its bottom into the sea. The cock at the end of the 
ipe is likewise very useful to admit the air gradually, 

lest by entering the bell, and suddenly displacing that 
quantity of water, which’ was just before gradually ad- 
mitted when the hot air was let out, it should cause the 
bell to heave up. When the bell rests upon the ground 
or the deck of a ship at the bottom, it will be necessary 
to draw it up a little, to allow the air barrel to go low- 
er and get the air into it; it will give a great facilit, 
to this, if the bell is made as above described, with 
pumps and a chamber above: then if this let out so 
much air from it as will make the bell, without its 
ballast or anchor weight, lighter than water, the divers; 
by letting out the rope of the balance weight, may suf= 
fer the bell to rise 3. or 4 feet without waiting to give 
orders to those above: the air being thus introduced 
from the barrel into the bell, they return the air to the 
chamber by the pumps ; and if this does not cause it to 
descend, they haul it down again by the balance weight,’ 
ee ee ee eee in the 
boat feels it, and knows he is to haul'up the air barrel 

bs To proceed with ad dive To wi vantage, two divers should de- 
scend together, as they will then be able to manage with’ 
more confidence and expedition than if there was only 
one. The principal diver must be a man possessing’ 
great intrepidity and presence of mind, that he may pro- 
ceed.calmly to effect his purpose: He should be perfect- 
ly i eo with Mont thing belonging to the bell, 
and the principles of hydrostatics on which it acts, so 
as to have resources within himself for all that ma 
occur ; his companion should be completely under his’ 
direction to execute his orders, and should be an ac- 
intelligent man, well-acquainted with the manage-« 
ment of the air barrel and the balance weight, which 
are to be his chief occupations, unless when his prin- 
cipal has other work for him to do, such as fastening 
ropes to the goods, and assisting in cuttingaway the decks 
of the wreck. \ For these p , the bell should be 
well furnished with tools, that nothing may be found 
wanting: a crow bar, two axes, proper saws, and a large 
augur or centre bit are indispensible. 
should be made exceedingly sharp, and kept for cut- 
ting away ropes from the ship’s‘rigging, which are very. 

us to the bell in descending. These tools may. 
be kept at the sides of the bell, hung in loops formed 

leathern straps nailed upon the wood ; there should 
ikewise be ided a strong iron screw: formed to 

penetrate and hold in wood, with.an eye at the end. 
The divers should be dressed in thick flannel dresses, 
with high water boots to keep their feet dry, Each man 
may have a small rope made fast round his waist, and to 
the top of the bell, with sufficient length to allow him to 
work, but not to sink deep in the water if hefalls. They 
should stand upon ropes: stretched across’ the mouth of 
the bell, and» have others fixed at a proper height to sit 
upon; also several fixed across the top of the bell, and 
hanging down a little to take hold of, in case of accident, 
as well as to obtain a hold for the purpose of lifting hea« 
vy goods, when they are clearing the wreck. If they. 
intend to-dive to the wreck of a ship, the diver should: 

c 

Diving Bell: 
—_—— 

Form of the 

One of the axes Their tools: 
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Diving Bell. previously make himself acquainted with e of 
= the ship's rigging and hu conthe tases eich 

Manner of 
descent, 

ef working, 

sod ascent. 

the timbers are di |, that he may know when he 

w 
on any part of the ship's hull or u works, 

pny is, the position in winch she Heh tenon to 
proceed to cut an entrance, if it is not practicable to en- 
terat the hatchways. Having obtained information from 

best acquainted with the situation of the wreck, 
aie to the place and moor his ship, so that 
the sun if it shines will be on that side of the ship 
where he intends to descend, otherwise her shadow on 
the bottom might fall on the wreck, and throw him in 
the dark. he ale angina an Sates bees 
ascertain, sounding, the most ‘or 
descent, adden let down the balance weight of the 
bell to the bottom; then, with his assistant, he enters 
the bell, which we suppose is suspended from the yard 
arm, and standing upon the cross ropes, he orders it to 
be lowered gently into the water. When the air be- 
comes much condensed by 10 or 15 feet descent, he 
must stop, and have as many barrels of air sent down 
as will fill up the bell again, and also as much as they 
¢an pump into the air vessel, The quantity of ballast 
is such in this state, it will not quite sink, and 
therefore requires the diver to haul ra way vt 
of the balance-weight, which should be at least two and 
a half, or three hundred weight, so that it will cause the 
bell to sink, without being taken off the ground. By 
this means the divers govern the bell themselves, and 
the men in the ship above are directed, by the proper 
signal, to hold the bell rope just tight, so as to be ready 
if wanted ; but they are to give it out as they feel it 
drawn by the descent of the bell, which is thus conti- 
nued with perfect ; for if the divers meet with any 
rope or spar of the ship or point of a rock, which puts 
them in danger of being dverset, they cease hauling 
the rope, to give the signal of stand fast to those above, 
and wait till they cut away or remove the obstruction ; 
or if this eannot be done, they haul up their balance- 
weight off the ground, send orders to be drawn up a 
few feet, and then moved to the north, south, &c. as 
many feet as they expect will bring them over the 
spot they desire. Here they again let fall their ba- 
lance-weight, give the siggta for let go the bell rope, 
and haul themselves gently down, stopping when they 
require more air, and making a signal for it to the man 
Suthe heny iy seunaling Se pnuene A Seeks eee 
rel. In this way they proceed till they come within sight 
of the bottom ; and when they arrive there, the diver 
makes his observations on the position of the vessel; and 
if he wishes to move from his position, he orders to stand 
fast, hauls up the weight, and causes himself to be remo- 
ved wherever he wishes, till having settled his plan of 
operation, and chosen a place to begin, he must, as the 
first thing, secure the means'for descending to the same 
spot the next time. If he thinks he cannot accomplish 
his object at once, and if he must cut through the ship’s 
deck or side, this is not to be expected ; he therefore 
makes an augur hole in some part of the wood of the 
wreck, and screws the iron screw above mentioned fast 
into it, by turning it round with the crow bar ; then 
into the eye of it he hooks the block of the balance- 
weight, or lashes the weight fast to it, so that it can 
be in no danger of removal. The divers then set ear- 
nestly to work to cut a hole either with their saws 
dint as are best adapted to the purpose ; but 
they should not continue down too long, becauseitis very 
injurious if the depth is great. When they are drawn 
up, or rather when they suffer the bell to rise, by giving 
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DIVING BELL. 
away the rope of their balance-wei 
bell will itself as the pressure nish 

pp ey nd that on air in the upper | 
displacing more water, gives the bell too much 
ascent, must let some of it out by the ( 

, and thus regulate their ascent. - 
; Wier the bel is Iled up out of the water, the di 

eng ¢ 
from the top of the bell, and made fast to a 
buoy or float, by which it com ba Rue ngee ren 
sevarn enathen tinoe.: then, Dy: ata block tothe 
bell, it may be taken direct to 

be executed quickly, which isa great object, 
ration of “2 snapieancnta nitinds Hiiiell todas 
dious, where 

any 
thing, and therefore one or two men will be able 

th purchase. 
rms #4 bag have a three-sheaved block at- hed . 

The bd 

Tope 

make the fall of this tackle fast_to the lower block, 
that its end cannot get loose. the bell is 
water, this tackle will be useless, and only suspend 
bell, in the same manner as the plain rope 
it was continued to the bell. It is only used to 
the bell above water: thus the bell rope is taken 
the bell rises, until it comes near the surface; the 
block of the tackle will then have come up to 
arm; and it is obvious that it cannot be raised any 
by the bell ; therefore make the fall of it 
deck, to a suspension for the map block 
tackle: A few men, by taking hold of 
have a Siisiork preteen Pee 
water. Of course, in descending, this 

z z f : 
= Ee 

Fe 

at 

may very conyeni- 
from the fore yard-arm of Lge | 

at the main-yard. There 

means of a guide-line, similar to that 
The hook or at the end of the tackle should be 
connected with thi oe arya 
let down, it will slide to the man in the -bell, 
should be two or three tackles, that no 
lost in waiting ; and if they are made 
the lower part, as above described, for a 
they will be very convenient for the same reason, 



DIVING BELL, 
} weigh very little in the water, 

are taken out they require a pur- 
; for this reason, the boat should attend as soon 

appear at the surface of the water, and make 
fast by another sling, because it cannot be expect- 

the divers in their hurry willbe able to sling 
quite so fast to the , as may be sufficient 

raise them out of the water, though it has brought 
them from the bottom. 
- An $ more convenient than the preceding 
when the bell is to be used in a river or still water, is 
shewn in Figs. 7. and 8. of Plate CCXXXII. The bell 

{ 
Tiuit 

£3 ee 

PLATE is here between two boats of 15 or 20 tons 

€CXXXII. burden each, or they may be such barges as are used on 
Fig-7,8. the Thames for transporting coals. These two are well 

secured together by cross beams, DD, which: preserve 
them at the same Stans, and likewise form fie base 
of a wooden frame DEF, lying across the barges, 
ren 2 bore F, from the middle of which han 
a strong M for the rope, by which. the bell 
H is suspended ; the other end of the rope goes round 

ascends, so as to give a constant supply of air to the 
e divers wish to 

get them in; and this will be done 
wetting them, or any other inconvenience. The 

cer e Band i/ Seba in the same manner as 
before described ; but as the for which such a 
bell is intended is but small, an air-barrel may be found 
sufficient ; and the air-chamber, or small bell above, 
will not be -° In some cases, the air may be 

sunken rocks, which, San, 4 

ceed in sitch a business, the divers should eaciiidl eds 
the rock, + eae sP ed 0 bore a i ag, dh oo 

i e powder will be likely to 
best effect; in this hole, a tin canister, or 

bottle, containing a proper quantity of -pow- 
“heated up ant wel cure am the mte oo 
inserted, the remainder of the hole filled up in the 
usual way of miners, with pounded ashes, brick-dust, 

sand Te fire off this der under water, is the 
remaining difficulty : This may be done, by having 

tin canister communicating with the former, 
a very small tube filled with powder, for priming 

and Jeadin up to pan of a common gun lock, con- 
tained within the of the upper canister, and 
thus defended from the water: A wire from the trig- 

ag the side of 

signal to that effect, and the - 

ig 
coming through to eock the lock ready tor di ing: Diving Bel. 
its fitting should be secured in the same manner. Then ““Y—" 

ing the end of a small line to the trigger-wire, the 
iver coils several yards of it upon the rock, cocks the 

lock, and orders the bell to be drawn up, taking the 
end of the line with him, but being exceedingly cau- 
tious not to pull it till he is above water ; and it is to 
avoid this that the coil of line is laid on the bottom. 
When all is ready, he draws up the slack of the line, 
and fires off the powder by snatching the line. 
We have h of gun-powder being fired under wa- 

ter by means of a metal wire leading down to it, and 
transmitting a strong shock of electricity through the 
powder to ignite it by the spark: Part of the Aberga- 
venny was broken up by gun er to obtain an 
entrance into her, before the m of cutting her 
planks and timbers was employed. — 

‘The diving-bell appears, at first sight, to be capable pj.ins pen 
of very extensive use to engineers, in constructing the for engi- 
foundation of bridges, piers, sluices, and other works neers. 
of hydraulic architecture. It would obviate the neces- 
sity ef coffer-dams to inclose the area of the foun- 
dation, and of the engines for drawing out the wa- 
ter, ions which are generally the occasion of 
greater labour and expence than the masonry or other 
work to be performed. Or admitting that the div- 
ing apparatus in its present state is not capable of be- 
ing carried to such a degree of perfection as to con~ 
struct the whole of new works, a is no doubt it 
would be very practicable and satisfactory to a survey~ 
or to have ‘the means of examining the state of ‘his 
work under water, or making trifling repairs, which, 
from the great difficulty at it of gaining access to 
the parts, are neg] and deferred until they become 
of serious extent. 

Notwithstanding all these apparent adv, , only Mr Smea-- 
two instances have come to our knowledge of the diy- ton’s bell at 
ing bell being efficiently employed by engineers ; both a, 

der the management of the late ingenious Mr 
Smeaton. His first attempt was to repair the founda- 
tions of some of the piers of the bridge over the Tyne, 
at Hexham, in Northumberland, where the *’oience of 
the current had excavated the gravel bed of the viver, 
beneath some of the timber floors on which the piers 
had been built by the caisson method. He succeeded, by 
the assistance of his diving-bell, im filling up the cavi- 
ties beneath the foundations. with Jarge rough stones, 
vate ras anion karin - she 
evil gained upon the remaining e foun 
Gone toh fuer to be patmervell by any method ; and on 
the occasion of a violent flood in the year 1782, the 
whole structure was carried away in the course of a few 
minutes after it to be in danger. This diving 
bell was a e ‘of wood, three feet six inches, by 
two feet at the base, and four feet high; and was sup- 
plied with air by means of a pump. oy? 

In 1788, wer tats are a second diving stops and at 
to be made for the purpose etting up a quantity of Ramsgate. 
large stones, which some years before had been thrown 
into the sea at Ramsgate harbour, to secure the founda- 
tions of the outer pier head. It was in contemplation 
to build an advanced pier beyond this, and it therefore. 
became necessary to get up these stones ; but as many 
of them were above a ton in weight, the usual method 
of tongs was not found applicable ; whereas by this ma- 
chine one hundred tons were got up in the course of 
two months. 
Instead of the usual form of a bell or of a conical’ Made of 

tube of wood, sunk by weights (externally applied) cast iren. 
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OCXXXIIL 

Figs. 2. and 
3. 

Tackle for 
it. 
Fig. 1, 5. 

D 

air-pump in a boat upon : 
Plate CCXXXIL. is a plan, and Fig. 3. a section of this 
chest. The bottom part, AB, is very thick, to give 
it sufficient weight, and .in the crown are eight round 
holes, aa, Fig. 2. each being provided with a lens or 
glass of four inches diameter, fitted into a brass cell, 
and then screwed into the cast iron. Inthe centre is a 
hole 4 to receive a brass screw at the end of the lea- 
ther pipe, which introduces the air. This hole, on the 
underside, has a leather valve stretched over it, to 
pomet egh f siipin diy ngs ete hole has kind of 

i iron across it, to su valve agai 
gate om when it is shut. Phe valve is satin 
more than a square piece of leather stretched over the 
hole, and fixed to the iron by a screw at each corner, 
not so tight but that it can open to admit the air, though 
it is always kept in its place; dd are two eyes 
to receive the chains which suspend the bell, and there 
are similar eyes within the crown to dan iron 
link M, to which chains may be attached. The whole 
is cast in one piece: ¢ ¢ are two seats for the divers to 

substantially, 

very solid masonry, which has been all laid by the div- 
This operation is still going on every summer, 

employed is shewn in elevation by 
ig. 1. and a at Fig. 5. where AA represents the 

same cast i attached by two chains to the three- 
a; another block 4, with three sheaves, 

timbers DE. These are 

ie! 

heavy stone ; 
l wheels which 

ent 

the weight of the ‘bell appended from the opposite 
end. The fall of the tackle 1s conducted ha block 
z, toa capstan, by which it is taken up or let. down. 
This machine is upon the top of the pier wall 
IK, Fig. 1. at foot of which the stones at 
LM are to be laid by the divers, The different motions 
are thus given to the bell: to bring it nearer or far- 
ther from the wall, the block 4 is moved in the beams, 
and for this purpose it is made to slide freely between 
them ; to haul it in, a pair of blocks ¢, fare used, and 
it is drawn out by a ro ing through a block at D, 
and then to the pair o' blocks gh, Fig. 5; to move it 
sidewise, two pair of tackles are applied at i, k and 1, m; 
R is the aio ig pi ‘pp op the bell to the 
forcing pump N, which is fixed on board the boat, Fig. 
4, Meg 4 worked by the lever handle n; wi eine 

IVING BELL. 
extended from the bell to the 

- i Feet i 
ze f af 
= surface ; as long as_this 

the divers are well supplied with air. 
which this machine is used is 
are not made by aline, but by 
a hammer upon the inside of the cast 

which 
be mistaken for 

blows 
to the following table, which is 
bell, and the peo 

d rE 

He 3 & 

: i 
& 

og fe 
wish, accordi 
ed withinside 
plicate of it. 
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they begin to lay thesn and the first thing to be done 
is, to make the foundation level and true. 
The loose sand, &c. is remov: Dee BA. ed 
in the usual manner ; and then the bell, with two men 

eaefece. hsey work eh swell cy face, work with a small pi 
like a narrow adze, for this purpose ; 

le to draw it up, till ; 
bottom, find themselves knee re 

i wn 
up, and strike four times on the bell that may be 
lowered down to proceed with their work, i 
this manner hewed away the surface 
standing equally all over it, shews it to 
level they give orders to be removed to a 
situation, yet at such a small distance that 
surface they before levelled, is still 
in order that both may be brought to one plane. Thus 
continuing the work, they get all the rock 1 for 
the stone work, without any Mad lone theee the ater. 
To hoist the stones which are to be laid, they use a 
crane, of which the reader will find a description and , 
figure under our article Craye. It moves on wheels, 
and can therefore be wheeled upon the pier to the re- 
quired spot, close to the diving machine. ‘The first stone. 
is taken up by it ours of the apm ars ee 

being put in ing of a lewis, whi an iron 
wig, a0 fed into pe in the stone, that it will 
not draw out by the weight of the stone, though the 
mason can relieve it in a moment. Thestone is turned 
round into the position in which it is to be laid, and 
lowered to the bottom as close as is convenient to the 

= 

1 
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Fig. 4. 

IV 
crane rope, its hook is dis- 

lewis, and without mov- 
the rope is drawn up. Now the bell is 

by the various tackles 
is moved to such a position, that the centre of the 

exactly under the hook of the crane 
; this, like a plumb-line, shews the bell is brought aqriage 

if 
exactly over the stone. The bell is now lowered down 
upon it, and the divers reeve a strong chain through 
the ring of the lewis, and also th a ring or iron 

8, which is in the top of the bell. Now or- 
ig them to heave up, the stone with the bell is lifted 

off the ground, and they direct by signals how they wish 
to be moved, in order to convey it to the destined spot ; 
which being done with great care, they proceed with 
the bell to take u 
mean time been lowered to the bottom by the crane. 
Yo cement is used to unite these stones, as they are all 

dovetailed into each other, then the joints wedged quite 
fast by oak wedges driven down ; and, lastly, by sand 

hard into all the interstices between the 
dovetails. The great weight of the stones defends them 
from the action of the sea, every one of the lower course 
being 3 feet wide by 44 long, and 2 feet 3 inches thick; 

i ing their great. weight, the tackle for the 
bell is so well made, as to lift the stone with the bell 

, and move it with recision. We un- 

: 

| 

is a strong boat, of 30 or 40 tons burden, with a frame 
ABCD erected upon it to support the crane gibbet E, 
from which the stone F is by the , and 
raised by the windlass G with cog wheels. In the fi- 
gure it is not in its pr size, being re- 
duced to the rerauey of the small boat which attends 
to the air-pump for the bell. 
See Borelli ad. ersennus in Hooke’s Philosophical 

Collections, No. ii. p. 36. Leupold’s Theatrum Pontific, 
tom. i. ii. xxvi. Bachstrom’s Kunst zu schwimmen, Ber). 
1742. Bazin Hamb, Mag. i. iii. and xxi. Robertson, 
Phil. Trans. 1757,'p. 30. Gelacy Mem. Acad. Par. 
1757, Hist. 179. Franklin’s Works, Lett. 55. Wilkin- 
son, Phil. Trans. 1765, p. 95. Abbé de la Chapelle, 
sur un sca ou habit a nager, ou homme-batteau. 
Mem. Acad. Par. 1765. Hist. 139. Thevenot Art de 
Nager. Bernardi Arte ragionata del noto, 2 vols. 4to. 
Nepl. 1794. Klingert, Phil. Mag. vol. iii. p. 172. 
Lawson, Phil. Mag. vol. xx. p. 362. Halley, Phil. Trans. 
1716, vol. xxix. p: 492; Id. 1721, vol. xxxi. p. 177. 
Triewald, Phil. Trans. 1736, vol. xxxix. p. $77. Spal- 
ding, Transactions of the Society of Arts, vol. i. p. 220, 
230, &c. Bushnell, Transactions of the American Philo- 
sophical Society, vol. iy. p. 803. Repertory of Arts, 
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a second stone, which had in the - 

| DIV 
xv. p. 388. Nicholson’s Journal, vol. iv. = 229. Ful- 
ton in Montucla and La Lande’s Hist. des Mathema- 
tiques, tom. po 78. Healy, Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 9. 
An account of Telescopes for seeing objects under water, 
will be fm in oe Treatise on New Philos 
hical Instruments, Edin. 1813, p. 225. Respectin 

the application of the dlividigbell to the execution ot 
works under water, much curious information will be 
found in Coulomb’s Recherches -sur les Moyens d’exe- 
cuter sous Veau toutes sortes de travaux Hydrauliques 
sans employer aucun epuisement, 2d edit. Paris, 1797. 

J. Fe 
DIVISIBILITY or Marrer. See Puysics. 
DIVISION. See Arirumeric, vol. ii. p. 383, 399, 

402, 414, ; 
DIVORCE, is a judicial separation between man 

and wife, more or less complete, variously affecting the 
conditions of the marriage-contract, and allowed for 
different reasons, and to each, or only one of the spouses, 
according to the respective municipal institutions of dif- 
ferent countries. " 

In ancient Greece and Rome, and perhaps in all pa- 
gan countries, the marriage bond was entirely broken, 
leaving the parties at liberty to form other matrimonial 
alliances, as if no previous marriage had ever existed. 
At Athens, and in the later period of the Roman re- 
public, the right of divorce was equally exercised by 
both sexes, although, in the-earlier ages of Rome, it be- 
longed exclusively to the men. In both countries, too, 
it was permitted ona variety of grourids, such as adul- 

on the part of the wife, imposing su posititious 
dren on her husband, counterfeiting fe private 

keys, &c. desertion on peat ges of the husband, unusu- 
al severity towards his wife ; and, on either part, ste- 
rility, old age, or other infirmities ; till at last the most 
frivolous reasons, and even mutual ee were re- 
garded as sufficiently competent grounds for thus totall 
dissolving the Grady eiontal: dotiettitar The effects 
upon the conditions of the contract, in other respects, 
were various, according to circumstances. The most 
important were, that, where the divorce had taken 
place, in consequence of the wife’s infidelity, she for- 
feited her dowry; when without any fault on her 
part, she reclaimed it, and was. also allowed to retain 
be sprveents which had been made her by her hus- 

The introduction of Christianity created a great 
change in most countries of Europe, on this particular 
of their municipal institutions. Marriage, which, from 
its intimate connection, not only with the happiness of 
the married parties themselves, and of their offspring, 
but also with the general welfare of the community, is, 
even in rude and early stages of society, frequently 
found blended with the ceremonies and sanctions of re- 
ligion, came now to be re as much in a spiritual 
as ina civil light. The Romanists exaltedit to the rank 
of a sacrament; and, reasoning from the text of scri 
ture, which says, “ whom God hath joined together let 
no man put asunder,” their canonists maintained, that 
divorce, in the sense of the heathen world, was altoge~ 
ther impious and impossible. 

According to the Romish institutions, therefore, there 
is no such thing as divorce, properly so called, They 
admit not of a total dissolution of the nuptial bond for 
any cause whatever; so that if'a party be once truly 
joined, nothing but the death of one of the spouses 
can put the other in a condition to form a new alliance. 
At the same time, admit certain causes, such as 
severe treatment of wife, adultery by either of 

Divisibility. 

Divorce. 
—— 
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» oF & mensa el thoro, which 
while the connubial society is broken up, 

i It must also be ob- riage itself continues to subsist, 

tions, capable of being totally annulled. But as in 
the former case there is properly no divorce, the mar- 

to be the vailing notion regarding divorce; and, 
even ‘wien the Potielent countries had asserted their 
spiritual independence, views of sound policy induced 
many of them to entertain the same i i 
the indissolubility of the nuptial tye, which their re- 
ligious instructors had formerly im; 

In land, in particular, the law of divorce continues 
to this he precisely as regulated by the Romish 
canons. No divorce, properly so , can there be 
obtained, for any reason whatever. A special enact- 
ment by the whole legi is necessary for each 
A case. Nor have even the legi been 
higher atone to interfere, oe in the case = Sa 

injury suffered by one o} ses—in’ y 
to the Bet hs bed, hich must have peeviooely been 
the subject of a regular suit and conviction in the 
com, it court of law.—In case of divorce a mensa et 
thoro, (for the law of England applies the term to 
that partial se ion of married pair,) alimony, 
% baa meaere ¢ pipet is allowed to os Mes out 

h *s estate ; it is adjusted j 
according to the circumstances of the phigh pir 
= 4 the divorce, hanyree, has Seen ae 

y the husband against wife, on ground 
adultery, and she continues to live with her peeaon, 
the law denies her any support out of her husband's 
means. 
By the law of Scotland, besides a tion a mensa 

et thoro merely, divorce ° properly so is authorised. 
The grounds upon which it may be sought are restrict- 
ed te two,—adu ox by either of the spouses, and deser- 
tion for the peri oft least four years. These are 
the reasons which the Scottish reformers, disdaining to 
be trammelled by the Romish institutions, found war- 
ranted by Scripture, Matth. v. 32; 1 Cor. vii. 5. In 
this action the i ar dy of Edin are - only 
competent judgesin instance; and before they can 
Rete tot ee 

maiepdions Reeieastanon tote eieeiiosoge i isenti en by the judicial sentence, 
there being no alatienamcn the aeaties bee forming 
any new connection, except that by express statute, 1600 
ph day Pag ia. obtained on ony my a 

y, t ling parties are ibited in- 
termarrying ; = srulati © pipe the 
crime might often be committed in the very view of 
accomplishing such a i In the case of-deser- 
tion, the absence must. be wilful and malicious, and the 
party deserting must first be ordained by the judge or- 
dinary to adhere. On default, denunciation, as it is 
called, must follow, and afterwards excommunication by 
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Hiverce. the spouses, intolerable temper, as sufficient to autho- 
—y~— rise a partial i 

iat HAE 2 1 g ie zFe Hite ie : 
a0 
hee 

Le & i 5 
be 4 ' i 5 i | : E e i Fre 

5& 
been 
good the provisions in favour of the wife, 
is bound either voluntarily or by law. 
decided, that where the div. 
of the husband's adultery, he is not liable to 

82s Fé fi 4 
have manifested 

ments of one country ought, as 
practise towards those of another. It forms, however, 

doctrine of this cour- 
among professional 

gentium. We therefore avoid entering 
upon it at present, as a fit opportunity will occur under 
the article Law, for discussing together the whole 
Weceienat Ce aeneee, icate subject. (J.B.) _ 

DIURIS, a genus of plants of the class Gynandria, 
and order Diandria. See Botany, p. $14. 

DIXAN, a town of inia, is situated on the 
summit of a conical hill, and is encircled with a deep 
valley likea trench. The hill commands an extensive 
prospect of the mountains of Tigre, and the country 
around, which consists chiefly of rocky mountains, 

of which have villages like Dixan. The road 
tn eadaeedinas tale ascent, which has a fine effect, 
The houses are flat roofed, and have no windows. In- 
stead of chimneys, they have two very narrow earthen- 
ba ay eda A YE pm The only public 
building here is the chapel, which consists of mud walls, 
and a conical roof. When Mr Salt entered 
the door of the enclosure, the boys who conducted him 
kissed the door The inner building was shut, 
and the i pt yl ppndac arenck omg een 

had its walls covered wii seremrgnnee Seen 
in ing colours, among which were St George and 
St Haimonout on horseback, with spears. The inhabi- 
tants bring their water from a valley about a mile from 
the town. fea oc eae egg 
bacco, black p , looking-glasses, snuff, spirits, 
lage gous beater cloths are preferred by the 
Sar nacagy 9K wi Ey mT om 

town is inhabited by Moors and: Christians. 
Every man has from one to ten wives, 
w Boys at 14 years of. 
10, 11, and 12; and the chil 
the women when they are eight days old, All the 
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present century, the attention of the emperor has been Dnieper, 
strongly directed to this subject. The Board of Inland ““y"~” it 

4 
i Hi mE 4 E i : t U ty F cases of 

inhabitants of hig 
which bring a very pri 
‘North Lat. 14° 5755”. See Bruce’s Travels 
inia ; and Valentia’s Travels, vol. ii. p. 506, &c. a fj 

; 

w 
DIXMUDE, Drxmvupa, ee rE a aee of 

France, in the department of 8, is situated in a 
fertile plain on the river Ypetiic. It had formerly 
four convents, and is celebrated for the excellent quali- 
ee tenancy seams 

the terri of Furnes. It was once a strong 
__ A fair is here on the third Sunday of July, 
lasts eight days, and at which are sold eattle and 

various articles of merchandise. Population 2521. Dis- 
tance from Dunkirk 24 miles east, and from F 
and Ni nine miles north. ( - 

St, Sanct: Desipern Fanvm, is a town of 

letewen Vitry and &. Disier is oned the finest in 
Between this town and Joinville, there was 

discovered, in 1772, the ruins of a Roman station about 
£200 feet long, and 1600 feet wide. There are several 
iron mines and forges in the nei . and the 

ipal manufactures are cast iron, linencloth, hosiery, 
and leather. It carries on also a very considera- 

ble trade in wood, particularly in that which is used in 
the construction of ships : depot is at St Dizier, 
where it is embarked on the Marne, and conducted to 
Paris. A number of boats are built here, and a 
abhi Gaedn ty odehied ata ee oben 0083, tne: Po- 

ion 5824. (1) 
DNIEPER, Nierer, Danapris, the wes ve en 

of the ancients, is one of the largest rivers in Europe, 
and the chief river of all the provinces adjacent to the 
Euxine. It rises in the government of Smolensk, near 
the same place as the Volga and the Southern Dwina; 
and after running southwards Lithuania, the 

of the Z Cossacks, and that of the Na- 
artars, Gnehibeges itself into the Euxine or 

Black Sea, at Kinburn, near Oczakof. The Dnieper 
is navigable from Smolensk, if not from Dorogobush ; 
but its navigation is sadly obstructed by numerous flats 
or moving sands, common to all the rivers in the north 
ef Russia, and by numerous cataracts. From Kiof, 
down to Krementchuck, the navigation is greatly in- 
‘eommoded by the flats in the middle of summer. Chan- 
nels of considerable depth exist near the shore on both 
sides, but these are constantly shifting during the floods; 
and the only method of* ing this evil is to have 
pilots stationed at particular to sound the river, 
and direct the vessels into the right channels This has 
already been done with effect in the river Svir. 

The cataracts of the Dnieper, formed by huge blocks 
of granite projecting into the river, are a still more 
pe ena ion, as the barks can 
get over them only at high water during the spring. 
During the government of Potemkin, an attempt was 
made to clear the cataracts, but the work was a 
by the war in 1787. Since the commencement ef the 

salt ascend the Dni 

Navigation has begun to deepen a channel between 
the cataracts, by means of temporary dikes through 
which the barks may pass both up and down the river 
in the very middle of summer. This plan, however, 

ing quite inapplicable to the Nenasitez cataract, 
rs: ate: idle through a nosey dante a circuitous ca- 
nal round it, provided with sluices. The clearing of 
other three cataracts were begun, and eight remained te 
be executed. These works were going on slowly in 
1805 when Mr R. Corner visited that country ; and he 
informs us, that a float of timber, which arrived while 
he was at Odessa, had spent two years in coming down, 
from the impediments of the cataracts. Below the ca- 
taracts, the Dnieper resembles the Volga, and is inter~ 
sected with many islands and flats. The current, which 
is not strong, admits of the use of oars for vessels 
ing up, and of sails when there is very little wind. 
The marshy nature of the shores has rendered it ne- 

, in some districts, to establish towing paths, 
which will be of the greatest service in accelerating the 
return of barks with salt, silk, cotton, and the other 

ucts of the Levant, which are absolutely necessary 
‘or the inland manufactories. The leman or estuary of 
the wes is extremely hostile to the ex trade, 
It flows ly into the Euxine, through several branches, 
and forms numerous sand banks ; so that in summer, 
when there is scarcely six feet of water, merchant ves- 
sels are obliged to land $5 versts beyond its mouth, at 
the Gubo‘aya pristan, or deep wharf. Even this place 
is very unfit for the purpose, as the road is sometimes 
unnavigable from November to May ; and when the 
dock-yard was at Cherson, it became n to use 
camels for tran ing the men of war over the sand 
flats in the estuary. these causes, Nicolaef, si- 
tuated on the Bog, and the Ingul, was chosen for the 
seat of the admiralty ; but being found inconvenient 
for trade, on account of its distance from the Dnieper, 
the port of Odessa was constructed on the bay of Had- 
giby, which was particularly eligible on account of its 
vicinity to Poland, Podolia, and Volhynia. Maga- 
zines and storehouses have been erected for the pe 
brought down the Dnieper, and also along the 
of the Dniester, for the products of Galicia and Po- 

About 300 vessels descend the Dnieper to Nicolaef 
and Cherson, and vast floats of timber are brought 
down for the admiralty. About 60 boats laden with 

r from Krementchuk to Smo- 
lensk, and also several of its branches, to the wharfs 
of Novogorod, Severskoy, ‘Pinsk, and Borovitz. This 
salt is conveyed by means of oxen from the Crimea to 
Krementchuk ; but when the cataracts are cleared, the 
land carriage will be diminished to 120 versts from the 
Crimea to the wharf of Bereslasskoy on the Dnieper, 
and the salt may be carried by water from the salt pits 
of Kinburn. Z 

Many of the streams which fall into the Dnieper are 
navigable, or capable of being made so, excepting in 
seasons when the parent river is itself unfitfor navigation. 
The principal of are the Druza, which is smal] and 
unnavigable, joining the Dnieper at Rogatchef; the 
Beresina, a pretty considerable river, by which masts 
are floated down to Borisof, and even to the wharf of 
Pedoserskoy ; the Sosha, which is navigable in July for 
500 versts, and supplies Kiof with timber ; the Pripit, 
which is the chief branch of the Dnieper, separating 
Lithuania from Volhynia, and carrying down great 
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made navigable down to Grtomis; the Desna, 
runs h the most fertile and best wooded districts. 
and is nav}  Novo- 
ene and Severskoy to Bransk, by from one to 300 

annually, while a i 

2 
Dniester, quantities of timber; the Zetereva, capable ptdoing 

country, admitting sips of war 150 versts from its 
mouth. See Tooke’s View of the Russian Empire; and 
particularly Clarke’s Travels, vol. i. 2d edition, p. 768. 
r 

bNIESTER or Nrester, a river which separates 
the dominions of Russia from those of the Ottoman 
empire. It passes by Halics, Choczim, Saroka, Rasz- 
ow, Ege Bender, &c. and discharges itself into 
the Sea at Akerman. It is a river of very con- 
siderable magnitude, and is navigable for v of a 
moderate size. It is in gen deep, and even in 
seasons of drought may be navigated by vessels not 
drawing above two feet of water. There are many 
shallows, however, in the upper of the river, 
which in summer have not above 24 feet of water. The 
cataract over a granite ridge at Yampole, which for- 
merly obstructed the river, is now cleared away, and 
the ‘establishment of towing paths has been in contem- 
plation by the Russian government since the peace of 
1791, and are probably already completed. 

The Dniester forms, at its embouchure, a shallow le- 
man or gulf, which will not admit vessels that draw 
sore than five feet of water. It is three versts long, 
and about five broad, and joins the sea by two diffe- 
rent branches. A Russian flotilla, however, duri 
the last war, went up to the very walls of Bender. 
considerable trade is carried on from Ovidiopole to 
Akerman. On the upper of the Dniester are 
four principal wharfs, viz. Stria and Salezic in Austria; 
and Svanetz and Doubozar in Podolia. The Leman 
of the Dniester abounds in fish, particularly in ster- 
let and sturgeon. 

The tributary streams are the Knzurgan, a torrent 
which is dry in summer, and falls into a fresh water 
lake of the same name joining the Dniester; the Botna, 
pore Oy Sasa gg and is a small and marshy 
stream ; a, a torrent of the S ; the 
Yashlik, Chemaya, and Tamashik, which —- tor- 
rents, and the Yarlica, which has a great deal of water, 
and a stony bottom, and runs so near the Bog, thatit was 
once proposed to unite the last with the Dniester. The 
Dniester separates into two branches, one of which keeps 
its name, and the other is called Strie. The first branch 
is navigable as far as Sambor, and the second to Strie. 
The Pelofka, a small stream, runs into the Dniester at 
Sambor, by means of which, the Austrians intended to 
join this river with the Vistula. See Clarke’s Travels, 
2d edit. vol.i. p.779. (=) 
DOBBERAN, a town of Germany, in the Duchy of 

Mecklenburg, and kingdom of Saxony, is situated 
about two miles south of the Baltic. It was for- 
merly celebrated for its monastery, which was found- 
ed in 1170; but it is now famous as a wateri 
place, which is much frequented by the first families 

‘9. pDOD | 
upalade yarn ijerdcw~ endoans 

beran, nebst Beschreibung 
stalten, New-Strelitz, 1801, 8vo.” See also Reichard’s 
Guide des Voyageurs en Europe, tom, ii. 4mo edit. p. 
202. 0) 

~ DODARTIA, seer of the class Didyna: A A, a genus ts i 
mia, and order pean ia. See Borany, p. 254, 
DODDRIDGE, Putwir, an eminent tutor and divine 

among ee se descended Pe 
ancient and respectable ily, which appears to have 
been. originally settled in Bonulliive His father, 
Daniel Doddridge, traded as an oilman in the city 
London, arid was heir-at-law to a considerable estate of 
about £2000 a year, certian 9 Ie i 
for its recov an apprehension 

ce. His math er was the only child of the Rev. 

school at Kingston-upon-Thames. Dr Doddridge was 
born at London on The 26th day of June 1702, and 
was the last of twenty children, who all died young, 
pare Reg nae mata At his birth, he was so 
utterly destitute of every sign of life, that he was thrown 
aside as dead; but one of the attendants having observ- 
ed some appearance of breathing, his existence was, with 

rom his infancy, however, he possessed an 
infirm constitution and consumptive habit, which ren- 
dered both himself and his pee en Een that 
his life would be short. He was trai PO eo 
rents in the early knowledge of religion ; and before he 
could read, was instructed by his mother in the history 
of the Old and New Testament, by the aid of some 
painted Dutch tiles in the chimney, while she accom- 
panied her explanations with such suitable reflections, as 
made a lasting impression upon his mind. At ten years 
of age he was sent to the school at Kingston-upon- 
Thames, which had been mee ete iis aoeercme 
ome he continued ti ene equally listineus his pious disposition, id 

rary rare At this period, he was left an orphan 
by the death of his father ; and at the same time, by 
the misconduct of the person who had been entrusted 
with the management of his pecuniary affairs, he lost 
the whole of his private fortune. But having been re- 
moved, at the time of his father’s death, to a private 
pS ena a oT irom me 
with Dr Samuel Clerk, dissenting minister of the F 
who continued, life, to treat him with all the. 
kindness of a parent, and by whose generous assistance 
he was enabled. to with his. future studies. 
During his residence at St Albans he to keep a 
diary of his life, which affords ample testimony of the 

igence with which he improved his time, and of his 
anxiety to be daily advancing 
usefulness. In the year 1718, he withdrew from school 

eS 

in knowledge, piety, and — 



DODDRIDGE. 

Nettleton, a dissenting minister at in Essex ; and 
there employed himself in seriously deliberating upon 
his future profession.. He was inclined to the 
office of the istry ; but the narrowness of his cir- 
cumstances. little of his wishes being 

i The Duchess of Bedford; who enter- 
ai No tesco arr te agi the 
ees “his education at either of the acremiate. 
cand afterwards to provide for him:in the church of 
land; but, as he could not conscientiously comply wi 
the terms of conformity, he declined the proposal with 
the utmost gratitude and Others among his 

diligence ve salen : sith cle mon 3 ith close atten- 
tion the most valuable theological works, he greatly in- 
creased his acquaintance with classical literature, es- 
ing oma A with the Greek writers, upon many of which 

wrote observations to a considerable extent. Nor 

ings had removed. After continuing to pursue 
his studi sbtilaniede,: ie: unealeed, sumllicatons' tee 
‘same time, an invitation from a small di i 
Log reer memes teres lication from the city 
of Coventry to be assistant to Mr Warren ; but prefer- 
thd ls of the portant which the reine’ of 

w 

rect and elegant, and yet plain and ly understood, 
He was also regularly employed in the serious perusal 
‘of writers on practical divinity ; and among these his 
favourite authors were Tillotson, Baxter, and Howe. 
Nor amidst his more serious pursuits, did he discontinue 
his attention to polite literature ; but frequently read 
the more t writers of the French nation. He 
particularly ired Fenelon and Racine; and among 
their sermon-writers, whom, however, he did not gene- 
rally esteem, he =o the preference to Superville and 
Saurin. While thus solicitous to enrich his mind with 
various acquirements, he was duly attentive to the pri- 
vate duties of his station ; and equally careful to 
himself in conversation to the capacities of the humble 
people under his care. From the tinie that he entered 
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settlement, particularly to a large society of dissenters 
in London, and to two similar associations in Notting- 
ham ; but after mature deliberation, he adhered to his 
plan of prosecuting his own improvement in a more re- 
tired residence. In 1729, he was chosen assistant to 
Mr Some at Market-Harborough, where he had chiefly 
resided during the four preceding years; but he still 
continued to alternately to his people at Kib- 
worth. Mr Jennings considering Mr Doddridge as the 
most likely of all his pupils to carry on and complete 
the plan which he had formed for conducting a theo- 
logical academy, had earnestly advised him, but with- 
out mentioning his motive, to keep in view the im- 
provement of the course of’ lectures which he had at- 
tended. A bly to this advice, he had carefully 
reviewed the compendium which he had made of 
these lectures; and having had eccasion to draw up, 
at the request of a friend, a plan of conducting t 
studies of y men intended for the ministry, his own 
qualifications for the office of a tutor became more ge- 
nerally known. His plan had been shewn to Dr Watts, 
who not only expressed his approbation, but concurred 
with many others in the opinion, that the person who 
had devised was the best qualified to execute the scheme ; 
and the matter having been proposed by Mr Some to a 

ing of dissenting ministers at Lutterworth, Mr 
Doddridge was unanimously solicited to undertake the 
office of a theological tutor. After much hesitation, and 
with the utmost diffidence, he at le gave his con- 
sent ; and having availed himself of all the information 
which he could derive from the best treatises on the 
education of youth, and the communications of his 
numerous frends, he opened his academy at Market- 
Har' in the summer of 1729 ; but he had scarce- 
ly continued a few months in this employment, when 
he was invited to undertake the pastoral charge of a 
congregation at Northampton. ‘To this place he re- 
moved at the close of the same year ; and for the space 
of twenty-one years, continued faithfully to discharge 
the duties of his pastoral office, and to conduct the busi- 
ness of his theological academy. At first, after his re- 
moval to Northampton, the number of students under 
his care was very limited ; but gradually increased every 
year, so as to render it necessary for him to employ a 
stated assistant to superintend the junior pupils. Du- 
ring the 22 years that he exercised the office of a tutor, 
about 200 young men were placed under his care ; and 
of that number 120 afterwards entered upon the minis- 
try. In 1730, he married Mrs Mercy Maris, a native 
of Worcester, who possessed every qualification that 
could minister to his happiness, and to whom he uni- 
formly testified the greatest tenderness and affection. 
From his settlement at Northampton in 1729, to the 
commencement of his last illness in 1750, he produced 
a succession of the most valuable works, of which an 
account will afterwards be given, and which have pro- 
ved instrumental of the highest benefit to the best in- 
terests of the human race. By these fruits of his pen, 
his name became more extensively celebrated ; and in 
1786, the colleges of Aberdeen united in conferring 
upon him the title of Doctor in Divinity. Upon this oc- 
easion his pupils testified their respect by offering thew: 
congratulations in a body ; but he said to them in re- 
ply, “that their learning, piety, and zeal, would be 
more to his honour, and give him a thousand times 
more pleasure, than his degree, or any other token of 
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Doddridge. public esteem.” The incessant plication, which these 
wena fs oeois bps cited, civen endl Che yrehensi 

of his friends ; at length impaired his naturally de- 
licate frame to such a , that it was unable to stand 
the attack of disease. In December 1750, he went to - 
St Albans to the funeral sermon of his venerable 
benefactor Dr Clerk ; and in the course of his journey, 
he contracted a cold which brought on a fatal pulmo- 

complaint. As long as he a ded no im- 
pave: Bose: cog could not be i |, by all the re- - 
monstrances of his friends and physicians, to decline the 
various sacred employments in which he so much de- 
lighted ; and he was eee anxious to complete 
the transcript of his Family itor. He was at 
length obliged to desist from his labours, and with. 
drew to the house of his friend Mr Orton at Shrews- 
bury, where he seemed to be a little recruited by the 
retirement which he enjoyed. In the autumn of 1751, 
he was udvised by his medical attendants to make trial 
of the Bristol waters; but the physicians of the place 
gave him little hope of deriving much benefit from their 
use ; and it was recomme to him as the last resort, 
to pass the winter in a warmer climate. By the gene- 
rosity of his friends he was enabled to proceed to Lis- 
bon, and was provided with every possible ad 
and accommodati But soon after his arrival, 
rainy season came on with such uncommon violence as 

- precluded all benefit from air or exercise, and greatly 
aggravated his complaints. On the 24th of October, 
he was seized with a colliquative diarrhcea, which 
speedily exhausted his remaining ; but he still 
preserved the same composure, vigour, and cheerfulness 
of mind, which he had uniformly possessed throughout 
‘the whole period of his distress. He desired the most 
affectionate remembrances to be conveyed to his chil- 
dren, his con ion, and his friends in general ; and 
expressed a variety of devout sentiments, which Mrs 
Doddridge was too much affeeted to recollect with suf- 
ficient distinctness. On the day preceding his death, 
he lay in a gentle slumber, and at last, having appear- 
ed somewhat restless during the of an hour, 
he died on the morning of the 26th of October, 
1751. Agreeably to his own desire, his body was 
opened after his death ; and his lungs were found in so 
extremely ulcerated a state, as to render it surprising 
that his speaking and breathing had not been more 
painful to him than they were even to the last. His 
remains were interred in the burying ground of the 
British Factory at Lisbon; and a han i monument 
was erected to his memory by his congregation in his 
meeting-house at Northampton. He left behind him 
four children, three daughters, and one son named Phi- 
lip, who was bred to the law, and settled as an attorney 
at Tewksbury. 
Dr Deddridge was not handsome in his person, 

which was very thin and slender, rather above the 
middle size, and stooping considerably from the shoul- 
ders ; but when he was in conversation or in 
preaching, there was a remarkable sprightliness and vi- 
vacity in his countenance and manner. He 
what are rarely united in one person, great quickness of 
apprehension, a remarkable strength of memory, and an 
uncommon application in the tion of his studies, 
He was by few in the extent of his learning, 
and the variety of useful knowledge which he had ac- 
quired. Though he could not be called a profound 
lmguist, he was sufficiently versed in the learned lan- 
guages to read with pleasure the most valuable produc- 
tions of antiquity ; and though his disposition inclined 

history, the of the fathers of the three first 

Sty Roe dl he ie 
pr fe <9 i 

collected, 

*¢ Live, while you live,” the epicure would say, 
“ And seize the pleasures of the present day.” 
** Live, while you live,” the sacred 
“* And give to God each it as it flies.” 
Lord, in my views let both | be; 
I live in pleasure, while I live to thee. 

gt speak in too high $ 
affirmed of him in his own words, “ that it is hard 

to say where, but in the book of God, he found his ex- 
ample, or where he has left his equal.” His piety was 
ardent, uniform, and unaffected ; and was Newerwce 4 
er Cinta tented p mI ate eerfulness 
with which he sustained his afflictions. The nearer that 
his dissolution as pmrenne his improvement in a spiri- 
tual and heavenly temper became remarkably conspicu- 
OE ee et eee risen 
above the concerns of this world, and to be ly breath- 
ing after immortality. This devout disposition was 
accompanied by the warmest benevolence to his fellow 
creatures, which was abundantly manifested in the most 

overrate the merits of others, in his candour and mo- 
deration towards those who differed from him in senti- 
ment, and in the mild and forgiving temper with which 
he bore the most unkind and unmerited t. He 
was distinguished by the humility with which he re- 

his own. attainments, the condescension which 
 shewed to the meanest and the patience 

with which he submitted to the words of reproof. In 
the private ‘virtues of fri and domestic life, he 

style of’ hislanguage in addressing persons of different 
sentiments, the over complimentary strain of his epistles, 
the fondness which he shewed for universal " 
and the ostentation with which he yrepertr oad 
the multiplicity of his e ents ; but notwi' 
ing these slight imperfections, (and they are all that 
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Boddridge, were ever laid to his charge,) he must be acknowled- 

DOG 

the publie, was his Course of Lectures on the princt- cee 
=~" ged, in the words of Dr K to have been “ not only 

a great man, but one of the most excellent and useful 
Christians Christian ministers, that ever existed.” 

uuring his life, a most extensive 

title of “ Tracts,” form three volumes 12mo, Dr Dod- 
dridge his strict economy of time, found means, 

midst his abundant pea paleghe cg ton 
Gare ieee, babes oF. Kee, which have 

very highly generally esteemed. In 1732, he 
: i Sermons on the Education of Children, which 

contain, within a small space, many important considera- 
tions for the t of parents in this momen- 
tous duty ; and in 1735, seven Sermons to Young People, 
which have been equally well received. In 1736, ap- 

his Ten Sermons on the and 

ee ee were afterwards printed separately, 

has been pointed out as furnishing one of the best 
cimens of his talent for.elegant composition. In 1740, 

the second volume of the same work ; and in 
1741, a course of Practical Discourses on Regeneration, 
which have been justly characterized by a foreign divine 
as uniti Citas with i ig veal with, meek- 
ness, di i wisdom with uncommon clear- 
ness ; as displaying simplicity without coldness, elegance 
without i and sublimity -without ee a n 
1745, was published one of his most popular and use- 
ful works, The Rise and Progress of he igion in the 
Soul, which was written at request of Dr Isaac 
Watts, and which, besides obtaining the high com- 
mendations of many eminent established clergymen, 
and an extensive circulation in this country and Ameri- 
ca, was translated into the Dutch, Danish, French, and 
German In 1747, he published Some re- 
markable Passages in the Life of the Hon. Col. James 
Gardener, a work of which many of his literary friends, 
and the learned Warburton in particular, the 
most i tion. In 1748, appeared the 
third volume of Family Expositor ; and in the 
course of the same year, he revised the expository works 
and other remains of Archbishop Leighton, and trans- 

his Latin Prelections, an employment in which 
declared that he experienced the est edification 

and delight. Of The Family Expositor three volumes 
See in gabtohed shes sooth of Oop eather 

i in 1754, had been actually transcribed for the 
aha 1755, Mr Orton published a volume of hymns 

pen of Dr Doddridge, which have been gene- 
‘rally acceptable, and have ot eal 
_editions. In 1756, the same published the 
fifth and sixth volumes of Expositor ; and thus 
completed a work on which the au’ had bestowed 
the care, and on which his literary reputation 

iefly depends ; a work which continues to be held in 
the highest estimation, and which has eminently contri- 
buted to the instruction and improvement of the Chris- 
tian world, The last work of Dr Doddridge, given to 

Subjects of Pneumatology, Ethics, and Divinity ; 
Poh jhe to the most cnriderabte Authors on each 
Subject ; and was published in 1763 by the Rev. Samuel 
Clerk of Birmingham, the son of the author’s earliest 
benefactor. Another edition, improved by new and 
appropriated references, was published in 1794, in two 
volumes octavo, by Dr Kippis. Upon this work, which 
was formed upon the plan of Mr Jennings, Dr Doddridge 
employed much of his time ; and, to the last moment 
of Ris life, he continued to enrich it with additional re- 
marks. See Biog. Britannica; Orton's Life of Dr 
Doddridge ; and Letters to and from the Rev. P. Dod- 
dridge. acy 
DODECAS, a genus of plants of the class Dodecan- 

dria, and order Monogynia. See Borany, p. 223. 
DODECATHEON, a genus of plants of the class 

Pentandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany, p. 136. 
DODONA. See Oracuzs. 
DODON#A, a genus of plants of the class Octan- 

dria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 204. 
DOFAR, or Darar, is a seaport town of Arabia Fe- 

lix in the province of Hadramaut. It is called Hamme 
by the natives, and is situated about 50 

leagues from Cape Fortash. The town is small, and 
the anchorage is about two miles from the shore. Do- 
far was formerly a place of importance, but was destroy- 
ed by the Portuguese in 1526. The principal article 
exported from Dofar is incense, called oliban, or liban, 
but it is preatly inferior in quality and virtue to that of 
India, visions and refreshments cannot be procu- 
red here. The natives, who are shy, though not un- 
friendly to strangers, are armed with matchlocks and 

East Long. 54° 33’, North Lat. 17°. (x) 
DOG. Among the various animals which have been. 

rendered subservient to the human race, the dog ranks 
high in utility and importance. Recurring to the ear- 
liest stages of society, we find that, by means fa fleet~ 
ness, , and ity, creatures the most ferocious 
were sibel or obteaned for domestication ; that it has 
ever contributed to procure subsistence for man, to 
watch his personal safety, and to protect his pro- 
perty. If we are not now equally sensible of the ad- 
vantages resulting from its aid, it is because other sub- 
stitutes have rendered it less essential. 

The dog belongs to the genus fer of Linnzus ; but at 
this day the species are so much multiplied, and so diver- 
sified in colour, size, and ap ce ; the gradations so 
slight and innumerable, that it is difficult, if not totally 
impracticable, to condescend on those ing ex= 
clusive characteristics. Neither should we find it an 
easier task to ascertain the primitive stock from which 
one or more of the race has sprung; for although ce- 
lebrated naturalists have entered on this inquiry, their 
results are vague and unsatisfactory. Caius, Linneus, 
‘and Buffon, have all presented a tabular view of their 
origin and relations ; yet none having seen that origin, 
nor having experimentally proved what are the conse~ 
quences of intermixing species assumed as distinct, and 
besides being all at variance in their conclusions, we are 
_precluded from adopting the sentiments which they en- 
_tertained. 

The dog is nowhere known to live in the natural 
state, From periods of the most remote antiquity it has 
been associated with man; and in those countries where 
troops run wild in considerable numbers, they consti- 
tute the descendants of domesticated dogs, which, du- 
ring a few antecedent generations, heap ine their mas- 
ters. But the habits of these, which undoubtedly ap- 
proach nearer to the original condition of the animal, 

Dog. 
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shew that they burrow in the earth like foxes, to pro- 
duce their young, which are three or four, and that they 
hunt in packs like wolves. Their size and other pecu- 
liarities are very i tly explained. 
The dog is enti @ carnivorous animal, and in feed- 

ing tears its prey. Farinaceous substances are readily 
received ; but roots, leaves, or fruits are less 
and the bones of most wild fowl rejected. The real na- 
ture of the animal ever betrays itself in ing, and 
ravenously devouring, flesh when it can be obtained. 
Its teeth are calculated to break down the hardest bones 
in splinters, which are digested in the stomach: and, 
like most animals whose success is uncertain in cap- 
turing prey, the dog can survive a long time on a 
very supply: It drinks, as is well known, by 
lapping a fluid with its tongue ; but it appears to us that 
this is accomplished by the inverted curvature of the 
organ, that the fluid is taken up in the edges below, and 
not by the upper surface of the tongue. - 
* The female carries her y between sixty and sixty- 
three days: they are blind during nine ar after their 
birth, from a membrane uniting the eye-lids, and not 
from the imperfection of the eyes. It is said that a repeti- 
tion of the sexual union does not augment the number 
of young ; an assertion which it would be difficult to 
prove, though it is extremely probable, that the con- 
ception of females is immediate, perhaps instantaneous. 
It might more correctly be advanced, that several pup- 
pies are frequently the result of a single union ; and an 
instance has been given, where the mother, a pointer, 
having received two dogs of different descriptions, a 
terrier and a greyhound, she produced two pointers, 
two terriers, and two hounds ; the first and last of 
which proved excellent dogs. The number of young 
is exceedingly various, being from one to seventeen ; 
which is the well authenticated litter that has 
come within our knowledge, and was the of 
ereyhounds. Generally the litter is between four and 
ten ; most of which we are accustomed to destroy, from 
supposing the safety of the mother pent ty = - 
ed ing so man . Possi is 
greatly nfeebal by domtatiotios, but al ther alas 
tions, nature has enabled the parent to provide for the 
offspring. 

jis other characteristics are given of the dog by 
different naturalists ; such as the tail inclining 
left, the animal running obliquely, ing on the toes, 

ing frequently round the place on which it designs 
fying down, advancing before its master on a j a 
and if the road divides, looking back. But the mods. 
fications which the disposition and habits of this animal 
undergo in an artificial state are so im that we 
cannot assume from them what would be its untamed 
nature,  aeecaon tant iene et og 
have been long emancipated from humandominion, have, 
to a certain pa Dom resumed the ies of their race, 
Their ears are al erect, their sight piercing, and their 
smell acute ; they live in numerous societies, i 
the interraixture of any stranger breed ; hunt in 
concert, and their voice Je seldom areghpe og te in 
pursuit of : The venture to a’ strong- 
est salinake, wid wnt Ae immediately succeeds to the ex- 
ertions which have procured them sustenance. 

The dog, the wolf, the fox, and jackal, are allintimately 
allied in structure and habits. From some unsuccessful 

in obtaining young from the and the 
two former, it was believed that they were of different 
genera ; but later observations prove, that this intermix- 
ture is practicable ; and we certainly see dogs which 

to the t 

“the bones of the head intimately 

DOG. 
seem to betray thei origin from a les domesticated ani 

general have endeavoured to trace 

in the m , and return with, it to the 
at sunset. The s dog is of amiddle size ; 

the muzzle rather slender ; the ears short, pointed, and 
erect. The whole body is remarkably hairy, - 
larly the hips, but the is smoother than the rest ; 
its covering is calculated to resist the elements. The 
tail is of considerable , and bushy ; and the co- 
lour of the whole ani Se ee 
fications of both. Buffon affirms: in 

natives. Consi g the 
tinent from all the civilized parts of the globe, the rude- 
ness of its inhabitants, from every art and im- 
ovement; and also, that scarcely any animals dw 

t ina different regioa,-itts 
not unlikely that. have been preserved in 

greater purity, or perhaps ‘free from inter- 
mixture for su ve asi 
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acquainted with the mode of its 
whether it is ever found without a master, which is the 

uine state in which its hi is to be studied. 
have been both to France and Britain, 

which ate raw meat with avidity, but always 
fish, and however agile on the land, proved i of 

Except in size, the skeleton of the dog of New Hol- 
Sits Che Geths Ged ia ‘same in tide beanie or 

correspond, the verte- 
bre of the tail consist of thirteen in both, and there is an 

ey 
Primitive 
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eeantese shtsemom to toit The head of the jack- 

the eyes. But in comparing the heads of other dogs 
with the head of this species, that of the Irish grey- 
hound bears the nearest resemblance ; and the cranium 
is somewhat more capacious in the great Danish 

iv i | 
i i 3 ef ft 

Fe it hound has been given 
iene these animals in possession of if : 
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cult to reconcile his description of it with the animals 
now alluded to..: ’ 
We are not aware that the great Danish dog, though 

- not uncommon on the continent, is frequent in. Britain. 
It is particularly casings ed by its size, and, accord. 
ing to Daubenton, is chiefly of a brown colour. Buf- 
fon considers that this dog, the Irish greyhound, and. 
the common greyhound, are “‘ only the same animal, 
though at first sight different.. The great Dane is but 
an Irish greyhound (matin) better: filled up; the com~ 
mon greyhound, the latter more delicate and slender, 
and better treated. There is no greater difference 
among the three, than between a Dutchman, a French- 
man, and an: Italian.” 4 

The small Danish leopard, or spotted . 
with considerab: which has been lately 

care in Britain, to carriages, differs little from 
the former, exceptin size and colour; and although 
Daubenton endeavours to prove ita distinct breed, his 
reasons are inconclusive. Aldrovandus affirms, that-its 
trivial, name was brachus, and that it was preferred 
when spotted like a lynx, h those. of . uniform: 
colour were not to be despised. Buffon calls it 6rague 
de Bengale, whence the real derivation of the race is 
not to be traced, ially as we observe, in the 
older writings in this kingdom, hunting dogs are called 
brachis and rachis: Caius says, the latter was applied 
to blood-hounds, in Scotland. ' 

The common greyhound is-well known from its use 
in the chace, and the breed seems preserved in greater 
purity than that. of most ether varieties. It is) said 
there are three different kinds distinguished by size, 
and we find them either rough or perfectly smooth. 
It has long been a celebrated dog in Britain, and.Mr 
Strutt has. quoted to prove that it formerly con~ 
stituted a valuable and acceptable present. The Itali- 
an greyhound narrowly resembles that animal in propor- 
tions, and some authors. think it is the same degenera- 
ted. The greyhound is much employed. for coursing 
or hare hunting in the Greek Islands. Analogous to 
this was the gazehound, of which we know very little, 
except, that it was, used in the pursuit of deer ; but 
whether it was a distinct variety, or only a hound 
of the largest size, is doubtful ; for appellations nearly 
the same have been bestowed on. dogs, specifically dif 
ferent ; neither is it evident whence the name is de- 
rived. It has. been affirmed, that the badger was an- 
ciently called a grey, and from this particular’ species 
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Great Da- 

nish dog 

Small Da- 
nish dog. 

Greyhound. - 

being used in hunting it, the name was thence bestowed; . 
however, we cannot subscribe to that etymology, as_ it 
does not rest on repeated example ; but in Scotland the 
greyhound is simply called a grew. 

The bloodhound, foxhound, harrier, and beagle, had 
most probably nearly an analogous origin, and have 
long existed both on the Continent. and in Great Bri- 
tain. Few, ifany genuine descendants of the first still 
remain in this island; the others are not uncommon, 
and care is taken to preserve those of the most decided 
qualities for the chace. The last is the smallest variety 
of hounds, 

Pointers are of different kinds, either approaching the 
figure and appearance of the Danish dog, .or being a * 
haired setters, as they are commonly called. For centuries, 
the English setter has been much esteemed on the Conti. 
nent. Caius, in his description of the dogs used by 
fowlers, mentions three kinds, the iel, the setter, 
and water spaniel or finder, This last is the grand 

Hounds, 

Poititers, - 

barbet of Buffon, entirely covered with long. curled - 
hair, its ears large, pendulous, and the eyes concealed : 
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by the roughness of the face. 
axe aplayes by dogs wxseaae of - 
cies in ing at ; ish or 
open Bt pwd » with a thick muzzle, 

Coase no teseubianeeae -haired delicate-look- 
ing English setter: And again the cocker or springi 
spaniel seems intimately allied to the latter, whose 
quality is raising the J 
The Turkish or dog is remarkable for being 

entirely naked, and destitute of hair ; the skin is of a 
brownish flesh colour. Aldrovandus says, that the first ; t 
seen in Europe were brought to Italy during his own tors; or has watched the drawing of 
time, where they were i of subsisting or pro- ( 
pagating, on account of the cold ; and the same obser- 
vation has been made with respect to those carried to 
France. in the warmest climates are frequently 
destitute of hair, which some authors maintain results 
from the heat 
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Turnspit. 
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and smooth. The aacbacnk hepa: dag sions were insecure, the blo 
ancititi, at lone it Goda thot aon ell natant trace out the thief, and recover the stolen goods ; that 
key ; and Sonnini affirms, that he never met with any 
of the ies there, nor could he learn that it was 

<The tumnspit i dsting ished by: @ low,ong bod it is distingui y a low, long x 
and the fore feet turning outwards, which last pecull. 
arity is wanting in two varieties. The terrier is said 
to be of two or more kinds ; the English, a smooth black 
or brown dog, generally with a spot above each eye ; 
and the Scotch, smaller, rough, and commonly white. 
Probably both are of mongrel breeds ; as it is likely all, 
can abuhost sll, Phe othews sues thaidagh tego callers 
of a specific family. 

Besides these, there are many other races of dogs 
enumerated in the Systema Nature and elsewhere, 
ty wd in the older writings, relative to the chace, 
t so insufficiently characterised, as absolutely to pre- 

clude a history of all the individual species. The Sys- 
tema includes thirty-four, besides two additional turn- 
spits, and a Peruvian Caius, in the sixteenth cen- 
ouy enumerated sixteen lish dogs, distinguishi 

by its Latin and English name. Daubenton de- 
scribes sixteen principal, five secondary races, resulting 
from the intermixture of the former ; and five more the 
offspring of the mon Thus we shall only observe, 
that, in addition to we have mentioned, there are 
among others, the Pomeranian wolf dog. Siberian and 
Iceland dog, all allied to the shepherd’s dog, and ap- 
a it in size. The lurcher, rough lurcher, and 

lu , which are ill-defined. e Maltese and 
ik ceecet dog ; the mastiff and bull dog. Neither 
of the latter seems from a’ pure breed ; the pug dog is 
said to be a diminution of the bull 3 an 
call German poodles, seem the mongrel offspring of the 
great water spaniel. Caius mentions a mongrel called 
sappe, which is probably a breed from the shepherd's 
dog, but now known as the colley, whappie, or cur 
dog in Scotland and land. 

In a general view of the nature and disposition of 
the dog, we find it materially affected by the habits of 
that portion of mankind among whom it dwells. It’ 
undergoes a sensible modification. Vicious and fero- 
cious among savage tribes ; gentle and docile with those 
that are humanized. No animal is of equal docility as 
the dog. By a kind of intuitive faculty, he soon learns 
to distinguish the friends of his master’s family, while 
his own attachment to him remains unimpaired: they 
are courteously welcomed to his dwelling, but stran- 

what we 

ie to 

ken. Thus this is put under the protection of 
the most ancient las, which enact, that “0 one should 
disturb or a lood-hound or man passing ith him, 
to follow sions or take malefactors. 

England; but the Scotish blood-hound, 
which is said to have been of size and elegant 

Pieler tg Pao deans ar eggs 
figure of the Scotish blood-hound, which was 
transmitted to him by Henry Sinclair, dean 
gow, a distinguished character of his era; and 
Boyce affirms, that it was ofa red colour, or 
small spots, There was some difference between it and 
the English blood-hound, though the p ies of the 
latter were also eminent. Mr 
the Air, relates, that having 
of the acute sense of smell in the Irish hounds hunting 
wolves, he was induced to make farther investigati 
into the subject ; and he was told that the English 
blood-h could follow aman by the scent some hours 
after he had over the ground. A relation of his 
also informed him, that he had expressly made an ex- 
iment on the subject, by sending a servant, who 

Penal nheitheas killed a deer, nor even touched one, 
certain village four miles distant, from whence he 
to proceed to a market-town three miles farther. 
the servant had advanced about half way, the dog was 
let loose, and pursued his footsteps, disregarding all 
other people in the way ; and in the same manner pas~ 

America, to aid them in their ferocious attacks on the 
inhabitants. There the race is still.preserved 

‘or its original p undef other masters, in hunti 
mankind. In the year 1492, twenty blood-houn 



= 
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formed of the auxiliaries of Columbus, in his con- 
tests with the natives of St Domingo. The French, du- 
ring the recent war in that island, carried on with the 
revolted employed blood-hounds regularly 
trained against them; and they are even said to have 
had the barbarity of throwing their captives to the dogs 
to be devoured alive. In training the hounds to this 
_inhuman pursuit, we are told that they were confined 
in a kennel sp like a cage, and sparingly supplied 
with the blood of other animals. The figure of a ne- 
gro in wicker work, stuffed with blood and entrails, was 
next i as they grew a little older, and occa- 
sionally exhibited in the u part of the cage : the 

_ment to the whites; and they were sent out to the chace 
when their training was considered complete. The 
miserable negro had no means of escape: he was either 
hunted down and torn to pieces, his wife and children 
perhaps sh his calamity ; aesem 2 
{ree he was betray by the yelping the fh, 
into the power of his more sav: uers. This, how- 

aie Loaedn: Vay nasbbionahenl ot Gone Vranoos, ly in rangois, 
psa og ath ten De eam were de- 

in an"instant from the public way. At other 
times they proceeded to the bouring woods, and 

| even in the eyes of the French army as in- sees ceeereiats Sana ek 
the of their labours.” 

pieces, where mutual an ies ceased to operate ; 
and bulls 

of bulls was sport to our ancestors, 
to excite nothing except commi- 

pain of an innocent creature, and 
ity of those who can enjoy 

of Henry II. bull-baiting was an 
populace. Nay, much more 

Mary entertained the 
ive days with an exhibition of this 
1559. Queen Elizabeth, her sister, 
ambassadors from Denmark in 1586 ; 

more ¢ pees: the former was 
ctators. Pau} Hentzner still later 

| 

He 

| 8S P i i 1 : z rE 29 Z z ; 
rench ambas-_ 

On all these and similar occasions, such as when a 
bull, jointly pursued by the dogs and their masters, 
was hunted down or bruised to death with clubs, the 
minstrels, a miscreant crew, claimed the slaughtered 
animal as a perquisite. It is long ‘since the worrying 
of bulls in the streets of London was ‘prohibited, but 
the practice was widely extended, and the rings to 
which the bull was chained for the certainty of under- 
going aggravated torment, are still extant in many 
towns and villages, where they are sometimes con~ 
yerted to use. Posterity will scarcely credit, that only 
a few years have elapsed since this savage custom was 
defended in the British Parliament, as an innocent re~ 
creation, contributing to inspire the nation with valour. 
But let us leave sueh prostitution of the courage and 

ility of so valuable an animal as the dog, to consider 
the benefits conferred by its domestication on mankind. 

From a very ancient period, d 

81. 
Dog. enw 

have been convert= Trained te 
ed into beasts of burden, and yoked in harness to car- draw car- 
riages ; and down to the present day, they are trained tiges- 
to the same services on the Continent of Europe, in 
Asia, and America. But it is in the frozen regions of 
the north, where the utility of the dog is so eminently 
isplayed, and where travellers, by its assistance, are 

led to cross trackless deserts of snow, otherwise im- 
passable. Marco Polo, a celebrated Venetian of the 
thirteenth century, distinctly speaks of a country in 
the north of Asia, difficult of access on account of the 
intermediate mud and snow, from which great quanti< 
ties of furs were carried in vehicles wanting wheels, by 
means of The information he received on the 
subject characterises the sledges of Greenland or Kamt« 
schatka, now drawn by these animals. In this latter 
country, the species employed is of a middle size, of va« 
rious colours, white, black, grey, or black and white, 
of wolfish aspect, yet not unlike the shepherd’s dog, or 
its mongrel offspring. Its hair is rough, its tail re- 
curved, and the ears pointed; it cannot be taught to 
hunt, and never barks but howls. Though regularly 
trained to the draught, the dog of the ‘Kamtechadale 
and Greenlander seems less tractable and domesticated 
than that of civilized countries, proving, perhaps, how 
muchits nature is modified by associations with man. All 
thatarethus occupied are castrated, to preserve them more 
under controul. During the prevalence of ice and snow, 
from five to ten are harnessed toa light sledge of wicker- 
work, about three feet long, and one in breadth. The 
driver is supported by a seat a yard above the ground, 
and the whole frame rests on two curved pieces of 
wood, or sometimes whalebone, which operate as skates 
in gliding over the frozen snow. The total weight of 
the sledge does not exceed ten pounds, in which journeys 
incredibly long are safely accomplished. The harness 
is made of leather; the dogs are arranged in pairs, 
commonly with ‘a leader of the whole in front, and 
are fastened together by straps or reins through their 
collars, fixed by a hook and Sait to a ring in the fore 
a sledge. Ifthe journey be difficult, or the 

heavy, the number of dogs is increased; and 
when M. Lesseps brought the dispatches of La Perouse 
over land from the harbour of Petrapowloski, 37 dogs 
were harnessed to his sledge, and 45 to that of 
companion of his journey the Ld ecg roasie Kasloff, 
pe mp -five sledges were in company, drawn by near! 

But journeys: of this escription, though 300 
generally successful, are not entirely void of danger. 

traveller, whose position is sidewise, and not di- 
rected forward, must be careful to preserve the equilibri- 
um of so slight a vehicle ; if it inclines to the right, he 
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must lean to the left, and his must be changed 
when the inclination is reverse. The utmost vigilance 
is not to be re and che tos 
should occur, he must vigorously by sledge, 
as the dogs once in motion run straight forward, and 
with greater ardour on the burden being lightened. 
They are scarce to be restrained on the open way, and 
on descending steep declivities, Kraschenonikoff affirms 
that all exeept one are unyoked, from the violence with 
which they rush down. They likewise become unruly 
on seenting deer, or i in the -neighbouri 
pop: aan uch of the security of the traveller depend 
on training of the leader, and the whole are guided 
by the voiee and a crooked stick, without ee ge 9 
But the fatigue of long journeys is so great, the 
dogs frequently perish under it ; food is scanty, and 
shelter rarely to be obtained. Of the $00 dogs ser 
by M. Lessep’s party in crossing the peninsula of Kamt- 
schatka, only twenty-seven at last remained ; many died 
of want and exertion ; others when tied up ate the cords 
and harness from hunger ; and some devoured the car- 
eases of those that perished. Nevertheless, their 
open , and patience of privations, are remark- 

le. le, the Danish missi , affirms, that the 
dogs of the Greenlanders sometimes a sledge fifteen 
German, or about sixty ~ miles over the ice, in 
a day, and Captain King relates, that a courier per- 
formed a journey of 270 miles by means of them, in 
lees then four days. Yet these animals are very spa- 
ringly fed, and in summer altogether At 
that time they are turned loose to provi 
selves, when they catch fish and dig for mice : they are 
recalled by their masters in October, when well fatten- 
ed, by their liberty, and tied up near the huts, until 
becoming leaner and better adapted for the draught. 
Only a small proportion of the whole remain unmuti- 
lated, for the — of preserving the breed. 

Lipsius, an author of the sixteenth century, tells us, 
that a dog, apparently the English mastiff, was used 
in his youth, at Brussels, to draw carts laden with hides 
to market; and that d were even sent without a 
master to bring commodities. This has been continued 
in Holland down to the present time ; and dogs are con- 
stantly seen drawing men, or loads of fish and provi- 
visions, in vehicles adapted to their size. In Canada 
also they are occupied m drawing a small cart or sledge, 
heavily laden ; not less than 200 pounds being some- 
times dragged along by a single animal. Wheel carts 
are used in summer and sledges in winter, all p - 
tioned to the size and strength of the creatures sratoed 
to them. There is said to be no particular species, 
but all sorts and sizes are thus employed, in dragging 

ings for children, water from the rivers, 
domestic pi In Newfoundland, dogs are occu- 
pied in drawing down quantities of wood on sledges 
to the sea, from the interior, and being generally large, 
they are capable of more severe labour ; ad Gait as 
so well trained, asto perform it without the guidance of 
a master. Of late years, a few are likewise used in 
England, to draw inconsiderdble weights. 

pensdiihedl sith eecanterded eitenijles of 
the docility of animals; but none is so universally 
susceptible of education asthe dog. He is more the 
natural companion of man ; his attachment is warmer, 
his fidelity more unshaken ; he is ever alive to the in- 
terests of his master, and seems to have no enjoyment 
equal to his society. It is not surprising, if a creature 
possessing such properties, has sometimes been reward- 
ed with reciprocal regard ; and that unusual care should 

and other things 

for them- - 

_ny of such a person as M. Leibnitz, an 

DOG. 
be taken to teach him, in preference, peculiar feats of 
address, which seem denied to the rs of others. 
Our limits prevent us from here en on what 
would be an ing narrative, ex to remark, that 
Plutarch has an account of a exhibited 
to the emperor Vespasian, which has scarcely ‘been ri- 
valled in any of modern tuition. “This do; 
belonged to an actor; and could be more skil- 
ful in scenic and in imitating various cir- 
cumstances and situations. It exhibited in itself the exe- 
cution of a malefactor, fei the taking of poison, 
and the tremor following its sudden operation ; then, 

down, its limbs were shed out in perfect 
peendiliveen 6 Ulett so it remained for a certain 
poe > — by : veers tox > rae 

its eyes, looked languidly around, 
+ scamarlery But in the course 

« Without the testim 
e witness, we 

‘near Zeitz 
It belongs to 

academy. 

ould not have ventured to mention, 
Misnia, there is a dog which : 

sounds, which he ; 
took a fancy to teach it to sp The master, having 
nothing better to do, neither time nor trouble ; 
and happily the pupil had dispositions difficult to be 
esters Fag ry At 

pronounce about 
bas ee. coffee, assembly, 
the German lan For tadtbons ean calt whee it 
was three years old. The ex ions of its master 
are only echoed, that is, after he has pronounced a 

ed from French into 

word, he compels it, apparentl ling to follow 
his ‘example, though no severi , be i We re- 
peat, that it has been seen and by M. Leibnitz.” 
Certainly this is a very astonishing faculty ; but the ac- 
count of the French academician, derives su ee 

|, that other examples, though, it must be acknowl 
the seers ag are not detailed with sufficient dis- 
tinctness and accuracy. 

The speed and energy of the d 
The distance which it can travel without repose is al- 
most incredible. Fox-hounds in the chase, and point- 
ers in pursuit of game, cannot traverse less than from 
100 to 150 miles in a single day ; and we haye seen 
that those of a Kam e courier carried their bur- 
den 270 miles in three days and ahalf, It canfiot haye 
escaped notice, that a terrier frequently accompanies 
our mail coaches, at the same rate di a stage or 
more. We have instances, well authenticated, of a 
fox-hound running four miles in seven minutes, or at 
the rate of thirty-four miles an hour ; and experinient 
has proved, that the speed of the greyhound equalled 

| 

are very great. Speed. 

torial’ 



Dog. that of the swiftest race horse.. For dogs, possessed of 
ae rar 

DOG 

Soop such as these, the lovers of rural sports in 
itain have been content to pay extravagant prices. 

Four hogsheads of claret were not long ago exchanged 
for a fox-hound as its value, two hundred guineas 
were given for a brace of pointers, and L.152 for a 
single greyhound. 

Used as food. ‘The ancients ate puppies as a delicacy, and they of: 

Diseases. 

“ nued howl, with the 

fered them in ce. to their . Dogs are gene- 
rally an article of food in the South Sea islands, and 
provided to regale the visitors of the inhabitants. In 
various of Africa, they are held in like estimation; 
and in the kingdoms of Whidaw and Dahomy their flesh 
is exposed for sale in the public markets. In different 
foreign countries the skin is used for clothing, and at 
home the finest leather is red from it. Neither 
have the different parts of the animal been judged void 
a ip. aga the fat was formerly thought 
to be an lent vulnerary ; and an oil or balsam ex- 
tracted from Puppies, by roasting or boiling, was dealt 
out as a pow remedy for strains, contusions, and 
muscular debility. _Quacks and empirics, resting their 
nostrums on the credulity of mankind, find a specific 
in ev 3 

The dog, in common with other animals, is subject 
to multifarious diseases, of which the most dreadful is 
madness ; more dreadful than those afflicting the rest 
of the brute creation, because a fatal see may be 
communicated from it. The most usual symptoms are 
othe sage Seger ms Trang ‘ ae 
departure 8 0 ts. a 
stick, held out by a person ith whom it is familiar, 
excites resentment, this is ted an infallible crite- 
rion. But the dog still continues tractable, and 
ie pemee eee. around it are the last in danger 
of attack. Its voice next participates more of a conti- 

elevated in the air; great 
anxiety ; it labours under a t suffering, and 
testifies Hvetecgeis impati controul. At length 
it eagerly hurries from the home to which it has always 
been attached, it bites every animal in the way, its 
pursuit is incessant of all except mankind, for they are 
more rarely the objects of injury ; and when worn out 
with wandering, it will sometimes return. If escaping 
mtentional ae omiae nth Te ca fi the 

fourth or » refusing » and.dying, ragin 
mad. estas ailecthahie tacts, iat sa.qnovtal casiedy, 
known by the name of hydrophobia, may be im 
by the bite of a dog indisputably rabid ; but this distem- 
per does not invariably ensue ; neither ought it to be 
correctly designed the dread of water, fer some dogs 
lap that fluid readily, from the fever affecting them, 
—_ they are le to swallow it. Instant excision 
of wounded is always considered prudent 
where it may be safely performed ; and of late exces- 
sive , such as repeatedly deprives the patient 
of sense and motion, seems pay Lpaeeictinnd with 
success, . 

The dog is not a long-lived animal; twelve or four- 
teen years its usual age, but some reach twenty. 
All the marks of age are before icuous ; the 
hair alters, the eyes , the hind legs become 
are tic ; weakness and extenuation terminate in death. 
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vier sur le Chien de la Nouvelle Hollande ap, Ann. du 
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maux, p. 165. _Memoires de l’ Acad. Royale, 1715, p. 3. 
Lessep’s Voyages, tom. i. Philosophical Transactions, 
v. 77,.79. Lambert on the Canis Graius Hibernicus 
in the Trans. Lin. Soc. v. iii. White's Voyage to New 
South Wales, p. 280. Phillip’s Voyage to New Sout: 
Wales, p. 274. Gray’s Letters from Canada, p. 310. 
Egede Description of Greenland, p. 63. Crantz’s Histé- 
ry of Greenland, vol. i. p. 74. heninikoff Account 
of Kamischatka var. loc. Strutt’s Sports and Pastimes, var. 

. Daniel’s Rural Sports. Thornhill’s Shooting Directo- 
ry, p. 44, The Sportsman's Cabinet. Rorarius quod Ani- 
malia no sape ratione utanlur melius homine, p. 18,102, 
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BOGE. See Venice. 
DOIRE, one of the six departments of France inte » 

which the principality of Piedmont was divided in 1802. 
See Prepon. . : ' 
DOLA, See Arana. 
DOLE, the Dola Sequanorum of the ancients, is a 

handsome town of France, in the department of the Jura. 
It is the largest town of Franche Comte except Besan- 
gon, and was once the capital of the province, and the 
seat of its parliament and university. The town is 
situated in a fertile plain, on the right bank of the river 
Doubs. It was once very strong, but the fortifications 
were demolished by Louis XIV. It has a college, 12 
convents, and a hotel-dieu, The university was trans- 
Sapa nah nein by Louis XIV. Patan “a manu-~ 
etory of hats and hosi s, a forge, and a glass-~ 

work ; and in the meiehboechoct hers are ned of 
iron, copper and coal, and quarries of beautiful marble. 
The surrounding country is fertile, and produces abun- 
dance of wine and corn, in which a considerable trade 
is carried on, which is facilitated by a canal. Popula- 
tion 8235. Itis 30 miles south-west of Besancon, and 
270 south-east of Paris. (7) ; 
DOLGELLY, or Do.eetcev, is a market town of 

Wales, in the county of Merioneth, and derives its 
name from dol or dal, and _gelli or eelli, a grove of hazel 
trees. It is situated in a fertile vale, between the rivers 
Arran and Wnion, and is encircled with lofty moun- 
tains, many of which are covered with wood. The 
streets are very irregular, and so narrow as scarcely to 
admit two carriages abreast. The houses are built of 
quartz, or limestone, without mortar. They are seldom 
above two stories high, and_ have thouses in front 
upon piles. The church, which is the neatest building 
in the town, is built of limetone, and consists of a tower 
and a large nave. The seats are merely forms. The 
market-house is a low square building, and the town- 
hall can scarcely be distinguished from the other houses. 
The county gaol, which lately been erected at a 
small distance from the town, is a strong and handsome 
building. A considerable trade is carried on here in 
flannels, a kind of kerseymere cloth, and a woollen cloth 
called gwen, which is manufactured in the town and 
neighbourhood, Shrewsbury and Liverpool were for- 
merly the principal markets for these goods, but agents 
now resort to Dolgelly to purchase them. There is 
here a weekly market on Tuesdays, and six annual fairs. 
The following is an abstract of the population return 
for the town in 1811: 

Number of inhabited houses,,........+... 587 
Remabex of Taaephtetond a OIE hoe a IF 
Do. emp in agriculture, ......+ 2:05 0 6+ +» 239 
Do fa tee cat eoetiaie: asa eearenk athe enitae 



DOLLOND, Joun, a celebrated optician, who has 
immortalised his name by the great discovery of the 
achromatic telescope. e was born in Spi y 
London, on the 10th of June 1706, of French parents, 
who had fled from Normandy in consequence of the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes. In the early oo 
his life, Mr Dollond ht at the loom, but 
the age of 15, he had acquired a taste for philosophi 
and mathematical pursuits, and spent his leisure hours 
in studying elementary works of science, and in the 
os of ials and ical - ee 

is way he acquired a knowledge of geometry an 
gebra and though his Separates for study were 

iminished by an early marriage, and the cares of an 
increasing family, yet his ardour for knowledge was un- 
extinguished, and he contrived, by abridging his hours 
of repose, to acquire a profound knowledge of optics 
and astronomy. His attention was also directed to ana- 

and divinity ; and he even found leisure to acquire 
the Latin and Greek lan , in order that he might 
apply himself more su ully to his favourite pur- 
stuts, 
Mr Dollond, along with his son Mr Peter Dollond, 

carried on for some time the business of manufacturers; 
but the extensive information which the son had acqui- 
red from his father’s instructions, induced him to com- 
mence ean The success with which this plan was 
attended, prompted his father to join him in his new pro- 
fession, an event which happened in the year 1752. __ 

After acquiring a practical know of opties, Mr 
John Dollond directed his attention to the improvement 
of the eye-glasses of refracting Penny ; and he suc- 
ceeded in producing an eye-piece of four glasses, and 
sometime afterwards an eye-piece of five glasses, which 
greatly surpassed those in common use. An account of 
these eye-pieces was read before the Royal Society in 
1758, and afterwards published in the 48th volume of 
their Transactions. 

The next effort of Mr Dollond, was an im ent 
of the double image micrometer, or heliometer, which 
was invented by Savary and Bouguer. This improve- 
ment consisted in using two semilenses instead of two 
whole object glasses, and has already been fully descri- 
bed in our article Astronomy. See Vol. II. p. 734. 

Mr Dollond’s attention was now turned to the im- 
provement of the refracting telescope, and his labours 
were crowned, by the invention of one of the finest in- 
struments that has ever been constructed. The various 
steps by which he was conducted to this splendid re- 
sult, have already been fully detailed in our history of 
the Acnromatic Tetescope, so that we must refer our 
readers to that article for farther information. In ho- 
nour of this invention, the Royal Society of London. 
presented Mr Dollond with Sir G: 's medal. 
This learned body also elected him a fellow of their So- 
ciety in 1761, and’ in the same year he was i ; 

ian to his majesty. These honours, however, he 
didnotlive long to enjoy. While reading Clairaut’s the- 
ory of the moon, with which he had been intensely oe- 
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Dolichos, Males, “. 2... 6 ee dee +++ +eee es 1845  cupied for several hours, he was struck with 
Delend, Féanbleas:(':°s'. s'. Ca + sees. 1719 of which he died in a few hours, on the 30th of . 
—Y"" Total population in 1811, 6.2.2.0... 0) - . 806% ber 1761, in the 55th year of his age. Mr Dollond left 

Do. in 180], 6 6 eee eee ee ee ee ee ee + + 2949 behind him two sons and three daughters ; and his bu- 
Increase since 1801}... 66. eee eee ee 115 siness was carried on by his sons and his nephew Mr 

G H who took the name of Dollond. 
See Evans's Tour through North Wales ; and Evans's Mr Dollond was a man highly in his moral 

Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvii. p.915. (j) and religious character. “ In his appearance,” says Dr 
DOLICHOS, a genus of plants of the class Diadel- Kelly, “he be evens and the strong lines of his face 
ia, and order Decandria. See Botany, p. 277. were matked with deep thought and reflection ; but in 

are distinct] edd acted as always making a strong 
ianjptlivatn! Gad thinily of balla with whom he con- 
versed. His memory was extraordinarily retentive; and, 
amidst the variety of his reading, he could recollect and 
quote the most important of every book which 
he had at any time 3: Dr Kelly’s Life of 
John Dollond, and the articles Acnromatic TELEScoPe, 
Astronomy, Criarraut, Optics, and TeLescore. (+) 
DOLPHIN. See Icurnyotoey. 

resting on 
ture only 
groins, have a double curvature, and derive a 
stability from this circumstance, which is iarly de- 
prin Selec ren Se _ We shall treat 

under the article Grorns, comprehend- 
ing shsiehil pacts techaad teeth curvilinear as well as up< 

gonal plans. See Grorns; andCarrentry, Part 

of 

Tunkin River, and di i the Gulfof Tun- 
kin, about 201 olan ae former, in North 

20° 3 i 

the bar at the mouth of the river, a number of them 

Dollond” 

Deaelay. 
—~ 

Plier i ow op cc aren situated near its mouth, ; 

feet, and in the southerly not above 18. 
Oriental vol. ii. p. 458. (1) 
DOMESDAY-BOOK, contains a surv 

v 



DOMESDAY-BOOK. 
Dagiehy- vey to be made. Some antiquatians supposing that 

. it was merely that each man might know. his property, 
while others contend that it was for the purpose of esta- 
blishing the feudal system, and that there was no ne-, 
cessity to cause a'survey to be made for the other pur- 
pose, as that had been effectually done by Alfred. That 
this opinion is well founded, a reference to the state 
and circumstances of the ki , just before the sur~ 
vey was made, will probably induce most of our readers 
to admit. ma cae William, immediately ie ~ 

uest, put his Norman barons in possession e 
forfeited lands, which they were to hold by the tenure 
of military service, yet the landed property. which the 
Saxon nobility , was not held in,this tenure ; 
the ence was, that the old military constitution 
being laid aside, and no other introduced in 
its stead, the kingdom was near defenceless, When 
therefore an invasion was apprehended from Denmark, 
William was under the necessity of bringi 

stem over the whole kingdom ; and 
for this held a council, as the Saxon 
Cliscialale chpeesees ith Sn ich he took the advice of 

i , how it should be 
One of the results of this 

tary 
ing’s vassals, and did homage and fealty to 

circumstances seem to prove what 

In order that it might be faithfully and strictly exe- 
cuted, some of the king’s barons were sent as commis- 
sioners into every shire. Their first step was to sum- 
mon juries in each hundred ; these juries were taken 
from all orders of freemen, from the barons down to 
the lowest farmers ; and they took an oath that 

inform the commissioners what was the name of 
manor, who had occupied it in the time of Ed- 

ward the Confessor, and who held it then; how man 
hides, much wood, how much pasture, how mu 
meadow land it contained; how many ploughs were 
in the demesne part of it, and how many in the tenant- 
ed part; how many mills, how many eepos or 
fisheries belonged to it ; what had been added to it, or 
taken away from it; what was the value of the whole 
together, in the time of Edward; what when granted 
by the Conqueror ; and what at the time of the survey ; 
and whether it might be improved or advanced in its 

: were also required to give in a list of all 
degree ; and to state how much 
Id, or did hold at that time, and 
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to contain the original surveys returned from. these 
counties, In these the live stock is noted. The great- 
er Domesday, compiled from the originals by the offi- 
cers of the exchequer, omits the live stock, and gives. 
some other particulars with more brevity. ‘The ancient 
demesne or landed estate of the crown, as given in 
Domesday, consisted of 1423 manors, in different coun- 
ties, besides some scattered lands, and farms, and quit 
rents, paid out of several other manors, From this sur- 
vey it ap that the boundaries of the counties were 
not exactly the same then that they are now, since part 
of Rutl ire is included in Northamptonshire ; and 
ee of Westmoreland, and Lancashire, are included in 

orkshire an Cheshire. Northumberland, Cumber- 
land, and Durham, are not noticed. Different reasons 
are assigned for this omission: Hume sw it arose 
from their wild uncultivated estate; because 
they contained no terra regis; that the survey was 
never completed, or that the ravages of war rendered it 
unsafe, Pinkerton is of opinion, that Northumberland 
and Durham were omitted, because they were in pos- 
session of the Danes; and Cumberland, because it be< 
longed to Scotland; but William seems to have con« 
sidered Cumberland as belonging to himself, for when 
he quarrelled with Malcolm the Third, he gave it to 
Ranulph de Meschines. London is also omitted in 
Domesday Book. Although the survey was rigid in 
almost every instance, yet some of the returns are said to 
have been partial and false. Ingulphus, Abbot of Croy« 
land, says, that with respect to his abbey, the lands were 
under-measured, and under-rated ; and it is said that 
Ralph Flambard, minister to William Rufus, was so 
convinced that many of the returns were partial, or 
erroneous, that he resolved to make another more ri- 
gorous inquisition ; if this were the case, it never was 
put in execution. In the orthography of the names, 
the Norman scribes made many mistakes, setting them 
down from the Saxon pronunciation. At the end ofthe 
Liber Eliensis, (Cott. Lib. Tib. A. 6. 4.) are some of 
the original rotuli, whence it was compiled for Cam- 
bridgeshire ; and in the library of the dean and chapter 
of Exeter, there is a similar survey of the three western 
counties, an extract from which is given by Hutchins 
in his History of Dorsetshire. A fac simile, by way of 
specimen, is given at the end of Morant’s Essex ; another 
in the Registrum h is de Richmond; and a third in 
Nichol’s Leicestershire ; that in Hicke’s Thesaurus is 
not well executed. In the Harleian MS. of Elfrics 
Saxon Grammar, the Numerus Hidarum is given more 
accurately than in the Appendix to Sale’s Hist. — 
Script. That part of Domesday which relates to Wilt. 
shire has been published in English by Mr Wyndham ; 
and that relating to Leicestershire by Mr Nichols. Mr 
Bawdwen blished “ Dom-boc,” a translation of 
Domesday for Yorkshire, and such parts of Westmore« 
land and Cumberland as are contained in the survey ; 
likewise shire, Nottinghamshire, Rutlandshire, 
and Lincolnshire, with an introduction, glossary, and 
indices ; but the most complete illustration of Domes~ 
day was published by .Mr Kelham, under. the title of 
% Dinette Illustrated.” In 1777, it was determined 
by government to print the whole of it, and after much 
delay, from various causes, this great work is now com~« 
pleted ; the commissioners of public records have like~ 
wise printed four indices to it. It is. still considered 
as of very high and unquestioned authority, ‘or the 
establishment of tenures, and in the article of Taillage. 
Blackstone says, ‘ whether ‘a manor be held in ancient 
demesne or not, shall be tried by the record of Domes~ 

Domesday- 
book. 
—— 
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ted, by Kelham. Littleton’s Hi Henry the Se- 
pre ant iii. Svo. edition. . owe di toga Doe cu- 
rious notices ing Domesday Book: scattered u 
and down in Nichol’s Literary History of the Eighteenth 
Century. (w. 8.) ; 

. DOMINGO, Sr, or Hispaniota, is the second in 
point of size, and one of the most fertile of the islands 
torming the American Archipelago: its dimensions 
have not been accurately ascertained ; but, i 
to the best authorities, it is 170 leagues in length, 30 
in breadth in the middle, and about 360 in circumfe- 
rence. By the natives it is called. Haiti, or the High- 
land Country, on account of the hilly nature of its north 
division. They also give it the name of Quisqueya, 
er the mother of countries. . When it was first disco- 
vered by Columbus, he called it Isabella, in honour. of 
the Queen of Spain ; pes aig afterwards was aa 
minated St Domingo x the principal city in the 
island. It is situated among the islands of Cuba, Ja- 
maica, and Porto Rico, from the last of which it is se- 
parated only by a channel: it extends from 17° 37’ to 
20° north latitude, and from 67° 35’ to 74° 15’ west lon- 
gitude. Several small, islands lie round St Domingo, 
the principal of which are Altarde, Saone, Beate, St Ca- 
therine, on the south side from west to east ; Mone, 
and Monique, on the south east side; Gaymete and 
Coneve, on the west; and La Tortue on the north 
side. ; 

This island is divided into two parts; that which is 
now strictly and properly called Haiti, and — $ 
the former comprehends the ancient French division ; 
and the latter what belongs to the Spani. : the an- 
cient divisional line which separated these two parts 
stretched from the river Pedernates on the south side, 
to the river Massacre on the north side, at the head of 
the bay of Mancenille: the Spanish part is reckoned to 
contain about 90 leagues, in its extreme length from 
east to west, and about 60 leagues in its greatest 
breadth, having a surface of about 3200 square leagues: 
of this surface, nearly 400 square | are moun- 
tainous ; but these mountains are much more capable 
of cultivation than those in the Haitian division ; the 
soil being little inferior in Pg of fertility to that of 
the valleys.. The division of Haiti extends 400 miles 
in and 140 in breadth ; it contains 2,500,000 
acres, of which 1,500,000 were in high cultivation be- 
fore the commencement of the French revolution in 
1789: it is for the most mountainous, but fertile, 
and full of woods, and mines of silver and iron. 

The climate of the whole island is very hot, but the 
effect of the heat is considerably moderated by the 
winds and frequent heavy falls of rain ; these, however, 
render it so very damp, that most things become pu- 
trescent in a very pan apace of time. In the plains, 
in the Spanish part, the heat is nearly uniform, some- 
times rising as high as 99° ; but as the mountains are 

1, it ually subsides ; on them, it rarely ri- 
ses above 72° or 77°; and during the night, the tempe- 
rature is so cool as to render covering necessary ; on 
some of the highest mountains, as those of Cibao, Lille, 
and Holte, the former of which is estimated at about 
6000 feet above the level of the sea, a fire is uent- 
ly requisite. In the central part of the island, the 
plains of Banica border on the more elevated districts 
of St John’s and St Thomas ; and in the former, the de- 
gree of heat is so perceptibly greater, as, according to 
Walton, to cause a diminutive size in the i i inhabitants, 
compared with those of St John’s and St Thomas. The 

"that on the other islands, being parallel with the bearing 
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sultriness relaertameig 48 earthquakes are not now 
nearly so frequent as formerly. In the southern part 
of the island, violent of wind are not uncommon, 
but they are not with such consequen- 
ces as the hurricanes in the windward islands, The prin- 

unhealthy than cacy wh 
island. The moisture of the climate has already 
noticed ; and from this cause, as well as from the at- 
tacks of small insects, while the French held possession 
of the west end of the island, copies of all the transac- 
tions and records were transmitted to Paris, to secure 
them from the destruction of the colonial climate. 
Walton remarks, that even the texture of the paper is 
destroyed. 

rock. Itis remarked that the r soil is deep, in 
proportion as it is less humid, Gak aaliesbeseor In 
this kind of soil, le remains are often found. 
The direction of the hills in St Domingo is similar to 

of the island; their summits form a curve ; 
ther¢ are two great chains of mountains, which stretch 
from east to west ; from these numerous s' 
out. Cibao, one of the loftiest, has been 
to be about 6000 feet above the level of the sea. The 
valleys are very numerous, and in i 
and fertile. The valley of La Vega is one of the 
largest and finest in the island ; its ] is computed 
at 80 | are ita bedenth AC ee ee nee 
at 15. ‘To the east i i are t 1 ast of the city of St Domingo 

miles, 
island is watered by several rivers, the principal of 
which are Ozama, Haina, Nigua, Villa Htieee, 

the city it is joined by the Ieabella, In rainy seasons, 
the current is very rapid and strong ; and the colour of 

*f 
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ST DOMINGO. 37 
St Domin- the water muddy for several miles ; over the bar there - Formerly there appear to have been considerable St Domiu- 
8, is from 14 to 15 feet depth of water. This river isa mines of gold, silver, copper, and iron; but the mines . 8° 
Sip d great convenience to the city, in conveying down pro- of the two former metals have long been closed by or- Mih 

visions and luce from the interior. ‘There is no der of the Spanish government, probably from a wish 
bridge over it; but the cattle are swam across, even not to interfere with the mines of the American conti- 
when the current is very powerful, with wonderful nent. About eight leagues from the city of St Do- 
ease and dexterity. About 3 leagues to the west of the mingo, the mines, known by the name of Buena Ven- 

Haina. city of St Domingo, the Haina flows: it takes its rise tura, were situated ; from one of these mines, called 
at the foot of a beautiful ridge of mountains, which Cibao, a piece of gold, weighing 200 ounces, was ob- Gold. 
terminate the ge from the city ; its course is very tained; when it was assayed, it was ascertained that 
winding through the valleys ; it into a bay of the the metal was so very pure that 20 ounces would not 
same name; it is” rob Sa at some distance up, but be lost in the ne 8 it was unfortunately lost in its 
not near its exit into the bay, owing to anirregular passage to Europe. Even at this time, in the neigh- 

Nigua. bar of sand. The river Ni rises near the Haina; bourhood of these mines, the inhabitants, after heavy 
its course is so very serpentine, that in travelling two rains, find among the sands of the rivulet, Santa Rosa, 
miles, it is necessary to cross it five times. The length small particles of gold, sometimes to the amount of an 
of its whole course is nine leagues ; in its progress it ounce a-day. “In the centre of the island, are also re- 
receives several smaller streams ; in the dry season it mains and vestiges of extensive gold mines : these were 
is very low, and ex when greatly swelled by the the first that were wrought, and at one time were very 
rains, is easily and safely fordable ; much wood is float- productive. In the southern part of the island are the 

Yane. ed down it. The river Yane flows through an extent mines of’Guaba, Rubia, and Baoruco; gold is still found 
of nearly 200 miles, and waters the rich plains of La here in small quantities, with little or no trouble or 
Vega Real, Cotuy, &c.: it receives upwards of 40 smal- difficulty, especially by the Maroons, who inhabit this 
ler streams, afi falls into the great bay of Samana. part of the island, On the borders of the small streams 
This bay, in point of situation, extent, and communica- called Obispo and Piedras, thtre is a rich silver mine ; ‘Silver. 
tion with the interior of the country, is one of the and not far from the capital, an excellent vein of this 
most important in the West Indies. From a sugar loaf metal-has been wrought. On a ridge called Maymon, 
hill, we have Cape Raphael, which forms the south near the centre of the island, there is a copper mine ; Copper. 
side of this bay; to the opposite side is a distance of 18 and within a very few leagues of the city-of St Domin< 
miles, protected by rocks and sands, yet leaving a safe go, there are two valuable mines of iron. In the year Tron. 
and nT me it is 60 miles long, and bounded on 1645, quicksilver was found at the source of the riyer- Quicksilver. 
every by a fertile country. This most important Yacque; and it has also been met with near the gold’ 

ani bay seems to have been mu lected by the Spa- mines of Cibao. Emeralds have been dug not far from 
niards, but when the Spanish division was ceded to the copper mine already mentioned ; the loadstone is: Minerals. 
France, that government ordered it to be surveyed in found in several places ; and also jasper, porphyry, ala- 
a very exact and particular manner ; even before the _ baster, and agates. Besides these, Walton mentions a 
cession of the Spanish division, they attempted to gain mine of antimony, which yields pieces of six and eight 

ion of a tract of land, cut off by a line drawn 12 pounds, and what he-calls mineral copperas.. The imi« 
Bares inland of D: to Cape hael, which neral treasures of this island are, however, very imper- 

Bayof would have included the bay of Samana. This attempt fectly known, though, from the accounts given by 
Samana. they made in consequence of their justly. iy cog Herrera, and other Spanish authors, they seem to 

this bay as the key to the Mexican gulf, its deserve scientific and careful investigation ; according 
windward and commanding situation ; they also look- to him, the mines of La Vega and Buena Ventura 
ed forward, by obtaining it, to the ion of the ris alone; formerly exported upwards of 460,000 marks of 
ver Yane, the sea to the north, the rich mines gold. No mineral waters fave been discovered-in St 

_ of Cibao, and the finest tobacco lands in the island: Domingo, except those which suddenly burst ‘forth 
‘in this project they were defeated, but when the from the mountains of Viagama, in consequence of the Remarkable 
whole of the Spanish divisions were ceded, the French dreadful shocks of earthquakes, which were felt in this salt lake. 
officers used all their endeavours and interest to have t of the island, in the year 1751: they are strongly ’ 
land ceded to them near the bay of Samana. There impregnated with sulphur. One’of the most singular 
‘are several other bays, some of which require to be no- natural curiosities in the island is the lake of Henri- 

Neyba bay. ticed: Neyba bay, into which a river of the same name quello, or the Little Henry ; it lies near the south part. 
enters, might be made large and commodious for ship- of the French line of demarkation, forming one side 
ing, if the various channels, through which the river of the beautiful valley of Neyba. This lake is about 
4 into it, were formed into one; at present the 22 | in ci erence ; the water is deep, clear, 
depth of water is small, and the pilots, from the num- and salt, though its nearest margin is eight leagues dis- 
ber and frequent shifting of the channels, are often at tant from the sea, from which it is divided by several 

Ocoa bay. a loss for the proper navigation. The entrance of Ocoa considerable mountains; and what is still more remark-. 
bay, which is denominated from a river of the same able, there are regular tides in it, at the same time that 
name, is two | across ; and it increases gradual- they take place in-the neighbouring ocean ; lizards, alli- 
ly within nearly to six leagues. Its s resembles gators, and even the shark, seal, porpoise, and other 

Greek ; its shores are clear, their eleva-~ sea fish, are found init. Near the middle is an island 
tion makes it a’ good place for shelter. On the east about two leagues long, and a league wide, in which is 
side of the bay is the harbour of Culdera. Here Spa- a spring of fresh water, stocked with goats, and thence 
nish ships, which draw too much water to cross the bar, called Cabrito island. 
lie to complete their loading, moored to-the trees with The vegetable productions of St Domingo are ex- Vegetable 
a rafter . A great part of the coast of the island ingly numerous, and some of them are very curi- productions. 
is rocky and dangerous, ing insecure anchorage ous and valuable. The mahogany tree, which is at ~ 
or shelter from storms. present the-staple export commodity of the country, is 
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productions, Variegated, than what 

38 ST DOMINGO, 
St Demin- very abundant; by the old Spanish laws it was deem- 

ed unlawful to cut it; such as grow in a dry barren 
soil is harder, more close in the grain, and more finely 

in low damp situations. 
toe oe that he has seen a conten Puee out of 

e trunk of the tree, capable ing 100 
men, The oak, th oF a ae caw pags Sy) 
Europe, differs consi ly in its 3 it is 
used. for buildings, and uently i beams 
from 60 to 70 feet long. The hacana is a tree very si- 
milar to the oak, but its wood is still more durable. 
The manchineel affords a most beautifully veined wood ; 
but it is dai us to work at it, in consequence of the 
poisonous juice which it contains. There are several 
woods for dyeing, but none of them have been tried, or 
even accurately described, ex the fustic ; there is 
another tree, somewhat resemb the fustic, which 
affords a beautiful dye of a more i 
kinds of lignum vite grow along the coast ; fe qanion 

pe- hacha (break axe) is of the same ies ; it has 
culiarity of becoming nearly as as stone, when 
stuck in damp The Spaniards y build 
their vessels of a tree called the capa, which, however, 
seems better suited for sheathing ships. The pine is 
abundant, but in consequence of its very liable to 
be attacked by the wood ant, it is seldom employed. 
Brazil wood is found on many parts of the coast, but 
hitherto it is not much attended to, The satin wood of 
St Domingo is heavier than that. which grows in the 
East Indies; but it takes a much better polish, and does 
not require to be varnished: the sale of it is peasy 
equal to that of mahogany. Of e vegetab 
ductions of Aegis the seiba, or a iy tt inthe 
largest: of it the lightest and most capacious canoes, 
are made ; it je its name from a een, which it 
affords, resembling cotton, but of a shorter staple, not un- 
like the down of the black poplar ; with this substance 
the Spaniards stuff their beds ; and some successful at- 
tempts have been made to form hats of it. The juice 
of the fruit of the jagua is as clear as water, yet it gives 
‘a stain to linen of a dark black colour, which is. very 
permanent ; on account of this quality, it has been used 
for dyeing ; itis also employed in baths as an astringent. 
Of the wood of this tree, which is firm, senigtt, and. 
supple, the natives make their best lances. e fruit 
of the genepa, or sand box tree, is more singular than 
valuable ; “ it resemblesa ect sand box, of a round 
form, with little raised divisions, in shape such 
as we give a cake by means of a pan, which ter- 
minate in small fibres in the centre, through which the 
‘sand filters, and mi 3 into the inside. traveller 
is sometimes startled in riding under them, by.a noise 
resembling the discharge of a pistol; but finds it is 
the fruit thet has expl; and shivered in a thousand 
pieces ;” the sap is of a very acrid nature, and if it 
falls into the eye uces excruciating pain, and even 
in some apse cae Green an apple aag 
granadillo, etto, or mountain y 
are very common ; annual of the last is 
marked by a dark circle, at about the regular distance 
of three inches. The roofs of the houses are covered 
‘with the envelope of the cabbage, which falls periodically 
every month to the ground ; it is about three feet lon 
and one broad. The juice of the dwarf palmetto is cal- 
led alegra cogote, or enlivener of the brain, by the na- 
tives, from roperty which it is said to possess of 
raising dep spirits, when applied to the temples, 
and back of the neck. The sugar cane, cotton, and 
coffe plants, flourish remarkably well in’ St Domingo. 
The sugar would be of an excellent quality, were it 

yellow. Two. 

i Ca 
the is little inferior, 
properly and carefull Feo et The 

he oe i remarkably if y attended to, 

commerce in this island. In the country round the 
bay of Samaha, the malagueta, or paniise Dah Aare, : Ladies, 
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of the island, but particularly in Santi 
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rabbit: it burrows in hollow trees ; but when pursued, 
in the depth of the forests, as~ 

sisted by its tail in climbing the trees, ce > eae 
nimbie as ~ 

12,000 head of cattle, which ye Shey in herds at six 
and eight dollars per head; and when the census of the 
Spanieh division was taken in 1780, 200,000 head of 
cattle were returned ; so that the number then, mak« 
ing allowance for those which did not pay the tribute, 
could not be fewer than 250,000. It is probable, how= 
ever, that, in consequence of the unsettled state of the 
island since that time, the number is not. now nearly 
so great. According to Walton, the whole of the cat- 
tle in the island do not exceed 300,000; the horses, 
mules, and asses, he estimates at 150,000, The island 
abounds in birds, curious for their ph or song : 
among these are the flamingo, wild , Jamaica 
nightingale or mocking-bird, and banana bird 
Among the amphibia and fishes, are the turtle, caroe 



St'Domiine pin, a small tortoise, snooke, calapever, 
g0- 

Animals, 

ST DOMINGO. 
ty mullet, bara- 

cooter, &c, Centipedes are large, dangerous, and fre- 
quent : the scorpion is rarely found ; but the venomous 
crab spider is sometimes met with. The land érabs are 
numerous oyer the whole island, but particularly so 
near the city of St Domingo: they burrow in the sands 
during the day, and at night issue out in great num- 
bers. The i have a tradition, that the city 
was saved in 1692 from the English, under Admiral 

p unprepared ; 
had alter formed, and 

i behind a copse, when they 
and qui clatter of horses feet ;" and. 
‘of the Spanish lancemen.” Thinking 
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: attack the navel- 
cattle for the same , and 
Walton asserts, that the cochi- 

in the district of St 
Banis, and the river Ocoa; but he 

a qnistaken in this, ‘as well goin ‘what he says 
AE it 

a 
which the Indians remove by the applica- 

lation ei- 

The lastcensus of the Spanish division was taken in 1785; 
rg a dale ge ee then amounted to 152,640. 

composed of whites, freed 
are few, 
in search fl af : 2  princi- 

ulation resides, Z : i | 
skill ; 

not 
le. Some are called horse hattes, and others 

hattes, according ‘to the animals which they con- 
In these the people lodge miserably, and have but 

scanty subsistence. The small provision farms, call- 
canacos, are occupied by the poorer colonists, or most commonly people of colour or freed people. 

ip : i 

89 
The manufactures and commerce of the Spanish di. St Domin- 

§0. vision are very much neglected. There are but 22 su- 
gar manufactories of any consequence; and the ne- 
groes employed in them do not exceed 600. Of these 
manufactories, six produce syrup, and some sugar ; 
but the others, which are called trapiches, where ani- 
mals are employed to turn the mills, which press the 
canes, make nothing but syrup. All the produce is 
consumed in the colony, except small quantities, which 
are sometimes sent to Porto Rico or Old Spain, The 
number of men organized as a militia, amounts to about 
8000; but. if the militia laws were carried regularly 
and fully into effect, the number would be raised to 
12,000. 

‘In 1726, the French division contained 100,000 ne- 
slaves, and 30,000 white colonists. At that time 

its greatest commerce was tobacco, with which, from 60 
to 100 vessels were laden annually. Immediately be- 
fore the commencement of the Revolution, accordi 
to Mr Edwards, the population amounted to 30,831 
whites, and about 480,000 negro 
or free people of colour being estimated at 24,000, but 
accordin 
consisted of 42,000 white 
colour, and 600,000 slaves. 

le, 44,000 free people. of 
he number of deaths du- 

commerce, 

slaves, the mulattoes. 

to Aleedo, at this period the population. - 

to the bills of mortality, were: ring 1789, ve ag 
7121 ; the number of births the same year, 4232.. This 
great excess of deaths is accounted for by the fact, that, 
m the two years immediately preceding, 60,000 ne- 
groes had been imported into the colony. The mer- 
chandise landed in the various ports of France from the 
island of St Domingo in the year 1789 was as follows: 
84,617,328 pounds of coffee, 217,463 casks of su r, 
white and brown, 5836 casks of molasses, 3,257,610 
pounds of indigo, 1,536,017 pounds of cocoa, 11,317,226 
pounds of cotton wool, 1514 serons of Spanish cochi- 
neal, 6814 tons of logwood, fustic, Nicaragua wood, 
and lignum vite, 1685 tons of mahogany, 4618 bags 
of black pepper, 2426 of ginger, 380 casks of gu- 
iacum an er gums, 
China root, 26,948 hides tanned, 114,639 hides in the 
hair; from the Spaniards, 4167 pounds of tortoise 
shell, 27,812 barrels of syrup, 1346 boxes of sweet- 
meats, 1478 scrons of Jesuits bark, 2,617,530 dollars, 
57,218 ounces of gold in grains from the Spaniards ; 
the total value o 
L.6,094,230. According to Mr Edwards, the average 
exports before the revolution consisted of 58,649,214 
pounds of clayed sugar, 86,549,829. pounds of Musca- 
vado, 71,663,187 pounds of coffee, 6,698,858 pounds of 
cotton, 951,607 hogsheads of indigo, 23,061 hogsheads 
of molasses, 2600 hogsheads of an inferior kind of rum 
called taffia, 6500 raw hides, and 7900 tanned ones, 
the value of which exports was equal to L.4,765,129. 
In the same year, 710 vessels navigated by 18,460 sea- 
men, and admeasuring 213,540 tons, sailed from Bour- 
deaux, ‘Nantes, Marseilles, and other ports in France, 
for St Domingo; their cargoes consisted of a great va- 
riety of articles, amongst which were French linens, ca- 
licoes printed in France and Flanders, coarse Rouen 
checks for n , silk goods manufactured at Lyons, 
French wines, &c. The total value of the exports from 
France to Domingo in 1789, amounted to L.4,125,610. 
At this time, a very considerable trade was: carried on 
between the French colony and the Spanish settlements 
in the island, in the other islands, and on the main,. 
The ish ships which arrived amounted to 283, 
most of which brought dollars and other articles to the 
‘amount of Li,2,450,115, to 
slaves, &c,. Most part of 

these products: was estimated at. 

urchase European goods, . 
this trade was contraband... 

Exports te. 
France. 

8 boxes of aloes, cassia, and. 

Exports 
before the 
revclution, . 

Imports 
from 
France. 
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The import of slaves into Frenth Domingo in 1789 was, 

not inferior to what it had been in the two preceding 

years, the numbers being 35,265. ‘There were brought 

in 119 large ships, navi by 4125 seamen. From 

the Spanish part of the island, there was, on an average, 

annually smuggled into the French division 25,000 

horned cattle, and 2000 mules and horses ; but as the 

value of these was not nearly equal to the value of the 

goods, negroes, &c. which the Spaniards obtained, it is 

supposed that nearly 5C0,000 dollars in cash were 

annitally sent to make up the balance. There was 

also a considerable trade between the United States 

and French St Domingo. In 1789, 684 vessels from 

America, on an average measuring 70 tons, arrived in 

the’ French ports of St Domingo. Their cargoes con- 

sisted principally of provisions, East India goods, 

English manufactures, and Jumber ; and they took back 

the various productions of the island, The amnual re- 

turns were estimated at between eight and nine hun- 

dred thousand pounds, 
Of the commerce of this island subsequently to this 

period, few authentic particulars are known. From 

the year 1804 to 1808, according to Mr Walton, “75 ves- 

sels, on an average, annually visited her with small 

cargoes, in all amounting to the value of about L.150,000 

sterling, which they lai 
and English goods were imported by the Danes, and 

provisions, wine, and lumber by the Americans. The 

author last quoted is of opinion, that this island is ca- 

pable of furnishing annually 10,000 lo; of mahogany, 

each containing on an average 300 feet, 500 tons.of 

lignum vite, 500 tons of fustic, 400 tons of ood, 

nearly 1,000,000 pounds of coffee, 10,000 hides, besides 

cotton, indigo, &c. ; and he reckons the annual amount 

of duties which St Domingo productions pay in Eng- 

land in war time, at the sum of 148,756. a com- 

mercial treaty between Major General Carmic and 

the governor of the Spanish part of the island, execu- 

ted in August 1809, all vessels bearing the British 

flag, are to pay the same duties as Spanish vessels, by 

which regulation, the import duties will not exceed 5 

per cent. and the export duties 6 per cent. 

‘The Spaniards held undisturbed. possession of the 
whole island of St Domingo for upwards of 120 years. 

About the middle of the 16th century, a nu of 

French Buccaneers, most of them natives of Norman- 

dy, settled-on Tortuga, a small island lying to the north 

of St Domingo. From this place they made constant 

incursions against the Spanish settlements, till at last, 

by the treahy sof Ryswick, that part of the island in 

which they had established themselves, was ceded to 

the French king, who had acknowledged them as his 

subjects, and taken them under his protection. _No 

other event of importance in the history of 

the island, except the attempt made upon it by Admi- 

ral Pen, whi been already noticed, and a dread- 

ful mortality, occasioned by the measles and small-pox, 

in the year 1666, which is still remembered by the 

pellation of La Tragedia de los seisis, the tragedy of the 

sixes. When the French revolution began to assume 

its wild and violent character, the immediate and un- 

prepared freedom of the slaves in their West India 

islands was one of their first measures. The conse- 

quences in St Domingo were most dreadful ; the slaves 

rose and massacred the whites, and in a very short 

time, the French division was rendered desolate and 

barbarous, and all the white families who had it in their 

power emis . The English wished to take advan- 

tage of these disturbances Bo after the loss of an im- 

mense number of their troops, principally by the dread- 

out chiefly in wood.” Silesian _ 

evacuate it. 
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under the 
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r, and about 

10 feet high ; the fortifications, however,
 are not strong, 

and it is completely commanded by some adjoming 

heights, The appearance of the town 18 as 

icturesque, but rather gloomy, by reason’ 

vive piles of buildings, deca with =: but 

the gardens in! rsed among the houses relieve this 

effect, and 
houses are 
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ve it a romantic air, The most ancient 

uilt of a species of marble found in the 
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DOMINICA, an island of the West Indies, was dis« Deminica. 

covered by Christopher Columbus, on November 3,. “V7 {, : EB E i i 
Li 3 E ‘ ES Eg if = E 

barehe ne Ae qu 
4 Fz i Hit ie : 

thedral, the other public i 
of ing 2000 men, the watch tower, Ys 

erected Columbus, and the arsenal ; 
these are shut in from the streets. The ruins of a 

os Diese son of Columbus, are yet visi- 
ble ; it to his lineal descendant. In 1737 a 
census was taken, by which it that the total 

ion did not exceed 6000. By the last census it 
amounted to 20,000 ; but as that was several ago, 
prior to the political convulsions in the i Sere 
sent population is supposed not to exceed 12,000. 
census, however, never gave the real amount of the 
pulation, since it did not com children 
7 years of age, absentees, nor who lived on the 
outside of the walls, though half of the ial terri« 
tory of the city lies on the outside of the walls. See 
Rainsford’s History of St Rewmeg?s Edward's History 
the West Indies, vol. iii.; Walton’s Present State of 
Spanish Colonies ; Algedo’s phical and His- 

i icti¢ of America and the West Indies. 
(w. s.) 

- ber of sugar plantations does not 

1498, and received from him its name, from the circum< 
stance of its having been discovered on a Sunday. 

This island is about 29 miles long, and 16 broad. 
It is divided into 10 parishes, and contains 186,436 acres 
of land. It contains many lofty and mountains, 
ee by tolerably fertile vallies, which are water< 

by about 30 rivers, and a great number of rivulets. 
. Hot springs are found in various parts of the moun-~ 

tainous country, and there are several unextinguished 
volcanoes, which often throw out quantities of burni 
sulphur. In the interior of the ‘lend, the soil, which 
resembles that of Martinique and Guadaloupe, is a light 
brown mould, formed by the detritus of the mountains; 
but in the vallies, and towards the coasts, it is a black 
rich earth, well fitted for raising every article of colo- 
nial produce. The principal productions of the island 
are , coffee, cacao, indigo, and ginger. The num« 

greatly exceed .50, 
and the annual produce is about 3000 hogsheads. The 
coffee plantations are about 200 in number, and in 
faveiasice years raise about three millions of pounds 
weight of coffee. The cacao, indigo, and ginger, are 
cultivated only in small quantities. 

The following is a statement of the exports from 
the island, during the year between January 5th 1787, 
and January 5th 1788:— 

ugar .. eer irae 71,302 ewt. 
Tera sty “ast et Ni? 1208 ane 

Mn, 911916, 95,0 16: foy0 - « 16,803 
RO a Nau, a canatana >, 1,194 cwt. 
MAMET Stave: sani6: tact wi ot ihtel & 18,149 cwt. 
Ge Ee OREN ANP - 11,250 Ib. 
Cotton. ............ 970,816 lb. 
ag RS aaaeOR othe. dice cohen . 161 -cwt. 
Hides, dyewoods, &c. &c. . L.11,912 10 9 

The value of the whole of these articles, 
to the current prices in London, was L. 302,987,15. 

The following Table contains the Articles imported into Dominica in, the years 1804, 1805, and 1806. 

1804. 1805. —Ts06. 
British British British 

Articles import-| Great tinen-| United | Great tinen-| United | Great tinen-| United 
ed. Britain. |tal Colo- | States. | Britain. |tal Colo-| States. | Britain. |tal Colo- | States, 

nies. ies. 

3828] 7054 123 1767} 9912 

13,7 165 175| 11,231 40 7 
12 

2 1161 103 191 176 » 
. Qnt.\Bar. Qnt.Bar. Qnt./Bar. Qnt.\Bar. Qn Bar. Qnt. 

ion sby 0 0 22/0 3712] 0 0 2916 

224 20 515 7 3l1 

1 3174 1 2398 

461 1 
Feet. 
3000 |2,092,67 174,459 {1,502 

No. 
14,000 1,800 104,000 |2,254, 3,188, 
No. , 

12,840 | 293,000 6,450 | 265,00 6500 

VOL, VIII. PART I. 
" Thirty-seven cows were imported from other countries in 1904, and 127 in 1906, 
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ee A Hee 4 ++ 4+ 14,967 

Total population 16,648 

There are still about 20 or 30 families of the abori- 
ginal inhabitants, who are industrious and inoffensive. 
They are of a clear copper colour, with long sleek 
black hair, and are short, stout, and well made. They 
subsist chiefty by fishing, and by shooting with the 
bow and arrow. ; 
The principal towns in the island are Portsmouth 

and Roseau, or Charlotte’s town. 
At the peace of 1763, Dominica was confirmed in 

the ion of the English, who had subdued it in 
1759. In 1778, it was taken, after an obstinate resist- 
ance, by the French, under the Marquis de Bouillé, 
governor of Martinico, and, after continuing in 

ion for,more than five years, it was restored to 
England by the peace of 1783. 

In 1805, a formidable French squadron made a de- 
scent upon the island, and burned the capital, Roseau ; 
but the island was preserved to Great Britdin by the 
skilful management of Sir Prevost. 

The position of Roseau, the capital, according to so- 
lar observations, is in West Long. 61° 32’ 15”, North 
Lat. 159 18’ 23". (x) 
DOMINICAL Lerrer. See Curonoroey, p. 409. 
DOMITIAN, one of the Emperors of Rome, and 

the last of the twelve Cesars, was the second son of 
Vespasian, and was born at Rome on the 24th of Oc- 
tober, A. D. 51. He bore the name of Titus, Flavius, 
Sabinus Domitianus; and appears to have spent his 
youth in idleness, indigence, and vice. When his fa- 
ther Vespasian was contesting the empire with Vitelli- 
us, he retired with his sii. A Sabinus to the Capitol, 
where he made a narrow escape by concealing himself 
in an apartment of the temple, and secretly withdraw- 
ing to the house ofa friend. Upon the death of Vitel- 
lius, A. D. 69, when Vespasian was still in Judea, Do- 
mitian was proclaimed Cesar at Rome ; and continued, 
during his father’s absence, to bear the chief sway. 
His first appearances in the senate were modest and pre- 
possessing, and his first acts of government were con- 
ciliatory and popular; but he soon abandoned himself 
to the pursuit of his pleasures, and employed his power 
only for the ification of his vicious inclinations. 
Ambitious at the same time that he was dissolute, he 
pretended to every kind of authority ; and, in 
one day, bestowed so great a number of offices, both 
in the city and the provinces, that his father is said to 
have written in one of his letters, “ I thank you for 
not having yet sent me a successor, and for your kind- 
ness in vouchsafing to let me enjoy the empire.” Jea- 
lous of the famé which his ni Titus had acquired 
in the Jewish war, he resolved to take the command 
against Civilis in Gaul, and had actually reached Lyons 
with that design ; but was persuaded by Mucian, who 
knew his inexperience in mili affairs, to. content 
himself with making a display of his princely power 

i tn Hic il 
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Ly FoFe 

manners, the prevention of libels, the regulation of the 
theatres, &c. t 

unwarrantable means ; 
which were left to hi 
their gen; in Srexiving al debts above sadn at te 

ing due to ;-in augmenting : 
soldiers, and completing the public works Which had 
been n by Titus. Even athidst thes¢ more com- 
mendable transactions, however, he display most 
consummate vanity, and puerile ostentation ; ¢ Sg pe a 

ling the number of lictors'that were carried before him, 
self to be appointed consul ten years su 

ring always in the senate in his tri dress, © 
‘Socially Lee pee himself « Imperator,” or vic« 
torious general, though his armies were generally sus- 
taining Gefeats; filling every corner’ of Rome with tri- 
amphal arches in honour of his pretended victories, 
oe ing the temples with statues of himself, which 
he required to be either of gold or silver; and always 
of a certain height; and ‘continu himself 
with the most expensive shows and extrayi 
tainments. Ata very ed riod, also, he n ti 
give indications of his cold-blooded. cruelty ; and it is 
affirmed by some ancient authors, that even while he 
was professing the most exalted sentiments of humani- 
ty, to forbid the offering of any living 
creature in sacrifice, he used daily to retire to his apart~ 
ment to amuse himself with ~s flies, and trans 
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Dowsitian. them with a sharp instrument. He conducted 
= € itions, in his own person, against the 
vansae Catti, the Dacians, the Sarmatians, and a few other 

barbarous tribes ; bi sum of his exploits consisted 
in pillaging, upon his march, both friend and foe; can- 
tiously avoiding to expose his person in the field ; ‘col- 
lecting a few slaves or hirelings to represent his captive 
enemies in 4 triumph; and ‘ing of having cut off 
whole nations _ he eet once encountered. 
‘His general is, , Were rarely successful, frequently 
dosing ‘entire armies by their misconduct, pt ev 
} avoiding to signalize themselves by brilliant 
exploits, as they were well aware that every meritori- 
ous commander, by exciting the jealousy and dread of 
_the tyrant, was sure to be either put to death, or to 
-be deprived of all honour and,command. Of this, a 

_ striking instance oecurred in the fate of the celebrated 
Augesscla whose successes in Britain were followed b 

fo prc cia tgeespaer his dismissi _ from all 
employment, his subjection to emperor's 

i and finally, it is suspected, by an unfair 

His principal amusement consisted in the shows of 
the itheatre, which he conducted with the utmost 

igality of expence, and refinement of cruelty. He 

apine, 

to the most opulent fa- 
‘ the empire. Nor was he more 

Dien aibettrtotey adierks ervastirte w i he 

soto than “tties virtues he dreaded. He com- 
ananded the astrologers to cast the nativities of the most 

- illustrious in the city, and to death all those 
who were out as destined to attain an empire. 
He the knights and senators of treason 
‘the most tri , and either them to 
be condemned by the senate, or commanded them to 

; . In the event of any 
conspiracy or insurrection, he tortured and butchered 
whomsoever he 
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time, and been made to sxpesagel in ‘imagination ail 
on Aa cies violent death, the doors were again 

. an were itted to withdraw... 
ree: of Aces ta sacrificed had. professed 
the philosophy of the Stoics, he banished from Rome 
-and Italy all philosophers and teachers of the liberal 
arts, and commanded many of their writings to be 
publicly burned... In the 14th year of his reign, A.D. 
95, he proceeded to fill the measure of his crimes by 
a cruel persecution of the Christians, whom he ordered 
to be treated in every quarter of the empire as declared 
enemies of the state; and multitudes of whom were 
either condemned to banishment, er punished with 
death. Among the noble sufferers in this proscription, 
may be mentioned the emperor's own cousin-german, 
Flavius Clemens, and his wife Flavia Domitilla,, ‘The 
apostle John is understood to have been at the same 
aot banished to the isle of Patmos, where he wrote 

Apocalypse. Long before the commencement of 
this tion, Domitian had gone so far in his mad- 
ness, as to declare himself a god, and to require divine 
honours to be paid to him. But, with all his pretend- 
ed divinity: and sanguinary precautions, he was 
petually harassed with the a ension of assassina- 
tion, which was still farther mcreased by certain pro- 
digies and predictions which preceded his death. Hence 
he became suspicious of his most:intimate friends and 
nearest relatives; and this distrust of his own family 
only rendered it the more n for them to con- 
sult their own safety by hastening his end. It is said, 
‘that his wife Domitia, having found a paper which a 
‘child had taken ‘from the emperor’s pillow, and which 
-contained a list of several persons destined for slaugh« 
ter, with her own at the head of them, immediately 
formed a conspiracy against his life with the other de- 
voted objects of his suspicion. As if possessed with a 
presentiment of -his approaching fate, the tyrant. be- 
came doubly moe ; and among other precautions, 
is said to have caused the gall 
walked to be lined’ with a. polished stone, ; which re- 
flected objects like a looking glass, that /he might rea= 
dily ‘pete what was doing on every side of him. 
On the dar shis death, as he was going to bathe be- 
fore dinne - nis chamberlain, Parthenius, introduced 
to him Stey anus, the steward. of the banished Domi- 
tilla, a man of great , who had undertaken to 
dispatch the tyrant. Having his arm im. a sling; as if 
it had been hurt, he the more easily concealed a dagger; 
‘and while'the emperor was. attentively reading a me- 
morial which-he had presented relating to some alleged 
conspiracy, he plunged the weapon in his belly. Not- 
withstanding his wound, Domitian struggled for some 
time with 5 and even succeeded in throwing 
him to the ground, when the other conspirators, en- 
tering the —? dispatched him with 
many wounds. Some rs ‘of his guard, who were 
not privy to the plot, alarmed by the noise, hastened 
to the spot, and put Stephanus to death; but the other 
conspirators had succeeded in making ‘their e : 
Thus perished, in the 45th year of his: age, and after 
areign of 15 years, the most detestable tyrant that 
ever 0 the Roman world. .'The’soldiers, whose 

y he increased, and who had frequently shared 
his rapines, were the only among his subjects’ 
who- ted his death, and wished to take vengeance 
upon his murderers, poe eee twine contrary, 

blicly ex their joy, is memory 
vith he done itevectives They ordered all. the 
pictures, statues, and other representations of him, te | 

© 

in which he usually . 

Domitian. 
== 



DON, the Tanais of the ancients, and the Tuna of 

, and discharges itself into the Sea of Azof, where 
het so shallow that only flat-bottomed vessels can 
into the sea. The course of this river, exclusive of its 
windings, is about 1000 versts. It flows in general 
through a flat country, covered with immense forests 
ef pines and oaks. Its bed is commonly sand, marl, and 
lime 

In one of its course, the Don approaches so near 
to the Volga, that Peter I. was extremely anxious to 
form a junction between these two rivers. He himself 
discovered two practicable tracks. One of these was 
from the Lower Volga, by uniting the rivulets Kami- 
shinka and I[lafla with a canal of four versts. This 
plan was actually begun, but was abandoned from an 
msufficiency of water. . The reservoirs, which were in- 
tended to have been placed at the sources of the Kami- 
shinka, were scarcely capable of supplying the common 
stream of the river. other plan was to unite the 
source of the Don 25 versts from the town of Ghepi- 
san, with the rivulet Kala, which falls into the Oupa, 
one of the principal branches of the Oka, which runs 
into the V. his plan was likewise begun, and a 
considerable part of it carried into effect. Twenty-four 
sluices of limestone were built, and the canal cut h 
the extent of the vale of Bobriky, corresponding to the 
depth of the bed of the Don; but it was abandoned 
from a su want of water: 

The rivers which fall into the Don are the Danaets, 
which rises a little above the town of Belogorod, and is 
a igable, particularly in spring, receivin, 

rivers Eyedor, Koren, and Orkole, which are sm 
and little frequented ; the Voronege, which is nayi 
ble only in ing; the Bolutzar; the Derkul; the 
Kalitva ; the Somns, which is. generally navigable, and 
receives the Ostrogosha; and the Choper, which, rises 
rom a morass in the province of Penza, and has a 
course of 360 versts, through a fruitful country, abound- 
Sng Se-copm mom Sot Perera The r is na- 
vigable through the district of Choperskoy, particularly 
in spring, and receives the rivers Vorona, Kolitley, 
Gamala, Milkarey, Arkadak, Karay, Serdoba, a, 
and the Medvitza. See Tooke’s View of the Russian 
Empire; and.Clarke’s Travels, vol. i. passim. (7) 

ONAGHADEE, @ maritime and post town of Ire- 
land, in the county of Down, and province of Ulster, 
situated,upon that part of the Irish Channel which se- 
parates Scotland from Ireland. The town consists of 
two principal streets. One of these is open and expo- 
sed to the sea; and the other, situated behind the 
is well.paved. The communication between Scotlan 
end Inclend 1s foam Doneghailes tah ick in Scot. 
land, the distance between which. is t 25 miles, 
The quay is formed in the shape of a crescent, and con- 
sists of large stones, without any cement. It. is. 128 

a 

and 68 feet broad. It has eight 

DON 44 DON 
Den, be instantly demolished, his tri arches to be yards and 22 feet broad, and has a . 
a al php alll and his name par oynicpanne Pd pany dct choy aged Diab 

Roman annals and all Re we agg See Sueto- lin 944 miles, and 15 from Belfast. (jf) 
—*—" nius; Dio Cassius, 1, lxvii.; Tacitus Hist. 1.i.; and § DONATIA, a genus of plants of the class Triandria, 

Vit. Agric. presertim, c. 44; Crevier’s Rom. Emp.; Gib» and order Tri See Botany, p.110. 
bon’s Rom. Hist. vol. i.; Anc. Univ. Hist. vol. xv. p.47; = DONA HINGEN. See Danvune. 
and 's Histoire Auguste, p. 227. ( DONAX. See Concnoxocy, — 

the south division of the Wapentake 
Tickhill, _ It is pleasantly situated on the south side of 
the river Don, on a narrow tongue of land bounded by 
Che Dien on: ne ati, See 8 Se eens ee 
called Potteric Car on the south. principal street, 
bee cplerig ri ga 
Hall-gate, High-street, Marsh-gate, 
Gites thse ead nate of eet eae ies 
London to Edinburgh. It is nearly a mile in 
from the Hall Cross on the south-east, the Mil ge 

new streets have recently been laid out 
of St Sepulchre’s gate, and many elegant houses are 

have been buil diferent periods. “A tone baring ve uilt at stone i 
the date of 1071 was lately taken out 
east end. The church is 154 feet 

Il Ss vate Sa: ey in Sea a number of other 
ces of worship, viz. a yterian chapel, the 
dists chapel, an elegant crane belonging to the Inde- 
pendents, a meeting-house for the Society of Friends, 
and another for the followers of Johanna Southcote. 

The mansion-house is-a very 
It is in the centre of the town, and was erected in 17: 
and: enlarged and thoroughly ired in 1800, ~ 

The town-hall, Sonne) eae is transacted, 

which is at present carried on, is one of machines 
cutting straw and splitting beans, and invented by 
Thomas Pasmore. It is carried on under the firm of 
Pasmore, Jenkinson, Pearson, & Co. and has met. with 
great success, > 

_. The markets of Doncaster. are well supplied. The 
shambles, built in 1756, are covered with a slated roof, 

called the Mag- 
a great quantity of 

The fish market, the vegetable mark 
ware market, are held in a large square 
dalenes. The corn market, us 
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Queen Elizabeth. It is situated on the northwest ex- Donegal.’ 
tremity of the island ; and is bounded on ard 

ion of Doncaster an annual re- 
venue of L.7000, which geen a been mo ificently 
=e, for promoting the prosperity of town, 

the comfort of its Tihabitante The corporation 
consists of a mayor, a recorder, a town-clerk, twelve 
aldermen, and 24 common councillors. 
. As Doncaster contains a great number of opulent fa- 
milies, and of genteel families of small fortune who 
have selected it as a desirable and cheap place of resi- 
dence, the means of education are numerous. ‘There 
are no fewer than eleven large boarding-schools for 
youth of both sexes. 
- The race-ground of Doncaster, and the great stand 
for the accommodation of the company, are the finest 
in the kingdom. The race-ground is enclosed by a 
beautiful railing ; and the races are among the finest 
and the best attended in the country. 

Doncaster was a Roman station, and is the Danum of 
Antoninus, the Caer-daun of Nennius, the Dona-cercen 
of the Saxons, and the Doncastle of the Scots. For a 
particular account of its hi and antiquities, we 
must refer the reader to Miller’s History of Doncaster. 

The following is an abstract of the population return 
for the borough of Doncaster, for 1811. 

Number of inhabited houses, . 

Total population in 1811, ... . 
DU ME BOON, cries Ciena = nha 0 

Increase since 1801, ....... » . 1238 

See Miller’s History of Doncaster and its Vicinity, 
, 1804, which is a very valuable work ; and 

Bigland’s Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi. p. 
849, &e. (x 
DONDRA Heap, or Donpre Heap, called by the 

natives Dewullum, Dewunder Head, or Devi-noor, is 

its neighbourhood, was at one time a of great note, 
and was much frequented on account of a ificent 

i 7) in its vicini hig: tna 
; was built by the Portuguese an 

‘Dutch from the stones of that edifice. Another tem- 
much resorted to by the Cingalese, still exists, It 

as about 12 feet high, and 150 in circuit. A. bell-sha- 
stone rises from the centre, so as to make the whole 

e A full account of this edifice 

5° 55’ of North Lat. (m) 
DONEGAL, a county of Ireland, and the in 

ce of Ulster. It formerly. went the 

Londonderry 
and Tyrone on the east, by F 
and by the Atlantic Ocean on the no! 
general aspect is bleak and forbidding. Though its 
shores are finely indented by the sea, though it has 
many rivers, and much hilly ground, yet it presents 
very little either of grand or of beautiful scenery. 
With the exception of a few spots, in which taste and 
enterprise have combined to supply the want of local 
advantages, or to improve those which already existed, 
there is nothing to gratify a traveller’s eye. 
has not been liberal, and art has been almost wholly 
idle. The most attractive scenes and prospects are 
those at Brownhall, near Ballyshannon ; Donegal bay, 
and the bridge of Imber in its neighbourhood ; Woed- 
hill, the approach to Major Nesbit’s of Glentis ; Horn- 
head, where there is a remarkable cavern; the Ards, 
the seat of Mr Stewart ; Mount-Alt, from the summit 
of which the views are truly ificent ; Ramelton, 
near which is the residence of Sir James Stewart ; 
the Bishop of oe hy seat at Faun, in the barony of 
Inishoen, from which the views of Lough Swilly are 
exceedingly grand. } 

‘This county, with re to soil, is, upon the whole, 
remarkably @ proportion of good and fer- 
tile land in it is inconsiderable, and is to be found im 
the vallies, in some parts of the coast, and along the 
banks of the rivers. The mountainous districts are 
very extensive; the best of them afford very poor 
pasture ; and the worst of them are absolutely barren, 
consisting of masses of granite, which are emphatically 
called “ bad mountain,” and producing no vegetable 
substance whatever. There is also no small-extent of 

and mosses, which carry nothing but sedges and 
es. The climate is most unfavourable to veges 

tation of every kind. It is cold, rainy, and tempestu- 
ous, 

From the nature of the soil and the climate, agricul- 
ture cannot be supposed to be in/a flourishing state. 
And when, besides these untoward circumstances, it 
is recollected that the farmers are poor and unskilful, 
that they have no stimulus to exertion, and no 
encouragement from the proprietors, almost all of whom. 
are non-resident, it is easy to believe that the husban~ 

on the south,. 
and west. Its: 

Boundaries. 

Nature ~ 

Soil and. 
climate. 

Agricul- 
ture. 

dry of Donegal is wretched and unproductive. Tothis _ 
general remark there are some pleasing exceptions ; 
and in certain quarters, for instance in the neighbour- 
hood of i improvements have lately taken hoe, great 
lace. Hills, and the steep sides of mountains, which: 
‘ormer] uced nothing, are beginning to be co- 
vered 1 gery potatoes, ea flax. The most impro~ 
ved part of the country is the part adjoining Tyrone, 
where there is a district about 17 miles long: and nine: 
miles broad, with a good soil under tolerable manage- 
ment, and yielding crops proportionate to these advan- 

i Still, however, the pr ion of the land: 
is either not cultivated at all, or cultivated in the most 
slovenly way.—Very little wheat is.grown in this coun~ 

. Some are to be seen; but the great quantity 
of rain that falls renders this a precarious and ungainful 
crop. Barley is cultivated along, the coast, and 
forms a branch in the rotation. Oats, potatoes, 
and flax, are raised to a considerable extent. Clo~ 

ver is almost unknown: The -fiorin grass is approved 
of by some, but not much used. 

In the following-Table, the reader will see the ave~ 
of rage of the seed and produce of different crops: : 

Crops. ». 



Manures. 

Fences. 

Cattle, 
theep, &c. 

Prices of la- 
bour, &c. 

In 1809, there were supposed to be sown about 6000 
acres of flax, from the produce of which there would 
be saved 7200 bushels of flax seed; and of that, boun- 
ty was claimed on 5600 bushels, bringing L..1400 
bounty, at five shillings per bushel. .. 
The manures used in this county are various. Lime, 

and limestone gravel, though found in great 
are seldom or never employed. Sea sand is made use 
of. Sea-weed is laid on d in which potatoes 
are to be planted ; but it makes them watery and un- 
fit for the table. poate sof concees eeen ipal ma- 
nure. It is not collected, however, with much care, 
or rae with beara rn ee , 

practice cing e little progress ; the 
chief fences, even in the most-cultivated districts, being 
only grass banks thrown up to mark the boundaries. 
It is necessary, therefore, for the cattle and sheep to be 
eee ne tamwuariing uiete kena 
corn is all ested, roam at | through all 

ms lage places OR Tillage is done in many with the This 
implement is thought to be best in preparing the 

Leitrim loy, 
perm caer igo meets tebe 2 land drainers 

ish plough is the plough 

it i 

i 

< i 
Ait 
ne fi du f : 
F ee i i i oF 

EE 1 

. per ewt. 1.1, Os. 6d. 
per cwt. L,2, 58.3) wor 

per stone L.1, 1s. Od. ; salt butter per ewt. 15. ; | 

are extremely few, that this improvement has - 
i of'spirit. It is not im 

forests ; ren race 
mats, for want of timber to make coffins.

 Mr’ : 

of the Ards is an extensive planter, but complains’ 
want of encouragement. He plants chiefly the oak, 
the ash, and the birch, . He rejects the Scotch fir, as 
injurious to the other trees... © 9 

Clay is found in immense quan 
kinds and colours. —On Murkish - mountali tMerd 
abundance of siliceous sand, which for some time 
been sent to the Belfast glass manufactory, and employ 
ed there in place of that which used to be obtained 
from England. Dette foie sea Phone fi 
L:2, 28. ton.—Within a mile of Le Lele 
half a mile of Lough Swilly, there is an excellent slate 
quarry.—Lead ore is met with. The mine see 
tate of Lord Leitrim is extremely rich.—There is 
iron stone, coal, , marble resem 
blityg thee whioh So dencmnisicea eatieny ath. 

| eedeeipsotaphicht Gao pastures toad Hepa Ib. beautifal ite—Limestone ii plenty, 
and very 

eh: let inthe la In the neighbour 
shannon, land lets at from 5 to 8 guineas, From 
lyshannon to Balintree the rent is L.1, 10s. Th 
town. parks of Donegal let at L.5, and land without t 
town-at from 15s. 'to 80s. The ‘common } rive 
Reset oe fo 21 years xpd si Lee “aah 

those which were formerly, are et 
expired, were for GI years and: three lives: “Lord Co- 
nyngham, and Sir James Stewart, grant their leases for 
31 years and'three lives. Lord ’s leases are ‘for 
61 years, and he renews them on a fine. Minor pros _ 
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annum, are-ntuch wanted. Wherever such incomes are 
" found, they belong only to leaseholders. Village part- 
nerships, so common in the west of Ireland, are also 

In the Ross estate, Lord Conyngham has 30,000 
acres of granite mountain, which bring him not more 
than 11.2200. annum. Lord Donegal has nearly 
100,000 acres in Inishoen. Mr Murray, a gentleman 
resident in Scotland, rhe ity ae rannum. The 

1 Leitrim L, 9000 ; 

couitiod of ‘the: inhabitants in general is mean 
uncomfortable. In the mountainous districts it is 

raged, Po be - 
po co athe ete sheath On the coast, 
Mr Wakefield tells us, that he met with a peasantry 

theo sapeae oat server ane nae Corre 
of English, or, as they call it; Scotch. The men 

Wedt died on , but the women go barefoot- 
ed. are different from the in the inland’ 
pic pera have better houses, are cleaner in 

The Se cotta arp ts Catbore; 
“jit principal iver south-west course, and terminates on 
Soe, west coast ; the Finn, which rises at no great dis- 
tance from the Guibarra, and running almost directly 
east, 3 ens into the of Tyrone, where it joins 
the at Strabane ; Dale, navigable lage of 

a few miles, from the Foyle to the 
; the , which loses itself in the Ting 

the same name ; the Erne, which flows from Lough 
, and falls into the sea at Ballyshannon, where it 

forms a very though not a hi cascade; the Len- 
nan and sev other streams of less ude.—There 
are or lakes in most remark- 
able is ny oe Tyla midst of mountains, 
and in the A aed this ie remarkable 

tee te a a scene of a Catholic station. 
the centre of the and about a mile from the 

shore, is an.island con not more than an Irish 
sere,” There ia cavern 2 called the Cave of St 
Patrick, or St Patrick’s Purgatory. Thither the Ca- 
tholies résort the months of June, July, August, 
and September, to penance for their sins, or rather 
Puce? and express their superstitious veneration for the 

‘an pop pilgrimage, that at no time 
period, mgr ever fewer than 

ind fad Cieebie tt assembled on the 
or’is there almost a single adult individual of the 

uasion PX prat Ste |, London- 
han, who has not been there 

a pe oe air ; and 
the lake. last twen- 

bespent in fasting, and in the course 
and crowd to a wretched 

mu 
they 

iijoining the eats which has the name of a cha- 
there to make their 

i The Catholic bishop of. C 
@ priest and six assistant ministers, to 

and perform, their 
ogher nominates 

DONEGAL. 
prietors, possessing estates of from L.200 to L.1000 per 

the penitents 

“OG 47 
in these sacred exercises. ‘The priest receives one shil- 
ling from each person on sisal and the assistants are 
remunerated Rea those whom they confess. One is em- 
ployed the whole day saying mass in the Irish e, 
cid the others ‘in taking confessions. The riest and 
his coadjutors have a laborious but a profitable occu 
tion ; and while the poor people are starving on 
and water, they are feasting on fish, meat, porter, "aid 
wine.—This yard abounds in excellent harbours. 
The bay of Strab in the barony of Inishoen ; 
Mulroy bay and Shaakaber aven, in that of Kilmacrenan : 
the Guidore, and the Guibarra; Killibegs, and the 
road at the Rosses,—all afford safe and commodious re~ 
treats for vessels. t bay, formed ‘by the high 
land of Tiellen head in this county, and the Stags of 
Broadhaven in that of Sligo, is very capacious ; but Mr 
Dalrymple, hydrographer to the Admiralty, has found 
by accurate survey, that it isnot'so wide by ten miles as 
it is laid down in the charts. Lough Swilly is an un- 
commonly fine harbour, being twenty miles long, from 
two to four broad, and of sufficient depth for the Tar- 

ships of war. The entrance to it is between two 
igh cliffs, and, when viewed at a distance, appears 
so narrow, as to ype oe of being shut ‘by a pair 
of flood-gates. It would contain the whole feel of 
Great Britain in perfect security at single anchor. 

The lakes and rivers in Donegal contain all the com- 
mon fresh water fish, as trout, salmon, eels, &c. At 
Ballyshannon, on the Erne, there is a _great salmon 
fishery. _ It is one of the largest, indeed, in Ireland. It 
belongs to Admiral Packenham, and in 1808 was let 
for L.1200. Salmon are killed here, weighing above 
40lb. The river Lennan also abounds with salmon, 
which, like those of the Bann and the Bryne, are al- 
ways in season. At Ballyshannon there is an eel fish« 
ery, which, ‘some years ago, let for L.325 per annum. 
A few years ago, the herring fishery was a great and 
thriving concern on the Donegal coast. It was carried 
on under the patronage of the Right Honourable Bur. 
ton Conyn , who made an establishment for the 

on utland Island, and by whom a village, and 
all the buildings necessary for selling and curing the fish, 
were at an expence of L.38,000 from himself, 
and a aut A So ee eek ad Every thing 
sas ine Yo yoecds ts g; and so success« 
ful was it for some time, "that it gave employment to 
300 vessels and 1200 boats, and that there were returns 
in cash of no less a sum than L. 135,000. But the her- 
rings soon and the whole scheme failed. 
The reason of these fish deserting this part of the coast 
was thought to be the prevalence of a red animalcule, 
éalled the Cancer halecum, with which the whole sur~ 
face of the water seemed to be covered, About thirty 
years ago, a whale fishery was attempted with consi-« 

le success. The gentleman who engaged im it ge- 
nerally killed two or nee and sometimes four in a 
season. An unfortunate accident, however, happening 
to one of the boats, which was dashed to pieces by a 
whale, and had two of its crew drowned, put an end 
to this enterprize, and it has never since been revived. 
At the same time, sun-fish, of a monstrous size, and 
producing each from a ton to a ton and a half of oil, 
were caught in great numbers. The average value of 
a whale was about L.750; that of a sun-fish about L.45. 
Cod and hake also used.to be taken in such quantities, 
that Mr. Brice, in his Report. to the Committee on the 
Irish Fisheries, makes mention of four men having 

caught with lines twenty dozen of these fish in two 

Donegal. 
ae ond 

Harbours. 

Fish and 
fisheries. 
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trim, and Tyrone. 
monthly yarn market of is : 
the market of Ardra it is not less than L.2000. In 
years 1807 and 1808, the Linen Board paid the sums 

i : 5 

ona pe thse Badig Sate! org bir. Killi ysl 
milar advantages, is equally insignificant. An phoe 
has no other recommendation, that of being the 
see and residence of a bishop. 

The dry measures and weights are Troy and Avoir- 
dupois ; and the liquids are pints, &c. as through the 
rest of Ireland. From Ballybofes to the sea, potatoes 
are generally sold by a measure, which is supposed to 
weigh about 8 stone, 141b. to the stone. and 
barley meal is sometimes sold by the peck, which con- 
tains 28 quarts, and is supposed to weigh 8 stone. 
Selling oats by measure is abolished. 

Donegal is divided into five baronies, viz. Inishoen, 
Kilmacrenan, Raphoe, Boylagh and Bommogh, and Tyr- 
re It contains 42 parishes. Along with the burghs 
of Ballyshannon, Donegal, Killibegs, Lifford, and St 
Johnston, it formerly returned 12 members to Parlia- 
ment, But since the union, it sends only two, and both 
of them are for the county. There are 9000 freeholders, 
Earl Con and the is of Abercorn have free- 
a cient, when united, to return the members 
‘or this county: but Lord Don possesses an estate, 
which enables him, with good aah menny to succeed 
— either of them singly.—There is one regiment 

militia. 
In this county, which is all in the ecclesiastical pro- 
vince of Armagh, the diocese of Raphoe, according to Dr 
Beaufort, has $1 parishes, with $2 churches, comprehend- 
ing an area of 515,250 Irish acres ; that of Derry has 11 
parishes and 13 churches, with an area of 139,300 Irish 
acres; and that of Clogher has one parish and one 
church, with an area of 25,000 Irish acres. The bishop 
of Raphoe has a revenue of L.8000,—in the time of 
Mr Young, author of the Tour in Ireland, it was only 
L. 2600. The whole of his diocese lies in the coun 
of Donegal. It is 56 English miles long and 40 b: 
The chapter is composed of the dean, the archdeacon, 
PF ihen whee On The see is in the small town 

, where there is a neat, not ca- 
thedral, and an old but socpanhear pales ray chs 
the one extremity of the diocese, and about 50 English 
miles from the other. “The nage of six parishes is 
in the crown ; of fifteen in the-bishop ; of seven in-the 

DOR 
University of Dublin ; and of three in lay Jands. Each 
perish,.cm an average, contains showk AGU Maetes, and 
one) sae The greatest ti far of Protes- 

in this county are 
oy here, a age ad 

can conveniently find. The only Catholic of great 
peed peppery. 8 Ld, Eats who has a good 
estate ; so Shere is. oo: lite peapecty, of $08. ee 

Se eae een nae. jury. itia regiment has nota si Ca~ 

tote er. Tha Se le he ee : een ic > 
tlemen who reside. and disgraceful - 
ever, have been from time to time excited by mobs of 
Oran, which have given occasion to trials. igemen, ss 
The Sgr! of Donegal is about 72 i 

long, and 51 broad ; contains 1704 
miles, or 1,091,736 acres. - ing to Dr 
estimate, in 1792, there are 23,521 houses, 140,000 in-. 
habitants, 46.656 acres to a house, and about 13.8 souls 
to a square mile, and nearly six to a house. Py Bore 

Tell ‘dcademy 4: THIGH tee papeletee af Tieton ris. or 1789, ion of 
niger tha ap This ca esaed ip tie _The num 
ber of houses in 1791, as return inspector-ge« 
neral of hearth-money, was 24,976, of which 15,395 
had one hearth, 1225 had two, 282 had three, 97 had 
four, 55 had five, 24 had six, 14 had seven, 20 had. 
eight, 5 had nine, 6 had ten, 20 had more than ten 
and less than forty-four, besides ge: sie ex. 
em as new, and 7185 as paupers. ion 
o¢ Bosco is inferior to that of twenty-nine counties of” 
the thirty-two, which Ireland contains. The proportion 
of Catholics to Protestants is as six to one; there being 
116,667 Catholics, and 23,333 Protestants. See Beau-. 
fort's Memoir of a Map of Ireland ;s Newenham’s Vier. 
of the Natural, Political, and Commercial circumstances” 
of Treland ; M‘Parlan’s Bt Fave ; and Wake« 
eld’s Statistical and Political Account of Ireland. «$? . 
DOOR. See Civit Arcuirecrure, vol. vi. p. 631, _ 
DORZENA, a genus of plants of the class Pentandria, 

and order M: ia. See Borany, p. 136. 
DORCHESTER, is in the hundred of Uggescombe, 

in Dorsetshire, of which it is the county town. _ Its dis« 
tance from London is very nearly 120 miles south-west. 
It sends two members to parliament, F ite which 
was conferred on it by 23 Edward I. ight of elec- 
tion is vested in the inhabitants, paying to church and’ 
poor, in respect to their estates, and also in such 
as pay to the church , in to their real 
estates, within the The number of the voters 
is about 400. The government of the town is vested 
in a mayor, 2 bailiffs, 6 aldermen, 6 capital burgesses, a 
ernor, and 24 common council men, The form of 
town is an i square, th there is reason 

to believe, that anciently it made a complete one. It 
consists of three ious streets, which 
unite nl iar ony Me middle. Prk are well paved 
and lighted, and kept remarkably clea 'y but fn is, as 

— 

ee 
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great dulness and want of activity. There are seve- 
well ‘constructed and rather elegant buildings of 

brick and stone ; the most remarkable of which are the 
three churches, St Peter’s, Trinity, ‘and All Saints. 
The town-hall is very spacious and convenient, under 
which is the market-place ; and behind it two rows of 
butchers” .. The county hall is remarkable rather 
fox its neatness and commodiousness, than for the taste 

» elegance of its architecture ; and the gaol, which, 
the same roof, contains a county gaol, a peniten- 

fiary house, and a house of correction. It is built ex- 
and entirely on the plan so strongly recommend- 

ed by the late Mr Eiiiei In its external appearance; 

$ 

of a lodge, keeper’s house, chapel, debtors day rooms, 
Seictartiha, "oA Pela Cobenes rooms, visiting rooms 
for male debtors, felons’ infirmaries, &c. Bésides the 
main building, there are four wings, which, though de- 
tached, communicate with the centre in each yar by 

ace means of cast iron bridges. The sleeping cells 
commodate 88 pri , and are distributed in the 
different buildi The condemned prisoners are con- 
ined in four , light and airy ; such as are vio- 
dent and refractory, are confined to four that are per- 
fectly dark. The male prisoners are completely se 

cases, with courts, work rooms, &c. 
’ Dorchester was formerly famous for its woollen ma- 

nufacture ; erate bid cade ange & At present 
its ale. i 

» 

ls 
i Be 

abundant 
, planted with rows of lime rE sycamore trees, 

accommodate the inhabitants, and adorn the vicinity of 
the town on the south and west, and also on the 

pris fate ual 

abundantly testify. In 1595, it was visited by a most 
ead . In 1619, 300 houses were destroyed 

by fire, and the loss was estimated at L.200,000. There 

ion in 1811 was 2546. 

NE, the name of one of the 
(w.s.) 

mt ts 
of France, derives. its name from the river 
which averse its pen from east to west It 
18 | on north departments 

Vienne and Charente, on the west by those of Lower 

Fe coher pated and Correze. 
ss ad i are the Dor- 

the Ille, which: Peri the Houe, the 
> Vezere, &c. these, the D and the 

sg ke . The Dordogne is navigable 
reaches » and the Ile is navigable 

from Coutras to the Dordogne, The country is, moun- 
tainous and well and the. air i 

vou. Vil. eo ‘ mre 

49 
Dorthester, Well as Host of the other towns in this county, there is 
Domiogne. @ 
<* s = 
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cold. “There are several extensive plains, and very fine Dordogne, 
vallies, in the department. The soil is generally stony, Dordrecht. 
and more than one-third of it is in cultivation.. Corn is 
raised only on the banks of the Ile and the Dordogne, and, 
in consequence of the want of meat, chesnuts form the 
chief article of food for the inhabitants. In some of the 
cantons there are good méadows, which might be turned 
to great account in the fattening of cattle. Game, (which 
is pony red partridges,) fattened poultry, and: 
truffles, which accompany always the turkeys and poul- 
try in Perigueux, if they do not form the riches, are at 
least the resources of this department. The producx 
tions of the soil are corn, maize, wines, of which those 
of Bergerac and Domm are the most celebrated ; truf- 
fles, chesnuts, and walnuts. The principal articles of 
commerce are poultry, pigs, cattle, chesnuts, brandy, 
timber, iron, knitted hosiery, paper,-and earthen ware. 
The iron mines uce excellent iron, which is used 
in the common founderies, and supply 63 forges, the 
most eet of which are those of Somelieres, Ans, 
Eysies, Montclas, and de Lavaur ; and there are ‘also 
several mineral springs in the department. us 
This ent has a superficial extent of 9482 
uare kilometres, or 480 square leagues. The forests, 

which are very extensive, though in a state of decay; 
occupy 69,000 or 70,000 hectares, or about 135,000. or 
186,000 arpens ; of which 64,000 hectares belong to 
individual proprietors, The average contribution of 
every individual to the ces of the state is nearly, 
6s, 6d. sterling ; and in the year 1803, the contributions 
to government amounted to 3,171,642 francs. . The fol- 
aoe is a list of the principal towns, with their popu-. 
tion, 

Perig neers sgn. co son's 088 nlp on-ccoag catenin ot bho 
Ber. b edithaue Sieh Siecteadyete ke thee cnet iets SECOSO 

Bab eCr ACs 26 152540261 ele Laie Sip de WL ONT ose nes 
NRO 0 Sra eeeroheleieeterdt. ody lot © iw et ZEOD 
Montpazier,. s 2.4 © e:0 + ee. Seta, Hehe - 1000 
BOGO8, 10 icin Pe SANE Hs ehhh whee te GTOe 

Perigueux is the capital. The total population of 
the capertunent is 410,350. It is stated F126, 000 m 
the Almanach du Commerce pour 1811. See Herbin’s 
Statistique de la France; and Chantreaux’s Science de 
LT’ Histoire, &c. () , 
DORDRECHT, or Dort, Dordracum, or Dortrechs 

tum, is an ancient town of Holland, and is one-of the 
richest and strongest in the kingdom. It is situated at 
the embouchure of the Meuse, which here takes the 
name of Merwe. The harbour is commodious, and has 
from 20 to 24 feet of water at spring tides. Vessels.” 
which draw 10 or 12 feet of water can enter it at all 
times. By means of the river Waal, which passes be+ 
fore the town, t floats of timber are brought to. 
Dordrecht, which can enter the harbour at all. tides. 
These floats. are sometimes: so enormous, that 500 men: 
are sometimes necessary to conduct them. The tim- 
ber is cut in the sawing-mills, which are numerous in 
the vicinity of Dordrecht. rent 

Dordrecht is the magazine for the Rhenish wines, ' 
which are brought down the Rhine and the Meuse, for 

. all sorts of iron-work, lime, marble, coal. of . Liege 
and Namur, and other: articles of merchandise, which 
are conveyed in boats from,Colegne and. Gueldres. 
There are refineries of salt, and bleaching establish« 
ments at Dordrecht ; and there is a consitlerable fishery. 

6 
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ary pec a to trigonometrical Becca 
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of Dordrecht, 

ions, is in East 
Long. 4° $9' 42’, and North Lat. 51° 48’ 54". (7) 
DORIA, Anprew, one of the most celebrated naval 

commanders in the 16th century, was born at Genoa 
A. D. 1466. Descended from one of the noblest fami- 
lies in that city, he soon rose to the highest offices in 
the service of his country ; and commanded the Ge- 
noese fleet for several years before the republic fell un- 
der the power of Francis I, in 1522. From this period 
he directed the naval operations of the French —e 
with t success ; an icularly gained a complete 
aaa om the Spanish’ fleet pee! Moncada, on the 
coast of Naples, in the year 1528. In this situation, 
however, his independent spirit, as the citizen of a re- 
public, and his unceremonious manners as a seaman, 
gave frequent umbrage to the French courtiers, who 
employed every artifice to render him obnoxious to 
their king. hen the French began to fortify Savona, 
with an evident intention to r it the commercial 
rival of Genoa, the patriotic Doria remonstrated in the 
highest tone against the measure, and even made an 
offer of 200,000 crowns, in order to secure the privi- 
leges of his native city. His conduct having been re- 

ted at court in the most aggravated point of 
view, the French monarch was irritated to such a de- 
gree, that he commanded his Admiral Barbesieux to 
sail directly to Genoa, to apprehend Doria, and take 
pore of his gallies. Doria, having received time- 
'y intelligence of this order, retired with his fleet to a 

ce of safety ; and in the height of his indignation, 
ving sent back his commission with the order of St 

Michael to Francis, he entered the service of the Em- 
peror Charles V. To deliver his country from a foreign 
yoke was his principal inducement in taking this step, 
and the object of his highest ambition. Having learned 
that the French garrison which held the Genoese in 
subjection, was much reduced by the pestilence, and 
that his countrymen were ready to second his measures, 
he landed a small body of men during the night, who 
surprised one of the principal gates, and gained posses- 
sion of the city without opposition or bloodshed. Aid- 
ed by the fame of his explats, the support of the em- 
peror, and the gratitude of his ar ee might, 
without much difficulty, have rendered hi the sove- 
reign of Genoa; but, sacrificing all views of his own 
aggrandizement, and claiming no pre-eminence or power 
above his equals, he remi the settlement of the state 
to an assembly of the citizens ; and the ancient form of 
the republic was re-established with universal:approba- 
tion. In the following year, the Emperor, having land- 
ed at Genoa on his way to Italy, honoured him with 
many marks of distinction, and always had recourse to 
his abilities in every naval operation of any impertance. 
Having been ordered, about this time, to chastise the 
insolence of Barbarossa, whose corsairs had committed 
ee ial flag, he attacked a part 
of the piratical fleet in port of Sorgee, drove the 
crews ashore, and brought out nine of their gallies. In 
1582, he gained successes over the Turkish 
fleet, and reduced their principal forts in the Morea, 
In 1535, he acted as high admiral of the fleet in the fa- 
mous expedition to Africa, which was conducted by the 
emperor in person, and which so successfully broke the 
power of the pirate Barbarossa. In 1541, he again 

0 the emperor to the African coast, after ha- 
ving in vain represented to him the dangers of such a 
nee at the season when it was: and having 
faithfully predicted, as was so fatally verified, the una« 
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bis reydt ihe orp of the bbe 2 oe 
amidst is itions, he w: nes ome 
a tutelary divinity, over the welfare of Genoa, 
when removed to a distance, was often, by his 
and foresight, the means of preserving the liberty 
he had established. Beloved and respected by hi 
countrymen, he continued to possess a pow 
oa — councils of the republic; and, while 

to his purpose of living as a private citizen, 
from the veneration which he siect be: his virtues, he 
felt. himeelf isa tmenar Basle with all the authority 

aerEE iFe 

citizens, he found means to collect 
adherents, to whom he intrusted his 

Genoa. appearing entirely devoted to a life of dissi- 
ion, by paying the most r attentions to 

oria his nephew, he compl isguised his de- 

with a party of the insurgents in his way, he was 
and murdered on the spot. His uncle, in the mean 
time, having received intelligence of this event, and of 
the which threa his own person, instantly 
moun on horseback, and saved himself by flight. 
But Fiesco, in the midst of his success, while 
hastily by means of a plank from the shore ‘to amy. | 
the es, fell into the sea, and sinking to the bottom 
by the weight of his armour, perished in the moment 
of triumph. In his death, the cause of the conspirators 
received its mortal blow; and the whole body, having 
lost the spirit by which it was animated, was almost in- 
stantaneously dismembered and dispersed. ‘On the fol- 
lowing morning the city of Genoa was freed from eve- 

ige of an enemy, and Doria, returning to his re- 
daeeee in the evening, was received by the mhabitants 
with acclamations of joy. He conducted himself with 



dered necessary.. Ni 
he took the command of the fleet in several voyages, 
which the méasures of the emperor rendered necessary ; 
pps yo escorted his eldest son Philip in 1548 
from Spain to by way of Genoa. About this time 
he was created, by his imperial master, Prince of Mel- 
phi and continued, to the last moment of his life, with 

greatest ability and succéss, to 
sea and land, the 
-died in the year 1560, ith the reputation of the most 

patriot of his age. The Genoese continue to this day 
mee ; and both in their public mo- 

writings of their historians, he holds 
the honourable title of “ the father of his , and 
the restorer of its liberty.” See Sigonii Vita ia, 
Modern Univ. Hist. vol. xxviii. p. 462, 474; Robertson’s 
Hist. of Charles V. vol. iii. p.19. 870. (q) 
DORIC Orper. See Crviz Ancurrecrure, Vol. IT. 
600. 
DORKING, a market town of England, in the coun- 

ped , and hundred of Dorking, is situated near 
river Mole in a sandy vale, sheltered on the north 

by the ty. ip chalky down which runs across the 
county. town consists of three streets, the east, 
the west, and the south, which are tolerabl, clean, and 

Me 

are well watered with Most of the houses 
are built on the side of a which consists of a soft 
sandstone, excavated in places into cellars. 
The church, dedicated to St Martin, is 127 feet long, 
and consists of a nave with north and south aisles, a 
chancel, and a low embattled tower, containing eight 
bells with a clock and chimes. The breadth of the 
nave and aisles is 53 feet, and that of the chancel 19}. 
The body of the church is built of the stone and flints 
of the county, and the part of the tower of squa- 

The road from Arundel to 
Dorking, is said to haye been often discovered b 

heath called Colman Dean, The town- 
in the middle of the High-street. There 
corn-mills in the neigh of Dorking, 
is manufactured to a considerable extent. 

a well-supplied weekly market every Thurs- 
an annual fair on the eve and day of the Feast 

This town has been celebrated 
ind of fowls with five claws, called Dorking 

ich are bred and fattened in quantities, 
the London market. One kind i perfectly 
another of a partridge colour. Numerous 

and villas are erected in the immediate neigh- 
‘ the town, on account of the magnificent 

Mle flowing ian 2 is an abstract of the ion re- 
turn for 1811. i’ 

Number of inhabited a * iiae ante 

. emp in agriculture ......... 219 
Do. employed in trade and manuf: 215 
Males .. <0 ¢ AIR Lone 6.2 hese.» Loe 

Females .... . «+ 1665 

Total ion i See : « Biloy and Satan oi 

Tea ! 
- - 589 

© °°? 9 @ 88 slave 6 © « 
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of Surry, eontinued by William Bray, Esq. and Sho- Dorock 
berl’s Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiv. p. 155. 4. 
(mw) es 
DORNOCK. See Surnertanp. 
DORONICUM, a genus of plants of the class Syn- 

genesia, and order Polygamia Superflua. See Botany, 
. 300. 

. DORSETSHIRE is a maritime county, lying in the 
south of England, between 50° 30’ and 51° 6’ north la- 
titude, and 1° 58’ and 3°18’ west longitude. Its form 
is irregular on all sides. On its long northern side, it 
has a great angular projection in the middle ; and its 
sea coast runs out into points and headlands. If mea~ 
sured across the centre of it from north to south, it 
stretches about 36 miles ; and from east to west it is ra- 
ther more than 50 miles. ‘Towards the south-west cor- 
ner, a small portion of it is cut off and surrounded by 
Devonshire ; and, on the other hand, a small part of 
Somersetshire is inclosed in Dorsetshire. This county 
is bounded on the north and north-east by Wiltshire ; 
on the north-west by Somersetshire, from which, for a 
little way, it is divided by the river Yeo; on the east 

Hampshire ; on the west by Devonshire ; and on 
¢ south by the British Channel. The northern parts, General 

especially on the borders of Wiltshire, are in general “aspect. 
level ; and on the north-east corner a considerable fo- 
rest formerly existed, which still retains the name of 
Cranborn Chace. A ridge of lofty chalk hills runs a- 
cross the middle, nearly to where the county joins De- 
vonshire. The part bordering on Somersetshire is beau~ 
tifully varied in surface, and presents many extensive 
and rich vallies. . That part of Dorsetshire which lies 
next Care wg is a dreary barren heath, which like- 

Form, 

Boundaries, 

wise es along the coast for a considerable way. 
In point of size, Dorsetshire, when compared with Extent. 

the other counties of England, may be deemed rather 
large. It is said from the best authority, to contain of 
arable land 153,588 acres ; pasture land 169,031 ; mea- 
dow 78,628 ; commons 26,916 ; downs 31,272 ; heath 
land 29,979 ; woods 12,755; copse 2779; plantations 
2620 ; waste 1586 ; to which must be added for rivers, 
water courses, roads, land occupied by towns, farm build- 
ings, &c. 8000 acres: making on the whole 512,154 acres. 
It is divided into divisions, hundreds, boroughs, liber- Divisions. 
ties, and tithings. There are 9 divisions: Blandford 
North, or Blandford ; Blandford South, or Wareham ; 
Bridport,.or Beaminster; Cerne ; Dorchester ; Shas- 
ton t, or Wimborne ; Shaston West, or Shaftsbury ; 
Sturminster ; and Sherborne. The division of Bland- 
ford North comprises three hundreds, one. borough, 
(Blandford Forum,) one liberty, and 32 tithings. The 
land rate at 4s. in the pound, amounts to L.2138, 6s. 
6d. and when a single county rate is raised, the sum 

id out of the poor’s rate amounts to L.32,17s,8d. The 
Avision of Wareham contains five hundreds, two bo« Wareham. 

hs, (Corfe Castle, and Wareham,) three liberties, 
and 64 tithings. The land rate amounts to L.3308, 
13s. 7d. and the sum paid out of the poor’s rate to L.43, 
16s. 6d. The division of Bridport contains five hun- 
dreds, two boroughs, (Bridport, and Lyme Regis,) four Bridport.. 
liberties, and 68 tithings. The land rate amounts to 
L.6117, $s. 11d. and t Sig) a out of the poor’s rate 
to L.99, 16s, 14d. In the division of Cerne, or the Cerme. 
subdiyision, as it is sometimes called, there are three 
hundreds, three liberties, and 34 tithings. It contains 
no borough town. The Jand rate amounts to L.2562, 
ls. 10d. and the sum paid out of the poor’s rate to L.42, 
14s. The division of Dorchester anoyenes five hun- 
dreds, two boroughs (Dorchester, and Weymouth and 

Blandford. 

Dorchester,. 
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Fast Shas- 
ton. 

West Shas- 
ton. 

Sturminster. 

Sherborne. 

Climate. 

Soil and 
egriculture. 
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Melcombe Regis,) six liberties, and.$1 tithings. The 
land reer Na fp L. 5980, 8s, 5d. and the sum paid 
out of the poor’s rate to L.93, 14s. 94d. In the division 
of East Shaston, there are no liberties and no boroughs; 
the number of tithings is 62. The land rate amounts 
to L.4458, Qs. 4d. and the sum paid out of the poor's 
rate to L.66, 18s. 4d. In the division of West Shas- 
ton there is not a single hundred, there is only one bo- 
rough, (S ,) and there are only two liberties, 
and 24 tithings. . he land rate amounts to L.2387, 
17s.4d. and the sum paid out of the poor’s rate to L.34, 
ls. 8d. In Sturminster division, there are three hun- 
dreds, no borough town, one liberty, and 27 tithin 
The land rate amounts to L.3013, 13s. 10d. and 
sum paid out of the poor’s rate to L.44, 2s. 5d. In the 
division of Sherborne, there are two hundreds, no bo- 
reugh town, two liberties, and $8 tithings. The land 
rate amounts to L.1760, 16s..5d. and the sum paid out 
of the poor’s rate to L. 42, 3s. 6d. From this statistical 
account, therefore, it apj that Dorsetshire compri- 
ses $4 hundreds, 8 borough towns, 22 liberties, and 430 
tithings ; and that the land rate at 4s. in the pound, 
amounts to L, 32,751, 16s, 5d. ; and the sum paid out 
of the poor’s rate, when a single county rate is raised, 
is L.500. This county is comprised within the dio- 
cese of Bristol. It is divided into five deaneries: Brid- 
port, in which are 48 parishes ; Dorchester, in which 
are 45; Whitechurch, in which are 55; Pimperne, in 
which are $2; and Shaston, which contains 56; so that 
in the whole county there are 236 parishes. Dorset- 
shire lies in the western cirenit. The assizes were for- 
— held at Sherborne, but now they are held at Dor- 

ester, 

This county is usually represented as the garden of 
England, though it would be difficult to make its 
claim to this f Baios a either in respect to climate or 
soil. The climate undoubtedly is, on the whole, salu- 
brious, and this it ap to have been accounted’ in 
very early times ; for it is remarked, that the Romans 

more summer stations in this county than in most 
other parts of England ; and the Saxon monarchs built 
in it a great number of palaces and minsters. But the 
climate, though undoubtedly salubrious, is not bland 
and mild as in some other of the western counties ; and 
it has been sup , that the very circumstance of 
clearing off the wood, which renders most tracts of land 
more healthy and warm, in Dorsetshire has rather pro- 
duced the opposite effect ; since as a large portion of the 
county is exposed, the cutting down the timber would 
render the air keener and colder, while from the nature 
of a great part of the soil,(chalk,) there was no occa- 
sion for the usual benefit attending this operation, viz. 
rendering the climate drier. The air on the hills is 
keen ; on the sea coast, more rain falls in winter, and 
less in summer, than in most other parts of England ; 
and the sea fogs hang on the hills sometimes for a week 
together. The prevalent winds are the west and south- 
west, which may be distinctly traced by their effects on 
the younger trees, which generally bend to the east 
and north-east. The harvest is not early, seldom com- 
mencing, even in the more sheltered spots, and on the 
ticher soils, before the middle of August. The coun- 
ty in respect to soil, is naturally divided into three dis- 
tricts ; viz. pes | loam, Ciagie 4 sand, and clay of va- 
rious strength and guodness, e chalk commences as 
we enter the county from Wiltshire, and runs through 
the centre of it by Dorchester, nearly to Brid 
some places, the soil above the chalk is deep and rich, 
in others thin and poor. The appearance of this dis- 
trict is, in general, smooth and verdant; but there is al- 

DORSETSHIRE. 

They epusie of deep dry loamy sand, Piet They consist of av irably 

mh el doo aeons the n e county are y: 
rich, i ae vale of Blackmon (extendi 
from north x south about te NRT 
about 14, and containing u 150,000 acres, 
throu a hich Gaeiigmes tee; It consists of a 
rich clay. The soil on the sea coast is either heath, or 
a thin poor clay, till we reach Abbotsbury, when it im- 
proves into a loam. 

The coast of Devonshire, as it ap 
setshire, grad turns from the south-east towards the bays- 
south, till it reaches Lyme, when it begins to front the 
south-west. By this means an immense gulf is formed, - 
which includes the greater part of the south of Devon- 
ap amt aE gal Within seis BE? 
are several smaller rincipall onging to thi 
county. These ba otacenindar the isle of Port~ 

when the moon is at south-east and north-west, and twice 
when she is at south by east and north by west. This 
is su eu g paras se the isle of Brownsea, 
which lies near a signowey fn harbour, ye 
ing the water. rivers in this county are nei Rivers, 
lange nor numerous. The Frome rises tn enareatahing 
and passing by Wareham falls into Poole bay, three 
miles below the former place. The Stour takes its rise 
in Wiltshire, and flowing south to Stourminster, after. 
wards pursues a south-east direction, and mere eae 
the Avon of Hampshire, it falls into the sea at Chri 
church. The other rivers are the Yeo, the Piddle, the 
Char, andthe Wey. oR 

Most of the land in this county is freehold, it being state of 
calculated that the proportion of land held’ under this property. 
tenure, compared with that held under other tenures, is 
as four to one. Copyhold tenures are now very few, 
and life tenures are fast wearing out. The number of 
yeomanry in Dorsetshire is considerable, sper in 
the western part of the county. In Portland, almost all 
the inhabitants are freeholders ; and the tenure of ga- 
velkind still prevails there. The farms vary very much 
in size. The sheep farms, especially near Dorchester, Farms, 
are generally very large, some of the farmers keeping 
1500 ard 2000 sheep, besideshaving a considerable quan- 
tity of their land under the plough. On the borders of 
Devonshire and Somersetshire, the farms in general are 
small. In these parts of the county, most of the land is 
under grass, and employed in the nal system. On 
the downs, of course, sheep are princi ly attended to ; 
but latterly, owing to the high price of grain, lange 
tracts of the down land have been ploughed up. The 

that of Dor- Coast and — 
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ripened flax. . The price of wheat in Dorsetshire, on an Dorsetshire. 
average, for a very great number of years, is found to “~"Y"" 

agriculture of Dorsetshire presents few subjects that are 
—Y~" very interesting. It is by no means well farmed, ex- 

in what respects the sment of their sheep, 
taedibying system, irrigation, and the culture of hemp. 
The principal sheep country is round Dorchester, with- 
in eight miles of which it is calculated that nearly 
200,000 sheep and Jambs are kept, of which abouta 
inh ee every year ra at Weyhill 
fair. ° whole county supports upw: of 800,000, 
of which nearly 200,000are annually sent out of it. Dor- 
set has long been famous for its breed of sheep. As they 
lamb at a very early season, they are t up to 
supply the metropolis with house lamb. are 

sized; with round and bold horns, deep carcase; 
short legs. There is no mixture of colour in them 

if they are pure Dorsets. The Wiltshire sheep resem- 
ble them most. They thrive remarkably well on the 
rich pasture of the downs. Besides this breed, there is 
a small kind in Portland and Purbeck, the flesh of which 
is uncommonly sweet. It seldom weighs more than 
oe ¥ ‘dairvi D eae liar to-it, 

and some other of the south-western counties: the 
plan:is for the farmer to find the dairy-man, as he is 
called, a certain number of cows, at a fixed sum, which 
he throughout the year. The usual pri 
paid the use of each cow is from L.10 to L. 14 
annually, Little cheese is made here; but the Lon- 

_ don market is supplied with larg 

is complete and satisfac- 
The watering commen- 

them ; watermen, as they are called, attendi 
dows, to put all the cuts, &c. in order the win- 
ter, for 3 shillings per acre.’ Hem pak terete pee 
cipally cultivated on the deep rich near Bridport. 
From 1782 to 1792, 86,571 stone of the former was 
grown, the bounty on) which amounted to L. 1082: 
2:9. Since the year 1792, the bounty has been dis- 
continued, so that the exact ity now grown can- 
not be ascertained ; but it is supposed to be very con- 
siderably increased. It is calculated that 500 acres 
are under this plant. Between 1782 and 1792, 301,726 
stones of flax were grown ; on this the bounty amount- 
ed to L. 5028:15:4; at that time 1700 acres were 

be 
are at least four times as many. The only cir- 

_ land, yet it ceases | 
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be above the average price of wheat in England and 
Wales, as inserted in the Gazette, while the price of 
barley was below the average of the kingdom. 

Dorsetshire is rather an uninteresting county to the Botany. 
botanist ; on the beach of Weymouth, however, most 
of the fuci that can be found in the south of England 
are thrown up by the sea: the isle of Portland affords, 
Euphorbia Portiandica in great abi ce; and, on 
the higher of the island, Lavatera arborea, tree 
mallow, is found. Lichen rochella, orchell, has also 
been met with here.. On the Chesil banks there are 
several marine plants, particularly Salsola fruticosa, 
Inula crithmifolia, and Pisum maritimum. On the 
heath between Morden and Wareham, litle plan aon 
me (Marsh centaury ws: this rare little t, Dr 
Man remarks, ao as far as he knows, been 
found farther northward ; it grows on spots overflowed 
in the winter. Near the harbour of Poole, Santolina 
maritima, another rare plant, is met with. On the 
veins of chert, which form Lulerak cove, Lichen con- 
centricus ap ; and on the shore, near the same 
spot, a Sooes toed of Fucus nodosus, On the de- 
: ivity of sane chalk hills at paerts inthe vicinity of 
Bri s spiralis (spiral tway-blade) grows in 
oer a hs a is Pulteney Fea on 
Hodhill, in Cranborne Chain, Cineraria integrifolia, 
(mountain flea-wort,) and Dr Maton observed Thesi- 
um linophyllum, (bastard toad-flax,) and Rubia sylves- 
tris, in a wood skirting the declivities of the hill. 

Dorsetshire is rather more airway, ea the geo- Mineralogy 
rder of the andgeology. logist and mineralogist. The western 

county is nearly the limit of that singular but by no 
means uncommon phenomenon, which. has puzzled 
all geologists—the occurrence of flints in the chalk. 
Within four miles of Honiton, in Devonshire, it totally 

i The extent of this formation, therefore, 
ing to Dr Berger, setting out from London, and 

going in a direct line from east to west, is about 150 
miles ; but though this formation stretches so far in- 

before in the cliffs which form 
the sea coast. Flints in the chalk are very conspicu- 
ous in the cliffs of the Isle of Wight; but he island of 
Portland presents a grit, with a calcareous cement ; and 
Lyme Regis a shell limestone. This contains. some ve- 

beautiful and large imens of ammonites, &c, In 
e Isle of Purbeck, the chalk hills lie in the prolonga- 

tion of a line westward from the Needles. The hill; 
on which Corfe Castle stands, consists of what is term- 
ed hard chalk. Coarse shelly limestone, which is thought 
to be very rare in England, is met with in Purbeck and 
Portland ; in some places, it includes patches of a com-~ 
pact limestone, which becomes harder, as it gra- 
dually into a state of complete flint or chert. In the 
quarry of Tillywhim, in the isle of Purbeck, the stone 
is principally composed of shells of oysters that have 
lost their outside coat. The marine remains, found in 
the Portland stone, are principally a species of Tri 
nia of Lamarck, a genus of w in > nee 
been found in the South Sea. The specific gravity of 
the coarse shelly limestone, Dr Ber, found to be, 
from Swanase quarry, 2.563. Portland north-east quar- 
ry, 2.563. Tillywhim quarry, just where it in- 
to a calcareous sandstone, 2.466. The specific gravity 
of the composit limestone, from the Tillywhim quarry, 
was 2.501; and from Portland, 2.511. The apecite 

vity of chert from Portland was 2.545. Oviform 
estone is met with in the quarry of Wardspit, in the 
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Dorsetshire. isle of Purbeck ; and in a quarry to the north-west.of by Sir Christopher Wren, in constructing the different Dorsetshire. 
——-——= the isle of Portland. But the most si substance, public edifices. = 

Mineralogy: ing t geological int of view, is the Kimmeridge coal, The isle of Purbeck has also several valuable stone Purbeck _ 
which is found in a small and very poor village of that quarries, the principal of which are in the nei stone quare 
name, in the isle of Purbeck, wit the cliffs are cut hood of Swanase. The stone differs from of Port- ™* 
down rather abruptly. The cliffs are composed of slate 
clay, with animal and vegetable impressions. The out- 
side of the rock is covered with a thin rc of caleare- 
ous spar. The first transition is to the slate clay ; the 
second to a bituyiinous slate, called stony coal, the spe- 
cifie gravity of which is 1.319. It has no lustre, is of 
a dark brown colour ; effervesces slightly with acids ; 
burns readily with a yellowish heavy flame, gives out 
a bituminous, rather than a sulphureous smell. When 
exposed to the atmosphere, it falls to pieces; but when 
kept under water, or before it is dry out of the cliffs, 
it is veryhard. It is used as fuel by the poor people in 
the neighbourhood, and the ashes are considered as af- 
fording good manure for -meadow land. There is no 
coal in this county, nor any mines of metals. It is, 
however, compensated for these deficiencies, by the 
stone quarries of Portland and Purbeck, and by the 
potters’ clay of the latter. Some geological notices have 
already been given of the ies; but these, as well 
as the pits of potters’ clay, deserve particular notice. 

The isle of Portland, which is four miles and a half 
in length, and two in breadth, has long been famous 
for its stone quarries,’and indeed may be said to be one 
continued of stone. It is free-stone, and peculiar. 
ly deserves this appellation, from the facility with which 
it can be cut in any direction, whether horizontal, per- 
pendicular, or parallel to the site of the strata; and it 
bears the weather equally well in every position. In 
the quarries, the first stratum is one foot of blackish or 
reddish earth ; then six feet of cap or stone, which is 
not fit for exportation ; below the cap, the stone 
runs for ten or twelve feet deep ; and below this is flint 
or clay. The stratum of marketable stone lies nearly pa- 
rallel with the upper surface of the island. There are 
several beds of stone lying one upon another, from two 
to four feet in thickness, The capis first removed ; af- 
terwards, the quarrymen cross-cut the large flats, lay- 
ing bare, with wedges. By means of those, and the 
blows of a tool called a rivet, blocks are formed, with- 
out much difficulty or labour, from half a ton to six or 
eight tons weight. These blocks are conveyed to the 
shore by a simple contrivance. There are low cars, 
with solid wheels, which sometimes carry six tons ; 
when going down-the steep hill, which hes between 
the quarries and the pier, they tie behind them a sledge, 
loaded with a large stone, which prevents the car from 
pressing forward on the horse. The expence of diggin 
and squaring is 11s. per ton; the owner of the land 
has 1s, 6d.; and it costs 6s. a ton more before it is ex- 
ported. About 14s. a ton in time of war, and 10s, in 
time of peace, is paid for its freight to London. It is 
calculated that, on an average, 100 blocks will weigh 
80 tons. The inhabitants in the isle of Portland are 
stated to be 1700, of which 800 are employed as quar- 
rymen. The ships in the are 50, from 
30 to 140 tons burden. e stone e: annually 
is from 20 to 30,000 tons. The horses employed in the 
trade are 180 ;—six of them are usually put in one team. 
The a a stone is from 16s. to 24s. the ton, of 
16 cubic feet. The duty on the stone, when delivered, 
is about 6s. per ton. Portland stone is said to have been 
first brought into use and tation by James I. who 
Wieden in the erection of the Banqueting House at 
White! After the fire of London, it was much used 

land, and is not so valuable or useful. It is principal. 
ly composed of shells and other marine remains, ces 
mented very closely by calcareous spar. That which 
is got at Swanase takes a fine polish, and looks like ala- 
baster ; formerly a kind of black stone, called Purbeck 
marble, was obtained. Some fine i of it are to be 
seen in the church at Chri The pillars of Salis. 
bury cathedral are also made of one species of Purbeck 
marble. The hills, out of which the stones are dug, run 
nearly east and west. Near the shore, they are 400 or 
500 feet high, and higher inland. The dip is very consi« 
derable to the north, the up bed of stone lying 
near the surface, while, in a 300 yards, it sinks be- 
low thesea. The wane export of this stone is about 
40,000 tons. It is mostly used-for flag-stones for pa- 
ving ; and the greatest part is shipped from Swanase 
for London. price is about 40s. per hundred feet 
superficial. The thickness is generally from 2} to $ 
inches; and reckoning that 14 cubic feet are a ton 
weight, a hundred superficial feet will weigh about 17 
tons. The men employed in digging the stones areabout 
800. The ground rent. paid to the owners of the land 
is about 6d. per ton for all kind of stones raised here. 

Potters’ clay is found in 
cellent quality, in the n 
Purbeck ; cp pec forms the substratum of the 
whole tract, which may be called the Trough of Poole. 
The existence of alumine, lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, 
and silica, has been detected in some specimens of it ; 
but, in general, it is very free from these substances. 
It feels greasy and smooth, and varies in colour from 
ash grey to blue. It contains sometimes tear 
blue nodules, (to which the workmen give —— 
lation of pins,) the texture of which is close, the 
composition ly more ferruginous. The specific 
gravity of purest specimens is about 1.723. The 
rincipal pits are to the west of the road between Ware- 

wees and Corfe Castle, where the stratum extends about 
preketorg srg and one in breadth: the depth, 
as well as the quality, varies v much. Farther to 
the east is a kind of clay of a brown colour, which 
shrinks very much in the fire, It is reckoned that about 
20,000 tons are annually exported, principally for the 
use of the potteries in Staffordshire, The inferior kinds 
are sent ” London a make sagen teem 
ware. The s e depends chiefly on 
the small tient Josef eaiaa teases here 
there is much of it, the clay will not burn white, and 
the particles of iron cause it to blister. Upwards of 
100 men are employed in the clay pits; many more 
were employed before an iron rail-way was constructed, 
from near Corfe Castle to a small harbour opposite 
Poole; to which it is carried in boats, and ipped 
thence for Liverpool, London, &c. As the digging of the 
clay requires great care and attention, it is seldom done 
by piece-work, but commonly by the day. Three shil« 
lings and sixpence is the usual wages. It is delivered 
in Poole harbour at'20s. aon, and 2 owt. xtra in allow. 
ed, on account of the loss of weight which it re ay 
ences. A species of chalk, found near Ram x 
deserves notice: it seems a kind of Tarras, as it has the 
quality of growing (as it is termed) under water, 7, e. 
it swells, and at the same time becomes harder. 

Dorsetshire is not a manufacturing county. In the 

abundance, and of ex- Potters’ 
division of the isle of <lay- 
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Dorsetshire. neighbourhood of Bridport and Beaminster, the hemp land to the Main; it is nearly 17 miles in and. Dorsetshire. 
—— which is Condi there is made aa Raeett sae eh , in some ape the lan a quarter of a mile broad, so that "VT 
Manufac- cordage, i people it is per on ri of pebbles in Europe, |..." ~~ 
tures. are cs firpane Bes manufactures. At Stir. except that of Monit: The nebblisa are ictwainaly meyes 
2 _ Ininster Newton, 700 or 800 people are engaged in the loose ; they consist, in general, of what are called Port- 

manufacturing of swansdown; and at Sherborne, Stall- and es, of a caleareous nature; but there are 
bridge, and Cerne Abbas, there are several silk mills. But many of jasper, chert, quartz, &c. They diminish gra ChesilBank, 
the manufacture (if so it can be called) most frequent: dually in size as they approach the main land, being 

met with in ire, is that of shirt buttons. not larger than horse beans near Abbotsbury, while, 
and Blandford may perhaps be considered near Portland, they are from one inch» to three inches 

as the centre of this business, though it spreads nearly in diameter. About five or six feet beneath the sur- 
over the whole county, and is the ipal employment face of the pebbles, there is every where strong blue 
of the women and children. The casting, or covering clay, exactly similar to what is found on the beach. 
the wire, is done by children, six or eight years old: Beneath this bank, and the Weymouth side, a narrow 
they are afterwards filled, as it is termed, by more ex- arm of the sea runs, called the Fleet. Although the 
pert hands. It sometimes happens that an active and force of the sea frequently washes these pebbles over 
experienced woman will make twelve dozen of these into the Fleet, yet the cok or breadth of this does 
buttons in a day; the price is about 3s.; but the com- not appear to be diminished ; indeed the origin and ' 
mon quantity made in a day is six or seven dozen. present appearance of this bank are extremely difficult 
Lt pri foreign of this county isearriedon to be accounted for. The Agglestone is an extraortli« Agglestone, 

from Poole, where ree Te 
fishery. 

i _ fre 200 sail are employed in the insulated rock, situated on the heath, near Stud- 
Newfoundland é ign trade, ‘ever, Was in Purbeck; its height is about 20 feet, and its 
much more extensive and le before the American circumference about 80; the shape nearly that of an 
war. From this port are exported to Newfoundland, inverted cone. From the circumstance of the spot 
provisions, nets, cordage, oil-cloth, and wearing where it stands being raised like a barrow, it has been 
rel. The imports are principally cod and salmon, dried su to be a British monument; but Dr Maton, 
and salted, which are afterwards shipped to foreign with more probability, conceives it to be a natural 
markets ; oil, seal-skins, fir, and cranberries. The ex- rock, composed of ferruginous sand stone. The Lyn- 

of Portland and Purbeck have been already no- ches, or Lynchets, are met with in many places, on 
the downs, both of this county and Wiltshire ; they are 

i natural terraces, never - occurring except on 
chalk hil and on some limestone soils, where, haedter, 

limestone, are imported into the county to ir appearance is very faint. Between Shaftsbw 
iron rail-way, and Blandford, they are very conspicuous. They ef 

always narrower in proportion to the mess of the 
in some ascent; where the declivity is trifling, the areas are 

every twenty vahy Beek; Said the vider Uieaiasdi inish in sharpness ; they 
The expence of making it was about L.2000 a ger dagen parallel to the course of the valley be- 

them ; and where the valley presents great inequa- 
imes a day, at the _lities, or the hill on which they are is irregular, they 

i cross one another, and run in all directions. Dr Maton 
supposes that they owe their origin to subsidences of 
the ground in a state of solution. 

the Antiquities of Dorsetshire, the Via Iceniana; Antiquities, 
Maiden Castle, near Dorchester, one of the finest Ro- 

mi Ae ce Canal, near Nabe isp in the latter county. — ts in the wishes England, reg size 
Prospects. ire is distingui for its sea 3 an eblceyth ; os Romem ws ithéatre, near same 

many i eid par- tower, which it is computed could have contained up- 
take of all that magnificence with which the sight of wards of 12,000 people; and Corfe Castle, and Wim- 
the ocean impresses every beholder. Its land pros- borne Minster, in which the transition of the Saxon in- 
z except in the north, and north western parts of to the Gothic arches may be distinctly traced, are tho 

Lynches. 
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county, are rather bare and unvaried ; but where most curious and interesting. 
rich vallies can be taken in, along with the chalky __ At the time of the invasion of Britain by the Romans, jristory, 
and downs, they are very beautiful and impres- Dorsetshire was inhabited by the Darotriges, a name 

sive. One of the finest in prospects is seen from supposed to be derived from two British words, diyr, 
hill on which Shaftsbury stands ; “in front, an water, and érig, an inhabitant: it formed part of the 

eminence, called Pencliffe hill, rises with a beautiful Roman division of Brittania Prima. The Saxons chan- 
wooded summit, bounding the fertile vale of Black- Leng name to Dorsetta, retaining the British word 

ite road, sometimes losing dwyr, and adding the Saxon term seita, a dweller. It 
among and sometimes traversing ver- constituted of the West Saxon kingdom; and af- 

dant pastures, winds westward into the distance. On ter the dissolution of the Heptarchy, became the fa~ 
left, a fine w ridge shelters the vale ; while vourite residence of Egbert and his successors. The 

the ‘hills of"Mere, in ire, with Alfred’s Tower at Danes invaded it early in the reign of this monarch, 
the extremity ; the Tor of Glastonbury, and the lofty and an obstinate battle was fought on the banks of the 
te of Quantick, in Somersetshire, range them- Char, near Lyme. From sod gee of the conquest, 

- Led remaining tiok i horizon.” till the civil Me between aolng Parliament, 
cus ‘most interesting curiosities in this coun- ‘the history of thi presents nothing interesting. 

Fivsities, v are the Chesil Bank ; cy gnarl and the During these rath; Wadlared zealously and firmly to 
ynches, or Lynchets. The Bank unites Port. the side of the king; and the clubmen of Dorsetshire, 
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Act in 1811. 

Houses inhabited ........... 23,210 
Families occupying them. ...... 26,821 
Houses building ..........+. 171 
— uninhabited .......... 841 
Families employed in agriculture .. 12,982 

in i sna Rphiicet: &e. 9,607 
not comprized in these classes 4,292 

OO FR ae ie Sd er 57,717 
eee ete urs fs .. .-- 66,976 
Total population in 1811 ...... 124,693 
Population in 1801.........-. 119,100 

Increase .....:5... 5,593 

See Hutchin’s History of Dorsetshire; Boswell’s 
Civil Division of the County of Dorset, including a No- 
mina Villarum ; Stevenson's Agriculture of Dorsetshire; 
Maton’s Observations on the Southern Counties; A Sketch 
of the Geology of some parts of Hampshire and Dorset- 

ire, by Dr , in the Geological Transactions ; 
and Britton and Brayley’s Beauties of England and 
Wales, vol. en $21. (w.s.) 
DORSTENIA, a genus of plants of the class Te- 

trandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany, p. 126. 
DORT. See Dorprecur. 
DORT, Synop or. See Eccresiasticat History. 
DORYANTHES, a genus of plants of the class Hex- 

andria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 194. 
DORYCNIUM, a genus of plants of the A the Dia- 
es and order Decandria. See Borany, p. 280. 

OUAY, Dovat, or Duacum, is a town in the Ne- 
therlands, advantageously situated on{the navigable ri- 
ver , which communicates by canals with Lille, 
St Omers, Dunkirk, and the Northern Sea, and by 
means of the Scheldt with Valenciennes, Cambray, and 

a ethe bai ipal public buildin handsom principal public are a vi e 
square, a fine arsenal, a school Spimeilisry: lyceum, a 
society of agriculture, the church and the town-house, a 
ublic library, a theatre, and a cabinet of natural history. 
n the church of the village of Lolain, which is close to 

the town, there are many tombs of the middle ages, re- 
markable for their sculpture. Douay has long been ce- 
lebrated for its English colleges, to which the Roman Ca- 
tholics of England were generally sent to be educated. 
The a pene or manufactures carried on at Douay are 

those of cambric, camlet, woollen and cotton coverlets, 
flannels, hats, starch, tobacco, oil, soap, earthen-ware, 
glass bottles, thread, thread lace, and gauze, Two 
thousand two hundred and four pieces of cambric were 
annually manufactured here before the revolution, each 
about two-thirds of an ell wide, and twelve ells and a 
half long. The annual amount of its linen manufacture 
was 271,140 francs. There are also at Douay several 
salt works and houses for i a for 
cannon, and a man for white-iron, , which 
are in great repute. Douay is the entrepot for the flax 
trade, with all the d ents of the i The ca- 
nal from Douay to was com in 1686, by 
Louis XIV. are two annual fairs here, the first 
of which is held on the Ist of August, and lasts only a 
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day ; while the second, which is held on the Ist of 
tember, lasts nine days. Population, 18,500, (wm). 
DOUBLE Srans. See Astronomy, p. 680. and 819, 
DOUBLER. See Execrnicrry. Pig 

that 
direction from. 

ura; on 
ment of Jura and by Switzerland ; 
Switzerland and the department 

The principal rivers are the Doubs, 
the Louve, and the Ognon, none of which are navigable. 
The two first are scarcely floatable. The Doubs rises 
in Mount Jura, near Mourthe, below Pontarlier, and 

by St Hippolyte, Montbeliars, Baumes-] 
con, and Dole, and falls into the Saone, near Ver- 

dun, after a course of about 180 English miles. 
The department is diversified by hills 

ce 

pasturage for cattle. It contains mines of coal and iron, 
and quarries of marble and slates. The principal ‘iron 
mines are those situated in the communes Oye, Palet, 
La Cluse, Mijoux, Monperreux, Metabief, vill 
rere st heaton 3: Cuze, el, 
a ougemontot, La Bretiniere, They 
supply 6 furnaces, 23 small fi $1 martinets, 3 ma~ 
nufactories for iron wire, and 2 foundries. There is 
also freestone and abundance of turf in the 
The marshes near Besancon, Ruffy, Morteau, Portarlier, 
&c. are extensive. 

This department has a superficial extent of 5340 
square kilometres, and 270 square leagues. The fo- 
rests occupy 124 or 125 hectares, or 244 or 245 arpens, 
and belong almost wholly to individual ietors. 
The average contribution of each indivi to the ex 

ce of the state, is about seven shillings sterling. 
The contributions in the year 1803 amounted to 

tthe following. is alist of th pal with __ The following is a li e principal towns, wi 
their population : , 

pigs eae em eh we 'e. eee 7 30,000 

ft ERROR 551 el nie teun want «bau. 2 2 by 9050 
roe lew iby my eipaie ie wiley eae . 3,880 
Beaumes-les-dames dap eet «abe 

Besancon isthe capital. The total population of the 
department is 227,075. See Herbin’s Statistique de la 
France, andChantreaux’s Science de? Histoire, &c. (x) 
DOVER, a seaport town of , in the county 

of Kent, and one of the Cinque Ports, is situated upon 
the lish Channel, in a valley almost encircled with 
lofty hills. The form of the town is remarkable, 
and has a very romantic appearance when seen from 
the ing heights. It consists of three long streets, 
stretching in the directions, east, south-west, and north, 
and conyerging to one point. The town is divided in- 
to the two parishes of St Mary and St James, which 
have churches of the same name. 

The church of St Mary’s, which is supposed to have 
been built in 1216, is a spacious edifice. It consists of 
a nave and aisles, with a tower at the west end, and is 
about 120 feet long, and $5 broad. The architecture ef 

3 

and plains, Tt. 

Double 
ae ee 



DOVER. 
t. the west front is Norman, and likewise the first three 

arches, and the columns which sustain them on each 
side of the nave: the two next arches on each side are 

massy. A very fine Argan was erected in 1742. The 
galleries are 1: and the church is well paved. 

St James’s , which is of Norman origin, is an 
irregular building, with a square tower at the west 
end. It formerly belonged to Dover castle; and the 
courts of chancery and admiralty for the Cinque Ports 
are still held in it. 

Besides these two places of worship, there are meet- 
ing houses for Baptists, Methodists, Quakers, &c. 
A new and handsome custom-house has recently been 

built, and an e' ital has been newly erected, 
near Archcliff Fort, for the soldiery. The town-hall, 
which stands in the market-place, is adorned with se- 
veral its, and a curious print of the embar- 

i enry VIII. for France. There are like- 

ie kage gg ye na on two ci ing librari n the Apollo library, there 
is a handsome public reading room, furnished with the 
London sPeRetes with music and mysical instruments. 
A good school was established here in 1771, anda 
charity school in 1789. 

Dover castle occupies nearly the whole summit of the 
high eminence which bounds the south-east side of the 
deep valley in which the town is built. This eminence 
is a. Sg rugged towards the town and harbour, but 
towards the sea it is a precipice 320 feet in height. 
The castle consists of a lower and an upper court, de- 
fended by ditches communicating with the inner towers, 
The lower court, ing on the side next the sea, is 
encircled with an i wall, called the curtain, 
which is flanked at unequal intervals with a number of 
Sreet or woesnenatip of different . None of these 
towers are supposed to have been built b the Normans. 
The 1st tower, commencing from the cliff on the western 
side, is called theOld Tower, and had formerly a gate and 
drawbridge. 2. Albrancis, or Rokesley tower, is of a 
pentagonal form. 3.Chilham, or Calderscot tower, is of 
a square form, and was built by Fulbert de Lucy. 4. 
Hurst tower, is named after a dent manor in Chil- 
ham parish, 5. Arsic, or Sayes tower. 6, Gatton tower. 
7. Peveril, p, or Marshal’s tower, built over 
a Saxon gate-way, is connected with a draw-bridge, the 
abutments of which were discovered about 20 years 
ago. 8. Porth’s, Gasting’s, and Queen Mary’s tower. 
9. Fiennes tower, through which is the principal en- 
trance into the lower court ; it is generally called New 
Pegs pric i rome the ancient entrance. On 

he right tower are the apartments of the gover- 
nor and lieutenant-governors, with an ers 
of small arms. There are also modern barracks for the 

about this entrance. 10. Clopton’s tower. 
11. tower. 12. Crevequer’s, or Craville’s 
tower, is remarkably magnificent. There is a subter- 
raneous Penge tower, leading to a very large 
vault, which is by a moat of prodigious 

; me or and alo by a kind of round 
tower. In an an ite to this tower, is an ad- 
bg work called the Barbican ’ 13. Fitzwilliam’s or 

in’s tower. spacious port. was former! 
connected with this tower, and a the - eelian 4 
mpeeee mere a gate and portcullis, the stone grooves of 

being still visible. 14. A common watch 
VOL, VIII, PART 5. 
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tower. 15. A common watchtower. 16. Averanche’s, 
or Maunsel’s tower, stands in an angle formed b 
curtain wall, and is a fine specimen of Norman architecs 
ture. 17. Veville, or Pincester tower. 18. Good- 
win’s tower. 19. Ashfordian tower. Beyond this are 

-three other towers, or rather platforms, that have no 
particular name. 

In ascending from the lower to the upper court, the 
road is steep, and leads to King’s Gate and Bridge, form- 
ing the entrance to the upper court, which is encir- 
cled with a strong wall and numerous towers. On the 
eastern side are three towers which command the whole 
vallum and ascent to the principal entrance of this 
court. The other pence. towers, are Suffolk tower, 
which is a stately fabric and old arsenal tower, and a 
variety of others which we cannot find room to notice. . 
The keep, or palace tower, which stands in the centre 
of the upper court, is in very preservation, and is 
used as a magazine. The walls are from 18 to 20 feet 
thick, and contain the galleries. The summit is em- ' 
battled, and has a turret at each angle. It is nearly 92 
feet high, and about 466 feet above low water mark. 
When the public were alarmed with the threats of’ 

invasion by the French, government erected many bat- 
teries for the defence of Dover castle, and furnished’ 
them with a formidable train of artille They con- 
sist of casements excavated from the solid chalk rock, 
covered ways, and subterraneous apartments, capable 
of accommodating 2000 men. A new road has also 
been made from the town to the top of the hill. Since 
the renewal of hostilities in 1803, the heights on the 
western side of Dover have been defended by strong 
fortifications, connected by the town by a military road, - 
The other fortifications are Amherst ba’ at the north 
pier head, and Archcliff fort at the end of the pier, 

The harbour of Dover has at different periods recei- 
ved very great improvements, and is now in a very re- 
spectable condition. ‘The encroachments of the, sea 
are prevented by several jetties erected towards the east, 
and though large quantities of sand are thrown up at 
its mouth by the south-west winds, yet with the aid of” 
the backwater, the. sluices are able to clear it in one 
tide. Vessels of 400. or500 tons may now enter the 
harbour in safety; there being a depth of 18 or 20 
feet of water at spring tides, and of about 14 at neap- 
tides. The piers which form the harbour are very 
long and substantial, and are defended by strong bat- 
teries continued in a chain along the coast, with nu-- 
merous martello towers. 

As Dover is the principal place of embarkation for 
the continent in time of peace, its trade is very exten- 
sive. Before the commencement of the last war, 30 ves-- 
sels, of 60 or 70 tons each, besides packets, were em- 
ployed on the passage tothe French coast. They were - 
laihid the handsomest and most commodious vessels 
in the kingdom. With a favourable wind the sage 
has often been made in three hours, and sometimes 
two hours and 40 minutes. The breadth of the Chan- 
nel is 74 leagues. : 
The 7st #e antiquities in Dover, are the Roman + 

pharos, and the ancient church which stands on the up- 
per part of the castle hill. The pharos has externally ~ 
the form of an n, and is a square within. Eac 
side of the m and of the square is about 14 feet, 
and the thickness of the wall below is nearly 10 feet. 
On the east side is an arched doorway about six feet 
wide, and on the other three sides of the inner square 
are narrow spaces for windows, about 134 feet in height. - 
This ruin is now. in a state of great decay, The roof is - 

: 

the =y— 
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and the interior to the weather. defended by a huge grate, on which an immense fire _ 

The ruins of the ancient church are to the was k ing the siege. The town at the foot of “"Y 
ros, and it is supposed to have been built by Lucius in the rock, which Mr Wilford has shewn tobe the ancient ' 
the second century, although the ruins of it are evi- T: was once in a fl ing state, but has been . 
dently ofa much later date, roof is wholly destroy- ruined by war. East Long. 75° 54’. North Lat. 19° 
ed, and the walls greatly dilapidated. The pilasters 50’. (© 
on the east and west sides of the tower are carried u DOWN, a of Ireland, in the province of Ul- 
with Roman tiles, and thoSe on the north and ster. It is on the west by Armagh, on the 
sides are carried up with square stones. There are re- north by 
mains of triple columns in the angles of the tower. 
The remains of a Roman bath have frequently been 
laid open in digging graves near the west end of St 
Mary’s church, and a circular camp is still to be seen 
on a hill to the west of Dover e. The remains of 
a priory of canons regular are still to be seen near the 
entrance of the town where the road turns to Folkstone. 
On the left of the entrance to the town stands an old 
hospital or Maison Dieu, built about the reign of H 
Ill. It was converted by Queen ae! into a victual- 
ling office for the navy, and is still used for this pu 4 
The buildings have received great alterations at diffe- 
rent periods, This being the only victualling station 
between Portsmouth and Sheerness, all his majesty’s 
ships in the Downs are supplied from it by vessels hired 
for the purpose. 

During the bathing season, Dover is much frequent- 
ed by many respectable families. The broad beach, 
the romantic environs of the town,'and the fine and va- 
ried prospects, have contributed to render it a place of 
summer Tesort. 

In Antoninus’s Itinerary, Dover is called ad Portum 
Dubris. It was called Dorfa and Dofris by the Sax- 
ons, and Dovere in Doomsday Book. 

The following is the population return for the town 
of Dover for 1811. 

Inhabited houses, ........0.6+ eee 1780 
Number of mre rn tonya ay or ae 2163 
Families employed in agriculture, ...... 50 
Do. in og & and manufactures, .... 998 
Do. not included in these classes, ... 1115 
Male, OE is ote a. ear Sie ea 3988 
Foeminlee, 51569 2S Ras hs a 5086 

Total population in 1811, .......... 9074 
Do. in 1801, ...... haste Waals See 7084 

Increase since 1801, 2... 6 shee ee wee 1990 

See Hasted’s History of Kent ; King’s Munimenta 
Antiqua, vo). ii. p. 160 ; Harris’s History of Kent; Dar- 
ell’s TTistor of Dover Castle ; and Brayley’s Beauties 
of E 4m and Wales, vol viii. p. 1029—1067. (w) 

UGLAS. See Man Isle of: 
DOURO, See Spain. . 
DOWLATABAD, the name of a town and fortress 

of Hindostan in the Deccan. The fort is built upon 
a high and solid rock, which cannot be ascended by a 
horse or a camel. This rock is nearly ndicu- 
lar on all sides, and rises to the height of 420 feet 
above the level of the surrounding plain. The outer- 
most wall is nearly 15,000 feet in circuit, its thickness 
at the foundation 15 feet, and its height 48 feet. The 

which it incloses is divided into nine fortifica- 
tions, rising gradually above one another ; the one near- 
est the centre always commanding that which is with- 

out it. The fortress is entered by a passage excava- 

into the centre of the inner fortification. 
ted from the rock, and’ rising by a fog staircase 

assy iron 
gates secure the entrance without, and at the top it is 

Antrim and Carrickfergus Bay, and on the east 
and south by the Trish Sea and Carlingford Bay. Lough 

Sliebh-Croob ; and towards the 
south there are the Mourne mountains, one of which, 
Slieve Donard, is the second in point i 
being 2809 above the level of the sea. 
tricts of the county are almost all in a well-cultivated 
State, ebetisied wit plantations, oy = well-built 
houses, an e ce of in - 
lence, and ot? and The sarcee the saeeg ie Boma tall 

fine romantic scenery 
Lord Roden, and also at Rostrevor, a celebrated i 
Pee, Se ee ee 
es into the county from Carlingfi i i 
behind it the Moers mountains. It hasnbeced Oo 
Brighton of Ireland. 
7 ihe palhia Sige Sosy neces, On the whole, i 
is e, and capable lucing every variety 
ge inthe eater dst, or penioula Known 

e name of Ardes, the ground is 
a deep clay. To the west of Lough, it 
chiefly loam, mixed sometimes with clay and sometimes 

mountainous region of 
Sliebh-Croob is rude and unkindly, scarcely capable 
of cultivation, though yielding a good deal of rough 
agente Of course there are some parts of it absolute- 
ly barren. Near the banks of rivers, the mogul 
ss ved in the state of meadows, occasionally ov - 

, and thus kept in good condition. In the vallies 
formed by the mountains, there are turf bogs, which, as 
storehouses of fuel, are valuable to the i 
Some of these bogs have, by means of irrigation, been 
la into excellent erat The aoe is suffi- 
cien vourable to vegetation of every kin 

It rf impossible that agriculture can be in a very A 
flourishing condition, where land is so minutely divided ture. 
as it is in this county. Such a minute division, owin 
partly to the practice of tenants i each child 
with a share of their farm, and partly to 
the landlords to increase their political interest, by mul- 
tiplying the number of freeholders, narrows the field of. 
enterprise and industry, takes away the most powerful 
stimulus to skilful exertion, lowers the ility of 
the farmer, and prevents ion of any liberal and 
improved system of roa we ¥'f Accordingly, 
in particular spots the nd is well and sw 
cultivated, we in vain look for those results in respect 
both to quality and quantity of produce, which a know- 
an of the natural advantages of the county, combined 
with a judicious mode of management, would warrant 
us to ex 
Wheat has been little cultivated in the province of Crops. 

Ulster; but it is more ently found on the sea 
“ets Ay albeeeane 4 pee S nero 

sown with advan great barley. 
aautt site "bone is ‘reiecl AGhiA Ubieaed ‘avery while 

y : 
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Down-. Potatoes, of which there are here from twenty to thirty 

of I 
land, in great request. alge nly planted in 

degeneratin ly, as 
is in these cases little known, they are sught 

for seed by those who have not the same advantage. 
sown to a considerable extent. In 1809, there 

with flax 2700 acres, which were sup 
3200 bushels of flax-seed, and of these, 

was likely to be claimed for 3000 bushels, to 
amount of L.750, being at the rate of 5s. per bu- 

Of hemp, there are but a few acres in the whole 
. Grasses-are found in t variety and plenty. 

‘ollowing Table gives a view of the average quan- 
ity of seed and produce of various sorts of grain, ta- 
ken from different estates and different years. 

ati 

Hi 

2 

Seed used per} Produce per | Proportion 
Crops. English English acre, | bet seed 

isdupois apt sok jal settee. 

Wheat, . 630 4760 lto 7.5 
Bear,... . 224 2240 1 to 10 
Barley, . 542 5600 1 to 10.3 

a 836 6860 lto 82 
Potatoes, 2800 21,000 lto 7.5 

- » | 26 pecks. 1440 1 to 55.38 

Dung 
Mar! has been applied with 
hp pasa papel gt A wale’ ‘toes, 

in some cases for grain. That species of which 
is unfit for fuel, by wanting the Satay einalen a 
Oo aeglera el gy ah flag both by itself, 

after being mixed with lime or dung. Lime, lime- 
stone, gravel, and shell sand, also, are made use of in 

and straw manure is universally employed. 
success, A along 

Yet many cattle are annually fattened in it ; 

side, where the soil is of a deep 
ral, bullocks are 
therefore the grazing stock, for the most part, consists 
of such calves and heifers as are deemed best for fatten- 

quantity of butter is made, which is ly consumed 
in the county, and partly exported Newry and 
other places. The usual quantity of milk obtained from 
a cow for two months after calving, is from twelve to 
pon | quarts. To produce twenty, it requires the 

mal to be a good one, and to have the best pasture. 
The breed of cattle in this coun is indifferent. Little 
oe a & i ae prevalent breed is 

ree Ay eri wi ir $8 growing upwards 
and thick, having large bellies and chin hipe, and weigh 
ing between three and four hundred weight. They are 
good milkers, which is here the great object. e 
utile of a supetie Napa are to be found fn the hands of 
a ‘There are no flocks of sheep, ex- 

among a very few men. The little farmers 
singly or in pairs at the summer fairs, 

them one or two years, as find it conve- 
nient, fattening them in the house on boiled potatoes, 
oats, and hay, and then se them to the butcher, one 
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or two at a time, as, they themselves had bought them. — 
The mutton is said to be remarkably sweet. In the 
mountains there is a native breed of sheep, small and 
hardy, most of them horned, who are esteemed for the 
fineness of their wool, and the delicacy of their flesh — 
In the mountainous barony of Mourne, great numbers 
of horses are bred.—Goats are to be seen around the 
greater of the cabins. They furnish the poor 
people with a considerable quantity of good rich milk. 
—Rabbits, considered as stock, are chiefly to be met 
with in the neighbourhood of Dundrum, the sandy soil 
of which is liarly suited to them. They’are also: 
to be found in various other places in smaller numbers,. 
—Bees thrive uncommonly well in this county. The- 
dry hills covered with heath and odoriferous herbs, af- 
ford them a rich supply of food, and their honey is here 
Pye esteemed for its flavour.—Pheasants, so scarce in 

nes parts of the kingdom, abound at Tullamore 
Park, the property of Lord Roden. 

Down. 

Labour in this county is usually paid in money. The Prices of 1a- 
eral wages of a man are from 1s. 1d. to 1s. 4d. per 

y. Few women are employed, except in harvest, 
when they receive 2s. 2d. per day. A man the year 
round receives about L.18, and o pone ; children. 

day, 6d. A carpenter y, 3s. 3d.; mason do. 
om tie do. 3s. Bd: at sien: do, 2s. 21d.; thresh- 
er do, 1s. 23d. ; mason 2s. 1d.; slater per 
square 7s. Old. ; blacksmith per lb. 63d. The prices of 
articles are as follows. Car and horse per day 3s. 34d. ; 
saddle horse do. 4s. 103d. ; plough do. horses and man 
fed, 8s. 8d.; mowing grass per acre 7s. Ojd.; cow’s 
grass per week, 3s. 13d. ; horse’s do. 5s. 24d. ; iron per 
stone 2s. 6d.; fencing per perch 2s. 33d.; turf per kish 
3s.; sea-coal, best Wi k 
foot 4s. 114d.; ash do. $s. 6d.; bricks per thousand 
L.1, 13s.; lime per barrel’ 1s, 8d.; car mounted L.6, 
18s, 3d. ; toes per stone 33d. ; salt butter per cwt. 

whisk: all 4d. d 6d. ; al whi ion 9s. a ‘o. Is, 6d.; ale per 
quart Ld, beet pot Ib. 52d. ; mutton do. 74d. ; Wal do, 
84d.; pork do. 44d.; eggs per score 7d.; cheese per 
Ib. 8d.; shoeing a horse 3s. 3id.; brogues per pair 6s. 
83d.; shoes do. 9s. 9d.; leather per Ib. 2s. ; salt per 
stone Is. 2d.; a spade 4s. 3d.; Swedish iron per cwt. 
L.1, 8s.; undressed flax per cwt. L.4; wool per stone 
19s. 6d.; land carriage to Dublin per cwt. 4s. 2d.; 
fowls per pair Is. 11d.; a turkey 2s. 107d. ; a goose 2s. 
71d. ; wheat per barrel 1.2; barley per do; L.1, 38. 9d.; 
oats per do. 15s. Gd. ; flour, firsts, per cwt, L.1, 12s. ; 
do. Zds. do. L.¥, 10s.; do. 3ds. do. L.1, 8s,; oatmeal 
per do. 17s.. 6d; ; rabbits per pair 1s. Id.; milk per 
uart 2d. ; corn acres of oats per acre L.7, 15s. ; of mea- 
w. per do. L 5, 13s. 9d.; potatoe land per do. L.4, 11s. ; 

flax per rood L.5. 

per barrel 5s. 6d. ; oak per- 

h do. per Ib. 1s, 1d. ; hay per ton L.4, 5s. ;- 

bour, &c. in 
1811. 

In 1802, Mr Dubourdieu estimated the average rent Rental, 
of the cultivable land at L.1 per Irish acre ; so that, estates, &c. 
calculating the cultivable land to be 300,000 acres, he 
made the whole rental of the county to be L.300,000, 
Since the period at which this estimate was taken, the 
value of land has been greatly increased ; and Mr Wake- 
field is of opinion, that, taking all things into account, 
the whole rental may now be set down at double of what 
Mr Dubourdieu thought it. Several intelligent gentle- 
men say, that the average rental of the county may be ~ 
fairly computed at L.2, 2s, per acre. In 1793, land was 
let for thirty-one years, or two lives, at 13s. per Irish 
acre. Now, it lets at two guineas: per acre for twenty- 
one years. Lord Dufferin lets land during three years 
for one half the produce, It is thought that Lord Moi- 
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Down, 
—— 

Rivers, har- 
bours, &c. 

Fuel, plan- 
tations, &c. 

Mannufac- 
tures, 

ra’s estate in Down, which was sold a few years ago, 
would now sell for 40 per cent. are more 
wealthy gentlemen resident in this county than in any 
other county of Ireland. The Marquis of Downshite, 
the largest absentee , has property yielding a 
revenue of L..30,000.. Mr Ford has an estate of L. 16,000, 
and Lord Londonderry, Lord Dufferin, and Mr Keir, 
each one of L.15,000. 

The principal rivers in this county are the South Bann 
and the an, The Bann issues from the Mourne 
Mountains, and, taking a north-west direction, enters the 
county of Armagh, a little beyond Guildford. Its water 
is remarkably pure, and esteemed superior to any other 
for the pu of bleaching. The an rises in the 
Slieb-hcroob Mountains, flows in a no direction 
between the counties of Down and Antrim, and loses it- 
self in Carrickfergus Bay, not far from Belfast, from 
which it is navigable a considerable way up. There 
pts pees ean motigys | which contri ‘ag 
to the beauty and prosperity of the country. ese, 
the most important is the pode which rises in the 
Mourne Mountains, and, after a short course, falls into 
Carlingford Bay. It is united to the Bann by means of 
the N Canal. Small lakes are scattered up and 
down. Strangford Lough is a salt water lake, oceupy- 
ing upwards of 25,000acres, and connected with the Irish 
Sea by a narrow strait, through which the tide rushes 
with great rapidity and force. There is no very large 
harbour, Newry affords accommodation to a good num- 
ber of ships, and by means of the canal, carries on a 
or Gor of eo rand nate ~ nee 

cial harbours. e ports of Strangford. and Killyle 
on the Strangford Lough, and atte. of Killogh ima 
Dundrum, it v of a small size. 

Coal, both English and Scotch, is imported for fuel, 
The latter is made use of for malting. The people 
prefer turf, on account of its greater cleanliness, even 
when the coal can be obtained at a moderate price. 
The demand for it, therefore, is so great, that me 
of which there is not a great number, are insufficient 
to answer it, and it brings a price nearly double of what 
can be got for it in some other counties. No wood can 
be afforded for burning. Plantations are scarce, and 
used as embellishments around family mansions. Here, 
as in many other of the kingdom, there are evi- 
dences of vane having Gay waay a ip at art A 
great many fossil trees have been dug u ne bogs, 
Of these there are two species, viz. the fir and the yew, 
which are now seldom or never found growing natural- 
ly. The natural wood of the county consists of oak, 
zsh, alder, hazel, mountain ash, birch, holly, white 
thorn, and the willow. The fir, the oak, and the 
yew, are the only trees which are found in the fossil 
state, fit for use. There are some oaks in this county 
which never bear acorns. At Moyallan, oak sells at 6s. 
bee Soe ts and ash at 4s. “Near Tandragee, an 
acre eighty years old timber sold for as much as twen- 
ty-five qoining acres of land, The larch is found to 
grow well in spots, which for any other purpose are 
Seaperetvely neste Evergreens thrive remarkably 
well, particularly on the coast. Myrtles there grow to 
a considerable size, though quite exposed even during 
the winter. Orchards are rather on the decline. In 
the bleaching districts, a small one is attached to al- 
most every cottage, 

Manufacturing is carried on in this county to a great 
extent. Of the quantity of linen produced, and of its 
value when fit for market, we have no sufficient data 
for making an accurate calculation. But some idea may 
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He whole to have 1 g i i : a 
to L.464,000; and if to this be added the 
of profit, the total Value of the linens annual! 
on the Bann will be L.502,666, 13s. 4d. 
nufacture in imp to linen is that of mastin, It 
was scarcely known about years ago; but it has 
since that time made a very , and arrived 
at a very flourishing state, ‘thoagiccxeonally it ‘has 
suffered depression. It took aw reps weavers from 
the linen business. Besides miialins,) every degree of 
fineness, and of every requisite , various other 
stuffs are manufactured eee nce hones as pera 
and wrappings, thicksets, veteens In 
1805, entdeaisiend paid to Francis Cruikshank a 
bounty on 16,889 yards of duck and canvass, which at 
3d. per yard, amounted to L.211, 2s. 1d. A weaver of 
fine linen (in 1802) would make, if he was a good 
workman, 1s. 4d, to 1s, 6d. per day ; and of coarse, 
from Is. to 1s. 8d. The earnings of a muslin weaver, 
when he had agg riche was mg toa 

inea per week. inery for ‘spinning linen yarn palate ced om gg hi 
and it now supplies the greatest proportion of that ar- 
ticle which is used in the manufacture. A very consi« 
derable quantity, however, is still spun by the hand, 
of various d of fineness, and of excellent quali- 

In the Belfast Magazine for 1809, there is an ac- 
count of the exploits of a woman in hire, in this 
department of industry, which are truly wonderful, and 
deserve to be recorded. Her name is Anne M‘Quil- 
lin ; she resides at Comber, in’ the / of Castle- 
reagh. In the time of frost, high winds, and excessive 
lrought. she spins what she coarse yarn, that is, 
from 24 to. 361 pound. od davig mi 

: : 

from 24 to 86 hanks in the pov 
weather, she can spin to the extent of 100 or 105 
which is equal in to about 214 English miles out 
of the pound of flax. Of this latter, jluces a. 
hank in nearly two weeks. A considerable of the 
linen yarn manufactured in Down is spun in Tyrone 
and Derry. / 

Herrings have been frequently caught in 
bers in S 
either in point of fatness or flavour as thosé taken in 
the main sea. They sometimes come close to the shore, 
but generally they are found towards the Isle of Man, 
where the boats from Newcastle pursue them. These 
are excellent in quality. Many of them are t to 
Down, and sold h the country by the fish car- 
riers. The coast of this county abounds with whiting, 
urnard, sea-trout, mackarel, and skate, About the 

land Islands, which lie off Donaghadee, there is 
found a small red codling, which is ‘better tasted than 
the common cod, but does not answer so well for salt~ - 
ing. At Bangor, there is a rye! of sole, plaice, and 
turbot ; and, in winter, of cod and oysters. From va- 
rious quarters, boats come and trawl in Dundrum: 
for turbot, sole, plaice, cod, and haddock, of whi 

they carry off large quantities. In all this fishing, the 
inhabitants of the coast of Down have very little share. 
They neither have sufficient en ize nor proper 

paratus, otherwise it might be a valuable source of 
sistence emt to oe eh elt 

Granite, of various colours and degrees of 
found in detached masses, but it is principally to be 

fi 

num- Fish and 
ord Lough ; but they were not so good fisheries. 

of fineness, is Minerals, 
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got in the barony of Mourne, the lordship of 

“Political di- 

‘Reclesiastie e. 

Newry, 
and in part of U i. Along the face of the 
sodaeesie | teeek dated adictios rie and, from*the 
little river Annalong, it is d to other places.on 
the coast. There is also excellent free stone, the chief 
quarries of which are those of Scraba, near Newtown, 
and those of Kilwarlin near the road from Hilsborou 
to Moira. This last furnishes very large flags of di 
tent colours. There are some of a clear stone colour, 
very hard and very beautiful. A stone taken from it 
for a to the communion table of Hilsborough 
church is 22 feet in length, and twoin breadth. There 
are quarries of excellent slate, which are wrought to 

At Crayleuth there is a black marble, 
ible of a very high polish. 

ich were worked formerly, 
but are not worked now, at the Blundel estate at 
Dundrum, and also at Clonligg, between Newtonwards 
and Bangor. Copper ores are said to have been found. 
There is coal too, but no encou ent to work it. 
This county contains, besides, ironstone, fuller’s earth, 

and crystals. -There are some mineral wa- 
ters, both sulphureous and chalybeate ; those near Bal- 
linahinch are most frequented. 

Weights and measures in this county, as in others, 
are various. In the neighbeurhood of Guilford, the 
ewt. is 112 lib; at Dromore it is in some cases 112 lib. 
gnd in others 120 lib. In the latter place the boll is 
cur cone Crane reese pS uarts. The 

wing is from Dubourdieu’s Survey of 3 cwt. 
8 stone; stone = 14 lib; ton = 20 ewt; bushel 
82 quarts = } gallon ; 1 hhd. = 12 Winchester bush- 
3 boll = 10 Winch. bush. Oatmeal is sold by the 
of 120 lib. toes by the stone of 14 lib.; un- 

and heekled flax by the stone of 16 lib. ; beef’ 
when sold by the cwt. have it at 120 lib. 

5 per stone, of 16 lib. ; hides, per ewt. of 120 lib, 
are now the only grain sold in this country by mea- 

Down contains, besides the lordship of Newry, eight 
ies, vi Iveagh, Lower Iveagh, Kinelear- 

fferin, Ardes, Lecale, and Mourne. 
n these there are sixty parishes. It used to send in 

ite 
nf 

all 14 members to ent. Since the union it re-* 
turns only four, two for the county, one for Newry, 
and one for ick. The freeholders are 

may be nominated by the Marquis of 
Downshire. hha kee divided and subdivided, pat again 
divided his estate, so that it has become, what Mr 
Wakefield terms, a warren of freeholders, There are 
two regiments of militia; North and. South Down. 

of .. The farmers and peasantry, with few exceptions, live 
in smoky huts, are extremely poor, and dirty and sloven- 
ly in their habits. A considerable improvement, how- 
ever, in the modes of living has taken place of late 
years, and it is gradually advancing, though that ad- 
vance must be slow, while proprietors continue to con- 
sider their tenants as mere engines of parliamentary and 
political ambition, and do not themselves lead the way 

whlch. conpeckiniia Hilsborough! Banbridge, M i » Banbridge, Moyal- 
lan, and round towards Newry, is inhabited by a mid- 

_ dle ulent manufacturers, whose dwellings 
are neat and comfortable, and whose general ‘circum~ 
stances exhibit evident symptoms of industry, civiliza- 
tion, and contentment. 
_ According to Dr Beaufort, this county, which is all 

’ in the ecclesiastical province of Armagh, contains al- 
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most the whole of the bishopric of Dromore, viz. 22 pa- 
rishes, having 23'churches, and extending over 143,700 
Trish acres.. The chapter is composed ofa dean, pre- 
centor, chancellor, treasurer, archdeacon, and one pre= 
bendary. 
from Episcopal jurisdiction ; and the proprietor of the 
lordship holds his own peculiar court, granting mar- 
riage licences, probates to wills, &c. under the old monk~ 
ish seal. The bishop resides near the town of Dromore, 
not twenty miles distant from any part of the diocese ; 
he has 23 parishes in his gift. In 1779, his revenue 
was about L..2000 ; it is now L. 4500. The bishoprics 
of Down and Connor were united in the year 1454 
Of Down, only a small part of one parish is situated in 
the county of Antrim, all the rest, consisting of 38 pa- 
rishes, having 33 churches, and covering 201,150 Irish 
acres, is containéd within the county of Down. The 
chapter is composed of a dean, precentor, chancellor, 
archdeacon, and two prebendaries, Of Connor, there is 
only a part of one ago extending to 3700 Irish acres, 
in this county. 1779, the bishop of Down and 
Connor had a revenue of L.2800; it now amounts to 
L. 5000. He has in his gift 15 parishes in the diocese 
of Down and 38 in Connor. In the year 1790, the 
dea of Down was worth only L.2000 per annum: 
It now lets for L.3700. Ofthe Protestants, who amount, 
according to the estimate of Mr Wakefield, to about one 
half of the population, the greatest part are Presbyteri« 
ans. The Antiburgher Seceders have six congregations 
at the following alates; Bally-Copland near Donagha- 
dee, Newton Ardes, Gilnekirk in the parish of Castle-- 
reagh, Hill Hall near Lisburn, Moira and Newry. 
There is also a considerable number of Quakers, and 
the Methodists are gaining ground. In some parishes 
there is not a family belonging to the established 
churh, In some parishes also between Lisburn and 
Belfast, and along the southern shore of Belfast Bay, 
there is not a Catholic family, nor almost an indivi+ 
dual who is not a Presbyterian. The people who in« 
habit the mountains, and the classes in many 
other places, are of the Catholic persuasion. Mr 
Byrne, a merchant in Dublin, has an estate here of 
L.3000 per annum, and is the only Catholic proprietor 
who possesses a qualification for being put on the 
grand jury. The yeomanry and higher ranks of this 
county, who have among them an Orange party, are 
very hostile to the claims of the Catholics, om whom 
they are too much accustomed to look as beings of an 
inferior order. 

The county of Down is in length from north to south 

» Down. 

The lordship of Newry claims an exemption ~ 

Extent and 
51 English miles, and in breadth from east to west 39.5. population. 
Its area 874 square miles, or 559,995 English acres. It 
contains 36,636 houses, which at 5.5 to a family, give 
201,498 inhabitants. At this rate, there will be about 
16.28 acres to a house, nearly 42 houses to a square 
mile, and about 2.77 souls to the English acre. This 
is Dr Beaufort’s statement. In 1751 the number of 
houses was 19,270, and in 1791, by a return of govern- 
ment, it was 38,351, Allowing, as Mr Dubourdieu 
does, 5} persons for each house, the ulation, in the 
former year, would be 101,167, and in the latter, it 
would be 201,342. Inthe parish of Annahill he found, 
on enumeration, that there were on an average, to 
a house: There were 400 houses, and of course 2100 
inhabitants, of whom a ion of 6.5 or 318 were 
liable to serve in the militia. According to this esti- 
mate, he makes the ulation of the whole county to 
be 220,447, Mr Woods, a dissenting clergyman, gives 
the following return for the parish of Bangor: He says 
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that it contains 7000 Irish, or 11,340 English acres ; 

that inhabitants, and that the annual 

—Y~" births are 360. He adds, that this may be taken as a 
at this rate, 

Sap e of the county would be 322,466 ; the 
number of individuals to an acre would be 1.72 ; and 

the annual births would amount tol7,777. This estimate 

is so different from the other, in which the number of 

houses is given on authority, that it cannot be 

considered accurate. Indeed, it is next to impossible 

to say whether any one parish or small district can be 
taken as an average, in any one icular, of a whole 

county such as that of Down, In 
ferry, there are 117 houses, and 525 inhabitants, which 

being only 4.5 to a family, makes the i 

county, at the rate of 38,351 houses, to be only 172,579. 

The return of the inspector-general of thearth money, 
in 1791, bears, that in the county of Down there were 

$8,351 houses, of which 31,147 one hearth, 1974 

had two, 483 had three, 235 had four, 148 had five, 

89 had six, 42 had seven, 34 had eight, 13 had nine, 

25 had ten, 67 had more than ten, and less than forty- 
four, 1118 were exempted as new, and 2977 as pau- 

ge Beaufort’s Memoir of a Map of Ireland ; Newen- 
ham’s View of the Natural, Political, and Commercial 

circumstances of Ireland ; Dubourdieu’s Survey of the 

County of Down ; and Wakefield’s Statistical and Po- 
litical Account of Ireland. (7) 
DOWNPATRICK, the chief town of the county of 

Down, in the province of Ulster, Ireland, is situated 

about six miles west of Strangford bay, and is encompas- 

sed by hills on the east and south, which confine the view 

toa small but pleasing extent. Near the town isa 

igh hill, that commands an extensive er ges eg 

neighbouring country, and the river oil, which is 

here seen advancing towards the town, under the noble 

hanging wood of Pontallagh. 
It is a post, and borough 

member to the imperial parliament, It has a good 

linen market, and commands an extensive trade with 

the neighbouring country, which receives considerable 

advantage from its contiguity to the sea, having there- 

by an opportunity of exporting great quantities of po- 
tatoes and malt. 

This town has Jong been celebrated as the burial 

place of St Patrick, and is reckoned one of the most 

ancient towns in Ireland, being noted in history before 

the arrival of St Patrick. Its present name signifies 

the mount of Patrick, which has been given to it from 

the Dun, or Ruth, which stands on the north-west of 

the town, the conical height of which is 60 feet, and 

the circumference 2100 feet ; it is surrounded by three 

great ram , one of which is 30 feet high; and the 

whole circuit of the works is three quarters of a mile. 

This mount is supposed by some antiquarians to have 

been the chief residence of the kings of Ullagh, or 

Down ; others are of opinion that it was erected by 

the Danes, who made many predatory excursions to 

this coast during the 7th, 8th, and 9th centuries. In 

the neighbourhood of the town is the famous St Pa- 

trick’s Well, commonly called Straule, which the ig- 

norant believe possesses many healing virtues, and at 
a certain season of the year it is much frequented by 

some of the superstitious Catholics, who perform their 

town, and returns one 
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penne by ccing round & » ania mare : 

Hi tres in Duno tumulo tumulantur in uno, 

trick. Near the abbey stood a 
feet high, which was probably used for a belfry ; this” 

tower was taken down some years order to en- 

large the west end of the cath T 
De Courcey, the first earl of Ulster, took possession 
Downpatrick in the latter end of the 12th, 

Scots, under Edward Bruce, destroyed it in be- 
ginning of the 14th century. The destruction of the 
cathedral of Down, in 1538, was one of the articles of 
impeachment against Leonard, Lord Gray, but it has 
been lately rebuilt: and it is worthy of remark, that 
the workmen, while repairing this church in 1789, dis- 

The bishop’s see is united to Connor, in the county 
of Antrim, and forms the bishopric of Down and 

is about 5000. 

20 miles south east of Belfast; 24 east north east of 
Newry; and 74 north by east from Dublin. West 
lagi 39’, North Lat. 54° 28’. Ae 

DRABA, a genus of plants of the Tetradynamia, 
and order Siliculosa. Botany, p. 259. 
DRACENA, a us of plants of the class Hex-- 

andria, and order ia. See Borany, p. 189. 
_DRACHM. See Money. 
DRACO. See Herperotocy. 
DRACOCEPHELUM, a genus of plants of the class 

Didynamia, and order Gymnospermia. See Botany, 
46, p.2 
DRACONTIUM a genus of plants of the class Hep- 

ia, and order Mon See Borany, p. 198. 
DRACOPHYLLUM, a genus of plants of the class 

Pentandria, and order Monogynia. Brown's Pro-~ 
oon Plant. Nov, Holl. &¢. p. 556, and Borany, p. 
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DRAINING, 
True art of drawing off the superabundant moisture 
from watery lands, so as to fit them for the operations 
of Acricutture, &c. We have already, under that ar- 

At a much earlier = the Romans appear to have 
executed. many works of the kind. The inning of 

§ oe for all our other reclaimed 
is distinctly referred to that enterprizing people. 
foss-dyke in Lincoln, and many other ancient 
and drains, were the work of their legions during 

active war. The Frisian and Saxon 
ists also, Hee from the watery flats of the north of Ger- 
seem to have bestowed much labour in freeing 

of England from the risk of inunda- 
which vast tracts appear to have been liable in 

ir natural state, and are even yet only barely out of 
of the water.* The feudal system and petty 

ions were parti ly favourable to the manage- 
orks of this kind . and perhaps a proper equi- 

not yet been substituted for them in our 
. In , however, particular codes 

laws have been formed for this object, and commis- 
of sewers are numerous, and of great antiquity. 

Scotland, from its more uneven surface, and its fre- 
troubles, appears to have attended but little to 

this specits. of improvement ; while Ireland, until of 
late, seems to have been gore. ong portly 
may judge from the appearance of some e bogs, 
the * : of that kingdom have even extended since 
the introduction of agriculture. And though many 
vast tracts of that fertile island are either quaking bogs, 
or flats frequently covered with water, no commission 
of drainage was to be heard of in the kingdom, until 
lately, that, by authority of Parliament, a board of 
commissioners was formed to enquire into the nature 
and extent of the bogs in Ireland, and the practicabi- 
mf of improving them. They have already publish- 

two reports on the Sn containing much inte- 
resting matter, exhibiting the present state of the bogs 
in certain districts, and evincing clearly the practicabi- 
lity of converting these unprofitable wastes, at a small 
expence, into the state of arable and land. 

This example should stimulate the landholdersof Scot- 
land to institute similar enquiries respecting the waste 
lands of their country, the value of which is but little un- 
derstood, though are of much ter extent than 
those of the rest of Britain and I ; and there are 

Me 5a it 
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political as well as moral reasons, which would make Draining. 
the legislature readily attend to, and second any well di- 

ted plan for their improvement. 
By far the greater part of these wastes are covered 

with moss or peat of more or less depth; a beneficial 
provision which nature has made, to facilitate the ope- 
rations of agriculture on soils that would otherwise be 
barren, All that is requisite, is to free them from su- 
perfluous water, which, in general, may be done at an 
expence comparatively trifling, and the application of 
other substances will then render them permanently pro- 
ductive. It is the business of the engineer to show how 
these operations may be facilitated ; for, without regular 
and systematic management in great operations of this 
kind, there is always a loss of labour and time, and a 
diminution of effect. 

Though this subject constitutes one of the most use- 
ful applications of the principles of hydraulics, it is sur- 
prising that so little attention has been paid to it by sci« 
entific men. Until lately in this intelligent and rapid- 
ly aritte. Se ; we had no such thing as any 
treatise on the art of draining, which, by laying down 
a few fixed principles, could enable the intelligent far- 
mer to comprehend the cause of the evil that annoyed 
him, and to proceed at once in ap unerring manner te 
its cure. All books of husbandry indeed profess to treat 
of draining, and, confessing its importance, proceed to 
give directions for performing it. But these books be- 
ing, in ‘gen: written by men ignorant of hydraulic 
principles, contain only the results of rude experiments, 
directed by the random notions of farmers, groping 
about with enormous expence and labour for what a 

rson of tolerable intelligence should have perceived at 
rst. To what other cause can we ascribe the enormous 

ditches that are to be found in some quarters of these 
kingdoms ; the multiplied hollow drains in others ; the 
absurd directions or useless positions in which they are 
often laid, rendering them rather nuisances in a field 
than a benefit. Their consequent destruction and re- 
newal has, in many instances, rendered the drainage of 
a field by far the most expensive operation connected 
with its culture. To this chiefly we must ascribe the 
immense tracts of watery land which yet lie waste 
throughout the country, the reclaiming of which would 
dotitlnns be the most profitable kind of agricultural un- 
dertaking that could be thought of. 

The species of lands that admit of improvement by 
drainage, may be arranged as follows: 

Ist, Watery flats ; comprehending fens, wet bottoms, 
marshes, (and even lakes and pools, ) on which the sur- 
face water collects in wet seasons, by reason of the ob- 
structed out fall, but which deliver the water from their 
surface as soon as a proper out fall is provided for them. 
The mode of relieving these may be named Surface 
draining. 

2d, Morasses, or mosses, as the bogs of Ireland, the 
moors of Holland and Saxony, which have commonly a 
sufficient fall, but on which a thick covering of vegeta« 
ble matter has formed a soil retentive of water like a 
sponge ; and with these also may be classed the deep 

* The bogs and mosses are most numerous on the western sides of these kingdoms. © Does this arise from the eastern settlements 
of the Belgians and Gothic tribes, (an agricultural people), the nature of the soils, or the moisture of the Atlantic ? 
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Braining. retentive clays, or other poaching soils retentive Bat wre epow: Usable. fact Cie: tndaeiay Seunnaate 
—\—" bottoms, forming cold or wet lands, which, as fer as is ily ed icti 

drainage is concerned, are very similar to the former. tions in the channel, and these increase in proportion (100. 
These grounds are relieved by proper management of to the smallness of the quantity of water, so that great 

moisture. English fens ; (ae eeaerpstching- meg ams ip str. yyver 
Sd, Springy grounds, such as bogs, uagmires, and into one capacious river, they have been divided and 

qui which arise from subjacent anes and are led away to different outfalls, greatly to the injury of 
relieved by draining the strata or bottom. drainage. ; 7 

Cur. I.” Of Surface Draining. 1. and deep rivers run sufficiently swift with 
The principles which the drainage of low a fall of about 1 foot per mile, or =. 1 in 5000. 

geen ae ew and simple, and may be readi- 2. Smaller rivers and with a fall of 2 feet 
comprehended, by attending to the ramification of per mile,.or . . gsc. Jpe a, 6 olen 2800 

rivers and streams, which are the natural drains of every 3. Small brooks hardly keep an open course under 
country. h feet G2 cidn ed Sei ent del vee Ae 

The lowest attainable outfall must first be discovered, 4. Ditches and covered drains require at least 8 feet 
and, if otherwise unobstructed, a main drain led up penile sac sv sewers Gbivliwkiret.jovete ol OD 
from it into the to be unwatered. From this,there  Furrows. of ridges and filled drains, require much 
should be. bran drawn. into those which are not more. ahs 
commanded by the main drain alone. The junctions The elevation of ridges measuring across, is, accord- 
with the main drain should be oblique, and pointing ing to the soil, sometimes as high as. 1 in 10 
down the stream, that the influx of side waters may not nh 
tend to dam up those of the main. Into these branch- — Where the ground is level, and there is not in the 
es, the fence drains of the fields are conducted in inclo- direction of the smaller drains’a fall equal to the above, 
sed grounds, and the land is laid up in ridges and fur- it may be given in the formation of the drain itself, by 
rows, terminating in the boundary fence drain. Where cutting it deep at the outfall, which is preferable to 
the furrows are so situated as torun across a hollow, the widening merely. r 
waters of which they are not deep enough to discharge, The limit to the increase of the fall depends on the 
the water furrow becomes necessary, and is drawn cohesion of the stuff in which the drain is cut. Firm 
eritrsetay mente tin rent sep. coor} ate ste rocky bottoms may be to bear water passi 
ventage may be given to every part of the surface by ; independent 
an unobstructed fall, which is greatest at first, but may adage, that even the wears the stone, the boulders, 
be gratlually diminished, as the quantities of water in- &c. which are likely to be brought down by swift run- 
crease, by uniting until the whole is discharged intothe ning streams, are, by their ing and rubbing, 
sea. «des a — to the destruction of the hardest ; hence the of 

Method of | In searching for lowest outfall, spiral mountain torrents are cut to great depths even in strata, 
finding the must often be resorted to. There are, however, natu- which able to withstand the effects of water for 
Inwest out- ya) marks, by which the fall of the ground, and conse- ever. The stream will sweep away the substances that 
a quent direction of the — waters, oF HEE wens form its accu, cae those —- 

in the flat countries. ini itches, whi vity in proportion to their weight | 
become nearly dry in summer, it ‘ol he ftsmnd that the Sallicioastshe coctvedibdlaniee aise Aaemeiee Ww it 
leaves of the various aquatics, as the sisymbrium, the wa- municates. Now, the - of the pebbles bei 
ter cress, the veronica, or brook lime, &c. invariably posed the same, the weight of larger i 
point down the fall, or in the direction to which the in proportion than the surface on which 
water passes. This observation is well known to prac- Thus, a pebble of twice the diameter, 
tical drainers. It should always be keptin view,asthe the surface, but eight times the weight. 
situation and direction of these plants will afford, in therefore be formed, which would exhibit the 
many cases, a more ready means of discovering the di- the bottoms of streams of any given velocity. 
rection of the natural hollows than any other. During table the reader will find in the article Brinces in thi 
flood also, it is of consequence to mark the progress of work, being there intended to enable the bui 
the waters:in their increase and diminution ; and it is discover the velocity cr park 8 B58 of the 
often adyisable while they are stationary on the flats, tom. But for the of iner, it is to 
to sound them, by inserting many in the ground, seidhédhithat a: aotlies ‘conighetionitoanhdaten abewts 
so as to have their tops level with the water, by which tweeen the slope of the channel and the nature of 
means the heights and hollows are at once perceived by bottom which will admit of it. “Now, from w: 
the different lengths of the pegs. This method is par- already been said, it will appear that this must mai 
ticularly convenient in laying out fields for irrigation depend on the quantity of water which i 
by flat flooding. channel, since we ive that there is required for 

fuclination | With respect to the inclination! or slope of drains, good drainage a no less eight times as 
er slope of there are certain limits which must not be exceeded; im the small drain than would be requisite for the 
drains, the slope must be such as will at least it the water and deep river. The following Table may, neverthe- 

to be carried off with sufficient rapidity to keep its less, be of some service; it is drawn from observation 
channel clear, but not so fast as to — it by acting on somewhat larger quantities than usually require to 
on the sides or bottom. Mathematically ing, the be artificially conducted. The windings of the channel 
water should away with any the -inclina- and depth of water will, however, make great varia« 
tion of , amd even gradually accelerate in velocity. tions from it, 

fi 
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Draining. Table of the Fall. or Slope, and Nature of the Bottom of low drains that would be requisite in an arable fieldi— Drsi SS River ted Sema  Batmae oftioby aby nn ee 

_ : - > . * . Di oi The dimensions of open drains will chiefly depend fae 

swifter than where it has, with the same slope, to wind 
round the different sinuosities of the natural bed, to 

bear a greater oa any loose earth or gravel. 

: on the nature of the soil, and quantity of water to be S00? 
Falof Jimi0 Rock — conveyed by them. The best form for facilitating the °P “““"™* 
rivers r,t ae stones of the water, is to make the on each side 
_ 50 stones + Torrents, 16 inches of base to a foot of perpendieu heights the 

70  — Pebbles breadth at bottom may be two-thirds of the depth of 
100 Small Pebbles water, unless particular circumstances make it desirable 
200 ~~ Very small do. Rapid stream: to widen the channel so as to lower the surface. As to 
400 Fine gravel mcf water-way, we have usually found the channels of ri« 

600 = Coarse sand vers and streams running about two feet per second to 
1000 Common sand : tent streams. contain about a square foot area of section for each 
2000 Muddy sand and hundred acres of drainage; but this will vary accord~ 
4000 Mud and soft clay, some river) y Hand ing to soil and climate. The usual size of the smaller 

weeds at bottom i “a ah, ditches running through farms are three or four feet 
6000 Ooze and many weeds stussis. — top, one foot bottom, and about three feet deep; but it 

is difficult to preserve the sides so steep. The drain- 
age of every kind of ground is effectual, when the wa- 
ter is two feet within soil. 
When the site is liable to be injured by foreign wa- 

ters descending into it from the conterminous upper 
unds, it is most advisable to cut them off at higher 

evels, before they descend into the flats, which, by this 
means, will have only their own waters to discharge. 
For that purpose, the catchwater drain must be resort- 
ed to, being drawn along the boundary of the upper 

unds, so as to intercept the springs and. streams 
The intermatting of the fibres prevents them from being flowing from them, until a convenient opportunity be 
torn away. Accor , bog drains stand well, even found of discharging them into the receiving stream. 
‘upon oie eons if are not cut to the under stra- It frequently happens that the water which is thus pro- 
tum ; where that is the case, as it is generally found cured affords sufficient power to- work hydraulic ma- 
to be gravelly or sandy clay, the bottom Speedify gives chinery, by which the neighbouring low lands may be 
way with the stream, drains choke, or blow upif freed from their proper waters, even when they te 
they are hollow. It therefore, not only advisa- no natural outfall. . 
ble, but even highly necessary, to draw in sloping ground When the natural channel of the foreign waters lies Embank-. 
the drains across the slope, so as to be nearly onalevel, through the site to be drained, as is the case with most ments. 

different from the hor 
e drains at the same time 

lower pieces 
means generally ? 

whom, in many cases, the only idea seems to be 
ay the water as fast as they can; and this 
by perpendicular parallel drains running 

Boat or by many branches collecting rapidly 
main down the hollows. They do not ob- 

that, in these cases, the water which falls on the 
less it happens just to fall over one of the drains, 

degree assisted in. its 

soil, until it comes to the firm bottom, and 
can have no tendency to proceed sidewise in- 
the drains, it must continue to trickle down 
until it arrive at the bottom, in which situa- 

though it may perhaps afford it a more un- 
give no more fall than original- 

i 8 z 

ssEB Et 
int it may be noted, that if 

i right down the slope, there 
can be very little use for furrows at all, In such cases, 
if it is not otherwise inconvenient, the furrows should 
be drawn obliquely across. the slope; and, acting as 
catchwaters, would greatly diminish the number of 
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rivers which overflow their low grounds, it is common- 
ly necessary to confine them with embankments on ei- 
ther side, to ent inundation in time of floods. 
The size and dimensions of the embankment must de« 
pend on the depth of water and reach of the waves to 
which it may be exposed. They must not only be high 
enough to keep out floods equal to»the highest previ- 
ously known, but also those which may occur after the 
space over which they used to spread has been dimi-~ 
nished by the embankment. The floods of all rivers 
increase after embankment, since they are not only de« 
prived thereby of a certain portion of channel, but also 
of those natural basons or reservoirs which used to re- 
ceive the surplus waters of sudden swells, and of course 
nae the supply to the lower reaches of the river. 

here long-continued floods keep the water for ma~ 
ny days above the level of the neighbouring lands, it 
becomes advisable to puddle the embankment, or to 
carry up a wall or partition of impervious stuff in its 
middle, to prevent the transpiration of the waters. It 
is necessary that the puddle wall be inserted a foot or 
more under the original surface, as the waters in that 
case, having a greater space to pass through under the 
foundation ere they can rise on the inside, are 
likely to choke up the several pores by their sullage more 
effectually. 

The exterior slope of embankments should be at least 
twice the height. Even three times or upwards is ad- 
visable, when a reach of wave is to be resisted; but 
these sh are seldom. given, and. hence the frequent 
failure of such structures, 

The thickness at the top of an embankment may, thee» 
I 
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i ing, be reduced to 3 for, as it ex- 

ceeds Neat the water, it has i to resist. 
But it is frequently used as a’ on the 

rivers. The dikes of Holland are 18 ells at top, and 

of is of less importance. 
About one foot mentee wpe 4 sere ape AL 
ty natural slope for most earth ; where faced with 
sods, it may be much . Some advantage is 
thought to arise from making the face of the bank con- 
cave, as the settlement of the earth will be thereby les- 
senéd. We shall hereafter take an apie re of gi- 
ving the reader an investigation of inciples on 
which the form a thickness = new Hy ; it is 
a particular case retaini supporting 
earth, running sand, or Een, In the mean time, we 
offer him the following from Silberschlag Theorie des 
Fleuves, p. 72. 

Table of the Dimensions of Embankments. 

“ ei 
Height of | Thickness at Slope on land Slope on wate 
Waves. top of bank. sir eae” of beat 

1 foot. 2 
2 
3 ‘ 6 feet. 1} 24 

4 4 
5 T feet. 5 
6 9 2 to 2}, 6 
7 103 according 7 
8 12 tocireum- 8 
9 13} | stances, 9 

10 15 ~10 

It is proper at all times to turf over the surface of an 
embankment ; and should the exterior side be 
to waves or rapid currénts, additional precautions be- 
come OW as piles and planks of timber, or walls 
of masonry. In the latter case, it is highly useful to 
stop the joints with heath and moss, which col- 
lect the silt, and lighten the dike; but in most situa- 
tions where these embankments are made, stones and 
timber are of doubtful benefit, and the turf, being form- 
ed on sandy soil, has little adhesion. 

The Dutch, our great masters in this art, were led, 
by many fatal accidents, to adopt a method of covering 
the front of their sea-dikes in particular, which may be 
called thatching them, with straw. The men employ- 
ed for this , kneel down on the bank, with their 
backs to the sea, and have beside them bundles of straw, 
of which they make ropes of an inch or two in thick- 
ness, When they have twisted about a foot of this, 
they press the middle into the sand of the dike, by 
means of a forked stick. The straw rope is then pro- 
longed, and at the distance of about five or six inches 
it is pressed again into the dike; and thus conti- 
nue from the top of the dike to the bottom. Another 
sere — a in alongside of the first, and so = 

ig the , the being laid as an 
close as in a benshiettio . re ron 

The quantity of straw consumed in this ion of 
‘thatching the dikes is, as may well be j very 
great; and magazines of it are everywhere kept in rea- 
diness, and regular overseers are in constant employ 

DRAINING 

firm enough to bear a stouter 

The drainage of the embanked land is now to-be 

cently w can 

. terior 

‘ fF 

provided for: it'is conducted upon the 
ready set forth, When an outfall 

made to slide up ere NC 8 oS RS 

vadale Like Yoldingy doors ox against each other in | i or 
to turn on a horizontal or sna some of 

times and dis+ 
the channel nnel from 
tuated on a shift. 

whole line of beach into water. Much may, how- 
ever, be effected by the judicious position of the out- 
fall, with to the currents, that it may not be 

" = othe ragga A eal een but rather sw lean. In cases, expo- 
soctsaeetiioe; a: gotendl valued meade formed on 
the inside of the first ; and by the admission of a certain 

4 
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_ sluices ; but we cannot parti 

“DRAINING. 
portion of water between them, the pressure on the 
‘exterior one is diminished. A instance may be 
seen at Lossiemouth, in Morayshire, upon the great 
‘eut which has drained the Loch of Spynie. Many 
other tions are isite for the security of these 

Lapse ostcalée Se When 
there eer the waters are lifted perenne 
bank by— inery of various descriptions, 
anhalt of the eastern fens, is a windmill, having a 
body of brick about 20 feet high. The axle of the 
sails, by two bevel wheels, communicate motion to an 

shaft, on the lower end of which. a horizontal 
w moves another vertical wheel ; on the outer end 
of the axis of this last, is a small water wheel, similar 
to that of an undershot mill, working in a case of wood 
or stone, and with a valve drain at the head; the lit- 
tle water wheel is thus driven against the fall, and 
throws up the water three or four feet, which permits 
its escape into the river. 
When a fall of water can be had, a very simple 
marsh mill is formed by two water wheels, on one axle 
of which one is driven by the fall of water, and the 

' other acts. as usual, in lifting the water over the bank. 
‘The current of the river is anes used as the moving 

er: though this is not advisable, great benefit 
in however, in many cases, be derived from the rise 

fall of the tide. If the drains fall freely into the 
brook, the brook into.the river, and that into the sea, 
nothing further need be wished for ; but it often hap- 
pens that one or other of these is so obstructed, as to 
cause injury to the lands above. The new channel, 
or operations for the amendment of the old, must be 
frequently executed on property which has no imme- 
diate of advantage from the undertaking. 
Hence it becomes necessary to have legal authority for 
this and to form commissions of drainage, which, 
in order to do'their business with effect, should have 
cognisance of the entire river or district, and of all the 
baron of land which is drained thereby; and they should 
have power to assess individuals or communities, ac- 
cording to the benefit received by the improvements 
which they effect. : 
Romney Marsh is governed by 24 jurats and a com- 

"mon bailiff. If any person should refuse or neglect to 
make necessary repairs, the bailiff does them at the 
oversight of the j , and charges double on the de- 
faulter ; the aaitomgets to the fund for banks and re- 
pairs; the defaulter may be distrained for the same 
within the marsh.—35 111. Forty shillings per acre 
is the price paid for land taken for banks, ditches, and 
water gangs—35 Ed. III. The bailiff and jurats were 
i by Edward IV. ; 
In a session of Sewers at Ilford, in Essex, 19th April 

1639, an order is recited for raising L 1706, to repair a 
‘breach in the banks at B ; and upon the neglect 
of certain to pay their quota, a lease for 41 
qu einiade'ot:eeneial parcels of land belonging to 
them, unto others ata pepper corn rent.—Papers in 
aa Bag Office. 

here any person, assessed by commissioners of 
sewers to any lot, and refuse or neglectto pay the land 
to be leased, or passed in fee simple, to recompence the 
undertaker.—13 Eliz. cap. ix. 

Cuap. IL. Of Subsoil Draining. 

It is not enough to discharge useless waters from the 
-surface of the land, we must also remove them from 
“the plant ing soil, if we wish it to produce any 
~other than useless aquatics. In retentive bottoms, this 
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‘is effected by drains in the subsoil or’ stratum, imme- Draining. 
diately beneath the action of the plough; but as a de- ; 
fect of moisture is. equally injurious to agriculture, we drainthg, 
shall, under this head, give a view of the distempera- n 
ture of soils in general, with respect to moisture, and 
suggest what appears to us the most probable means of 
correction. 

By the soil, we understand that stratum, which form- 
ing.the upper covering of the land, affords support 
and nourishment to the various vegetables, and is stir- 
red and to the sun and air by the operations 
of agriculture. The thickness of this stratum, or depth 
of soil, is. very various ; but in general it either al- 
ready does, or by r management may be made to,. 
extend to the depth of nine inches. 

Soils vary greatly in quality, and are seldom.com- pip cent 
posed of-any single substance: but. with. respect to kinds of 
drainage, they may be all arranged into two classes, viz. soils. 
the impervious, commonly called heavy or strong 
soils ; and the porous, termed light or weak soils. ..Of 
the former kind are clay,,or the substances.combined 
with it, as clayey loams, Clayey gravels, &¢e. black 
peat earth also, before cultivation, is of this kind. Of 
the latter are sandy, gravelly, or other light loams; 
pes earth before cultivation, stone brash lands, &c, 
he subsoil is the stratum which lies immediately be- 

neath the former, and may be supposed to.extend from 
nine inches, or the distance to which the operations 
of agriculture extend, to about 24 feet,.or the depth to 
which, drains are- usually sunk, when intended to be 
covered and passed over with the plough. The limits. 
of this however, like the former, are very variable ; 
since, in many cases, uniformity of structure prevails 
to a great depth, while in others the soil lies immedi« 
atel en rock, and may be said to possess no subsoil 
at all. 

The influence of the weather, the agency of manures,. 
and the residence of the various plants and animals 
that inhabit the soil, are confined to the upper, stratum, 
The subsoil therefore chiefly demands attention, by its 
effects in regulating the supply of moisture. ..If exces« 
sively porous and dry, the soil above it is liable to be 

et and becomes unfit for the existence of plants, 
f porous and wet, .the health of the plants above it is- 

injured, or they give place to the pies aquatics. . If 
the subsoil be impervious, similar consequences take 
place, according to the weather; but if the subsoil be 
open to a sufficient depth, the water which filtrates 
through the soil, or which rises from the bottom, will 
be there carried off without injury to vegetation ; while, 
on the other hand, a reservoir of moisture will be with~ 
in reach of. the roots, in the event of long continued 
droughts acting upon a light soil, and depriving the ve~ 
getables of their usual. supply. 

When there is land which nature has not already pro- 
vided with this necessary stratum, it is the business of 
man to supply it. The substrata must be opened or 
closed as the case requires, until the water remain at a 
due distance from the vegetable mould... The distance 
depends on the quality ofthe subsoil and bottom ;. for 
loams will hold the water mann higher Prac oy and 
that again higher than gravel, owing to greater 

illary pesraction of the smaller oo The suppl 
miele is furnished or abstracted by the bottom, depen: 
partly on its position, and partly on the specific com 

ition of the strata. 
» The bottom or base of land is under the subsoil, com-- 
prehending every thing below the common operations 
of culture and drainage, Itis the seat of springs, form.-- 
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waters derived from higher grounds; and of 

, which absorb or con 
These have, in many cases, an im 
superincumbent soil, and their is frequently 

for improving the land ; but it requires a 
ticular mode of management, which shall be 
under a succeeding head. ‘ 

Like the soil and subsoil, we may also class the va- 
rious kinds of bottom into the us and im ious ; 
this being the most important distinetion in the eye of 
the drainer. But it may not be im to be some- 
what more particular in distinguishiney the more re- 
markable varieties of the strata of the earth, which will 
give us a better idea of the qualities of the various soils 
and subsoils, it being from the decomposition of the 
former that these last are formed. 

The crystallized mountain rocks, such as granite, &c. 
seldom occur in situations fit for the labours of the agri- 
culturist ; it may be only observed, that having no fis- 
sures, they are impervious to water. They decompose 
into a sharp sand, which is one of the iest conduc- 
tors of water we have ; and when covered by a clayey 
or loamy soil, and well drained, form valuable lands, 
producing great crops of potatoes and barley. The 
chief itic soils are in Cornwall, of Lei r 
and Cumberland, in England ; in Galloway, Aberdeen, 
Ross, and much of the Highlands of Scotland; in Do- 
negal, Galway, Wicklow, and Down, in Ireland. By 
far the greater pet are moors covered by fibrous moss. 

inds of slate rock are composed chiefly 
of clay ; and are therefore impermeable to water, ex- 

t in their cracks and fissures, which, near the sur- 
face of the earth, are numerous. The strata or plates 
stand usually on edge, so that the water easily finds its 
way down into them, and, splitting the rock by its hy- 
drostatic pressure, works by degrees the surface into a 
clayey loam. Under this the water sinks until direct. 
ed to the surface by closer srg and then forms 
springs, or watery land, according as it is in greater 
or ox saaamtity. The ridges of the slate rocks runnin 
parallel for great distances, form narrow hollows, whi 
are sometimes lakes, sometimes fibrous mosses, and can 
only be drained with effect w saat the strata, 
The ri , on the other hand, are usually dry and fer- 
tile. extent of these This kind of rock ies a 
kingdoms, being found in Come ull and Devon, most 
of Wales, Lancaster, Cumberland, and Westmoreland. 
In the Highlands of Scotland, all the south and south- 
east of Ireland, and in a band which runs from the 
shire of Berwick across the channel to the banks of the 
Shannon ; as also in Derry, Donegal, and part of Mayo. 
There are, however, many varieties, the best and hard- 
est slate being nearly impervious to water, and keeping 
the lands above themdry and sharp. The softer again, 
or shales, imbibe water in considerable quantity, and, 
parting with it slowly, keep the land above them con- 
stantly moist and cold, é 

The sandstone rocks of every kind are more or less 
s, and transmit the water through their substance 

Tike a filter. They are found in great abundance in va- 
rious parts of the kingdom. Often occupying the ri- 
sing grounds, and usually of a reddish cast, the soil 
produced from them is dry, and, though meagre, not 
always unfertile. But the water passing through them 

uently acquires a mineral impregnation from iron 
pyrites, which enables them to preserve vegetable mat- 
ter from decay. From this cause we may account for 
the numerous bogs or mosses which disfigure the base, 
and banks of the sandstone hills, where water is fre- 

NING. 
quent! and the bottoms of the deep sand dis- 
re Aen. fe it has not a ready passage. The 
most effectual cure for it is draining to remove the 

tei property by neti the comand ni 
‘he abienes akghanlica diane: 2 

ritic produce 0 eee eee 
ceedingly fertile. The finer paste a loam: 
the larger pebbles form an open substratum: the rock 
itself is generally close and retentive, though capable 
of imbibing a considerable proportion into its substance. 

The calcareous rocks are very various in texture. 
The softer and ulous kinds, as the chalk in 

The harder kinds of chalk and limestone, though Chalk anit 
closer in their texturein the individual specimen, areusu- limestone. 
ally, in the great scale, divided by numerous chasms and 
fissures, some of them ing i 

a conductor of water as we know; even subter- 
raneous rivers sometimes it. most 

iking example in these kingdoms is that of 
Lough Mask, in the west of Ireland, w waters. 
of a , of 250 square miles, pass for two miles un- 
der d into Lough Corrib. Many such basons are 
alternatel land and fresh water lake, as 
the supply is less or ter than can be con’ 
through the syphon, which forms their outlet. 
Cirknitz Sea in Austria is of this kind: See Crexnrrz. 
Such lakes are named Furloughs, i. e. Landlakes, in 
Ireland, and are very common in Connaught. There 
Furlough More, near Galway, covers an extent during 
winter of ease rr d were 

Another sort of limestone is ian, or water Magnesian. 
lime, occurring at shallow depths, ee bedded in clay. limestone. 
It is particularly remarkable for making lime, which 
will set and len under water; so that when. i 
to land, it has just the opposite effect of common li 
as far as drainage is concerned, binding and consolida« 

ing the soil, instead of opening it. 
he limestone strata y a great extent of these 

kingdoms, particular] in. England and Ireland. One 
great field runs from Reririctt to Lancashire and Derby- 
shire. The chalk also occupies most of the south and 
east of England; and, in Ireland, the greater part of 
Leinster and Connaught is a limestone country. ‘There 
are also many smaller tracts. There is but little lime- 
stone in the north of Scotland, though it abounds in 
the middle or lowland tracts, forming usually the ba- ’ 
son of the coal strata ; as is likewise aes case the 
Severn. The esian lime begins at S 
running southw through the middle of England, 
and turning off towards the Bristol Channel. 

The strata are very various. The coal itself is Coad 
vous, The clunch shale or till impervious, being 

chiefly clay, and well adapted to cure the defects of the 
deep sandy soils. The coal sandstones are usually some- 
what argi us, and consequently not infertile. The 
greatest tracts of coal country are Bristol to Mor- 
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'; and on the Forth and Clyde in Scot- 

infer rene oe ick ‘pies i , im! water 
parts with it slowly. It decom- 

into an ochry earth, which is loose and 
-on the hills ; but in the bottoms, forms a 

) . Antrim in Ireland, the Ochil 
ills, and some of the western isles, are 

basaltic countries. castle rock of Edin-~ 
neighbouring hills, may be also noticed. 

hills are noted for abounding in springs, 
descend through their upright fissures, and are 
out by the clay at their bottom. 

the alluvial strata. Clay is an important member, 

i ious to water. ex iy = 
ever, to continued drought, it shrinks, and cracks some- 

i thereby admitting water after- 
te it with comparative ease. Clay, 

therefore, is of itself not so thoroughly impervious, as 

#1 | 

formed of smaller particles than gravel, 
only by the slowness with which the wa- 

through, and the greater height to which the 

Me at, or Bog, is of two kinds. The flow moss 
or red of Ireland, is a fibrous mass, composed of 
undecayed vegetables of the moss kind ; it retains wa- 
ter like a ge, by capillary attraction, and after drain- 
age, shrinks and com considerably, The other 
kind. is that called black bog, in which the vegetable 
fibre of the mosses has a certain degree of 
decomposition. This substance, though light, is totally 
i ious to “aye dling: SDney \ Pe in ais ag 
lic operations s for ing, where good loamy earth or 
the like is not to be had. But after peat-moss has been 
.broken up and pulverised by cultivation, it permits the 
water freely to percolate, insomuch that the u 
parts of the’ idges, spemnlp when they are rite 
sed, are apt'to have the crops fail on them during the 
slight droughts of summer. Dried peats are quite im- 
pervious to water. 

Having thus described the varieties of strata, and soils 
produced from them, we shall preceed to consider the 
effects of their various arrangement. 

Crass I. Impervious Soils.—Clay, or heavy Loam’ 

Case Ist, With Impervious Subsoil and Bottom. 

Exampre. Deep strong clays, &c.—In this case, 
Gian wee, abe saturating a being 
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a from penetrating farther, can only get away 
yy the slow process of evaporation. The soil is there- 

fore continually moist and drenched during win- 

Drainmg. 

iar ep 
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ter. Cattle passing over it poach the surface, and fill oie, with, 
it with numerous cups or holes, from which the water impervious 
cannot 
derable fall. The spring shoot of grass is late ; the pro« 
duce in wet summers is rank and coarse. On the other 
hand, in dry summers, the moisture is rapidly diminish« 
ed; and as no supply can arise from the subsoil or bot- 
tom, the surface dries and hardens, cracking into gaps, 
which allow free admission to the sun and air, so as to 
scorch up almost every plant that is sowed upon it. 

In tillage, it is heavy and difficult to work, is- 
ped with uncertainty, and the semifluid clay, while the 
crop is young, is liable to close upon the roots of the 
plants, and suffocate them by cutting off the supply of 
air. The best account of this case, and means to be 
used for its cure, are those given by Dr Anderson ; we 
shall give it in his own words. “ These soils are usu< 
ally in themselves naturally fertile when drained. It 

even though the surface have a consi- subsoil and 
bottom. 

were to be wished that some less expensive mode of . 
doing so were discovered than that practised in Essex, 
where they make covered drains of 24 feet deep, run- 
ning diagonally through the field at the distance of 
twenty feet from each other, or in every furrow. The 
wetness of this kind of land is not occasioned by springs, 
but originates entirely in the proper waters of the site, 
or what immediately falls upon it from the clouds. In 
copious rains, a of the water finds its way along 
the surface into furrows, if such have been made, 
and by which it will be carried off the field ; but a con- 
siderable portion also sinks down into the porous soil 
on the top, until it reach the’solid bed of clay below, 
which never having been stirred or opened effectually, re- 
sists the of the water, so that it can penetrate 
downwards no farther. In consequence of this, it must 
force its way laterally towards the furrows through the 
upper mould ; or if no furrows are proyided to carry 
it off, it must gorge up the soil, and remain as in a ba- 
son, in which the superficial soil is mixed with the wa- 
ter in a thin paste, which remains of a soft consisten- 
cy during wet weather, and in that state must be ex« 
tremely Fa npc to the vegetation of plants. 
When the dry weather returns, the sun and air 

will evaporate it, when the soaked paste, now deprived 
of its moisture, assumes a hard irony consistence, equal~ 
ly unfit for the sustenance of plants as in its moistened 
state. Such being the cause of this disease, the conse« 
quences may be easily removed. *The ing of hol- 
low drains running diagonally across ‘shevialope at a 
small distance from each other, if they can be kept open, 
will answer the same purpose nearly that the drawin 
of open water furrows would have done, and will doubt- 
less mitigate the evil in’ proportior. to their nearness to 
each other; but they must be very close together in- 
_deed if they remove it entirely; for still the soil must 
be drenched in the same manner as before, by the 
water forcing its way through it until it reaches the 
drain. 

Now, as the rain water will sink ndicularly 
through the soil until it meets with the solid clay before 
it attempts to seek a lateral direction, it must follow, 
that the lower part of the mould, or that nearest the 
clay, will be more drenched with water than those parts 
of it which lie at a greater distance above the clay. Of 
course, the deeper the soil the less will the surface 
mould be liable to be drenched with hurtful moisture ; 
hence it follows, that if the soil shall be deepened to 
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such a degree as that the water, even the t- 
est rains, shall not be forced to rise so bhi as to chill 
the roots of the —_ which grow upon it, the remedy 
wished for will be effected. 

Nor will this’ be a matter of such great difficulty 
as at first sight it might appear ; for us the rain sinks 
slowly downward through such a soil, that portion of 
rain which falls first continuing to sink regularly, if the 
soil be mellow, without stopping, goes gradually down- 
ward, making way for that which follows without be- 
ing regorged back upon it till it meets the bottom. 
« Hence, if we should suppose, for the sake of illus- 
tration, that the rain water sunk four inches downward 
in twenty-four hours, and that the rain continued with- 
out intermission for three days together, the water 
would have penetrated by that time to the depth of 
twelve inches, had it met with no interruption ‘ore 
the rain abated ; but if the soil were no more than four 
inches deep, the water would have reached the bottom 
in twenty four hours, after which it could go no far- 
ther, but the rain continuing to pour on more, the soil 
towards the bottom, by acquiring fresh additions of wa- 
ter every moment, is there soon reduced to the state of 
a semifluid paste; and as the water must rise higher 
and higher while the rain continues, more of the soil 
must be drenched by it until the whole becomes ‘like 
a soft pap that is incapable of supporting the smallest 
animal. Or, if the open furrows or under drains be 
near at hand, a part of the water will at last fall into 
these, and be carried off the field, after having wasted 
the surface mould in its passage, so as to ¢arry off with 
it ali the soluble parts of the manures it has met in its 
course. 

But if the penetrable mould had extended to a 
greater depth, (say sixteen or twenty inches,) the wa- 
ter would not stop even when the rain abated, but con- . 
tinue to sink farther, till at last it would be all imbibed 
by the earth, without having reduced any part of it'to 
the state of a pap, and even without’ the aid of any 
drain whatever. Thus would the mould, having never 
been reduced to the state of a paste, continue friable 
even when dry weather, approached ; and as the roots 
of plants growing on the soil would thus be invited to 
stretch to a greater depth, they would there find moisture 
sufficient to sustain them at a time, when, if they had 
been forced to spread abroad near the surface, for want 
of depth of soil, they must have perished for lack of 
moisture. In this way the soil is rendered dry in moist 
weather, and moist in dry weather, to a degree that 
could not otherwise have been experienced ; and as it 
has been already said, the water in its progress dissolves 
and carries with it a portion of the vegetable manures. 
This portion of manure, by the process above described, 
is all left in the soil, and of course tends to meliorate 
it instead of being carried off from it either by water fur- 
rows or the drains, which become indispensably neces- 
sary when the soil is thin, and which unavoidably re- 
duces it to that poor hungry state, so frequently expe- 
rienced under circumstances of the sort here described. 

There are found in many counties of Great Britain 
and Ireland, immense tracts of poor, hungry, clayey 
soils, that are all reducible to the class of which we now 
treat. They have been denominated hu»gry, from the 
sudden disappearance of the effects of manures that have 
been laid upon'them ; they are also called hide-bound, 
because of the hard stiffness, and miserable appearance 
of the surface. Few soils are in their present state more 
unproductive than these. Yet there are none, perhaps, 
which, under a judicious management, could be renders 

trenching it 
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pens that, over the whole pan of such soils, a thin 
crop of weakly rushes are produced while it is allowed ; 
to remain in grass, and fog or moss, which establishes... 
itself there 
only’ 
the si 
all cases ofthis sort, the unloosened clay rises very near 
the surface ; in-consequence of which, the superfici 
mould which has been stirred by the plough, to a small 
depth only, being thinly sp over it, is subject to 
be drenched through its whole depth by every violent 
rain, the manures completely washed out, and ‘the 
whole reduced to a pappy paste, that becomes hard 
like iron;when the summer heat dissipates the moisture. 
Under these circumstances, whatever manures or culs 
tivation are bestowed on it, are in a measure thrown 
away, as they are seen to produce but very little effect, 
and these soils are'therefore in a great measure abans 
doned as hopeless. 

Many soils of this description, however, if opened to 
a greater depth, may be gradually ht into a state 
of greater productiveness. Indeed many of the most 
productive districts‘in this kingdom consist coef 
of soils that were originally of this kind. 
soils are thus open cms they are, for the reasons above 
assigned, more effi ly drained than ‘they could be 

any other process. The manures that are, after 
this is done, worked into the soil, are never carried off 
from it, but gradually tend to ameliorate, and thus-to 
render more tender and friable, the bottom soil, soas 
in time to e deep, sound, and wholesome land, 
which is neither strongly affected by the vicissitudes of 
drought nor of rain. i 

These effects, however, are not to be expected to be 
felt at first to their full extent. Some clays are so co= 
hesive, that mere digging alone will not render them as 
permeable by water as could be wished. Before they 
can become sufficiently friable for that purpose to the 
highest degree, manures must have had time to 
upon them. ‘For this reason, although the effect ‘of 
deep digging and copious manuring will be at onee 
sensibly felt, yet the melioration that will result from 
this process, will be going forward for many ‘to 
come ; and by degrees will be coming nearer and nearer 
to that degree of productiveness for which the old lands 
of that description are so very'remarkable.” 

The means of deepening the soil require the con- 
sideration of various circumstances. Much will depend 
on the particular nature of the’soil, of which there are 
many kinds belonging to this 1 class ; and some 
will be more immediately benefited than others... In 

meral, the surface mould, having been mellowed by 
requent cultivation, should, by all means, be preserved 

at top, for the land in stiff clays where manure is not 
abundant, might be long in recovering the effects of 

own, It will be'more advisable, after 
having turned over a large and deep furrow of the sur- 
face, to have men follow in the same me orertinies = ‘strong 
and narrow spades to stir the ground without turning 
it to the top Fr follow the art plough by the miner, 

, calculated to which is a plough without mould 
stir the ground below without turning it to the top. 
This kind of trenching should be »when the 
soil is perceived to get bound below; and though it is 
by no means necessary to stir as often as the plongh 
goes, yet it would be highly advisable to do so for 
trong soils during the autumn, that the land may be 

during the winter months, and is almost the in 

swell prepared against the rains and frost of winter. 

e production, that gives a sickly verdure to nd 
. examination, it will be found that, in betow. 
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direction of the ridges ; for if they 
run i i wn the slope and the top be flat, it 

will ter siaedaking thiol ehorusiuta Spanier i inki mould, to for- 
le clay i cdicéetisertdoedt ieishope. snd'et 

to the furrow without falling into it. 
consequence is, that the soil, ¢ ially in consider- 
declivities, may be as much ched as if these 

been made. , To intercept that water, 
ins are required, passing saan ep 

should be taken in constructing them, that 
may always have free admittance, while at the 

ime the materials may not be stirred, and of course 
in choked up by the : the best preven- 
which is, to have the u soil so well 
water may pass into. the drain laterally below 

the reach of the plough ; for though the same end may 
be obtained by filling up the drain with matter, 
ean turf dust, peat mould dried, yet it is dif- 

ult while the soil is under culture to prevent these 
from “ puddling” up, or if not carried to the surface, 
to ent the clay from caking over them ; besides, 

substances are not abundant in the clay countries. 
If the furrows were to be laid in the same direction as 

would doubtless produce nearly the 
same benefit, in’ many cases might be even more 
effectual than the hollow s, since they are always 

for the ion of the water. In other cases, 
itmay be inconvenient toplough inthat direction, 

and in flat lands of retentive soil, as in most of the cen- 
tral counties of England and in Flanders, the general 
mode of drying the land is’ to ve up in high and 
broad ridges of twenty to- forty wide, with the 
centre or crown three or four feet higher than the fur- 

te iad eee fe if Hh 
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the-soil, ...This: bad»mé t has brought’the me. Draininge 1 management has brought’th aes 
thod itself into discredit ; so that in many places they 
have been levelling their ridges. at great expence, with- 
out. considering tht this. may, on. clay soils, be very 
i t.; for when the:ridges are well rounded, not. 
too high, with the furrows kept open and free from 
stagnant water, by means of well-directed cross water 
furrows, or gaas, as they are termed in the Carse of 
Gowrie, no mode appears better or simpler for draining 
land of a very retentive soil. 

And here it may be observed, that since the most ef-, 
fectual way of draining these soils is by keeping them 
in constant cultivation, and to open and stir the subsoil, | 
nothing can be more absurd than the policy so com- 
mon in England, of prohibiting grass lands from being 
broken up by the plough. In soils of this kind, which 

a very great proportion of the grass lands of 
the kingdom, it is, in some measure, dooming them to 

al sterility. Such land produces next to nothing 
ie grase, while, by judicious culture properly perseve-' 

i n, it becomes the most productive of all tillage. *. 
The reader will, we doubt not, see from hence the ne- 
cessity of fallows upon clayey and wet bottoms, which 
have been so much descried byssome agricultural wri~ 
ters. ; 

Peat bog or moss may be compared to the clays in its 
raw state, or before cultivation, and should be drained 
in the same manner. Before its texture is broken, it 
will hold water like'a dish. | The facility of forming an 
open subsoil in peat is, however, vastly greater than in 
the clays; all that is required being to dig it, keeping 
the heath down: but on the other hand, the peat, when 
once dried, becomes like a piece of cork, and if wished 
to be productive, must be broken. down and preserved 
in a certain degree of moistness. This is to be done by 
broad ri and shallow furrows: the. elevation of the 
middle of the ridge should be about ten inches. The 
drainage, however, though shallow, must be perfectly 
free, so. that constant scouring becomes necessary when 
they are left open. The plants will thus be kept al- 
ways within reach of a supply of moisture in dry wea~ 
ther, without which the crops might be blighted, and. ~ 
the upper peat earth, by exposure to the weather, cul- 
divacion, hd faiones: Fil be gehitbally converted inte 
the most fertile black mould, ‘The benefit of clay and 
earth mixed with peat, may easily be perceived from 
the tenor of this Section. 

Deep drainage of mosses for agriculture, is therefore’ 
not only useless, but would be pernicious if effectual. 

Case 2d, The Soil and Base as before—The Subsotl 
\s open, 

rows. The successful practice of the-Flemings shows 
how effective this method is when well executed ; for 
by attentively Keeping the furrows perfectly free from 
water, the land is kept in a dry sound state, so that all 

Exampre. Clay loam upon. gravel, or sand and clay Draining of 
bottom—bog or moss trenched, and cultivated upon black impervious 

bog bottom.—The observations made on the last case, ®°!s i 
will sufficiently inform the reader of the value of this Qf" 

. 

kinds of crops succeed well. ‘The frequent passage of 
the plough at a regular depth, ela ai erie’ po: 
lished surface under the stirred soil, parallel to the up- 
per surface of the ridge. Upon that surface the water 
passes laterally into the furrows on either side, soaking 
pinta the stirred mpper stratum ; and by these fur. 
rows it is carried off tlie field This is the true way in 
which the ridges and furrows’ act in the drainage of 
land, but it is not. often sufficiently attended to. In 
many instances the furrows are not properly directed, 
or enough, or the ridges are too flat, by which 
means the water stagnates in the hollows, or lodges in 

kind of land, when the soil is of sufficient depth, and 
the subsoil sufficiently open to free the soil from col- 
lected moisture. ere the ground lies with a long 
descent, the water may possibly collect in the subsoil, 
towards the lower part, and pressing upwards against 
the sdil, may soak through and injure it, forming a 
spongy clay soil, Whenever this appears, a drain must 
be formed across the slope, with a moderate descent, 
just above the part affected, by cutting down into the 
retentive bottom a few inches, and forming a channel 
there to receive the water as it collects, and convey it 
off to the open drains. If the slope be long, a succes 
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sion of these drains may be necessary; but in maki 
them it will be to wait until Ge effect of the fret be 

before the others be opened. The principal case 
which such a succession is requisite, is when the sub- 

soil is sand, or a stratum which the water passes 
with difficulty. In such cases, it is also frequently ad- 
visable to form a puddle wall across the subsoil, on the 
lower side of the hollow drain, for the more effectual secu- 
rity of the lower part of the field. 
My the a in flat ape res stand full of water, 

an up the open subsoil, injurious effects are produ- 
ced ty the water lodging at the roots of the plants. The 
obvious remedy is to clear and lower the outfall, as al- 
ready described in Surface-draining: The rule is, that the 
subsoil should be enabled to run completely dry, which 
will be sufficiently effected, if the water be kept at least 
two feet under the surface. 

If such a fall cannot be had naturally, artificial means 
of drainage must be resorted to; and in these cases it 
may sometimes be necessary to form a puddle wall along 
the bounds through the subsoil, to keep off the influx of 
foreign waters, by a kind of embankment under ground. 

Case 8d, The Soil close as before. The Subsoil and 
Bottom open. 

Exampte. Deep loam or clay upon gravel, sand, or 
open rock.—This, if the soil is not only tenacious but 
deep, is a still more valuable kind than the last; care 
being taken to deepen the furrows so far as to communi- 
cate with the open substratum. Deep strong limestone 
lands are of this kind, and are of well known fertility. 

But if the soil be thin, though sufficiently tenacious, it 
is apt to be parched, and 65 lies its produce scorched 
in dry seasons. 

The remedy is to deepen the soil, which, if no other 
mode is accessible, may be effected by gathering into 
high ridges or drills, or narrow beds, with alleys between, 
increasing thereby its thickness, though apparently less- 
ening its extent. 

atering or irrigation is also found to be of peculiar 
value in this kind of soil; the remedy required being in- 
deed the reverse of draining: and in order to retain the 
water in the subsoil, it might be advisable to form an 

artificial adherent bottom, similar to the Norfolk « pan,” 
described below ; or to introduce puddle walls of earth, at 
dead levels across the slope, which obliging the waters to 
descend lower before they could escape, might prolong 
their stay in the neighbourhood of the vegetables. 

_ Crass HI. Open Soils. 
€ase 4th, The Subsoil and Base also open. 

“ Though the due correction of open soils require an o 
which is the reverse of drainage, it will not be ire 

relevant to. our present subject to point out the most ad- 
visable modes of effecting it. Where the materials of 
these soils, though sufficiently open. to prevent any sur~ 
charge of water, have yet such a due proportion of tena- 
cious matter as to preserve the water from passing too ra- 
pidly away from the roots of the vegetables, the land is 
of a highly valuable kind. If this be not the case, and 
the soil be so open as to permit the water to flow quick. 
ly away through the porous substrata, the land is in a 
great measure useless, A few plants are, however, fitted 
to this kind of soil ; and by encouraging their 
and decay, there will at length be formed from their 
exuvie a vegetable soil, which will in a great measure 
eure the defects of the original, and approximate it. to 
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ture are prevented from sinking too rapidly, .The Nor= 
folk « pan” is a stratum or partition of this kind, and is 
bie orbs nina tamed i ee A 
proses Bends ee y retur promt ang 
‘ormed, partly by the application of marl an » and 

partly by the continued friction of the plough, regulated 
by a wheel, so as at all times to run precisely at the same 
depth, which may act in the same way as the polisher on 
the granulous surface of sandstone or marble. It is well 
known, that whenever the “ patie to be broken 
by the plough or otherwise, the soil is ma 
for a length of years. 

To deepen 
compress the surface by are also at times ad- 
visable, and are well Sa in the Norfolk turnip 4 
bandry, frequently blindly copied upon soils whi 
pontng es Fiber an operation. How far it might 
not be advisable, in certain cases, to sink and nat- 
row trenches at a dead level across the slope, filling them 
up again with puddled stuff or adhesive loam, so as to 
oblige the water to descend to great depths before it could 
pass, and thus to retain a portion of it in the 
neighbourhood of the soil, will more plainly appear in the 
next case. It is evident, that where the ground is very 
flat, a single ditch of this kind would command s great 
extent, and therefore no great expence would be incurred 
by sinking even to a very considerable depth; and there 
is no doubt but a retentive stratum will be got some- 
where, and probably at no great distance below the sur- 
face, ! 

The consideration of this case will illustrate the pros 
priety of the old adage, 

He that marls sand, 
Will buy land. 

Peat earth, after cultivation, comes also under this case ; 
the soil being so loose and open, that water escapes more 
rapidly than from any other soil. Hence, again, 

He that marls moss, 
Will make no loss. 

But in the cultivation of mosses, the flatness of the land, 
and retentiveness of the bottom soil, always afford an 
easy remedy against drought, unless we deprive ourselves 
of it by mismanagement. 

* Case 5th, An open Suhsoil on a retentive Bottom. 

Though this kind of soil in its natural state resembles ¥™ © 
the former, it is more capable of remedy. Trenches, as 
above mentioned, must be cut across ‘the fall of the 

eially injure 
SNe ane in drills, and to 

bottom. 
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_ Draining. ground through the subsoil unto the retentive bottom, 
“= and filled with retentive materials, as loamy earth, &c. 

The furrows and ridges should also lie in that direction ; 
and it would be proper in great declivities, to cultivate the 

; soil in beds or terraces, the surface of which might be 
- ~~ aid level. This practice is adopted in various mountain 

couutries. 
In these two last cases, where the country is flat and 

low, so that when the water stands in the ditches, the 
subsoil is gorged up with moisture, a disease of a diffe- 
rent kind is produced. Land of this kind is among the 
most worthless that we know. In wet seasons, the rank 
aquatics take possession, and the site, if left to nature, 
would be speedily covered by moss, though, in dry sea- 
sons, the crops are scorched to the root by the sun and 
air. 
The remedy, as in Case 2d, is to lower the outfall, by 

running drains in the subsoil. Care must be taken to 
prevent the sand from running into and choking them, 
and to lay them so as to preserve the bottom from in- 
ury. 
: If the outfall cannot easily be lowered, the soil should 
be laid in high beds, by excavating one part of it, and 
making up the other; thus acquiring a portion of dry 
land at the expence of a part of the surface. 

Case 6th, The Subsoil and Bottom impervious. Sand, 
tong or Loam,.upon Clay. Light Moss upon black 

eat, 

This case, although possessing the same soil or culti- 
vated stratum as the two last, differs greatly from them 
in quality. In wet seasons, the crop is liable to be chil- 
led, by the water lodging at the roots, and in the vegeta- 
tive stratum, until carried off by evaporation. Aquatic 
weeds rise fast, and the soil is unfit to bear the tread of 
cattle, especially during winter. In dry seasons, the soil 
is scorched by evaporation, and can derive no moisture 
from below, so that the crops are stunted or blighted. 
~ The remedy is to open the subsoil by trenching and 
fallowing, as recommended in Case 1st, to which this has 
a great resemblance. Or the soil may be laid up in beds “ 
or high ri running across the slope with a gentle de- 
clivity, that the surplus water may be carried off in the 
furrows, while the soil is so far deepened, as to retain a 
supply of moisture in its pores for a | period, This 
is the method usually practised in Ireland and in Flan- 
ders. Or hollow drains may be formed in the subsoil, 

; running also across the slope, as is practised in Essex. 
Sod drains will answer well enough in such cases. Ifthe 
lower soil be of good quality though retentive, a portion 
of the upper porous soil may be turned down by trench- 

5 a 

i 
iota moss not thoroughly reclaimed, if the beds or rid- 

; be high, the water passes too quickly away, especial- 
tn land is in corn. It is better, therefore, in 
that. kind of soil, to preserve the ridges pretty broad and 
flat, as a perch wide, and 10 inches high, but at the same 
time to prevent surcharge, by particular attention to the 
water furrow ; and invall cases it must be observed, that 
every variety of soil requires a corresponding variation in 
the mode of management. 

Case 7th, Subsoil retentive bottom open. ~The lack lea of 
Ireland, a hard Clayey Stratum below the Soil, covering 
_open Gravel. : 

This case, in its natural state, resembles the last, but it 
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admits of a ready cure; for, if the clayey .stratum be ‘ Draining. 
pierced, the water passes immediately off by the bottom, ; 
But it is difficult to provide against drought. _No reme- 
dy seems so obvious, as that of laying up the soil in beds 
so as to deepen it, while each alley may have holes pier« 
ced through the clayey stratum, so as to secure an effec« 
tual drainage during wet seasons, but be readily stopped 
up in case of drought. Or what would perhaps be still 
better, to trench up a portion of the gravel, to form a 
new subsoil over the first, and thus bring the case to No 
2. cr 5. 

"Of the different kinds of Hollow Drains. 
Before we proceed to the next division of our subject, Different 

we shall give a description of the different kinds of subsoil kindsof hel- 
drains which are at present in use in different parts of ¥ 

_these kingdoms. ~ 
Though open drains are perhaps the most eligible, for 

conveying the superabundant rain water from the surface 
where it falls, or for conveying the waters collected from 
the soil into the stream or.river, they are by no means ~ 
so advisable in drawing water from the subsoil, especial~ 
ly in lands under tillage. The substratum where the 
water issues is generally loose, and might slip into the 
open drain ; and the tread of cattle is at all times injuri- 
ous.. Where the drain is intended to collect the water at 
its sides from the stratum in which it is formed, a cer- 
tain depth of open materials is required for filling it, 
which is generally procured, by collecting the small stones 
in the field. These are termed “rumbling rivers” in 
some parts. of Scotland. In Ireland, they are usually 
known by the name of French drains, 

But where intended as an aqueduct or channel for wa 
ter, collected from springs or other sources, it is advisable 
to form the drain hollow, by constructing a pipe or open 
channel along the bottom, and an absorbent stratum may 
be formed over it, so as to combine the advan of 
both. In some cases, as where drains are filled with straw 
or brushwood in firm earth, the drain at first is of the 
former, and, after these substances decay, becomes of the 
latter description. 

In the eastern parts of England, where stone is scarce, 
and the wet bottoms were in most cases covered by cop- 
pices, it is likely that drains were first filled by putting 
three poles triangularly over each other in the bottom of 
the trench, Of late years brushwood has been much em~ 
ployed, and even straw trampled in or formed into ropes. 
Black thorns are found particularly durable ; but where- 
ever hard materials are easily procured, as pebbles or 
small stones, they are justly preferred for the formation 
of permanent drains. 

The trench for the filled drain is formed by the plough 
or spade. ' In the former case two furrows are drawn, so 
as to leave a baulk between them of 15 inches wide; then 
with a strong double breasted plough made on purpose, 
that baulk is split, so as to leave a clean furrow 14 or 15 
inches beneath the surface, or even by a second plough- 
ing to the depth of 20 inches; itis then ready for 
the draining or land ditching spade, with which a nar- 
row drain is dug of 15 inches deep. A scoop is also 
sometimes employed, for clearing out the loose materials 
in the bottom. These dimensions vary with the requi- 
red depth and the plenty of materials. 5 

When the drain is formed, it is next to be filled with 
such materials as the situation affords, the depth of which 
will of course be regulated by the supply of water. Fif- 

: K 
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Fig. 1, 2 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

teen or 20 inches deep of stone is . The 
and most must be op me Each 

faggot straw of 120 to the load, 
is sufficient for three perches of drain. Upon these ma- 
terials a covering of some kind must be put, to prevent 
the earthy matter, with which the upper part of the trench 
is filled, from being washed down while yet loose into the 
porous part of the drain. Heath, straw, rushes, firm sod 
or clods, if such rise in making the trench, may be used 
for this purpose. Upon this covering, the loosest and worst 
part of the excavated earth should be laid, and the finer 
mould reserved, to occupy its place at the surface, and 
rounded up a little to allow for the shrinking, Plate 
CCXXXIIL. Figs. 1, 2. show the form of this kind of 
drains. Fig. 1. is a drain filled with stones; Fig. 2. a 
clay drain filled with straw or brushwood. 

ollow or pipe drains are variously constructed. In 
districts where thin flat stones abound, and in cases where 
the subsoil is deep, and of a loose friable texture, square 
pipes of stone called goughs are formed at the bottom of 
the trench, by a wide flat stone as a bottom, a dry wall 
of splinters on the side, and a flat stone as a cover. The 
size of the pipe is about 6 inches in the clear. Similar 
drains are sometimes formed of bricks, Such drains are 
expensive, but effectual and durable. If the bottom be 
good, and declivity gentle, the sole or bottom stone 
may be omitted. See Fig. 3. 

~ - At other times, two flat stones are placed against the 
sides of the drain, meeting at bottom, and a third laid on 
them as a cover, so as to leave a hollow triangular chan- 
nel for the water, liable to few accidents. - See Fig. 4. 

In Devonshire, where thin flat stones and rough peb- 
bles are equally plenty, it is common to form a channel, 
by coupling two flat stones trianglewise, to meet at the 
top, and to fill in above with the es, See Figs 5. 

Bricks are also formed for the purpose of hollow drain- 
ing, and may in many cases he useful. These bricks are 
made of various shapes, but generally havea semicircular 
cavity for the water to flow in, and rest in stiff ground on 
the bottom, and in loose soils on each other, thereby form. . 
ing a circular pipe or conduit. House tiles whelmed on ~ 
pan tiles may also be used. These arch tiles may be 
made, when common bricks are at 15s. per thousand, at 
about 30s. per thousand without tax, and will lay a cavi- 
ty of 6 inches by 5 of nearly 340 yards. Dried turf or 
peats have also been employed like bricks, in forming hol+ 
low drains in mossy soil. They might be cut by a graft. 
ing tool, somewhat in the shape of arched bricks; and 
even in the common shape, it is probable that they 
would last for a very long time in any kind of soil if pre- 
viously well dried, while the facility of carriage would at 
the same time be of great advantage. 

Where a bottom of firm clay or stiff loam is situated 
beneath an subsoil, very efficient drains may be 
made in the clay itself, by scooping out a groove of 5 or 
6 inches square in the bottom of the trench, leaving a 
shoulder on each side. On these shoulders the upper 
sod is rested, with the grass side undermost; or sods are 
brought for the pu from old grass lands. The excava- 
ted mould is then laid over the sod to fill up the trench. 
See Fig. 6. As the turf decays, a so of the cover falls 
down, and forms an arched roof to the pipe. . Drains fil- 
led with straw, get into this shape by the decay of that 
substance, Another very simple kind of sod drain is 
formed, by means of a strong common plough, and may 
be found particularly useful on sheep pastures. A deep 
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poate som A man pa 
ring off the Igose soil from the lower side, so as to leave 
the sod or sward about 3 inches thick, turns it back again 

on end in the drain, and resting on either side alternate- 
. The space left between them on the upper side is 
led with brushwood, straw or rushes over that, and 

then the earth turned in. Aquatic-weeds should be used, 
and laid when green. See Fig..7. , 

Another method is to fix in a stick like a hoof, 
the distance of every foot or so, and on 
brushwood longitudinally ; or to lay some 
across the shoulders of the drain, and cover this by 
and the turf inverted. The greatest defect of fe 
their being liable to be injured by the feet of cattle when 
loughing. 

3 Whur holléer doolan:ara'sesdleiw wees, will bis tad: 
cient to cut down the fibrous turf to a proper depth, 
then with the feather-edged peat-spade, or slave, to take 

tus countries, a slate may 

f rang ely fer tiny although 
prewar opapertes Paw pt tat fibrous peat moss, 
when kept from the sun and air, 
hollow drains. ‘ hots 

In excavating such drains in i 
to dig open the whole length of the trench ; for parts of 

In this way, i 
while, of the cutting may be spared. : 
As peat, when once dried, imbibes water 

in wi is so durable in that state 

answer as well as stones for filli 
— cases might even be 

arious inventions 

and draining wheel seem worthy of notice. The former 
consists of a bolt, or pin of iron, drawn horizontally 
the depth of a foot or more. Beneath the surface, a thin 
coulter rises from the bolt or sock, and connects it with 
the beam, and is the only part which makes any mark 
on the surface. Even this disappears in a few days, leav+ 
ing a bore of 24 inches in diameter, which is found to 
run well, and in cold retentive grass lands may be high- 
ly beneficial. The chief objection as to all other schemes 
of the kind, is the great force required to draw it. A 
capstan and small anchor is sometimes for that 

The draining wheel has been ly descri« 
bed. See Acricuttourg, Vol. I. p. 339. 

& 

have lately been proposed, Sie Draining 
forming drains by machinery. Of these, the mole plough machinery. 
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; If the field has’a considerable descent, care must’ be Hence we see, tliat in countries of deep sand or gravel, - Draining. 

=Y~" taken to have the drains nearly horizontal; for, if they without beds of clay to foree the water to the surface, [~~ 
have too quick a fall, they are apt to excavate and burst abundant springs are not to be met with; and again, the gying” 

z, up. In such cases, as the drain only receives water from deep clay countries are equally destitute of spring water grounds. 
the upper side, it is advisable at times to puddle along 
the lower side, that the water may not, by running over 

the subsoil, injure the lower part of the field. 
When'the hollow drain is carried through running 

sand, it is necessary to support the sides of the trench by 
boards and props, which are removed forward as the work 
proceeds. In making sod drains also, loose earth or sand 
#8 sometimes met with, in which cases the pipe must be 

~ lined with turf to prevent its choking, the loose earth being 
ly cut out toa sufficient width to admit of this. 

Cuap. III. Of Drying Spring Grounds by Draining the 
, Strala, 

_ Having now shown the principles by which the re- 
claiming of watery lands is effected, when the watér 
lodges on the surface, or is injuriously stagnated in the 
soil, we proceed to the third division of our subject, in 
which we mean to consider those cases where the ground 
is hurt by the oozing of subterranean waters, or the flow- 
eee oes ee 

stibject is much more complicated than the other 
two: it constitutes one of the most beautiful, and per- 
haps the most important, applications of the doctrine of 
hydraulics ; it is surprising, that it has been so 
little attended to by scientific men. Though many of 
them have written on the subject of springs, few have 
endeavoured to render their speculations so far useful, as 
to lay down a few principles for the benefit of the intel- 
ligent farmer, on a subject in which all are so much 

The i 
debted for a practical and intelligent treatise on the na- 
ture of boggy grounds, and the method of curing them, 

om bot a AED 
son, in hi ing to iculture and Rural 
fairs, printed in acan eet vc dineaen time, 
Mr Joseph Elkington had fallen upon the method of 
tapping subterraneous by'means of the auger, in 

raining his farm in the county of Warwick. 

oer in ; and his success was so great, that the 

g F 

an An account of his method was afterwards given 

whit tec cache pessoa information may be obtained. 

rent strata of the earth by the rain water which falls 
i ich are of a porous nature, i 

until we descend through the clay into a bed of sand or 
other open stratum, the only situation in which the 
water can flow in abundance, and in which it is only 
made to pass horizontally by a bed of clay, or other im- 
pervious matter ing its further progress downwards. 
If this bed or floor of clay, instead of coming to the sur- 
face, should have its lower edge terminate in the sea, a 
deep lake, or the bank of a river, the water which has 
descended to it will find its way into these natural recep- 
tacles, without ever making its appearance on the surface. 
of the land; and there can be very little doubt but that 
much of the water which falls on the dry land escapes in 
this way without being perceived. ; 

But if, from the unevenness of the surface of the land, 
and the abruptness of the strata, the lower edge of the 
impervious bed should any where reach the surface, as is 
frequently the case on the sides of hills, in deep dingles, 
&e. the water, which was collected in the porous strata 
above, will there make its escape; and as a considerable 
time must be required for its passage through the ob- 
structed interior channels, the intervals of drought will 
not always be sufficient to admit of the whole being de« 
livered before a new supply comes again from above. In 
this manner, a frequent, or even continual, oozing of wa- 
ter may be formed ; and if it be not confined to a narrow 
channel, but allowed to spread over the grounds below, 
plots of watery land will be formed, and in time covered 
with aquatic vegetables, which, by their decay, are con- 
verted into peat or bog. 

This case has been denominated descending waters by 
some writers, and forms the first class of boggy ground 
arising from springs. Plate CCXXXIII. Fig. 8. repre. P'AT= 
sents a plan and section of a case of this kind. AB isa Fig 8 
bed of deep clay, extending from the brook at A, back 
under the hill DE. CD is a bed of sand or open stra 
tum covering the clay, and is covered in its turn by the 
different porous strata forming the hill or bank CDE. 
These strata imbibing the rain-water which falls on the 
hill, allow them to descend until they reach the line CD, 
where 'their farther progress in that way is stopped by 
the bed of clay BA. They accordingly accumulate in 
the sand, until the increasing pressure forces them 
the different pores and fissures in the horizontal diree- 
tion DC, and they issue at Cc, the foot of the porous 
bank, in springs of pure water, which run forward in rills 
to the brook Aa, which, if an open channel is preserved 
for them, are not likely to do much injury to the farmer. 
But it usually happens, that the edges of the porous 

strata EC, have been worn and broken down by the vi- 
cissitudes of weather or other causes, and their rubbish 
or detritus carried forward over the low ground CA, 
ca, forms a porous soil over the clay bottom. In this‘case, 
the water which issues at the springs Cc, instead of pas~ 
sing off in rills, soaks into the porous soil, and keeps it 
constantly drenched with wet, so as often to injure a 
great extent of ground below, especially if the subsoil be 
shallow or retentive, as is commonly the case with lands 
not ameliorated by cultivation. Many millions of acres 
in the upland countries of these kingdoms are still in 
this condition, od Pec covered with peat moss or 

which neverthel ight be drained at an expence sectuhiy- oulmieinlant¥ 
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The remedy is obvious and simple. Proceed to the 

upper line of wet ground, and examine if the springs 
there are flowing as abundantly as those below ; if that 
be the case, you may conclude that the water is delivered 
by the “ cropping out” of a bed of sand, gravel, or o 
rock, over a bed of clay or other close substance, at that 
place, and the lower patches are merely the overflow 
from thence ; ascend to the level of a yard or so higher 
than the springs: you must then be in the open stratum. 
Cut down a ditch, until you penetrate some way, (a foot 
or more,) into the solid bed or close substance ; you will 
then perceive the water soaig from the soil above, and 
dropping into the trench which you have cut in the clay: 
continue the trench horizontally along the line of springs, 
making sure at all times to cross-cut the watery stratum : 
in this trench put a proper hollow drain or conduit, fit 
to convey the quantity of water, or if it be but short, 
you may fill it with stone ; and it will not be unadvisuble 
to build up a water-tight partition of the clay on the 
lower side, so as to prevent the water from overflowing 
the drain, and passing again into the soil below in wet 
seasons. Fill up the rest of the drain with stones or 
the porous soil, in the way already described. All the 
spare earth must be put on the lower side. 

From this catch-water drain there must be, in con- 
venient places, tail drains to convey the water to the 
nearest brook. It is most advisable to make the fences 
of the fields answer this purpose ; for as the slope is some- 
times considerable, these drains must generally be left 
open, lest they should cut their beds, and burst. 

But a drain may be made at the level of the catch-wa- 
ter, and brought out under cover until it reach the sur- 
face, along which it may then be conveyed as an open 
rill 

In carrying the catch-water drain along the line of 
springs, it may sometimes happen that springs appear 
above the level at which we are p ing, in conse- 
quence either of a dislocation of the stratum, or by be- 
ing in a small bay or glen, and that it would require very 
deep cutting to bring it into these springs on the same 
level. In such cases the drain may be carried across the 
~bay, care being taken, if the soil through which it pro- 
eeeds be porous, to prevent the water from escaping; for 
it is evident, that if we form a clear channel along the 
lower parts of the sand, that the water will be so far 
drawn off thereby as to drain all springs on a higher level 
that have their origin in the same stratum. But in case 
the bay or glen thus left out should become watery in 
moist seasons, a little horse-shoe drain should be run 
round it, upon the same principles, and delivering its 
waters into the general. catch-water at each end. This 
little eatch-water having a greater slope, might carry stuff 
into and choke the greater one, unless proper precautions 
be taken. 

But the same measure will by no means answer in the 
event of our finding the sand stratum take a dip, or run 
out below the level of our catch-water. In such a case, 
it becomes n either to make an entirely separate 
catch-water round this lower tail, or to cut down across 
the porous bed into the solid floor, and bring up a regular 
puddle wall from thence to the surface, 

When the upper waters are thus cut off, the grounds 
beneath deprived of the sources that supplied them with 
perpetual moisture, may be expected in a short time to 
become dry, as the water which they retain gradually 
passes away. In order to accelerate this operation, and 

ferent from that of the strata, that a bed 
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The declivity of the surface is frequently so little dif 
; ‘sand, as DC, 

instead of ending abruptly, as in Fig. 8, may continue prarg 
along the surface for a considerable extent | fore the ccxxxm 
inferior layer of clay crop out, or become distinguish- Fig. 8. 
able. 

Thus, in Fig, 9. the bed of sandstone DC, which Fig. 9. _ 
comes from under the hill EDF, continues to run along 
‘the surface from F to C, and is not entirely lost ut 
we find the clay at C rising or cropping out from be- 
neath. _ The upper part of this stratum ay aes by 
the weather, forms a sandy soil throughout os 
from F to C, which having an open substratum, wil _in P 
general, be friable and dry, and if covered with a rich ey 
loam, will form a sage o valuable soil, well fitted for ; 
the turnip husbandry. If the quantity of water which 
sinks into this bed be tolerably uniform, and the 
bed of sand be deep, the moisture will never rise so high 
as to injure vegetation. But if it be so circumstanced 
that a considerable quantity of upper waters, ee great 
rains, sink into and are absorbed by this bed of sand, 
then the difficulty of transmitting such as presen will 
make the water rise higher in the soil, though the 
upper parts, as at F, may be dry, the lower, towards Cc, 
will be gorged to the surface, and the water will ooze 
out of it in peering springs, forming a field there of 
damp sand, the most wo that the farmer can pos< 
sess. 

In this case, the first subject of enquiry is, whether 
there be not at the tail of the sand an obstruction, such 
as the clay C, rising up and forming a kind of dam ‘ 
against the water lodged in the sand. If that be the ; 
case, let a-drain be cut through the clay, and at the level 
of the bottom of the sand, or somewhat lower, as CB. 
Then along the tail of the sand form a drain CE, which 
giving free emission to the waters within, will allow 
them to sink to that level, so as not to be injurious. 
If this operation has not a sufficient effect, it must be 
owing to the pores of the sand bed not being eRe 
open to admit of the water passing ith Genin, In 
that case, carry up the bleeding drain into id, giv~ 
ing it branches on either side, which, by enlarging the 
surface of emission, may make amends for the retentive- 
ness of the soil. ; 

But in such cases, it is often worthy of enquiry, whether 
Minhas te tat to wane erent eer eae 
fore they descend into and injure the field in question ; and 
that, either by leading away the sources from which they 
are derived, or by forming a dam against them at the up- 
per in of the field so as to bring them to the surface, 
and in thas way not only protect the lower field, but ob- 
tain a useful supply of water for other es. In this 
way (Fig. 9.) a ditch or trench is cut at G, being the up- 
permost part that appears damp in the wettest seasons, and 
is carried down through the whole depth of the sandy stra- 
tum into the solid clay below, If it is then formed into a 
drain in the usual way, the water from above will be com~ 
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, coer a8 ; but, independent of the first cost, 

eens keeping such a drain in order would be 
th in such a case being considera- 

expedient that occurs, is to fill up the 
with a regular puddle wall, or par- 

of clay and gravel, loamy earth, or black raw 
moss, wrought with water to near the surface, be- 
which the water, if properly intercepted, must 
as behind a dam; and when we have it within two 

three feet of the surface, a drain may be formed in 
usual way, by which the superfluous water is led to 

and which in case of need is easily ac- 
; by this means the w part of the field is 

so far drained, as to have an two feet lower than 
vacdenyiestye oar a= Paehatee i 

kept up to its original level, w: 
parts, whi File ckaiiigt ol: the ‘ikke of 

quicksand, and covered by morass, are entirely pro- 
r waters 

bleeding drain cc, as ore. Where 
ing strata EF are of an impervious nature, 

Fi i 4 3 i 
Zt 

S&S @ 

to an outlet before they descend into the sand. It is 
ly evident, that we must be careful not to cut the 

this drain, or, wherever that is unavoidable, 
that we line the trench, so as to prevent the water from 
‘yea rg Sty yet in this case, especially if the up- 

in , the drain will soon puddle itself up, 
i retentive even over the sand. 

next case for consideration is, eo Mie the 
stratum of sand, or other matter which conveys 

than the 
under the surface, and is covered by a 

clay or other retentive substance. 

way, when it will burst out, and form a spring as at 
MM, and the water will immediately subside ; and 
should this not be sufficient for the di of the 
whole in wet seasons, the water will rise, SO as 
to run also at other higher and higher ings, which 
ee agama tae will cease n, though the 
lower may cont upper level of 
the water will never subside so as the spring MM, 

may remain very little above it, since at 
force will be required to press the water 

4 

‘TT 
the obstructions in the sand. From this 

cause, the ground from K to H, though of an absor- 
bent nature, is frequently retained in a state of wet- 
ness, similar to that at CG, Fig 9. 
moisture standing high in the sobeodl: and, if left to na- 
ture, will be soon covered with moss. Again, where 
the texture of the clay covering is sufficiently strong to 
prevent springs from bursting out, yet the water will 
squeeze h all the pores and crannies, so as to 
form a field of cade elay soil, producing only rush- 
es, or other aquatic , or brushwood, as from 
H toG. Where the depth of clay is so great as to 
prevent the oozing from being of much consequence, 
yet the water standing high in the subsoil, forms a 
field of cold, damp, clay land, as from M to F, and F 
to E, liable at the same time to be injured by the sur- 
face water from the springs above. In this situation, 
the cure is to forma drain in the neighbourhood of the 
lowest springs, and at such a level that the water which 
runs init may be so much below them, as to leave the 
land dry. This ditch must be sunk down in various 

, so as to the inferior watery stratum ; upon 
ing which, the water lodged there will issue out in 

abundance, and flow along the drain; and having now 
found a lower outlet than the former springs by which 
it issued, these will quickly fall away and up ; nay, 
if the stratum be of great. extent, same effect ma: 
extend to several bogey lands in the neighbourhood, 
and, to ce altogether unconnected with the 
first. The height of the confined water being now di- 
minished, the ure upwards against the cover will 
cease, and this being the only cause of injury, a radical 
cure will be effected; but no hollow subsoil draining 
could have had this effect, although the land might be 
somewhat relieved thereby, in many instances, espe- 
cially if the drains should any where touch the stratum 
of gravel or sand in which the’ water was contained ; 
neither would any benefit be derived from a catch- 
water drain, made at H or K, as in the last case; or 
eyen if we could sink down h the whole mass of 
sand, and bring up a puddle wall from the firm clay, 
would it be effectual, for such a dam exists, in fact, 
cae in the covering of clay, BGH ; and though we 
cut off most of the supply thereby, the water in the 
bed of sand HC is not removed ; the spring M which 
still delivers the little water that may insinuate itself, 
may be tly weakened, or even cease to overflow, 
but the hydrostatic pressure against all the lower sub- 
soil will still remain as before. We mention this the 
rather, that the unexperienced drainer may be on his 
guard, and not proceed to work until he is well assu.- 
red of the nature of the case before him ; for the mode 
of ing in one of these cases would be altogether 
useless in any of the others. 

Having brought up the outfall, or tail drain BG, and 
formed the tap drain gGg along the lower springs, our 
next operation is to a communication with the wa- 
tery stratum below, if that has not already been effected 
in digging the tap drain. Now, as a few passages will 
be sufficient to emit all the water, provided their area 
exceed that of all the springs, there can be no necessi- 
ty for sinking all the tap drain to that depth. Small 
pits may be made at convenient distances, and, to pre- 
vent them from choking, they may be filled with 
stones, dried peat, or the like, thr which the wa- 
ter will rise freely. But, in general, unless where the 
stratum to be pierced is very stony, and even in that 
case if it be deep, it is much easier, and less expen 
sive, to make use of the boring auger, with which: 

on account of the pie 
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Draining. holes are to be made at every few yards in the bottom, should be interrupted. The most convenient place, Draining. 
Danser omonmone side of the drain, down the reten- without doubt, is that where the stratum approaches hae 
a tive covering, until the stratum below is , and nearest to the drain, ‘The bore 2; which is put down Se 
grounds, the water rises in the bore, and flows along the drain near the tail of the sand, is not more useful than the m 

made in the upper clay. This instrument has been bore G at the same level; while a bore at y, which Prarr - 
long employed in digging wells, and in mining forthe passes the tail of the sand, can be of no beneht whats ccxxxim, 
purpose of searching for water, and drawing it off, but ever: In general, immediately over the watery bed Fig. 10. 

there is a stratum of ti 

"S use of m 

seems first to have been employed for the drainage of 
land by Mr Elkington ; though the principle upon 
which it is — was first published, and the use of 
it suggested, by Dr Anderson. It is, without doubt, 
an instrument of great value to the farmer, both for this 
P , and for examining the various inferior strata 
of his lands, by which useful discoveries are often 
made. But its utility as a draining instrument is by 
= so universal as at first it was proclaimed to 

« The borer used in draining, is similar to that made 
searching for coal, or other subterraneous mi- 

nerals. The auger, shell, or whimble, as it is various- 
ly called, for excavating the earth and strata through 
which it passes, is from two and a half iaaaseuile 
nalf inches diameter, the hollow part one foot four 
inches in length, and constructed nearly in the sha 
of the whimble used by nters, only the sides of the 
shell come closer to one another. The rods are made 
in separate pieces, of four feet each, which screw to- 
gether to any length, one after another, as the depth 
of .the hole requires. The size above the auger ‘is 
about an inch square, unless at the joints, where, for 
the sake of strength, they are a quarter of an inch 
more. There is also a chissel and punch for screwing 
on, in going through hard gravel or metallic substances, 
to accelerate the passage of the auger, which could not 
otherwise perforate such hard bodies. The punch is 
often used when the auger is not applied to prick or 

the sand or gravel, and give a more 
water. The chissel is an inch and an half or two 

inches broad at the point, and made very sharp, for 
cutting stone ; and the punch an inch square, and shar- 

ed also, There is a shifting handle of wood, that 
is fastened with two iron wedges, affixed to it for the 
purpose of turning round the rods in boring; and also 
two iron keys, for ing and un ing the rods, 
and for assisting the handle when the soil is stiff, and 
more than two men required to turn it. 

The manner of using it is this: In working it, two 
men, or rather three, are necessary ; two stand above, 
on either side of the drain, who turn it round by means 
of. the wooden handle, and when the auger is full the 
draw it out; and the man in the bottom of the trenoh 
clears out the earth, assists in pulling it out, and di- 
recting it into the hole; and who can also assist in 
turning with the iron handle or key, when the depth 
and length of the rods require it. The workmen should 
be cautious not to go deeper at a time than the length 
of the shell, otherwise it is difficult to pull it out. Two 
or four flat boards, with a hole in the side of one of 
them, and laid across the drain, are useful for direct- 
ing the rods, and for the men to stand on.” 

n boring or forming pits for tap-drains, it is not ne- 
at to put them down in the quagmire; for that 
can seldom be done with effect, the stuff closing 
them so speedily, It is better to have them in the firm 
ground, as near as possible, especially at the commence- 
ment. After the water has been tapped by these, the 

ground will subside, and get firm ; enabling us 
Opthos the drain, if need be, and to sink new pits 
or bores, in case the stratum containing the water 

issue to . 

clay mixed with stones, of 
great firmness, under or four feet of quaggy 

ound: This has often deceived the ine 
rainer, by pega be to think he had arrived at a 

sound bottom. is is a good situation for laying the 
conduit, or sough of the drain, if the level of the outlet 
admits of it ; but it must be pierced by,the borer, or pick 
and spade, without regarding the trivial. springs that 
appear therein, until the reservoir be arrived at. .B 
a careful examination of the adjoining ground, it ‘4 
sometimes possible to say at what depth this be 
found ; but, in general, the rule is, to go down till the 
water rise immediately on withdrawing the augers Mr 
Elki has bored thirty feet before the water flo 
plentifully, but from ten to fifteen feet is more usual, 

Fig. 11. is intended to explain some accidents that of- Fig- 11- 
ten occur in this kind of draining, and, at the same 
time, show how the same principles may be 
other cases, and especially the digging of w 
DC is a stratum of sand, resting on a 

solid rock, and extending 
bassets or crops in the level valley from E to K, where 
it forms the bottom of a peat bog or moss, which has 
risen over it, on account of the valley having little de- 
clivity, so that water stands scarier votre open 
subsvil. BE is a bed of clay lying over the sand, an 
likewise running under the hill ; beyond which it crops 
out at E. This bed of clay in the vale, from € to F, is 
but thin, so that it there forms a bottom of spouting 
¢lay soil, with springs and ires, owing to the 
ressure of the water in the sand,bed below. hil L 

is com of gravel and sand; but, on the right side 
at F, this is overla by a thick cover of clay to the 
summit: on the left side also, at H, there is a cover of 

£ 8, a8 

clay, which is much thinner, and does not extend to. 
the summit: it abounds in epringss f ing a bank of 
spouting clay soil with rushes. h of covers 
of clay unite with the bed BE at the foot of the hill, 
where a field of cold clay land is found on either side. . 

Now; the improvement of this und is begun 
the proprietor wae left side, whe propddes to a. 
the moss KE by bleeding the sand; for this y 
he leads up the main drain Ee along the-tall of the 
sand, where it meets the clay: He finds it 
to sink it only by little and little, so that the sand may 
have time to drain and firm, otherwise the sides 
run in upon him: — : = re 8 ace whole 
leigth of the drain to the’ outlet,. before sinking an: 
sitine than another; for after getting down an inch 
or two, the sand appears as fluid as water. In this 
operation he succeeds to a certain degree; and it is 
ceived, that the run of water from the valley, by the 
drain E, is greater than it had ever been before; and 
at same time, the quaggy bottom on the right of the 
hill has been somewhat benefited, and the springs at G 
give rather less water: ‘The reason is obvious; @ 
of the supply is diverted, and the fountain-head lower- 
ed. Were he to vere until he came tothe bottom 
of the sand, the land at G would be drained, for it is 
on a higher level; but this proprietor has no interest 
in so doing. t 
He next proposes to find water at K, in the morass, 
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~ ficult to be effected ; and it would be necessary to in- Drainits. 
troduce piece after piece of curb timber’around the [rte 
shaft, to prevent, the sand from running. Even if we spaigt 
should succeed in getting down, the water would de- grounds. 
scend h these'timbers so abundantly, as to in- p, vor 
crease ly the water on the engine at K, and might ¢¢yxxyr, 
even drown the mine. The remedy, in that case, is to Fig. 11. 

hill HLF will now flow away at F, 
ill be dry; but the land round H 

at H still wanting a supp there, 

mule gu 1 aah tnernan es B, and into the 
DC: of raising any water by that means, the 
supply of HLF will now run down through the 

into the sand DC, and pass away by the 
the ditch Ff will in i ; ae r 

, and the quicksand 

drain. The well at K may now be sunk 

Nias borden ad Uke dan No 
can now be made in that situation, even should there be 

containing water to a higher level below, which 
ight be into, unless a close steining or casing 
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the open stratum in the hill HLF: if this were 
|, abounding in water, it might be very dif. 
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surround the leaky part of the shaft H with an inner 
casing of timber, and a puddle wall of clay, &c. behind 
it, and to unite this puddle wall with the beds of clay 
both above and below. The mine being then relieved 
of foreign water, will be restored to its original state, 
and will come again under the power of the engine. 
But su the bed EB not to be so completely re- 
tentive, but that water may penetrate through it when 
the lower beds are laid dry, especially if it be pressed 
by a great force, as the water accumulating in the hill ~ 
oan then it may be = possible to relieve it from 

pressure, by tapping, for example, at H or F, so as 
to lower the nee Y wan: in the anil which will 
not then be able to te through the bed EB, or, 
at least, not so abundantly, and the engine at K will 
be y relieved. Similar effects will also be pro- 
duced, by having a catch-water dam, or puddle wall, 
to lead off the water, which would otherwise be ab- 
sorbed on the upper side of K, towards the crop of the 
strata, as described in Figs. 8. and 9. A leaky stratum Fig. $. & 9. 
may be covered or lined with puddle, and secured in 
a similar way. The writer of this article has puddled 
the fissures of a leaking rock, and sunk shafts into it, 
although situated under the water of an extensive lake. 

Su again, that the proprietor on the right hand 
at B intends to work his part of the bed of coal, and 
to drain with engines by the shafts G or m. But that 
the proprietor A, who will be equally or more benefited, 
and whose engine at K will thereby become unneces- 
sary, refuses to assist him. Then B, having no other 
resource, places a powerful engine at G or m, and sinks 
to the ; but he takes the ution, ‘after driving 
his engine level along the rat proper as he can reach, 
to make up the lower side of it with a puddle wall of 
clay, &c. In like manner, he cuts out the coal along 
all the bor of his towards the basset, 
and replaces the excavation by water-tight materials, 
so that all the water which formerly flowed in upen’ 
him from the basset of the strata is now puddled off ; 
and he finds the drainage of the remainder can be ef- 
fected by much less power, than was necessary for his 
first engine at G. While the proprietor A, whose coal 
at first was laid level free, is now perhaps worse off 
than before, since he is deprived of the benefit of springs, 
that may have flowed at G, below the level of of 
his . Should there be absorbent strata in di- 
rection, and above his leyel,'he will be benefited by 
the puddling. A case of this kind occurred some time 

near Edinburgh, and occasioned much litigation. 
beds of coal, and other minerals, are frequently 

traversed by natural partitions of water-tight matter, 
which are of great benefit in the drainage of the mines. 
It is surprising how thin the partitions are, which re- 
sist great depths of water in this way; and which, 
when they are incautiously broke through, are uc- 
tive of great difficulty, and éven danger; so it is 
advisable, in all dubious case’, to make constant use’ 
of the boring iron, to discover them, as the hole which 
sari made may be easily stopped up in case of 
ni 
Puddling is also used in the diggi of wells, to keep 

out salt or mineral springs, whi may flow into the 



Draining pit before the stratam wholesome water is Oe ee ot Ee nan 
Toop Peached ; and it is also used im mi for protection a catch-water round all the bottom in the retentive co- 

a against a stratum, which emits hydrogen or inflamma- ver, which may deliver the surface water of the nei 
crounds, ble air. A remarkable instance of the former is rela- bouring by the original lowest outlet gh. 
: ted in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. lxxiv. where surface the bog will subside; but as all the.drains 

an account is given of sinking a well at Sheerness. will subside with it, and the main drain most, they will 
When similar circumstances occur in bering for water, still continue effective. It is quite unnecessary to cut 
the remedy is to introduce a pipe of wood or metal in- such drains down to the clay bottom, 
to the bore, which admits the water only at the lower One large pit or swallow-hole in the lowest part, 
end. Prana YC API. is sometimes obtain- would answer equally well for a of pr ncniaqut | 
ed, by excavating the hole a little wider in such a stra- if ix,Couhd, he cometiel Remrmstaptine ones. etree ¢ 

- tum, and pressing in clay, which the water in the bore it would be less liable to choke, The main drain may 
keeps from being displaced. If the water in the spring, _ be led into it; but the drainer not expect the peat- 
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which is formed at G, were confined by a surrounding bog to be bled by such a pit alone, without the assist- 
wall, it might be made to rise to the level of the origi- ance of drains. ) 
nal outlet at E; and a pipe might be laid from thence enough in the bogs of Ireland, many of them of 
to the top of the bank at m, so as to deliver water with- great depth and magnitude, usually in limestone rock, 
out sinking a shaft there, or boring for it; for in nei- . and they have obviously been formed after the bog had 
ary say pease would it rise higher than the level ccubaniads i i 
of G, if previously tapped there. the same water, very near them, though they may sometimes save ex- 
if abundant, ma be spplied.se fheupetting <eanet- pene in catty Ape : 
nery, when a fall is in this way obtained for it. A ve- . Dr Nugent, in his Travels in Germany, 1766, after 
ry pretty instance of this occurs at Cong, in the west describing the mode of surface-draining the moors or 
of Ireland, where the waters of the great Lough Mask, _ turf- mentions this “ practice as of effect, 
coming € a magnificent fountain, are dammed up by and chiefly i A 
a wall, and immediately applied to the turning of — “ It is the nature of moors in general, that beneath 

The effect of the bore at H, in this Figure, shows how moisture from penetrating ; and this, indeed, is what 
wet grounds may sometimes be drained, by letting makes the marsh, and causes the luxuriant gr of 
down the water into an open stratum below them. The the turf or moss ; but this loam or clay is only a stra- 
most useful case of this kind, is that of a land-locked tum, and far from being of an immense depth. Under 
bottom, into which the cutting of a main drain through~ it is generally a sand, or some other stony or loose 

posed pes gs | These grounds, though composed for the moisture to penetrate. In order to effect this, a 
of open rock or gravel, have a cover of clay atleast on _ pit is dug in the deepest part of the moor, till they come 
the side next the hollow, through which the water can- below the obstructing clay, and meet with such a spon- 
not descend, thereby forming a lake, or at least itde- gy stratum, as in all appearance will be sufficient to im- 
scends very slowly, so that the bottom is frequently bibe the moisture of the marsh above. Into this pi 
under water, by which means it is converted into a the ebbing of the morass is conveyed a 
peat-bog or moss, and gradually fills up with this ve- aed both tive (oomelt aaclait ai Td ap 
getable matter, until by this means, and the water drain with large broad stones, setting them edgewise, 
which it absorbs, the surface swells so far, as to throw _ so as to leave interstices for the water ; then such stones 
the superfluous water off by means of the brook gh B,; are laid over breadthwise, and these covered with loose 
while the middle becomes a deep hobbling bog, inac- earth, like that on the surface. When no such stones 
-cessible to man or beast, except when the sun and wind, are to be had, strong piles are rammed down the 
by evaporating part of the moisture, have formed a thin ' of the trench, and broad boards laid across, * and 
crust on the surface. are covered with earth to a height fit for culture. 

The obvious remedy is, to lower the outlet, or drive « This is a matter of no great expence, the pit 
a deep cut, or an underground tunnel, through the as near the morass as the water will admit, and 
ground M, into the lower part of the bason. But this trenches but short. Phen her atte # ee meree 
may be too expensive an operation, Examine whether ved, which leaves the surface of the trenches for the 
there is not an open stratum below the bason of clay, plough; and in middling marshes, especially in such 
or one which, if it should be glutted with water, may moors as are only wet and damp, this method, though 
yet be tapped somewhere, as at B ; then, in that case, sometimes slow, never fails to take effect ; and many 
open a main drain through the middle of the bog, with tracts are thereby made serviceable to the farmer and 
cross and surface drains, to intercept and deliver the grazier.” et 
water into the main. In this main there must be au- —_ The same practice is known in England. “ Ifa pit 
ger holes sunk down into.the open stratum ; these will _is sunk 20 or 30 feet deep in the middle of a field, through 
swallow up and carry off the water, Care must be ta- the Hertfordshire red flinty and impervious clay into 
ken to prevent the moss and clay from finding its way the chalk below, when the usual quantity of chalk is 
into the swallow holes, which would soon choke them. taken out, the pit shaft is filled up with the flints ta- 
For this pu , a filter of stones, or the like, must be ken out of the chalk and clay, and the top drainage 
placed round them; or a pipe made of wood, slates, &c. this part of the field.much shortened for ever 
to rise something above the bottom of the main drain, b mling principal drains Saga ee 
which thus becomes a cess-pool, And that they may ve the level of the top of the pit terminate therein, 

. 
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bP F 

* A wooden hollow drain. 
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superabundant moisture will escape throu 

aft to the chalk below ; nee 
limestone quarry, it is seldom 

it farther.” Agric. Rep. Hertford. 

recorded as common in Flint- 
is left open, and railed round 

(oF which the cess-pool already mentioned is aps 
the Best preserved in a situation to be easily accessible. 

nure, and that in aaa taken out by a boring dredge; 

by drawing off the water, with great trouble and ex- 
‘We have seen a bottom of this ‘kind: drained, 

by eating horizontal into the open stratum, as GO, 
instead of sinking a to it; and the best 
way cut or shaft, EK, near the edge, 
until the gravel, &c. raged gear Honest 

bottom of this to-carry a drift horizontally towards 
work in this way will be dry during 

ds lyi 
of being to. 

; the most remarkable effect of which is 
beds of wet-and dry soil thereby produv- 

Fig. 13. we Beagrie “Dee fo, a hollow in 

The case for our notice, is that of ni 

clay, or the 

MLI, 
like a dish, until it run over the lip at 
keeping the surface K wet b in 

the soil, it will subside into the land FHGE. We 
a little of the soil worn down from KH, 

a cover at the lower edge of HE forming a 
spouting . The water running over this, and wetting 

clay bed ED, subsides into the sand DB, which, be- 
ing nearly level at top, it completely fills. 

tal 

aero boven ve ifferent strata at the 
lowest place, notching it pretty deep into the u edge 
of the ¥ the water runnin off from e sands 

cessary, carry a catch-water k k along the tail of the up- 
yer sand, which, ing off the first supply, may perhaps 

whole. In the drain, at F’ where che tail of 
has a cov of clay, sink tap holes in it ; 

the lower sand DB, which is , must be bled by a 
deep drain at B, so that this case is reduced to a modi- 

the former ones, It is sometimes unneces- 
to continue the drain the sand, since that 

absorbs the water readilyj; and it may be collected by 
VOL, VIII. PART I. 

of 

an arm, on either side at the lower edge, into the next 
iece of drain which crosses the clay. 
Fig. 14. shews the case where the strata are vertical, 

or nearly so, and have their edges in the face of the de- 
clivity. The water will here subside through each of 
the open strata, and issue at its lower corner asa single 
spring ; of course there will be a line of these springs 
along the foot of every declivity, which are altogether 

Sl 
Draining, 

Drake. 
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Fig. 14. 

unconnected with each other ; and as the foot of thede- ~ 
clivity will be covered to some height with the rubbish 
of the strata above, quicksands and quagmires may 
be formed thereby. The remedy is.to-bring ‘up a cut 
for a tail drain BA, to run a drain along under the level 
of the springs, and then to make small cuts into every 
spring all at‘a proper level in the subsoil ; or .if the- 
ground be below them, to sink.a tap hole below 
each spri vith direction of the cadena’ 

These different cases comprehend only the simpler 
situations which are likely: to occur in the practice of 
draining ; but, if well understood, they will be sufficient 
to direct the tions required for the most complica- 
ted. It sometimes happens, that all the different kinds 
of draining are required in one field; at other times, 
this great complication is only apparent, as in Figs. 10. 
and 12, and one drain, judiciously directed, will do more 
than ‘a great number omtoeseyy at random -without 
previous investigation. T thing required is a 
careful examination of the strata ; and dade no per- 
son can pretend to skill in draining without some degree 

geological know .. The inclination of the strata 
must also be examined, to judge how they are connect- 
ed with the given site, and how a drain or bore may 
be‘ directed to reach the pring. - It is proper, therefore, 
to examine all places where the strata have been laid 
bare, as in cliffs, river beds, wells, ditches, quarries; &c, . 
in the neighbourhood. Where nothing of that kind oc- 
curs, the boring irons must be applied for. the purpose, 
a sunk in the soil,: Ifthe water-rises in these, the 

il and its cure may be discovered at once, and a drain 
opened ; but it would be very injudicious to do so with- 
out such previous investigation. The figure of the 

id must also be considered, as that will lead to a 
Spaces of the place where the watery bed bursts 
out, or is most accessible, and where drains may be most 
advisably placed. The probable supply of water may 
also be known in this way. 

The spirit level is used for laying out the direction: of 
the drains, and calculating the expence of cutting them. 
The height of water in the interior strata may also be 
known thereby, by levelling from the forse Prez 
springs and wells. A very useful common implement 
of that nature is shewn at Fig. 15, being a kind of qua- 
drant made with stout laths, which may be formed and 
graduated any where. (a... 
DRAKE, Str Francis, one of the most distinguished 

naval commanders and navigators in the reign of ueen 
Elizabeth, was born of obscure parents near Tavistock, 
in Devonshire, in the year 1545. He was the eldest of 
twelve'sons ofan honest seaman, and was brought up 
in the sea-service from an early period of life, under 
the care of his kinsman, Admiral Sir John Hawkins. 
At the of 22, he was appointed in of the Ju- 
dith, in the Gulf of Mexico, ‘where distinguished. 
himself greatly in the operations against the Spaniards. 
In the year 1570, he made an expedition with two 
ships against the same people; and having improved 
his fortune, as well as enlarged his experience, he sailed 

Fig. 15. 

a second time in 1572, with two ships, one of 75, and ; 
L 
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73 men and boys. With this inconsiderable force he 
took first the city of Nombre de Dios, and next that of 
Vera Cruz, by storm, in neither of which did he findmuch 
booty, and in the attack of the former received a yery 
severe wound; but as he was retiring to his vessels, he 
met unex with 50 mules laden with silver, of 
which his people carried off as much as they were able 
to convey. In these expeditions he was effectually as- 
sisted by the Simerons, an Indian nation who were en- 
peecd in perpetual hostilities with the Spaniards ; and, 

ving received from their chief four large wedges of 
gold, in return for a cutlass, with which he had pre- 
sented him, he generously threw them into the common 
stock. Having embarked his men, and the wealth 
which he had thus obtained to a considerable amount, 
he arrived safely in England on the 9th of August 1573. 
After his return, he fitted out three frigates at his own 
expence, with which he served as.a volunteer on the 
coast of Ireland, under Walter Earl of Essex, the father 
of Queen Elizabeth’s favourite ; and thus procured, 
through the influence of Sir Christopher Hatton, the 
countenance of the court. He had long cherished an 
ardent wish, though he prudently concealed his plan, 
to conduct an expedition ——— the Straits of Magel- 
lan into the South Sea; , having obtained the 
Queen's permission, he set sail on the 15th of Novem- 
ber 1577 with a small fleet of five vessels, of which the 

was only 100 and the smallest 15 tons burden, 
the whole of which carried only 164 men. In his 

course he touched at Mogadore on the coast of Barbary, 
and opened a friendly intercourse with the Moors ; pass- 
ed Cape Blanco, sweeping the sea of all the — ves- 
sels that came in his way, and anchored off the Cape de 
Verd Islands in ‘the month of January ; but the Portu- 
guese having both refused him here a supply of provi- 
sions, and fired upon his ships from St Jago, he seized 
upon one of their vessels laden with wine, from which 
he took the pilot Nuno de Sylva, whose knowledge of 
the American coast proved of the most essential service 
to him in his future voy: On the 5th of April, he 
made the coast of Brazil, where he broke up two of his 
ships, after having taken out the provisions which they 
carried. On the 20th of May, he entered the port of St 
Julian’s, where he produced his commission, waang 
him with the power of life and death ; and proceed 
to try by a court marshall his second in command, Mr 
John Doughty, upon a charge of ‘mutiny and designs 
against his life. Doughty having been convicted, part- 
ly upon his own confession, and condemned to suffer a 
capital punishment, was required by Drake to make his 
choice of one of the following terms,—to be ordered to 
instant execution, to be left on the adjoining continent, 
or to be carried to England to stand the course of law. 
‘The prisoner having chosen the first; and having recei- 
ved the sacrament along with his commander, whom he 
also embraced previous to his execution, was beheaded 
on the spot. This has been censured as the most un- 
worthy act of this celebrated commander, and even as 
having proceeded in part from private revenge ; but 
though it no doubt demonstrates his deficiency in the 
ser A of mercy, it may, in some measure, be vindi- 
cated by the consideration, that, on such distant expe- 
ditions, the strictest discipline is essentially necessary, 
both for the success of the object, and the preservation 
of all concerned. On the 20th of August he passed the 
Straits of Magellan ; and having now only his own ship 
the Pelican, {to which in the South seas he gave the 
name of the ind,) he continued his voyage along the 
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DRAKE. 
Drake. another of 25 tons burden, manned with no more than sr Oi mete ite tay 

shore. _ He then g the western coast 
of North America as far asthe 48th degree, in hopes of — — ae inte 
finding a passage to the Atlantic ; but being di 
peng Payer, he landed upon the adj - continent, 
rabich bamenen Hew ye i of which Sat took 
possession in the name of Queen abeth, Ww 
that a return by the Straits. of Magellan would ae 
him, by the lateness of the season, to dangerous storms, 
as well as to be attacked at a great disadvantage by the 
Spaniards, he boldly stretched across the Pacific Ocean, 
and, in less than six weeks, reached the Molucca Islands. 

prise 
much discussion in a and very op 

j 
own faithless practices. But in the month of April 
1581, her majesty gave a public testimony of her appro- 
bation of his conduct, by going on board his ship at 
Deptford, and confi w him the honour of 
knighthood. She also gave Mirections that his vessel 
should be preserved as a monument of his own and his 

riosity to the university of Oxford. 1585, he was 
sent with a fleet of 20 sail to attack the Spanish settle- 
ments in the West Indies; and, in this ition, he 
took the cities of St Jago, St Domingo, and 
St Augustin, - In 1587, he was dispatched to Lisbon 
with a fleet, with which he proceeded to Cadiz, 
and destroyed in the harbour more than 10,000 tons of 
shipping, which were intended for the inyasion of 
England, and afterwards way-laid and captured a rich 
Spanish Indiaman, the charts and papers of which sug- 
gested the first idea of an India com in this coun- 
try. In 1588, having been appointed vice-admiral un- 
der Lord Howard of Effin ham, he acted a distingui 
ed eas attack and i cenaaniene pe ry a ar- 

and_ particular] le prize ofa galleon, 
which yielded withont the RSP apn fs the mere 
terror of hisname. The year following he was entrust- 
ed with the command of the fleét which was sent to 
restore Don Antonio to the throne of Port ; but 
owing to a disagreement between him and Sir John _ 
Norris, who commanded the land forces, the enterprise 
completely failed of success. He was still more unsuc- 

7 in M 594, evens in conjunction with Sir John 
Hawkins, he upon a second expediti 
against the Spanish settlements in the West Indies; and 
by the vexation which this disappointment uced, 
he was thrown into a lingering fever, of which he died 
near Nombre de Dios in the month of January 1596, 
in the 51st year of his age. In his person, Sir Francis 
Drake was of low stature, but well made, had a broad 
open chest, a very round head, large clear eyes, a fair 
complexion, and a fresh, cheerful, engaging counte- 
nance. He was thoroughly acquainted with navigation 
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of astronomy to the objects of his profession. 
in other respects destitute of education, he a 
wonderful ion of natural eloquence, and is said to 
ee ee rep ein 
graceful expression. ‘was, on proper occasions, un- 
ooo ees but, at the same time, a great eco- 
nomist in management of his property. T 

and boastful in his manners, he was high. 
i in his private character, anxiously careful 

who were under his enclose: aid cde 
civility and humanity to whom the 

fortune of war placed in his power. In all his - 

' 
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ises, it-was his invariable maxim to the service 

oF his try in the first place, Reo of his em- 
ployers in the second, and his own interest last. “For 
the main, we say,” to use the of Fuller, “that 
this our Captain was a religious man towards God, and 
his houses generally speaking churches, where he came 
chaste in his life, just in his dealings, true of his word, 
and merciful to those that were under him, hating no- 
thing so much as idleness.” See Biog. Britannica ; and 
Campbell’s Lives of the British Admirals, vol. i. (q) . 
DRAKENSTEIN. See Cape or Goop Hops, vol. 

v. p. 396. s 

DRAMA. 

The drama naturally divides itself into different 
provinces, according to its means, or according to its 

When the means exceed those of mere recitation and 

of the 

fine arts, and as taste is only the ee ing from 
a comparison of models, it fe fot a t ieee of 
tragi-comedy, that it pleases a barbarous age. When 

it is admitted, therefore, that the above distinction of 

Drake, 

Draken: 
stein. 

—_—\_ 

Drama. 
the provinces of the drama is artificial, we must regard ee 
the term artificial as denoting the result of human 
judgment with respect to art. We must not take the 
word nalure, also, in too strict a sense, as the object of 
the imitation of art. Nature herself, as Sir Joshua 

ids has observed, must not be too. closely imi- 
tated. The imitation of existence is only valuable, 
in as far as it excites a decided and consistent train of 
emotions. Abrupt or equivocal feelings are much less 
satisfactory, than the full ape 2 of those, which, by the 
magic of genius, are made pleasingly continuous and 
predominant over the whole soul, whether the feelings 
to be i are those of pathos or humour. The on- 
ly limitation of this remark respecting the plea- 
eeenennerienstannaaa (Sete setae Segenee 
change may heighten the pleasure by relief. t still 
that relief must not amount to absolute and extreme 
contrast. It may be deduced from this reasoning, if 
admitted, that though the tone of tragedy and comedy 
may occasionally each other, their highest 
characteristics should never be equivocally blend- 
ed. 
Tragedy has been j a II Tragedy. 

to be that species of dramatic composition, of which 
end is, to excite the passions of pity and terror, and 

of some others nearly to them. From 
this definition of the objects of tragedy, he concludes 
that actions, not characters and manners, are the chief 
objects of representation. By curiosity in actions and 
events, our-hearts are moved ; by curiosity in manners 
and characters, our minds are amused, In our deep 
emotion at a tragedy, it is the fortunate or unfortunate 
issues of events, that, in the first instance, agitate our 
hearts ;—plot and solid action are of the first conse« 
quence to . Still the manners and characters 
are so far essential to it, that our grief ha Pig ta 
tastrophe, depends on our love or e leading 
characters ; and the probabilities and truth of manners. 
are indi sible to create illusion, and'to secure our 
belief. 
display of humour which provokes risibility, supposes 
also genuine tations of nature, (not caricatures, 
like ,) and derives its beauty, perhaps, in the first 
degree, from fidelity to the truth of life, As a painting 
of familiar nature, comedy classes and. specifically dis~ 
tinguishes the difference of human character, and in 
the perfection of the art, requires, no less exclusively, 
and more minutely than tragedy, an observation of alk 
the shades and varieties in the moral physiognomy of 
man, 

he genius of comedy, while it implies that Comedy. 
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Thus in comedy, though a plot be ary, yet a Drama. necessary, 

good plot is not so essential to itas to tragedy. Onthe ~ —— 

= contrary, too good a if I may say so, that is, a 
which draws away pers iosi from character ap 
dent, is destructive of the hi 
This is remarkably felt in those busy plots, where the 
authors have themselves the trouble ae human 
nature by surprising events and su 
Pathos in a tragedy, on the contrary, is the result of the 
entire action, é. e. of all the circumstances of the story 
taken together, conspiring to a completion in the event. 
Comic humour in barbarous times is all practical ; in 
refined times, it becomes 
Moliere is exquisitely ludicrous, when he embraces the 

test rogue on the face of the earth, and supposes 
im the only honest man in Paris. In a Spanish plot, 

the humour would not be in supposing a rogue an ho- 
nest man, but in mistaking one person for another. A 
failure, as Hurd observes, in the just arrangement and 
disposition of the parts, may then affect what is the es- 
sence of tragedy. On the-contrary, humour, 

t out by action, is not the effect of the whole, 
but may be distinctly evidenced in a single scene ; as 
may be eminently illustrated.in the two comedies of 
Fletcher called The Little French Lawyer, and. The 
Spanish Curate. The nice contexture of the fable, 
therefore, though it may give a pleasure of another 
kind, is not so immediately required to the production 
of that pleasure, which the nature of comedy demands. 
Much less is there occasion for that labour and ingenui- 
ty of contrivance, which is seen in the intricacy of the 
Spanish fable. Yet this is the taste of our comedy ; 
our writers are all for plot and intrigue, and never ap- 
pear so well satisfied with themselves, as when (to 
speak in their owe phrase) they have a great deal of bu- 
siness on their han Indeed they have reason, for it 
hides their inability to colour manners, which is the 
= , but much harder province of true comedy. 

hen Hurd said this, Sheridan had not revived the 
genius of British comedy ; but there is something in the 
remark which still applies to the plot-makers of the 
present stage. Tragedy, he adds, succeeds best when 
the subject is real ; comedy, when it is feigned... What 
would this say, but that tragedy, turning our attention 
principally on the action represented, means to in- 
terest us more er on the persuasion of its being 
taken from actual life; while comedy, on the other 
hand, can neglect the scrupulous measures of probabi- 
lity, as intent only on exhibiting characters, for which 
purpose an invented story will serve much better. The 
reason is, real action does not ordinarily afford variety 
of incidents enough to shew the character fully ; feigned 
action may. . And this difference, we may observe, ex- 
plains the reason why tragedies are often formed on 
the most trite and subjects, whereas a new sub- 
ject is generally demanded in comedy; the reality of 
the story being of so much consequence to interest the 
affections, the more known it is, the fitter for the poet’s 
urpose. But a fei ape wi been found more 

Spavealinn for the hopin dence, it grew into a 
rule, that the story should be always new.——One sees 
then the reason why tragedy prefers real subjects, and 
even old ones; and,on the contrary, why ly delights 
in feigned subjects, and even new.——The same genius 
in the es nga ye ip ec a 
ters. y es characters general ; tragedy 
particular——My meaning (continues Hurd,) is, that 
they are more particular than those of tragedy; for in 

spiritual. The simpleton of ~ 
quitys which won f be called its birth-place, it was not 

our h 
to perfection. The earliest drama that is known drama poetry 

is the Greek. T ly, or the song of the 
4 a , and adn, a song, was among 
at bret ro pe sacred hymn. Bacchus being wordinted 
as the inventor and cultivator of the vine, the pee 

etew sacrificed to him as its destroyer ;—the sacri 
into a festival, and the festival into an annual solemnity, ° 
which, in process of time, assumed all the pomp and 
aeiee of religious ceremonial. Poets were em 
‘ed e magistrates to compose hymns or 
tecccssloneiebapsiaaorabe sehcomapeaeaneneias 
of the age, Sins thule hems contented Ss aieeva ee 

vilem ob hircum—being no more than a goat, or goat-skin 
of wine, which was given to the successful competitor. 

inte cae , path, by his introd of i out c is uction of a 
Sladacedan radians the or (temo + 
ers, by reciting part of some well-known hi or 
ble, which gave time for the chorus to rest. A 
the actor between the songs of the chorus 
called an episode, or additional part, consisting often of 

ee ay Anse ers — rue ie rn —- other. y assumed a j 
recitations, which, during its imperfect state, were only 
adventitious ornaments, the principal and_con- 
stituent parts of the drama; the subject 
from one and the same action, retaining 

isode. Thus the chorus, or song, which was at first 
only, and for a long time the principal performance, 

hepenns "gradually and. ineqneite-seednemeeinetblay 

was more attended to than the chorus, as his part had 
the charm of novelty to recommend it. gina 

oR the chorus also began to waver from their original 
in praise of Bacchus, and spoke so little of the god of the 
vintage, that the priests exclaimed the ne- 
gest of him, and their complaint grew into a 

the period when Thespis first Thespis 

proverb. 
rom the time of Thespis to that of Aischylus, how- zschyts, 

ever, the history of the Greek drama (if the name can 
be applied to their strolling performances) is all dark-. 
ness and conjecture. T y might be said to be erea-. 
ted by Aischylus, who lived in Athens at the brilliant 
period of the battles of Marathon and Platea, Fifty 
years before his time, Thespis had exhibited his rude. 
performances in a cart, besmeared the faces of his 
actors with the lees of wine, either for drollery or dis- 
guise. ARschylus, who was himself author, actor, and 

See reelins covarantl Aaoeaientiaoatee ma, improv scenery and decorations, and brought 
his actors into.a regular and well-constructed theatre ; 
raised his heroes on the cothurnus or buskin, invented 
masks, and introduced splendid habits, with sweeping 

3 



an air of dignity to his performers. 
‘orm just idea of this primitive form 
whieh icky introduced, we must, in 

dismiss idea inculcated by the ge- 
printing the Greek plays, that they were 

divided, like our own, into five acts. The allusion of 
Horace, it is true, to that number of acts, shews that 
the Romans had such a division ; but the ancient Greek 
drama was undivided. The oldest editions of the Greek 
tragedies do not so much as mark a ration of the’ 
scenes ; and the word ac/ does not eae that trea- 
tise of Aristotle, which gives us a definition of every 

of the national drama. The only acknowledged 
' division applied to tragedy, by the critic already men- 

tioned, was its beginning, middle, and end,—the pro- 
episode, «and exode,—a division rather formed 

ecessary 
and which might (according to Aristotle) give 

insight into ot. So cherejtinlacwtes mest all 
of the piece containing the substance of the 

plot; and the erode contained all the unravelling or cas 
Remarks on peo ara But the most remarkable feature of differ- 

_ fie ancient“ ence between the ancient drama and our own, was the 
; chorus, a group of ges not uninterested in the 

issue of the events were going on, but acting chief- 
pA isers and confidents of the principal characters. 

the principal characters were su to be too bu-, 
pit psn earn ertilae ert events, the chorus 
uttered w er moral reflection “te rdeter sro 

the pomp of the scene by their pa- 
and they heightened the delight by their music, 

though it ill accords with our idea of the serious 
) by their dancing. In fact, the ancient Greek 
must have borne a strong resemblance to the 
Italian opera. The number of com- 

was probably at first indeterminate. 
lus, we are told, brought no less than fifty into 

oy To 

. 

i z 

Bid 

proved it, nothing is less conducive to tic illu- 
sion, than a group of such half neutral and moralizing 
ie as the ancient chorus exhibited. Yet the 
chorus has found its advocates even among a high or- 
der of men of taste and ius. Milton, in his zeal 
for classic lore, wrote his a Fg nga a daca 
verest model of antiquity ; and Mason endeavoured, 

ithout much bere familiarise a British 
i i es and rai ee of 

~ In Putification of this attempt, he con- 
geste ri ine a ere 

ve re chorus, have gained by rejecting 

‘ f 

: 
. 

$ 

; 

picturesque description, sublime allegory: and 
the denomination of pure 

of 
of 

id in it more frequent, if 
i tical . Ithink you have 

a proof of this owe parts of his historical plays, 
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which. are called choruses, and written in the common Drama. 
dialogue metre. And your imagination will easily con- Gaver: 
ceive, how fine an ode the description of the night pre- fence of the 
ceding the battle of Agincourt would have made in his chorus. 
hands, and what additional grace it would receive from 
that form of composition.” He proceeds, in another 
letter, to notice that superior variety and majesty, which 
the chorus necessarily added to the porte of the pps. 
by uniting the harmony of the lyre to the pomp of the 
buskin. The point ca whieh he chiefly feiots is, that 
of its being a vehicle for moral and sentiment, so mate- 
rial that he conceives nothing can atone forthe want of 
it. In these parts of the drama (he ak where the 
judgment of a mixed audience is most likely to be mis-. 
-led by what passes before the view, the chief actors are 
generally too much agitated by the furious passions, or 
too much attached by the tender ones, to think coolly, 
and impress on the spectator a moral sentiment proper- 
ly. A confident, or servant, has seldom sense enough 
to do it; never digni comragh, to make it regarded, 
Instead, therefore, of , the ancients were provided 
with a band of distinguished persons, not merely capa- 
ble of seeing and hearing, but of arguing, advising, 
and reflecting.” —“ If you ask me, (he continues, ) how 
it augmented the pathetic? I cannot give you a better 
answer than the Abbé Vatry has done in his disserta~ 
tion on the ons og ublished in the Memoires de l’A- 
cad. des Inscr. It effected this,” says he, “ both in 
its odes and dialogue. ‘The wonderful power of music. 
and the dance is universally allowed ; and as these‘were 
always accompaniments to the ode, there is no doubt 
but they contributed greatly to move the passions. It 
was necessary, that there should be odes or intermedes, 
but it was also n , that these intermedes should 
not suffer the minds of the audience: to cool ; but, on 
the contrary, should support and fortify those ions 
which the previous scenes had already exci No- 
thing imaginable could produce this effect. better than 
the choral songs and dances, which filled the mind with 
ideas corres ing to the subject, and never failed to 
add new force to the sentiments of the principal per- 
sonages. In the dialogue, also, the chorus served to 
move the passions, by shewing to the spectators other 
spectators strongly affected by the action. A spectacle 
of such a kind, as is fitted to excite in us the ions 
of terror and pity, will not of itself so strongly affect 
us, as when we see others also affected by it.. The 
pone have generally understood this secret, and have 

recourse to an expedient similar to that of the cho- 
rus of the poets. Not content with the simple repre- 
sentation of an historical event, they have so ated 
groups of assistant figures, and expressed in their fa- 
ces the different passions which they would have their 
picture excite. Nay, they sometimes enlist into their 
service even irrational animals. In the slaughter of the 
Innocents, Le Brun was not satisfied with expressing 
all the horror of which the subject is naturally capable— 
he has also painted two horses, with their hair i 
on end, an alge, ea as afraid to trample on the 
bleeding infants. This is an artifice which has been 
often employed, and which has always succeeded. A 

saad do the same; and Iphigenia should 
not be suffered to appear in the theatre, without being 
accompanied with persons capable of feeling her mis 
fortunes.” Specious as these arguments are, the reflect- 
ing reader may have probably anticipated many an- 
swers to them. . 

If the chorus excluded those nuisances of the mo« 
dern stage, insipid confidents, who are introduced only 
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Objections to 
the ancient 

Bramas of 
“schylus. 

Prometheus 
bound. 

The Per- 

for a pretext to let the here or heroine tell their own 
, the ancient ue 

whole trains of secret- and confidential advisers. 

; for it 
receive secrets in pabiie pines where it 

of the rites of sepulture to the body of Polynices. This 
veteran troop of vassals enter at once into the horrid 
views of the tyrant. Besides, the chorus, though in 
general moral and friendly advisers, were, from their 
confidential character, frequently ee to be the de- 

itories of horrid intentions, which it would have 
inconsistent with the of the plot, as well 

as with their characters, if they should have revealed. 
With to the external pomp and beauty of the 
chorus, it is certainly in the power of modern tragedy 
to atone for the deficiency of these, by a stronger de- 
velopement of the heart ; and if the cannot inter- 
weave in his dialogue the charms of fancy, feeling, and 
moral reflection, we shall hardly them in a cho- 
ral shape. What we have lost by disusing dances in 
tragedy, it is difficult to conceive; and though the union 
of music with sa Sage occasionally heighten its ef- 
fect, still we know the Italian opera, which is in 
fact the lineal descendant, and nearest resemblance of 
the ancient Greek drama, has been rather unfavoura- 
ble than propitious to the dramatic of Italy.— 
To return to schylus : Only seven of the pieces, out of 
ten times the number which he is said to have writ- 
ten, have come down to . All these i 
betray ‘the inf: of the dramatic art ; ersten, 
are rather epic than ic ; th i a ius 
bold and ps! tic, aby pat deeane odie on 
the of Homer, and doing little more than dra- 
matizing his scenes. Indeed, A:schylus used to say, that 
his pieces were but dishes from the feast of the Iliad. 
His seven pieces that have reached us, are, the Pro- 
metheus bound—The 

theus is too mythological to be interesting ;—Vulcan, 
accompanied by and Violence, the minister of 
Jupiter, chains eus to a rock for having stolen 
fire, and taught the artsto mankind. The Ocean, and 
the ocean Boe aos yo come to listen to the com- 
plaints of etheus, whom Mercury summons to 
tell the secret of which he boasts, , the means 
which Jupiter may employ to save himself from being 
one day hurled from the throne of heaven. Prometheus 
haughtily persists in refusing to tell the secret-—the 
thunder descends, and the sufferer is left to his rock 
and tormenting vulture. In all this, it is difficult to 
discover any thing moral or affecting. The subject of 
his Persians, is the defeat of that people at : 
it is full of recitations, descriptions, presages, dreams, 

i DRAM A, 

it 
z ey EEE 

Lit 
the terrors, the humiliation, and the tears of the Per« 
sians. ae renee at ae eee 

a pit th aplanse ywAftr the defeat of the Athenians 

We may shudder at motives, but we should never be 
pailbentc ma ertiy peer ecali 8e pS va 

tragedy, bad 
of ve terror in the 

of Cassandra, the who is brought. 
a captive, and foresees, she cannot com~ 

whom she warns of the impending . The 
sage is peculiarly fine, when the chorus thus address 

Thy own woes thou wailest, 
In mournful melody, like the sweet bird 
That darkling pours her never-ceasing plaint, 
de ae a ear tye 
In sweetest woe, her melancholy life. 

She replies, 

** Ah, me! the fortune of the nightingale 
Is to be envied ; on her light poised plumes. 
She wings at will her easy way, nor knows 
The anguish of a tear ; whilst on my head 
The impending sword threatens a fatal wound.” 

There is great energy in one of the subsequent bursts 
of her agony : 

“I burn, I burn, Apollo! ©, Apollo! 
This lioness, that in a sensual sty 
Roll’d with the wolf, (the generous Lion absent,) 
Will kill me! And the sorceress, as she brews 
Her filtered cup, will drug it with my blood. 
She glories, as against her husband’s life 
She whets the axe—her vengeance falls on him 5. 
For that he came accompanied by me. 
Why do I longer wear these useless honours, 2 
This laurel wand, and these prophetic wreaths? 
Away !—Before I die I cast you from me. 

* * * * * * 

Thou Sun, whose rising beams shall bless no more 
These closing eyes ! You, whose vindictive rage 
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Hangs o’er my hated murderers, avenge me ! 

ae * * * * * 

This is the state of man; a passing shadow 
__ Throws down the baseless fabric of his joy ; 

* And when the tablet of his fleeting state 
Is character’d with all felicity, 

' Comes malice with a sponge, moistened in gall, 
es eee ewey-” 

tragedies, JEschylus has followed 
out the history of Agamemnon’s family. In Agamemnon, 
prince is killed. In the Choephore his death is oe 

i - of literature presents us; for the Prometheus, 
the seven chiefs, the Persians, the Suppliants, page a 
his can hardly be pronounced more Agamemnon, 

From the time that the serious drama commenced 
in Greece with Aischylus, there appeared in the space 
of about half a century after him, Sophocles, Euri- 

, Cherillus, Aristarchus, Empedocles, Ton, Noma- 
| Cephedorus, who disputed for the prizes of 

at the Olympic games before assembled 
fertility of their genius appears immense, 

when we consider that AEschylus wrote eighty pieces ; 
Sophocles, an hundred and twenty ; Euripides, ninety ; 
Cherillus, an hundred and fifty; and their rivals nearly 
as many. The entire works of none of those authors 
have come down WAY kek a ee ge 
have reached us, of the three great masters, the general 
Opinion has gu the palm of sublimity to Zischylus, 

>) and sentiment to Sophocles, and of tragic art 
and ‘0 Euripides. meiosis Rephodaahieeas,.we 
Jus, trace a wonderful of the art from its crude, 

though sublime, immaturity in the works of AEschylus. 
‘He seems to have had in his mind’s eye, a fine idea of the 

characters by which human nature is distinguish- 
He drew mankind such as they should be. We 

find in him, elevation, dignity, ideal beauty of human 
character, particularly in his high-minded portraiture of 

His plays have a noble, not a desolate, 
‘simplicity ; like those of Aischylus, they have plot suf- 
ficient to awaken attention, and keep it alive by tender, 
as well as terrible, emotions. eee remark will be found 
‘particularly applicable to the sympathy which he excites 
for the ort of Teemessa, the wile of Ajax, in the 

that name, and in the two-fold distress 
Pind the generous son of Achilles ; the one 

peat benefactor to save him from the desert 
the other distracted between his duty to 
his jon for the unfortunate man. 

drew men according to the general outline of 
the ideal beautiful. Euripides, it is alleged, came closer 
to individual nature, drew men as they really are. 
Notwi a passage in Aristotle, which seems to 
admit, that this was the opinion ‘of their contem- 
poruries, we confess that, with all deference to higher 

, We are not convinced of the justice of this dis- 
tinction. ‘The characters of Sophocles, we venture to 
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think, are as entirely true to nature as those of the later 
dramatist, at least their expressions seem to come more 
immediately and truly from the heart.- Every one must, 
however, acknowledge Euripides to be, as Aristotle pros 
nounces him, the most tragic of poets. By studying and 
refining on- preceding models, he contrived more con- 
summately ic situations. He found in, Sophocles 
sufficient proofs that the natural affections are the first 
resources of the pathetic. He completed his pictures 
of these with higher art; he combined the tenderness of 
Sophocles with the terrors of Zaschylus ; and new-model- 
led some of the stories of the former with a splendour 
and fancy peculiar to his genius. His tragic creations 
are richer and more full of picture and incident than those 
of Sophocles. . It may be doubted if he any where keeps 
the heart in more terrible suspence than Sophocles does 
in his GEdipus ; but he launches bolder passions on the 
stage, as in the jealousy of Medea, and in the loye-bora 
frenzy of Pheedra. 
We have noticed already the resemblance of ancient Resem- 

tragedy, to modern opera. This circumstance is too blance of 
important to be slightly passed over. Aristotle tells eee 
us in his Poetics, that music (Meliopoia) is an essen= the modern 
tial part of tragedy; but how it became essential, this opera. 
philosopher does not inform us. M. Dacier has en- 
deavoured to supply this omission, by suggesting that 
custom, and the natural of the Greeks for music, 
had incorporated it into their drama. Perhaps the fes- 
tive origin of tragedy, already mentioned, points it out 
much better than Dacier’s commentary. It explains, at 
least, sufficiently the musical nature of the choruses. 
Nor, as Dr Burney has observed, will the custom of 
setting the acts of a play to music, appear strange 
to such as. recollect that they were written in verse, 
and that all verse was sung, particularly such as was 
intended for the entertainment of the public, assem- 
bled in spacious theatres, or in the open air, where it 
could only be heard by means of avery slow, sonorous 
and articulate utterance. It is true, continues the same 
writer, that tragedy is an imitation of nature; but it 
is an exalted and embellished nature; take away mu- 
sic and versification, and it loses its most captivating 
ingredients. Those who think it unnatural to sing dur 
ing distress, and the agonies even of death, forget that 
music is a language that can accommodate its accents and 
tones to every human sensation and passion ; and that 
the colouring of these upon the stage must be higher 
than in common life, or else why is blank verse, or a 
lofty figurative language, necessary ?} From these and 
other circumstances, Dr Burney observes, there can re< 
main no doubt but that the ancient dramas were sung. 
Dramatic representation having been constantly called by 
the Greeks Heros melody, and by the Latins modulatio 
modus canticum, and other musical terms which imply 
singing. Indeed, so immense was the size of the theatres 
of Greece and Italy, that we may naturally conclude a 
musical. declamation to have been a necessary © con« 
sequence of speaking loud ; for whoever shouts, halloos, 
or bawls with sufficient force 16 be heard farther than 
coramon speech can penetrate, makes use of fixed ‘tones, 
which if softened would become musical; and it is well 
known that the tones of speech are too transient and un- 
determined to be ascertained by those of music, or to’ be 

* 

* We have ventured to make a slight change from the translation of this passage by Potter, 
In the tragedy of Phifoctetes. z 

» contradicts. 
These we give as Dr Burney’s ideas on meJo-drama, which, however, his own opinion of the Opera, in another passage, rather 
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Introduc- 
tion of 
masks, 

the open air, x oo ee canine prciemiaog 
covering, )* gave rise not to singing u stage, 
but fe ot to chanting in de rhea th vif ; 

The necessity of ting the performers voice by 
every possible means, likewise first ed the idea of 
perce which were used by the actors upon the 

inciple of speaking trumpets, and that of the echeia, 
ot ic vases ; two expedients so peculiar to the an- 
cient drama, that it seems to give some ac- 
eount of them. The mask was called by the Romans 
sera Mary personare, “ to sound through ;” and de- 

ions of such masks as were used in each piece 
were generally prefixed to it, as appears from the,Va- 
tican Terence. Hence dramatis persone, “ masks of 

* the drama,” which words after masks ceased to be 
used, were understood to mean ns of the drama. 
Quintilian, lib. ii, gives. a list of invariable masks ap- 
propriated to different characters, to which the public 
had for many ages been accustomed ; and Julius Pollux 
is still more ample in his account of theatrical masks, 
used in tragedy, satire,t and comedy,—Niobe weeping, 
Medea furious, Ajax astonished, and Hercules enraged. 
In comedy, the slave, the parasite, the clown, the cap- 

‘tain, the old woman, the harlot, the austere old man, the 
debauched young man, the prudent young woman, the 
matron, and the father of a family, were all constantly 
characterised by particular masks, This custom is, in 
some measure, still preserved in the Italian comedy, and 
in our pantomime entertainments, which originated from 
it. “ The spectators,” says De Bos, speaking of the an- 
cient theatre, “ lost little on the side of face-playing by 
the introduction of masks ; for not one-third of the audi- 
ence were near enough the actor to discern the play of 
imuscles, or workings of the passions in the features of 
the face, at least to have received pleasure from them ; 
for an expression must have been accompanied with a 
frightful grimace and distortion of visage, to be percep- 
tible at so great a distance from the stage.” With re- 

Fcheia or spect to the echeia or vases, the historian’ of music al- 
harmonic 
vases. 

ready quoted observes, that they were used in theatres 
for the augmentation of sound. Vitruvius, b. v. ch, v. 
tells us, that they were placed in cells or niches between 
the rows or seats occupied by the spectators, to which the 
voice of the actor had free passage ; that they were made 
ef brass or earthen ware, and proportioned in magnitude 

* In the ancient theatres, plays were represented in broad-day. 
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chus performed the music to his iambic verses in two 
different ways, reciting some of them with an accom- 
paniment, and singing others, while instruments seryile- 
ly performed the same notes as the voice; and this was 
the method which the tragic afterwards adopted. 
We learn from the same work of Plutarch, that even the 
declam iambics were accompanied by the cithara, 
and other instruments ; but as the employment of the ci« 
thara upon these occasions was not constant, it seems, 
says Dr Burney, as if only the general tone of declama- 
tion was given to the actor by the musician, as the chord 
is given to the singer in modern recitative ; whereas in 
the chorus, and other poetry that was sung, the instre- 
ment constantly accompanied the voice note for note. 
Dr Burney’s conclusion is, therefore, that the ancient 
dramatic writers used a different kind of ssAos for the de- 
clamation of the actors, and for the songs of the chorus: 
the one may perhaps be compared to modern recitative, 
and the other to chaunting in the Romish church, That 
this music was simple, and intended to render speech 
more articulate, as well as to fortify passion, both reason 
and the authority of ancient writers enable us to. believe. 
Plutarch says, that ‘ the chromatic genius was never 
used in tragedy.” Now if the ancient drama was de- 
claimed. in a species of recitative, it will bring it still 
nearer the recitative of modern musical dramas, in which | 
no chromatic is ever admitted. Plutarch likewise informs 
us, that a strict rythm or measure was not observed in 
tragedy ; another circumstance ing modern reci- 
tative, in which no time is kept but that of the accent 
and cadence of the verse. And this assertion of Plutarch 
seems to with what Aristotle says in his Poetics, 
chap. 1. that the dithyrambics, nomes, tragedies, and co- 
medies, use a like number, verse, and harmony, with this 
difference, that in some all three are employed at once, 
in others they are used separately. By number or 

Over the theatre, which was open above, in case of rain or intense 
heat of the sun, a vast veil could be spread by means of easy machinery. ‘This vale was sometimes of the finest silk. The Romans 
borrowed the plan of their theatre from the Greeks. In both the Greek and Roman theatre, the space appointed for the playing of 
the actors, and the machines, was a long square, of which the great side was the diameter of a semicircle that described the plan of 
the amphitheatre. This amphitheatre contained a great number of 
form of this amphitheatre was more than the half of a cone vertically cut, and of which the latter section should be reversed. 

spectators, seated upon steps, and distributed by stages. Fad 

orchestra, was the place occupied by our pit. The space nearest the stage was the podium of the Romans; the Ayposkenion of the 
Greeks. It seemed, like our orchestra, to be originally destined for musicians; but the Roman knights, however, occupied the po- 
dium, adorned, as Vitruvius tells us, with elegant columns. Behind the scene was sometimes a walk, surrounded with porticees. 
The middle.of this walk was shaded with quincunxes. 

The Greek theatre differed from that of the Romans in this respect, that the semicircle which traced the plan of the theatre did not 
commence so near the front line of the stage; but in front of the great scene, they had a smaller one, called the thymalé, to which 
there was a descent by several steps from the larger one. It was on this thymélé that the mimics and the dancers performed, in the 
same manner as our modern rope-dancers come forward into the interior of the house. .The scene, properly so called, was the inner 
eurtain of the moderns. It was almost always constructed in relief, and was sometimes ornamented with statues of gold and ivory. 
The scene generally represented a palace with three practicable gates. The middle one was called the royal gate ; that which was to 
the right of the actors, the strangers gate; that to their left, the prisoners gate. The postscenium was the place for the.actors, and 
for placing the decorations. Between the postscenium or space in front of the , and the scene itself, was placed vertically, aun 
upon the sides, three triangular prisms which turned upon pivots, and on the faces of these prisms were moveable 
to the scene of action, whether tragedy, comedy, or (satyricon) farce. 
+ The Satire, as a rude ancient form of comedy, it must be remembered, was wholly different from the grave invectives (so called). 

against vice, written by the Romans, and imitated by the moderns. 

-_ 
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1 sic or song. In dithyrambics and nomes, the verse was 
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General 
character of 
the Greek 

tragedy. 

always 
in tragedy and comedy, the verse was only 

accompanied by melody, rythm, and dance ; and 
recited du- 

ring the acts, (we should rather say in all the parts not 
ehoral,) but in the choruses it was accompanied by sing- 
ing and dancing. The custom of dividing the action 
from the declamation, ascribed very absurdly by some 
modern writers to the ancient stage, is quite incredible, 
and without authority. It is mentioned by Livy, as ha- 
ving been done by Livius Andronicus, an old Roman 
poet, in order to save himself the fatigue of singing in his 
own piece. The passage of Livy, however, according to 
the suggestion of M. Duclos, may be understood with 
more probability to imply, that the old poet, who at first 
sung his canticum, and afterwards danced in the inter- 
ludes, alternately having sung till he was hoarse, trans- 
ferred the singing to another performer, in order to dance 
with more force and activity ; and that thence came the 
custom of making singing and dancing two different pro- 
fessions. The story, when applied to the separation of 
speaking and acting, becomes absurd and incredible. 

To speek ly of theGreek tragedy, the works of it 
which have reached us, certainly present most interesting 
and beautiful relics of humari genius. As an order of dra- 
matic architecture, if we may so speak, it was simple, stu- 
pendous, and severely regular in its proportions ; though 
some of the wandering plots of Euripides may be deem- 
ed an ion to this rule. It was, however, rather 
the show of events, than of characters or passions ; and 
to one accustomed to the full developement of the heart 
in modern tragedy, the reserved and concentrated expres- 
sion of ancient heroes on the stage, will sometimes ap- 
pear as unnatural as the masks which they wore. In one 
respect, modern opinion seems to have done them too 
much justice. The Greek tragedies were simple, but not 
so free from tragi-comedy, as may be generally imagi- 
ned. If that be tragi-comedy which is partly serious 
and partly comical, we need not scruple to say, that the 
Alcestes of Ettripides is, to all intents and purposes, a. 
br aoe od can be little doubt that it had, 
upon an Athenian audience, the proper effect of tragi- 
eomedy ; that is, that in some places it made them cry, 
in others laugh. And the best thing we have to hope 
for the credit of Euripides, is, that he intended to pro- 
duce this effect ; for, though he may be an unskilful poet 
who to write a tragi-comedy, he is surely still 
more unskilful, who writes it without knowing it. We 
particularly allude to the scene in which the domestic in 
Alcestes describes the behaviour of Hercules, and to the 
speech of Hercules himself which follows. The servant 
describes the hero as the most ly and ill-mannered 
guest he had ever attended under his master’s hospitable 
roof, oe, trae him, eating, drinking, and singing in 
a room by himself. While the master and all the rest 
of the family are in the height of funereal lamentation, 
he was not conterited with such refreshments as had 
been set before him, but drinks, crowns himself with 
myrtles, and sings AMOTS YTAAKTON, and all this alone. 
“Cette description (says Fontenelle) est si burlesque 
qu'on diroit d’un erocheteur qui est de confrairie.” A 
censure somewhat justified Euripides himself, who 
makes the servant take Hi for a thief. The speech 
of Hercules narnutt in his cups, is still more cu- 
rious. It is indeed full of the Ag Owe, and completely 
justifies the attendant’s description. It is a true drink 
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ing song, recommending the ‘servant to uncloud his _ Drama. 
brow, enjoy the present hour, think nothing of to-mor- 
row, and drown his cares in love and wine. In another 
tragedy of the grave Euripides, of which only some 
fragments remain, entitled Menalippe the Wise, there 
must have been tragi-comic matter of a still more cu« 
rious kind. Menalippe was delivered of two children, 
the fruits of a stolen amour with Neptune. To conceal 
her shame, she hid them in her father’s cow-house, 
where he found them ; and being less of a philosopher 
than his daughter, took them for a monstrous produc« 
tion of some of his cows, and ordered them to be burned. 
His daughter, in order to save them without exposing 
herself, enters into a long physical argument to cure her 
father of his unphilosophical prejudices about monsters, 
and portentous births; and to convince him that these 
children might be the natural offspring of his cows. 
—tThe truth is, that we may plainly trace in the Greek 
tragedy, with all its improvements, and all its beauties, 
pretty strong marks of its popular and tragi-comic origin ; 
for though the festival of Bacchus was a religious cere« 
mony, we must not attach to the a of antiquity, 
especially to the worship of Bacchus, the ideas of purity 
and serious deyotion, with which Christianity is invested. 
Tragodia, or the Song of the Goat, we are told, was ori« 
ginally the only dramatic appellation; and when after- 
wards the ludicrous was separated from the serious, and 
distinguished by its appropriate name of comedy, the se« 
paration seems to have been imperfectly made, and tra« 
gedy, distinctively so called, seems still to have retained 
a tincture of its original merriment. Nor will this ap- 
pear strange, when we consider the popular nature of the 
Greek spectacles, Even comedy among the Greeks, in 
its broadest and most farcical state under Aristophanes, 
partook visibly, on some occasions, of the magnificence, 
though not of the pathos, of the serious drama, Every 
one who recollects the choruses of Aristophanes in his 
* Clouds,” will acknowledge that the poet often writes 
most beautiful and seribus lyric poetry; not indeed tra« 
gic, or moving, but splendid, fanciful, and metaphorical, 
aboye the tone of comedy. 

The comic drama was not at first cultivated in Greece Greek ces 
with the same care as tragedy; but the gaiety of medy. 
Athens gave it also its reign, and although the man« 
ners of Greece never seem to have favoured its true 
polish and refinement, yet this was_not for want of 
comic writers, since from their earliest one, Crater, 
to the rise of the Roman stage with Nevius, an in« 
terval of two ages, there are reckoned fifty comic poets. 
Of these, Aristophanes composed fifty comedies, and 
Menander and Cratinus one hundred each. Of none 
but of Aristophanes has any entire play come down to 
posterity. The Greek comedy has been divided into 
three epochs ; the old comedy, the middle, and the new. 
The old comedy was mere scandal in the shape of dias 
logue, which launched individuals by their proper name 
upon the stage. Aristophanes flourished in what was 
called the period of the old comedy. In the old comedy, 
the individual object of ridicule was named by his pros 
per name; in the middle comedy, the dramatist was 
obliged to give a fictitious name to his characters ; in the 
new and civilized comedy, general and purely fictitious 
characters were substituted for the former. scandalous 
species of satire, before the comic art had aspired to 
that generalization of character and refinement of spirit, 
which gives it dignity to rank as the counterpart of tra» 
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ly. Comedy, (as an eloquent living writer has obser- 
ved,) requires a much deeper and more extensive know- 

of the human heart than tragedy: it is less diffi- 
cult to pourtray what so frequently strikes the imagi 
tion as the picture of distress ; it may also be admitted, 
that tragic characters bear a certain resemblance towards 
each other, which excludes critical observation, and the 
models of heroic history have clearly pointed out the path 
which they should pursue. But it was the process of ages 
to bring the understanding to that requisite oye of 
taste and superior sappy which distinguished the dra- 
matic works of Moliere; and even had as great a genius as 
this author existed among the Athenians, they would not 
have understood the beauty of his productions. The 
taste of the Grecks, (that sensible authoress continues to 
remark,) was only good when it was annexed to the ima- 
gination—to objects of enthusiasm—but defective when 
it arose from morality and sentiment. The exclusion of 
women from the Greek theatres, was one of the chief 
causes of its imperfections; the authors having no mo- 
tive for concealment, there was no restriction of language 
necessary to be observed ; they were consequently de- 
ficient in grace, elegance, and modesty. The use of 
masks, and speaking trumpets, and the fantastical 
customs of the ancient theatre, disposed the mind, like 
caricatures in drawing, to study the grotesque and un- 
natural. Aristophanes sometimes availed himself of the 
gross jests and buffoonery of the populace—he likewise 
presented the reverse of what was vulgar and inelegant, 
but it was never a clear representation of situations, or 
an accurate description of characters, that he explained. 
The greater part of his dramatic works were relatively 
connected with the events of the times in which they 
were written. The art of inciting popular curiosity by a 
romantic intrigue was yet unknown; but it was always an 
easy matter to please the people, by turning their chiefs 
into derision. The comedies of Menander and Theo- 
phrastus made a great progress in dramatic ‘decency, and. 
in the knowledge of the human heart; both these writers 
had the advantage of living a century after the time of 
Aristophanes, when the licentiousness of an Athenian de- 
mocracy must have been so unfavourable to the fine 
spirit of comedy. The high character of Menander, 
which is given by Plutarch, leaves us room to lament, 
that only fragments of his works have been preserved. 

That idolatry which we pay to Shakespeare seems to have 
been paid to Menander by antiquity. “Oh! Menander 
and Nature,” says Aristophanes the grammarian, “ which 
of you copied from the workmanship of the other?” and 
Julius Caesar, in giving Terence the name of half Me- 
nander, and at the same time lamenting his deficiency 
in the vis comica, implies that the Greek dramatist pos- 
sessed the latter gift in common with the qualities so 
much admired in the Roman. Besides their regular co- 
medy, the Greeks had dramatic SATYPIKA,* or farces, 
Which were probably the most ancient species of dramatic 
writing. These satires were so called from their actors, 
Whio personified the Satyrs, the imaginary attendants of 
Bacchus, The only specimen which we have of this 
Species of entertainment, is the Cyclops of Euripides, 
which is, in fact, like Tom Thumb, a tragedy bur- 
Jesqued. They were performed, says Mr Pinkerton, be- 
tween the acts of the comedies or ies. Mr Pinker- 
ton should have known, that the Greek drama had no 
acts nor intervals, 
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from performers accordingly came; 
the pestilence did not subside, they were dism 
discredit for having belied the oracles, while the 
themselves were never blamed for their false 
Horace informs us, that in the repose and lei 
followed the Punic wars, the Romans 
tragic and comic poets of Greece, and 
transfer their beauties in translation. 
the origin of the drama at Rome ; but with regard 
epoch, one is tempted to believe, 
has been vitiated, The reign of genuine 
Rome appears to have been during, not after, 
wars, from Nevius to Terence and Afranius, 
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Menander, It has been said, that Plautus imitated Aris- 
tophanes, which is assuredly unfounded. An imitation 
of Aristophanes would not have been tolerated by a Ro- 
man audience. The genius of Roman manners, which 
eommunicated a decency and dignity to the lowest orders, 
would have revolted at such atrocious personalities. The: 
new comedy alone, that which contained no personal sas. 
tire, was fit to be received among a people so proud and. 
austere. There is some room, indeed to suspect, that 
Nevius, the first of the cone Latin tried Pract ex- 

riment of personality ; and it was probably on ae 
pt that he was chased out of Rome by the wesataetaie 
faction. If so, his example was a caution to succeeding 

loss of Roman liberty, the rage for _—— destroyed 
utus and Terence, 

we are told, borrowed from the Greeks. At the bare: 
mention of imitation and borrowing, the fancy is apt to 
be much impressed in disfavour of the writer to which it 
is imputed, If we not the works of Homer, 
and only heard in general, that Virgil was a copyist of 
the Grecian epic poet, we should not be able to give cre« 
dit to the author of the Eneid, for the spirit of beauty, 
that breathes in his writings, independent of all obliga~ 
tions to the Iliad. It is always to the disad of an 
ingenious writer, who may be taxed with 
to have his work confronted with his 

" ® Casaubon in his treatise on the satirical poetry of the Greeks and Romans, has established a distinction between the satires of the 
two nations. Those of the Greeks were little pieces for the stage; those of the Romans were moral invective poems. 

tie art was drama. 
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prevent our being swayed implicitly 

charge of jarism, attached to Plautus 
and Terence. The works of Cratinus and Menander, 

its richest materials. His Miser, the original of Moliere’s 
Avare, has not been so entirely transmuted or recreated 
in the hands of the French dramatist, as the French 
critics ime sosant wadbackyet Twin Brothers is 
evidentl source of "s Comedy of Errors, 
with the difference, that go Me ba 

and much less ly conducted.* 
With regard to Terence, he is said to have joined to- 

gether several of the plots of Menander into one of his 
own; a circumstance which entitles us to suspect, as 
the plots of Terence are remarkably simple, that the 

i must have been thin and deficient in action, 
that he improved on them with considerable dra- 

matic art. wobeP“ Se wu stm nab perenne 
man manners. Tragedy was more timid. “coger 

indeed, sometimes to rise above its models. The 
of Iphigenia in Tauris was enriched by the 
of Pacuvius. It is to him that we owe that af- 

of a combat of friendship, where Pylades 
die for Orestes ; rr i oat ale. sd 

ed something of her stateliness heroic 
almost invariably to have attached _it- 

subj It is known, that Andronicus 
mere translator, and the titles of the tragedies 

be written after him, betray the same origin, 
Pacuvius, the Elutra of Accius, the 

of Julius Cesar, the Ajax of Cassius and of 
ius, the Thyestes of Gracchus and that of Varius, 

of Ovid, and the Theatre of Seneca. 
From the Fa till the revival of modern 

ing, there is a of man in the hi 
of the drama, asin that ofall the er ches of litera- 

2 

Hi i i 1 : ] : i i 
ture. About the eighth century, the trade of E 
was princi carried on by means of fairs, which 

ed several days. Charlemagne established man 
marts of this sort in France; as did William the Con- 

and his Norman successors in England. The 
merchants, who frequented these fairs in numerous ca- 
Tavans or companies, employed every art to draw the 
people together. They were therefore accompanied by 
jugglers, minstrels, and buffoons, who were no less in- 
terested in giving their attendance, and exerting all their 
skill on these occasions. As now but few large towns 
existed, no public or ular amusements 
were established ; as the sedentary pleasures of do- 
mestic life and private society were yet unknown, the 
fair time was the season for diversion. In proportion 

ve- 

their circle of exhibition, more attractive by extendin, 
the eyes of the people. By acquired an importance in 
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degrees the clergy observing that the entertainments of _ Drams. 
dancing, music, and mimicry, exhibited at these pro- 
tracted annual celebrities, made the le less reli. 
gious, by promoting idleness and a love of festivity, 
roscribed these , and excommunicated the per~ 
‘ormers. But finding that no regard was paid to their 
censures, they changed their plan, and determined to 
take these recreations into their own hands. They 
turned actors themselves, and, instead of profane mum= 
meries, ented stories taken either from legends or 
the Bible. This was the origin of that incongruous thing 
called sacred comedy. The death of St Catherine, 
acted by the monks of St Denis, rivalled the popula- 
rity of the professed players. Music was admitted, into 
the churches, which served as theatres for the repre- 
sentation of holy entertainments. The festivals among 
the French, ed Le fete de foux, de Vane, et des in- 
nocens, at length became greater favourites, as they 
certainly were more capricious and absurd than the in- 
terludes of the buffoons at the fairs. These are the 
ideas of a judicious French writer, given by Warton in 
his history of English Spek 

Voltaire’s theory, Warton continues, on this sub- 
ject, is also very ingenious, and quite new. Religious 
plays, he supposes, came originally from Constantino- 
ple, where the old Grecian continued to flourish 
in some degree ; and the es of Sophocles and Eu- 
ripides were represented til] the fourth century. About. 
that period, G: Nazianzen, an archbishop, a poet, 
and one of the ers of the church, banished P. 
plays from the at Constantinople, and introduced 
meant stories from the Old and New Testament. As 

e ancient Greek tragedy was a religious spectacle, a 
transition was made on the same smpet the choruses 
were turned into Christian hymns. Gregory wrote ma- 
ny sacred dramas for this purpose, which have not sur+ 
vived those inimitable compositions. One, however, his 
tragedy called Xgieres xacyay, or Christ’s Passion, is still 
extant. In the prologue, it is said to be in imitation of 
Euripides, and that this is the first time the Virgi 
Mary had been produced on the stage. The fashion 
of acting spiritual dramas, in which, at first, a due de- 

of method and decorum was observed, was at . 
ad Constantinople by the Italians, 

who framed, in the depth of the dark ages, on this 
foundation, that barbarous species of theatrical repre- 
sentation called Mysteries, or Sacred Comedies, and 
which were soon afterwards received in France. This 
opinion will acquire probability, if we consider the ear- 
ly commercial intercourse between Italy and Constan- 
tinople; and although the Italians, at the time when 
they may be supposed to have im plays of this 
nature, did not understand the Greek language, yet 
they could understand, and consequently could imitate, 
what they saw. In defence of Voltaire’s hypothesis, 
it may be farther observed, that the Feast of Fools 
and of the Ass, with other religious farces of that sort, 
so common in Europe, originated at Constantinople. 
They were instituted, although perhaps under o 
names in the Greek church, by Theophylact, patriarch 
of Constantinople, probably with a better core than 
is imagined by the ecclesiastical annalists, that of wean- 

* The circumstance in the Latin drama, of the two brothers being perfectly alike, is rather improbable. But Shak 
doubles the miracle, and presents us with two pair of twins instead of one. Plautus accounts very naturally for the brothers having 
both the same name. The grandfather, on the loss of the eldest, whom he loved best, having given the same name to the youngest, 
to preserve the remembrance of the first. Shakespeare, without any reason, makes the twin sons of Ag eon be both called Anti- 
pholis, and the twin brothers, their slaves, both Dromio. The separation of the husband, the wife, and their children, frout 
whence all the diverting mistakes in the «* Comedy of Errors” arise, is also brought about in Shakespeare, without the least regard 
to probability. In the Latin poet, all appears the effect of chance. In Shakespeare, every thing betrays design. = - Ft ' 
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Drama ing the minds of the poeple from the Pagan ceremo- 
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drama. 

cal represe 
Originofthe the historian of Bab poses. 

nies, particularly the 
remonies, by the substitution of Christian spectacles 
partaking of the same spirit of licentiousness. But a 
still earlier, and more curious, specimen of theatri- 

ntation of sacred hi , is mentioned by 

ts ( 
says) of an ancient Jewish play on the Exodus, or the 
departure of the Israelites from Egypt, are yet pre- part ypt, y' ge 
served in Greek iambics. The princi 
this drama, are Moses, Sapphira, and God from the 
bush. - Moses delivers the prologue, or introduction, 
in a speech of sixty lines, and his rod is turned into 
a serpent on the stage. The author of this piece was 
Ezekiel, a Jew, who was called ‘O sav Iwdamer teeyo- 
3wy rortlas, or the tragic poet of the Jews. Mr Warton 
is of opinion, that Ezekiel com: this play in imi- 
tation of the Greek drama, at close of the second 
century after the destruction of Jerusalem; and even 
in the time of Barocbas, as a political with 
a view to animate his. coun with hopes of a fu- 
ture deliverance and restoration. Boileau, in the sub- 
joined verses, considers the ancient pilgrimages to have 
introduced those sacred mysteries into France. 

Ches nos devots ayeux le theatre abhorré. 
Fut long-tems dans la France une plaisir ignoré 
De Pelerins, dit on, une troupe grossizre 
En public, a Paris, y monta la prémiere ; 
Bt sotement zélee en la simplicité, 
Tona, les saints, la Vierge, ct Dieu, par picté. 
Le savoir, a la fin, dissipant Vignorance, 
Fit voir, de ce pre} , la devote imprudence : 
On chassa ces eurs préchant sans mission, 
On vit renaitre Hector, Andromaque, Ilion. 

The authority to which Boileau alludes is Mones- 
ier, an intelligent French anti . The ims 

whe returned Se eae of & 
tella, St Beaume of Provence, and others, com 
‘songs on their adventures, intermixing recitals of pas- 
sages in the life of Christ, descriptions of his cruci- 
fixion, of miracles, and s. To these tales, 
which were recommended hs Pe Mi —_ 
a variety of gesticulations, the ulity e multi- 
tude gave the name of visions, These pious itinerants 
tray in companies, and taking their stations in the 
most public streets, and singing with their staves in 
their , and their hats and mantles fantastically 
adorned with shells and emblems painted in various 
colours, formed a sort of theatrical spectacle, At length 
their performances excited the charity and compassion 
of some citizens of Paris, who erected a theatre, in 
which they might exhibit their religious stories with 
the addition of scenery and decorations. To those 
{continues the ingenious author already quoted) who 

accustomed to contemplate the great picture of hu- 
man follies which the unpolished ages of Europe hold 
up to our view, it will not appear surprising, the 
people who were forbidden to read the events of the 
sacred bi in the Bible, in which they were faith- 

“fully and beautifully related, should, at the same time, 
be permitted to see them nted on the stage ; 

isgraced with the grossest improprieties—corrupted 
with inventions and additions of the most ridiculous 
kind—sullied with impurities, and expressed in the 
lan and gesticulations of the lowest farce. On 
the whole, the mysteries appear to have ck aro 
among the ecclesiastics, and were, most probably, first 
acted, at least with any degree of form, by the monks. 
‘The play ef St Catherame was performed by the novices 
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and calendary ce- 
at Dunstable Abbey, in the century, under the 
superintendance of Geoffroy, a ian ecclesiastic ; 

’ the Passion, by the mendicant 

are, ho 
thirteenth century ; and’ one. 
the year 1210, entitled Heregia del Preyers, the Here-_ 

emi dao F riage er one. : both. 
author By aa ‘Alas Shounen ange de jpoct 

posed Les cing 
tragedies des Gestes de Jehanne Royne de Ni | Dhis 
Jane, queen of Naples, was a monster, who, at eighs 
teen years of age, assassinated her husband, and who 

P 
A 

i toa and offered their gifts. 
were, in all probability, for the most 
dumb show. To trace the first transition 
to aye drama, or to ascertain which of. 
tions 

: if 
however, upon the whole, most admi 
may first claim that distinction. In the age of 
renzo de Medici, (says the elegant historian of 
house,) those ill-ju representations (the mysteries) 

to assume a more re: form, and to be 
united with dialogue. One of the earliest examples of 
the sacred drama, is the Rappresentazione of St Gio- 
vanni and St Paolo, by Lorenzo de Medici. . Cionacci 

Soe maaagn of Malliscontvonaca® the: dengiadeet e marriage ena, one . 
Lorenzo, to Francisco Cibo, nephew of Innocent VILL. 
and that it was performed by his own children; th 
being many passages which seem to be intended as 
precepts for such as are entrusted with the direction of 
a state, and which | pamper point out the line of — 
conduct which he and his ancestors had pursued, in ob- 
taining and preserving their influence in Florence. 
The coadjutors of Lorenzo in this attempt to meliorate 
the imperfect state of the drama, were Feo Belcari, 
Bernardo Pulci, and his wife Madonna Antonia de 
Tanini, That Lorenzo had it in contemplation to ems ~ 
ploy dramatic composition in other subjects, is also aps 
parent, Among his poems, there is found an —— 
to substitute the deities of Greece and Rome for 
saints and martyrs of the Christian church; but the 
jealous temper of the national religion seems, for a 
time, to have restrained the progress which might have 
been otherwise made in this important ent of 
letters. After a faint dawn in the tragedies of Galeot- 
to, Antonio da Pistoia, and Bernardo Accolti, the rise 
of the Italian drama properly son ashes with Trissix 

ies 
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Ruccelai, 
A. D. 1516. 
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The tragic muse 
With her th’ Italian scene first learnt to glow, 
And the first tears for her were taught to flow. 

was in Rome 1515, in the 
of Leo X. to whom it was dedicated, and un- 

whose auspices it was written; and, in the year 
1562, when a wooden model of the famous Olympic 
theatre of Palladio was erected, for trial, in the Palazzo 
del Ragione, the meee of Trissino was selected 
for representation, historians of Vincenza dwell 
with pride and pleasure on the splendour of this spec- 
taele, and on the great concourse of nobility, from even 
the most distant parts of Lombardy, who assisted. This 
tragedy is written in verse sciolto ; and the author, fol- 
lowing the Greek model, conducts his plot with great 
Ba Set only interrupting the course of the action 
wi | the odes, and occasional wok ores seks cd pW 
ising chorus, Sophonisba was soon known 
Alps; and, according to Voltaire, it was pv sw So- 
phonisba of Trissino that the French learnt the drama- 
tic rules. Eneeredliieethe suecess of Trissino, his 

and friend Giovanni Ruccelai, nephew 
of Lorenzo de Medici, and cousin- of Leo X. 
entered. the dramatic career. In year 1516, his 
Rosmunda was recited in his garden at Florence, in 
the presence of Leo. This 'y is founded upon a 
story of strong interest in the history of the Lombards, 
which is related with simplicity and perspicuity in the 
Istoria Fiorentina of Machiavelli, and splendidly and 
minutely detailed in the luminous of Gibbon. Mr 
Roscoe has observed, on this , that Ruccelai has 
_preserved his heroine from the crimes of prostitution 
gnd assassination, and has introduced a disinterested 
lover in the person of Almachilde, who executes ven- 
geance on the king from generous and patriotic mo- 
tives. In justice to the author, it must also be obser- 
ved, that the horrid incident upon which the tragedy 
is founded, is narrated only, and not represented, be- 
fore the audience. 

The rest of the sixteenth century presents a list of 
tragic writers, many of whose works are spoken of in 
the hughes terms by Gravina Riccoboni, and other eri- 
ties of equal authority. Among these, Giambalista 
Gerombe is entitled. to notice, for being the first who 
ieee the Italian drama into acts and scenes, and ma- 

prologue independent of the piece, which had 
formerly, according to the Avistotelard canon, formed 
an awkward in part of it. Cinthio is memorable 
for in his novels, many materials to 
Shakespeare. Tasso’s Jorrismonda ought not to be for- 
gotten ; nor Manfredo, the friend of Tasso, who antici- 
peel ae su of Semiramis, afterwards adopted by 

oltaire. In the Course of the same century, the pastoral 
eomedy became popular; which, whatever the enthu- 
siastic votaries of Tasso and Guarini may say, introdu- 
ced representations of life the most affected and unna- 
tural,-and must have contributed to denaturalize the 
tone of the rising drama. Riccoboni gives the follow- 
ing general character of the Italian tragedy of the six- 

century : The tragedies composed from the year 
1500 to 1600, or thereabouts, have been found to be 
foo savage, and have not produced pleasure, In short, 
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the horrible was puslied to’ such exeess, that it disgust- Drama. 
ed the Italians. Pocts were not contented to make 
sons kill their mothers, and fathers their children, but 
ums were brought upon the stage, from which the 
limbs of the massacred innocents were piece-meal pro- 
duced before the spectators. ye 

The 17th centurymay, with little injury to the drama- Causes of 
tic Sy phe of Italy, be passed over in silence. ‘The the degene- 
rage for the musical drama, which was kindled by some = tod 
favourite ctions of Count Fulvio Testi, Dr Burney; ja, 
with all his enthusiasm for music, confesses to have been 
ruinous to true tragedy. _ The dege of the Italian 
stage is, however, ascribed to a cause still deeper than 
partiality for music, by an eminent critic of that coun~ 
try, whose opinion is well entitled to notice. We al- 
lude to the Count de Calsibigi, who, in his letter to'the 
celebrated Alfieri, ascribes it ultimately to the want of 
proper theatres. “ Why,” says that critic, “has no 
Italian author produced a tragedy which may be com- 

with the pieces of the Greek, or even of the 
rench stage, since in every other branch we have- 

 sortaprt te number? Why,as if despairing of recovery, 
ve they returned back to those musical dramas, which 

having become ridiculous in the’ last century, have 
been since made more tolerable by Apostele Zeno, and 
afterwards Metastasio? Since the 
nisba of Trissino, which was acted at Rome, and since 
some other ies (our first attempts in the art) re- 
presented.at F ce and Ferrara, we have i ne» 
ver wanted poets, who have continued to write new 
pieces, and who have succeeded in producing them 
upon the . But what kind of stages were these? 
sometimes theatres belonging to the court, but most 
commonly to private noblemen, who caused them to be 
erected in their palaces and villas. Upon these tem- 
porary stages, select ies were represented a few 
times by the courtiers of the prince, or by private par- 
ties of ladies and gentlemen. Thus, Italy having never 
had a ent tragic theatre, nor actors by profes 
sion, private representations could only be called 
transient attempts, from which the art received little 
or no advantage. It was worse, (Calsibigi continues,) 
when those ies of actors, who have always 
reigned upon the Italian , got possession of those 
more or {css intpedfect i ie they were made 
publie by the press. Every body knows, (says he,) of 
what absurd and awkward buffoons those wandering 
troops are generally composed. Every body knows, 
that the greater part of these barbarous actors, besides 
being taken from the lowest and most uneducated part 
of the people, is born in those provinces where our lan- 
guage is spoken with the least purity, both in the 
grammar and in the pronunciation. Therefore, these 
actors lisping a tragedy, produce the same effect upon 
their hearers, as the ies of Racine or Voltaire 
would uce at Paris, if they were recited in the 
rovincial brogue of Gascony or Picardy. We all 

w, to what ridiculous, ill-dressed, awkward, and 
even ugly females, the pag of the Phaedra, Androma- 
che, Semiramis, and Zara, are given to be torn in 
pieces in the jargon of Bologna, Lombardy, or Genoa ; 
and to be recited or acted without elegance or grace, 
in the style of the beggar women in the streets. 
Thus the entire want of a permanent and well con- 
ducted theatre, and the more im: t deficieney of 

actors, hindered our poets applying them- 
selves to the composition of real tragedy, and prevented 
the studious and judicious part of the public from fre- 
quenting the theatre. Moreover, cog Spd divided 
into so many small states, never has a great:and 
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central point of union for Italian ambition. The Ro- 
mans, Lombards, the Tuscans, the Piedmontese, 
the Venetians, and the Neopolitans, considered each 
other as having different interests, and as enemies, or 
at least rivals, both in the sciences and in the fine arts.” 
Here Calsibigi dilates on the baneful effects of the op- 

ition i . of peeking, © vo ae so which =e 
are incapable of appreciating the truth of his remarks ; 
but language being a more conventional way of imita- 

the 

Drana. 

ting nature, than by objects addressed immediately to 
sight, and intelligible to all men, it must clearly be 

much more affected in its towards refinement 
than either geen or sculpture, the provincial 
distractions of an unsettled style.“ This is the reason, 
{he continues) that having no permanent theatre, whilst 
in many cities there was a musical , almest con- 
‘stantly we have returned to this latter, ing drama- 
tic monsters ; for such are the greatest part 
sical plays.” 

State of the In spite of all these disadvan Italy again 
Italian dra- rose into dramatic lustre in the eighteenth century. 
ina in the Goldoni redeemed the genius of its comedy, if not en- 
tury, tirely from farce, at least to comparative refinement 

from its former state. Metastasio infused poetry into 
the opera, and Maffei delineated in his Meropé, some 
of the workings of the human heart. Some 
pieces of considerable interest appeared from the time 
of Maffei to that of Alfieri; ae. See whole, the -tili 

to tragic ius of the country, seem be again sink- 
ing nd coma when that latter extraordinary genius 
(Alfieri) Po In him, the tragic muse spoke a 
Janguage ght with an elevation of sentiment, and 
a of majesty, of which her dramatic pieces 
had formerly conveyed no trace. With classical sim- 
plicity of structure, he sought to unite a stern and aus- 
tere — = ery os Sedan - conceits and 
effeminacy whi so lon is native stage. 
The universal feelings of his countrymen seemed to 
sympathise with his regenerating efforts ; and the burst 
of public yes gecs which they excited, seemed to say, 
that Italy still majestic sentiments of virtue, to 
which the portraitures of her sickly drama had not be- 
fore done justice. Even the partiality of his country- 
men, however, was not blind to the errors into which 
his genius fell, from a systematic and overstrained pur- 
suit of peculiar excellencies, The regularity his 
four first tragedies, * was felt to border upon stiffness ; 
his ow ey. of sentiment, on harshness ; and the pu- 
rity of his diction, on boldness and abrupt compression. 
In avoiding the florid luxury of his national poetry, he 
over-affected the sombrous energy of Dante. Ata subse- 
quent period, he adores the scripture subject of Saul; 
and it appears upon the whole, by its grandeur and pri- 
mitive simplicity, to have accorded well with the tone 
of his genius, bably instructed by public opinion, 
he new gave his thoughts a more poetical dress ; there 
is even occasionally in this piece an-oriental pomp of 
expression. The subject is the frenzy and death of the 
ph a ; the ey which attach our 
s by their hag, urtrayed affections, 
a Shoes of Jonathan vid, and his beloved Micol. 
The reader, without being h itical, will regret in 
this beautiful tragedy, that the knot of interest is not 
a distinct and visible. We have a general 
alarm ar. a of danger, from the menacing 
insanity of Saul ; but the events to be h for or fear- 
ed, are somewhat too undefined, and the curiosity is 

Alfieri. 

+ Philip, Polynices, Antigone, and Virginia, 

our mu. © 
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rather passively than actively exercised. But still the ‘Drone. 
vatzageh a wies tage Aye The —Y™ piece is 
beauty of the friend] fixes our love ; the 
madness of Saul is a thrilling and terrible picture ; and 
the proud, fanatic enthusiam of Achimelec, when he ; 
denounces the curse of heaven on the king for his Le 
slaughter of the priests, contrasted with the severe in- 
Se eee ne of ie at ee 

an Sacer To enter on the whole drama 
of Alfieri, would far surpass our limits ; we must con- 
tent ourselves with remarking, that in Vincenzo Monti, Vincenzs 
who, we believe, is ‘still alive, Italy possesses a ly Monti. 
peaen tee who, in his tragedies of 
to, Manfredi, and Aristodemus, has evinced a spirit 
worthy of succeeding Alfieri, and who, in the charms 
of diction, is supposed even to him. The re- 
vival of poetry at so late a period, may 
eee eens Sees panes whose genius has ever shone 
So conspicuous in the other arts, will yet enrich the 
world of fancy with captivating productions of the dra- 

romantic fancies, it was much less re that 
other nations ; much less imbued with the sage spirit 
which united phi with enthusiasm among the 
ee eee ccotaen: 
native Spaniard ; much more in ith his opi 
nions and feelings ; and much snete ea 6 45. 
hold of his national pride. 
that neither the satires of other nations, nor criti- 
cisms of their own literary men, nor the prizes of 
academies, nor the favour of princes, have ever been 
able to bring the Spaniards into the dramatic 
which predominates in the rest of Europe. Italy : 
p airgemes venga: pepe as the author of the 

t regular tragedy of ern Europe. Without a 
claim ee eee the 15th 
century for the birth of their dramatic . They 
ascribe its origin to three works of a kind very different 
from one an , Viz. the mysteries ofthe churches; the 
satirical and drama, entitled Mingo 3and Drama of 
the dramatic romance of Caliztus and Mélibeea, or Celes- Mingo 
tina. The mysteries, which constituted the ornaments of 
their religious solemnities, had an indi ble influence 
on the Spanish theatres; and the Autos Sacramentales 
of their most celebrated authors, are made almost on 
the model of those ancient holy farces. The work cal- 
led Mingo Rebulgo, composed before the middle of the 
15th century, under the reign’ of John II. and which 
was meant to turn the monarch and his court into ridi- 
cule, is rather a political satire in dialogue, than a dra- 
ma. But the Celestina has very different claims to the 
attention of those who are curious about the origin of 
the modern drama, Of this strange piece, the first act 
was written by one whose name is unknown, about the 
middle of the 15th century, at a time when tlie rest of | 
Europe was spplaeding the profane of the 
mysteries, and long before any other le of modern 
Europe had shewn the slightest talent for the comic 
drama. The dialogue of Celestina has frequently spi- 
rit, wit, and gaiety ;,the characters are tolerably traced ; 

Drama of 
Celestina. 
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anditheintei 
the langu: 

the action in ete ; he had only interested us in the 
the beautiful Melibeea had cherished for 

Calixtus ; had 

* 

this i comedy about the year 1510, and pro- 
longed it to twenty acts ; a length which precluded its 

i e makes the personages pass through 
the most romantic adventures, and gives the drama a 
po Suerte Celestina introduces herself into 

% her re- 
i different domestics who had 

iy by Celestina perish by the sword or 
q is poi , Calixtus is_also kil- 

Pol, andl Melibcea throws herself from the top of a tower. 

tendency 
church was consulted. Nine 4 this 

in Spain it was prohibited, in I 
r it should be noticed, that, in point of 

| =r ti ype Delp apne eA eee 
in 1510 ;—begun sixty 

E 

Ps: imperbas ve Ital 
é is circumstance shews, that the popularity of 

ish literature was more early and important than 
y supposed. 

was the state of the Spanish theatre, pleasantly 
described by Cervantes, when Lope de Ru whose 
comedies and acting the author of Den Quixote had ad- 
mired in his youth, headed his strolling company. His 
theatrical wealth, says Cervantes, consisted in four white 
shepherd’s dresses, ished with gilt leather, four 
beards and trains of hair, and four crooks, more or 
less. The comedies were only conversations, like eclogues, 
between two or three shepherds and a shepherdess, which 

there been but one of two men of genie to 
travagance of its general 
of was desirable, the 

which Camoens 

_ means on the stage. 

of tragedy ; an example on which so few dramatic writers of his country thought fit to im 
the hint of Bermudez, the Spanish stage would not have been disgraced by 

character. This old Dominican, defective as his genius was, saw with the eye of taste, that while the classical form 
of modern interest were fittest for a modern stage. 

made poetically memorable, by embodying it in the Lusiad ; but Geronymo Bermudez wrote before the. 
appeared. 

_t It is generally allowed, however, that the interludes, ox short comedies of Cervantes, possess considerable merit, 
1 

tive theatre, and changed the sack which had conveyed 
its moveables into boxes. He brought forward the mu- 
sic, which had been kept behind the curtain, in front 
of the scene, and took away the false and farcical beards 
from the performers, except from those who played the 
characters of old men. He was also the first to imitate 
clouds, thunder and hebe , and battles, by artificial 

ut toting of this at , Cervan-~ 
tes adds, was bro to perfection, until his own plays 
were ormed one A doi of being the fret who 
exhibited moral and allegorical figures in the Spanish 
theatre, as well as of reducing the representation from 
five to three acts. In this latter circumstance, however, 
Cervantes to have been ignorant, that Torres 
Naharro anticipated him. The name of Cervantes 
himself forms an interesting in the Spanish dra- 
ma. He com , he tells us, from twenty to thirty 
comedies. (The word comedy was at this time ap- 
lied, in a very strange manner, to productions: 

fraught with representations of the terrible and pathetic.) 
—Lope de Vega possessed a lively and magic volubili- 
ty, for rendering absurdity itself entertaining. Cervan~ 
tes was no more than his great contemporary, seriously 
disposed to give a classical harmony of design to the 
Spanish drama. They both of them laughed at their 
own inferiority to the ancients, and Lope even speaks’ 
of his preparing himself for the composition, by put- 
ting the ancient authors out of his study, lest they 
should chill him by their condemnation ; but both he: 
and Cervantes were probably, in their own predilec- 
perishes pe oe to the fantastic drama, as their 
audience were exclusively disposed to receive it. Lope: 
succeeded, nd Wai feintces we find, was com ively: 
unfortunate. No great weight needs to be attached to- 
the decision of their contemporaries, if we consider a 
tasteless and barbarous age as standing umpire between: 
— But whatever the genius i the Spanish drama: 
might be, Lope de Vega contrived to e it popular, 
while the nervous prieicts of thought, and the solid. 
talent of Cervantes, seems to have been ill calculated to: 
deal with its mass of intrigues and adventures. His. 
ber ms are therefore, in , (and it would seem 
wi at justice) ac of being cold and fatiguing; 
and ft the dispave between this eet man PE 
contemporary public, respecting the d of his dra-. 
matic genius, the public opinion, which rated it lower 
than he did himself, a ‘s in this, as in most cases- 
of the same kind, to be right. ¢ 

There is nevertheless one of his early 
br! nga his rivalship with ie de me 
which may well qualify an eral decision against 
his talents for thé dealan thie in his tragedy on the 
siege of Numantia. It is altogether a distracting medley. 

Von” writ~ 

See oe ares See raa aren 56 Dyes Cuaieeipaners tee tes Diet meen 61 seen > Se 
meni 

be the first who divided Spanish comedy into three acts or journadas. It does not even ar that Torres Naharro’s pieces were ever popu~ 

comic compositions and acting. Without finding it possible to enter individually into the merits of those who commenced the 
Ce eet EEE a aneean, ten it ihe sleptent chateh, 1 euch tie name of Gereniymo Deniadgy, This writer was 
a Dominican Gallicia, who was so diffident, that he would not venture to publish at first, but under a feigned name. He is the author of 

wild ex- 

He chose, therefore, the subject of the unfortunate 
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ness of its pictures, and grandeur of execution, ang jus- 
an able. critic has said, that its maar in 

favourable circumstances, would have become the 

present day, as a subject best fitted for dramatic effect ; 
yet the mind cannot but sympathise with the zeal and 
patriotism which a must have felt in endeavouring 
to record such terrific grandeur in the national charac- 
ter, The scene opens with the Roman camp, which is 
before Numantia.—Scipio appears with his principal 
officers, and addresses his soldiers, to reprimand them 
for their sloth and luxury, which has delayed the con- 
clusion of the siege. The address, though long, is full 
of Roman and soldier-like eloquence.—In this scene, 
the novelty of the dramatic art is pleasantly developed 
in the notes of direction which the author gives to his 
actors._——Here enw shall ore many soldiers as 
ean be brought upon mm and Caius Marius with 
them ; they shall | be armed in the ancient manner, 
without firelocks ; and Scipio, mounted u a small 
rock, which shall be upon the stage, shall look at his 
soldiers before addressing them. Numantian ambassa- 
dors ove woe eae ones , which Scipio rejects. 
Spain is personified, and appears upon the 
as a female, crowned eith en intes anid eit + iad 
in her hand, in allusion to the name of Castille. She 
ealls for the rivers Duero, or Durius, on the banks of 
which Numantia was situated ; and Duero presents 
himself, accompanied by three tributary streams. These 
allegories may make us smile, while they remind us of 
the appearance of the Thames, in Sheridan’s critic, be- 
tween two attendants, representing his banks, with wil- 
lows in their hands.—But we should also recollect, that 
if classical example can palliate the circumstance, Euri- 
pides has his character of éxviles, or death, a principal 
oeiasl the drama of ee to mention the al- 

ical person: whom ylus brings to bind 
Prometheus. Spain and the river pedi have 
consulted about the fate of the city, the scene changes, 
and transports us to Numantia ;—the senate is assem- 
bled, and deliberates on the common danger. In the 
second act, a commencing interest is created in the 
character of a young Numantian, Morandro, the lover 
of Lira ; and a story of individual and tender passion is 
thenceforward interwoven with the history of the siege. 
A scene of public sacrifice ensues, in which the terrors 
of the people are vated by unfavourable omens ; 
the torches will not kindle their fire, and the thunder 
sounds an evil presage, in answer tothe sacred invoca- 
tions. (Here another note of the author directs the ac- 
tors to imitate thunder, by hurling under the stage a 
tun, or vessel full of stones.) At last the victim is 
snatched from the sacrifices by an infernal spirit. So 
much of the effect of-guch scenes depends on execution, 

i : i : : 
3 Fs 

eFee F 

pf me en aa the here 
ution with which their i¢ senator Theogenes 

of a sacrifice 
eath their w 

2 Ey g g z : ; g 8 ES Pree 
determined, the author crowds yo ae till 
clusion, the deepest scenes of grief, and the most 
blime traits of patriotism. Famine desolates the 
—The young po eo a mcm 
tioned, accompanied by a friend, penetra’ 
Roman canip—he returns mortally wounded, 
possession of a Beco ved. which he has ravished, 
at the price of his life, from the enemy, in order to 
bring to his mistress Lira.’ He tells her, that the blood 
which stains the bread is his own, and expires at her 
feet, as he bequeathes the sad and bitter nourish- 
ment, 

the cor 
mi i atte 

Pero mi sangre vertida 
Y con este pan mezelada, © 
Je ha de dar, mi dutce amada, 
Triste et amarga comida, 

*The action su itself with the same interest te 
the end of the piece, when Fame its conclu- 
sion from the ruins of Numantia, and predicts the fu- 
ture glory of reas 

elix de Vega Corpio, was 15 years 
than Cervantes, being born in 1562. is 
fertile talent, if he did not create the Spanish drama, at 
least unchangeably fixed its general character and form. 
So much did he establish the character of his native 

, for acentury and a half to come, that to give an 
idea of his works, is, in some d , to give an account 
of the subdivisions of the Spanishdrama, and ] 
ter of each subdivision. The word comedy (comedia) 
in the of the Spanish theatre, means some-~ 
thin em a from what was so. called by the 
Greeks and Romans, or what it still signifies over the 
greater of E . It isa name, com~- 
prehen several different kinds of dramatic compo- 
sition, each of which are nee neither nor 
comedies. ‘The principle of the ancient eomedy, and 

igy of Vege. 



essential to the regular comedy 
of polished Europe; but it is not essential to 

that of Spain. The object is incident, intrigue, and 
é -surprise ; a hardy and careless pursuit of the imagina- 
F tion, after such a change of scenes, pecepereos ie 

. pathetic burlesque, the trivial and the marvellous, 
the attention busy, curious, and astonish- 

with the arising from what we call comedy ; 
in which draught of manners is the first 
requisite, and wit and satire the second. But an in- 

quires, not a hurried and tumultuous, but a well con- 
nected and consistent flow of events ; leaving the mind 

y iritual, and comedies 
profane, ing to human life, (Comedias divinas 
et humanas.) It is usual to divide this class of hu- 

_ man-life comedies, into those which are called heroic, 
and those denominated the comedies of the cloak and 
sword, (Comedias de Capa et Espada.) The heroic co- 
medies were in their origin confounded with those of 
me and the name of heroic was extended to those 

i on m ical sul Those comedies of 
the clink adword wer ile sity wens Sie 

because the principal person ese pieces 
T penaral a knight of industry, who gives himself out 

spirii 
divided, since the time of 
drawn from the lives of the saints, (Vidas de Santos, ) 
and into pieces of the holy sacrament, (Autos Sacra- 
mentales ;) the former have been formed the mo- 
del of pieces called lives of the saints, which used to be 

r ted in the monasteries. The Aulos Sacramen- 
seem to have arisen in the time of Lope de Vega. 

Finally, we must add to those different kinds of Spa- 
nish comedy, the interludes which are played between 
the prologue and the piece, and which used to be called 
Sayneter, proba were mixed with dancing and mu- 
sic. The historical or heroic comedies of de Ve- 

de Vega, into dramas 

ega’s he- from foreign histories. His Grand Duke of Muscovy 
roic dramas. is of this small number. There is little difference of 

character in the vast variety which he produced. The 
unity of action is only apparent 5 and as to unity of 
a and time, Lope de Vega never thought of them. 

mon- To give some idea of those pieces, we 
shall give a v i extract of one of the best, 

is, the assassination et a 
De Sancho, by Bellido a kni whom the king h: 

"offended by b his word to him. The same sub- 
f has furnished the subject of several old romances. 

n this, as in these old romances, the Cid Ruy Diaz 
an important part. The King, the Cid, and the 

Jount Auzares, appear first upon the scene, which re- 
VOL, \Ill., PART I, 
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prceents a plaim at the foot of the strong city of Toro, Drama. 

the kingdom of Leon. The king declares to the “~V~” 
two knights, that political reasons do not 
tor the testament of his father; and that he can- 
not leave his two sisters, Elvira and Urra, in ion 
of the two strong cities of Zancora and Toro. The Cid, 
with a generous liberty, represents to the King the in- 
justice of his enterprise, and offers his mediation with 
Elvira. The King and the Count Auzares withdraw, 
and the Cid approaches to the walls of tle fortress. He 
‘meets the Chevalier Ordonez, who had stolen out of the 
city with the design of rendering some service to the 
Princess Elvira. The two knights at first prepare for 
battle ; but, at the name of the Cid, Ordonez kisses his 
sword, and they both embrace. The Cid here shews 
himself in all the greatness of his character. The In- 
fanta comes to speak to him from the top of the walls, 
and explains to him the reasons that have obliged her 
to shut the gates of the city against her brother. The 
King returns, and orders an assault to be made on the 
fortress, The scene changes. Don Vela, an ancient 

rmit him 

‘cavalier retired from the world, walks in front of his 
country-house, and makes a soliloquy. His daughter, 
who is young and beautiful, ‘enters on the stage sing- 
ing, and surrounded by a troop of villagers. | With this 
scene commences the episode, or underplot of the piece, 
of which, the hero is a Prince of Burgundy disguised 
as a t, and in love with Sancha, the daughter of 
Don Vela. The scene again changes to beneath the 
walls of Toro, Negociations are set on foot between the 

ies, and the King has an interview with his sister. 
he conversation, which is well seasoned with 

abuse, and in which there is a great deal of quibbling 
on the double meaning of Toro, which signifies both a 
bull and the city besieged, produces no reconcilement. 
A second assault is made, and is repelled, which closes 
the first act. In the second act, the underplot of the 
disguised Prince of Burgundy begins to have some con- 
nection with the main action. The Prince, and the beau- 
tiful Sancha, mutually breathe their tenderness in son- 
nets. Don Bellido next appears. He promises the 
king to make him master of the fortress, if he will agree 
as a recom to give him the hand of the Princess 
Elvira. King promises this, and Don Bellido, by 
the basest act of treachery, puts him in ion of 
the fortress ; but the king conceives himself justified in 
breaking his word with a traitor, and refuses him his 
sister. This unfortunate Princess escapes in the habit 
‘of a female t. She finds an asylum in the family 
of Don Vela ; and the piece continues in this manner to 
alternate tender and heroic, domestic and rural scenes, 
till its denouement, which consists in the king being as- 
sassinated Bellido, and the Infanta brought back in 
triumph to Toro. The piece’ concludes with the mar- 
riage of the beautiful Sancha to her Prince of Burgun- 
dy, and with the union of the Infanta to the traitor 
Bellido, who had assassinated her brother. 

The comedies of the cloak and sword, or the comedies Lape de 
of intrigue of Lope de Vega, are not, it is true, plays of’ Vera's co- 
character, but they present pictures of manners drawn medies of 
after the life, however romantic. Their style, though in the cloak 
verse, has the same inequality, and the general character 4 sword. 
of their plots is the same with that of the heroic ones, 
The scenes succeed each other, without the connection 
of cause or probable motives. All the writer's object is 
intrigue ; and frequently the so intricate, that 
the poet is obli to cut the knot of interest, which he 
cannot-unclose. The plays of our author are generally 
strewed with reflections and maxims of prudence; but 

N 
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hewould have thoughthimself abridging his own drama- 
tic liberty, if he had introduced eee properly so 
called. He has wished to draw the manners of his 
countrynien such as he saw them, not such as they 
ought to have been, and he has left it to the s tors 
to draw a moral for themselves. The most licentious 
spirit of gallantry, coloured by a sort of decency, and 
feebly Bra! by honour, but never by a sense of du- 
ty, constitutes the essence of his comedies, If the poet 
exhibits lively passions, they rush to their gratification 
with a vehemence truly Spanish ; if he paints the softer 
and sentimental affections, they are breathed with inex- 
haustible tediousness, and conveyed in language full of 
quibble and affectation, That love excuses every thing, 
was then the favourite maxim of good company in Spain, 
and the personages of Lope de Vega, ladies as well as gen- 
tlemen, act quite conformably te the maxim. Treasons 
and rascalities the most detestable are introduced as 
things of course, and murder is by no means rare.. On 
the slightest occasion, men of rank draw their swords, 
and, if one or other is killed, it is hardly spoken of. In 
this species of his pieces, it is however confessed, that 
there reigns a great deal of the natural, and that its ex- 
ression never injures his poetical colouring. Of this 
escription of his pieces, “‘ The Widow of Valencia” 

(La Viada de Valencia) forms no unfavourable exam- 
ple, as the plot is well supported, and as it has the rare 
merit of unity of action. The scene is laid at Valencia 
in the time of the carnival. Leonarda, a young, beau- 
tiful, and rich widow, but very capricious, has formed 
the resolution of never marrying again. She comes 
on the stage with a book in her hand, and tells us, that 
though she is neither a devotee nor a del esprit, she reads 
for her amusement both profane and devout books, and 
that she deigns not to honour with a look the swarm of 
adorers who persecute her. After a great many spiri- 
ted and sage remarks, which the widow makes on the 
vanity of admiration, her roguish waiting-woman con- 
trives to make her conelude them before a mirror, and in 
this situation she is found to her great mortification by. 
her uncle, The old gentleman, however, consoles her, by 
proving the utility of ieohing- giants and advises her 
to a second marriage. In reply to which, she expatiates 
on the consequences of rash engagements, and with t 
pleasantry draws the picture of a man of fashion of Ma- 
drid in the 16th century. The uncle leaves her, and 
the scene changes. Three of the lovely widow's admi- 
rers present themselves before her gates, and each of 
them expresses, in a sonnet of one prolonged metaphor, 
their secret wishes and hopes. As they have no occa- 
sion to congratulate each other on the kindness of their 
mistress, they make a common confidence, and each re« 
lates a burlesque adventure, which had happened to 
him that night before the mansion of Leonarda. Leo- 
narda, however, returns from the church in great haste, 
for she had seen a young man for whom she had conceiv- , 
ed a passion, which altered her views about matrimony. 
She wishes to bring him to her house, but resolves that 
he shall be ignorant whose it is. Her coachman Urba- 
no, who is also the gracioso or buffoon of the piece, is 
charged with this commission. He goes off to fulfil it, 
and in the meantime the three lovers arrive masked, but 
without design, in the same manner. They are disgui- 
sed as hawkers of books and prints. Their reception 
and dismission by Leonarda ee considerable gaiety. 
In the second act, the favourite youth Camillus makes 
his srpeeseee, and hesitates for a long time whether to: 
hazard the adventure which is proposed to him. . Ur- 
bano draws a doctor's cap (capirote) over his eyes, and 
brings him thus, after a great many windings and turns 

ings, to the apartment of Leonarda. She is masked. A Drama. 
magnificent collation is served up, of whieh the y —— 
man scarcely dares to taste, in his fears for the possible 
consequences of his adventure; whilst he : 
himself to Alexander about to swallow the suspected P 
beverage from his physician, After a tender interview, 
the doctor's cap is replaced over his eyes, and he is ta-’ 
ken home. Several days are supposed to be passed over 
in one scene after another, in the course of which the 
decency of the widow's conduct is far from being ir- 
reproachable. At length, after many singular changes 
and incidents, chance unravels the plot, dfter the au- ’ 
thor, as a passing amusement, has made a fair and ho- 
nourable lover of the widow to be killed by the sword. 
Camillus finds the fair unknown one to be a beauty 
whom he had long admired, and is very happy to be- 
come her husband. . i ' 

The spiritual comedies of Lope de Vega, pourtray [one de 
the satatin of his times as faithfally as po rpaee Vegu's Spi- 
of intrigue point its manners, A true piety in the ritual come~) 
old Catholic sense, strangely founded in the most ab- %¢ 
surd chimeras ; but chimeras often, ennobled by the — 
genius of a bold and strong poetry, presents us with 
a creation unlike any other species of composition. The 
mixture of poetry, however, is very different ih dif- ~ 
ferent pieces of this theological drama. Those, of’ “a 

. which the subject is taken from the lives of the saints, 
have much more than the comedies of the holy 
sacrament. ~ Both of them were ted with great , 
pomp, machinery, and music; in with all the ap- 
aratus of the genuine opera. Of all his pieces, his 
ives of the Saints are the most irregular. In these 

are be paren Eponiocncunly; Paras, ait alle- 
ical personages, peasants, ki students, in- 
t Jesus, the ig Ethie che devil, and a pod 

eous could bring together. In the His com 
comedy of St Nicholas of Tolentine, (a modern saint, of St ed 
whom Lope has made the hero of one of his spiritual chelas of 
pieces,) the scene opens by.a conversation of students, Tentine- 
who emulously bring forward their wit, and scholas- ; 
tic erudition. Among these theologians, is the future 
saint ; and his piety shines greatly in this society, which 
is a little profane. The devil, who is prudently mask. 
ed, mixes himself with the comedy. A skeleton ap- 
acy in the air. The heavens open, and the eternal 
ather is seen seated on his tribunal between Justice 

and Mercy, who alternately make their remonstrances 
to him. ‘To this scene another succeeds, which makes 
us acquainted with a loye intrigue between a Dame 
Rosalie and a Don Feniso. The saint again appears, 
and makes'a sermon in Redondella verses. Having al< 
ready become: a canon, his parents testify their Fle at 
Laing S008 8 a6t1 505 Sele aE St tots n the 
second act, the eint aya n the shape of a sonnet ; 
the heavens are o} , and he is taken up thither by 
the power of faith. He reappears, however, and the 
devi pens tempt one ree! = K ticks ards, there 
is a view of pur; , ani s which are roasting 
therein. The ier uae with a number of serpents, b> 
lions, and other frightful animals; but a religious per-~ 
son of the convent chases him off with a huge besom, 
in a scene which the author purposely makes bur- 
lesque (graciosamente.) 

The autos, or comedies of the holy sacrament, were Comedies of 
sufficiently absurd, but more simple and serious ; in the holy sa- 
texture, more full of theological discussion, and so crament. 
full of alfegory and divinity, that it is difficult to con. § 
eeive their having been intelligible to the common = 
people? But the prologues and the interludes (En- — 
tremeses y sayneler) appear to have been intended as : 

. + 
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a compensation to the mob for the dullness of the 

toend. ‘This description of farces, taken entirely from 
ee ke oe re ey 
ee ne ae 
one of them to recommend it. To sum up the drama~ 
tie character of de Vega, we shall only quote the 

from his life of the « The 
critics, while they acknow his de- 

' fects, pay a just tribute of admiration to the fertility of 
_ hisinvention, the happiness of his expressions, and the 

rity of his diction. All agree that his genius reflects 
on his country, t some may be disposed 

to question the beneficial influence of his works on the 
taste and literature of their nation. Indeed, his careless 

of common-place and he coined such a 
variety of convenient ions, that the facili 
Coe rg. pete ine eee sions of 
genius, redundaney to have 

all originality of But the effect 
f Lope’s labours must not be i by a refer- 

ence to language alone. For the interest of 

indebted to hi 
art is only to be attained by successive improvement ; 

h the last polish often effaces the marks of 
preceding workman, his skill was not less necessa- 

his more celebrated successor. ge okt ek 
’ and .Moliere might 
never have been produced ; and were not these celebra- 
ted itions known, he might still be ed as 
one of orslace-psbepetgscg al Life of 

et 

The number of ies, comedies, and farces, which 
he composed, has differently estimated ; but all 
accounts in them as i nu- 
merous. most e on this writer has been 

by the celebrated Mr Schlegel, a part of which 
Madame de Stael. 

‘the harmony of versification is 

ern temperament has not curiosity to follow. The in- 
terest which many Spanish plots excite, is so labyrin- 
thical, that the comprehension of them becomes a fa- 
tigue. But in this case, we must consider a poet as 
addressing himself to his countrymen ; and the mind 
of a Spaniard, whether from an idler life, that gives 
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him more practice in aérial castle-building, or from an — 
imagination constitutionally more ardent, which invigo- 
rates his memory, has an easy delight in pursuing a 
dramatic story, which, to an Eng’ i or a French- 
man, would be wholly unintelligible. 
We are told by a credible traveller, that all Spa- 

niards, without distinction, are so in following 
the thread of a plot, in its subtlest ramifications, that 
a common spectator, after having seen a piece perform- 
ed, will repeat to you its whole contents in detail, 
while an intelligent stranger, the most familiarly ac- 
quainted with their language, can scarcely connect in 
his ion a few of the scenes. 
however, by judges, who, if they are far, inferior to 
Mr Schlegel in the eloquence of enthusiasm, are vio less 
intimately } 
deron, = itself the study of -half a lifetime),-that 
though he has the greatest talent in accumulating sur- 
prises, in linking together the most interesting situa- 
tions, and in keeping curiosity alive, he is even less 
careful than Lope himself to connect his scenes with 
probability, or in Biving motives and necessity to the 
entrance and exits of his personages: Even while 

cimittéd; sufficient 
proofs have been extracted by the critics, who have 
viewed him less favourably, that his finest pieces abound 
with monstrous depravations of style, to which the con- 
cetti of the Italians is comparative simplicity. Cal- 
deron lived at the miserable er of Philip IV. 
and in his works there often breathes a ferocity of re- 
igious fanaticism which is truly horrible. One of his 
pieces is entitled “ The Devotion of the Cross.” The 
object of it was, to convince Christian 
tors, that devotion for the standard of the church suf- 
fices to atone for all crimes, and to insure the protec- 
tion of God. The hero, Eusebio, is an incestuous free- 
booter, an assassin by profession, but who raises the 
cross as an expiation for all his atrocities, on the tombs 
of each of his victims. The heroine, Julia, who is at 
once his sister and his mistress, more abandoned and 
more ferocious, if possible, than himself, participates 
in the same devotion for the sacred sign. He is finally 
killed in a conflict which he-maintains against the troops 
of his own father ; but he is raised from the dead, that 
a religious saint may hear his confession, and also in« 
sure hi ion into heaven, His sister, when on 
the point of being taken, and made a victim to her 
enormities, embraces a cross which she finds before 
her, and makes a vow to return toa convent, and mourn 
for her tran ions; This. cross immediately raises 
her up in the air, and carries her away, far from 
his enemies, to an impenetrable asylum. By those who 
have com: his volumineus pieces, that of his tra- 

Itis confessed, | - 

acquainted with the extensive drama of Cal- 

Account of 
Calderon’s 
Devotion of 
the Cross. 

gedy of Fernand is said to be the one in whith pis trage. 
has t forth the greatest power of his ius. The dy of Dox 

DS title is « El Principe Constante.” The unities Fernand, 
time and place are not observed; and, what is still 

worse, the unity of action, preserved to a cer- 
tain length, A ultimately violated. .But a pe that 
uni' 5 story is greatly interesting and affect- 
igh” Don Fernand, Prince of. Portugal, ‘aakes a de- 
scent upon the coast of Africa, accompanied by his 
brother Don Henry. He attacks the states of the King 
of Morocco, and is conqueror in the first battle, in, 
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which an African hero, Muley, is made prisoner. This 
Muley, who is in Jove with the ots, weed of the King 
of Morocco, relates his history to the Prince of Portu- 
gal; and Fernand, whose’ ity is moved by the 
recital, sets his captive at li ; ly has Muley 
had time to express his surprise and his gratitude, 
when reinforcements arriving to the Moorish army, a 
second battle ensues, in which Fernand is defeated, 
and in his-turn taken prisoner. Here commences the 
tragic interest, which ‘is by touching situa- 
tions of a gentler description. The ing of Morocco 
offers liberty to his prisoner in exchange for the fortress 
of Ceuta, which the Portuguese upon his 
coasts. But the Prince declares that he will rather die 

DRAMA. 

great names, instead i 
ee eee ane ate of 2 
Lope primitive authoress in is 
justly remarked by Lord Holland to have, in pro: 

vility, given rise to the revolution in taste and style, 

of licence, and simple carelessness, to 
artificial bombast which is, in Spanish 
Gongarism, from the author Gongara, who first brought 
it.into fashion, 

This obscure and inflated school of writers scems, Revohition 
however, at no time to have had possession of the in dramatic 
stage. : 

in the cruellest slavery, than see a Christian city de- 
livered for his sake into the power of the infidels. The 
Moorish sovereign sends an embassy to Portugal to re- , 
new the offer, which he thought the subjects of Fer- 
nand could not refuse. They agree, indeed, to it, but 
the heroic Prince still refuses his liberty on such terms. 
Enraged at this refusal, the infidels aggravate his mi- 
series, and subject him to the torture he his constan- 
cy is proof against them all. In the mean time, the 
heart of Muley is bursting with agony at beholding the 
sufferings of his former celiverer. e Moorish Prin- 
cess, who returns Muley’s love, is also deeply interest- 
ed in behalf of the Christian Prince. They plead in 
vain for him ; and a deeper shade of melancholy inte- 
rest is spread over this unfortunate pair in being torn 
from other. Their history, it is true, is in some 

episodical, and independent of Fernand’s his- 
tory ; but still it is chained to it by an unity which 
the mind forms to itself in considering them as the only 
friends of the hero in a barbarous foreign country. 
Fernand dies an unyielding martyr—the Regulus of 
his country. And here, it must be confessed, the uni- 
ty of action ceases ; but the story is prolo’ by the 
arrival of a fresh army from Portugal. The scene 
of it should be posthumous and disjointed, however 
in itself imposing. It is the dead of ight—military 
music is heard at a distance—it ap es, and the 
ghost of the martyr arrives with a torch in his hand, 
and appears conducting the Christian troops against the 
walls of Fez. Don Alphonso, the living leader of the 
‘warriors of Portugal, calls the King of Morocco to a 
parley, tells him that he had made his daughter Pheni- 
cia, and her lover, the generous Muley, his prisoners. 
A treaty is concluded, by which the co Fernand 
ig restored in return for the Moorish Princess and Mu- 
ley; and the Christians obtain as a stipulation, that 
they shall be suffered to marry her as a reward for their 
common affection towards the dead Fernand. 

Amidst those great names which constitute epochs in 
the Spanish drama, we have forborne to’ speak of seve- 
ral initermediate writers, who, although generally their 
imitators, might probably, in some mstance, improve 
upon their models: but'to give a list of all the drama- 
tic writers of this theatre, would be to encroach too se- 
riously on the boundaries of any Encyclopedia. Among 
the writers of the »genuine Spanish school, who. suc-: 
ceeded Calderon, are Antonio de Solis, and Augustia 
Moréto. The former has paid great attention to give va- 
riety to his eonic characters, a circumstance in which 
Calderon himself was deficient—the latter is really the 
most truly comic of all Spanish writers, . Many others: 
might:be mentioned, as Juan de Hoz, Tisso de Moli- 
na, and the Chevalier Francisco de Rojas, or Roxas, 
and Guillen de Castro, from whose pieces it is to be 
hoped that a selection will yet be formed, sufficient 
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commencement of the eighteenth century, ich, for 
atime, was scarcely less fatal. This was the influ 
ence of French taste, which, in the of Louis 
XIV. was extended all over E ven in the 
18th century, it is true Spain has to of the names 
of Candamo La Mora, and Canizares, who were the 
last of the school of roaare graben ye ie be 
fore; ray: ys sensi tt when Luzan pub.-. 
lished } his Art of P. ; and while he allowed char 
considerable portion of genius to the dramatic 
names of his country, yet measured their merits so 
strictly by the code of Aristotle and Horace, that he 
left them, as far as his cold verdict extended, only the — 
shadow of their fame. When we express ourselves 
with this ap t partiality for the old Spanish drama 
which was thus attacked, we wish by no means to be 
understood to be its implicit advocates. It is only from 
a Ne —— poe ae of one nation is not 
to be co or applied to ical ice of 
another. The rea Toaitdes farang 37 beaus 
ties in their style and execution, which cannot be made 
a standard without abundant qualification to the ‘ 
try of any people but ves ; and it qoaleahe 
equally absurd to demand, in a French tragedy, the 
same romantic traits which a sagen possesses, 
or to expect, in the works of de pobie of Khe 
deron, the entire regularity Racine or Voltaire. 
With regard to Luzan the critic, (a poet who was the 
apostle of the Gallician taste), his system of poetical: 
criticism is in its essence and principles utterly cold. 
and bad. He was a tin the strict spirit and sense. 
of the word ; and while he maintained that the natu- 
ral, the useful or moral, and the elegant-were the fun- 
damental principles of poetry, he was totally blind to 
irregular inspiration are so often displayed by: 
his countrymen, in which the beautiful rises above ele-. 
gance and correctness, and in which morality and senti- 
ment, however noble and true, is not to be submitted 
to the frigid rules of logical calculation. For half 2 
century, more or less, the Spaniards submitted to hear. 
their ancient and once boasted authors ctiticised with 
indignity, till at last the plays written, or pretended 
to be written, on the system of French elegance, though. 
the true spirit of French tragedy was in reality far from: 
them, cured the nation of this predilection more effec- 
tually than any critical dissertations of this taste for 
tame correctness and Gallicism. : ; 

- About the commencement of the latter part of the 
18th century, Vincent Garcia de la Huerta dared te- 
raise his-voice against the fashion and the learning, 
whieh undervalued the primitive dramatic school of his 
country. His poetical reputation, and some tragedies. 

Another revolution was A oar at the taste. 
w 



public 

back as during the reign 
the my moralities, the French language 

should have to boast of more than one v farce. 

“also a great deal of 
. But the ge- 

a —— age but pate at- 
tempts at » by J , Mairet, Hardi, Rotrac, 
and afew ote dpe be said to have commenced 
with Corneille. Asa critique on this writer has been 
already given in our work, we shall content ourselves 

ing to that article, and proceed to consider 
the character of their successors, Racine, Voltaire, and 

. | 

by which it is guided. Racine, without the 

Lat] 
‘| 

a Fe 

i | : beautiful, which, 

passions, 
perfection of his language isso great, 

excellence is lost in ntation. His 
exquisite pictures, which, 

full excellence, must i at 

, according to the critics of his own 
who, in. point of style at least, are best en- 

z a 
HE 
titled to judge of him,) are so delicate, that it is diffi- 
cult to find actors le of conceiving and i 
them. The strongest things that can be said to the 
detraction of Racine’s merit, seem to apply rather to 
the cast of his national drama, tnd tate in 
which he wrote, than to his own genius. The lan- 

ag. le nae pt minh Se bisa. vevet, and, 
rhyme, must of necessi' ive a 

Sticamed- ced MEGA, exypeciston. to. the.ntiorsnce of 
passion. The severe of established criticism. 
chained him to the unities, as far as it was possible to 
observe them. It may be fairly said, that, without al- 
tering the genius of stage, if not of their 

, It is impossible to reach a finer or more af- 
_and natural tone of poetry, than that which 
throughout his Phdra and Berenice. His 

= 
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ist of graces are like those of a cultivated landscape ; while 
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those of Shakespeare are like the views of a vast wil- 
derness, interspersing horrors with exuberance of sweets, 
His own coun' en have objected monotony of cha- 
racter and sentiment to Racine; but this charge, at: 
least in comparison with Corneille, appears to be invi- 

Drama. 

Racine. 

dious. It is really Corneille who may be accused of too, . 
much uniformity. In Corneille’s pieces, the names 
alone are varied. ‘he characters and passions are the 
same. The sentiments are alike in all. Haughtiness, 
pretended Roman magnanimity, sometimes swelled to 
a gigantic size, are constantly the prevailing features ; 
and desire of revenge frequently too atrocious for na-~ 
ture. Of six or seven pieces of Corneille which are in 
representation, this unnatural spirit of revenge is the 
ground-work of four ; the Cid, Cinna, Rodogune, and 
the death of Pompey. Chimene, Cornelia, and Emilia, 
all demand the punishment of a father or a husband ; 
and the abominable Cleopatra, in Rodogune, enume~ 
rates revenge, among her pretexts for the horrors which 
she meditates. Racine would have probably diversified 
his theatre much more, had he not renounced the ex- 
ercise of his genius when it had attained its full vigour. 
Britannicus, Iphigenia, Bajazet, Phaedra, Athalie, have 
no common similitude to each other. He has delinea~ 
ted but few passions, because he wrote but few pieces. 
His di at the criticisms of a finical age, co-opera- 
ting with some superstitious scruples about the moral ef~ 
fects of the stage, unhappily consigned him ta inactivity: 

Voltaire aspired to an original manner in his native 
drama, by giving a greater variety and multiplicity of 

its to it, than are found in-either Corneille or Ra- 
cine. Far inferior to Racine in beauty of expression: 
and of style, and without those touches of sentiment 
and tenderness, which win the heart in that author, he 
has introduced. a greater variety of human manners and 
situations on the stage, than any of his native prede- 
eessors. In Alzira, the customs of America are oppo- 
sed to those of Europe. In the Orphan of China, the 
virtues of.a civilized people are contrasted with the vio- 

» lenee of barbarians. In Tancred, there is a display of 
the pomp and circumstance of chivalry. The intrigues 
and crimes of courts are unveiled in Semiramis.—He 
adds to this merit, that of a highly philanthropic and 
philosophical strain of sentiment. In Voltaire’s thea- 
tre, there are no gratuitous horrors—no straining at the 
sublime by detestable accumulations of enormity.* In 
this respect, both Voltaire and Racine stand’ respecta- 
bly in comparison with Corneille, and with Crebillon, 
who, ing as acompetitor with Voltaire, was for a 
time uw held Pf the opinion of a giddy public, by some 

Voltaire. 

Crebillon, . 

horrib sagen. now justly fallen into oblivion.” 
The secret tragedy, Crebillon seems to have believed 
to consist in inventing monsters of villany. In his 
Alrée et Thyeste, he superadds to the guilt which the 
Greek fable ascribes to the sons of Tantalus, contrives: 
a plot of a double parricide, and concludes the piece, ” 
by making a villain declare that he now enjoys the fruit 
of all his crimes, The French tragic drama 1s professedly: 
founded on the principles of the ancient Greek tragedy. 

Withont detaining the reader with any dissertation: 
on the trite subject of the unities; without staying to 
inquire how. far the French critics have over-rated. their 
importance, it may be generally conceded to the French, 
that the structure of their plays preserves a compactness 
and symmetry superior to that of any other stage, and 
more entitled in that 

* The horrid piece of CEdipus cannot be fairly pleaded against Voltaire in this respect, as it was written so early in his dramatic career. . 

respect to the appellation of clas- - 
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sic. But classical simplicity reaches no farther in their 
national drama, than to the mere arrangement of scenes. 
Their language, their characters, their manners, (we 
may, without partiality, except some exquisite touches 
of nature in Racine,) have an exceedingly forced and 
artificial air. Their eloquence is chetorical and decla- 
matory. Their passions evaporate in description ; and 
the limitation of poetical language to a certain range of 
expressions, out of which ihe sustained style cannot 
wander, gives a monotony still farther increased by the 
incessant elank of its rhyme. We cannot, however, but 
repeat, with deference to the name of Racine, that, un- 
der all the disadvantages with which he laboured, love 
— in his pages with a sweetness and grace that is 
ways enchanting. } . 
It would be injustice to the geniuis of France to leave 

unnoticed the pre-eminence of her comic muse. Three 
nations of modern Europe may dispute the palm of 
comedy.—Spain for comecies,of intrigue, France and 
England for those of character. Frequently, perhaps 
generally, all French and English comedies have a full 
mixture both of intrigue and portraiture of character ; 
but in that of Spain, the former evidently prevails ; 
whereas, when we come to ask in what consists the ex- 
quisite proof of Shakespeare’s or Moliere’s comic powers, 
we should say, that it is not in contriving a plot, but 
in displaying the picture of a Falstaff or of a Tartuffe. * 
The love of comparison may induce us to ask, whether 
our great compatriot Shakespeare, or the Frenchman, 
has best succeeded in the portraiture of comic charac- 
ter? -This question we presume to suggest, not to 
solve. The question may be suggested, for it is not a 
comparison of the portraiture of national manners, but 
of human nature taken at large. ‘This merit belongsin 
common both to Shakespeare and Moliere. . Falstaff is 
a man comprising the whole world of wit, humour, and 
laughable vice within himself. The Tartuffe and Avare 
of Moliere, are respectively the consummate portraitures 
of knavery and avarice, in their most amusing shapes. 
it is perhaps comparing excellence 6f different. kinds, 
rather than of different degrees. But the latter,. viz. 
Moliere’s picture of character, is analogous to what 
painters would call the hard style ; and if humour be 
the test of comedy, we might with some hesitation pro- 
nounce Falstaff to be the more exquisitely comic. The 
characters of Moliere, however, have the undoubted su- 
perior merit of being more defined, and less ambiguous 
than that of Shakespeare’s. An essay of no small in- 
genuity has been written, to prove that Falstaff is really 
not intended by Shakespeare to be held up as a coward ; 
and it is impossible to read that essay without entertain- 
ing some doubts upon the subject. But no stretch of 
human ingenuity could make us steptical, for a mo- 
ment, as to the intention of Moliere, with respect to his 
strong comic characters ; and, indeed, when we reflect 
upon the'strength of Moliere’s drawing, we may well 

ion the hardness of his likenesses. The vices of 
alstaff, on the other hand, are like his fat form, sleek 

and undeterminate. Moliere’s villanies show, as it were, 
the skeleton and anatomy of comic nature. One ma- 
terial difference between the two authors is, that Shake- 

DRAMA. — 7! ; 
makes his villain laugh with vs; while Mo- Dratial 

liere’s are wholly the passive objects of ridicule. 
we drama 

great uropean 

yet assumed to itself a definite character. The first 
rate authors, however, such as Lessing, Schiller} Goéthe, 
and Werner, have set at total defiance the principles of 
what is called the classic system of tragedy. German 
t ly belongs to the romantic school ; but its romance 
and enthusiasm are unlike that of the Spanish drama, 
which is sombrous and melancholic. An air of wild- 
ness reigns in its sentiments and characters; the fami- 
liar dialogue forms not an easy repose to its higher 

and terror and pathos are posh’ to the eae 
orror and agency. — a remark should not, 

0' thaps, be risked, without some qualification. But 
yom ae further consideration of the German drama we 
‘are induced to abstain, by the increasing of 
a work upon the subject, of Madame de Stael, which 
must have already communicated to most of our readers 
an interesting and copious view of it. ‘The eloquence 
of that authoress may probably inspire a higher idea 
of German dramatic genius, than a perusal of the 
dramas themselves could have excited ; for every sub- 
ject on which she writes seems to borrow a reflected 
sooo irom the fire of her enthusiasm. The distinct 
and able analysis, however, which she has givencof its 
separate chef d’ouvres; will be sufficient to guide a cir- 
cumspect reader from pazticipating even in the gene- 
rous fault of her partiality.- : 4 

The earliest 
England, as wellas in ev 
of a religious kind, those religious mysteries, 
enough has been already said, to give an idea of their 
general subjects and contents ; and we have already 
mentioned the probable theory of Voltaire, which traces 
the origin to Constantinople. These religious dramas 
were usually represented in or near churches. In se- 
veral of our old scriptural plays, says Mr Warton, we 
see some of the scenes dir to be represented cum 
cantu et organis, a common rubric in a missal. That 
is, because they were represented in @ church, where 
the choir assisted. As the mysteries, or miracle- la 
frequently required the introduction of allegorical a 
racters, such as Charity, Sin, Death, Hope, Faith, or 
the like, and as the common y of the times, 
cially among the French, began to deal much aero 
gory, at length the plays were formed, consisting en- 
tirely of such personifications. The miracle-plays or 
mysteries, were totally destitute of invention and ‘ome 
They tamely represented stories, according to the letter 
of the scripture or the respective | . (The-strokes 
of buffoonery were alone original.) But the moralities 
were dawnings of thé dramatic art, and have been 
called the day-dreams of the drama. They contain some ~ 
rudiments of a plot, and even attempt to delineate man- 
ners. From hence the gradual transition to real histo- 
rical person was natural and obvious. . Dr Percy, 
in his account of the oe oon stage, has given an ana~ 
lysis of two ancient moralities, entitled Every Man, and 

usty Juventus; from which a perfect notion of this 

* Asa _—_ position, the yas rigi~d of plays of character over those of plot or nes may be asserted ; at the same time, exquisite 
e invention of intrigue is a gift of genius w 

ficient in character-painting, yet Calderon, the Shakespeare 
ich should not be under-rated ; and though w esitate not to consider the Spanish drama as de-. 

of Spain, gives such a spirituality to his plot, and makes the incidents which 
excite a breathless expectation, and a gay convulsion of the curiosity in their i 

that we sometimes may fairly admire him asa painter, of character, 
transition, so much connection with the character of the per- 

the medium of incidents, An exquisite instance of 
Calderon's comic powers, is his El Secretoa Vozes, the best comedy of intrigue that ever the world witnessed---a comedy of intrigue, how- 
ever, in which there is much mixture of character. 

Germany is the most recent, of al) the Drama o} 
dramas, and can hardly be said to have Germany 

ramatic entertainments exhibited in Drama of 
other part of Europe, were England. ‘ | 

4 
~ 
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Death, and orders him to bring before his tribunal 
for so is called the personage who re- 

human race. Every Man appears, and re- 
ceives the summons with all the marks of confusion 
and terror. When Death is withdrawn, Every Man 

lies for relief in this distress to Fellowship, Kindred, 
Gods, or Riches, but they successively renounce and 
forsake him. In this disconsolate state, he betakes him- 

: 

and then withdraws to 
priest. On his return he 

i Go Saag Aap beagle Beauty, Dis- 
ion, and Five Wits,* have taken their leave of him, 

the stage ; Good- 

called a 
Wes tha muaeat™ From this analysis 

Es s as 

: is remarkable, thet in this old 
i drama, the fable is 

of the Greek traged; 

never withdraws, except when he goes out to receive 
wa pe et cn not be Wier exhibited in 

ic; uring his absence, wledge descants 
on the excellence and power of the pri |, some- 
what after the manner of the Greek chorus. And, in- 
deed, except in the circumstance of “ Every Man's” 

iring on the stage, the Samson . istes of Milton 
ia kancly Cheaach dee a eos ha e other play is 
entitled Hick Scorner, and bears no distant lance 
to comedy ; its chief aim seems to be to exhibit characters 

Seapine, shia rkceee ke opoken ag Phy, repeeent ing. e is Pity, t- 
ed under the character of an aged pilgrim > he is joined 
by Contemplacyon and Perseverance, two holy men, 
who, after ing the of the age, declare 
‘their resolution of stemming the torrent. Pity is then left 

and found by Freewill, re- 
presenting a lewd his dissolute 

act of wickedness, At length two of them quarrel, 
a ity exclewrontate the fray ; on this, fall 
ne mae stocks, and there leave him. 

’ imprisoned, descants in a kind of lyric mea~ 

’ 
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sure, on the profligacy of the age; and in this situation 
-is found by Perseverance and Conteniplacyon, who set 

- him at liberty, and advise him to go in search of the 
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delinquents. ‘As soon as he is gone, Freewill appears England. 
again, and, after relating in a very comic manner some 
of his rogueries and escapes from justice, is rebuked by 
the two holy men, who, after a long altercation, at 
length convert him and his libertine companion Imagi- 
nacion, from their vicious course of life, and then the 
play ends, with a few verses from Perseverance by way 
of epilogue. This, and every morality I have seen, 
concludes with a solemn prayer. We see then, Dr 
Percy adds, that the writers of these moralities were 
upon the very threshold of real tragedy and comedy, 
and therefore we are not to wonder that/ tragedies and 
comedies in form, soon after took place, especially as 
the revival of ing about this time brought them 

uainted with the Greek and Roman models. 
n the time of Henry VIII. one or two dramatic 

pieces had been published under the classical names of 
ies and comedies, Bale applied the name of tra- 

ly to his God’s Promise, in 1538 ; and, in 1540, John 
alsgrave lished a Latin comedy, called Acolastus, 

with an lish version ; but these appear not to have 
been i for use: it was not till the reli- 
gious ferments subsided, that the public had leisure 
to attend to dramatic poetry. In the reign of Queen’ 
Elizabeth, tragedies and comedies began to in 
form; and could the poets have persevered, the first 
models were Gorbodue, a regular tragedy, was 
acted in 1561 ;. and Gascoigne, in 1566, exhibited Jo- 
casta, a translation from Euripides, as also the Supposes, 
: pry from Ariosto, near a ears be- 
‘ore any of Shakespeare’s were pri . The e 
still, however, retained a relish for thelr old meee 
and moralities, and the popular dramatic poets seem to 
have made them their models, From the graver sort 
of moralities, our tragedy appears to have derived its. 

igin, as our comedy evidently took its rise from the 
ighter interludes of that kind, As most of these pieces 
contain an absurd mixture of religion and buffoonery, 
Bishop Warburton has derived from thence our “ wn= 
natural tragi-comedies.” Indefensible, however, as tra- 
gi-comedies are, upon the cultivated and genuine prin- 
ciples of art, they may be barbarous, but are not so 
well entitled to the epithet of unnatural ; and it seems 
unnecessary to trace back the origin of tragi-comedy 
to any circumstance, except the primitive rudeness of 
human taste, to which, at a certain era in all countries, 
the mixture of the ludicrous and the serious seerns to 
be perfectly some ' “te 

r tragedy and comedy session of 
our stage, the moralities still kept ther ower One 
of them, entitled Zhe New Custom, was printed so 
late as 1578. . At length they assumed the name of 
masques, and, with some classical improvements, be-« 
eame, in the following rei 
tainments of the court. he old mysteries, (says 
Dr Percy,) which*ceased to be acted after the Refor- 
mation, appear to have giver birth to a third ies of 
stage exhibition, which, though now confow with 
tragedy and comedy, were, by our first dramatic wri- 
ter, considered as quite distinct fromthem both. These 

Drama in 
the reign of 
Hen. VIIL. 

In the reign 
of Queen 
Elizabeth. 

, the favourite enter- _ 

Historical 

were historical plays, or histories-; a species of dramatie P!*y*- 
writing which resembled the old mysteries, in. repre- 
senting a series of histotical events, simply in the order 
of time in which they happened, without any regard to- 

* These are frequently exhibited as five distinct personages on the Spanish stage, but our moralist has represented them.by one characters. 
’ 
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Drama. the great unities. These pieces seem to differ from Nought therefore simply bad; but, as the stuf? 
—Y~" tragedies, dust on.nne®. 9 Een peace oe Soe Prepared for arras’ pictures, is no picture 

epic, as the Pharsalia does from the Z:neid. The Till it be forin’d, and man hath cast the beams Drama of EPA #8 oe  dnaeati ae tice eeiea cf walled Of his imaginous fancy through it, ; England. ity an matic cast series of poems In forming abcient kings and sett 

Dramas of 
Chapman. 

he Mirror of Magistrates, Dr Percy conceives to have 
contributed to e dramatic have this histori- 
cal form. It has been justly remarked by T. Warton, 
that the early practice of performing plays in schools 
and universities, greatly santeibisted to the improve- 
ment of our drama, While the le were amused 
with Skelton’s Trial of Simony, Bale’s God’s Promises, 
and Christ's pares, into ages Aang mee « the times 
were composing acting plays on historical subjects, 
and in imitation of Plautus aod Terence. Hence, ideas 
of legitimate fable must have been imperceptibly deri-« 
ved to the popular and vernacular drama. In confirs 
mation of this, Mr Malone observes, that the. principal 
dramatic writers, before a appeared, were 
scholars: Greene, Lodge, Peele, lowe, Nash, Lily, 
and Kyd, had all a regular university education. From 
whatever cause it may have arisen, the dramatic poetry, 
about this period, certainly assumed a bétter, 
still an exceptionable form. The example which had 
been furnished by Sackville was quickly followed, and 
a great number of ies and historical plays was 

uced between the years 1570 and 1590; some of 
which are still extant, though by far the greater part is 
lost. At kangtts at pus the year 1591, the great lumi- 
nary of the ic world blazed out, who singly be- 
queathed a richer theatre to his country, by his own 
writings, than the three successive luminaries of the 
Greek drama gave to Greece in the course of an age. 
The dramatic glory of England was divided, in point 
of time, at gen the ene: ‘bg of Queen Sage rg oe 
reign, and the prior o ames’s reign. It was 
supported (as it will ayes necessary to remark ) 
by Shakespeare but one or two of the minor drama~ 
tists of the same age, in particular scenes and passages, 
and even in some iar traits of dramatic merit, were 
worthy of being his contemporaries. these, we 
may en Massinger, who aemdakietlckeneee 
in dignity ; Beaumont and Fletcher, who rivalled him 
in drawing female characters ; and Jonson, proverbial« 
ly celebrated for the depth of his learning, and the ef- 
orts of his learned labour. Until the suppression of 
the 
tinued to be cultivated as the most popular species of 

; and the works of Ford, Marston, Brome, Shir- 
ey, Chapman, and Decker, though no piece of entire 
and first rate excellence can be ascribed to any of these 
names, nevertheless exhibit of powerful elo- 
quence, and of deep though ects sensibility. The 
bounds to which this article has been unintentionally 
extended, will not admit of individually detailing the 
characters aE mena but _ “emp omit remark- 

e of C , though his general dramatic 
great, as giving a fair Gace of that full 

and heightened style, which he occasionally possesses 
in a very fascinating degree. In didactic and descrip- 
tive , he seems the nearest of our old writers 
to the manner of Shakespeare. The following lines, 
we hope, will justify the opinion. 

Opinion, the scale of good or bad ;—in the tragedy of 
Byron's Conspiracy : 

: ——" There is no truth of any good 
To be discern’d on earth ; and by conversion, 

by the revolutionary Puritans, the drama con- - 

conquerors 
As he conceives they look’d and were attir’d, — 

Contempt expressed against the absurdity of astrolo- 
clack estetiesloee ’ 

“«T am a nobler substance | the stars ; 
And shall the baser over-rule the better? - — 
Or are they better, since they are the bigger? _ 
I have a will and faculties of choice, Fae 
To do, or not to do, and reason why 
I do, or not do this: the stars have none. Ae 
They know not why they shine more than this taper, 
Or how they work, nor what. I'll change my course, 
I'll piece-meal pull the frame of all my thoughts ; 
And what are all your caput-algols then, “We 
Your planets all being underneath the earth 
At my nativity ?. what.can they do, 5 
Malignant in aspects in bloody houses ?” 

~ Henry the Fourth of France blessing the young Dau- 
BS ea Ate Byron’s tragedy : es 

«« My royal blessing, and the King of Heaven 
Make thee an aged and a happy king. s 
Help, nurse, to put my sword into this hand: 
Hold, boy, by this, and with it may thy arm 
Cut from thy tree of rule all trait’rous branches. 
That strive to shadow and eclipse thy glories: 
Have thy old father’s angel for thy guide; ~ 
Redoubled be his spirit in thy breast, 
Who, when this state ran like a turbulent sea 
In civil hate, and bloody enmity, 
Their wraths and enyies, like so many winds, 
Settled and burst; and, like the halcyon’s birth, 
Be thine to bring a calm upon the shore, 
In which the eyes of war may ever sleep.” 

His soliloquy, deliberating the death of a traitor; 
*¢ O thou that govern’st the keen swords of kings, 
Direct my arm in this important stroke, 
Or hold it, being advanced :—the weight of blood, 
Ev’'n in the basest subject, doth exact 
Deep consultation in the highest king = 
For in one subject, Death’s unjust affrights, 
Passions and pains, though he be ne’er so poor, 
Ask more than the voluptuous spleens 
Of all kings in the world deserve respect. 
He should be born greyheaded’that will bear 
The weight of empire. Judgment of the life, 
Free state, and reputation of a man, 
If it be just and worthy, dwells so dark, 
That it denies access to sun and moon. 
The soul’s eye, sharpened with that sacred light, 
Of which the sun himself is but a beam, 
Must only give that judgment.” 

The reign of Charles is disti 
annals by the name s “rect who, in ee 
tragedy, is incomparably the master genius of 
lish tar No wfiter has touched the étringat 
mestic distress with so much force and feeling. His 
language has at once the of y and the tone 
of nature. His ing situations, like those of Eu- 
Riihan) ste even elk io ee 
art ; and his fables (excepting scenes of buffoone- 

* It will be easily understood, that this remark alludes only to his two great pieces, Venice Preserved and The Orphan. A poet 
whe died at the age of thirty-four, has a right to be judged of only by his best productions, 

Dramas of 

Drama. 

Chapman, — 

distinguished in its dramatic Tragedice ‘the pathos ‘of of Ovvay. 
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Drama. which} though interwoyen to suit the taste of the passes the French school ; but it is remarkable, that in _Dispetes, 
——_ p stan can with ease be disentangled and rejected the last century only one great tragedy has been pro- Drawback. 
= - from the body of the pi ) are regular and com- duced: the reader will easily anticipate that we mean “¥"—"” 

pt: Beto nats the stiffness and preci- the Douglas of Home. The general complaint, which 
sion of the Gallican school. If we wished to impress ascribes this deficiency of dramatic genius to the small 
a stranger with a high idea of English ius—if his number and extravagant size of the theatres of the ca- 

i him to read our for some pital, has every appearance of being founded in jus- 
~ Pane a dander ine, cepted tice. i) 

i y one visit to the theatre,te — DRAPETES, a genus of plants of the class Tetran« 
convince him that we had a great and powerful trage- dria, and order Monogynia. See Borany, p. 132. 
dy, we should certainly take him to the acting of Ve- DRAWBACK, a customhouse word, denoting the 
nice Preserved. Whatever poetry in general owed to amount of duty repaid, or, in other words, drawn back, 

was not his debtor; at least he did on the exportation of particular articles of merchandise. 
“not atone for the bombast of his rhyming tragedies, till “Drawbacks proceed on the principle, that it is politic 
experience in the drama taught him to unfetter his to avoid burdening our exportations with any extra 

‘verse. The reign nites shinier samme A her Sates wae con- 
exception of Otway, ) w the w ‘a peri sumption. writers on commerce generally consi« 

aa dsganiessady Wiese ded abet, der them along with bounty; but while the polled of 
that had been shut by the fanatics, were again thrown the former is commonly very questionable, there can 
loose, the sudden demand for pieces drove writers to be no doubt of the expediency of the latter. To allow 
search, in translation, for those materials which they a drawback, is, in fact, nothing more than to leave the 

to invent. Comic plots were article as we found it; but bounties operate to. give a 
borrowed from the Spanish ; and the'taste of the mo- forced direction to the employment of capital. In ma- 
narch himself, it has been alleged, introduced the rage ny articles, our duties of custom or excise are so heavy, 
for rhyming tragedies, after the manner of the French. as to make the amount of drawback considerable, and 

i of to render the grant of it a matter to be accompanied 
is court, isive in this latter per edi esiae ters fehesben sate boa rr de 

point. Dryden himself foand rh to be his forte in e ormer payment tities in ques- 
ificati it i late i well tion; sd; inthe event of fraud, both frfitre of the 

as to his pertinacious defence of let tragedies, that goods, a ity in addition, are incurred. Fraud, 
may chi res drama in SiGbs 'eusc Ot Uccelbach ty agiebatated ear tree 

his time. Had Dryden, when he his dramatic ‘misrepresentation at the customhouse, than from at- 
i the bad tempts to reland clandestinely, for the purpose of sale 

taste of the monarch and his court would not have dri- teh rena. tion of which 
ven him into rhyme. From the close of the seventeenth the drawback had been obtained. The law according- 
to that of the eighteenth century, British comedy has ly enacts the forfeiture of all vessels, carriages, or a 

by Cibber, F : ve, i- -purtenances used in the relanding, along with t 
with a vein of inferior to forfeiture of twice the drawback, by the party concern-- 

that of Moliere, and with an elegance that even sur- ed in this iniquitous transaction. (4) 
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Duwings D)nawixe, or Desion, is that part ofthe artof painting surface, whether of trees, of rocks, of buildings, or of Drawing, 
which relates to the terminations, contours, boundaries draperies, according to the economy and character of the © Pesisn- 
of objects in whole, and in their parts. Insculpture it parts peculiar to each. As the human figure combines. “~~~ 
extends no further than to the geometrical arrangement a greater variety of important considerations than that 
of those terminations, according to their real figure and of any other subject whatever, all the great designers 
proportion ; but in painting there is superadded to ‘have devoted themselves to the study of it with such 
this, the consideration of the perspective appearance of peculiar predilection, that the terms correct drawing, a 
this proportionate arrangement of figure, as viewed skilful draftsman, and the like, almost exclusively refer 
from one point. This iscalled drawing, by way of excel- to the skilful delineation of the human body. All the 
lence, to distinguish it from all mere geometrical regu- different styles of design may be classed under the three 

an oe bes lar delineations, and is undoubtedly the highest and  followi 
most ive mechanical excellence of the art. 1. The indiscriminate representation of ordinary and Individual 
As all the considerations of sculpture are therefore familiar objects, witli all the imperfections and peculia- nature. 

ily included in drawing, and make but a part _ rities of the individual model. ‘This is the vulgar idea 
of it, those principles in which the chief excellence of of the imitation of nature, and in it nothing is required 
drawing consists, must be considered as equally appli- as far as relates to style and character, but skill and ac- 
cable to sculpture, as faras it goes. Thedesigner must curacy of the eye and hand. This was the department. 
be conversant with those laws of gravity by which of art which the Dutch school ” 
alone all bodies are sustained in action or in motion, by . 2. The selection of nature, or the -représentation of Sclect na- 
the necessary regulation of an equilibrium in their parts. objects selected from the mass, with some particular ture. 
He must likewise dispose and. in true perspec- view or design. 
tive, all his objects in their proper ions, and rela- 3. The grand style, swage Gran’ gusto,) which Grand style, 
tive magnitudes, distinguishing the several qualities of is the selection and judicious combination of different 
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eer perfections never found united in one mo- 

The ideal style comprehends propriety of attitude, 
elegance of contour, choice Gf eawcailon, play Of da: 
pery, in short, every thing that can elevate individual 
nature, to the most sublime conceptions of the imagina- 
tion. “ It is not easy,” says , “to define in 
what this great style consists, nor to describe by words 
perk v2 means of acquiring it. But though there 
neither are nor can be any precise rules for its exercise 
or acquisition, yet we may truly say, that it will al- © 
wa obtained in pec rabare to our attention in ob- 
iaitiee the works of nature, to our skill in selecting, 
and our care in digesting, methodising, and compari 
our observations. The power of discovering what 1s 
deformed in nature, or, in other words, what is parti- 
cular or uncommon, can be acquired only by rience, 
and the whole beauty and grandeur of the art consists 
in trying to get over all singular forms, local customs, 

iarities, and details of every kind. 
«« All the objects which are exhibited to our view by 

nature, upon close i ion, will be found to have 
their blemishes and defects: but it is not every eye that 
perceives these blemishes ; it must be an eye long used 
to the contemplation and comparison of these forms, 
and which, by a long habit of observing what any set 
of objects of the same kind have in common, has ac- 
quired the power of discerning what each wants in par- 
ticular. is long laborious comparison should be the 
first study of the painter who aims at the highest style. 
By this means he acquires a just idea of beautiful forms ; 
he corrects nature by herself her imperfect state by her 
more perfect, his eye being enabled to distinguish the 
accidental deficiencies, excrescences, and deformities of 
things from their general figure ; he makes out an ab- 
stract idea of their forms more perfect than any one ori- 
ginal ; and what may seem a paradox, he learns to de- 
sign naturally, by drawing his figures unlike to any one 
object. This idea of the perfect state of nature, which 
the artist calls ideal beauty, is the great leading princi- 
ple on which works of genius are conducted.” 
eae A or perfection then, is that form of bodies 

arising from a complete harmony in all their parts, cor- 
responding with the generic qualities of their several 
species, of whatever kind, sex, or age. 

Pure simple beauty, or perfection, being equally 
_ adapted to all the several animal destinations proper to 

Grace. 

its ies, is wom removed from the several classes 
of cter which so evidently define and manifest 
their peculiar powers. Mere beatity of form, though 
alway pleasing, (we speak here more icularly of 
that of the human body; ) is incapable of exciting 
interest, til] it be combined with the expressions of sen- 
‘timent ae ; a it oe interesting and fasci- 

ing, an i w it is in action, and ac- 
companied wy tie yrds , its natural attendants, which, 
without any of its constituent , make the 
soul and sensations of the heart visible in the external 
figure, and which, still more in the female, by their af- 
4ecting sensibilities, and happy transitions, produce 
on the whole together, an air and aspect the most 
amiable, tender, and endearing. But although the 
graceful is so eminently distinguishable, and carries 
‘with it such peculiar power in ‘female action, yet it is 
‘by no means to be understood’ as confined merely to 
female action ; for as grace is produced from the union 
and entire conformity between the tender sentiments of 
the heart, and the corresponding mild and easy actions 
of the body, every action or movement of a perfect and 
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beautiful body of either sex, nay, even of almost 
prorated ae? this enion be’ viaibes must be 

ence arise that grace, elegance, ‘and 

of particular 

and characters of mind with those of corr 
titudes and modes of carriage of the body, as we do more 
immediately and unequiv 
face. Upon this: pehiciple, i ; 
disposition of the limbs and person, which, from-habi- 
taal siteentetinti we have learned to consider as expres- 
sive of a dignified and elevated mind, while and 
elegance of are those dispositions and cpichaonives 
of motion or attitude, which, wu iple, 

in - 

ee Se of intellect, polish of man- seem to 
ners, and tness of temper ; for though we 
the words eins, aeprtnrtereet ngs ogee’ 
is always metaphor analogy, as we speak 
lightness and heaviness of form, ) we know 
that gravitation has no connection with form, but 
pends entirely on substance. 

In the fine age of the arts in Greece, civilization 
had just arrived at that state in which the manners 
of men are polished, but natural, and uent~ 
ly their attitudes and gestures ive and em- 
phatical, without being coarse or violent ; all the more 
noble and amiable sentiments of the mind were indi- 

mdent expressions of the coun- 
eir modes of dress, too, havi 

an 
been 
tions and gestures .of the body, 
disguise, and conceal them, like those of modern Eu- 
“rope, the artists had continually before their eyes every 
possible variety of models. ‘In the gymnasticfestivals, 
too, where men of high rarer ree pe 
tered into contests of " ility, 
they had opportunities ‘of seeing muscular effort and 
exertion in every mode and ‘degree. By studying 
these ‘models, and not by resorting to any abstract 
rules, or predeterminate lines of beauty-or grace, the 
ancient artists seem to have produced great mas- 
terpieces of art ; for, as to particular lines, there are none 
that may not be graceful, elegant or beautiful, in pro- 

circumstances and situations, and none that are not 
the reverse, when im ly employed. A i 
the design of the ancients is ae by an) union 
in the p ions, a sinplici contour, an excel- 
‘sale ePahanadl andre ulness of action. If we 
observe the attitudes and movements of the Greek sta- 
tues, we cannot fail to mark that careless decency, and 
unaffected grace, which ever attend the motions and ges- 
tures of men unconscious of observation. ° The ancients 
could not but derive peculiar ad from the ob- 
servation of those living models of elegant and uncon- 
strained nature, which were perpetually before their 
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The Torso. 

PLATE 

CCXXXIV. 
Fig. 3. 

Hercules 
Farnese. 

PLatTE 

CCXXXIV. 

Fig. 2. 
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’ tist has been to impress on the mind of the 
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eyes. Hence that sin simplicity which character- 
ises their works ; for at times, as in the Venus 
de Medici, and the of Niobe, they rise to an 
assumed gracefulness, yet this is confined to so simple 
Srdbitous, 2 is.ab tattle shows the measure of fap 
action, that it appears less the effect of study, than the 
natural result of a superior character, or an habitual 
politeness. 
We have selected the following statues as speci- 

mens of ancient art; each possessing a distinct and 
well-defined character, in form, proportion, and ex- 
pression, and may be considered as the head and re~ 
presentative of the class to which it belongs. 
Of all the remains of ancient art, there is none that can 

be tothe fragment of the Hercules, commonly 
called the Torso of the Belvedere. In point of sublimi- 
ty and grandeur of stile, it is unique ; it is the most 
complete system, or combination of parts, 
sibly be conceived, for the idea of 
which it was intended to convey ; the character of all 
the parts most with each other, 
and with the idea of the whole. The and 
taper form of the thighs are well calculated to obtain 
the victory in the foot race, which Hercules won at 
et tae eee) agility more the effect of 
force of lightness, are in perfect unison 
with the loins, abdomen, chest, and back, which exhibit 
a power that mi well crush Anteus. Compared: 
with this, the Hercules Farnese, though possessing 
much beauty, is heavy and inert. In order to give a 
more decided character of strength, as is t by 
some, the artist has borrowed from the bull the thick- 
oon nas enti tad ardlparoeeeet The 
practice ancients in giving a character of divinity 
to their cfeepc rc hon, Dyb to suppress the 
veins sinews, as is observed in the Torso, Apollo, 
-and others. In the Torso, he is represented as purified 
from the parts of human nature, and arrived at 
the felicity of the immortals. The Farnese Hercules is 
still in the middle of his labours, and man is impressed 
on the whole figure. 
Of all the productions of art, which have esca 

the ravages of time, next to the Torso, the Apollo Bel- 
vedere is by far the most sublime : his stature is above 
that of man, and his whole attitude breathes majesty. 
Here is nothing mortal, nothing that seems subject to 
the wants of emnsinieys His body is not heated by 
veins, nor by nerves, and a celestial spirit is 
rane over the whole figure. He has overtaken Py- 

, an 

In the grou af ihe Lantiihes tk ried than then - sa, 

those emotions of terror and pity, which arise from 
climax of distress, ili 
of an agonised father and his children ; the chil- 

ST nee be 
heaven, which has abandoned him to his fate. The 

grace and beauty, and 
of the father, is ad- 
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uniform address of the subject, or the graceful and 
skilfully variegated manner in which it is communicated. 

The Venus de Medici is remarkable for the beautiful 
expression of her countenance, the elegance and grace 
of her attitude, and the sweetness and delicacy of her 
form. This figure has always been considered the mo- 
del of female perfection, and is a fit representative of 
the queen of beauty. 

The Antinous of the Belvedere, as it is commonly 
called, has a just claim to be ranked among the finest 
remains of ancient art ; but more for the beauty of the 
parts, than the perfection of the whole. The lower 
pee of the body, the legs and feet, are much inferior, 

h in form and execution, to the rest of the figure : 
the head is, without controversy, the most beautiful of 
that class of character now extant. The face of the 
Apollo Belvedere indicates stateliness and majesty ; but 
that of the Antinous presents the graces of youthful 
beauty, accompanied with native imnocence, without 
the indication of any passion capable of disturbing the 
harmony of parts, and the repose of mind, impressed 
on every feature; his eyes, arched with a gentle in- 
flexion, speak a language full of innocence ; his cheeks 
form a fine combination with his elevated and rounded 
chin, and complete the graceful contour. of this noble 
youth. His slpabie powerfully elevated ; his shoulders 
and sides are of a most fini beauty, but his legs are 
deficient in that fine form, which such a body requires, 
and his feet are of a coarse and ordinary execution. 

The statue known’ under the name of the Gladiator 
Borghese, comes next to be considered; The Torso of 
the Hereules, and the Belvedere Apollo, above describ- 
ed, offer the ideal in its greatest perfection. The group 
of the Laocoon presents nature elevated and embellish- 
ed by the ideal, and by expression ; but the merits of 
this statue consist in the assemblage of the natural beau- 
ties of an adult man, without the addition of any thing 
from the imagination. 

The suunetee figures are like an epic poem, which, 
papa the probable beyond the true, leads to the 
marvellous ; whilst the Gladiator is like history, which 
candidly exposes the truth, but with the finest choice 
of thought and expression. The air of his head shews 
clearly that his form is taken from an individual model; 
his whole physiognomy presents the idea of perfect 
manhood, the structure of his members, the. traces of 
a life constantly active, and a body hardened by. fa- 

ue. 
The arts of design had long been cultivated in Greece, 

and by the time of Pericles they had arrived at the 
highest perfection. From that period to the time of 

xander the Great, history presents us with a long 
and brilliant list of men, whose works in art, as well as 
letters, have been the admiration of every succeeding 
age. During this period were produced almost all those 
stupendous works of ancient art, which have ever since 
been the standard of legitimate taste, and to which we 
are solely indebted for all that is great.or excellent in 
modern art since its revival. This was the age of Phi- 
dias, Polycletes, Myron, Parrhasius, Zeuxis, and Apel-~ 
les; and although a general purity of conception is ob- 
seryable in almost the works of the ancients, even 
to tlie lowest class; yet.it is to the productions of this 
time only that the term antique, as.a model of per- 
fection, can properly be applied. 

Our limits do not . it us minutely to trace the 
yarious fluctuations of the arts of design, from this pe- 
riod to their total extinction during the middle ages ; . 
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we shall therefore confine ourselves to a very brief epi- 
tome of their history. 

Under the successors of Alexander the Great, the. 
arts maintained their respectability and consideration 
till the destruction of Corinth by Lucius Mummius, 
when the liberty of Greece was buried in its rains, and 
all the finest monuments of art were carried to Rome 
to decorate his triumph. This example was followed 
by Metellus in Macedonia, after the defeat of Perseus: 
from this country he took an incredible number of sta- 
tues, with which he embellished the capitol, and the fa- 
mous portico which bears his name: and Sylla, on the 
taking of Athens in the war of Mithridates, completed 
the destruction of Grecian art. The Torso of the Her- 
cules seems to be one of the last ieces produced 
in Greece before the total extinction of its liberty ; for 
after this country was reduced to the form of a Roman 
province, history makes no mention of any celebrated ar- 
tist, untilthe time of the triumvirate at Rome. The bring- 
ing to Rome so many fine works of art, seems first to 
have given to the Romans a taste, for the arts of design. 
These conquerors, when they had relaxed from their 
severity, began themselves to cultivate the Greek arts 
as well as letters. The Roman people, sensible of the 
beauty of the productions of Greece, took pleasure in 
contemplating them ; and that before the art was at all 
practised at Rome; they even became the protectors of 
it in its own country, by having statues executed at 
Athens for their country houses. Before the dictator- 
ship of Sylla, the arts, though esteemed, do not seem 
to have met with any distinguished success, as during 
the republic, the Romans affected a simplicity of man- 
ners, and the enjoyment of a frugal mediocrity ; but as 
soon as the laws of civil equality began to be subvert- 
ed by the preponderance of some rich and powerful ci- 
tizens, who, by luxury and magnificence, endeavoured to 
awe the people, and to stifle the republican spirit, the 
taste for the arts began rapidly to increase. Sylla was 
the first of those who governed Rome as a despot. The 
destroyer of the arts in Greece, he became their pro- 
tector in Rome and Italy; he s all in the splen- 
dour and sumptuousness of his buildings ; Clodius, Lu- 
cullus, Lepidus, Pompey, and others, adorned their pa- 
laces and gardens with statues; and Cesar, when he 
came to tlie empire, besides erecting superb edifices in 
Italy, Gaul, Spain, and Greece, made magnificent col- 
lections of engraved stones, and of pictures of the an- 
cient masters. Augustus decorated the public places, 
and even the streets, with statues of the gods, and 
laced in the portico of his forum those of the most 

illustrious Romans who had contributed to the glory of 
their country. The arts of design were now firmly 
established at Rome, which was filled with artists from 
Greece, as well as its own natives, who all aspired to 
honour and emolument under the auspicious influence 
of imperial patronage. This forms another brilliant 
epoch of the art.. It was now arrived at its climax ; but 
it seems to be the lot of art not to remain long station- 
mf The train of monsters who immediately succeed- 
ed Augustus, brought on a premature decay ; and, not- 
withstanding the countenance and encouragement it re- 
ceived from the Vespasians, Nerva, Trajan, Adrian, and 
the Antonines, the decline was rapid uninterrupted ; 
and by the time of Charlemagne, it had sunk to the 
lowest state of barbarism and degradation, and so con- 
tinued till the time of Cimabue. Although the reno- 
vation of the arts in Rome has generally been attribut- 
ed to Cimabue, it is certain that they were cultivated 
for nearly two centuries before him, and, it is sup- 
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ing on the poi! 
out the defects of this manner; and his disciple Giotto, 
ber ripe, on the discoveries of his master, by giving 
an air to his heads, attitude and motion to his 
and even attempting the passions and affections of the 
soul, and more natural folds to his drapery, laid the 
foundation of that vast fabric of excellence, which, af- 
ter the gradual improvement of two centuries, and the 
successive labours of Ghiberti, Bruneleschi, Masaccio, 
Andrea Mantegna, and their followers, was at last 
perfected by the 
Angelo Buonarotti, and Raffaelle. 

Leonardo da Vinci, besides strength and manliness of 
design, gave all that subtle detail of the exactness of na- 
ture; and in the stronger expressions, he seems to have 

ne farther than any contemporary or succeeding artist, 
in marking the emotions of the soul in the actions and 
countenance; and his enthusiasm, though coarser always 
eee by the coolness and solidity of his judgment. 
Although the researches of Leonardo da Vinci were ex- 
tended to all the 1 of painting, his sagacity was so 
effectual in each, that it may be truly said that the greater 
part of the excellencies of some of his most distinguished 

ius of Leonardo da Vinci, Michael 
—— ee ee 

L. da Vinei, 
~~ 

—— 

— 

successors was owing, in a great measure, to the disce- ~ 
veries of this scientific and philosophical artist. 

Michael Angelo, by the study of anatomy and the an- 
tique, had sed himself of such powers in the na- 
ked, as had never been known before him: he formed 
his taste very much from the Torso, and. other ideal 
statues of antiquity ; yet, fo ERSTE RE the vastness 
and sublimity of his conceptions, his noble enthusiasm, 
and the correctness and greatness of his stile, his works 
are chargeable with a great want of variety of charac- 
ter, as that of the Torso is too prevalent in them all. 
His character, however, asa designer, has always been 
esteemed, as designitself was cultivated and understood ; 
and if his reputation has diminished in latter times, it is 
because this part of the art has been less attended to, than 
those that are more showy and. superficial. No man 
has delineated, with more skill, those actions that re- 
uire spirit and energy ; and none, since the revival of 

art, has ever equalled him in elevation of sentiment, 
unity of idea, and consummate knowledge of the fi- 

. See Buonarortti. 
Raffaelle’s design was, in its beginning, like that of his 

master, Pietro Perugino, dry, but correct ; he 
it much on seeing the drawings of Michael Angelo, 
though, in his smaller works, he never entirely got the 
better of that dryness of manner. Of too just an eye 
to give entirely into the excesses of his model, he struck 
out a middle style, which, however, was not so happily 
blended, nor so original, as quite to throw off the in- 
fluence of the two extremes ; hence, in the gre: , he is 
too apt to swell into the charged, in the delicate to 
drop into the little. His design is, notwithstanding, 
beautiful, though it never arrived at that perfection 
which we discover in the Greek statues, He is excel- 
lent in the characters of apostles, philosophers, and the 
like ; but the figures of his women have none of that 
elegance which is seen in the Venus de Medici, or the 
daughters of Niobe ; in these, his convex contours have 
a certain heaviness, which, when he seeks to avoid, he 
falls into a dryness still less agreeable. His hte ex- 
cellence in design is more a happy union of all its es- 
sential parts, than the energy of any one separately 

1 

M. Angelo. } 

< en, 

Raffaelle. 
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considered. He possessed all those parts of the art in 

Design. 9 high and respectable degree, particularly the expres- 
ee eich charactetistic and predomina- 

fing quality : he shews, in his works, a most beautiful 
highly interesting chain of well reasoned and 

pily variegated incidents, a solid, manly judgment, a di- 
vine enthusiastic warmth, and an expressive energy, 

. which have set him above all the moderns in this branch 
of the art. 

Parallel be-. Raffaelle and Michael Angelo have thus carried the art 
tween M. farther-than had ever been done before, and they have 

‘The Carrac- 
ci. 

«oe 

and never been equalled since. If it be inqui 

Parmeggia- Pantone. i Attn of. F i 

|, which of 
these two extraordinary men should the first rank, 
eee teres oe Sale Mbeghensh be Naty sabe 

’ possessed the greater number higher excellencies 
of the art, it must be Raffaelle. But if the sublime, 
which is the highest excellence that human composi- 

can attain to, compensate for the absence of every 
beauty, and atone for all. defects, then Michael 

‘ demands the preference. 
. oneal os peng is not remarkable for any 

: he had but little selection, and was closely 
attached to whatever he saw. that was not grossly faul 
eat roniene kde bain Coetae : fect : 

he was ideal and scientific in his Sostlae toilet 
On the contrary, Correggio, besides the charms of his 

Chiar’ Sow gave we his pap more , deli- 
cacy, sentiment, any i pa ie Se ogy eae 

, particularly in his larger works. In his oil 

See Correceto. 

ichael 

His figures have much spirit and of ac- 
ese rn ene aagnlony aarteth, and al- 

ered pi 
The Carracci formed a new style, by uniting all the 

parts of the art which had separately been cultivated by 
their predecessors, without giving i attention 
to one; and they have not equalled the 

deur of Michael Angelo, or the ession of Raf- 
and chiar’ oscuro o Correggio, the 

strength and fine distribution of colour of item, their 
works ure combine more excellencies than had 
ever t together before. Agostino’s style of 

i ie: better selected from nature, more large and 
le, than that of Ludovico ; and, from the great 

fection he has displayed in many of his pictures, it 
must be regretted that he dedicated i 
nee engrening. 
The style of Annibal is like that of Ludovico, of a 

noble and enlarged character, and savours little of the 
poverty of defective individual nature: he improved 

on his arrival at Rome, on seeing the great 
of Michael Angelo and Raffaelle, and above all 

‘distinguished for fine 
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of the antique, which opened to him new treasures of Drawing, 
ideal beauty, of which before he had but.a faint con- oF Desiga. 
ception. The Farnese gallery clearly displays this ad- 
vantageous change of style ; and there is every reason 
to think, that his great talents, now transplanted to a 
more gma soil, would have appeared in still 
splendour, had not his career been terminated by a pre- 
mature death. The vigour which Raffaelle and Michael 
Angelo disseminated over the Roman school, (which 
was indeed very transitory), would have perished with 
their immediate disciples, had it not been for the Ca- 
racci and their followers, who for some time kept up the 
credit of sound design, against the meretricious practices 
of low imitation, and the trite, flimsy, and vague inven- 
tion of the scholars of Carravaggio and D’ 
The highest rank amon disciples of the Car- 

racci must be given to Guido and Dominichino. The Guide. 
ae aim of the former was sweetness, beauty, and 
ivine in the airs of his heads, and the atti- 

tudes of his figures. He is ranked with the test 
artists of any age since the revival of the art. His style 
was peculiar to himself ; the tender, the pathetic, the 
devout, in which he could display the sweetness and 
delicacy of his thoughts, were the subjects in which he 
excelled. In expressing the different parts of the body, 
he had a remarkable | iarity sicthig? wel he usually 
designed the eyes of his figures large, the nostrils some- 
what close, the mouth small, the toes rather too closely 
joined, and without any great variety ; the heads of his 
figures are accounted not inferior to Raffaelle, either for 
correctness of design or i riety of expres- 
sion. His most distinguishing ent lies in that mo- 
ving and persuasive beauty, which proceeds not so 
much from a regularity of feature, as from a lovely air 
he gave to the mouth, and a modesty of expression which 
he had the art to place in the eye ; and in these qualities 
he has never been 

pression, sound drawing, and simplicity and variety in 
the airs of his heads. In these respects he is little in. 
ferior to Raffaelle ; his attitudes, however, ate but mo- 
derate, his ies are stifly cast, and his pencil 
heavy, The design of Nicolo Poussin is sim 
and correct; he lived and conversed so long with 
the antique, that his works throw us back entirely 
to those times, and have more the appearance of an- 
cient paintings than those of any of the moderns. His 
best works have a remarkable dryness of manner, which, 
though by no means to be recommended for imitation, 
seems peel to correspond with that ancient simpli- 
city whieh i characterises his style. With the severe pupens. 
and rigid manner of Poussin may be contrasted the 
florid and gay style of Rubens. Notwithstanding 
the amazing our of colouring, the ificence 
of his composition, and the ease and dexterity of his. 
execution ; his drawing is coarse and vulgar, without 

ignity or character; and, in short, nothing can be 
farther removed from the true principles of legitimate 
art, and the purity and chasteness of the antique, than 
the general style of his design. His manner was fol- 
lowed by a numerous train of disciples, at the head of 
whom is Vandyke, who possessed all Rubens’ excel- 
lence, with more and correctness, 

The Dutch school has never directed its aim to any Dutch 

thing but imitation of individual nature ; but, as-far as sh 
that goes in the representation of drolls, conversations, 
landscapes, and sea pieces, and in seizing those tran- 
sitory effects of light and sunshine, m beauty of co- 
louring and chiar’ oscuro, and in the mechanical dexte- 

Dominichino has'been Dominichi- 
acter, strong and moving ex- no. 

pure, N. Poussin, 
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they limited themselves, have displayed talents 
had received a proper bias, would have 

given them eminence those who have 
excelled in the hi ts of the art. 
We have taken no notice of the Freneh school ; for 

although several artists of that nation, such as N. Pous- 
sin, Le Brun, Sebastian Bourdon, and Le Sueur, hold 
a high rank in the art; yet as the French taste has al- 
ways been much more inclined to the frivolities and af- 
fectations of Watteau and others, than to the genuine 
principles of sound art, these must be considered ra- 
ee Roman school. 

The judicious choice and disposition of the draperies, 
form another important subject for the artist’s attention, 
whether considered as contributing to the ion of 
the character ted by the propriety of costume, 
or as affording additional assistance in giving grace to 
his figures ; in uniting the parts of a group, or one 
as Reet mene tage Aca ti tab resi apcbontn or 

i colour and strength of 
chiar’ oscuro, so essential to the easing effect of his 
work. Its excellence consists in things, viz. Ist, 
The disposition of the folds ; 2d, The diversity of the 
stuffs ; and, 3d, The harmony produced by the scien- 
tific arrangement of the colours. ~ 
The , in its folds, should be so disposed, that 

the character of the form, and proportion of the figure, 
should appear, as far as probability will allow. It was 
usual for the great masters, first to draw their figures 
naked, and then to adapt their dra to their posi- 
tion. Whatever be the motion of the figure, the folds 
of the should always shew distinctly the ac- 
tion and attitude of the , and the true position of 
the body. In the composition of many figures, atten- 
tion must be paid in the folds to the variety produced 
by the qualities of thick or thin stuffs, as adapted to the 

of the several figures. In the representa- 
tion of philosophers and prophets, in order to corre- 
spond with their digni o gromt, sev of deportment, the 
folds should be few and large. In men of elevated cha- 
racter, and matrons of a superior class, such as the Vir- 
gin Mary, and the disciples, the folds will not be so few 
nor heavy as in the former ; and for nymphs or young 
‘females, the drapery will be light and thin, and the 
folds small and numerous. Regard also must be paid 
to the rank and condition of the several. characters, in 
the introduction of suitable ornaments, such as jewels, 
embroidery, rich robes for queens, princes, &c. The in- 
troduction of diversity of stuffs, does not seem consist- 
ent with the dignity of historical composition, which 
is always d ed by individual representation. On 
this principle, the Roman, Florentine, and Bolognese 
schools, have never given variety to their stuffs 
than what was or the difference of size in 
the folds. The Venetian school, on the contrary, which 
sacrificed every thing to the richness and splendour of 
effect, have taken the most unbounded license, even in 
those subjects where the most rigid severity of style 
would have been most appropriate, in the profuse in- 
troduction of silks, satins, brocade, and embroidery, 
which are only to be admitted in those conversations, 
and other sulsjects of individual life, in which the Fle- 
-mish and Dutch schools. have so pre-eminently excel- 
led. 
Drapery is also of essential’ service to the painter in 

the harmonious distribution of colour. and chiar’ oscuro, 

DRAWING. 

» He somewhat improved his style from the works 
of Massaccio and Fra Bartolomeo diS. Marco. On see- 
ing the works of the ancients, he abandoned altogether 
the schools of those masters, and adopting i 
as he formed from the study: of the antique, for the na- 
prebemehctm ta Tbs « eee eane  | 
taste by which his en ii and in which 

Correggio, in his draperies, kept always in view what raperies, 
was agreeable or pleasing. He very early quitted the 
manner of his predecessors in ar; he, in genera, pain 
ed his small models, which he d with 
pieces of cloth or paper. He t every where for 
masses, and in those masses for what was pleasing, in 
preference to the truth of individual folds, ’ 

Titian painted his draperies, as he did most other 
i merely from imitation. He made them very 

beautiful, and strongly resembling nature, but exactly 
as he found them in the object before him, without 
choice in the, folds. ; 

The critical know and just thi of the art, 
which are to be by the study of the antique 
and the works of the great masters of the Italian schools, 
must be founded on an intimate knowledge of the 
human figure, in its various states of action and re- 
poses aS e effect of the passions on and 

, and its symmetry or i 

tons to the vars delicacy, of pl H e; , agility, or delicacy, or 
ree for tominen of which, pan A , 
sible combination, hayé each of them a conformity of 
parts, and a i i . 

pee uired by the ion is only to be ired by the accurate inves 
ot eae sabre tay iat auepleupedion 4u'the SEMAN 
of each character ; and the more we are practised in 
this study, the better will we be enabled to appropri- Stdy of 
ate to each character the peculiar proportions which "“™™ 
constitute it. The antique statues are excellent ex- 
amples of the mode of study to be pursued in adapt- 
ing ion to character, by a happy conformity of 
each to the other; and though they apply but to few 
characters, as but few remain entire, yet is left 
to point out the way ; for the greatest absurdities must 
follow, when.the proportions and form of the muscles 
are not adapted to the character of the figure ; and the 
og oct pera to the occasion of calling 
it forth, as is the case with the works of Lanfranco, Pie- 
tro da Cortona, Carlo aes ae arenes others, who 
have indulged so far in this fondness for some particular 
proportions, that their figures are all of the same fa- 
mily and character, with no difference but what arises 
from action, position, or age ; and this can only be ac- 
quired by the study of anatomy, which is the 
of painting. Without anatomy, the most careful exa- 
mination of the figure will be of no avail. As thedis- Use of 
lay of muscular action is but momentary, and cannot “™Y* 
fixed or retained, the effect produced upon the ex- 

ternal surface of the body and limbs by the action of 
the muscles, the swelling and retiring of the fleshy 
parts, and the appearances of the sinews or tendons, 
which accompany all the varieties of exertion or change 
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of posture, cannot be perceived with sufficient accu- 

, without the knowledge necessary to class the 
muscles en in the ceet and account for the 
ehanges of form superinduced on the surface by the 
various motions of the bones, particularly at the arti- 
culation of the joints in the different actions of flexion 
and extension; and it is only by a minute comparison 
of their forms and situations, as they appear on dissec- 
tion, with the living subject put in every variety of ac- 
tion, that this knowledge can be attained. It was by 
this ice that the t masters, particularly Leo- 

lo da Vinci, and Michael Angelo, acquired such 
knowledge, and such exquisite correctness of 

ign ; and there are still extant many highly finished 
Grange by them in this way, which abundantly prove 
with what indefatigable industry and minuteness of in- 
vestigation they applied to this study. 

; human figure, in various stages of existence, 
from infancy, to maturity and old age, undergoes many 
changes, which, without invading the province of ana- 
tomy, we may briefly notice. Infants of both sexes bear 
a strong resemblance to each other, in form, delicacy 
of organization, plumpness and gait, and the size of 
the muscles. But after a few years, lek corde ay, wr 
are more developed, the muscles of the male lose 
their original softness and rotundity ; become firmer, 
larger, and of a more determinate figure, till at last 
‘the ao oe rotundity entirely disappears ; the muscles, 
particularly “in action, are seen distinctly through the 
skin, and strongly indicate superior and activity. 
The delicate organs of the female never acquire the 
same bulk, strength, or rigidity, as those of the male: 
on the contrary, they retain their orjginal softness and 
delicacy of texture ; no rising muscle projects, to break 
‘the undulations, of the form. The form of the 

ild’s head is powerfully distinguished from that of 
the adult, by certain striking peculiarities; as nature, 
for wise purposes, brings the brain sooner to perfection 
‘than any other organ, its size, and that of its case the 
skull cap, (er cranium), is larger in proportien than 
the rest of the body, and the face is remarkably small 
for want of the teeth and gunmis; but in its progress 
from infancy to youth, the growth of the teeth deepens 
both the upper and lower jaws, and to give room for 
the full set, the jaws are elongated: the bones of the 
nose are raised, nose is lengthened, and the cheek 
bone is made to project, and the frontal sinews are form- 
ed, which complete the character of the adult. When 
the teeth fall out in old age, the alveolary processes 
which grew up with them, and supported: them, are 
removed by absorption ; and there remains nothing but 
the narrow base of the jaw, while the length of bone 
from the hinge of the jaw to the angle is undiminish- 
ed. The jaws, then, are allowed to approach nearer each 
other at the fore part, the angle of the jaw comes more 
forward, resembling that of the child, and the chin 

jects also. The teeth and adyentitious parts of the 
jaws being gone, the chin and nose approach, the mouth 
13 too small for the tongue, and the lips fallin. In their 
ideal figures, the ancients did not confine themselves 
strictly to the natural form of the head ; their practice, 
by filling up the cavity between the forehead and nose, 
and thereby unitin ey and also by giving a greater 

jection to them is ever to befound in nature, was 
to include both within one straight line. This deviation 
from the universal. practice of nature, seems to have 
arisen in a desire to give a more exalted and divine 
character to their gods, heroes, anid'the like, by mag- 
nifying those proportions which constitute the distin- 

guishing characteristic of the human countenance, in Drawing. 
opposition to that of the lower animals ; and this will oF Desiga- 
appear more evident on comparing those forms and 
proportions which distinguish each from the other ; 
though in their busts and portraits of individuals, they 
seem to have copied correctly the models they had be- 
fore them. . x 

In viewing the human head in profile, it will be found Facial 
that a line from the opening of the mouth, (the alveo- 8! 

process of the jaws), and another from the same 
point to the projection of the chin, will form an angle so 
obtuse, as to deviate little from the straight line, owin 
to the prominence of the forehead and chin; this is calle 
the facial angle; the eyes lie in the cavity formed by |, is 
the projection of the forehead, the proportion between > thes neni 
the face and the cranium is nearly equal, as aline drawn of man and 
across the eyes divides the head into‘two equal parts, animals. 
reckoning from the crown of the head to the base of the 
chin. In the heads of all the lower animals, on the con- 
trary, the facial angle is very acute, the nose and fore- 
head are flat, and fall back, and the eyes are very pro- 
minent; and the face, up to the beginning of the frontal 
bone.at the middle of the orbit of the eye, (which forms 
the bound een the face and cranium), will be 
found cory r, commonly two-thirds, than the space 
from this point to the crown of the head; and the ful- 
ness and protuberance of the chin, which forms so beau< 
tiful and striking a characteristic of the human counte~ 
nance, entirely di , leaving nothing but an un- 
interrupted straight line from the gums to the angle of 
the jaws. This subject will be found more amply dis- 
cussed in Professor Camper's treatise on the connection 
between the science of Anatomy and the arts of Draw- 
ing and Painting, from which the student will derive 
much useful information. 

Besides the anatomy of the human body, which is so Compare- 
sure a guide in drawing the figure, the artist, who aims "V¢ *nate- 
at truth in the representation of animals, will do well ”™ 
to pay some attention to the study of comparative ana- 
tomy, more particularly the myology and osteology of 
such animals, domestic or otherwise, as occur most fre« 
quently to the painter in the exercise of his art. Not- 
withstanding the variety in the structure and organiza- 
tion of the lower animals, as adapted to ‘the habitudes 
and modes of life peculiar ‘to eath, the analogy be- 
tween these and man, (we speak more icularly of 
quadrupeds and birds,) is so great, that the knowledge 
of the anatomy of the human body will form a sure foun- 
dation for this ro of the science. Although the 
Dutch school hasproduced many artists eminent aspaint- 
ers of animals, such as Du Jardin, Berghem, Vandevelde, 
Bamboccio, Cuyp, Wovermans, and others, yet none of 
them seems to have studied with such minute attention 
the anatomy of animals as Paul Potter: these he has 
drawn with great truth, spirit, and intelligence; he 
sometimes, however, makes so ostentatious a display of 
his knowledge of the bones, as to give a character of * 
leanness and poverty to his animals, ill suited to the 
richness and beauty of his landscape. Cuyp’s great 
aim was rather a good general arrangement of his figures, 
as subservient to some brilliant effect of sunshine which 
he had in view, than any b frie minuteness of de-« 
tail ; accordingly his animals, though of a contour, 
and well grouped, display none of that scientific draw~ 
ing, which. is so desirable, and which we admire so 
much in the works of Paul Potter, Du Jardin, and 
some others of that school, 

Stubbs’ great work on the anatomy of the horse will 
afford the best assistance to the student.in the investigas 

’ 
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Drawing, tion of this subject. He will also find some useful hints is broader; and 
Ome eaeiening some of the anne: etan eaarseatioie af tant from each 

coh aN ee roars slope as they ‘ : : 
already noticed. dimpled, and more delicately turned; and on the whele, 

ote The ancients, to Vitruvius, divided the hu- the abrupt turnings and projections of the muscles, which, 
of the hu- man body into eight or ten faces. The face is in the male, i 

figure: reckoned from the top of the forehead at the root of the energy, are, i 
hairs, to the bottom of the chin ; the head from the crown. lines of the utmost grace and deli *s 
to the same place. In a well-proportioned man, whose — We have extracted from the work called I Principi 
arms are stretched out, the distance between the extre- del Disegno, 
mities of the fingers of the right and left hands, should _ the following measurements of the three principal statues 
be equal to his height, his figure therefore may be in- of antiquity, which, for the sake of more easy compatison 
cluded in a square. The proportion of the female figare we have reduced to a tabular nod vill gi 
was formed about one face shorter than that of the male; perfect idea of the proportions ancients, 
but it differs from the male more in form than stature. and the distinctions between the and female charac- 
The shoulders are narrower, more rounded and softened ters. In order to | ipeang anata in the measure- 
than in the male; the chest is more convex, the breasts ments, the head of each figure is vided as Pas 
more elevated, the abdomen more prominent, the loins _ parts, and each part into six minutes. 
longer, and the limbs proportionally shorter ; the pelvis, , 

Apolle. | Venus. | Hercules. 

: Parts, Min.| Parts. 
From the beginning of the head to the root of the hairs ere ee Oe ae pe 8 0 38 0 3.0, 

From the root of the hairs to the eyebrows, or beginning of the nose ......./] 8 0 30} 3 0 
-From the eyebrows to the end of the nose. 2... 24. ces be be cee se eee | 8 0 3 0 |. & O| 
From the end of the nose to the bottom of the chin .. 140... 0. ees owe ly S 30 } 3 a 
From the chin to the articulation of the clavicle with the sternum ......+..| 5 1 4 31) 6 0 
From the clavicle to the end of the breast. ....... oly i Senge ee 10 5 9-4) 

} From the end of the breast to the middle of the umbilicus... ... 0. 22 66s 10 8 + Bp 10 4 
tenpradterar rer tet aie de pobin s 25.08). 8 Feiss “Soe 7 11 44/9/82 
From the symph re is to the middle of the patella . che el erelele Joy | BH Of LB eR) Wresy +S 
‘From the mi je patella to the beginning of the flank. . se tee es J [28 2] 27 SF 7801 
Proms tacetion tok sal fie ee crea sispele 9 0 sp sie a 4 ¢ eustp rope iatat 23 34 at 
From the swell of the foot to the end of the figure, or to the ground . Pat hel Kg 
From the:patella to the ground. .. 2... 2 we ews ee tee eee ae see 25 3 
From the patella to the end of the heel of the right leg’... ... AA 5 nc 
The len t of the sole of the MOE ra eerie: p/ Ae heh io, 5 (Rca inte Ny oad «| 14 13 
The highest part of the foot from the ground .. 6... 2. ee ee ee ee eee 3 53) 6 
Hots tha bere ty fhe anil of the toe Sy Shel leceaaies as. * ae Skis Akh Vee 9 of 10 
From the clavicle or collar bone to the beginning of the deltoid muscle .....-| 9 0 | 6 8 
The length of the whole clavicle on the right side... . . 641 sees eee ene 14 
From the clavicle to the nipple .......4.- « :ehietae% 9) suaath, > a6: atin aA eee DD 
From one end of the breasts to the other...» 210s ee esse wees 15, .0..).11 2. ))18 
The greatest breadth of the trunk, taken a little below the. begining of the thorax 18 3 ~ | 22... 
The breadth of the trunk from the end of the breast . . ... 6 «+ + ee ese ee 15 4} 
The narrowest part of the same, taken at the beginning ‘of the flank . cose JAS) 8 i 15 chy [Dy 
The greatest breadth of the ossa ilei, where the flanks project most .... . acl) Ii taais oes 
From the highest part of the deltoid muscle to the end of the biceps. ....... | 17 0$} 
From the beginning of the os humeri to the cubit ... 00.608 eee etes | 20,.2..) 82, 1 
From the end of the biceps to the beginning of the hand... ........ ---/16 0/14 0°)15 1 
The gresteut breetith of the fore-aren ta’ fron on Pe eae SMe leeg dehy eee atpa & 5&0 [+8 2 
The greatest breadth of the arm in front,......... + Si Aataie Face eee aS 4 5 6-51; 
Breadth of the pulse ofthe armin front .....+ 0. eee cee eee ne ewes 5 1 
The greatest breadth from one trochanter to the other .... 2.04. oveees | 17 5 [19 3 | 22 0 
The greatest breadth of the thigh in front... ..... ee covers] 9 22) 9 & “ye 
The greatest breadth ofthe left thigh ...........020205 io bie ‘aleve ll 
The greatest bral ofthe knee opt ihe nid of tpt’ « cee] 5 82) 5 O06 
The greatest breadth of the calf of the leg... 1.1... 4.202 ees A rie Wi ie A Sah 6 33) 7. 
The greatest breadth betwen the fer aor ale nia iscenie arian s, 4 0 40)4 8 
The narrowest part of the foot .......... PR + serene pinto te o.>, 1. 2 (38 8 3 | 8 5 
‘The broadest part of the Same 3.0). se bee ee ee wee me eens -| § 0 |. 5.1 176 44) 
From the last vertebra of the neck to the lower. part of the os sacrum . Bie. 4 38 4 
From the end ofthe os sacrum to the end of the gluteus. ......+.. Pye Ab 6 4 
From the end of the gluteus to the beginnin of gastrocnemius muscle... . : 15 4 

_ From the beginning of the gastrocnemius to the end of the figure... ..... + - 30 1 
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done with sufficient aecuracy, he will then gradually de+ Practical DRAWING, Practical, issthe art of imitating on a 

proper surface, by lines and colours, the natural appearan- 
ces of visible objects. ‘The difference between this and the 
term Painting have not been accurately defined. The fors 
mer is, however, more.commonly applied to those slighter 
-works of art, that are executed in chalk, Indian ink, or 
-water-colours ; while, by the term painting, is understood 
all works in oil, fresco, or ‘ons, and sometimes the 
more highly finished works in. water-colours. 
The. i of the.art, which are equally ap- 

plicable. to all the branches. of it, as far as. they respecs 
tively go, from sublime.allegory.to the humble. depart- 
ments of flowers and butterflies, will be found, in what 
relates to the form. of objects, in the preceding article ; 
and the great principles of chiar’ oscuro and colouring, 
will be more.clearly, elucidated under the article Pamr- 
na: We shall, here, therefore, consider drawing only ina 
practical, point of view, by. treating of the processes and 
operations employed in the various parts of it. 
As the principal and most distinguis nutes 

most. objects,are contained in, their form, the foundation 
.of eyery branch of this part.of the art is, correctness. of 
outline, without which the finest.colouring and. most. la- 
-borious finishing will fail to. convey the true character of 
_the object to,be represented. 
In copying any object, or set of objects, whether from 

nature or froma picture, it is, evident that, on whatever 
scale it is. med, whether larger or smaller than the 

_ original, : ecin of the parts of an. object to. the 
Whole, and of one object to, another, in. the various. rela- 
_tions of length, breadth, height, and distance, is the ba- 
sis of correctness of form and true delineation, 

Whatever department of the art may be the student's 
ultimate aim, the habits of correctness, and accuracy of 
. eye and hand, which are desirable in all of them, will be 
-best acquired by careful practice in drawing the human 
figure, whether from prints, drawings, or, from. plaster 
casts. _As the gentle undulations and delicate inflexions 
of form, of which the human figure is in a most peculiar 
amanner composed, demand the utmost.attention, and as 
the slightest. inaccuracy instantly discovers. itself, by dis- 
torting, or at least changing, the character of the object, 
his eye will speedily acquire that faculty of minute. dis- 
crimination, which will extend itself to every species of 
objects, and render every thing easy which he may af- 
terwards attempt, whether animals, the ramification or 
fangs of trees, buildings, mountains, &c. 

Although it is usually recommended that the student 
begin. with detached parts of the human, figure, such as 
eyes, noses, hands, feet, andthe like, and that when he 
has acquired tolerable facility in this, he may proceed to 
-whole figures, yet he will derive greater advantage from 
beginning these at once. The figure ought of course to 
be in its details. as much as possible, and, 
that it may be the more easily comprehended, a cer- 
tain formality in the attitude may at. first be advisable, 
-which may. afterwards be gradually varied according to 
. the progress of the student. , He will thus acquire suffi« 
cient accuracy in the smaller parts; and, what is. more 

- difficult, a correctness and facility in arranging and dispo- 
em masses of the several members, according 
to their various proportions and.relations to.each other. 

. 

_ In beginning an outline, the.general proportions of | 
othe larger parts should be first blocked. out, if. we may 
»use the expression ; and these may be considered rather 
8 to their situation than their form. . When this has been 
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scend to the more minute parts, till the whole is comple- 
ted. The advantage of this method is sufficiently ob- 
vious ; for if the student begin with the more minute 
parts at once, finishing his outline as he goes on, he will 
not proceed with the same certainty; the parts will not 
be so well put together ; and when a correction is to be 
made in the general inclination of an arm, a leg, or the 
trunk, all the time and attention that he has bestowed on 
the minutise are entirely thrown away. 

In marking out the leading lines and points of the ob« 
ject to be copied, he should begin by assuming the size 
of some of the figure; the head, for instance, to 
which all the other parts are to. be proportioned, accord~ 
ing to their relative magnitudes, whether larger or 
smaller; and a few of the most prominent points should 
be carefully marked in their true proportions, according to 
their respective distances and bearings, whether lying ho« 
rizontally, obliquely, or perpendicularly with each other. 

In, sb to_assist the eye in placing the various parts 
in their proper, relative, perpendicular situations, a small 
plummet,is sometimes used ; but it is better te habituate 
the eye to lead itself from one point to another in any 
given direction, without any other auxiliary than the 
correctness which careful practice may have given it. 

With to. the style in which the lines ought to 
_be executed, the student ought to aim-at nothing further 
.than a correct, neat, and distinct outline, such as may 
be best suited to the form and surface of the original ; 
as freedom and boldness of execution, which dazzle and 
mislead the ignorant, are qualities which practice only 
can give, and, when sought after, are too apt to lead to 
the greatest of all defects, affectation and manner. 

It has often been recommended to. beginners, and that 
by respectable authority, in order to enable them to turn 
their hand, to practise the drawing of straight, curved, 
and lel lines in every direction, without reference to 
the delineation of any particular object ; but all this may 
be. as easily acquired at the same time that the learner 

_1s improving the correctness of his eye, by the represen« 
tation of objects wherein every species of lines occur ; 
and no one is better calculated for this purpose than the 
human. figure. 

When the student has attained considerable proficien- 
cy in outline, he may proceed to the shading of his fi-« 
gures, which may be done with black lead, black or red 
chalk, or Indian ink, bistre, sepia, or the like. But black 
chalk is, upon the whcle, best adapted to this purpose. 
There are several ways of using the black chalk, viz. by Drawing in 
the method called hatching, which is performed by parallel black chalks 
lines crossing each other at certain angles, according to 
the nature of the shadow and form of the object represent« 
ed, which is the same principle as that on which stroke 
engravings are executed: as also by smooth shadows pros 
duced by the chalk, without the appearance of any lines. 

_ Of this last there are many varieties, which we shall 
_ presently notice. The first mentioned of these methods, 
which, when skilfully executed, has indeed a very good 
effect, is not to be recommended to the painter, as the 
Jaying the lines, as the engravers call it, is so difficult 
and so essential a part of this mode of working, that the 
student is apt, in attending to this subordinate part, this 
language in which he is sxpeneting hemneel, to neglect the 
subject of which he is treating. . To the young engraver 
it may, however, be useful in assisting him in 
of the mechanique of his art. ; 
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The outline being carefully made out in black chalk, 
a little of the scrapings of the chalk should be rubbed 

in Over all the shadows with a stump; an instrument made 
btack chalk. of chamois leather, rolled up tightly in a cylindrical form, 

Drawing in 
"02 

and cut at both ends to a point. This performs the 
Operation with great smoothness, and makes an excellent 
ground for the finishing, which is done by working up the 
shades to the requisite depth with the point of the chalk. 

The lights must be put on with white chalk, and 
blended carefully into the middle tint, (the colour of the 

;) by a stump kept for the 3; and the t- 
Ligand tak be taken to keep the black and white chalk 
from coming into contact, as their meeting will produce 
a disagreeable and unharmonious colour. ! 

In drawing on white paper, the outline should be 
made out with the chalk, and the shadows rubbed in 
with a stump, and tup to the proper depth, as 
already mentioned, till the shadow be sufficiently smooth. 
Any errors in either the outline or finishing may be cor- 
rected by rubbing them out with the crumb of a new 
loaf, squeezed together into a convenient shape. This me- 
thod is much more tedious and difficult than when it is 
performed on tinted paper, as it requires infinite Iabour 
to give sufficient smoothness and delicacy to the sur- 
face. Sometimes a middle tint is formed by the ‘scra- 
pings of chalk laid on with the stump over the whole pa- 

, and the lights taken out entirely with the bread. 
his method, when well executed, has a beautiful effect ; 

but the time and practice necessary to do it well, render 
it totally unfit for an unexperienced hand, 

In drawing in Indian ink, the outline should be made 
out with black lead, which in this case is preferable to 
chalk. The great masses of shadow must be laid in first, 
and, beginning with the tints much lighter than is want- 
ed, smoothing them in with a wet hair pencil, and re- 
peating the process till the shades be brought up to their 
proper depth; taking care that each shade be perfectly 
dry before another is put over it. 

For slighter sketches, where boldness and freedom of 
outline are principally aimed at, as in studies for the com- 
position of larger works, a pen was much employed for 
the outline by the old masters, particularly by those. of 
the Italian schools, and slightly shaded with the hair 
pencil, with bistre, sepia, or the like. The drawings in 
this way of Leonardo da Vinci, M. Angelo, Raffuelle, 
the Carracci, Parmeggiane, and others, are deservedly 
much esteemed, and frequently sell at very high prices. 
Of all these methods which we have mentioned, that 
which we would particularly recommend, as combining 
utility and expedition, is that of the black and white 
chalk upon tinted paper. The tint of the paper should 
be light, that the black chalk may be seen distinctly up- 
on it, and, in order to avoid the coldness and harshness 
which paper of a dark shade always gives to light put in 
with white chalk, of any similar substance. In making 
any correction, a piece of new bread is preferable to In- 
dian rubber; and if any greasiness appear by the too 
frequent use of the bread, so as to prevent the paper ~ 
from receiving the chalk readily, warming the paper at 
the fire will in a great measure remove it. 

The student should at first occupy himself for some time 
in copying from drawings only, and when he has acqui- 
red, in some degree, the management of his materials, and 
a knowledge of the method of expressing himself, he will 
do well to begin to draw from good casts from the an- 
tique, and after that to go to nature; but in this stage 
of his progress, he will go little way without the assistance 

‘tions of shadow, on the light parts of the’ face and 

- they may be assisted by setting up a sheet of white pa- 

DRAWING. 
of anatomy, the use and neéessity of which we have al- Practical — 
ready most anxiously inculcated in the preceding article, Drawing. — 

In the managerent of light and shadow,’ whether as or tain 
applied to the an figure, or to any” 
ere is ‘no one circumstarice so 

ee iia anager er eit, real. Sppoatay Tn the age of art, | is sed to 
what is called aadne Breadth splice, ae te 
lights and shades be ai in large and broad masses. . 
separation of the lights and shades into many small’ 

parts, leads to the unpleasing effect of spottiness. Both 
of these appearances are often exhibited in nature. But 
in every instance, the one is delightful, the other is 
teazing to the sense ; the former is essential to beauty 
and grandeur, the latter, unavoidably, is’ ive of 
littleness. Its great principles will be more treated 
of under the head Chiar’ oscuro, (see PAINTING ;) but we 
shall, in a summary way, take notice here of as much as 
is connected with the drawing of single 

In looking at a statue or p! cast, with the light 
coming on it from one point, the delicate and almost 
imperceptible transition from light to dark are very ob- 
‘vious ; every feature has the most complete relief, even 
on those where the shadow is most delicate, as 
well as on the dark side of the figure, while the shadows 
on the different parts of the dark side are sufficiently dis- , 
tinct without monies ee pea no« 
thing obtrudes itself to eye to interrupt the general 
kia, eee and repose, or, as it is called in technical Jan- 
guage, to cut it up. ‘These delicate parent we na 

body, 
which in reality are little removed from ae eet a . 
of clear light, being so well defined in the ; are i 
apt to be mistaken by the inexperienced student, arid ' 
to be made so dark as to Jeave him no_ power of gi« f 
ving, with his chalk, the necessary de of shadow, 
and consequently roundness to the whole; he must \ 
therefore attentively consider the efféct of contrast, and ‘ 
endeavour to distinguish what is in itself light or’ dark, ‘ 
from what may appear so from its being placed near to ¥ 

character: in this"he will derive i 
much assistance from looking frequently at his model 
with his eyes half shut, or ugh a Claude Lorraine 
glass, (a lens of a very dark colour,) or even a piece of 
window-glass, blackened with the smoke of a candle, as 
he will by this means lose sight of the particular forms 
of the more minute parts, and he will see only the great 
masses of light and shade, and thus he will more accu- 
rately discriminate between what is light, middle tint, or 
pure shadow, the right management of which constitutes 
so great a source of beauty in the human figure, which, 
from the rotundity of its form, displays ‘so fine an illus- 
tration of this principle. The judicious introduction of 
the reflected light, affords’ the greatest assistance in 
giving accuracy and distinctness to the details of those 
parts of the figure which are in shade, and likewise in 
iving the requisite roundness and delicacy. ‘These re- 
ections are always to be seen in nature to a certain ex- 

tent; but when they do not appear with sufficient strength, 

tints of an opposite 

Reflected 
Tight, 

per, or the like, at such a height and distance from the 
model as may be best suited to the effect:required. - ; 

In drawing from nature, or from the plaster cast, the Position of 
model should in general be placed, with regard to the 
light, in such a situation, that at least two-thirds of the 
figure be illuminated ; and when the light comes in from 
above, it has a still better effect: but this position of the 
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saved ; and the occult lines will be rubbed out as soon Practical 

Drawing. of the artist, or the intention he may have in view. In as the delineation of the several objects is completed. _D##wing- 
“.~" order to have.a good view of the figure, it should Without a knowledge of the rules of linear perspec- pyawing 

never be nearer the eye than twice its own length, tive, nothing in this way can be well done, as nothing landscape. 

Those general precepts which we have given above for 
drawing the figure, apply to a certain extent to all vi- 
sible objects, varying and modifying the style of out- 
line and shading in the way that seems best calculated 
to express the qualities of form and surface of objects 
he is imitating ; and this talent will be best acquired, by 
the attentive observation and comparison of nature with 
the works of other artists. 

~~ In the drawing of landscape, the same process in the 
outline must be adopted as in the figure or other ob- 
jects ; that is to say, to begin with those great lines 
which bound the principal masses, and from these to 
proceed to the ler ones: but as the various objects 
which it is the province of landscape painting to repre- 
sent, differ most essentially from the human figure, and 
from each other, a separate style of outline must be 
adopted for each, A tree, for instance, as it consists 
of many small. parts, which it is impossible for any 
mere outline to represent, and as these parts vary con- 
siderably in their appearance, according to their dis- 
tance and their condition with regard to light and shade, 
such a mode of imitation must be adopted as will best 
express, in a wget way, those appearances ; whilst, 
in those near the spectator, even the character, both of 
the foliage and ramification of the species to which it 
belongs, whether oak, ash, beech, &c, must be attend- 
ed to, 

As the forms of hills are distinct and well defined, 
they do not admit of that latitude of generalization 

- which must necessarily be allowed in the drawing of 
trees ; every feature must be marked distinctly, and with 
almost the same accitracy, that we have inculcated in 
drawing the figure. Lines, besides what is sufficient 
to express the exact contour of the object, should like- 
wise be touched here and there over the whole object, 
when near enough to be seen distinctly, in order to con- 
vey a true idea of its acclivity and of its surface, whe- 
ther broken by precipices, or covered with wood, and 
even expressing the c and position of the strata 
of iieh Ie cant be composed, when visible. The ne- 
Reeds aa teasing, by cocienting ix ws as is 1 to9 

practice, by neglecting it, to give a 
pies erie so ‘ifercne for the ceigitul ae to ren- 
der it hardly izable. 

In deans ardhleectane, (we speak here not of geo- 
eee eter and plans, but of ksigcpraie as 
‘orming a dscape painting,) when the surface 
is lesen the outline must be executed with a clean 
straight line, and a ruler may even be occasionally em- 
ployed to advantage ; great attention should be paid to - 
the squaring and precision of the turnings in the cor- 
nices, Meet tikes, &c.; and on the parts where 
the shadow comes, the objects may be marked with a 
firm dark outline. : 

In drawing any set of objects, which are all of the 
same size and height, such as a range of windows, 
arches, or columns, in order to k them in their 
proper places, lines should be drawn as light as pos- 
sible, according to their perspective inclination, which 
will include the upper and lower part of them all; and 
before making them out individually, these lines must 
be divided, according to the number and situation of 
the objects, whatever they may be. By this means, the 
position and magnitude of will be accurately found; 
much trouble in altering and correcting will thus be 

in painting occurs which is not subject to the influence 
of its laws; as the beauty and truth of such objects, 
besides the spirit and character of the outline, depend 
much on the proper inclination of the lines of the va- 
rious objects, according to their convergence to their 
respective vanishing points; and although much care- 
ful practice may give a general correctness of percep- 
tion to the eye, which may prevent gross mistakes, yet 
as the principles are wanting which give certainty. and 
decision, perpetual errors will intrude themselves; and 
to the more intelligent critic, the artist’s ignorance of 
this indispensible requisite of his art will instantly dis- 
play itself. 

We shall now proceed to give a few hints on some 
of the more minute parts of the practice of outlining. 
These, to some, may perhaps appear trifling and im- 
pertinent; but as method is most essential in every me- 
chanical art, and mere delineation is nothing else, we 
are convinced that the student will readily assent to 
their utility ; for though, by experience and practice, 
he will ultimately find them out himself, yet as they 
are not so obvious at first, his progress will be much 
accelerated by their communication. 

In drawing arches, or other similar objects, whether - 
of a circular or elliptical form, the vertical lines on 
which they rest, representing their piers, should first 
be drawn ; the points from which they spring at both 
sides, and the highest point at the key-stone, should 
then be marked’; and before these points are connected 
by their proper lines, he will be able to form an idea of 

€ appearance and proportion of the part; and he will 
gery with his work with less doubt and uncertainty ; 
e will likewise attend to the radiated appearance of 

the joints of the stones that the arch, taking 
care that they converge to the centre of the circle of 
which it is formed ; this ought to be particularly attend. 
ed to; and, by neglect of this rule, younger students 
are apt to betray eSianselves in drawing objects of this 
sort, When any line, whether straight or curve, lies in. 
an oblique direction, in order to assist his eye in judging 
of the angle of its inclination, he ought to mark points 
for both ends of that line before drawing it ; and in ob- 
jects wherein an approximation to the figure of an isosce~ 

s triangle occurs, as in the gable of a house or the 
pediment of a portico, in order to preserve the neces- 
sary uniformity of the sides, he must scrupulously at~ 
tend to the situation of the apex of the angle, consider- 
ed both with regard to its height, and its relation to the 
pepeenunr lines, at both ends, on which it rests. 
n delineating ruins, the lines must be executed ina 

more ragged and uneven style, than in buildings of a 
smoother character; making out carefully the forms of 
the several parts, and giving that precision and firmness 
in all their details, which instantly convince the spec- 
tator of the intelligence ‘of the draftsman, and the truth 
and accuracy of his work, . 

‘In making an outline, the mode of practice adopted 
by many, is to divide the edges of the drawing to be 

ied, into any number of equal parts, like the degrees 
of latitude and longitude ina map. The points at the 
hase of the drawing will give the situation of the per- 

_ pendicular lines, and those on the sides their heights, 
and vice versd, the places of the horizontal lines will 
be found by the points in the sides, and their lengths 
by thoseon the base; but as this method is not appli- 
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Drawing, every practical device ought to have a reference, it is for executing the lines will not bé of much use, as DEwing 

only to be recommended to the beginner, who at first copying drawings, and site. 9 the manner 
may find some advantage from it. ractised by the old masters in their et s, will af- 

Drawing in drawing from nature, it is necessary to begin b ford more instruction in this point than all that can be 
ne na fixing the boundaries of each side, which, in general, said on the subject. In gener it may be said, that 

ought not to extend farther than what can be conveni- the lines which com e shadows lie in the 
ently seen at one view, without turning the head, sub- direction of the object itself, that is to say, that in a 
tending an angle of about 60 degrees... He will thus be penne wall, or similar object, the lines should 
able to regulate the proportion and quantity of the sub- dicular ; in an inclined object, the lines should 
ject he means to introduce, according to the size of his incline; in cylindrical or spherical objects, a tower, a 
paper ; by dividing between those boundaries, and ob- column, or a ball, they should take a curve direction. ; 
serving veatines or objects coincide with those points Perpendlicalts Chee vec ca ae , 
and their subdivisions, i will easily find their places lines, and that either wholly, or, for the sake of greater 3 
and relative distances ; and the heights of the several ob- riehness of effect, alternately with Dente pe ones, i 
od will be found, by proportioning them to their When the sides of an object are so with respect f 
readth, or by re, doting them, by the situation of any to the point of sight, that, instead of being horizontal, 

other object which may be on the same level ; for this they converge to their several vanishing the lines fi 
purpose it will be found of great service to fix, as soon _ of the shading will follow the same direction as the ob- ; 
as possible, the height of some long horizontal line, jects themselves. In shading buildings, or indeed an: 
the horizon itself, when it occurs, and to adapt the object wherein accuracy and precision are so ! 
height of the several objects, whether above or below of whiatever scale it may be, no more of a shade i 
this line, according to the distance of the point requi- be attempted than can be conveniently done by the mo- 
red from it, compared with its own breadth, or that of tion of the fingers and thumb, while the hand rests 
any other object already marked. When the places of steadily on the paper; and the joinings of those parts, + 
the several are thus found, for their forms in this which must be done with a careful freedom, if we may 
first stage o she proven are entirely out of the question, use the expression, will give a certain degree of rich- 
the details may he entered into, always giving the pre- ness and variety to the appearance, which could not 
ference to the larger parts, and keeping in view what so well expressed in any other way; but in such 
has been already sai about the meth to be adopted jects as have not a form so well , particu 
in making out the various minutie. when oy Page as require a smooth and flat tin 

There is no part of landscape painting more neglect- such as sk , &e, the shades may be done by 
ed in general practice, and none where the artist has the motion of the hand or the wrist, k the arm 
0 beth cpporunity © aaa ing his taste and correct- steady, and with an oblique line, which is most con- 
ness, than in Begg e Leanty and variety which venient for this position of the hand, Plate CCXXXVI. 
nature exhibits in the foliage of trees, This will be will illustrate further what has been said in this branch 
apparent, if we consider the works of Claude Lor- of the practice of drawing. ; 
raine, whether in his pictures or etchings, or even in Fig. 1. represents the gable of a house, so placed with Prarc- 
the fine engravings after him by Vivares and others, soo to the worn that is to the ground cexxxvi. — 
we will mark that grace, beauty, and truth, which are _line,) as not to be affe in its form by its ee an Fig. 1. 
no where else to be found, and which place him in this situation. The vertical lines a, 6, are first drawn, and 
respect above all praise, and sufficiently shew what the points at a and 6, whereon the roof is to be placed, 
may be done by the careful imitation of nature, guided which are both of the same height, are marked in their ‘ 
by sound judgment and good taste ; while the great in- proper places, in order to give the two sides of the roof 4 
feriority in this point, from whatever cause it may have the same d of inclination. The space between @ : 
arisen, of his pupil Swanevelt, and many of the most and 6 is divided into two equal parts, which gives the b 
eminent landscape painters, sufficiently shows both the point over which the apex of the angle is to be placed. ; 
difficulty and high importance of this part of the art. Fig. 2. is the same object, seen in bea see The Fig.2, 
__ The study of architecture, which, in itself considered, points a and 4, instead of being of the same height as 
is of the greatest importance to the landscape pai ter, in the other figure, converge We = Taner poe so that 
from the high tone and elevated character which its the two portions of the occult line a 5, a toc, and : 
judicious introduction gives to his works, is likewise a from 5 to c, though in themselves equal to each other, 
useful auxiliary, in ling him to give precision a are now by aah roe situation considerably ¥, 
character to the angles and turnings of his buildings, changed, both in their relative height and distance from ‘ 
which, even to the mere faker of views, and the younger each other. The point 6 is lower than a, and the space bd 
practitioner, are qualities of some consideration, and between } and c being further off, and consequently seen ‘ 
well worth the trouble of acquiri under a smaller angle, is smaller than that from a to ¢, : 
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In black When the student has inane a sufficient accuracy ‘The perspective centre c will be found by producing 
ai,” «Of: eye and facility of outline, he ma tothe the vertical lines a and } to any height, as at e, from 

8 g of his drawings, either with black lead or black which point a line will be drawn to the vanishi 
chalk, As those delicate transitions and modulations f. The intersection of the line e/, at the point g, will 
of light and shadow, which are so to the cor- “give the line eg of the same perspective length, and pa- 
rect representation of the human figure, do not occur ellel to ab, which le lon 
in handecabe, Ke may perform this operation with more square; the vertical lines ae and bg will give the remain- 

‘ boldness and freedom. Instead of that scrupulous at- ing two. In order to find the centre of the line ab, over 
tention to the smoothness of his surface, by blending ‘which the apex of the le of the roof is to be placed 
into one tender and even tint the touches by which his diagonal lines g a, and e’6 are to b drawn, the intersec 
shadows are | Mr Acwebe hades Foe | tion of which will give the point h, through which the 

or effect which vertical line 7c will be drawn, which divides the line a or not, according to the depth of shadow 
4 
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Practical a b into two equal parts at ¢, as required. On-the line Fig. 18. is an example of the method of shading objects, Practical 
Drawing: /’c on whatever height, as ati, k or J, the place of the the surfaces of which are not so regular, the sky, trees, D™wing- 

of the pediment will be marked, and linesia, hills, &e, The lines are here zig-zag, their distances py 4‘, 
are kept equal, and they may be crossed. to increase the ocyxxyz, 

Fig: 5. 

«Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8. 
| “Fig. 7. 

he kb, or La, 16, will be drawn according to the 

FOqeemid A °¢ sey ae 
‘Fig4S. is a pyramid: The principles on which this is 

drawn are le to the spire of a church, the roof 
of a house, the like. The lines at the angles a, d, c, d, 
which form.its base, being drawn in order to find the 
point on the ground over which its apex is to stand, 
diagonal lines ac, 6d will be drawn ; their intersection 
at e will give the point required, from which the line 
ef will be drawn of any length, and the point at f will 
be marked according to its height ; the lines fa, fb, fc, 
will then be drawn, which complete the figure. 

Fig, 4. is a range of windows. The horizontal lines 
Q, @, a, ay are ail al the Plate, parallel to the 
ground line. When jects are seen in perspective, 
instead. of lying parallel to the ground line, they will 
meet in the vanishing point. One of these lines will be 
divided with points, according to the place and number 
of the windows ired; from these points vertical lines 
6666, bb bb, will be drawn, the intersection of which, 
with the lines a, a, a, a, will give the objects required. 

Fig. 5. isa tiled roof. The long lines a, a, a, paral- 
lel to the inclination of the roof, are drawn at their 
per distances. recent aomery es fe oaghot on 
next, which 'are at first made perfectly straight, 

of the which are produced by their 
res ren mneenee ot by thennate ites a6 c 

Fig. 6. represents the same object as seen on the fore 
ees dan nexe ovate valde detailed. 

ig. 8. isa balustrade. The-small parts of the baluster, 
which are in the Plate, Fig. 7, are not visi- 

Gia ples being Seited soccnting tip pots ef tn the ing divi ing to the num 
balusters, and the vertical lines g, g,g, will be drawn of 
their length, bounded by the lines 4 and ec. The 
dwell of the lower past will be marked within the lines ¢ 
and d, keeping them all of the same degree of curvature 
in order to preserve due uniformity, and the lines will be 
stren on one side to a greater depth, according 
to the Sse psa bo pe Fig. 9. represents the 
same object, as seen at a still greater distance. Fewer of 
the parts are visible than in the ing Figure. 
Fig. 10. the radiation of the stones that com- 
pose an . The lines of the stones, of whatever breadth 
ee be, all converge towards the centre of the circle 
a. Fig. 11. shews the error that will be committed by not 
attending to this rule. Figs. 12, 13, and 14, represent 
the appearance of trees at different distances: the 
first tree at a distance, almost round, none of the 
small masses being visible. Fig. 13. a tree nearer the 

; the lesser divisions are a nt in some degree. 
ig. 14, a tree on the fi ound. The minutiz of the 

foliage are here detailed as well as the branches, and 
the of the bark is visible. Fig. 15. illustrates 
whit. hen ieee aildhbof the outline and shadin of a 

degree of to 
aes surface of the wall, which is well 

to express the character of a ruin. Fig. 16. 
objects lying in an inclined direction ; the lines of the 
shading are likewise inclined. Fig. 17. a in the 
shading of this, if the lines take a curve direction ; if 
they were drawn straight, they would express little more 
than the appearance of a flat surface of a circular form. 

of the shadows. 
he student will derive much advantage in this 

point, from the examination of etchings of the Italian 
and Dutch landscape painters, such as Claude Lorraine, 
Canaletti, Du Jardin, Rembrandt, Both, Ruysdael, and 
others, which will conduct him on the right path; and 
will sufficiently warn him to avoid the low, vague, and 
unscientific style of Moreland, and his followers, the 
makers of drawing books, who have been long so suc- 
cessful in corrupting the taste of the amateurs of land~ 
scape. 

In drawing with Indian ink, bistre, or any other si- 
milar colour, always presupposing a correct and well 
defined outline, the large shadows 
making out the general effect or chiar’ oscuro of the 
whole ; the shadows of the smaller objects will follow ; 
and the finishing touches will be given to each part, 
according to the strength of colour and style of hand- 
ling, which the situation and character of each may re- 
— In on, de large shade, there is considerable 
ifficulty to the beginner, in keeping it smooth and free 

from those marks and stains, which arise from stopping 
in the middle of the operation, er working with tog 
small a quantity of colour in the pencil, and thereby 
allowing the edge of it to get dry before it be finished : 
this may be avoided by beginning at the left side 
of the part to be wrought upon, going regularly on with 
a full pencil, and leaving no part so long as to give it 
time to dry at the edge. The pencil should be of a size 
proportioned to the space to be covered ; and the shade 
should be laid on as smooth and equal as possible, with- 
out leaving any more of the tint than is sufficient to 
cover it. This ought to be particularly attended to in 
skies, where_any defect of this sort is so conspicuous 
and irremediable. 

In sketching from nature, the most essential requi- 
quisites of which are characteristic, spirited, and. cor- 
rect delineation, and a slight but expressive mode of 
shading, the outline is often done with a pen, and this, 
either with Indian ink, or a brown colour: this. last, 
when the shading is done with Indian ink, gives a fing 
rich effect to the sketch. A solution in oil of tu 
tine, of the bitumen called asphaltum, is sometimes 
used in this way; and in those subjects where bold- 
ness and freedom, rather than minuteness of de- 
tail, are required, such as large trees, rocks, &c. 
it has a fine effect. The x should be rather of 
a rough and absorbent quality, such as the finer sort 
of cartridge paper, as it prevents blotting, to which this 
solution has a great tendency: it should be kept in a 
phial, and the pen it te it when wanted. 

The tinted paper already mentioned, is very useful in 
slighter works, whether sketches from nature, or those 
studies for the composition or effect of larger pictures; 
as the chiar’ oscuro may be made out, with great ease 
and rapidity, either with black chalk or Indian ink, 
and the lights put in with white chalk, or with 
nent white, put on with ahair pencil, Thisis the oxide 
of zinc, ground in the usual way, and mixed with the 
muci of gum arabic: it is sold in the in cakes, 
and is infinitely preferable to white lead, or flake white, 
which, from their tendency to return to the metallic 
state, and to become black, are totally unfit for use in 
drawing in water colours. In this way, those brilliant 
and transitory effects of sunshine, which are so striking 

will be laid in first, © 

Fig. 18. 

Tn Indian 
ink, bistre, 
be, 
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in nature, and give such interest to a picture, may be 

ced with utmost ease and delicacy. 
The art of drawing in water colours, which, till with- 

in these few years, had never been considered in any 
other light than as an expeditious method of making 
sketches slight, has been recently carried to the test 
perfection the landscape painters of the English 

The method that was followed in its beginning, was 
to make out the effect and finishing by what was called 
a neutral tint, and afterwards to give each object its 
proper colour and depth, by washes of the several tints 
over the original one. This mode, though not 
to give that strength, solidity, and variety, which the re- 
cent improvements of our contempo artists have 
shewn that drawing in water colour is susceptible ; yet 
as the process is more simple than any, other, it is on the 
whole better calculated for beginners, who, when they 
have acquired sufficient facility in it, and know of 
their materials, may extend their researches to the other 
methods, which we shall afterwards take notice of. 

The neutral tint, which each artist made up, like 
every other tint, in his own way, was by some com- 

of blue, lake, and gamboge ; blue, lake, and In- 
ian ink; or blue, lake, and sepia. The student will 

begin by a wash of the grey over the distance, wee | 
out those which are quite light ; and as a more 
and delicate effect will be produced by repeating the 
process several times than by doing it at once, the tint 
will be made lighter at first than the effect intended. 
In this manner, every of the work, from the most 
remote distance to the fore ground, will be done; with 
this difference, that the proportions of the various co- 
lours composing the neutral tint will be altered, ac- 
cording to the distance of the several objects. Thus 
the lake and blue, which produce the aérial tones, will 
be increased in the distant objects, altering the tint 
from a coolish grey for the distant to somewhat of a 
warm brown for the nearer objects ; and the proportion 
of the ruin umber, or whatever * may be, will be 

‘or the fore d objects, lea the 
sar in wnat tack ‘whine clear light is lt na 
When the broad shadows have been thus laid in, and 
the general effect of the chiar’ oscuro produced over the 
whole picture, the more minute will be made 
out by darker touches of the same tint, of which each 
shadow is composed. 

The student will next begin to the colouring 
sky. The blue will be composed of Indigo, to which a 
small quantity of lake will be added; and the tint of 
the clouds willbe made up of blue and lake, which will 
be modified by the addition of madder brown, sepia, 
light red, &c. according to the effect intended. In laying 
in a flat tint of blue, or any other colour where smooth- 
ness and equality of surface is desirable, the paper 
should be ‘ti with clean water laid on with a 
broad tin brush, and as much of the water taken off by 
penn Se paper with a clean towel, or a piece of 

lotting paper, which will leave it in a state sufficiently 
damp for the purpose. This will be found of great 
service, particularly when a gradation from a darkish 

of the 

‘to a lighter blue, or, as in morning or evening, from 
blue to a warm yellow, Orange, or red colour, in the 
horizon, is required. When these colours are fixed b 
the drying of the paper, if the warm tint is not suffi- 
ciently strong, it may be increased to any de by 
another wash of the same colour, which may be 
into the blue with a little clean water. The clouds 
and whole drawing may likewise get a wash of the 

5 
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Shee ue sbeled °f : fis - 

an ie 

Bs ee 

1 Fe g 

s with 
prthrgineyse gh decile 5 uy which 
plete the process. But in this stage of the process, 
must be taken to avoid cutting up this effect by a 
and harsh mode of touching. ; 

In painti cision tothe firms of the is 

i 
sharpness and decision to the forms of the 
the processes of merely leavi , 
permit, such as on the of the the 
of the sun or moon when 
b 

ts, as in aquatinta i 
tints adhering to the part of the 
it has been put on; and when they were to 
take off the substance employed, leaving the 
perfectly: fees ‘vim’ ancy’ siege of lad. celeir per abla 
pepe: ee rane 68S, and compositions of white 

and olive oil, or white lead and mastic varnish 
have been used, the former of which may be taken 
off by Indian rubber or the crumb of bread, and the 
two latter with the oil of turpentine, or spirit of wine 
rubbed over them with a brush. But of all the sub- 
stances that have been used for this purpose, there is 

ing that unites so well the advantages of utility and 
convenience, as pipe clay scraped upon a plate and mixed 
up with water to a due consistency ; the touches beit 
put in with this, by means of a hair pencil, and 
to dry, the tints be washed freely over it, and when 
rubbed with b the Ls will come out with the 
utmost sharpness, and will 
being touched over with distemper or some opaque 
substance, than of any thing that water colour painting 
could be su capable of producing. 
The preparation of the St he acyl a ney of great 

importance in water colour drawing. The best drawi 
paper, as it is manufactured, is totally unfit for fini 
drawings, from the smoothness of its surface: it must 
therefore be well damped, and the polish taken off by 
rubbing it well with a wet spunge. By this means, the 
paper will acquire a d of roughness and absorben- 
cy, which will afford great assistance in giving the 
necessary solidity and Som: which were qualities un- 
known to water colour drawing till this process of treat- 
ing the paper was adopted. : 

Another method, which is next to that of the neutral 
tint in simplicity, is, to make up the shadows of distant 

F 
ie 

nearer, with Indian ink; and the fore with shades 
of Indian ink, and touched up in the minute parts with 

and Indian red; of those that are & 

ve more the appearance of 

P 
the 

water 
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sepia. Over these the tints of the different objects are 
put on, as already mentioned. 

By mixing with the colours of the sky, and the grey 
tints of the distant shadows, avery small portion of per- 
manent white, great addition will be made to the solidity 
and ce of air of these The quantity of 
white must be excessively , and when in due pro- 
portion, will not be discovered by making any differ- 
ence on the general appearance of the object, and these 
tints may be washed over as often as the effect may re- 
quire ; and this may even be practised both on the lights 
and shadows in every part of the drawing. 

Sometimes a drawing is carried through its different 
without the use of any middle tint, by putting 

on the lights and shadows of the different objects at the 
same time ; the lights, of course, of their colour, 
and the shadows composed of tints, wherein the colour 
of the object and the greyness of shadow are combined, 
and ing them into each other when wet ; and these 
tints, both in light and shade, may be retouched with 
other tints, according to the variety and depth required 
in the several parts. ‘ 
The ice of some artists, is to put repeated wash- 

es of the pure colours singly, making out every part 
with greater brightness than is lintended, and then to 
wash down with or neutral tints each object, ac- 

ing to its relation to the whole; and these tints 
will be much improved by the anaes of the saallet 

uantity of permanent white, as alr mentioned. 
Whte seethed wach ctised, hich bes 0 
effect, is to lay over the different objects with the tints 
of their respective shadows, without leaving any light. 
The light will be afterwards taken out by putting on 
touches with a ceen water os hair. pencil, . ing to 
the form of the lights required, and rubbing the paper 
with soft breed il all the colour be entirely brought 
off the and the lights will be put over on those 
ag the tint of the shadow has been taken off. 
n this way, the lights of such objects which, from the 

complexity or iarity of the forms, it would be 
tedious and difficult to leave out, as in the foliage and 
ramification of a thin tree appearing light against a 
dark object, or in analogous cases, will be made with 
the greatest minuteness and ision. This may be 
extended to almost any object in any part of the pic- 
ture ; and in the fore-ground, in particular, the degree 
of roughness which it gives, (which is indeed a stum- 
bling block to the ignorant,) is of most essential advan- 
tage, in giving a variety of surface in rocks, trunks of 
trees, &c.; and these tints may be washed over as of- 
ten as necessary, till the are brought up to their 
proper tone, and if found not light enough, rocess 
of wetting with the hair sete and rubbing with the 
bread mag he repeated as often as occasion may re- 
quire. e lights on the surface of a piece of water, 
or etnake of any distant fire, &c. will be much as- 
sis y touching them up with permanent white. 

When the drawing is Found to have received too 
much local colour, thereby depriving it of the requisite 
effect of air, it will easily ag ee. t down. to the ut- 
most delicacy of tint, by washing it over with a great 
peed of water and a flat tin brush ; taking care that 

the colour that is di from the paper be pro- 
perly washed away, so that the brilliancy of the lights 
may not be injured by any of the dark colour. hen 
the drawing is brought to a sufficient delicacy of effect, 
and has become perfectly dry, eee hare 
ness of form or brightness of colour, may be supplied by 
retouching with the severa! colours. 
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The sponge is likewise an im t auxiliary toa 

painter in this department of his art ; as when any ob- 
has received a tone of colour, or even aform which 
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i would wish to change, he may proceed with the gponging. 
wet sponge till he has got it sufficiently lightened, or 
enh, 2 eae taken out ; and this will be 
no detriment to the general appearance of his drawing, 
as the paper is roughened already, as directed above, as 
much as it can be: it is obvious, however, that unless 
the be of considerable thickness, it will not ad- 
mit Bos. depenton of this process very frequently. 

When the shadows of any objects, more particularly 
in the distanee, have acquired too great a degree of 
brightness, it may sometimes be reduced by a method, 
the efficacy of which would not, @ priori, be suspected ; 
namely, by a thin wash of. yellow ochre over the part, 
and sometimes a very thin wash of permanent white, or 
even, in certain circumstances, of pipe clay, will have 
the same effect. 
We have already elsewhere cautioned the painter 

against the use of white lead, in any shape ; as, from its 
opacity, and the blackness that it in a very short time 
acquires, it is altogether unfit for water-colour draw- 

~~ making out the effect of the reflexions of objects 
in water, (always presupposing the knowledge of per 
spective necessary, to give each object its proper form 
and situation,) in order to represent the effect of soft- 
ness and delicacy, so beautiful in nature, produced by 
the blending of the tints of one object into those of ano- 
ther, the 1 should be damped all over the part to 
be wrought upon, in the manner already prescribed for 
doing a sky ; and the broad masses of colour, according 
to the tint required for each object, will be laid on. 
The dampness of the paper, aided by the roughness of 
its surface, will give a softness and liquidity to the wa- 
ter, which could not be produced in any other way ; 
and this process may be repeated when it has dried, 
as often as expedient, till the necessary effect be pro~ 
duced. ° 

On the foreground, when a few touches of a ve 
dark colour are required, indigo, and a little lake, will 
form a tint of the deepest tone possible, which, how- 
ever, must be used with great caution, in order to avoid 

shness, 
As coldness is one of the most disagreeable defects 

that a picture can have, it will always be advisable to 
paint on rather a warm key ; and this, when carried to 
any excess, may be much more easily corrected, by the 
introduction of a few cool grays in the shadows, than 
to give any appearance of warmth when the effect has 
gotinto the opposite extreme. This coolness will be. 
best given, by a mixture of madder, lake, and indigo ; 
and a very small quantity of this tint will be sufficient 
for the purpose. 

Reflexions 
of objects in 
water. 

We have made no mention of Prussian blue, which Prussian 
though a more brilliant colour than indigo, is not so well blue. 
ing tte and has indeed lately been almost totally explo- 

from water-colour drawing. ‘There is one serious 
eerareags to which it is subject, namely, that in the 
grey mentioned, made up of blue and Indian 
red, if-the Prussian blue were used instead of indigo, 
the action of light upon it would soon discharge all the 
blue, and leave nothing but the colour of the red. This 

ht to be most particularly attended to, as in a few 
days the whole tone of the drawing would be complete- 
ly-changed. 

The paper, before beginning to work on it at a]l, should 
be fixed on a drawing board, and made as flat as pos- 
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sible ; it must be well wet with the ® sponge, and rolled 
up till it be sufficiently relaxed ; it will then be laid flat 
on the board, and the breadth of an inch all 
round the edge folded baek ; this will be covered with 
glue val wwe and turned down and firmly to 
the boa hen dry, it will become perfectly tight,’and 
of an even surface ; for this purpose glue is by far pre- 
ferable to paste, as it can be d ed on much more 
in phen the paper from coming off in drying ; but 

the latter is made use of, it must be of rather a 
thick consistency ; and when the paper has been rub- 
bed down to the board, as much of the paste as possible 
will be brought away, by pressing it out at the edges 
with a small flat piece of wood, or even with the thumb. 

Besides the water-colour drawing which we have just 
treated of, ‘there is another'which is called: distemper, 
(en detrempe,) or body colour, which differs from The 
transparent ‘water colour in this, ' that, instead of put- 
ting on the colours in thin washes, one over the other, 
wid dilating them ‘with water, the middle tints are 
mixed up at once, and put on in thick e masses, 
lig’ by adding white, and the lights and shadows 
touched on them till the effect: ired i ced, in 
the manner of oil colours, 7 aarti ee as much 

bythe later Italian and Fren int- 
apres paacictlrty’ those * who painted architectural 
a ar and theatrical scenery. 

ut as few of the colours withstand, ‘in this*way, the 
action of light, — as the surfaces: are»also ‘easily da- 
maged, it is best fitted for ornamental purposes, ‘such 
as the decorations of rooms and theatrical Srettis } par- 
ticularly as, having none of the gloss which renders oil 
ainting so unfit for this purpose, itmay be seen equal- 
fy well in whatever direction the light may come upon 
it. The pigments commonly made use of in di 
painting, are fine chalk, zinc white, yellow ochre, Dutch 

, TaW and burnt sienna, light red, burnt 
umber, lake, and indigo; to which number may be add- 
ed, almost all those colours that are’ in’ general-use, 
either for painting oil or water. They are to be ground 
up with water, and wrought with size. 

Drawings in this‘way are commonly done on paste- 
board, made of two or three plies of r,’ some< 

in aframe, 
and for theatrical scenery of strong coarse canvass. Pa- 
per that has rather a rough surface, and has in-some 
ve ned what is called a tooth, is best calculated for this 

When: the outline is sufficiently marked, 
In order to give’ then smoothness and finish to 
the sky, which ought to be done ‘at once, ‘as there is 
some risk in attempting to retouch a sky, the paper 
must be wet all over with a hair pencil, which will keep 
it sufficiently damp till the sky be finished. “The blue 
for this ty aces is indigo ‘mixed witlr white, ‘till: it be 
of a igs t coon tint. Blue verditter is’ sometimes 
used. ul'grey ey will be produced by the mix- 
ture of | indigo wn and burnt umber, lightened to the tint 
“required by the addition of white ; if it be-too purple, 
a ikttle yellow may be added. But the student, who 
must have some previous knowledge of the effect: 
“duced by different combinations of colour,’ will-soon 
be able, ‘without much advice; to mix up his tints in 

“this way, as well asin oil or water colours. There is one 
disad e to which this method is exclusively sub- 
‘ject, namely, that the colours when wet have a totally - 
differen t ce from what they have after they 

g architectural subjects, for which pur- 
in fang is well calculated, the painter has ad- 

: but this difficulty a little practice will soon ~ 
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vantages which neither oil nor 
possess ; he ean give a shares ad i 
most minute members, as the lights 
those objects which are comp of straight lines, 
such as cornices and other moul be ruled wi! 
en tect po gh coy Sia on ether with «fin 

teness is required, with Ihe) rags a aren 
See ahey and distant parts of the 

picture, ini to give the -effect of air, the 
a eee pee consistency as 
to cover paper entirely ; but in nearer objects, 
where this ioteieh |, the ales be mixed 

5 80 to the effect of ever 
picture, the called glazing, so wiles 
inters in oil, -will be found a most. useful assistant. Of 

t consists in’ this, that when the middle tints 
are put on with the opaque colour, and 
come dry, 
colour'are put over ‘them, - 
tint and: depth of shadow boner hp ac 
= receive a+ Aire of. 

brillianey, by hye yet 
and sepia, nhc may be 
addition of any other Sareea modi 
indigo, erties ceacabeen tian or the like sand tints 
com of the same colours, by 

should be of such a | end - consistency; as tobe 
permanently fluid at the common. tem of the 
-atmesphere, 60° ; when weary this, it gives 

bind —— together, so astopprevent them from rubbing 
easily off. 

T ete ee in 
to their Soni ‘a Lenpiey 
“quiring to be ground again, must be kept constant- 
Wy covaredwlty water and ettadenally Sneed ape 
a small piece of “wood. 
Sometimes drawings in are. varnished, 

‘which gives them much the of oil painting: 
but’the brilli of the —— is entirely destroyed by 
this ; a defect for which depth, variety, 

-in the shadows, no means com 
a wth J the basis of winich i chalk each 
a: Engl and Dutch pink, verditter, ot oat 
‘only srhich have a good body when ground in ol 
the tone of the picture will not be quite so much low. a 
ered ; but it does not seem possible to give a proper 
fect to a picture in this way, without touchmg it up 
» with oil colours. 

1 raiehg prasillc or cho 
e 

‘ Ithas rye been suspected, 
of probability, that it was'the practice 

t masters of the Venetian school, to to ly i in the 
ground work of their pictures in distemper ; and, by 
sin g and touching them up with niet, tee) 

up to that astonishin brilliancy’ ew 
them tpt is to be foeiad- dilly ‘in the productions of 
that school. (vr. a.) 
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DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. 

Daawixe instruments may be divided into several 
kinds : First, Those for drawing lines, as pens, pencils, 

i curved lines ce for drawing circles, 
for drawing ellipses, and the geometrical the’ 

t — producing a great variety of curves. Sd, Those 
are used for marking or setting out distances, or 

or pesracer as compasses and divided scales, sectors 
3 also instruments for dividing circles z 

It is with artists, whose operations are 
peste Resse me Nie reir tee designing, to provide 
themselves ee a ‘any ta, soon instruments, 
containing as experience, are most 
frequently wanted, and best adapted to their icu- 

purposes. What is called a complete case of mathe- lar 
matical instruments, such, as may be obtained Pabebiteny loop, conte eee’ 

Hl i 
to hold a piece of black-lead 

i in pencil; also a dottin, ith 1 poi 

Gegehinketedeiadaressalve 
ike those of a steel pen, and these are, in the same 

i e ; g, F F 

£8 = make or 

e “1 i re F J I : - ee to draw very minute circles. A 
which is a scale containing many lines of ma- 

thematical divisions, which are very extensively useful 
i i ions. A lel ruler, for 

szaight other. A plain 
scale, which has lines upon it —— with equal di- 

isi Also a protractor, or semi- 

a 
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of these, black-lead pencils come first to be mentioned. 
They should be of very pure lead, without any mix- 
ture of hard icles." The hardness of its substance 
should be adapted to the purpose for which they are to 
be used: for mathematical drawing, the lead should be 
hard, so that it will cut to a fine port, and preserve it 
sharp for a considerable time without sharping, and at 
the same time it should mark with so little pressure, that 
it will not penetrate or indent the paper. The mark it 
makes should be quite superficial, that it may be total- 
ly obliterated by a light application of the Indian rub- 
ber. This is a very essential requisite in a pencil; for 
if the paper requires much rubbing to clean off the 
pencil marks, its surface will be injured, and prevent 
any good finishing or colouring upon it, 
pane pencils are made by reducing the black lead to 

powder, and recomposing it by the admixture of some 
glutinous substance. By this means they separate the 
impurities from the lead, and make tolerable pencils ; 
but these do not stand to so good a point as others 
made from solid lead, when the same is of the best qua- 
ity. Messrs Brookman and Langdon of London, (28, 
Russel Street, Blooms 2a st eae a process, 
by which purify the |, an luce pencils of 
pdt presen quality. With respect to the , 
these makers distinguish them by the following marks : 
HH, very hard, for engineer or shipbuilders’ use ; H, 
rather less hard, for architects, who require less accu- 
racy, but more freedom for sketching in ornamental 

; F, fine drawing pencils, are of a middle d of 
these are not intended for ruling lines, but for 

drawing figures, landscapes, &c.; B, black for shading, 
are Sther soft lead ; BB, extra black for deep WR 
ing ; and BBB, are prepared as black as possible for 
peri All these marks “i of a very roped kind, 

i e requisites we have enumerated for good 
poi particularly the HH, which stand to a point 
so long, that cutting the cil with a knife two or 
three times in the course of a day’s work will be suffi- 
cient. The point will uently wear so as to draw 
rather a broad line ; but it is better to restore the point 
by rubbing it on a piece of paper, and at the same 
time turning it round, than to attempt cutting it every 
time with the knife. For this purpose, a piece of the 
very finest glass, or emery paper, is very useful, The 
ne formed should not too acute, or it may 

Steel pens, for drawing lines in ink, are made in ma- 
ny different forms; but they all consist of two blades 
of steel, so fitted together that they have a tendency 
to spring open from each other. They have a screw, or 
equivalent contrivance, by which the points can be 
closed together to any required degree, leaving a small 

ing between their points, through which the ink 
ies own from the upper part, where a drop of it is 
retained. When the is used, it must be fairly ap- 
lied to the edge of the ruler, and drawn along it, ta- 
ing vare to hold it so that both points touch the : 

at once, or it will not draw an even line. It act 
best if it is rather held in an inclined position, in the 
direction of its motion ; it then leaves upon the paper a 
breadth of ink equal to the opening between the points, 
and this may at pleasure be increased or diminished, 
The points of the pen should be rather round, that they 
may not penetrate the paper; but in the thickness, 

Q 

Drawing . 
Instru- 
ments. 

Black lead 
pencils... 

Steel pens: 
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they should be quite sharp at the edge, otherwise they ing readily, however elastic its substance may be, Drawing 
will not make a regular line. Fig. 24. is a very good The i y Instru- 
kind of steel pen, consisting of two steel blades, put to- mes 
gether by a rivet at a, and secured by aE 
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Fig. 24. 

Fig. 25. 

Figs. 3, 8. 

Fig. 7. 

- of the leg of the compasses. 

Doukin’s 
patent steel 
pen. 
Fig. 23. 

be -¥ a brass or silver 
cap 6 screwed upon upper end, where the extremi- 
tice of both blades ing laid together, are cut into one 
screw, as shewn at m, Fig, 25. The lower part of the 
blades has a milled screw d, which draws them toge- 
ther, to adjust the distance of the points e. When the 
heir |-vysemcs i ‘mums. ie screw d is taken out, the 
cap 6 screwed off, and then the two blades may be 
opened out like scissars, on the centre rivet a, as shewn 
in Fig. 25, to e the inside surfaces of the points e. 
The points of ns should be hardened and tem 
ed; but they will in time grow blunt at the edges; 
by constant use, and must then be repaired, by rubbing 
pecan gab retiintare = iba br again. In do- 
ing this, great care must be taken that 
made to correspond both in length . 
pens are made with a joint to unite recto pay 
ther, as shewn applied to the compasses, Figs. 3. 8, 
and these have a small pring between them, to force 
them open. The screw for adjustment is the same as 
the former. The pen of the et com Fig. 7, 
is adjusted by means of a sliding ring x fitted over the 
two halves of it, because there is in this case no roém 
for a screw, when the is inserted into the hollow 

By sliding the ring down 
towards the point, the pen is closed up; or, by sliding 
it upwards, the points are suffered to open. e same 
mode of adjustment may be used for a peer pone 

Fig. 23. is one of Mr Donkin’s patent 5 
which is intended for writing ; but as it is a pak ree 
strument for drawing, we introduce it here. The other 
kind of steel pen is as ; we Be peel 
drawing straight or curved lines, ere some 
guide is ased for it; bat %¢ will not do for those lines 
which are to be drawn by the hand, unassisted’ by a 
ruler, or other means of directing the pen. It is the 
usual practice to draw such lines with a crow, or 

pen; but they can be much more neatly executed 
Mr Donkin’s, which is the best writing steel pen 
has a compe The nip or point consists of two 

pieces of thin steel plate a,a, put together nearly at 
right angles to each other; and the part where they 
meet is mitred, to make'a joint for the slit of the pen, 
which is quite close, except when the pen is writing, 
and then the pressure bends the blades, and causes the 
joint to open sufficiently to deliver the ink ; therefore, 
in 2 aa as this pressure is increased, the line be- 
comes broader, in the same manner as the common goose 
quill pen, but with the advantage of being much more 
elastic in the blades of the nip, because they are filed 
very thin just above the Joan The pen writes finer 
than a quill does, except the minute after being mend- 
ed, because the points are made of a very hard sub- 
stance; and when once made up carefully to write or 
draw fine, will not speedily wear out. The two pieces 
of steel a, a, composing the nip, are united, by being 
soldered to a piece of metal, and this fits in the silver 
tube d, which forms the handle. The shape of the 
point which writes is not easily described ; but may be 
considered as similar to the point of a quill writing pen 
of the best form, except that the two pieces which form 
the nip are not portions of a cylindrie tube, but two 
flat plates situated at right angles to each other ; and it 
is this circumstance which gives it the superiority over 
other steel sins Lins because the flat sides are very 
elastic, and bend freely ; but a portion of a tube cannot 

coagie 
Hee z t if 7 } é : 

RE ; a ways bevelled, and very encbths 
line should be a ruler, a very fine 

ake tn fichb einen 
if ie E perpendicular, and apply it 

airly, then move the ruler to the ite side of the 
line so drawn, and reversing it en end, that the 

slides freely against it, and draws beau-~ 
he divisions also, when filled with black, 

are more @) to the eye Siaedeletelug tomer 
stance, » only objection to it is, the liability to 

ery change’ of weather ; but if carefully selected, on ev. 

Siveeneos satoramegte 

the drawing 
tiful lines: 

some pieces may be found to 
edge under all circumstances. 

9 g & ® a > 

f 

] 
therefore do net their 
kind, and about 12 inches in le are extremely use- scales. 
ful when divided, as shewn in Fig. 15. These are fig, 15, 
called plain or plotting scales, and are divided into 10 
and 20, 30 and 40, or 50 and 60 per inch, as the artist 
requires. They are much more accurate for drawing 
than a scale made on the paper; and more convenient, 
because the divisions coming to the edges of the scale, 
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‘Diswing distances can be marked off upon the paper without the 

ments. 

PLaTE 
ccxxxvm, made exactly twice as long 
Fig. 16. 

Fig. 15. 

Parallel 
-rulers. 

Fig, 12. 

For the use of surveyors, Mr Farey has contrived a 
small offset scale, Fig. 16. mtn eae sou seme 4 
of the long scale to the paper readily. offset is 

S beats Neca arid haveing 
drawn‘across it in the middle, which therefore divides it 
into two squares from this line as a zero. It is graduated 
with divisions of the same value as the long scale, 
which it is to be used with. These divisions are num- 
hered both ways. From the centre, the ends of the off- 
set are exactly Pkeeete to the sides; and when 
it is applied, as in 
which 

the scale shew their distance from each other. For 
lines which do not exceed three inches in length, this 
is more convenient than any other kind of parallel 
tuler ; but its principal object is to project points on 
i curved lines, such as axrzy, to t 
ook, + en &c. in maps. Su ie right line 
Seinair cd! aeoeteateenn it lines of the survey 

i been measured upon ground, beginni 
where the curved line interseets it, ab cottele 

50 feet, yards, or links of the measuring 
, or offset, from the line to the 

was found to be 16 of the same denomina- 
which is 65 from a, the icular off- 
curve line is 93; and thus by a number of 

e is determined. e usual me- 
this is, lay the scale, Fig. 15. to coin- 

ivision where 

tf 
e s 

hae 
a) 

& 

BE See 
5 : 

the long scale. Now slide the 
comes to the division 50, which is 

off the division 16 upon 
23 slide it to 65 on the 

and mark off 23 for the point z; and so on 
y number i 

their 
to the points as before described. To the naval 

it is very serviceable for projecting the diffe- 
rent sections of a ship, when their lines have been de- 
termined in numbers by calculation. 

_ Parallel. rulers are of various constructions. The 
simplest and most common consists of two light rulers 
AB, Fig. 12. united together by brass links a, b, of 

; and the two points on each ruler, where 
ing also of the same dis- 

4 
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preserve its parallelism, and draw a line Nel to Drawing 
the former. To extend the distance to which the ins taenu- 
strument may be opened out, it is frequently made _™™ 
double, as in the Figure, with a third ruler C, connect- pouble 
ed with B by. two links c, d, which are equal in length. parallel 
This may be used like the former, by holding fast the ruler.’ 
ruler B; but if the lines are to be at a greater distance, PLATE - 
C is to be held down; and then A can be extended to oe gd 
double the distance which the single one would reach. *'® *** 
If after opening it, it is required to reach a still greater 
distance, the ruler A must be held down fast, whilst 
the others are closed up to it; then holding B or C fast, 
A may be removed again a second time ; and in this: 
manner, by several progressive steps, a parallel line 
may be transferred to any assignable distance from one 
which is already drawn. It is chiefly in this process 
that the double ruler is rior to the single one; for 
the moveable ruler of the latter, at every step it makes, 
moves endwise with respect to the fixed one, as well as 
parallel to it ; and thus, in making several steps, it will 
get quite off the sidewise.. In the double one, 
this does not take p! 3 the middle ruler B, indeed, 
moves endwise ; but it is not neces that the outer 
one should, though it may, if the artist requires, be 
moved endwise in either direction at pleasure, but it 
can in no instance deviate from the parallelism. By 
some it is preferred that the two limbs of a parallel 
ruler should, in receding from each other, move in a 
direct line, dicular to their length. This is often 
a convenience, but it is by no means essential. This pro- 
perty may be given to the double parallel ruler, by 
the addition of two other radius bars or links, as shown 
by the dotted lines e, f. These extend from the same 
joints which unite the other links @ and ¢ to their re- 
spective rulefs A and C, and are themselves united to- 
ine by a pin, which is received in a groove or slit 
ormed in the middle ruler B, and slides freely therein, 
but without any lateral shake. This contrivance will 
evidently, in itions, preserve the intermediate 
ruler B in the middle, or at equal distances from the 
rulers A and C; and from this it follows, that as the 
links are all of the same length, the rulers A and C will 
always be opposite each other, so that lines drawn from 
the end of A to the end of ¢ will be perpendicular to 
their lengths ; B will still have the same deviation end- 
wise; but that this may not be inconvenient, it is gene- 
rally cut short just beyond the joints of the links. 

ig. 10. is another parallel ruler, upon a different prin- Mr Eck- 
ciple, which was invented many years ago by Mr Eck- hardt’s 
hardt. It isa oo ener AA, made of ebony or — 
mahogany, and has slips of ivory inlaid at its edges, to y:. ; 
receive divisions of ran. ikdddensie toanswer the © 
purposes of an ordi lane scale. This is caused to 
move 1 to itself, by means of two small brass 
wheels a, a, which are fixed upon one common axis, and 
> Spa the rulers, as shewn in the edge view, Fig. 11. Fig, 11. 

wheels are slightly indented upon their circum. 
férences, that they may not slip upon the paper; and 
being made exactly of the same diameters, they carry 
the two ends of the ruler forwards an equal quantity, 
and therefore the edge moves parallel. The distance 
which the ruler moves is also measured at the same 
time, by means of two small ivory wheels e, ¢, which 
have divisions upon them, so p i to the size 
of the ruler, that each division is equal to one-tenth of 
an inch of the ruler’s motion, and these may be subdi- 
vided by sight. The divisions are read against an in- 
dex, fixed upon the ruler at d, and the arent! 2. 7 
forms a centre forthe pivots of the axis of the wheels. 
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Fig. 19. 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 18. 

=p & BE 

With a 
bevel. 
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This invention is better in theory than practice ; the 
rollers being liable to be diverted im their motion by 
the least irregularity on the paper, and it therefore re- 
quires to be used with the greatest care, otherwise it 
will not be so accurate as the common instruments. 

Of all methods of si hp. waco lines, the draw- 
ing board and T square is ubtedly the best.. This, 
as commonly used, is too well known to require any 
description ; but in Fig. 19. a square and drawing board 
is shewn, having some improvements. The edges have 
— of box, or other hard light-coloured wood, inlaid ; 

these being divided into those scales which are 
most frequently required, will be found extremely con- 
venient to work from, without requiring compasses. 
The divisions on the adjacent sides of the board are of 
the same scale; but those upon the sides which are op- 

ite to each other are of different values, This ren- 
ers the use of the board more extensive, because it is 

the two adjacent sides only which are used for the 
same drawing ; one being used for the measurements of 
lengths upon it, and the other for heights of elevation. 
The paper on this drawing board is represented to be 
fixed down at the angles by pins with a flat head, 
such as is shewn in its full size at Fig. 4. The point is 
sharp, and is pressed down into the board. Another me- 
thod of holding the paper, is shewn in half its full size in 
Fig. 18. a is a steel screw, passing through the board 
with a thin, flat, conical head, which is very exactly 
fitted into a brass cell 4, fixed fast into the wood of the 
drawing board. The screw is tapped beneath, and has 
a nut c upon it, to draw it down. The shank of the 
screw is made square, that it may not turn round in the 
cell b, The of the sheet of being introdu- 
ced under one side of this conical and the nut ¢ 
turned, is drain the hate ia. degen Ma En pa, and 
pinches it tight into the cell, so as to hold it and 
- the same mule aay no elevation ogre the ew 

the , which can obstruct passage 
square ptother rulers over it. The stock A of the 
square AB, Fig. 19, is as usual made of three times the 
thickness of the blade or ruler B; so that when either 
side is turned upwards, the stock ts an edge pro- 
jecting beneath the plane of the blade B, which bein 
applied to slide against the of the drawing " 
keeps the ruler in all situations dicular to it. 
Fag a Ree eT et 5 eases which is seen 
in Fig. 19. at A, is not the same piece as the 
other part of the stock, but is a thin ruler fitted upon it 
by a centre-screw a, and has another screw 6 i 

a curved slit to fasten it. By relieving this 
screw, the inside edge of this ruler can be made to in- 
cline, at any required angle, with the edge of the stock 
on which it is fixed, and with which it is now represent- 
ed as coincident. There is a semicircular part at 4, 
which is divided into degrees, and reads against a 
vernier, divided upon the lower part of the stock ; 
and by this the angle is measured. The use of this 
moveable side to the stock is to draw lines inclined to 
others at any required angle, a lens to agro 
all the purposes of a protractor. Thus having wi 
edge of the ruler B of the square, as it stale in the 
Figure, drawn any line, set moveable part of the 
stock to the required angle, by the divisions at }; then 
turning the square the other side upwards, and apply- 
ing it to the edge of the board, the ruler B pa a 
the required angle with the former line, and also with 
the edge of the drawing board; and by applying the 
square to the adjacent side of the drawing, a leocam 
be drawn at right angles to the inclined line. 

This is called a square with a bevel, and is very use- 

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. 
lines inclined to the sides of 

oo rag y= lines, the instrument, board. But ines, the i , 
is moreyuseful. ‘This is a small bevel or ruler, 
like a sector, with two limbs moving on a ti 
the edges are bevelled towards the i 

In use, it is laid against the 
ma: 

the same angle in an opposite direction. This is done 
by env ereisNg 58 BAND 50 SES A dotted lines ; 
and will be found extremely usefi 
posite sides of the roofs of 

sup 

divided into seven eb pety. To do this b 
ps eH rs one ab Me Stn 

it w 
viation from its direction. Now open the be 

inside of its limb E, is brought, by slidi 
i rapa rayed wanes go tan Payh ws 

vided, the intersection shall be at the other extreme 
point of the space to be divided, viz, at 6. The instrus 
ment is now ; and to mark the divisions, slide 
the bevel against the ruler, till the division No. 6, inter« 
sects the line. There draw a mark by the of the 
bevel, cutting the line ad, as at 6; next bring the divi- 
sion 5. to cut the line, and mark No. 5; and so of all 

g : 5 Et ee 
Fee ‘2 FFE 

Z F E 3 e : Fe, 
qi 

FSere E i E if 4 e j 3 e Be 

same process would have effected it, by only preparing 
the instrument, by opening the bevel Cte ptm as 
to bring the division seven and one-third to cut the line 
at the point 4, instead of seven. It is for these fracs 
tional numbers the instrument is chiefly useful, because 
io 00 eB Culh 0.09 AE PRETO 

viders, or measuring compasses, 
5. They have nothi 
which is not apparent 
dition. ae clamp 900: See screw, to adjust and 
preserve the opening of compat This consists 
of a piece of steel A a, which is to a screw a at 
one end; and the other has a slit or opening'made through 
it, for the reception of the milled-head screw d, which 
screws into the leg of the com: and thus with a 
clamp binds the steel A a fast against it. B is a milled« 
head nut, into which the screw a is received. This nut 
has a shoulder and a neck, or small which is fit« 
ted into the socket e, formed of a piece of brass fasten- 
ed to the other leg of the compasses by a round pi 
which is adapted to a hole through the leg, and 
by a nut, or serew, on the other side, from either draw 
ing out or ing; and the nut B is_so fitted to its 
socket ¢, that it will not draw out, though it turns free. 
ly. The utility of this cane is very for measu-~ 
ring accurately, or dividing lines or circles into a great 
number of parts. When the screw d is loose, the com~ 
pass joint can be opened or shut on their common joint, 
#0 Sealy 20 ay comnmcn, Ueit 5 Peg nS Lo 
d fixes them quite fast, Still they admit of a delicate 

are shewn in Fig, Dividing 
particular in their construction So™Passe* 

inspection, except the ad. Fis > 
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ploying the points a, 5, they will measure ott adistance Drawitig Drawing adjustment, by turning the nut B, which gives a slow 

__-Instru- progressive — to the screw a, and thus to the equal to one half of the former ; or the proportion may — Instru- 
‘ ments. points, This we consider as the best pair of dividers be varied at pleasure, by altering the position of the _™°ns: 

we have seen, for the clamp is -very steady, and quite 
x convenient to use when great accuracy is required; but 

*‘ it may be quickly removed alto- ‘ for | di 

gk vn raed d, and the socket e. 
kitcar se of clamp, which is 

centre D. For this , the limbs or legs have slits = 
made through them: which are cut dovetailed, and have Seacen 
pieces of brass fitted into them ; and these two pieces ses. 
are united together by a steel pin, which forms the prars 
joint. It is fitted through one piece with a round ccxxxvit. 

‘tiene 
CCXXXVII. 

L 

Triangle 

oe 

. Proportion- 
al compas- 
ses. 
Fig. 6. 

‘simply a curved piece of steel plate, with a slit through 
ic, benlapaanition bathasinen:- d: which is tapped in- 
to the leg of the compasses.. The other end of the 
clamp is to the opposite leg by a single screw. 
This makes a very eff fastening, to preserve the 
distance to which the points of the compasses are open- 
ed, but is not so good as the preceding, because it wants 
the adjusting screw. 

Fig. 1. isa small pair of dividers. These have no 
joint, but are cut out of one solid piece of steel, and al- 
ways tend to open by their own elasticity. They are 
shut up and adjusted by the small screw a, which is 

into nes StipERN AoTOng a hole in the 
. The upper part of the compasses forms a handle 

for them. The points 6 and c are made to screw into 
Seeraainiarseeshestersnay ve ken ont to eben 
them upon a hone; and because the its require 
to be made of cast steel, and left of a temper, 
whilst shear steel, and of a spri Sean sip yee: 
for the as it requires elasticity and tough- 
ness, These form canes ont corenen for setting 

passes are 
then for drawing, 
much time to set them by the screw. 
wise what are called hair compasses, because they mea~ 
sure to a hair’s breadth. are a pair of common 
dividers, but the steel part of one of the legs is attached 
See eer ne eerie Which sonetnntiy.teneee 
throw the point inwards, and is counteracted by a screw 
passing through the brass, and into the leg, so 
that it draws the leg close to the Having open- 
ed the peasy ines the: Sinanees , by 
turning the screw, int is accurate justed to it. 
The only objection to this is, that. the eg» depending 
Sonam shearing ie nt zone en it be, but 
yields very ially when pressed into the paper, 
and is not therefore to be depended upon for accu- 

«Pring compasses, (see Fig. 2,) are very useful in 
taking cceecndoorncaee once. A is the 
edge pair of compasses, such as shewn in Fig. 
5, and B a third leg, attached to them behind by a 

is formed out of the pin 4 passing 

points 
ies 

will take in any 

pomrnonl compasses, Fig. 6. These have points 
at Sula tibnnentze Oc otek Walhanen thonstadlie 
They are for reducing drawings in any required pro- 

Thus, any distance being measured between 
points A, B, by inverting the compasses, and em- 

shank and a conical head, and into the other with a Fig. 6. 
square: beyond this it is formed to a screw, and has 
a nut D fitted upon it, for the purpose of binding it 
tight, and thus fixing the sliding pieces fast in any part 

the grooves where they are set. When this nut is 
loose, and the compasses shut up, the sliders can be 
moved in their grooves, by applying the finger and 
thumb, to set the centre in a situation for any required 
proportion ; and for this purpose divisions are made 
upon the instrument, to set the sliders by; and these 
are numbered to show the value they bear. Thus, on 
-one edge of the front side of the instrument are divi« 
sions, entitled dines, numbered from 1 to 10; a line 
which is marked across the slider being brought to 
coincide with any of these divisions, will divide the 
length between the points A a and B 4 in such propor- 
tion, that the distance included between the pcints a,b 
will divide the distance included between the great 
points A, B into as ed sn as the number shows. 
The compasses will ore reduce any drawing in 
that proportion, by measuring the distances on the ori+ 
ginal by the great points, and marking them on the re« 
uced copy by the points at the oppositeend. It is evi« 

dent from the Biguie, that the two legs of the instru- 
ment are not in the same plane; but one lying over the 
other, they appear as one when they are shut up; and 
there is a small stud d fixed on one, which enters a 
notch made in the other, and this keeps the two limbs 
together, whilst the centre is moved, which cannot be 
done except when the two legs are shut up, because it 
is there alone that the grooves are Ilel. On the op 
eee edge to that containing the Srisions of lines is a 
ine of divisions, entitled circles. ‘These are numbered 
1 to 20; and the index being set to any number, the 
points will open in the proportion of the radius of a 
circle to the side of an inscribed polygon of that num~ 
ber of sides. Thus, if it is set to No. 8, and the points 
A, B are opened to the radius ofany circle, the opening 
of the opposite points will divide the circumference into. 
eight equal parts. On the back face of the compasses 
are two other lines of divisions, one entitled plans, and 
the other solids; these are in fact lines of square and 
cube roots, and are rather usefwl in calculation than in 
drawing. The line of plans or squares, shows the 
portion between the areas of similar plane figures. Thus, 
set the centre to No. 3, and measure the side of a square 
in the long points, the short ones will then mark out 
the side of a square, which will be one-third of the area 
of the other ; the same of triangles, circles, or any other 
regular plane figures. The line of solids is in the'same 
manner, to express the proportions between cubes or 

es. Thus, set the centre to No. 2, thenm i 
diameter of any sphere, or the side of a cube, wi 

the long points, the others will show the dimensions of 
as or cube, which will have one-half the solid 
content of the other. The best kinds of proportional 
compasses are provided with an adjusting screw, clamp 
and screw, like that which is applied to the measuring 
compasses Fig. 5; and this is so adapted, that it may 
be either extended between the legs, to adjust the open~ 
ing of the points, or it may be attached to the sliding 
centre to give it a delicate motion, for the purpose of 
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Drawing adjusting it accurately to the divisions marked upon 
—- the legs. This — oe y, Ae ora the 

‘ , compasses are employed to e ‘wations by means 
of a plain scale of equal car but it is not requisite for 
the ordinary purposes of drawing. 

Mr Bru- Drawing compasses for describing circles, are of se- 
nel’s com- yeral kinds; but in general they have points, which 
passes. ~—_can be changed to draw either in pencil or ink. Fig. 8. 
pinn, oS is‘a pair of compasses, which are the invention of Mr 
Fig. 8 | Brunel, and we think them better adapted for re 

purposes than any others we have seen. The legs or 
shanks consist of two tubes A, B, united by the joint at 
C, the opening of which determines the distance be- 
tween the points of the legs ae and 4 f. These legs are 
not attached immediately to the tubes A, B; but, by the 
intervention of joints c,d, the points can, in all situa- 
tions, be set perpendicular to the paper, or nearly so, 
without which the pen cannot draw a fair line, nor can 
an accurate measure be taken between the points. Be- 
neath the joints c, d are a second pair, formed by a steel 
pin g, fixed into the legs, and fitted through the joirt- 
pieces c,d. These joints bend in a direction perpendi- 
cular to the upper ones, and are for the purposes of 
changing the drawing points by inverting the legs, each 
of which has at one end a plain steel point, marked 4 
and e for measuring, or for a centre point ; and at the 
opposite ends, one has a port crayon ‘7 and the other is 
furnished with a steel pen a. This forms a complete 

ir of measuring and drawing compasses, without any 
parts, which are liable to be mislaid, and occasion 

inconvenience to ch them; for in these the points 
are changed instantly. Thus, in the Figure, they are 
in a state to draw circles with the a; but, by turn- 
ing the leg ae half round, on the joint pin g, the plain 
measuring point e is brought into use for taking dis- 
tances ; or by bending the joints c, d, so that the points 
are directed towards each other, they become well 
adapted for eallipering any circular bodies. For draw- 
ing circles in pencil, the leg 6 f must be inverted. The 
joints g, are screwed up tight, so that they move ra- 
ther stifly, and are not therefore liable to alter by the 
action of drawing, though they are readily turned to 
change the points. The tubes A, B are double, that is, 
each contains another smaller tube fitted within it; and 
the pea ne c,d, being attached to the internal tubes, 
whilst the of the principal joint c are fixed to the 
external tubes, the com can be greatly enlarged 
by drawing out the tubes in the manner of telescopes. 

must of course be very accurately fitted into each 
other, and have sufficient friction to preserve the situa- 
tion to which they are drawn out. en drawn out to 
the full extent, these compasses will describe a circle two 
feet four inches diameter, or twenty inches in diameter 
without extending the tubes, although the real size of 
the instrument is very little more than double that of 
the Fi This great power is obtained by the legs 
having joints to set them perpendicular ; and the tubes 
may therefore be brought into a straight line with each 
other, and the act as well as before. The 
tubes are extremel t, and nearly as strong as solid 
ones ; on the whole, we can recommend them as the 
best instrument we have seen for general purposes, at 
least for large circles. 

Bow coms The bow compasses must be used for smaller sized 
ay circles than the others will ¢onveniently draw. A 
ig 3 capital pair of these is shewn in Fig. 3. of nearly their 

real size. They have solid shanks and joints at c,d to 
fine tod perpendicular. The points themselves 
are able, being fitted into sockets, and held fast by 
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which is very to surveyors 
foe le ty ipa: By fixing the dotting leg — 
— set a may be drawn with a 
ine at one side. e two 5 
rate pair of bow com : ote nana peeesatoedae 
fi che pencil; they do not therefore require the socket 
ints g, g, which, for very nice p , are rather ob- 
Fectionab e ; for unless the sockets ‘are extremely 
fitted, the points will not meet sufficiently near to draw 
the smallest circles; still a pair of these, when in good 
order, may be made to describe circles of only one 
thirtieth of an inch in diameter. 

Pocket com of the best kind are shewn in Fig. 
7. The shan Coe — arte Toe ion 
of the u e , which 
joints e, ia gs hae joint c, d to set them 
dicular. One of the legs is shewn detached to ain 
it, exhibiting the plain point at one end, and p 
crayon at the other. It has two parts at 7 and 
formed to fit into the sockets or end of the tube 
the shank of the compasses. Thi it i 
being brought into use, for either end of the le 
be introduced into the hollow of the shank, 
the opposite end will be in-use. The parts 7, m 
accurately fitted into the sockets, and must 
distances from the points, otherwise the points 
be of ding | when changed. tha he 8 
with the steel has ise a plain at 
other end, which is concealed within the ow of the 
shank A. The fitting of the parts / and m consist of a 
round pin accurately fitted into the sockets at the ends 
of the tubes, and with a small steel feather or fillet fix- 
ed, ge come Beer one side of the pin, and received into 

i notch in the side of the tube. 
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legs will then have a shake or looseness, which must 
course be destructive of all , in either drawing 
circles or measuring distances ; ate eerste 
be’ so readily as those of Mr Brunel’s, Fig. 8. 
which are merely inverted. 
We have now described all the jointed compasses 

which we think particularly worthy of notice; for 
though a number of different constructions besides these 
are in constant use among artists, they are not so per- 
fect as the above. Compasses require ‘good 
workmanship, particularly in the joints. The parts of 
these should be always composed of two different me- 
tals, and are best made by soldering or brazing two 
thin plates of steel to one leg, and fitting them i 
responding openings or clefts cut in 
posing the other leg, which is generally brass or 

centre pin should be steel, and 

Pocket — 

ee hoa 

Mtg A 

joints. 
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Drawing to the holes made all the of the joint. At 
Instra- one end it has a head Ddlantinsedtouce 

Sno | 7 on a is screwed, which 1s ym itand the other end asimilar head i ed, which i 

Periee ce eacignelnenteeneey cneren at Sitch xo ; a ch iy ae > se onvaiatis 

ness ired ; for the object in making a joint is to give 
it a great degree of friction, and at the same time to be 
perfectly equable and in. all parts. For this 
reason, the joints should always be double, that is, have 
ia pe tap the joints, by which means there 
are four separate surfaces in contact to produce friction, 
and are therefore less liable to wear than if there were 
‘only two surfaces, which is the case when only'one 
piece of steel is used. es a of common instru- 
ments not being so well fitted in the circular part, have 

of the fin 
in CC Milspentmndhaise Seckistlonetnenlanrpars 

, and this should be made large enough 
steadiness as the instruments require. 

precisely as they should do 
distances. 

wear become dull, they 
i an oil stone or 

lied to the compasses to 
will not bend or spring sensi- 

"the for uisite to open or close the 
i€thia in found tobe the ease, the joint must be 

the nut of the screw. No accurate 

Spence Seep shah Ser 
y by which is 

oint ; 
relaxed by i 
measure con be 
in the joint as ees eens ing or 

roughtits 

beam, as shewn in Fig. 13. and two brass sliders A, B 
fitted upon it. rn rcagh thiceppes 
part of them, by which they can be fixed fast any 
ee a eat sre for 

reception of the different points a, 4.. These con- 

by its head d, it acts upon the slider B, and slowly ad- 
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vances it upon the beam to the exact distance required. 
In the best instruments, the head of the screw has a 
circle fixed upon it which is divided, and thus the quan- 
tity that the point is moved by the screw is ascertained 
with great precision. The same compasses have gene-~ 
rally a beams of different lengths, as it is inconve-~ 
nient to have a beam of much greater length than the 
distance between the points. 

' When arches of circles of very great radius are to be 
drawn, the beam com are not the best instrument; 
for even when they are extended to five feet in length, 
the beams are very liable to bend by their own weight, 
and this throwing the points farther from, each other, 
destroys all. accuracy in drawing or measuring : Indeed, 
in measuring as much as three or four feet, t care 
must be used to handle them delicately and support 
the beam in the middle. 
Many artists require very large circles, particular- Instrument 

ly those who project of extensive countries, To f* eee 
we can recommend the instrument Fig. 14, This. Of Sarcies 

consists of tworulers A, B, united by a joint at C, which & 
admits of placing the two at any required angle with, (000 y v1, 
each other. They have each a circular part behind the pig. 14, : 
centre, and in the upper one is cut a curved groove for 
the reception of a screw d, which screws into the 
lower one; therefore by screwing this tight, the two 
are immoveably fastened together at any angle at which 
they may be set. The centre pin of acca ioe C is per« 
forated, forming a tube to admit a cylindrical pen, on 
the lower end of which the drawing point or pin is 
fixed, and in such a position that its point is in the 
intersection of the edges of the tworulers A, B. When 
this instrument is used, two weights E, F are laid upon 
the table, and they have sharp edges, against which 
the rulers are applied, as in the Figure; and when it 
is slid along against them, the centre point C will de« 
scribe an arch of a circle. The edges of the weights 
E, Fare onl to represent a stationary support 
against which the pa a can be applied; and therefore 
two pins or needles stuck.in the table would have the 
same effect, and indeed. are often used.. For the same 
Pp , each of the weights must have three small pins 
in the underside of it, which are pressed into the table 
to hold it fast. By. altering the angle of the: twofulers, 
the instrument will draw a segment ofa circle of any 
required radius ; and the mode of setting it is extreme~ 
ly simple: First, mark on the r two points, which 
are to the extreme limits of the arch to be drawn ; 
then, by drawing the chord and versed sine, an inter- 
mediate point upon the curve between these two may 
be found ; now fix two pins in at the extreme points, or 
place the weights F, F so that their edges match these 
points, and apply the instrument to them ; now loosen 
the screw d, Eodianinalicinen the angle of the rulers 
A, B, till the centre point C exactly falls upon the inter~ 
mediate point:in the curve. Here fasten them by the 
screw, and the instrument is ready to draw the curve 
by sliding it gradually against the pins, whilst the pen, 
in the centre traces upon the paper. ‘ 

Fig. 21. is an instrument for dividing circles into: Farey’s di- 
various numbers, which was invented by Mr Farey. | It, viding in- 
consists of a light brass or silver circle AA, having a strument. 
cross bar a with a centre screw fixed in it ; and the Fig: 21. 
point of this screw is made very delicate, that it may 
enter the without making an unseemly puncture. 
Upon this centre the circle revolves, and its circumfe-. 
rence has several circles:upon it, which are divided in. 
an engine, and holes dri the plate at every 
division, in the same manner as divided plates of 
the engines used by watch-makers for cutting cog- 
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Drawing wheels. There are 6, 7, or 8, of these circles, each 
Instru- ¢ontaining a different number of holes or divisions ; 
ments thus the outer one may be 360, then 100, 96, 90, 84, 

Farey's di- 72, or it may have any other numbers at pleasure, 
viding in- though these will be found sufficient for general pur- 
strument. poses. These divisions are transferred to the paper at 
Puate any radius, by means of an index cd. This isa piece 
ecxxxvu. of steel to an axis e f by means of a thumb 
Fig. 2. screw g, which passes through a slit in the index, and 

screws into the axis beneath, so as to bind the index 
fast, and attach it firmly to the axis ef; but when the 
screw is loose, the index will slide, so as to bring the 
screw at c nearer or farther from the centre, to adjust it 
to the radius of the circle it is intended to divide; for 
it is the point of this screw which pricks into the pa- 
per to mark the divisions, and it is for that reason 
made very sharp. The axisc fis supported upon the 

ints of two centre screws, fixed through coeks pro- 
jecting from the central bar a; and there is a small 
spiral spring; consisting of a slender piece of music 
wire round the axis, being secured to it at one 
end by passing through a hole in the axis, and the other 
end is turned up to rest on the central bar a; by this 
means it constantly tends to throw the pricking point 
of the index upwards from the paper. The divisions 
of the circle A are united by a steel point, at the end 
of a small detent / m, which moves on a centre, and 
has a spring under it at the end m, to throw the oppo- 
site end down, and cause its point to enter the holes as 
they pass in succession beneath it, when the circle 
turns round. The centre of the detent is supported in 
a piece of metal x, which has three very small — 
in the under side of it, that it may fix itself ly 
upon the paper, when held down by the pressure of one 
finger placed upon it. The manner of using the instru- 
ment is this: Place its centre point in the prick which 
has been previously made in the paper, as the centre 
of the circle intended to be divided, and which may, 
if thought proper, be drawn in pencil ; then loosen the 
screw g, and slide out the index till its point c reaches 
the circle, and here fasten it to the axis by the thumb 
screw ; now take the detent, and choosing the circle 
containing the number intended to be divided, put its 
point into one of the divisions of that circle, and placing 
the aoe n at any convenient part of the circle, press 
its three points into the paper to keep it are and 
hold it down by placing the second finger of the left 
hand upon it: The thumb of the same hand is to be 
placed on the rim of the circle, near the point A, for 
the — of moving the circle round upon its cen- 
tre, and the fore finger is reserved to press down the 
tail m of the detent, and thus raise its point out of the 
divisions. Having with the thumb moved the circle 
round, till, by the point of the detent dropping into 
one of the divisions, it becomes fast, and will turn no 
farther, you press with the fore finger of the right hand 
upon the head of the screw c, and cause its point to 
prick into the paper, making the first division ; then 
suffer the spiral spring to lift up the index c, and take 
its point out of the paper, and at the same time press 
down the tail m of the detent to relieve the circle from 
its points, and, with the thumb, move the circle till the 
point of the detent falling into another hole es it at 
the second division ; here prick the pin ¢ into the 

r, then lift the detent, and move the circle jo 
ivision ; mark again, and so on, till the whole num- 

bers are divided, which may be done very quickly, and 
with as accuracy as it is possible to obtain upon 
paper. stud which supports the centre of the 
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divisions ; then loosen the screw g, and move’ 
the index sidewise the quantity of half a division, till 
on trial the point will exactly enter the subdivision at 
the time when the point of the index is holding the 
circle by one of its divisions ; now fasten the screw, 

to divide the circle over again; then the 
division made the second time will fall 
those first made, and thus fill up the circle with double 
the number first set out. Instruments on this plan 
may be made to any size less than eight inches diameter, 

Fig. 20. represents another instrument by Mr Farey, Another 
which ioepthie potter ciidmenadiliannreies as ing divi 
points. The circle of this is exactly the same as the for- 
mer, except that the radial bar has an arm behind it. The 
instrument is provided with a similar detent to count the 
divisions; but instead of the index for prickirig, a brass a The 
frame a c is fixed upon it by a screwatec. It su Pig: 
the ends of a steel wire a4, upow which is fitted a a 
sliding socket d, adapted for receiving the leg of a pair: : 
of com L, which are of the same structure as’ 
Fig. 3: the leg fits fast in the socket; which may’ 
therefore be considered as one piece withthe leg. The 
opposite leg of the compasses then stands in a 
direction to draw lines -_ the rt, when motion 
is given to it, by.shding- the socket u the wire. 
This must be ener sn fitted, to te without any 
shake, and it will'thendraw a straight line to 
the wire. The length of this is limited to what is re-' 
quired by adjustable stops, | and 2, which fit upon the 
wire, and by means of a small»screw can be fastened 
oneiee part: one pena the motion a socket’ 
each way. It is plain that, by opening the compasses 
out, the - oh may be drawn at any required distance 
from the centre; or, by twisting round on the 
joints, which fix in the legs, they may be drawn at any 
part of the area of the circle, and their length is deter- 
mined by the stops. f 

Fig. 22. is a very convenient , combined Dividing 
with a dividing instrument, which was invented by ae 
Alexander Jaffray, Esq. It is a semicircle AA gradu- Fig: 22 
ated on the circumference with d ; and within 
this are several portions of circles divided into different 
numbers, and drilled through the plate like the former ; 
the centre screw has a point to enter the paper, and it 
is also the centre for an index or limb CD. This has a 
vernier at the extremity C to apply to the graduated 
arch AA, and within this it carries a detent d, which a 
moves on two centre screws as an axis, and has a point “a 
to enter the divisions of the several circles. This point 
is fitted through a groove made in the detent, but can) 
be fastened at any part of the length of the groove by = 
a thumb screw, and in this manner it is set to any of 

r 
Mr Farey. 

PLATE | 

the different rows of divisions. The tail of the detent 
is brought very near to the centre, to be convenient r 
for the application of the finger upon it! The drawing , 
of the lines, or marks, is performed by means of a ruler: 
B, which is attached to the opposite end of the. limb, 
and traverses over the paper, having a'thin edge which, 
points to the centre, as does likewise the edge e of the 
semicircle. When it is used as a protractor, the angle: 

1 

arts 
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Drawing made between these two edges Bande is measured 
Instra- hy the divided arch and vernier ; but when it is used 
ments for dividing, the point of the detent is set to the re- 

quired. cil the semicircle held ee 
paper, whilst a mark is made by the of 

. in the Fi The Tat cad Buenas 
to relieve limb from the circle, and it 

ivision ; and here another mark is 
the rules, and so on, till as many divisions as 
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strument acts to copy and reduce on ‘the principle of Drawing 
the lever; considering the imaginary line AGC as an !ssttu- 
inflexible lever, the fulcrum may be placed in either of = 
the points G or C, and in the other the pencil is to be pentagraph.. 

The point A is always used for the tracer, which is 
applied to the original map or drawing, and the pro- 

ion in which the instrument will reduce is thus: 
As the distance between the tracer and the fulcrum is 

F d 
u 1 
Es semicircle contains are made. Having arrived at 

the ruler B is to be held fast, by pressing it 
the paper, and at the same time holding 

the tai of the detent. To release the circle from 
semicircle may be turned round on the centre 

till the detent come to the paneer nt emiifooes 
this set out again to te ividi e cir- 

» holding pga yl and at the ruler 
round a division at a time, as before described. This 
instrument is scarcely so convenient to use as the for- 
mer, on account of the interruption in the middle of the 
work to change the position of the semicircle ; but it 
has one great advan’ over them, viz. that it can be 
extended:to circles of larger radius than the instrument 
itself, because the ruler B may be extended to any 

required, whereas the others cannot divide cir- 
cles larger than the area of the opening within them. 
The pentagraph is an extremely useful instrument 

to which it will do either on a reduced 
poy rane or-on the same size, at 
copying maps or drawings, where almost all the lines 

irregularly curyed, it is the most valuable, because 
no. direct method of obtaining copi 

_ The principle of this instrument may be 
ined by Fig. 7. AB and BC are two thin 
united by a joint at B. DF and EF two 

‘rulers, united as Sapa ores Bre 
by joints D ions of the rulers 

: dag hee part teat ss must form a - 
lelogram, DF being =BE, and DB=FE; therefore in 
Sheen ks post to AB. a panda 
ment opens uts upon its joints; at ev: 
one ye pe pa) paws Alger say to su the 

instrument, as it traverses horizontally 
the table. A, G, and C, are three points upon the 
where tubes are fixed to receive the drawing 
These three must be in a right line, as shewn 

the dotted line, and so situated that the distance 
CG, will divide the distance CA in the ion in 
which it is required to 
A, upon the paper at G, 
crayon, i 

eee ap F 
e 

i 

PiLee: i 

means of a circular leaden weigit planed 
un- 

fore, b or centre on which the whole 
Instrument moves; and with this motion, combined 
with that ing the 

municate such a motion to the 
i cxscily. mm. the .Beupeeioon the distances CG to 
CA. 

It has been before mentioned, that the three points 
must be situated in a right line; and it follows from the 
arrangement of the rulers, that they will, in all the mo- 
tions of the instrument, continue in a line with each 
other, and will divide its length in the same ion 
in which they were first set upon the rulers. The in- 
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copies of 

to the distance between the pencil and the fulcrum, so 
will the size of the drawing traced over be to the size 
of the copy made by the pencil. Example, Put the 
sliders G and C at such parts of their ive rulers 
as will cause the distance CG (when they are in a 
= line) to be only half as much as AC; then if 
the fulcrum is placed at C, the pencil at G, and the 
tracer at A, it will reduce to one-third, because AC is 
three times as great as CG. On the other hand, put 
the fulcrum at G, and the pencil at C; and it will reduce 
only one half; because in this instance AG, from the 
tracer to the fulcrum, is twice as much as GC, from the 
pencil to the fulcrum. It must be remembered, that 
when the fulcrum is between the tracer and the 
pencil, the copy will be inverted with to the 
original ; but in the former case, they will lel 
to each other on the table, as shewn in the Pigeee: 
The pencil and tracer should be lightly oiled before they 
are used, to make them move freely in their tubes. 
The tubes are fitted upon the by means of sli- 

ders, (see Fig. 8,) which havea screw a, to fasten them 
at any point. The tube 6 has the port crayon d accu- 
rately fitted into it; and this has a cup or box on the 
top, by whieh it is loaded with shot or other small 
weights, till a sufficient is obtained to make it 
dtaw a clear line. That part of the tube 2 which is 
beneath the ruler, is made of a proper size, to fit intoa _. 
socket, which is formed in the lead weight, Fig. 9. at d, 
and it is this which forms the centre or fulcrum. The 
socket is very near the of the weight, that it ma’ 
be so placed as to admit motion of the castor, which 
is under the joint E, Fig. 7, when the slider is brought 
up near to that joint, for reducing very small. The ac-~ 
curate fitting of the points is very material for copying 
correctly ; and the instrument must be used upon a very 
flat table, or the points will, by the flexure of the in- 
strument, be thrown out of the dicular. To 
avoid this danger as mich as possible, all the joints are 
made with short axes, as shewn in Fig. 10, where f is Fi, 19, 
the end of one of the rulers, having a short steel axis 
screwed to it. The pivot at the lower end of this is 
received into a tube g, which is fixed to the other ruler ; 
and the upper pivot is sustained by a cock or bridge /, 
screwed to the same ruler. The tube g also receives 
the spindle / of the castor, or wheel, on which the in- 
strument travels. This has at the lower end a piece of 
brass, into which the wheel is fitted, so as to turn upon 
its own centre; and by the spindle / turning within 
its socket, the plane of the wheel always accommodates 
itself to the direction of the instrument’s motion. The 
spindle / is retained in its place by the point of a small 
screw entering a notch made round in the spindle. The 
rulers of the ph are marked at C and G, with 
divisions by which the sliders are set; and these are 
figured, to shew the proportions in which the instru- 
ment will reduce when they are so placed. 

Fig. 6. is an instrument, inve! 
the purpose of drawing lines convergi 
sible centre. This is extremely u 

to an inacces- 
to those who 

draw buildings, &c, in perspective, when the poiats to 
R 

by Mr Farey, for Fig. 6. 
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which the lines should converge will often fall at a dis- 
tance of 12 and 15 feet from the picture, so as to ren- 
der it impracticable to use rulers ; and there is, except 
this instrument and another recently invented,* no other 

It consists of three rulers A, B, and D, which 
are united by a common centre screw; and have a 
thumb screw d, which fixes them fast, at any angle 
where they may be . E, F are two fixed weights, 
against the edges of which the rulers AB are applied, 
when the instrument is used ; or pins may be fixed in- 
to the table, to answer the same end. By sliding the 
instrument against these stati ints, as shewn in 
the Figure, the ruler D will draw lines as shewn dot- 
ted, which are all convergent to a common centre, the 
distance of which will depend upon the angle of the 
rulers A, B, and the situation of points E,F. The 
edge of the ruler D must in all cases be made to bisect 
the angle of the other two. The manner of setting the 
instrument is this: Having given the two cutvanb lines 
r, s (dotted,) which converge to the intended point, we 
suppose it is required to draw a number of others to 
the same point, The pins or weights E, F must be set up- 
on these linee, but situated equally distant from the cen- 
tre point. To find their situation, place a pair of com- 
passes with one point between the two lines r, s, so si- 
tuated, that when a circle is described by the other 
point, the two lines will be tangents to it. From this 
point, as x, with a greater opening of the com! " 
-mark off two points, as at E, F, upon the lines, om these 
will be equidistant from the centre ; and here place the 
weights, or fix the pins. Now apply the instrument to 
them, with the clamp screw d loose, and slide the rulers 
against the pins, till the ruler D comes to one of the 
lines r-or s; and here incline the rulers on their centre 
joints, till the edge of D exactly corresponds with the 
ine, when the other rulers are kept in contact with 
the fixed points. Now remove the instrument to the 
other of the two lines, and adjust it in the same manner 
that the edge of D may correspond with it. The clam’ 
screw being fastened, fixes the rulers as they are 
justed ; and then, on sliding the two A, B, against the 
pins, the edge of the third, D, will in all positions tend 
to the same centre point as 7, s, &c. The angle C, in 
which the rulers A, B meet, will in this motion describe 
a segment of a circle, as shewn by the dotted lines ; and 
the centre to which the lines tend will be found in the 
opposite circumference of that circle, by bisecting the 
distance EF upon the dotted arch, and from this point 
drawing a line through the centre of the circle till it cuts 
the opposite circumference, and to this point the lines 
will converge. 

If the instrument is required to have a oes range 
than between r and s, other pins must be fixed for it to 
act against, taking care that they are at the same dis- 
tance from E or F as these are from each other. Their 
proper situation will be determined by the rulers A, B 
themselves, thus sliding the rulers against the pins till 
the angle C comes to one of the points E or F. The 
new point must be fixed in contact with the edge of 
the ruler, which is unsw ; and at the same dis- 
tance as is between E F. 

The construction of the instrument will be apparent 
from an in ion of the Fi s. The tworulers A, B 
have circular parts behind the centre, which apply one 
upon the other; and a projecting part from the ruler 

lies over both, the centre passing through all three, 
An arched groove is’ cut through both’ the circular 

* See Brewster's Treatise on New Philosophical Instrumente, p. 122 
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to admit the screw d, which also passes 

enor aad ee Pm ge i 
a nut, which is fitted into the g e 
lower one. The ruler D in made-of witooatvary; as 

= The instrument will draw 
are set in a straight line ; and if the eircular par + 

io graduated, tt will-make'e good protector. Buy | 
ig. 6. is an extra ruler, tobe applied in lieu of D. Pate 

When the instrument is ired to draw lines to a SCX*x¥" 
centre on the opposite side, itis merely reversed to the * . 

hole in L, which is for the centre, in 

hand side, and 
instrument has been lately rewarded by the Society of 
Arts, who have also rewarded Mr Peter Nicholson, for 
the invention of an instrument for the same purpose, 
which he calls a oy een is on anew and 
very ingenious principle. e Transactions of the 
Soot Of Aris, vol. seetil of 

Urpses ave curves so frequently required by all ar- Instru- 
tists who draw in perspective, thet aniaceies fy mone 
drawing them to any size or proportion, are almost in- {iimnS 
di ble to uce correct tations of circu- 
lar objects. The trammel, or elipeic cauipemes’ Figs, 5! 
1 and 11, is the only method which is in general use. "8 !> 1+ 
It consists of a brass cross, AA, BB, having two dove- 
tailed grooves crossing each other at right angles. In 
these grooves, sliders are fitted to move , and 
without looseness. The sliders are with 
holes for the admission of small pins, which 
downwards from the sockets CD of a small beam com- 

the ellipses, which the pen will trace when the beam 
is turned round. In doing this, the sliders being uni- 
ted together by the beam, compel each other to ad- 
vance and retreat in their ive grooves ; and thus, 
by a constant alteration of the centre, ces an el- 
lipse, instead of the circle, which w: be 
the centre was immoveable. 

The rule for setting the trammel is to make ED 
to half the conj diameter of the intended 

ellipse, and EC equal to the transverse diameter ; 
therefore the distance DC will be equal to the diffe- 
rence of the two semi-diameters, Fig. 11, will ex- 
lain this more clearly. This instrument is very de- 

fective, because it will not draw narrow ellipses, nor 
small ones, without interruption to the curve, by 
the arms of the cross, as shewn in Fig. 11. For very 
small ones, it cannot be used at all; neither will it draw 
ellipses which ap very near to circles, because 
the sliders cannot be brought sufficiently near er. 
Another inconvenience is, that when the cross is once 
placed, it must remain, and cannot be adjusted till it 
come to the exact position required upon the paper. 
For these reasons the instrument is not applicable to 
cee age drawings, as the greater portion of those el- 

w ipses which occur could not be drawn by it. 
Fig. 2. is an elliptograph invented by Mr Farey, Farey’se- — 

which is so general in all its applications, as to draw } “ 
any ellipses whatever within the size of the instrument, ““" 
and is readily adjusted. It consists of two circles A, B 

lire Irene Hy 
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united with screws, with. ired degree 
Seeteetes ties each other. These revere between 

Min opre, ‘* four rulers, DE and FG, firmly screwed together to 

Pirate form a frame: but are in two different planes, as 

ecxxxvi, shewn by Fig. 3; so that the upper circle is included 
Fig-3. between FG, and the lowerbetween DE. Both circles 

are accurately fitted, with liberty to slide freely be- 
tween their ive rulers, but have no other motions; 
therefore the centres of the two circles always move in 

lines, which are lel to the rulers, and at 
to each , as shewn by the dotted 

lines ED and FG. eng mare ease ae vst age 
pair of compasses MH, situated as shewn in Fig. 3, 

the leg being stuck fast into a socket H, which moves 
on a centre or axis ; and the -M of the compasses 
is therefore capable of being lifted up at pleasure, that 
it may not mark 2 nn 2 ee aR use, 
this centre permits the pen to follow the surface of the 

Coneneer tears it with a proper force to 
Dsimacitios e circlesof the juiunenns are turned 
round by means of six small handles f fixed in the cir- 
cumference of the circle, and to an — 

* two of these the | cna thumb of the right is 
applied, whilst the of the instrument is held firm- 

and thumb of the 
left hand pressing upon the two nuts O, N ; then turn- 
opie ciedeswonntia tds tenisy, the peweitivacaw 
the ellipsis asin the Figure. The principle on which this 

is the same as the trammel. To 

a 

in the manner before explained. The alteration con- 
sists in the diameters of the pins which act 
in the es, till they become the large circles, AB, Fig. 
2; and then the rulers DE and FG represent the sides 
of the 2 in which the pins move. oe 
the the compasses M now represents the point E, 
ppnahenliaingehe teams ixrtne nme nemater it 

agree with both of them, it will describe only a point ; 

., with respect to size or the i 
ar: in the adjustment of the instrument, we must return 

to Fig. 2, which shews that the circles have no central 
bar, but instead of it have two bars a, a parallel to each 

ve 
; and. these being all the 

across the circle, it leaves them sufficiently open to see 
it is traced beneath by the drawing pens. 

united by screws, which keep them to- 
the same time allow them to slide one gn7? al 

vitie buieas ris Bt 3 & Ei inez ath 
3 : 

iu i : i 

as 
ig. 11. ts the same ellipsis. as in pe 
tenses’ properly set for describing it 
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given to them by Drawing 

er adjustment, viz, Instru- 
point to any required nent 

having any de of eccentrici 
Pree of the Saicn K.. The 
that which removes the drawi eas 
distance from the centre, is produced by a pinion L on py avs 
the opposite side, which gives motion to a small car- coxxxvimt 
riage or frame g.. This carriage is fitted into the space be- Fig. 3. 
tween the bars a, a, and slides freely from one end of 
the opening to the other by means of a rack h screwed 
on one side of it to act in the teeth of the pinion L, 
which turns on a centre pin fixed in the upper circle 
BB. 
The frame g has the brass socket H within it fixed on 

a centre pin extended across the frame. There is a hole 
in the socket for the reception of the leg of the draws 
ing compasses H, which stand, as in ‘Fig. 8. when in 
use, the ing the curve upon the paper, by the 
wei; the. compasses bearing upon it. 

he manner of fitting the frame ¢ into the bars of Fig. 4 
the circle is shewn in Fig. 4; and also the socket H 
moving on its centre pin, the rack d and the pinion K, 
which are for the purpose of separating the circles, and 
the other rack and pinion L, A for owns ang the 
frame g between the bars. The frame g is so fitted that 
it continues at the same point with respect to the upper 
circle B, when the two circles are ated from each 
other by the’ motion of the pinion K. We have now 
shewn that the circles can ‘be set with any required 

of eccentricity, and in this state are capable of 
revolving in the frame; and also that the tracing point or 

n can be removed to any required distance from the 
centre of the upper circle B. We shall now proceed to 

int out the extreme cases of the instrument's action. 
ppose the two circles set by the pinion K, exactl 

concentric withseach other, and the pinion L turned ti 
the end of the frame g comes in contact with the rim 
of the circle,’then the point of the pen M will come ex- 
actly in the centre of both circles, which being turned 
round in the frame by their handles, the pen will only 
mark a small point on the paper, which will be the 
centre of any curve the instrument may be afterwards 
made to describe. By turning the pinion L, the point 
of the pen may be removed to any distance from the 
centre within the radius of the instrument; and it will 
when turned round describe a circle which may be 
made of any radius from the smallest point to the size 
of the bo, sa This is the simplest case of the instru- 
ment, and may be considered as an ellipsis when the 
difference of its diameters is infinitely small. When the 
circles are rendered eccentric, it draws an ellipsis, the 
breadth of which will be determined by turning the 
reg ; and by the other K, the difference between its 

and length is regulated. Suppose K turned, 
to render the circles concentric, without moving the 
other pinion, the pen therefore remains in the centre of 
the u circle. In this case, the pen will describe a 
straight line, equal.in length to twice the eccentricity of 
the circles. This is evident, because,the circumference 
of the upper circle BB, moving een the straight 
edges F and G, its centre must describe a line el 
tothem. This case may be considered as an ellipsis with- 
out breadth ; for if the pen is set the smallest quantity 
out ofthe centre of the up circle, it will describe a 
very narrow ellipsis ; an by setting it at different dis- 
tances from the centre, any required proportion of el- 
lipses may be described. 

When the instrument is held down to draw, it is kept 
steady by two sharp points, fixed in the ruler P, and 

netrating the paper. This ruler is united to the frame 
screws, on which the nuts N, O are serewed. The 

screws are fitted into. grooves in the ruler P, in which 
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slide; and they also grooves in the 

pa or cog wane g Seg By this means, when 
the instrument is placed on the paper, it can be moved 
to adjust it to the exact position, where the ellipse is to 
be drawn, without di ing the ruler P. To remove 
the transverse diameter of the ellipse, (the conjugate 
remaining the same,) the whole frame is moved by the 
screws aliing in the grooves of P; but to move it in 
an opposite ion, viz. to adjust the position of the 
ellipse endwise, the nuts must be loosened, and then the 
screws will slide in the grooves at the ends of the bars 
FG. When the nuts are screwed fast, this motion is 
prevented, though the screws will still slide in the 
grooves of P. 

The properties of this instrument will be rendered 
most evident, by some examples of the manner of f, and therefore the centres of these describe circles 
using it. All that is, required, as data for describing 
any ellipsis, or any number within or near each other, 
is, to sketch them in pencil on the paper, and mark, 
by the compasses, the four points m each curve 
where its two diameters intersect it. ce the instru- 
ment upon the paper in such a position, that, by the 
estimation of the eye, the centre of the four rulers seems 
to coincide with the centre -of the intended ellipsis, 
the two upper rulers being parallel to the aa, et dia- 
meter of the curve. Here fix the instrument by pres- 

ing the two pins of the ruler P into the r, and 
hold it fast, by placing the thumb and fore finger of 
the left hand upon the nuts NO, leaving the other 
hand at liberty to turn the circles about by applying 
the finger and thumb to any opposite two of the 
handles f- 

Now, by turning the pinion L, remove the drawing 
pen to one of the marks made for the extent of the 
shortest diameter of the ellipsis ; then turn the circles 
one half round by the Readies aoa examine if the point 
of the pen comes exactly to the opposite mark, for the 
other end of the shortest diameter, if it does not adjust 
the error one half by moving the pen with the pinion 
L, and the other half by moving the whole frame on 
the paper, then by returning the circles back again, the 
accuracy of the adjustment will be sicirtainate- for if 
it meets the former mark, it proves that the circles are 
in the right centre, and that the compasses are set to 
the proper diameter for the conjugate axis. Now turn 
the pen towards the length of the ellipsis; and, with- 
out altering the compasses or pinion L, slide the circles 

int of the 
arrives at the mark made for. the length of the el- 

Foeis ; turn the circles half round to the opposite end, 
and if they match the mark made there, the adjust- 
ment is correct ; if not, one half of the error must be 
corrected, by moving the circles by their pinion K, 
and the other by moying the whole frame sidewise on 
the paper. To do this, the nuts N, O must be made loose, 
and then the frame will be at liberty to move. The 
adjustments being made in this manner, the pen may 
be suffered to rest upon the paper, and trace round the 
curve. The Society of Arts rewarded the inventor of 
this instrument with their gold medal, and have publish- 
ed a description of it in their 31st volume of 
tions ; and also a plate of specimens of the curve drawn 
nee the copperplate by an instrument of the same kind. 
his instrument, however, has an additional apparatus 

for dividing the ellipses, when drawn, into any required 
number of divisions, which shall be the representation of 
a divided circle, either in true per: ive, which artists 
call the scenographic projection, where the divisions on 
that side which is nearest to the eye will be larger than 
those on the most distant, or it will divide in the or- 
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sp osTaphie projection, where the ainees ¢ 

a Sie Sone in reece aa t sides ellipse are : that 
dikeronés mnadiaiaithe divissone whieiedel 
each being viewed with a different degree of obliquity. 
pe py i “yrs rer pee 
graph may be seen in our Work, parti- 
cularly in Buock Macuinery, and Coininc Macuryes. 

Fig. 11. is an instrument, called the geometrical pen, Geometrical 
which will describe many different curves, though most Pen. 
of them are ies of epicycloids. A, B, C are three pi are 
legs, which form the frame, and su a central axis, cexxxvin 
a; upon this as a centre, a tube & is fitted to revolve Fig. 11. 
when the finger is applied to the milled circle r; the 
tube carries an arm d, which supports the wheels e and 

round the principal axes: g is a wheel, firmly fixed 
tha larwen tod af. dine pate all nen 

tionary ; but by the revolution of other wheels round 
it, they have a rotation given to them upon theirowh + 
axes, The arbor n of wheel /; has an arm A at- 
tached to it, and this at the extremity carries the tube 
which receives the drawing point & to trace upon the 
paper. The pencil has therefore a motion round its 
arbor n, and at the same time this centre is revolvi 
with a slower motion, round the central axisa, By ~ 
popennins the velocities of the movements, a nuth- 

x of curious curves will be found, some similar to 
that which the moon describes by the ind mo- 
tion of revolving round the earth at the same time that 
she is moving in her orbit round the sun, It makes 
looped figures, resembling stars or flowers, and of any = 
required number of loops or leaves ; but as it is im- 
possible to describe these without giving of 
them as examples, we shall not attempt it, but refer 
our readers to an examination of the machine, or to 
Adam's Graphical Essays, in which a numberof - 
these figures are given. He ascribes invention of =— + 
the instrument to John Baptist Suardi, who enumerates _ 
1273 curves which may be drawn by it. To accom- 
plish these, many different sized wheels are used, and 
the revolving arms must be placed:at various distances, 
For this purpose, the wheel g is fitted to the axis, so 
that it can readily be seuianiedachanckhne eakenleread 
in its place; the wheel ¢ is fitted upon a pin, which 
slides in a groove ce through the sine ns as shewn in 
Fig. 12. can be fixed at any part of it by a, clamp 
ee § so as to suit the radius: of the other ws be In 
like manner, the tube which receives the axis n is fit- , 
ted on a box which slides upon the arm d, to adjust 7 
the distance of the axis ». from the central axis; the 

to apply one of a different size ; and, ly, the arm 
h of the pencil is fitted in a mortise h the lower 
end of the axis n, and fastened by a screw, by which 
means the pencil can be removed to any required dis- 
tance from*the axis; and it is by the different propor- 
tions of these wheels, and the lengths of the arms, 
that all the above-mentioned varieties of curves can be 
produced, ; . 

Instruments for drawing in perspective are very nu- Pi 
merous ; but the Camera Lucipa, invented by Dr Wo- instra- ~ 
laston, deservedly takes the preference: (See that ar- ™ents 
ticle.) A new and i ious instrument, invented by 
Mr Turrel, has been lately rewarded by the Soeiety of 
Arts, and promises to be very useful to artists, We have 
not been able to obtain a description of it, as the So- 
a has not yet published their account of it, but we 
shall probably have this in our power under the article 
Peasescrive. (J. F.) diyhits 

. 
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Presms | DREAMS must be so familiar to our readers, that it 
=" seems. to define them. They are among the 

most curious phenomena of the human mind; and at 
the same time; the most difficult to be’ satisfactorily ex- 

i pha: © bn weg have excited in all 
both among the vulgar ignorant, and among 

has been very great and general. The 
earliest authentic records of an eesth sgn us, that 

were regarded as. superna or prophetic ; 
and this idea has descended, at least among the common 

to our own times. The Greeks and Ro- 

vision, O visio, which was, when any one saw that 
which afterwards came to in the same manner that 
i ikl ciets the ahtiente contaleed 

was usual to lie down to.sleep in the temple of some 
deity. The fourth sort was the Insomnium, Evoxviev; 
this Macrobius represents as ing from the soli- 
ser Ht et pm ea body, or. fortane, which 
having us when awake, affects us when asleep ; 
and ing this sort, the ideas of the ancients seem 
to have tolerably just and rational ; for, not regard- 
ing them as arising from the influence of inspiration, 
they endeav. to trace them to natural causesp, 
These dreams, however, the pees as deceitful and 
vain. The last sort is called Phantasm by Macrobius, 
and Visus by Cicero. According to these authors, it 
Mae ge waking and sleeping ; as in the first 
c of sleep, when the who ins to doze, 
thinking himself awake, imagines that he sees forms 
differing in,shape-and magnitude from, natural objects, 
ye aoe him, and wandering about. Under this 
class, the ancients placed the Ephialtes, or Night-mare. 
Some other of the ancient writers on dreams divided 
them into two classes, plain ad allegorical ; the for- 
mer iting things in their proper form, O+# 11083 
the latter, as intimated circumstances u simi- 
litudes. Besides Macrobius and Cicero, several others 

directly anc 
Cleanthes, Chrysippus, Babylonius, Diogenes, Antipater, 

distinguish between dreamers of dreams, Oveigo- 
sores, and expositors cf dreams, Ovigoxpile.. It appears 
from a -in Plutarch’s life of Aristides, that. cer- 

ioe he ppaskoh Ugetansine, ngrosiow of Arieides +a 
who, sitting near ite 

= 

in the reign of Antoninus Pius, His 
to have been in going about col- 

lecting dreams. The fruits of his labour are still ex- 
tant, ina large work entitled Oneirocritus. A person 
still more singularly devoted to the study of this sub- 
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ject was Junianus Magus, 4 Neapolitan, who lived in Dreams: 
the 15th century, and was the instructor of the celebra- me 
ted Sanagorius. Magus is deservedly known to the ae 
classical scholar, as having essentially contributed to dreams. 
the revival of the Latin language; but in his own time 
he was much more celebrated for his skill in the inter- 
pretation of dreams. Besides Sanagorius, Alexander 
ab Alexandro was one of his disciples ; and he informs 
us, that every morning the house of Magus was crowded 
with ons of the highest rank, who came to tell him 
their = in order that he might interpret them ; and 
that his interpretations were not obscure and ambigu- 
ous, but clear and direct. He seems to have obtained 
a very easy and ample livelihood by this profession. 
The superstition of the Romans respecting dreams 
seems to have been at its height in the time of Augus- 
tus. This emperor not only observed the time of the 
year when his dreams were least favourable and most 
uncertain, but on a certain day of every. year, in con- 
sequence of a vision, he begged publicly, stretching out 
his hand to those who ed him a few asses; and in 
his reign a law was passed obliging all who had dreamt 
any thing‘respecting the state, immediately to make it 
known, either by a placard, or by the public crier. 
The consequence was, that dreams multiplied so exces- 
sively, that it was nece: to adopt it as a principle, 
that none which related to the state should be regarded, 
unless they were seen by magistrates, or at least by 
more than one papa It gn remarked, that, 
with respect to these superstitions, the most polished 
nations of antiquity approached very nearly the Indian 
tribes of North America. “ All the marches of the In- 
dians are regulated. by the dreams of the old warriors, 
who, under this pretence, often convey information, 
gained by spies, to the young men ; but it must be ob-- 
served, that they only pay attention to dreamers of. es= 
tablished character.” Ferriar on Popular Illusions, 

. 28. ee 
4 But though the su itions notions which the an- 
cients entertained on the subject of dreams, naturally 
and necessarily disinelined or disabled them from in~ 
vestigating their real cause and phenomena so clearly 
and fully as might otherwise have done, yet some 
of them have offered hypotheses to account for them, 
certainly not less philosophical than many which have 
been brought forward by modern writers. These hy- 
potheses, of course, resulted from, or rather formed, a 
part of their general system of physics and metaphy- 
sics. We shall briefly notice the most celebrated. Ac- 
cording to Epicurus, our sensations are the effects of Fpicurus’s 
the. different organs which the soul, while united theory of 
to the body, is capable of employing, and of the dif. “*°™* 
ferent ies and qualities external objects. 
These are rendered sensib he means of certain species, 
or images, which are perpet ing, like thin films, 
from. bddies, in form similar to the a Saw of the bo. 
dies themselves, and striking upon organs fitted to re- 
ceive them. The species, or anaes which produce 
these effects, are inconceivably . il and yr do 
not, in passing away, perceptibly diminish the body; 
and from iu atens tecntany to motion in* the atoms 
of which a are naps kay they fly with imconceiva- 
ble velocity from the object to the organ of sensation: 
From this general doctrine, Epicurus concluded, that 
sleep was produced, when the of the soul which, 
at other times, were diffused h the body, were 
repressed or separated by the action of the air, or of 
food ; snd. fil clnennns eas the effect of images, caw 
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pt pera Beas cal hypo- 
thesis. He believed that the world ree ilo dey 
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men : these were divided into benevolent and malignant 
beings ; and from the latter all fallacious and 
deceptive visions, while the former produced pleasing 
and true dreams. The sobriety of Aristotle’s judgment 
led him to examine the subject of dreams with more 
care and strictness, and in a more philosophical man- 
ner, than most of the ancients, In his treatise on divi- 
nation by means of dreams, he endeavours in general 

mits that they were uced, in some cases, by super- 
natural agency. All dreams, says he, are not of divine 
origin, because many of the lower animals dream ; but 

there be ing divine, there may be some- 
thing demoniacal in them. His natural ion of 

peculiar them was very simple, and resulted from hi 
— sical doctrines. According to him, every ex- 

ject made an impression on the brain ; which 
impression treet there, but not in a ie tek 
in sleep, these im ions were again exci 
dant Greanse were producelly or, iN eter wort, Gretsnd 
‘were occasioned by motions in the brain, excited when 
we were awake, and continued after the removal of the 

j We os ed pba we occasion to notice 
the great similarity between this hypothesis and most 
of those which have been sdvanea Wy modern philo- 

ers, to account for the phenomena of dreams. Aris- 
totle also noticed some facts connected with dreaming, 
which escaped the other ancient philosophers, who 
‘were more anxious about th than facts. He ob- 
serves that sometimes we dream that we are dreaming; 
and that a strong + dpe may make us dream of a 
‘weak impression, and a weak impression of a strong 
one: as slight warmth on the feet may make us dream 
of burning coals ; whereas it sometimes happens, that 
if a cock crows while we are asleep, the impression of 
- eee cma eee fo ete B. habane . The 
Peripatetics seem to have departed the and 
rational opinions of their master, Aristotle, on the sub- 
ject; for, as far as their doctrines ing dreams 
are intelligible, they believed that during sleep, the 
soul being loosened from the incumbrance of the body, 
exerted itself with more freedom and vigour ; and that 

tly dreams were the operations of the soul, 
while in ee venpynr te state. Some modern’ phi- 
losophers have this h esis ; icularl 
Bonnet, as we afterwards have ei, to af 
tice. : 

In no branch of human knowledge, have modern 
philosophers paid less attention to the inductive mode 
of reasoning, than in metaphysics, or what regards the 

ions of the mind; and perhaps no of meta- 
physics has been discussed in a more at unphi- 

hical manner than that which relates to dreams. 
Indeed, till metaphysics and physiology are studied 
more in connection with each other, it seems iny le 
that the former should ever rise to the dignity of a 
science ; and this remark applies with peculiar to 

pidisecgines thie have astengpiea weston tines ve attem to » 
without even attending to those hatte ing them, 
which their own experience, or the most ial en- 
quiries, might have taught them, independently of any 

4 

pein Roce ree we 
experience those feelings, to we are strangers or 
averse while’ : 

3. In our dreams, we seem to have the idea of time. 
As this is doubted by some philosophers, 
per to adduce the particular facts on which it is ground- 

tly anticipate or dread 
future events ; and we experience those that 
are past ; we also consider one event as the cause of an« 
other ; but, in all these cases, the idea of time is evi-« 
dently implied. 

4, We reason in our dreams. We 
hold an argument with others, “ We address 
harangues, and write whole pages with 
than an author, in his happiest hours * i 
connect as many sentences. Degrees of good 
are com) Sit tha ensue tearer‘es'in elie basinaarot 
the day. i 
with obstacles on ev 
observe the 

Joon 5 Of these one’s experi-< jomia, p. 353. every ‘st 
ence must nadie him ; but there are 
common, but which nevertheless seem well establish- 
ed; which prove that our inventive and reasoning powers 

seem to 
them in 

to rest ; and that the remaining , 
sion of his calculations, have more 

lng ee Diet pret eben came oA og 
during dreams, were : 
of Condorcet ; for that phi him,’ that 
the bearings and issue of political events, which had 

zled him while awake, were not un. 
ed to him in his dreams. du 

Physique, et du Moral de 0 Homme, tom. ii. p. 547.) 
Aad the writer of this rile i aoquanted with « gen 
tleman of a very speculative and inventive turn of mit 
to whom the idea of making a flexible rudder to ships, 
which, the tail of fishes, me th only ‘direct, 

but assist their course, was presen a dream. 
5. Our dreams are often wild and inconsistent. . 
6. Most people must have experienced in their dreama, 
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dreams are better established than the one towhich we Dreams. 

— 

have appeared most distinctly and of dream- i , ly; the 
ing. impression of them is and vivid, and while the 

remembrance of the dream continues, their image is 
present to the mind; but as soon as the recollection of 
the dream vanishes, or becomes faint, that image can 
a7 ye ee egal acta Aaa ae 
manently, = 

7. Our sensations of pain and pleasure are frequent- 
ly app enoug, <ctuxing our dreams, as we have already 
remar A sec pita patos A Foo 

I itual opinions and feelings of our 
mind are called up by the same circumstances, that 
would excite them when we are awake; but in many 
po gag A aig opararetly ka gamma 

3 most people, we imagine, can at- 
test the truth of this remark from their own experi- 
ence. 
8. The rapidity in the succession of our thoughts, or 

pang : i Dg or pipiens 5 we when oa 

Foy regener es Kero playa atone tam 
Viena esos. Section 18. 
Sencar variety of scenery, novelty of come 

and it may be remarked, that they consist chiefly of 
visible imagery, and what we ap to see in our 
dreams, us more strongly what we aj 
to hear or While we are awake, vivid impressions 
are constan cuales fe scold aera be-~ 

* more ly strongly the objects of our 
It may be remarked in this that, ac- 

cording to Par! the Hebrew word, which signifies 
dream, implies broken parts or fragments, composed ad 

of ideas or i received by our senses, i 1 
oy our si ay a ga Te sight, 

10. We are seldom ised at the wildness or incon- 
authors contend that sur- 

presenting to us objects, which, 
while awake, we should immediately oom could not 

tous. Ifthe image of an absent or dead friend 
in our dreams, we feel no surprise ; we expe- 

to doubt the reality of the appear- 
e converse with him; we seem to hear him 

and see him act, as if he were actually present 
ve: but if he utter sentiments, or perform actions, 

from those to which we have been accustomed 
him, then surprise is undoubtedly felt. But, per- 

a still more extraordinary and inexplicable 
that the inconsistencies and contradictions 

i 
FE 
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are now advertin, 
Lit Wa haneulteedirsibetresd; Gaahietdtinatces 

the fact, that we often dream that we are dreaming : in ing. 
many cases, however, where this is supposed to take 
place, it is very le that we are actually awake ; 
but for so short time, and in such an imperfect manner, 
that we confound our waking thoughts with our dreams. 
Smellie says, that men, who ae the oy te Seo to be 
subject to disagreeable dreams, learn by experience to 
ira that they are dreaming. He adds, “when ter- 
rified with i ing danger, and even death, I have 
often said to myself, ‘ Don’t be so much alarmed: you 
have been in the same, or in similar situations, which 
were uniformly discovered to be dreams.’ This species 
of dormitory reasoning greatly alleviates the pain, and 
not ently gives yo Ys oer Syreetk ye: 
imagination,” llie’s ilosophy of Natur is- 
tory, vol. ii. ee) There can be ittle doubt, that 
what he calls dormitory ing was exercised du~ 
ring a moment of short and imperfect vigilance. 

12. When our dreams are di e, we seem to 
be sensible of strong and painful efforts to free our- 
selves from them, either by endeavouring to remove 
from the scene where the di le circumstances 
occur, or (as it were) by changing our me Of 
capt ree at horse to free ourselves from 
unpleasant dreams, most 
rience ; but whether it y takes place while we are 
asleep, or during a short interval of imperfect vigilance, 
it is not easy to determine. With respect to our en- 
deavours to quit the scene of unpleasant occurrences, 
there can be no doubt that they take place in our 
dreams ; and it is equally true, that these endeavours 
are for the most part unsuccessful ; and we experience, 
in our dreams, the painful impression, that, in spite of 
all our efforts to the contrary, the most afflicting, dis. 
agreeable, or horrid dreams continue to haunt us. 

18. When we dream that we change our place, we 
seem to be transferred by a kind of sailing or flying 
motion. This, however, is not always the case; in 
some instances, we are suddenly from one 
place to another, without any intermediate impression 
of the mode by which it takes place; while at other 
times we dream that- we remove from one place to 
= by the aes — of abe pear om 
ever, however, change of place is great s 
den, it is either accompanied with the. sensation of a 
sailing or flying motion, or seems to be effected in~ 
stantaneously, and without any motion. 

14. We not unfrequently dream that we are falling 
from a great height ; and we seem to experience that 
rapid whirling of the brain and) senses, which must 

e place when such a circumstance actually occurs ; 
but we believe it very seldom happens, that any person: 
under the influence of such a dream, ever seems to ar- 
rive at the bottom: he feels himself nae CY the air; 
he even reflects on the consequences of his fall ; he! 
shudders with horror ; but before he seems to arrive at. 
the bottom he awakes. 

15. Dr Darwin observes, “ that if we sleep in the 
day-light, and. endeavour to see some object in owr 
dream, the light is exceedingly painful to our eyes ; 
and, after repeated les, we lament in our sleep 
that we cannot see it.”——* When we are forcibly waked 
at midnight from profound sleep, our eyes are much 
dazzled with the light of the candle for a minute or 
two, after there has been sufficient time allowed for 

e must have had expe- , 

henomena 
dream- 
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the contraction of the iris; but when we have dreamt 

soma much of visible objects, this accumulation of sensorial 

of dream- 
ing. 

Causes and 
effects of 
dreams. 

poner in on ee is lessened or prevented, and 
we awake in the morning without being dazzled with 
the light, after the iris has had time to contract itself.” 
a sect. xviii.) We give this circumstance on 

authority of Dr in ; if correctly stated, it is 
certainly by no means general ; but, as it is adduced 
to support a particular theory, we should be disposed 
to question its accuracy. 

16. Our dreams more aoe relate to the scenes 
and occurrences of childhood and early youth, than to 
those of later years. This is the case, whenever no 
particular circumstances connected with our bodily sen- 
sations, our mental habits, or events in which we have 
been deeply interested, do not give rise to them.. Our 
general dreams certainly it to us, in most in- 
stances, what has happened in ou youth. In this re- 
spect they resemble the memory of old men, which is 
usually much more retentive of the scenes and occur- 
rences of early youth than of later years. Mr Stewart 
remarks, that in youth our dreams commonly involve, 
in a much d , the exercise of imagination, 
and affect the mind with much more powerful emotions, 
than when we begin to employ our maturer faculties 
in more general and abstract ions.” (Philoso- 
phy of the Human Mind, 4to edit, p. 332.) Hence, as 
our dreams e of our mental as well as moral cha- 
racter, the dreams of those who are much en in 
philosophical studies, relate chiefly to reasoning and 
speculation, where the influence of particular circum- 
stances does not operate. 

All these facts regard the dreams themselves ; but 
there are others respecting the evident and immediate 

_ causes of dreams, or which relate to our impressions 
and feelings, when we awake after dreaming, which re- 
quire to be 

1. Our dreams are often caused by bodily sensations: 
It has been already noticed, that Aristotle remarked, 
that a slight heat applied to the feet; when we are asleep, 
often produced in our dreams the feeling of burning 
coals ; and Mr Stewart relates a similar fact respecting 
a friend of his, “ who having occasion, in consequence 
of an indisposition, to apply a bottle of hot water to his 
feet, when he went to bed, dreamed that he was makin 
a journey to the top of Mount Etna, and that he foun 
the heat of the ground almost insupportable. Another 

n having a blister applied to his head, dreamed that 
jo was scalped by a of Indians.” Sometimes sen- 
sations give rise to dreams in a more direct manner, 
and more similar to themselves: Smellie mentions a 
student of medicine in the University of amps 
who was accustomed to talk and answer questions in his 
sleep; in ence of which habit, some of his 
friends whi into his ear the name of a lady to 
whom he was attached : at first he talked incoherently ; 
but soon his dreams evidently related to the object of 
hié affections: he thought he was under her. window, 
and he upbraided her for not ing to him, as she 
had frequently done before ; at length becoming impa- 
tient, he started up in his and threw whatever 
he could lay hold of, against ite wall of his 
chamber, evidently supposing it was the window of his 
mistress’s room: when he was told next day what had 

ed, he said he had only a faint recollection of 
having dreamed about his mistress. (Smellie, vol. ii. 
p-393,394.) Beattie relates a still more striking instance 
of the effect of sensations in producing dreams: A gen- 
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tion, and at other times he dreams that he is dyit of 
erin ga but persons who have been i, st ee ir 

fi erally dream of eating: Trenck relates,’ ood, 
that being almost dead with hunger, when confined in 
his dungeon, his dreams every night ted to hint’ 
the luxurious and well plenished tables of Berlin, from 
which he thought he was about to satisfy himself. 
There are other causes, evidently with our 
sensations, which give rise to fea oo alte lie in 
an uneasy posture, particularly too low, if we have too’ 
Sen taod tials, etitiaee ing happens to obstruct 
our respiration. It is well known also, that opium, 
and other soporifics, if they do not produce very sound’ 
sleep, give rise to dreams. Medical men remark, that’ 
some temperaments are more subject to dreams than’ 
others ; the sanguine more frequently than the phileg- 
matic, 

» 8. The character of our dreams is greatly influenced’ . fi . i Rien’ 

anxious dreams, and | persons cheerful dreams. ° 
4. Our.state of health seems to have considerable’ 

effect, not only in producing dreams, but in giving 
them their particular character. This fact is ient- 
ly well known ;- and ene apr le pcanahiey fee 

i Ss, icularl ers, are in- 
dicated ier dieagroesbla and oppressive dreams, 

5. Our dreams are influenced by our thoughts and 
employments during the day, as well as by our general 
habits of association and action. There are probably’ 
few mathematicians who have not dreamt of an inte- 
resting problem, and who have not even fancied that 
they were investigating it with much success ; the in-' 
stance of Condoreet has been already noticed. In like 
manner, “ those whose ae leads es to oye stu-' 
dy of eloquence, are frequently conscious, during s ; 
of 5 tencwil of their daily occupations.” deemerts 
330. a, ‘ 

6. The iculars which p 
are often ; ill ake diaanse of ‘time'wpats wade» 
logous idea or transaction them. +} 

7. We are apt to confound the impressions we have 
received in our dreams, with the thoughts and events 
of real life ; in some instances so completely, that we 
are unable to determine whether what we remember be 
a dream or not. 

8. Our mental feelings, as well as our bodily sensa- 
tions, to which dreams give rise, often remain in full 
force for some time after we awake: Of this, so far as 
respects bodily sensations, all must be sensible, who 
have suddenly awakened from dreams. of impending 

before us in a dream’ ' 
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. danger or horror } and the same is the case, where the Having thus detailed the principal facts connected Dreams. 

= mental feng of indignation or sorrow have been ex- with dreaming, we shall conclude this article with a ““v~" 
cited in our s, we are conscious of them for some i of the opinions and theories which 

“time after we awake. 
very brief summary 

oi ae ivotoas advanced by modern philosophers, either re- 
\ ‘It is not easy to determine whether all men dream ; i PUNis chitae UE Gitcanis in genera? or in explana- 
it is‘more some men are more subject to tion of some of its phenomena. 
dreaming than others. Locke is of opinion that most 1, Wolfius, and after him M. Formey, maintain, that Opinion of 

dreams in all cases are caused by impressions on the se ae 
w a man, that was bred a scholar, 

es ad ee crated Gas; bee 

is oa 

Dr Blacklock replied the difference was great; but at dreams, or to dreams of a different character. 
first he was unable to explain it. At last, with some 4. Andrew Baxter, the author of Matho, entertained Of Andrew 

r of exultation, he exclaimed, “ Now I have it!” a whimsical theory on this subject. He believed Baxter. 
3 he was awake, he could h persons three thne-ahotide were 1 eee ry by the influence of unem- 

eee ee eee bY fi their head _ bodied spirits on the mind during sleep. This theory 
shoulders, or by attending, without the aid of PEs risen igen ee aed mad gp 

p ree ht = oe emmy But in be obtruded upon us against our will, and all our efs 
the objects which presented themselves were forts, some isdeeadl “putes. (Baxter On the Soul; 

eee ae Roce eer rention of ary of the x. 
three modes, | distinct perceptions of distant ob- 5. Haller, and some other physiologists, are of opinion, Of Haller. 
jects, both animated and inanimated. Being asked by that dreams never for ait ines send deep. They: 
Site tees? be tans ae - therefore suppose them to result from some strong sti- 
ed to him? he » that he imagined his body mulating cause, or some forcible impression excited by 
was united to theirs by a kind of distant contact, w the influence of undigested food, 
was effected by the instrumentality of threads or strings 6. Locke does not, strictly. speaking, endeavour to Of Locke. 
which from their bodies to his own, and that account for dreams. Hews ins what he con- 

ial ideas were conveyed by vibrations of these ceives to be their nature, and that incidentally and brief 
gh anal 398, 399 ) ly, “ The dreams of sleeping men are, as I take it, all. 

‘ 

had that fever he was then 
newly recovered of, which was about the five or six-and- 
twentieth of his age.” (Locke, Book II. Chap. i. 

probability, however, is, that all persons 
or less ; since some of the numerous causes 

st no bad memory, who told me, he had never 
eamt in his life, till 

nib : 1 
forgotten ; and those who, by 

Seeaiaduten dealer tate ar ar tacn are 
reminded of their dreams, would, if this had not taken 

It is 

. 
AL hail Hy gue 

curious and interesting question is, of 

the dreams ofthe bing, a ofthe deat i blind? for we have seen 
sible by far the largest and 
important portion of our dreams. Unfortunately 
is subject we have very few facts ; from these, 

however, we shall select two, which are given on 
authority, and one of them rather in detail. Mr ; 

Essay on Blindness, published in the first volume 
cone ah Soaring theme tnamen San 

ith w conversed, clearly ed, that 
his dreams, he was conscious of the alee 

a Hy zg a5 . - 
imagery constitutes f : 

a 

were always painful, and 
transient and unsatisfactory. 

ee tote ane epte he enquired if there was an 
Seensteneees i ideas of pertbud and obiiects when 
he dreamed, and those which were excited while awake? 

organs of sense. This theory has been confounded with 
that of Aristotle, from which, however, it differs very dreams, 
materially. The Grecian philosopher beliéved, that all 
impressions on the brain were conveyed by means of 
the senses, and that these impressions being called up 

in during sleep, ced s ; whereas Wolfius 
SoM. Potacy bctot epiain, that dreams are occa- 
sioned not by renewed impressions, but by direct im- 

ions on some of the senses during sleep. That our 
s are caused or modified by dar hotliy sensations 

while we are asleep, we have already seen; but it 
does not hence follow, that in all cases they are pro- 
duced in this manner ; on the contrary, dreams frequent- 
ly oceur when we have no reason to suppose that any 
impression has been made on our organs. This hypo- 
thesis, therefore, is completely gratuitous and un- 
founded. 

2. Sir Henry Wotton seems to have been of inion, Of Sir Hen- 
that during sleep the soul exercised a freer and wider ty Wotton. 

range ; or, as he expresses it, it had then a “ more de- 
ficated operation.” This notion, borrowed from the an- 
cients, and to which we shall afterwards have occasion 
more particularly to advert, will, we end, in the 
ete day gain few believers, Sir Thomas Brown, 

ever, entertained a similar opinion. The slumbers 
of the body, according to him, were but the working of 
the soul ; “ the ligation of sense, but the li of rea- 
son ;” and he appears to have grounded this opinion on 
the fact, “ that our waking conceptions do not match 
the fancies of our sleep.” "( Religuia Wottoniane, and 

ivio Medici, tom ii. p. 11 : 
8. Mr Hobbes thought, ae in all cases dreams were Of Hobbes. 

produced either by some icular distemper, by a 
neral bad state Rasch ia waplaamait iy - 
sations. He has veoreeng ox a into the same errone- 
ous mode of reasoning as Wolfius and M. Formey ; that 
is, he has drawn a general conclusion from particular 
facts. Disease, an unhealthy state of the body, and 
unpleasant bodily sensations, undoubtedly give rise to 
dreams ; but hence it by no means follows, that these 
are the only causes of dreams. Mr Hobbes mentions, 
that lying cold produces dreams of fear. In some cases 
it may; but, in other cases, it either gives rise to no. 
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smade up of the waking man's ideas, roms. 

_—\o 

@pinion of 
Bonnet. 

Of Hartley. 

Besides this 

for the 
most oddly put ." And again, “ i 
itscle is the havin Oise (while he bee - 
are stopt, so that they receive not outward objects with 
their usual quickness,) in the mind, not suggested by 
any ex objects or known occasion, nor under any 
choice or conduct of the understanding.” (Book ii, ch. 
i. $17. and ch, xix. § 1.) 

7. The theory of is similar to that of Sir Hens 
ry. Wotton ; but as the character of former writer 
stands high for physical and metaphysical knowledge, 
it may be r to state and examine it more fully than 
‘wa 5g hen we noticed it before. seen ep 

it ha s, that the tions so i 
sleep are aed ? To thts doe rep hiaa, that we pean od 
cover the cause only in the silence of the senses. While 
we are awake, the senses mix in a certain degree with 
all the operations of the soul ; but when we go to sleep, 
the perceptions from without grow feeble, and the per- 
ceptions from within become more strong and_ vivid ; 
and as soon as the senses are lulled into profound sleep, 
then the soul is ly awake and busy, and renders 
us conscious of its tions in what we call dreams. 

to account for dreams, Bon- 
net endeavours to explain the singularities and incon- 
sistencies which take place in them. Notwithstand- 
ing the dormancy of the senses, and the unfettered _vi- 
2 ee of the soul, it sometimes happens that external 
sensations, though feeble, mix even in profound sleep, 
with the more vivid operations of the soul, and hence 
all the inconsistencies and vagaries of our dreams. The 
following remark, though fanciful, deserves quo- 
tation: “ Since then our dreams, in general, are only 
the representation of objects, which have interested or 
occupied us while awake, let us endeavour so to re- 
ulate our imagination, that we may only have rational 
y ; thus shall we be enabled to prolong the dura- 
‘tion of our intellectual existence, (de notre elre pensant.)” 
(Contemplation de la Nature; chap. vii.) It is unplea- 
sant to hardly with a theory supported by such a 
man as Bonnet, in whom amiableness of disposition, 
fervency and at the same time rationality of piety, and 
a very minute and extensive knowledge of nature, al- 
ways brought forward for the most devout and sublime 

rposes, were united in an uncommon degree ; but 
theory of dreams does more credit to his imagina- 

tion than to his philosophy. 
8. Hartle Pe ee to explain the principal Beer 

nomena of ing, by his peculiar theory of vibra- 
tions. That the scenes in them are mistaken for real, 
is owing, according to him, to the exclusion of real im- 
pressions with which they may be compared, and to 
the increased vividness in the trains of visible ideas, 
Dreams are wild and inconsistent, because the brain isin 
avery different state from that of vigilance, and the vi- 
brations of the stomach being opagated to. the brain; 
produce a succession of ideas, which depend indeed upon 
association, but are very different from those which 
would take place ima state of vigilance. We are not 
offended at inconsistencies, because those associations 
which should lead us to notice them are as it were 
asleep ; but if the state of the brain be suchas to favour 
the production of ideas of anxiety and perplesity, AP; 
parent inconsistencies give us great uneasiness. n 
persons walk and talk in their sleep, the vibrations de- 
scend into the motory muscles, at the same time the 
brain is y arieomaai and they have no memory. Dreams 
are soon forgotten, on account of their incoherence, and 
of the change which takes place in the brain in, passing 

senses . 
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the power of volition is totally moapenderh die Brown 
ich constitute our 

uently when. voli 
§ were 

ble of external obj _and_ conseq ' 
tions formed of the train, if the laws of association 
continue during our dreams, (which Dr Darwin does 
not deny,) volitions should be induced, whenever the 
preceding motion of the train exists. If volition were 
“suspended, our dreams could only, ‘afew minutes ~ 
-of our sleep, since our associations w: be w 
broken off at that epi ape ae g ped 
ly succeeded by volition ; for the motion 
volition could not be. f ing to the knoy 
laws of association, pm pa rosie Dr Darwin 
says, that “ during the suspension of volition, we can- 
not our other ideas with those of the parts of 
time in which they exist ; that is, we cannot compar 

us, with. those the imaginary scene which is before 
changes of it which precede or follow it, because this 
act of comparing requires recollection or vol 
ertion; but we evidently have the idea of time or 
dreams, and as we reason in them, or, in other wor 
pecans the agreement or disagreement of ideas, rect 
ec 

xi, 

in a more cautious and philosophical manner than any 
other ole cb tur whee He is. of opinion, that 
“the wer of volition is not , but that the 

all our voluntary operations must 
such as recollection, reasoni 

ing perso! 
founding 
reason in our dreams, he replies, that 

4° 3h : té 
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been Bre : of any exertion of the will: 

His second argument is, <r Anema of the will 

this is the case in utr dreams, has al- 
» ways been considered “as one of the most extraordi- 

Of Cabanis. 

that the in ce of our will is then 
sides, Mr Stewart that, if his opinion be well 
founded, the which we form during sleep 
of sensible objects, will be attended with a belief of 
their real existence as much as the ion of the 

is while we are awake ; and this is an un- 

and proved, 
the continuance of Fyre aten mien 7 

sleep successively, ina very un degree ; 
sand that he enelasioniol thoes pares vie Brel; 

5 senses of taste and smelling awake the 
: the sight seems to awake with more difficulty than 

; the smallest noise will sometimes awake 

i their eyes ‘are . The sleep 
ih nee teen I far 

hearing ; the same person who would not be a- 
sudden and loud, starts up imme- 

ot fp ea 
same is the case with respect to in- 
j the viscera fall to sleep one after the 

equally pro- 

last the’ 

ti iE g¢ 

pHi gpees i FA ry > % 
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they are walking. Hence this author infers, that vo- 
lition exists is exercised during sleep; and the 
exercise of it he thinks is further proved by the facts, 
that a person while’ in this state puts i doe hand to 
drive away the tar ag Age settled on his face ; 
pulls the upon him; and, as was before ob- 
served, changes his position in bed.—But besides these 
facts ing the successive order, and the different 

, in which the organs and the senses sleep, 
there is established them, while they are aw this 
state, new sympathi mee plein aaidink Fence 
impressions which peculiar to them. Hence 
their influence on the ‘brain 1 different from what it is 
when we are awake ; thus, the process of difficult di- 
Ln pel sae eae carey elie 2 ter hcipane ae 
sleep, from those which it would produce in our wak- 
ing state. 

a 

Pisce a by what kind of impressions, and by what 
state of the animal economy, are dreams produced? To 

i that they evidently take place when the 
? that of most 

of the internal organs moderated, but in a different de- 
gree; the sensibility of some of them being even in- 
ereased : in this state, a large portion of the nervous in- 
fluence is concentrated in the brain, which is given u 
either to its own iar i ions, or to those whi 
it receives from internal organs, which still exert 
their influence without the intermixture of impressions 
from external objects, which might give them order and 
saa The compression of the diaphragm on the 
process of digestion often recals, in our sleep, forgotten 
events, or , or trains of reasoning, by or 
that part of the brain where the impressions of 
objects were formerly excited; for it is not true, that 
our dreams relate to those things which have ex- 
cited our attention or interest while we are awake. Such, 
no doubt, from the power of association, frequent- 
ly give rise to them; but in many cases can be 
accounted for only on the supposition that the brain, 
during sleep, is given up either entirely to its own pe- 
culiar impressions, or to those im ions which are 
excited or modified by the action of such organs as stil] 
retain their power. On this theory we shall only re- 
mark, that even if it is quite intelligible and sati 

. to the physiologist, it will not be received with much 
deference by the metaphysician. See Rapports du Phy- 
sique, et du Moral de Homme, par P. J. G. Cabanis, 
tom. ii. p. 504—551. (w. s.) 
DREDGING, is an operation of the utmost conse. 

y rena to the improvement of navigable canals, rivers, 
, harbours, &c.. and is by means of 

machines, of various Constructions, so contrived as to 
loosen and lift the mud, gravel, or other materials, which 
are occasionally deposited, or may have been the origi- 
nal stratum, under water. 

As much depends on local situation with to 
dredging machines, like many other branches of ciyil 

ineering, it is difficult to give precise information on 
the subject, and a great deal must be left to the persons 
who are intrusted with the immediate direction of the 
works to be performed. 
We shall endeavour, however, to give such general ' 

ideas, and accompany these with drawings of one of the 
most improved and powerful machines now in use in 
this kingdom; as, we hope, will render this article very 
valuable to the ical engineer. 
We believe i 

to by the Dutch, for clearing 

Dredging. 
— 

premised these observations, Cabanis next Opinions of 
Cabanis. 

water was first resorted Orip'n of 
the bars. or entrances to d!ging. 
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rg Reset phe mew ae like a number 

in the line of the sluices, the whole 
forward by means of the current, and 

The frat hie of dredging raachines employed i i ines loyed to any 
éxtent in Britain, S| of a lange ‘plate of iron, 
about four feet long and eighteen inches deep, and 

: on the under edge. To each end of this plate 
of iron, a plank of hard wood was fixed to tenons cut 
in the iren, the sharpened edge of iron projecting about 
four inches below the wooden sides, which should be 
about five long, tapering to ten inches deep at the point, 
where a bar of iron is fastened to keep the two ends asun- 
der. The whole formed something like a box without 
bottom or top, eighteen inches deep at the one end, and 
ten inches at the other. From the two extreme points 
of the wood a chain is fixed for attaching the principal 
working rope or chain. 

In order to put the machine in motion, it is requisite 
to have a punt moored on each bank of the river direct- 
ly opposite, and on each of these punts a capstan or 
win , the one for drawing across the empty dredge, 
and the other for bringing it back. In the course of its 

, the dredge is generally filled, and by means of 
the capstan it is drawn so high up that men/at low water 
can remove the stuff with shovels. Where the shiftings 
are not frequent, a capstan or windlass may be pla- 
ced on the bank of a river, and the operation performed 
as before. But as the method by the machine just 
described, is very tedious where dredging of great ex- 
tent is required, it is now little used except in levelling 
foundations under water, for which it is well adapted, if 
the material is soft sand or niud; but where there is 
stony gravel, it is n » in place of -having the 
mouth of the dredge straight, to have it made with 
bars of iron curving towards the under edge, and 
placed about four inches apart, when stones of consider- 
able size may be Bronglit to the side, and removed in 
the manner we have already noticed. Machines con- 
structed agreeably to the foregoing principle, have for 
many years been employed in deepening the navigable: 
part of the riyer Clyde between ‘Glagow and Dumbar- 
ton. 
We come now to the operation of dredging, which is 

performed by the bag ps re This kind of dredg- 
has been carried on to a considerable extent under 

the direction of the Trinity-house at London for deepen- 
ing the river Thames, and also for obtaining ballast to 
the vast number of — which frequent that noble 
river. The convicts at Woolwich have been long em- 
ployed in the same manner for deepening the river, and 
obtaining stuff for embankments and other government 
works at Woolwich. 

The spoon consists of a ring of malleable iron, two 
feet wide, and.two feet four inches deep ; sha 
steeled on the under side four inches broad for about 
one-third of its circumference, and pierced on the inner 
edge with holes: for the a of the bag. The re- 
mainder of the ring is of round iron.one inch and a half 
diameter, and on the upper side, or that opposite to 
the mouth, a hose must be welded to receive the pole 
or handle, which, to a spoon of the above size, should 
be from four to five inches diameter ; the } of this 
pole or handle will always be regulated by the depth of 
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ed and. 

7. side, about half the spoon, 1 

ring in the middle, to 

siderably towards the bottom, that it 
discharged. It is about three feet a half 
and is laced to the spoon with leather thongs, and per- 
forated to allow the water to escape. , 

In order to work this spoon in navigable rivers, har- Barge. 
bours, &c. it is necessary to have a flat built barge or 
lighter, from 30 to 50 tons burden, mounted with a 
small projecting crane work, made to throw out of 
gear; and to within nine feet of this projecting crane, 
a rail should be placed to assist the spoon > and 
revent him from falling over the y the end of 

the where no crane is , a snatch block 
should be fixed, through hicks, and attached to the 
bottom of the bag, a small rope should be reeved. ; 

The barge being thus mounted, and moored over the Operation. — 
place where it is proposed to dredge, and one end of ' 
the working rope fastened to the chain of the 

pole turns it up, inelini 
crane end of the barge, 
round the pole and rail, which pe tne spoon dredg- 
ing along in its pees ition, w 
crane, assisted by (who was employed at the 
snatchblock being now di ), draws along the 
spoon until it be nearly under the crane, when the man 
at the pole inclines it meceonnee and me contents (now 
deposited in the bag) are hoisted up, by their 
caatenies sc dt the barge. A of 
pullies may be suspended from a beam to empty the 
stuff into the barge. When the bag is discharged, they 

Pere bab let came eign tghonvey laa areanodaaile The and spoon ge may , 
Pak ce in dredging the foundation of 
by erecting a platform to answer ———— a barge. 
he platform may be projected as the work advances, 

and the stuff taken u removed from the platform by a - 
gangway and wheel ws, where it cannot be other~ 
wise di of, ae t 

In a commercial country like Britain, where ships. 
have been gradually increasing in size, and more es- 

ially where harbours have little rise x nig it is a 
matter of the greatest importance to construct 
machines, which will increase the depth under low 
water of spring tides, in a more speed 
manner than any we have yet described ; 
fact well known, that all rivers, harbours, and canals, 
have a tendency, Jess. or more, to fillup. Dredging: 

machines should be like the tools of a ‘kman, 

never out of order. ' 
Improved dredging machines on the principle of an Improved — 

cnet chain, avs Then undergoing such improve- machines. 
ments as experience has pointed out ; 

be Riploting thon our ge!eral plan, to remark, 

when these machines were first constructed, horses were. 
employed as the moving pone and had a circle ap- 
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propriated to them on board of the barge, that carried 
the machinery ; and it-was usual to have the horses so 

that by the ringing of a bell they would im- 
ii stop. One of these was em: on 

the river Humber at Hull, and one at Port $ 
et ee 
an endless chain at the port of Greenock, the moving 

being communicated by men and crane-work. 
Teethesaieeehen fee lect are built very flat, and 

at both ends, and have an aperture up the mid- 
dle; through which. the bucket frame works, and the 
stuff is discharged over the end, This scheme answers 
very well on a small scale, but would not be advisable i hi 

dredging rapidly giving 
the steam engine. Bevabok ites haxeboun har pots 

on the river Thames, one at Hull, one at 
one at Sunderland, and one at Aberdeen ; and 

ing several for 

of up canal banks, or, in other words, to work 
away ground, and make a passage for the barge to 

In order to ve our readers a more distinct view of 
this i of hydraulic engineering, we shall 

i describe one of the most powerful and 
most improved machines now at work on the river 

7? ie a ay if f z 
cE >e as fl projecting ing a short distance from the 

vof the vessel at the stern, upon which the two trian- 
timber-frames BB are mounted, to sustain a strong 
C extended across the vessel: these, with their i : ; ; : 
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extends across the vessel, supported 
or three vertical posts erected on the deck. The upper 
end of each of the chain frames EE, has two stout iron 
semicircles 64 bolted to the timbers, and terminating in 
rings or eyes fitted over two tubes or hollow iron centre 
pins, one su by the bracket D, and the other by 
the frame B. On these pins the frame hangs as upon 
acentre at c, and can be raised or lowered as before men- 
tioned. The upper roller for the endless chain, which 
is a square barrel, revolves upon the same centre of 
motion as the frame at c, and a similar square barrél of 
the same dimensions is placed in bearings at the lower 
end of the bucket frames, as seen at H in Fig. 1: then 
the double endless chain ¢ e e e passes round both these 
barrels, and every other link of these two chains carries 
one of the buckets,ff, which are made of plate iron, as 
shewn on a scale at Fig. 8. They are ieee 
full of holes, to allow the water to drain out of the gra~ 
vel as they come up: theit mouths are of a semicircu- 
lar figure, which renders them less liable to stick fast 
in the ground than if they were square. gg, Fig. 1. re« 

ts a number of cast iron rollers on the in- 
side of the beamsof thechain frame, to support the weight 
of the chains and buckets as they pass up; for bein, 
very heavy when they are full, a great friction woulc 
otherwise be occasioned by the buckets dragging on 
the timbers. 

The upper 
of the vessel are in a line with each other, and both re- 
ceive their motion from the steam engine, which is si- 
tuated in the hold of the ship. Its parts are as follows: 
az, Fig. 2. is the boiler set in brick work, with the fire 
place it; and a wrought iron tube Y, carried up 
toap height, serves for the chi , and is firmly 
braced by iron chains in different directions ; z, Fig. 2. 
is the steam pipe communicating from the boiler to the 
engine, which is on Watt and Boulton’s principle ; P is 
its working or steam cylinder ; Q the working beam or 
great lever, pina nah omy 8 SNES HSER, 
su on thetopof four iron columns RR, which 

the floor of the engine S. The connecting rod T 
ths sugina' te foisiiadl ta the exttteiity-iaf the-tosm 

at the top, and the other end to the crank on the ex- 
pe a ge nam For a more minute descrip- 
tion of the engine, which acts in the same manner as 
any other made by Watt and Boulton, see Sream 

he fly-wheel V of the engine is turned by the 
large spur-wheel W, fixed upon the shaft O, in 
a pinion on the axis of the fly-wheel, to give it a greater 
walocity than the crank, iby which means a er fly~ 
wheel is made sufficient to regulate the motion of thie 

Tins tection ines from the engine to the chain’ The whect- 
barrels, by an inclined shaft L, seen more plainly in work. 
the plan. At the lower end it has a bevelled wheel M, 
receiving motion from the wheel N, fixed on the main 
shaft of the engine. At the u end of the same in- 
clined shaft is a bevelled wheel K, Fig. 2. working an- 
other, I, fixed upon a shaft, situated in a line with the 
centre of the two chain barrels. At the two extremities 
of this shaft, two circular iron plates, or wheels, are fixed 
at ii; these are received into boxes, or hollow wheels, : 
which are fixed on the extreme ends of two other shafts, 
placed ina line with the former, and leading to the 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. 

chain barrels for the frames on both sides The steam 
engine. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. 

chain barrels, ‘These boxes and wheels form a connec- Friction 
tion between the several of the shaft ; and by the 
friction of the wheels, which are accurately fitted in- 

_ to the boxes, a sufficient power is communicated to turm 

ca. 
\ 

‘ 
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Windlass. 

Fig. 5. 

Operation of 

chain barrels at pleasure, if one of them needs 
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the chain barrels round, and bring up the gravel; but 
in case the buckets should take” too deep in the 
ground, so as to endanger the breaking of the machine, 
these boxes will slip, and prevent the chain from 
being ees vGalideiein i i these bene 
is explained more parti in Fig. 4: it consists 
pp fast.on the end of the 
shafts mn, which is that in the middle of the ship car- 
rying the wheel J, The other wheel, or box 4, 1s cast 
hollow, as shewn in the section; and the first, J, fits 
into it, being kept in its place by two ears 0 o, screwed 
on by two bolts. These pressing hard against the rim 
of the wheel /, causes a considerable friction, which 
will the shaft m round in its fair work, but if 
over-strained, will slip. mw w, Fig. 2. are levers, which 

te _ i 9 boxes on the main horizontal 
and give the means of disuniting either of the 

Ir, 
whilst the other continues its work. ‘The blocks of the 
pulleys aa, which suspend the bucket frames, 
are reeved with a chain, the fall of which passes 
through the snatch-block r, fixed down upon.the deck, 
and then winds round the rollers. This is turned by 
the engine, the axis of it having a worm-wheel ¢ fixed 
upon it, turned by the worm v, which is seen endwise 
in the plan, and shewn on a larger scale at Fig. 5. This 
worm is in reality formed upon the inclined spindle L,’ 
though it could not be shewn in the true place with- 
out making a confusion. Either of the bucket frames 
can, as before mentioned, be thrown out of gear, or 
stopped by clutch boxes, to the lever ww, Fig.'2. ; and 
then the lower end being hauled up by the pulleys 
aa, till it hangs ina horizontal position, will be very 
accessible, to repair the chain, or any of the buckets, 
which frequently meet with injuries obstacles at 
the bottom of the river. 

The mode of action in this machine is evident from 
‘hemuachine. its structure: it is moored inthe stream by the head or 

stern, or both, in some situations, if it is’ required to 
work across the stream. ‘The engine being put in mo- 
tion, the chain-frames are low down, by giving out 
the chains of the rm aa, until the buckets drag 
sufficiently upon the bottom, to become filled with bal- 
last in their » and come up'along the top of the 
frames, by the motion of the ¢hains, till they turn over 
the upper — barrels, and ceaia gt their contents 
into large h s, or troughs, which are s ad 
ropes rt aobain s BB a C; and being e phcad Scat 
ther inclined, the troughs conduct the gravel into bar- 
ges, which are moored beneath the extremity of them. 
Neither of these hoppers, or troughs, are shewn in the 
Plate, as they would tend to confuse the parts of the 
machine. The motion of each chain is managed by a 
‘ingle man: he stands near the end of a Jong lever, 
which supports the pivots of the worm-wheel ¢, so that, 
by ing the end of this lever, the wheel can be dis- 
engaged the worm at pleasure, to give it motion, 
or set it at rest. There is also a gripe, or brake-wheel, 
not shewn in the Plate, fixed upon the spindle of 
the roller s; and the gripe is so forcibly upon 
_ a loaded lever, as to the running 

by the weight of the chain frames, even when the 
wheel ¢ is di ged from the worm. The wheel ¢ is 
attached to its spindle only by the friction arising from 
its fitting on a circular part, so that it is at liberty to slip, 
if overstrained, without breaking the teeth; but it is pro- 
vided with screws, as shewn in Fig. 5. which may be 
adjusted, to give sufficient friction to raise the load it is 
required to take up without slipping. 
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teams to: descend Re set 

the wheel /, with the worm, 
this , and this winds u chain’ 

of the pulleys aa, till the end of the frame is raised so 

necessary My b i we Q 4 

if required, be lowered down to sell the bottom again, 
by relieving the brake-lever. In this manner, the ope~ 
ration with the greatest s and ? 
There are two other rollers similar to ¢, sii just 
prey ahetagenn finbens wiper dire hee Rem 
the engine, for the purpose of advancing the engi 
along in the water. . Thus, a strong rope is ed to’ 
a mooring block or anchor, at some distance up 

whole engine is slowly peaaght u a 

to operate upon 

barges, 35 tons each, in an , with only three or 
four men to attend the whole ; and the engine will con« 
sume about 343 Ibs. of Newcastle coals per hour. 

Before concluding this article, we are desirous of re« 
commending to those who intend to construct barges for 
carrying ing machines, that no expence should be 
spared m having them built in the most’ substantial 
manner ; for after the i 
twisting of the barge ma 
parts of the machinery. Machines on the same gene+ 
ral principle may be erected reece «ent eA 
in bmp ote & epth of water. ried cs - 
tirely on the length of the bucket frame, which will be 
found to work best about an a “We 
may farther remark, that when it is i ed to dredge 
in'shallow water, r must be had to the construc- 
tion of the barge, should be broad and flat, and’ 
of a small draught of water, which will give more time 
prt rept acamtpecy bes er ae oem te 
afloat. We may od hapten te cheno on the fore 

in seer iple wor ith a bucket frame on 
pe le only, iwbiiehy ta ‘eonsiderable saving of ex~ 
pence. Upon the whole, these machines are 
of bringing up sand, mud, clay, or gravel ; and even 
stones of considerable size may be taken up, as has’ 
been done at Aberdeen, without the way Hen to the 
machine, when properly managed. (J. PF.) (Ww. G.) 
DRESDEN, ety Dresnem, Drazpvu, Dawe 

pownecu, and Drespena and Drespa in Latin, is the 
ital of the kin of Saxony. It is situated in a 

ich and fertile country, on the banks of the river Elbe, 
at its junction with the Weisseritz, and is divided into 
two-parts, called the old and new town, by the first of 
these rivers. The town — consists of three 
parts, Old Dresden, with its three suburbs; the new- 
town, (Neustadt,) which received this name from 
Augustus I1.; and the Frederickstadt or Ostra, which: 



aye 
: aie eef° 

—<— 

i 
is connected with the of Old- Dresden by a 

Se tevies over she ee seritz. The bridge which 
unites the old and new town, and which has been either 
destroyed or greatly injured by the French in 1813, 
was reckoned Lr fey or Europe. It was built 
gf stone, and consisted of nineteen extremely flat arches ; 
its length was about 707 ells, and on the fifth pier was 

an instrument for measuring tl ht of the 
river. , Augustus II. furnished the with foot- 

s, and adorned it with an iron balustrade, with 
vases, trophies, and lamps, The streets of this city are 
sixty-one in number, and are straight, spacious, well 

payed, and well lighted ; and the houses are in general 
igh, well built, and commodious. The town contains 

several handsome squares, and many elegant public edi- 

The royal , formerly the electoral palace, is a 
very a fis ore entrain rie gepaments fo. Ad 
gustus II. are principally of exquisite marble, 
ere aereieth are, , 
The green room, or vault, which contains eight rooms, 

sapecmevlatiy: epleniite and the hall of the giants, the 
of audience, and the chambers of parade, are wor- 

thy of peculiar notice. The tower of the is 
3554 feet high, exclusive of the conductor. pages 
reom contains a prodigious number of natural and arti- 
ficial 
The celebrated gallery of pictures occupies the se- 

cond floor of the palace. It consists of several rooms 
icating with one another in a circular form, 

i ge, by 334, masters of the 
i ing. ‘of these are originals, 

and. are admirably preserved. Besides many pieces 
of German, Flemish, and Dutch wpriierte the gal 
contains the best works of Hannibal Caracci, Ra ’ 
Guido, Albani, Leonardo da Vinci, Vandyck, Titian, 
Andrea del Sarto, Rembrandt, Cararaggio, Tintoretto, 
Nicolas. Poussin, Luca Giordano, Leeeeie, Heston aie 
Rubens. The Night and the Magdalen of Corregio are 
oy ole pag pa A list of the principal pictures will 

- found in Lemaistre’s T’ravels, vol.ii. p. $99. In the 
year 1806 this gallery was enriched with a large histo- 
rical painting by Fr. Mathei, with twelve figures, re- 

i eres etniol be Orestes and Pylades 
ones anete y Pbocthei er ' 

The palace of Prince Antoine is situated in the Faux- 
that of Maximilian, which is a small though 
elegant building, is situated on the other 

The Japanese palace, or the Dutch as it is often 
called, stands in pm pee er 

devoted to the collection of antiquities, which fills a 
long suite of rooms. It was ft between 1720, and 
1780, by ILI. who the greater part 

Pts Chose Rowe te toa 
and painted by 
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icles in this cabinet, considers it-as the finest which he Dresilen, 

seen, excepting the collection of antiquities at Paris, =-y7~” 
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The three Grecian statues of females, which were 
found in the first excavations made at Herculaneum, in 
1706, are particularly admired. 
The two floors of this palace are appropriated 

to the public library, which contains above 150,000 vo- 
lumes, and 2000 manuscripts, The books are kept in 
high order, and the library is open several days in the 
week to the public, who are eyen allowed to carry the 
books to their own houses. 

The Tresor, or the collection of jewels, contains a vast 
assem! of diamonds, and other precious stones, and 
innumerable curiosities in ivory, enamel, coral, and jas- 
per, with clocks and other mechanical instruments. 
The gardens called Der Zwinger, which form a kind 

of public promenade, contain several unfinished build- 
ings, which were intended by Augustus II. to form 
part ofa magnificent palace. The architecture is load- 
ed with ornaments, and many of the buildings are in a 
state of ruin. These buildings contain a cabinet, of 
prints and designs, which is deemed one of the finest 
in Europe, and contains specimens of the art from its 
infancy to its. present state; a cabinet of petrifactions 
and incrustations, and other objects of natural history ; a 
cabinet of anatomical preparations ; and a saloon of ma- 
thematical and physical instruments. The other public 
buildings, are the large and the small opera house, the 
assembly-rooms, the arsenal, which contains the first fire 
arms. invented by. Bertholde Schwarze, the, mili 
‘academy, the carousel, the barracks, the mint, the land- 
haus or state house, the royal China. warehouse, the 
hotels of Schoenberg, Saul, of the Countess of Moken- 
ska, of Flemming, of Anholt, of Vitzthum, of Bruhl, of 
Cosel,,and of Marcolini, the last of which is remarkable 
for its furniture, its pictures, and its , and for 
the colossal groupe of Neptune and his court. The 
hotel of Count Bruhl is now employed asa depot for 
the porcelair. manufactures ; but the garden is open to 
the public, and forms a delightful: promenade on the 
banks of the Elbe. The carousel, or the court where 
tournaments and combats with wild beasts were former- 
ly exhibited, appears to have been once a fine edifice, 
but it is falling rapidly to, decay. 

Dresden contains shone 18 churches, the most re- 
markable of which are, the church. of the Holy Cross, 
the church of the Catholics, the church of the Court, 
the church of Notre Dame... The church of the Holy 
Cross is an enormous circular mass of stone, and the 
ening at the t altar was executed by Schoenan, 

e church of the C Catholics, built by Augustus III. be- 
tween 1737 and 1756, is one of the finest in Germany, 
and the handsomest building in Dresden. It stands de- 
lightfully on elevated ground, nearly fronting the bridge 
over,the Elbe. Its organ is the chef-d’ceuvre of the ce- 
Hebeated ay ey It is decorated by several admi- 

paintin engs, a native of Dresden, amon 
which is (nay ema which is reckoned his chef 
d’euvre, and adorns the principal altar. The: tower is 
303 feet high, and the total expence of building it and 
the church was 906,955 rix-dollars. The chureh of 
Notre Dame, or St ’s (Frauen, Kirche,) was built 
in 1734 by Augustus II. on the:plan of St. Peter's at 

It cost 300,000 rix-dollars. Irom the lantern 
of the cupola the view is universally admired, 
The Her. and charitable establishments are nume-~ 

rous and Well managed. The principal of these are the 
academy of painting and architecture, the annual exhi- 
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bition of which is held on the 5th of May ; the veteris Kunstler-verzeichnisse. Dresden, 1806. “Guibert Jour- 
nary school ; the academy of noble cadets ; milita- nal d’un Voyage en Allemande, vol. etenaoneas 
ythoromgeet Bears ape i ng; the 1803. Kuttner’s Travels in G . Seaume’s Tour 
college of health, medicine, and surgery ; soe he through part of Germany, Poland, §c. in 1805. Lett. i. 
hospital ; the school of free masons; the Catholic pias ot ax ve cht of France, &¢. vol. ii. 
school ; the foundation Josephine ; the school of po- p. 383—412. Moore's View of Sociely and Manners in 
lice ; the school of St Croix ; the house of industry, France, Switzerland, and , vol. ii. p. 278. Let. 
which finds employment for more than 3000 individu- 79. Catteau’s Vi en Allemagne et en Suede, Vol. ii. 

hospital ; the infirmary ; the orphans p. 6—10. als; the ital; the 

similar institutions. 
ees and environs of Dresden are re- 

markab! y fine. The valleys of Plauen, Schonen, Lieb- 
thal, and Seifersdorf, are particularly worthy of notice. 
‘That of Plauen is the most romantic in the coun- 
try. A road runs for some miles, flanked on one side 
by a chain of lofty rocks, and on the other by a fine 
wood, at the foot of which runs a beautiful river. The 
part of the forest called the voutes sacrées, is the most 
delightful. The valley of Seifersdorf has been meta- 
poe 5 into an English garden. Pilnitz, the coun- 
try-house of the king of Saxony, is situated about two 
short 1 from en, on the banks of the Elbe, 
and at the distance of 600 yards from it stands the 
splendid vineyard of Count Marcolini at Osterwitz. 
he Italian opera is performed at Pilnitz during the 

summer, for which tickets of admission must be ob- 
tained from the Marshal of the Court. The royal Gon- 
dolas are decorated with oneerathiet and zoological 
charts of the Elbe. The fortress of Koenigstein, 
about three leagues from Dresden, is built on the 
summit of'a rock, rising about 950 ells above the bed 
of the Elbe. The well is 1800 feet , and is always 
full of pure and delicious water, which is generally pre- 
sented to ina goblet turned by the Elector Au- 
gustus himself. As the buildings of the wells are bomb 

, the water carmot be cut off by an enemy. 
The principal manufactures of Dresden, are glass, 

porcelain, large mirrors, which are cast at Fredericks- 
thal, near Senflenberg, and polished at Dresden, wool- 
len cloths, saddles, saddle clothes, silks, silk stockings, 

, ribbands, lace, leather, gloves, which are rec- 

c hospital ; and a great variety of 

oned equal ad ey of Di nee oe ents, 
particularly flutes, ish wax, wax cloths, and paper 
for rooms. The tashtesding of handkerchiefs employs 
more than 800 persons. 

The following is a statement of the population of 
Dresden at different periods : 

1697 es seeseeseeereeee40,000 
1755 .ssaseeesseeee0e0e03;000 
1788 .....0eseeseneseeee53,000 
TS 1 Lisecseesvesserers 45,000 

The position of Dresden, according to astronomical 
observations, is in east longitude 13° 43’ 1”, and north 
latitude 51° 2’ 50”. For er information respect- 
ing this town, see Dasdorf’s Beschreibung der vor- 
zuglichsten writes ew der kurfurstlichen Resi- 
denzstadt Dresden und einiger umliegenden Gegenden, 
—Dresden und die umliegende Gegend bis Elsterwerde, 
Bauzen, Teschen, Hubertsburg, Freiberg, Toplitz. Mit 
einem Grundriss von Dresden, und einer topographischen 
Reisekarte. Pirna und Dresden, 1801, 8vo. Lettres 
sur Dresde. Berlin, 1801, 8vo. Description de Dresde 
et de ses environs, a l'usage des etrangers, traduite de 
P Allemand. N. Edit.1807. Beschreibung der Gemalde- 
Gellerie, suit Aumerkungen und einem alphabetischen. 

d's Guides de Voyazeur en Europe, 
vol. ii. Weimar 1802. See Saxony. (x) 
DREUX, Dourocasses, or Durcasses, is an ancient 

town of France, situated in a district of the same name, 
in the ent of the Eure and Loire. It stands iva 
fertile valley on the river Blaise, at the foot of a moun- 
tain, and is su some to have derived its name 
from the Druids. It is celebrated for the great battle 
which was in the nei, in 1562, under 
‘Charles TX. when the Protestants were routed, ‘and the 
Prince of Conde taken. There are several manufacto- 
ries for woollen and linen cloth, hats, and stockings, at 
ad ar ~_ ong te besides a manufactory of 

‘or the clothin troops. Population 5437. (w 
_ DRILL srddniiebe'yi See AGricuLture, fasted 
ae PLoven. moe sts Of che’ clues Eveaaeddet, 

A, a genus: : 
and order Monova. create hey wire 
DROGHEDA, or Tredagh, as it was once called, 

the name of a borough town in Ireland, situated be- 
tween the counties of Louth pei igeg base Ape «| 4 
the privileges of a distinct county. It on 
sides of the river Boyne, at the distance of about 5 miles 
from the Irish Sea. The town is large and well built, 
and is still surrounded with the greater part of the walls 
by which it was formerly defended. From the rapid 
sheetif Of ther ground Ges pth; Midlle tthe: sh 
houses stand on different levels, and show the town to 

eda is a bad har- 

a 

=] : = B e a Z 
a well endowed school, A ; 
and linen is sold here, and the markets are plenti- 
fully supplied with provisions. ae : 
by 5! Bea sheriffs, and a common-council. The corpo« 
ration is large, and the body of freeholders numerous ; 
but the borough is under no political influence. The 
great flour willls-of Slane are about seven miles dis- 
tant from Drogheda, and they communicate with it by 

this town at 185000, reckoning 64 hidividuals to every is town at 15,000, oning idividuals to y 
house. During the rebellion, when the names of the 
inhabitants were affixed to the door-posts of every house, 
the average of individuals in each house ‘was 84 in the 
town, and 5} in the suburbs. The imhabitants are 

incipally Catholics; and are remarkably poor. See 
ort’s eee &c. and Wakefield’s Statistical and 

Political Account of Ireland, passim. (w p 
DROITWICH. See Worcester. ; 
DROME, is the name of one of of 

the south of France, and derives its name from the 
river Drome, by which it is traversed. It was formed 
out of the Valentinois, the Diois, and the Tricastin. It 
is bounded on the north by the department of the Lsere ; 



and it and all 

DRO 
of the Ardeche; on the south by 

of Vaucluse 

the Rhone near Crest; the Isere, 
the Jabrone, which passes by Monte- 

sepcnam ipal lake is called the Lac de Luc; 
rivers = nenoagir 90 expellont fish. 

principal uctions e departm 
ong a apr aaiae pa nut-oil, wool, silk, and 

mineral - a se nape, a ge Rak 
the country, ess of its ly soi corn 
which it grows is not sufficient for its consumpti 

in great quantities, i ly on 
and in the districts of Die and 

celebrated are those of L’ Hermitage, 
Chateau-neuf-du-Rhone, and Donziere. T 
tree thrives well, and silk-worms are reared 

ir produce amounting annually to 
of three millions of French livres. The 

limart. 

or 350 square I 
hectares, or 148,000 acres, most of which 
dividuals, The contributions in the 

PN ae ol Ph ec bara dilald eRe es te 
Montelimart, ........ pg alah Set egt ve GIRO 

Pie) Se pa, a PSP we ve - 4000 
Wisp: TF Fo) es Pe She sheers std 8968 
Diew-le-Fit,. SI Somes B00 
St Jean-en-Royan,...... bees cede ee 6 2800 
ob a Sa Pe ews eee ete BIQ4 

Valence is the chief town of the ent. Total 
ion 231,188. See Herbin’s Statistique de la 
s Sateen Science de l' Histoire et de la 

> ce. (x 

DRONE. See a 
DRONTHEIM, or Nipnost, is a large town of Nor~ 

way, in the district of Strinden, and the capital of the 
province of Drontheim. It is situated on a small gulf ed. 
on the south side of the river Nid, from which it recei- 
ved the name of Nideroos, or the outlet of the Nid, and 
sy Seton. ipgrenamecay Aon alle sigue bene 

town, which, i houses, is wholly 
built of wood, has two , viz. Bakkelandet and 

in each of which there is a church. The 

lic 1 " . fi 

@ poors-house, an orphan- A oe : 
tion, and a seminary for missionaries, 
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house, or Stifisamthause, stands in the Munkegade, and Drontheisn. 
is now the residence of the chief magistrate, and the “~~ 

ent are- 

DRO 

public bodies of the district. It is a large palace, 
which overtops the other buildings, and is visible at 
a distance of more than two English miles, _ Its style 
of architecture is simple and noble, but being built 
of wood, its ornaments have been distorted by the in- 
fluence of heat and moisture, the enemies of all timber 
edifices. The cathedral, dedicated to St Oluf, which 
stands at the end of the Munkegade, was formerly 
a magnificent building of marble; but it was burnt 
down in 1530, with the exception of the choir, which 
still forms part of the present cathedral. This cathe- 
dral is still the finest and the largest edifice in Norway, 
and its great and extensive ruins enable us to form 
some idea of its former grandeur. The whole of the 
people of the north formerly resorted to it as pilgrims, 
to seek for the on of their sins on the grave of 
St Oluf. The town is protected by the fort of Chris- 
tianstein, built in 1680, and by the castle of Munk- 
holm, which is situated on a in the harbour, and 
which was the prison of the Danish chancellor Greif- 
fenstein, who died in 1699. 

In 1783, a school was opened at Drontheim by indi- 
viduals, assisted by government, for the P of in« 
structing the youth of both sexes in useful knowledge, 
and in the living . The annual payment is 
10 risdales for a boy, and five for a girl. th the year 
1760, a Society of Sciences was established at Dron- 
theim. The plan was approved and sanctioned by the 
king in 1767. The meetings of this society are now held 
in a large and beautiful stone edifice erected within these 
few years, and the only building of the kind in the north 
of Norway. The first story is occupied by the society ; 
the high school is kept in a room below this, and the 
teachers inhabit the second story. The society 
ses the libraries of two celebrated historians, the rec- 
tor Dass and Scheonning. The collection is large and 
excellent, and there is also a great number of manu- 
scripts connected with the topography of the country, 
Counsellor Hammer, a vain collector of curiosities, be- 
queathed to the society, about six years ago, the whole 
of his collection, a considerable sum of money ; 
but this valuable gift was burdened with the condition 
of the money being first applied in publishing the use, 
less manuscripts of the or. The Memoirs, which 
are written in Danish, contain researches in natural 
history, physics, and rural economy ; and since the 
year 1784 its Transactions have been regularly publish- 

The port of Drontheim is frequented only by small 
vessels, on account of the great number of rocks at the 
mouth of the-harbour. About 400 or 500 ships are 
annually employed in its trade. 

In the year 1768, the amount of the exportations of 
Drontheim was 401,507 risdales, and of the importa- 
tions 254,999. In 1790, the exportation of fish amount- 
ed to 75,000 risdales. In 1799, there belonged to 
Drontheim 63 vessels above 10 lasts. In the year 1785, 
the number of vessels which arrived in the harbour was 
250. ; 
The principal articles of trade are timber for masts 

and other purposes ; copper, to the amount of 200,000 
ewt. from the celebrated co works of Roraas; iron, 

skins, furs, salt fish, ings, tallow, train oil, 
ides, peas, and 
The iron works at Roraas afford sustenance to nearly 

one-fourth of the families in Drontheim, and kecp the 
T 



All animals = Animals accu 
require it when their respiratory 
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whole valley between Drontheim and Roraas in con- 
stant activity. An immense number of horses is em- 
jonas between the two In winter, the copper 

brought down over the snow in long rows of sledges, 
which carry back provisions and other necessaries. It 
is a remarkable circumstance that the cows are princi- 
pally fed on the dung of horses. Sometimes it 1s boil- 
ed in large kettles, and ian mixed with a little meal, 
it becomes a ing mess for cows, pigs, sheep, geese, 
hens and ducks, and even horses. saa 
There are only a few manufactures in Drontheim. 

M. Lysholm, the commander of the town, has establish- 
ed a manufactory for preparing colours from the Nor- 
wegian lichens, which are collected by a number of 
boors in Opdalen. This gentleman possesses a 
manufactory of sal , and another for obtaining 
white kitchen and table salt from impure sea salt. In 
the house of correction, cloth, linen and carpets are ma- 
nufactured. 6 

In the year 1786, 48 large silver pieces, some of 
which were round, some square, and some triangular, 
were found in Drontheim. In 1789, a copper trunk 
was <liscovered, containing several coins of Frederick 
Ifl. In 1805, 32 silver coins of Eric of Pomerania 
were found; and at a still laterperiod, ancient silver coins, 
and four or five urns of a rare metal, were discovered 
in a sand bank. Most of these pieces of antiquity have 
been deposited in the Museum at Copenhagen. In the 
neighbourhood of Drontheim, there are many or 
country houses, Several are pleasantly situated along 
the shore of the bay, on the road to Houan, towards 
the Fiord, and on the slope of the hills. The popu- 
lation of Drontheim in 1769, was 7478; in 1799, 8000; 
and in 1806, 8340. The position of this town, accord- 
ing to astronomical observation, is in E, Long. 10° 23’ 
25", and N. Lat. 63° 25’ 50’. See Catteau’s Tableau 
des Etats Danois, passim; and Von Buch’s Travels 
through Norway and Lapland, during the years 1806, 
1807, and 1808, translated by John Black,’ chap. v. 
London, 1813. (#) 
~ DROPSY. See Menictne Index. 
DROSERA, a genus of plants of the class Pentan- 

dria, and order Pentagynia. See Botany, p. 169. 
DROWNING, is the extinction of life,in consequence 

of immersion in a fluid. It is now well known, that no 
animal can live without a communication with atmo- 
yaaa air. Even fishes require a supply of it ; for if 

e vessel of water in which they are kept be closely 
stopped, death immediately ensues. It has been like- 
wise ascertained, that atmospheric air serves the same 
purposes in all animals ; or, in other words, under, 
the same changes, in order to fit no 5 their use. These 
changes are effected by means o iratory organs, 
with which every animal is in one hee on es hiss 
nished. Atmospheric air consists of three substances, 
azote or nitrogen, oxygen, and carbonic acid. 

to live in air perish very soon, 
vet or; id aay in water ; 

and the more perfect or complicated these iratory 
organs are, on aaa in general, is life extinguished 
by such immersion. Man is capable of existing with- 
out breathing only for a very little time ; and hence is 
soon destroyed when detained beneath the surface of 
the water. Most people begin to drown before they 
have been half a minute below it. But it is certain, 
that those accustomed to dive can continue a great deal 
longer in this state. Pearl fishers are affirmed to re- 
main with impunity several minutes beneath the water. 
It is said, that some of those about Cape Comorin, in 
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the 
life actually depends ; and hence we find fen ap- 

ty lost, without its being really 0." "Tideteas 
n animation, or apparent 

death, The term animation, however. death the 
been objected to by Dr Goodwyn, as convey 

blo of fo-enlinstag, tr bepscuniggn Mi aaa wag e ,or ‘a lifeless mass, 
in fact they do no more thmn cure a disease. “ Of ani+ 
mal bodies,” says he, * there are two con- 

we under- 

apparen ) L y 
only, that it is alive, or that eis deed. Ot te ieien 
dead, it would necessarily follow that the means 
are ed to recover it must be supposed to com- 
satindeses 15s to oll edule: which is imy ~The 
body therefore is alive,. but with a ree of life less 

ect than in the ordinary state of ; and since 
a difference in d does not occasion an alteration in 
kind, the body must still retain that principle which is 
the immediate cause of all the functions are 

in the case of drowned ns, from the presence of 
water in the lungs. It is his opinion, that in drowning, 
the epiglottis completely shuts the parr ohderay I 
till relaxation has taken place after 
appearance of water inthe lungs was ever shewn by 
any of the successful cases of the Humane Society, and 
Mr Kite immersed a kitten in a decoction of 
logwood, under a glass receiver, and kept it there for 
15 or 20 minutes after all motion had ceased. He then 
removed it into clear water, and heap res ve 
siderable time. On opening it, ’ were 
with water, but there was no app of the colour- 
ing matter ; a proof, he says, the water did not 
enter the windpipe for at least 15 minates after appa- 
rent death had taken place. ,The entire loss of irrita- 
bility, or of the power of contracting in the muscular 
fibre, on the application of the proper stimuli, seems to 
constitute the true distinction betwixt real and apparent 

tion may be ‘suspend 
lost; or how long 
apparent death, and yet recover. Instances are on re- 
cord of some that have continued ly dead for 
hours, nay for days, and have yet been restored to life ; 
‘but no instance, well authenticated, we believe, can be 
produced of any person having recovered who had been 

a person may remain in the state of continue 



DROWNING. 

Brownings more than three quarters of an hour under the surface 
—_~" of the water. Indeed very few have been saved who 

Theories of The 
drowning. 

Fothergill, 

had remained nearly so long in this state. The 
of the Humane Society abundantly prove this. | ¢ 
quarters of an hour is the longest space mentioned in 
which any person they have been so fortunate as to re« 
store was ascertained to have been in the water. 

jena of drowning have been accounted 
for in di ways, and it is certainly of much con-~ 
sequence that we should be able to discover the true 

of it; for on this will evidently depend our 
aca Sas ecsana nines potper tale need tacts 
recovery of the apparently drowned. If we knew what 
change it is that, on being submersed, takes place, and 
extinguishes altogether, or suspends the functions of 
life, we should have no more to do than to counteract, 
as far as in our power, the effects of this change ; and 
if we could counteract them completely, we should then 
recover the patient. 
De Haen, who wrote on this subject, ascribes the 

This was, no doubt, a natural a 
to form @ priori. But it unfortunately 8, in 
most subjects of this sort, that the most obvious or 
likely cause, or that which generally first occurs to 
the mind of a philosopher, is not the true one. Sub- 

experiments and observations have shewn, that 
any water enters the | in drowning. 

Dr Cullen, in his “ Letter to Cathcart,” attri- 
butes the death of drowned to the loss of ani- 
mal heat, in of of respiration ; 
and says, that dissection shews, ho water in suf- 
ficient quantity to hurt the system enters the lungs, or 

Mr John Hunter, in the 66th volume of the Philo- 
Transactions, conceives, that the loss of respi- ~ 

ration has an immediate effect in stopping the other 

: : H i i i 3 i 
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Dead, attributes the immediate cause of death in 
wned persons to an apoplectic state of the brain ; 

for by the stoppage of respiration, the blood is prevent- 
ed from ily circulating through the lungs, and 
hence must accumulate in the venous system. But 
according to DrMunro, four times as much blood passes 
through the brain as through any other part of the 
body equally extensive. Hence there is an accumula- 
tion in the brain more than in any other part. 

Dr Goodwyn, however, in his treatise, On the Con- 
nection of Life with Respiration, has rendered it very 

le that no apoplectic state of the brain is induced 
sy drowning ; but.that the immediate cause of death, 
in such cases, is the, want of a proper stimulus to the 
heart and arteries. 

The blood, we know, is the stimulus which sets these 
organs in motion. But blood is of two kinds, systemic 
and pulmonic. The former of a florid red colour, the 
latter dark and grumous. ‘The florid red colour is ac- 
quired by passing through the lungs in respiration ; but 
when this function is can no longer 
impart the above quality to the blood. The heart, as 
re one knows, consists of two divisions, a right and 
a left; and these contain each an auricle and a ven« 
tricle. Now, the dark-coloured blood seems to be the 
proper stimulus to the right side of the heart and 
its vessels, and the florid b! to the left. But when 

Rowvgh the haspesdesiagesapietions: toe dei cioties uring iration, left division 
of the heart iadepeived of its proper stimulus, It will 

uently stop. But when the heart stops its action, 
the blood is no longer sent to the brain ; and its excite- 
ment being withdrawn, death, or apparent death, will 
ensue. In attempting, therefore, to recover any person 
from a t death, our object must be to restore the 
motion of the heart. But this is to be accomplished by 
restoring respiration, as thus the proper stimulus for 
the left side of the heart will be prepared. 
We find, aon that a Je of héat is 

necessary to every function of life. Consequently the 
heat lost by immersion in cold water, mite, any oaker 
accident which uces apparent death, must be gra- 
dually attem to be restored along with the function 
of respiration. 

To determine the changes that take place in living 
ee while immersed in water, Dr Goodwyn drown- 

, ina transparent bell glass, several cats, 3 
rabbits, and other smaller ps ; and he — 
the of drowning in the following words : 
ei an animal is immersed in water, his pulsé be- 
comes weak and frequent; he feels an anxiety about his 
breast, and les to relieve it. In these struggles 
he rises to the surface of the water, and throws out a 
quantity of air from his lungs. After this his anxiety 
increases ; his pulse becomes weaker; the struggles are 
renewed with more violence; he rises toward the sur- 
face again; throws out more air from his lungs, and 
makes several efforts to inspire ; and in some of these 
efforts, a quantity of water commonly into his 
ore rm skin then menos Wnt nenianiety about 

ips; his pulse y ceases; the sphinc- 
tres are on he valle ~< without sensation, and 
ee motion.” 

any extravasation. 2. The cavity of the lungs con- 
tained a considerable quantity of a frothy fluid, and the 

2 ‘ 

Drowning. 
— 

Kite. 

Goodwyn, 

Blood the 
stimulus to 
the heart. 

Heat neces- 
sary to life. 

Dr Good- 
wyn's expe- 
riments. 

ances, of drowned 

ker than *imals. 
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pc ont gerne berth aD mre Mhmentn 
tery _ right — ventricle of the 

e found sti i i ; but the left 
ventricle was at ven; Sideli though the waricle® and sinus ve- 
nosus belonging to it still moved feebly. ° 4. The right 
auricle and ventricle were filled with black blood, as 
were also the left auricle and sinus; but the left ven- 
tricle was only about half full of the same sort of blood; 
and the trunks and smaller branches of the arteries pro- 
ae it, contained some of this black blood also. 

Dr Goodwyn’s next object was to determine whether 
the above described are to be attributed to 
the effect of water entering the lungs, or only to the 
exclusion of atmospheric air. He drowned several ani- 
mals among ink, and afterwards some in quicksilver, 
and in all cases found that only a ie quantity 
of the fluid had entered the lungs. four cats and 
four rabbits which he had killed by immersion in quick- 
silver, five drams of the fluid was the greatest quantity 
he could detect in the lungs of any one of them. In 
some of them, none of the quicksilver had entered the 
lungs at all. The five drams were found in the } 
of a cat. Could this be the cause of her death? 
Goodwyn, to ascertain the point, fixed another cat in 
an erect posture. He e a small opening in the 
trachea, by cutting out one of the cartilaginous mings and 
introduced through this opening two ounces of water 
into the lungs. The only symptoms were a weak ; 
and difficulty of breathing ; but these soon abated, and 
the animal lived several Shouse afterwards, with no ap- 
parent inconvenience, On strangling it, two ounces 
and a half of water were found in the lungs. This ex- 
periment was repeated on two other cats, and the only 
difference in the result was, that the difficult breathing 
and weak pulse were somewhat more conspicuous ; but 
in afew hours the symptoms abated, and on strangling 
the animals, four ounces of water were found in the 
lungs. . 
- all these experiments it is inferred, that a small 

quantity of water only passes into the lungs on drown- 
ing; and that this, mixing with the pulmonary mucus, 
causes the frothy appearance mentioned by authors ; 
that the whole of the fluid found in the lungs is insuf- 
ficient to account for the phenomena of drowning direet- 
ly; and that these are produced indirectly by the ex- 
clusion of atmospheric air. 

With Dr Goodw n we agree in considering the ef- 
fect produced on the human system by immersion in 
water as a disease ; and have no objection to the name 
which he has given it, viz. Melanema. His definition 
is as unexceptionable as most that could be 
Pp , Impedita sanguinis venosi in arteriosum con- 
versio, cujus signa, syncope et livor cutis. Would it not, 
however, be expressed thus? , et livor 
cutis, ab impedita sanguinis venosi in arteriosum con- 
versione. usual name is Asph ynia, = 

Let us now to state the most efficacious and 
approved remedies in this disease. And here it can 
hardly be necessary to observe, that unless the exciting 
cause, viz. submersion, be removed in a very short space 
of time, all h of a cure will be evidently vain. 
Death will have ensued. 

The cure of melanema from submersion, or the disease 
institutions occasioned by wae water, has, since the year 
to recover 1767, attracted particular attention. The numerous ac- 
an se eeng, Cilents by water which occurred in Holland, from the 
rently 

great abundance of water conveyance in that country, 
In Holland. oecasioned in the above year the institution of a society 

at Amsterdam for the recovery of drowned persons. 

pubic or aereiain who readily admits the podipato 
proper 

DROWNING. 

the Dutch was soon followed by 
5 arene 

possibility of affording relief. : cat Apart d 
The magi of Paris similar measures in france, 

1771; in 1773, Dr Cogan and Dr Hawes of Lon- 
don proposed a plan for an institution eens ee 

of apparently drowned persons in 

London was formed in 1774. 7 
The object of this society is to publish as extensively 

fi ing the reco- 

who attempt to recover any person taken out of the wa- 
vex onde tab sr Auger Oe bs per i 
the so taken out not been more. ‘two 
hours under the water, and provided the assistants per- 
severe in using the means recommended for two hours, 
even though unsuccessful ; but if successful, they give 
four guineas. This reads to incladesslae date 
instance of sudden death, such as suffocation by noxious 

one side a boy in the act of blowing an 
torch, with the legend, Lateat scintillula > and 
-on the other, a civic wreath, with the following inscrip- 

pretium civi servato tulit. 

with two or three coats, or a blanket, or any thi 
swering the 
The body is then to be carefully con 
house,*with the head a little raised. n cold and damp 
weather, it should be laid on a bed in a room that is 
moderately heated, or in summer on a bed exposed to 
the rays of the sun, with the windows open, and not 
more than six persons admitted. A number may 
retard the return of life. The body is to be well dried i : 

of this, ans I SE ieee 

So. 
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8 5 

F ire! a 
a 

turned, to give a little warm wine, or brandy and wa- 

Bleeding they dissuade from being ever employed in 
such cases, “ unless by the direction of one of the 
medical assistants, or some other le gentleman 
of the faculty, who has paid attention to the subject of 

animation.” 
'e would observe here, Ter i ae of tobac- 

co smoke, electricity, and bleeding, though generally 
had recourse to, are all very doubtfal remedies. The 

from their sedative powers, are much 
likely to depress, than to excite the vital princi- 

which all others are only of importance; but 
in desperate cases, every possible remedy ought ta be 

One thing must never be forgotten, that vigour and 
perseverance are of the utmost uence in attem 
ing the cure of this disease. No 

or four hours, eee ennens tobguronn opinian, 
say the Humane wey » to suppose persons are 
irrecoverable, ee not soon make its ap- 
pearance ; an opinion consigned an immense 
number of the seemingly dead to the grave, who might 
have been restored to li pelea sone oe 

Connection of Life with 
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Respiration ; Kite on the Recovery of the apparently Drug-* 
Dead; Cullen’s Letter to Lord Cathoart ; Huntes, grinding. 
Phil. Trans. vol. \xvi.; Ellis on Respiration; and Re- wre 
ports of the Humane Society. (x) 

DRUG-Grinp1ng, is 2 very extensive trade in Lon- 
don, where several powerful mills are employed in le- 
vigating and preparing the drugs used by chemists, 

. painters, and other artists, who, till within a 
few years, were compelled to prepare their own materi- 
als in small quantities as they consumed them. The 
ingen and most complete pe is at the Apothecaries’ 
Hall; belonging to the company of apothecaries. 

. Great advan are found in this of system; 
for vel tions being now made or. large scale, haye. 
amu certainty of being of an equal quality. 
By yi semi 6 een! 9 the expence of la- 
bour is ly reduced ; and the loss, or waste, in 
different , bears no proportion to that which is 
incurred by preparations of small quantities. In levi- 
gating drugs which are of a poisonous quality, the ad- 
vantages of machinery are obvious, as the machines 
will act without the necessity of constant attendance, 
and may therefore be enclosed in a close room, where 
the people never enter, ex to supply the machine 
with materials, or remove what it has completed ; and 
at these times the motion is stopped, to avoid the dan- 
ger ah peeeicien being thrown up in the air. 

In Plate CCXL. are drawings of. most of the dif- prarz 
ferent machines which are used in drug-grinding. It CCXL. 
is needless to explain the connecting wheels which 
put them in motion, because they are similar to other 
mills which are driven by the power of steam engines ; 
though some drug-mills in the country are worked by 
water wheels, 

Fig. 3. is a pounding machine, or mortar, to be used Mortar and 
for coarsely breaking such materials as are too hard, pestles. 
and in too large masses to be reduced by other means 
than a heavy and sudden blow. AA is a mass of cast Fig- 3- 
iron, in which are four cavities, to form as many mor- 
tars for the reception of the drugs. The pestles BBBB 
are likewise of cast iron, fixed at the lower end of 
wooden beams, or stampers. These are fitted to rise 
and fall between the cross rails aa and 46, which are 
fixed at the ends to the principal uprights EE, or frame 
of the machine, The stampers are lifted by cogs, pro- 
jecting from an axis D, which is kage constantly revol- 
ving, by the power of the mill; and the cogs are ar- 
ranged upon the shaft at intervals, so that they lift. the 
stampers in succession, and by this means a constant 
action is kept up. As the pestles may not pulverize 
every ee a fine powder, unless the operation is 
pa at oe a ne of ales (paarogt is 

ly used to e coarsely, and prepare them 
for other machines. : A : z 

A pair of rolling or stones are shewn in Fig. 1: Rollin 

fel prolyl ise upon a i stone ¥ 
the bed. this is firmly su u masonry, to 
sustain the pressure of the other two travelling or roll- 
ing over its surface. This they are caused to do by 

united to a vertical shaft E, which receives the 
spi or axle of the stones AB through it ina mor- 
tise, as shewn by the dotted lines. The shaft receives a 
rota motion, by means of the cog wheel F, and thus 
compels the runnersto revolve with it ; their weight being 
borne by the bed stone D, they crush and pulverize the 
pene which are spread upon it. . The mortise, which 
admits the axle of the runner stones through the shaft, 

Fig, 1. 
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is made pretty long, to permit the stones to rise up, 
when there oe considerable thickness of matter el 
neath them, without raising soa shaft. The stones 
ought to grind the drugs to er, pore oy of 
aay rolling over it, by a sort of rubbing motion 
which they have upon the bed. This is produced by 
the stones AB being cylinders of considerable breadth, 
and turning round on a small circle upon the bed stone: 
Hence the edge of the stone which is nearest to the 
centre of the shaft does not describe so large a cjtcle, 
or pass through so great a space as the outside edge, 
which is more distant from the centre ; but as all parts 
of the breadth of the runner move with the same velo- 
city round its own axis, some parts must of course have 
a sort of grinding motion upon the bed stone, the outer 

. parts of the. edge of the runner moving upon the bed 

Eckhardt's 
rolling 
stone. 

PLATE 
CCXL. 
Fig, 6. 
’ 

Fig. 4, 

slower than it would move by mere contact with its 
surface, and the inner parts of the edge moving slower. 
This circumstance very materially aids the operation of 
the grinding, and by constantly disturbing the materi- 
als, it prevents them from consolidating into a cake. 
The rolling stones will levigate to an almost inypalpable 
powder, if their action is continued long enough, and 
will reduce almost any substance, if the weight of the 
runners is p ioned to the hardness of the material 
they are to grind. All drug mills have several sets of 
these stones, of different sizes ; and a great advantage in 
the use of them is, that they are very readily cleaned 
from all remains of any drug. When it is required to 
grind a different sort, it is done by first sweeping them 
clean, and then grinding them for a few minutes on 
dry bran, or saw-dust, which takes up every particle 
from the stones. 

Fig. 6. is another kind of rolling stone, invented by 
Mr Eckhardt. In this the runner A is almost of the 
shape of a bottle, and is placed upon an inclined axis 
B, supported in a frame DEF, which revolves upon 
two pivots, one at a, in the centre of the bed-stone H, 
and the other at e, — by the framing ie mill. 
To the u part e revolving frame, the nee 
no ora PF is fixed, to turn the 1 round. The 

stone H is hollowed, as shewn in the Figure, to 
adapt it ple Len of the runner. This machine is 
well ada) for reducing drugs to an impalpable pow- 
der, by “ long continued action. The ie should 
then be light, that it may take less power to work it. 

Fig. 4. represents a di t method of levigating. AB 
is a cast-iron pot, shaped like a cone, with a hemispherical 
bottom. In this is placed an iron grinder D, which is 
rather conical, and a spherical end, to fit the bot- 
tom of AB. At the upper end of D, a heavy weight 
E is fixed. The materials to be d are thrown in- 
to the vessel AB, in small quantities : then the grinder 
being caused to revolve round in the pot, rolls succes- 
sively over every part of the interior surface of the 
cone, and grinds upon the drugs within it, a sufficient 
pressure being occasioned by its own weight, aided by 
that of the mass E. The motion is communicated by 
2 vertical spindle F, supported in framing G, so as to 
be exactly nm me bs of the cone AB. It is kept in 
constant motion by a pinion, working in the great wheel 
H of the mill. On the lower end of the spindle, an 
arm 5 is fixed, and has at the extremity an eye to re- 
ceive the end of the Lage ; therefore, when the spin- 
die turns, it moves the grinder round in its pot; but 
that it may be allowed to accommodate i to the 
quantity of matter which it rolls over, the eye of 5 does 
not fit the end of the _— but a collar a is fitted 
upon a pivot, formed at the upper end thereof; and this 
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cause the powder is kept : 
therefore, every time the grinder rolls over it, new sur- 
faces are ground, and no particle can This agi- 

by 
dermining the powder, which has been against 
the op esi ofthe cone by the grinder ring over 
it, by breaking the cake it causes it to fall down 

of a crank D, formed on the spindle, which is sw 
vertically in the frame E. ieuiellantadeapeh eas 
ee and has in the lower 

, which is of great use in keeping 
constant motion, whilst they are 

ig. 8. is a method of grinding, which is equally Machine 
SN he Say Pee with can- 

are for there the great object isto produce a 16-4 

fluid. AA isa circular iron vessel, 
is ada to receive three or four 
BB. 

round in the vessel A, and they roll over the 
For dry grinding, the ends:of the arms are 
enough to reach down to the bottom of the vessel 
thus rake up the powder immediately after the ball has 

; a Circumstance which is essential for 
impalpable powders, because, when the substances are 
ground to a certain degree of fineness, the pressure will 
otherwise consolidate the der into a cake,and prevent 
its further reduction. The axis D may be put in motion 
by wheel-work from the mill, or by a wheel d, 
working in the teeth of a pinion e, which is situated 
ee 
end of it, by means of w i 

it consists of an iron veesel AA, of a circular figure, ™ 
having its interior surface cast with three circular 
channels, running all round it, for the reception of 
shot BBB. The vessel is mounted upon an axis 
which is in framing EE, and 
a large cog wheel F, the w is turned round 
the same motion as a barrel churn. 
ee ee ee 

ways occupy the bottom powder is 
Saved ud ane an possible, toy chentaaeamilinoene 
5 eA atahaetraerr er em gi ven Domed 
of the vessel to the lower, and thus every part of the 
maaee is subjected to the action of the balls. great 

ues 
#3 

ey amr 



substances; and it may be used with 
ing some kinds of drugs, for which 

similar to coffee mills, are at present used ; 
is a much better machine. It acts by a cy- 

A, which is mounted on a spindle, and turned 
It is enclosed in an iron box DD, 

Fig. y New invented by Mr G. Terry, for 

: 
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cut upon the circumference of the cylinder, and opera- 
ting against other teeth, formed upon a plate of steel a, 
which moves upon a centre at the lower end; and the . 
upper is acted upon by:a screw 6, by means of which 
it can at pleasure be advanced towards the cylinder, to 
grind as fine as is required. The hopper has a spiral 
spring fin it, which is fixed.at the top, and proceeds 
down to a detent ¢ resting upon the teeth of the cy- 
linder; and as they pass by it in succession, they com- 
municate a —e motion to the spring, which agi. 
tates the contents of the hopper, and prevents its clog~ 
ging up:at the mouth, as common steel mills frequently 

Mill-stones, exactly the same as are used for grind- 
ing flour, are employed for many drugs which will ad-~ 
mit of grinding dry; and smaller stones, revolving 
with a iiereaaiong are also used for preparing semi~ 
fluid substances. (5. F.) 

DRUIDS. 
have only a few imperfect and incidental notices in 
Cesar, Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Mela, Lucan, Tacitus, 
Pliny, and Ammianus Marecellinus. “ These have 
TCE OR BE EO OLE 

ir fragments put together would hardl 
amount to three or four ~ , and these watimedee 
their just value, would lose one half of their bulk ; whes 
ther it be that these authors but just copied ene another, 
or only designed to say the same thing.” From this 
statement, virtually acknowledged to be correct by one 
of the warmest admirers of Druidism, Colonel Vallan- 
cey, who confesses that the tenets of the Celtic religion 
are not as yet fully known, we may easily ive 
how very limited and imperfect our real knowledge of 
the Druids must be, and how greatly those writers who 
have expatiated on the subject with so much fulness 
and minuteness, must have been indebted to. their ima- 
gination. From the ancient authors just named, how- 
ever, we must draw most, if not all, of the facts on 
which we can depend ing Druidism; for the 
testimony of lait <aisitores amhochie Welsh or Irish, 
can never be admitted, till they are proved to have 
lived near the time when Druidism flourished; and 
even ing that they did live near this period, their 
daellidhinidateceen Acting iden e much 
attention or faith, especially when they are at variance 
with the more sober and impartial accounts of the Greek 
and Roman historians: on these, therefore, we shall 
mainly and most confidently rely, for what we shall ad- 

eae pe pee . Wi to i erivation 
sdiashag ‘of they tweed: Broilh: aeritill ct detains longy Se 
as it is rather a matter of curiosity than of real impors 
tance. OAM SAC et inion is, that 
Druid is derived from the Greek word dgvs an oak; 
but as the name evidently was borrowed by the Greek 

Druids. 

‘and Roman historians from the Celtic, and was, in fact, 
that which found given to the Celtic priests by the 
people of that nation, and not what the ks or Ro- 
eee ee ee to the Celtic 

for its origin ing. Itis rather singu- eine Se bo cetera 
vs in Greek, both signifying an oak. As we know 

the Druids paid very particular veneration to the 
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oak, this derivation of their name seems to be 
natural and well founded; it might be 

signifies wise men; and 
in the more ancient and pure dialect of the Welsh, 
dry and dryethe signify persons conversant in diabolical 
arts, or magicians. The term, in this meaning, is also 
found in the Irish dialect ; for in the translation of the 
Seri into’ that lan , these words occur in 

vii. ver. 24: in 1 Samuel, chap. xxviii. ver. 9. 
in Matth. chap, ii. ver. 1, 7, and in the Acts of the 

term than any other word applied to magicians in an 
of the other dialects of the Celtic, or even in the We' 
in other places. The only question therefore is, whe- 
ther the ids were more ely to receive their name 
from the Celtic word signifying an oak, or from that 
which signifies wise men, or magicians ; and, ‘upon the 
whole, we are disposed to accede to the former opinion, 
in the first place, because the term drys comes nearer 
the word Druid; and, in the second place, because the 
appellation given to their priests was more likely to be 
derived by the Celts, from what peculiarly distinguish- 
ed their religion, than from what was common to it 
with all other religions ; now, the superstitious worshi 
of the oak was undoubtedly one of the most rare. 
and decisive iarities of Druidism, and therefore it 
is more le that the name Druid was derived from 
drys, than from a word that signified wisdom, a quali- 
fication which all nations, however barbarous, ascribed 
to their priests. After all, however, as we before re- 
marked, this is a question of oe little curio- 
sity or im ce, and we s therefore dwell no 
longer on it, but proceed to consider the origin ef Druid- 
ism 

Il. Di Laertius, on the authority of Aristotle 
and Sotron, ranks the Druids of the Celtz and Galate 
with the Magi of the Persians, the Chaldeans of Baby- 
lonia, and the Gymn ists of India; and hence some 
authors have inferred that Druidism took: its: origi 
from one or other of these nations: but this author 
merely means to give it as his opinion, that the Druids, 
and priests and wise men Persia,*Babylonia, and 
India, were similar in character and privileges, and 
that ‘the Druids among the Celts Geo'ineane 
rank and office as the Magi in Persia, the Chaldeans in 
Babylonia, and the Gymnosophists in India. From 
this passage in Diogenes Laertius, therefore, nothing 
can be inferred respecting the origin of Druidism. The 

The Druids next opinion which we shall notice and examine on this 
supposed to point, is maintained by Baxter, Horsley, Macpherson, 

and Pinkerton, and requires more particular investi- 
gation, both on account of the authority and support 
which the names of these authors be supposed to 
lend it, and because it is in itself not destitute of plau- 
sibility. This opinion is stated by Mr Pinkerton very 
decidedly and emphatically; * idism was palpa- 
bly Pheenician.” This short and ic sentence 
occurs in the Ist volume of his Jnguiry into the History 
of Scotland, p. 17. He adverts to it also in the 
page of his Dissertation of the Goths, where he conde- 

-‘Druidism to it, had there been any evidence of 

bee 

this opinion of the ee 
gs oleh ger w ray= formidable objections. ' 

n the first place, too much stress is laid Mr 
Pinkerton, and the other supporters of this i 
on the similarity between some of the 
trines of the Pheenicians, and those of the Druids ; even 
granting that the similarity was as particular and close, 
and extended to as man ere it; but 
though it is probable some of Itic nations 
w ipped , there is no sufficient evidence to 
prove this deity was tiga Pa by the Druids, 
or by those Celtic tribes who held the tenets of Druid. 
ism ; and with re to transmigration, we shall af. 
Leia iene nine Prem tampescer pri 9 re 
Druids on this subject, di considerably from 
those held by the Pheenicians, other eastern na- 
tions ; and it has even been doubted on au! i 

Cassiterides, or Scilly islands; but even ing that 
they had settlements in Cornwall, if they had 
the inhabitants of this part of England Druidisn, it 
not much mere likely that it would have flourished 
there at the time of the Roman conquests, than in the 
remote corner of Anglesey, where alone the Romans 
found it. In the third place, the commercial character 

prosecute voyages 
land for tin, render it very unlikely that they would 

feel much inclination, or have much time or opportu~ 
nity to initiate the natives in the mysteries of Druidism. 

the Pheenicians permanently and firmly 
themselves. No traces Of it-are-t be found in 
where they built the city of Cadiz, and “ where, of 
course, it is much more probable that they would be 
disposed and able to introduce their ceremonies and 
belief.” Lastly, we know that the Greek and Roman 
historians, particularly the latter, had their curiosity 
much excited by this mode of worship, and that to 
them it ap extremely singular, which it certainly 

are lati th well known ing relative to this country was so 
to theany: they could not have fialed to have traced 

Pheenicians having carried it into Britain, or even 
the similarity between Druidism and the reli 
Pheenicia been very general and striking. 
fore this opinion rests on no direct authority ; ; 
milarity between the religious tenets held by the Druids 

ee 4b 

to 
religious doc. pothesis. 
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“mids. and Pheenicians is very remote and questionable, and 
——— as there are strong. ptions against the the- 

ay Gees feat re ra aggre ee 

Draidism ~ The next hypothesis is which we shall state and exa- 
to mine, maintains that the Gauls were taught Druidism 

have been This, like the other, rests on the simi- 
received —_Jarity between the doctrines of this philosopher and those 
pom Pye TEtiedlin eel on the alleged direct cvidencevof the 

fact. eat. ont aon ies of proof, it may 
be remarked, the ints of resemblance between the relici =e Pvtl snide 

not so numerous as those which are forward 
by the advocates of the hypothesis ly rejected ; 

Cesar: In primis hoc volunt per: » non interire 
animas, sed ab aliis post mortem transire ad alios ; at- 
que hoc mazime ad viriutem excitari putant metu mortis 
neglecto. That by this Caesar meant that they belie- 
ved only in the transmigration of the soul into a hu- 
man Shot tron eth Neagal iar ame eolp re yeete 
made of their doctrine ; for to believe that their sou to 

i into the bodies of inferior animals, could 
Thave taken away the fear of death. But, inde- 

‘of this consideration, we know that the doc- 
trine of the transmigration of the soul was by no means 
peculiar, either to or the Druids. Indeed, 
it is one of those religious opinions, into which man- 
kind, in a state of i , are by no means unlikely 

* The direct evidence that Py 

pro 
full and just authority may be given to this passage, it 
ought to be observed, Ras hanioes is here quoting 
from Ti , a Greek historian, who lived in the 
time of Augustus, and who, both on account of the pe- 
riod at which he wrote, and the researches he made, 
must have been a more com authority than Am- 
mianus himself, who flouris! when Druidism was 
nearly if not entirely extinct. Of the researches of Ti- 

respecting the Gauls, Ammianus speaks in the 
mF i Ambigentes super origine prima Gallorum 
scriplores v#eres, notitiam chiens negotii semiplenam : 
sed postea Timagenes et diligentia Gracus et lingua, que 
diu sunt ignorata, collegit ex iplicibus libris ; cujus 
peri sequuli, obscuritate age eadem ee 
cebimus et x Having given the passage 
Ammianus Mareellinus, respecting the supposed Pytha- 
gorean origin of Druidism, all the authority and weight 
which it deserves, and which it does not seem to have 
met with when. simply considered as resting on the in- 
formation of that historian, ov now to 
examine its tendency, import, bearing, on the point 
in question. In the first place, the passage ma cae 
ly mean, that the Druids, in the establishment of contra- 
ternities, resembled the Pythagoreans: though it must 
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be confessed, that, by the obvious ee of el sgh Druids. 
Ti es gives it as his opinion, that the ids ac- : 
fisladhced the authority of Pythagoras ; but that the ony eel 
former interpretation, notwithstanding this, is more “~ * 
natural, will probably be admitted, when we reflect, ; 
that this author is completely silent ing the Py. 
thagorean origin of the Druidic doctrine of transmigra- 
tion ;—a point of resemblance between the two reli« 
gions, which would have. much more clearly and de- 
cidedly proved the authority of the philosopher, than 
the establishment of confraternities :—the investigation 
of profound and lefty subjects, and the belief in the 
immortality of the soul. This interpretation of the 
passage et illustrated and Pe wine ae he 

lorus Siculus respecting the religion e 
Celts. “ The soi of Pyebaeten prevails among 
them, that the souls of men are immortal, and live 
again after a certain period, entering into diffe< 
rent bodies.” In fact, the expressions of Diodorus 
Siculus, eieyon avlois Ante Aoyos, and of Tix 
magenes, very nearly coincide, and may be supposed 
merely to pia a orl cae between the Rectbiiee 
of Pythagoras and the Druids, without asserting an 
thing respecting the origin of the one from the other. 
It is also worthy of remark, that though Diodorus Si- 
culus mentions the igration of souls, in connec- 
tion with Pythagoras, he does not even hint, that this 
ar sige ine was borrowed by the Celts from that philoso- 
pher. 

It appears to us, that it has happened to those anti- 
quarians who have searched for the origin of Druidism 
oe the Pheenicians, Pythagoreans, &c. as it fre- 
qu s to men in the common occurrences of 
life : ay ve missed what they have been in search 
of, by wens J their enquiries too profoundly, or too 
remotely ; and the desire of finding out an origin, not 
obvious to common enquiries, has led them astray 
from the truth. On the subject of Druidism, we must 
either entirely reject, or we must abide, by the authori- 
ty of the Greek and Roman authors ; .especially the lat- 
ter, for the Greek historians and geographers evidently 
borrowed from the former every thing regarding 
Druidism. Where these authors eir opinion, 
clearly and decidedly, it is assuredly as well worthy 
our regard and belief, as the unfounded hypothesis of 
the moderns ; in whom it is very unfair to disregard or 
reject the testimony of the ancients, on this subject, 
when it does not accord with their hypothesis, and to 
quote and rely upon it only when it serves to illustrate 
or strengthen them. Now, with respect to the origin 
of Druidism ism, Cesar, certainly the best authority we 
could have, himself fe terms most distinct 
and positive: “ Disciplina in Brittania reperta, atque 
inde'in Gallia translata esse cxistinater®? aig re a 
proof of the truth of this opinion, he adds: “ et nunc, 

i diligentius eam rem cognoscere volunt, plerumque 
tlluc, discendi causa, perficiscuntur. From the ex 
sions of Cesar, it is reasonable to conclude, that he had 
taken some pains to learn the general belief in Gaul, 

ing the origin of Druidism; and, indeed, we know 
that his inquiries were very minute and diligent re- 
epecting every thing connected with this country, and 
that what he has written concerning it may be depend- 
ed upon. Here then we have the positive testimony of 
Cesar, that, in his time in Gaul, Druidism was 
to have originated in Britain ; and that the belief in this 
opinion was so prevalent and strong, that such of the 
Gauls as wished to Jearn the more secret mysteries of 
Druidism, went over into Britain for that purpose, We 

u 
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Druids. certainly cannot look for, or expect, any testimony on 
—Y~" this subject more direct and satisfactory 

Countries 
in which 

they were 

found. 

n that of the 
eple who professed Druidism ; for it ought always to 
recollected, that it is not the opinion of Cesar, but 

the opinion entertained in Gaul, which the we 
have quoted gives; and those who contend that oot 
was, en in asserting that Druidism originated in 
Britain, ( whom may be particularly mentioned 
Smith in his Gaelic Antiquities, who talks of it as a con- 
jecture or inference of Cesar’s,) ought to be instructed 
that the error, if it be one, most probably from 
the Druids themselves. On this point, therefore, we have 
as clear and direct evidence as we can possibly expect ; 
and without bewildering ourselves in conjectures re- 

ing the source from which Druidism proceeded into 
ritain, we may conclude that this country was one of 

its most ancient, if not its original place of abode. 
ITI. The fact that Druidism originated in Britain, if 

it be allowed to be sufficiently lished, will remove 
many difficulties respecting the countries in which it 
prevailed ; for if it were originally British, we are not 
justified in concluding that it is essentially and radi- 
cally Celtic. ‘“ Since it must have begun to exist long 
after the Celts left their original settlements, it must be 
considered as British, not Celtic; and it would be as ab- 
surd to extend it to all the Celts, because it originated 
am one branch of them, as it would be to ex to 
find the institution of secret tribunals in the 13th cen- 
tury, among the Swedes as well as among the Ger- 
mans, merely because they are path Gothic naieos. 
The supposed negessary connectiqn between Celtic po-, 
polation and Druidism, has prevented antiquarians front 
examining the question, respecting the countries in 
which it can actually be proved to have existed, with 
clearness and impartiality.” (Edinburgh Review, July 
1804.) There is only one objection, which, in our opi- 
nion, can be brought against the hypothesis, that it is 
strictly speaking Brits » and not essentially Celtic; if 
it were so, it is not easy to account for its nae age by 
the Celtic tribes of Gaul; for it is not likely that they 
would borrow a religion from the Britons. Puieoe the 
truth may be, that Druidism existed in its most ancient 
and pure state among the Celtic tribes of Britain, who, 
inhabiting country to the west of Gaul, may be sup- 
posed to have been a more ancient family of Celts, than 
those who inhabited the latter country, and therefore 
resorted, as the parent stock, for the purpose of initia- 
tion in the more solemn and secret mysteries of religion. 
This conjecture, however, it must be confessed, is at 
variance with the British origin of Druidism. 

The two grand and leading points of enquiry 
ing the countries in which Druidism actually prevailed, 
are, whether all the Celtic nations were Druidic, and 
whether it is to be found in nations not of Celtic origin? 
We are persuaded that there is no evidence of the exist- 
ence of Druidism any where, except in Celtic Gaul, 
and in part of Britain; and that Mr Pinkerton is per- 
fectly correct in cc paaeany that the Druids were 
«« not known beyond present North Wales on the north, 
and the river Garonne, the bounds of the Celt in Gaul, 
on the south. A line drawn by the Severn in Britain, 
and the Seine in Gaul, forms the eastern bound, while 
the ocean forms the western.” (Pinkerton’s Enquiry, 
vol. i. p.406.) On this point, as on the preceding ones, 
we must examine the positive authority of the Greek 
and Roman historians, where it is to be found, and also 
the presumptive evidence, drawn from other sources. 
Cesar, in his account of the Druids in Gaul, states, that 
they were accustomed to meet annually on the borders 

DRUIDS. 
of the territory of the Carmites, which was egies 
the middle a resaee! Gaul. Now, in the pla 

ord Gaul, when used by itself, this author 
most invariably means Celtic Gaul ; and in the second 
place, besides his common usage of the word, it is plain 
that Celtic Gaul must here have been meant, since the 
Carmites cannot, with any propriety, be considered as 
the centre of Gaul, if Aquitania and Belgic Gaul were 
included. Besides, Cesar, in the very commencement 
of his description of Gaul, informs us, that tlie inha- 
bitants of the three divisions differed totally in language, 
institutions, and laws; and in another place he says, 
that the Belge were of German origin; but from the 
same authority, we learn, that the Germans had no 
Druids. Hence, it may fairly and satisfactorily be in- 
ferred, that Druidism was confined to the Celtic di- 
vision of Gaul. We shall now examine the principal 
ancient authorities ing the actual site and limits 
of: Druidism in Britain; and in the first place, it is 
worthy our particular notice, that “Cesar, though he 
describes the Druids in Gaul so minutely,” though 

appear to have excited his particular attention and 
curiosity, “and though he mentions the received opi- 
nion, that their institutions had originated in Britain, 
and were, even in his time, taught there with more 

—— 
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strictness and purity than in Gaul, yet gives not the - 
least hint, that while he was in Britain, he had seen an 
Druids, or collected any information concerning them.” 
Edinburgh Review.) The inference is obvious and in- 
isputable. In those parts of Britain which Cesar vi- 

sited, Druidism did not exist; nor is it likely, if it had 
ever flourish cored that such an ae wegen 
have is investigation. e 
pon ty Bai Ratiave, tls mentions the existence of 
Druidism in Britain, is Tacitus; nor, in his account of 
the transactions of the Romans in this country, does he 
mention it, till they had advanced as far into Wales as 
the island of Anglesey. In his life of Agricola, where _ 
he has detailed all the particulars respecting Scotland, 
with which, it may be supposed, that general supplied 
him, he makes no mention of Druidism. As the super- 
stitions and ceremonies of the Druids, by their singula- 
rity and cruelty, actually appear to have excited, in a 
very strong degree, the curiosity and abhorrence of the 
ancient writers, we may justly conclude, that their si- 
lence respecting them; is a sufficient proof that they 
did not exist in the countries which they describe. 
With respect to Germany, and other countries not ge- 
nerally deemed Celtic, in which, according to some an- 
tiquarians, Druidism ailed, as there is no direct 
authority for this ion, it will be more properly 
considered in the following observations on the pre- 
sumptive evidence for the existence of this religion be- 
ren the limits which we have prescribed for it. 

The first mode by which many antiquarians endea- 
vour to prove that Druidism prevailed overna por. 
tion of Europe, displays a remarkable want of logical 
correctness. ‘‘ Wherever authorities for its existence in 
any country, which they deem Celtic, are not to be 
found, they appeal to the stone monuments, which, 
they say, are to be discovered exclusively in countries 
formerly inhabited by the Celts. Or, on the other hand, 
assuming it as a fact, that all the Celts were Druidical, 
they regard these remains of rage, as a sufficient 
indication, that the country in whi they are found, 
was formerly the seat of a Celtic . All the 
parts of this ment are assumed. But even if we allow 
the truth of the circumstances upon which it is 
founded ; viz, that all the Celtee were Druidical, and thas 
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2 vas the North of Ger. never 0 - 
many, in the island of Z and in Iceland, the 
stone monuments are similar in form, and seem to have 
heen erected for the same purpose with those in Bri- 
tain and France.” lees Haters anne 
The ive ment, fore, wn 

these a must be abandoned as unte- 
nable ; but there are ments. advanced for the ex- 
istence of Druidism in , of a different: kind, 

i i and examined... The 

i plant, Itis indeed not often 
mentioned ; but where it is, it is held forth as the in- 
strument of evil, not as the instrument of y 
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of them being bona salus, not omnia sanans. 
worthy of observation also, that: Keysler mentions the 
reverence paid to the misletoe sin and Aquitaine, 
where the appellation for itis guy ; and certainly in this 
word, as existing in a Celtic country, rather than in a 
German word, ‘we ought to look for the original of Pli- 
ny’s omnia sanans. But even allowing that traces of 
veneration for the misletoe were to be found in Germa- 
ny; it would by no means prove, that Druidism wes 
anciently the nigne ion of that country; for, as has been 
already remarked, as the Celts were the original inha- 
bitants of that of Europe, if they were Druidical, 
relics of that religion may be supposed to have remain- 
ed among their Gothic conquerors. In ane parts o 
England, the rural custom is still observed of hanging 
up a misletoe bush on Christmas eve, and pbs lots, 
by the crackling of the leaves and berries in the fire on 
twelfth night, , as we have proved, even so far 
back as the invasion of the Romans, Druidism had been 
expelled and confined to the western part of Wales, 

The next supposed point of resemblance between'the 
Druidical and German religions, from which it is in- 
ferred that Druidism anciently prevailed in Germany, 
consists in the belief of the transmigration of the soul. 
There is only one which seems to favour this 
resemblance, and that, if examined, will be found in 
fact to make strongly against the opinion that the Ger- 
mans were Druidic. The passage occurs in an ancient 
Ode, in the Edda of Samund Frode: “ Sigruna is dead 
through sorrow and grief. It was anciently believed 
that men were born again, but this now is accounted 
an old woman’s fable.” The same observation may be 
applied to this passage, which was applied to the infe- 
rence of Keysler respecting the misletoe. “The Goths 
were disposed to treat with contempt the opinions and 
institutions of their vanquished. and led foes the 
Celts; and to them most probably the author of the Ode 
refers, when he s of the opinion of transmigra~ 
tion as being anciently held, but, as in his time, being 
esteemed an old woman’s fable. That the Gothic tribes 
did not believe in the transmigration of the soul, innu- 
merable from the Edda might be cited to 
prove; all of which describe a fixed elysium and a hell, 
where the valiant and the just were rewarded, and where 
the cowardly and the wicked suffered punishment. Be- 
sides the utter discrepancy of the religious opinions of 
the Druids and Germans in this point, they were total- 
ly dissimilar, as Dr P has shewn, in his introduc 
tion to his deanalacians af: Mallet, in many other impor- 
tant and essential ceremonies and doctrines. Not onl 
therefore the direct testimony of the ancients, but all 
poner? evidence, is against the hypothesis that 

idism existed in Germany. 
The only other countries in which Druidism is pre- On the ex. 

It is’ Druids. 
ee 

Countries in 
which they 
were found 

sumed to have existed, are Ireland and Italy ; but the istence of 
examination of their claims will not detain us long. Druidism 

* . cm hd . HY Ireland 

the existence of Druidism in Ireland, the axa} taly. R 
ancient authors are ;wholly silent; indeed they were 
very little acquainted with this island. But the Irish 
antiquarians are loud and positive in their assertions, 
that their country not only Druids, but that it was 
their»principal and favourite abode, and that even in the 
time of St Patrick they were flourishing and abundant.’ ” 
But the authorities for these posi are little better, 
in point of validity and genuineness, than those which 
are brought forward in support of the Milesian coloni- 
zation, and antediluvian dynasty of Ireland. -In the in- 
troduction to the study of the history and antiquities of 
this country by Mr O’Halloran, we have a most charac- 
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Druids. teristic instance and proof of the manufacture of Irish 
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Ranks and 
orders of 
the Druids, 

authorities, which may well excuse us from examining 
laborious! ws or minute wy their claims to Druidism. This 
author, indignant at the opinion ex b 
Ceesar, that the religion of Dende wes Deeeeal im 
Britain, without scruple alters the text of the Roman 
historian, and supposes that he wrote, not “ disciplina 
in Britannia reperta,” but “ disciplina in insulis Bril- 
tania teperta.” This he calls clearing up and illustra- 
ting the . Rowland, in his Mona Antiqua, sup- 
poses that when the Roman general attacked the Dru- 
ids in Anglesey, some of them fled over into Ireland; 
but for this supposition there is no authority. 

With t to Italy, the only work, as far as we 
know, in which it is asserted that Druidism had taken 
root there, is the Ancient Universal History. In the 
19th volume of this work, page 78, the authors say, 
« The sect and religion of the Druids spread as far as 
Italy ; for Augustus published an edict, forbidding the 
Romans to celebrate their mysteries.” It is surprising 
how writers in general, so accurate and well-informed, 
should have fallen into this error; for, by a reference 
to Suetonius, it will be found, that by this edict the use 
of their religious gene in Gaul was prohibited ; 
and this prohibition, as well as the subsequent edicts of 
Tiberius and Claudius for the same purpose, seem to 
have been issued, in censequence of the abhorrence 
which the Romans felt towards the horrid usages of 
Druidism. : 

IV. The Druids were divided into several ranks and 
orders, respecting which Cesar informs us, that some 
of them were more eminent than others, and that over 
the whole there was one supreme head, or arch-druid. 
This person. was chosen from among those, who were 
most distinguished and eminent for their knowledge of 
the mysteries of Druidism, by a plurality of votes ; and 
as the station brought with it considerable emolument, 
as well as er, and was favoured with high and pe- 
culiar privi ogee, it was an object of great ambition ; 
and the sword was sometimes appealed to, in order to de- 
cide the election. According to Diodorus Siculus, Stra- 
bo, and Ammianus Marcellinus, or,.to k more cor- 
rectly, Timagenes, there were three orders of Druids, 
the Bards, Eu , and Druids ; for this last appellation 
was sometimes given to them all conjointly, and some- 
times to one particular class, The bards sung the 
praises of illustrious men; the eubages, according to 
‘Timagenes, directed their attention and study to the 
phenomena of nature ; but, according to other authors, 
they were sacred musicians and 5 performing the 
same office for the gods which the bards did for men. 
The duties and privileges of the Druids, properly so 
called, will be considered afterwards. We shall only 
observe here, that, according to Strabo, they possessed 
the highest power, and gave laws to the bards and eu~ 
bages, who were obliged, on every occasion, to give 
precedence to them, and were not allowed to do any 
thing without their consent and approbation. 

Diodorus Siculus and Cicero mention another order, 
called Sarconides ; but Bochart and other critics have 
proved, that Druids and Sarconides, being Greek syno- 
nimes, were used by antiquity to express the same 
thing; Sarconides, aecording to Hesychius, meaning 
such people as paid veneration to the oak. At one pe- 
riod, mention is made of the Senani, as part of the 
Druids ; but this appellation, in the opinion of the au- 
thors of the Ancient Universal History, was probably 
taken by them, as more pleasing to the Romans; and 
fcom the authority of Pomponius Mela, this conjecture 
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seems to be confirmed ; for he explains the word senoe, 
which, according to him, was given to them by the La« 

pretended to raise storms, to cure all diseases, to trans- 
form, themselves into whatever shape they pleased, and 
to foresee future events. The second class consisted of 
married women, who, however, only cohabited for a 
short time, or occasionally with their husbands, living 

erally with the Druids. The third class was the 
on in rank and estimation. Their duty was to per- 
form the most servile offices about the temples, the sa- 
crifices, and the persons of the Druids, Mr Pinkerton 
remarks, that after Suetonius Paulinus destroyed the 
Druidic grovesin Anglesey, only female Druids are men- 
tioned. In this he is not strictly correct, though their 
name occurs certainly more frequently after event 
than that of male Druids; and they seem to have been 
in some estimation even among the Roman emperors ; 
for Aurelian consulted Gallic Druidesses, according to — 
Vopiseus. 

V. Their powers, privileges, and immunities, were 
numerous and important: in fact, they seem to have 

a din lans and of the ed and di operations sove-~ 
reign. According amen “ no sacred rite could be 
performed, except a Druid were t: by means of 
them, as the favourites of the gods, and the —— 
ries of their counsels, the people offered up their ks~ 
givings, sacrifices, and prayers ; and submitted with the 
most implicit veneration to all their commands.” He 
adds, that so great was the ct paid to the character 
of the Druids, that when Gentle armies, inflamed’ 
with rage, with their swords drawn and their spears 
extended, were on the point of ing, if the Druids 
interfered, they sheathed their swords, and became in- 
stantly calm and eful, Their persons were esteem< 
ed sacred and inviolable; they were exem from all 
taxes and military services; they exercised a civil and 
criminal jurisdiction ; those who did not obey their de- 
crees, were interdicted the sacrifices, after which, no per-. 
son dared to hold communication or conyerse 
them, so that this punishment was reckoned severer 
than death itself. The Druids had the privilege of 
wearing white garments, which all other c were 
expressly forbidden to do. At their yearly court of ap- 
peal, which, according to Cesar, they held in the terri- 
tory of the Carmites, they held their sittings in a conse~ 
crated grove ; and before them all who any private 
suits or controversies appeared, and considered them- 
selves obliged to submit to their decrees and sentence. 
In order to increase the public respect and veneration 
for them, they appeared to have lived in a retired man- 
ner, either singly or in fraternities, We have no accu- 
rate information respecting the means by which they 
were sup ; but, as the administration of justice, 
the practice of physic, and the mysteries of religion, 
were exclusively in their hands, it is reasonable to 
pose, that from these sources derived consider« 
able emolument. Toland, in his history of the Druids, 
mentions a tradition, which, if authentic, would like~ — 
wise be the means of increasing their revenues, while it 

the sw e authority, and to have controul- leses 
ected the r, 

Their pow- 

eng 
immunities. 
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also further exemplifies the firm hold which  tor;—Apollo, who was worshipped under the name of Druids. 
st "the : Seoases Rictenus, whom they maine ice but: Sv 

ithi as the of medicine, and to whom they dedicated an 
herb Belinunica, supposed to have been a species 

i insure the of henbane ;—and oes A, arrkere sy ores 
and every family was obli ard worshij as the oquence, and of trade, 

oF % eee and as an in deity. ; 
attend at © VIE. The most horrid of the superstitious rites of the Supersti- 

with their annual payment. If they paid Druids consisted in human sacrifices. These, however, "48 Ts 
they received some of the sacred fire were offered up only on the most solemn and important 

in occasions. The victim or victims, for there were some- 
times several, were inclosed in a large figure resembling 

. of these aman, formed of osier twigs; or, according to some 
and immunities, and of the great authors, they were simply wrapped round with hay. 

wealth and i ce which they possessed, princes In this state, fire was applied, and they were reduced 
pen eRe abel 28S ee wna era Rae to ashes. Pliny asserts, that they considered it as a 
many children were dedi to the service by their part of their most solemn and most obligatory religion, 
parents, to put men to death; and that to feed upon their dead 

VI. The Druids had two sets of religious doctrines bosies, they esteemed most wholesome. The human 
and opinions ; the one made known only to the initia- victims were in general selected from among the crimi- 
ted, , on their admission, took a solemn oath to nals; but when none of these were to be had, they did 
keep this of doctrines a profound secret. |In or- not scruple to sacrifice innocent persons. In some in- 
der that more sacred and mysterious doctrines stances, it appears that this horrible s tition was 

i practised, even for persons of high » when they 
were afflicted with any no, Fa , rovatwecees 

in the caves of the earth, or in deepest re- id particular attention to examination ani- 
3 ee achaiy sacrificed ;:and only the most ‘ect 

and beautiful were selected for this purpose. They al- 
so watched the manner in which the victim, whether 

Mela says human or brute, fell when it was stabbed ; whether on 
thing which they teach his right or left side, or on his face; how the blood 
been made known to the flowed at the wound, &c.; and from these circumstan- 

_ common people, in order to render them more brave ces, they pretended to foretell what was to happen. 
i is i These superstitions, however, were not peculiar to 

there is another life after the ” According to the Druids; but those which regarded the misletoe 
i i oy cin as one vervain, selago, and the serpent’s egg, were character- 

of their esoteric doctrines, the igration of the istic of their religion. Respecting all these superstitions, - rn ea 3 arms : F 

? ; z i z ci 4 
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soul. To this doctrine we have occasion to. Pliny gives usa very particular account. A to 
Ho oO nae Ee re meyer areeeane comet him, the Druids eee ree ae isletoe 

supposing transmigration was of the oak: they believ ev ing which grew 
se essen ag! toanother. We also obser- Geansiht triasmuneibesstiouve, + Wianseen Drei). 

at the same time, a some reason to . letoe was discovered upon it, they went, with great ce- 
doubt, whether id believe in transmigra- remony and respect, to gather it. The sixth day of the 
tion-ef any Kind, This doube is foanded on the pancape cuasesenelonisaperchereat ie ahs purpose. In their 
of Pomponius Mela, in which he states, that they belie- own language, the Druids called the misletoe, all heal- 

Sastitinsaskom top Dtciod Yow athe of Gon dah ceey~ x opyurttun Yor meson, Sal Gh imcaquet which thay 5 us for ifice, e et which t 
books of accounts, and the notes of made, they tied, for the first time, two white 

ive, that they bulls to it, by the horns. Then one of the priests, cloth- 
This ed in white, ascends the tree, and with.a golden knife, 
be- cuts off the misletoe, which is received in a white gar~ 

other ment: after this, sacrifices are offered up. In another 
ic reli- " place*he mentions the opinion of the Druids, that the 

4 i ; they misletoe gave fertility toman and beast, and that it was a 
chiefly related to the most ridiculous or trifling matters, specific against all kind of poison. The same author 
The sum of their moral doctrine, according to Dioge- says, that they pretended to predict future events, by 
nes Laertius, consisted in doing good, worshippmg means of the vervain ; and that from it they extracted 
the ; and exercising fortitude. an ointment, which was efficacious, not only in prevent- 

I. We have no direct and clear evidence respecting ing or curing all diseases, but also in conciltating friend- 
the gods whom the Druids worshi ; but, from the ships, and procuring the accomplishment of every wish. 

ts deities given us by the ancients, This plant they ga' at the commencement of the 
if Dvuidism were radically and essentially Celtic, we dog-days, arid in a moonless night. The selago, a spe~ 
may suppose that the deities ered worshipped by cies of savin, they esteemed a preservative against every 

were Jupiter, who, calamity, and the smoke of it beneficial for any com- 
under his was worshipped plaints in the eyes. Their notions respecting the ser- 
under the symbol of an oak, or even a shapeless stump pent’s egg, (which are also detailed by Pliny,) were still 

name of Se- more credulous and absurd. This egg was formed from 
gonum, and who was as their chief protec- the scum of a vast multitude of serpents, and secured 
$ 1 
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to the nm, in whose ion it was, every thing 
which he could wish or desi 

IX. None of the IY writers who describe —_— 
ism, make any mention of temples; on the contrary, 
the account which they give of the sacred grove, we 
may reasonably infer, that their religious rites ware 
cerried on init alone, without the use of temples. “ Ta~ 
citus, in his account of the destruction of the seat of 
Druidical superstition in the Isle of Anglesey, informs 
us, that the groves sacred to their cruel rites were cut 
down, as it evidently appears to have been the inten- 
tion of Suetonius Paulinus to exterminate if possible 
the religion of the Druids, or at least to prevent them 
from continuing to offer up human victims; certainly, 
if temples had formed any part of their institutions, he 
would have destroyed them, as well as cut down their 

ves. No mention, however, is made of them. b 
‘acitus ; and if they did not exist in Anglesey, which is 
known to have been one of the most celebrated and 
solemn seats of Druidism, it is by no means probable. 
that they were used in any other part of Britain.” ( Edin.” 
burgh Review, July 1804, p. 397.) There is, however, 
some authority for believing that they made use of al- 
tars in their worship ; for Lucan, in his celebrated de- 
scription of the grove in which the Massilian Druids 

ormed their rites, after stating that the trees were 
so thick and interwoven that the rays of the sun could 
not penetrate through their branches, adds, there was 
nothing to be seen there but a multitude of altars, upon 
which the Druids sacrificed human victims, whose blood 
turned the very trees of a horrid crimson colour. 

X. Of the philosophy and learning of the Druids, 
the most exag and ridiculous accounts are given 
by those authors, who have consulted their imagina- 
tion and prejudices, rather than the sober testimony. of 
antiquity. According to them, the most wonderful and 
scientific discoveries of modern philosophy were known 
to the Druids ; and their learn embraced a much 
wider compass than that of the sages of Greece or 
Rome. In the description of the Massilian grove by 
Lucan, just referred to, the mentions a report, 
that it was often shaken, and strangely moved ; that 
dreadful cont were heard from its caverns; that the 
yews, if thrown, or cut down, grew up again sponta- 
neously ; that the grove was bet ab r a lace avih. 
out being consumed ; and that monstrous dragons twi-~ 
ned about the oaks, It is easy to ive in this de- 
scription the fancy of the poet, adding to and embel- 
lishing those reports concerning the sacred grove, which 
it must have been so much-the interest of the Druids 
to have propagated, and which the ignorance and su- 

ition of the people would not be indisposed to be- 
ieve. Yet from this description, Mr Smith, in his 
History of the Druids, prefixed to his Gaelic Antiqui- 
ties, infers, that they were acquainted with the compo- 
sition and use of ‘poe pp * and,” he adds, “ if we 
consider the deep and long researches of these colleges 
of philosophers, their possessed of the experi- 
ments of a series.of ages before, and an extensive com- 
— with ye Segre we can hardly sup- 
pose the mystery nitrous grain could escape 
them,” (p. 74.) Before we p to thé more sober 
and rational accounts with which the ancients supply 
us, respecting the philosophy and learning of the Druids, 
we shall give one more instance of the prejudiced cre- 
dulity on this topic, of those who have so con- 
tributed to mislead the world concerning this order of 
men. Diodorus Siculus, on the authority of Hecateus, 
relates, that the Boreade, inhabitants of a certain Hy- 
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moon thus near and distinctly, by means of 
Assuredly, these two instances (and many more 
be given) bears us out in the assertion, with 
commenced this article, that on the subject of) Drui 
ism, there was great room and occasion for the 
rigorous and sceptical examination, ~ te 

The prea — ancient ne on 
subject of the philosoph learning. Druids, 
pt very moe my nor very explicit ; and 
prove rather their indulgence in speculative, than: 
advances in practical philosophy. says, 
they taught alternate dissolution of the world’ 
fire and water, and its successive renovation : and 

: | 

geal! 
fe 

ius Mela informs us, that they to great 
wledge of y and astronomy ;. especially 

respecting the size and form of the earth, the motions . of the planets, and their influence, as well as the i 
ance af avonmi but from what this author adds, that 

jects we are utterly unacquainted wi It has been 
attempted to prove, that they were skilled in geometry, 
on the authority of Cesar: this author says, “ that if 
any disputes arose among the Gauls, about their inhe- 
ritances, or about the limits of their fields, ph ee 
Yeferred to the decision of the Druids ;” but 
was made to them, most probably, merely on account 

> 

of the influence they not on account of their. 
skill in geometry. e have seen, that whatever knows: 
ledge they to in astro= 

philosophy or learning, than the priests of other reli- 
ions in th 
id possess, 

XI. Very soon after the Romans became acquainted Causes ¢ 
with the existence of Druidism, they directed their efs their 
forts to its destruction. Augustus issued a decree against’ 
them, which was renewed, and more strongly 
by Tiberius and Claudius. In the reigns of these Ems 
perors, if we may believe Pliny and Suetonius, it was — 
nearly eradicated in Gaul; but it afterwards revived in— 
that country. Ausonius and Ammianus Marcellinus — 
are the latest writers who make mention of its existence 

exist, or at a pet be their influence eer ; 
The decree of Claudius against them, is supposed by 
some writers to have driven them from the south-east 

‘ 
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Drunken- of Britain (at that time a Roman province) into long ago in our own country, particularly in this Drunken- 
“mess. Isle of Anglesey ; but, as we have remark- quarter of the island, a man was deemed deficient in Ds 
—y—" ed, had they existed in that part of Britain, they must the duties of hospitality, if he did not make all his 

have been known to Cesar. In the Isle of Anglesey, 
however, at whatever period, or from whatever cause, 
they came there, they were attacked, and, it would a 
oe utterly extirpated by Suetonius Paulinus, A. D. 
1 . 

We stated in the beginning of this article, that the 
notices ing the Druids in the ancient writers 
were few and trifli 

sult the various and prolix 
i on the subject of Druids and 

refer to Toland’s History of the 
Druids ; Frickius de Druidis; Borlase’s Cornwall; Row- 
land’s Mona Antiqua ; Smith’s Gaelic Antiquities ; and 
Davie’s Celtic Researches. (w. 8.) 
DRUNKENNESS, a well known disorder of the 

human system, strongly affecting the mental faculties, 
ee ay ie Sebadensic wie el liquors con- 

It is stated in the book of Genesis, that Noah, soon 
after the floed, having manufactured wine, “ drank of 
it, and was drunken.” This is the first instance of in- 
toxication” any where on record. Some have even 
ee tree see Seve teat arte onestived 5 and that 

was the inventor of wine. But it is more likely, 
from the manner in which the sacred historian intro- 
duces the circumstance, as well as from the nature of 
the thing itself, that the ice of making wine was 

the antediluvians. It must, however, be 
that no mention is made of its use among 

But ever since the time of Noah, in all coun- 
tries where fermented liquors have been known, the 
practice of drunkenness has been more or less prevalent. 

is the chief of the intoxicating substances ; 
ee nee heeiles & which uce a similar 

are opium and bangue, hemlock, night- 
: henbane, and tobacco. Nitrous oxide » a 

plied for a few seconds to the lungs by means of breath- 
induces a transitory sort of intoxication. Opium 

_their spirits, and bring on that mental state which re- 
them from a This disposition, however, 

imates ; for drunkenness is obser- 

guests drunk, before they left his table. Now, on the 
contrary, every man drinks:or not as he pleases; and. 
there is no compelling, as formerly, every guest to swal- 
low the same quantity of liquor, whether he be strong 
or weak, healthy or delicate. 

Sacred writ condemns drunkenness in the most point- Drunken- 
ed terms. It is a vice most degrading and disgraceful ness con- 
even in our own sex, but in the other, no language can. 
express its deformity and abomination? The Romans 
ut women to death, who were convicted of getting 
4 It is a crime, by our laws, punishable with 5s, 
of a fine, or sitting six hours in.the stocks, and is ac- 
counted an aggravation of any other offence. 

demned as 
@ vice. 

Drunkenness may be considered in a twofold point Phenomena 
of view ; either as a single paroxysm, or as a habit in- of the 
duced by a repetition of these. The paroxysm consists “ken 
of two stages, that of excitement, and that of relaxa- ?*°Y™ 
tion. The stage of excitement begins with an increase 
of heat and muscular h, and of vigour in the 
circulation of the blood. The eyes sparkle, the face 
becomes redder, and the whole countenance is inex- 
pressibly enlivened. The powers of imagination are 
vivid and ; and an easy flow of spirits, with wit 
and humour, and a total forgetfulness of every anxious 
care, place the newly initiated votary of Bacchus in a 
paradise of pleasure. Dissipat Evius curas edaces. Love 
and joy, and agreeable emotions, exclusively take pos- 
session of him. The shady sides of objects are every- 
where turned away, and the beauties he formerly ad- 
mired are arrayed in gayer colours. All is pleasure and 
delight ; and man is now elevated above the sphere of 
mortals. When arrived at this point, however, he seems 
to have reached the verge of cheerfulness and decency ; 
all beyond is madness and confusion, Noise and ri- 
baldry usurp the place of mirth, and a propensity to 
muscular exertion shews itself in various ways, such as 
dancing or wrestling, the rude squeeze, or the odd ges- 
ticulation. The song and the laugh become louder 
and imore boisterous, and the talkers pass rapidly from 
one subject to another. Every thing now indicates a 
degree of excitement totally incompatible with the mens 
sana in corpore sano. 

The weaknesses of the soul are unveiled ; 

Condita cum verax aperit precordia Liber. 

In vino veritas, says the proverb. No constitutional 
, no caution or resolution, can now sufficiently 

us against the exposure of our mental frailties, 
ret still, as Dr Trotter has finely remarked, in his Remark of 

Essay on the subject, “ the cultivated mind is seen even 
in drunkenness. It commits no outrage, provokes no 
uarrel, and turns its ear from insult and offence. But 
e ignorant and illiterate man is to be shunned in 

ion to his excess; it i8 human nature in its vilest 
arb, and madness in its worst form.” 
Though the 

that people often discover. in drink what they would | 
otherwise have concealed, is no doubt true in a certain 
sense ; yet there is another sense in which it is by no: 
means so, The sentiments a man utters, when-he is 
intoxicated, are no sure indications of the natural. dis. 
positions of his soul, On the contrary, he is then be. 
side himself, and in a state of delirium. He.sees ob- , 
jects through a medium which gives them a false and 
unnatural appearance, and hence he seems to betray qua~ 

already quoted, in vino veritas, or 

Dr Trotter. 
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lities which are to him in his sober moments. 
In so much, that the remark of the Spectator is just, 
when he says, “that the person you converse with, 
after the third bottle, is not the same man you at first 
sat down with to table.” “* He who jests upon a man 
that is drunk,” says Publius Syrus, “ injures the absent.” 
The appeal of Marchetas from Philip drunk to Philip 
sober, is well known. 
The phenomena of intoxication vary both with re- 

spect to the sort of liquor drunk, and the temperament 
or natural disposition of the person who drinks. Much 
more, however, seems to depend on the last of these 
circumstances than on the first. Wine, spirits of eve: 
kind, porter, strong-ale, cyder, perry, mum, mead, 
purl, koumiss, all owe their intoxicating quality to the 
alcohol they contain ; and the — called liqueurs, 
are nothing but alcohol variously disguised. 

If the inebriating liquor continue still to be applied, 
the high degree of excitement before described, will 

* very soon terminate in a frightful state of relaxation: 
This is easily explained by a well-known law of the 
animal economy, that all excessive stimulation is fol- 
lowed by debility. A degree of paralysis or how 
takes tthe over is whole f frame, ond the B see de- 
bility corresponds to the relaxation of the body. Ob- 
jects make little impression on the senses ; the passions 
are weakened; the understanding darkened, and the 
conceptions being incoherent and confused, the drun- 
kard either remains silent, or mutters an unintelligible 
soliloquy. He now for the most part soon falls into a 
profound sleep, and semetimes an apoplectic stertor 
marks the oppressed state of the brain. When this is 
the case, the symptoms are not to be distinguished 
from those of true apoplexy, otherwise than by a know- 
ledge of their remote cause. But this is sometimes un- 
known, and can only be conjectured from the smell of 
liquor in the breath, or the ejection of it from’ the 
stomach. The nm is now, in vulgar phrase, said to 
be “ dead diate ;” and this sometimes turns out to be 
literally true, for real apoplexy, palsy,. or convulsions, 
at times supervene, and conclude the scene. In a per- 
son dead drunk, the only signs of life are the stertorous 
or snoring respiration, with the pulse full and slow, and 
the warmth of the body still remaining. The usual 
way, however, in which the drunken xysm goes 
off, is by a few hours sleep, during which the alcoholic 
stimulus is either evacuated by perspiration, vomiting, 
or urine, or is somehow ndurratined by the action of 
the system. The drunkard then awakes with a feeling 
of low spirits, of nausea and loathing of food, of languor 
and head-ach ; seldom with any recollection of what 
has ° 

When death has been the consequence of the drun- 
ken paroxysm, dissection has shewn the brain to be 
exactly as it is found in true apoplexy. Morgagni has 
related several such cases. 

The power of resisting cold and contagion, and a 
want of sensibility to pain, has been often observed to 
be surprisingly great in persons intoxicated. In this 
om they resemble maniacs. 

t is, however, during the first stage of the drunken 
paroxysm only that this resistance to cold takes place ; 
and the same may be said with respect to contagion. 
This we know to be always strongly resisted by that 
firmness and resolution of mind which necessarily ac- 
companies a vigorous circulation of the blood. 
The insensibility of the inebriate to pain, is striking- 

ly remarkable. Drunk people fall their own feet 
and off their horses, with greatly less injury than others 

DRUNKENNESS. 
usually do. Sailors, says Dr Trotter, whose 

Souk oti Pore eictmrd bruises, receive the most fri and brui 
weet smallest signs of feeling, and without 
recollection afterwards of the manner in 
were inflicted.’ se 

The sym 
which 
of drinking ; but with such as are, they vary consider- 
ably. One great point of difference is, that the plea- 
surable feelings at the commencement of the drunken 
paroxysm are by no means so strong jn them. For by 
frequent ition, the relish for wine is blunted ; and 
while the desire for the application of the stimulus is 
augmented, the pleasure arising from it is diminished. 
And this is what distinguishes a temperate man from a 
sot. 

The effects of inebriating liquors will be very dif- 
ferent at different times. They will vary with the 
habit of intoxication, the fulness or emptiness of the 
stomach, the time of the day, the heat of the climate, 
the season of the year, the temperature of the room, and 
in short with whatever tends to vary the excitability of 
the system. Every person knows, that less liquor will 
produce intoxication in the forenoon than after dinner; 
and we learn from Captain Bligh’s narrative, that when 
he and his companions in an open boat in their passage 
to Timor, were, from a scarcity of provisions, reduced 
to a state of almost continued fasting, a si <0 
ful of rum produced inebriation. is state of the sys- 
tem has been called accumulated excitability. But in 
typhus fever it seems to be in a state directly ite ; 
for then two or even three bottles of wine will some- 
times be usetl in the four-and-twenty hours, and that 
too by delicate females, without inconvenience. 

> 

When the stimulus of fermented liquors is frequently . 
resorted to, the efficiency of it is gradually diminished ; 
and to produce the same effect on the system, a bo 
quantity of the same sort of liquor, or else a sim 
quantity of a stronger sort, must be applied. For it is 
a law of the animal economy, that all stimuli, whether 
mental or corporeal, lose their effect by i 
We may hence account for the charm of novelty in our 
gratifications, and how it comes to pass, that men of plea~ 

~ sure, who have exhausted every source of enya 
frequent repetition, are the most miserable of mortals, 
and exclaim in the bitterness of their hearts, that “ all 
is vanity.” They are seized by an ennui which nothing 
can relieve ; and go about seeking gratification, without 
finding it. 
ens of the stron a See eee 

bit, are a neglect of dress and cl 
sallow, or bloated appe t 
sort of convulsive or ge oe motion in the gait, well 
known to most people. When any person once begins 
to shew these symptoms, we may fairly put him down 
as nearly in a less state. Gout, and consumption, 
and diabetes, and water in the head, have perhaps been 
sometimes cured, though long and justly reckoned op- 
probria medicine ; but the habit of intoxication exceeds 
even these diseases in obstinacy. It may indeed al- 
most be said to be a “ country ‘from whose bourne no, 
traveller returns.” One per in a thousand my 
escape the devouring gulf. Nowhere is the 
lusion of the Jewish prophet more completely verified 
than here; * Can the Ethiopian nee skin, or the 
leopard his spots?” The habit priy-see hendes is scarce. 
ly ever got the better of. 

It is not uncommon to hear people say that they have 

ly appear in persons not addicted to a habit vary 

Symp 
leanliness ; a slovenly, of the 

arance ; and not unfrequently a dru 
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Druvken- known many hard drinkers live to a great age; and Vomiting then came on, and he recovered after a pret- Drunken- _ss_, that if spirituous liquors be a poison, as physicians and ty severe shock to his constitution. hinpoad “>” moralists tell them that they are, they must indeed be Wine is an excellent remedy for some diseases ; but ““Y"—" a very slow poison, for such a person of their acquaint- why take physic when in good health? In the latter 

pean te now attained his 80th year, for example, and stage of typhus it is the best remedy we know ; and as Long lived yet has drunk hard all his life. This, however, is a old age is considered by many as a disease also, it is Wine in old 
i (we do not say, aremedy,) but a palliative for it too, *8¢ 

No. , however, Dr Trotter thinks, if in good nie ed by quacks. You hear of those that have survived health, «can need wine till he be forty. He may then their iptions, but nothing of those who have pe- begin with two glasses a day: at fifty he may add two 
sa And fom the naar ofthe thing cl hou more; and at lc ae: length of six, but we had nothing else to go upon, we might conclude not to exceed that quantity, though he. should live to even a priori, that such excess of stimulation must wear an hundred.” Such is a good rule for the abstemious, out the system, and hasten its decay. Bunt we have who have not early indulged in wine. Others may re- > tect: hepsgdivesn have the test of ience toshew _ quire more. 

that it actually does so, and that ce ig ived drunkards — Not only poets, but physicians even of no less name Wine does 
“On compa- than Haller and Hoffman, have represented wine as fa- not contri~ ring,” says Dr Willan in his Report of the Diseases of vourable to mental vigour. This, however, is certain- poe i London, “ my own observations with the bills of mor- ly a mistake. All those persons who have made the BO" tality, I am convinced, that considerably more than greatest improvements in works of genius, have been ®"” one-eighth of all the deaths that take place in of sober and temperate habits. 

Suiteh We shall here put down a few of the most curious prunken excess in drinking “4 instances of mental hallucination, that have been ascer- hatlucina- But it is not drinking always to the point of intoxi- tained to d from excess in drinking. Atheneeus tions. cation that is necessary to constitute in ce. tells us, a drunken crew at Agrigentum in Sicily, The health, as well as the mental faculties, may be-ruin- hearing the winds roar on the houge in which they hap- ed by a regular course of what some consider as sober pened to be, became so fully persuaded that they were inking. Half a bottle or more of wine, for example, on board a ship, and in danger of suffering shipwreck, Barn every day, is thought by many to do no harm. that they threw all the furniture out of the windows, 

A 
‘up, is more trying to the system, and ultimately drunken man has been known to whi a post, because it pe cg than getting completely drunk would would not move out of his way ; aah be at r intervals. Dr Gregory, inhis Lectures, of ei » When intoxicated, once took a lamp-post for 

mn, 
ter drink no wine during the month, and then make flattering of love. “ I have myself,” says himself completely drunk at the end of it, than swal- Junius, in his Character of Drunkards, “ seen a scho- 

the shock given before it receives another ; whereas 
in the latter case, it is constantly as it were kept upon ran in between his teeth”. He mentions another drunk the stretch. Promaster i awe the shadow of How much Wine, however, and other alcoholic liquors, we do a pat Ope i thought it e to get over ; bogs not proseribe altogether. It is only their abuse that anda ird, who, seeing the moon shine through a small usd.)  Wecondemn. A certain dose, if we ma: so speak, of hole in the wall, attempted to light his candle at it. any of them, will be with ef- Another, he says, fell down drunk in Fleet Street, and fects, or will at least do no harm. But then it longs when people offered to help him up, he exclaimed, judgment of a wise man, to regu- « What, can’t I be quiet in my own room?” late the quantity he uses, as much as it belongs to him Alcohol not only imtoxicates, it also acts chemi Chemical to regulate the quantity of common food he takes ; for onthe human body. It constringes the dead animal soli 9 effects of by excessive indulgence in this as well as in the other, and retards i It the serum of drinking, he will most certainly impair his health. It is impossible the blood, and most of the animal fluids, and undoubt- taste & general rule for the quantity of wine or spirits edly, in some measure, deoxygenates the blood. peed safely em ed in a given time. But we Seuanala ipa has shewn, that alcohol contains a« _ think that three or four of wine, or one of spi- bout 15 per cent. of hydrogen. Now that this gas, in rits much diluted with water, 'Y, 18 as much as can the inebriate, is sent mp areay state from the be taken by most men without prod more or less lungs, is evident from the foetor of the breath. Indeed, Injury to the system. We do not deny many per- it is sometimes so pure, that the breath of the dram 5 i i E E ; hi drinker will inflame on the approach of a candle. hile sensibly felt. We It is well known that there are on record many cases r Speen wr do rather harm of the actual combustion of the human body, produced Spirituous liquor that can by the jong and immoderate use of alcohol These swallowed uted at one time without a have been collected in a curious memoir by Piérre 

a Lair in the Journal de Physique, Pluviose, year 
8th. | Seabed 7 8 = wal: Rosa Se nent ets this | bottle spirit rum, after strange subject, we must e to refer to the above he had done so, walked a mile howe to hanna oe document, It has been « by Dr Trotter into his 
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interesting Essay on Drunkenness. It is remarkable, 
as has been observed by Piérre Aime Lair, that this sort 
of combustion petR al in women far advanced in 
life. 

the drunken 
the continu 
tains 

dynia. 

a too free use of vinous liquors. De Cegury. heb 
ed, that dram drinkers are peculiarly predisposed 

or mortification. 
- In attempting to prevent or cure the drunken habit, 
venienti occurite morbo, is a most invaluable 
Let every individual who has the least regard for his 
safety beware. Scarcely any thing can equal the dan- 
fer of his once giving way. If he indulges ever so 
ttle the desire he may feel "for the stimulus of vinous 

liquors, he is in the utmost peril of being ultimately 
undone. The enemy once admitted, will scarcely ever 
be afterwards expelled. Many a drunkard has the 
author of this article had occasion to observe ; and 

all the number who have fallen under his no- 
tice, he does not remember to have seen one of them in 
whom the habit was cured. Some, from external con- 
straint, or the powerful influence of the fear 
rior, have been induced to remain sober for a - 

forenoon, Wine he little 
of the nerves of his palate and 
blunted by excessive stimula- 

tion, that he could hardly di it from water. If 
denied whisky, he constantly 

Ww parts of dress whenever he 
6 ena opportunity. He died miserably at the age of 
51, so dropsical, that for the last six weeks of his life 
he could not be removed from the sitting posture. 

The cure. of a confirmed habit of drunkenness, is, as 
we already said, hardly to be expected. It is so much 
‘2 disease of the mind, that “herein the pati ent must,” 
in a great d , “minister to himself.” But then so 
debased is the mind, psenneee: 5° enslaved, hg 
is altogether i making the necessary efforts. 
It becomes the willing slave and victim of the foe. 

_ It is a question with some, whether,.in the attempt 
to cure habitual drunkenness, it would be safe, even if 
the patient were willing, to leave off the ,use.of wine 
or all at once. Dr Trotter has no doubts on 
this subject. He does not think that there is any-sound- 
ness in the which would prove that it is dan- 
gerous to withdraw all at once the accustomed stimulus | 
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of alcohol. We daily perceive in all ing hve brow wit 
men who, by sire 

ing ; Willan’s Report far weiner Dr A. 
Fothergill on the abuse of Spirituous Liquors ; Junius's 
Character 0; ee © 
ape 4 or Derove, name of a free and war- 

like tribe, who inhabit Mount Libanus. They attracted 
the attention of about the ond of the 16th cat 
ra eyes of the visit of one of their — 

A At tiie time there was much 
cerning their » the meaning 
their name, te 1 option beluga 

gave rise 
tem of a Sanreee appar erie 

Liban : length M. Mitchel, aap Pe ibanus. At M. 
at Saide, of which place he was ene & 
the real derivation of the name of Druses ; its 
origin frat the fexinder of on tect of Beobantisial an 
Ismael, who was surnamed El Dorzis; but it is to 
Messrs Volney and Niebhur shat re a indlaigadl ier 
the history of this tribe, and an account of their 
vernment, religion, manners, &c. 

That they were not the descendants of spect 
ders, Boks v oge- from the cers Bergin 
mentioned in the Itinerary 
who travelled long before the time 
their origin cot i back as oats 
10th century. At as 

reign was a wil 
carried his madness Sieh as to wish 
himself, In this impious “ted 
by an impostor, named Mohammed Ben I 
et pho , however, ron thiols he 

slain in a tumult, almost i in the 

and soon formed an in society. The Turks, 
for a long time, paid no attention to this new state, ei- 

b overlooking it by reason of its oe ee 
being occupied with affairs of The 
Druses, ernboldened by this seen orcre 
came down oo the piowiteln, and tthe Sultan Ax 
bs Bee try. At prague in 1588, tan Amu- 
rath III. finding that his pachas in vain wes mney 
bo gg ey outrages, resolved to reduce them ; 

Ibrahim Pacha, completely — saiasetee. 
his Kener nega ton he —— their al- 
sorted them onl ef, instead of a multitude of 
Shaiks, or lords, ie cope however, rendered them, 
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fact, more formidable to the Turks in future, since 

‘“—_~" it placed the whole power of the tribe in the hands of 
one man: their hostilities, indeed, were secret, but 

were carried on with great activity, and generally 
with success. Their er was at its greatest height 
about the beginning of the 17th century. At this time 
Emir Fakerebideir, commonly called Fakardeir, was 
their chief. Hei i himself into the confidence 
and favour of the Turkish government, by making war 

the Arabs, who infested the plain of Balbec. Of 
is district, as well as of several adjoining districts, he 

made himself master, till at the ‘Turkish go- 
vernment began to be alarmed at his rapid and exten- 
sive and made ions to crush him ; he 

So ges Nice yr wy wep nme aera It 
was at this period that Pypeenetoncersing oe 

ers took its rise ; 
akardeir finding it favourable to his hospitable 

reception in Italy, rather countenanced it. After a 
stay of nine years in this country, the Turks having 
been by his son Ali, he returned to resume 
his government ; but attempting to introduce the luxu- 
ries of Europe, the Druses became dissatisfied ; the 
Turks invaded the country, to whom in a short time he 
was betrayed and delivered up: he was carried to Con- 

i led about the year 1631. Nothing 
important occurs in their history from this time till the 
year 1770, when they suffered considerably in conse- 
uence of having been prevailed upon to take part in 
Sus wpe heiweat All Hoy.and the ir Yousef, 

majority of the Druses have in fact no re- 
ie Bane ually indifferent to Christianity and M heoteree the, erent te ty a- 

once pasha between brothers and si lawful marriage een sisters as . 
But there is one class of men who r i f i } : 

requires celibacy. T 
inently pure, that if one not of their 

their plate, or drink out of their cup, they J tid of 

them 
iti & them. On this account, vessels with a 

which may be drank out of without touchin 
the ay Fit 5 

i H i : 
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Ae fi 
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bute is imposed on the different productions of the 
country: the shaiks and emirs are not exempted from 
it. No troops are kept, either by the chief or the emirs.: 
When hostilities commence, every person is called upon 
to march: he brings along with him a bag of flour, a 
musket, some bullets, and powder. Such an army cans 
not be formidable; they are all on foot, except the 
shaiks and emirs: cavalry, however, from the nature 
of the country, are of little service. The number of 
men able to bear arms is about 40,000, which supposes 
a population of 120,000 ; and as the whole country con- 
tains only 110 square leagues, there must be 1090 per- 
sons on every league. This excessive population is sup- 
posed to arise from the freedom which they enjoy, their 
great frugality, and the emigration of Christian fami- 
lies from the Turkish provinces. The character of the 
Druses is elevated, energetic, and active; their acti- 
vity, indeed, partakes of restlessness; and they are 
brave, even to temerity. These features in their cha~ 
racter evidently proceed from their enjoying a consi 
derable share of civil and mal om, and from 
the comparison which they naturally and B pie make 
between their own condition and that of their neigh- 
bours. Like most barbarous nations that are bold and- 
daring, they are strongly averse to the forgiveness of 
injuries ; no people are more nice with 
point of honour, or the sense of insult : hence, in their 
manners, they are scrupulously attentive, and even po- 
lite to a degree not usual among peasants. Their no-- 
tions of the obligation and extent of hospitality are as 
delicate ; every suppliant or passenger is entertained 
with lodging and food ; and when they have once con~ 
tracted with their guest the sacred engagement of 
bread and salt, nothing can induce or compel them to 
violate it. They are permitted by their laws, their re- 
ligion, or the custom of their nation, to marry several 
wives ; but of this ission few avail themselves, 
except the emirs. T 

making the bread, roasting the coffee, and performing 
all domestic duties. In the evening, the men usually’ 
assemble either in the house or area of the chief of the: - 
village or family ; where, seated. in a eircle, with their. 
legs crossed, pipes in their mouths, and poinards in’. 
their belts, they converse about their respectives la- 
bours and emp ts, the amount of taxes, the con-- 
duct of the emir, &c. &c, The only education, (if 
education it can- be called), which their children re- 
ceive, is derived from listening to these evening dis- | 
courses of their fathers; they are never taught to read. 

-of’the Druses is very pure Arabic. See. 

. tom, ii: . 24. (Wi 8.) 
» . DRYANDRA, a us of plants of the class Ti- . 
' trandria, and order Monogynia See Brown's Prodro« 

ry mus Plant, Nov. Holl. &e. p..396; and Borany, p. 
130, and 339: 
DRYAS, a genus of plants of the class-Icosandria, 

and order Polygynia. See Botany, p. 232. 
DRYDEN, Joun, the Poet, was born inthe parish , 

of Old Winkle, All Saints, on or about the 9th of Au- 
gust 1632. His family had been distinguished for 
puritanism, and his father -had acted as a justice of 

during the usurpation Our poet is sw to 
ve received the rudiments of his education at Tich< 

marsh, and was admitted. a 
ster under the tuition of the celebrated Dr Busby. 
Having obtained a Westminster scholarship, he was . 

live in general a very retired: | 
life, the men cultivating their lands, and the. wemen:. 

king’s scholar at Westmin- . 

Dryden. 

to the © 
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gree of bachelor of arts, but never rose to that of mas- 
ter. From the university he was called away for a 
time by his father’s death in 1654, to take possession of 
his inheritance, consisting of two-thirds of a small 
estate near Blakesly in Northamptonshire, worth in all 
about sixty pounds a year. The other third part of 
the small property was bequeathed to his mother during 
her life, and reverted to den at her death. After 
his leaving the university, his first patrons were his 
kinsmen, Sir Gilbert Pickering and Sir John Dryden, 
both zealous puritans, and adherents of the common- 
wealth—and, consistently with this patronage, he wrote 
his Elegy on the Death of the Protector. But at the 
restoration, being now in his 30th year, without an a- 
dequate provision or regular profession, and without 
the smallest hopes of any promotion, by the aid of his 
puritanical 1 Sees he po in have 99 oe in 
adapti is praises and principles to the as- 
pes of affaires He ate testified his joy at the 
restoration of Charles, by his poem, entitled ‘“ Astrea 
Redux,” and added another, entitled, “ A Panegyric on 
his Sacred Majesty.” At this commencement of his lite- 
rary career, he was connected and probably lodged with 
Herringman the bookseller, near the New Exchange, 
and wrote prefaces and occasional pieces for him. Nei- 
ther panegyrics nor occasional verses were, however, 
adequate resources for one who had now to subsist 
principally by his pen; and as the restoration had 
thrown open the long shut theatres, he betook himself 
to writing for the stage. His first piece, “ The Wild 
Gallant,” a comedy, came out in 1663, without ‘success. 
In 1664, he brought out the “ Rival Ladies,” which 
was more fortunate, and he prefixed to it his “ Essay 
on Dramatic Rhyme ;’ and, in the same year, he join- 
ed with Sir Robert Howard in “ The Indian Queen,” 
to which there is all reason to suppose that he contri- 
buted the most poetical part of the verses. The poet's 
connection and friendship with Sir Robert Howard, 
introduced him to the family of the Earl of Berkshire, 
father to his friend ; and in the course of this intimacy, 
having gained the affections of the Lady Elizabeth 
Howard, the Earl's eldest daughter, he soon after- 
wards married her. “ The Indian Queen” having been 
successful, Dryden was encouraged to follow it up 
with his “ Indian Emperor,” which had a. still more 
favourable reception. For some months after the 
dreadful fire in London in 1666, the theatres were 
shut, and he appears to have employed his leisure in 
roducing his “ Ammo Mirabilis,” which was pub- 

Fished the following year ; the first poem not dramatic 
in which the power of his imagination came considera- 
bly forth, Nearly coeval with this was his prose Es- 
say on Dramatic Poetry, in which he vindicates the 
drama as the highest species of poetry, and rhyme as 
the most becoming dress in which it can be arrayed. 
The essay is conducted in the form of a dialogue, in 
which Crites, the champion of blank verse, was meant. 
to designate his brother-in-law, Sir Robert Howard. 
The cause of rhyming plays, Dryden had already es- 
pons in his introduction to the “ Rival Ladies.” Sir, 
obert had made a direct answer to those arguments, 

and Dryden, in his dramatic essay, retaliates with some 
severity. The other reasserted his opinion in the pre- 
face _to,one of his plays, called “ The Duke of Lerma,” 
published in 1668, and Dryden retorted in a defence 
of the Essay on Dramatic Poetry. The acrimony pro- 

DRYDEN. 
Dryden. actmitted of King’s College, Cambridge, on the 11th of 
—— May 1650, and after three years standing, took the de- 

duced by this dispute between the poet and the baronet, 
certainly pei re a breach of 
ship ; but the quarrel fortunately did not prove irre- 
concileable. Confiding in the ity of his pen, our 
pases undertook to write, for the king’s theatre, no 
ess than three plays in the course of year. 
consideration of this engagement, he was admitted to 
hold one share and a quarter in the profits of the 
house, which was stated the managers to have pro- 
duced him three or four leeticed qoente communibus 
annis. He seems, however, to have felt himself, as 
wg ghey ee eens Beene ‘orming the 
task be had undertaken, for re tt po Se his 

In the year 1667, was ted his “ Maiden 
Queen,” a tragi-comedy, which was so far favoured by” 
Charles II, that he gave it the title of his play, It was 
followed (in 1668) by “ The Tempest,” an alteration 
from Shakespeare's play of the same name, in which he 

with Sir William Davenant. His next play, 
“ Sir Martin Marall,” which was originally a trans- 
lation, by the Duke of Neweastle, from Moliere’s 
« Etourdt,” was brought on the stage for his own beng-. 
fit, and, aided by the excellent performance of the come- - 
dian Nokes, was played thirty times at the theatre in 
Lincoln's Inn. “ An Evening’s Love, or the Mock 
Astrologer,” was his next composition: it is an imita- 
tion of “ Le Feint Astrologue” of Thomas Corneille, a 
iece levelled at the prevailing folly of belief in astro- 
ogy ;—a belief, however, from which the mind of Dry- 
den was not itself exempt. * The Royal Martyr” was 
acted in 1668, and printed in1670. It isin every respect 
an heroic tragedy, and had a large share of the ap- 
plause with which those pieces were then received. “te 
was at this period, also,.that he produced his first and — 
second parts of his “ Conquest of Granada,” written, 
says Dr Johnson, with a seeming determination to glut 
the public with dramatic wonders—to exhibit, in its 
highest elevation, a theatrical meteor of incredible love _ 
and impossible valour, and to leave no reom for a wilder 
flight to the extravagance of posterity. They were act- 
ed in 1669 and 1670 with unbounded applause. While 
Dryden was thus generally known and admired, the 
advancement.of his fortune bore no equal progress to 
the splendour of his literary fame. Something, how- 
ever, was done to assist it. The office of royat histo- 
riographer had become vacant in 1666, by the decease. 
of James Howell ; and, in 1668, the death of Dave- 
nant the situation of poet laureat. These two 
offices, with a salary of L.200 paid quarterly, and the 

cond rate talents of mimickry and parody to turn it in- 
to contempt. Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, in con- 
junction with other wits, wrote, in 1671, the celebra- 
ted burlesque drama, entitled the “ Rehearsal,” of 
which Dryden, under the title of Bayes, was made the 
hero. Dryden did not answer the “ Rehearsal tn 
he took a subsequent vengeance on Buckingham, when, 
in “ Absalom and ee he delineated the charac- 
ter of Zimri. His “ Marriage a la Mode,” a comedy, 
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him in ae Maimburgh’s History of the League, Drydes. ee in 1673, dedicated to the Earl of Rochester, Dryden. appeared in 167 the dedication of which to Charles is allowed to savour “-\— ledges not only asthe defender of his 

poetry, but the joter of his fortune. This was the 
same infamous , who, on supposing Dryden 
to be the author of a satire really written by Lord Mul- 

, was base enough to hire ruffians, to way lay and 
Best lim with bludgeons. His play of “ Assignation, 

ein a Nunnery,” bears the same date of publi- 
__ tation, 

illy on the notice 

‘and was driven off the stage. “ Am hme 
of dialogue, written to influence 

fate, ing individually entering 
is plays, we shall only remark, that, in 1675, 

‘ent the Dutch, was not worthy of a bet- 
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unprece- 
acquittal of 

be su by Charles him- 
is’ next satire, which took its 

of court 
of inferior 

with abundant abuse 

ciad ; the latter, in the second part of “ Absalom and 
Achitophel.” These were followed, in 1682, by his 
Religio Laici, a poetical defence of the English church 
against the sectaries. It has been » with some 
ded mig! by those who have accounted 
fe “St yd subsequent change to the Roman Catho- 
lie faith, on the score of principle, that he wrote the 
Religio Laici in a state of scepticism concerning re- 
vealed 1 j—not of hard and confirmed scepticism, 
but of that gentler sort which is accompanied with such 
a to believe, as extrinsic circumstances 

lead to the opposite 

Ne arm 

‘SOUEWMich he conferred on the roli bie on the ruling powers, © t 
the same time, the king’ pean 8 tr nand engaged 
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strongly of political ferocity. The king is exhorted to 
lay pf his forgiving disposition, and to treat the con- 
spirators as Hercules dealt with Anteus—* they must 
be hoisted from their mother earth, and strangled in 
the air.” This pious exhortation was given after the 
reign of Charles had filled Scotland with tortures and 
legal massacres ; after he had trampled on the liberties 
of England, and robbed her cities of their charters, at 
the time when Jeffries polluted the bench ; and ‘in the 
ear (1683,) that Al Sidney died on the scaffold. 
tis much to be that Dryden approached his poli- 

tical tasks with a little of that scepticism which is sup. 
posed to have attended his first religious lucubration. 
For all these services, it appears that he received only 
one donation of 100 broad pieces ; and a deplorable me- 
morial of his po still remains in one of his letters 
to Hyde, Earl of Rochester, imploring in vain for some 
permanent subsistence ; deplorable we may call such a 
memorial, for the effects of his creche to bad prin- 
ciples gees away with the cause which he supported; 
while benefits which he conferred on literature still 
remain. Under the following Hen v he became a Ro- 
man Catholic. King James added L.100 to his pen- 
sion, and Dryden was stigmatized as a hired convert. 
It is enough, however, to tax his memory with the flat~ 
tery of a base and bigotted court in the proof of his own 
degrading dedications, without pronouncing on the in- 
most secrets of the human heart, and assuming the in- 
sincerity of motives which could be known only to him- 
self. It is hardly charitable to suspect motives which 
malignity itself can only call suspicious. 
The most important poetry, out of the limits of the dra- 

ma, which he wrote under King James's auspices, was 
«The Hind and the Panther.” His pen was more un- 
profitably engaged in a prose for the conversion 
Tf the Duchess of York'to C icism ; and in transla-~ 
ting the life of Francis Xavier, one of the last saints of 
the Roman calendar. Believing, as he did, in astrology, 
there was nothing in the wildest of Popish legends which 
his'strong imagination might not be able to digest. +The 
Revolution soon after blasted all his projects; placed 
the laurel on the head of his enemy Shadwell ; and, in 

ite of the kindness of Dorset, who, when obliged to 
oe him of his office, made him munificent presents, 
miged him to resume his theatrical labours as an im- 

mediate resource. During the reign of King James, he 
had contributed to a miscellany bang fe Tonson, 
some of those translations from Virgil, Lucretius, and 
Horace, to which Garth has applied the eulogy former- 
— to D’Ablancourt, that it was uncertain whether 

dead or the living owed him the greater obligation. 
There is more quaintness than truth in this assertion. 
The living are positively indebted to him for a fine 
poem in English Eneid ; but from Virgil's obliga- 
tion to him, we must deduce all the beauties of the ori- 
ginal, which are lost or diminished in their translated 
form. ' After the Revolution, he contributed to the ma- 

; terials of two other miscellanies published by ‘Tonson, 
in concert with bis two sons, other inferior assist- 
ants; and being now retired from the , bent his 
thoughts to the task of translating Virgil. He 
wrote the first lines of this performance with a diamond 
ona of glass in one of the windows of Chesterton 
House in Huntingdonshire, the residence of his kins- 
men John Dryden; but the antiquary may now search 
in vain for that frail memorial, for the house of. Ches- 



been calculated at L.1300, His last work was the mis- 
cellany of 1700; which took its name from its most 
important contents, the Fables. At this period, on the 
verge of 70 years of age, he had bargained with Ton- 
son to furnish 10,000 verses for 250 guineas; but he 
received from the Duke of Ormond, for the dedication, 
1,500, ; 
Amidst the warfare of criticism, and the toils of lite- 

rature, his was now afflicted by the gout and gra- 
vel. He also an erysipelas in his manent a ne- 
gilected inflammation in one of his toes speedily turned 
to gangrene. He refused to undergo amputation of the 
lied; telling the surgeon that he cared not to lose it, 
tor the sake of protracting an uncomfortable life to the 
other members, and closed his existence on the first of 
May 1700. Dr Garth pronounced a funeral oration in 
Latin over his e. : 
The merits a Dryden are so strong and diversified, 

that they collectively rank him as one of the greatest of 
our poets ; and yet the destiny of his laborious life 
vented him from biases green any one production, 
which can be pronounced at once excellent, extensive, 
and original. Not one of his dramatic pieces is a mas- 
ter-piece, sug many of them bear tokens of the hand 
of a master. He never reached in the drama to an ori- 
ginal conception of character ; and he had no talent for 
pathos, an indispensible qualification in dramatic wri-, 
ting. ‘The design of his allegory the “« Hind and Pan- 
ther,” is preposterous. In his Fables from Chaucer and 
Boccacio, he has only filled up the outline of early mas- 
ters ; his merit in those pieces reaches only to colouring 
and ression, not to. design or invention. In his 
“* Absalom and Achitophel,” his plan of scripture pa- 
rallel was not original ; and the of the poem is: 
necessarily m A a ts As an ode writer, 
however, it wo repeating proverbial praise 
to speak of his “ Alexander's Beast” and not only 
from that, -but from innumerable instances of his - 
nificent imagination, not a doubt can remain, that he 
was equal to the conception, as well as conduct, of ex- 
tensive and ‘7 aaa creations in poetry. The whole 
history of his life anticipates an answer to the question, 
why he did not execute such a work? The readiness 
of his pen was indeed taxed to the utmost; but it is 
evident, from his constant recourse in narrative to the 
materials which he could borrow or translate, that he 
despaired of having leisure to invent. At the same 
time, his pore of managing stories at second hand, his 
touches of addition and renovation, and the air and spi- 
rit with which he personates the character of an origi- 
nal narrator, is so like originality itself, that we forget 
all his debt of the materials to another, and the 
facts, the contrivance of incident, and whatever had 
been left to him by a predecessor, as only fortuitous 
advantages, which none other could have used ; or like 
the strings of some instrument of music, which no 
other hand could have readjusted and taught to pro- 
duce the notes of enchantment. This remark on his 
art of renovating poetical narrative, we conceive to be 
peculiarly appli to his imitations of Boccacio and 

z without a - as ike oe safe, |) Wi a comparison |, more 

Tecuethe teow teprecion fe eee leaves the impression 0! us, is.his por- 
traiture of moral character. Aan e biaenal 
Achitophel” has neither interest nor regularity, but it is, 

-dromus Plant. Nov. Holl. 
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Dryden. terton was, in 1807, pulled down for the sake of its lery of historical its,—sketched with 
a a eosin + His probable profits from the wate hand 3 sea pr moral taken from 

tellectual The polemic may be wrong, but as 

splenic yn, Dryden be alvay the toma ustrative ; 
i for all the views of , both a bold 

and i of command. With majestic num- 

. DRYMOPH a 
Hexandria, and order at i 

+ Pp. 292; 
p. 196. ; ' 
DRYPIS, a genus of plants of the class Hexandria, 

and order Tri See Botany, p. 167. a 
DSCHOUFOUTKALE, or Decnurvurkau, is atown 

structure of a rhyme. 

, or “ Field of Dead,” be- 
lon the Karaite Jews. This cemetery, situated at 
the i of « valley, wel. withovk he rea Aaa les 
tiful grove, filling a i : : } 

of sarcophagi, 
the most an- and the tombs bear Hebrew inscripti : 

one of the oldest cient of which is 358 years old. 
was the following inscription : 

Cecy —— Josern, Fits pe ScHABATAI 
Le Tompeau 5204, 

a date which corresponds with the year 1445 of our 
wra. As there is no water in the town, the inhabitants 
are obliged to convey it on the backs of asses from 

ing, and return in the same manner in the even« 

Ken Reuilly's Travels in the Crimea in the year 1803, _ 
chap. vi. ; and Dr Clarke's Travels, vol. i. p.479. See 
also Batcueseral. (x) . 
DUBLIN, a county of Ireland. It is situated in at 

by the Irish sea ; on the north, by East Meath ; on the 
west, by East Meath and Kildare; and, on the south 
by Wicklow. : 

This county is not remarkable for its scenery. In: Aspect. 
eral, it is flat and uninteresting. On the sea- 

ao where there are mney Sat See s, it 
affords some picturesque views. , prospect across 
the Bay of Dublin, towards, the south, is extremely 
grand and magnificent. Approaching to Wicklow, there 

vince of Leinster, and is bounded on the east Boy in 
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English weights and the Winchester bushel are also in Dublin is a continued series of gentlemen’s seats, which are laid 

out and adorned with much taste. On the borders, it 
has all the rocky and mountainous features of that coun- 

. In , the soil is very cold and unfruitfal. 
n some the subsoil is so calcareous, that it effer- 

vesces W to the action of an acid. The 
climate is warmer than might be ex In the five 
years ending 1800, the medium atmospherical heat 
was 50° 15’; the maximum being 81° 50’, and the mi- 
nimum 14° 50’. The of the thermometer is about 

; inches. 

the most predominant. The south-east is the most pro- 

Agriculture is not in a remarkably ishing state. 
The system pursued is an unskilful one ; and of course 
the ity of produce is unequal to the advantages 
enjoyed. grain, however, is generally good in 
quality. Very little wheat is raised. Barley is seldom 
sown. ats and potatoes are standard crops. There is 
almost no flax cultivated. In 1808, about 45 acres 

following is an average view of the quantities 
and of the produce per English acre. 

This table ie made from the r Wake- 
field ; but from the produce assigned to oats and po- 

we suspect his statements are, not incorrect, so 
far as they go, but of insufficient extent and variety to 

; Seed used per| Produce per | Proportion 
Crops. acre acre | between 

in Ibs. avoir- | in Ibs. avoir- | seed and 
dupois. dupois. produce. 

Wheat. . 240 2100 lto 8.75 
Barley. . 224 2352 1 to 10.5 
Oats... 441 4018 lto 4.5 
Potatoes . 3800 18,801 lto 49 

summer is eight quarts, and in ‘winter five quarts 
day. They sell at from 10 to 20 guineas each: In 
county the farmers have no flocks of 

The fuel madé use of is furze, turf, coal import- 

He i nt 
2 ic2] A good many trees are 

seats, but wood is not 

ee 4! 
: 

In the district of Fingal, 5 stone is toa bushel 
of wheat ; 4 stone = do. of barley ; 81 stone = do. of 
oats ; 5 stone = do, of potatoes ; 4 stone = do. vetches. 
In the city of Dublin, 20 stone is equal to a barrel df 
wheat; 16 stone = do. of barley; 14 stone = do. of 
oats ; other tnlhrtad era 8 barrels = 1 ton of t 

it ; belongi 

use. Hay, garden, and flax seed, are sown by the _ County. 
bushel. - 

In some places labour is paid in money, and in other prices of 
places in money with convenierices, such as a cottage, labour, &cs 
or grass for a cow, &c. The following is a list of prices 
for the year 1811. A man the year round L. 23: 8; 
a woman do. L. 15:12; carpenter per day 3s. 101d. ; 
mason do. 3s. 84d. ; slater do. 4s. 49d. ; quarryman Qs, ; 
thresher do. 2s.; mason per 21 feet 1s. 1d.; slater per 
square 2I. ; bricklayer per perch 2s. 2d. ; cart and horse 
per day $s. 41d.; grazing a cow per week 3s. 94d. ; 
do a horse do. 7s. 33d. ; fencing per perch, ditch 7 feet by 
6, 4s. ad.; sea barrel 3s, 43d.; culm per ton 
3s. 83d. ; furze per Houma 81. 10s. ; bricks per thou- 
sand 21. ; lime per barrel 1s. ; plough timber 11. 2s. 9d. 
a car mounted 4]. 14s. 14d. ; bran per barrel 6s.; po- 
tatoes per stone 6d. ; salt butter per cwt. 51. ; fresh do. 

Ib. 1s. 4d.; hay per ton 41. 15s.; whisky per gal- 
Ton 9s. ; ale per quart 3d.; porter per gallon 1s. 2d. ; 
beef per Ib. 7d.; muttor do. 8d. ; veal do. 10d. ; pork 
do. 4d.; lambs per ecore 16].; eggs do. 10d. ; cheese 

Ib. 1s. 4d. ; bacon do. 1s. ; shoeing a horse 3s. 8d. 
es per pair 7s. ; shoes do. 9s. ; leather Ib. Is. ; 

salt per stone 1s. ; a spade 4s. ; shovel 2s. 6d. ; Swedisly 
iron per cwt. 1]. 10s. ; wool stone 1]. ¥ sr 

couple 4s. ; turkey 2s. 6d.; goose 1s, 7d. ; wheat 
re a Ql. ; ake do. 21. ; oats do. 18s. ; malt do. 
21. 5s. 6d.; flour, 1sts ewt. 2]. 12s. 2ds do. 11. 18s. 
3ds do. 11, 6s.; oatmeal per stone 3s. ; labour of har- 
vest of hay or corn per day 2s. 3d. ; day labour of chil- 
dren 7d.; mowing per acre 8s. 8d. ; rabbits per 
couple 1s. 10d.; milk per quart 2}d.; Rush ling per 
ewt. I]. 15s.; corn acre of meadow 71. 10s. ; do of po« 
tatoe land 101. 

are Mr 
ford, Lord De Vesci, and Lord Mountjoy. None of 
the estates are very extensive, which circumstance is 
probably owing to the neighbourhood of a great com- 
mercial city. The size of farms varies very much, Leases 
also are of various terms, except that they generally in- 
clude a life, in order to command a vote. The hand, 
from its proximity to the capital, is a more marketable 
commodity here than in most other counties of Ireland. 
The rental must be high, not however from the quali- 
ty of the soil, but from the number of acres attached to 
villas and country seats, and other local advantages. Mr 
Wakefield makes its average over the whole county to 
be not less than L.3 per acre. The whole rental at 
this rate would be about L.426,150 in Irish estimate, 
both of land and money. 

The only river of consequence is the Liffey. 

dare, then turning north-east intersects the county 
Dublin, the city, and a little below falls 
into the Irish sea. From the Liffey a canal has been 
made, which joins the Shannon at Clonfert. There are 
a good many bays and creeks. That of Dublin is very 
beautiful. The principal harbours arethose of Dublin, 
Rush, Skerries, and Balbriggen. 

In this County there is manufactured a’ 

find their way in an unfinished state into the-coun- 
try markets of En, 

On the Liffey there is'a considerable salmon fishery ‘rich aria 
on, extending from Is- fisherics. to Sir W. Worthi 

idge-to the light-house at Poolbeg. It employe 

Among the largest land proprietors in this coun 
White, Mr Hamilton, Mr Talbot, Lord Lahige aang 

It rises Rivers, 
in the county of Wicklow, runs west into that of Kil- herbours, 

of *&e. 

kind Manufas- 
of 7-8th dowlas, and also some '9-8th and5-4th sheet~"tures. 
in These goods are sold in ‘the Drogheda market, 

‘ 
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about cighteen or twenty men. From the peginning 
of January to the end of September, it yields from 
90 to 200 fish every week, which sell, on an ave- 
rage, at about 17s. each, This county is distinguished 
by the goodness of its eels: They are found in 
abundance in Tu river, and in the neighbour- 
hood of Fieldston. The quality of these is excellent, 
They are called silver eels, on account of a remarkably 
white and clear colour, which they are supposed to de- 
vive from the superior purity of the water, which runs 
over a bed either of sand or gravel. The mud-eels are 
yellow bellied, and of a less pleasant flavour. Sand-eels 
are found in great plenty along the coast, and furnish 
an agreeable and wholesome supply to the necessities 
of the poor. The number of wherries for fishing at 
sea, belonging to the county in 1801, was 87, carrying 
each seven or eight men, and emplo in eo 
per season, in catching cod, ling, haddock, ray, her- 
rings, &e. They receive a parliamentary bounty of 
20s. per ton; but it is complained, that this bounty is 
become too small, on account of the increased expence 
of the various articles used in their occupation. Besides 
these, there are about twenty smacks and five seine 
nets occupied in the salmon fishery, between Dublin- 
bay and Dun! At Du ere are also eleven 
yawls, and at Bulloch seven, which fish for whiting, 
pollock, and herrings. At Rush and Skerries, the art 
of curing the cod and ling has been carried to very con- 
siderable perfection. The cod and ling cured at these 
places are reckoned preferable to the foreign fish. The 
sturgeon has sometimes appeared in the bay of Dublin, 
In September 1746, one was caught between that place 
and the Isle of Man, which measured six feet long, 
and three broad in the thickest The sprat is 
found in the Liffey, between Dublin and Island-bridge, 
and in several other places. Good lobsters are found 
at Howth and Lambay. Lobsters and crabs are also y 
brought from Galway and Wexford, and fattened in 
coops at Bulloch. There are two artificial, but not very 
productive beds of oysters, one opposite to Cold Har- 
bour, and the other near Sutton. ‘They were trans- 
planted from Arklow. The. oysters were injured by 
being taken up too soon, to answer the great demand. 
Several natural beds are mentioned by Dr Rutty. In 
one of these, which was situated east-north-east from 
Ireland’s Eye, and lay at the depth of eighteen or twenty 
fathoms, the oysters were so large as to be of the size of a 
horse shoe. Porpoises are frequent on the Dublin coast. 

The minerals found in this county are marl; sand fit 
for all uses ; limestone; excellent granite, which is so 
abundant as to have in some measure supplanted the 
Portland stone ; good freestone ; lapis Hi icus, or 
Irish slate, of which there are large rocks on the coast 
between Rush and Skerries, that in some places exhibit 
a vitriolic efflorescence : copper and lead, of both which 
there were mines formerly wrought at Lough Shinney 
and Old J Bar; ochres of different colours ; potter's 
clay ; beautiful pebbles ; porphyry, and crystals. On 
this part of the subject the reader may consult Stephens’ 
Notes on the Mineralogy ‘4 Part of the Vicinity of Dub- 
lin. In several places are mineral waters. Of 
these, a full and accurate account is given by Dr Rutty 
im his Natural History of Dublin. The village of Lucan, 
situated towards the south, and of beauty, is ce- 
lebrated for its spa, which resembles that of Aix-la- 
Chapelle and Bruges, with this exception, that its wa- 
ters aré cold. 

Formerly Dublin sent ten representatives tothe Irish 
Parliament. It now sends five members to. the Impe-~ 
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rial Parliament ; two for the county, two for the city, 
and one for the university. The fr 
ty are very numerous, and v and therefore 
not subject to political influence in the choice of their 

tatives. It comprises, exclusive of the city and 
liberties, six baronies, viz. Belruddery, Nethereross, 
Carlock, and Castleknock, on the north side of the Lif. 
fey ; and Newcastle and Half Rathdown on the south. 
nee: 107 parishes, 20 of which are in the city. 
aan are fre regiments of militia, one for the city 
and one for the county. Four grand juries are 
nelled every oo in each one Two pod 
are presenting juries. , 

Dublin is one of the four ecclesiastical provinces p<: 
into which Ireland is divided, and five caldivisigs 
sees under four prelates, The see of Dublin, of which 
the first mention we find is in the 7th century, embraces 
the whole of the county, the most of Wicklow, and 

of three others, It was erected into an arch- 
ishopric in the year 1152. In 1214, the bishopric of ' 

Glan h, founded in the 6th century, was incor- 
porated with that of Dublin. The chapter of St Pa- 
trick, Dublin, consists of the dean, the , chan- 
cellor, treasurer, the archdeacons of Dublin and Glen- 
dalough, and nineteen prebendaries. The members of 
the collegiate chapter of Christ Church, are the dean, 
precentor, chancellor, treasurer, archdeacon of Dublin, 
and three prebendaries. The archbishop’s reyenue was 
estimated by Mr Young, in 1779, at L. 5000, and lately 
by Mr Wakefield at L, 12,000, Of those round towers, 
which are so frequent in Ireland, and which, from their 
being always near a church, are supposed to have been 
erected for some religious pu , there are four in 
this county. One at Clondalkin, one at Lusk, one at 
Rathmichael, and one at Swords. There was one in 
Ship Street, Dublin, which was destroyed about thirty 
years ago. “ 

The length of this county, from north to south, be- 
tween Meath and the sea, is 804 English miles ; and its 
breadth, from. east to west, about 19. Its area is 355 
square miles, or 228,2]1 acres, It contains 198,000 
inhabitants, according to Dr Beaufort’s statement in 
1792. Of these, 144,000 belong to the city. The other 
54,000 inhabit 10,560 houses; thus giving about 5.1 
souls and 4.2 acres to each house, There is every rea-. 
son to believe, however, that the ion is . 
increased since Dr wena § estimate a 
According to the return le in 1791, by. the inspec- 
tor-general of hearth money, there were 25,108 houses ; 
of which 7693 paid for one hearth, 2016 for two, 1298 
for three, 1571 tor four, 1252 for five, 1950 for six, 2123 
for seven, 1930 for eight, 1225 for nine, 834 for ten, 1319. 
for more than ten and less than 44, 6 for 44 to 114 in-. 
clusive ; 673 were returned as new, and 1213 exempted 
on account of pauperism. The proportion of Catholics 
to Protestants is, in many parishes, ten to one ; in some 
it is above twenty to one; in the parish of Narramore 
it is forty-two to one; but, on an average, it may be 

at six to one. In the county regiment of 
militia there is scarcely a Catholic officer ; but many of 
the privates are of that persuasion. ima a 
200 men there were only 70 Protestants. In the city 
régiment there are 470 Catholic privates, but not a 
Catholic officer, commissioned or non-commissioned. 
See Beaufort’s Memoir of a Map of Ireland ; Rutty’s — 
Essay towards a Natural History of the me ee 
Dublin ; Archer’s Survey of the County — ; 
ton’s Remarks on Archer's ; and Wakefield's Sta- 
tistical and Political Account of Ireland. (+) ' 

Extent 
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DUBLIN. 
DUBLIN, metropolis of that part of the united 

kingdom called Ireland, is situated in the province of 
Leinster, nearly in the centre of the eastern coast of 
the island, on a at the west end of a deep 
bay; and distant eight miles from its opening into the 

Channel ; 60 miles west from Holyhead, in the 
Island of Anglesea, in Wales ; and 330 north-west from 
London. It is situated in North Lat. 52° 2’ 2”, and 
West Long. from Greenwich 6° 15’, and is bounded by 
the of Dublin. 
= bay, at its ae a oe — miles are 

ly opens to of seven, on 
north and south beach ie, _ seams 8 pr is 
a peninsula on the north side of the bay, e@ risi 

of Rochestown on the south: iraek the view 

ce, viz. 
a mile ; and Lambay; 

at the distance of seven miles. . 
. The bay, at the distance of five miles from its en- 

is divided into north and south by a mole and 
os cipry which extend into the sea 17,754 feet,-on 

right of the stream of the river, during the ebb. It 
was begun in 1748, and finished in 1755. This mole, 
for 7938 feet, is 40 feet wide, and has three wharfs to 

g 

aH 
: r 

jit Bee 7 : 
angered fig i 4 i 

. A line due south, forms the 
eastern boundary of the city jurisdiction, ° 

River), over which there are six 

RiverLiffey. _ The city is divided into north and south by the river 
Asma Liffey (Swift 
bridges : four are built of hewn mountain granite, and 

the piers ; the cornice and balustrade are. of 
stone, They ‘are 

of 

120 feet wide at the western 
of th 1 e ci 

ote last century ; ales present are 
rebuilding, of mountain granite, with walks othe 

haga t 

mile from the west it is nearly oes aged 
and a half it is from north to south one mile 

three quarters. Dublin contains 671 streets, all laid 
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out since 1720. The streets are from 40 to 50 feet 
wide; those built since 1774, are from 50 to 60 feet 
wide ; and all of them have foot-ways suited to 
their breadth. In 1610, the walls of the city in cir- 
cuit did not exceed a mile; and the castle occupied the 
south-eastern point. The city, and adjoining d, 
is now surrounded by a road, 60 feet wide, with foot- 
ways communicating with all the avenues, and distant 
nearly two miles from the castle: it is kept in excel. 
lent ir by a toll. The elevation of that,part of the 
road, which is on the north-west and north-east, af- 
fords some most beautiful landscapes. Part of his Ma~ 
jesty’s park, the Phenix, is within this circuit ; it is so 
called, from a Corinthian fluted pillar, 30 feet high, sur- 
mounted with a phoenix, er by the Earl 
terfield, the viceroy in 1747. This has been always 
open for the citizens. There are, in this park, above 
700 acres ; and in different directions there are enclo« 
sures and mansions for the viceroy, the secretaries, ran 
“gers, and some grantees. There are also a fine mili- 
tary hospital ; a large military school for the children of 

“soldiers, with a beautiful church for them; a salute- 
battery of twenty-one guns, and a ine. “None 
of these buildings interfere with the views, or with each 
other. The park has two fine sheets of water, .is well 
stocked with deer, diversified with , woodland; 
and open , and is without hedges or trenches. 
It has the view of the river for two miles ; above which, 
at the distance of 30 perches, it rises abruptly about 
50 feet; and thus commands a full prospect of the 
city, the bay, and all the surrounding country. : 

he park is connected with the south side of the ri- 
ver by a bridgeion the circular road, of singular a 
the archis elliptical, and 104 feet in diameter ; and 
key-stone is 22 feet above the high water mark. It is 
356 feet in length, 38 in breadth, with fl foot 
ways: The base is of white hewn mountain granite ; 

the piers, cornice, and balustrade, of Portland stone, 
with two rows of lamps. It is called Sarah-Bridge, out 
of r tothe memory of the Countess of Westmore-~ 
land, who laid the first: stone of it in June 1791. 
The nd from the river, and four small streama 

of distant courses which fall into it, rises near them 
from 24 to 40 feet; so that the buildings of the city are 
very healthful, and nearly all command a prospect of 
the surrounding country. 

The embankment of the river, from the strand, for 
240 perches, between the city and the harbour, on the 
north side, and on the east for 360 perches, tothe Bay, 
with solid walls and sluices, was made at the nce 
of the i The inclosure was divided into 
lots, and let to fee-farm, with the burthen of repair and 
maintenance, under the view and controul of the city 

i and lately of commissioners, incorporated 
in 1786. The same was also done on the south-side by 
Sir John » by a solid wall and sluice drawn 
to the Liffey ; and, on the east side by a wall and mole 

to the left of the Dodder, a mountain- 
river which runs’ at this point into the Liffey. Over 
the Dodder there is a commodious bridge, which leads 
to the south wall. All this embankment is under the 
care of commissioners. 

The houses are built of good 
are commonly of that finer sort called stock-brick : they 
are generally five stories high, of which the cellars are 
one. In the streets laid out by the commissioners in- 
corporated in 1758 and 1774, the houses are generally 
six stories, and so well built, that they are vakind and 
sold as bearing equal interest for sixty-one years. 

¥ 
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In the year 1791, the city contained 22,000 houses, 

and the inhabitants were estimated at 236,000. Since 
eegenen, more than 4000 houses have been built, 
which, at the same calculation, would amount to 
278,000." 

The supply of corn, flesh, fowl, and fish, is abun- 
dant. The fuel is supplied from Scotland and Cum- 

through which the two ca- 
oyal Canal, run. There is 

city is supplied with water on the north side 
by the Royal Canal, which communicates with a bason 
handsomely laid out, and ided with branches for 
its distribution ; and, on the south side, the sheet of 
water is enclosed by a mole and a terrace-walk, neatly 

with a thickset hedge and elms, This reser- 
voir is filled constantly by a stream from the moun- 
tains, and from the Grand Canal ; the water of the two 
pre is distributed 4 city by — 
ran ; 3 & great part of w are now, an 

hertndbsn ore-t0 hee be aitel. Every house pays the wa- 
ter-duty, and is therefore supposed to have a branch 

The care of the food, fuel, watching, cleansing, light- 
ing, repairing the pavement, the roads, the parapets of 
the quays, the sewers, the jails, of decayed houses, and 
of removal of allnuisances, is divided among the 
citizens and inhabitants by special acts of Parliament ; 
and these incorporations are empowered to discharge 
the trust ina very effectual manner, by fine, distress, 
and imprisonment. 

The hareacks, situated on an elevated ground at the 
north-west side of the river, about 30 perches from it, 
and rising above the adjoining streets 30 feet, were 
opened in 1704, and sve it to lodge 4000 infantry and 
1000 - They have four large squares, three of 
which arefor the infantry, and one for cavalry ; the three 
to the south occupy .a front of sixty perches, and that 
to the east twelve. Since 1793, barracks have been 
erected in different parts of the inclosure within the 
circular road, which can accommodate 10;000 men. 
On the opposite side of the river stands Kilmainham 

Hospital, on a site of 64 acres, a part of the royal park, 
erected in 1683, at an expence to the army of nearly 
L. 24,000, There belong to this establishment resident 
_and out-pensioners ; it is quadrangular, with a ious 
area in the centre, ‘The chapel and dickie del ale. 
py the north side ; the portraits of the sovereigns de- 
corate the dining-hall, and the centre of this flank is 
— wi nf a clock, The whole rr 
ing is four stories high, with an iazza on the 
ground and corresponding cate are piazza, 
which ase the henge ae through the centre 
very agreeable. invalids do duty. ere is a mi- 
litary road from it to the barack ridge, to give the 
commander in chief, whose stately resi is within 
this part of the park, a speedy communication with the 

8. 
The Castle, the town residence of the viceroy, oc- 

cupies two squares, all rebuilt in the last century, 
except the south-east tower, called the wardrobe tower: 
The south-west tower is called Birmi tower. The 
entrance is on the north side from Castle Street, by a 
stately gate, 80 feet high, surmounted with a statue of 
Justice, which has a dent gate-ornament on 
the same flank, surmounted by a statue of Fortitude, 

foe building 
guard-house, and the whole is enclosed there by a range 
of iron 

cient habit, and do duty near the presence cham- 
ber. Oe ee ata who ranks 
as colonel, and by two subalterns, rank as cap- 
tains. 

: oeaee qe 
igh the garden 

> granite, ze 

The to the state ents is in the 
haere acaiig twelve feet arid 

, SU by Doric co- 
wide, 

The ball room is seeeeeee } 
meetings of the knights of the illustrious order of St 
Patrick, instituted 17th March 1783. His Majesty is the 
Sovereign, the Lord Lieutenant, for the time being, the 
Grand Master, and the Knights ions are 15, 
They wear a sky-blue watered ribband, with a m 
appendant, of two inches diameter, encircled with bril- 
liants. In its centre there is a saltier of an inch dia- 
meter: the interstices of the saltier are occupied with 
the motto, “ Quis Separabit,” in allusion to the decora- 
tion of the centre of the saltier, which is the shamrock’ 
bearing three crowns. The hall was ornamented with 
historical and allegorical paintings, by the celebrated 
Mr Waldrie, during the istration of the late Mar~ 
quis of Buckin , 

In March 1786, the first stone of the courts of The cow 
justice, on the north side of the river, ae 
Grace the Duke of Rutland, in the presence of the 
py a on the site of the Dominican convent, which, 
at the su ion of the monasteries in 1541, had been 
retained Oy the crown for a 
this period as the Rolls O 
were finished, -and the courts open 
ber 1796. The whole range 
and 50 in depth. The court yards of the offices on 
each side, are to the quay, and separated from it 
by iron pali and beautiful gateways of hewn 

™ According to the estimate of the late Dr Whitelaw, the population in 1798 was only 172,094; but this is admitted to be far below 
the real population. 

his of justi 
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eae eg e same >» gives 
height Sethe cincls hall, by windowe'ii deo ade- 

; apartments 
itself; and these buildings occupy 235 feet in front, and 

eg ere ae \cpatin etki the lei : 
legislators, ancient and modern ; and the 

whole building is insulated. 
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nineteen churches and twelve chapels ; 
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Catholic communion, twenty-six chapels; two meeting 
houses of the Church of Scotland, seven of other Dis- 
senters, four of Methodists, two of Quakers, one Luthe- 
ran Danish, and one FrenchCalvinist. St Catherine’s, St 
Ym tech St Werburgh’s, are finished in a fine style ; 
St s and St Anne’s are also well built ; but the 
fronts are left unfinished. S\Andrew’s is rebuilt in its 
rotunda form, and decorated in the best manner. All 
those Sonar, catia eerigersre: behagpse mace 
Church have erected by subscription, and on this 
account are not of that solid nature which bids defiance 
to time, or of that external beauty which will attract 
the attention of a visitor. 

There are fifteen 

Dublia. 
—— 

parish schools annexed to the esta- Religious 
blished Church, in which 297 children are fully main- education. 
tained and educated, and afterwards apprenticed. There 
are also three female orphan houses, under the direction 
of the established Church. 

Every house of worship has also some children under 
its protection , besides the general and numerous asso- 
ciations for the poner anor Teele ar 
4 private subscriptions, and annual ity sermons. 
he following institutions, which are incorporated by 

acts of Parliament, and receive annual grants, are wor- 
thy of notice: The Hibernian Society, for the orphans 
and children of soldiers; the Hibernian Marine So- 
ciety, for the s and children of decayed seamen, 
in his Majesty’s navy ; the Blue Coat Hospital, for the 
fing Ho cay careneeieees pitty ne Found- 

ing Hospital ; t ouse of wstry ; Incorpo- 
rated Society for promoting English Protestant schools 
in Ireland; the of Education; and the Asso- 
ciation for discountenancing Vice: besides, the Hiber- 
nian Bible Society, not yet incorporated. 

The 
or maimed, are eight; one for lyi 
for the blind and gouty ; two for lunatics; one for in- 
curables ; one for teaching the blind; three for fe- 
ver; three for female penitents; one for a particular 
infectious distemper; one to re-establish health after 
cure, and character ; one for the cow-pock 
institution ; one cow-pock dispensary for ditto; and 
five dispensaries of medicine. 

itals for the reception of sick and wounded, Medical as- 
-in women ; one “stance. 

Societies for relief from poverty, &c. are the Sick Relief a- 
and Room Keepers Society ; two houses of refuge ; 

Society ; the Literary Teachers " 
ciety ; the I Irish Musical Fund Society ; the 
Charitable Loan Society, for lending out money interest- 
free to tradesmen ; Meath Charitable Loan Society ; the 
Dublin weekly and daily schools; the Sunday and daily 
schools ; the schools of the House of Industry. It is ge- 
nerally estimated that education is given to 9000 poor 

The uni 
Elizabeth, in 1591 ; its charter a wpe wt Dre n 
tutes compiled Archbis! ud, in 1637. ‘he 

of All’ Hallows wens frre in 1541, and 
to the citizens of Dublin, who regranted it in 

1590, for the site of the university. No part of the ancient 
ildings remains. The present building consists of two 

squares : the first is modern, and executed from the de- 
signs of Sir William Chambers ; ‘the front, which looks 
to the west, is built of Portland stone, and is highly de- 
corated with Corinthian pillars and other ornaments ; it 
is upwards of 340 feet in length; over the vestibule, 
which is an inated with groined arches in 
the centre of this front, is the museum, a fine room sixty 
a furnished with a great variety of curious 
nai and artificial productions. The area of this 

3 

the gainst vice 
and po- So- ty, 

versity of Dublin was founded by Queen Learning. 
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square is 316 by 212 feet, amd entirely built of Port- 
land stone, by — from Parliament to the amount 
of L.40,000. _ It contains on the north side the chapel 
and dining hall, and on the south the theatre: the front 
of this is d with four Corinthian pillars sup- . 
porting a pedi ; its interior is 98 feet To , inclu- 
ding a semicircular recess of 36 feet diameter, 40 broad, 
and 44 feet high. A rustic basement supports a range 
of pillars of a composite order, highly decorated, from 
which the Mosaic ceiling rises in groined arches ; and 
the following pictures are hung between the pilastres: 
Queen Elizabeth, Primate Usher, Archbishop King; 
Bishop Berkeley, William Molyneux, Esq. Dr Bald- 
win, Lord Clare, and the Right Honourable John 
Foster, Esq. The monument of Dr Baldwin, a former 
provost, is in this theatre ; it is the work of Mr Hewit- 
son, who executed it at Rome: a large sarcophagus of 
black marble supports a white marble mattress, on which 
the provost is represented in a recumbent ee larger 
than life, with a scroll sevnening his will, (amounti 
to L. 80,000, bequeathed to the university, ) in his left 
hand, on the elbow of which he supports himself, and 
holding his right hand extended open ; a female figure, 
in deep grief, representing the university, leans over 
him, and he looks up to her with resigned complacen- 
cy; at his feet there is an angel holding a wreath of 
palm in his left hand, who points up to heaven as his 
reward ; behind these figures there we a magnificent 
pyramid of variegeted Egyptian porphyry. , This suc- 
ressful proof of the taste and ability of their country- 
man for this important work, does immortal henour to 
the artist, and. to the persons by whom he was selected. 
He received L.2000 for it. 

The chapel on the north side, and opposite to the 
theatre, is executed in the same style of architecture. 
‘These two buildings advance about twenty-five feet 
into the square, and form the boundary of the building, 
erected at the expence of parliament. The dining hall 
is a detached building on the same side, of Portland 
stone, with a stately ascent by a range of stairs the 
whole extent of the portals, 35 feet high, 35 feet wide, 
and 70 long, with an anti-room 35 feet broad by 30 
deep, capable of entertaining 400 persons; and over it is 
the Historical Society Chamber, of the same dimensions, 
where students of a certain standing meet to exercise 
themselves in oratory upon chosen: subjects, for excel- 
lence in which gold medals are given. The eastern side 
of this square is of brick, and likewise the entire building 
of the inner square, excepting the library, which occupies 
the south side of it. It is built on a piazza, and is of hewn 
stone, with a magnificent Corinthian entablature, sur- 
mounted by a balustrade. The great repository raom 
is 210 feet long, 40 feet high, and 40 broad. The book- 
cases are in recesses which advance from each window, 
and are formed by the gallery over them, the balus- 
trade of which is ornamented by the heads of illustrious 
personages, sculptured in white marble by eminent ar- 
tists: the remainder of the extent of the building is occu- 
pied by the grand staircase and reading rooms. Several 
rooms parallel. with the piazza.are occupied by the va- 
rious apparatus of instruments, for conducting experi- 
ments in natural philosophy. . These apartments look 
into the Fellows garden. The li consists of 40,000 
volumes, collected by Archbishop Usher, Dr Gilbert, 
Dr Palliser, Archbishop of Cashel, and by’several per- 
sons who gave small parcels; valuable either for the ra- 
oe or exactness of the editions ; and besides these, the 
college the books of the Fagel library, which was 
yalued at L,20,000, theugh they were sold at a rate 
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much less. There are also in the library several hun- 
dred rare and valuable manuscripts, relating to the Irish 
lan. and history, the Seriptures, arts, and sciences, 
The college park, to the east of the inner square, con- 
tains abouteight acres, and is intersected by spacious gra- 
vel walks, which have the advantage of sun and shade, 
from the well-arranged distribution of the plantation. 
The printing-house, with a stately front of white 
hewn granite, is on the north end of the great gravel 
walk, and opposite to it is the anatomy-house. Among 
many other rarities in this house, is 
work of M. De Roue, of Paris, a work of forty years 
labour, representing the whole progress of the human 
foetus, in figures as large as life: It was the valuable 
gift of the first Marquis of Lansdown. \ These figures 
are in a separate room, in large glass cases, and are in 
fine preservation. For an account of the Observatory, 
see OnsERVATORY. ¥ 

The provost’s house is on the south side of the west- 
ern front of the college, and to the west of the Fellows 
garden : it is built on the plan of Burlington-house, no- 
ticed in Campbell's Vitruvius Britannicus. The whole 
site of the college ground occupies twenty-five acres. 
Its government is in the — and seven senior fel- 
lows, with appeal to the chancellor, vice-chancellor, and 
visitors. There are besides fifteen junior fellows, who 
are the teachers; five’ royal professors, of divinity, com- 
mon law, civil law, medicine, and Greek ; also Arch- 
bishop King’s lecturers, of divinity and of Greek ; two 
royal professors of modern languages ; Erasmus Smith’s 
professors, of mathematics, Oriental languages, oratory, 
natural philosophy ; Andrews’ professor of astronomy ; 
Mrs Donnellan’s beanie the professors of anatomy and 
surgery, of chemistry and of botany; Sir Patrick Dunn’s 
professors, of the institutes of medicine, of the practice of 
medicine, and of the materia medica, and pharmacy. The. 
students are ranked in three classes, —fellow-commoners, 
pensioners, and sizers. The expence of the first class is 
about L. 100 per annum, and the second about L.70; the 
third class, about thirty in number, are chosen after exa- 
mination as the best answerers, and are admitted into 
the establishment to have commons as a premium, 

The revenue of the college arises from the estates in 
the northern counties: the distribution of it belongs to 
the board of senior fellows, each of whom has L. 1000 
per annum by his office; the provost L. 4000. per an- 
num; each junior fellow L. 100 per annum ; 50 scholars, 
with free commons, L. 4 per annum ; 20 ditto, natives, 
L, 20 per annum, These twenty are chosen from the 
most diligent of the scholars... The place of provost is 
in the nomination of the crown. The place of senior 
tellow is given by the election of the provost and senior 
fellows; the senior of the juniors is most generally cho- 
sen, The place of junior is by the election of the pro- 
vost and senior fellows, from the members of the uni- 
versity of the degree of bachelor, after a concourse in 
the public hall for three days successively, with doors 
open for all visitors, for two hours, each morning and 
each evening ; and one day, for four hours, before the 
senior lecturer, for the composition of a theme in the 
morning, and Latin and Greek verses in the evening: 
these four days immediately precede ‘Trinity Sunday. 
The place of scholar is given by the election of the se- 
nior fellows, after an examination of four hours, on two 
days preceding Whitsunday. The candidate must be 
of two years standing. ‘Thus the place is to continue 
for four years, and is generally valued at L. 500. If 
the scholar be of the age of twenty-one, he has a vote 
for the university gnd forthe city members. . The di- 

e celebrated wax” 
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sident, and. has, apartments with every acconimoda- Dublin. 

members of the university, and who are all clergymen, 
except those chosen for common law, civil law, and me- 
dicine, or who may obtain a dispensation. The num- 

_ ber of students in the present year, (1814,) is 900. 
_ The Royal Irish Academy, by charter in 
1786, for the advancement of science, polite literature, 
and antiquities, consists of 200 members, several of 
whom have distingui themselves by their compo- 
sitions, which have been published at the expence of the 
Academy in their Transactions. See Acapemy. 

ish ae io of the publi The 2 ishop Marsh, use public. 
of this collection mathe Lines ofthe saan 

Bishop Sting. The funds are not sufficient to de- 
fra: and also to add the modern publica- 
Goat Itis every day from eleven to three, Sun- 
days and = excepted, : 

three rooms, in Reery.aen i 
which there is a most valuable collection of books, re- 

trious body, which was in 
ears after its formation, by the zeal of the illustrious 
Mr Prior, who was born at ney, in the Queen’s 
county, in 1679, and died 21st October 1751. . He pro- 

d, through the recommendation of the Earl of C 

wa: 2 kind and ardent coadjutor of Mr Prior. 
The members of this society are above 400, to whom 

i attention paid to it by 

kingdom. The buildings erected grants from par- 
Pteanict seed oot ant ence There 

by Mr Leske, and 
from. his fonts for a SD Two profes- 

of chemistry, one of botan, iculture, one 
pases gud. experimental. philosophy, one for the 

veterinary art, one for the figure , one for land- 
scape, and for architecture, are liberally rewarded 
ie Seeenar abspnenied sexicen: 

voluntary association, by subscription of one guinea 
per annum, and one on admission ig Sco <a 
a 

, is now 
spacious and modern library of 4000 volumes, and of 

in 170t itisopm gy in : Itis every day in the year for the ac- 
commodation subscrii 
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the 
and are built of Portland stone. Those of the Earls of 
Charlemont, Powerscourt, and Aldborough, are also 
built in the same manner, but are not enclosed in the 
front. The Earl. of Moira’s house Was built in the last 
century, and though of brick, is very magnificent. The 
houses of the other noblemen are built of brick, in the 
modern fashion, and in appearance are not to be dis- 
tinguished from the other buildings, but by the range. 
The tag builditigs with trade, are the Trade. 

Bank, Custom-house, the Royal Ex the 
Commercial Buildings, Linen-hall, the several halls be- 
longing to the guilds of the trades carried on in the 
city, and the Post-office. ' 

e Bank is on the north side of that large open The Bank. 
space before the west front of the college. It was the 

‘arliament House, and was begun in 1729, during, 
the administration of Lord Carteret,.and finished,in 
1739, at the expence of L.40,000. The lantern and 
western fronts, with the circular curtains i 
them with the south front, cost nearly as much ; 
the court of proprietors has added y to the inter- 
nal convenience, in addition to the expence of the build- 
ing erected for the accommodation of the guard: it is 
built of Portland stone. The grand portico in Colle; 
Green extends 147 feet: it isin the Ionic. order. T 
centre vestibule is in recess 40 feet, and the entabla- 
ture of the advancing vestibules of the portico is orna- 
mented with statues. The cash office is the hall which 
leads to the rotunda, in which form the House of Com- 
mons was built. This room, by the throwing down of 
the House of Commons, is illuminated from the north 
side, near the ceiling, which is 50 feet high, and by the 
reflexion of a row of mirror windows on the opposite 
side. The room is 7% feet long, 53 feet wide, and 50. 
feet high. The offices are numerous and convenient ; 
and every precaution is taken for the protection of the 
whole from injury. The late House of Lords remains 
unaltered ; it is for the court of proprietors; it is 73 
fork tong anit 50, faas brent ‘ 

is com was incorporated in 1783. Its capi- 
tal was then L. 400,000 in debentures, and L, 200,000 
in cash. The capital is now three millions, of which 
two millions three hundred thousand pounds are in de- 
bentures, and L.700,000 in cash, . Its its are the in~ 
terest of the debentures, traffic in bullion, and discounts, 
besides the remuneration for managing the fund... The 
profits are so great, that the bank is at L.202 per 

of cent. which is L,10, 2s. per cent. for the original sub- 
scription, 

he direction is yested. in a governor, deputy- 
vernor, and fifteen directors ; the restriction that 
five new directors at least are to be chosen every year. 

The custom-house is on the north side of the river, Thecustox- 
to the east of Carlisle bridge, and where the course. of hose: 
the river is the widest, and confined by the straight 
embankments to the harbour, The building was begun 
in 1787, and finished in 1791. tis 875 in. front, 
and 200 feet in depth, and has four fronts of different 
designs. It is composed of pavilions at,each end, which 
unite with the centre by arcades, The order is Doric, 
and is finished with a bold, projecting medallion cor- 
nice. In the centre, a portico a pediment, 
which is enriched with ba pie of heures in alto relie- 
vo. They are Hibernia and Britannia embracing. They 
bear the emblems of Peace and Liberty, are seated in.a 

The Duke of Leinster's town residence, and that of Noblemen's 
is of. Waterford, have spacious enclosures, palaces. 
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Dublin. naval car drawn by sea-horses, are ied by Tri- 
—\~— tons, and followed by merchants’ chips, aden eh the 

roduce of different nations, and w: by the winds. 
‘our allegorical statues, Industry, Commerce, Wealth, 

and Navigation, are placed on the attic over the pedi- 
ment. A magnificent dome rises 75 feet above the 
building, and on it is placed a female statue of Com- 
merce. The pavilions at both ends are decorated with 
the arms of Ireland in an elliptic shield, supported by 
the lion and unicorn, and decorated with festoons of 
fruits and flowers. 

The entrances are ornamented with allegorical colos- 
salheads. Over the four columns of the north front are 
four statues, representing the four quarters of the world. 
The whole south front is of Portland stone, and the 
others of white mountain stone. The columns, corni- 
ces, and architraves, are of Portland stone. The 
room for business is 70 feet long, 65 broad, and 30 high. 
Rows of columns on each side form open recesses for 
the offices. 

ite to the east front there is a large wet dock, 
which contains 40 sail, and contributes much to the 
di of business. The total of this build- 
ing is ited to be L.255,000. e authority of the 
commissioners extends to the whole kingdom. 

The Royal Exchange was el in 1769, by a parlia- 
mentary grant of L.13,500, which pure! the site 
on the acclivity leading to the castle. It was finished 
in ten years, and opened in the beginning of 1779. It 
po biemge dye Bg raised by lotteries grafted on 
the state lottery. e building is nearly square, and 
an the centre with a fme dome, al on 

e inside by 12 composite fluted pillars, which form a 
circular walk. Above these are 12 circular win- 
dows. The centre of the dome has also a large window 
that illuminates the whole. 
A bronze statue of his ay George IIT. in a Ro- 

man military habit, executed by Van Nost, at the ch: 
of the late e of Northumberland, is placed on an ele- 
vated white marble pedestal, on a range with the columns 
in the rear, and opposite to the great entrance. The geo- 
metrical oval staircases at each end of the north en- 
trance lead to the coffee-room and the other apartments, 
which are all occupied for business relating to mer- 
chants. The building on three sides is of Portland 
stone, in the Corinthian order, with their suited entabla- 
tures. The north front has a pediment, with a projec- 
tion of ten feet ; and the west front has only a projec- 
tion of the entablature su ing a balustrade which 
surrounds the whole b , excepting the imterru 
tion of the pediment of the north t. The straight 
opening. of two streets to the north front, gives a full 
be “alvity OF the g er! the distance of 120 perches, 

ground rendered it necessary to pro- 
tect the ascent by a balustrade and walk. The bias. 
trade is supported by rustic work. The trustees are 
the lord mayor, sheriffs, city representatives, treasurer, 
senior master of the guild of merchants, and twelve mer- 
chants. In a niche m the western staircase, there is a 

the 1d de of wkdresang a sembly pace in attitu ing an > and 
on a pedestal. There is in bas relief on the pedestal, a 
representation of Liberty seated, and ornamented with 
her rod and cap. 

Thirty steps of ascent, by the ical staircases 
to the apartments of the Royal Exchange, were found 

so inconvenient, natty merchants determined to 
ground plan a set of offices in a court, 

where business could be transacted within a minute's 

The Royal 
Exchange. 

| 
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tion fund are much above par. 
The linen hall is a v i 

i 

fh value only to L.14,112, and the number of yards e 
5 

: in 1718, ..... 1,819,816 yards, © 

on dentine, Soe 1713, linen yarn , Il, 2qrs.17Ib. 
1787, do. do. 31,04+9ewt. 2qrs. Olb. 
The corporation halls are all commodious buildings, , 

The weavers hall is decorated with a pediment, s: 
rei a and a fine pedestrian 
ss Majesty IL. in his robes. 
The is opposite to the bank, in a ii of bricl : Fin 

patch of the mails is i " 
yard, a of ground in 
north side of the river, and nearly as 

int of distance as the present 
ase the government for this 

the sum 
object was to 
and the river mon. In 1783, it was opene 
passage boats, from the west end of the ity to S 
15 miles; in 1786, to Monastereven, miles 
1806, to Shannon 

igated by boats of 30 and 40 tons burthen. T | 
ee rd the stream is principally from the Great { 

twelve miles from Dublmm, at the fifteenth lo 
The locks are 26 in number, six double and 20 sing! 
the falls in which vary from 4 feet 3 inches to 19 
7 inches. The summit level is 202 feet 4 inches abo 
Oe og Saha eee eee aches 
above the Barrow at Monastereven, and 260 above high 
water mark in the Liffey in Dublin. The 59 fe 
inches fall deterred the company from engaging in the — 

2: 
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Liffey at the west end of the town; 
for themselves, they determined to 

southern circuit of the city 
had twelve bridges and four- 
the river, they excavated the 
$30 feet; the inner 2000 feet 

purehased being 35 
of which are covered with water 16 

three locks open to the sea; be- 
The other nine acres not oc- 

are to be employed for the 
nature of the Irish revenue 

H i re He art a 
Hie | Ht 

5 
= z customs ii 

can- 
baled a The case of the Company and loan-holders 
is now Hie salech ciscnlises at tho, homes of Camp. 
‘mons; and commissioners of enquiry are appointed for 
the : 

true state of the kingdom may be known by 
the unemployed capital, which is lent at interest. From 
the Reformation to the accession of the Stuarts, that is, 

from 1535 to 1601, it was L.12 per cent. 
« ee RCOL ATION Os i PA i fae 
oo @hZO7 5) F725 Bee. ot 
-+ 1753. 1814..... OW rs. 

and Ireland has frequently, within 
these last twenty years, given a premium of L.8 and 
L,9 per cent. for this service for twenty-one days ; there- 
fore the highest favour that could be done to the trade of 
agit be, by the drasin and redrawing of the 

banks of England and at L.14 per cent, 
above par. The directors of each are fully capable of 

the fair course of the business carried on, 
On the accession of the House of Hanover, 

was borrowed in Flanders at L.3 per cent. and lent out 
° mortgage security. This fact, 

DUBLIN. 
the rate of interest: That the profits of capital shouldbe _ Dublin. 
i jon to the useful secanaion of it in the hand “=\7” 
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in 
of the owner, and thus reduce their rate of discount to 
L.4 per cent. 

Dublin: has for near a century been the staple of all Imports and 
consumed in the twelve counties west of exports. the i 

Dublin and Wicklow. The communication by. the 
canals have assisted this commission trade. The ex- 
ports from Dublin are chiefly corn, live cattle, butter, 
and linen. 

The woollen manufacture flourished in the south- Manufac- 
west district of the city, when it was stopped by the 
law enacting a high duty, and thus prohibiting the 
exportation, about the year 1698. At present the num- 
ber employed would not furnish an eighth of the con- 
sampiis of the. ki : without capital, without 

inery, without fuel in any proportion in these se- 
veral to the manufacturers of the same class in 
England, an observer is astonished at the artifices prac- 
tised to avoid the small protecting duty laid.on by the 
act of union, the policy of which was evidently to give 
an opening to human ingenuity in this branch, without a 
aor le prejudice to the interest of the sister kingdom. 

e cotton and silk manufactures haye their special 
excellence alone to recommend them. The protecting 
duty on the cotton will shortly expire. 

the n of hospitals, 
iynpan women, which is pri y supported by the 
profits arising from musical entertainments, balls, and 
card parties, which are given by subscription at the 
Rotunda, and great rooms in Cavendish Row 
adjoining the Rotunda. Dr Mahe Moss, a licen- 
tiate of midwifery, in 1745, began this charitable insti- 
tution in South Great George’s Street ; and finding it 
not sufficient for this , took a field in Great 
Britain Street, then at the extremity of the City Build- 
ings, (and now nearly in the centre of them ;), and in 
1751 led not only his entire fortune, about 
L,2000, but also all the i donations he had re- 
ceived, and money borrowed to the amount of L.6@00, 
In 1754, the zeal of the Doctor, unable to fulfil his 
design by the means which he su to be within 
his power, applied by petition to House of Com- 
mons, and obtained not only the L.6000 borrowed, but 

and L.6000 in also the L.2000 of his own Tapers 
addition, to complete the ae esign. Its use may. be 
estimated by the following summary account from. the 
day it was opened. From December 8, 1757, to Octo- 
ber 31, 1809, there were 64,040 women delivered of 
30,831 boys, and 31,129 girls. The usual admittance 
every year is 2600. The building is inco ly well 
fitted for its purposes. It is entirely built of hewn 
stone, and ornamented on the north and south with re- 
gular architectural fronts. A beautiful steeple is in the 

t, and semicircular colonnades form the wings. To 
the east of the house is the rotunda, 80 feet in diame- 
ter, with convenient recesses; this is connected with 
the apartments in Cavendish Row, the front of which 
is of white granite, and of the Doric order, in the frieze 
of which the arms of Ireland, the star of the order of 
St Patrick, and the crest of the Duke of Rutland, are 

ly united, These aj nts consist of a ball- 
room 66 feet by 40; a room 66 feet by 35; a tea- 
room 54 feet by 24; a great supper-room 86 feet by 40; 
a lesser supper-room 54 feet by 24; four dressing- 
rooms, each 19 feet by 13; a hall 40 sent be 30; a wait- 
ing-room 36 feet by 20; a chairman’s 40. feet b 
80; a vestibule 20 feet by. 14; and kitchens with all 
their offices, The physicians-are a master, and two 

there is one for Hospitals. 
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assistants ; ene consulting physician ; besides there are 
in attendance a chaplain, a surgeon, a matron, a house- 
keeper, an apothecary, a secretary, a register, and an 

t. 

*eThe six squares within the buildings of the city, 
which are all ornamented with great care, and deck- 
ed with those shrubs which can endure the situation, 
are never-failing sources of amusement to the nume- 
rous well-dressed and orderly assemblies on these pro- * 
menades. Stephen’s Green, the largest of them, being 
400 yards by 300, is now given up by the cérporation 
of the city, to be laid out in such a manner as will cor- 
respond to the stately memorial of national respect to 
the Duke of Wellington. A tribute of this nature was, 
in the beginning of the last century, erected to William 
the IIId. In 1765 the pedestal was repaired, and the 
statue replaced. 

The equestrian bronze statues of his Majesty George I. 
in the garden of the city mansion-house, and that of 
his Majesty George II. in Stephen’s Green, are lastin, 
memorials of the talents of Mr Van Nost. : 

The citizens of Dublin have shewn their respect for 
the memory of Lord Nelson, and of the brave men 
who fought under his command, by the erection of a 
turret, ornamented on the outside as a pillar. It is 
erected in Sackville street, which is 100 perches long, 
and six wide, and in that part of it where it is crossed 

two streets at right angles meeting each other, and 
the same extent, having on the south Carlisle Bridge, 

and on the north the side termination of the Rotunda 
Buildings. The base is twenty-five feet high, and the 
dates and places of the four great victories are carved 
on the monumental slabs. the west side is inscri- 
bed, “St Vincent, 14th February 1797;” on the north, 
« The Nile, 1st August 1797;” on the east, “ Copenha- 
gen, 2d April 1801 ;” and on the south, “ Trafalgar, 
21st October 1805.” The base is enclosed by an oval 
iron palisade, ornamented with tridents and lamps. ‘The 
ascent to the summit of the turret is by 186 steps ; there 
is there a gallery with an iron quadrangular balustrade, 
and in the centre a pedestal twelve feet high. On this 
the colossal statue of Lord Nelson, also twelve feet high, 
leaning on the capstan of a vessel, is placed. 

This city, according to Ptolemy, in the year of our 
140, was called Aschaled, a Eblanu Mos a 

inius, a chieftain, in possession of it in 155, chan 
re ee to Auleana, in sorrow for the loss of his dai ~ 
ter, who was drowned in the river. In 181, the Irish 
called it by its ap ce, Drom chail coil, the brow 
of the hazel wats des Ath Cleath, the ford of hur- 
dles ; also Bally lean Cleath, the town at the harbour of 
hurdles ; and Dub leana, the black harbour, and hence 
is the contraction of Dublin. 

The rising of the tide renders the approach to the 
river, even at low water, so difficult, by the quantity 
of mud deposited, that it became necessary to lay bundles 
of hurdles on the strand. In the summer season, at 
low water, the river has not a foot of water in the cen- 
tre of the city, so that the building of a bridge was no 
object to the inhabitants, So late as 1610, there were 
but 50 perches of embankment on the north side about 
Dublin Bridge, now called the Old Bridge, and at that 
time the only bridge connected with the city. 
The Danes were in sion of the city in the 9th 

century, in 851, and built the ancient walls to 
themselves from the surrounding inhabitants. Notwith- 
standing the victory gained by the Irish over them in 
1014, near Clontarf, their chiefs kept possession of 
it, built churches, and founded abbeys, in and near 

just debts, two of whom are to be chosen for that of- 

Dablin, 24 years after this period. They remained in 
ion for 134 years, until they were expelled by 

ny ray Gieftain of Laue, oo of the tS ish y 1 ster, : 2 
ees coe se ea nd Ie Gros 

e marriage trongbow wi ter 
and heiress of the chieftain Eg pees heal 
the right to transfer it to Henry Il. He to 
the inhabitants a charter, and also en by the 
value of the grant, several Bristol men to bring their 
families and settle in it. 

Four years after, he created his son John, then but 
twelve years old, Lord of Ireland, a title which the 
king assumed, in consequence of a treaty with the Irish 
chieftains, who had been harassed by constant wars 
which the limited powers of the first chieftain could 
not check. Thirty-three years after, in 1210, King 
John met twenty other chieftains, who bound them- 
selves, by treaty, to adopt the English law and cus- 
‘toms. In 1216, Henry III. granted a new charter ; 
and the year following he ted the city in fee-farm, 
at 200 merks per annum. The tolls were collected; two- 
pence only was paid for a barrel of wine, which cannat 
now be brought in’ for less than L. 10 ing. In 
1308, the magistrate was styled provost, and his imme- 
diate assistants bailiffs. In 1409, the title of boeing 
was changed to that of mayor; and, in 1547, the bai- 
liffs. became by title sheri In 1660, the mayor was 
decorated by the gift of a golden collar, and honoured 
with a company of foot guards. In 1665, the additional 
titles of rieht onourable, and lord, were added by the 
king. In 1672, new rules were instituted for the bet- 
ter government of the city, by Arthur Earl of Essex ; 
and these‘were improved by the act of 1793, the 38d of 
his a. Majesty. “ ave aerate 

e mayor, and twenty-five aldermen, | Electio 
a board in a separate ciate pie the sheriffs and the oh 
sheriffs peers, with 96 freemen, chosen by the 25 cor- ™*s* 

rations in their respective halls, in’a separate cham- 
cae are the electors of the city magistrates. Sheriffs 
peers are those who had served that office, or being 
elected, were excused, and paid the charitable fine sub- 
stituted for service. When they exceed 48 in num- 
ber, the juniors have no privilege. : 

The freemen of the twenty-five corporations can only 
elect in that in which they were first madé free ; and commo 
the elected are those alone who at that time followed counci 
the business, or followed it five years, or served an ap- me, 
prenticeship to it ; and the corporation of merchants is 
the only one exempted from these regulations, 

The sheriffs, sheriffs peers, and the 96 freemen, name Election 
eight persons who are freemen, each worth, in real or sheriffs. 

y, L. 2000, over and above all their 

rum of them. In the event of death, or resignation, 
four freemen are to be named in the same form, for 
the choice of' one to fill the vacancy. 

The lord mayor and the aldermen, or the usual quo- Elect 
rum of them, send the name of the alderman chosen by the lord. 
them to serve the office for the ensuing year, to the she- mayor 
riffs’ assembly for their approbation, without which no 
person is capable of serving that office. In the failure 
of either assembly doing their duty, the other is ena- 
bled, 4 the statute, to make a valid election. All elec- 
tion is by ballot, and no person chosen lord mayor, she- 
riff, recorder, or town-clerk, is te of serving that 
office until he be approved of by the chief governor and 
the privy council. ry 

1 

fice by the lord mayor and aldermen, or the peat gue 
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puc 
The revenue of the city arises from the rents of the 

of which had been let when 

5s. to L.4 i 
21 to 25 feet in front, and 125 feet in depth. The build- 
ing of a good house of five stories, including the cellar, 

with suitable out-offices, cost L.1500; and of course it 

is valued at a rent in proportion to the expenditure of 

from the ion felt by the operation of the 

empowered to levy the whole sum from the tenant in 
possession, without any regard to his interest in the 

EnThe pri have all been rebuilt within these thirty 
years. prison cost L.16,000. It is 
5, Sag amnercten -ehel iyptehesategn 
120 It consists of four stories, including the cel- 
larage, where those under sentence of death are lodged. 

for recesses, which are so 

Plant. Nov. Hoil. §c. p. 448; and Botany, p. 257. 
ago = Sy ope bape  PUCTILITY, ‘ 1 by metalli 

being drawn out to a fine wire. : 
The ductility of a metallic wire is therefore the resist- 

SF ee ne ne eo aes 
of its length, and is measured by the weight which is 
necessary to break a wire of a given thickn 

177 

~ Names of metals. 

the different m 
a wire of each 0.078 of an inch in diameter are capable 
of supporting, without being drawn asunder: 

warfare is not to 
dern times. 

pe 
looked u 
Hen 
to 

DUE 
Thickness of leaves into which. D 

they can be hammered. 
7 

> © we ee we eee eeee Eyoooo 

Weeds ig hye oaatrhc; +, Dos 
The following Table, drawn up principally from the 

i of Gu Morveau, shews the ductility of 
as measured by the weight which 

Do. 
0. 

ap os a2 © 6,6 Fas wo 

Antimony, . . . 6s. 55. es 7.00 
For further information on this subject, see Grass, 

Gotp, and Wire-prawine. See also Ann, de Chim. vol. 
Ixxi. p. 189. (+) 
DUEL, ( inter duos,) a single combat, at a 

time and place appointed, in consequence of a 3 
It must be premeditated, otherwise it is called a ren~ 
counter. 
The practice of deciding differences by single 

ancient history of civilized mations, euch a species of 
found. It is a peculiarity of mo- 

uctility, 
Duel. 

In @™e* 

The origin of the duel is to be sought in the super- o;jgin of 

all such nations, 
principle. 

e seems to 

This principle, impa- 
sap tte pm 

the sword ; and w er 

with arms. 
This was intimately connected with their no- 

tions of religion. ‘The belief of a Providence seems to 
be interwoven with bg emg of the human consti- 
tution, sinee it has 
of the world. But till revelation threw light upon this 

'y manifested itself in every age 

ing doctrine, it was the general , that 
Soiree aad poiahuhants weezy gReatu? ta 

vour, while the 
as suffering the puni 

ce the single eombat was viewed as a direct appeal 
heaven, pad he Gn Wie Wile, ible’ daptaxeal 

believed to have the juster cause, It was employed 
2 ; 

stitious customs of the Scandinavians and other northern the duel, 
nations. Among 
have been the ruli 
cscs ips w, i 
own wrongs at int 
declined to do so, was bisniled with the gapelindan of 
cowardice, and on that account looked upon as infa- 
mous. Paterculus informs us, that it was the practice 
nessa enn here Te from the earliest ages, to de- 

poe were regarded as the Regarded as 
afflicted were an appeal 

t of their crimes. t° heaven. 
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either for discovering the truth, or settling disputes 
among public enemies, 

In several countries, too, to avoid the shedding of 
blood, the accused were allowed to clear themselves by 
oath. This oath, in important cases, was made to ex- 
tend to a number of witnesses, who were all obliged to 
swear to the innocence of the accused person. In this 
way, considerable care was taken to arrive at the truth. 
But as the most turbulent and wicked are always least 
restrained by the sanctions of religion, the guilty were 
often led to vindicate themselves by swearing falsely. 
On which account, this mode of trial gradually went in- 
to disuse, and the single combat gained ground. 

Tacitus informs us, that when one German nation in- 
the German tended to declare war against another, they endeavour- 
nations, 

sanctioned 
by law. 

Feudal sys- 
tem favour- 
able to its 

Progress. 

ed to take some person prisoner, whom they obliged to 
fight with one of their people ; and by the event of this 
combat they judged of the success of the war. They 
considered it, whatever it was, as a decree of heaven, 
ever attentive to punish the guilty. 

This s mode of obtaining justice accorded 
with the character of the people among whom it pre- 
vailed; and having once gained pa it was reduced 
to regular form, and made part of the legal jurispru- 
dence. Magistrates appointed the place where the com- 
batants were to fight, the weapons they were to employ, 
and all the circumstances connected with it. Bo’ e 
accuser and accused gave pledges to the judges that 
they would abide by the issue of the trial. And so far 
did the custom prevail among the Germans, Danes, and 
Franks, that none were exempted from it but women, 
sick people, cripples, and such as were under 21 years 
of age, or above 60... Even ecclesiastics, priests, and 
ale were obliged to find champions to fight in their 
stead. _The punishment of the vanquished was either 
death, or mutilation of members, according to the cir- 
omen ces of the case. ; sis sot rat 

This practice, original op or discoverin 
truth, and preventing os So gradually Nessemconet 
into a species of self-avenging power, not only tacitly 
permitted, but publicly authorised; and its laws and 
regulations were accurately defined in most kingdoms 
of E 

Under the feudal system, the duel was warmly pa- 
tronised. The haughty haspensegeeclions of the prin- 
ciples of law and justice, considered their sword as the 
avenger of their wrongs, and disdained to submit to any 
thing but their own strength and prowess for.obtaining 

isfaction. They were ignorant and untractable. They 
were fierce, cruel,and op ive. The administration of 
public justice was abe yt the force of private ani- 
mosities, while every domineering chief not only made 
himself the determiner of his own cause, but claimed 
the sole power of judgment over his vassals. These he 

and defended in all their depredations on 
others, but held. them himself in the most abject slave- 
ry. A powerful baron seldom ap abroad in those 
times, but with the view of pl or freebooty, or to 
execute some purpose of revenge or lust. And having 
accomplished his pu , he retired within the gloom 
and entrenchment of his impregnable castle, which was 
equally fortified against the admission of his rival ba- 
ron, ean his Jawa ak ae 

us evils gradually arose to an alarming height. 
Every kingdom was distracted by the private omnes 
and petty wars of a Jawless ari . War and the 
duel were the ruling passions to which all considera- 
tions of religion, justice, and humanity, were made to 
bend. In such a state of society, some possessed of 

DUEL. 
more enlightened views and better princi: endea- 
voured to direct and controul this torrent Tat 
led courage and military violence. With this view. oon Pa 

They formed themselves into societies for the relief of in. ae 

jured innocence and distressed virtue, for the redress of 
oppressions and grievances, for the protection of the 
weak and defenceless, for the correction of abuses, and 
the promotion of the public good. Pe ace bl 

ence origi chivalry and knight-errantry, which 
at the same time modified and increased the practice of 
duelling. Chivalry certainly tended much to soften 
the manners of the age in which it originated. It not 
only taught mankind to the civilities of peace in- 
to the operations of war, to mingle politeness with 
the use of the sword,—it roused the soul from its lethar- 

, invigorated the human character, and produced ex- 
= aga ich have been the irati tion of perce | 
ages. But while it produced these effects, it gave birth Itgave 
topunctilious refinement, and sowed the first seeds of that to the mo- 
fantastic honour, the bitterness of whose fruits are stil] 4e™ duel. 
felt in the modern duel. Every youth of distinction, 
being trained in this school of honour, was taught to 
consider military fame and personal valour as almost 
the only sources of onal Thong , 

. But to preserve this valour from degenerating into 
brutal force, a new code of punctilious and refined ob- 
servances was introduced, on the principles of which 
the laws of modern honour are founded. The grounds 
also of the duel or single combat were widely extended. 
Persons invested with the honours of knighthood did 
not fight out of malice or revenge, but to signalize their 
bravery in the’ protection of defenceless, and in 
maintaining the glory of their respective nations, At 
all banquets of consequence, feats of personal valour 
were 
mon sports and pastimes of the age ; and those combats 
were often countenanced by the presence of the prince 
and his whole court. When Edward III. and his’ 
lant son invited knights of all nations to be -present at 
these tournaments, when the most distinguished females 
graced them with their presence, and the champions 
were e to lay the trophies of their victory at the 
feet of those they loved, no wonder that they were ur- 
ged on to the most remarkable displays of valour. — 

These tournaments continued long in high estima- 
tion. But the death of Henry II. who was killed in 
one of them, gave a death-blow to their progress; and 
the renown of chi fell with that monarch to rise 
no more, but in the tales of romance. The duel, how- 
ever, which had grown up along with it, was not so 
easily stopped. ft had arisen to such a height, as to 
call joudly for the interference of public authority to 
check its extravagance. The of Francis I, to 
his rival, the Emperor Charles V. countenanced this 
practice. From that time, the pi combat on private 
and injuries increased with rapidity, An over- 
refined sense of honour was ready to construe every 
thing into an affront. An unguarded word, a 
look, and a disdainful carriage, were often productive 
of the most fatal consequences. ; e | 

From this period we ma’ date the origin of the mo= Origin of ‘ 
dern duel. e subjects of Francis, fierce in their cous the mode 
rage, lofty in their sentiments, and punctilious in their dv 
manners, now indulged their native p ity to the 
single combat, under the countenance and even injunc- 
tion of their wpe poe who pe his successors to 
feel the weight of the growing. ; 

_ As the practice of duelling 
height than in France, so in no country were more 

ibited. _ Tilts and tournaments were the com- The 

e 

~ extendeds 

nowhere rose to a greater —_ he 

duel 
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_ Duel. pains taken to suppress it, Popes, bishops, and gene- any Frenchman, says Lord Herbert, deemed worth 
=~ ral councils, psa tried to 6 mop nes’ 9 Pen So a looking on, who has not slain his man in a duel. 

: éouncil held in 855, Nicholas I. and last of all, the this bloody prac- Edict of’ 

Duel. 

council of Frent in Session xxv. chap. 19. This coun- . Louis XLV. 

cil terms it a detestable custom, introduced by the de- 

vil for the destruction both of body and soul, excom- 
municating not only all those who fought themselves, 
but all their associates, and even the spectators of the 
battle. 

Kings and princes also attempted to abolish it in their 
Pa ip the Fair, at the close of the 13th 
century, wished to su it; but the spirit of the 
times so much op is good intentions, he could 
effect nothing more than publish an edict, by which no- 
thing was to be brought to that issue, which could be 
determined otherwise. This edict bye) but ona Te- 
garded. Things went on as before till the time of Hen- 
ry IT. when one of his favourites, having fallen in a duel 
in his own presence, he took an oath never to allow any 
duel during his reign, and he published an edict to that 
effect. This seems to have been the first royal prohi- 
hition of duels in France. But notions of punctilious 
honour had ed so much, that it was doubtful 

ibition did not serve to increase the 
number of private duels. For before this reign, trials 

ze of his own case, and, dreading the least 
his courage, was more ready to 

ints of honour than to curtail them. 
Honour, too, is of such a delicate and tender nature, as 

satisfying those points which 
are not of strict legal ion. 

- The parliament of Paris, June 26, 1599, declares all 
those who have any way assisted or ol met at 
duels held for such unlawful prosecution of quarrels, 
rebels to his majesty, transgressors of the law, and dis- 
turbers of the public . In consequence of which, 

edict at Blois 1602, mentions, that 

og baker ar 08.. ing of the reign of Louis XIII. to elude 
edicts, it was 

Louis XIV. set himself to 
tice, and issued many edicts to That purpose. In par 
ticular, he published a famous one in 1679, which did 
more to restrain duelling than all the attempts of his 
predecessors put together. A solemr agreement enter- 
ed into by many of the principal nobility and gentry of 
the kingdom, contributed greatly to this effect ; and al- 
so his own firmness in refusing all solicitations in behalf 
of offenders. To check this i here seems to have 
been one of the chief wishes of his heart, since in 
his last will he particularly recommends to his succes- 
sor the care of his edict against duels. From that time 
they have been much less frequent than before. 

In 1712, Augustus, King of Poland, published a se- 
vere edict against duelling, consisting of no less than 62 
articles. And now, perhaps Malta is the only country 
in the world where the duel is itted by law. In 

done’s Tour, we have the following account of it. 
* As their whole establishment is originally founded on 
wild and romantic principles of gaviley: they have ever 
found it too inconsistent with these principles to abo- 
lish duelling ; but they have laid it under such restric- 
tions as 'y to lessen its danger. These are curious 
enough. The duellists are obliged to decide their quar- 
rel in one particular street of the city, and if they pre-~ 
sume to fight any where else, they are liable to the ri- 
gour of the law. But what is not less singular, and 
much more in their favour, they are obliged, under the 
most severe penalties, to put up their swords when or- 
dered to do so by a woman, a priest, or aknight. Un- 
der these limitations, in the midst of a great city, one 
would imagine it almost impossible that a duel could 
ever end in blood. However, this is not the case. A 
cross is always painted on the wall opposite to the spot 
where a knight has been killed, in cathierbithdions Of 
his fall. We counted about twenty of these crosses.” 
cere duelling was never carried to suth an ex- 

tent in this island as in France, in both kingdoms it 
originated from the same source, and owed its 
to the same causes. The judicial combat ~ prevailed 
much in England, especially about the time of Edward 
IT. anid vhaadld part of the law of the land. So late 
as the year 1571, in the reign of Elizabeth, a demand 
was made for a decision by Judicial combat, concerning 
the right of some manorial lands in the small isle 
Hartie, near the isle of S , Kent. A proceeding 
was instituted in the Court of Common Pleas against 
the holder of the lands. The defendant demanded 
leave to maintain his ion by the duel ; the peti- 
tioners the , and the whole bench of 
lawyers was put into confusion how to act upon this 

ipla evo eibipab todarye>pescdeding srt bt par to bea ing w ™ 
ties were though it fallen much into lai. 
use. The law courts do not seem to have had a power 
of refusal. Accordingly, champions were immediately 
chosen by each party to decide the combat, and all the 
requisite forms were adjusted ; but the queen, anxious 
to avoid bloodshed, procured a composition betwixt the 

ies ; at the same time, hate ms three 
w might be gone through, i e duel 

to Accordingly, on the day appointed, the 
Justices of the ‘Common Pleas, the counsellors and 
lawyers, went down to Tothil Fields to be umpires of 
bap see fre fea me formalities were care- 

ly attended to ; but, as it had been iously agreed, 
the parties did not appear to achindilediga these respec= 
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tive champions. And thus ended this mock judicial 
combat, which was the last of the kind that ever took 
place in this country. See man, ad Voc. Campus. 

The private But while the public combat was discourtenanced, 
duel gains and grew into disuse, the private duel became more 
ground. frequent ; because there being no legal redress, in the 

case of personal affronts, every one thought himself en- 
titled to act as judge in his own cause, So that, in the 
veigm of Elizabeth and James I. this species of battle 

increased to a very great extent. This ap 
from a h of Sir Francis Bacon against duelling, 
on an information instituted by himself, as Attorney 
General, against two persons, one of whom sent, and 
the other carried, a challenge. James was an enemy 
to duels, but he wanted firmness for carrying the laws 
against them into effect ; and therefore, in his reign, the 
practice continued much the same as before, while his 
successor was too much embarrassed with the cares of 
government to be able to make any new tions of 
mternal police, During the civil wars, the minds of 
men were so much agitated with great events, that they 
were less disposed to take up their time in adjusting 
the ceremonies of a point of etiquette. We find, how- 

_ ever, that in 1654, Cromwell’s parliament an 
Suppress ordinance for preventing and punishing duels. At the 

Restoration, the attendants of Charles I]. seem to have 
brought back with them a partiality for the duel, 
and to have given way to all the licentiousness of pri- 

* Wate combat. To check which, the king issued a pro- 
clamation to enforce the laws against duelling ; but by 
his laxity in pardoning offenders, he defeated the end 
which his proclamation was intended to serve. The 

ice therefore still maintained its ground, not from 
e want of laws to check it, but because neither in the 

reign of Charles, nor any of his successors, were the 
laws put in execution. In the year 1713, a bill was 
brought into the House of Commons for the purpose of 
giving an effectual check to this bloody practice, but 

Lewin — it was lost upon a second reading. As the law stands, 
England re- a man is accounted guilty of murder, if he kill another 
Specting - ina duel. Even fighting at all, when no mischief en- 

sues, is punishable by fine and imprisonment, and 
both the sender and receiver of a challenge are deemed 
equally guilty. See Hawkin’s Pleas of the Crown. 

In Scotland, duels were anciently permitted, not 

Duel. 

Attempts 
mace to 

7 

duslting an. only inv erirainal; but alse in eivil-canees.’ «Aicoiedingly 
cently duelling is mentioned in our law books, as one of the 
made a part general forms and manners of probation used in courts. 
pes legal ‘But the Scottish legislature began to recede from this 
snee. Savage jurisprudence, so early as the reign of Alexan- 

der II. when it was ordained that, “in time coming, no 
judgment or dome sall be done by water, or irn, as 
em been used in all times.” Single combat maintained 
its d sometime longer ; and, in the reign of Ro- 
bert III. four things were necessary to render duelling 
legal, Ist, That the crime should be capital. 2d, That 
it should be certain the crime was committed. $d, That 
the accused should be rendered infamous by it. 4th, 
It must not be of by witnesses, Judicial 
combat at length fell into total disuse, with the progres- 
sive dawning of a more enlightened jurisprudence; and, 
for ages, duelling has been no chiaoa'bes ee 

Restrained UAH a8 @ heinous offence against morality and religion, 
by law. Which it has been thought proper to restrain by the se~ 

verest sanctions, 
The law If the parties actually fight, and one of them be kil- 
nowin —_ Jed, whatever may have been the provocation, or how- 
we ever fairly the parties may have conducted themselves, 

this is murder, both by luw of Scotland and Eng- sinh. 

DUEL 
land ; for the circumstances of sudden provocation, 
which lower the offence to the denomination of man- 
slaughter, are not understood, by the law of either 
country, to apply to those who meet avowedly with an 
intent to m’ X 

. Farther, the mere act of engaging in aduel, whether sere act _ 
the parties receive any wound or not, is of 
by the statute 1600, chap. xii, and the provoker is to ina 
be punished by a more ignominious death than the “Pi#- 
other, at the pleasure of the sovereign. This statute 
makes no mention of seconds ; but the subsequent one 
of King William enacts, that whosoever, principal or, 
second, or other interposed person, gives a 
to fight a duel or single combat, or w ver accepts. 
the same ; or whosoever, either principal or second, .on 
either side, en therein, albeit no ing ensue, 
shall be puni the, 

Dud. 

ticiary, to be still in force. There 
been many prosecutions on this statute, which must 
be allowed to be a ri law. And Mr Hume ob-: 
serves, he could not find in the records more than two 
instances of a conviction upon it, 

This statute applies only to a serious proposal and. 
settlement of a combat. Ambiguous hints, or inuen- 
dos, on the one hand, or on the other, mere verba jac- 
tantia, passionate words of defiance, uttered face to 
face, and only tending to a challenge, are punished ar~ 

, Duell 

of honour. These principles, when properly directed, and 
exalt and adorn the character, and animate us in the gious. 

directed, they are 

i 7 uspected. : 4 
fish ; and the means by which he attains this 
con to law, reason, and religion. He 
law, in in his own hand, and acts as 
own cause, On account of some 

a é tH PRe EES 1 wretchedness, a wi 
mily who depend upon him for subsistence. Religion 
enjoins forgiveness of injurieay---the.duellict thinks only 
of revenge. [Religion recommends patience and for- 
bearance,—the duellist declares, that he who does not 
resent his own wrongs, is not fit to live in society. 

the Christian reli- 
? 
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Bo Earner ancrenebemneat meme: 2-4 Upon this 
subject Paley has some t observations. The 
law of 

t of it. pred omy oes neglect of public worship, or private 
, cruelty to servants, rigorous treatment of te- 

nants, or other want of charity to the poor, 
by insolvencies, or delay of 
examples of the same kind. 

ed from the character and 

to these.” 

Sethe Tole of Wight, not only has antegooist, and duel, in the Isle t, not is an’ an 
but also fo others a th pln wna) ac- 

cessories, were all four convicted of murder at the 
pou terra anne to die. ee, royal 

ever, was i ‘or 3 but oo ep telleheeelpe Hoe 
Hf 7 , it 

give an useful and i ks te: Bit noo 
of the army. a ing to them of the fatal 

consequences of allowing ves to be misled by 
erroneous notions and principles of honour, which, 
when rightly understood, and leading to its legitimate 

is the brightest in the character of a soldier.” 
has no ¢ contributed to soften the rude 

which have been so extensively felt. Chivalry also had 
a considerable influence in polishing the manners 
of a less refined age. In the society, how- 
Snare pane Sway, snd aye tate SE 
mode nk acting ; but ing still 
vais testy, how weak are te erat tm 
and of law, opposed to the domineering influence 

ws With unabated force. This circumstance is very nruch 
it 

being carried into effect: When Lpuis XIV" alarm. 
of thi evil, set himself strenu- 

ously to oppose it, it is wonderful with how much suc- 
er eee ne ‘And were the go- 

_ vernments urope now equally strict in enforcing 
the laws against it, there is every reason to think that 
the practice might soon be abolished. But when laws 

exe 
L 
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are passed and not executed, instead of deterring, they Duel 
serve rather to encourage offenders. The trifling da- i] 

too that are frequently recovered in prosecutions (°° 
for this offence, serve only to make the sufferer ridiculous. 

The most effectual plan for putting a stop to this evil, Means pro- 
would certainly be to enforce the laws that are now in posed for 
existence against it. But, perhaps, something more abolishing 
than this be done. A court of honour might be 
established, especially for the army, where the point of 
honour is cultivated with exquisite attention and re-~ 
finement, with a power of adjudging those submissions 
and acknow ts, which it is generally the object 
of a challenge to obtain. Similar institutions might be 
formed for other professions, which might go to eradi- 
cate this inveterate disorder of times. 

There is some ility, however, that the evil may 
correct itself. If it descend from the higher to the 
poe es ang aN de WC, PUR I Pata 

coramunity, the great may be led to renounce a prac 
tice which can no longer be regarded cpdceeees 
And if it lose their sanction and authority, there is every 
reason to think that it will gradually be abolished. . See 
Moore on Duelling. Cockburne’s Histo of Duelling. 
An account of the Abolishing o Duels in France. Mon- 
tesquieu’s Spirit of Laws, vol. ii. (w) 

VINA, a river of Russia, and one of the largest in 
Europe. It is navigable, and a great trade is carried 
on by it and its tributary streams with It 
falls into the White Sex by five different channels, onl 
two of which are navigable. The following rivers fall 
into the Dvina: 
The Pinega, down which a great quantity of timber 

is floated. 
The Vitz eg te receives the northern Keltma, 

a river whi e Russian ernment to 
unite with a southern river of the same ine et ei 
the Kama. A canal was actually begun, but it was 
discontinued upon the breaking out of the war. 
The Vaga, which rises in a morass, is not well 

for navigation, but some timber is floated down it, 
The Uga, and the Lower Souchona, are two of the 

principal branches of the Dvina. Great quantities of 

Cewek Gacttepens toa Valodabsond ttecdighhocheed wer its nei 
to p r,t rie in the lake Koubens by 
means of which it is to open a communication. 
iekawenshe leutoun andthe denahelelinn: 
The Russian qresenmen ben ipeepaesl te eles the, 

Dvina with the Niemen, by means of the rivers Ne- 
vesha and Lavenna ; and a and estimate have been 
bored by Sineres de Witch Bien aupenb be a 

greatest advantage to adjacent country, but 
to Livonia, Lithuania, Courland, and. the 

canal. The productions 
of these fertile regions, instead of bengcuried into the 
Prussian ports of cnngsbere, Mere}, ilau, &c. would, 
be conveyed to Ri ofna, &c. and the native mer- 
chant would thus derive all the advantage which ac- 
crues from the sale of his goods in his own country. See. 
the the Board of Russian Engineers on the 
state of the internal Navigation of Russia, in Clarke’s 

, vol. i. Appendix, No. vill. (#) 
a nae G sToP, in rap Ea of bea. Se of 

metal pipes in an organ, er, of a peculiar 
sweetness of tone, which Suetzler introduced into. 
the choir organ as a solo reed stop. It is tuned in uni. 
son with the diapasons, but has less than them, 
descending only to G t. Itisastop that usually 
stands well in tune.. ®) 
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DUMB AND DEAF. © Hn 
Buriband T ners is oe whfich relates to the intellectual ac- .principles according to which the Education of the Deaf 

y Deaf. quirements of life more certain, than that the no- 
blest of them all, the acquisition of Vocal Speech, depends 
entirely on the sense of Hearing. The same early lesson 
of experience which teaches the child, that, by a certain vo- 
luntary effort, hecan extend his arm, informs him also, that, 
by a similar exertion of his will, he can produce certain 
vocal sounds. He endeavours to imitate the words that 
are spoken by those around him. _ His first attempts are 
unsuccessful, because his memory is yet feeble ; and be- 
cause his voluntary actions, in this instance, just as in 
his first amusing struggles to gain that erect position by 
which man is distinguished, are irregula? and unsure, 
But repetition a continual improvement ; age deve« 
lopes the other faculties of the mind; and without the 
least regard to those vibrations in his throat, or those 
motions of his tongue and lips, by which his purpose is 
accomplished, he goes on, from indistinct prattling, to 
the acquisition of clear and perfect Speech, regulated sole- 
ly by the Ear. 

To those, however, who have been born Deaf, or who 
have been affected with incurable Deafness before articula- 
tion had been attained, or sufficiently impressed on the me- 
mory, it is obvious, that this natural guide to the acquisi- 
tion of Speech is utterly denied ; and so obscure or unat- 
tainable does the only other path to the possession of this 
important faculty seem to such persons, that, when left to 
themselves, no attempt is ever made by them to gain 
it. The records of physiology do not present us with a 
single instance of an individual born Deaf, or deprived of 
hearing in infancy or childhood, who did not remain 
Dumb for life ; unless cherished and instructed by the 

ilanthropy and in ot of some fellow-creature, more 
ppily gifted than himself. 

"Te whan It is to persons in this,condition,—to those who are 
the term Dumb merely because they are Deaf,—whose organs of 
ed: —whose intellect is good,-and who are 

differ from other individuals only in being incapable of 
sensations of sound,—that the term Deaf and Dumb or 
Deaf-muite is applied. 

e task of education is never, perhaps, more truly 
delightful, than when this unfortunate th interesting 
class of persons are the subjects of it. ey unite, in 
general, to singular steadiness of application, the great- 
est gentleness and docility ; and expressions of counte- 
nance, as cheering as they are unequivocal, continually 
declare the emotions of gratitude with which they receive 
instruction. It is pleasant to become their pupils in our 
turn, and to learn of them that natural pantomime by 
which all their wants are expressed. Copious, however, 

is, it is necessarily in< and significant as that lan 
telligible but to a few ; it is indeed an exulting sa- 
tisfaction which they seem to feel, when they are taught 
to exchange it for the more powerful medium of words ; 
and are thus, as it were, enabled, to command the thoughts _ 
of all mankind. We see their increasing with 
their knowledge ; and when the sublimity of nature is first 
unfolded to their opening minds, and we mark the tear 
starting into their eyes, we cannot but participate in their 
noble pleasure, and rejoice that such emotions can be 

In the present article, we propose to state the general 

and Dumb ought to be conducted ; avoiding all those mi- 
nute details which could be of no interest to the 
reader ; and which even to those who mean to occupy 
themselves practically with this ies of instruction, 
could be of little advantage } singstiony 
suggest themselves to any intelligent teacher, almost as. 
soon as they could be ; mh 

We suppose the education of the Deaf and Dumb pupil ¢ 
to commence at the age of eight years. By this period, with d 
children who enjoy the sense of hearing, have always those: 
acquired the full command of their organs of ne 
they have learnt the meaning and application of several 
hundreds of words ; and to the stock of knowledge, which 
youthful curiosity has stimulated them to obtain, by their 
own personal observation, within their own limited sphere, 
they have been enabled to make a most important addi+ 
tion, from the verbal information of others. The busi- 
ness, therefore, of their early education, consists, merely, 
in making them inted with the written and pri 
ed characters of those words, whose pronunciation is al« 
ready familiar to them; and by an analysis, of these, 
pointing out to them all the visible signs of those simple 
articulate sounds, out of which the whole of Spee is 
constructed. After this, reading presents them with abun- 
dance of new words ; and should any of these not be sus« 
ceptible of explanation by terms already known, they 
are gradually enabled to collect their meaning, by fre- 
quent and attentive observation of the manner in which 
they are used, in conversation, by oshere. Nor are their 
lessons in lan confined to the tasks of the school ; 
at meals, at play, abroad, at home, everywhere, they are 
continually acquiring from the speech of their seniors, 
either new terms, or new = spe aprag ee of em< 

loying the vocabu whi ey a ly possess. 
r ut the task which the Deaf ana Dumb have to enter 
upon, is much more complicated and difficult. Ignorant 

every part of that system of signs, which mankind 
have invented for the communication of thought, they 
have to be instructed, not merely in those ten cha~ 
racters which are the representatives of words ; but in 
the method of articulating the words themselves, and of 
distinguishing them when articulated by others ; and in 
the precise meaning which each of them is intended to 
convey. me circumstances, too, combine, to render 
this process tedious. We cannot, in their case, it is ob« 
vious, define one word by another ; but the signification 
of each must be taught, either by a direct appeal to 
things themselves, or the pictures of things ; or by the 
lan of gesticulation and natural signs. The nara 
row stock of knowledge which they bring with esi 
when compared with pose whe enjoy, te Stead at 
ing, circumscribes greatly that field of illustration, w 
is required in the early stages of instruction, And w 7 
is a no less material disadvantage, they are entirely cut, 
off from that constant source of new ideas, as well as new. 
words, which other children enjoy in their in 
with society. 

Experience, however, has shewn, that all these difficul- 
ties may be overcome by 3, and in pointing 
out what appear to us to be the best means of attaining 
this important object, we shall refer our observations t 

? 
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following heads, viz. Writing, Manual Speech or 
patra areata eral 
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pany the speech of others, is a thing so singular, that, 
previously to experiment, we should suppose it almost im- 
“possible. Yet it is curious to remark, that this seems to 
have been a chief object even with those to whom the idea 
of i ing the Deaf and Dumb first occurred ; and that 
the earliest attempts which are recorded to have been 
made 'to teach Deaf-mutes to speak, appear to have been 
attended with complete success. In truth, all those who 
have enjoyed much experience in the education of the 
Deaf and Dumb, agree in declaring, that this is a depart- 
‘ment of it, in which any one cannot fail to succeed, who 
resolves to bestow sufficient time and patience on the 

Dumb and 
Deaf. 
—— 

task; and who has good sense and good nature enough — 
to encourage, by kind arts, the perseverance of his pu- 

In attending particularly to the phenomena of Speech, Consists of 
Sounds, and two things present themselves for consideration : in the 

res ties, the various Sounds which compose it; and, iene 
secondly, different Modes in which these sounds are be- ending 
gun or ended. these. 

The Sounds which enter into the composition of Speech Sounds di- 
may be arranged into two classes; and these we shall vided into 
distinguish by the terms laryngeal and ordi. , hennened 

sounds are those which are produced el Laryngeal 
tirely by the Such, for example, are the sounds sounds. 

called ; 
The Manual Alphabet, which is represented in Plate 
CCXLI. seems to us very well for the 

that which is it by Dr Watson, (Instruction of 
the Deaf and Dumb, Sc. 8vo. Lond. 1809) ; and which, 
we should conceive, is both more easily i and 
less liable to confusion, than the one employed by Si- 
card, in which only one hand is employed. (Cours d'In- 
struction d'un Sourd-Muet de Naissance, §c. 8vo. Paris, 
2d edit. 1803.) 

The uses of this Manual Speech are obvious. It 
is much more expeditious than writing ; it can be prac- 
tised in any situation, and without any such implements 
as slate, or pencil or paper ; it admits of being addressed 
to several at a time ; and, what is a most important ad- 
vantage, it affords a medium of communication between 
persons who are placed at a considerable distance from 
each other. Dr Watson, too, assures us, that it is intel- 
ligible to the touch, as well as to the sight, and conse- 

of the letters a, 0, 1,2. A distinction exists among these, 
which, of course, is familiar to every one ; namely, some 
of them are Vocal sounds, or constitute what is called 
voice; others are Whispering sounds, and occur only in the 
whisper. 

Both these kinds of sounds, without doubt, depend How pre” 
on vibrations. produced in the expired air during its duced. 
passage through the larynx; though it is not easy to as~ 
certain the causes of the difference betwixt them. We may 
remark, however, that Vocal sounds are susceptible, not 
only of various d of or loudness, accord- 
ing to the different degrees of with which the air 
is expelled from the |} 3 but also of the greatest va~ 
riations in tone, from in the dimensions of the 
windpipe, or varieties inthe shape or size of the rima of the 
glottis, Whispering sounds, on the other hand, are sus= 
ceptible of changes in point of loudness alone, without 
the slightest perceptible variety in the quality of tone; 
and we are rather inclined to think, that the vibrations 
on which they depend, are produced, not more by the 

between the vocal chords, than by the other 
parts of the larynx. What is of more importance, how= 
ever, to our present to be known, is, that du« 
ring the production of every Vocal sound, a distinct vi- 
bration may be felt externally, by applying the fingers 
to that prominence on the fore and upper part of the. 
neck which corresponds to the larynx; and which is often 
denominated the adami. But in the production 
of a Whispering sound, no such vibration can be pers 

It is not, however, by any changes: of loudness or pow diver- 
tone taking place in the larynx, that the Laryngaal sounds 
em in are so much diversified ; but by difs 
ferences in what we call, physiologically, their expression, 
and which depend on certain configurations voluntarily 
given to the parts of thefaucesand month, while the 
are emitting from the larynx. Weare accustomed, in fact, 
to observe a very great uniformity in the tones and in- 
tensity of the sounds we employ in Speech-; but were 
we even disposed to introduce more’ variety in these: 
qualities, still the Sounds would not undergo any. altera». 

sified. 
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Renny Sign cf.meeningypilons eee wee 

~_, change in thei i letter a, for exam 
=’ may be sounded, in a whisper, or vocally, with the ut- 

most variety of loudness, and on every tone of more 
than three octaves of the musical scale, and. yet its sig- 
nification remains unaltered ; but the slightest change of 
expression. converts it into a uew sound, such 88. 0,,0F ", 
or r, having a different name, and a different mean- 

Anwar There are twenty-one ire 
. * in expression from each other, employed in English 

wo We shall consider enct of 
1. Lasyes he sound expressed by the letter a in the words 
geal Sound and at In the former of these words, the sound 

is expressed much more slowly than in the latter; 
in the one, therefore, it is said to be long, and in the 
other short. A long sound is usually pointed out by a 
straight line, drawn above the letter or letters represent- 
ing it, thus, art; and a short one, by a curved line, 
thus, ui, We shall employ these marks for the sake of 
brevity, in our future illustrations, 
In this sound the breath escapes entirely by the mouth, 
Ape ny naling coy ane nage are shut. 
ts de 
back part of the tongue and the calouh afjtlen pelts. 
We will not attempt to describe this ; but any one may 
observe it in himself by means of a mirror. The ex 
pression suffers no change, either. by varying the posi- 
tion of the lips, or the teeth, or the tip of the tongue, 
or by shutting the nostrils. 

2. Laryn- 2. the sound which. is expressed by the letter a in the 
gieal Sound. word 4 by au in taught, by o in hét, and by ow in 

Soi 
Boe expression of this sound depends on the same 

parts of the tongue and fauces as the former ; only the 
root of the tongue is a little more arched upwards. 

on The sound expressed. by o in wdte, and by oa in 
bat. 
To give this sound its expression, the back part of 

the tongue is still a little more arched upwards than in 
the former. 

is a good deal modified by varying 

3. Laryn- 

The 
the size o aren ce of the lips. In common convere 
sation, it is always pronounced with a small opening of 
the lips, which gives it a much more hollow carne, 
than when the mouth is open, as during laughing; and 
we may observe, that the orifice is always less than du- 
ring the utterance of either of the two preceding sounds. 

4. Laryn- d ‘Tha stead eumused: bps fo nie. byreah ealt 
geal Sound: by ay in day, by ein Ell, by-ea in pear, and by ei in above. 

this sound, as well as in the three 

oA pea a poe poe" apa: 
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the 1 

pends on a particular position of the | 

The Ne ee Damb at 
parts as the former ; only, the surface of the tongue is __ Deaf. 
bro ht a little nearer to the roof of the mouth, ‘so that - 

7. Tho snd expres bythe eter nie, by . 
wathei) amend! sd i sta sitet by peat Sou 
ue in 

directly u cjg yh ht made Fs 
mouth, tei is modified, too, exactly like the 3d sound, 
by variations in, the size of the orifice of the mouth. 

8. arpmnapept reraste Parmeienlcme oC ade 
@ in bird, by o in wonder word, and by u in run. 

Ree amianectapeepr tier oa tren So: Aa 
mation of the parts within the mouth, upon which this 
expression The root of the is not so 
much elevated as in the Ist, 2d, 3d, and 7th sounds, nor 
the middle part of it so much as in the 4th, 5th, and 
6th. . Its.upper surface is flat, and almost horizontal, 
and it is not necessary that its edges should touch the 
upper teeth. The breath entirely by the mouth ; 
so that stopping the nostrils does not produce the least 
modification in the expression. 
Se The end ernest iter, howd 

him, thick, give. geal S 
In this the back of the tongue is a 
ad ae ons vate rmer; so thatitssur =~ 
face forms a slightly inclined plane downwards and fore 
wards. This sound appears to bear the same relation to 
the 8th, that the 5th does to the 4th, 

10. The sound expressed by the letter 4, im boy, rob, 10.2 

In this sound, the velum of the palate is so raised as ; 
to shut up completely the orifices leading from the threat . 
to the nose ; Rapin igen De pal 

expression of the sound depends en- 
Seibcncalke tdigiineyie cindeshe at 
all with the lips open. Se een ae : aa 
excited into vibrations in its passage through the larynx, 
is afterwards, in this case, urged by the muscles of ex- 
piration, entirely into the mouth, none the 
nose ; and, wip Pte weber ts A 
ed by the lips being s the mouth must very soon be 



Dumb and expression of this sound, otherwise than in increasing 
__ Deaf. — its duration and its hollowness, when placed so as to en- 
—Y~" large the cavity of the mouth, and in producing the reverse 

| effect, when in an opposite position. The sound is also 
. , and rendered more hollow, when we permit 

= : the inflation of the cheeks, for an obvious reason ; but, 
: in general, this inflation is prevented by muscular ac- 
i tions, simultaneous with those which shut the lips. The 

5 position of the jaws does not modify the expression. 
f }1. Laryn- . 11, The sound expressed by the letter d, in day, sad, 

__ In this'sound, as in the former, the pharyngeal ori- 
_ fices of the nose are shut.up by the velum of the palate ; 
and the breath passes all into the mouth. Its expres- 
sion depends, however, on a very different situation of 
parts.. The edge of the tongue on each side is applied 
close to the under surface of the five grinding teeth, and 
to the inside. of the eye-teeth, and then the tip is pres- 
sed firmly against the roof of the mouth. immediately 
above the insertion of the incisors. In this way, a com- 
pletely close cavity is formed between the upper surface 
of the tongué and the palate, which receives the air from 
the larynx, and gives it this peculiar expression called d. 
When the cavity is filled, the sound, of course, ceases, 
as in the case of b. 
+ It is easy to see that this expression cannot be affected 
by essen 9 the nostrils, or the lips, nor by varying the 

ition of the lower jaw. When the tip of the tongue, 
ever, instead of being applied to the roof of the 

‘mouth, is placed under the’ edges of the front teeth, a 
peculiar modification of the expression is produced, which 
is extremely common in the dialects of some parts of Scot- 
land, particularly in that of Aberdeenshire. 

12. The sound expressed by the letter g in good, dog, 

"geal Sound. 

vr 

gual Sound. Begone. 
; In this sound, too, the passage from the throat to the 

nose is stopped. The back part of the tongue is raised 
up towards the upper part of the velum of the palate, 
and is then applied to it so closely as to form a small ca- 
vity with it, opening downwards towards the larynx. 
The air passing into this, receives its expression ; but as 
the cavity is small, and consequently soon filled, the 
sound is one of very short duration ; considerably shorter 
than either d or 6. . 

i 13. The sound expressed by the letter / in lay, fail, rae ae | by ys fail, 

. Here, also, the breath passes out entirely by the 
mouth. The tip of the tongue is pressed against the 
roof of the mouth immediately above the insertion of 

» the incisor teeth ; and the edge of this organ on each 
side; is applied only loosely to the inner surface of the 
remaining teeth of the upper jaw; so that the air es- 
caping between these teeth and the edges of the tongue, 
receives the expression of l. The sound cannot be pro- 
paseo a the lips are 

Laryn- 14, The sound expressed by the letter m in man, him, 
Sound. amend. © : ‘ 

yf In this sound, the breath is urged alike towards the 
mouth arid the nose ; but it is on that portion of it alone, 
which is directed towards the mouth, that the expression 
depends. The tongue lies low, so as to allow a large 

for air, between its upper surface, and the roof of 
mouth ; the jaws ure slightly asunder ; the lips are 

shut ; and it is the breath pressing against the lips which 
causes the ¢ ion of m. 

it is necessary for this sound that the lips 
VOL. VIII. PART I. 
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should be closed, and although the air is thus prevented ‘Dumb and 
from estaping by the mouth, yet the free passage for the _ De" 
breath by the nose, enables expiration to go on; and if 
the nostrils be not stopped, the sound may be continu- 
ed until the lungs are emptied. 

When the nostrils, however, are held fast, no more air 
can be forced from the chest than is sufficient: to fill the 
mouth and fauces, and consequently the sound can- 
not be prolonged beyond a seconil or two. é 

15. The sound expressed by the letter m in the words 15. Laryn- 
no, on, and only. : geal Sound 

Here the expression depends on the cavity of the 
mouth’s being shut, not by the lips, as in the former 
sound, but by the tongue, which is placed exactly in the 
same situation as in the pronunciation of the 11th sound. 
With this difference, all the remarks that have just’ been 
made with respect to m, apply equally to 2. re 

16. The sound expressed by the letter rin ran, far, 16. Laryn- 
around. ' geal Sound 

In this sound the breath escapes entirely by the mouth. 
The edge of the tongue on each side is applied to the un- 
der surface of the upper grinders and eye-teeth, as in 
pronouncing d; but the tip, although rendered pretty 
firm by muscular contraction, instead of being pressed 
strongly against the roof the mouth, is merely raised so 
as to touch gently the part immediately above the inser- 
tion of the incisors. The air is then urged towards this 
point, sets the tip of the tongue into vibration, and es- 
capes around its edge. On this the expression of r de- 

ds. 
17. The sound expressed by the letter v in vow, have, 17. Laryn- 

aver. geal Sounds 

The expression of this sound depends on the under lip 
being brought slightly over the edges of the upper incisor 
and eye-teeth, but pressing only on the two middle inci- 
sors with such force as to prevent the escape of air. The 
breath, then, urged forward from the throat entirely in- 
to the mouth, escapes between the under lip and the 
edges of the lateral incisors and of the eye-teeth. ° 

18. The sound expressed by the letter s in reason and 18. Laryn- 
cousin, and by z in zoné and lizard. geal Sounds 

In this sound the tongue is placed nearly as in the ut~ 
terance of the 16th, and the breath escapes entirely be- 
tween its tip and the roof of the mouth immediately 
above the incisor teeth. The tip of the tongue, how- 
ever, is not set into vibration as in that sound, but re- 
mains steadily in one situation, andthe air in its pas- 
sage receives merely a sort of hissing expression. 

19. The sound expressed by s in pleasure, and by z in 19. Laryn- 
azure. ; geal Sound, 

Here the edge of the tongue, on each side, is placed 
under the inferior surface of the upper grinding teeth ; 
and its anterior part is so applied to the roof of the 
mouth, as to leave only a small funnel in the middle, 
which terminates behind the incisor teéth ina slight con- 
cavity formed by the tip of the tongue. All the breath 
escapes through this passage. ’ 

~ 20. The sound expressed by the letters th in thus, 20. Laryn- 
bathing, swathe. gan Sound, 

In this sound the margin of the tongue, all round, is 
placed under the whole of the upper teeth ; but it is held 
but loosely applied to the edges of the incisors, so that 
the air, urged forward from the throat, escapes between . 
it, and these teeth. 

21. The. sound expressed by the letters mg in.long; 21. Laryn- 
gaining. geal Sound, 

2A: 
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This is the only Laryngeal sound in our , in 

which the breath escapes entirely by the nose. The 
instant the nostrils are stopped, the sound ¢eases. The 
cause of the expression is easily seen. The velum of 
the palate is brought a little downwards and forwards, 
and the rior of the tongue a little upwards 
and backwards ; they meet. to r, and shut up en- 
tirely the passage to the mouth, 

Oral sounds are such as are not produced in the La- 
rynx, but by some of the parts belonging to the mouth, 
Like the Laryngeal sounds, they are distinguished from 
each other by their expression; but they differ from 
these, on the other hand, in not being susceptible of the 
slightest variety of ‘tone. They are only five in num- 

1, The sound expressed by the letter c, in the words 
cider, nicer ; by s in sad, asleep, oaks ; by se in scene ; 
and by sch in schism and schedule, - 

This sound depends on the breath being ‘made to 
pass through the mouth, without having undergone 
any previous vibration in the larynx, while the tongue 
is placed precisely as in the pronunciation of the 18th _ 

sound, 
2. The sound expressed by: the letter ,f, in far; soft; 

afraid; and by ph, in physic, phenomenon, ism. 
This sound is caused. by ‘ch breath being made to 

out by the mouth, without any previous vibration; 
while the under lip.and upper.teeth are exactly in the 
position peeneeety for the utterance .of the 17th laryn- 

sound, 
_ 8. The sound expressed by the letter ¢ in nation ; by 
ch in champaign ; by sh in shew, ashamed, push, 

This sound depends on the same situation of 
within the.mouth as the 19th laryngeal sound, the 
breath passing through without any previous’ vibration 
in the toa 

4. The sound expressed by the letters th, in the 
words thick, athwart, path, 

This sound is caused by the breath passing out be- 
tween the tongue and upper teeth, placed exactly as in 
the 20th met ki sound, but without any previous vi- 
bration in the larynx. 

5. That-soft but distinct sound accompanying the 
emission of the breath, which we perceive at the end of 
the words at, sleep, rack, and which occurs between 
the two sounds expressed by the letters & and » in the 
word acknowledge. 
a, we find that there are "s a sounds, Ja- 

ryn, an , employed in the English language. 
, But it is to be abel in the iene that there 
are certain modes, according to which, if these sounds 
be either begun or ended, a material alteration will of- 
ten be produced in their meaning. 

These Modes are five in number. 
The Ist Mode is expressed by the letter c, in coal, 

acme, siroc ; and by k in koran, make, lark. 
This Mode consists in placing the tongue precisely in 

the same situation as in. tke. pronunciation of the 12th 
Laryngeal sound, keeping it firmly there, and at the 
same time urging the against it, without any vi- 
bration in the larynx. 

The 2d Mode is marked by the letter A, in hold, un- 
happy. 
TR. depends on a short and quick action of the mus- 

cles of expiration, by which the breath is urged forward 
with greater velocity than ordinary, and the sound, at 
its commencement, receives a sudden sort of impulse. 

This Mode is never employed to terminate sounds, 
but only to begin them. 

DUMB AND DEAF. 
The $d Mode is marked by the letter p, in pay, up- Dumb 

hold, stop. ' 2a 
This Mode is caused by the velum of the palate and . 

co Tipe being Seeues into the same situation as in ut- 
ing thel sound, and steadily there, 

en by the breath’s being urged forward against 
the lips, without suffering any vibration in the larynx. 

The 4th Mode is marked by the letter /, in table, atone, 4. Mode. 
hat. 

This Mode depends on the breath’s being urged for- 
ward, ‘without any vibration, into the mouth, the tongue 
being placed eer in the same situation as in pro- 
nouncing the 11th laryngeal sound. - 

w, in ward, 5. Mode The 5th Mode is nea by ‘the letter 
awake, work, wound. 
\ This Mode consists in urging the lipsa little forward; 
bringing them into contact, so-as to: only a small 
hole in the middle, and then rng pe os bcp se® 
fice the instant the sound. begins. » extent to which 
the orifice is enlarged, depends on ‘the nature of the 
sound which is to follow. : 

These few remarks on the “sounds of our. 
language, are intended chiefly for the instructor of the 
Deaf and. Dumb, not for a » We have 
thought it proper to.intreduce: here, beeause the 
observations on this subject, which prevailan our come 
mon works on grammar, seem to us very vague and in- 
accurate, , 

The method of. procedure in teaching the Deaf-mute Procedure 
to pronounce, in succession, all:those sounds which we ie peated 
have just considered, has been. described, with so much poncenial 
perspicuity, by one who has had the most ample .experi- 
ence in. the art, Dr Watson, that we cannot do better 
than give it in his own words, . ' 

“« To effect this,” says he, “ and to habituate the pu- 
pil to associate the sound which he is learning to form, 
with the figure of the letter which is to be its represen- 
tative, this is distinctly traced upon paper, or any con- 
venient tablet, and he is made to look at it for a minute 
or two. He then, if of acute intellect, will look 
with some anxiety in his countenance, as if he wou 
ask what he is te do with it. The sound is then slow- 
ly and fully pronounced, and the learner made to ob- 
serve, by his eyes, the position and motion of the ex~ 
ternal organs of speech, and to_féel the astriction of the 
muscles of the larynx, by placing his upon ‘the 
throat, carefully making him: ive the difference to 
be felt there between sound and silence. Having made . 
these observations for a:minute or two, he will seldom 
hesitate to attempt an imitation of what he has been ob 

disappoints, 
ment in his teacher, he: will make another effort with 
great reluctance. The sound once acquired, must be 
ractised sufficiently to avoid any danger of losing it; 

‘or the greatest care must be.taken all through his pro- ; 
, never to proceed to a new sound till the prece- 

ing has become familiar, and unattended. with doubt i] 
as to the manner of pronouncing it. A con’ | prac: 
tice would lead to.endless yexation, A principal requi- 
site is to keep the learner in. good humour, 
him think that he is doing well beyond expectation, — : 
nothing is more diecoarenne than to put him back.” secu 

On a comparison of the elementary Sounds of our the imper- 
language, and the various Modes of beginning and end- fection of 
ing them, with the written characters by which they the comme 
are represented, it will be easily seen, that our alphabet #lphabet. 



of 
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Dumb and is extremely imperfect: There is not a distinct letter 

for each simple sound, and for each mode of beginning 
and ending ; but some sounds and modes are represent 
ed by one letter, and others by a combination of letters ; 
sometimes one letter or-combination is the mark of se- 
veral different sounds or modes; and sometimes one 
sound or mode is expressed by several different letters 
or combinations. It is this, among other circumstan- 
ces, which renders the pronouncing dictionary so ne- 
cessary even to natives of our own country, and which 
occasions so much difficulty -to the foreigner, and to 
persons in the situation of the deaf and dumb. 

- With a view not to perplex the pupil in his*first les- 
sons in elementary sounds, -we would recommend, that: 
only one mode of representing each sound be-chosen at’ 
the commencement ; the various: other modes will be 
ee afterwards, when the uses of the different 
letters of the alphabet-are fully exemplified. Thus the 
letter ‘¢ may be selected; torepresent the 4th Laryngeal 
sound in the first instance; and it may be afterwards 
shewn, that the same'sound is often expressed by a, ai, 
ay, ea; and ei. 

~ After the‘ scholar has acquired the power of pronoun- 
cing the sounds in their separate state, he is next to be 

187 
must not call him auditor,) who must have an oppor- Dumb an 
tunity of observing every motion of the muscles, (as 
far as these can be seen externally,) and countenance, 
in order to make out the discourse. On this account, 
it is impossible for a deaf person to understand the con- 
versation of a mixed company, a discourse from the 
pulpit, or a harangue to an assembly, where the speak- 
er not immediately address him.” (Work quoted 
at p. 180. p. 121.) 

Deaf. 
—_——o— 

We might add some very good observations, to the Precautions 
same 
shall content ourselves; at present, with quoting only a 
few sentences, in which the Abbé, with characteristic 
benevolence, pleads for the observation of proper indul- 
genees towards the Deaf and Dumb, from all those who 
wish to address them in Vocal Speech. After stating the 
precautions to be observed in speaking to them, and re- 
marking, what indeed often surprises the by-standers, 
that there is no necessity, in doing so, for the least emis- 
sion of the voice, he observes, I/ est vrai que tous ceux qui 
parlent vis-a-vis des sourds et miets, ne prennent pas toutes 
les précautions que nous venons d’expliquer, et c'est ce qui 
Sait qwils ne sont pas aussi clairement entendus.—Si les 
sourds et muets n’entendent pas autant qu’ils le pourroient, 

instrueted in the mode of eombining them erin- ce n'est pas leur faute, mais celles des personnes qui par- 
to syllables-and words, This, upon trial, willbe found lent devant eux, et quine prennent pas les précaulions ne- 
to be easier than might = been “a parm pour se te entendre. 

But «the rapidi the i's progress in ke n vain ré ‘oit on que ces personnes ne savent pas 
ing: and the wikinicte ijudiilddiey at whit he sarives, les depauitites au'eles doivent acaiee dans leurs Sieaned; 

be found to vary exceedingly in different cases.’ pour rendre sensibles aux sourds et muels les paroles - 
There are few who can be taught to pronounce qvelles prononcent : sans dou!e elles ne le savant pas, et 
distinctly all La ? sounds ; one or two of these 

_ being ceca aways nattainable: But it is not al- 
ways the same-sound that presents this difficulty to 
the learner; in one pupil it is the 1st; in another the 
$d, in another the 4th, and so on. Nor is it’easy to 

inthe instruct the Deaf and Dumb in that gentle running of 
into each other, that modulation of the voice, 

Deaf —_and’that variety of accent.and of pause, which are ob- 
Dumb. served in the articulation of perfect and’ harmonious 

munciation is, in Speech. On these-accounts, 
‘ of monotony and geene ied with a kin 

which’ it somewhat unpleasing. In some in- 
stances, however; these defects veers a surprisingly 

iration; if we may use this expression,’ 

c'est pour elles une espéce de mystére; mais elles les met~ 
tent machinalement tess disposilions) dans leurs organes, 
sans quot elles ne pourrovent r, et les sourds et 
muets (instruits) les apercevront toujours, tant qu'on 
ouvrira, la bouche autant qu'il sera nécessaire, et qu’on 
ode lentement en appuyant séparement sur chaque syl- 
labe. : 

Nous avons cette complaisance pour les etrangers qui 
apprennent notre langue, et qui commencent ad Centendre 
et dla parler ; et de leur cété ils font la méme chose avec 
nous, tant quela leur ne nous est pas familiére. Pourquoi 
n’en userions-nous pas de méme avec les sourds et muets 
nos fréres, nos parens, nos amis, nos commensaux ?” 
(Encyclop. Methodique Arts et Métiers, tom. v. p. 311. 

from the writings of De L’ Epée ; but we necessary 
in addres- 
sing them. 

small ; and» we have oursclves seen boys who 4to. Paris, 1788.) 
* had only begun to articulate about three years before, The last d ent of the education ‘of the Deaf Explanation: 
whose softness and distinctness of utterance were alto- and Dumb which we proposed to consider, the Explana- of the mean- 

tion of the meaning of words, is both the most interest- sin 

they 

e 

vm apne come At all events, it ‘is gratifying to 
, that, however imperfect their speech may be, 

when compared with that of’ others, it is, in most in- 
stanees; sufficiently distinct to be quite intelligible to 
Sicuiedaem , after a little time ; 

s answers the leading purpose for 
whieh it is intended. : 
The same lessons by which the Deaf and Dumb are 
taught to articulate, and the same experience which gives 
them facility of Speech, instructs and improves them, 
als6, in the | hte Resmi i B by the eye the words 

5h ch they come at last 
to~exercise rem Boe ite remarkable. “ It is 
truly astonishing,” says atson, “ and would hard 
be-credited by any one who had not ‘seen it, how pan 
ly-deaf persons, who have themselves been taught to 
speak, catch words, and even long sentences, from the 
mouths of those who address them. Yet, in this sort 
of conversation, it is indispensible that’ the 
should~be immediately directed to the spectator, (we 

ing to the teacher, and the most agreeable to the pupil. ti 
The method of procedure in this department, which 

has been practised by Dr Watson, accords, with a very 
few exceptions, so completely with that, which, after 
considerable reflection on this subject, we had ourselves 
set down as the best, that there is little left for us to do, 
than to state this method, as nearly in that excellent 
author’s*words as possible ; and to recommend its adop- 
tion to all those who would attempt the instruction of 
the Deaf and*Dumb. 

In commencing the Explanation of the meanin, 
words, those terms ought, of course, to be sele 

first, which are easiest to be understood. Now, of all 
the words of a language; the names of the objects that 
surround us admit of the most direct application, and 
they most naturally present themselves to begin with. 
The teacher, therefore, shews a word, by which some 
familiar object is called ; as body, head, face, &c, and the . 
scholar is made to copy it, on his’slate, “and is taught 

5 

of Mode of 
x procedure, 
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to ce it; he is then shewn the object named, 
a eae os int to it, while he neces the name ; 

"~~" _ till he remembers the connection een the name and 
the thing sufficiently, to point out the object when 
shewn the name, or to ce and write the name 
when shewn the object, From the parts of the body, 
we proceed to the covering of it, and learn the names 

Dumb and 
Deaf, 

Familiar 
objects ing made the familiar with this ex- o¢ 

of the articles of dress, in the same manner. We then 
learn the names of the next most familiar objects ; such 
as articles of furniture, chair, table, &c. always taking 
care to make perfect as we fo on, and frequently going 
over all we have learnt, till every np! becomes fa- 
miliar in its articulation; orthography, an ing. 

Hitherto all is very easy. The Sijects, of. which 
we have been learning the names, are within our reach, 
and.about us in our apartment. But we are not al- 
ways so confined; and we can hardly take a step beyond 
the threshold of our room, till we meet with something 
that we know very well by sight, but cannot name. 
We cannot remove it to our apartment to learn its 
name there ; nor can we very conveniently carry our 
writing tablets with us, on all occasions. 

Here another art, that speaks to the eye, comes to 
our aid ;: and the tool of the engraver, by furnishing us, 
in small compass, with the lines that bound the visual 
appearances of objects, in perspective order, enables us 
to keep their resemblances at hand ; association recal- 
ling those properties which manifest themselves to our 
other senses. 

. With this view, Dr by has had executed, for the 
use of his pupils, a series of engravings, representing, 
with all the - uisite accuracy, path of 600 diffe- 
rent objects. These are all comprehended in 80 octa- 
vo , and annexed to his work, which we have al- 
bk tp often quoted. The selection has been made 
with very great judgment, and cannot fail to be of the 
utmost use in the education of the Deaf and Dumb.’ 

These engravings are accompanied with a printed 
vocabulary, consisting of the names of all the objects 
which the engravings represent, and also of all tes 
bins which are explained in the agg temas before 

e engravings are recourse to. This vocabulary 
is arranged in such a manner as to serve another very 
important Parpoee, namely, the explanation of a con- 
siderable number of general or generic terms. It is 
classified or divided into sections ; at the top of each 
section is written, in larger c , a general term ; 
and under this are placed the names of various objects, 
to which this term is applicable: Thus, 

Fisu. 

Salmon. Soal. 
Cod. Whale. 
Flounder. Shark. 
Sprat. Eel, &e. 

FLower. 

Rose. Primrose. 
Pink. Violet. 
Carnation. Tulip, &c. 

METAL M 

Gold. Lead. 
Silver. Tron. 
Copper Tin, &c. 

According to this simple and most obvious method, 

tensive catalogue of parti and 
should be di to deviate a little 

to 

exam) yer 

in these, it seems to us, that we ought then to pi 
to instruct him gradually in all the ini of 
words together; in verbs, and adverbs, preposi-~ 
tions, &c. allin connection. For this purpose, we ought. 
to begin with the illustration of short and simple sen- 
tences, and proceed by degrees to such as are 

plicated. Considerable assistance, we 

uently, they are applicable to a variety of i 
ll the Plates, from Plate 4. to Plate 23. inclusive, - 

of his work, seem very well adapted to this end. We 
know not whether the intelligent author has ever ap- 
plied them in this manner. 1a 
But in the more advanced. stages, it will be found, 

that our illustrations must be derived enti 
from actual examples, or from the language 
signs. ‘Dr Watson 
the teacher’s learning this natural language the 
Deaf and Dumb themselves ; and the i i i which 

j very one,” says he, “ who would un- 
dertake the arduous task of successfully teaching the 

him to com) end, as far as possible, the signs of his. 
scholars. how much importance it is to a teacher 
of the Deaf and to understand their signs, . 
will readily be ended, if any one will attempt 
either to teach or to learn a language, without 
another, common to master and scholar. As if, for in- 

ishman, understanding no but 

mode of expression.”—‘ How much more fanciful and 
useless,” he afterwards remarks, (having just supposed 
a European endeavouring to sa fee the scanty Vvo= 
cabulary of a South Sea islander )—“ how much more 
fanciful and useless, is an attempt to methodize si, 
for the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb! W it 
not be a more natural and rational mode of procedure 
for the teacher to begin, by watching the objects, and 
occasions to which his scholar applied the, words of his 
barbarous speech ; that by knowing these he might gra- 
dually substitute the words of the language to be taught, . 
using the former only as an introduction to the latter? 

3 

sremaly Snpnladentogrnainy are 



se 

punitrand This is the sort of use 1 make of signs, their rude Jan- 
Deaf” guage, in ing the Deaf.” Page 81, ’ 

: In the illustration of all those terms which express 
vc wr the various forms of human action, it is obvious, that 

recom- the greatest advantage might be derived, from the aid 
ded to of some intelligent assistant not affected with Deafness, 
Teach- If we may judge from the silence of those who have 

. written on Looney the Deaf and Dumb, as to 
this important help, it not seem to have been suf- 
ficiently employed. . 

Srammar “ In all that remains, we are inclined to follow Dr 
tobe Watson implicitly. We perfectly agree with him, that 

elt on at it is altogether indies to load the memory of the 
pupil, at the outset, with those vague and subtle dis- 
tinctions among words, with which ians occu- 
py themselves so much and so ly, and about 
which they are still so much at variance with each other. 
It is quite enough, in the first instance, that they are 

by examples continually diversified and repeat- 
ed, to use words accurately, maar ne others use them. 
Demag ic of grammar is a fitter study for riper 
years. I iatngptsak ies take opinices, it may be dou 
ful whether the education of those who are not Deaf, 
might not borrow*some improvements from the mode 
of instructing those who are ;—whether the young scho- 
lar’s earlier years might not be more usefully employ- 
ed in acquiring, by varied reading, writing, and con- 
versation, greater copiousness, precision, and ease of 
expression, than in parsing meagre sentences, with- 
out the slightest to their spirit or meaning ; 
—whether a few of those i hours, which are 
sometimes wasted over the unprofitable pages of some 
pn pr pa eS Rept Pip ae the no- 

seeking out the strength of our language, and 
‘the best array of thought, in the pages of Shakespeare, 
and Milton, and Addison, and Hume. 

ition After the pupil has proceeded thus far, Dr Watson 
words, to recommends that he should go over his vocabulary 

be practised. again, with a view to learn the mode a Seine words, 
that is, of telling the meaning of one word by another, 
or by others. He prescribes this employment, not be- 
cause he thinks he will better understand the words in 
his vocabulary, by being taught to define them, but 
because it affords an opportunity of enlarging it, by the 
introduction of synonymous words, and words that are 
derived in some way from those we are defining. 

The scholar is now sufficiently far advanced to en- 
‘deavour to acquire both amusement and instruction by 
reading ; and having arrived at this point, Dr Watson 
imposes on him a new and most important task. To 
discover the he is making, and to assist him 
in the composition of sentences, he is required every 
day to furnish a certain number of lines, according to 
his capacity, from his own ideas. He is at liberty to 
choose his subject.. He may relate what he has seen in 
his walk, or in his, play-ground ; he may unfold the 
stores of his memory, relative to more Sistant places 
and periods ; he may ask questions, &c, His rude es- 
says at expression are often curious, and require some 
skill in the language of pantomime to discover their 
meaning by his own explanations. This attained, it is 
ape nap a but easy language; he commits it to 

is memory thus corrected, and to work again,. at 
his leisure hour in the evening, for next day, generally 
profiting considerably by the alterations it was neces- 
— make in his ee 

_ This is an exercise which been prescribed with 
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the utmost success to the pupils of the Jnstitulion for Dumb and 
the Deaf and Dumé in Edinburgh, by their teacher, Mr __D ef 
Kinniburgh. He directs his scholars to address him in ~~» 
the form of letter ; and in reading a considerable col- Letters of 
lection, of these juvenile epistles with which Mr Kinni- Pupils at ‘he 
burgh has favoured us, we own that we have often been ST elicsing: 
exceedingly delighted with the simplicity and minute- 
ness of the narrative. Mr Kinniburgh, with the same li- 
berality with which he has permitted us to be spectators 
of his lessons at the Institution, has enabled us to pre- 
sent our readers with the following specimens. 

The first is a letter from Charles Mackechnie, a lad 
of sixteen, who is in the third year of his education, and 
can speak tolerably well. It describes a visit to the 
college court-yard, where a live Polar bear is at present 
kept, and to the Museum of Natural History. 

« Dear Sir, Edinburgh, March 1814. 
Percival Clennel’s father, and his brother, and gen- Letter by 

tleman, came to your house to the parlour, and he spoke Charles 
to you. When (upon which) you told us, ‘Come to me, Mackech- 
you will ge your coat;’ and I went to the closet ™~ 
‘and changed my coat, and I went down stairs. And 
we went to the college ; and his father met his mother 
in North Bridge, and we went to the college. And a 
gentleman went to the house, and took a key out, and 
came to us. And we went to the door, and he opened 
the door, and I wondered at a bear. And I saw a fence 
at the bear, and a lad took a pole, and he held it to the 
bear, and it roared. And he gave his father a pole, and 
he took and held it through the fence to take out flesh 
and bone, and it caught it, and it roared. And Perci- 
val Clennel and his brother were afraid of bear in the 
den, when we went from it to the door, aed shut the 
door. And we went to a house, and man opened the 
door, and we went to the beasts and birds in the room. 
And I saw an elephant’s head by the bone, and young 
lion, and a little ostrich with a big egg, and cassowary, 
and serpents, and black monkey, and a deer had a Jon 
horn, and unicorn has a very long horn, and ducks, an 
shells, and marbles, and pebbles, and wild shark, and _ 
humming birds, and many clothes and shoes for Indian 
in cup-board hanging on the partition ; and his father 
spelled to us the names of beast and birds. 7 

I am, Sir, your affectionate pupil.” ~ 

The next is by Joseph Turner, a lad of fifteen, who” 
is also in the third year of his education, and speaks 
pretty well. It is entitled, a Visit to the Court of Ses- 
sion. 

Edinburgh, 11th Feb, 1814. 
« I, John Wilkie, and Charles Mackechnie, went to Letter by 

the Court of Session, and we saw a number of gentle- Joseph 

men and advocates walking in the Court of Session, *“"% 

And a judge was sitting on a soft chair near the wall. 
He add red gown nts and a powdered wig on his 
head, and a large white band for a neckcloth on his 

breast. The advocates were sitting on the form before 

the judge, and they had black gowns on their bodies, © 

and powdered wigs on their heads. One of the advo- 
cates got up from the form, and spoke out to the judge, 
and he hearkened to him speaking. When he sat down, 

the judge wrote in a book onthe desk. Two advocates 
ot up from the form, and one did not speak out; but 

the other advocate spoke out to the judge, and he lis- 
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Dumb and tened to him speaking out. I saw a gentleman put 

salty places of er San eee wrote 
—Y~" them ; when the gentleman took them from 

and put them on another desk. When the judge 
done writing them, he his back on the back of 
the chair at the wall, and_.listened to the advocates 
speaking. Do you know what the advocates were 
—— to the judge? Many large pictures on 
e wall of the Court of Session, An image of a judge* 

sat up on the chair at the wall.” 

The next is an extract of a letter from the same. It 
describes, with no smull degree of poetic feeling, one of 
the most pleasing cares ofa pastoral life. 

« Sir, Edinburgh, Wth March 1814, 
Another 
Letter by 
the same. 

was a good boy to watch the bees flying round the bee- 
hives in the garden, in the summer or autumn. of year 
1808 and 1809. It was pleasant; for bees flew round 
the hives. She told me, that ‘ you must, watch. the 
bees flyi 
the bee-hives.” _When (upon which) Lran to my. mo- 
ther’s house, and told her that the bees flew away.in the 
air; and then we went to her garden, to. see the bees 
flying in the air. I threw at the bees. flying with clay,. 
and my mother beat the iron with one iron stick ;+ 
for the bees sat on the trees in my _ father’s field, and. 
they did not fly. She told me to go and bring another 
bee-hive, and a table. I went away to the house, and 
I took them to the field, and I gaye them to her. And 
she put the bee-hive on the tree or the bush near the 
bees ; and I saw she covered her face with a white veil, . 
and she shaked them into.the bee-hive from the bush 
with her right hand... In the evening. Land my father: 
went to his field, and took the bee-hive to his en, 
and put it on the broad stone ; and we went into his 
house and rested ourselves, 

Th ha Map Tierally from th ese specimens have ied li 'y from the. 
manuscripts of the pupils, and have not undergone the 

_ slightest correction from the master. The general turn 
of the expression in some parts; but orticentg in the 
last specimen, seems to us to beara striking resemblance: 
to the language of scripture; and yet we are assured, 
that all these compositions were written before either of 
the boys had begun to read from books of any sort. 

Fxplana- In concluding the consideration of this department, 
tion of 

words, when cessary to dela i the explanation of words, 
to be begun until a certain 4 hy, Bey IRE and 

Dactylology, and K 
on, before any of these d ents are commenced, 
The connection betwixt objects and the written charac- 
ters which represent them, can be established equally 
well, whether the pupil to whose o: 

, is or is not, able to 

Stosat bok teary Galicines See 
alt but.a very small portion of-his time can, at 
this early stage, be devoted to that object. 

We have now through, with all the minute- 
nian thatappeased veigeialinode cousgilvtiny taal pies 

* A marble statue of the Lord President Forbes. 
+ Our readers will recollect that this practice is at least as old as Virgil 

——“‘ Huc tu jussos adsperge sapores, 
» et cerinthe ignobile grame ¥ 

* Tinnitusque cie, et Matris quate cymbala circum. 
“ Trita 
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_ bestow on his Deaf and Dumb:chi 
I was a keeper of bees. My mother told me that L. 

round them, if they fly away in the air from, 

the 

we have only further to remark, that it is quite unne- 

h, It might even be entered» 

of vision they» 
are or to write them, . 
The explanation of words, therefore, ought to be begun - 

with more than have seemed ‘to D 
a of our readers, the lire departannts the 
education of the Deaf and Dumb. We:shall be hap) 
if our remarks are found calculated to afford the 
est assistance to any humane individual, who may have 
resolved to the instruction of any Deaf and 
Dumb relation or friend, in the privacy and-retirement " 
of his own home. But we much fear that private tui- public 
tion, in the case of the Deaf and. Dumb, as. well as in ferred to. 
that of other children, can seldom be conducted with so Private 
pas a ee as to afford advantages: to the “pupil, 8" 
equal to the method of public instruction. . We Id . 
wish, therefore; to i niaainaaae 
which the natural affection of a shim to 

woe of preparation for. his introduction «into: pub 
school. : 

_ There is much reason to regret, ‘thatthe: public in~ 
stitutions for this purpose in Great Britain are so few © 
in number. We are acquainted only with two that have 
yet acquired any reputation, one in’ London, and the hor in-Edi 

The former is entitled, the « Asylum: for educating: {ondon 
the Deaf and-Dumb Children of the Poor,” and: was in- Asylum. 
stituted in 1792. This asylum ‘contains at the , 
time, if we are not misinformed, about 100 pupils; and 
these are fortunate enough.to have for their instructor, 

very judicious m whom we have had .oecasion 
so often to quote, Dr Ji Watson, _It does not, how- 
ever, admit any children on the charitable foundation’ 
until. are nine years old. - “ The reason for fixing” 
upon. this ,” says Dr Watson, was not any idea’ 
that it wni\seateeclineseedcvendilia education could: 
be advantageously begun ; but five years bein deemed, 
generally. speaking, sufficient to accomplish course 
of instruction thought most essential to children, desti- 
ned to earn. their’ _by the labour of their hands, 

be apprenticed, it was judged best, for the economical 
purposes of the institution, not to receive them before 
the age of nine years.” — 

That he may-not be ed, Dr Watson af- 
terwards states precisely what. he understands by an 
education most essential to deaf children of. the class 
mentioned. . * I deemit essential,” says he, “ that they 
should have such a knowledge of language, as to'enable 
them-to their ideas:on common -occasions ; to 
pene 

, which are contained in the ; 
cularly the New Testament ; that ‘should write a 

tee spell the words use, and un-' 
pla AI of arithmetic. When <b 
pr ca CRW pO GTS Attained in five years, I’ 
mean:to state iat as the time, even where the’ 
capacity of the learner is good. jit 

he “ Edinburgh Institution for the Education of Edinburgh 
the Deaf and Dumb. Children of the pei 8 Institution. 
blished-only in 1810, Its objects are precisely the same 
as Chodesabie Licsklon Ayan: It does not admit chil-: 
dren. before eight, nor after fourteen years of age. It 

Gone. lib, iv. ve 63. 
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-. We shall;conclude this-article with a few historical 
remarks. 
If the authorities to whom we have found’ reference, 

relative to this point, be correct, a Spanish Benedictine 
monk, of the convent of in Spain, named Pe- 
dro de Ponce, who died in 1584, is the first: n 
who is-recorded to have instructed the Deaf and Dumb, 
and taught them to . Ambrosio Morales, the con- 

an friend of this oe Pedro de Ponce, ima work 
on the Antiquities‘of Spain, which*seems to have been 
written about +1583, ee thus: “ Pedro de 
Ponce has tanght the and Dumb to speak with 
Pc awa He is the inventor of that art. ‘He 
has ly taught, in this manner, two brothers anda 
sister of the Constable; and is at present: ied in 
instructing a son of the Governor of A 5 , like 
the ing, ‘has‘been Deaf and Dumb from birth. 
What is most surprising in this art, ‘is, that his pupils, 

i ing their speak, write, and: rea- 
son very well. I have a paper ing to one of 
them,’ Pedro de Velasco, the brother of the Con- 
stable, in which he tells me, that it is to’ Father Ponce 
he is indebted for being able to ” (Quoted by 
Don Emmanuel Nunez de Ti , in a note to p. 
xxxviii.of Pref: to Anatomie et Physiologie du Systéme 
Nerveux en Général, par F. J. Gall et G. Spurzheim, vol. 
i. 4to, Paris 1810.) Valles, also a contemporary and 
friend of De Ponce’s, in a work entitled, De Sacra Phi- 
losophia, published about 1588, has this expression re- 
specting him: “ Petrus Pontius, Monachus Sancti Be- 
nedicti, amicus meus, qui, res mirabilis! natos surdos 
docebat i.” In confirmation of these ‘testimonies, 
Don Emmanuel Nunez, a Spaniard, mentions that, he 
has read in the register of deaths of the Benedictine 
Convent of San Salvador de Ona, mene cae de 
Ponce ‘passed the greater of his life, the following 
note: “ Obdormivit in Aare frater Petrus de Ponce, 
hujus domutss benefactor, qui, inter ceteras virtutes, que 
in illo maxime fuerunt, in hac preecipue floruit, ac cele- 
berrimus toto urbe fuit habitus, scilicet, Muros’ Logut 
Docennt. Obiit anno 1584 mense Augusto.” (Work 

above, p. xl.) The same person states, too, that 
other Spanish authors, such as and Castaniza, 
some of them contemporaries of De Ponce’s, also speak 
of him-in the highest terms, and assure us that he not 
only taught his pupils to speak, but instructed them in 
every seience which itis possible to teach to:those who 
enjoy all the senses. 

In the anonymous translation into’ English of the 
Abbé de PEpée’s Method of Educating the Deaf and 
Dumb; (8vo. London, 1801,) the trans , in‘a pre- 
face, es the following remark: “ Of former instruc- 
tors, he who seems to, have obtained. notice was 
Bonet, a priest, Secr to the Constable of Castile, 
whose-younger brother lost the sense of hearing 
when two years old. The difficulty of sprocuring in- 

ion for him-creating-much distress in the family, 
Bonet, qualified for the provinee ‘of tuition by great 
know and uncommon ‘learning, -undertook the 
care of his education ;in which he succeeded beyond 
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every hope. The system which he formed on the oc- 
casion was printed at Madrid in 1620, under the title 
of Reduction de las Letras, y Arte para ensenar a hablar 
los Mudos, dedicated to Philip III. and accompa- 
nied, according to the custom of the age, with encomi- 
ums in verse and prose, from poets and philosophers. 
The author is said to have been afterwards in the ser- 
vice of the Prince of Carignan, and to have continued 

Dumb and 
Deaf. 
—— 

many years to teach persons to whom the misfortune of ~~ 
Deafness made his lessons needful.” 

Nunez, however, to whom we have already referred, 
maintains, that Juan Paulo Bonnet must have derived 
his knowledge and his method regarding this subject, 
entirely from De Ponce ; for Bonnet was-secretary to 
‘the Constable at the very time De Ponce was employ- 
ed in teaching the Constable’s two brothers and sister. 
(Work gente above, p. xli.) 

There is, therefore, some obscurity connected with 
the history of this work, which it will not now, per- 
haps, be easy to remove. We have neither seen the 
Treatise itself; nor any account of its contents ; but we 
presume it has considerable merit, as we observe that it 
was much consulted by Del’Epée, when he first began 
to teach his pupils to speak. 
The translator of De l’Epée’s Method, mentions a 

treatise as having been ished by Dr John Bulwer, 
an English physician, in 1648, entitled, Philocophus, 
or the Deaf and Dumb Man’s Friend. We have not 
seen this work either; but we believe we can form some 
idea of its value, from two other short publications b 
the same author, which appeared in 1644, the one enti- 
tled Chirologia, or the Navural Language of the Hand, 
and the other, Chironomia, or the Art of Manual Rheto- 
rique ; in neither of which are there even absurdities suf- 
ficient to reward their perusal. We presume it is the 
same Bulwer who wrote a curious book, entitled, An- 
thropomorphosis ; in which he treats of the various shapes 
and dresses, which men have assumed in the different 
ages of the world. 

In 1653, a work of great labour a 

Dr Bulwer’s 
Treatise. 

red by Dr Dr Wallis’s 

Wallis, entitled Grammatica Lingue Anglicane ; and to Writings 
this was prefixed, by the same author, a treatise of con- and Prac- 

siderable acuteness and originality, De Loquela, sive de “°* 
Sonorum onmnium loquetarium formatione. In conse- 
quence of these investigations, his attention seems to 
have been directed to the subject of the education of 
the Deaf and Dumb. A very interesting letter of his 
to Mr Boyle, dated from Oxford, March 1662, is in- 
serted in the Philosophical Transactions for July 
1670 ; wherein he informs Mr Boyle of his having just 
entered on the task of endeavouring to teach a person 
to oe and to understand a language, who had lost 
his hearing, and consequently his speech, when about 
five years old. He states the considerations which in- 
duced him to attempt this work, and the manner in 
which he proposes to conduct it ; and nothing can be 
more sound or judicious than all-his remarks on_ this 
subject. “ The task itself,’ says he, “consists of two 
very different parts; each of which doth render the 
other moredifficult : for, beside that which appears up- 
on the first view, to teach a person who cannot hear, to 
pronounce the sound of words, there is that other, of 
teaching him to understand a language, and know the 
signification of those words, whether spoken or writ- 
ten, whereby he may: both ress his own sense, and 
understand the thoughts of others : without which lat- 
ter, that former were-only to‘speak like a parrot, or to 
write like.a serivener, who, understanding no language 
but English, transcribes a piece ef Latin, Welch, or 
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Pomh ped Irish ; or like a printer of Greek or Arabic, who knows 

Helmont’s 
Book. 

ee the sound nor signification of what he print- 
eth.” ; 

At the conclusion of the letter, he mentions the pro- 
prs be had already made, which he pronounces to 

we exceeded his expectations. His pupil had been 
with him only about two months ; and yet in that short 
time he had got over the greatest difficulties of both de- 

ts ; was hardly any word which (with 
eliberation) he could not pronounce ; and he had al- 

ready learned the meaning of a considerable part of 
those English words which are in most frequent use. 

About thirty-six years after this, a letter of Dr Wal- 
lis's. was printed in the Philosophical Transactions, 
(Phil. Ti ans. 1698, p. 353.) in reply to one from Mr 
Thomas Beverly, in which that gentleman had request- 
ed his advice, relative to the education of five Deaf and 
Dumb children. In this letter Dr Wallis mentions, 
that, four or five-and-thirty years before, he had taught 
sesh listine Popham, ene had been born Deaf, .to 
s distinctly, and to understand a Language so as 
to. express his mind tolerably well .by a A to 
understand what was written to him by others _ Prior 
to this, too, he states his having taught Mr Daniel 
Whaley ; the same gentleman, we presume, whose ‘edu- 
cation he had just entered upon, when he wrote to Mr 
Boyle in 1662. “ Some other Deaf persons,” he also 
adds, “ I have not attempted teaching them to speak ; 
but only so as (in good measure) to understand a lan- 
guage, and to express their mind (tolerably well) in 
writing. _Who have thereby attained a:much ter 
measureof knowledge in many things, than was thought 
attainable to persons in their circumstances ; and “ 
come capable (upon further improvement) of such fur- 
ther knowledge as is attainable by reading.” 

After stating shortly the mode of proceeding in 
ing the Dumb to speak, and referring to his T'rea- 

lise de Loquela, with that view, he observes: “ This is, 
indeed, the shorter work of the two, (however looked 
upon as the more stupendous.) But this, without the 
other, would be of little use. For, to pronounce words 
only as a » without i what they signify, 
would do us but little service. e other part of the 
work (to teach a Language) is what you now enquire 
about.” He then on to detail the method he had 
followed in this department with success, and which 
reflects equal credit on his acuteness and good sense. 

In the Philosophical Transactions for January 1668, 
p- 602, there is an account of a small Tract which was 
published the preceding year, both in Latin and Ger- 
man, by F. M. B. V. Helmont, entitled Alphabetum 
Nature. In the first dialogue of the first part, the au- 
thor is said to treat “ of the motions and configura- 
tions of the mouth of man ; and how a man born Deaf, 
and consequently Dumb, may come to understand, both 
them, and by them, the mind of him that forms them ; 
where it is ed, that a man born Deaf is not alto- 
gether destitue of all motion of his tongue, and that he 
may be taught to understand others by the motions of 
the. mouth and tongue, much after the manner as others 
are taught to read. To which is annexed, a method 
suitable to that principle, of teaching Deaf and Dumb 
men to speak ; together with an example of a musician, 
who, being alt er Deaf, and weak-sighted withal, 
was, by the author, brought so far in the of three 
weeks, that he was able to answer to all was 
ken to. him, provided it were done slowly, and with a 
well opened mouth ; who also afterw by himself, 
as soon as he had by this very way. learned to. know the 

. not 

D 
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letters, and to read, did, by confronting the Ger- 
man and Hebrew ea bar aie oe 
brew so well, that now he understands the 

or Language ; 
treated in a very whimsical manner. w-? 

In 1669, Dr Holder poblished his Kise ame 

The translator of De L'Epée’s Method, (Pref. p. vii.) 
refers to a work printed in 1670, entitled a wa 
concerning those that are Born Deaf and Dumb; 
santing ebsanihe of George Sibscote, as its author. 
is said to treat of the tuition of the Deaf and Dumb, 
rather in a loose and general manner, as a subject of 
speculative enquiry ; but we have never seen it. : 

The next work, in point of date, relative to this sub- 
ject, is a small treatise by G ! « f 
at Oxford in 1680, under the following title: Didas- 
calocophus, or the Deaf and Dumb Man's Tutor, to which 

i ess to have actually taught the 
cvete only points out their capability of 

structed, and lays down the general principles 
ing to which he conceives that their Education 
to be conducted. It is obvious, however, not 
the title- , but <u from the same 
treatise, that he was altogether ignorant 
ful labours of Wallis, and Holder, and 
thors, to whom we have referred, as preceding 
this t ; a circumstance for which it 

to account, when we consider that he had lived 
at Oxford for upwards of twenty years prior to the pub- 
lication of his book. vay : 

. The only media, he conceives, by which instruction 
can be effectually conveyed to the ] 0 
by which they can be enabled to communicate their 
thoughts to others, are Writing sengisy He 
has no doubt that a Deaf Man ma to speak 

t of speech 
not 

: £ 2 
FE if - 

vocally; but he seems to think that this sort 
will Ne ‘ 
his iring. As to such a person’s , by. 
the eye, to understand the speech of others, he endea-. 

to prove that that is impossible, by an 
Reobatehy calle calivensd doth negiehn dorm 2 posteriori, as 

Syllogism. " : “etn 
In consequence of these false views, his attention 

seems to have been meek Ae to the improves 
ment of the department of Dactylology; and after much 
search and many changes, he fixes on a Finger- 
performed with one hand, which he regards asa very 
im discovery. and which he describes minutely 
in his eighth Chapter. RE Sys 

The parts of his treatise, however, which to 
us to most merit, are those he en the 
Deaf Man's Ditioniany and a Grammae: Sp caf 
Persons. The rinciples according to w 
he proposes, iathenn, that the Desf and Dumb should 
be instructed in the Meaning of Words, are quite cor« 
rect ; and accord completely with those which Wallis 

v 
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Dr Holde 
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About the year 1690, a Swiss physician, named John 
Conrad Amman, was requested to undertake the educa- 
tion of a i 

only read distinctly, 

; ing, as it were, by the eyes. 

occasion, in 1692, entitled, Surdus Loquens. 
occupied himself occasionally, as it 

is inferior, we 
of Wallis on the same subjects, but to 

the work of Holder. The author not seem to have 
been aware when he it, that so much had 
been written before him ive to the Education of the 

and Dumb. He only became acquainted with 
what Wallis had done in this department, when his Dis- 
xt react acre 
» After this period, the number of teachers of the Deaf 
and Dumb seems to have increased very rapidly on the 

- In1749, the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, report 
very favourably, of the exertions of a M. Pereire, who 
dana thane beers ; i i 

ing the Deaf and Dumb in that 
presen 

two y persons born Deaf and Dumb, whom 
het instrctd to undertand whatver wan reed 
to them, either in writing or igns, and to ei- 
teak dni eiviting, cr v0. weed s: chat th series duet 
nounced all sorts of expressions in F’ ; thatthey were 
acquainted with Grammar and Arithmetic ; and knew 
a little of hy: That Pereire, in ing his 
pupils either Writing, or a Manual 
comprehend 

4 

he to teach them, in time, to 
what was said to them, 

lips : progress 
ed the goodness of his Method of Instruction, which, 
however, he asecret; and that the Academy cons 

not too much en M. Pereire to 

published a sys- 
D Instruction. But 

Sipie exserts (with whet truth we kmow.not). that he 
profited by the labours of Wallis, and Bonnet, and 

5 of Work quoted at p. 187.) A well 
written memoir of his, however, be found in the 

ires Présentés & UAcadémie 

. then devoted themselves to this occu 
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sides vindicating his claim to the discovery of a very 
curious fact relative to the Deaf and Dumb, namely, 
that they may be taught to distinguish sounds to a cer- 
tain extent, merely by the impressions produced on 
their skin by the b of the person epeakiogs Pereire 
points out several very important distinctions in the de- 
gree of Deafness, with which different Deaf-mutes are 
affected. 

~ M. Ernauld, who called forth this Memoir from Pe- 
reire, undertook the education of two Deaf-mutes at 
Bordeaux in 1756, and the HIN year they appear 
to have been presented to the Royal. Academy of Sci- 
ences. But there is every reason to suspect, that he 

Dumb and 

—_—— 

Ernauld. 

had derived hints of the method he pursued from Pereire, ~ 
and that he acted uncandidly towards this person. 
The Memoir, besides some observations, con- 
tains an account of his successful progress with a third 
pu 
Prom the report of the Royal Academy, it would ap- 

ne that, prior to Pereire’s lessons, Emmanuel Ramirés, Ramirés, de 
ierre de and Father Vanin, had been loyed Castro, Va- 

in ing the Deaf and Dumb in Paris ; and Ernauld ®» Rosset, 
and Rous- mentions, in 1768, that Rosset, Professor of Theology cr. 

at Lausanne, and Rousset, residing near Nimes, had 
tion. None of 

these individuals, however, seem to have communica- 
ted either their methods, or the results of their exer- 
— to the public. a ae as a 

° , perhaps, ever ucted education 
of the Deaf ba Dumb, in all its branches, with more 
distinguished success, than Mr Thomas Braidwood. Mr 
Braidwood was the first who kept a aca~ 
deny; for this purpose, in Great Britain. He entered 
on the profession, with a single pupil, at Edinburgh, 
in 1764; but the number of his scholars increased with 
his reputation, and he continued teaching a large 
school, for many years, in this city, and afterwards at 
Hackney, near London, until his death in 1806., In- 
numerable testimonies might be produced as to the 
great proficiency of his scholars; but we shall content 
ourselves with selecting one or two sentences from 
Dr Johnson on this subject, who visited Mr Braidwood’s 
academy, while in Edinburgh, on his return from the 
Western Isles, in 1773. 

« There is one subject of hical curiosity,” 
says he, “ to be found in Edinburgh, which no other city 
has to show ; a college of the Deaf and Dumb, who are 
taught to speak, to read, to write, and to ise arith- 
metic, by a gentleman whose name is Braidwood. The 
— which attends him, is, I ee about i 
w e brings together into a little school, and in- 
structs according to their several degrees of profi- 
ciency.” 

es This school I visited, and found some of the scho- 
lars waiting for their master, whom they are said to 
receive at his entrance with smiling countenances and 
eee eyes, delighted with the hope of new 

« —The improvement of Mr Braidwood’s pupils is 
wonderful. They not only speak, write, and understand 
what is written, but if he that speaks looks towards 
them, and modifies his organs by distinct. and full ut- 
terance, they know so well what is spoken, that it is 
an expression scarcely figurative to say they hear with 
the e.” 

Fe athorwuads adds, in ie cme ape Fa 
“« It was pleasing to see one of the most desperate of hu- 
man calamities capable of so much : whatever en- 
larges hope, will exalt courage ; after having seen the 

28 

Braidwood. 
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Deaf taught arithmetic, who would be afraid to culti- 
vate the Hebrides ?” beet to the Western Isles.) 

It is said that Mr Braidwood was restrained from 
laying his system before the public, solely by a 
sion thet he could not explain itin words with sufficient 
precision to enable any one to act upon it. But we for- 
tunately possess the means of appreciating its merits ful- 
jy, in the work of his relation and able assistant Dr Wat- 
son ;\ who, it is generally understood, teaches veer: 
to the principles of his master. That work, to whi 
we have already referred so frequently, is, without any 
exception, the best that has yet a relative to the 
education of the Deaf'and Dumb. How far Mr Braid. 
wood was acquainted with the writings of Wallis we 
know not; but his general views are the same. Dr 
Watson seems to have methodised and improved the 
systems of both, 

All this had been done and written, before the name 
of De L'Epée was known. But chance now directed 
the attention of this reverend person to the education 
of the Deaf and Dumb; and he had soon the for- 
tune, not only to acquire a much more gen uuita- 
tion throughout Europe, than ever had been enjoyed 
by his predecessors or cotemporaries ; but even to be 
looked on with admiration by many, as the first philo- 
sopher who had discovered the possibility of illumina- 
ting the minds of this unfortunate class of persons. 
The Abbé happening to go into the house of a lady in 
Paris, who had two daughters that were born Deaf and 
Dumb, found her disconsolate for the death of their pre- 
ceptor Father Vanin. He was touched with pity for 
their condition, and went home reflecting how he could 
best supply the place of their teacher. Soon after, he 
returned ; put some of his reflections to the test of ex- 
periment ; was satisfied ; and resolved to'become their 
preceptor himself. Thus began his philanthropical 
exertions as an instructor of the Deaf and Dumb, and 
thus commenced his fame. 

The English translator of his Method informs us, 
(Pref. p. viii.) that the Abbé instituted a seminary, in 
which he received as many of the Deaf and Dumb, as 
he could superintend, and formed preceptors to teach 
those in distant parts. ® The number of his scholars,” 
says he, “ grew to upwards of sixty ; and, as the fame 
of bis 2 Sate extended, persons from Germany, from 

' Switzerland, from Spain, and from Holland, came to 
Paris to be initiated in the method he practised, and 
transfer it to their several countries.” 

*« The expences,” this author observes afterwards, 
“ attending the seminary which he established, were 
wholly defrayed by himself. He inherited an income, 
as M. de Bouilly informs us, amounting to about 
14,000 livres, (nearly L. 600 sterling,) of which he al- 
lowed 2000 for his own nm, and considered the re- 
sidue as the patrimony of the Deaf and Dumb, to whose 
use it was faithfully applied. So strictly he adhered to 
this appropriation, that in the rigorous winter of 1788, 
when in his 65th year, and suffering under the infirmi- 
ties of age, he denied himself fuel rather than. intrench 
upon the fund he had destined them. His housekeeper 
having observed his rigid restriction, and, doubtless, 
imputing it to its real motive, led into his apartment 
forty of his pupils, who besovght him, with tears, to 
preserve hirnself for their sdkes. Having been thas 
prevailed on to exceed his ordinary expenditure about 
300 livrés, he would afterwards say, in playing with 
his scholars, “I have wronged my chil out of a 
hundred crowns,” 

tn 1776, he published a work in French, erititled 

DUMB AND DEAF. 
Institution of the Deaf and Dumb by the way of Me. Dumb 
thodical Signs ; and, in 1784, a new edition of, this, { 
much altered, appeared under the title of, La véritable yo 
maniére d'instruire les sourds et muels, Per ting, 
une longue expérience. It is this last work which he in- 
troduced into the £; ‘die Meéthodique, under the 
article Muets et Sourds, (part referred to at p.187.) and 
which was into English, pera” at t 
—s em ni - 4 

e continued to at Paris, with unremitting 
perseverance, until 1790, when he died, 67. 

After the great and almost universal i 
the Abbé seems to have acquired, we shall hardly be 
listened to when we affirm, that the system which he 
taught was utterly useless, Yet that this was the case, 
is but too obvious from the works which he himself has 
ublished,—from the criticisms made on his method in 
e work even of his ay ee successor Sicard,—and 
from his own confidential letters ing it, which 
Sicard has presented, along with these criticisms, to the 
ublic. 
Po When he first his career as an instructor of the 
Deaf and Dumb, he seems to have been entirely igno- 
rant that Pereire was then ing, and had 
for several years at Paris; or that this species of educa- 
Oe eee 
practice, at any former time, or in any * country ; 
and he confesses that it never occurred to him to 
be practicable to teach his pupils to speak. But the 
works of Bonnet and Amman soon became known to. 
him ; and, guided by their direction, he seems tohave | 
succeeded in bestowing the gift of Speech on several of 
his scholars. Latterly, however, he to have ne- 
glected this branch very much; whether from a mis- 
taken idea of its <i or really (as he professes) 
from his inability to undergo the labour of ages be 
number of pupils at once, is very doubtful. In the 
part of his book which relates to this subject, he 
tends to no more, than to have added a few pao om 
of his own, to what he had found in Bonnet and Am- 
man. 

But the iarity of his method of education, and 
the object to which every other seems to have been sa- 
erie’, was his system of “ Methodical Signs.” This 

» 5 ae 

ii. 

a ed ee ee dl 

was an extremely complicated of the Hand, 
representing, not — letters as in the common Ma~ 
nual Alp but whole words ; and the sole occ 
tion of the seems to have been, i amperage es 
ting, or Writing into Methodical Signs, according to 

 gacdipnohane| reflect, ho that this : Itis only necessary to wever, is SyS- His m 
tem of tig was entirely peculiar to De Y'Epée, to dical si 
see, that it must have been er useless to his “s¢less- 
upils as ‘soon as from school into socie- ” 
y Saeed that it wc fe ay and inexcusable waste of t 
shies wosoenD Sines) Seietinaten wiehilie’ Meneiies A, 
which was perfectly unintelligible to the whole of j 
rest of the world, It is true, indeed, that while the ‘ 
Abbé instructed his scholars in these Methodical Signs, sz 
he professes also to have taught them the meaning of } 
the words which they were intended to represent. : 
whatever may have been his wishes or his ‘professions 
on this subject, the fact is, that the stock of words 
which they act understood, seems to have been ex~ 
ceedingly small. He appears to have established in their 
minds, merely an association between Manual Signs and 
Written Characters; neglecting or failing to accomplish 
aconnection of infinitely more , that between 
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have been trained to any original ex 
the composition of a sentence even of moderate length in 
French, was a task of which they were incapable ;— 
in all those public trials before kings, and princes, and 
opay oat , of which Europe has heard so much, the 
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been short familiar interrogations, which are always 
the same ; and yet you have seen that the greatest per- 
sonages of the court and the city, and even foreign 
princes, have asked no more. Take my advice, my 
dear colleague; renounce your pretensions, which smack 

of the Garonne ; and satisfy yourself content~ 
edly with the portion of glory which you see me en- 
joy. Teach your pupils, without delay, declension and 
conpnergion teach the signs of my dictionary of 

; teach them to construct parts of sentences, ac- 
cording to the table of which you havea copy, without 
flattering yourself that your scholars will ever express 
themselves in French, more than I can express myself 
in Italian, although I can translate that language very 
well.” (p. 484 of Work quoted at p. 183.) : 
We have done with the Abbé del’ Epée.. That he 

was industrious, and ingenious, and singularly beneyo- 
“lent, is beyond all question ; but it seems to us equally 
clear, that, as a er of the Deaf and Dumb, he was 
greatly inferior to: most of his , in the sound~ 
ness of his principles and the utility of his practice. We 
think too, that we are fully justified in adding, that, in 
order to secure that glory which he loved, he ee 4 
casi to have ind in an empiricism which it seteccenten Seton 

There is an on the “ Method of teaching the 
Deaf and Dumb to Speak,” by Dr William Thornton, 
in the third volume of the Z'ransactions of the Ameri- 
can Phi ical Society (4to, Philad. 1793, p. 310) ; 
but it contains nothing that not be found in the 
ne ne Bek pis. sor meee he treatise to which it 
is appended, on the Elements of Written Language, 
contains observations which have a much better claim Gsutinhinliey: 

' The latest work on the Deaf and Dumb, is that of 
the Abbé Sicard. Sicard, after having been for some 
time the assistant of De l’Epée, first employed himself as 
a teacher at Bordeaux. But on the death of his master 
at Paris, he was appointed to fill his , and he now 
conducts a numerous seminary in that city. Al- 

he continues to tramme! his pupils withthe 
system of Methodical Signs, he has so far improved up-~ 
on the method of his r, that he instructs them 
fully and correctly in the meaning of words, and teaches 
them to compose for themselves. Many of them, we 
have understood, are extremely intelligent; but why he 
does not teach them we know not. If, however, 
the method which he ed in i ing Massieu at 
‘Bordeaux, and the detail of which constitutes his work, 
be that which he adopts in general towards all his pu- 
pils; we must say, that his system is one of the most te- 
dious, intricate, and metaphysical, that it is possible to 
conceive. on aah rofited by the simplicity and 
good sense of Wallis and Watson, will not be readily 
prevailed on to wade through many of the de- 
clamation and useless subtlety of Sicard. (a. J.) 
DUMB, Dear, and Burnp. For an account of an 

i ing young lad, born in this unfortunate condi. 
tion, see Mrrcnett. ! te 
DUMBARTON, a town of Scotland, situated at the 

confluence of the rivers Clyde and. Leven, and within 
parish and county of the same name, Dumbrit- 
(the fort of Britons) was the ancient name of the 

castle, which has been a place of strength from the 
earliest times, and was long deemed impregnable. 

Dumb and 
Deaf. 
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Dumbarton. to the summit is obtained. Near the top it divides in- 
—\" to two 

Extent, 

and name. 

ints, on which batteries are erected. In the 
hollow betwixt these, there are a , barracks for 

- the garrison, and a-well, which affords a constant sup- 
ply of water. Bede says, that this fortress was called 
Aleluith, or Ancluid, (a place on the Cluid or Clyde,) 
although the Caledonians named it Dumbritton. Boe- 
thius affirms, that the Caledonians it before 
the Britons, and that it successfully resisted the attacks 
po seen Stee it was besi In the reign 

reduced famine; and again in 1571, during the 
troubles of Queen Mary’s reign, it was taken by escalade 
and surprize. Fleming the governor, who was in Ma- 
ry's interest, vaunted he held in his hands the fet- 
ters of Scotland, and that he could with a little assist- 
ance easily put them on, A common soldier, however, 
broke these boasted chains. He proposed to scale the 
rock and fortifications in the night. Some intrepid 
followers succeeded in the perilous enterprize, and pla- 
ced in the hands of the regent the only fort occupied 
for the Queen. This 
of the Clyde, and, while it was necessary, served to 
keep the Western Highlands in awe. It is one of the 
Scottish forts which are still kept in repair, and garni 
soned. Some parts of the rock are magnetic. This is 
noticed by Buchanan ; and Professor Anderson of Glas- 
gow has recently ascertained the fact by env eye 
and marked the places. The from top of 
the castle is extensive and varied. Loch Lomond, the 
Clyde, and the Leven, an interminable range of moun- 
tains overtopped by Benlomond, and: the towns of 
Glasgow, Greenock, Port Glasgow, and Dumbarton, 
with the vi , gentlemen's seats, and , with 
which the rich intervening vallies are’ covered, form an 
assemblage of objects liarly interesting: 

The town of pened, een: situated a little to the 
north-west of the castle on the eastern bank of the Le- 
ven, which flows nearly round it, is a royal burgh, and 
was erected in 1221 by Alexander II. i — amem- 
ber to Parliament with the lasgow; 
Renfrew, and Rutherglen, er 

It consists chiefly of one large street in a crescent 
form. The houses are generally old. Theinhabitants 
amount to about 2000. Like most other burghs, the 
exclusive privileges of its freemen, intended in a rude 
state of society to enco' trade, now operate with 
an opposite effect ; and the heavy entries required by 
the corporations, have led to the establishment of seve- 
ral villages in the neighbourhood, where the inhabitants 
are free from such burdens. Dumbarton is not in an 
increasing or flourishing state. Its natural advantages, 
however,—a harbour, where ee vessels lie safe 
in all weather, the navigation of the Clyde, and the de- 
mands of an i ving vicinity,—prevent it from go- 
ing to decay. About 2000 tons of shipping belong to 
the port, and nearly 100 seamen areemployed. A ma- 
nu of glass is carried on to such an extent, as to 
pay nearly L.4000of duty annually, and to employ about 
130 persons. Many of the inhabitants find work in the 
manufacture of thread, and at the printfieldsin the neigh- 
bourhood. The salmon fishing both in the Clyde and 
Leven is here considerable. Porpoises, however, go up 
the Clyde, and destroy the fish. See DumpaRTonsHine ; 
Robertson's Hist. of Scotland; Pennant’s and Garnet's 
Tours ; Statist. Account, &c. (A. P.) 
DUMBARTONSHIRE, a county in Scotland, (for- 

merly Lenniox,) consists of two parts, separated 
one another. western is the larger, being about 

orthumberland, (756,) it was, however, - 
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e commands the navigation - 

1 : ! : : : 
in length from east to west, and four in breadth. 
former is bounded on the north by Perthshire, on 
west by leshire and Loch-long, on the 

z 

and Stirli i 
56° 25’ of north latitude, and een 3° 55’ and 4° 
of west longitude. No accurate surveys 
made of the superficial extent of this county ; but from 

of the 
heritable 

are the same as those common tothe rest of Scotland. 
The county of Dumbarton embraces i every variety 

and every beauty in the scenery of Scotland. Of its Pe 

conspicuous 
is Loch-lomond. This fine lake io 90 miles'in lengthy wom 

100 
and in some places eight or ten in breadth ; its 
is above 20,000 acres in extent, its t depth 1 
fathoms ; the bottom, to the depth of five feet, being 
composed of fine mud mixed with mica. It contains - 
80 islands of various dimensions, one of which extends 
to about 150 acres, These are scattered on the bosom 
of the lake, some of them scarcely ing above it, 
and others swelling to a i 

is, and the and toweri 

islands, Inch Murrin, feeds about 200 deer. On the 
west end of it, the ruins of an old castle, an ancient re« 
sidence of the Earls of Lennox, stands ; and near it the 
Duke - energie 1798, Penna ext box. 
A gamekeeper and his family are now inhabi- 
tants. The north end of the loch is never but 
towards the south it has often been; and after great 
Soatis it bas edn: non’ to: rise, six, fest, Baynes Sem 

ce 

is no wind to produce such an effect. 

contains about 21,739 souls. 

published Scag 7,748 ; being an increase, in 54 

number of landed rietors is 149; the valued rent 
is L.95,382, 7s. 8d. Scots; the real rent, as nearly as 
can be ascertained, L.56,000. No ietor of 
perhaps draws an annual revenue ‘his property 
pm 3000; and none of them have very large estates, 
The farmers are, general of very 
sroderate skill, acl very Tithe capital’ and these facts 

B48 ose # if # f a 
: Ie i HE 

height ; some of them” 
tufted with wood, and others more i ly wager 
with foliage. The well-wooded banks, and 

In 1756, it was said to &. 

| 

f 

” agita 

ordinary E 

"This ‘county, fromthe! latest. and. beet information Population, | 
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The river of any consequence 
to he ay Dussbentinchics, is the Leven. This 
stream is the outlet of Lochlomond, after leaving which 
Slee aes ees faeren for stous Gve miles through 
a fine valley, till it joins the Clyde at Dumbarton castle. 
In spring and autumn there is an imperfect navigation 
on the Leven for lighters and small craft, which float 

and also in the eastern part of the division of the 
the predominant soil is what in Scotland is 
called till ; a shistose clay mixed with a few 

i se eeate Si Gapetelly ee 

face of the nearly a similar- de- 
ccrypon ion are to be found on the banks of the Endrick, 
eg en oe Dimer: wea ek Keven newt Kick 

i On the river Leven, and to the northwest 
of that stream, the arable land is, for the most of 
a light gravel, mixed on the sea-shore with and 
other marine i and covered with a thin stra- 
tum of vi soil. The extent, however, of arable 
spewed every descri is inconsiderable, as by far 

of the consists of lofty moun- 
of any thing like cultivation. In the 
uhar, which is more than twelve miles 

places to the height 
of no less than 3000 feet above the level of the sea; 
but the parishes of Rew, Roseneath, and Luss, are also, 

of mountains, and have 
ion of arable or low 

l, there is a consider- 
able igh moor ; and that of the west di- 
vision of the county which lies to the east of the river 
Leven, is intersected by a continuation of the 
eee een comet the ielend from Forfarshire to the 

viieijeedinte bork King the chiefly cul ve grain chiefly cultivated in 
this Bei Samy ab Senin raised to a 
consi extent, but the high duty on malt, and the 
demand for wheat, have induced the farmers to give it 
up in a great measure, and during that period a greater 
quantity of wheat has been rai Beans are sown in 

quantities than , and their culture is daily 
ing more tares are the only 

yellow turnip, . Rye grass is 
ni sown for hay. White clover Pe bo natu- 

rally on thea chy lage sd to clever ta peelioneh 
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with rye grass, but seldom by itself. “lax is less culti- 
vated than formerly, but a little is raised on almost 
every farm. . as ae 

There is very little ric id kept exclusively for 
ture. On most farms the rare husbandry Teevule 
and each field in rotation, after having been pastured 
two or three years, is broken up and returned for 

Cows and oxen are chiefly brought from the west 
Highlands, and milch cows from Ayr and Renfrew: 
only a small ary weir are reared in Dumbartonshire. 
The number of horses in the county, however, is by no 
means considerable. The only sheep in Dumbartonshire 
are of the black-faced or mountain breed, with the ex- 
ception of afew English of the Leicestershire breed, 
kept by some gentlemen around their houses. 

An abundant and truly valuable source of meliora- 
tion to this county is found in the sea-weed, which 
is cast in by the sea, and collected on its shores; but it 
is reck much more valuable, when it can be cut 
with sickles, at low water, in the spring, when it is in a 

igh state of vegetation, and full of sea salts, It ean 
ot nee ED ee aii FO. BORN RD Cte cnt, 

it is vi in on the ground, an hed 
down Famediately before its fertilizing Pal ey ex- 
haled. Lime is much used, and sometimes shell sand, 
The soil and grounds are, in many places, well adapted 
for irrigation. 

ages of a farm-servant in 1811, was estimated 
at L.18, L.22, L..28, and sometimes L. 30 a year, and a 
woman for farm-work will get from L. 8. to L.12. a year, 
and a day-labourer has 2s, and 2s. 6d. per day. - 

The average price of beef may be estimated at 8d. 
per pound, mutton 9d. veal, pork, grain, and vegetables, 
are pegs ree still dearer, Galeton 1s, 6d. per pound, 
and salt ings sell high, as well as every kind of 
food, owing to its vicinity to large towns. 

Copse woods form a very important article in this 
county. cover some thousand acres of soil, 
which would otherwise be altogether or nearly useless, 
and yield an income to the proprietors almost equal to 
what they derive from their best lands. Large tracts 
of land formerly barren are made to yield a large and 
useful uce. During the last thirty years large 
plantations have been formed. 

the various and extensive manufactures esta- 
blished in this county, the printing of cottons is the 
most important. It is carried on by seven different 
companies ; and besides the bleaching of printed goods, . 
there are nine bleachfields for whitening cotton goods ; 
three cotton spinning mills ; three paper mills; and at 
Dalnotter iron work, nails, edge tools, and all sorts of 
wrought iron goods are manufactured onan extensive 
scale. A large glass manufactory is carried on in Dum~ 
barton. Alkali is manufactured at Burnfoot of Dal- 
muir. At Millburn there is a distillery of’ pyrolignous 
acid, This liquor is employed in making colours for 
calico. printers, and while this liquor is distilling, a 
quantity of'tar and charcoal is produced ; and in the 
town of Dumbarton there are a few tan works, 

Dumbar- 

tonshire. 
—=—— 
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The only branches of commerce which deserve to be Trade. 
noticed are the importation of grain, and the sapirtan 
tion of the produce of the salmon and herri eries, 
The former of these has long been the staple trade of 
the of Dumbarton. ‘ 

The total gross produce of the salmon fishings will 
probably be rather undervalued if stated at L.1000 a 
year, and the gross yalie of the herrings annually 
caught, (although there are no fishers, ) 
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Dumblane, amounts, on an average of years, to about L 4500. See 
Dumfries.’ Macfarlane and 
ye’ bartonshire, 
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History. 

cipally celebrated for its 
by King David I.in 1142. This venerable edifice stands 
on an eminence on the eastern bank of the river, and 
overlooks the town. It is 216 feet long, and 76 broad ; 
the height of the walls is 50 feet, and that of the tower, 
which is a modern building, 128 feet. The cathedral 
is unroofed ; but the choir is kept in ir as the pa- 
rish church. There are 32 prebends stalls at the west 
end of the bishop and dean’s seats, made of elegantly 
carved oak, on the north of the entrance to the cathe. 
dral, 
The following is an abstract of the population return 

for the parish im 1811. 

Inhabited houses. . .... 2. 0+ 0.+ «© 473 
be SSO R Ae ad Bias Hie 639 
Do. employed in agriculture. .... ... 163 
Do. in and manufactures ..... 298 
Total population in 1811 ..... « - 2,783 

DUMFRIES, formerly Drumfries, the chief town of 
a county of the same name in the south of Scotland, to 
which it gives its name, is delightfully situated in the 
vale of Nith, on the left bank of that beautiful river, 
and somewhat more than a mile below its confluence 
with the Cluden. There are no historical documents 
extant by which we can ascertain at what period this 
town was founded. From some remains of antiquity, 
however, i from two circular mounds retain. * 
ing the Saxon ap ion of moat, one of which was 
lately to be on the high ground at the north end 
of the burgh, and the other of which is still visible on 
an eminerice to the south-east, we may conjecture that 
this was a place of considerable resort before the close 
of the eighth century. If we are to credit etymologists, 
who derive Drum-fries from two Gaelic words, Druim- 
 seanesren began iam ware dB one lace must 

ve received its name before it boast of a 
numerous een that there is 
ony Ging on record relative to its history previously to 
the middle of the 13th » When Saute ons 
erected, for friars of the Franciscan order, on a sloping 
bank, at no great distance from the first of the moats 
just mentioned. The situation of this religious house 
must have been very fine. To the north-west, it com- 
manded the rich dale of the Nith, ing the neigh- 
bouring Abbey of Lincluden, * and the more distant 
castle of Dalswinton, then the chief residence of the 

? Lincladen was built about 100 years before. 
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once powerful clan of Charteris, To the south-east, 
romantically seated in the foreground, at a 
named was another fortress belonging to. 

way Frith ; and in that direction the view is bounded 
by the distant mountains of Cumberland. Nearly due 
south, the huge Criffel* is the most prominent 
to the right of which is seen a more 
highly picturesque mountains in Galloway ; and to the 
ee ee rmi by the swel- 
ling hills of I y, stood Ti the residence | 
the Maxwells, chiefs of Nithsdale. The base of 
mountain on which the convent stood is washed on 
north and west by the Nith, which here makes a beau- 
tiful to the southward. 

To facilitate the communication of Dumfries 
Galloway, the munificent foundress of this ’ 
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In 1307, the year after Bruce’s coronation, when 

* proud again forced Scotland for a tim 
bear the English yoke, Edward IT. advanced to D 
fries, and there received the reluctant 
ral Scottish noblemen. It is even stated by some histo« 
rians, that he then held a convention of 

Te 

the day, who, in the bol 
to the times, 

2 It is not known at what time this building was erected. There is an item in the accounts of the Comptroller of the Wardrobe 
to King Edward I. which marks the partiality of the English monarch to his »and seems at the same time to imply, that the 

granted country here described had at that time been deficient in one great ornament, wood. We allude to a charge for a pallisade 
by Edward for this castle, from the forest of Inglewood in Cumberland. 

* Then called Comyn’s Holm, now Kingholm. 
* In a vale at'the foot of this conspicuous mountain, rose the beautiful abbey of Sweet-heart, which was founded by the same 4 

individual as the convent at Dumfries; viz. Dervegild, or Dervorgilla, daughter to Allan, Lord of Galloway, and the mother of John — 
Baliol, King of Scotland. 

© This structure is said by some to have consisted originally of thirteen arches, by others of ten; but the number is now reduced 
to eight, which are still in tolerable preservation, and in consequence of the river having shifted its channel from the right bank, are 
quite sufficient. This bridge is used only by foot passengers. 
In of a deed so sac’ 

Or at least deserted. Certain it is, that the 
at the other end of the town, where St Michael’ 

7 

’ 

as the shedding of blood before the very altar, the friary is said to have been interdicted, 
began, soon,after this period, to resort in greater numbers to St Michael’s chapel, 

churely now stands. . 
was son to the cousin-german of the foundress of this edifice. 
Hume erroneously names this patriot Thomas. The family records bear that he was called Roger. 

t 



DUMFRIES. 
in a few hours to ashes. About this period, the Max- 
wells, having increased in power, erected a magnificent 
castle at Dumfries, out of the ruins, and almost occupy- 

the site of the friary. * 
‘e hear little more of Dumfries till the year 1563, 

at which date Queen Mary and her privy council were 
there, ratifying a convention of peace with England. 
Two after this, her disaffected subjects, having as- 
denthiod ides tetthe waighhourhood, under the 

er re iel ite Roget and 

the interests of the 
uence of the decided attachment shewn by so power- 

Fil a-ndBlemah to the castse of hie mistress, that the 
of Dumfries tore from the market-cross the he- 

aid wed atteanjted to-pturisias ese Lord Sltatay’ re- 

In 1570, the castle was taken and sacked by the 
under the Earl of Sussex and Lord Scrope, who 

same time did not fail to ravage the town also. 
having been many years resident in 
VI. being seized, as 

at 

James 

se 3 

58, 
F i : i : 
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the town, to St Michael’s church-yard, and from thence 
to the river again below the town, which was thus com- 
pletely insulated, being embraced betwixt the extreme 
points by the natural curve of the Nith. These prepa- 
rations for resistance proved effectual. The enemy, see- 
ing. the determined loyalty of the inhabitants, did not 
venture forward to the assault, but judged it most pru- 
dent to alter the direction of their march. In the re- 
bellion of 1745, however, the town was found in a de- 
fenceless state, and was entered without resistance by 
the insurgent army under Charles, who temained from 
Saturday evening till Monday morning, and laid the ci- 
tizens under contribution. 
Dumfries has one vote out of five for a member of 

Parliament. The other burghs grouped with it are 
Annan, Lochmaben, Sanquhar, and Kir cudbright. Its 
municipal government is vested in a town council, aid- 
ed, in terms of an act of Parliament passed in 1811, 
by 12 commissioners of police. The council consists 
of a provost, three bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, 
12 merchant councillors, and seven deacons of incor- 
porations,—in all 25 members. These choose their suc- 
cessors in offige, except the deacons, who are annually 
elected by their respective trades. As nearly as can be 
ascertained, there are 30 hammermen, 77 squaremen, 
60 weavers, 40 tailors, 182 shoemakers, 8 skinners, and 
17 fleshers,— in all 464 freemen. 
_. The council chamber being an inelegant and incom- 
modious , the magistrates, on solemn occa-~ 
sions, assemble in the county court-house, in which 
they have a share. Here, too, the circuit Court of Jus- 
ticiary for Dumfries-shire and Kirkcudbright, the she- 
riff’s court, and the quarter "OTe bea eld, ag m4 
as all co -meetings.- The , however, tho 
new, is ill cuited to these aaa and a large build. 
ing on the opposite side 
of worship, is about to be p for the more éon- 
venient accommodation of these courts, after the plan 
of an eminent architect. 

Behind this court house, in a low damp yard, sur- 
rounded by a high wall, stands the new county jail. 
The debtors have the liberty of exercising themselves 
in this inclosure, the situation of which has i 
not been selected by a medical man. The building is, 
withal, inconvenient, and much too small for the ac- 
commodation of the prisoners ; but the removal of the 
courts, according to the projected improvement, will 
enable the county to provide more effectually for their 
health and comfort. Till 1807, the jail was in the cen- 
tre of the’ town. The trades’ hall, a chaste and hand- 
some structure, was built in 1804. grat the 
ment peculiarl iated to the incorporations, 
there is one allo to the meetings of friendly socie- 
ties for the aid of sick members, or widows and orphans. 
The trades, as a body, possess a fund of this nature, 
and each i ration separately has one of its own ; 
but besides these, there are many private institutions 
of the same kind in the town. 

__.} Castle Street in the modern town, passes through what formerly constituted the grounds attached to this edifice, and the place is 
Still currently named the Castle Gardens. 
» 2 This royal gift the trades preserve with pious care, and on the day appointed for the contest, (a day which recurs every five -or 
six years, or oftener if the parties concerned be so.inclined,) the silver gun is conveyed in grand procession to a field, where, after ha- 
Ving been shot for, it is suspended by a ribband to the hat of the victor, who enters the town with it triumphantly displayed, and re- 
‘Mains its nominal possessor till the next festival of the kind. On these occasions, there is a motley mustering of the tradésmen, who 
are all 
Siller Gun. : 

obliged, under a penalty, to answer to their names, and to appear armed with muskets: See Mr Mayne’s poem, entitled the 

.. 2A little mount at the east side of the town, near the junction of the roads leading from Annan and ‘Lochmaben, still known by 
name of the old chapel, was the site of a chapel reared by Bruce for the repose of the soul of his brother-in-law, whom Edward 1. 
caused to be hanged on that spot, The rampart passed near this building, the walls of which were pulled down to assist in its 

1 

the street, originally a place’ 

Dumftics. 

History. 

Political 
State. 

County jail, 
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In the centre of the square, fronted by this edifice, 

stands a Doric pillar, intended as an expression of the 

emphatically detignatal the Good Dele of Quoenabery emphatically desi t . 
The colons was reared about the year 780, Uptee 
gentlemen of the county, who certainly did not antici- 
Bate, that in less than thirty years, it would be so far 
ilapidated by neglect, that not a trace of the inscrip- 

tion should remain. 
It has already been stated, that there are two churches. 

The original parish church, St Michael's, which stands 
at the south-east end of the town, was rebuilt in 1745, 
witha tall and handsome spire. It is surrounded by a 
a crowded burying-ground, which contains several re- 
markable monuments. Here rest the ashes of Burns, 
over whose grave a splendid mausoleum is about to be 
reared as a tribute to his genius. The New Church, 
for it still preposterously retains that designation, oc- 
cupies the site of the castle. which the Lord Maxwell 
erected out of the ruins of the friary, and its walls are 
partly built of the materials which that once magnifi- 
cent fortification afforded, This church is also furnish- 
ed with a steeple. A third steeple, attached to what 
was formerly the court-house, obtrudes itself rather 
awkwardly upon the high-street, that it may take its 
station direct! ly in a line ixt the two first. 

We have already mentioned the bridge’ built by the 
Lady Dervongillon over the Nith. That venerable fa- 
bric, after haying withstood the floods of nearly six 
<enturies, though still fit for service, yet having been 
built before the common use of wheal carriages, was 
found from its narrowness to be extremely incommodi- 
ous. Accordingly, in 1792, the foundation stone of a 
new bridge, to consist of five wide arches, was laid 
a little higher up the river; and, in 1795, this new com- 
munication with Galloway was opened. The structure 
impresses the rind with the idea of strength rather 
than elegance ; nevertheless it is handsome. 

The academy is a splendid building, ina fine airy si- 
tuation, erected several years by subscription, but 
for want of funds, left in an unfinished state. It is su 
plied with masters of eminence for teaching E Tish, 
writing, arithmetic, and mathematics ; French, in, 
and Greek. There is an evident taste in the place for 
literary information. There are two public subscription 
libraries, each of which is well farniched ; and in 1812, 
public reading rooms were opened for about 80 sub- 
scribers, where there is also an infant li , and where 
the most esteemed periodical works are taken in. 
Among other useful establishments, is the Dumfries 

and Galloway Horticultural Society, which was formed 
in this town in 1812, for the pu of encouraging 
industry, improvements, and Feclul ¢ discoveries, con- 
nected with garening. by a judicious distribution of 
prizes. In the immediate neighbourhood of Dumfries, 
not less than one hundred acres are occupied by gar- 
dens and nurseries. 

Nor are the inhabitants less distinguished for their 
benevolence to the afflicted. They have an infirmary, 
including a lunatic asylum, and a dispensary and there 
is also an hospital for the superannuated, widowed, and 
saan sree Both of these institutions are under ex- 
cellent management. There is also a female society for 
educating the children of the poor on the plan of Dr 
Bell. 

The town is well supplied ‘with isions. The 
weekly market is held every W: y, but there are 
oo for black cattle, of which sur- 
prising n are sold about Whitsunday and Mar- 

fair, a ger : 

, and the sum total of the hands employed, for 
periods of five years inclusive. 

Years, Vessels. | Tons. | Men, | © 

1790 to 1794 459 | 15,718 | 1310 
1795 to 1799 614 19,833 | 1671 © 
1800 to 1804 668 23,640 1810 | 
1805 to 1809 743 | 29,427 | 2069 

The chief articles of export are grain, potatoes, 
wood; the latter, however, er grat oa 
articles imported are wine, egret ore 
reign timber, slates, lime, and The two latter 
come from the coast of Cumberland. 
Under the authority of an act of Parliament obtain- Navigation 

ed in 1811, the navigation of the Nith has been of the 
ly improved already ; and as the is far from being 
com is likely soon to be much more so. Formerly, 
few vessels of more than 40 tons ever reached the town, 
and these onlyat high tides. All above that burthen were 
obliged to unload either at the New Quay, three miles 
down the river, or at Glencaple, which is twice that 
distance. Now, however, in consequence of the re- 
moval of obstructions, improving the direction of the 
channel, and confining the water, vessels of 150 tons can, 
under favourable circumstances, ming oor cargoes al- 
ee 59 Or kay Core sees > erie oe, 
signed; and it is expected, by some i ip own- 
ers, that ere long, acer Kr ugslac, ere of a much 

i burthen still. 
rom the date of the earliest documents, the popu- 

lation of Dumfries has been uniformly on the increase. 
Previous to 1695, one church and one minister were 
sufficient for the parish. In that year, owing to the 
augmented numbers of the inhabitants, it was found 
necessary to make the charge collegiate ; and, in 1726, 

A 

the foundation stone was laid of a new , at the 
north end of the town, which was then more than three- 
quarters of a mile in length. - oem 

The population of the town, 
In1796, was only ‘ : : : F 5860 

1801, there were 2507 males, & $421 females=5928 
1806, : : : . «6279 
1811, there were 3097 males, & 4023 females=7120 

For most of the historical information contained in 
this article, the writer is indebted to a manuscript of the 
late Rev. Dr Burnside, minister of St Michael’s church 
in Dumfries, a copy of which valuable document is lod- 
ged in the Gentlemen’s Library there. See also Statise 
tical Acoount of Scotland ; Hist. bere ey, Sa 
tie, Keith, & Robertson ; Peter Rae’s Hist of the Rebels 
lion ; and Stowe’s Hie, Te (©. T. 4.) 



DUMFRIES-SHIRE. 
-“pumfci-  DUMFRIES-SHIRE, a border county, in the south 
| ‘shire. 
—_—_—_— 
} sath 

and 

of Scotland, adjacent to that of Cumberland, in England. 
It extends in latitude from 55° 2’ to 55° 31’ North, and 
in longitude from 2° 39/ to 3° 58! West from London. 
The counties adjacent to that of Dumfries are, on the 
north, Lanark, Peebles, and Selkirk ; on the east, Rox- 
burgh, and part of Cumberland ; and, on the west, Ayr, 
and the of Kirkcudbright: the Solway Frith, 
on the south of Dumfries-shire, separates it from Cum- 
berland in that quarter. According to the observations 
of Mr White, mathematical teacher in Dumfries, the la- 
titude of this town, which is the most eminent in the 
south-western districts of Scotland, is 55° 8’ 30”. 

‘The territory which is now the county of Dumfries, 
consists of three larger, and many lesser vales, together 
with the ridges which divide or intersect them ; the moun- 
tainous tracts at the sources of the main rivers, Nith, 
Annan, and Esk; and the open country through which 
they pass, near the Solway Frith. Out of all these tracts, 
were formed three ancient and separate jurisdictions, the 
sheriffdom of Nithsdale, the stewartry of Annandale, and 
the regality of Eskdale; all which are now under the 
civil jurisdiction of the sheriff-depute of Dumfries-shire, 
and his substitute. Formerly, the conterminous districts 
around this county also were known by other names ; 
viz. on.the north, Clydesdale and Tweeddale; on the 
east, Ettrick Forest, with Tiviotdale and Liddesdale, 
and part of the Border Marches; and, on the west, the 
ancient province of Galloway, and the district of Kyle. 
The Solway, on the south, appears to have been con- 
nected with the Roman district-name of the Selgove, of 
whom the inhabitants of this county, in the time of the 
Roman empire, were a part, when the province called 
Valentia extended from the Solway to the Clyde. 

The figure of Dumfries-shire approaches towards that 
of an ellipsoid ; the greater diameter measuring 50, and 
the lesser 32 miles. The line of circumference consists 
of 21 miles of sea-coast, 33 miles of low inland territory, 
and. 120 miles in the mountains; being, in all, 174 
miles. Of land-surface, the contents are about 1006 
square miles; being, in Scots acres, 512,360; and, in 
English acres, 644,385. The surface of the waters with- 
in the county, consisting of lakes, rivers, and streams, is 
about 10 square miles. 

In the lower of the county, adjacent or near to 
the Solway Frith, a gently undulating surface, consisting 
mostly of dry soil, presents itself, intersected by those 
rivers and streams which flow into the Solway, diversi- 
fied also by spots or fields of haugh or clay soils, and of 
peat moss, Farther inland, a few lakes appear, mostly 
in the central district of Lochmaben. Towards the 
sources of the principal rivers, a range of mountains en- 
viron the county on the north, and form its boundaries 
with those of Ayr, Lanark, and Peebles. These detach 
considerable arms, terminating in ridges of less elevation, 
which divide the river-courses, or form the boundaries 
of the county on the east and west. The general slope. 
and aspect are to the south, in which direction the prin- 
cipal rivers flow. Thus, on the north side the county is 
mountainous, and partly also on the north-east and the 
north-west. The middle districts are separated by lower 
hills and ridges. Three principal dales open towards the 
south, and lesser lateral vales communicate with each of 
them, on either side; the courses of the rivers and 
streams having tracts of holm or haugh lands along their 
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margins, As the main rivers appréach the Solway, their 
separating ridges vanish, and their course for some miles 
is through an open country, elevated a little above the 
sea, and exhibiting a surface, not level, but in that wa- 
ving form which commonly indicates a light soil, im- 
provable rather than rich, and a country naturally adapt- 
ed for pleasing embellishment and agreeable residence. 

Dumfries- 
shire. 

———_ 

From what has been mentioned relative to the moun. Climate. 

tains on the north, and ridges of hills which descend as 
arms from these downwards to the maritime parts of the 
county ; and from the aspect of the mountain faces, and 
the principal dales towards the meridian sun, it may be 
supposed that the climate of the vales is comparatively 
favourable, Situated in the southern extremity of Scot 
land, and so far west as not to be liable to cold rains or 
hoars from the eastern quarter, the county of Dumfries 
enjoys a mild climate. It is, indeed, liable to rains from 
the south-west, especially in the mountainous districts; 
but, from-the south, it is partially protected by the West 
moreland and Cumberland mountains; and, from the 
west, by those of Galloway and Ayrshire. On the 
whole, the climate is both agreeable and salubrious. Few 
clay bogs of remarkable: extent exist in it; and, though 
considerable tracts of peat bog appear in various parts, 
and one of uncommon extent near Dumfries, in the ma« 
ritime district,—the marsh-fever seldom occurs within 
the county. It is particularly well adapted for the rear. 
ing of cattle and sheep ; and all the kinds and varieties 
of corn which are cultivated as field crops in the south 
of Scotland or north of England, prosper in Dumfries« 
shire: The soil, however, is not commonly suitable for 
the bean, nor the climate for the later varieties of the 
pea, as ordinary crops in the fields. 

The mountains of Dumfries-shire do not form any 
regular continued chain. Black Larg and Corsoncone, 
in the north-west quarter, are on the confines of Ayr- 
shire ; the Lowthers are an elevated groupe of moun- 
tains, on the borders of Lanarkshire. Queensberry, on 
the same border, stands almost in the central parts of 
Dumfries-shire, into which, in that point, Lanarkshire 
makes a deep inroad. This mountain appears like a cen- 
tral giant, sending out his arms in several directions. 
The most eminent of the mountains is the Hartfell 
groupe, on the confines of the shire of Peebles, being 
the highest land south of the Forth in this island, ex- 
cepting only Snowdon in Wales. This groupe includes 
Hartfell and White Coom in this county, and Broad Law 
in that of Peebles. Ettrick-pen, on the confines of Sel- 
kirkshire, and Lochfell near it, within the county of 
Dumfries, in the north-eastern quarter, and the hills that 

Eskdale from Roxburghshire, all terminate the 
list of the principal environing mountains which defend 
this county from the northern blasts ; and, forming an’ 
elevated barrier in that direction, give Dumfries-shire a. 
favourable slope and aspect to the south. 

Mountains. 

_ Of these mountains, Queensberry has been included Computed 
in the general survey carried on lately by order of the elevation of 
Board of Ordnance, and its elevation has been ascer- some of the 
tained to be 2259 feet above sea-level; the latitude of ™™™*™* 
the summit being 55° 17’ 2” north, and the longitude 
8° $4 47" west. The height of Wisp Hill in Ewes has 
been also found, and is 1934 feet. The spirit-level ap- 
plied on the top of Queensberry (allowance being made 
for curvature and refraction), discovers Lochfell to be 
fully higher, and the Low ers and Hartfell considers- 

2B! . 
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generally considered, from 

Dr Walker’s computations, to be about 3300 feet above 
the sea; and the Lowthers appear to be nearly, though 
not quite as The peak of Skiddaw, near the coast 
of Cumberland, which forms a striking object to the in- 
habitants of most of Dumfries-shire, is only 3022 
feet above sea-level. From the summit of Queensberry 
the view is rich, embracing Annandale from the sea to 
Moffat, and the two finest portions of Nithsdale, the 
vale of Dumfries, and the circular district in which Close- 
‘burn lies. The summit of Hartfell affords a view that 
extends wider, but is not so rich; this mountain being 
situated rather too remote from the richer parts of the 
county, and having the Cloves Head, an elevated hill, 
though inferior in height, contiguous to it, by which the 
view down Annandale is partly obstructed. It reaches, 
however, to a vast extent, in various directions, embra- 
cing a great part of the north of England, from the Che- 
viot Hills to St Bee’s head, near Whitehaven, and reach- 
ing, in clear weather, to the German sea in one direc- 
tion, and with a setting sun to: Benlomond in another. 

The chief rivers of Dumfries-shire have already been 
mentioned, viz. the Nith on the west, the Annan in the 
central parts, and the Esk on the east. The course of 
these rivers is towards the south, and they all pour their 
waters into the Solway Frith. Among the mountains 
at or near their sources, the Nith is above 20 miles from 
the Annan, and the Annan above 10 miles from the 
Nith. As they descend, they approach nearer each 
other. The Nith, which rises in the county of Ayr, and 
runs the longest course, contains also most water, and 
receives the streams of a mere extended tract of coun- 
try. The Annan passes through a wider vale. The 
river Esk is confined in its course, and enters Cumber- 
land before it passes into the Frith. 

Into each of these rivers, various lateral streams de- 
scend, on either hand, opening lesser vales into the prin- 
cipal river courses. The Nith receives the waters of the 
beautiful river Clouden or Cairn, and those of the Shin- 
nel, Scar, Cample, Carron, Minnick, Eschan, and Kello. 
_The Annan receives the waters of the Milk, Dryfe, Kin- 
nel, Ae, Wamphray, Moffat, and Evan. Into the Esk 
descend the streams of Ewes, and of Liddel, Tarras, 
Wauchope, and Meggot. 

The Vale of Nith enjoys the benefit of the county 
town of Dumfries near its lower, and of the royal burgh 
of Sanquhar near its upper extremity. It possesses also 
coal-mines near the head of the vale, and well worked 
limestone quarries near the centre of it. This valley 
is naturally divided into three parts, by the approach of 
the hills near to each other on its banks, in two parti- 
cular places, forming three sub-divisions of the vale ; 
the uppermost at Sanquhar, the middle division at Close- 
burn, and the lower at the county town of Dumfries: 
but every stream that has been mentioned as flowing in- 
to the Nith, ‘o a lesser vale to the right or the left. 
The vale of Annan contains more champaign or o 
Jands, and is less boldly divided by the hills, than that 
of Nith; yet the ridges approach each other on either 
side, particularly in two parts; and various lateral 
vales open into it on each bank. It possesses lime- 
: cage in the lower districts, but no lime or coal above. 

river Esk passes through a vale, for the most part 
confined, but opening wider near the borders of Cum- 
berland. Coal and lime are found in the lower parts of 
Eskdale, . Besides the main rivers, the Sark, which is a 
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‘Border stream;—the Kirtle, which, ’ 
the vale of Annan, is not connected with this river,— 
and the Lochar, which is a dark rivulet, flowing from the = 
moss of the same name,—all pass directly akisan bee 

sing into way Frith. 
Those extensive tracts of mountain lands, which are the Solway, 

chiefly in sheep walk, near the sources of the pri Mountain- 
rivers, are broken, and pleasantly diversified by the in- ous disticts. 
terjacent larger and lesser vales, where cattle also are 
sen a ore ae in considerable ee . The 

walks of Eskdale are mostly green hills, well drain- 
ed, h naturally moist; and ing strong flocks of 
the Cheviot breed. The sheep-walks of Annandale and 
Nithsdale contain more of rock and gravel, and are 
therefore drier, and bear a larger quantity of heath. 
Cheviot flocks occupy most of the sheep-walks of Annan- 
dale ; and the forest or black-faced still possess a 
large proportion of those of Nithsdale. ing, how- 
ever, seems to be wanting excepting. shelter for ewes 
and lambs, to recborete. the introduction of Cheviot 
flocks into almost every sheep farm in the county where 
they are still wanting. These mountainous tracts, ha« 
ving vales interspersed, extend over 17 parishes and 597 
square miles of territory, being nearly .7,ths of the whole 
surface of the county. a 

The midlands contain hills and low rid 

a few flocks of sheep, num- 
ber of black cattle, and a corresponding extent of arable 
soils, The whole contain 18 parishes, and 322 square 
miles of surface, being about 44,ths of the county. 

In the maritime district, which is nearly all a loW yfaritime 
country, above 20 miles long from east to west 
the Solway Frith, and about four miles broad from that 
Frith northwards, there is little waste land except peate 
bogs. The soil is, or may be cultivated to great ad- - 
vantage. Considerable quantities of corn of all kinds, are 
produced ; and a suitable number of cattle, with some 
flocks of sheep, of the improved breeds, answering low 
districts, are also reared. This maritime district con- 
tains 86 square miles, being about yyth the surface of 
the county. 

A territory more adapted for improvement can scarce- 
ly be mentioned. Yet it may be truly said, that, with 
respect to most part of it, this work is hardly commenced. ward in > 
The means, in some parts, especially in upper Annan- point of 

dale, are at a distance ; neither coal nor lime being work- 
ed there ; and the markets are also remote. In various 
parts, the conditions on which lands have been held, are 
not well adapted for their improvement. There is no 
certain and easy market within the county for well, fed 
cattle and sheep in quantities. The market for wool is 
heavy and ill regulated. Many of the farmers are de- 
ficient in capital and enterprise. The system of over- 
cropping for corn still prevails, and tot ors 
rich grass in the pastures and meadows is far too little 
encouraged, . : 

The population has augmented so much as to furnish Popalationsl 

hands for the labour necessary in executing improve- 
ments, and also an additional demand for produce. In 
1755, the inhabitants of the country were returned to 
Dr Webster at 39,788 ; by the statutary returns 
in 1801, the number had risen to 54,597; and by the 
same returns in 1811, this number was farther augments 
ed to 62,783; not including 120 yeomanry in. three 
troops, 400 men in a battalion of six) companies, and 

» with @ yfidland 
large proportion of low situated lands; and possess districts. 

a consi num- 

= 

The county 
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719 in each of the two battalions of ten companies, 
first of the Nithsdale, and, , of the Annandale 
and Eskdale local militia, in all 1958 men ; which, with 
284 men ing for this country in the regular militia, 
amount in whole to 2242 men, as the domestic or de- 
fensive force of the county. This number, added to 
the last population list, raises the total number to 65,025 
souls, not including those who serve in the regular 
army or the navy. 
The mineralogical structure of Dumfries-shire has 

been surveyed. Professor Jameson publish- 

Dr Walker and 
ing of Dumfries 

Sur- 

to the of the aa eagemomand 

s. Among these, he 
stone, and Poe wend or grey- 

Sitsasoswechi Sig sestedhete- thas oldest tn 
basis of all the newer forma- 

class, the alluvial, 
the volcanic,) the first and last classes of 
seem to have presented themselves in this county. 

' themselves, with black shistus resembling ¢ 
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transition mountains are of great extent ; the secondary Dunfries- 
strata run up the three principal valleys to the 
bases of those mountains; and the alluvial class em- 
braces a variety of soils, the most remarkable of which 
are the haugh or holm lands, near the rivers, and some 
fields of sleech near the sea. The practical coal view- 
ers have not made any other distinction than into the 
nares or primary rocks, and the secondary or stra- 

From the rocky faces and broken scars of the princi- 
pal mountains, their conformation seems to be similar 
in them all. Wacken and trap are the rocks which pre- 
vail, with slate of different characters. Near the bases 
of the largest mountains, beds of ferruginous clay ap- 
pear, and masses of conglomerate occasionally present 

blaes, » 
though not containing bitumen, but smelling of sulphur, 
as black ore it coped does. sieew skao eheavbowerres 
ters frequently issue in sprin 

shire. 

The mines of Wanloc are ee as yielding Lead mines. 
about L.30,000 worth of lead ann » one-sixth of 
which belongs to the Duke of Buccleuch, as the supe= 
rior and proprietor. The produce in 1808 was 15,552: 
bars, of nine stones avoirdupois each bar; and the 
price for that year was L.32 per ton. It has been said 
that the mines of Leadhills in Lanarkshire, and of Wan- 
lockhead in this county, which are near each other in: 
the same of mountains, were “opened in conse- 
quence of a discovery by one Martin Templeton in 
1517; but others believe them to have been open of a- 
much older date ; and some think they may have been 
known even to the Romans, whose public roads pass-- 
ed near those mountains, and who might the more’ 
readily have known of the veins, as most of them have-. 
appeared on the surface. It is the more probable, 
since two lead bars are said to exist still, which had 
been worked by the Romans, and are marked with the: 
date and the name of the em , the one at Ripley, 
and the other in the British museum. A drift was 

in search of copper and lead, in the mountains 
near Hartfell, many years ago, without success. 

It is now of particular im 
ries in the districts remote 

most of the lower of this county, coal is worked’ 
at Sanquhar and Kirkconnel, in the north-western 
of the county, towards the head of Nithsdale; and also 
in the parish of Canoby, in the south-eastern parts, 
near the lower part of Eskdale. It is unfortunately 
not found in the neighbourhood of the greatest popu- 
lation ; nor at Closeburn, or Kelhead, near the principal: 

ies of limestone. The upper districts of Annan-- 
date and Eskdale, which are very remote from the sea, 
feel exceedingly the want of coal and lime; the mere 
carriage of a single cart load of the former now costing 
at least fifteen, and of the latter twelve shillings. The 
last boring in this county was-lately made in the vici- 
nity of Moffat, in of coal. It was put down: 
about 100 feet, mostly at the expence of the ordinary’ 
inhabitants, and went through: various thick seams of 
yed-sand-stone. This colour has been commonly held 
as an unfavourable sign of coal; but it has been un- 
derstood of late, both from concurring facts, and the 
admissions of men eminent for mineralogical science, 
that coal does really associate with red sandstone. The 

strata which are found in Coal pits. 
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Dumfries trial above-mentioned, and most of the other unsuccess- 

shire. ful borings made in the county, seem to have been de- 
ficient in depth. 

Red sand- kn tha bagn of raeiaae wasee Ben nels bees 69. 
stone alter- depth of 148 feet, thick beds of red sandstone were 
nating with found alternating with what are yaninalen tent 
had ted the coal metals, At Sanquhar, the B s remark- 

the dip of the seams, a 
to 

that of Workington; for a considerable way towards 
St Bee’s Head, there is a great red strata, in some 
places reported from 45 to 60 chiefly of the 

e and shistose descri with some reddish 
limestone also, all much resembling those of Annan- 
dale ; that at the sea shore, where the seam of coal is 14 

the 
Sen, Hacereneene es Bee's 

greatest body of red strata ap- 
pear, below which is a seam of coal, 
thick, succeeded by the ordinary coal 

These facts, an many others, naturally lead to 

y 
sandstone of Dumfries-shire ; 
be considered as a sufficient dep 
none of the late unsuccessful bori 
ried farther ; al h at Canobie it was beyond this 
depth that the best workable seam ap 

mere existence of coal, however, is not the only 
consideration to be attended to. In the neighbourhood 
of Criffle, a mountain in the stewartry, but near Dum- 
fries, the coal metals, and even thin seams of coal, ap- 
pear ; but they are in a disturbed and confused a 
ment, probably owing to their approaching sienite 

Considera- rocks in that mountain, Coal appears in various parts, 
tions in the as in Achin burn, but of inferior quality. The 
search of ity of the seams, facility of working them, qua- 
coal. lity of the coal, naa the district, means of 

working pumps by water wheels, and facility of con- 
other card -_ all see Gore, of im- 

portance; together wi e price and value in the 
where a seam is found. : 

Quantity of The use of lime in this county is very liberal and ex- 
lime used tensive, not less than 1,500,000 Winchester bushels of 
in this coun- shells being used annually, one way or other. This 
ty, and ef - would fully load 100,000 single horse carts ; and four- 

. fifths of the whole are computed to be consumed on 
the land, about 14,000 acres being manured with lime. 
The kilns within the county furnish the owe part of 
all this; and the remainder is imported by sea, or en- 
ters the upper district of Annandale from prow. 
lime-works in Lanarkshire, and the head of Ni 
from Ayrshire. About 140,000 acres of cultivated land 

Trials im- 

manure ; 
from L.4 to L.5 every ten years, being annually from 

* ei to, nihip abifiings.., ‘The: palcoarere: alot a 
and if it be desired that farmers should drain and lime 
their waste lands and common pastures, 
be made for coal to burn the lime, and for 
lime also in the remote districts, 

The principal 
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General 

ridge limestone is mixed with clay, but 
yields very white and pure lime, and to be the 
same with what is worked also at the At 
Caldronlee and High Muir, the stone is 
In Eskdale, the coal formation begin at Lange 
bridge, and extends to the Solway Frith ; lime- 
stone appears in many different places of this district. 

Lecputantcnntn tn aieaptihen setloteeeeloneadigtions > protectorate or " i rents of 
thereafter, ) L.158,627 : 6 : 8; which in! merks Seote ie land. 
238,000, and in sterling money L.13,223 : 18: 4 
The real rents taken from the statistical volumes, and Real rents 
corresponding nearly to the medium year 1795, were of land, & 
L.109,700; and the returns of land rents and of different 
mines to the tax-office in 1808, were L.219,087: 10: 8. 
But the present value of the lands and mines of the 
whole county, in open market, —— more, © 

The great western Roman from Carlisle into Roman 
Annandale and Nithsdale, and up these districts to the "4 
Castle of Crawford, where the lines meet; having also 
a branch up Eskdale to Castle Oe’r, was planned by 
Agricola; and being executed by his successors, was 
most frequented -by the Roman armies down to ‘the 
time of Severus. Many remarkable stations occur in: 
the vicinity of these lines of road ; and coins and other 
things have been discovered, indicating that Romans 
had ses ones the country. went . 

Dumtfries-shire is now opened up by six lines of Turnpikes. 
turnpike roads ; five of which are under the direction 
of the commissioners within the county, having twenty- 
nine toll-gates, and returning for the year « at 
Whitsunday 1811, the gross rent of heorvagnony = 

sum for bridges ;. and individuals are also accustomed 
to subscribe. 
Manufactures on a very moderate scale are carried Manufae- — 

on in carpets, in eerretie ys =o 

it is 
is al- 

most lost in this county, and over Scotland in > 
for want of correct stapling houses, to assort raw 

returns for 1809, there were 493 cargoes inwards, and — 
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287 cargoes outwards; the total of the burdens 29,427 

- The royal borough of Dumfries is the county town. 
The other c 
Sanquhar. Annan is’already much improved ; but it 

is likely to be soon improved materially, together with 
the adjacent country, by means of a canal from the 

of the river Annan by the limeworks at Kel- 

of Moffat, situated at the base of 
Hartfell mountain, sheltered from the north and east, 
and furnished with sulphur and chalybeate waters, and 
with accommodations for genteel strangers,—is well 
known. That of Lan on the river Esk, and of 
Thornhill on the Nith, are advan ly situated. 
New villages have been laid out on rties of 
Dalewinten, Mount Annan, Kellhead, and Reckhall. 

Bae u $ 
taxes levied in this county for the year 

all deductions and abatements were made, 
L.31,709, lis. 7d.; bei 

whole valued rents at time of the HE 
Fe = t He # He ie 2 : F 

i it it 
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Lochmaben, Achincass, Morton, Sanquhar, Comlongan, Dumfries. 
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Torthorwald, &c,.; and the chief houses are those of 
Drumlanrig, Rachills, Dalswinton, Castlemilk, Close- 
burn, Springkell, Blackwood, &c. 
The tices i 

shire 
I 

Dundee. 

in_the rivers have greatly failed of late Fishings. 
years. This failureis ascribedto the killing of the spawn- 
ing fish in these rivers ; and anew act to prevent it was 
lately obtained. But it proceeds very much from the 
almost entire capture of the fish as they move up the 
SODenPicts PO NPORERR nets that are placed there in 
the salt water. 

Fuel, in various parts of Dumfries-shire, is ex- Fuel. 
pensive ; coal being remote, and the peat-mosses requi- 
~« labour, time, and pS i wis 

common lands, in this county, have been either ggnmnoy 
altogether or for the most part divided, and are now lands. 
either improved, or in process for that P A 
pres Ecporsinm of ine warshen oF cobtermmons.setaten 

ve been straightened and fenced ; and inclosure Inclosures. 
and subdivision are going forward in most of the farms, 

ae DUMOS&. See Borany, p. 78. 
Fs ea pense or at pl peat of the Frith of 

t consists of a large spacious street, extend- 
ing from north and south, and containing 
houses, which are in general three stories high. Theprin- 
ci blic buildings arethe Town Hall, the Church, and 
the New Inn. The Town Hall isa wretched building, 
with a in a state of extreme decay. The 
church ree building, with a square tower at 
its west end, having aupell carrots be eg a 
larger turret in the centre, by way of aspire. New 
Inn is one of the best bui 4 mG of this kind in any of 
the provincial towns of d. It is three stories 
high, large and commodious, with suitable stables, &c. 
At the north end of the principal street stands the 

residence of the Earl of lale, with its back 
turned most contemptuously to the town, and forming 
the actual termination of the street, The front of this 
house is built of fine paces ; = has a semicircular 
porch supported by six columns of the Ionic order. The 
wings, which are unusually large, are higher than the 
body of the house, and appear to contain the public 
rooms: a balustrade oie wie the front wall. 

The harbour of Dunbar is far from being large. It 
consists of an inner and an outer harbour with a 
dock. In the inner harbour there is generally 16 feet 
of water at stream tides. The outer harbour is defend. 
ed by a small fort, mounted with several cannon, and 
standing upon a rock of columnar sandstone. 

The ruins of:the old castle of Dunbar stand to the 
north east of the harbour. It is situated on several pro- 
jecting rocky promontories, hollowed out by the action 
of the sea into caverns, sometimes open above, and 
crossed by arches of rock. It has a very inte- 
resting and unusual , and is particularly de- 

ing of notice. (2 
DUNDEE, a sea-port and ri tape 1 diet in 

Scotland, is situated on the north bank of the Frith of 
Tay, and within the county of Angus or Forfarshire. 
In 1811 the ulation amounted to 29,716, exclusive 

and ralite, being ve Snaanene Saens Pomen se 
nearly 4000; and ing to this port 

present to about 1273. town of Dun- 
dee is far from elegant ; but there are many h handsome 

blie buildings and private houses in it. The High 
Siske ining tikcas fe tema neatia ke top.tee 
bron. she odes cereale Saat og a nce > SPaeay 
marrow. little to the west of this street stands .the 
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Old Church, having a large square Gothic tower 156 
feet hi a the soa tide it the town-house is 
built upon the scite of an old church, and contains a 

ild-hall, court-room, prison, the Dundee bank, &c. 
t the east end of the square there is a handsome 

heme tage d ec py ‘ 
building, with a spire 139 high. infirmary 

hs ben, cael, ie eed; and lunatic asylum, ned by the r , is ly 

finished. The i public buildings of ge be pegs 
are a small theatre, and a new Gothic pel for an 
Episcopalian tion. 
Dundee is a ro al borough. It has enjoyed privi- 

leges as ample as of any in Scotland, since 
the reign of William, which began in 1165 ; and these 
were recognized by a charter of rasa, Pars Bruce, 
dated March 14th, in the 22d year of his reign. The 
privileges were greatly increased in subsequent reigns, 
until, in that of James VI. in Jan 1601, they were 
all confirmed, and last of all ratified by Charles I. in 
what is called the great charter, which bears that all 
its articles were ratified in parliament, 1641, The go- 
vernment of the town is vested wah council of twent 
persons, who, in the ordinary way throughout Scotland, 
chuse a provost and four bailies annually. The re- 
venues, of which the magistrates have the management, 
amount to about 4000 per annum. 
The trade of this port is very considerable, and al- 

h of late years the actual exports and imports, 
pic to the general obstructions of commerce, afford 
no vs deaboes idles of the tendency to increase, we shall 
state them for the year 1813, wi ie vere) eae 
direct imports exports bear,.no proportion to the 

carried to and from Dundee coastwise, which 
are not here included. 

Imports in 1813. 

AEs Ain tale 4% o aceen es 1201 16 2 0O 

Hemp. sis ‘2-6, she 210s 1097 10 0 25 
oo” SY eRe 425 10 8 13 

gi I A ee eee rr ey, 118 15 2 19 

1 Pe URE Pir er 20 15 2 16 

Lintseed ... 2... eee 4621 bushels. 

Exports in 1813. 

Sailcloth ..... $295 ells. ; 
Bimens™ /o/2).00.2% 14,772 yards, (in 1811,= 

176,281 yards.) 
Refined Sugar . . . . 410cwts, 1 qr. 7|bs, 

In 1791 the exports’ to foreign ports, entered at the 
eustom-house, were 72,777 tons. The imports same 
year, 28393 tons of goods ; 1036 hhds. of lint- 
seed ; 1706 loads of fir timber; 6300 fir balks; and 
13,100 fir deals. In the same year the goods sent coast- 
wise were 7,842,000 yards of linen, 140,752 pounds of 
thread, 280,000 yards of sailcloth, 65,000 yards of cot- 
ton bagging, barley 23,917, and wheat 3097 quarters. 
The goods coastwise, in that period, were cot- 
ton wool 35 tons, tea 47,743 pounds, 1080 hhds. of 
porter, 28,021 tons of coals, sugar 5894 tons. There 
are at present 30 vessels of different sizes belonging to 
Dundee, employed in the ign trade, 4991 tons ; 
116 ships, 7384 tons in the trade ; and 8 ships 
in the ing trade, 2624 tons; making the whole 
tonnage of shipping belonging to the port 14,999. 
The same causes which of late have had a-prejudicial 

is an elegant new 

influence on trade, have also on 
and those of Dundee can only be correctly viewed 

i The linen manufacture has been a 
cao on int extent. Betwixt 1788 
1789, quantity of Osnaburghs stamped amounted 
to 4,242,653 Fimo sb rag at L. 108,782, 14s, 2d.; and 
supposing a is quantity to have been brought 
from the nei to the Donde 
the quantity made in the town and vicinity would be 
3,181,990 yards, worth L.80,587, Os. 8d. ’ 
We add a note of the stamped linen cloths for the 

last four years. 

igi, $2969.0519 yards. ValueL.117,126 6 114 
2,489,518 «6.00 ees  QGI222"9 0 

1811, $2024811d.. 2. v ee. 95,812 88 
92,293,461... 6.6.5 100,154.17 6 

1819, S2'4sISP 0. cee ee 96,705 2 
* 712,735,255 wees 118,584 14-2 

1819, {2tSEBIb os os Pees 90,634 3 
* 92,706,305 20. eee . 112,489 5 3 

Besides Osnaburghs, there is a great deal of canvass for 
shipping manufactured, probably nearly 800,000 yards 
pow rae This, however, is mostly a war 

ides bagging, diapers, and various coarse linen cloths, 
the cotton manufactures have been carried on to a con- 
siderable extent. A woollen cloth manufactory has re- 
cently been established. White and coloured linen 
threads, and every other species of manufacture now 
generally introduced into Scotland, have obtained a foot- 
ing in Dundee, and are carried on with as much spirit 
ands uccess as in other of the country. Mh 
As connected with the trade and manufactures 

this town, we may notice the banks, viz. the Dundee, 
New, and Union Banks, which are local, and a branch 
of the British Linen Company. 

by the latter of whom the castle was demolished. It 
was taken and burnt by Richard II. and again in the 
reign of Edward VI. of , The Marquis of 
Montrose took it by assault, and it was saved from pil- 
lage by the covenanters. It was lastly taken and en- 
tirely pillaged by Monk, in Cromwell’s 
one sixth of the inhabitants having been d on 
that occasion, and all the soldiers loaded with immense 
booty. Wallace, the Scottish patriot, is said to have 
been educated at the school of Dundee, and to have 
commenced his atchievements by killing the son of the 
English governor. , 5 

undee is a Presb seat. There are eight cler- 
of the established church, (two of the charges: 

are collegiate,) who officiate in four churches and three 
chapels of ease. In one of the latter, the. 

ches in Gaelic, although very few understand that 
. The stipends of the cl are 

uate. The dissenters are divided inte the fo! 
asses: two ape ata of vena two of An~ 

tiburghers, two of Relief, two of Glassites, and two of 
Episcopalians. Baptists, Methodists, Bereans, Inde- 
pendents, Unitarians, and Roman Catholics, have also 
meetin The Haldanite Independents had a large 
house, capable of containing 2000 ; but it has 
been lying waste for several years. The means of edu- 
cation are, Ist, An academy, which is so far a charita- 
ble institution, that at least L.300 per annum is morti- 
fied for the education of boys and girls, the former of 

r 
’ 
4 
t 

- 
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Danferm- whom receive instruction two years at the academy free 
“tine. ~ of exp : 2dly,-A grammar and an English school, at 

which about 800 youths of both sexes are educated ; 
exclusive of various private schools. Every branch of 
useful and polite education is taught here with success 
and reputation. There are two libraries well supplied 
with Books, and there is a weekly newspaper publish- 
ed, of which about 990 copies are circulated. ‘There is 
a weekly market on Friday for corn ; on Tuesday and 
Friday there are ordinary markets, and every'day there 
is'a butcher market, all of which are well supplied. In 
‘August and ber annually, there are two great 
cattle - Saree gra 

The harbour of Dundee is eee inconvenient ; 
but a survey has been taken, a report made by Mr 
Stevenson, engineer, for its improvement. He recom- 
mends the conversion of the u harbour of Dundee 
into a wet dock, to the extent of 31 acres, to serve the 
double purpose of keeping ships always afloat, and of 
occasionally scouring the lower part of the harbour 
through i This it is estimated will cost 

extremely probable that, to a certain extent at least, the 

id ; Laing’s Hist 

indenture, 10th art. 1395, by which the holding of 
e 
ft i ui 
fi 7 i 3 a 

. 
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The Abbey, of which nothing but the ruins now re- Dunferm- 
main, is another interesting relict of other times. It 
was one of the earliest and richest religious houses in 
Scotland. it was founded as a monastery by Malcolm 
Canmore, for the monks of the Benedictine order, coms 
pleted by his son Alexander I. and dedicated, with its 
church, to the Holy Trinity, and St Margaret, the queen 
of Malcolm. It was governed by a prior till the reign 
of David, who converted it into an abbey ; and was at 
one time so magnificent and extensive, that “ three 
sovereign princes, with all their retinue, might have 
been lodged conveniently within its precints.” Its re« 
venues were derived from places at a considerable dis- 
tance ; but it suffered amidst the ravages of war and 
reformation, with the other monuments of superstition 
and royal w vinen rene The Abbey was nearly burnt 
down in 14th century. Edward I. wintered at 
Dunfermline in 1303. he church and some cells 
which had been spared, were, however, nearly demo« 
lished in 1560, by the reformers; and the A be- 
ing erected into a temporal } ip in 1593, and be~ 

e cemetery of 
; inted out ; and we learn 
from Sir Robert Sibbald’s History of Fife, that the fol- 

Quoot Margaret, King Edger, Alexander 1. Sill i oA r I. Sibilla 
his queen, David I. aa eeb wives, Malcolm IV. Alex. 

-M » Robert I. his queen 
Isobel, Edward II. son of Malcolm III.; his brother 
Etheldrade, earl of Fife ; M‘Duff, earl of Fife ; Cons 
stantine, earl of Fife ; William Ramsay, earl of Fife; 
Thomas Randel, earl of Murray, governor of Scotland. 
Robert the Bruce, the most illustrious of our Scottish 
kings, is also said to be buried at Dunfermline. But 
all marks of royalty are obliterated from their graves. 

The manufactures of Dunfermline are principally 
diaper and damask, for which this town has long 

ished. A few years ago, the annual receipt 
sale of these kinds of cloth was calculated to 

amount to L. 150,000 ; but of late, a great diminution 
has taken place.. The manufacturers in Dunfermline, 
and its immediate vicinity, who, in September 1813, 
amounted to 1114, were, until within the period allu- 
ded to, eee eae in the manufacture of 
diaper and , but many of the operative weavers 
now receive work from G w, and other places, 
and some are still altogether unemployed. Great im« 

its have been made in the Dunfermline branch 
of manufactures, and there are at present many persons 
employed in it. For a long , the 
factured were chiefly bought for the London market, 
by who came and purchased them on the spots 
but for the last tw years, great quantities of | 
have been disposed of in the usual way, by the manu- 
facturers going to London, and other and re- 
ceiving orders. Previously to 1749, it was 
to weave ticks and checks during the winter months ; 
but since that time, until of late that the cotton goods 

many 

for manufacturers in Glasgow, &c. have been woven,’ 
nothing, comparatively, but damasks and diapers have 
been made in Dunfermline. 
Dunfermline is the seat of a presbytery ; and recently 

a sheriff-substitute has been i and holds courts 
for the administration of justice in the western district . 

manu- 

line. 
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Dunferme of Fife, The magistrates also exercise a jurisdiction 

Dunkirk. 
competent within burgh. Besides a parish church, which 
is a collegiate charge, there are various places of public 

a —\— WO, tee Ralph Erskine. 
in secession from the established church of 

Scotland, in 1740, was one of the ministers of Dunferm- 
line. There are a chapel of ease, a relief meeting-house, 
two Burgher and two Antiburgher houses, two congre- 
gations of Baptists, and one of Methodists, There is 
no ial school ; but a grammar school, the patron- 
age of which is in the Marquis of Tweedale, on the re- 
commendation of the town council, has long existed in 
the burgh. Besides the doctor of the grammar school, 
there is a “ master of the song,” or precentor, who 
teaches church music, the English language, and arith- 
metic, also under the same . But these means 
of education have been found so extremely deficient, that 
there are several private schools in the town; and the 
council, guildry, and most ayn ear inhabitants, have 
lately united in subscribing li ly for the purpose of 
erecting and roe at een suitable to the place. 
A master has been , but the ents are 
not yet completed for settling the establishment. The 
Lancastrian of education, in a modified shape, 
has been introduced with success; and there is one 
gratis school for the instruction of children. There 
are three subscription and one circulating libraries in 
Dunfermline ; two subscription coffee-rooms, and vari- 
ous institutions of a charitable character, the particular 
ob of which are of a permanent and 
om i Pdhe peas otowhas tee tae, of a casual description. 

are supported by the contributions of the heritors, and 
the collections at the church doors ; but a great deal is 
done to prevent the increase of ial paupers, by 
means of friendly and other benevolent societies. In 
1812, the money given by these, chiefly to house- 
holders and distressed families, amoun' to about 
L.1500. A guildhall has lately been erected, but is not 
yet finished. It is a handsome building, with a spire, 
and will contain rooms for public purposes, an inn, &c. 
There are eight fairs in the year, and two weekly mar- 
kets, one for the sale of grain, and another for butter, 

&e. There are branches of the bank of Scotland, 
aa the British Linen Company ; and four agencies for 
insurance companies against fire: Formerly there was 
a considerable number of breweries, and a distillery ; 
but there are now only five common brewers, three of 
whom make strong ale and porter. The ae 
supplied with water, brought in pipes about two miles. 
‘The streets are well lighted and paved; and many of 
the houses comfortable and well built. Coal is abun- 
dant, and cheap. There is one good inn, and 
above 100 of an inferior description. The situation and 
vicinity of Dunfermline are extremely pleasant. See 
Statistical Account of Scotland, &c. (a. Pp.) 
DUNG. See Acricutture Index. 
DUNKIRK, or Dunqvergue, in Dutch and Flemish 
Brabant, a considerable sea port of France, in the de- 

ent of the North, 30 miles north-east of Calais. 
Wille and therphacalte ee eee 

ills,” is antiquity. It - 
ed for several centuries to fhe Earls of Flanders. no 
owes in the 15th century, to the House of Austria. 

remained under the Spanish branch of that House a 
eonsiderable time, but changed masters more than once, 
in the wars in the Low Countries carried on in the mi- 
nority of Louis XIV. Cromwell having taken part 
against Spain, and having assisted the in ob- 

and its fortifications considerably extended 
It remained, however, only four. years in our 
ion, Charles II. selling it, in 1662, to Louis XIV. 

or the sum of L. 209,000 sterling. That ambitious 
i ening its for- 

ot very formidable annoyance to the English commerce, 
It is said, that in the war of the Succession, the prizes 
carried into Dunkirk exceeded the value of a million 

ling: a loss of such importance, that, at the 
of Utrecht, our ministers made a point of sti ing 
for the pee of the ae and even of the 
harbour. is accordingly place, in a consider- 
able degree, in the year 1713 ; but , in the sub- 
sequent treaties of. 1748 and 1763, similar stipulations 
were inserted, the French contrived to evade their ex+ 
ecution, and the British ministers have been disposed 
en ee ee 
an expedient for uiring ince 
Sicetahe- tren the: French have been at liberty to 

ey erall t, that the Duke of 
Von migh tbo caneced in ion of this 
place in the autumn of 1793, had hi been 
properly combined. Reichard taking his account from 
the Terrier office, (le Bureau de C >) 

i irk to be 16,832. _ 

rior of the town is by a quay, which is v and 
solid. The ut aah edo etetees 
buildings, sehahaiaile 600 feet in front. The bar-° 
racks are beautiful. There is here a public school for 

ing mathematics and hy: y. The roadstead 
of Dunkirk is at the distance of a mile and a half north 
of the town, and lies within a sand bank, which runs 

el to the shore for an extent of nearly five miles 
i len Of late years, it has suffered in point of 
pa goatee wealeummdom pore towns in France, and 
its inhabitants have little other occupation than that of 
privateering, and of a few inland manufactures, such as 
glass, ropes, leather, delf-ware and starch, &e. In time 
of peace, it will, in all probability, enjoy a considerable 
foreign trade, and might be expected to employ 

Conidative pananedhubarctnnensonieen doers elisha native place ean 
2° 7', N, Lat, 51° 2’. 
DUODECIMAL of a Tone, in. Music, (s™ is an 

interval which Aristoxenus, ing to Dr Holder, 
oe as om or ancaiaee Aipha : for im 
vals. It is =8.6896452+4-m, (or 8f2-+44f+ 4m) its 
common logarithm is "9007378,0980 ; YF otateos in 
Ealer’s logs. or decimals of the octave: = .790117« 
c==8.697507 x =, &e. Some of the ancient writers on 
music seem to have assumed, that this interval was 

very 

— See Common-meEasure of Intervals. (¢) 

DURANT, pire te of plants of the class Did ‘A, a genus dyna- 
mia, and ecu Ateiacgelinie See Boruet, p. 255. 
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DURER, Anpert, a celebrated German painter and 
ee 1471. Inthe 
shop of his father, who was a ith, he made his 
eeenaegn with ene nmrse ne reaps! by-an ne 
ferior artist named in Hupse, to menage colours, 
pe ae oN ve upon copper. he was about 26 
years of age, he began to exhibit some of his works to 
the public; and soon acquired 7 wey Naeem ee 
engravings. He was ene of the first improvers of that 
ee ene ete paren 

ing his contem i nge 0- 
Saibine ind noeqesl daring hin lite’ He possened 
an inexhaustible fund of designs ; and, in 

they are entirely free from obscene re- 
One of his best engravings is that of St 

ius kneeling before a stag, which has a crucifix 
between its horns ; and the principal merit of this piece 
is to consist in the beauty and Variety of at- 
titude imparted to the dogs. He did not produce many 
paintings ; and few of them are now to be seen, except 
in the more rare collections, or in the palaces of princes. 
One of the most emifient of these is his painting of 
Adam and Eve in the palace of Prague, which Gaspar 
Velius has celebrated in the following couplet: 
. Angelus hos cernens, miratus dixit, ab horto 

Non ita formosos vos ego depuleram. 

ort adiorm he vs in , architecture, 
geometry ; wrote treatises u 

ese vats which-were published ‘after hie desth, 
pre Boe reas cane ack pm pe iginal German 

Latin e en patronage 
manectoeel ptse Daseatce Maxiniien, who bestowed 
upon chk mere apemel eet mete gh 
ee eeeet acne ecm aaeet en 

ption. See Melchior 
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by the Crookburn and the Tees, and by barren 
and moors; on the south and south-east, from 
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Yorkshire by the Tees; and on the east it is bounded Durham, 
by the German Ocean. The greatest extent of the coun. “"""" 

good 
eee ee ee eens Mane 

DUR 

ty, from Shields in the north to Sockburn in the 
south, is rather more than 36 miles; and its test 
breadth, from the peninsula of Hartlepool on the east 
to the mouth of the Crookburn on the west, where the 
three counties of Durham, Cumberland, and Westmore- 
land unite, scarcely reaches 45 miles. Its circumfe- 
rence is about 180 miles, and it contains about 582,400 
acres, It is divided into four wards: Chester ward, pivisions. 
which contains three divisions ; Darlington ward, which 
contains the same number of divisions ; and i mn 
and Stockton wards, each of which contain two divi- 
sions. But besides these, of the county of Dur~ 

- ham lies at the north-eastern extremity of England, se- 
parated from the main body of it by the whole le 
of Northumberland. This d portion is divi 
into two Islandshire (so called from its compre- 
hending Holy Island, ) which commences a little to the 
north of Bamborough, and runs along the sea coast, and 
for seven or eight miles inland, as far as Berwick upon 
Tweed; and Norhamshire, which lies to the west of 
Islandshire, and runs up Tweedside, nearly as far. as 
where the Till falls into that river. These two detached 
portions of Durham contain about 72 square miles of 

land, well cultivated. This county pays three 
or the mi- 

The natural districts of Durham are not very dis- 
tinctly marked ; nevertheless the sea coast may be dis- 
tinguished by a flatness and tameness of surface, when 

with the centre parts of the county ; the 
banks of the Tees by lowness of situation, and produc- 
tiveness of soil; the moorlands, which occupy the 
western of the county, on the contrary, are cha- 

ized by elevation and barrenness ; and the inte- 
rior is marked by the i ity of its surface, and 
the diversity of its soils, comparatively with the rest of 
the county. The principal vale land consists of the 
Vale of Stockton, which is well defended by the rotund, 
prominent hills, whichrise about nine miles northward 
of the Tees ; the flat vale land spreading seven or eight 
miles from that river. The central district is the 

of the natural districts, at the foot of 
Gateshead-fell, and extending southward as far as the 

by that ridge of hills, which have been not unaptly cal- 
led the ines of England, though none rise very 
high in this county. From this description of the face 
| 

uently, in the western parts, it is 
oan di middle of November, In the spring, cold 
north an easterly winds ail ; these sometimes con- 

ac 
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The soil, in the mgr worse Sig a , is for 
the most a fertile loam; to the west- 
ward or this, poke basher neat Sunderland, sa poor 
unfertile clay, suitable neither for corn nor grass. 
vale lands of the Tees, Skern, and Tyne, consist of dry 
mellow loams, rather : the vale lands of the 
Wear are of a more friable and sandy nature. There’ 
are two districts of limestone ; the eastern, beginning 
at Sunderland, and stretching to Mornington, is dry, 
but not very productive ; whereas the soil on the west- 
ern limestone, near Stanhope, &c. ranks among the 
best ing lands in the north of England. A variety 
of me very thin, and lying on an impervious yellow 
clay, is found in many parts of the county, to which, 
from its being apt to throw out the plants of wheat, &c. 
when the water which lies on its surface is frozen, the 
appropriate name of walter shaken is provincially given. 
eaty soils, incumbent either on yellow clay, or white 

sand, prevail in most parts of the western division of 
the county. 

The principal rivers which flow into the sea, are the 
Wear and the Tees ; the Tyne is more generally con- 
sidered as a Northumberland river. The Wear rises in 
those vast moors which Yorkshire from Dur- 
ham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Northumber- 
land. It runs at first to the south-east ; at Bishop Auk- 
land it turns to the north-east, and after nearly sur- 
rounding the city of Durham, it flows northward to 
Chester-le-street, and then inclines a little towards the 
east, till it falls into the sea at Sunderland. The Tees 
finds its source in the same wild range of moors which 
ive rise to the Wear, but considerably to the south of 

t river. Its course is nearly parallel to it: at first it 
rather inclines to the south-east, but when it reaches 
below Darlington, it turns abruptly to the north-east, 
and falls into the sea below Stockton. Teesdale, 

which it flows, presents a long winding stripe 
of fertile land, surrounded with some of the wildest 
districts in the kingdom. Below Rokeby, the Tees re- 
ceives the Greta from Yorkshire, To the northward of 
the Wear, in the same range of moors, the Darwent 
takes its rise: at first it pursues an easterly direction, 
but afterwards inclines more to the north as it ap- 

es the Tyne, into which it falls a little above 
ewcastle. The rivers of Durham are not of very 

much adv: to its internal navigation ; though the 
Tees might be rendered much more so than it is at pre- 
sent. A little below Stockton its navigation is v 
tedious, and often difficult, by reason of an extraordi- 
nary peninsula; for though the neck of land between 
the two of the river is only 200 yards, yet the 
course of the river is above 2} miles. As, however, 
an act of parliament has been obtained to make a cut 
across the narrowest part of the peninsula, and the 
work is actually begun, it is to be hoped that this im- 
pediment will soon be removed. 

In this county there are some very large estates ; but 
the most common rentals:.are below L.1000 a-year. 
The tenures are freehold, copyhold, and leasehold ; the 
southern part being mostly freehold. A third part of 
the county is supposed to be of ecclesiastical tenure : 
they are considered as copyholds of inheritance. If the 
copyholder; however, die with the legal estate vested in 
him, the estate will go to the heir-at-law, as in the case 
of no will in freehold, except that the widow, instead 
of her thirds, is entitled to the whole for her life. 
ehurch leases are either for twenty-one years or three 
lives. Other leases are for three, five, or seven years, 
a few for twelve or fourteen; and many farms are let 

DURHAM. 

Sunderland, has been already described under the artis 

The | 

to tenants at will. The Lethon Seon tastes county Gow Durham. 
nance tg ty meme T are aconsiderable num- ““Y"™ 

150 to 400 ; but the of the coun- 
ty is divided into farms fess 480 46 Boemeen 
best grazing in the middle and eastern parts 
of the county let from L.2 and L. 3 per acre; in the 
— for Pekar 50s. Arable land lets considera- 

ly lower. houses of rietors, Raby Castle, 
the seat of the Earl of Darlington, is an ancient, mag~ 
nificent, and noble edifice : Lumby Castle, 
ing to the Earl of ; Auckland Castle, t 
episcopal palace of the Bishop of Durham; and Bran- 

dhe e ata age epee ge caer Hane ay Of the 
er buildings in the coun ,» some of the bridges onl 

deserve particular notice or dtentigtions Winch Bridge, 
over the Tees, is very singular in its construction ; it is 
a wooden bridge, laid upon iren chains, which are 
firmly fixed in the rocks on each side of the river. From 
rock to rock the width is about 70 feet. In order to Iron bridge, 
keep the bridge steady, and to prevent its vibrating, 
chains are also fixed on both sides, at the distance of 
about a third of the length of the bridge from each 
end; and the ends of these chains are fastened to the 
rocks. Although the iron bridge over the Wear, at 

cle Brinee, yet a very brief account of it may not im- 
a9 need. here. It was built in 1795 and 1796, 

a model upon a new construction, of uniting ham- 
mered iron with cast iron. The arch is a segment of 
a circle, the of which is 236 feet, and the versed 
sine 34 feet. The breadth of the on the bridge 
is 32 feet: the height from the river, at low water, 100 
feet ; so that vessels may sail under it without striking 
their masts. It cost in building L. 27,000; and the 
average yearly amount of the tolls is L.2030. The 
weight o} Cons inee anapregnd eas We Cave eaes 
leable iron 46 tons: in all, 260 tons. 

Durham is more distinguished for its grazing than Agricul- 
ture. 

twenty and thirty bushels per acre. As barley is sel- 
dom grown, except upon soils drest kindly, 
duce of it is larger, viz. from thi to forty bushels. 
Oats are grown on a variety of soils; and as they 
also form ae ne grain-produce of the western or 
moory part of the county, the average return per acre 
varies very much; probably it may be estimated at 
from twenty to forty bushels. Of beans, from fourteen 
to 20 bushels. Pease seldom succeed, and their pro- 
duce cannot be rated higher than from eight to twelve 
bushels per acre. The produce of the hay-lands is not 
great ; some indeed yield two tons of hay per acre, but 
in general the produce is below half a ton. The wood- 
lands are not of any rs ar er and wo 
the soil in is i to the oak, 
this tree hone prt an The we passe more 
common. The banks of some of the rivers, however, 
are adorned with timber. As the materials for making 
roads are good and abundant, the roads in this county 
are in general excellent, except in the western 
where the township roads are narrow and ill-construct- 
ed. 

. Tees water has ang bow famous for its breed of Breed of ~ 
cattle: They are of the short horned kind. The first cattle. 
attempt to improve them, was by i ing a bull 
from Folland ; but this did not succeed. Mr Bakewell’s 
mode was then followed, and, by judicious selection and 
crossing, they have been brought to a high state of per- 
fection. Many of them have been remarkable for fat 

Tok ml ee ge me cere y 
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and weight. The celebrated Durham ox was 

His form in ev 
he shewed an 

wards L. 2000 were offered for him. He was killed 
in 1807; and, notwithstanding his being carried so 
much about for exhibition, yet he wei upwards of 
186 stone, 14 Ib. to the stone. The lower parts of this 
county were formerly remarkable for their breed 
of sheep: They were, indeed, the largest in king 
dom, many of them weighing from 50 lb. to 60 lb. the 

. Some of them were nearly the hei 
But these sheep fell out o 

these, however, there are heath sheep, 
distinguished by their black and mottled 
legs, and coarse wool. They are mostly 

the western district, on the borders of the 

a fF i e Es & : i j i 
BS 
Fe uf ae i i Fi among which the barnet rose and the gen- 

may be particularly enumerated. They are 
with in the neighbourhood of Winch Bridge. 

The latter, till it was discovered here, was not known to 
exist in Great Britain. But this county is more interest- 
ing to the mineralogist than to the botanist, as its mines 
are very numerous and valuable. 

i istri well distinguish- . The ical districts are 
e n west, we immediate- 

ly meet with the lead district, which stretches the whole 
breadth of it in this and extends to the east, as far as 
a line drawn from 

cf u 

F H i | i : u 
of twenty-two 
in breadth, and 

The collieries are divi- 
‘ * Jand sale:” the former 

about one-third, the latter two-thirds of the 
As, however, there are several in which 

, or at least where it is ei thrown out 
s so low as not to be workable, the actual 

le coals cannot be estimated to occupy 
,000 acres. The strata are very various 

in the quality of the coal. land 
in the south and western parts of the 

re Q ae ui 
i 

Le 
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district, the water sale in the northern . Itis cal- 
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culated, that in the water sale collieries 1,333,000 chal. "VY" 
drons are wrought annually, which employ 7011 men ; 
and that in the land sale collieries 147,080 chaldrons 
are wrought, which employ 382. The kreelmen em~ 
ployed on the two rivers of Tyne and the Wear are 
$257; so that the total number of chaldrons are 
1,480,080, and the number of men est Wingha is 10,650. 
It is calculated, that if the seamen who navigate the 
colliers which sail from Sunderland are taken into the 
account, the number of men employed in the coal 
trade on the river Wear are 15,000; and their fa- 
miliés being computed at 11,000, there will thus be 
26,000 ns supported by the coal works, As each 
chaldron of coals weighs 28 ewt. and a cubic yard of 
coal weighs a ton, there are 1,866,200 cubic yards 
wrought yearly for exportation, which occupy 112 
acres. The average thickness of the workable seams is 
about five yards. The strata seldom lie horizontally, 
but gen at a small angle; and whatever the angle 
of inclination in one seam may be, let there be ever so 
many, they have all the same inclination. The fall 
dip is generally in a south-westerly direction. The 
nie are divided into up-cast dikes and down-cast 
dikes, as the strata are cast up or down. The gut 
of the dikes is mostly filled with clay. The most re~ 
markable dike is the whinstone dike, upon Cockfield 
fall: it runs nearly in a south-easterly direction: itis — 
a * down-cast” to the north, of three fathoms. The 
breadth is seventeen yards, which is occupied by whin- 
stone, that appears to have been in a state of fusion 
when it filled up the fracture. This is inferred from 
the appearance and nature of the coal, to the distance 
of some feet on each side of it, which is turned into a 
sooty substance, and becomes cinder as the distance 
from the whinstone increases. By degrees, however, 
it assumes the natural a) cach anal, pant atoaiiahes 
all its proporties. This takes place completely at about 
fifty yards from the whinstone. Considerable quanti-« 
ties of ore of sulphur, of a beautiful bright yellow co- 
lour, and of an angular form, is found on the’ under 
surface of the stratum, lying on that of the seam 
which is converted into cinder. The cinder burns 
clear, without smoke, and affords a durable heat, Ina 
dike somewhat similar to this, near Durham, some small 
quantities of lead ore have been found, The coals are 
pay a out of the pits on machines drawn by steam ; 
and from the pite to the water on waggons, which run 
on iron railways. It may not be improper here to no- 
tice an i contrivance by the late Mr Geor, 
Dixon of Cockfield, in this county, for conveying ar, 
or other bodies of nearly the same ific gravity, b 
water without boats: “ The specific gravity of ed 
not being much greater than water, he calculated the 
declivity necessary to give water’a suflicient force te 
overcome the excess of weight that an equal bulk of 
coals had over an bulk of water, had a cut 
made upon Cockfield Fell, about four feet wide at top, 
and three feet deep, with such an inclination as to give 
the water the necessary volocity. When a.cart load of 
coals was put into it, they swam, or were carried gen- 
tly by the water into a reservoir, or standing pool, at 
the lower end, and deposited in proper vessels, to be 
drawn out as they were filled,” 

Lead appears to have been 
a very early period. In the neighbourhood of Eggles- 
ton, in T , there are lead mines which have been 
wrought from the time of Edward VI. Various an« 
cient workings have also been traced here, which, by 

ht.in this county at Lead minesy 
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the different implements found in them, are su 

are called here “ plate beds,” 
there is little metal in proportion to the ore. Of the 
different strata of limestone, that which is called “ the 
great limestone,” and which is seventy feet thick, has 
probably produced more ore than all the other strata 
together. There are generally about eighty-six lead 
mines wrought in this county ; Of which, in 1809, four 
were in Derwent; twenty m Weardale on the north 
side of the river, renee on the south side of the river ; 
and forty-eight in e. The rent paid to the 
prietors is generally one-fifth of the ore. The posh a 
of people employed has not been accurately ascertained. 
Their earnings are about L. 40 a-year on an average, 
each man. Thirty-two cwt. of clean ore rally pro- 
duces 20 ewt. of lead. The proportion of silver varies 
much ; on the average, 22 ounces-are produced from 
each fother (22 cwt.) in Teesdale. If a ton will not 
yield 8 ounces, it is not worth refining. In Derwent 
there are four small mills, in Weardale three, and in 
Teesdale five. In the parish of Middleton, which ex- 
tends nearly twenty miles from west to east, and be- 
tween two and three from north to south, nearly the 
whole of the northern half is one series of lead mines. 
As the district is very mountainous, the mode of clear- 
ing them of water, called hushing, is frequently practi- 
mf These “ hushings” frequently raise,and discolour 
the water of the Tees, destroying its fish in great quan- 
tities. 

In the western of the coal district, great abun- 
dance of iron ore is found ; and tradition reports, that 
the Danes wrought it, It certainly appears to have 
been smelted at some remote period, from the immense 
heaps of irén aden which are found in i pen places. 
They were regularly and extensivel 
wrought in the middle of the 14th’ centu Ae the 
lead-mine district, a few miles to the n of Stan- 
hope, there is a large quarry, from which grey or free- 
stone millstones, of a very superior quality, are pro- 
cured. The bed of stone is 21 feet thick; but not 
more than half of this consists of real millstone. A- 
bove it lies a seam of finer freestone. About 40 mill- 
stones are sold on an av in the course of the year. 
What are generally called Newcastle grindstones are 
got on Gatesheadfell in this county. They have been 
wrought for a tt number of years. Some are cut as 

as 76 inches in diameter, and 14 or 15 inches - 
thick. A cubic foot of them weighs 1 cwt. 1 qr. 14Ibs. 
Five thousand chaldrons, each chaldron weighing 

In times of peace; the 
demand for them is from Holland and France. 

the various kinds of freestone found in different 
parts of the county, that found at Heworth is most de- 
serving of notice. It is of an nature, and 
stands the extreme heat of the gl furnaces bet- 
ter than any other stone. or bricks. In the western 

of Durham, grey slate for is abundant. 
t is called silver sand, and is used in the manufac- 

ture of the finer kinds of glass, has been discovered 
at Seaham. - 
But next to coal and lead, limestone is the most abun- 
dant in Durham, The positions and limits of the dif- 
ferent limestone districts have already been pointed out. 

DURHAM. 

takes a fine and the colours are so beautifully 
variegated, that it is frequently used as marble for 
chimney-pieces ; at Pallison also, several strata of lime- 
ee at 8m MC ey still 
nearer the quality marble: they are with 
all the varieties of brown, from a dark brown to a 
cream colour. This limestone takes a very fine polish, 
stands any weather, and will not fly with heat: there 
are four strata of this fine limestone, each three or four 
inches thick ; they lie near 
above them is lime of the common’ quali 

F : g 

+ F 2 } 
differ in their effects from the lime brought from the 
quarries to the westward of this district: the former, 
Saag bt ph ead meieoen batten 
time before it is X Ts ground under ‘it 
un uctive ; and hence it is called, “ burning lime ;” 
whereas the other lime ces no such effect, and is 
called “ mild lime.” These limes have been carefully 

4 of residuum ; and 
the worst of the burning lime contains only 44 of car~ 
bonate of lime, 42 of carbonate of 
residuum. Tie ee actrees eee 
found to be in proportion to the quantity of 
which each contained. According to Mr Marshall, the 
limestone of Sunderland contains 97 of carbonate of 
lime. This limestone is of a lighti colour ; the 
rock near Sunderland, out of which it is wrought, is 
upwards of 50 feet high ; it is covered with 10 feet of 
pale clay ; there are no regular seams ; but it is com- 

About thirty years ago, nod! an eee eae Salt spring. 
w in an engine pit, constructed for 

to the boiler, the bottom of which suddenly dropt out. 
On examining it, it was discovered to be corroded, and 
encrusted wi this eke peered of strong salt. On 

driven 200 yards in a north-east direction into the 
mine. No trace of it is detected any where else, though 
the pit, aud every other near it, have been excavated, 
both above and below it many fathoms. 
peri sng em piven AE re It is conveyed to the 
bottom of the pit, whence it is raised by the colliery 
steam-engine. The spring has never been known to 
vary, and is as as now as when first discovered. 
About 1100 tons of salt are made annually. It produ< 

medical qualities. Doresdale spaw is sulphureous 

magnesia, and 14 of 

| 
‘ 
z 

. 
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} Desham. was discovered, in 1789, in ing for coal. The ion of every five or seven years to be generally Durham. 
~_—\~ ing burst forth, with a strong smell, at id for L.100. : ‘ —_—-— 

= : depth of 24 yards, after boring through red free- Roman antiquities are not uncommon: near Lanches- Antiquities. 
stone and whinstone. To the of Hartlepool isa ter is one of the most perfect in the kingdom, the Gla+ 
chalybeate spring, covered every tide by the sea. It nowrita of Antoninus’ Itinerary ; the form is oblong, 
‘is impr with a small degree of sulphur ;—a gal- and it measures 174 paces from north to south, and 160 
lon 120 grains of sediment, in which there ap- from east to west, within the vallum. At Binchester 

to be also a considerable portion of lime. In there is another station, the Vinosium of Antoninus ; 
Ged of the river ‘Tees, near Barnard Castle, a sulphu- but it is much less perfect than that at Lanchester. 
reous water springs from the crevices of the rocks. It At the period of the invasion of the Romans, Dur- History. 
is of the same ity as Harwich water, used for the ham was included in the country of the Brigantes; and 
same diseases, not so strong. on the conquest of Britain, it formed part of the divi- 

WD atancfac- There are a considerable variety of manufactures in sion, Maxima Cesariensis, In the time of the Saxons, 
Durham, particularly inthe northern part of the coun- it was part of the kingdom of Northumberland. From 

. At Smalwell, anchors of all sizes are made, as the circumstance of its not being mentioned in Domes- 
well as other kinds of iron work for shipping. At day Book, it is supposed at this period to have been in 

och Soran nage dae ioe ea possession of the or at least in such a disturbed 
remmpengadln soe Lager eee Se ee It_is a county 

slitting mill, a grinding too atilt- palatine, the privileges of which it is supposed to have 
forge, which makes 480 strokes in a minute ;—these Shtained in the time of St Cuthbert. Many of the ori~ 
are all driven by water. There are several founderies ginal very extensive privileges of the Bi are now 
for iron and brass, at Gateshead, near Chester-le-street, taken away, but he is still in possession of great power. 
at Sunderland, Dar &ec. On the banks of the He either acts as lord-lieutenant of the county, or ap- 
‘Tyne, near and in the vicinity of Sun- points one. The sheriff is appointed by him; he is 
pec nn uantities of glass of all descriptions are; chancellor in his territories, all tenures of 
made. peiaibady-ealt Swetiks ak Goeth Shields wese-we: originate from him, all estates to which no title 
‘ry numerous; but latterly their number has much de- can be made escheat to him, and the admiralty jurisdic- 
creased.’ There are in the county three works for the tion belongs tohim. Durham sends 4 members to par 
manufacture of copperas, one on the Tyne, and two on — liament, two for the county and two for the city ; but 
the Wear. Cotton goods were made till within these neither were represented till the reign of Charles II. 
few years at Durham; but the manufacture is now By the returns of the population act in 1811, it appears: 
aid aside. Cae Neth tam nthe tin oa chm that the 

oy hee ll ¥ 500 looms. Mills Tnhabited houses were 29,033 ; Senter eget ties hou PEPE ww pie ee ee es , 
" » er The families inhabiting them ........ 39,288 

mils for dressing chamois leather, on sil oes eS ade ata ee ee 152 
Coy ne Darter dewe-aplliecere ., Sum ‘The uninhabited houses... ......- 890 

derland, ‘and’ Stockton are the ‘principal ports in the “ “Families employed in agriculture . . . - « 10,288 
sree hin this lost half ae Ne 2g Do. in trade, manufactures, &e, ...., . 17,094 

Sepia A tna » On- ~~ Do, not comprehended in the preceding 
ly four ships belonged to it, amounting to 800 tons; Miag oes onaro? UA) Pury rass es 11,906 
now there are between 40,000 and 50,000 tons of ship- | iain itatty 83.671 
i The numsber of ships ‘built here afmually, on an - ee $ AMAA ha CARNE CEE at on eus 

avetege; ‘entounts to upwanis of 30 has “Total population... -;- 2+ -s 5, 177,625 
was geet Noerteeed maniavierdl'comuneson, “ho ptine Te GA TaD, 466s Sones ew , 165,700 
cipal , both port and South Shields, Increase... .. Sea a 11,925 
besides coals, is to the Baltic, and, in time of peace, : j (w. s.) 
to Holland. Corn and lead are the principal exports . 
from Stocktan. DURHAM, Crry or, is in the ward of Easington, 

fosities. county of Durham. ‘About three miles from Darling- larly striking and picturesque ; indeed a more singular 
ton are cavities in the earth, called hall kettles, the ori- position for the capital of a county can hardly be ima~ Ate Aye: j endinecky--emi ; 

feet. eno ae steep winding streets to its three bridges, which termi- 
ancient British for salt, and Aiddle a dam, some nate in long suburbs. From all the neighbouring points 
them to have been salt pits. About five miles to the of view, its sigrind midne See 
north of is a lar and romantic cluster lic edifices displaying a degree ; 
of rocks, the ; some run many yards but when we enter it, much of the grandeur with 
Seeing which it strikes us at a distance is lost ; for in general 

by pillars, which in some places resemble the houses are old, inconvenient, and dirty, and the 
‘the towers of a cathedral ; in other places, the rock is streets narrow, winding, steep, and extremely incom- 
aitianiins, cone tadimeeme a, modious majestic eathedral and stately castle 
way. Marston rocks, between Shields and Sunderland, stand on a high circular hill; these, with the streets 
‘are much visited: it is an enormous craggy mass, de- called the Baileys, are included within the ancient city 
tached from the coast by the violence of the sea: there walls. The situation of the cathedral adds much to its 
is a large opening in the body of the rock, grandeur. rie a ng anlar ys Kan a 
which boats sail. The quantity of manure left by west end, are washed the Wear; and the. 
sea-fowl which frequent it, is so considerable, as at the reise lod dhe Palacotiogss 



DUR 
Durham. ly approached, the whole of its north front is at once 
“—"Y~" beheld. It was begun to be built in the year 1093. 

The centre tower was erected between the years 1233 
and 1258. No material additions were made to it 
since, till the year 1776 ; at that period great improve- 
ments were begun, which are still going on. ca~ 
thedral is in i er Hw RAEN GRRE 
instructive series of examples, illustrating the 

of style which took place Salectioen geen! 
the first Henries, till by the pointed had 
completely superseded the semicircular ; and the 
heavy clusters of the Norman pillars were poli in- 
to the light shafts of the early English.” here are se- 
veral ancient monuments in it ; and those of the vene- 
rable Bede, Lord Neville, and Bi Hatfield, are par- 
ticularly ing of notice. The Epi throne, 
chapel of 9 altars, library, &c. are also worthy of attens 
tion. On the north of the cathedral, there is a 
open area, called the Palace Green, on which the 
stands; it is the residence of the Bishop whenever he 
visits Durham. The views from its apartments 
are singularly commanding, taking in the whole of the 
city, and the windi of the Wear through a fine 
county to a considerable distance. It is not known at 
what Py! it was built, but probably before the rei 
of William the Conqueror, The Keep or Tower is 
most ancient part ; it is an irregular n. At pre- 
sent it isa mere shell, but appears originally to have 
contained four stories besides the vaults: the perpendi- 
cular height of the mount on which it stands is 44 feet ; 
round it three pleasant terraces have been formed each 
10 feet wide, and communicating with one another. As 
the buildings which compose the castle were erected at 

Durham; Bailey’s iculture of 
Review of the ~ penne Re, 
Department of England ; and 
Wales, vol. v. “(w. 8.) as 
DURIO, a genus of ts of the class Polyadel« 

phia, and order Polyandria. See Borany, Ri 287. . 
DUROIA, a genus — of the class Hexandria, 

and order Monogynia. Borany, p. 184, 
DURSLEY, a town of England in Glocestershire, is 
situated at the base of a steep hill, clothed with a fine 
hanging wood of beech trees. The town, which is ir~ 
regularly built, consists of two narrow streets, cros- 
pinnare. & other nearly in the shape of the letter T. 
The principal public edifice is the church of St 
James's, which is a large and building. It con- 
sists of a spacious nave, side aisles, and a chancel, with 
a modern Gothic tower at the west end, and an elegant 
portal on the south. The old spire fell in 1699, during 
the ringing of the bells, and several s lost their 
lives. Tn 1700, it was rebuilt at the expence of L, 1000. 
The market house, which stands near the centre of the 
town, was built in 1738, and is wholly of free-stone. 
At the east end of it there is a statue of Queen Anne. 
«« On the south-east side of the church-yard,” says Mr 
Rudge, “ some springs arise out of the 1 like 

iling water, in so copious a manner, as to drive a ful- 
ling mill at about a hundred distance below, and 

different periods, there is no uniformity of taste or style are never known to diminish in quantity. At their 
in them. Out of its north gateway the prison is form- rise they cover a fine level gravelly bottom for about 15 
ed, the anterior accommodations of which have been late- feet square.” ‘ek 
ly much improved." There are three bridges over the 
Wear, one of which, called the Bank’s Bridge, is rather 

The cloth manufacture is carried on here to a great 
extent, by means of machinery, and cards are also ma 

an t structure, Besides these there are six pa- nufactured for the clothiers, There is an extensive pa- 
rish churches, exchequer, law courts, college, guildhall, manufactory adjacent to the town. There is found 
infirmary, &c. From the Palace Green is an avenue in the neighbourhood a peculiar kind of stone, without 
that to the public walks on the banks of the river ; 
these were made and are kept in repair by the dean and 
chapter: they accom 

command some beautiful views of the city and 
cathedral. On the one hand, the banks are rocky and 

y the winding of the stream, . 

any chip or slit, called towle stone, which is at first 
ma and afterwards indurates by exposure to the air. 

The following is the abstract of the population re- 
turn for the parish in 1811. 

abrupt, while on the other a | slope gently to the bare veep ter" ita Cay eet ‘ . sey 
river, covered with wood. “ The combination here of sas Ryne AR OR: sa: Families employed im agriculture ..... 69 
trees and buildings, water and rock, home sylvan Do. = lial ioe "365 
scenery, and fine distances, is at once beautiful and Males “eet 1151 

ar - ae eh rere MC PD, S 6.5 0-9 Sa) 2 4.8 een 2 

~ Durham sends two members to parliament. The Sareea Sade as “tS tees 2S ies Lowi 
right of election is vested in the corporation and free- pop 2 TA weet fone tsa be } 
men, who at present amount to about 1200: the city See Rudge’s Glocestershire, vol. ii. ie ; Bi nd’s 

Glocestershire, vol. i. p. 513; and Brayley Brit« is governed by a mayor, twelve aldermen, twenty-four 
common-councilmen, , town-clerk, &c. It is 
deemed one of the best bishoprics in England ; and the 
livings in the bi s gift, the richest. The present 
endowment for a ery was established by Henry 
VIIL. with twelve prebendaries, twelve minor canons, 

ton’s Beauties of England and Wales,vol. v. p. 585. (x 
DUSKY Bay. Zeatanp New. “a 
DUSSELDORF, a town of Germany, and 

the capital of the d duchy of Cleves and Berg, 
situated on the Rhine near its confluence with the river 

&ec. During the of Oliver Cromwell, an Dussel. The streets are Bn by clean, and spacious, 
attempt was made to establish an university here, but the houses , and the public buildings numerous and 
it was suppressed at the restoration, and the buildings, handsome. The principal objects of curiosity, 
which are still called the college, were given to 

The manufactures consist of woollen , such as 
shalloons, tammies, carpets, &c. The neighbourhood 
oF eee 6 noes fox ergs rope ae eierener ane 
pay remarkably well, Durham mustard being in 
request all over the Kingdom, At the end of March 

are the 
hotel de ville, the equestrian statue of John William, 
Elector Palatine, by Gripello ; the hotel of the former 

vernment ; the barracks, which were built by the 
ector John William, and hold eight battalions, each 

of which has its particular church; the pollegiaie 
church, containing a marble monument of the I 
John ; the cidevant church of the Jesuits, which is the 
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ital for paupers ; the five gs, particularly the 
one of Neustadt; and the market-place and 
poarany aait The fortifications of the town were de- 
molished during the war of the revolution ; and the cas- 
tle, which is now a heap of ruins, was burned in the 
bombardment of 1794: . 

Dusseldorf possesses an academy of painting and de- 
sign, and a college; but it has been chiefly celebrated 
for its splendid gallery of paintings. This gallery was 
carried off to Munich, and nothing was left but a single 

icture of Cignani or Rubens, painted upon wood. It 
lately been sent back to the town; and it contains 

the chef d’ceuvres of Vandyck, Vanderwerff, Rubens, and 
other Flemish masters. The collection of plasters and 
designs belonging to the academy, and the physical ca- 
binet of the college, deserve also to be noticed. _ 

The manufactures of Dusseldorf consist of silks, glass, 
i , and refineries of sugar. 
: chief are the garden of the court, the 
walks of Neustadt, and the Place d’Armes. . 

DYE 

1. Dverne is the art of extracting the colouring princi« 
Y ple, under its various, modifications, from the different 

substances with which -it exists in a state of combination ; 
transferring it to stuffs, heightening its brilliancy, and 

: ing it as far as possible permanent. It is there- 
fore of the last importance to the dyer to ascertain the 
See Lelong wee iple, and to determine its 
relations with the to which it-is to be applied ; as 
well as the qualities of the chemical agents which may 
be necessary to give it fixity, and improve its beauty. 
#2. i had attained its present advan- 
pa Sather Agirs theories were employed to 
explain the princi dyei It was long maintain- 
ed, that the egal sede ein merely deposited in 
the pores and cavities of the stuffs; and that the various 
processes to which the latter. were exposed, were mere 
mechanical operations to open and dilate the interstices 
of the cloth, or other matter to be dyed, for the recep« 
tion of the colour. This theory, which was by 
Hellot, and adopted by Macquer, was universally admit- 
ted to afford a true explanation of the principles of dye- 
ing, until Bergman and Berthollet turned their attention 
to the subject, and demonstrated, by a series of accurate 
experiments, that the processes of the art are in reality 
particular exemplifications of the laws of affinity; and 
that the colouring matter is attached to the stuff by the 
influence of chemical action alone, 
at 7a eapemnams Se nto is the lmmadiote re- 

it of a mutual affinity subsisting between the colourin, 
principle and the stuff; while in others it is so feeble: 
that recourse must be had to an intermediate substance, 
having a decided attraction for each, and thus serving as 
a bond of union between ee These intermediate sub- 
stances, so very important in the practice of dyeing, recei- 
Sad the fame of piordanis fourthe'satitae Freach ritere, 
on account of the mechanical action which they were 
supposed to exert upon the stuff; and they still retain 
the same appellation, though the opinions which gave 
rise to it have been completely disproved. 

4. In discussing the subject of dyeing, we propose to 
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"Dusseldorf. finest in Dusseldorf, the convent of Franciscans, the hos- 
DWI 

At the distance of about half a league from the town 
stands the convent of La Trappe, where the religious ma- 
nufacture and sell snuff-boxes with cyphers, which are held 
in high estimation. .. Cromford and its manufactories, the 
fine view from the summit of the Grafen and the 
cavern in the mountain of Klutter, are also worthy of 
being seen. At the distance of 44 miles from Dussel« 
dorf are the baths of Schwelm, which are much frequents 
ed in summer. The population of the town is 12,000, 
Its position, according to trigonometrical observations, is 
in East Long. 6° 46’ 25’, North Lat. 51° 13' 42”. An 
account of the Dusseldorf gallery of paintings will be 
found in the Galerie Electorale de Dusseldorf, par Nico« 
las de Pigage, Bale, 1777, folio; and engravings of them 
in the Almanack of M. Mohn, entitled Niederrheinisches 
Taschenbuch, which is published annually. An account 
of the baths of Schwelm will be found in Ueber den Sche« 
welmer Gesundbrunnen, von D, Castringius, Dortmund, 
1800. (x) 
DWARF. See Piemy. 
DWINA. See Dvina. . 

ING. 

begin with a historical sketch of the origin and 
of the art. In the next place, we shall take a view of the 
various kinds of colouring matters employed by the dyer, 
and describe the processes to which they must be subs 
jected before they are presented to the stuff.. We shall 
then examine the properties of the different stuffs to 
which dyes are usually applied ; and, after considering 
the action and preparation of mordants, give an account 
of the methods of preparing, by means of them, the stuffs 
for the reception of colouring matters. And, lastly, we 
shall conclude with a detailed account of the practical 
methods of dyeing. 

SECTION I. 

_ Hisrory or Dyeine. 

5. Tue perception of colour seems to be accompanied 
with immediate pleasure ; and though the effect is pro- 
bably heightened by association, it is so instantaneously 
produced, that we are only conscious of the pleasing emo« 
tion, and seldom think of searching beyond it for the 
source of our delight. Long. before we are capable of 
analyzing our feelings, the eye is caught with the bril- 
liancy of colour, and the-splendour of illumination. Even 
the lower animals.are not altogether insensible .to. the 
beauties of rich and variegated tints;,and man. in. his 
rudest state,,.has always regarded colour as a principal 
constituent of ornament. Nor is it only in the judgment 

Dusseldorf 

Dele 

History. 
—— 

History of 
dyeing. 

of the infant or the savage that colours rank high among » 
the elements of beauty ; in the most refined periods of 
human society, they retain an undiminished attraction, 
or rather acquire a more powerful influence by the culti- 
vation of taste. “ Among the several kinds of beauty,” 
says Mr Addison, “ the eye takes most delight in cosa 
lours. We no where meet with a more glorious or pleas 
sing show in nature, than what appears in the heavens at 
the rising and setting of the sun, which is. wholly made 
up of those different stains of light, that show themselves 
in clouds. of a different situation, For this reason we. 
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History. find the poets, who are always addressing themselves to to ‘casts, soon restraints upon industry; the His 
~~" the imagination, borrowing more of their epithets from arts became stationary ; and it would seem that the knows —~ 

colours, than from any other topic.”—Spect. No. 412. 1 of dyeing cotton was as far advanced when Alex- ee 
Circam- G6. To this delight which we derive the percep- the Great invaded the country, as it is at present. moted and 
stances _tion of colour, must be referred the origin of dyeing. Even at this day, the Indian are so js retarded 
which gave The savage would naturally wish to recal the pleasure cated, tedious, and imperfect; that they would be a 
= which he experienced from viewing the varied and deli- practicable in any other country, on account of the _— 

cate tints of the vegetable world, by transferring their 
a principles to objects less fleeting in their na- 
ture, more frequently present to his sight. His first 
efforts would be rude and imperfect ; and might consist 
in rubbing his body with the expressed juices of fruits 
and flowers, or in communicating a tinge to 
his simple articles of dress. His fondness for brilliancy 
and variety, would prompt him to make trial of different 
substances ; and though many of his experiments, as 
they were guided by no fixed principle, might fail, some 
of them would succeed, and thus. gradually lead to the 
discovery of useful dyes. Perseverance would supply 
the place of knowledge, and accident would sometimes 
disclose what ingenuity might never have found out. 
These remarks may. even be applied to dyeing, after the 
art had attained a more advanced state, and when it 
might have been expected that science would have lent 
greater assistance to a subject so susceptible of being im- 
proved by inductive investigation. It has often been re- 
gretted, however, and not without reason, that almost 
every important discovery in the arts has been the off- 
spring of accident, and that science has done little more 
than suggest some hints for improving what chance may 
have offered to human observation. 

7. The origin of dyeing must, therefore, be referred to 
a period far beyond the records of authentic history. The 

of labour. European industry has far 
in correctness of design, variety of shade, and facility 
of execution ; and if we are inferior to them with re- 
spect to the liveliness of two or three colours, it is soles 
l 
dyes, or perhaps 
operati ( 

9. The 

portant additions to the knowledge of dyeing, which ™mts of 
they borrowed from their eastern neighbours ; and in- 
deed little could be expected from the genius or industry 
of a people who were strictly prohibited by the principles 
of their religion, from changing even their most indif= 
ferent customs. It appears, however, according to Pli« 
ny, that they were acquainted with a mode of dyeing, 
very much resembling calico-printing. He mentions that 
the Egyptians began by painting on white cloths, with 
certain drugs, which in themselves possessed no colour, 
but had the property of abstracting or absorbing colour- 
ing matters ; that these cloths were immersed 
in a heated dyeing liquor, of a uniform colour, and yet 
when removed from it soon after, that they were found . 
to be stained with indelible colours, differing from one 
another according to the nature of the which had 
been previously applied to different parts of the stuff.— 
See Plin. lib. xxxv. cap. ii. 

10. From Egypt, the know of dyeing seems to Discovery 
have been communicated to the inhabitants of Tyre, to of the Ty- 
whom the art became indebted for the discovery of one rian purple, 
of the most celebrated dyes known to the ancients, This 

art appears to have been cultivated by the Egyptians from 
the earliest times; but it is extremely probable that it 
passed to that people from the Hindoos and other inha- 
bitants of India, who seem to have practised dyeing at a 
still more remote period. Indeed, almost all the arts 
and sciences have originated in that quarter of the globe; 
and though, on account of the political and religious in- 
stitutions of the East, they never attained there any 
great degree of perfection, they gradually spread among 
other nations less fettered by prejudice, and more dispo- 
sed to adopt whatever might be regarded as improve- 
ment. It is remarked by Major Rennel, ‘ that a pas- 
sion for Indian manufactures and products has actuated 
the people of every age, in Lower Asia, as well as in the 
civilized parts of Europe: the delicate and unrivalled, as 
well-as the coarser and more useful fabrics of cotton of 
that country, arsagean suiting the inhabitants along 
the Mediterranean and Euxine seas. To this trade, the 
Persian and Arabian gulfs opened an easy ; the 
latter particularly, as the Jand carriage between the Red 
Sea and the Nile, and between the Red Sea and the Me- 
diterranean, took up only a few days. It is highly pro- 
bable, continues he, and tradition in India warrants the 
belief of it, that there was, from time immemorial, an 
intercourse between Egypt and Hindostan, at least the 
maritime part of it; similarity of customs in many in- 
stances, as related of the ancient Egyptians by Herodo- 
tus, (and which can hardly be referred to physical cau- 
ses,) existing in the two countries.” 3 

8. The natural fertility of India, and the 
of materials mace it affords for culti 

yeing, were extremely favourable to its improvement. 
But religious prejudices, and the unalterable division ins 

great varie- 
vating the art of 

species of dye, called the Tyrian purple, which was sub« 
sequently either lost or neglected, soon became an ob-« 
ject of the most refined luxury, and contributed greatly 
to the opulence of that enterprizing and industrious peo-« 
ple. The circumstances which led to the of it 

imperfectly known : but fiction has su 

was accompanying his master along 
was then following the nymph Tyros, 
one of the purpure lying on the sand, and breaking the 
shell with his teeth, his mouth soon became 
with the purple juice. The nymph having fect, j Viatel Ae 

a dress dyed of the same beautiful colour; and her lo- 
ver, no less anxious to gratify her wishes, at last 
ceeded in discovering a method of applying it to cloth. 
The name of the nymph by whom the colour was first 
worn being Tyros, the dye itself was called the Tyrian 
purple. Cassiodorus, lib. 1. ; Julius Pollux, lib. 1. 4. 

11. Others ascribe the discovery to the Phoenician 
Hercules, and affirm, that he afterwards communicated 
it to the King of oe who im ely ae be- 

to wear purple, and was so jealous its uty, 
Ghat he forbade the ‘use of it to his subjects, reserving it 
exclusively for the robes of royalty. It is probable, 
however, ‘that this colour phy pagiey at Tyre, 
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and on that account received the name of Tyrian pur- 

ple ; more particularly, as the epithet Sarranus,* from 

Sarra, the ancient name of Tyre, was frequently ap- 

i it. f 
re. The more ancient writers differ no less with re- 

to the time when the Tyrian purple was discover- 

ed, than with respect to the circumstances which led to 

its discovery ; some stating it to have been 1500 years 

before the, commencement of the Christian era, and 

others a century later, at the time Minos reigned 

in Crete. Frequent mention is made of purple in the 

books of Moses; but whether the colour alluded to was 

the Tyrian purple, or communicated by a different pro- 
cess, is difficult to determine. At any rate, the frequen- 

"cy (Exod. xxv. 4; xxvi. 1.) with which it is mentioned, 

implies that some method of dyeing purple was common 

among the Israelites soon after they quitted Egypt, 

which was nearly about the period already stated (1491 
B.C.) The great antiquity of this .colour is also con- 
firmed by the testimony of Homer, who represents his 
heroes to have been dressed in le. f 

13. This colour was so highly valued by the ancients, 
that it was either consecrated to the worship of the Deity, 
or conceived to be fit only for the garments of royalty. 
Under the Mosaic di ion, the stuffs for the service 

confined the dyeing of the Tyrian purp 
ideals ;"bnd in &ehort time the knowledge of the pré- 

completely lost. In the twelfth century, nei- 
e me- 

which the ancients employed to communicate to 
Beg nt toed coe which it afforded, 
were at all known; and on the revival of learning, it 

i 
pr 

_ and enli 
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nutely examined the colouririg liquor of the purple shell 
fish which he found in great abundance on the coast of 
Provence. He observed, that this liquor does not take 
a purple colour without the action of light, a circum- 
stance which Reaumur had before remarked respecting 
that of the whelk; that though at first white, it be= 
comes of a yellowish green, which deepens to a sort of 
blue ; that it afterwards reddens, and in less than five 
minutes becomes of a very fine deep purple. In all 
these respects, the colour produced possessed the charac- 
ters of the ancient purple. If this method, therefore, of 
dyeing purple is no longer practised, it is not on ac- 
count of our ignorance of the process, but because we are 
acquainted with more beautiful, as well as much less ex- 
pensive dyes; though, as Dr Bancroft remarks, the 
purple afforded by the shell-fish in question, may still 
be applied with advantage in topical dyeing, for which 
but little colouring matter is required. 

15. The art of dyeing seems to have made but little 
progress among the Greeks; a fact which must undoubt- 

_ edly be ascribed to the little estimation in which the arts 
that contribute to conveniency or luxury were held by that 
warlike-and high-minded people. Public opinion placed 
the fine and the useful arts at an immense distance from 
each other ; for while the highest glory was connected 
with the former, the latter were degraded among the 
dishonourable and servile employments. Accordingly 
we find, that though the more opulent inhabitants of 
-Athens preferred coloured clothes, the dress of the com- 
mon people was made of cloth which had received no 
dye. The art of dyeing linen appears to have been un- 
_known in Greece before Alexander the Great invaded 
India ; where, according to Pliny, his captains, in skir« 
mishing on the banks of the Indus, first saw, to their 
astonishment, the enemy changing the ensigns. of their 
vessels, and suddenly displaying others of different co- 
lours. Even the dyeing of woollen stuffs seems to have 
made little progress at that time; as the same author, 
after declaiming against the | of his cotemporaries 
for wearing clothes dyed of colours which rivalled those 
of the finest natural flowers, observes, that none of these 
flowery colours were in use during the time of Alexan- 
der. It is probable, however, that the companions of 
that conqueror brought back from Persia and India some 
information respecting the rich dyes employed in those 
countries, which they afterwards diffused among their 

men 

History. 

State of 
dyeing a- 
mong the 
Greeks 

16. The Romans borrowed almost all the knowledge and Ro- 
of dyeing which they possessed from the Greeks, toge- mans. 
ther with the same contemptuous notions with regard to 
the art. The sentiments of the Greeks and Romans in 
this respect, afford a remarkable contrast to the more liberal 

views of the present day, and furnish 
one of the most striking characters by which the philo- 
-sophy of the ancients is distinguished from that of the 
moderns. The ancients appear to have undervalued 
every thing that contributed to domestic comfort and en- 
joyment ; and while they professed the most enthusiastic 
regard for the public good, to have forgotten that the 

aim of all patriotism ought to be the promotion of 
individual happiness. They accordingly degraded the 
useful employments, and reserved their esteem for arts 
whose productions could seldom be brought in contact 
with ordinary affairs. The moderns, less actuated by, 

* Utgemma bibat, et Sarrano dormiat Ostro. Vine. Georg, lib, ii. 506. 
VOL, Vill. PART I. 2D 
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feeling, and more i by reason, set a due value 
upon the fine arts, without underrating those which are 
subservient to the more common concerns of life. A 
philosopher of the present times does not affect the aus- 
tere and reserved habits of the sages of antiquity: he 
mixes freely ih society, and does not disdain to derive 
information from whatever nature or art may offer to his 
observation. The instruction he has received from the 
artist has been amply repaid, by the light which science 
has shed upon the arts, and the explanations which it has 
afforded of their various processes. 

17. Next to the Tyrian purple, the Romans valued 
i kermes, or 

coccus ilicis. Pliny mentions that this dye was some- 
times employed with the colour of murex and buccinum, 
(the shell-fish which gave the Tyrian purple) in pro- 
ducing a sort of purplish crimson, called by the Romans 
hysginus. He states, that this substance was brought 
from Galatia, or from the neighbourhood of Emerita in 
Portugal, and that the latter was reckoned most valuable. 
We learn also from Pliny, that the kermes, like the Ty~ 
rian dye, was at last appropriated for dyeing the impe- 
rial robes, though it must have yielded a ye or greatly 
inferior to that which is obtained from it at present, as 
he insinuates that it was not durable, This last circum- 
stance would lead us to suspect, that at that time the 
ancients were unacquainted with the use of alum as a 
mordant, though such an opinion is rather discounte- 
nanced by other facts stated by Pliny. In his 35th book, 
chap. xv, De Sulphure, Alumine, et gencribus eorum, &e. 
he describes several species of alum; that of these the ing 
island of Cyprus afforded two, one white, and the other 
black ; and that though their colours differed but little, 
their uses were extremely different. The white alum, 
he adds, is principally used for dyeing wool with clear 
and bright colours; the black, for dyeing brown and 
-dark colours. He afterwards notices five different kinds, 
and concludes with observing, that all the different kinds 
of alum were possessed of an astringent property. Beck- 

prove that the alum of the 
ancients was totally different from the triple compound 
to which the moderns apply the term alum, and consist- 
ed in a combination of sulphuric acid, with either iron 
-or copper, or perhaps zine, formerly known by thenames 
of green, blue, and white vitriols, In support of his . 
-opinion, he mentions that the Greek and Roman writers 
mention only native alum, a salt of very rare occur- 
rence; while no account is given of any Work for its 
artificial preparation, except one in Spain, noticed by 
Pliny, which was intended to crystallize the sulphates of 
copper or iron, But the passage already referred to, 
renders it extremely probable that the common sulphate 
of alumine was included among the substances to which 
-he gave the appellation of @lumen: though it is no less 
certain, that the sulphates of iron and copper were class- 
ed along with it, as he expressly states that two of them 
produced a black colour, with galls, and the peels of the 
pomegranate. 

17. We have already stated, that before the time of 
Pliny, the 
which they borrowed from Hindostan; and it may be 
presumed, that crystallized alum, which is even now oc- 
casionally imported to this country from India, and has 
ee es ee ee many 
centuries, would have been carried thence with other 
dyeing drugs to Egypt. Whether the Egyptians, after 
ebtaining alum from India, discovered at some future 
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‘to give fixity to their ana rey 

superiority 
‘over them in preparing the stuff for the reception of the 

-cula, and by the Greeks ergvésov, supposed to be our sa- 

feet. 

.tians from the same quarter. 

.some measure restored by the acquisition of chemical 
Egyptians practised a kind of calico-printing, - 

-the objects of human industry, and attained a state of 
improvement probably not inferior to 
- existed in ancient times. 3 

period the method of man it : 
terwards derived their supply of this article from the in- — 
habitants of some of. the countries 

held in higher esti 
actually employed alum in dyei 

18. Theses thal Syrian qubphe sad she teciowaplinteh cdi 
of red from the kermes, the matters 

tirely to matrons; and those who were _in the 
games of the circus were distributed into divisions, each 
of which was dressed in an appropriate colour. The co- 
lours mentioned are color prassinus, 3 rufatus, 
orange ; venelus, grey, or perhaps a light blue; and white. 
Some idea may be formed of the qualities of these co- - 
lours, by enumerating the substances with which they 
were procured. It is difficult to give a complete account 
of them ; but the following seem to have been the most > 
important : madder, woad, the roots of anchusa tinctoria, 
or alkanet ; the genista tinctoria, or dyer’s broom; gall» 
nuts, pomegranate peels, alder bark, the rinds of wal- 
nuts, the bark of the walnut tree, and: the podsof the 
Egyptian acacia. No account, however, has been trans- 
mitted to us, either by Greek or Roman writers, respect- 

the methods in which these substances were. 
ed, or of the mordants that were used along with them 

les. 
the use of soap, a The an- 

substance which gives the moderns a decided i cients ig- 
norant of 

dye. In order to remove the from the wool, and — 
wash linen, they employed a called by Pliny radi. 

19. The ancients were ignorant 

ponaria, or soap-wort. Pliny notices another 
was used for the same purpose. Homer represents the 
Princess Nausica and her attendants washing their linen 
clothes in the ditches, by trampling on them with their 

20. Whatever knowledge of dyeing the ancients pos- Lom of thal 
sessed, appears to have been lost about the fifth century, ancient " 

, and “a period when almost all the arts were 
scarce any traces of civilization remained in the western ' ; 
empire. . A faint knowledge of the arts'‘was, indeed, re~ 2 
tained in Italy, and kept alive by occasional intercourse } 

é 
) 

-with the East, in consequence of the crusades ; and also 
by the importation of. various articles of luxury and:re~ " 
finement, which was made at that time by the Vene- ~ ; 

. This importation continu« 
ally afforded new materials for industry, and new obj ( 
-for imitation, and gradually led to the revival. 4 
_arts in Italy. The knowledge of the methods of dye- 
ing, as practised by the Greeks and Romans, was in 

science, which now began to shed’ a feeble light over 

that in which it 

21. From Italy, the knowledge 
read itself through the other states + a a 

chil is said to have been discovered at Florence about ~““°P* 
the year 1300, by a merchant of ‘that city, ‘who hap- 
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the assumed name of Plictho. This work united the 

different processes then employed, and, in the opinion of 
Bischoff, ought to be regarded as an important ‘step to- 
“wards the perfection which the art of dyeing afterwards 
attained, though, according to Hellot, it is but little en- 
titled to attention. It is a curious fact, that it contains 
no account either of cochineal or indigo. Berthollet ex- 

i by supposing that neither of 

was made in 1194, between 
and Ferrara, respecting certain duties to be 

at the former indigo, had a reference to 

dence of the properties of indicum, as described by Pli- 

from 
eset wamichenas Gian Teel and Alexandria, and 
thence i 

Black Dyers 
selves so successfully in decrying the use of it, that the 
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Elector of Saxony, listening to their selfish suggestions, 
was prevailed upon to issue severe prohibitions against 
those who should employ it in dyeing. In the prohibi- 
tory edicts which were passed against it, it is described 
as a corrosive colour, and fit food only for the devil. 
These acts were passed between the years 1521 and 
1547, which was a considerable time before the first voy- 
age undertaken by the Dutch to the East Indies. See 
Inigo, 

22. Though the knowledge of dyeing had now extend- Etymology 
ed itself over the more civilized parts of Europe, the 
principles of the art seem to have been still in a great 
measure confined to Italy and Venice ; a circumstance 
which contributed, in no small degree, to the prosperity 
of these states, Accident, however, has frequently led 
the way to important discoveries, and in some cases 
contributed more to the improvement of the arts, than 
the most refined speculation guided by experience. This 
remark is peculiarly applicable to the discovery of scarlet, 
one of the most brilliant colours known in dyeing. « The 
etymology of the term scarlet is involyed in some obscu- 
rity. Pezronius thought it of Celtic origin, and that it 
signified Galaticus rubor. (See Antig. Celt. p. 69.) But 
according to Beckmann, Siiler asserts that scarlach is a 
German word, compounded of schor, fire, and Jlacken, 
cloth ; while Rerske, on the contrary, derives: the word 
in question from the Arabic scharal, meaning the kermes 
dye.” See Bancroft. 

23. Whatever be the origin of the term, the colour to 
which it was applied seems to have been known at a very bd 
early « Beckmann quotes a passage from the 
Historia Gelrica Pontani, in which it is affirmed, that 
Henry III. of France conferred upon the Count of Cleves 
the Burgraviate of Nimeguen, on condition of his delivering 
to him annually three pieces of scarlet cloth, manufactu- 
red from English wool, (tres pannos scarlatinos Anglica- 
nos.) ‘The same author also refers to a work published 
in 1211, entitled, « Gervasit Tilberiensis otia Imperialia 
at Ollonem IV, I »” from which he quotes the 
following observation applied to the kermes:  Vermi- 
culus hie est, quo tinguntur pretiosissimi panni, 
sive serici, ut examiti, sive lanei, ut ” The 
colour, however, to which the term that gave rise to our 
word scarlet, was then applied, was very different from 
the colour which now bears that name; the former ha- 
ving been obtained from the kermes, whereas the latter 
is procured from cochineal, and exalted in brillianey by 
the application of a particular mordant. The insect to 
which we give the name of cochineal was unknown in 
Europe before the discovery of America. When the 
Spaniards first visited Mexico about the year 1518, they 
observed that the native inhabitants of the country em- 
ployed cochineal ‘for communicating a colour to. some 
parts of their domestic utensils, ornaments, &e. and also 
as a dye for cotton. They were so struck with its beau- 
ty, that an account of it was transmitted to the Spanish 
ministry ; who accordingly, in the year 1523, ordered 
Cortes to adopt proper measures for i ing the pro- 
duce of a commedity which appeared to be of the utmost 
value as a dye. The Mexicans are said to have employ 
ed eochineal as a dye long before they were visited by 

* This is proved by the following passage from Caneparius, ‘ Isatis est herba, que ante florem colligitur et sub mola tunditur, et 
facto ex ipsa cumulo maceratar soli, mox in magnos globos redacta, et sub tecto locata aspergitur aqua, ut magis, potiusque macere- 
ur, tunc edit magnum 

of Caneparius,” says Dr 
this country, so late as 1640,” 

fetorem et nigrescit, et sic preeparatis isatis sive glasti dicatur idem est, perficitur ad tincturas.”—** The sup- 
Bancroft, “ that indigo was obtained from the isatis, or woad. plant, seems to have been prevalent: 

of the term 
scarlet. 
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Euro and to have used an aluminous mordant to 

—\*—" give it fixity. It appears even that for a considerable 

Discovery 
of the ni- 
trate of tin 
as a mor- 

dant. 

time after the introduction of the cochineal into Europe, 
this was the only mordant employed in dyeing with it; so 
that the only colour obtained from ‘cochineal at first must 
have been a crimson, which we learn indeed was the case, 
on the testimony of Caneparius (De Altramentis, p. 191.) 
About the year 1630, it was accidentally discovered that the 
nitrate of tin possessed the property of exalting, in a very 
eminent degree, the colour of this drug, and converting 
it from a dull crimson to an intense and brilliant scarlet. 
Kunckel and some others inform us, that a German che- 

- mist, of the name of Kuster or Kuffler, having acciden- 
‘tally dropped a solution of tin by aquafortis into a decoc- 
tion of cochineal, was the first who observed the singular 
effect ; while Beckmann asserts, that we owe the disco- 
very of scarlet to a Dutch chemist of the name'of Cor- 
nelius Drebbel, who was born in Alkmaar, and died at 
London in 1684; and that Drebbel communicated the 
discovery to Kuffler, who was then an eminent dyer at 
Leyden, and afterwards became the son-in-law of Dreb- 
bel. Beckmann also states, that Kuffler soon after took 
advan of the discovery, and reduced it to prac- 
tice in his dye-house ; and that the scarlet thus obtained 
was at first named Kuffler’s colour, and afterwards Dutch 
scarlet. A Flemish painter of the name of Kloeck or 
Gluck got possession of the secret, either directly from 
Kuffler himself, or by means of some hints which he had 
obtained concerning the process employed by the latter. 
Gluck communicated the information which»he had thus 

. procured to the famous Gobelins at Paris; and another 

Progress of 
dyeing in 
England. 

Fleming, named Kepler, carried the secret to England 
about the year 1643. A dye-house was soon after esta- 
blished at Bow, near London, and hence the new scarlet 
was for some years called the Bow dye. See Bancroft, 
vol.i. p. 448. 

24. About the year 1662, the Royal Society of Lon- 
don, then recently established, directed their attention 
to dyeing ; and in order to promote the improvement of 
‘the art, desired Dr Haak to prepare a translation of the 
work, entitled, Plictho, which, as we have already stated, 
had been published about a century before in Italy. This , 
translation, however, was never executed ; but at that time 
Sir William Petty, in consequence of a request from the 
Society, laid before them ** An Apparatus to the History 
‘of the common practice of Dyeing,” which afterwards ap- 
peared in Dr Spratt’s History of the Royal Society, and 
is perhaps the first original treatise on dyeing which has 
appeared in our language. Soon after, Mr Boyle gave an 
account to the Society of his experiments on colours; and 
towards the conclusion of 1664, the Society enjoined that 
«the way of fixing colours should be recommended to 
Mr Howard, Mr Boyle, and Dr Meritt.” This recom- 
mendation does not appear to have been productive of 
any useful discovery in dyeing, or even of any improve- 
ment of its processes; but it served to turn the attention 
of.other members to the subject, and on the 11th of No- 
vember 1669, “ Mr Hook,” who was always distinguish- 
ed by the ingenuity and originality of his views, ‘ pro- 
duced a piece of calico stained after the way contrived by 
‘himself, which he was desired to prosecute on other co- 
lours besides those that appeared in this piece.” (Birch, 
Hist. Roy. Soc. vol. ii. 401.) And accordingly, on the 9th 
of the fi res month, “ he produced another specimen 
of staining with yellow, red, green, blue, and purple co- 
Jours, which fhe said would endure washing with warm 
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water and soap.” It was not to be however, 
that, in the very imperfect state of chemical science at 
that time, a few random experiments could give much in- 
formation to dyers, who had better opportuni- 
ties of observing the result of fortuitous mixtures, and 
were equally well prepared to take advantage of what« 
ever accident might present to their notice. _Weaccord« 
ingly find, that for nearly a century afterwards, no: im 
portant improvement in dyeing was suggested by men 
of science in this country. 

25. In France, industry, which had languished dus In France. 
ring the administration of Richlieu and Mazarin; was re« 
vived by the fostering care of Colbert, and raised to a 
high pitch of pre-eminence among that of the other na« 
tions of Euro That enlightened statesman, among 
other objects of his care, turned his attention to the im~ 
provement of dyeing. He invited the most skilful artists 
to settle’ in France, and afforded every encouragement to 
the establishment of manufactories in various parts of 
the country. In order to correct, as well as to prevent 
the frauds which were practised by dyers, he published, 
with the assistance of M. D’Albo, a set of ations in 
1669, and afterward in 1672, under the title of In- 
struction generale et pour la teinture des laines et ma« 
nufactures des laines de toutes nuances, et pour la cul- 
ture des drogues qu'on y emploie. This legislator first 
endeavours to shew that dyeing is an object deserving 
public attention, from the additional value which it con- 
fers upon many of the articles of commerce. “ If the 
manufactories of silk, wool, and thread, are to be reckon 
ed among those which most contribute to the support of . — 
commerce ; dyeing,” says Colbert, “ which gives them 
that striking variety of colour, by which they resemble 
what is most beautiful in nature, may be considered as 
the soul of them, without which the body could scarcely 
exist. Wool and silk, the natural colour of which sra- 
ther indicates the rudeness of former ages, than’ the ge= 
nius and improvement of the present, would be in no 
great request, if the art of dyeing did not furnish attrac- 
tions which recommend them even to the most barba- 
rous nations. All visible objects are distinguished and 
recommended by colours; but, for the purposes of com- 
merce, it is not only necessary that they should be beau _ 
tiful, but that they should be good, and that their dura- 
tion should equal that of the materials which they adorn.” 
The regulations of Colbert were intended, however, ra« 
ther as restrictions to controul, thdn as directions to ine 
struct the dyers in the management of their operations. 
They admitted the former division of dyers “en grand,” 
who were confined to colours deemed permanent, and 
dyers “ en petit teint,” who were permitted to dye only 
such as were fugitive; while they particularly specified 
the different substances which both were to ousplon ie 
their respective processes. These restrictions, 
were imposed chiefly with the view of pen on pub- 
lic against imposition, would have been ve of 
still greater evils than those they were intended to'ob« 
viate, had they not been easily eluded, and had not the’ 
government at the same time held out the promise of re« 
wards to those whose experiments contributed to the pros 
gress of the art. 

26. During the administration of M. D’Orry, the Theoretical — 
« Instruction” of Colbert was in a great measure annull- 
ed by a new legislative act, passed in 1737, which re- 
moved the restrictions that had been imposed upon the 
practical operatioris of dyeing, and affo: more scope 
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for the cae Pre of the art. Dufay, who was con- 
sulted in ing up this act, appears to have been the 
first: who entertained just notions concerning the cause 

a _ of the adhesion of colouring matters to , particu- 
: larly in those cases in which an immediate affinity 

subsists between them. Without this affinity, he sta- 
ted, that the cloth in adyeing bath would never acquire 
an intensity of colour greater than that of the liquor 
in which it was immersed, but share the colouring par- 
ticles, by a mechanical division, equally between itself 
and the bath; a state of things which is by no means 
conformable with ience, as the stuff sometimes 
attracts all the colouring matter, and leaves the goer 

. in which it was dissolved perfectly limpid. “ Thi 
‘seems to indicate,” says Dufay, “ that the i ients 
have less attraction for the water than for the particles 
of the wool.” He also observed the different 
of attraction which different substances, as wool and 

} cotton, exert u colouring matters ; but he appears 
to have had no just opinion concerning the operation of 
mordants, or those substances which are sometimes ne- 

: cessary to. connect the colour with the stuff. His suc- 
Opinions of .cessor Hellot published an excellent practical treatise on 
Hellot. — the’ methods of dyeing wool; but all his theoretical 

notions were led astray by a very absurd h ypothesis, 
-which he seems to have ted without the smallest 

History. 
pp 

ed. fay a 
explanation e 

cause of the ion of the colouring matter to the 
stuff. “I believe,” says he, “ it may be laid down as 
a general principle in the art of which I am now treat- 
ing, that all the invisible mechanism of dyeing consists 
Senne pene tp body to be dyed, in depo- 

in particles of foreign matters, and retain- 
there by a preg ips Pagar ap to be ef- 

s of the sun ; in choos- 
of fineness as 

fibres of the wool which has been wrought, or is to be 
wrought into cloth, should be cleansed, enlarged, coat- 
ed over, and then constricted, so that the colouring 
os ow see eae in them nearly in the same 
manner as the diamond is retained in the collet of a 
ring.” Notwithstanding the erroneous views of Hellot, 
the inferences which he deduced from them were not 
destitute of practical utility, and many of the processes 
which he recommended may be followed with the same 
advantage as if they had been derived from more scien- 
tific en Nor shall we wonder at this, if we re- 
flect that the most correct theory seldom does more than 
illustrate the nature of the practical operation which ex- 
perience has previously discovered to be useful. 

ionsof 27. The theoretical opinions of Hellot were ted 
by the celebrated Macquer, whom the French go- 
-vernment had appointed his successor for superintend- 
ing the practice of dyeing, and cultivating branches 
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of science as had a tendency to promote the improve- History. 
—_—o ment of the art. In amemoir which is printed among 

those of the Royal Academy of Sciences for 1749, he 
not only admits the justness of Hellot’s views ; but ex- 
presses a high admiration of the ingenuity of his theo- 
ry. Ce savant chymiste est le premier qui ait porté le 
flambeau de la physique dans Vart obscure de la teinture, 
et qui ait rassemblé et mis en ordre, suivant iles principes 
d’une theorie ingenieuse, les phenoménes et les operations 
bizarres de cet art: il a misles chymistes & porté de 
voir, clair dans ce-chaos ténébreux. Macquer seems to 
have held the same sentiments concerning this very ab- 
surd hypothesis, so lately as the year 1760; for, in the 
eulogium pronounced ‘by him’ on Hellot, and inserted 
in the Memoirs of the Academy for that year, he ex- 
presses himself thus strongly, a l'aide de cette theovie 
st lumineuse, on ne sera plus trompé dans la pratique de 
cet art, que lors qu’on vendra bien Tétre. Some allow- 
ance, indeed, must be made for that studied determi- 
nation to praise, which characterizes too many of these 
eulogies. 

28. The labours of Macquer, however, contributed Benefits 
greatly to improve and extend the practical operations bear 
of dyeing, particularly of dyeing silk, to which he devo- yon dye- 
ted Sooo of his attention. He was the first who ascer- ing. 
tained the real nature of Prussian blue, and he endea~ 
voured to make an application of his discovery to the 
purposes of dyeing. He intended to have published a 
complete dissertation on the art, and in 1781 actuall 
drew up a pr s of the work ; but a continuec¢ 
state of bad health prevented him from prosecuting his 
design, and he died in 1784 without having accomplish~ 
ed his intentions. Before his death, he abandoned the 
hypothetical opinions of Hellot, and embraced the more 
rational theory of the processes of dyeing which, before 
that event, had been suggested by Keir, and demon- 
strated by Bergman and ollet. 

29. Mr Keir, the ingenious translator of Macquer’s True theory 
Chemical Dictionary, appears, according to Mr Henry, of mor- 
to have been the first who proposed a true explanation “ants, by 
of the-cause of the adhesion of the colouring matters to —s 
stuffs. He su that when the aluminous mordant “8 
was employed, the earth of alum was precipitated, and 
in this state became attached to the doth 3 an opinion 
which, as we have already hinted, was latterly adopted 
by Macquer himself, and enforced at the article Teinture 
of his Dictionnaire de Chymie. Berthollet, on the other 
hand, ascribes the true for of mordants to Bergman, 
and affirms that this illustrious chemist first referred the ~ 
fixing of colours, by dyeing, to the influence of chemi- 
cal affinity. He -observed that, when wool and silk 
were immersed ina solution of indigo in sulphuric acid, 
the former attracted the colouring icles more for~ 
cibly than the latter; and that both having a stron 
affinity for the indigo than the solvent, were by this 
means able to ne eat the bath of its colour, and attach 
it to their own fibres. Upon the same principles he 
explained why the colours communicated to wool were | 
more durable, as well as more intense, than those 
communicated ‘by the same process to silk. A simi- 
lar explanation ‘of the phenomena of dyeing seems ta 
have been proposed, at an ‘earlier period, by Dr Ban- 
croft: Ina communication which he made to the Royal 
Society in 1773, he distinctly ascribed the production 
of ink and the black dye to an‘affinity between iron and 
the colouring principle of galls, and so far, at least, 
may be said to have anticipated both Keir and Berg- 
man. ’ 

30. We are indebted to Bergman, however, and more 

Researches 
of Berg- 
man, 
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particularly to Berthollet, for the demonstra- 
tion of the truth of these opinions. The latter of these 
celebrated chemists succeeded Macquer in the place of 

dopa ect af edeiaisniion cad by aorjulsing oct ent ini ion, conjoining exten- 
sive observation with enlightened heaps more 
than any of his to promote the improve- 
ment of dyeing, and to raise it from an obscure empi- 
Panes pe the epg TN I ERT 
Since his appointment to the superintendence 
arts connected with chemistry, almost all the investiga- 
tions which he has inserted in the Memoirs of the 
Academy, in the Journal de Physique, and the Annales 
de Chymie, relate more or less to elucidation of the 
arts. In 1791, he published his Elements of the Art of 
Dyeing, in 2 vols. 8vo, a second edition of which, wi 
ene improvements, appeared in 1803. This 
treatise may be regarded as a standard work on dyeing, 
since it contains not only a detailed account of the prac- 
tical operations of the art, but a theoretical view of the 
principles upon which they are founded. The subject 
of dyeing has also attracted the attention of Chaptal, 
who held, for a considerable time, the office of minister 
of the interior, under the French government. This 
excellent chemist, in his work entitl i 
aux Aris, has introduced many original ons on 
dyeing, and described the leading processes of the art 
with much philosophical elegance. He investi “ 
with great care, the nature of Adrianople red, pub- 
lished. the result of his iments and observations on 
that celebrated colour, in the 26th vol. of the Annales 
de Chymie. Several other chemists in France have writ- 
ten dissertations on dyeing, which deserve to be noticed 
in this place. Among these we may mention a small 
but useful work by M. Vitalis of Rouen, entitled Ma- 
nuel de Teinturier sur fil et sur coton filé ; a French 
translation of Scheffer, which first appeared in 1748, 
and was republished with notes by ; another 
of Perner from the German; and an original work by 
Dambourney. The treatise of Scheffer was chiefly in- 
tended for the benefit of Swedish dyers; that of Per- 
ner contains an account of many experiments made 
by the author to ascertain the qualities of different dyes, 
but these seem to have been guided by no scientific 
views ; and the work of Dambourney is still more de- 
fective in that 

31. Any improvements in dyeing, which have been 
made in Britain, must be ascribed entirely to the ex- 
ertions of private individuals, unaided by the 

of government. In France the case was di 5 
dha lngulemns of that country, as we have already sta- 
ted, not only appointed sn ms to superintend 
officially the practice of dyeing in all its departments, 
but held out suitable rewards for the enco 
of such individuals as should contribute by their discos thi 
veries to the progress of the art. The beneficial effects 
of this liberal and enlightened policy were quickly felt 
in the numerous improvements in dyeing, which were 
suggested from time to time by the eminent men who 
filled these official situations ; and it is certainly matter 
of regret, that no appointment of the same kind has 
ever been proposed in our own country, where so much 
importance is attached to arts and manufactures. We 
are supported by the authority of Mr Anderson* and 
Mr Remreaten Sait ning Sane eee 
of colour, which distinguishes several articles of F: 
manufacture above those of other nations, is greatly 

_” owing to this fostering care of government. 

* History of Commerce 

» Chymie appliquée 
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$2. But though the British government has hitherto Histazy, 

Exertiont 
lected to encourage an art, upon the 

Gan.of Aebidh oda chanical cour commer- 
pr og se with other nations must depend, a few 

our 
ing, and furnished, at their own 
luable information to the ic. 

the most va- 

Manchester Society,) “on the nature of wool, silk, and 
cotton, as objects of the art of dyeing ; on the various 

substances ; and on the nature and ies of co- 
louring matter,” &c. This paper is drawn up with the 
author's usual ision, and contains ma- 
ny ingenious views, and useful information. His 

ations ing the cause of the durability of 

shewed, that when the acetate of lead was presented to 
the sulphate of alumine, a double ition took 

38. No. original treatise on’ dyeing, however; ieps Laboun dl 
Bancroft published bis Dr Bane 

Researches * 
peared in our language, till Dr 
excellent bares entitled, “ i 
concerning the Philosophy of Permanent Colours.” 
first volume of this nie in 1794; and the 
second, which had been long with 
anxiety, so lately as 1813. The author has furnished the 
world with the results of an immense number of expe- 
riments, prosecuted with unremitting care during a long 
course of years, and at a ss he 
has been preceded by authors of such disti 
lity, as Mr Henry and Mr Berthollet, 
and observations which he offers to his readers 5 
to use his own words, that he did not find the subject 

7 

He. 

investigated with much ability the action of tartar in 
the dyeing of scarlet, and proved by the most decisive 
experiments, that, with pa 
duce only a crimson, 
able chemist, who had enti resented the 
ration of these substances in the ction of the for- 

ly vested in him for.a term of years, Fiape new 78 
liament passed in the 25th year of his present Ma- 

unsu: 
of it, on the grounds ret Doctor ee 
his right more beneficial liberally for the public, 
i aeront cowards hisnselfend deatily and that 

+ Essay on Bleachinge 

of our own 

yen have devoted their attention to dyes men.” 

“Fs a 
6 
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of in the northern of the 

covery. It does not appear the public derived 
much advantage from this alienation of the Doctor's 
right, as the bark yap a UR ape Some Coe 

i onyien . 
admit, that, considering the very im- 

sadeatacaoleaienoubicle oz has 

f we cannot explain, we must be satisfied with 
detailing the process of the art, and wait for further 
light from experience, before we attempt to reduce 
them to theory. 

SECTION II. 
Or Cotourtne Matters. 

CHAP. & 

Of Colouring Matters in general. 
36 Tue knowledge of the laws according to which 

3 

~ 
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bodies appear of various colours, by absorbing some of 
the rays of light, and reflecting others, is of very little 
use to the practical dyer. His object is merely to ex 
tract the colouring principle from the substances which 
form its original basis ; to transfer it to the stuff; te 
modify it by those agents which have been found by 
previous experiment to affect its nature ; and to give it 

in its new state of combination. Still, 
aff id= it may not be altogether foreign to our pur- 
pose to take a slight view of the theoretical opinions 
which are entertained on this subject. 

Colouring 
Matters. 
—_— 

37. The property which bodies possess of uniformly Cause of 
ing certain rays of light, constitutes their colour ; colour. 

when all the rays are absorbed, a body appears totally 
destitute of colour, or black ; and when particular rays 
are absorbed, and others reflected, it seems to be of 
the colour which the reflected ~ is le of exci- 

ing in our organs of vision. hen the substances 
which thus appear coloured are transferred to colour- 
less bodies, they generally communicate to these bodies 
Soenenetieien salen y entathen she are transferred 
to bodies already coloured, they blend or mingle their 
colour with that of the bodies .to which they are ap- 
plied, and give rise to mixed colours, 

38. The aptitude of reflecting particular rays of light, 
seems to depend not so much upon the chemical con- 
stitution of a body, as upon.a certain ent, or 
disposition of the particles of the surface. Many bodies 
display different colours, according to the particular 
angle under which they are viewed ; while others as- 
sume a change of colour, simply by the change of their 

39. Hence it appears that colour ought not to be re- Colour not 

Sern etree: a i the ion of the ele- 
mentary parts. It is therefore ible to predict, 
@ priori, the colour of a com: 'y, from a know- 
ledge of the principles of which it is composed. Fre- 
quently two colourless bodies forma coloured com- 
pound by mixture ; and it often happens that twosub« 
stances, each, of whicl: has a very colour, are ren- 
dered entirely colourless when they are united toge- 
ther. In short, we can only determine by observation 
and iment, the colours which result from 
Sd apt a of bodies. 

and bodies. 

40. These views, however, do not altogether accord Vegetable 

“ In this opinion,” as Mr Murray justly ob- 
serves, “ there is a of obscurity and vagueness.” 
Colour being, as we have already stated, a seco’ 

of combination by the agency of various sol- 
vents, and transferred to other substances with which 
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they appear to have a more powerful affinity, and this 
too without our being able to refer the appearances 
which take place to any known proximate princi- 

le. 
41. These facts, however, by no means authorise 

us to conclude that the colouring matter is a te 
and independent principle ; all that can be inferred 
from them is, that the colouring matter does not uni- 
formly exist in combination with any + cred proxi- 
mate principle, but probably with different proximate 
principles, or various combinations of them ; though 
the present state of chemical analysis does not enable 
us to ascertain the composition of the colouring parti- 
cles with a de of precision sufficient to detect the 
principles to which they owe their properties. Without 
taking any notice, therefore, of the theories which have 
been adyanced to explain the cause of colour, we shall 
be satisfied with presenting a general view of the dif- 
ferent colouring matters, and leave to future investiga- 
tion the task of discovering whether these colouring 
matters form separate substances, or exist uniformly in 
combination with some particular proximate principle 
as a basis. 

42. It has been proposed to divide the colouring 
icles of vegetables into extractive and resinous ; 

t this division is attended with no advantage, and 
indeed only serves to convey very imperfect and erro- 
neous ideas of their properties, as some of the most im- 

t dyes are not at all affected by the usual solvents 
which act ope we two classes of substances. The 
truth is, that the colouri icles chemical 
properties which are pecallar to themselves, and dis- 
tinguish them from all other substances ; though these 
roperties are different in different colouring matters. 
They unite with acids, alkalies, metallic oxides, and some 
of the earthy bodies, particularly alumine. They are 
said to precipitate oxides and alumine from the acids 
which hold them in combination ; but this is doubtful, 
or at least the decomposition is very partial. They 
more frequently form triple compounds with the salts, 
and in this state of combination unite with the stuffs 
to which they are presented, in a more intimate man- 
ner than they would do without the intervention of 
these bodies. 

43. The colouring particles do not, however, unite 
pamper agen with these chemical ‘agents, and there- 
fore require different solvents suited to their respective 
qualities. The most common solvents are water, acids, 
and alkalies; alcohol is seldom used, unless when we 
wish to act on the colouring matter of very small bo- 
dies. Of these substances, water is most extensively 
employed, both on account of its abundance, and the 
great solving power which it exerts over almost all 
colouring matters; alkalies are employed to ote 
the solution of the colouring principle conieatsiel in in- 
digo, the flowers of*bastard saffron, &c. ; and the acids 
are used in some cases to dissolve colours, and in others 
to precipitate the colouring principles from their solu- 
tions in alkalies. 

44. Before colouring principles are exposed to the 
action of a solvent, the ight be divided as minute- 
ly as possible, by m ical means. This is obtain- 
ed by triturating them in a mortar, or by ‘means of a 
muller; and ards passing them, in a reduced 
state, through a fine sieve, that no gross B pe pone may 
escape notice. The methods by which the ‘division of 
colouring substances is produced, vary according to 
the consistence, structure, and volatility of the mat- 
ters upon which the operation is performed, In some 
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cases, the substance containing the colouring principle 
is reduced to chips or wales; by aeasete Seep ie: 
strument; in others, it is perfectly sufficient to bruise 
. por mullers, in the same om i pecibendad ‘is a. 
n whatever wa Iverization is : \ 

ration is attend eich the diffusion of a subtile nae 
der through the workshop, which is both injurious to 
respiration, and the cause of a considerable loss to the 
get if the article be expensive. 

isadvantages may be guarded against, b - 
forming the eoactaicelon in ‘dvael laced tik 
moistening the matters acted with water. After 
the colouring principle is sufficiently comminuted, it 
may be dissolved, without difficulty, in some of the sol~ 
vents formerly mentioned. , 

45. With the exception of some colouring matters of 
a resinous or starchy nature, water may be a: ed 
as a universal solvent of that class of bodies; w. it 
possesses the important property of forming a v 
imperfect union with cham, arid readily Saws otak 
them again to the stuff. Warm water extracts the co- 
louring principle more copiously than cold water ; but 
different substances require di t of tem 
rature for that ac wae Some colouring princi 
can only be disso by long protracted maceration ; 
others require a very gentle heat, and suffer in their 
brilliancy by being exposed to too elevated a tena eo 
ture; and others still yield but little of their ur, 
unless be raised to a considerable degree of heat. 
A knowledge of these circumstances is absolutely ne- 
cessary to the dyer, in order that he may conduct his 
operations with aru ea id success. ) 
46. A great deal has ascribed to the qualities of 

waters used in dyeing, nothing being more common 
than to refer the brilliancy of some colours, and the po- 
verty of others, entirely to this cause. Without . 
ing implicitly all that has been published on this 
ject, it must be allowed that waters contribute essen 
tially to the qualities of dyes ; and it may be added, that 
different colours, and even the same colour in different 
states, require that waters of very different natures 
should be employed. Rapid and running waters are 
generally the purest, and standing waters most impreg- 
nated with earthy and saline matters. In some cases, 
however, the latter may be used wiih rca 
in dyeing, because the putrid sdkal onl vegetab 
matters ed in them, contribute to form ammonia 
and sulphureted hydrogen, which precipitate the earthy 
and metallic principles. 0, eH 

47. Waters hol gee salts in Seach are 
icularl judicial to the dyeing cotton of a red co- 

uu. The lame which is precipitated during the se 
cess attaches itself to the stuff; and obscures the colou 
to such a degree that it is almost im le to revive it. 
But if the object be to obtain a dark colour, these salts 
are rather beneficial than- hurtful, as they tend to in- 
crease the body of the red colour and its modifications, 
hence they may be used’ with advantage when it is in- 
tended to convert scarlet into’ crimson. A 

48. Calcareous salts dissolved in water, not only af- 
fect the brilliancy of some colours, but the in- 

convenience of weakening the solvent which holds them 
in solution, and thus extract i : 
principle. It is of consearness therefore, to be able 

to detect the presence of these salts, that we may either 
avoid the water which contains them, or correct its pre- 
judicial qualities. Chemistry furni us with the 
means not only of discovering the different ingredients 
which exist in water, but of ascertaining with precision 

the colouring 
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The salts of lime, the most com- 
be found in water, are easily de- 

copious white’ precipitate which they af- 
oxalate of ammonia, and those of efor by 

a. ion of galls. In general, water which contains 
or metallic salts, in such quantity as to he inju- 

decomposes soap by a double affinity : 
d combines with the alkali of the soap, while 

y basis unites with the oil, and forming an 
soap which isinsoluble, produces the curdling 

r observable on such occasions. If then a 
r beclear, destitute of taste and smell, and capa- 

of dissolving soap readily, it may be ed 
for 1th objects of dyeing ; oe bh which. 

properties are equally fit for the ; 
Bat it. may be remarked, that wie which hold the 
earths mechanically suspended, that is, such as are 
muddy, are less prejudicial than those which hold them 
in solution: In the first case, they attach themselves 
but loosely to the stuff; in the second, they are preci- 

D in a state of minute division, and combining 
with the mordant, become intimately united with the 

ag i : : 
in ee 2 £ 
i 
EF 

49. But as it is not always in our power to choose 
water of the best quality, means have been devised for 
correcting the injurious ies of this fluid, when 

ens to be bad. The most common corrective 

the vat: the acid fermentation soon commences, and 

that in this way the earthy 
ed by boiling, is prevented from taking place. 

the next solvent in order which we men- 

ing water dissolves only a ninth- i 
of i woad communicates very little colour to thi 

annotta scarcely be dissolved in it at all 
of ing matter 

the Saron blue of dyers, is a solution of i in con- 
ceritrated uric acid. Guhliche has ‘proposed to 
extract the r of yellow wood, broom, turmeric, &c. 

produces a si- 
milar effect on madder ; but the yellow thus developed 

when the acid is i 
_ 52. The simple colours, or at least those obtained 
from the decomposition of light by means of the prism, 
are seven in number, viz. red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, and violet. These colours are supposed 
_to be homogeneous or simple, because when they are 
transmitted a second time through the prism, they are 
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refracted without undergoing any further change. This Colouring 
argument, however, is by no means conclusive; for if _ Matters. 
any coloured ray be composed of two others, each of ~~” 
these must have the same refrangibility,-as it is in con- 
sequence of this circumstance alone that they could 
occupy the same place’in the prismatic spectrum ; and, 
in that case, a second refraction could not separate 
them. The truth is, that the prism furnishes only 
one means of' the analysis of light, and merely shews 
that certain rays differ from others in refrangibility. 

53. Before the discoveries of Newton, the red, yel- 
low, and blue, were ponensly su] to be primary 
rays, and the rest to be compound colours arising from 
their intermixture. Thus, red with yellow, produces 
orange ; yellow with blue, 3 and blue with red, _ 
indigo. Another hypothesis has been-lately advanced yHypothesis 

ieur; and supported by very ingenious reasoning. of Prieur 
i green, and violet, are the concerning 

iving rise, by their °° 

by 
Accerding to him, the e 
primary rays ; the red and green 
imtermixture, to orange or yellow, a g as the for~ 
mer or the latter predominates; the green and violet 
forming blue’; and the violet and red ‘purple ; and 
thus, by various modifications of the three original co- 
lours, all the others are obtained. We shall give an ex- 
ample of the kind of proof which has been adduced in 
support of this is.. Let one of the rays, as 
orange, be colour which is supposed to be a 
com 
cess. 

nd of red and green, the former being in ex- 
If this colour be really a compound of red and 

green, and if the arrival of the rays to the part of -the 
svlalthe the -onaeie aathihyt Wicaigiae ‘besigne: 

vented, by the interposition of a substance that allows 
only the red or the green rays to , We ought to 
find beyond this substance only eende mete Sa 
other hand, if the orange be simple, these rays will — 

through neither of the interposed substances, and 
Fayeuil this we should have only black. The results 

with the hypothesis in a great variety of 
trials. An additional ent was also derived for its 
support, by combining the. red, green, and blue rays 
ated thus obtaining: ‘white light. aM 

54. In a practical point of view, ‘such opinions are Substantive 
of very little moment ; and perhaps it may be more and adjeé- 

attend to those distinctive characters of the tive colour- 
inciples, which are founded on their che. "8 ™***"* 

useful to 

mical re! Sots with the stuffs. Accordingly, Dr Ban- 
croft has suggested the division of colouring matters 
into substantive and adjective ; « the first including those 
matters which, when put into a state of solution, may 
be fixed with all the 1 -eaprers- of which they are 
susceptible, and made fully to exhibit their colours in 
or upon the 70a substance, without the interposi- 
tion of any ott ee me aa eh gabon mr 
com i those matters which are incapable 
of being so fixed, and made to display their proper 
colours without the mediation of some such basis,” 
(Phi Permanent Colours, vol. i. p. 118.) These 
terms, perhaps not altogether unexceptionable, 
must at least be admitted to have a reference to real 
differen¢es between the substances which they are in- 
tended to distinguish ;* and though the advantages 
which are derived from this arrangement are indeed 
but slight, since very few colouring matters are con- 
tained under the first head, but most of them under the 
second, there can beno impropriety in adopting them, 
particularly as they are intended to express a fact, and 
not a theoretical opinion. — In ng of colourin 
matters, we shall therefore observe Dr Bancroft’s distri- 
bution of them; but in describing the processes by 

2 
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which these are applied to the stuffs, we conceive it 
will be more convenient, and not less systematic, to fol- 
low some arrangement which has a reference to the 
colours themselves, rather than to the colovring mat- 
ters from which they are procured, We shall accord- 
ingly divide the colours, without any regard to the de- 
compositions obtained by the prism, into simple and 
compoune 3 meaning by the latter, such as can, and 
by the former, such as cannot, be produced by the in- 
termixture of other colours. Under simple colours, we 
shall include red, yellow, and blue; and under com- 
pound colours, the various modifications of these which 
are obtained by mixture or superinduction. 

~ CHAP. II. 

Of Substantive Colouring Matters. 

I. Of Animal Substantive Colouring Matters. 

55. Dr Bancroft has subdivided this class of colour- 
ing matters into animal, vegetable, and mineral. The 
principal dye belonging to the first head of arrange- 
ment, is the. celeb Tyrian purple. The sub- 
stance which yielded that beautiful-colour, was a whitish 
half-fluid matter, secreted by particular organs in cer- 
tain univalvular shell fish, and retained by the animal 
in an appropriate receptacle. The accounts which 
have been transmitted to us by the ancients respecting 
the shell-fish in question, are obscure and contradic- 
tery. Those of Pliny are the most explicit and intel- 
ligible, though they are sometimes inconsistent with 
each other. He mentions the shell-fish which afforded 
this dye, under the several names of conchylium, mu-> 
rex, purpura, and buccinum ; all of which are also used 
by other Roman writers. This curious subject has been 
so ably investigated by Dr Bancroft, that very little 
further elucidation can be thrown upon it; we shall 
therefore avail ourselves of his researches, and com- 
municate the substance of them as fully as is consistent 
with the nature of our work. 

56. It appears that Fabius Columna, a Neapolitan 
nobleman, was the earliest modern writer who wrote a 
dissertation on the Purpura, which he published in 
1616. After being at much pains to elucidate and re- 
concile the different passages of ancient writers on this 
subject, he came to the conclusion that there were two 
kinds or genera of shell-fish used for procuring the 
purple dye, viz. the purpura and buccinum ; that the 
term conchylium signified generally all the species of 
purpura, and sometimes the purple colour itself ; and 
that the term murex was also in the same g i 
sense. Pliny, indeed, expressly mentions, that all the 
shell-fish yielding the purple and other lighter colours 
of the conchylia, are in matter the same, and differ only 
in temperament ; that they are of two kinds, one bemg 
called inum, from its resemblance to the instrument 
called the horn, and the other purpura. The former he 
describes as being round at the aperture, and having a 
serrated margin ; the latter as having a projecting pipe- 
shaped beak, with a lateral winding cavity, sheep 
which it puts forth its . He mentions also that 
the body of the shell of purpura is muricated or 
armed with seven rows of spires, which are wanting in 
the buccinum. He adds, that the buccinum adheres to 
rocks and large stones, whence alone it can be collect- ed. 

57. oe i a < make 
were caught in the sea adjoining to Tyre ; on the Afri- 
can coast, the best were those of Meninx and the Ge- 
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found on the coasts of Asia 

N 
tulian 
were 
T 

G. 

pping wool into it, and if the co- 
produced by it was defectivé, the boiling was re- 

newed, Pliny afterwards erroneously ‘represents 
liquor.of the buccinum as only yielding a fugitive colour, 
and says that it was usually mixed with more’than half 
as much of the liquor of gett re which of itself 
gave a very dark purple ; 

58. It is farther stated by Pliny, that tit not bei 
Sapets sufficient to communicate the ae of the 
amethyst to wool, it became customary to dye it again 
with the Tyrian purple ; ‘and that in reference to this 
cireumstance, the compound colour produced by this 
refinement in luxury, was called Tyri s. He 
adds, that, not content with thus combining colours ob« 
tained from’ the ocean, recourse was also had to those 
produced on the land ; and that ‘wool or cloth dyed 
crimson from the coccus (kermes) was afterwards made: 
to imbibe the Tyrian purple, in order that it might as- 
sume the colour which ‘was named /ysginus, after a 

59. Under the history of dyeing,iwe took notice of 
che tvettiokie alliseh lager inegeion® iil 
of the Tyriari le, and menti othier circumstan- 
ces WHIC U 

that purpose, and that this colour was made by some li- 
poi substance taken out of shell fish.’ Mr Cole, being 

riameth 
tus. 

being Colour Ty= nay 

a lover of natural history, and. havi his curiosity thus at 
excited, went in quest of these shell fish ; and after try- 
ing various kinds without success, he at length found 
considerable quantities of a species of buccinum on the 
sea coasts of Somersetshire, Le ne. Sra of 
South Wales. After many endeavours, he 

8 OR ee ce 
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discovered the colouring matter placed in a “white a of the plaster of Patis with which the ‘sides of Substantive 
vein lying transversely in a little furrow or cleft next pasion were covered, and which having been more bene ng 
to the head of the fish, which,” says he, “ must be dig- strongly acted upon by the light than the bits of linen —aw 

out with the stiff point of a horse hair pencil, wetted with the same liquor in the interior part of the 
and tapering, by reason of the viscous clamminess room, had become purple, though the day was then 

in of the white liquor in the vein, that so by its stiffness cloudy. He afterwards made a variety of experiments 
it may. drive in the matter into the fine linen or white with the liquor of the buccinum; but as he was, from 
silk” intended to be-marked. Letters or marks made the outset, impressed with the notion that the conver- 
in this way, with the white liquor in question, “ will sion of it to purple was occasioned by some mechanical 

»” adds he, “ appear of a pleasant neolour, action of the air, he never discovered the true cause of 
and if in the sun, will change into the fullowdig the production of that colour. ; 
colours, é. ¢. if in the winter, about noon, if in thesum- ~- 61. Reaumur conceived the grains in question to be Proposal of 

_ mer, an hour or two after sunrise, and so much before the eggs or spawn of some fish, but whether of the bucei- 8°28 6" 
setting, di in the heat of the day in summer, the co- hum or any other species, he was uncertain, and under forpura and 
lours-will come on so fast that the succession of each this uncertainty he proposed calling them @u/s de pour- buccinum 
colour scarce be distinguishable ;) next to the first pre, eggs of purple. The colour which: they produced in topicai will 
light green will appear a , and ina few mi- was at least equal, if not superior, in beauty, as well as 4yeins- 
nutes this will change rere | sea-green, after which durability, sneha of the: paesiivonas thowgli the colour- 

y minutes ‘in ing matter of the latter was much thicker, and passed 
that, ina little time. more, it will be of a pur- less quickly through the different shades of éélour, on 

: i exposure to the light of the sun. He also found that 
n still shining) it, will be of a very deep the liquor of the buccinum tasted as hot as the hottest 
ond which the san can do no more.” He re- pepper, whilst that of tlie purple eggs was saltish. But 

however, that “ these are made faster or even the latter was so viscid, that, when topically ap- 
plied to linen, it did not run; and as the grains were, 

: Hy i f ; Z : 
Ww i 4 ; * B ! 3 

BEE ze 

it i es a 3 i i Pr: BE eh Ce accounts, so plentiful, that one man 
water and soap, will (the mat- might half a bushel of them in a few hours, 

i there is certainly reason to conclude, says Dr Bancroft,. 
from all those mentioned, i.e. that they would be highly useful, at least in calico- 

the Pri colour, printing, where their liquor might be a yee With the 
greatest facility, both for penciling an 

i substantive topical colour, and where a small quantity 
have been would pc especially upon fine muslins: 

62. t the beginning of the year 1736, Duhamel Experi- 
washing.” discovered the purpura in great abutidance upon the ments of 

the linen marked in coast of Provence, He found the viscid colouring mat- Pe™el. 
of the secretaries of the ter of the fish to be white, except in a few instances in 

Gee ft Hl e i E al printing, as a 

HE ; 7 x 4 H 
25 cs BRA ; = z : : & r ; which it was green, an appearance which he ascribed 

shewn to Charles the Second, who admired it great- to disease, The white liquor being exposed to the sun's 
me sent rays, assumed the following colours: 1. A pale yellowish 

. But green; 2. Anemerald green; 3. A dark blueish nN; 
4. A blue with a tinge of red ; 5, A purple ; an these 

time excited changes all happened in less than five minutes. In all 
i the experiments which were made with the purpura, 

small species of buccinum the presence of light was found essential to the forma- 
rance, and presented some tion of the purple colour ; and the effect was produced 

i most expeditiously when the influence of the sun’s rays 
i was most erful. 

the same shell-fish on the coast of 63. Little doubt can now be entertained of the identity The shell 
the stones and little ofthe shell fish gy oir by the ancients, and those dis- fish used by 

c Nn covered by Cole, Reaumur, and Duhamel. Both Ari- temoders, 
‘ered with a kind of oval “ graines,” some of which  stotle and Pliny have informed us, that the liquor of the Pac ” 
were white, and others of a yellowish colour ; and has purpura was white; and the latter also remarks, that ployed in 
ving squeezed some of them upon the sleeve of his the purple colour which it afforded was not instanta- dyeing the 
shirt, he was agreeably surprised, in about half an hour, neously produced, but after a succession of several co- Tyran pur- 

¥§ He 
£8 E lee se it a : :F q uae 

2 —% 

it 
fi | E 

it : : g E i : ; 

to find it stained of a fine purple colour, which he ours, of which green* was one. We have also a de- Pie by the 
was unable to discharge by washing. He next collect- scription of the manner of catching the shell fish, em-“"“*"™ 
ed a quantity of these grai grains, and ing them to ed for the purple dye, written by an eye witness, 

b | and squeezed di t parcels Piavlocia Micrembolitiins, daughter of the emperor 
em upon bits of ; but, to a fin surprise, Constantine the Eighth, who lived in the eleventh cen- 

_ after waiting two or three hours, no colour appeared’ cary, while the knowledge of dyeing the Tyrian purple 
, L-wit still remained; and from which it appears, that the 

ceive the reason of this disappointment, and having al- ancient purple did not acquire its due lustre and per- 
most determined to return again to the sea-shore, and fection ‘until it lend: been exponed bois Wess 8. y 
repeat the experiment on the same plan as before, he 64. Berthollet is inclined to believe, that the ch es, Cause of the 

to perceive some ff spots, occasioned by which the liquor of the purpura and buccinum under. change of 
rops of the liquor which had accidentally fallen upon goes by exposure to the sun’s rays, are owing to the ee 

* Color austerus in Glauco, et irascenti similis mari, Lib. ix. cap. 36 

: 



Substantive jon of oxygen ; but Dr Bancroft, who has exa- 
(lame saiesl tu sddees ery ebetieiyh terenecnomaitaas 
—— 

Buccina 

the purple colour i juced without the access of air, 
and that its formation is more owing to the 
extrication of oxygen. Having , in the month 
of September 1803, a large quantity of shell-fish, a 

tly of the same species with those which Mr Cole 
employed, and agreeing in their specific characters 

with the duccinum lapillus of Linneus, he made a 
number of experiments with the liquor which yielded 
the meeicoion, from which he found reason to con~ 
clu the presence of light was essentially neces- 
sary to its uction, and the change of colour 
was eff most speedily when the substances stained 
with the liquor were exposed to the deoxidizing rays. 
Some bits of muslin which he had stained with 
liquor, and preserved between the leaves of a book, re- 
tained their original yellowish colour for nearly nine 
years ; and on being exposedjafter that time to the rays 
of the sun, they were found as capable as ever of exhi- 
aia, the changes of colour, and at last becoming 
urp purple. 
65. A species of buccinum has also been found on 

found on the the coasts of Guayaquil and Guatemala in South Ame- American 
coast, 

Substantive 
colouring 
matter pro- 

cured from 
other ani- 
mals. 

rica, which appears to have been long used by the na- 
tives for dyeing or staining cotton. Don Antonio Ulloa 
describes them as larger a nut, and containing a 
juice, which, when expressed, is the true purple ; for, 
e adds, if a thread of cotton, or the like, be dipped into 

this liquor, it becomes of a mest vivid colour, which 
repeated washings are so far from obliterating, that they 
rather improve it; nor does it fade by wearing. He 
mentions also, that the purple colour does not 
immediately, the juice being at first of a milky 
from which it to a green, and lastly to this ce- 
lebrated purple. Ulloa, vol. i. p. 268. 

66. Catesby, in his account of the Bahama Islands, 
(vol. i. p. 44.) mentions among the shells found there, 
a species of buccinum which “ yielded a purple liquor 
like the murex, and which did not wash out of linen 
stained with it. Josselyn also, in his New England Ra- 
rilies Discovered,” p. 37. says, at Paschataway, a plan- 
tation about fifty leagues by sea eastward of Boston, in 
a small cove called Baker’s Cove, they found this kind 
of muscle, which hath a purple vein, which being prick- 
ed with a needle, yieldeth a perfect purple or scarlet 
juice, dyeing linen so that no washing will wear it out, 
but keeps its lustre many years: we mark our hand- 
kerchiefs and shirts with it.” Mr John Nieuhoff also 
relates, that “ abundance of purple snails are found in 
the islands over against Batavia.” “ They are boiled,” 
says he, “ and eaten by the Chinese, who have a way 
of polishing the shells, and pick out of the middle of 

_the snail a certain purple-coloured substance , which 
they use in colouring, and in making red ink. 

67. In addition to these, we may mention that Mr 
Martin Lister ( Philosoph: Trans. vol. vi.) remarks, that 
“ the common hawthorn illar will strike a purple 
or carnation, with lye, and stand ; the heads of es 
and pismires will, with lye, strike the same carnation co- 
lour, and stand ; and the amber-coloured scolopendra will 
give, with lye, a most beautiful and pleasant amethys- 
tine, and stand.” In another part of the same volume, 
Mr Lister mentions an insect cimer, whose , bruised 
upon white paper, “stain of themselves without. any 
addition of salt, of a lively vermilion colour.” . 

68. Dr Bancroft is of opinion, that the colouring juices 
of some of these animals, particularly that of the bucci- 
num, might still be rendered beneficial in staining or 

our, 
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Il. Of Vegetable Substantive Colours, 

69. The substantive colours obtained from 
are more numerous than those which are of animal ori- 
in, and far more in ing to the dyer. Of these, 

most singular, as well as 
digo, a blue colouring substance extracted from a genus 

plants known by 
which are cultivated for its production in America 
the West Indies, Indigo consists of a pec colour- 
ing. , which —_. denomi its basis, and 
which being combined with a certain portion of oxygen, 
is, during its union, insoluble by any means 
such as exert an more or less destructive on the 
basis itself. This 
tirely destitute of colour ; and seems to be formed by 
certain peculiar secretory organs, 

plants. Dr Ban states, that the 
Juice of the oy: of eS — pyrene 
calico a ish tinge, which in dyeing te 
blue, kat aléidissaly-ncohiriel that colour; and that re- 
peated applications of it to the same spot, increase tlie 
deepness of the shade, and at last produce a full blue. 
He suspects, however, that the colouring matter of the 
indigo, when thus applied in its native state, does not 
absorb so much oxygen, as when it undergoes the fer- 
mentive process by which it is usually prepared forthe = 

of dyeing. ° ea 

70. In another part of this work, (see Inp1Go,) General 
we shall describe the various processes which are properties. 
employed for preparing indigo, and confine ourselves 
at vieweit toa leacticak of its nature and proper- 
ties as a dye. In its prepared state, indigo is of a 
very rich blue colour, which varies,. however, in its 
shade, in different specimens. Thic*difference seems 
to be owing not so much to any real difference of qua- 
lity in the colouring matter, as to the foreign substances 
with which it is occasionally united. When indigo is 
pure, it is light and friable ; tasteless, and almost des- 

titute of smell; and having a smooth-fracture. Some 
varieties are lighter than water ; and the lightest is me 
nerally, the purest. Indigo is frequently adulterated by 
adding to it gummy, resinous, and earthy substances, 
particularly an extract from the fruit of the embryop- 
teris glutinifera, denominated gaub in the East Indies. 
Both its weight and its purity are affected by the pre- 
sence of lime, which having been used in excess, as a 
precipitate, had subsided with the colouring matter, 
and carried down other impurities along with it. 

71. The finest and most valuable indigo was formerly ,,. 
brought from Guatimala ; but since the manufacture of erate 
this commodity engaged the attention of the British digo. 
inhabitants in the East Indies, indigo superior even to 
that of Guatimala has been imported, in considerable 
uantity, from that quarter. Dr Bancroft enumerates 
cui varieties of American indigo: of which the first, 
called by the Spaniards flora, has a very fine blue colour 5 

the second, which bears the name of sobré saliente, is vio- 

let ; and the third, named corti-color, is copper-colour- 

vegetables Indige. 

most important, is in< 

name of indigofere and indigo, ; 

is is, in its uncombined state, en- 

by a‘few — 



the 72, Berthollet has proposed a method of determining 
of the relative values of different specimens of indi by : "alee apeetnene of in 
berets 

F 
| 

: : g Cuemistry, re 9 vi. 
p. 112. Cod 

a green fecula capable of d ei 

was too small, however, to enab Dr Bancroft to exa- 
mine its, ies with sufficient precision ; but he as- 
Senical’ tne it Ubent ia trek from com- 

substance, and to have been prepared with water and 
fire only, “ from an indigeferous plant, an ever green, 

rel, 

asis, to.silk and wool. 
of this colour- * 

nin 

yy Dr 
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’ cies, the rotunda and the longa 
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of impure indigo, and that it owed its green colour to Substantive 
the ce of an olive-coloured matter, which, on be- Colouring - 
ing burnt, appeared to consist chiefly of {carbon. The M*tter® 
manufacture of this dye was therefore abandoned. 

76. Pastel, or woad, also affords a blue colouring’ pastel or 
matter, which possesses properties somewhat analo~ woad. 
gous to those of indigo. Two 1 re of plants are dis- 
tingui under this name, the isatis tinctoria,: and 
the isatis Lusitanica. The former is chiefly cultivated 
in edoc, Provence, Tike et: oe and also in 
some sparts of England. t, being cut 
down, is washed in a running stream, and then dried 
in the sun as speedily as ible. When it is dried 
slowly, it is in danger of being spoiled by the colour 
becoming black. It is next carried to the mill to be 
ground, and reduced to a paste. In this state it is 
ormed into heaps, which are covered to secure them 
from rain. At the end of a fortnight these heaps are 
opened, and beaten, to produce a thorough intermixs 
ture of the crust formed on the surface with the inter- 
nal part. It is then made into round balls, and placed 
in a situation where it may be freed from the moisture 
which still adheres to it. The balls are afterwards 

above one another, to undergo the process of 
fermentation, and evolve the blue colour yielded by 
the plant. As the process advances, the smell of am~ 
monia is exhaled, and the balls are gradually reduced to. 

» acoarse powder ; the state in which woad occurs in 
commerce. , 

77. Pastel affords, without the assistance of indigo, a Extraction 
blue colour of considerable permanency, but little lus- of indigo 
tre. As it yields a.small quantity of colouring matter from woad. 
in comparison ‘of indigo, and of inferior beauty, the 
use of woad, asa dye, is now almost totally abandoned. 
Astruc affirms, that pastel treated like indigofera yields: 
acolouring matter which greatly resembles indigo ; and 
Chaptal states, that, from experiments which he made 
in 1795, with the view of adding some vegetables to. 
the list of those which furnish blue colours, he disco- 
vered that goals rue, sain foin, chick peas, and lucern,, 
ielded a blue colour when treated like indigo, which ' 
e did not, however, aren in Later D’Am- 

bourney also attem: to procure a i m. pastel. 
He succeeded by lating fresh leaves of pastel ferment 
in a certain quantity of water ; taking out the leaves, 
and pouring solution of caustic alkali into the liquor, 
and afterwards filtering. The feeula which remained 
on the filter, he says, resembles Carolina indigo. Thirty- 
five pounds of fresh ripe pastel leaves yielded eight 
ounces of fecula. 

tive yee the little durability which it. possesses, as 
a dye, scarcely entitles it to that epithet. Turmeric 
is the root of the curcuma, of which there are two spe« 

The farmer is chiefly: 
cultivated ‘for the use of the dyer. Turmeric is.of a 
very rich colour, and su every other yellow 
colouring matter in beauty ; but it has a very. slight 
attraction either to stuffs, or the mordants which are 
usually employed to. give fixity to colours. The root 
must be reduced to powder to be fit for use. It is. 
sometimes employed to give the yellows made with. 
weld a golden cast, and to. communicate an orange tint. 
to scarlet ; but its effects soon disappear. 

79. Mr Bayley, who, in 1793, was extensively en- 
ed in dyeing silk handkerchiefs to imitate those of 

ndia, info! Dr Bancroft that the yellow spots were: 
produced solely by a tincture of turmeric made by dic. 
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gesting six pounds of the powder of turmeric in a 
gallon of spirits, and afterwards by a press separa- 
tirig three quarts of a rich tincture, which cost about 
four shillings the quart. The tincture was applied 
topically, and without thickening, to the spots of the 
ik handkerchiefs, which in the dyeing had been re- 
served white by the usual means: Dr Bancroft found 
that a tincture of turmeric so obtained, and gummed, 
when applied topically to calico, produced a beautiful 
yellow; which, by washing with soap, became red; but 
being well rinced; and exposed to the atmosphere; it 
recovered its former colour, and retained it after seve- 
fal washings. See Bancroft, vol, i. p. 278. 

80: The seeds of the bixa orellana, which grows 
spontaneously in different parts'of Guiana, are covered 
with a reddish pulp, whichis collected ‘and -exported, 
to different parts of Europe under the: nanies of an- 
notta, arnotta, and roucon. ‘This substance . is some- 
times employed for dyeing silk, and’ occasionally for 
eotton ;. but in either case itadheres but slightly ‘tothe 
stuff. It partakes so much of 2 resinous nature, that-it 
is very imperfectly dissolved in water. It) is’therefore 
usual to employ at least ‘its own weight of potash to 
increase its. solubility, arid afterwards to immerse, in 
the solution, the silk or cotton to be dyed, without any 
mordant. The colour of the annotta thus dissolved may 
be rendered of various shades of yellow, by destroying, 
by means of citric acid, ‘the effects of ‘the alkali. In 
dye-houses, where much annotta is consumed; it is put 
into a copper cullender, having very small holes, (be- 
ing previously reduced toa state of minute division,) 
and the whole immersed in a copper filled with tepid 
water. .The annotta is stirred and diffused by a stick 
in the form of a pestle, and passes into the bath through 
the holes of the cullender.. The strainer is. then filled 
with ashes from the of wine, which is treated in 
the same manner ; after which the bath is well stirred, 
and niade to boil up, two or:three times when the boiling 
is stopped by throwing in cold water: ‘When the bath 
is not sufficiently alkalized, it produces a brick or tile 
colour ; in which case an additional quantity is applied,. 
itis made to boil up, and the boiling sto; as be- 
fore with cold water. (Chaptal.) In Britain, annotta 
is searcely employed for any other purpose than in 
giving a yellowish orange tint to cheese. 

81. Carthamus, or bastard saffron, (carthamus tinc- 
torius,) of which the flower only is ‘useful in dyeing, 
is an annual plant, cultivated in the southern parts of 
Europe, Egypt; and the Levant. The flower of car-: 
thamus affords two colouring matters, one of which is 
soluble: in: water, and yields. an inferior yellow ; the 
other is resinous, and obtained by the action of the fixed? 
alkalies. - The’ latter alone is valuable, as it furnishes a! 
red.of | greater delicacy and beauty than can “be pro: 
cured fromyany other colouring matter, though of but’ 
little durability. 

82. The colour is.obtained by tying up the flowers 
in a linen bag, and then subjecting them to maceration 
and pressure in:clear’ running water, until all the yel- 
low colouring matter which contain is dissolved, 
and washed away. After this has been done, the flowers’ 
are Again macerated in a solution of pure soda, just 
sufficient to dissolve and extract the resinous colouring 
matter, which is separated by draining, and the re- 
peated effusion ge ey of water, until it is wholly dis- 
solved and carried off. A solution of the colouring mat- 
ter being thus obtained, the soda is neutralized by an 
acid ; the citric is usually preferred, and it is thought 
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to answer the piitpose best, when it's it the state in % st 
which it exists in lemons, or lim ning to t 
Next to the citric acid, some have ree: thatof 
tamarinds and tartar ; though Bergman prefers the sul- 
phurie, if it be not used in excess. | schiiee ta : a 
the acid juice of the mountain ash ices a better, 
and more durable colour than even the citri¢ acid. The 
expressed juice after being allowed to ferment, i8 bot- 
tled up, and becomes fitter for use the longer it is kept. 

83. The rose colour of carthamus, extracted by soda; Rouge 
and afterwards detached from the alkuli by citric acid, tained 
affords the basis of the beautiful paint known bythe 
name of) rouge. The colouring matter being slowly 
dried in the shade, is finely ground with the purest 
tale,,and in this state is applied to give to the cheeks 
the hue of health and beauty, by those females who are 
distrustful of their native charms, | - LIN not 

84. Archil, or orchall, is a colouring matter, obtained Archi. ~ 
from several species of lichens. . When’ it is prepared "i 
for the purposes of dyeing, it is in the forni-of a ‘paste, 
and of a redsviolet colour. « The (inost “valuable is ex- , 
tracted from the lichen rocvella, Linh. which grows at ‘= 
Cape Verd, and the Canary Isles, on the rocks near the : 
sea. Dillenius has endeavoured to shew, that this plant 4 
is the same that was used by the ancients, and:held b 
them in such estimation, that the colour: which it abe 
forded was reckoned more beautiful, when first dyed, 
even than the Tyrian purple. It is mentioned by | 
under the name wry ae per and was uséd in hie 
time as a ground for that colour, hi Oat 

century, when it was restored by a native of Florence, >Y 
- who had become acquainted with its properties during 

his residence inthe Levant. He communicated the in- 
formation he had. acquired to his fellow citizens, and 
for a considerable time the Florentines enjoyed the ex- 
clusive use of it as a dye, as they ased all that 
could be procured of it, among the islands of the Archi- 
pelngs and on the shores of the Mediterranean. After 
the discovery of the ‘Canary Isles, the lichen, which = 
yielded the archil, ~was found: in ‘great abundance on 
their coasts, and oF eee other nations ee 

were relieved their dependence upon - 
ris supply of the commodity. . The plants which 
yield this colouring matter, have also been diseovered 
in great abundance at the Cape Verd Isles; and as 
they had been allowed to attain their full maturity, they 
were found to be richer in colouring matter than any 
which had been, previously known. | 0) 5) ri 
86. Micheli has given an account’ 6f the method of Their me- 

85. The know} of archil as a dye, was lost, how- Long mo- 
ever, in Europe, till about the beginning of the 14th gree A, 

Ss eee emerge TL 

preparing archil, conformable to the practice of Flo- thod of pre= — 
rence, — he nt was first reduced to a fine ata paring, 
and after be sed through a'sieve, was moistened’ # 
dlightly’ with Eiomine - Themiixture was stirred once j 
aday, and a’certain portion of soda added each time, f 
till it:acquired a dove colour. It was then put into a : , 
wooden cask, and covered with a sufficient quantity of if 
urine; lime water, or a solution of gypsum ; and in this ‘ 
state it was retained until wanted’by the dyer, In the ( 
description given in Plictho, (a work which we men- 
tioned under the history of dyeing,) sal ammoniac, 
sal gem, and saltpetre, are added in the: preparation ; 
but Hellot thinks, from experience, that lime and urine - 
are the only ingredients necessary ; and that the mix- : 
ture ought to be frequently stirred, adding, atthe same == 
time, fresh quantities of these. It is when the : 
process is completed, says Berthollet, to allow the vo-- 
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used as a dye by the peasants of Wales and the Orkneys. Substantive 
The inhabitants of West Gothland prepare a beautiful lewring | 
crimson dye from this lichen, which, under the name of : 
Byitelet, is used over all Sweden, It also forms an at- 

tl le ee 

piglet 

or orchella ; but this. colouring matter is obtained from 
several other species of lichens. . The French have long 
employed for this purpose a kind of lichen called perelle, 
which commonly adheres to volcanic stones ee produc- 

tions, The plant in question has been, generally repre- 
sented.to,be the lichen parellus of Linneus ; but this 

supposition is disproved by a memoir of M, Cocq; lately 
published in the 81st-vol. of the Annales de Chimie, ‘He 

it i 2 g 

ens 
HEE il ~ a8 

ot ae 
il mn 

§ ® 

ay 
it : 

arsenic as much as possible, for some hours 
The: stirring is then to be repeated 

mes, once every quarter of an hour, and after- 
hour, till the fermentation is establish- 

sit 
35 & ah 

AL 2 & : 
process, would resist the complete 

on of the r. After the fermentation has con- 
tinued 48 hours, it commonly begins to diminish, and 
must be renewed by the addition of two libs. more of 
sifted lime, and the stirring continued once every hour 
until the fifth day, when’ the frequency of stirring may 
be gradually diminished. After the eighth day, it is. 

icient to stir the mixture every: six hcurs, extending 
a ha Re Se even ny Sa cone en 
weeks longer. The colouring matter prepared, is 
ahasieiitipted tie bach. aed. i ekcae casks. It improves 
cee Se Oot pres 3 :eallere lise. change. dening. the 

md ; the third, it begins to decline, and becomes in= 

li 

as 86. During’ very Jang: periods the inhebitante of L * ig none period, tants 
pgp ee Mee ace aeeeortatersehonrcarte 
parts ae ve _in the practice of dyeing, by. 

rte Uibhamended cick 
Of these, the Lichen omphalides has been much used, un- 
der the name of cork, corker, and arcol; in. Wales it is 
called kenkering. This lichen gives a dark crimson to 
wool.and woollen stuffs. Linneus says, that it is pro- 

, ag a agttman agree sate the 
* Baltic. Lichen Tartareus, which grows on lime- 

_ Stone rocks, yields a similar colour, and has been long 

ticle of exportation, ‘and is known in this country by. the 
name of Cudbear, a name given to it by the late Dr 
Cuthbert Gordon, who obtained a patent for its prepara- 
tion. At the proper season, and in places where the Li- 
chen Tartareus is produced, one person may collect from 
twenty to thirty pounds of it daily. It should. be allow- 
ed five years growth before it is gathered ; and.itis pre- 
pared for use by washing and drying it, which commonly 
reduces it to half the original weight. . It is) macerated 
and stirred in wooden troughs, in the. same. mianner as 
the perelle at Clermont; only aqua ammonia prepared 
from human urine is employed, instead. of, urine itself, 
Dr Bancroft, who has frequently. prepared: the eolouring 
matter yielded by this lichen, states that the ammonia has 
important adyantages over the urine ; and that hes cons 
vineed that the alum-recommended by Bocq:is complete> 
ly useless, while the arsenic is not only useless, but dan- 

Cudbear. 

Dr Ban- 
croft’s mes 
thod of pre+ 
paring it 

gerous. He,also thinks that much labour «in. stirring, ~ 
and much waste of volatile alkali, might be avoided, by. 

. employing hogsheads instead of fixed troughs: For this 
purpose, he recommends the lichen to be first ground in 
a mill, and afterwards to be introduced: into the hogs- 
head along with a suitable quantity of liquid ammonia. 
The bung-hole being well secured, the hogshead might 
be rolled from time to time; or subjected to any other 
kind of agitation.- as " 

89. The colours obtained from eudbear prepared by. 
these processes, possess great beauty and-lustre at’ first, 
but they quickly fade, and ought never to, be employed, 
unless for the purpose of heightening the brilliancy of 
some more permanent dye. The colour extracted from 
the rocella, or orchella, is more beautiful and less fugi- 
tive than that yielded by any other species of lichen; 
but none of these colours are lasting. Cudbear is chiefly 
employed in this country to give body and lustre to the 
blues dyed with indigo; it is also sometimes used as ‘a 
ground for madder reds. It stains marble of a durable 
violet colour. Dufay says, that he has seen. marble 
stained with this colour unaltered» at the end of two 
years. , 

90. The infusion of archil is of a.crimson, inclining to 
violet. Acids impart to it a red colour: but as it con- 
tains ammonia, by which its natural colour has’ been al- 
ready modified, fixed alkalies produce little change on it, 
only rendering its colour somewhat di » and more: 
inclined to violet. Alum forms with it a dark red preei- 
pitate, without rendering the colour «more ‘permanent. 
The nitro-muriate of tin makes the colour dyed with it 
to approach nearer to a crimson, which is less fugitive: 
than when thatingredient is not employed. » L 

91. Besides the lichens, whose colouring matter is pre« 
pared with ammonia, some of them afford substantive dyes 

Archil aft 
fords a 
beautiful 
but fugitive 
dye. 

Effects of a- 
lum and ni- 
tro-muriate 
of tin upon 
it, 

less beautiful, but more permanent, by mere boiling with - 
water. Of these, the muscus pulmonarius of Caspir Bau- 
hine, or the lichenoides pulmonium reticulatum vulgare 
marginibus peltiferis of Dillenius, known im the northern 
parts of England by the name of rags, or stone-rag, dyes, 
without any mordant, a very ‘durable dark-brown colour 
upon white wool or cloth; and_a fine’ ‘black upon 
wool or cloth which has i received a dark blue 
from indigo. See Bancroft, Perm. Col. i. 305. 

* This‘is contrary to what is recommended by Berthollet, 
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III. Of Mineral Substantive Colours. 
92. The greater number of mineral substances used in 

dyeing, are employed chiefly with a view of attaching 
colouring matters to stuffs, or of heightening their lustre 
after they have been so applied. "Some of them, however, 
particularly iron and copper, are occasionally employed 
for giving substantive colours. 

93. Iron, in every form of its solution, has a strong 
- affinity for linen and cotton, and readily combines, in the 

Acetate of 

state of an oxide, with their fibres. The colours which 
it afford vary with the degree of oxidation; but as the 
oxide, in all its combinations, is disposed to attract more 
ox from the ai these colours all terminate 
vas mecey colour commonly calléd iron-mould. This 
absorption of oxygen, being a kind of slow combustion, 
renders the oxide corrosive, and gradually injures the 
texture of the cloth. The rigidity which it occasions in 
the fibres, also renders them more brittle, and less du- 
rable. Hence iron-moulds at last uce holes. This 
injurious property of the oxide of iron, is in some de- 
gree counteracted by combining the oxide with other 
substances; but there is reason to fear, that, in every 
condition, the oxide of iron is hurtful to stuffs. It is ‘to 
this property that the rottenness so generally complained 
of, with respect to the black dye, is to be ascribed. 

94, The oxide of iron is usually applied to linen or 
cotton in combination with some acid. | Vinegar was 
usually, employed. for this purpose; and the resulting 
salt, the acetate of iron, has been long known to dyers 
under the name of tron liquor. Another acid has of late 
been frequently substituted for the vinegar, called the 
pyroligneous, which is distilled from wood, and is in 
reality the acetic acid in combination with a portion of 
empyreumatic oil. This compound acid dissolves iron 
better than the acetic, and forms a salt which is more 
useful in dyeing than the acetate.. The oxide combines 
with the acid at different stages of oxidation; but the 
resulting solution forms the most intimate and perma 
nent union with the fibres of linen and cotton, when the 
oxidation is greatest. _M. Chaptal has ascertained that 
the different buff colours, and the imitations-of nankeen, 
may be greatly improved by combining the oxide of 
iron with alumine. He accordingly first impregnates the 
linen or cottcn with a solution of the oxide of iron in the 
pyroligneous, or someother vegetable acid, marking three 
degrees on the areometer of Beaumé, and, after wringing 
it properly, plunges it immediately into a solution of pot- 
ash marking two degrees, with which a saturated solution 
of alum has been mixed, but so as not to precipitate the 
alumine.. By this mixture, the colour of the oxide is 
heightened, and the cloth acquires an agreeable, smooth, 
and soft appearance.—See, Ann. de Chim. xxvi. p. 270. 

95. The application of potash conjointly with an oxide 
of iron, is stated by Dr Bancroft to have been practised 
at Manchester for almost half a century. The iron was 
usually, but improperly, dissolved in aquafortis, as this 
acid acts with great energy on’ the fibres of linen and 
eotton, and soon destroys their texture. ; 

96. The colours produced by iron, though very dura- 
ble, are liable to be affected by the infusion of tea, and 
other substances which contain the gallic acid. The spots 
9ccasioned by these may, however; be removed by an 
Oxymariate of potash or lime. » ree a 

97. Dr Bancroft has proposed to employ the oxides of 
as substantive colours, though the advantage to be 

derived from their use in this respect is extremely doubt« 
1 
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ful. He mentions that he had produced X 
and fixed permanently — calico, a brownish red oxide 
of copper, nearly resembling pater ps so) ae in cos = 
lour, which withstood repeated washing “soap, and six 
weeks exposure to the atmosphere, derek. morta 
He thinks that this colour may prove useful by simple 

ical application, in calico printing; but he has not 
— it sufficiently to give a decided opinion onthe 

~ 98. The green colour exhibited by most of the prepas 
rations of copper arises from the absorption of - b 
for which the oxides of this metal have a strong ity. 
It does not appear that any of the solutions of copper or 
its oxides, can:be applied simply'to linen or cotton, so as 
to resist the action of soap, though they suffer but little 
change from exposure to the sun and air, If liquid am- 
monia be saturated with copper, and thickened with gum, 
it may, by simple topical application, be fixed upon 
linen or cotton, when, by an evaporation of a part of the 
volatile alkali, and the absorption probably of both oxy= 
gen and carbonic acid, its blue colour will be changed in« 
toa resembling that of verdigrease, or rather that 
of the malachite, which will sufficiently resist the impres- 
sion of sun and air, and bear a considerable number of 
washings with soap, without being affected 2 Tt 
may therefore, says Dr Bancroft, be ‘usefully employed 
in this way, especially upon fine muslins, by reason’ of 
the great delicacy of its colour, and the facility of its-ap= 
plication. —Perm. Col. i. p. 320.» aE ah 

99. The oxides of various other metals have been pro- 

posed to be used in dyeing; but it does not appear that 
any of them can be usefully or extensively employed as’ 

colouring matters upon cloth, por ae 

* CHAP. “HT. « we 

Of Adjective Colouring Matters. 

I. Of Animal Adjective Colours... - 
- 100. The most important and valuable colouring mat- Adject 

ter belonging to this class, is the coccus cacti of Linnaeus, ©louring 
or cochineal. We have already described the methods ™"** 
which are employed for rearing this insect, and shall 
therefore confine ourselves at present to an ‘account of 
its qualities as a dye. See CocuineaL. =~ 

101. Two kinds of cochineal are employed in dyeing: Cochineal, 
they are distinguished in Mexico by the Spanish terms 
grana fina, and grana sylvestra. The first variety, being 
of a larger size, and yielding a quantity of co- 
louring matter, is reckoned the most valuable; the other 
is smaller, and-covered with a downy substance, resem~ 
bling cotton, which increases its weight, without being of 
any use in dyeing. 1 he 

102. Cochineal which has been praplris Caspare ea External 
carefully kept, is of a greyish colour, inclining to purple, “haracte 
The greyish colour is occasioned by a powder, which co- 
vers the insect in its natural state, and ‘part of which 
still adheres to it: the purple’ shade is owing to the co- 
louring matter extracted by the hot water in which the 
insect has been killed. Cochineal retains its properties 
for a very long time if it be properly kept. Hellot says, 
that he made some pe yee with a quantity of it 
which was 180 years old, ‘and’ that its properties as a . 
dye were unchanged. Ve a eek. a'r eae 

103. The colouring matter of cochineal, may be €x- agents 1 
tracted by water. The decoction is of a crimson colour, the solutio 
inclining to violet. A little sulphuric acid being added of cochi 

“ 
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-ealses the liquor to assume a red colour, inclining colours dyed from this insect were frequently called grain, Adjective 

nd forms a small quantity of a beautiful red or engrain colours. 5 ser g 
Muriatic acid nearly the same ef- 107. When the living insect is bruised, it yields a red —— 

precipitate. A solution of tartar converts colour, the smell of which is not unpleasant. _ Its taste 
yellowish red, and slowly produces a is bitter, harsh, and pungent. In the dried state, it 
a pale red precipitate. The superna- imparts this smell and taste to water and alcohol, giving 

liquor retains a yellow tinge, which is changed into to both a deep red colour, which is retained by the ex- 
by the addition of an alkali. The precipitate is tracts made by these infusions. k a a. 

ickly dissolved by the alkali, and the solution becomes 108. Kermes is one of the most ancient dyes with jn) matter 

{i bens th . 

: 

’ eolour of the cochin 

i A solution of alum heightens the colour of the 
infusion, renders it redder, and produces a crimSon pre- 

’ A mixture of alum and tartar produces a bright 
lively colour, inclining to a yellowish red. A solution 
of mariate of soda, (common salt), renders the colour 
somewhat deeper, but does not make the liquor turbid. 

Muriate of ammonia gives a purple tinge, without any 
precipitate. Sulphate of soda produces no change, The 
acetate of lead forms a purple, inclining to violet. Ni- 

trate of lead, a delicate lively colour, between red and 

cinnamon, but inclining most to the former. The sul- 
phate, nitrate, muriate, and acetate of iron, produce 
a dark violet, and even a full black colour, when they 
are used in sufficient quantity. The’salts of copper and 
saan 4 debase the colouring matter of cochineal. Ni- 
trate 
ing to 

zine gives a lively bright blue colour, approach- 
purple. Muriate of zinc, a colour like the last, 

but more of a purplish tinge. The salts of bismuth pro- 
duce indifferent colours; and the same remark may be 
applied: to the salts of cobalt, nickel, tungsten, antimony, 
and manganese. 

104. Of all the metallic salts which affect the colour 
of cochineal, the most im is the oxide of tin. 
About the year 1630, it was discovered by the acciden- 
tal falling of a solution of the nitrate of tin into a de- 
coction of cochineal, that the colour of the latter in- 
stantly from purple to a vivid scarlet. Different 
salts of tin produce different effects ; but we must re- 

~ serve the particular consideration of their properties, un- 
til we come to examine the nature of mordants. 

105. When alum is added to a decoction of cochineal, 
it combines with its colouring matter, and forms the 
beautiful lake called carmine. A certain proportion of an- 
tour, a bark brought from the Levant, of a colour paler 
than cinnamon, and in general, chouan, the seed of a 
plant likewise brought from the Levant, are added. Ber- 
thollet supposes that these two substances furnish, with 
alum, a yellow ipitate, which serves to brighten the 

lake. Carmine was formerly pre- 
pared from kermes, from which it takes its name, and 
the nature of which we shall now consider. 

106. Kermes (coccus ilicis), is an insect found in se- 
veral parts of Asia, and the south of Europe. It ap- 
pears to have been employed at a very early period as a 
dye, and was known to the ancients by name of : i 

+ : a H d ; 
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which we are acquainted, but it has fallen greatly into not inferior 
disuse since the introduction of cochineal. Most of the to that of 
writers on dyeing admit, that the colour which kermes ‘ochincel. 
imparts to wool, is inferior in beauty to the scarlet made 
with cochineal ; Dr Bancroft, however, maintains, that 
by employing along with it a solution of tin or nitro- 
muriatic acid, he procured a scarlet in every respect as 
beautiful and estimable as any which can be dyed with 
that insect. This statement deserves attention, as the 
colour communicated by the kermes is more durable, 
and spots of grease may be discharged from it without 
injury. Hellot mentions that the red draperies of the 
figures represented in the ancient Brussels, and other 
Flemish tapestries, were all dyed from kermes, and that 
this colour, after having stood more than 200 years, 
seems to possess the same brilliancy as at first. Beck- 
man affirms the same thing with respect to some pieces 
of tapestry supposed to have been dyed with kermes 
about the twelfth century. Dr Bancroft states, that the 
decoction of kermes exhibits, in almost every case, the 
same appearances with the different chemical agents as 
cochineal: and he has accordingly concluded, that the 
colourof both is « exactly similar.” 

109. The coccus polonicus is a small round insect, si- Coccus po» 
milar to the kermes, and employed for nearly the same Jonicus. 
purposes, It is found adhering to the roots of a species 
of polygonum (scleranthus . Before the intro- 
duction of cochineal caused the use of it to be abandoned 
in Europe, it was chiefly collected in the Ukraine and 
other provinces of Poland, under the name Czerwiec. 
The juice of the coccus polonicus is still employed as a 
dye by the Turks and Armenians, particularly for wool, 
silk, and horse hair. The women also use it to colour 
their nails, 

110. Several other insects might be noticed which af- 
7 a red colour, and some of 
ed for that purpose in Europe; but the advan of 
fered by pel er have entirely superseded slate uid 
caused them to fall into 

111, Lac is a colouring matter, of animal origin, ha- 
ving a colour more or less red. It is prod in the 
East Indies the coccus lacca, a small winged insect, 
and is ly deposited on the small branches of the 
croton lacciferum. ‘ The fly is nourished by the tree, 
and there deposits its which nature has provided 
with the means of defending from external injury, by a 
collection of this lac, evidently serving the twofold purs 
pose of a nidus and covering to the ovum and insect in 
its first stage, and food for the maggot in its more ad- 
aan state. The lac is formed = ose ay cells, 

ished with as much regularity and art as a 
comb, but differently deranget The flies are invited 
to deposit their on the branches of the tree, by 
besmearing them with some of the fresh lac, steeped in. 
water, which attracts the fly, and gives a better and a- 
larger crop, The egg, which is about the size of an 

2F 
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ant’s, is of a pure red, perfectly transparent, except in 

in water, This liquid is secreted by the insect, and is 
destined as a food to the embryo, from the time of its 
animation till able to quit its cell in quest of food. .The 
natives of Assam use it asa dye, and cotton dipped in 
it makes afterwards a very good red ink. The eggs, and 
dark coloured glutinous liquid with which they are sur- 
rounded, communicate a very beautiful red colour to 
water while they are fresh; but after they have been 
dried and kept for some time, the colour they afford is 
less bright.‘ It would therefore be well worth while,” 
says Dr Roxburgh, “ for those who are situated near 
places where the lac is plentiful, to try to extract and 
preserve the colouring principles by such means as would 
prevent them being injured by keeping, I doubt not,” 
continues he, “ but in time a method may be discovered 
to render this colouring matter as valuable as cochi- 
neal.” 

113. As an article of commerce, lac is known in Eu- 
rope under the appellations of stick-lac, seed-lac, and 
shell-lac. The first is the lac in its native state, as 
it is found adhering to the twigs on which it was rigi- 
nally deposited. The seed-lac is said to be the stick- 
broke into small pieces, and thus appearing in a granula- 
ted form. This, however, is a mistake; seed-lac being 
the yellowish hard resinous powder, which-remains after 
the red colour of stick-lac has been extracted, as far as 
it can conveniently be done, by water. Shell-lac is pro- 
duced from seed-lac, by putting the latter into long cy- 
lindrical bags of cotton cloth ; melting it, by holding the 
bags over a charcoal fire; and when the lac melts, strain- 
ing it through the cloth, by twisting the bags. The lac 
thus strained, is allowed to fall upon the smooth junk of 
a plantane tree, and is there spread into thin plates. In 
this form it is brought to Europe, and is chiefly employ- 
ed in the composition of varnishes and sealing-wax. 

114, For the purposes of dyeing, stick-lac of the 
deepest colour should be chosen. The colour which it 
affords is Jess brilliant than the scarlet obtained from 
cochineal; but it has the advantage of possessing greater 
durability. Berthollet says, that it may be employed te 
good purpose by mixing a certain quantity in the cochi- 
neal, when, if it be not in too large proportion, the 
scarlet will be rendered more permanent, without losing 
any thing of its beauty. ; 

115. Water dissolves lac, and the decoction is of a 
deep crimson colour. The solubility is increased by al- 
kaline substances. Pure potash and soda completely 
dissolve the different kinds of lac. Pure ammonia, and 
carbonate of ammonia, also act on its colouring matter. 
To separate the part soluble in water, and calculate its 
proportion to the wax or resin, Hellot used to extract it 
by means of water and mucilage of comfrey, to precipi- 
tate the colouring matter with alum, and to collect and 
pr Aor precipitate, the weight of which was only one 

of the lac. This precipitate is a compound of the 
colouring matter and alumine: Hellot used it for dyc- 

116. Dr Bancroft seems ‘to ‘be of opinion, that lac 
employed with the nitro-muriate, of tin and tartar, might 
be made to dye scarlets, equal in viyacity and beauty to 
any which have been produced from cochineal, and by 
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the same means, taking care only to employ them ina 
proportion somewhat . He ascertained, in the course 
of his experiments on this substance, that water, at the 
ordinary temperature of the atmosphere between the Lac. 
tropics, dissolved and extracted almost as much of the 
colour of powdered stick-lac, as when assisted by a boil- 
ing heat. . He discovered also, that water of this: 
rature extracted the colouring matter free from 
subsiauces, which were dissolved by it at the boiling 
point, Having carefully evaporated a few quarts of this 
cold infusion of powdered stick-lac, made during some 
warm days in the early part of September, he obtained 
an extract, which, when dried and rubbed in a mortar; 
broke readily into fine powder, and was afterwards found 
to dissolve almost as readily as refined ; and ha- 
ving tried this powder to dye small ss cloth, 
with the usual mordants, he says he had no difficulty in 
producing therewith scarlet colours equal to the best 
which could be any where found, and with little more 
than half as much in weight of the powder as would have 
been required of cochineal to produce similar colours. 
In consequence of these results, and considering the low 
price of stick-lac in the East Indies, he was convinced 
that this colouring matter might be successfully introdu- 
ced as a substitute for cochineal. He accordingly com- 
municate his opinion on the subject to the Chairman of 
the Court of Directors of the East India Company, and 
offered to disclose the result of his experiments, for a 
moderate but suitable remuneration, The Committee of 
Directors, before coming to a final determination, pru- 
dently proposed the dyeing of a piece of long ell, (the 
woollen cloth of which the Company's exports are chiefly 
composed,) in order that the practicability of the method 
might. be ascertained on a sufficiently bose scale; the 
samples which Dr Bancroft had produced being taken 
from small bits of cloth.. The first experiment succeeded 
so well, that the colour produced was approved of by 
very competent judges; but in some subsequent trials, 
the results fell short of expectation, the colour being de~ 
ficient in brightness. When the decoction of the lac began 
to acquire a little of the consistency of a soft extract, a 
sudden and remarkable diminution of the beautiful co< 
lour of the liquor was observed. The change was ascri- 
bed to the absorption of oxygen; Dr Bancroft having 
noticed a similar effect produced on logwood in the 
same circumstances. et obviate this inconvenience, he 
has sed to obtain the extract by evaporation with 
the feat of the sun only ; but it genta ee doubtful 
whether the absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere 
would not take place in an equal degree, during so pro= 
tracted a mode of extracting the colour. He has also 
proposed to collect the colouring matter of lac by preci- 
pitating it from its aqueous solution by the oxide of tin, 
and after letting off the superincumbent water, to se 
the precipitate from all the remaining moisture, by sus- 
ane it in close linen bags, and afterwards drying it 
in the sun, or even in the shade. One pound of muriate. 
of tin, in which the acid of the ordinary ih (1.170) 
was saturated with the metal, appeared ca of pre- 
cipitating as much of the colouring matter of lat, as, in. 
its effects, would be equal to one pound of cochineal. 
He accordingly attempted to dye a piece of cloth wi 
this precipitate, but owing to deficiency of colouring- 
matter, and other causes which he mentions to account ‘ 

for the failure, the experiment was not successful, He_ 
still seems to think, however, that in this, or some other 

te ll 
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form, lac might be used with considerable advantage 
as a dye, even as a substitute for cochineal. 
‘117. We shall conclude this division of adjective co- 

irae matters, with a short account of those proper- 
ties of Prussian blue which we have not considered un- 
der the head of Prussic acid: (See Cuemistry, p.*60.) 
Prussian blue is a triple ~ pipes of Prussie acid, an 

oxide of iron may com- 
bps mg te here the acid ; when it is 
in excess, the is yellowish, but when it is in 

. pr ie proportion, itis blue. The excess of the oxide 
ron may be taken up by an acid: the muriatic is 

found to answer the best, and when it is add- 
ed, the compound becomes of a beautiful blue. 

118. An alkali digested on Prussian blue or i 
ate of iron, combines with the Prussic acid, sepa- 
rates the iron from it. The addition of an acid which 
has a more powerful attraction for the alkali than the 
Prussic, detaches the latter from the alkali, and a double 
play of affinities is ‘into action. 
which is added unites with the alkali, while the Prus- 
sic acid forms with the oxide of iron the Prussian 

ion it may be applied, of produ- 
athe Prussic acid ; and hence, if the 

oxygen. 
119. Whatever theoretical opinion may be entertain- 

ed various attempts to fix it and permanent] 
upon cloth. No method which hitherto arsine 
posed can be said to have completely answered the 
purpose ; for whatever care has been taken, the colour 
enn reek se del) anclaton suneven. Dr Ban- 
croft has indeed descryed a m , (which we shall 
afterwards notice,) by which, he says, he was able to 
obviate the difficulties hitherto attending the use of 
this colouring matter. Some pieces of cloth so dyed 
2 el alpaca full colour, and a lustre great- 
ly surpassing every thing before seen in wool, emula- 
ting even the transparency and brilliancy of the finest 
sapphire to such a degree, that the eye which has once 

the Prussian blue so communicated, disdains af- 
Aiken a ape we indigo blue. 

20. Prussic produces coloured compounds 
oxides besides i 

= 

t solutions of 
the nitric, the muriatic, and 

The acid - 

927 
combination of the Prussic acid with cop Such, 
indeed, is its durability, that neither the acids * 
nor washings with soap; however numerous, nor ex- 
posure to the weather for the longest space of time, 
seem capable, in the least degree, of diminishing either 
its body or its lustre. Dr Bancroft says, that this colour 
might prove highly useful, by way of topical applica- 
tion upon cottons, and perhaps in dyeing cotton yarn 
for stripes of muslins, borders of handkerchiefs, &c. 

Il. Of Vegetable Adjective Colours. 

121. One of the most important colouring matters 
belonging to this class is madder. This substance is 
the root of 
species, the rubia tinctorum foliis senis, and the rubia 
peregrina foliis quaternis,. The madder, in a state of 
preparation for dyeing, is distinguished into different 
sorts: that obtained from the principal roots is called 
grape madder, and that produced from. the stalks, 
which, by being buried in the earth, are transformed 
into roots, non grape. .When the madder roots are 
gathered, the latter are’s to form the non grape, 
together with the fibres of the roots, which do not ex- 
ceed a certain degree of thickness, and also such as are 
too thick, and contain much woody matter. The best 
roots are about the thickness of a quill: they are 
semitran t, of a reddish colour, with a strong 
smell, and a smooth bark. 

122. If the roots of madder be examined with a 
microscope, the interior part is observed to contain 
a considerable ion of specks of a bright red co- 
lour ; but the ligneous which surrounds these, as 
well as the bark, 3 with a brownish yellow co- 
louring matter, which tends ly tod le the red 
that madder would otherwise afford. The icious 
effects of this yellow matter, when madder is used as 
a dye, may in some degree be avoided, by extracting 
the ing matter in water which is but ey, 

lour is more i laser ge: ae iia Meta 
a tion may, to a certain extent, be effected by 
aachinsladiinione: This ion established 
the French dyers the distinction of madder into robée, 
mis-robée, and courle.. Atter the first operation of the 
mill, the madder is passed h a sieve with a cover 
fitted to it, and, by this means, what is called the short 
madder, which is used for inferior colours, is obtain- 
ed; the remainder being in ground and sifted, 
produces the mis-robée ; solar thie operation affords 
the robee or finest madder, 

123. Water of the ordinary 
m 
colouring matter from madder ; but for this ri toe it» 
must be employed in large quantity ; and the colour is 
more beautiful when the solution is obtained by cold 
than by hot water. Alkalies increase the solving power 

- of water, particularly with respect to the yellow mat." 
inconsiderab’ ter. The residuum is very i le, so that mad-~ 

pry: RR HEA ing mat- 
ter. The of the extract, which seems to 

124. The red colouring matter of madder is soluble 
in alcohol, and,:on evaporation, a deep red residuum is. 

* Except the oxymuriatic, which decomposes it. 

a ar which Linnzus divides into two’ 

Adjective 
Colouring 
Matters. 

Madder. 

Appearance 
madder 

with a mi- 
Crosco pe. 

temperature of the at= golvents of 
osphere may be made to dissolve almost all the red *madder. 
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ee, Fixed alkali forms, with this solution, a violet ; 

the sulphuric acid, a fawn-coloured ; and the sulphate 
— bape apiece gb nom penn Precipitates of va- 

rious shades may be obtained by alum, nitre, chalk, ace- 
tite of lead, muriate of tin, The infusion of the 
best Zealand madder, a solution of alum having been 
periensly.aene to it, affords, with alkaline carbon- 
ates, a of a blood-red colour, which has r or 
ess intensity, according to the quantity of alum that 
has been dissolved in it. This lake is transparent in 
oil, but with water it is opaque, and destitute of beau- 

peneptaion a ere ere 
lies, i y if em- 

ployed in the form of lime-water. The carbonate of 
i uces with alum a clear blood-red. extract, 

ily dissolves in water. 

Madder 
lake. 

Madder, 
how affect- 
ed by 

aver of the 
tobea 

cies of oldenlandia, is near ly allied to that of er. 
This plant is a small biennial, rarely a triennial, grow- 
ing spontaneously on light sandy soils, and extensively 

tivated on the Coromandel coast. The cultivated 
roots are very slender, and from one to two feet in 
length; the wild are shorter, and yield more colouring 
matter, which is also of a superior quality. The co- 
lour, which is of an orange hue, seems to reside almost 

Chay. 
asc 

Dr Bancroft states, Gientheheiespatesnanl it which 

Shs salntiannidhtmsitieerdanal cite 
ing red on wool; though, like that o' der, it ineli- 
ned too much to the orange. With the oxides of iron 
it produced nothing darker than drab colours, either 
upon wool or cotton. Broad cloth dyed without. an. 
basis, acquired from chay root a brownish red, whi 
was neither so bright nor so durable as: that which it 
assumes in the same way from madder. 

Cam 128. The colouring matter yi the roots of 
galium, a genus of plants belonging to the same. order 
as the ing, differs but little from that of madder ; 
only when the external covering of the root is 
removed, the colour which it imparts to wool is some- 

species 
following: Galium 

in the woods of North America, and its 
roots are employed by the native inhabitants to dye 
porcupine quills of a red colour. The galium verum, 
ne ere ee affords a co- 

which. is but little inferior to the. scarlets dyed. 
with cochineal. The roots, which afford the colouri 
matter, are covered by a very dark bark, which must be 

DYEING. 
removed, to prevent its affecting the colour of the rest 
of the root. dye thus obtained is the 

of the Highk and-of some af the iclésia 
of for giving a bright red to their woollen 
stuffs. The ponllage nese ium sylvati- 
cum, yield a colour equa t lasting. The 
ee pando de tad’ to, curd’ ¢ mat ame 
than any other i 

common rough ladies bed-straw, cleavers, or goose 
also affords a red dye, but inferior to the last, Dr Ban- 
croft has noticed a variety of other colouring matters 
nearly allied to madder, but their properties are too un- 
important to merit consideration in this work ; we shall: 
therefore now proceed to make some i 
Brazil wood. 

129. Brazil wood, as an article used in dyeing, 

from that part of South America; but Dr Bancroft has 
decidedly proved, that the country took its name from 
the wood, not the wood from the country. Brazil 
wood is mentioned in some old charters, a 
one dated in 1198, and another in 1306, under 
name of Braxilis, which, as well as Brasilis, is 

fiery 
Fernambucca, wood of St Martha, of J 

Linneus describes the tree whi 

ives the Ja or wood, by the nein¥ Cavalphas 
~ A cede thet of i i ‘esteem 
ad ha calla -Cantlpble, uisivaris.) "ihak wakelr Waal 
from Fernambucca is the most valuable. 

130. ip hen it ty but vee by expr Sa 
lish, It is when first cut, but reddens 
sure to the air. It reget ej and its 
known by its weight. Boiling water extracts the whole 
Nr uth cloning tasster? andl bonnes af eae 
the boiling be continued sufficiently long. A black re« 
siduum remains, which still vields much i 
matter to alkalies. A more perfect solution is 
by alcohol, and also by ammonia; at least the colour is f 

. The practice of sprinkling the powder of Bra- ye 
pega asda Saar rau Sg 4 
urine, probably raises the colour, by means of the vola- 4 

131. Fresh decoction of w i : 
addition of sulphuric acid, « small quantity ot a red diferent, 
precipitate, inclining to fawn colour ; agents ’ 
yellow and transparent. Nitri¢ acid renders the liquor the solution. 
yellow at first ; but if more be added, the liquor ac- ' 

i colour, and becomes transparent, 

cereale ur payemce ecsan. tear —— Oxalic 
acid produces a precipitate of an orange neatly as 
copious as the nitric acid does. The liquor remains 

a of the same ute cunaneee 
trials, Distilled vinegar gives a very little precipitate of 
the same colour : ‘tab equa remaining transparent, and’ 
a little more inclining & Tartar furnishes still 
less ipitate, and leaves: the turbid. Fixed: 

restores the decoction to-a crimson, or deep violet’ 
inclining to brown. Ammoniae gives a brighter pur~ 
ple, or violet, and a little precipitate of a fine purple: 
Alum occasions a red:precipitate inclining to crimson’: 

“PQ 

ng the liquor also affords a copious ks on saturating 
the. acid. of. the: alum with an In this way an 



wie it, and perfectly colourless. 
132, It has been remarked, the decoction of 

which That of ac- 
nce deovibadem “perp zeal teonen ye ghar rere 
amount to of that which be obtained 

i 
t ; 
ii; t : 

Tae cESFE ff Ht if : 
AF <t i Li : : H 
i F 1 g, E i 

chipped. The de- 
Seal hae a sweetish taste, 

hibits a full red, or dark blood colour, probably by the 
action of the calcareous earth which common water 
usually contains in combination with it ; but by adding 
to it sulphuric, nitric, or muriatic acid, the yellow is 
restored. 

138. When is of a ity, it yields The deeoc- 
from stemieienlods oot dao it of tion loses its 
pure colouring matter, soluble in water and in cohol, good quali- 
if the decoction after being obtained has been speedily ‘8 bY 
bes sorcemy ; but if an interval of several i 

has been ed to intervene, or if the evapo- 
ration has been conducted slowly, and the decoction 

: : 

ity of 
Yontias siaely" iba’ i, adr, 
dyed from it will be more fugitive ~ 

tion, which communicates to erica 
ight snuff colour, of considerable durability. Nitric 8°* 
id being mixed with a decoction of | roduces a 

ight yellow, which becomes a yellowish brown 
by boilmg, and imparts the same colour to wool. Cloth 
boiled with a decoction of logwood, slightly acidulated 
by muriatie acid, takes a brownish ye colour. If 
a sufficient quantity of alum be to a decoction of 
logwood, the colouring matter is all precipitated in 
combination with the alumire, of a le or reddish 

i of iron occasions a copious 

of antimony, a beautiful crimson; acetate 
black precipitate, with a slight tinge of red ; muriate 
of barytes, a reddish purple ; muriate of magnesia; a 

; sulphate of lime, a purple; arseniate of pot- 
ellow. 

and most permanent of the 
obtained from logwood, are produced 

by mordants, prin composed of the solutions of 
tin. In another part of this article, we shall describe 
the employed for dyeing in this way upon wool, 
a colour which was very fashionable in France, ~ $e 

irty yearsago, under the name of Prune de Mon- 
sieur, Wool dyed with logwood, and cither sulphate 

1 . 

é 
or 



Adjective of copper or verdigrise, 
Colouring 
Matters, 
wen Cd by its cheapness. 

Inte sendored thie mode of 

its p tinci- 
pol uses as 

a dte. 

Qucreitron. 

¥ 

of 

ten. 

¢ solu- 

280 
acquires a blue colour, of little 

ightness and a is chiefly recommend- 
i igh price of indigo has of 

blue very general, 
particularly in France. wn 4 le 

141. The principal consumption of-logwood is for 
blacks, to which it gives a lustre and velvety cast, and 
for greys of certain shades, It is also employed v 
extensively for different com colours, which it 
would be difficult to obtain of equal beauty and variety; 
from colouring matters of a more ent nature. it 
is frequently mixed with Brazil wood, to render colours 

5 apt ee varied ac- code : 
e shade desired. In short, no a 

matter with which we are acquainted, is capable of - 
fording so great a variety of dyes, though this adyantage 
is much diminished by their want of permanency. 

142. The bark of the quercus nigra of Linnzus af- 
fords a yellow dye, which is at present very generally 
employed. This substance was first prepared as a dye 
by Dr Bancroft; he having given ie the mann tga 
citron, by which it is now universally recognized. “The 
bark of the eae a appears,” according to his 
account, “ to consist of three parts or coats. Ist, The 
epidermis, or external coat, through which the several 
excretions of the tree are transmitted, which, in part 
at least, adhere to its outer surface, and become almost 
black by condensation. 2d, The middle or cellular 
coat, in which the apse matter principally resides, 
8d, The interior or cortical part, consisting chiefly of 
lamina, formed by the reunion of different vessels, 
which become more hard and fibrous\as they are placed’ 
nearest to the woody part of the tree, and have there- 
fore less room to contain the colouring matter.” . 

143. Before extracting the colour from the bark, the 
mere or snort covering, ought — removed, 
b ving. remaining parts being then properl, 
pe ie iDbannenss separate partly into a light fine 
powder, and y into stringy iieinants or fibres, 
which last yield but about half as much colour as the 
powder, and therefore care should be always taken to 
employ both together, and as nearly as possible in their 
natural proportions, otherwise the tity of colour 
produced may either greatly exceed or fall short of 
what is expected. The quercitron bark thus prepared 
and proportioned, says Dr Bancroft, will generally 
yield as much colour as eight or ten times its weight 
of the weld plant, and about four times as much as its 
weight of the chipped old fustic. The colouring mat- 
ter, continues he, most nearly resembles that of the 
weld plant, with this advantage, however, that it is 
capable alone of producing more cheaply all, or very. 
nearly all, the effects of every other yellow dyeing drugs: 
and, moreover, some effects which are not attainable 
by any other means yet known. 

144, The colouring matter of quercitron readily dis- 
solves in water, evenata blood heat. If the infusion be 
strained and left at rest, a quantity of resinous matter 
subsides in the form of a whitish powder, which pro- 
duces the same effects in dyeing as the part remainin 
in solution. The clear effusion being evaporated an 
dried, affords an extract equal in weight to about one 
pcg we the ear sets * was obtained. Much 
care, however, must be employed in procuring this ex- 
tract, so.as to make it ea. rots colours equal sn beauty 
to those obtained directly from the bark itself. If the 
evaporation be carried on rapidly, and the heat be too 
great, the colour is tarnished, probably, as: Dr Bancroft: 
conjectures, from the absorption of oxygen, the colour 
thus undergoing a sort of semi-combustion. On the 
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. taken out of the bath, through other dyes. 

other hand, if the evaporation be conducted too slowly, 
easuraine sore another change, and soon 

145. The decoction of quercitron is of a yellowish 
brown colour, which is darkened by alkalies, and bright- 
ened by acids. A solution of alum being added toit, se- 
parates a smallportion of the colouring matter, whichsub- 
sides in the form of a deep yellow precipitate. The solu 
tions of tin produce a more copious precipitate, and of 
a beautiful tively yellow colour. S$ of iron 
causes a copious olive precipitate ; sulphate of copper, 
a yellow of an olive cast. ° wl 

146. The weld plant, (reseda luteola,) seems to have Weld, 
been employed from the remotest tintes as a yellow 
dye. Two sorts of it are distinguished, the cultivated 
and the wild ; the former is preferred ast yields more 
colouring matter. The wild species differs fromthe’ 
cultivated, in producing taller and stronger stalks. The 
whole of the plant is used in dyeing. eatery. 

147. A strong decoction of weld is of a yellow colour, 
inclining to brown ; if it be greatly diluted with water, of the de- 
its yellow, which is more or less pale, has a greenish ‘ction. 
tinge. The addition of an alkali deepens the colour of 
the decoction, and after a certain time a little ash-co- 
loured ipitate is thrown down, which is insoluble 
in alkalies. T 

ious bright yellow Sulphate of 
peoctuceb'a, Copadl dark grey precipitate, and the su- 
pernatant liquor is brownish. | Sul of copper 
causes a earth green precipitate, and the liquors 
preserve a pale col x our. 
148, To extract the colour of weld for dyeing, the 

plant is boiled in a fresh bath, inclosing it in a bag of 
thin linen, and keeping it from rising to the top by 
means of a heavy w cross. Some dyers continue 
the boiling till it sinks to the bottom of the copper, and 
then let a cross down upon it ; others when it is boiled, 
take it out with a rake, and throw it away. The de~ 
coction should be employed as soon as possible after it 
has been prepared, as it soon suffers a decomposition, — 
which renders it useless.’ ; fe aah 

149. Common salt added to the weld bath, renders 
its colour richer and 5 ayy of lime or gyp-" . 
sum also deepens it. um renders it paler, but more 
lively ; and tartar still paler. Su of iron makes 
it incline to brown. The shades obtained from weld — 
may be modified, with these additions, by the 
of the weld, by the length of the o , and by the 
mordants employed in preparing the stuff. The colour 
may be modified also by passing the cloth, when it is 

150. Dr Bancroft has stated several objections to the Its qualities 

use of weld, compared with quercitron, asa dye. When compared 

it is employed in topical dyeing, the colouring m pa those 
of weld is fixed by a heat very little less than that — 
boiling water, and the parts wanted to be eee 
white are then so reine en it is theldese’ 
brighten them afterwards, particularly duri imp 
and cloudy weather of winter. Weld abo. prod 
ces another bad effect in topical dyeing Bye se ie ae or 
cottons, which have previously received colours : 
the weld yellow attaching itself so closely to these ‘co~" 
lours, as greatly to tarnish and impair their lustre. _ 
Quercitron is nearly, if not wholly, free from these’ de- 
fects. It is obvious, however, that, in many cases, 
qualities must recommend the use of weld. 
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ices if vasitecatte nine whack grows. 0. varioun purte-of i le size, which grows in various parts 
CB the West Indies, affords a yellow colouring matter, 
“Fustic, Which is very extensively used in dyeing. The colour 

which it viells seneithen high nor bright, but it pos- 
sesses considerable durability, and is less affected by 
acids than the quercitron and weld yellows. Fustic 
abounds much in colouring particles, though in this re- 

: spect it is greatly inferior to quercitron, as it only affords 
is one-fourth the quantity of ing matter. 

152. A strong decoction of fustic is of deep red- 
dish yellow colour, which becomes an orange yellow 
when diluted with water. The greater number of the 
acids render this liquor turbid; a small quantity of a 
grecnish yellow precipitate is formed, and the superna- 
tant liquor is of a pale yellow. Alkalies redissolve the 

E precipitate, and give the liquor a deep reddish colour. 
4 Alum forms a small precipitate of a yellow colour ; 
: alum and tartar a like precipitate. Muriate of soda 

makes the liquor a little more deepl coloured, with- 
out producing any precipitate. Su of iron forms 
a precipitate, whichis at first yellow, but afterwards be- 

: comes more and more brown. Sulphate yields a copi- 
i ous brownish yellow precipitate. Fustic and weld are 

sometimes an together, in quantities proportioned to 
the desired effect. Fustic is also very commonly em- 
ployed with the sulphate of indigo, in dyeing Saxon 

153. Fustic, as well as many other woods which 
yield a yellow colour, contains a quantity of resinous 
and extractive matter in combination with a portion of 
tannin. This last principle diminishes the brilliancy of 
the yellow afforded by fustic ; but has 
an method of detaching it from mat- 

ayes containing i matter, such as 

aod Rete: vemeoen best phe gem . tions i i ipi tannin, an 
enables the colour to exhibit greater brilliancy. 

154, Venice sumach, the wood of the rhus cotinus, a 
~ shrub i peeps ipally in Italy, and the South of 

ghee a full high yellow of little durability. 

a gréat degree, be remedied, by employing tartar, 
with the muriate of tin, the mordant by means of whi 
BAL Cope rne snatees. 4 rusliy, fixed. Four pounds of 
the rhus cotinus chipped, afford no more colour than one 
pound of quercitron. It is frequently mixed with other 
colouring substances, particularly cochineal, to give a 
fine colour to scarlet; also for tes, oranges, 
jonquilles, gold colours, buffs, and in general for all those 
colours which it is wished should have an cast. 

153. Common sumach, (rhus coriaria,) a shrub, 
ara aasarally ia Ss is aipetine, Sonn Portugal, 

some merica, yields a ellow 
d e, with se Raa hiary Tie hae ich is 

from the wood previcanly reduced to powder 
fawn colour, but it soon be- 
to the air. 

astringe! 
resemblance to The 

precipitate i which F gens 8 with solutions = is 

* The influence of 
gas, or arlopt the is of Sir Humphry Davy. 

F 
Dr Bancroft, indeed, mentions that this defect may, in* 
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less in quantity than what is obtained jby an equal Adjective 
weight of galls, but it is very copious, and may be sub- Colowins 
stituted for them by increasing the quantity. : any 

157. Sumach alone gives a fawn colour inclining to 
green ; but cotton stuffs, which have been impregnated 
with the acetate of alumine, take from it a very good 
durable yellow. It is principally employed for drab _ 
and dove colours in calico printing, and for dyeing black. 
with iron, and the solutions of that metal. , : 

158, The berries of the rhamnus infectorius give a Rhamaus , 
lively yellow, but one which is destitute of durability. infectorius. 
They are chiefly used for topical dyeing, in calico : 
printing. The colour which they communicate is so 
very fugitive, that the practice of dyeing from them 
should be abandoned. 

159. Saw-wort, serratula tinctoria, affords a better Saw-woe:. 
dye, and may be used as a substitute for weld with the 
aluminous basis. It yields a bright lemon yellow of 
considerable permanency, which may be heightened 
with the nitromuriate of tin and tartar. 

CHAP. IV. 

Of the Durability of Colours. 

160. In the view which we have hitherto taken of Durability 
colouring matters, we have considered the mechanical ° colours. 
methods by which they are from the sub- , 
stances with which they exist in a state of combina- 
tion, and the appearances which they exhibit 
with a variety of chemical agents. In describing these s 
appearances, we treated them rather as modifications 
produced upon the original colouring matters, than as: 
actual effected in their composition. It must 
be evident, however, that, from the nature of the che- 
mical agents to which, in some instances, the colour- 
oe wae were submitted, decompositions must have 

place, and new nM been formed ; and 
that these com: ds must be more or Jess durable in 
proportion as are capable of resisting the action of 
the substances to which are afterwards to be most 
frequently exposed, viz. light, air, water, acids, alka- 
lies, and 

161. The influence of light upon colouring matters 
has been long known; but it was reserved for the deli- 
cate precision of modern analysis to discover the mode 
of its ion. To do this, a knowledge of the com- 
position of light itself, the most subtile of all material 
substances, was no less necessary than an acquaintance 
with the constitution of coloured bodies. Without en- 
tering into any detail on this subject, it will be sufficient 
to state the results which have been obtained by ex- 

162. Light to consist of three kind of rays, py >. o¢ 
which form one compound in the ps the deoxidi- 
beam. These have been termed calorific, colorific, and zing rays 
deoxidizing rays : (See Curmistry, p. 32.) It is the on colours. 
nature of the latter which we propose to consider more’ ° 
particularly at present. The deoxidizing rays exert 
their chiefly in occasioning decomposition. The 
element which they most frequently detach from a 
state of combination with other bodies, is oxygen ; and 
from this property, indeed, they derive their name. 
Colourless nitric acid exposed to the rays of the sun 
soon becomes red and Sars ieee known 
to proceed from a partial separation of its oxy, Oxy- 
muriatic * acid gas is also dascenpuned op %; thd des 

tin evolving oxygen is equally demonstrated by this experiment, whether we retain the old opinion respecting this 
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oxygen is set at liberty. Several of the oxides of the 
parent ya peter tae Me pte Adhd 
oxides of and silver are in this way ly Te- 
vived restored to the metallic state. mois- 
tened with a solution of the nitrate of silver is blacken- 
ed ina few minutes, and the muriate of the same metal 
undergoes that change still more — : 

Light af- 168, The effects of li t upon 4 Gehvirteia aie 
fects colours of vegetables are y striking, and more immedi- 

Se Talpumses wv ake tr tectebel Go eam . are also to be ascri to the di 
mr ment of oxygen. In the of bleaching, the co- 

louring matter of the thread is to the agency 
“of that principle by the decomposition of the water 
which is applied to the stuff. The combination of oxy- 

with the colouring matter being a species of com- 
ustion, the colour’ is gradually p Sohne and the 

substance to be crete last rendered white: This 
theory receives a Boppy illustration from the powerful 
agency exerted .by the oxymuriatic acid in the de- 
struction of colour. It appears, then, that light pro- 
daces changes in colouring principles, rather by disen- 
geging oxygen than by its own immediate operation. 

e shall therefore consider a little more particularly 
the action of that principle on colouring matters. 

Effects of 164. Fourcroy te made several observations on the 
exygen up- effects of oxygen on colouring particles, which enable 
on vege- us to form some opinion respecting the nature of the 
table infu- changes which they un His experiments were 
se chiefly made with watery solutions of colouring matter 

left exposed to the atmosphere, or subjected to a boil- 
ing heat. He observed, that, in consequence of the 
action of the air, v: le decoctions formed pellicles, 
Serer ses so = ity, = underwent woe ive 
c colour. He marked the ions of co- 
lour thus produced, and concluded A sing observa- 
tions, that oxy entered into the composition of the 
colouring particles ; that when it combined with them, 
their was changed, and that the more they received, 
the more fixed their colour became. He therefore in- 
ferred, that the best method of obtaining permanent 
colours for painting, was to choose such as had been. 
exposed to the action of the oxymuriatic acid. 

Changesof - 165, It appears, that, in some cases, the absorption 
Cio! of oxygen by the colouring matter produces a change 
gagement Of colour, in consequence of the oxygen combining with 
of hydro- the hydrogen, and thus forming water; so that the 
gen. change which takes place is rather to be ascribed to the 

pr sce of hydrogen, than to the ent union 
Theory of of the oxygen with the colouring cles. Berthollet 
Berthollet observed, that the oxymuriatic acid exhibited different 
sae. henomena with the colouring matter ; that sometimes 

t discharged their colour and rendered them white ; 
that most frequently it changed them to a yellow, fawn 
colour, brown, or black, according to the intensity of 
its action ; and that, when their colour appeared only 
discharged or rendered white, heat, or a of time, 
was Ca’ of ing them yellow. He concluded, 
that the effects of the oxymuriatic acid were similar to 
= mee Pt , occasionin es destruction of the 
ydrogen, which, combining with the oxygen more 

easily, and at a lower tem than charcoal does, 
leaves the latter predominant ; so that the natural colour 
of charcoal is more or less blefided with the original 
colour. Oxygen has certainly an influence in many 

Uring, parties of wipes’ ‘Tho periien: te es es, are 
formed iefly in the leaves, flowers, and et bark-of 
wees ; by degrees they undergo a slight combustion, 
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either from the action of the atmospheric air which sur- 
Soundla thou; Ge from that of the air which is carried 

a 
vaetana, Hence most trees contain fawn coloured 
particles, inclining more or less to yellow, red, or brown, 
which, in consequence of this combustion. thick, 
and are at ast thrown out of the vascular fibres of the 
bark. 

166. From what has been stated, See 
changes may be produced in the colours bodies, ei- of fight 
ther by the separation of oxygen, or by the union of *4 
that principle with one of the elements of the colour- 
ing matter. In the latter case, which applies chiefly 
to vegetable substances, the oxygen combines with the 
hydrogen ; the attraction of the colouring particles for 

ir basis is thus weakened, and they are easily car- 
ried off by water. by nt ey ee ane 
rapidly, according to nature e colourir 
ties, oe rather, according to the properties which they 
se: ee the state of combination into which they 

ve entered. Colouri substances, therefore, resist 
the action of the air the less they are disposed to unite 
with oxygen, and thereby to s' , more or less ick 
ly, a sm ora degree of combustion. Light 
romotes this effect, which, in many cases, is not pro- 
Pe without its assistance ; but the colouring matter, 
in its separate state, is more liable to suffer this com- 
bustion than when united to a substance such as alu- 
mine, which may either defend it by its own ae of 
resisting combustion, or, by a it , weak~ 
prepreg: Peary iret Sewer, ich is the chief ef- 
fect. of mordants ; and, finally, this last und acs 
uires still greater durability when it is of com- 

bint intimately with the stuff. 
. Dr Bancroft has stated several objections to this Dr Ban- 

an to en considerable croft’s ob- 
limited views of jections 

, some of which a 
weight, while others are founded w 
the subject. ee — 
of ox combining 
matter the charcoal becomes pred 

in consequence 

existed in v ‘ 
jt is found in charred wood, and that it was naturally 
of a black colour ; but this a is by no means 
necessary for the truth of the theory. It is a certain fact, 
that in ‘whatever way the carbonization of vegetable 
matter is effected, the charcoal obtained is always of a 
dark colour: this is the case, whether the le 

matter be subjected to combustion in close vessels, or 
placed in a situation (under water, for example) where 
the volatile matters either make their escape, or unite 
with the bodies with which they are in contact. The 
charcoal thus obtained, may not have existed in the 
very same state in the vegetable substance from which. 
it has been ; and, indeed, there is orey rea- 

son to conclude, that charcoal is a combination or 
and pure carbon ; but, at any rate, it is enough for 

MM. Berthollet to state, in support of his opinion, that 
in all cases when the volatile parts of vegetable matter 
have made their escape, the carbonaceous part which 
remains behind is black. We conceive, therefore, that 

Dr Bancroft has done nothing to disprove the correct- 
ness of Berthollet’s opinion, by on. Pinan 
that “he should never. be convinced these mat- 
ters had naturally contained pie formed black char= 
coal, and that the de ion of the faded or 
colour, resulted from a greater manifestation, and pre- 

particular set of vessels into the internal parts of 

of 

ted by 
dants. 

to 
Berthollct's 
theory. 

Pare Paterna 
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Durability dominance of this charcoal, with its supposed naturally 
ef Colours. b/ack colour.” 
Yr" ~——«:168._As a practical inference from his theory, Ber- 
Oxymuria- eda al: crac apg nage 
tic acid used determining durability of colours: “‘ When we 
asatestof wish to examine a colour,” says he, “ we need onl 
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170. Though we are inclined to adopt the general Durability 

principles of Berthollet’s theory, and to admit, that the of Colours. 
oxygen of the atmosphere and the oxymuriatic acid 
act upon colouring matters in a manner somewhat si- Opjections 
milar, we are not disposed to believe, with this eminent to this test. 
chemist, that the mode of action in the two cases is ex- 

the durabi- of the stuff into oxy muriatic acid, 
of the same colour which has been 

; the comparative power of resisting its 
, shewn by the 

: has also the advantage of shewing us very nearly 
Selene ea tocan earn dak Gor 

when it comes to be 

‘oxygenated muriatic acid seems to furnish a scale for 
the i raha er ieee enon in 
desired ; , when we compare indigo with indigo, 
the nature of the colouring particles is the same, or 
nearly the same, and no foreign affinity can interfere, 
to prevent the action of the oxy muriatic acid 
from determining the proportional quantity of colour- 

169. « When, therefore, we sa continues he, a 
compare together two or more ouring substances 
the Same natre, and to determine the relative quality 

quantity of the ir i we 

uce the same effect 
it is that 

dissolved in a proper , and that all the circum- 
stances in the comparison should be similar. 
If we wish, for example, to com several kinds of 

be collected, and ground in a glass mortar, and again 
digested with the addition a 
acid: the last solutions are also diluted with equal quan~ 

pee t= : Finally, to cach Jation fs nal ing liquor. , to solution is added as 
oxygenated muriatic acid as will di the 
or rather bring them all to the same shade of 
The qualities of the different kinds of indigo, 
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sy alike, or, that the effects produced by the one af- 
ford a precise criterion of the nature of the operation of 
the other. Dr ‘Benerett has very justly osnin ig that 

e properties of ox are iversified by its 
union with other ra and Fa ge ee the noes 
muriatic acid as an accurate test of the changes which 
colouring matters suffer from exposure to the air, Ber- 
thollet entirely overlooked the action of the basis with . 
which the is united; though there cannot 
be a doubt, that so powerful an agent as the muriatic 
acid must 'y modify the effects of the oxygen. 
Dr Ban mentions several experiments whi 
considerable weight to his objections, and. at least 
rove, that the oxymuriatic aci 
considered as an accurate test of the durability of 

colour. He put into a small phial cuttings from 
skains of cotton yarn, which had been dyed and 
sent to him by One of these had received 
the Turkey red, another the Nankeen buff from an 
pag pe ae gem black from madder _ 

, as he supposed, applied upon the basis of iron dis- 
be by the pyrolignous acid. these colours,” 
says he, “I ym 
proses by Accum, and kept secluded from light, 
ts acidity was so slight as to be hardly perceptible to 

the taste, and, I believe, it might have been put into the 
eye without occasioning much pain. I found, however, 
that in less than two minutes the colour of the Turkey 
red was much impaired, and, in five, the yarn through- 
out the greater part of its surface had become white, 
without passing through any intermediate colour ; and, 
at the end of half an hour, but a very few ks of 
red, less than a pin’s head, were perceptible. The buff 
colour, was found to have acquired _a little 

to have lost a little, but without 
page ill a black. At the same time, I 
put cutti the same colours into another 

pes upon them undiluted aquafortis as 
dyers ; and I found, that, in a 

minute, the black, which had withstood the oxy- 
muriatic acid, was changed to a buff colour, resulting 
solel erruginous basis with which it had been 
dyed ; and the Turkey red began to exhibit the appear- 
ance of a scarlet, inclining to the o ; and this last 
(of a wer tint) became apparently its settled colour 
at the of an hour, bs the buff, by acquiring 
more oxygen, was considerably raised. Here, then, 
was a very great diversity between the effect of the 
nitric and the oxymuriatic acids, in no degree accord- 
i ionate to their d of acidity ; that ing or 

‘of the nitric acid being at least fifty, and perhaps one 
hundred times greater than that of the oxymuriatic 
acid, (which being tasted at the time when its action 
upon the Turkey red was ory at and when, accord- 
ing to Dery seis it must 

water, 

the latter (not, as I conceive, by any such, or other ad- 
dition, but by a complete decomposition, ) had at once 
annihilated all the colour (leaving the cotton yarn 
white) as fast and as far .as the Deecposition: took 

26 

add Experi- 
a ments of Dr 

cannot, in all cases, Bancroft. 
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; and this without any intermediate tint, which 

would not have been the case, if the effect of the oxy- 
muriatic acid had, as M. Berthollet su resembled 
combustion. And, on the other , the black, on 
whieh the oxymuriatic acid could make but a very slight 
impression, was completely ed (excepting the 
colour of its ferruginous basis) by the nitric acid.” Dr 

accordingly infers, that the powerful action 
exerted by the oxymuriatic acid on colouring matters, 
does not result the abstraction of its oxygen, 
but from some quality peculiar to itself; “ from the 
combined agency of its constituent and not 
from the action of either separately, as has been sup- 

1.” 

171. It is obvious, however, that, in reasoning coh- 
cerning the effects of the nitric and oxymuriatic acids, 
the Doctor has confounded two pan ary are per- 
fectly distinct: the acidity of these bodies, and their 
disposition to part with their oxygen. Even admitting 
that the quantity of oxygen contained in acid bodies 
was proportional to their acidity, it would not follow, 
that the most acid substances would most readily im- 
part their oxygen to other bodies. The nitrous oxide 
supports combustion with a brilliancy little inferior to 
oxygen gas itself; the nitric oxide, which, with the 
same base, contains double the quantity of oxygen, so | 
far from supporting combustion, immediately extin- 
guishes the number of burning bodies which 
are plunged into it. It cannot be inferred, therefore, 
that, because nitric acid possesses greater acidity than 
oxymuriatic acid, the former must necessarily give out 
more oxygen than the latter, to the substances ht 
within the spheres of their activity. But though this 
argument is by no means conclusive with respect to 
the dissimilarity of effect produced by atmospheric air 
and oxymuriatic acid, and though several explanations 
might be offered to account for the different results ob- 
tained in the preceding iments, in consis- 
tency with Berthollet’s theory, the following facts, which 
Dr Bancroft has stated, certainly tend to prove, that 
whatever analogy may hold between the action of com- 
mon air and oxymuriatic acid, the latter cannot be re- 
garded, in all cases, as a measure or indication of what 
colours would suffer by exposure to sun and air. 

172. ene an. empty prmke naan phial, the 
lowing upon separate bits of muslin, viz. 
« Ist, A fast madder-red, dyed topically by an emi- 

nent calico printer, upon a basis, from acetate of alu- 

«2d, A fast yellow, dyed from weld upon the same 
basis, by the same calico printer. 

« 3d, A fast yellow, dyed upon the same basis, from 
quercitron bark. 

«4th, A fine durable purple, produced by the co- 
louring matter of the buccinum Japillus. 

« 5th, A logwood purple, produced by mixing with 
a strong decoction of that wood as much muriate of tin 
as rendered the former slightly acid, and, after thicken- 
ing the mixture with gum-arabic, applying it in spots 
to muslin ; which, after being properly dried, was wash- 
ed with soap and water. ; 

“6th, A full bright yellow, produced froma similar 
decoction of the quercitron bark rendered slightly acid 
by an admixture of nitro-muriate of tin, made with two 
parts of nitric to one part of muriatic acid ; gummed 
‘and topically applied in the same manner as the log- 
wood purple, and in like manner dried, and afterw: 
washed. 

“7th, A similar yellow, made from the quercitron 
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bark, only substituting murio-sulphate of tin for the 
nitro-muriate.” 

173. “ Upon 

less than two minutes, I 
with the madder, weld, and. quercitron 
upon the aluminous basis, were become 
ve complete extinction of their several colours, Whilst 

logwood 

ood le appeared to be losing body, as did 
quarcitron yellows vote aftee ; ands siiilgr efleet- mon 
became evident in the shell purple. In about fifteen 
minutes from the time when colours were immer- 
sed in the oxymuriatic acid, the logwood le had 
nearly di ; and this was the case of the quer- 
citron yellows in about three minutes afterwards, and 
of the shell purple about two minutes later ; oe 
that a part of the latter, as well as a part of one of the 

manifested the influence of solar light in i 
destructive action of the uriatic acid on the 
lours in question, It is here to be recoll ” conti- 
nues he, “ that the three first-mentioned colours, 
upon the aluminous basis, would have resisted 
tion of sun and air for two or three months, and 
madder for a much longer time; and yet they w 
completely destroyed in an sigh part of the tim 

"which was required to destroy ih: Maer fa and 
the yellows with tin ; neither of whi ld have been 
exposed to the sun and air for a single week without 
becoming of a faded brown. It is also of ob- 
servation, that the Tyrian or shell purple was detroyed 

uriatic acid almost as soon as the I 

which Berthollet was ry oe 1 [ 
the only sure nicag th of determining spt camming: Sa 
colours, 4) to be direct exposure *, sun, 

» and th other agents to which dyed stuffs are 
an Brac We shall therefore subjoin 

ellot on this subj ogether with 

French government 
lours: “ The late Mr Dufay,” says F Fe 
been selected by government as a-person Ww 

might greatly improve the art of j , made 
ments on the subject, by dyeing wool of all and 
even with dyes of all sorts, used either for le or 
fading colours; he even sent to the different 

for mak as are not employed at Paris ; aed tilly, ‘be 

Jabours 

experi- 

ected most of the different substances w! 
cided. ia ht be employed in the art, and tried a very 

t number of them, investigating their good or bad 

qualities, without paying wyiegerd ‘to the prejudices 

of the dyers. - 

y, h 
hich he con-— 

of 
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to the class in which each colour should be placed. 
175. But there still remains a difficulty, which was 

this, that as all these colours had not been exposed to 
the air i unger gobo yee go crete 
son, some might have more sun, and, consequent- 
sp eriges Pave suffered a greater change in the twelve 

ys, others exposed in more cloudy weather, or 
when the days were shorter. But he discovered a re- 
medy for this incon arb Dende ved all diffi- 

and doubt as to the accuracy experiments ; 
one of the worst colours, that is, one on which i he 

the sun had uced the greatest effect in twelve days, 
Retake a tcedntie ents ; 
and whenever he pas pK Rt ora ene eK 

osed a piece of the ‘along with them ; so that 

four of his stanar, always hecping the patra exp ie 

peli aaa 5 NC as that would rola by 
twelve i ys 

! in 1733 were so insufficient, that they did 
even assist Mr Dufay in discovering more certain 

cae ! ps 
Z : 

fal? tL 2 & iH ia vt BE 
Hp un 

H 
Ee 

: Hy Fees 4 ey ees | cf E Fe g. 
it] H te F zt é Ae le = 3 i 
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judge immediately, whether a stuff exposed to sale, at, Durability 
a fair or elsewhere, as if a true dye, be really so or 
not, 

177. The fs mentioned in the new regulations, 
made in ceaibieent of Mr Dufay’s memoirs, dischar- 

in a few minutes as much of a colour, where it is 
not dyed of a durable colour, as would be lost by 
twelve or fifteen days exposure to the air. But, as ge- 
neral rules for such trials must be liable to many ex- 
ceptions, which either cannot be foreseen, or, though 
foreseen, cannot be particularized, without the risk of 
causing confusion, or of affording matter for enumera- 
ble disputes, it follows, that these rules, considered per- 

as too , are also too severe in many cases 
wherein li 

Seas willeehetipfeaginsebcieanaiin a evestptng a asa si 
colour, even Sidelnestonnesanie 

ought to assume a purple co- 
lovr in a boiling solution of alum. If scarlet be 
sed to the sun, it loses some of its brightness, and 
comes ; but this deep shade is not similar to 
that im) by alum. Proofs, then, in certain cases, 
cannot be substituted for the action of the air and sun, . 
os no anal A rE of effect. 

178. By means Ks 
the other woods loaded with colour, gives a 
dye, I prepared a red which was much finer than the 
madder reds, and as bright as those made with kermes ; 
this red remained exposed to the air for the two last 
months of the year 1740, which were very rainy, and 
ed eee ee eee 
bad weather, He stood, u ree wat peculiar 
preparation, which will mentioned. in the proper 
lace, and was so far from losing, that it ired body, 
et the same red which is so durable in air, does 

oe P yo 
mean to disapprove of tri 35 are 
useful because they are ready, a ere se eta 
which they ought not to serve as a ground for pro- 
nouncing a sentence of confiscation, especially when 
they cannot show that acolour which should have been 
dyed for materials for durable colours, has been dyed 
with those of a fading nature.” 

Brazil wood, which, like almost all : 

of Colours. 

179. U: the whole, then, it appears that the only Exposur 
Piped ena employ, is direct exposure terningnia 6 fess 

tutte whi light, for those ch are not to be leyed ; and 2it, &c. the 

washing with alkalies and ‘soap for such as are to be (UY U° 
occasionally exposed to these substances, In order to good 
try the colours of silk, it is generally caiibeidit: Sccbes 
to them to heat in acetous acid, or lemon juice ; 
and are considered as good and ent colours 
if they stand this test. And, Sidhetily hae Kho. wosds 
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or archil alone have been employed, the colours are 
made red by the action of a le acid, but if the 
solution of tin has been used to dye with these substances, 
the colour which has been in an acid liquor, 
is not pe ria ee OT acids, and in that 
case a colour may be reckoned good, which has been 
much less sere and will prove less durable. So 
that for silk the only test we can rely upon with 
confidence is exposure to the air and light. 

SECTION III. 

Or Srurrs. 

Cuap. 1. Of the Nature of Stuffs in general. 

180. Though a knowl of the structure of orga- 
nized bodies, and of the nate in which their ul- 
timate principles are combined together, can seldom, 
without the aid of experiment, afford much informa- 
tion ing their slotians with other substances, we 
cannot doubt that an intimate acquaintance with their 
mechanical form and chemical compositon will throw 
some light on these relations, and point out the best 
means of investi ing such as cannot be discovered by 
anal alone. e therefore endeavour to ascer- 
tain mechanical and chemical constitution of the 
various kinds of stuffs, as a knowledge of these ma 
assist us in discovering the circumstances upon which 
their attractions for colouring matters depend. 

181. The stuffs usually submitted to the tion of 
dyeing, are wool, silk, cotton, and flax.. The two first 
are of animal origin; the two last are vegetable pro- 
ducts. These su ces di with one another in 
chemical composition, and are characterised by those 
differences of constitution which usually distinguish the 
productions of the animal and vegetable kingdom. 
Animal substances. differ from vegetable products, by 
containing a considerable quantity of nitrogen, an ele- 
ment which exists but sparingly in vegetables ; and 
also a larger proportion of rie a Ae his difference 
of chemical constitution is rendered very obvious, when 
animal and vegetable products are subjected to distilla- 
tion. The former yield a large quantity of ammonia, 
the latter seldom give out that substance, but frequent- 
ly an acid. The former yield much oil, while, in many 
cases, vegetable products do not yield the smallest quan- 
tity. Hence, animal substances, during their combus- 
tion, afford a bright flame, though of short continuance, 
as it is soon extinguished by the charcoal which is 
formed ; they, at the same time, emit a very pe oe 
odour, owing to the extrication of ammonia, and of the 
empyreumatic oil, which makes its escape without being 
consumed. Animal substances are very liable to putre- 
faction, and during the advancement of the process, 
evolve much ammonia ; while vegetable products suffer 
more slowly the vinous or acetous fermentation. 

182. As substances are most readily decomposed 
when the elements which enter into their composition 
are numerous, animal niatters are more liable than ve- 

les to be destroyed by the different agents to which 
are exposed, The number of elementary princi- 

ples which they contain, enlarges in an “yr d the 
here of their chemical affinity ; and Foip: erga 
so more disposed to combine with colouring matters. 

Thus the pure alkalies quickly destroy animal substan- 
ces, because they combine with them, and lose their 
causticity, while they have little or no effect on vege- 
tables. The nitric and sulphuric acids also act with 
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~ rences are chiefly owing to differences in chemical con- 

Speceupiate tet eottoael i the nitrogen, pues — 
fatty matter, and forms carbonic oxalic acid; the 
latter extricates the hydrogen, a small portion of nitro- 
gen, and leaves a carbonaceous residuum. - 

188. Silk, though an animal uct, a 
deal of a v le nature. i iatont Baboon —_ 
bine with co ing matters than wool, and resists bet- 

withstand the action of acids and alkalies more power- 
fully than wool and silk, the former bei destroyed 
with difficulty even by the nitric acid. ‘Th 

stitution ; but may be partly ascribed to differen- 
ces in the conformation of their fibres, and organic 
structure. 

Cuap. II. Of Wool. 

184, The different kinds of wool vary chiefly in the General 
length and delicacy of the fibre. Its ononanee 
partly upon the breed of the sheep 
wool is taken, and the © of the animal 
to which it Sneed te eon al arang t from 
Spain ; though Berthollet affirms, on the authori 
D'Aubenton, that it i 

of wool from abroad ; but it is that 
climate may affect the habits of the animal, and produce 
alterations on the fleece. It is well known that the na- 
ture of the pasture has a considerable effect on the qua- 
lity of wool. The manufacturer should be able to judge 
with accuracy respecting the fineness of it; and, as 
simple in ion is insufficient for the purpose, the 
fibres should be closely examined with a mi 
and compared with 5 of other apc aes 
standards, iS 

185, In'the raw state, wool is coversd By a sort of yi. 
unctuous matter called yolk, or suint, which preserves 
it from the attacks of moths, and, on that account, 
ought not to be ly removed. This substance 
has been examined by Vauquelin, and to be a 
kind of animal soap, having potash for its basis, together 
with a quantity of fatty matter, »:d a portion of lime 
in combination with the carbonic, acetic, and muriatic 
acids. The wool of healthy sheep is pe We cw abun- 
dantly covered with yolk tham that of the sickly and 
diseased. ; 

186. Before wool is submitted to the operation of yrenods of ” 
dyeing, the yolk is removed by scouring or maceration removing 
for about a quarter of an hour in water, mixed with a the yolk. | 
fourth peter urine, and — Athens ge 

roll let thie aatehaink) itis taken suit snd caviatel felt 
then carried to a stream of running water, and moved 
about till the matter appears to be com ely 
separated, ‘and ceases to render the water turbid, M. 
Vauquelin recommends, that the wool, after being 
cleansed as effectually as ible with water, — 
should be soaked for a few hours in a tepid solution of 

, one pound of soap being or ap |p 08 every 
pase cB tt of wool he scoured. M. Roard is of 
opinion that one pound of Flanders soap, ed in 
this manner, is sufficient for thirty pounds of wool ; he 
recommends, however, that the water should be heated 
to 60° of Reaumur, (167° of Fahrenheit.) He affirms 

os i a re 
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would occasion in spinning, wool is ¢overed with some 
unctuous matter, which in some measure smooths its 

and thus facilitates that After 
the wool is manufactured, the oil no longer use- 

1-55th, or 1-60th part of the silk ; the wax seldom ex- Of Stuffs. 
ceeds the 1-100th part of the silk, and is frequently ~~" 
less than half that quantity. All these substances are 
remoyed by scouring with soap; but this operation must 
be sli modified, according to the purposes for which 
the is intended : it ought not to be so complete for 
silks which are to be dyed, as for those which are to be 
white, and a difference ought to be observed in the for- 
mer case, according to the colour to be given. For 
common colours, it is generally thought sufficient to 
boil the silk for three or four hours, in a solution of 
twenty pounds of soap for each hundred of silk, tak- 
ing care to fill up the kettle from ivr net 
place the water carried off by evaporation. quan- 
tity of soap is increased for those silks which are to be - 
sera blue ; and still more — those which are to be 
scarlet, cherry-colour, &c. these colours uiring a 
brighter ground for their display than ich auave of a 
more delicate hue. 

190. Silk which is to remain white commonly under= yy.i,oa¢ of 
goes three operations. In the first of these, which is in- scouring 
tended to remove the’ y matter, it is kept in a silk. 
solution of thirty of soap to a hundred of silk, 
the solution being very hot, but not boiling. When it 
has been immersed a sufficient length of time for the 
removal of the gum, which is known by the whiteness 
it acquires, itis taken out and . In the second 
operation, the silk is put into bags of cloth, and boiled 
pe os neon ae nn an hour and a 

; taking care to keep constantly stirred, to 
prevent those which touch the bottom receiving too 
much heat. The third operation is intended to soften 
the white, and render it more pleasing, by giving it a 
slight shade of some delicate colour. For this purpose, 
a solution of silk is employed, the ea of 
which is ined by its mode of raring: is is 
pes tinged with a colour of the shade given, 

silk is then moved about in it until it acquires 
the desired hue. At Lyons, where silk is ofa 
beautiful white, no is used in the third tion ; 
but after the second, the silks are washed, ted 
with , and azured with river water. 

191, thinks, that instead of employing the Roard's 
at different times, it is more advantageous to em- ™ethod. 

ploy the whole quantity to be used at once, and by 
that means shorten the boiling to an hour, or a little 
more ; the silk is thus left with more of its natural soft- 
ness and lustre, as well as stronger and more elastic. 
He recommends, indeed, that when it is to be dyed of 
a crimson, or any other colour which would not be af- 
fected by the yellowish tinge of the silk in its raw 
state, the latter ought not to be completely removed; 
because, when this is done, the dyed colour possesses 
less brilliancy than it would otherwise have. 

192. As soap seems to impair the lustre of silk, the pigaudrs 
Academy of Sciences, in 1761, proposed, as the sub- method. 
iy Ape oc a ¢ arr acc AL 
Ing it wi api, on Raprionres sijigen > 
Rigaud 

this method, as it is not adopted, th erally 
known, and easy of execution. Roard, im affirms, 
that the gummy matter of the silk is less effectually re~ 
moved b soins: he seep, 

193. The Abbé Collomb has given an account of a ¢otiomb’s 
method of scouring silk by the action of water alone, method, 
which deserves attention, Having boiled silk for about 
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of silk with 
alum. 

: fore: this addition may be repeated 

Different 

External 
characters. 

238 
three hours in common water, he found that its weight 
was diminished bout one-eighth; and upon repeating 
the tion, the loss of weight amounted nearly to 
one-fourth. The silk still retained a yellowish or cha- 
mois colour ; and though it did not a sufficient- 
ly bright ground for the more brilliant colours, it an- 
sw very well for those which were not affected by 
the tinge it retained. It took a finer and more glossy 
black, for example, than if it had been scoured in the 
usual way with 

194, When silk is intended for the manufacture of 

of muriatic acid and alcohol. The 
said to be liable to accidents ; and, notwi' 
advantages which it appears to present, it is scarcely 
employed. 

195. Before silk can be dyed, it must be prepared 
with alum, as without this ion the greatest part 
of the colours applied would possess neither beauty nor 

ity. This preparation consists in mixing, in a tun or 
vat, about forty or pails of water, with an equal 
number of pounds of alum, which has been 

i ved in warm water ; the solution being 
well stirred during the mixture, to ent the alum re- 
turning to the crystallized state. The silk, after being 
well washed and wrung, to free it letely from any 
soap which may have adhered to it, is mmersed in the 
alum liquor, where it is allowed to remain for eight or 
nine hours, after which it is wrung out, and washed 
in a stream of pure water. The above Anse os of li- 
uor is sufficient for 150 Ibs. of silk, and with the ad- 
ition of a little more alum when the solution begins 

to grow weak, may be used for a fresh 
un 

however, is 
ing the 

the liquor ac- 
quires a disagreeable smell, and it may then be em- 
orn in the preparation of stuffs intended for dark co- 
ours, till all its strength is exhausted. The prepara- 
tion must be performed in the ¢old, because the liquor, 
Mea it is employed hot, impairs the lustre of the silk. 

ILK, . 

Cuap. IV. Of Catton. 

seh We wate is wee substance contained in the 
a us of plants denominated Gossypium, of 

which et 2eer describes five species, the herbaceum, 
arboreum, hirsutum, religiosum, and barbadense. The 
qualities of the cotton vary in these different species, 
and d not less 
plant itself. Great varieties of the ium occur in 
the American islands; but, according to Mr Bennet, 
the inhabitants have hitherto lected to choose the 
most valuable ies, and have lost much of’ the 
benefit which might have derived from this valu- 
able article of commerce. . ee 

197. Cottons differ principally in of the 
filaments, their fineness; sth, and olin ' The 
structure of the fibre has not been well ascertained. 
Lewenhoek, who examined it with a mi affirms, 
23, te hewn sharp sides; a conformation which serves 
to explai irritating property of cotton, when it is 

ed in dressing weutde’ ai ulcers instead of 
lint. Dr Bancroft seems to ascribe the disposition which 

rtion, as be-. 

the climate than upon the ° 

DYEING. 

dyed in silk, cotton, and linen, than in w 
posing that the pores of the three Pray Bath 
stances were’ smaller than those of wool; and that, 

particles could not enter into them 

g f a 
ways preferred for dyeing the Turk red, it being 
Soural-te:retuinthie: Solan asihiet/ gieiensiiastig ssa 
less, because its pores or interstices are less open before 
than after the operation of bleaching. This is also the 
case of raw or unscoured silk, which, as the ingeniou 
Mr Henry of Manchester observes, is more and 

ently dyed than that which’ has passed the above 
ibed process of whitening and scouring; and, in- 

deed, the openness of the pores of ‘cotton and linen, 
rb Ror ea readiness to imbibe both colour~ 

of the union ‘and dutebility | of ‘the colouring: 
with the stuff, os thiy ace dcdeeana aaa 

influence of chemical affinity, but the whole 
described as depending upon mechanical 
This is the more sutprising, as Dr 
parts of his excellent treatise On the eS Per- 

- 198. In order-to di cotton to receive the dye, it Process 
must the ion of scouring. It is some- scouring. 

after which it is wrung out; it is afterwards well 
ina re per and oa by soak 
are prepared for calico printing them 
ter mixed with at rnogt!1-50th of uric acid, 
ing them afterwards in a stream of 
drying them. Berthollet observed, that 
in this operation, combined with a 
reous earth and iron, which would i 

199. To prepare cotton for being dyed, it must also be 
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Of Stuffs. to the operati ions of aluming and In We shall sometimes employ the one term, and some- Of Mor- —\— the ion with alum, about four ounces it are times the other. . P —_ 

: to each pound of stuff, Some addasolution 202. The word mordant is also applied in a more ex- ~~ V 
—— of's0da, inthe en of 1-16th of the alum; others, tensive sense, not only to denote those substances which Alterants. 

‘a small quantity of tartar and arsenic. The cotton is promote the union of the colouring matter with the 
impre, with this solution, by working cloth, and render that union permanent, but all those 

altogether into a agents which affect, in any respect, the colouring mat« 

to remain an hour and a half, or two hours, to remove 
alum ; after which it is washed. In 

of different quantities of galls 

ter in its new state of combination. Dr Bancroft has 
d to apply the term alterants to this class of bo- 

ies, their object being not so much to fix, as to vary 
and: mddify'the eldles of alljéetive colouring matters. 

203. The nature of mordants deserves to be investi« 
gated with the utmost attention, for though almost all 
the substances included under this appellation have been 
discovered by accident, an accurate analysis of their ac- 
tion must tend greatly to improve the principles of dye« 
ing, and give something like a scientific form to its pro~ 
cesses 

204, A mordant is not always a simple agent ; new Mordanis 
combinations are sometimes formed by the i ients do not al- 
of which it is composed,so that the substances employed Ways act by 
are not the immediate ts, but the compounds to ‘hei: im- 
which they give rise. ‘The substances which com- agency. 
pose a are sometimes incapable,” says Ber- 
thollet, «of decomposing each other solely by their own 

When stuffs are galled, which have already re- attractions ; but attraction of the stuff for one of 

in i brings ‘about a decomposition 
and new combinations, and sometimes this effect is not 
produced or completed without the aid of the attraction 
Faeries ay Brees This appears to be the case 
in the mixture of alum and tartar, one of the most com~ 
mon mordants employed in the dyeing of wool.” 

205. “I dissolve,” continues he, “ equal weights of Mutual 
alum and tartar ; the latter salt, by this mixture, acqui- tion of 
red a greater degree of solubility than it naturally pos- = ean 
sesses, but ion and a second crystallization, the stuffs: 

He TH ; ue 
ary cl 
3 z 

PR eS ee Py RR ane | 

4 

us 
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Or Morpants. 
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the alum and the tartar were so they had 
not decomposed each other. I boiled for an hour half 
an ounce of alum with an ounce of wool, a precipitate 
was formed, which I washed carefully ; it consisted 
ae eee filaments 2 5 sean seu tediey: 
to this I added sulphuric acid, evaporated to dry- 
ness, dissolved it, and obtained crystals of alum. Some 
carbonaceous particles ted from it. I * 
ted the liquor in which the wool had been boiled, but 
obtained from it only afew grains of alum ; the remain« 
der would not crystallize. I re-dissolved it, and pre- 
be ere the alumine by an alkali: the precipitate was 

a slate colour ; it grew black upon a red hot coal, and 

« By this experiment,” says he, “ we see that the wool 
had decom the alum ;' that a part of the alumine 
had combined with its most detached»filaments, which 
were least retained by the force of ion ; that a 
part of its animal substance had been dissolved and pre~ 
cipitated by the alkali, from the triple combination 
which it had formed. I made the same experiment 
with half an ounce of alum, and two drams of tartar ; no 
proceeatien took place. I obtained by evaporation a 

ion of the tartar, and some very irregular 
of alum, the rest would not ize; this 

I diluted with water precipitated by potash, and ob- 
tained by eva ion a salt which burned like tartar.” 

infers from the whole, “ that the wool 
aap ge of the alum, that it had 

ee alumine, and that even the part 
of alum which retained ‘its alumine had dissolved some 
of the animal matter ;. that the tartar and alum, which 



240 
yo cannot ring - 

tractions, 

' their 
te eee ee ce te ing 
too powerful action the alum upon the wool, w 
ps hate jured, for tartar is not used in the aluming 

thread, which have less action on the alum 
than wool has. * 

each 

Attraction 206. Berthollet has shewn the attraction of alum for 
of alum for animal substances by an experiment not less decisive : 
animal sub- haying mixed a solution of tue with a solution of alum, 
stances, —_ he precipitated the earthy by an, alkali, when the 

alumine fell down, and carried along with it a portion 
of combined glue. The decomposition of alum is not 
so readily produced by v le substances, though it 
is partially effected by the assistance of the astringent 
principle. When a stuff is im with the latter, 
and | , after it has been allowed to dry, in a solu- 
tion of alum, a combination is establishéd between the 
alumine and the tannin. 

And colour. 207. The attraction of alumine for the num- 
ing mat- ber of colouring substances may also be shewn by di- 
ters, rect experiment. Ifa solution of colouring matter be 

mixed with a solution of alum, a precipitation general- 
ly takes place, consisting of the colouring particles com- 
bined with alumine. The precipitate is known in the 
arts under the name of Jac or lake, and is more readily 
formed when an alkali is added to detach the acid, and 
leave the alumine at greater li to unite with the 
colouring matter. An excess of i ought not to be 
added, however, because alkalies dissolve the greater 
number of the lakes. M. Thenard has shewn that alu- 
mine may even be intimately mixed with several me- 
tallic colouring matters, as prussiate of iron, oxide of 
cobalt, &e. 

208. The metallic oxides have also a strong attrac- 
tion for colouring matters, and when they are presented 
to the latter in combination-with an acid, they frequent- 
ly quit the solvent, and are precipitated like the alu- 
mine in combination with the colouring matter. This 
elass of bodies has also the property of combining with 
animal substances, and of thus serving as a bond of 
union between these and colouring particles. But not 
only have the oxides a strong attraction for colouring 
particles, and animal matters, but their solutions: in 
acids possess ca ete which render them no less fit 
to be employed as mordants ; and indeed itis generally 
in this state that they are used in dyeing. 

Attraction 
of metallic 
oxides-for 
colouring 
matters. 

employed as a mordant, it is matuie always sufficient that 
it should possess an affinity to reap principle 

white, other- 

. * These 
haze been. § i 

ve given a minute statement, in a memoir 
that alum and tartar do not decompose each other when disso 
“with the alum without i it in any degree, and also 
fifths less of water than be required to dissolve them separately. 
was not deprived of the carbonate of lime naturally combined. 
-its weight of alum, and one sixteenth of its wei i 
ous white sediment, which, being collected, ed, and examined, 
phate of alumine ; that when’ wool had been properly cleansed, and 
-when in this’ state, it was boiled in pure water, with the 
_poration was found to consist of alum, cream of tartar, and 
matter. The wool itself afforded, by repeated ings,. u 
tartaric acid, alum, and animal matter. The results d by 
animal substances, the alum combines with them entire without 
respect to stuffs of vegetable origin, viz. cotton and linen. 

th 

209. In order that a substance may be fit for being © 

al and M h raine 
ved in water and boiled with wool ; that, in this boiling, the wool fe 

with the tartar ; and that equal parts of alum and tartar would dissolve in two 
~ Th 

with it; and 
t_ of cream of tartar, 

at 

t of 
rendered the bath or water troubled or m: > and @ copi- 

was found to consist chiefly of a sulphate of lime, and a saturated sul- 
freed from the carbonate of lime, no sulphate ; and that, 
just mentioned of alum and tartar, the residuum of the bath after eva- 

difficultly crystallizable, of tartrite of potash and animal 
small quantity of cream of tartar, besi a Year ape, season. of 

chemists have led them to conclude, tha bgt} pean al 
decomposition. They have also a conclusion suffering 

ING 
a substance niay be employed both as a ing mat- 
ter, anda t. us the oxide of iron, w if 
it were employed alone, would produce a nankeen or 
buff colour, communicates to cotton a violet with mad- 
eed) a eee eareaet, (nae only 

es, but greatly ts sev ing matters, 
Mordants also to be little tists te chante by 
the action of air and water, the two agents to 

oxides, from their to attract additional por- 
prmsenviben's tee bee: and on that ac-~ 
count to changes ves, as well as to affect 
the shades of colouring matters, are less valuable as mor 
dants than they would otherwise be. : 

210. Neutral salts, particularly nitre and muriate’ of 
soda, (common salt,) act as mordants, and modify cos 
lours; but the nature of their action has been little at« 
tended to, and is imperfectly understood. Berthollet 
found that the muriate of soda was contained in the 
precipitates produced from some kinds of 
matter, and that these ipitates retained a consider- 
able d of solubility ; conceives that a 
part of the salt attaches itself to the colouri 
and the stuff. Salts with calcareous bases 
colours; but as the changes to which they give rise 
may be produced by the addition of a small quantity of 
lime, it is probable that they suffer a partial i 
tion, and when they are used in dyeing, a little of 
the calcareous base enters into combination with the co~ 
louring cae and the stuff. ma * 

211. The two mordants most extensively ee 4 Alumino 
at present, are salts of alumine aude The  mordan’ 
is prepared, according to Berthollet, dissolving: in 
eight pounds of hot water, three ds of alum, and 

wdered chalk, are added. The alum is decom: 
by the. acetate of lead, because the oxide of lead com- 
bines with the bin gee on of Hes me and forms an 
insoluble com , which is. th precipitated ; 
while the alumine is attracted by the disengaged ace 
tous acid, and forms the acetate of alumme. The 
chalk and the potaslr are added to neutralize the excess 
of the sulphuric acid, and thus to assist the operation of 
the acetic acid. The substitution of the acetic acid for 
the sulphuric, in the preparation of the aluminous mor- 
dant, is attended with several advantages. The acetate of 
alumine nae ne ta aaieael alum, the same 
uantity of solvent-w: s a greater quan- 
ty of he former than the latter, and thus present the 
mordant in a more concentrated state — stuff ; 

found that wool, as it is commonly cleansed for being alumed, 
this wool being boiled the ‘usual time, with 
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Of Mor- fectsas amordant. » The which he found to 

answer the best, were about 14 ounces of tin 
—Y~""_ in a mixture of two pounds of oil of vitriol (of the 

usual strength), with about three of muriatie 
acid of the specific gravity of 1.17. The muriaticacid 
should be first poured upon a large quantity of granu- 
lated tin, in a capacious receiver, and the oil of 
vitriol afterwards added slowly ; and these acids being 
mixed, sfiould be left to saturate themselves with tin, 
which they will do in a longer or a shorter time, accord- 
ing to the temperature of the atmosphere, without any 
artificial heat. The murio-sulphate of :tin, prepared. 
according to the above directions, is, ly transpa- 
rent ce eae and will ly remain so for 
many years. It will produce Kally twice as much ef-, 
fect as the dyers’ spirit, or nitro-muriatic solution of. 

_ tin, at less a third of the expence. | It has also 
the property” of exalting the colours of all adjective 
dyes, says Bancroft, more than the dyers’ spirit, 
and fully as much as the tartrite of tin, without - 
ging the natural crimson of cochineal towards the yel- 
lowish hue; and therefore he concludes, after havin 
made a great number of experiments with it, “I thi 
Po eR gy” Sage fr ge ing the murio- 

phate of tin, for dyeing the compound scarlet co- 
os the cochineal and crimson, and quercitron 
yellow.” s 

217. Some chemists pretend that the muriate of tin 
answers the purposes‘of a mordant most efficaciously 
when the metal.is most highly oxidated ;. but the expe- 
riments of Dr Bancroft, 8 the results obtained by 
the writer of this article, lead to the very opposite con- 
elusion.. The experience of practical dyers:is also at va- 
riance with that opinion ; for it is, well, known,. that 
when. the muriate of tin has, been Jong kept, ,and thus 
had time to absorb more oxygen, it acts Jess. powerfully 
in fixing and exalting colours... Constant observation 
teaches them, that a less lively and colour is 
obtained when the solution is made with rapidity, and 
the disen ent of much va , than when it is 
condu lowly ; doubtless, bee in the former 
case the metal is more highly oxidated. On this ac- 
count, freshi solutions made with ordinary caution, are 
preferable to old ones, however carefully pj 

218. The tin employed in the ‘ation of the 
mordants, which have for their bases the oxides of that, 
metal, should be of the utmost purity ; common tin 
being frequently adulterated with copper and lead, each 
of swhich is prejudicial to the colour. _Malacea, and. 
good English tin, are reckoned the best; though even 

latter generally contains a little copper in combina- 
tion with it. The ‘presence of iron and copper may 
easily be detected, by pouring a little prussiate of lime 
into the solution: the precipitate is blue if iron ke 

, and of a bronze colour if it contains copper. 
Andalsothe | 219. The muriatic acid should also be in the purest, 
muriatic —_ state.in which it can be procured, - When it is uneon- 
acnk taminated with foreign matter, it is perfectly limpid 

and colourless ; but it is frequently of a light yellowish 
appearance, owing chiefly, it is supposed, to the pre- 
sence of a small quantity of iton derived from the sea- 
salt, used in.procuring the acid. It may be obtained 
pure, by subjecting it to a second distillation, from a re- 
tort connected with a range of Woulfe’s , a little 
muriate of soda having been put with it into the retort, 
and a gentle heat applied. raiee” Wl Ya 

220, Chaptal has recommended a method of forming 
the muriate of tin, by causing the vapour of muriatic 
acid, as it is disengaged from the muriate of soda, to 

3 

Chaptal’s 

DYEING. 

to each other, upon the 
Woulfe’s apparatus, the process may, in 

sideration, constitute the princi mordants used in dants. 
dyeing, though several other substances are ional- 
ly employed for the same M. D’Am P 
of Rouen, has made much use of a solution of bismuth, 
which had formerly been proposed by M. Folie, of the 
same city. One of bismuth is dissolved in four Nitrate of 

nitric acid; the solution is afterwards intro. bismuth. 
uced into a bath containing tartar, and into which is 

poured, at the same time, a solution of sea-salt... Ber« 
thollet has shewn, that in whatever way this mordant 
is prepared, there is always formed a precipitate by the 
addition of water, which renders the colouring matter 
of a brown colour.. Chaptal made use of it in d eing 
cotton red, for which its author has proposed it ; bie it 
was not productive of a greater effect than water acidu- 
lated with nitric acid. sgl 

222. The oxide of arsenic is also employed as a mor- Arsenic 
dant in dyeing. _ Vogler appears to have used iehan 
van a solution of this oxide ey Sa in dyei 
thread. and cotton of a red colour. (A: Sanclt ite the 
solution in two poe of water, he added to it a satu- 
rated solution of alum, The mixture is at first turbid 
and gelatinous; but it recovers its trans| , by gra- 
dually adding to it a solution of alum. ead and © 
cotton immersed for twelve hours in this mordan 
on being washed and dried, assume, with madder, a 
very deep colour, The sulphurets of arsenic, known 
by the names of orpiment, realgar, sandarach,. yellow. 
arsenic, red arsenic, &c. are also used in dyeing, parti-~ 
cularly in the preparation of indigo, The sulphi 
of antimony may be ‘substituted, for that of arsenic ; 
but it does not communicate to the colour the same 
brightness. Be ee =. heres fs ‘ 

223. The. corrosive sublimate is also used in dyeing. Corrosive ° 
Wilson employed it in the composition of the alumi- sublimate. 

te 

nous mordant for printing linen, in the proportion of 
one-eighth of the. at ye lead. It appears, by the 
experiments of Vogler, that this salt ws the colour 
of madder darker and more durable. _. ietic s 

224. The oxides of lead have been used as mordants, Oxides of 
but they tarnish the lustre of colours. Vogler obtained lead. | 
a beautiful black, by galling thread ope neice impreg- 
nated with the salt of lead,, putting afterwards.ini 
ioesount + ame mun of copper, and boiling themina . 

mc Some metallic oxides have so strong an affinity Oxide of 
for the-substances to which they are applied, that they. iron. 
remain permanently fixed on them, and produce colours 
which are almost indestructible. In treating of the 
oxide of iron as a mineral substantive colouring matter, 
we noticed the readiness with which it enters into com- 
bination with stuffs, and the easy method of communi- 
cating, by means of it, a buff colour to cotton. We have 
now to remark, that the same substance may also be 
used as a mordant, to_produce, with different colouri 
principles, violet, prune, and lilac colours... This oxide 



dants. 
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* satuotin, "296. The mordant of tron is ap 

‘taste only has been attended to, 

DYEING. 
Of Mor- likewise constitutes the basis of black colours ; so that 

lied under different 
Some manufacturers employ the sulphate with- 

out any addition ; others compose it by dissolving iron 
in vinegar; some add to it a decoction: of rye flour, 
while others mix it with urine, herring brine, &c. The 
longer the composition is kept, the better it becomes. 
At present, instead of the sulphuric, acetic, or other 
acids, is substituted, as we formerly observed, the py- 
roligneous acid, which differs from the acetic by hold- 
ing in combination a portion of empyreumatic oil. 

_ 227. Mordants are not procured from the earthy and 
metallic bodies alone ; for, under certain circumstances, 
vegetable and animal substances serve as mordants for 
each other. Thus, in the complicated process for dye- 
ing Adrianople red, the stuff is first im ted with 
an animal substance; the astringent principle is then 
applied, and after this preparation, the cotton is pre- 
sented to the aluminous mordant. In this case, there- 
fore, the mordant is a triple compound of oil, the as- 
tringent principle, and alumine. The astringent prin- 
ciple merits particular consideration, not merely on ac- 
count of its extensive use as a mordant, but as a 
colouring a The class-of substances included 
under the of astringent principles, is rather vague- 
ly defined. Frequently some slight resemblance’ in 

= tegtes es the name of 
astringents, alum, many vegetables possessing 
dissimilar ies, have ioeen confounded ches) 

_. 228. There are different kinds of the gall-nut ; some 
inclining to white, yellow, , brown, or red; others 
are ash-coloured, or blackis 

the name of Aleppo 
and come from A , Tripoli, and Smyrna. 

in water by long ebullition: 
ms Neumann fourteen.of extract ; 

from the remaining two drachms aleohol extracted only 
four grains. 

229. The decoction of galls ipi the oxide of. 
iron of a black colour, and forms the well-known 
substance ink. The solutions of » mixed with. 
an infusion of galls, assumes a brick colour, which soon 

243 
becomes of'a reddish grey. Copper is easily précipita- 
ted: the precipitate is at first green, but becomes of an 
ash , and acquires a reddish coppery tinge in dry- 
ing. Zinc yields a dirty recipitate, Cobalt 
forms a light blue precipitate, which quickly becomes 
of an ash grey. 

dants. 

230. If the astringent property was owing to some Objections 
individual principle, which was always the same in the 
different vegetables in which it occurs, the precipitates 
obtained by their means from a solution of iron, would 
always form the same compound, and exhibit the same 
general appearances; but this is not the case. The 
precipitate produced by galls is of a blackish blue ; that 
by logwood has a different shade of blue; that by oak 
is of a fawn-colour; that by quinquina of a blackish 
green, &c.. These precipitates are also formed with dif- 
erent attendant circumstances, and when fixed on stuffs, 
are differently affected by alum and tartar. So that the 
substances denominated astringents form, with iron, 
different kinds of precipitates, and, consequently, do 
not derive their properties from an individual principle 
found in different vegetables. This diversity of pro- 
perties has induced Dr Bancroft to rank the substances 
denominated astri ts as Colouring matters.—“ I have 
invariably applied the name of colouring matter,” says 
he, ‘ to those of vegetable dyeing drugs. which 
are found to uce colour with an earthy or a,metal- 
lic basis ; and I have certainly never been able to dis- 
cover any good reason for doing otherwise, in regard to 
those vegetable matters which afford ink, or a black dye 
with iron ; matters which, indeed, are extremely vari- 
ous in their other properties, and even in the sorts of 
black which they produce ; though chemists have, as I 
think im ly, confounded most of them under the 

eral ination of astringents ; aim which may 
unobjectionable, as signifying acerbity in vegetables, 

but or pe indicating, = being invariably connected 
of matter as they have been with, any such 

supposed univ ly to possess, that of producing a 
colour with iron.” 

- 231, Although chemists have considered the astrin- 
gent principle as always the same, experience had taught 
us that all astri t substances were not equally pro- 
per for producing a beautiful and durable por ve Of 
twenty-one species of astringents compared wi Is, 
oak saw dust, and yellow myrobolans, were the oe 
substances which uced a fine black, but inferior in 
beauty and durability to that obtained by means of the 
common gall, M. Beunie, who made the-comparative 
trial of their p ies in this found that the 
oak saw dust w's preferable to the bark, which is em- 
vows by the dyers of thread, and he remarks it is 

to the term: 
astringents. 

232. Lavoisier, Vandermonde, Fourcroy, and Ber-, Properties 
thollet, were desired to try experiments on the different of different 
astringents, for the purpose of making a report on the *ngents. 
subject to the academy. The substances upon which 
t instituted. the iments of comparison, were 

oak-bark, raspings of heart of oak, of the exter~ 
nal part of oak, of logwood, and sumach. To deter- 
mine the i astringent principle contained 
in these ent, spol SAC one Ais each se- 

, which boi an rin three ds 
. a first water they lied Pico, 
which ‘ underwent a similar ebullition, and continued 
these operations until the substances appeared exhaust- 
ed; they then mixed the decoctions belonging 
to each, They employed a transparent solution of 
sulphate of iron, in which the proportions of water and 
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gents for 
stuffs, 
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first estimated 

cam small portion of sulphate of iron gives it 
a dirty ish colour, and a larger one changes it into 
a deep brown. The quantity of sulphate required to 
saturate the magn ptr two ounces of this bark was 
ighteen grains, an precipitate, when collected and 

‘tied, weighed twenty-two grains. The inner bark of 
the oak afforded very nearly the same result. The de- 
coction of the i the heart of oak required 
for its sutubethearade eral twenty four grains, and 
the precipitate obtained was of the same weight. The 
decoction of the external wood of the oak aes apn very 
little precipitate. The decoction of sumach acquired a 
reddish violet colour when a small quantity of the sul- 
phate of iron was added. The quantity required for 
its saturation was two drachms, eighteen The 
decoction of logwood became of a sapphire blue colour 
by the addition of su of iron ; beyond the point 

saturation the blue greenish and dirty. The 
exact quantity required for saturation was one " 
forty eight grains, and the weight of the precipitate 
was two drachms, twelve grains. All the precipita- 
tions in which the oak was used took nadine 
that by logwood a little more difficultly, but still more 

per pp ah that the elie ty of stingen = terw 4 quanti i t 
substances required to give a black colour of equal in- 
tensity, to.an equal weight of the same cloth, was pee 

i to the quantities of astri t principle which 
been estimated in each kind by the fi ing ex- 

i ; but the black obtained by means of the dif- 
FOS cased did not resist or tests 

as that uced by galls. It also, 
that ood alone was incapable of producing so in+ 
tense a black as galls or oak, nor was the colour so per- 
manent. 

233. Having thus examined the properties of the as- 
tringent principle, with respect to its affinities with so- 
lations of iron, it ought also to be considered with re- 
spect to its affinities with stuffs, since its action as a 
mordant must depend upon its attraction to the latter 
as well as to colouring matters. Silk 7 ne by gall- 
ing, which consists in ing a stuff in a decoction 
of galls, .an addition to its weight which cannot be ta- 
ken from it again, beyond a certain, by wash- 
ings; after which ion, the stuff, when put into a 
soothes of iron, is dyed black, because the- astringent 
principle, psa ene) Cr sulphate of iron, forms a 
triple compound with the oxide of iron and the stuff. 

234, A galled stuff is also capable of combining with 
othe: eos ae the colours of which thereby 
acquire fixity, if they do not. naturally it, so 
that the ee Some vomrre its durability to the 
triple compound, or more complex one 
‘shich:Ss Siroet ston tap noktion commonly rendered 

by this union. 
235. As the mordants and colouring particles have a 

mutual action upon each other, the nature of the latter 
is often so much altered by their union, that by oe 5 
ing the mordants, we ney mealety prodigiously 
shades of colour obtained the same colouring mat- 

ferent 
80 Wi 

¢ i & 
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He is to colouring matter. In the dyeing . 
it is necessary to employ one mordant for the stuff, 
and another for the colouring principle. 

SECTION V. 

Or tue Processes or Dyzine, 

CHAP. I. - res 

General View of the Practical Operations of Dyeing. 

236. In order that a ing manufactory be Dyeing 
conducted in the most antacienee manner, Berthol. none 

the subdivision of labour affording i 
each workman, by his attention Wetig, Atectod azches 

be added, that a variety of materials, which, in 
eetablighrain’, sould bp rejected as useless, may often. 

to be paved, tgp ee ee 
ing off di ater and baths. In short, e 
thlog dpalabe Coan SOs Pgh ang 

r 
238. The caldrons, the size and position of which ¢,139, 

are to be by the operations for which they 
are should be made of brass or r, un- 
less for i it is 

colours in which a solution of tin is ; 

pty 2 
ry; and some contrivance should be employed above . 



Drying. 
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ing the stuffs which have been 

that during the act of 
drip back into them without 

wed stuffs, a winch or reel is 
d, the ends of which are placed on two iron forks, 

Se dey Yoauies tebe aan et dee tne 
ly delicate, uire to be quickly dried, that 
aly wat bo allocted 
is therefore to dry them in a chamber heated 

a stove. The silk i 
called a shaker, which is h up, and kept in conti- 
nual motion to accelerate the 

240. Neda cone tie pe mun 
minute every necessary in construc- 
tion of a ; and, indeed, more knowledge may 
be gained in a few minutes by i ion, than can be 
conveyed by the most laboured” iption ; besides, 

require to be constructed di , accord. 
to the operations for which they 

ite 
i 

i? sf ul i al le 

245. The water employed in 
should be as pure as possible. ; : froaer oaeat 
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Processes. 

of Dyeing. 

suited to each operation should be temperature 
carefully attended to; and, in order that the stuff may jure of the 
be fully and equally saturated with the dye in a 

w it is to employ precautions, of 
few ers nin out sufficiently aware, who have not acquired 
cadicanis ience in the exercise of their art.“ 

Having ie these preliminary remarks, we shall’ 
now proceed to give a detailed view of the various pro- 
cesses which are employed for dyeing particular co-' 
lours, ing the arrangement we proposed to adopt 
under the head of colouring matters, 

CHAP. II. 

Processes for Dyeing Red. 

246. The colouring matters principally used in dyes’ 
ing red, and its various , are cochineal, wees 
lac, madder, carthamus, archil, safflower, chay-root, 
Brazil-wood, wood, camwood, barwood, red 
saunders, logwoed, each of which we have already 
described. shades of red given by these substances’ 
are various, and depend partly upon the nature of the’ 
colouring matter, and partly upon that of the mordant, 
with which it is employed. t 

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool Red. 

247. Of all the red colours communicated to wool by 
the of dyeing, the finest and most splendid is 
scarlet. This beautiful colour is of different shades ; 
sometimes it is required to be of a deeper and’ more 
perfect red, at other times to incline more or less to 
ee geonen Se It is difficult to obtain a particular 
shade, from precise proportion of ingredients pre- 
scribed ; because the quantity of colouring matter con< 
tained in different kinds of cochineal varies, and still 
more, because the solutions of tin differ so much 
one another. 

248. scarlet is usually at two 
rations : se first is called the 3 the this 
finish or redd . For the intended for dye- 

to the cloth is put in and 
moved briskly for two or three turns, after which it 
is moved more slowly. The boiling having continued 

Red colour- 
ing mat- 
ters. 

Scarlet. 
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Processes. taken out, aired, and cooled; after which it is washed 
of Dyeing. in the river, and dried. | - 
——\——" ~— 250. Such is the process for dyeing scarlet, as descri- 
of ingre- bed by Berthollet.. He adds, that proportions of 
dients. cochineal, and of) solution of tin, put either into the 

boiling or into the reddening; are not fixed. There are 
dyers who, according to Hellot’s account, succeed very 
well by pr putting two-thirds of the composition, and a 
fourth the cochineal, into the boiling, and. the re- 
maining third of the composition, with the remaining 
three-fourths of the cochineal, into the reddening. Hel- 
lot asserts also, that it does no harm to use tartar in the 
reddening, provided that not more of it than half the 
weight of the ¢ cochineal be put in ; and it has appeared 
to him even to render the colour more permanent. 
This is at present the practice of several dyers. 

251. Some dyers do not take the cloth out of the boil- 
ing, only refreshing it to make the reddening in the 
same bath, by pouring in an infusion of cochineal, 
which they have made apart, and with which they have 
‘mixed the r quantity of composition, i,e. solution 
of tin. In this way they save time and fuel, and ob- 
tain a scarlet equally fine. 

252. In dyeing scarlet, it is of advantage to use tin 
boilers, because the acid employed attacks copper, and 

IY, and retain them 
e acknow 

is liable to im! ‘ 
some inequalities, owing to differences in the quality of 
the wool ; and that it is safest to employ a previous boil- 
ing in the way commonly practised, it 
that he has often dyed very beautiful scarlets, by pre- 
paring or boiling the cloth with the whole quantity of 
solution of tin and tartar at once, (as is commonly 
done with alum and tartar), and afterwards dyeing it 
snrinat, me rsa bs et oo in clean wa- 
ter only. In this way he inne particles 
so completely taken up by the cloth, that liquor 
became as clear as the purest water, and the colour was 
generally v 

, 256. After Scarlet 

Scheffer’s 

Peerner’s 

the solution it forms with it» may affect the beauty of 
the colour. But as, these are difficult to make of any 
considerable size, and are liable to melt if the work- 
men forget to withdraw the fire before emptying them, 
many dyers use copper boilers, It is necessary, how- 
ever, to keep these very clean, not to allow the acid li- 

or to remain in them, and to prevent the cloth dy- 
Ga ink them fhonn:toushing:the copper, by means either 
of a net or a wicker basket. : 

253. Scheffer directs for the boiling an ounce‘and a half 
of solution of tin, with an equal yee of starch, and 
as much tartar to every pound of cloth. He observes, 
that the starch serves to render the colour more uni- 
form ; and-he directs, to throw into the water when it 
boils, a drachm of cochineal, to stir it well, to boil the 
wool an hour, and afterwards to wash it. The wool 
is then to be boiled half an hour in the reddening bath, 
with half an ounce of starch, three quarters of an.ounce 
of solution of tin, half an ounce of tartar, and seven 
drachms of cochineal. It appears, that Scheffer em- 
im sa much smaller quantity of solution -of tin than 

ot: but Hellot’s solution, the manner of preparing 
which we described under Mordants (214,), contains 
much more tin. 

_ 254, Poerner describes three principal processes for 
dyeing scarlet, according as the colour is to be more or 
less deep, or more or less inclining to orange. He puts no 
cochineal intothe boiling, which he com one ounce 
six drachms of tartar, and an equal weight of solution of 
tin, added after the tartar is dissolved, for eases apo 
cloth. After it has begun to boil, he introduces the cloth, 
and boils it for two hours. For the reddening of the first 
process, he uses two drachms of tartar, and an ounce 
of cochineal, afterwards adding gradually two ounces of 
solution of tin, Fer the reddening of the second pro- 
cess, he uses the same quantity d aatiineal, and two 
ounces of solution of tin without any tartar. . For that 
of the third, he directs two drachms of tartar, an ounce 
of solution of tin, and two .ounces of common salt, 

most lively pure crimson or rose-colour, and about one- {>.,.. 
fourth of a pure bright yellow ; and, consequently, that 
when the thE 5 of ths cochhatad tt halons’ 
let by the means always hitherto employed for dyeing 
that colour, there must be ins aut 9 ivalent 
to a conversion of one-fourth of the semuanel Gaines 
ing matter, from its natural crimson to the y CO- 
lour; and asa better yellow might be obtained other 
drugs where it ly exists, and at yf ag 

St the ale snethch.of peices sab is that the ordi methc ucing a scarlet was 
highly injudicious, because unnecessarily e ive. 

_ © Convinced of this i t truth,” says he, “ and 
at the same time believi tates «See the authotity 
of Hellot, Macquer, and others, that the natural crim 
son of cochineal was rendered scarlet only by the ni- 
tric acid employed to dissolve the tin used in dyeing 
that colour, I is a series pba yar for 
ducing it, without any such waste of the cochineal co- 
louring matter. For this purpose, it seemed 
to discover a mordant or basis, capable of pertnanently 4 

my gate nar etary i mace Ny 
ellew. I concluded, by experiments, 

the necessary purity and vivésity 0 callie’ ‘onmbd tobe 
be obtained from an aluminous basis, however dissoly- 
ed, though it doubtless fixes the particles of cochineal 
more durably than any other mordant; and the like 
defect was found to accompany the solution of all the 
other earths, as well as of the metals, tin alone except- 
ed ; and with this further disadvantage, that most of 
them either) or altered the natural colour of 
cochineal very considerably. It followed, therefore, 
that a basis to suit my purpose must be s t for in 
the pure white calx or oxide of tin, so dissolved or com- 
bined, as to reflect the cochineal crimson unchanged, 
and with the greatest possible lustre. To produce a 
scarlet, therefore, it was only necessary to superadd, 
and pepsly combine, with this crimson or rose co« 

with the above quantity of cochineal, The searlet of our, a suitable portion of a lively golden yellow, ca- 
the first process is of the deepest shade ; that of the se- perinet being: Bey ly. fixed and re by the same: 
cond is less full, but more lively ; that of the third is is, Such a yellow I had. ly discovered in: 
still more bright and pale. ; is 

255, Dr Bancroft states, that he has often given to 
the quercitron bark, and also in what is properly called 
young fustic, (hus colinus), though its colour was less 
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: durable than that of the quercitron 
‘This last had also the of being not 

the brightest, but the cheapest of all yellows ; since 
Segond of the barkin , which cost but three- 
pence farthing, dyed, ‘with a sufficient quantity of'mu> 

i in, between thirty and forty pounds weight of 
woollen cloth, of a fall bright golden yellow; and this 
bck: anil 2 dyed in the same liquor, with one- 
fourth less of cochineal than what is — vere 
acquired a ‘scaflet, equal in beauty and ility to 

which is usually given br the ordinary means with an 
a Seren, fochines ; and such were the ge- 
neral of a great umber of experiments.” ~’ 

i. + 267. Dr Bancroft was accordingly induced to make 
| trial of this method of dyeing scarlet on a scale, 

at the dye-house of Messrs Goodwin, Platt & Co. Bank- 
side, Southwark’; but owing to the muriate of tin be- 
ing either too much «concentrated, or too highly oxy- 
“geni the result was far from being attended with 

Success expected. Ina subsequent trial, in which 
a nitro-muriate of tin was used, by mixing the muria- 

} tie acid with about one-third less its weight of the 
i nitric, the mordant acted very feebly, or rather failed in 

exalting the yellow colour of the bark, which took but 
slowly on the stuff, and never rose higher than a straw 
‘colour ; while a considerable quantity of yellow colour- 

; E 8 : : E t i 
. 258. “As this nitro-muriate of tin,” says Di Bancroft, 
“1 (oa ed nadgectted e muriatic so- 

respect lution, had failed through others of a very opposite na- 
the scar- ture, I was induced to mix much ions of 

80 
the wie of ny of the _ yellow in the 

dye of scarlet, an which I still expected from 
ssi seed Chics aad G's + ion ; 

my ise, I could discover no such ef- 
fect, even when I dissolved the metal in nitric acid 

& : £ ¥ i 5 : 

alone. . At first I d some impurity in the acid 
‘which had been ed; but having procured a fresh 

, and its purity by means, 
I found that tin dissolved by-'ft, had: not the least 

.to change the cochineal cyinison towards a 
yellowi or scarlet hue; and that this |, in the usual 

? 

way ee ing that colour, resulted Jrom the tar- 
lar, (aci tartrite of potash,) which is always em- 
ployed at the same time. This fact | ascertained by 
ed and varied experiments, in which I constantly 
that cochineal, with the dyer’s common solution of tin, 

. and even with that made by nitric acid only, would pro- 
duce nothing but a crimson, without tartar ; 
cochineal, weth tartar, would produce a scarlet, not on- 

: 247 
has more recently adopted and propagated-the same er- Processes 
ror, after making a oh net 5 experiments, seve- of Dycins, 
ral of which, if they had been ‘duly considered) would Y—~ 
have taught him the truth on this subject. This was 
even more lately done’ by Berthollet, in his Elemens 
de CArt dela Teinture, where, to‘adopt the words of 
Dr Hamilton’s translation, he says, “ Tartar, as we 
have seen, gives a deeper and more rosy hue to the co-~ 
louring matter of cochineal, precipitated by the solution 
of tin. It moderates the action of the nitro-muriatic 
acid; which tends to give scarlet an orange cast, though 
this cast is not to be seen in the precipitate pro. 
duced by the solution of tin, which is, on the contrary, 
of a fine red. It is probable that the solution of tin 
gives scarlet an orange tinge, by means of the action 
the nitro-muriatic acid ‘exerts on the wool, which, as 
well as all other animal substances, it has the p 
of turning yellow. Thus, (adds he,) by putting more 
of tartar into the reddening, a deeper and fuller scarlet 
may be obtained ; and on the contrary, the scarlet ma 
be rendered more inclining to orange, by omitting this 
i ient.”. Here then it is manifest, (says Dr Ban- 
croft.) that the nitro-muriates of tin are each supposed 
to produce effects directly contrary to what are really 
produced by them, the effects of 4 being ascribed to 
the other; a mistake capable of producing much dis- 

intment and detriment.” In the last edition of his 
Elements on Dyeing, Berthollet has accordingly, with - 
much candour, acknowledged his error, and admitted 
the truth of Dr Bancroft’s observations. ; 

259. Had Dr Bancroft’s attempts to simplify and im- 
prove the method of dyeing scarlet with cochineal, pro- 
duced no other effect than the correction of a mistake, 
which had prevailed so long and so universally, the res 
sult, even in this point of view, might have justly been 
deemed important ; but the failures which he had hi- 
therto ienced in realizing his speculative opinions, 
instead of diminishing his confidence in his former rea- 
soning, only i his diligence in searching after: 
more suitable means for accomplishing his purpose, and 
at length, after various experi , he discovered that 
the murio-sul of tin, the composition of which we 
have already described (216.), formed an excellent mor= 
dant for the process he 

260. sem Ararat with this mordant, it is neces- New pro. 
sary to put cloth, —— 100 1b. weight, into a cess. 
proper tin vessel, nearly filled with water, in which 
about 8 lb. of the murio-sulphuric solution of ‘tin have - 
been iously mixed, to make the liquor boil, turn- 
ing the cloth as usual through it by the winch, for a 

ofiaianan; then takings thescletio out-stoche 
liquor, to put into it about four pounds of cochineal, 
and two and a half of quercitron bark in pow- 
der ; mick er ecm ee peer Wt oF 
again into the liquor, making it boil, continui e 

ion as al) until the colour be duly vdeede and 
bath exhausted, which will be the case in about 

fifteen or twenty minutes ; after which, the cloth may 
be taken out and rinsed as usual.‘ In this way,” says 
Dr Bancroft, “ the time, labour, and fuel necessary for 
filling and heating the dyeing vessel a second time, will 
‘be saved ; the operation finished much more speedily 
than in the common way; and there will be a saving 
of all the tartar, as well as of two thirds of the cost of 

* spirit, or nitro-muriatic solution of tin, which for dye- 
ing 100 lbs. of wool; commonly amounts to 10s.; where- 
as, 8 lbs. of the murio-sulphuric solution will only cost 
about’3s. There will be, moreover, a saving of at least - 
one-fourth of the cochineal usually employed (which is 

. 
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generally computed at the rate of one ounce for every 
pany of cloth), and the colour produced will certain- 
y not prove inferior, in any to that dyed with 
much more expence and trouble, in the ordinary way. 
When a rose colour is wanted, it may be readily and 
cheaply dyed in this way, only omitting the quercitron 
bark, instead of the complex method now practised, of 
first producing a scarlet, and then changing it to arose, 
by the volatile alkali contained in stale urine, set free 
or decomposed by potash or by lime ; and even if any 
one should still unwisely choose to continue the prac- 
tice of dyeing scarlet without quercitron bark, he need 
only employ the usual proportions of tartar and cochi- 
neal, with a suitable quantity of the murio-sulphate of 
tin, which, while it costs so much less, will be more 
effectual than the dyers’ spirit.” 

261. “ Several Nemsieeds of experiments warrant my 
assertion, that at least a fourth of the cochineal 
generally employed in dyeing scarlet, may be saved by 
obtaining so much yellow as isn to compose this 
colour from the quercitron bark ; indeed nothing 
can be more self-evident, than that such an effect, ce- 
feris paribus, ought necessarily to result from this com- 
bination of different colouring matters, suited to pro- 
duce the compound colour in question.” : 

262. “ The scarlet composed of cochineal crimson, 
and quercitron yellow, is moreover attended with this 
advantage, that it may be dyed upon wool and woollen 
yarn, without any danger of its being changed to a rose 
or crimson, by the process of fulling, as always hap- 

s to scarlet d ed by the usual means. This last be- 
ing, in fact, nothing but a crimson or rose colour, yel- 
lowed by some specific or particular action of the acid 
of tartar, is liable to be made crimson again by the 
application of many chemical agents (which i 
overcome the ci eable yellow produced by the tar- 
tar), and particularly by calcareous earths, soap, alka- 
line salts, &e. But where the cochineal colouring mat~ 
ter is applied and fixed, merely as a crimson or rose co- 
jour, and is rendered scarlet by superadding a very 
permanent quercitron yellow, capable of resisting the 
strongest acids and alkalies, (which it does when dyed 
with solutions of tin); no such change can take place, 
because the cochineal colour having never ceased to be 
crimson, cannot be rendered more so, and therefore 
cannot suffer by those impressions or applications which 
frequently change or spot scarlets dyed according to the 
present practice.” 

263, “ There is also a singular property attending 
the compound scarlet dyed with cochineal and querci- 
tron bark, which is, that if it be compared with ano- 
ther piece of scarlet dyed in the usual way, and both 
appear by day-light exactly of the same shade, the for- 
mer. if they be afterwards: com: 
will appear to be at least several shades higher and ful- 
Jer than the latter ; a circumstance ef some importance, 
when it is considered how much this and other gay co- 
lours are generally worn and exhibited by candle light 
during a considerable part of the year.” 

264. «To illustrate more clearly,” continues Dr Ban- 
croft, “ the effects of the murio-sulphuric solution of 
tin with cochineal in dyeing, I shall state a very few of 
my humerous experiments therewith ; observing, how- 
ever, that they were all several times repeated, and al- 
ways with similar effects: 

* Ist, I boiled one hundred parts of woollen cloth in 
water, with eight parts of the murio-sulphuric solution 
of tin, during the space of ten or fifteen minutes; I 
then added to the same aye ag parts of cochineal, 

by candle-light, ° 
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and two parts and a half of quercitron bark in 4 
and boiled the cloth fifteen or t minutes longer ; 
ss a ears had ae ly a piatgt § 
lour e dyei iquor, and received a good, 
even, and bright star et. Similar cloth dived that 
colour at the same time in the usual way, and with a 
fourth part more of cochineal, was found u 
rison to have somewhat less body than the ; the 
effect of the quercitron bark in the first case having 
been more than equal to the additional portion of co- 
chineal employed in the latter, and made yellow by the 
action of tartar. 

« 2d, To see whether the tartrite of tin would, be« 
sides yellowing the cochineal crimson, contribute to 
raise and exalt its colour more than the murio-sulphate 
of that metal, I boiled a hundred parts of cloth with 
eight parts of the murio-sulphuric solution, and six 

of tartar, for the of one hour: I then dyed 
the cloth unrinsed, in clean water, with four parts of 
cochineal, and two parts and a half of quercitron bark, 
which produced a eat pen colour, because a dou 
ble portion of yellow been here uced,. first by 
the quercitron bark, and then by the action of tartar 
upon the cochineal colouring matter. To bring back 
this aurora to the scarlet colour, by taking away or 
changing the yellow produced by the tartar, I divided 
the cloth whilst unrinsed into three equal parts, and 
boiled one of them a few minutes in water, slightly 
impregnated with potash; another in water with a li 
ammonia ; and the third in water containing a very 
little powdered chalk, by which all the pieces became 
scarlet; but the two last ighter than the 
first, the ammonia and the having each rosed the 
cochineal colour rather more advantageously than the 
potash. The best of these, however, by cao ae 
did not seem preferable to the compound dyed 
without tartar, as in the preceding experiment ; conse- 
quently, this did not seem to exalt the cochineal colour 
more than the murio-sulphate of tin ; had it done so, the 
use of it in this way would have been easy, without 
relinquishing the advantages of the quercitron yellow. 

« $d, I boiled one’ hundred of woollen cloth 
with eight parts of the muri huric solution of tin 
for about ten minutes, and then added four of co- 
chineal in powder, which by ten or fifteen minutes more 
of boiling, produced a fine crimson. This I divided in- 
to two equal parts, one of which I yellowed, or made 
scarlet, by boiling it for fifteen minutes with a tenth of 
its weight of tartar, in clear water ; and the other, by 
boiling it with a fortieth of its weight of quercitron 
bark, and the same weight of murio-sulphuric solution 
of tin; so that in this last case, there was an addition 

matter from the bark, whilst in the 
ition took 

scarlet by an addition of quercitron yellow was, as 
might have been expected, several shades fuller than 
the other. 

boiling it first in water, with eight parts of 
murio-sulphate of tin, and twelve parts of tartar, for 

and continuing the boiling for ‘fifteen minutes. This 
scarlet cloth I divided equally, and made one part crim- 
son, by boiling it with a little ammonia in clean water; 
after which I again rendered it scarlet by boiling it in 
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‘Processes of clean water, with a fortieth of its weight of quercitron salts in the boiling, and of kermes in the bath, Be- Processes of 

Dycing- bark, and the same weight of murio-sulphate of tin; and fore the wool which has just been dyed is taken to the _ Pyeing- 
—~" ‘this last, being compared with the other half, to which river, it may be dipped in a bath of water a little warm, 

no quercitron yellow had been applied, was found to in which a small quantity of soap has been dissolved. 
the most colour, as mi ve been expected. In this way the colour will acquire more brightness, 

A piece of the cloth which been dyed scarlet by co- though it will be rendered a little of'a rosy orcrimson cast. 
chineal and quercitron bark, as in the first experiment, 267. Solution of tin has been tried with kermes as Effects of 
being at the.same time boiled in the same water with well as with cochineal. Scheffer describes several pro- solution of 
ammonia, did not become crimson, like that dyed scar- cesses for dyeing in this way, but the colour always in- "™ 
let without the bark.” ah clines:to yellow or cinnamon, because the compound 

- © In this way of compounding a scarlet from cochi- formed of its colouring matter and the oxide of tin al- 
neal and quercitron bark, the dyer will at all times be ways retains a yellow hue. Berthollet ascribes this to 
able, with the utmost certainty, So prose every possi- the action of the acid, but it is more probably owing, as 
ble shade between the crimson yellow colours, by in the case of cochineal scarlet, to that of the tartar. 
only increasing or diminishing the proportion of bark. It Dr Bancroft affirms, that with the same bases or mor- 
has, indeed, been usual at times, when scarletsapproachi dants, the colours from cochineal and from kermes 
nearly to the aurora colour were in fashion, to closely resembled each other. 
a fugitive yellow, either from turmeric, or from what is 268. The red colour dyed upon wool with madder, Madder 
called young fustic (rhus cotinus) ; but this was only is greatly inferior in beauty to that obtained from co- Teds 
Se lee ciplegakcckeriipd bese iously yellow- chineal or kermes ; but it the advantage of being 
ed as much as le by the use of. tartar, as in the and more durable. It is; therefore, often ap- 
‘common way of dyeing scarlet; and therefore that prac- pl to coarser stuffs, which cannot admit of expensive 

i i yes. Before a woollen stuff is put into the madder 
for its object to preclude the loss of any part bath, it is first im ated with a suitable mordant, by 

of the cochineal rose or crimson, by its conversion to- potas Aran hours with alum and tartar. 
It is left to drain, and after being slightly. wrung 

OF a ES eee iee! and put into a linen bag, it is carried to a cool place, 
« By sufficient trials, I have satisfied myself that the where it is allowed to remain for several days. 

cochineal colours, dyed with the murio-sulphuric solu- 269. The quantities of alum and tartar vary in dif- Proportion 
tion of tin, are in ev at least as durable as ferent manufactories. Hellot recommends five ounces of alum 
any which can be dyed with any other ion of of alum and one ounce of tartar to each pound of wool. 4 tar- 
that metal; and they even seem to withstand the action of Pcrner diminishes the proportion of tartar, and di- “* 
boiling soap suds somewhat , and therefore I can- seetaithdadaailaelalee attr omcatonth of the alum; 
not avoid earnestly its use for dyeing while Scheffer, on the contrary, says, that the quantity 
rose and other cochineal colours, as well as for com- of tartar should be double that of the alum. Berthollet 
ee rn eneions berks: (Phil. of found that by employing one half tartar, the colour 
erm. , i. 485.) Such are the results of Dr sensibly red more on the cinnamon than when 

i i 1 ion was only one-fourth. Dr Bancroft states 
i i ions of the aluminous mordant to be, the 

practical ; and, indeed, we understand that a por- alum one-fourth or one-sixth, and the tartar one-twelfth 
tion of colouring matter obtained from the quer- or one-sixteenth of the weight of the stuff. 
citron bark, or rhus cotinus, is now very em- 270. Repearampenn sntne, [he Da Janet Det De tion» 

: ee renee re atin as ing scarlet. allowed to boil, because that degree of heat would dis- of the dye-- 
. tartar i i ciicaahe though solve the fawn-coloured particles, which are less soluble 6 >ath- 

: | : ! 
it is much more spari used than formerly. than the red, and thus the colour. After the 

. 265. Asthe ing which has been used for dyeing water has reached a temperature which the hand can 
from Scarlet is never entirely exhausted of its colouring matter, just bear, Hellot directs us to throw in half a pound of 

but still contains.a portion which varies in ac- the best grape madder for each pound of wool to be 
to the fineness of the powder to which the co- ped anata this-Ks. well before the woal is put in, which 
was and the length of time it hasbeen must remain for an hour without boiling; after which 

boiled, it may still be employed to produce shades ofa it is recommended, in order that the colour may be 
sadder cast ; but the nature of the residuum being sel- more effectually fixed, to boil it for four or five minutes 
dom the same, it would be vain to point out the parti- Sshe.aadl ohne sgetatien, * Whether the colour be Tempera. 
ee teat free wiht earthen dngredionts sagt in reality fixed more permanently by boiling the dyed “*- 
Peat (plore peu brighter shades, Every 5 claiheia tem mbataens aia oommacnly, precsieed “st Cea 
in cases, must be left to the skill and experience of conclusion of the operation, is a question (says Dr Ban« 
the dyer. croft). which Iam afraid to answer, as the results of se- 

Wool is dyed. with kermes, by first. boiling it trials which I have made were not uniform; but 
half an hour in water with bran; then two hours in a_ if it should be found expedient to employ a boiling heat 
fresh bath, with one-fifth of Roman alum, and one-tenth for this , all danger of any harm from it might 
of tartar, to which sour water (49.) is commonly added ; hhearelded by iving it with clean water, ima separate 

: ried to a cool place, where it is left'some days. Toobs vi already imbibed sufficient colour, with only a 
tain a full co , as inich Aisne Aeieqnale.three- seal in thi ; 
fourths, or-even the whole of the weight of the wool, is increasing the extraction of the yellowish-brown “co- 

into a warm bath, and the wool is, put in at the first louring matter, or promoting its application either to - 
Cloth being more dense than wool, either the cloth, or the aluminous basis.” Phil. of Perm... 

spun or in the fleece, it requires one-fourth less. of the Col. ii. 227. 
VOL, VII. PART 1. 24. 
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Procestes of 971, The quantity of madder ret Poerner 
Dyeing. is only one-third the weight of the w and. Scheffer 

~¢ alvises only one-fourth. Poerner says, that havi 
added to the alum and tartar a quantity of solution 
tin of equal weight with the tartar, and after two hours 
boiling, having let the cloth remain in the bath that 
had been left to cool for three or four days, he dyed it 
in the usual way, and obtained a pleasing red. He de- 
scribes another process, in which, after having pre 
the cloth by the common boiling, he dyed it in a bath 
but slightly heated, with a ity of madder, 
tartar, and solution of tin; he let the cloth remain twen- 
ty-four hours in the bath, and after it had become cold 
he put it into another bath made with madder only, an 
there left it for twenty-four hours. In this way he ob- 
recs alas 4. a little clearer than the com- 
mon red, and inclining somewhat to yellow. 

272, By composing a bath of cochineal and madder, 
in the ion of from two to three, or even four 

nds of the latter, with one pound of the former, Dr 
croft obtained, with the murio-sul of tin as a 

mordant, a scarlet which was little inferior to one pro- 
cured in the ordinary way, from cochineal alone. 

273. Madder reds are sometimes rosed, or heighten- 
ed in brilliancy, with archil and brazil-wood. This pro- 
cess renders them more beautiful and velvety, but the 
brightness given them in this way soon fades. 

274. Wool may be dyed crimson, of’ various shades, 
either by giving it that colour at once, or by first dye- 
ing it scarlet, and then deepening it to the desired 
shade. ‘ 

Quantity 
madder. 

Various 
processes. 

Crimson. 

275. To dye crimson by a single process, a solution 
of two ‘Siete wnd a half of Som an ounce and a 
half of tartar, to every pound of cloth, is used for the 
pon Fh cept is afterwards dyed with an ounce 
of cochineal. Solution of tin is commonly added, but 
in less proportion than for scarlet. The em- 
loyed vary ly, according as the shade required is 
Ramer ot fe ter, or more or less distant from scarlet. 
Some use common salt in the boiling. 

276. Archil and potash are frequently used for sad- 
bloom- dening crimson, and giving them more bloom; but the 

effect which these substances produce soon vanishes. 
The boiling for crimson is sometimes prepared from a 
scarlet bath, by the addition of tartar and alum; and it 
is even affirmed, that the soupe au vin has more bloom, 
if both its boiling and reddening be made after scarlet, 
than when it is in a fresh bath.) 

277. The colour of scarlet is converted into a crim- By previ- : ; 
ously dye- son, by all those substances which counteract the ef- 
ing scarlet. feets of the tartar and solution of tin, emplo for 

giving the former of these colours. Thus the 
alam, and several other earthy salts, change the colour 
of scarlet to crimson, which is the natural colour of co- 
chineal. Accordingly, if a stuff previously dyed scar- 
let be boiled for about an hour in a solution of alum, it 
will become a crimson, ecita akanaake, 

ired shade, by varyi strength solution. 
Crimsons gre Sart oe meh Aids See are made by substitu- 
in Asif ting madder for half the quantity of the cochineal, and 
= sen eet arrestee a ing. 

Other proportions ma employed according to 
aaa yg Nanton i 

rom = 279. Wool may be dyed red by means of carthamus, 
but the colour soon changes to an orange ; and as the 
ey is inferior to what is obtained from 
cochineal, both in point of beauty and durability, the 
use of this dye for wool is entirely relinquished. } 

DYEING. 

II, Processes for Dyeing Silk Red. 

280. Silk which is intended to be dyed crimson with p 
cochineal, ought not to be boiled with more than 
pennies hundred of silk, as the sli - 
ow tinge which silk has, when so far is fa. 
vourable to the brightness of the colour. After the 
silk has been well cleansed from the soap at the river, 
it is to be immersed in an alum liquor of the full 
strength, where it is allowed to remain from the even- 
ing till next morning. It is again washed and beetled 
at the river. 

be made with one pound of nitric 
sal ammoniac, six ounces of 
ounces of water. 

i E t i 
is about ei 
silk. In 

: 
to boil for two hours, turning the silk: from ime to 

n The fire is then withdrawn ; and after 
has been allowed to remain in the bath two hours 

twice, and, lastly, wrung 
283. It has been seen, that a very small quantity 

lation of tin is put into the bath for dyeing silk er : 
if the same as that for dyeing wool scarlet were 

util at! te we f 3 inal 
sy 1 zt 

every pound: when the water into which these have 
been boils, cold water is added, till one’s hand can 
be in it; the silk is then put in, the heat of the 
bath is increased, and the silk, after having been boiled 
a minute, is taken out and washed. ’ ro! 

285. Scheffer’s » Which was published before 
that of Macquer, is not very different : one part of tin 
is dissolved in a mixture of four parts of nitric acid, 
and one of common salt, and the pre poet meet 
solution, after it has been diluted with its bulk 
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Processes. of water, The silk is allowed to remain twenty-four dyed with the Brazil juice, to which a little soap-suds Processes 

ef Dyeing. hours in this solution ; it is then taken out, and washed is moves. aciee of Dyeing. 
7 in clean water till it’ ceases to render it turbid. The 290. Madder is seldom used for dyeing silk, as its Wag 

silk is dyed by boiling it a quarter of an hour with five- colour is not sufficiently delicate and bright for thé pur- yeq, 
sixths of its weight of cochineal, in a small quantity of pose. The following processes, however, have been 

; water. recommended. According to the process of De la Fo- Dela Fo- 
Variations 286. Scheffer describes some variations in his pro- lie, half a pound of alum is to be dissolved in each lie’s pro- 
in Schef- ess, by which different shades are obtained. If the quart of hot water, to which two ounces of potash are * 
dha silk be wrung out of the solution of tin, left all night in ‘to be added ; after the effervescence has ceased, and 

a.cold solution of alum, (composed of an ounce toa the liquor has begun to grow clear, the silk must be 
quart of .water,) wrung and dried, then washed, and soaked in it for two hours, and then washed and put 

. afterwards boiled with, cochineal, it will take only a into a madder bath. The process of Scheffer is some- Scheffer's 
pale y colour. If the silk be s' twelve hours what different: the silk is to be alumed in a solution of process. 
eeanmenia eld apaliletad wien ight parts of water, four ounces of ‘alum, with six drachms of chalk, for 
then left all night in the solution of alum, washed, dried, each pound of scoured silk; when a sediment is form- 
and passed two baths of cochineal as before, . ed, solution is to be decanted ; and after having 
adding to the second bath a little sulphuric acid, it will become quite cold, the silk is to be put into. it, and to 
assume a fine poppy red. be left eighteen hours. It is then taken out and dried, 

Difficulty 287. Berthollet remarks, with respect to these pro- after which it is dyed with an equal weight of madder, 
ot che cesses, that though he varied his experiments in several when it takes a pretty good, but rather dark colour. 
ope to obtain a shade comparable Guhliche also describes a process for dyeing silk with Guhliche’s. 

the information he madder; for one pound of silk, he orders a bath of four Proces*> 
i ounces of alum, and one ounce of a solution of tin. 

silk dyed by his process never The liquor is to be left to settle, when it is decanted, 
that colour. Scarlet, however, is so much in and the silk carefully soaked in it, and left for twelve 
that the attention of several individuals has hours. It is then immersed in a bath, containing half 

ho 

a fi 
if bE ES i é 

i ; a : a pound of madder, softened by boiling, with an infu~ 
I ho have been most successful in France, begin sion of in white wine : this bath is kept moderate- 
ith dyeing the silk crimson ; this dye is covered over hot for an hour, after which it is to be made to boil’ 

i two minutes. After being taken out of De bath, 
ly, they give it a yellow the silk is to be washed in a stream of water, and dried. 

y fine is inthesun, The brightness of the colour may be rais- 
action of the air soon destroys the ed, by afterwards passing it through a bath of Brazil- 

wood,towhich an ounce of mean keine Dement 
291. Carthamus is employed for dyeing si = Various 

colour,.a bright orange red, cherry, rose, and. ech. 
colour. The processes. differ according to the in- ed from 
tensity of the colour to be given, and the degree in 
which it is to approach that of fire: but the carthamus 
bath, which varies in the mode of using it, is prepared 
in the following manner: After having extracted the 
yellow matter of the carthamus, and opened the cakes, 

imparted to the silk will it is put into a deal trough, where it is spri at 
approach very nearly to a scarlet. A better body may different times with soda, well powdered sifted, in 
k to it ight immersion the proportion of sixypounds to a hundred. The car- 
into the diluted <4 por mua pa and a second thamus being well mixed with the alkali, is put into a 

of saf- 

ny a te ie ; 

bpp iG ate H. s) i seer ite aI E Hi | . i ! i d 
Fe i 5, 

8 BE ; : | { a 

means of Brazil wood. To apply this dye, the silk added, and fresh water poured on. These’ operations 
is exhausted 

former, and aeons The silk being distributed on the rods in hanks, . 
! : 2 i is juice, or one of the acids formerly recommend- 

than for grain or cochineal crimson. Having refreshed ed, (82.), is into the bath, tillit assumes a 
Ree Meeine, Sept ine bath moener las charge fine cherry . Having stirred the bath well, the 
with 
Shade to be given. If water containing no earthy salt as it appears to gain colour. For colour, it is 
-be employed, the colour will be too deitaclidheredte taken out, Cte dindh, and A ft eaEPY 0 
oe oyerPralprmai ig yaar rm bath, where it is treated as in the former. It is then 

ito the 
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Processes 209. Tf a poppy or fire colour is to be givén, the 
of Dyeing. silk must be first scoured as for white, and then receive 

a Ce ng annotta ground ; but it must not be alumed. 
Orange red Bright orange red, and deep cherry colours, are treated 
and cherry in the same way as y colour, except that they have 

not the annotta gro’ The lighter cherry colours, 
rose colours of every shade, and flesh colours, are made 
from baths of the second and third running of the car- 
thamus, which are weaker than the first: The light- 
est of all these shades, which is a very pale flesh co- 
lour, requires a little soap to be put into the bath: this 
softens the colour, and prevents it from taking too 
quickly or unevenly. 
298. The baths of carthamus are used as soon as they 

‘are p , and as quickly as ible, as their co- 
lour loses much by keeping ; and indeed, after some 
time, entirely owes mai hey are also used cold, 
because the red fe lose their colour by exposure to 
heat. 

III. Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen Red. 

294. Cochineal, which, by the aid of the oxides of 
tin, imparts the most beautiful of all’ dyes to wool, 
communicates to cotton and linen a colour which 
sesses neither beauty nor durability. If cotton be im- 
pregnated, however, with the aluminous mordant, it 
receives, when dyed with cochineal, a very beautiful 
crimson, capable of bearing several washings, and of 
resisting, for some time, the action of the air, though 
not long enough to deserve the appellation of a fast co- 
lour. 

295. Madder is therefore usually employed for dye- 
ing red, and its various shades, cotton and linen ; 
oan in this respect it is certainly the most useful of all 
colouring substances. Its affinity for linen is more feeble 
than for cotton, but the processes which are a 
for fixing it upon the one, are found to answer 
when applied to the other ; we shall accordingly make 
no distinction between them. 

296. The madder red communicated to cotton, is 
istingui into two kinds: the one is called simple 

madder red, and the other, which is much brighter, and 
more permanent, Turkey, or Adrianople red. Both 
are dyed the aluminous basis, but with a con- 
siderable difference in the subordinate parts of the pro- 
cess. 
A Madder reds also eng. Ape both in ne 

an , according to the processes em 
‘For the common madder red, linen or cotton, hort. 
ing boiled in a weak lixivium of potash or soda, is to 
be macerated in a decoction of powdered ‘galls, in the 

ion of four ounces to every of linen or 
cotton to be dyed. After it is duly im with 
the solution of galls, and dried, the stuff is alumed, by 
soaking it ly in asaturated lukewarm solution 
of alum, employed also at the rate of four ounces to 
each pound of linen or cotton, the excess of sulphuric 
acid having been previously neutralized in the alum, 
by adding to the solution an ounce of soda for ev! 
pound of alum. When this has been done, the stuff is 
moderately wrung ; it is then dried, and afterwards 
alumed a second time, dissolving for that half 
as much alum as for the first aluming, and adding to it 
the residue of the former solution. After this second 
oe fs in well dried, and then rinsed, to re- 
move  superfous alum which has not ited itself 
“to the - The acetate of alumine may be 
stituted for common alum, with greater advantage to 

Cochineal. 

~“Madder. 

DYEING. 
the process, but it would be attended with more ex- . 

ce. 
Frgo8. The linen or cotton having been thus i Dyeing 
nated with the aluminous basis, is to be @ with the pt 
best crop madder, at the rate of three-fourths of a 
pound for each d of stuff. The heat of the bath 
1s gradually raised, so as to make it begin to boil in 
about fifty minutes, or at most an hour ; after the boil- 
ing has continued a very few minutes, the stuff is ta+ 
ken out, and slightly rinsed ; it is then dyed a second 
time in the same manner, and with the same quantity 
of madder. After the-second dyeing, followed by the 
usual rinsing and drying, it is commonly thought ex- 

aap rh emo inen or cotton in a lukewarm so- 
ution of soap, in the of about two ounces 
of the -latter to each of stuff, in order to give 
greater brilliancy to the red colour, and remove all the 
uncombined colouring matter. ‘The process is completed 

en or Tur a Adri 
er degree of brightness than the common madder red, or Turkey 
and resists more powerfully the effects of different re- t- ; 
agents, such as ies, acids, alum, and soap. It ap- 
pears, from the inquiries of Dr Bancroft, respectin 
this beautiful dye, that the com: seated geben bevsiden 
the Turkey red can alone be dyed, was long ago 
tised, and invented, by the inhabitants of Ma 
labar and del; that a of it was car- 
ried from India to Persia, Armenia, Syria, and Greece, 
and after a long interval to France, in consequence of 
the accounts transmitted at different times, by the 

means employed to dye |, particularly at Adria~ 
nople. See hil. Perm. Col. vol. H piedé. 

300. The Abbé Mazeas published some i 
concerning this dye, which threw a considerable li 
on the subject, and the French ernment, from the 
information it received; publi |, in 1765, an instruc- 
tion under the title of A Memoir containing the process 
for dyeing spun cotton Ld vga riage ne os 
the Adrianople cotton. The directions given in 
memoir, were first attempted to be reduced to practice wt 
at Rouen, or near that city; but, for a considerable 

, os time, with very little success. At t, however, 
the Turke: is supposed to be dyed in that part of 
France as 

ferent manufactories, but as they are rally kept se- 
cret, we have little means of i [reese ryt 
been found to answer best. The ing description 
is given by Berthollet of the method followed by M. 
Clere, who had the management of a man at 
Vaudreuil, and sent him patterns of his cotton dyed of 
a beautiful and durable red: 

dylak innspenat oegle byceerceing to-gslicntiie we must y scouring it wi opera- 
int eonnlaarn-bollingdaw cotton We leh ohaslaganeale 
ing one degree of the areometer, to which is 
adiicd the vemsinder of the bethsjswhiahidaasl danas 
ployed for passing the cottons through for the white 

tion called sickiou. P ? 
« In order to scour the cotton ly, and prevent 

pee ag ret it from ing, a cord is 
dak abi we hs a pound. = = 1, 



DYEING. 
Bre esos pate! pacemmaibenenns The cotton is com- 
Dyeing. pletely scow when it sinks of itself in the caldron ; 
“—_~ it is then taken out, and washed knot by knot in the 

river, wrung, and hung out to dry. 
« A hundred pounds of Alicant soda (barilla) in 

powder are put into a tub, with a hole near its 

soap-makers areometer, it is proper for the bath with 
oN is made in the following manner: 

« Twenty-five or thirty pounds of sheeps dung are 
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tion. « The cotton i through of soda at four 
a dh: wenkceig bifeigeelcabaaedcomseaty te 

«The cotton is passed through a ley of soda at five 
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poles; when dry, Processes of carried out to be dried on very small : 

Dyeing. it is taken to the river to be washed in the following 
manner : 

« The cotton must be first soaked in the water, then righth 
taken out and put upon the horse to drain. Water is re- operation. 

tedly thrown on it that it may be well soaked, and an 
our after it is washed knot by knot, to free it completely 

from the oil, which is absolutely necessary to its taking 
the galling well. It is then wrung with the jack and 
pin, and stretched upon the poles to dry. The cotton, 
when thus washed, ought on of a beautiful white. 

* For the galling, we must choose good galls in sorts,* Ninth 
and having bruised them, put for each hundred pounds operation. 
of cotton. twelve pounds and a half into a copper, and Ging: 
boil them in six buckets of clear river water. Three 
hours are generally required to boil them sufficiently, 
and we perceive that this is accomplished when they 
break readily between the fi Three buckets of 
cold water are then added, and the whole passed through 
a very close hair sieve, squeezing with the hand what 
has not passed in order to all the re~ 
.sinous icles. When the water has settled and be- 
come clear, the galling is ormed in the following 
manner. Nine or ten gusts of the ging is poured 
into an earthen pan set in the wall at a height conveni- 
ent for working, and the cotton is di into it by 
agp hanks, working it well with the hands. - It 1s 

manner : 
« The copper in which the decoction of galls was Tenth 

made being well cleaned, eight buckets of river water, °pcration. 
and eighteen pounds of Roman alum, are put into it, “™™ing- 
and the alum dissolved without boiling. When the 
solution is complete, half a bucket of soda ley at four 
degrees of the areometer is added, and the cotton then 
wrought in it hank by hank, as in the galling. It is 

* Having left the cotton to soak and drain for an Eleventh 
hour upon the horse, each hank is washed separately Washing 
three times, wrung with a pin, and carried to the tenter from the 

alum. 

“ This operation consists in a repetition of the for- -p,, 
mer ones, A white bath is. prepared, similar to that operation. 
described in the third ion ; twelve pounds and a 
half of good Provence oil are put into a vat ; arid eight 
buckets of ley, at two of the soapmaker’s are- 
ometer, added to it; and the bath being well stirred, 
the cotton is dipped in the manner described in the 
operation referred to. 

« The cotton, after being well dried, is dipped in a Thitteents 
ley at three degrees. — 

« After the cotton has been well dried, it is dipt in a Fourtecnth 
ley at four degrees. — 

«* When the cotton is again dry, it is dipped in a ley Fifteenth 
at five and this concludes the dips After be- °Petation. 
ing dried, it is washed, galled, and alumed, with the 
same ions, and attention to the same circum- 
stances as in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh i 
The cotton has now received all the preparations ne~ 
cessary for taking the dye, and ought to be of the colour 
of the bark of a tree. A very essential cir¢umstance to 
be attended to, is, never to dip the cotton until it is 
perfectly dry, otherwise we run the risk of rendering | 

* Black and white galls in equal quantities. 
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Processes of the colour spotted. When the cotton has hung out 
Dyeing. wpon the poles, it must be frequently shaken and turned, 

to make it dry uniformly. 
Sixteenth OA en EW an oblong square form is generally em- 
operation. ployed, which ought to be. le of holding about 
The dyeing. one hundred gallons, in which quantity twenty-five 

pounds of cotton may be dyed at once, The process 
for dyeing is begun by filling the copper with water, 
within four or five inches of the brim,. and pouring on 
a pail-full of bullock’s blood, or what is still better, 
when it can be procured, sheep's blood, (this is equal to 
about five gallons,) and then adding the lizary (Smyr- 
na Madder.) When we wish to obtain a fine bright co- 
lour, which penetrates, and has a good body, we com- 
monly mix several kinds of lizary together, as one pound 
and a half of lizary of iodeniaw with half a pound of 
lizary of Cyprus ; or if these cannot be had, a pound 
of that of Provence, with as much of the lizary from 
Tripoli or Smyrna, allowing always two pounds for one 
of cotton. When the lizary is in the copper, it is stirred 
with the rake, to break the clods or lumps, and when 
the bath is warm, the cotton is put in.on skain sticks, 
two hanks commonly on each. Care must be taken to 
immerse it properly, and to turn the cotton on the skain 
sticks, by means of a pointed stick passed along them 
within the hanks. This process is continued for an 
hour ; and when the copper begins to boil, the cotton 
is taken off the skain-sticks, and immersed in it, each 
hank being suspended, by means of a cord passed 
through it, to sticks supported over the copper. It is 
now taken out, and washed knot by knot at the river, 
bingy Bee the pin, and dried. 

Seventeenth ley at two ners pre ured into the copper 
— used for scouring, wh should h hold a hundred and 
— — of water, and it is then filled within ten or 

twelve inches of the brim ; four or five pounds of olive 
oil are then added, and six pounds of white Marseilles 
soap cut very small : it is kept stirring until the soap is 
dissolved, and when the copper begins to boil, the cot- 
ton is put in, a cord being previously passed through it, 
to prevent its being entangled. The copper is then co- 
vered up, and stopped with rags, loaded and made to 
boil gently for four or five hours : the cover being now 
taken off, the cotton should appear finished, and of a 
beautiful red. ‘The cotton must not be taken out of the 
cop oe or twelve hours, because it werent in 

bath, acquires a much greater d 
ness, It must be well washed, knot ar arg De 
operation is complete.” See Desoto Elem. o 

M. Papil- 302. The following process, which has a i Da 
Jon’s pro- able resemblance rc 3 pa described, was 
—= by long practised with success at Glasgow, by M 
Dr Ban- Pierre Jacques Papillon, a native of France, and com- 
croft, municated by him for an uate reward to the Com- 

missioners and Trustees for ufactures in Scotland. 
By agreement, the was kept a secret during a 
term of years, ae benefit of M. Papillon ; that tenn 
havin, was laid before the public 
in 1908. "Ie deeatiblag the different steps of which it 
consists, we shall avail:ourselves of some very judicious 
observations. of Dr Bancroft, intended olanigalin, he « 
remarks, to. explain its difference, where any occurs, 
with the correspondent operations generally practised 
at Rouen, as they have been lately omgren ye ong 
Vitalis. 

Step Ist. or 308, For 100 tbs, of cotton, take 1001bs. of Alicant 
bave — barilla, 20 lbs. of pearl ashes, 100 Ibs. of 
_ mix the barilla with soft water in a deep tub, having a 

small hole near its bottom, _— is to be stopped at 

DYEING 
first with a peg, but covered’ within by a cloth support- 
ed by two ricks, in order that the ashes may be hin- 
dered from either running the hole, or chok- 
ing it while the ley filters t it. Under this tub 
another is to be placed to receive the ley; and pure 
water is to be repeatedly passed through the-fest. tub, 
to form leys of different strength, which are to be, 
separate until their strength has been examined, . T 
strongest required for use must swim or float an egg, 
and is called the ley of six degrees of the French areo+ 
meter. The weaker are afterwards brought to this 
strength, by ing them through fresh barilla; but 
certain quantity of the weak, which isto mark two de- 
grees of the instrument, must be reserved for dissolving 
the oil, the gum, and the salt, which are used in,sub- 
sequent parts of the process. The ley of two 
is called the weak barilla liquor, the other is the 
strong. wt 

Dissolve the lashes in ten containing four 
Far espana soft water, te i (comune 

. Let all the li stand until they become quite 
clear, and then mix ten pails of each. 

Boil the cotton in the mixture five hours, then wash 
it in running water, and then dry it. , 

Remark by Dr Bancroft: «« At Rouen iwodomsenat 
operations are practised to produce the Turkey a 
one is called the grey course, cau the other the. 
course. In the former, the cotton, after being 
receives no more oil, but goes to the dyeing vessel, re- 
taining the grey colour, which naturally results from. its 
being impregnated with alum and galls in combination, 
But in the yellow course, the cotton, after being alumed, 
is again immersed in the oleaginous mixtures or steeps, 
to be mentioned hereatter, by which it acquires a yel- 
low colour. The grey course may consist either of fifteen 
steeps, or of nineteen, and the yellow of twenty. The 
first of these courses has most similitude to that of M. 
Papillon; and it is this which we shall principally com- 
pare with the latter, ma noticing any — 
arity in the yellow course. 

* At Rouen, the first or cl 

peer imtih dlasedy, Dleaching, by exposure upen 
lessen the durability of the colours to be subsequently 
d ” 

"Take a-sufficient quantity (ten. pails ) of the strong step 
barilla water in a tub, and oe ce arty ye mk al 

sheep’s dung ; then pour into it two quart grey steep” full of 
of oil of vitriol, one pound of gum arabic, and 

one of sal ammoniac,. both dissolved 
in asuflicient quantity of weak bari 
twenty-five pounds of olive oil, which has been previ~ 
ously dissolved, or well mixed with two pails of the 

barilla water. 
The materials of this being mixed, tramp or 

tread down the cotton Sonal until it is well soaked,: 
Let iit steep twenty-four hours, then wring it bard, and 
dry it. 
"Btee it again twenty-four hours, and again wring 

and 
Steep it it a third time twenty-four hours, ‘after which 

wring and dry it ; and lastly, wash it well, and dry it.. 

water; and lastly, — 



‘ 
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this steep, called sikiou, is preserved, to be used in the Processes of 
nigheeon operation. ~ ; Dyeing. 

n the cleansing operation, (called degraissage,) the “ ¥ 

to ‘produce, 

it necessary, in order to obtain greater proportion of 
to the other two 

: i F 
= = B 

by Uhl Hl isi iF i uy I i j E i 

cotton is one hour in lukewarm water, then, 
wrung by the hands, and afterwards washed ina stream 
of ome to remove any superfluous or re oil, 
which, as is supposed, might obstruct ual i 
cation and uniform effect of the following ‘pall ro 
and thereby render the colour when dyed unequal. Af- 
ter being so washed, the cotton is to be dried, first in 
the open air, and afterwards by a stove heat.” 

Boil twenty-five pounds of galls, bruised, in ten pails Step 4th. 
of river water, until four or five are boiled away ; strain Gall steep, 
the liquor into a tub, and pour cold water on the 
in the strainer, to wash out of them all their tincture. 
As soon as the liquor is become milk-warm, dip the cot+ 
ton into it hank by hank,-handling- it eavefally-all tha 
time, and let it twenty-four hours ; then wring it 
carefully and ly, and dry it well without wash- 
ing, 
Remark by Dr Bancroft: “ This constitutes the 

eighth operation at Rouen, where, as well as in-M. Pa- 
pillon’s process, galls in sorts seem to be now loyed, 
though it was formerly th by the dyers of Turkey 
red, (as several of them assured me, ) that only the white 
galls, or those from which, at maturity, the insects had 
made their escape, were fit for this purpose ; the others 
ri aS ive an injurious brown stain to the 
cotton. But it has since found, that this Hi 

es : i 
if i 

y 
twenty-four hours ; wring it equally, and it 

well without washing. - = 

late | 
steep is performed in every particular like the gtoy gin, 

List :Bibparhen duecltton ie-siry, cbadpés sim:Timumbig Seed 
the river, and then wash and dry it again. » alum steep, 

“ The cotton is dyed in parcels of about ten pounds step 7th. 
at once ; for which take about two gallonsand.a half of Dyeing 
eee ot 
pails of milk-warm water, which are to be well stirred ; 
then add twenty-five pounds of madder, and stir the 
whole well . Then having before hand put 
son ten pednidead eattchvemesicke) Lip into the licen, 

; i : li A & 
pH i grt i BSE! 4! ik cE i | z: | { 



Step Sth. 
The fixing 
steep. 

Step 9th. 
Brighten. 
ing steep. 
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Remark by Dr Bancroft.—* At Rouen the cotton is 
dyed in parcels of twenty-five pounds each ; and the 
dyeing vessel is of a q form, containing 

100 s of liquor. One quart of ox blood is 
employed for each pound of cotton, with two pounds of 
Provence madder, or one pound of the latter, with one 
pound of Smyrna madder. Some persons, however, 
think it best to effect the dyeing by two separate opera- 
tions, employing half of the before-mentioned 

ion of madder for one dyeing, and half for the 
it always taking care not to dry the cotton between 

the first and second dyeings. There are, moreover, 
some at Rouen who give cotton another alum steep be- 
tween these dyeing operations, employing for that pur- 
pose half as much alum as was used for the first steep ; 

«* Mix equal of the liquor, and of 
the ies coasts Mignon taking 1 five or six pails of each ; 
tread down the cotton into this mixture, and let it 
six hours, then wring it moderately and equally, an 
dry it without washing. 

*« Ten pounds of white soap must be dissolved care- 
fully and completely, in sixteen or eighteen pails of 
warm water ; use if any little bits of the soap re- 
main undissolved, they will make spots on the cotton. 
Add to this four pails of strong barilla water, and 
stir it well. Sink the cotton in this liquor, keeping it 
down with cross sticks, and cover it up ; boil it gently 
two hours, when, being washed and dried, it will be 
finished. 

. Remark by Dr Bancroft.—“ This constitutes the four- 
teenth tion in the first set of grey courses at Rouen; 
where, having macerated the cotton with the sikiou, 
they boil it five or six hours with six or eight pounds 
of white , previously dissolved in one hundred and 
forty-five ‘gies of water, and in a vessel covered at 
the top, so as to leave only a very small 
necessary escape of the steam, which might otherwise 
occasion an explosion. The effect of this ebullition with 

, is to dissolve and from. the cotton all the 
re —_ on of a colour which may 

ve applied to it in the dyeing operation ; and 
by this separation to change the colour from the dull 
brownish red, which it would otherwise retain, toa 
oe reset + colour, nearly equal to that of the finest 

ineal scarlet. It is only by the singular degree of 
fixity which the pure red part of the madder acquires, 
in consequence of the ions just descri that 
this beautiful red can be obtained ; for though the reds 
iven from: madder in calico-printing are sufficientl 
urable for all common uses; are not fixed suffi 

ciently to bear, without injury, that extent of boilin 
with soap, which ie necessary. to'sepieabecthé yollomioh 
brown part of the colour, and produce the pure vivid 
red, which results from the operations under consider- 
ation. Such, indeed, is the stability of the Turkey 
red, when well dyed, that some of the persons - 
ed_in dyeing it haye assured me, that theis colours 

rand afterwards washing, &c. as usual. 

ing for the 

DYEING. . 
would sustain boiling with soap fot theispate of thisty- Premm 
six hours, without injury. wwe 

In addition to the steps or operations preseri 
M. Papillon, they employ another at Rouen, called so, 
sage, which is intended to make the red incline more 
to the rose colour, and at the same time to increase its 
vivacity. For this ion, for the former i 
of cotton, (100 Ibs.), they dissolve in one hundred 
and forty-five gallons of water, sixteen or ei 

of white soap ; and as soon as the liquor 
to boil, they add to it from a pound and a half to two 
pounds .of the ized muriate of tin, iously 

sense’ af angie equeietins ease ounces aq ‘ 

y stirring, &c. the cotton is put into it, and boiled 
with the same precautions as in the bri opera- 
tion, until the desired effect has been i which 
is to be discovered by frequent examinations.” See 
Phil. of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 249. 

$04. Pallas has given a detailed account of the me- Processused 
thod of dyeing the Turkey red, as it is practised by the 
Armenians, who had been forced, by the troubles in 

mits which we have prescribed to ourselves, do not per- 
mit us to give the process in the author’s own words ; 
but the following brief outline will convey some infor- 
mation ing it. The cotton to be dyed, after be- 
ing well washed in running water, and dried, is alter- 

ring the day. They have ascertained, that other do 
nit wsicond; isdljAndipal, chepalactet-sauk amc a 
fish indiscriminately, but choose that which becomes 
milky upon bei scaeguivcund- alana 
ter these r impregnations and exsiccations, 
ivsolectiia-coChenstenid-dey it pith ahar ive it an astrin- 
gent bath, to which a litle elum ve added ; they dyeitin 
a madder bath, with which calves blood has been mixed ; 
and, finally, they digest it in a solution of soda. It 
pears, that much of the success of the pesoase depends 
upon the alkaline bath: The cotton thrown into 
it, the bath is made to boil over a steady fire till the co- 
lour acquires the p tint. The workman watches 
with the utmost care for the moment when it is neces- 
sary to take out the stuff, and he will rather burn his 

305. Notwithstanding the numerous attempts which 
have been made to improve the Turkey red, and to as- 

durability depend, the theory of the processes is. 
iisedved te coenk obscurity. The object of impregna~ 

ing the cotton with oil, is doubtless to afford a nd 
to the stuff, by which its attraction for the i 
i ee Se pe a ares Ny 8 ere | 
em ivi is impregnation, do not seem 
Soe effectsal for the p' f 
soda, which is mixed with the oil, may produce suita- 
ble effects, it must be used, it is said, in the caustie 
state, otherwise their combination will be im 
and the oil will be applied unequally to. 
Now, it is well known, that rah: intimate state of 
union, a caustic alkali and oil form soap; and how the 
oil thus applied should attach itself to the we 
confess we cannot conceive ; it is added, indeed, that 
the oil should be in excess, rather than in a state.of ab- 
solute saturation with the soda, as it would otherwise 
abandon the cotton in the subsequent washings or rins - 

the Ar-._ 

Persia, to take up their residence in Astracan. The li- Turkey 
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without benefiting the dye. It appears to us, 

of the oil employed, uniting itself (as 
caustic soda, can operate merely as 
it is only the excess which com- 

bines with the stuff, affords a nd for the co- 
opr. 3 matter. In the followed at Astracan, 
the oil is applied immediately to the cotton, without 
the alkali; and at Masulipatam and 
Pulicat, where the reds are excellent, the cotton is soak- 

lard ; 

feat 
Te 

ae ip it ! i decidedly 
ow that may be produced by the i 

Le Pilenr d’Apligny, and elix, have all given ‘it as 
their opinion, that whatever effect these substances ma: 
have in heightening the vivacity of the colour, they 

z i 
ie 
ak tp : | z 

y 
effect of either we are in 

is attended with several 
ined in the decoction of galls 

decomposes the liquor with which the cot- 
ton i tmpregnated, and thus tends to Ax the oll in the tuff, ‘due iain rineiple uni ith the 

hich ie 

wards precipitated attached to the cloth by the tan- 
pont em og emcee amet mew ce 

stated, common dyeing 

der red, the *ailition of a little gloe is found to add 
greatly to the beauty of the colour. In short, were we 

yt 

the different steps of the process for Tur 
previous to the aluming’ epg te ba 3B te 
of the cotton with a portion of a leathery 

0 ingredient which enters into the 
composition of the mordant for this celebrated colour, 
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is‘alum, which in this case operates in the usual manner, 
by heightening the madder-red, and giving fixity to the 

matter. Ifthe impregnation, which we have 
, actually takes Ae it will be easy to explain 

the increased affinity of the stuff for the aluminous mor- 
dant, as well as the superior brilliancy which the latter 
communicates to the colouring matter. The stuff, par- 
taking of the nature of animal substances, by reason of 
the operations to which it has been subjected, must 
possess similar ies with respect to colouring mat- 
pda roth dye with ing lustre and. 

309. The mordant composed of these different sub- 
stances, is undoubtedly the most complicated of any 
which is employed in dyeing; and it still deserves to 
be investigated with attention. “It is only from a 
great degree of precision,” says Chaptal, “ in this com- 
bination, and a great portion of judgment in the artist 
eee Toe ee eee peat bny oh 
ed ; but though it be possible for him te conduct him- 
self without error, through the labyrinth of these nu- 
merous ions, by taking the clue of experiment 
as his guile, he will find it very difficult to simplify. his 

ss, or brihg it much nearer to perfection. It is only 
y reasoning on his operations, and calculating the re- 

sult, as well as the rinciple of each, that he can hope 
to become master of his processes, to correct their faults, 
and to obtain invariable products. ‘Without this, the 
practice of the most experienced. artist will afford no- 
thing in his hands, but the discouraging alternative of 
success and disappointment.” 

CHAP. III. 

Processes for Dyeing Yellow, 

$10. A yellow ing matter, 

Processes 
of Dyeing. 

Remarks of 
Chaptal on 
the Turkey 
red, 

ing different Colouring possessi 
BP eagle Sh eeme is afforded by a great variety of ™atters pro- 

; but under all its modifications, it has a 2s ¥el- 
very slight affinity for stuffs, and must be fixed by the 
intervention of mordants. The substances from which 
yellows are usually extracted, are weld, rhus cotinus 
or fastic, sumach, annotta, dyer’s broom, turmeric, and 
quereitron : of these, the most important are weld and 
q 

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool Yellow. 

little 
nated with some mordant. Alum and tartar ure ac- 
cordingly employed, and by their'means wool acquires 
jaaie plant a beautiful and permanent yellow. 

low. 

$11. The yellow communicated to wool by weld, has Preparation 
durability, unless the stuff be previously impreg- of the stuff. 

$12. For the boiling, which is managed in the usual Weld bath. 
way; Hellot directs four ounces of alum to every pound 
of wool, and only one ounce of tartar ; though many 
dyers use them in equal quantities. In preparing the 
weld bath, the is inclosed in a bag of thin linen, 
and prevented rising in the boiler, by means of a 
heavy wooden cross, Some boil it till it sinks to the 
bottom, and keep it there by a cross, while others take 
it out with a rake, and throw it away. 

318. Hellot recommends five or. six 
for every pound of cloth ; but the quantity must be 

Sani upahe diet baked: aagabelly "Eiaksecal 
i shades may be obtained by dyeing nye 

er ones, water being added at each dipping, and the 
bath kept boiling ; re ner ce 

aE 

ds of weld Process of 

Hellot. 



Processes 
ef Dyeing. 

Effects of 
different a- 
gents on 
weld. 

Different 

«yellow. 

Different 
shades. 

Orange yel- 
low. 
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way are not so lively as those which are dyed in fresh 
thasha edived to. Che doctend Maid oe 

314, Lime favours the extraction of the colouring 
matter of weld, and hei its colour, but it renders 
it more liable to be acids. Common salt 
renders it richer and deeper; sulphate of lime also 

s it; alum renders it paler, but more lively ; and 
tartar still . The es of yellow obtained from 
we eet te ban hd the pro- 
portion it, b len, @ process, 
and b Ye awed preparing the stuff. Schef- 
fer affirms, that by boiling the stuff two hours with 
a fourth of its weight of solution of tin, and the same 
of tartar, washing it, and boiling it fifteen minutes with 
an equal weight of weld, it will take a fine yellow, 
which, however, will not penetrate the internal of 
the fibre. Pecerner directs the cloth to be prepared in 
the same manner as for the scarlet dye. 

315. The colour may be modified also by passing the 
stuff, when it comes out of the weld dye, through 
another bath. Thus to produce a golden yellow, 
cloth, when it is taken out of the elton; may be pass- 
ed through a slight madder red; and for a tawny, 

h a bath made with a little soot. 
3160. The colouring matter of quercitren affords a 

ellow dye, which, in every point of view, ought to 
be led as a valuable acquisition to the art of dye- 
ing. This drug was first introduced to the notice of 
dyers oy Dr Bancroft, who has given a very full ac- 
ware its pi tage wes uses. We = por describe 

processes which he has recommen or obtaining 
from it the various shades of yellow. 

$17. The cheapest and most simple method of 
lying the quercitron colour upon wool,” says ‘br 

Bancroft, * is that of boiling up the bark with its 
weight, or a third more than its weight of alum, in a 
suitable portion of water, for about ten minutes, and 
then dyeing therein the wool or cloth previously scoured, 
as before mentioned, taking care to give the higher co- 
lours first, and the paler straw colours afterwards. In 
this way yellows not wanted to be very full or bright 
may be dyed very ne and cheaply ; and the 
may be considerably raised and enliven 
by passing the wool or cloth, unrinsed, a few times 
through hot water, into which a little clean powdered 
chalk has been previously stirred, in the pr ion of 
about a pound or a pound and a half of ¢ for each 
hundred pounds weight of wool or cloth. ‘The bark 
when used in dyeing, (being first ground,) should al- 
ways be tied up in a linen bag, of a loose open texture, 
pe suspended in the dyeing liquor by a cord, with 
which it may be dragged occasionally wards and 
forwards through it, to extract and spread the colouring 
matter more equally.” 

$18. When a deeper and more permanent colour is 
to be given, the stuff should be boiled in the ordinary 
way, but without either tartar or argol, for the space of 
an hour, or an hour and a quarter, with about one- 
sixth or one-eighth of its weight of alum dissolved in 
a suitable quantity of water; it should then be im- 
mersed wi ing rinsed, with ‘about as many 
pounds of powdered bark as there were used of alum 
to the stuff, and turned as usual the 

we pr till it assumes the shade. About 
one pound of clean powdered for every hundred 

of wool, may then be mixed with the bath, and 
the boiling continued eight or ten minutes , when 
the yellow will have become both higher and bri J 

319. Woollen stuffs may be dyed of a beautiful orange 
yellow, by the following process. For every hundred 

DYEING. 
pounds of wool or cloth, take ten pounds of quercitron, 
and an equal weight of the murio-sul tin ; 
let the bark, in the of powder, and inclosed in ¢ =" a 
sulphate of tin to the bath, and stir the whole well for 
two or three minutes ; after which the cloth is put into 
the dyeing liquor, and turned briskly for a few minutes, 
The colouring matter attaches itself so quickly, and at 
the same time so uniformly to the cloth, that after the 
commencement of the boiling, the highest yellow may 
be communicated in less than fifteen minutes, without 
the smallest danger of its being uneven, 

320. When a very bright golden fhe tad 
ing less to the orange is wanted, Dr recom- low 
mends seven or eight pounds of murio-sulphate of. tin, 
with about five pounds of alum, and ten of 
bark for every hundred pounds of cloth. The bark 
is first boiled a few minutes, then the murio-sulphate 
of tin with the alum is added ; after which the cloth 

_ $21. Yellows of a delicate i tinge 
obtained, by employing, in addition to these ingredi- yellow. 
ents, a ee of tartar. Thus, for a full bright l 5 y 

i ib i : i 

322. In order to dye these very 
with exquisite delicacy wad bestty, De Bancroft 2, Desai? 
commends to boil the bark with a small ion of shades of 
water in a ‘tin vessel for the of six.or yellow 
eight minutes, then to add the murio- of tin, - 
alum, and tartar, and boil them al for about 
fifteen minutes ; and afterwards put a little of this yel- 
low liquor into a dyeing vessel, previously supplied with 
water sufficient The mixture being - 
ly stirred, the cloth is introduced into it, anc lyed as 
usual ; fresh supplies of the yellow liquor being added 
as itis needed. In this way, the ! and most de- 
licate shades may always be dyed with ease and cer- 
tainty ; and those who have never seen the effects of 
this will hardly, in Dr Bancroft’s 
ceive the exquisite beauty and delicacy 
but lively, greenish lemon yellows. 

323. The colours obtained by 
quercitron are extremely durable; 
resist even apie pn a pe mineral sitlhy MOE 
boiling soap-suds, as well as exposure to air. .The 
a7 ho ly enabled to withstand by the good effects 
of the alum, and more especially of tartar. 

- 824. By employing very small 
neal with quercitron, and the 

already mentioned, the 
Siositel enemas, and even to an aurora, Ma pro- 
duces the same effect when used with quercitron, but 
in an inferior degree. 

inion, con- 
these pale, 

these means from Dunsbility 
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and but a little of it, because the ae tin, ina amen 

sparingly used, always diminishes the glossiness o g Il. Processes for Dyeing Silk Yellow. 
825. Before the introduction of quercitron bark, 
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silk, To produce the shades in question, it will be 
sufficient to boil, after the rate of four pounds of bark, 
with three pounds of alum, and two pounds of murio- 
sulphate of tin, in a suitable quantity of water, for ten 
or fifteen minutes ; and the heat of the liquor being af= 
terwards reduced, so that the hand can bear it, the silk 
is to be put in and dyed as usual, until it has acquired 
the proper shade, (which it will do speedily,) taking 
care, however, to agitate the liquor constantly, that 
the colouring matter, which would otherwise subside 
in a considerable d may be kept equally disper- 
sed through the liquor.” See Phil. of Perm. Col. vol. 
ii. p. 146, 

- $31. An aurora colour may 
by annotta. The silk to be dyed is previous} 
scoured, with twenty pounds of soap to the hun of 
stuff, and then immersed in a bath of water, to which 
more or less of the alkaline solution of annotta has been 
added, according to the shade required. The heat of 
the bath ought to be between that of tepid and boiling 
water. After the silk has acquired a uniform colour, 
one of the hanks must be taken out, washed, and wrung, 
to ascertain the state of the colour; if it is not sufii- 
i more solution of annotta must be added, 
and in turned. When the desired shade has 
been i the silk is well washed, and beetled 
twice by a stream of water, to free it from the super- 
fluous colouring matter, which would only injure the 
beauty of the colour, The colour thus communicated 
may be rendered , by reddening the silks with 
—: alum, or lemon juice. The acid saturates the 
re in dissolving the colouring matter of 

annotta, destroys the yellow shade which the al- 
kali had imparted, while it restores the natural colour 
of the annotta, which inclines a deal to red. 

_ $32. A yellow of great brigh' 
lity, may be dyed upon silk by turmeric. Two pro- 
cesses are recommended by Guhliche, which ap 
to be in substance the same. ‘Pee first comelats ii alam 

ing in the cold for twelve hours, a pound of silk in a 
tion of two ounces of alum, and dyeing it hot, but 

without boiling, in a bath composed of two ounces of 
turmeric, and a quart of aceto-citric acid, mixed with 
three quarts of water ;-by the second process, the co- 
louring matter of the turmeric is extracted by aceto-ci- 
tric acid, and the silk alumed, is dyed, either cold, or 

moderately warm. 

IL, Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen Yellow. 

338. Cotton is fe tae 
i scouring it with a ley composed e ashes of of 

wood; ints then washed, dried, and alumed with 
its weight of alum; after twenty-four 

it is taken out of the aluming and dried without 
w A weld bath is then sees Rectan 

of a pound and a quarter of weld for 
pound of cotton, into which the cotton is immersed and 
wrought in it till it acquires the shade. It is 
then taken out, and ed for an and a half in a 
solution of sulphate of or blue vitriol, in the 

ion of one-fourth weight of the cotton. 
y, it is thrown, without being washed, into a boil« 

ing solution of white made with the same pro- 

be communicated to silk Aurora co- 
well lour. 

, but little durabi- Yellow! 

for the Lo lA be by pre- Preparation 

, in the Weld bath. 

i t Rg i 4 
— and after being daly stirred and boiled in it 
or nearly an hour, it is well washed and dried. 
334. a deeper yellow is required, the cotton Deep yel- 

is not alumed, but two pounds and a half of weld are lov. : i 
7 
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employed for each pound of cotton, to which a dram of 

igrise, mixed with a part of the bath, is added. The 
cotton is dipped and wrought in this bath until it has 
ccquairedd am unitiesd colcens, dip Shem thon ont-thet. a 
little ley of soda may be added ; after which itis return- 
ed into the bath, and kept there for a full quarter of an 
hour, when it is taken out, wrung, and dried. 

335. Lemon colour is dyed. by the same y 

tytn map poping be or cotton, - 

pore igrise is diminished, or even entirely omit- 
ted, and alum substituted in its stead. The shades of 
yellow may thus be varied in many different ways. 

336. A more vivid and lasting yellow may be given 
to cotton by the following cheap process, recommended 
by Dr Bancroft. Take a sufficient quantity of the ace- 
tite of alumine, formed by dissolving after the rate of - 
one pound of sugar ef lead and three pounds of alum, 
and the cotton or linen being properly cleansed, im- 
merse it in this mordant, (which ought to be about 
blood-warm,) for. the space of two hours; let it then 
be taken out and moderately pressed or squeezed over 
a proper vessel, to prevent the un waste of the 
mordant; this being done, let it be well dried in a 
stove heat, where it can be conveniently applied, and 
then soaked again in the aluminous pa ; itis then 
taken out, again pressed or squeezed as before, af- 
ter which, without being rinsed, it is thoroughly wet- 
ted in as much, and only as much, lime water as will 
conveniently suffice for that purpose, and afterwards 
dried. If a very full, bright, and. durable yellow be 
wanted, it may be proper to soak the stuff a third time 
im the diluted aluminous mordant, and after drying, 
wet it a second time with lime-water, and dry it again ; 
but in either case, the cotton or linen, after its last. im- 
mersion, should be well rinsed in clear water, to sepa 
rate the uncombined particles of the mordant, which 
are always injurious in the dyeing bath. The lime wa- 
ter produces a more copious deposition of the alumine 
upon the stuff, while, at the same time, it leaves a por- 
tion of calcareous matter united with the mordant, a 
circumstance of considerable utility for the subsequent 
raising of the colour. 

337. The bath is prepared by taking the quercitron 
bark powdered, and eiclosed in a linen bag, at the rate 
of from twelve to eighteen pounds for every hundred 
pounds weight of cloth, and putting it into the dyeing 
vessel, containing a suitable quantity of cold water ; a 
small fire is then lighted, and. immediately after the 
cotton or linen is introduced and turned for the 
of an hour or longer, during which the water should 
gaduely become warmer, but never warmer than the 

can bear, At the end of the time mentioned, the 
fire may be gradually increased until the liquor begins 
to boil, after which the.stuil ania be allowed ao menace 
in it for a few minutes only, because longer boiling al- 
ways renders the colour of a brownish cast. The linen 
or cotton havi ieog the proper shai st co 
lour, is taken out, ri and dried as usual. 

338. « All the different, shades of yellow,” says Dr 
Bancroft, “ may in this way be dyed from quercitron 
bark. If it be used sparingly with a very moderate 
heat, and the operation continued only for about half 
an hour, a pale, though lively yellow, will result; if 
used more copiously, and the operation continued some- 
what longer, a fuller colour will be produced ; and this 
may Dear Wiaee snd bigiise;. seen ing as the heat 

proportion of bark are increased, and the dyeing 
eperation prolonged, so as indeed to produce a very 

ING. 
dark brownish yellow, if the liquor be made to boil for 
half an hour.” See Phil. of Perm, Col. ii. 156. 

CHAP. IV. 

Processes for Dyeing Blue. 

339. The substances which are employed for dyeing 
blue are few in number. The only v ucts 
used for this purpose being indigo and woad; Prus- 
sian blue being scarcely ever 

tained by fermentation, as is the case with indigo, the 
carbonaceous matter is nearly set free, and remains 
combined with an oil, which gives additional fixity.to 
the colour, and indicates the most suitable solvent. 

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool Blue. 

as appear to be best. 
dene as for other colours, in a 

vat, which is sunk into the 
hs paste pale tysn ete Se, re Fe 
of great consequence to preserve 
the vat. is placed in a situation where it is 
cool, 

or 

dyeing 
copper, but in a w 

weond; whieh 
tif . 

> 

one, which, in the opinion of Chaptal, is the most per- 
fect of any with which, in the course of his extensive 
experience, he was acquainted, wernt) es 

343. Four hundred pounds of woad, well divided, 
are put into a vat seven feet in depth by five feet in 
diameter. Thirty pounds of -woad are-then put into 
a caldron, to oe i me three wien ones pe soon ape 
ed twenty pounds, of madder an equal quan 
bran, The ebullition is afterwards ‘continued for half 
an hour, when the bath is recruited with twenty buc- 
kets of water. The woad is then withdrawn, and the 
bath allowed to become clear, after which it is returned 
into the vat. The bath is then raked or stirred for 
half an hour, after which the vat is covered, and at the 
end of six hours again‘raked during another half hour. 
This ion is repeated at the end of every three 

_hours. When blue make their appearance on 
~ the surface of the liquor, eight or nine pounds of quick+ 

lime are mixed with it, which the workmen term , 
ving bottom to the vat, They also introduce, at: 
same time, indigo triturated with water, which is used 
in the proportion of from 10 Ibs. to $0 Ibs. according 
to the hele of colour required. The: ‘is conti- 
nued at the intervals prescribed, until the blue froth, 
already mentioned, be formed on the surface of the li- 
quor, after which. it begins to work, The vat is then 

ad 
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‘carefully covered with its lid; and some thick blankets, 

of Bye to prevent it becoming too cold ; though, notwithstand- 
“ ing every precaution, and the situation of the vat itself, 

the temperature gradually decreases. When it becomes 
too low, its heat must be restored, by drawing off a 

ion of the liquor from the bath, and pouring it back 
ing hot into the vat. : 

of $44. When the lime is used either in too great or in 
rl of too small a proportion, it occasions two very troublesome 

msequences. In the first case, the colour becomes 
black, the odour is pungent, and the stuff immersed in 
the bath comes out of a pale grey colour; in the se- 
cond, the colour becomes rusty, the matter at the bot- 

i tom is raised up, the smell is fetid, and, in short, a state 
action. has commenced. 

$45. The first state of the vat is corrected by add- 
ing to the liquor madder, bran, urjne, tartar, &c. ; by 
rekvating-thetbathrs by leaving it at rest without being 
raked, and by throwing into it a basketful or two of 
fresh woad. ‘The putrefactive state is corrected by the 
addition: of lime ; Ck RR SEW 

pro- 346. When cloth is to be dyed in a woad vat, the 
bath is stirred about two hours before the immer- 
sion of the stuff; and to prevent the latter 

it is supported by a netting, stretched upon iron or 
Sh chanced website ops loa 

ides of the vat.. When wool is to be dyed, another 
is put over it, to keep it under the surface of 

By means of this apparatus, the stuff, pre- 
out of tepid water, is introduced into 

there a longer or a shorter time, ac- 
the of strength wished to be given 

being taken out, it is wrung above the 
and exposed to the air, when the green 

ich it had imbibed in the bath is instantly 
blue, by the al ion of the oxygen 

. Ina rich bath, it is difficult to give 

obtaining such shades, therefore, is to use vats already: 
oy see emcee sewer to grow cold. 

$47. That none of the in igo adhering to: may be 
ont cade waie it is then put 

ing water, ried in the shade. en the colour is di 
boiling water, in order to free it from any ex- 
impregnation. Stuffs which are of a v 

ue, Or even to be carefully cleansed by 
them with soap, which will tend to equalize the 

A 
ther 

4 : 
i 
g i z : * i li i 

; ing the colour. 
vat in which indigo alone is employed, with- 

or woad, is called an indi 

a conical shape, leaves between it and the surrounding 
brick-work at the bottom sufficient space for contain- 
ing the fire. Into this copper are poured about forty 
buckets of water, (more or less, according to its capa- 
city,) in which have been boiled six poun 
tartar or potash, twelve ounces of madder, and six 

of bran. The whole of this mixture, grounds 
put into the vat; six indi 

in water, are then to 
, 

i A 
iUEE TE uHE ra ty ite, re: 

ull and muddy, the stuff is passed: 

' more or less strong, t 
' hausted. From these 

vat. The: 
in preparing it is a copper, which, being of 
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flower. The theory of the process for preparing this’ Processes 
bath is the same as for the preceding, the principal dif. of Dyeing: 
ference consisting in the indigo being dissolved by 
means of an alkali instead of lime. ‘The dyeing process 

_is conducted with it in the same manner. 
$49. Hellot has described two indigo vats, in which Two me- 

the colouring matter is dissolved by means of urine, thods of pre-. 
A quantity of madder is added to both ; and in the one P®™™s at 
vinegar, in the other alum and tartar, of each a weight tr Helis. 
equal to that of the indigo. The quantity of uriné 
must be considerable. Berthollet thinks it probable, 
that the indigo, deprived of its oxygen by the urine 
and madder in a state of fermentation, is dissolved by 
the ammoniac which is formed in the urine; either by 
the action of the heat, or the putrefactive process. 
These vats, it must be remarked, are by no means com- 
parable with that of pastel, or that of indigo already 
described, much less work being expedited by them, 
so that they are adapted only to small dye-houses. ; 

350. Another preparation for dyeing blue with in- Sulphate of 
digo is obtained by dissolving it in sulphuric acid. The indigo, or 
resulting compound, which we shall call the sulphate S¢" blue 
of indigo, was first applied to the p s of dyeing 
at Grossehayn in Saxony, and hence the dye which it 
affords is usually known by the name of Sazon blue. 
It is also sometimes called the chemical blue of Parner. ~ 

351. Bergman made many experiments, with the Bergman's 
view of ascertaining the best few: ee of dissolving in- Hrcess — 
digo in sulphuric acid, and applying it in that state as (7978 
adye. From these he concluded, that if the sulphate 
of indigo has hitherto afforded a dye of little perma- 
mencys it was ree tere to the acid being used in 
too diluted a state. He accordingly used the sulphuric 
acid in a very concentrated state, putting one part of 
indigo, finely powdered, into eight parts of the acid, of 
the specific gravity 1.9. The mixture was made in a 
glass vessel slightly stopped, and was accompanied 
with a considerable heat. After a digestion of twenty- 
four hours in a heat of 30 or 40 d es, (from 86° to 
104° of Fahrenheit,) the indigo was dissolved, and form- 
ed an ae black solution. By the gradual addition 
of water, the intensity of colour was reduced, and ex- 
hibited in succession every shade of blue. In several 
experiments described by that illustrious chemist, he 
kept the stuff to be dyed twenty-four hours in boiling 
water, and then put a given weight of it into the bath, 

il the colour of the bath was ex- 
i he ascertained, that 

one of indigo would, in this way, produce a dee 
blue on two hundred and sixty parts of stuff, whic 
appeared to be then saturated with the colouring mat- 
ter. 

$52. This blue penetrates into stuffs with difficulty ; Process of 
and in order to obviate this inconvenience, Quatremere Quatremere 
and Pcerner have recommended an addition of potash *4 Famer. 
to the acid. The alkali renders the colour more lively, 
full, and etrating. Peerner directs, in the process 
which he Tras prescribed for preparing Saxon blue, four 
parts of sulphuric acid to one of indigo reduced to a 
fine powder. Tle mixture is to be stirred for some- | 
time, After having stood twenty-four hours, one part 
of good dry h in fine powder is added; the whole 
is again well stirred, and, having stood twenty-four 
hours longer, more” or less water is ally added. 
Instead of potash, Dr Bancroft has used clean chalk, 
and sometimes even in such quantities as to saturate 
the acid. The indigo was then precipitated with the 
chalk, and bein ected in a solid mass, it was found 
to be still capable of dyeing a blue on wool, though it 

Of Dr Ban= 
croft. 
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took much more slowly, than in the ordinary way of 
dyeing Saxon blue. Chapa remarks, that when ae 
sulphuric acid contains smallest portion of nitric 

id, the indigo assumes a ish cast. 
353. When cloth is to be dyed of a Saxon blue, it 

is prepared with alum and tartar; and a greater or a 
less pips of the solution cf indigo is to be put into 
the , according to the deepness of the required 
shade. The light shades may be given after the me 
ones; but they have greater lustre when they are dy 
in a fresh bath,  ngge sd because the finer particles of 
the indigo are first attracted by the stuff. For deep 
shades, it is best to employ the solution of indigo in 
successive portions, raising the cloth on the winch, 

354. In the history of colouring matters, (119.) we 
alluded to the attempts which had been made to dye 
cloths by means of Prussian blue. We shall now 
scribe some of to propnanss which have been proposed 
for this purpose. ‘wo methods have been s 
by Macquer, neither of which can be said to be attend- 
he with the desired effect. In one he soaked the stuffs 
in a solution of alum and sulphate of iron, and then in 
a diluted prussiate of potash, containing an excess of 
prussic acid ; and lastly, in water acidulated with sul- 
phuric acid, to dissolve that portion of the oxide of iron 
not combined with the prussic acid, which the uncom- 
bined alkali had precipitated. By ing successive- 
ly these immersions, he at last obtained a fine blue, but 
very unequal ; while the stuffs, by the action of the sul- 
phuric acid and the alkali, had become harsh to the 
touch. Itis easy to see, that this process could not suc- 
ceed. For, as Berthollet remarks, since an alkali not 
saturated with prussic acid was used in the second im- 
mersion, that of the alkali which was not saturated 
must dissolve more or less of the blue taken up in the 
first. If any one, therefore, should re these experi- 
ments, he ought to employ an i saturated with 
russic acid, or prves lime water, or rather magnesia, 

of which have the property of combining with 
that acid. 

355. In Macquer’s second process, the stuffs to be 
ed were boiled in a solution of alum and tartar, and 

ards in water containing Prussian blue, diffused 
through it in a finely Sowden state. They were now 
dyed uniformly, but the colour was faint, and seemed 
pa ef to be united mechanically with the fibres of the 

3. 
356. M. Roland de Ja Platriere has published an ac- 

count of another method of dyeing with Prussian. blue, 
which in many respects 
to Macquer’s second process. On fine Prussian blue, 
in the proportion of a pound to a piece of stuff, powder- 
ed and passed through a very fine sieve, he poured ina 
vessel of delft ware as much muriatic acid as reduced 
it to the consistence of a syrup. The mixture, which 
immediately began to ferment, was well stirred for kali. 
about half an hour; it was then considerably diluted 

the top, being two feet and a half high, two feet and a 
half dcnstat at top, and two Fig a 
eight buckets of water were poured for one piece 
stuff. The colouring composition, well diluted with 
water in a separate vessel, was then added, i 
it into the bath through a very fine sieve, 

has a considerable resemblance - 

357. Dr Bancroft has also 
dyeing with Prussian blue, which does not seem 

inous basis equally to all the fibres 
he boiled up what he conceived to be suitable 
tions of s of iron with i 

peared to have imbibed it uniformly. 
Rae it in warm diluted prussiate of , neutra~ 
lized by sulphuric acid, when the stuff beauli- 
Sully blue ; and though he admits there were some in- 
equalities in the colour of one of the pieces, he ascribed’ 
it rather to his own eee ee to the i 
stirring and management yeing liquor, at 
the cloth, than to any unavoidable difficulty ta giving 
evenness to the dye. The Prussian ing matter 
must be used in a moderate heat, otherwise it will be 

ipitated by the sulphuric acid, and rendered unfit 
Foe dive purpose, auulase’ diatolved agains byetsotainsdasl 
& c. 

358. The colour uced by these processes is one 
of the most iful obtained in dyeing, and 

by exposure to the air in all its vicissitudes. 
F latriere left ‘it in the 

air for six months together. Fora time the 
gained in vivacity, and at last lost but little. 
are not injurious to it; and boiling with alum 
produces in it but little alteration. 

Il. Processes for Dyeing Silk Blue. 

Silk is dyed blue, by employing the indigo vat Bath. 
) alread, Vescribed i a me oA 

portion of ingo is employed thn i there } 
t nearly ly the same uantities of bran and madder. 

ed for ev: d of salt of tartar or , the 
arg ma seagate: colour is peta we Rr 
silk, without being of a less ing cast. The pastel 
or woad vat is not used for dyei 
not readily impart to it a of colour, When ~ 
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Processes. the bath has undergone its usual course, it is refreshed 
f Dyeing» with about two pounds of potash, and three or four 
—\" ounces of madder ; it is then raked ; and in four hours 

is fit for dyeing. 5 a 
ppeing pre 360. Before being immersed in the bath, the silk is 

boiled with soap, i i in the of thirty pounds of 
latter for ev See hecinds of the former ; 

and afterwards | cleansed from it by two or more 
at the river. As silk is apt to take the dye 

uel it ocean 10 de it in small ’portions, 
one ing dipped at a time, by applying it to a 

; ech geocinng tt cosets otonea tio the 
bath. It is then well and aired, to change the 

colour to a blue. When it has assumed the pro- 
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in about forty-eight hours, sometimes sooner, accord- Processes 
ing to the temperature of the atmosphere. of Dyeing. 

366. A simpler process is followed at Rouen, which > o\-7; 
is thus described by Quatremere. “ The vats are con- Quatre. 
structed of a kind of flint, covered, within and without, mere. 
with a coating of fine cement. Every dye-house is 
furnished with a certain number of these, arranged in 

lel lines. Each vat is capable of containing four 
heads of water, and into itmay be put eighteen or 

twenty pounds of indigo. The indigo having been 
macerated for a week in a caustic ley sufficiently strong 
to bear an egg, and then ground in a mill, in which 
not unfrequently the maceration is made, about three 
hogsheads and a half of water are put into the vat, and 
afterwards twenty pounds of lime. When the lime is 
thoroughly slaked, the vat is raked, and thirty-six 
— of sulphate of iron are put in. When the so- 

tion is completed, the ground indigo is poured in 
through a sieve. On that day it is raked seven or 
eight times ; and, after having stood at rest six-and- 

hours, it is fit for dyeing. 
367. In dyeing-establishments upon a large scale, Practice ia 

vats are set or p' at different times. The cotton large dye- 
or thread is first dipped in the bath which has been ™g &t*- 
previously most exhausted ; and then carried from vat "¥s™ent® 
to vat, it attains the proper shade. It ought to be 
wetted before it is put into the first vat, and should not 
be left in the bath more than five minutes, as, in that 
time, it imbibes all the colouring matter it can take 
up. As soon as the dyeing in one vat is finished, the 
tthe. shoul bo wralted, (in not used again till it has 
stood at least twenty-four hours; but if it has been 
1 it need not stand so long. - 

368. a vat has been used three or four times, Refreshing 
it begins to change ; no more veins appear on the sur- ° the vat. _ 
face after raking, or it becomes black. It must then 
be refreshed ; and, for this pu , four pounds of 
sulphate of iron, with two of quicklime, are added, and 
it is raked twice. A vat may thus be refreshed three 
or four times, diminishing the ingredients each time, as 
it declines in strength wt quality. 

369. Haussman describes a bath in which a much Process of 
smaller Lt eto of indigo is employed. For three "ussman. 
thousand pounds of water, he takes thirty-six pounds 
of quicklime, which he slakes in two hundred pounds 
of water: with this he mixes the indigo, well ground : 
in it dissolves thirty of sulphate of iron in a 

twenty pounds of hot water; and, ha- 
ving left the whole at rest for a quarter of an hour, he 
finishes the filling of the vat, gently stirring it, with- 
out intermission. The blue vat, he observes, may be 
made at discretion, by varying the quantity of indigo. 
From twelve to Cuda genie way be A for the 
pacha water above directed, or even more, if a 
colour like that of indigo in substance be required, par- 
ticularly when it is for dyeing linen. en the vat 
begins to turbid, dyeing in it must be disconti- 
nued: it must then be stirred, and left till the liquor 
above the sediment become clear. If the lime ceases 
to , from being saturated with carbonic acid, a 

ion of it must be added after being slaked ina 
sufficient quantity of water. If the iron be too much 
oxidated to act on the indigo, sulphate of iron is to be 
added, always taking care that there be more lime than 
is necessary to saturate the sulphuric acid, the excess 
being necessary to dissolve the indigo. When the in- 
digo is exhausted, all that is requisite, is to add a fresh 
portion ground in water, to stir the vat repeatedly, and 
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Proceses to let it settle; after which it is fit for dyeing afiesh, Bert.9b-4i sdk init 

Dyeing. By observing these precautions, M. Haussman preser- Cxass 1. Processes for Dycing Mixtures of Blue and.% 
—Y~"_ ved the same vat in a state fit for dyeing during two A tamed Some : of ao 

; and he might have k ieetill longer, bas it not . eeu we) dae 
for the accumulation of sediment, which at last . 374. Several plants are le of affording green 

rendered it impracticable to dip the stuffs sufficiently colours; but the dyes which communicate are all 
in the bath, of a fading nature. D’Ambourney, indeed, asserts, ; 

Process of wae Bergman mentions another vat, which answers he obtained a permanent green from the re wire four. 
Bergman. very well for dyeing thread or cotton, The following juice of the berries of the berry-bearing alder, by 7 

is eee Sees Loney Lesa eey paring the cloth with tartar, nitrous solution of 
soap-boiler’s ley, indigo well powdered is »in i 

ion of three drachms to a quart ; and afterafew Ne ra when warmed, a little acetite of 
minutes, when the colouring matter is well penetrated . The cloth acquired in this bath a middle shade, 
_— ley, six drams of powdered orpiment are added. between parrot and green. Green is obtained by 

he bath is then well raked, | In a few minutes it be- the tiyers tom an-aduntatued-of Mugseehd-yallotspaiches 
comes , and exhibits the blue flower at the top, of ae oar ini eee 
when the fire is extinguished, and the dyeing process It is usual, however, to apply the 

n. 
een Cotton and linen take very pale shades from ployed; but for some kinds of green, the solution of 
Saxon blue; but Prussian blue may be applied more indigo in the sulphuric acid is used. In the latter case, 
successfully to these stuffs, by the processes already de- the blue sndy: are either dyed separately, . 
scribed, than to wool or silk, the ingredients are mixed together to dye by a single 

operation. Sometimes greens are produced by employ- 
ing solutions of copper with yellow substances, 

CHAP. V. 

I. 2 vi 
Processes for Dyeing Compound Colours. _L. Processes for Dyeing Wool Green. 

875. The blue ground, which is usually, lied first, 

General . $72. Compound colours, in dyeing, are such as are ought to be proportioned in intensity to the deepness 
view of | formed from various modifications of the simple colours, of the green we wish to obtain: ‘Thus for the) 
compound. whether by admixture or superinduction. Ifthe proces- like that of a drake’s neck, a ground of deep’ blue 
rolours. —_ ses by which these modifications are effected were of a is given; for parrot green, a ground of sky &e. 

mechanical nature, the resulting colour arising fromthe The cloths havi papa gh ee“ cox a 
combination of particular colours might be pretty accu- washed in the falling-mill, and then as for com- 
rately determined ; but the chemical action of the mor- mon welding; but for the lighter shades, a smaller 
dant, employed in dyeing one colour, exerting its influ- quantity of salts is used. In general, the cloths which 
ence upon the mixed or superinduced colouring matter are to have the lighter shades are boiled first; and when 
employed in dyeing another, produces effects, which, in these are taken out, tartar and alum are added; and this 
most cases, can only be ascertained by observation and practice is pursued until we come to the cloths intend~ 

iment. Trusting, therefore, but little to the de- ed for the darker shades, more and more tartar and 
ductions of theory, our attention must be principally alum being successively added. » AMG MATES cs 
directed to the effects of the chemical agents we em- ~ 376. The process of welding is conducted in the same w, 
ploy. manner as formerly described for dyeing: yellows with 

Pure or un- . 373. Pure of unmixed colours are rarely found inna-) this difference, that a quantity of isemploy- | 
mixed rare- ture ; and, indeed, in the preceding part_of this article, ed, unJess for the light shades, when the properiates 
ly exist. we have described processes for dyeing colours, many, rather diminished. Frequently, a succession of 

already discussed, as a sufficient reason for me Te shorter time in the bath, which should never be allow= 
hi processes nearly connected with each other, and w ed to reach the boiling point for the lighter shades. 

scarcely admit of any tic arr t that is Deep greens are browned with logwood, anda little sul- 
altogether free from objection. The dcolours phate of iron. i at > 

be comprehended under the following classes. . i 
Division of — Jst, A mixture of blue and yellow, which. produces Nein dasenipiien: of thepres a 
compound al] the intermediate shades between the yellowish green, French government, the cloth for this dye is boiled for 

and the dark green verging to black. _ + half'an hour with alum and tartar,and then taken out and 
2d, A mixture of red and blue, which. aired, without being washed. _ The bath is next. to be 

all the shades from a deep violet colour to ali cooled, and the solution of indigo well mixed with it, 
- 8d, A mixture of red and yellow, which embraces all adding at first only one-half ; the cloth is then put in’ 
the shades from a scarlet colour to that of musk and and turned rapidly, without boiling, for five or six 
tobacco. nutes; it is then taken out, that the remainder of the 
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Processes solution may be added, which to be mixed with beautifull ns, which, by varying the rtions Processes 
of Dycing. care. Y after having gently the cloth in it of indigo, as well as of bak waa sir! thay’ ke Yorted of Dycing. 
Sates or eight minutes, it is taken oat and cooled; at pleasure. The chalk in this case does not merely 

is emptied to about three-fourths, perhaps answer the purpose of separating the acid left in the 
“somewhat more or less, according to the shade of green cloth, by the sulphate of indigo and the alum ; but by 

sit i uniting with this acid, it becomes a sulphate of lime, 
tic, and when this bath is very hot, the cloth which had and fixes itself, in part at least, as a basis in the fibres 
been dyed blue, and cooled, is dipped into it, until it ofthe cloth, where it helps to raise the colour, and 

i . = to render it a little ath tak cs beta re the fone. 
A more $78. The ing process, which is more siniple; is ‘on greens are comm wi e old fustic, r0- 

; ‘Donholer ‘Avboiling is first given as for Deialiss hie calkiuy oF thd we is not thrown down by “~ 
; and the cloth, being afterwards washed, fus- acids, so much _as that of the bark and weld: and this 

difference enables the dyer, when he has extracted the 
; itis then taken out, fustie colour by previous boiling, to mix the sulphate 
which the hand can of indigo with it, and dye the cloth green by, one 

i ion, after it has been prepared as usual with 
um and tartar. The process, however, which Dr 

oe ey ponte has described for doi a with bark, is 
to be taken out ully as cheap and itious, e green produced 

to put in only two-thirds will be ‘more meee because the quetelitin yellow 
out the cloth aftertwoor is much more bright and clear than that of fustic. 

turns, and then to add the last third; the colour See Phil. of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 126. 
iform. If it is observed, that | $80. Dr Bancroft has described another process, .by Another _ 

| the colour does not take well, a little calcined alum re- which beautiful Saxon greens may be produced, cheap~ Process stil 
apple duced to powder is added. The Saxon apple-green is ly and expeditiously, by combining the yellow of quer- Jantageces. 

5 dyed in bath which has served for Saxon green, af- citron, the murio-sul of tin and alum, with the é 
ter one-third or one-half of it has been taken out, and sulphate of indigo. “ To produce this combination 

E ; : | e 

; i Ey : : 5 z 
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proportion of quercitron bark, and a little chalk added of alum ; these having boiled together five or 
towards the end of the process. A beautiful Saxon six miriutes, cold water should be added, and the fire 
green may be obtained cad eas ; by the follow- diminished so as to bring the heat of the liquor nearly 

5 ing process, recommended Bancroft. The cloth down to what hand is able to bear ; and immediate. 
t poo a dm received Saxon blue, should af- ly after this, as much sulphate of indigo is to be added 

as 
to 

s ; produce the shade n intended 
dyed, taking care to mix it thoroughly with the 
ig liquor by stirring, &c.; and this being done, the 

, previously and moistened, should be ex- 
} To counteract more effectually the operation of the acid, _peditiously put into the liquor, and turned very briskly 

it will be proper to add about three pounds of chalk, through it for a quarter of an hour, in order that the 
. - with ten or twelve pounds of alum, for the preparation colour may ly itself equally to every part, which it 

i i which isto willcertainly do in this way with proper care. By 
be turned and , as usual, for about an hour ; and these means, very full, even, and beautiful greens, may 

Fe Pe £ 4 a a i ef ul x H ee i te - 55 Le re fase) Fe 
boiling heat. Miirip- aight of tin is infinitely pre- 

bs ferable, for this use, to the dyers’ spirit ; because the 
latter consists chiefly of nitric acid, which, by its high- 

: owever, that the y ifest itself ly injurious action upon indigo, would’ render that 
4 pererere toner & by reason of the sulphuric acid By repeat colour very fugitive, as I have found 
. e the 

re Ly ie u f bf e i we hie 
imbibed with the colour, joined to that of trials. But no such effect can result from 
alum in the preparation me which the portion of 

w ie 

proper ws Mesecing the beusty "OF he. Stat iy pogdsia : } to i 4 e colour thus uced, 
add another pound of clean powdered chalk, stirring it hone hina fe wre with the unequalled lustre 

' i ition ¢ i quercitron yellows dyed with the 
ven three times, at inter- tin basis, must necessarily conc e, that the greens 

rise composed therewith, will prove infinitely superior to . 
additions, says Dr any which can result from the dull muddy yellow of 

i ap- old fustic: and in point of expence, it is certain that 
ply itself untly and equally, so as to produce very’ the bark, murig-sulphate of tin, and alum, necessary 
“VOL, VIII, PART I. ‘ wu" 
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more) of fustic, wi alum 1 for dyeing, it 
in the commen way ; the sulphate of indigo being the 
same in both cases. But in dyeing with the bark, the 
vessel is only to be filled and heated once ;. and the 
cloth, without any previous preparation, may be com- 
pletely dyed in half an hour ; whilst, in the common 
way of producing Saxon greens, the copper is, to be 
twice filled and to this must. be joined the fuel and 
labour of an hour and a half’s boiling and turning the 
cloth in the course of preparation, besides nearly as 
much boiling in another yessel, to extract the colour 
of the fustic ; and, after all, the dyeing process _re- 
mains to be performed, which will be equal in time 
and trouble to the whole of the process. for producing 
a Saxon green with the bark ; so: that this colour ob- 
tained from bark will not only prove superior in, beau- 
ty, but in cheapness, to that dyed as, usual with old 
fustic.” See Phil. of Perm. Col. vol.ii, p..136. 

Il. Processes for Dyeing Silk, Green. 

381. When silk is to be dyed green, the process. of 
scouring is the same as for 28 colours; but when the 
lighter shades are to be applied, that operation: must, be 
rformed as effect: as for blue. The dyeing process 

is managed a little differently from that, of ywoollen 
stuffs. The silk, after being well alumed,. is slightly 
washed at the river, and ertied into small hanks, that 
it may receive the dye as as possible, it bein, 
extremely difficult to ae the reen bei spotted 
or striped. It is then put into weld bath, .and 
carefully turned, After the ground is. thought suffi- 
ciently deep, a pattern is ae in the vat, to ascertain 
if the colour has acquired the proper shade ; if not, de- 
coction of weld is added until this is the case. The 
silk is then taken out of the bath, washed, and dipped 
in the vat as for blue. To deepen and vary,the hue, 
decoction of logweod, fustic, or annotta, are sometimes 
added to the yellow bath, after the weld has been. ta- 
ken out or exhausted; and for the very light shades, 
such as apple and sea-green, a much weaker ground is 
given. Yellow baths, which have been already used, 
answer best for the delicate shades, as. the silk takes 
the colour from these more slowly and uniformly, 

$82. When the blue vat is employed to dye. green, 
saw-wort (159.) may be substituted for weld; itis even 
preferable, because its yellow is naturally of a greenish 
cast: dyers’ brown may also be used, and sometimes 
these substances are mixed together. Other substances, 
affording a yellow colouring matter, may be employed 
for the same purpose, and particularly quercitron, which 
affords so many beautiful shades of yellow. 

$83, Saxon green may be communicated to silk, ac< 
cording to Guhliche, by three yellow substances, tur- 
meric, fustic, and French berries ; and to these may 
be added quercitron. The greens obtained by. means 
of turmeric, are the most beautiful and delicate, . but 
they are also the most fading. The silk is alumed in. 
the proportion of four ounces .of alum.to the pound; 
and left twelve hours in the. solution walvet oot A 
bath is prepeted with an ounce. of pounded turmeric, 
to which as much sulphate .of indigo, as will give ita 
sufficiently green colour. is added ;;an ounce of ,solu- 
tion of tin is then mixed with it, and the alumed silk. 
dipped until it has acquired a fine green colour. It is, 
then wrung, washed, and dried in the. shade. . When 
fustic is used, the yellowing is conducted in the same 

» are then taken out, and the -verdigrise 

; DYEING. | 
Processes. to dye a given quantity of eloth in this way,  will.cost 
of Dyeing. Jess than the much raced quantity (six or eight times 

c 

manaer.as with wells ue ee a ~- po ES 
ries, in aceto-citric aci em ¢ quantity % YY 
of alum, may be taken that [osathaniaenendeddee 
turmeric ; in other respects, agreeiars the same. 

384. Dr Bancroft gives the following simple p 
for preducien wee quercitron, Saxon: ‘piel ene a by q 
operation. Boil, after the rate of four pounds.of quer-:)pc °P™" — 
citron bark with three pounds of alum, and two | 
of murio-sulphate of tin, ina suitable quantity, of was! 
ter, for ten or fifteen minutes; when the heat of the. a 

wy 

Saxon 

liquor is,afterwards reduced, so thatthe hand ean ‘bear « 
it, pie the silk, and retain’ it»a proper time.in the —_ 
bath, taking care, however, to agitate. the liquor con=) f 
stantly, that the colouring matter, whieh would other- 
wise subside, may be. kept equally ‘diffused. | By ad-. 
ding suitable proportions of sulphate. of indigo-to this; f 
ellow liquor, and keeping it well stirred,: various and, : 

Beautiful shades of Saxon green. may | anna 
same way, of a uniform shade; and.atia / expence. 
The shades intended to .incline most to the yellew,: e 
should be first + ap ene afterwards, by — i K 
sulphate of indigo, those, ing ‘more of: ue 
may be readily etek says Dr Ban- t 
croft, nothing ¢an be more commodious or certain, than: é 
this way of dyeing the most. beautiful Saxon 
upon silk. See Phil. 2 

385. A dye called 
beauty of Saxon with the durability.of common green, ‘ 
is sometimes applied to silks. In order to give this, ; 
green, Guhliche’ first gives'the silk a light blue inthe 
cold yat, soaks it in warm water, and washes) it ina 
stream; he hn di as im ae a sr alum, 
repares a bath wi s te of indigo, an. ounce. 
Pe solution of tin, and the pete of French berries. 
In this bath the silk is kept till it has taken the desired: 
shade of green, when jit.is washed.and dried in.ayshady; 
place. ‘The shades are-rendered more or less blue or: . 
yellow, by the proportions of the i ients by which : 
these colours are communicated: Whenagoslinggreen Gosling 
is to be given to silk, it is first. dyed. of aJdight blue, g'ee>- 
then passed through hot water, and washed in astream;, 
lastly, while still moist, it is dipped in an annotta 
bath. 

yf Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 147. s 
English green, which unites the pense: 

“TIL. Processes for Dyeing Cotton and Linen, Green, 
ii y 

$86. When-cotton or linen is to be dyed)green, a Ground of ‘ 
dof blue is commonly applied first, the: stuffs blue first 

pte re previously been Sea bd scoured. The given. 
portion of yellow is regulated by the shade of 
to be given ; and so also is the previous ground of blue. 
Pileur de Apligny has described a process for dyeing 
cotton, or skains: of cotton, of a sea-or apple green, Sea or 
ina single, bath, . For this process, verdigrise is‘mixed grec, = 
with vinegar, and the mixture kept well stopped fifteen: ¢ 
days in.a stove ; cachcvem a. aa bor rarer 
opotaehe ual in weight-to that o: verdigrise,is 
ded,..and ‘the mixture is kept hot. The cotton thread 
or, velvet are prepared, by being soaked ina warm so- 
lution of alee made in oo p elenillaeation 
of, and five quarts of water, to pound ; 

: f ise mixture added 

4 

to 2 Cyaan which they are returned, inorder’ to be. : 
387. To dye beautiful greens upon cotton, Chaptal Chaptal’s — 

has csomnnailal that. it be first dyed of a sky-blue Process 
colour, by means of indigo dissolved by Laer 3 
orpiment, and afterwards macerated in a strong om 
tion of sumach ; it is then to be dried» and:soaked iin 

. 

, 
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__Rrocesss Se me he sepa Nea 1 reer final- 
_ of Dyeing. quercitron bark, employing twelve pounds 
“of the latter to fifty pounds of cotton. 

i processes 
of Prussian blue, we described a method of applying 
that colouring matter to cloth, which had been sug- 

Bancroft: he also ascertained that if, 
ag 

=} 

Crass I. thie ey ag a Sent of Red and 

ob- —_ 390. By various mixtures of red and blue, we obtain 
by . violet, purple, dove-colour, pansey, amaranth, lilac, and 

the prin of the euniaanabihedeotna 
to give them fixity, or heighten their lustre. 

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Violet, Purple, &¢. 

_ 891. According to the observations of Hellot, stuffs 
which have ly received the scarlet dye, take 

u we Spat is superadded. ‘The blue 

the stuffis di ‘in a bath, composed of nearly two- 
parson < parker Magen cr thet Bo 
isalways added. The only circumstance in which the 
process for dyeing differs from raat 

zien, an alge prperion of ertine "Lise a 
ew oaher light ander the same k may be pro- 

pare ne ane APS ORR ee 8 , or 

for dy thay nated ar A little solution of 
tn is added, for some i shades, such as peach- 

267 
with an ounce and.a half of cochineal, and two ounces Precessts 
of tartar, boiling it for three quarters of an hour, and of Dyeing: 
then. two ounces of solution of indigo, he stirs, ‘ 

of 
minishes it to five drachms for each d of cloth ; he 
also. reduces the quantity of rediigne ba never below 
am geamcasa a calcite waeis then itly 2 ope 
he changes the proportion of tartar ; an ly, he va- 
ries the ion given to the cloth, by the addition 
of tartar, or solution of tin in different proportions. “ 

393. With to these processes, it is justly re- Dr Ban- 
’ marked by Dr Bancroft, that the cochineal colour will ‘fs pro- 
onl. vedhacexsslbteygt iy oni gdegar mghed te em ieee 

i uently, ey can only produce a crim~ 
son, of ear. less-vivacity than the rose colour, which it 
would afford with a nitro-muriate of tin. But this lat- 
ter mordant has always been avoided in dyeing purple 
and violet with indigo, on account, of the injurious ef- 
fects which it uces on the colouring matter of that 
substance. ie same objection does not apply to the 
murio- of tin, as the muriatic acid has’ no ef- 
fect wu indigo, nor even the uric in the very di+ 
loted state in which it is used in Gab innetint!” "De 
Bancroft has, therefore, very happily introduced the 
use of the murio- ro Reena a gor 
the sulphate of indigo, i colours in ques~ 
tion, and produced violets Spungen al tenes 
ty and vivacity, than can be obtained by i 
processes. See Phil. of Perm. Col. vol. ii. p. 383, 
me sre: nevorte reese yed to communis Sloe, dama- 

cate to sloe, damascene, ie, and other shades, scene, pur- 
which niay be considered as modifications of red and f* &* 
blue. This wood, with the addition of , readily yooa. > 

ry of 

to which the tartrite of potash and 
were added afterwards. Wool, in the , was dyed 
with this mordant, b ny ies Sek peng 

ion of one- of weight of the staff ; : 
cleth, one fifth was deemed sufficient. A bath was 
eS See which the hand could bear, 
with which the mordant was well mixed. The wool 
was then di in it and duly stirred, the same de-« 
gree of heat being kept up for two hours, and even 
increased a little. le cloths Suna toon taken oth, ciped 
and well washed, . A fresh bath of pure water was then 

to which a sufficient quantity of the decoc- 
tion of logwood was added. The sol wan spinon 
mersed, stirred, and the bath raised to a boiling heat, 
which was continued for a quarter of an hour. The 
stuff was then taken out, carefully rinsed, and dried, 
which finished the process. When a portion of Brazil 
‘wood was added, the shade more of the red, 
and afforded the eolour known in France by the name 
of prune de Monsicnr. - 
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Fine and 
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II. Processes for Dyeing Silk, Violet, Purple, §c. 
$95. In dyeing silk, two’ kinds of violets are distine 

false violets. guished, the fine and the false. To produce the fine vio- 

Fine violet. 

Purple. 

Light 
shades. 

False violet. 

Other pro- 
cesses. 

let, the silk is first through a bath of cochineal, 
and afterwards dipped in the indigo vat. | More or less 
cochineal is used, according to the depth of the desired 
shade; but neither tartar nor solution of tin form parts 
of the mordant, which consists of alum only. The usual 
Lc) gabon of cochineal for a fine violet is two ounces for 

pound of silk. When the silk is dyed, it is wash- 
ed at the river, and beetled twice. It is then woop in 
an indigo vat, of greater or less strength, acco ng to 
the depth we wish to give the violet. It is then washed, 
and carefully dried. To give greater beauty and strength 
to the colour, it is commonly passed through the archil 
bath ; a practice which, as Berthollet observes, though 
frequently abused, is indispensible for the light shades, 
the colour of which would otherwise be too dull. 

396. When the silk is intended to be dyed purple, a 
very light blue shade must be given to it, after receivin 
the cochineal dye. The deepest shades must be dippe 
in a very weak vat, and thdse which are lighter, in cold 
water, with which a little of the liquor of the vat has been 
mixed.. The light shades of this colour, such as gilly« 
flower, gridelin, peach-blossom, &c. are obtained by re« 
ducing the proportion of cochineal. 

897. The-false violets are given to silk in various 
ways, but the most beautiful are usually communicated 
by archil, the strength of the bath being adapted to the 
colour we wish to produce,’ After being scoured and 
beetled at the river, the silk is introduced into the bath, 
and turned in it on skain sticks. When the colour is 
supposed to have sufficiently taken, a pattern is tried in 
the indigo vat, to ascertain if it acquires the desired 
shade of violet ;'and after the shade is found to be of 
the proper depth, the silk is beetled at the river, and 
dipped in the vat, in the same manner as for the fine 
violets. . 

398. A violet is given to silk, by dipping it in wa- 
ter containing a solution of verdigrise, without aluming 
it, and then giving it a bath of logwood, The blue 
colour which it assumes in the bath is changed to violet, 
either by the addition of alum while it remains there, or 
by passing it, after being taken out, through a weaker or 
Stronger solution of that substance. This violet possess- 
es neither durability nor beauty. A better violet may 
be communicated, by passing alumed silk first through a 
bath of Brazil wood, and again, after it has been wash- 
ed at the river, through a bath of archil. 

Ili. Processes for Dyeing Cotton or Linen, Violet, Purple, 

$99. Cotton is usually dyed violet, by first giving it 
a blue ground in the vat, suited to the proposed deep- 
ness of shade, and then drying it. After being left for 
twelve or fifteen hours in a gall bath, in the 
proportion of three ounces of galls to a pound of the 
stuff, it is again wi and dried. It is next passed 
through a decoction of logwood, from which, after being 
well soaked, it is taken out, when two drachms of alum 
and one drachm of dissolved verdigrise for every pound of 
eotton, are added to the bath. It is then redipped on 
the skain sticks, and turned for.a full quarter of an hour, 
after which it is taken out and aired. This being done, 
‘it is once more immersed im the bath for a quarter of an 
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hour, and then taken out and wrung. The dyeing is 
completed by introducing the cotton into a fresh bath of 
logwood, to which two drachms of alum are added, and 
retaining till it acquires the desired shade. ; 

400. Violets and purples, extremely durable, may be 
communicated to cotton and dyed as for the 
Turkey red, with this difference, that to the alum-steep or 
mordant, a r or less portion of sulphate of iron is 
added, according as the colour is wished to incline more 
or less to a dark shade. Cotton which has received a 
light indigo blue, may also be rendered purple or violet, 
by a ating it with the aluminous basis, and dyeing 
it wi der. ‘ : 

401. A good and durable violet may also be applied 
to cotton or thread by the following process: The cot- 
ton to be dyed is macerated in a decoction of galls, (em- 
ploying one pound of the latter to six pounds of the 
former,) then dried, and afterwards soaked in a satura~ 
ted solution of equal parts of alum and sulphate of iron ; 
it is then rinsed, dried, and afterwards dyed with its 
weight of madder. The colour, which. is durable, may 
be made to incline more or less to the purple or violet, 
by varying the proportions of alum and sulphate of iron. 
An acetate or pyrolignite of iron may be advantageously 
substituted for the sulphate. : 

Crass III. Processes for. Dyeing Mixtures of Red and 
Yellow. — 

402. An infinite variety of shades may be obtained 
from the combination of red and yellow, by altering the 
proportions of the ingredients which afford these colours, 
and varying the mordants employed in the dye’ bath. 
Peerner also describes a great number of varieties of the 
same kind, which he produced by using different yellow 
dyes, and by employing in the preparation of the stuff 
or in the bath, tartar, alum, sulphate of zine, or sulphate 
of copper. The principal colour resulting from this com- 
bination is orange. ; , 

Il. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Orange, &e. 
_ 403. By boiling fustic in a scarlet bath, and hei 
ing it by a small portion of cream of tartar and the solu- 

peels, sumach, &c. yield tobacco, chesnut, musk colours, 
&e, ’ : aig " 

IL, Processes for Dyeing Silk, Orange, Se." 
404. In describing the processes for dyeing silk yel- 

low, we noticed various methods of iving fait range 
cast. Marrones, cinnamons, and all the intermediate 
shades, are communicated to silk by various prop rtions 
of logwood, Brazil wood, and taste, The & Ba « 
been scoured as usual, oy 9 is put into a bath 

repared by mixing decoctions of these woods, 4 
Ingo the desired shade, bag. opaming, te Pete 
minate. The silk is turned in #) faa the way, 
and afterwards introduced into a of the same 
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of Dyeir 
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violets and 
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Processes. ingredients, if necessary. Brick colours are given 
-of Dyeing: dipping the silk, prepared with solution of galls, waived 
—— ek a certain quantity-of solution of iron, in an annotta 

it bes “cahh : 
7; IIT. Processes for Dyeing Cotlon or Linen, Orange, &c. 
_ Shades of 405. For the different shades ‘of marrone, cotton is 

_ marone. galled, and then dipped, and worked in the usual man- 
5 ner; ina bath to which more or‘less of the pyrolignite 
he of iron has been added ; it is then washed in a bath, 

with which yerdegrise has been mixed, welded, and dyed 
in a bath of fustic, to which a solution of soda and alum 

cates to linen a dark colour, but it cannot be called black. _ Processes 
The same may be said of the anacardium occidentale, of Pyeing. 
and several other plants, which produce similar effects: 
And, indeed, as Dr Bancroft justly remarks, a substance 
which was perfectly black, and neither reflected nor trans- 
mitted a single ray of light, would be absolutely invisi- 
ble, and Pe of exciting any sensation of colour 
whatever. we commonly denominate black, there- 
fore, does not result from a total absorption of the rays 
of light, but from a feeble reflection or transmission of 
those which are dark-coloured. Black may, accord- 
ingly, be produced upon stuffs by a condensation of such 
matters as reflect the dark rays most imperfectly, parti- 
cularly blue and violet. 

dipped.in.a weak solution of sulphate-of copper, and, - 410. Several substances, both animal and vegetable, ba per 
: i ls shin possess the property of forming very dark compounds °*'™* ° 

406, Cinnamon and mor-doré colours are given by dye- _ with the oxide of iron, at a maximum of oxidation : this erage 

| : i : 

- nt nanan S vate 

jn founded upon distinctions of colour, we shall annex the 

_ Cimnamon . 
and mor- ing them first .with verdigrise and weld; they are then is the case with the prussic acid, and more especially black in 
lours. ; i with what is called the astringent principle. Blacks are, dyeing. 

therefore, usually communicated to stuffs by means of 
the salts of iron, and the astringent principle. A ground 
of blue is generally given, before the application of the 

. black dye, as then a less quantity of the ingredients is 
necessary to produce a deep tint, and the stuff is less apt 
to be injured by the ferruginous mordant. A ground of 
any other dark colour may be used instead of blue, but 
the black will be inferior in deepness and glossiness. 

I. Processes for Dyeing Wool, Black, §c. 

- 411. According to the process described by Hellot, Hellot’s 
woollen cloth, which is to be dyed black, ought previ- process: 
ously to receive a deep blue ground, to be washed in the: 
river immediately after being taken out of the vat; and 
afterwards cleansed at the fallin ‘mill. For a hundred 
pounds - stuff, ten pounds of ‘tc » and an equal 
quantity o Is in powder, are put into a bag; 
and boiled Pree ch adi in a copper, with evllbders 
quantity of water. One-third of this bath is transferred 
to another copper, with two pounds of verdigrise, and 
into this the stuff is immersed, turning it continually for 
two hours, and keeping the bath very hot, without allow- 
ing it to boil. The stuff is then taken out, and a portion 

the bath, equal to the former, is put into the copper, 
with eight pounds of sulphate of iron. While the sul- 
phate of iron is dissolving, the fire is diminished, and 
the bath suffered to cool for half an hour; the stuff is 
again put in, moved well about for an hour, and again 
taken out to air. The remainder of the bath is now 
added, taking care to press the bag well, which contains 
the dyeing ingredients. Fifteen or twenty pounds of 
sumach are also added ; and the bath being brought just 
to the boiling point, the ebullition is instantly checked 
with a little cold-water. Two pounds more of sulphate 
of iron are added; and the stuff is immersed for another 
hour. — It is then taken out, washed, aired, and return- 

ed again to the copper for another hour, during which 
it is constantly stirred. Lastly, it is taken out, well wash- 
ed at the river, and fulled. en the water comes off 
clear, another bath is prepared with weld, which is made 
to boil for a moment, agd, after being cooled, the stuff 
is passed through it, to soften it, and give the black a 

412. Hellot describes another process, which is less A simpler 
tedious and complicated than the preceding, but it pro- 
duces an inferior black. He recommends for fifteen ells 

deep blue cloth, a bath composed of a pound and a z 
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Processes half of yellow-wood (morus dinctoria), five pounds of 
ef Dyeing. Sens logwood, and. ten 

Another 
process. 

Bergman's 

pounds of sumach, . After boiling the 
cloth in this bath for three hours, it is taken out, when 
ten pounds of sulphate of iron are put into’ the copper, 
and the cloth is kept in it two hours longer: itis’ 
aired, put into the bath again for another hour, and, 
lastly, washed and fulled.. i! ef 

413. Broad cloth may be made to acquire a black, in 
every respect unexceptionable, by boiling it two hours iit 
a decoction previously with about one-seventh 
of its weight of galls, and as much chipped logwood ; afe 
terwards passing it for another two hours A S0* 
lution of one-tenth of its weight of sulphate of iron, and 
keeping the solution at a scalding heat only., Mostdyers 
are satisfied with a smaller proportion of galls, and sup- 
ply. the Herring § by increasing the quantity of logwood, 
and by adding also a portion of sumach. 

414. For coarse stuffs, and cheap woollens, the blue 
ground from woad is omitted, its place being badly sup« 
plied by logwood and-sulphate of copper or verdigrise ; 
or the latter is dissolved with the sulphate of iron to’ 
convert a part of the colouring matter of the logwood in) 
to a kind of blue. Dr Bancroft disapproves of this prace! 
tice. He says, that the only use of the sulphate of cop- 
per, or verdigrise, is, to produce a legwood blue, which: 
soon to a rusty brownish colour ; and that it 
would be better to use the logwood with the sulphate of 
iron alone: (Phil. of Perm. Col. ii. 454.) He adds, that, 
with sulphate of iron and} , it is not difficult to 
produce a full and deep black, but that it isnot. so last- 
ing as the black with sulphate of iron, andgalls or sus 
mach, either alone, or with a moderate proportion of log- 
wood ; which last certainly improves the appearance of 
the black dyed from galls and iron, by rendering it more 
intense, » and soft. All black cloths, for the dye« 
ing of which a proportion of logwood has been 
ms are win Bar the application "Oeanahviaase acid ; 
a little liquid ammonia restores the colour. . 

415, About the year 1753, Bergman strongly recom 
me a method of dyeing cloth black, by dippi 
psn which had Bob soe received a blue a 
in a bath composed of eight pounds of cream of tartar, 
sixteen’ pounds of sulphate of iron, two pounds of verdi- 
grise, and ten pounds of woad, to a hundred pounds 
weight of cloth, and afterwards boiling it for two hours 
in a decoction of a hundred and fifty pounds of ura ursi, 
or bear's foot... , 

416. Dr Bancroft states, that a fine lasting black may 
be dyed, without iron or any other basis, upon blue cloth,. 
from a species of lichen, muscus pulmonarius, (91-) ; 
and that, if thissubstance could be readily and copi 
ly obtained, it would, probably, deserve to be 
to madder and weld for rendering blue cloth blacks |» » 

417. The proportions of i ‘for dyeing black, 
usually employed by the dyers of this c , are, fora 
hundred pounds of pon watt dyed first a deep blue, 
about five pounds of sulphate of iron, the same quantity 
of galls, and thirty pounds of logwood. The cloth is 
first galled, ‘and then passed. through) the decoction of 
logwood, to which the sulphate of iron*has been added: 
When the cloth is completely. dyed, it _is»washed in a 
river, and fulled till the water comes off clear: and ‘cod 
lourless. Some “mere fine cloths to be filled with 
seap-suds; but this operation requirés an experienced 
workman to free the cloth: 'y from the soa dey 
advise to give-the cloth a dip in 4 bath: of when | 
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comes from the fulling-mill; which is said to soften, and 

SRE TG 418 To givea : ‘ * ) 

just dyed, ie dipped in a solution of sulphate of iren}'to 
which an sects bes bees, seat More froapens! 
a small’ portion’ of sdlution of irom is mixed bath 
of water ; and: more is added, ‘till the stuff dipped in it 

the stuff in-a) solution of sulphate of iron ; to he 
sometimes adds other ingi ts; and, when taken out 
of this mordant, he dips itin the dye bath, The first 

marrones, coffee, damascene 

sumach, and alder bark, with the addition of sulphate: 

ped first ; and,-when they are finished, the browner ones 
are dipped ; a quantity of sulphate of iron, proportionate 
to the end p being added for each operation. 

' 419. Drab colours, of various shades, are very con< Drabs. 
veniently and cheaply dyed, by the querci and 
an area tn For this purpose, _Dr Bancroft recom= 
mends the bark.to be’ boiled fora few minutes in a cop= 
per vessel, with one-third or one-fourth of its:weight of 
sulphate of iron ; and the liquor having been well mix- 
ed, and a little cooled, the cloth may be dyed in it as 
usual. .To sadden:and darken the colour still farther, a 
litle sumach may be-employed with the bark. See Phils 
of Perm, Col. ii. 144, : ' 

I. Processes for Dyeing Silk; Black, Ge. 

420. Silk which is intended to be dyed, is common- Galling. 
ly boiled four or five hours with a fifth of its weight of 
white soap, after which it. is beetled and carefully washed. 
It is then galled, by leaving it from twelve to thirty-six 
hours in a decoction with about three-fourths 
of its weight of galls, which have been boiled three or 
four hours ; after which it is taken out, and washed in the 
river. 

when dyed black, a r or a less: ientatio 
their weight, not only from the astringent principle, but 

- also from the oxide of iron which combines with it in 
like proportion. The dyeing process is, therefore, vari- 
ed, according as the operator is desirous of rendering 
the silk more or less heavy. Hence the distinction of 

ight and black. 
Brees The diffpenca.inthe process for obtaining heavy 
black, consists in leaving the silk a longer time in the 

decoction of galls, in repeating the galling, in dipping 
the silk in the dye: a greater number of times, and leavs 
ing it longer inthe bath cach time. = 

423. Silk 

= niaat and varies greatly in different dye 
jouses: ‘vat is frequently parm seve yen 

the black dye being always renewed when it isnez ; 
heetdos Sein tit has fired a deseription of one of 
these-vats; it contained ‘seeds of - flea-wort, 

moniae, sal gem, litharge, antimony, lead ore, orpiment, 
eorrosive muriate of mercury, t r with a variety of 
other ingredients apparently 1 at random. Macs 

‘preserve a vat for’ the black; ‘Vat for 
and its composition, which generally consists of many: sus blacks. 

Brownings. 

421. As silks are capable of combining with a greater Light and 5 
or less quantity of the astringent principle, they receive, heavy 

to blacks. 

a 
ae 
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exceed122° of Fahrenheit’s; thermometer; and before 

ved, and the liquor yee Hew it is allowed to ‘set- 
tle-for about'an hour. The silk, being dipped in the 

edn the usual way, is takenout-when 
it has absorbed ‘a sufficiency of the dye, 3 e, andex- 

eth to:the action of the air, which ‘the black. 
Aftersit has ‘had: three owri , the bath is ‘heated 

ions of gum ‘and. s ‘of iron being 
: the operation performed in the interval 

between two heatings1is, in France, called a fire (un few). 
The light black receives two fires, but the heavy requires 
three; and the silk is also‘allowed to remain. in the bath 
-for;twelve hours after the last fire. “ When the dyeing 
is finished, the silk is rinsed ina vessel with cold water, 

veiaee When alk io tckh-inb of abi buask. dye, it is 
remely harsh ; and to free it from this quality, it 

must undergo an operation called softening. For this 
Hex pee er of 4 or 5 pounds of soap for every 
undred of silk, is poured through a cloth into 

a large vessel. of water :' being \well mixed, the silk is 
put in, and left about a quarter of an hour, when it is 

oe fewer of galls | for dyeing silk 4 quantity of necessary for dyei 
black, renders the process very expensive ; it is 
therefore an object of considerable importance, to find 
some method inishi ir quantity, The follow- 

4 peg sie has, for this purpose, been recommended by 
¢ Anglés, who-was\a competitor forithé pri 
pa pr ta the Academy of Lyons, of which this 

' 427. Silk carefully boiled and washed in the river, is 
to be:immersed in a strong decoction of green walnut 
peels; and left in it till the colour of the bath is exhaust- 
ed. «It is then taken out, slightly wrung with the pin, 
dried, and washed in the river. “The decoction of wal- 
nut peels is made by boiling a full of an hour, 
ee thet an er er ' Se to subside 

‘ore dipping the silk, which has been previously im- 
mere it ar errs Fn blue ground is next ves} 
by means of logwood and verdigrise. For ev nd 
of silk, an ounce of verdigrise is dissolved inscalioe 
ter; the silk is left in this solution two hours ; it is then 

i ina decoction of logwood, wrung out 
1 , and dried before it is washed ‘at the river. For 

t blacks, galling may be altogether omitted ; but to 
obtain a heavy pallies pounit oP inis many boca 
presente! coe Per To prepare the bath, two 
pounds of galls and three of sumach, are macerated in 
twenty-five gallons of water, over a slow fire, for twelve 
hours. After ing, three pounds of sulphate of 
iron, and as much ic, are dissolved in it: In 
this solution, the silk'is di at two different times, 

it in two hours time, taking care to air it 
after the first dipping, and to dry it before giving it the 
second fire, when it is to be again aired aiid dried, It 
is then beetled twice at the river ; after which a third 
seed te it in the same manner as before, ex that 
it is left in the bath four or five hours. When ed 
and dried, it is again beetled twice-at the river.-- Care: 
must be taken that the heat during the operation do not 

5 

the last two fires, half a pound of sulphate of iron, and 
as much gum-arabic, must be added. | For removing 
the harshness of the black dye, M. Anglés prefers the 
‘decoction of weld: to the solution of soap. ° 

) 428,°M. Angles asserts, that if silk be dyed: blue 
with ‘indigo, previous to its being dipped for black, 
it cwill«y only a mealy colour; but that ‘a velvety 
black will be obtained if it be :prepared with logweod 
and/verdigrise.. He’says.also that walnut peels 
soften the silk. Though a fine b may be procured 
from green walnut peels, and not ee deseribe a 
he notwithstanding adds: an igrise, that 
heuer seuoubtiga’ pee large enamel 
phate of iron, which weakens: the Lastly, he 
thinks that galls serve only to give the silk weight, and 
that sumach is sufficient for the dye. . 

429. The Chinese:are’said to improve their black dye 
upon silk, by passing ‘it, when dyed, through a bath 
containing ‘one pound.of starch, «with half as much of 
the oil of a or of rape_or hempseed, for every five 
or six. quarts of water. A t variety of shades are 
obtained by the mixture of Brazil-wood, logwood, ar- 
chil, and: and ‘by a browning with sulphate of 
iron; but all these shades, ras y havea pleasing 
lustre, are apt to fade. It is rather by the eye, than by 
any particular rules, that the dyer is to be guided in 
communicating them. 

III. Processes for Dyeing’ Cotton and Linen, Black, &c.- 
430. In order to dye cotton and linen black, a solu- 

tion of iron is employed, which, in France, receives the 
name of the black vat, The solution, which isa kind 
of acetate of iron, resembling a p tion of that me-« 
tal, described under the head.of Mordants (94.), is form 
ed with vinegar or small beer, or small wine made from 

after they have esa syne adding water 
to'them ; rye meal, or some ingredient being add- 
ed, to-assist the acetification. Pieces of old iron are 
thrown into this liquor, which is allowed to stand till 
wanted, but never used in less than six weeks, or two 
months. To this bath astringents are frequently add- 
ed, icularly the decoction of alder bark, which of 
itself has the property of dissolving a considerable por- 
tion of oxide of ivon. 
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431. The following method of dyeing cotton and li- Process fol- 
nen, as ised at en; is'given' by M. le Pileur lowed at 
d'Apligny. They are first dyed sky-blue in the vat, Rouen. 
then wrung out, and dried. They are next galled, 
using four ounces of galls to every pound of stuff, and 
leaving it twenty-four hours in’ the: liquor, after 
which they are again wrung out and About five 
quarts of the liquor of the black vat for every. pound 
are then Into a tub, in which the thread is work- 
éd with the hand, pound by pound, about ote 
an hour, when it is wrung out, and aired. This ope~ 
ration is twice repeated, adding each time a fresh sup- 
ply of the black vat, which ought to be carefully seum- 
med. Itds then taken out, aired, , washed at 
the river to cleanse it effectually, and dried. . When 
this stuff is to be dyed, a pound of alder bark for every 
pound of the stuff is boiled for an hour in a sufficient 

uantity of water.. About half the bath that served for 
the ing, and half as much sumach as alder bark is 
then added, and the whole boiled ‘together for two 
hours, and then strained through a sieve.. When the 
liquor is cold, the: stuff is put in and carefully worked, 
airing it from time to time: it is then let down into the 



Mazéas 

ing black. 

bath again, left in it t 
dried. It is then 

colversy adding oa ia Hapeogle ; adding to it a li ‘ood, From this it is 
taken out and wrung, and i put into a tub of 
warm water, into which has been an ounce of 
olive oil for of stuff. Lastly, it is wrung 
out and dried. Essai sur les M , &e. p. 155. 
432. The Abbé Mazéas has described a process for 

dyeing cotton and linen black, by dyeing them with 
madder, havi oo ra them with the 
sickion of the Tur y red, galling them with myroba- 
lans, and passing them a mordant, composed 
of lime-water and verdigrise.. The process is tedious 
and expensive, and, according to M. le Pileur d’Apligny, 
a a the 

m s 
433. M. le Pileur d’Apligny mentions another me- 

thod of giving black to cotton and linen, which he de- 
scribes as very ‘fine and durable. The stuff is first 
scoured as usual, galled, alumed, and afterwards dipped 
in the weld bath. When taken out of this bath, it is 
to be dyed in a decoction of , to which a quar- 
ter of a pound of sulphate of co has been added for 
every pound of s After this, it is to be washed in 
the river, and wrung repeatedly, but not toohard. Fi- 
nally, it is dyed in a madder bath, in the ion of 
Per apna to each pound of stuff. See Essai sur les 

-four hours, 
ing or w 

Moyens, &c. p. 168. 
134. Gubliche has described a solution of iron, which 

produces excellent effects in dyeing black. He directs 
a d of rice to be boiled in twelve or fifteen quarts 
of water, till it is wholly dissolved; into this solution 
is to be thrown as much old iron made red hot, as will 
come half way up to the surface of the liquor. This 
is to be done in a vat exposed under cover to the air 
and light, at least a week. An equal quantity of red 
hot iron is thrown into as much warm vinegar as there 
was solution of rice in another vessel, and in like 
manner exposed to the air and light. After some days 
the contents of the two vessels are to be mixed toge- 
ther, and the mixture is to be left a week exposed to 
the open air. The liquor is then to be decanted, and 

ed in a close vessel for use.. To dye cotton and 
inen in this mixture, all that is necessary is to leave 
them in the liquor till they acquire a sufficient black, 
which will not be longer than twenty-four hours at most. 
If the liquor do not contain enough of ferruginous par- 
ticles, the stuff, after being taken out, must be put in- 
to a fresh portion. In this way, a fine and permanent 
black will be produced. 

435, Inall the processes we have described, the gal- 
ling, when that operation, was employed, was always 
given first, and the solution of iron applied afterwards. 
Dr Bancroft considers this:practice to be extremely in-, 
judicious, and proposes to reverse the. order of thcse, 
operations, applying first the solution of iron as a mor- 
dant, and then that of the galls as a colouring matter. 
“‘ It is notorious,” says he, “‘ that calico-printers, when 
they wish to produce any ng Sey colour by the aid 
of iron, or its oxide, as a basis, invariably begin by 
applying the basis, (commonly the acetate or pyroli 
nite of iron), tely to the calico, superad the 
vegetable colouring matter a’ ; excepting only 
in those eases where a less permanent prosubstantive 
black or other colour is applied, for which the basis or 
mordant is previously mixed and combined with the ve- 
getable colouring matters. And it is well known, that 
the black and other colours given by calico-printers 
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437. M. le Pileurd’Apligny gives the two following Two pro- 

Iet, ‘The thread is galled, dipped i ae eee st, The is y in a very w 
bath of the black vat, and then maddered, =  @Apligny. 

2d, The thread is dipped in a yery hot solution. of 
tartar, wrung gently, and dried, It is then dyed ina, 
decoction of logwood. After this operation, the thread 
appears black ; but on eting it attentively in warm 
soap-suds, the surplus of the dye is discharged, and it 
remains of a pleasing and durable gray. 

For calico-printing, see Topica Dyeine. 
See the following works. on dyeing: L’ Art dela Tein- Works oa 

ture des Laines, par Hellot ; DArt de la Teinture en dyeing. 
Sote, par Macquer ; Essai sur les moyens de perfection- 
ner l'art de la Teinture, par M. le Pileur d’Apligny ; In- 
struction sur Cart de la Teinture, a translation from the ~ 
German of Poerner ; Elemens de l'art de la Teinture, 

Berthollet ; Phi of Permanent Colours, by 
Dr Bancroft, 2d edit. 1813; Decouverte d'une nou- 
velle teintre de , Mem. de ? Acad. Roy. 1711.— 
Observations Physiques sur le de quelques 
couleurs dans la Teinture, Mem, del’ Acad. Roy. 1737.— 

de V'Indigo, Mem. de Sav. Eiran. tom. ix.— 
Observ. Physico-Chym. sur les Couleurs, Journ. de — 
Phys. tom. viii.—Versuche mit Mineralischen sauern 
Geistern aus dem holzen farben zu ziehen, 1770, in 
Abhandlungen der Baierischen Akademie.—De Tingendo 

 Nitri Acidum, &c. 'T. Fried. Gmelin Prof. Gotting. 
rfurt, 1785.—Ann, de, Chimie, tom. i.—Berneriches 

Magazin der Naturhurst und Wissenschaften, vol. i.— 
Sur I’Indigo et ses Dissolvans, Jour, de Phys. 1788.— 
Memoire sur U' Indigo, pe M. M. D’Orval. et Ribau- 
court.— Memoire sur la Teinture en Noir qui a remporté 
le pric de la Societé de Bruxelles, en 1771.—Jour. 
Phys. 1785.—Mem. dans le Recueil des» Memoires de. 
l'Institut. tom. vii—Mem. sur le Teinture, et le Com- 

ee 

Tinct. Comment... Soc. Reg. Gotling: vol. iii. 1780.—. 
L’ Art dela Teinture du Citon en. f 
Chaptal. 

see. 

aivie, sur UArt de la Teinture, par 
if 
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his experiments on lacy Black, Hell's proces for dyeing. 
itupon wool, u 

jections to Berthol- common process Coccus Polonicus, its use in dye~ 
let’s theory of colour- it upon coarse stuffs, 414. ing, 109. i 
ing matters, 167. Bergman’s process for dye- introduction of it as a 

i on the ing it upon coarse dye, 23. 
ity of colours, 415. Gaited Ue peteread hacacters, 

a ees, en, A) 4 
opinion respecting the . its properties as a dye 
cause of the little at- vat for, 423. 103. ; 
traction of cotton for co- process for dying it upon cot- effects of the salts of 
louring matters, 197. ton, 430. tin upon it, 104. 

nas Bice pratt deoeet tp Merol’s merhodot dye. i lyeing it upon ’s 

experimen oats tard Cas, a eas sic, 200." his ts on the processes: lyeing it upon Cocgq, his account 
salts 7 tin as mor- pal arsa Ss $5 ape 
dants, 215. processes for dyeing it upon endeayours to 

his process for dyeing cotton, 364. mote the art of dyeing, 25. 
255. Blue (Saxon) Bergman’s process Cole, his experiments on purple 

discovers that colour to for dyeing it upon _ shell fish, 59. 
be of a compound na- “wool, 351. Coliomb, his method of scouring 

poy Ama and , in conse- 's > in what it consists, 37. 
~et sesa die ara Poe wool, Sor aca in bodies, 
dyeing it, 260. 

his experiments withthe Bow dye, what, simple and 52. 
7G tr lh Brazil-wood, — of the , hyphen iu 

nN . It, 
i for dyeing solvents of its colouring effects of light on it, 161. 

scarlet, 288. matter, 130. oxymuriatic acid used as 
observations on Pa- properties of the solu- a test of, 168. 

for tion, 131. Dufay’s method of deter- 
red, how affected by keep- mining its durability, 

Fag for dyeing SSrecilie: ie tha or a rie ok confined process i its use as a dye, 134, ing matter not to 
Beg eh cao A-ha ae any Lrg 

yellow, $38. Buf how communicated fee ae 
his process for dyeing by the salts of iron, 94. division of, into ex- 

wool Saxon 351. Byttelet, a ; iepscormenaaaas tractive and resi- 
his process for dyeing as a dye, nous, 42. 

upon — solyénts of, 

for Casalpinia its qualities mechanical 
pert asa dye, 1s 7 to prepare it for 

observations respect- Calcareous waters, their > 44, 
re es, effects upon certain colours, 47. division of, into sub- 

dyeing 435. used in » 238. , stantive and adjec- 
verte, account of, 75. Campeachy wood. See ‘ood. tive, 54. 

, 134, Camwood, its use in dyeing, 134. animal substantive, 
i Carmine, how prepared, 1 55. 

Bergman, his theory of mordants, Carthamus, history of, 81 vegetable substan. 

his p for ymca 2, ees Gaetan is process matter, 82. tive, 
Saxon blue, 351 how to” rouge “, 9%. 

reporter m poco dye Saaier ake a to to vi adjective, 
ing, 30. ai ; lao, “t hg : F 

291. eir attraction for 
pide tothe’ of. should be alumine, 207. 

by certain shell used immediately af- and Atay e- aed 
ter being ides, 
293. eo Columna (Fabius) his account of 

the shell fish ing the Ty- 
ek 9 

Composition. See Tin, (nitro- 
wees 

mia seoreiieg Daleer un the Ph rcssonchs. 
action of nitro- cesses lyeing - pound colours, general view 

muriate of tin, in red, 309. of, 372, 
ing scarlet, 258. Chay, its ies as a dye, 126 division of, 373. 
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rocess for dycing it gray, z 496. ong y 

Crimson, for dyeing 
wool that colour, 274. 

and bloom- 
ing of, 276. 

in half grain, 278. 
€udbear, —— of preparing it, 

i Propertise of in dyeing, 

furcume. See Turmeric. 

D ; 
Drab colours, process for dyeing 

them cheaply upon wool, 419. 
Dufay, his theory of dyeing, 26. 

his method of determi 

its origin, 6 

its progress in France, 25. 
its progress in Britain, 32. 
means of improving it, 34, 
Rgcp hes Bald aa 

Dye-houses, situation and 
construction, 237. 

E 
j their ey or %, knowledge of 

F 
Telting, operation of, 188. 

. Permansbucca. See Brazil-wood. 

385. 
Green (English) process for dye- 
ing it upon silk, 385. - 

Green (olive) process for dyeing it 
upon cotton, $88. 

Green (Saxon) process for dyeing 
it upon wool, 377. 

Green (Saxon) process for dyeing 
it upon silk, WF iiNieg 

Greeks, state among 
them, 15. 

observations on the proofs 
of colour, 173. 

his process for a 

ing, 32. 
Hook, i experiments in dye- 

‘India, state of dyeing in that 

op yy ne 

282 DYEING, 
Index, . prussiate of, ts properties Flax treated like cotton in the Indigo, (sulphate of,) process of 
—— dyeing, 120. processes of . 200. dyeing wool with it, 

Corrosive sublimate used as a  Florentines, method of pre- green, 377. 
mordant, 223. tagger hag » process of dyeing silk 

Cotton, different kinds of, 196. Fi . operation of, 188. with it, green, 383. 
itsexternalcharacters,197,  Fustic, history of, 151. Indigo, (green), account of, 74. 

of . 198. its properties, 152. 
aluming and of, its colouring. matter in- i P 

199. : proved by tannin, 153.  Jonquille colour, process of dye- 
process for it com- ing it upon silk, $26. 

pooeage f dveing it Tur ts Youle a eee ‘or dy it Tur- Galiam, asa asa 

ee dl alli, tts effect Si eee ‘or dyet tyd- G . on . 
ae ate ener Gall nuts, different ay ss. a hart pd 

process for it le- properties of a 
mon eal, 83 : of, 229. " _— pf itu 

rocess for dycing it blue, sa of, in jussieu, his experiments on pur- 
R ee ‘ a Pre ‘iad ple shell fish, 60. 
process fordyeingit green, Gray, process for it upon 

Sate ayci : oe Bi Keir, his ditey ordan process ing itsea Green, processes that > hi of m ts, 

nop belies igen abet: ye ee Kermes, history of, 106 ; process eing it ‘or n Kermes, , 106. 
ba Prussian blue, bos , el its oe 

4 . process for dyeing it upon inferior to of co- 
process for dyeing it vio- silk, ee is —_ 107. 

let, purple, &e. 399. _process for dyeing it upon mettiod of dyeing wool 
process for dyeing it cin- cotton, $86. with it, red, 266. 

namon and mordoré, Green (Gosling) for dye- . Kuster, his accidental discovery 

its ies in dyeing, 114. 
Lake, what 207. . 
Lead, — of, used as mor- 

different species of, used in 
a , 88. . 

Light, Peas effects of, 162. 
its effects on colours coun- 

Linen, treated like cotton in dye- 
, 200. y 

preparing 
the acetate of alumine, 212. 
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Se of shell fish to be a compound co- ; animal and ori- 

| es ab ct ory Beis Tyrie Jour, 256. Senter: - 
an purple, 56. Scntlet, important mistake re- Stuff, action of mordants wi 

where found best in specting it, 258. them, . ix 
: quality, 57. new process for dyeing it, perigee. matters, 

Pyrolignite of iron, its proper- 260. a Sumach. 

, ties asa dye, 94. - how converted into crim- o 
of alumine, how pre- Son, 277. . 

Lowe ee re fee Teun, Ma effet pon ani; ; introduced as adye Scheffer, his method of prepar- qyiear mistake Sf 
MAS Jancro! as ad tin, wae erie Be 

ule is process for dyeing si. **7N€ of in dyeing scarlet 
an for dyeing, crimson, 285. y Peed te 

his process for sik. Tea, occasioned by it on 
its as a dye, « red with +290.“ ‘Tugenlour, how removed, 96. - 1 Shell-fish, account of those which yoy his secidirngg 
contrasted with weld, 150. a worden, (eee Note), 205. 

eae bee tg A RR Tin, nitraze of, when frst ueed 
dyeing as a mordant, 

__ different shades of st them erty by the erg peo remy 4 

° aierene shies of yellow | maybe employed in top PRS oy rp 
~~ from it ie 920. cal 61. tion and uses of, 216. 
dierent hades of pelow anes. of A. va ty ten ae hemmed 

Tht histo Silk, nature of, in the raw state sats cbeapeioniober ict 
Saxon . i - ch ae ng 

3879. tq whiten it, without affect- “"thuriate of, Chaptal’s me- 

nog Sat piensa pena fag, india 
te on pur- process for dyeing it’ crim- Tecnclie Ae ata in 

fish, 60. Tee dyeing scarlet, 258. 
Rely subwaers wed in dyeing of dyving it seas. tartrite of, Dr Bancroft’ ex- 

colour, e, i i its wi it as a 
from kermes, applied to pean A Sak mordant, 264. 

sfeomn wadder, 268. different shades of red sissies hs my eenrtormr 
from carthamus, 279. it by carthamus, 29 300. se dae 

” Precess of dyeing it Pees te, i.e Clases process for dye- 
different shades of, given to process for it golden Naar yaoi 

by carthamus, 291. process followed at Astra- 
prem Seine it eres ee cyony can, 304. ~ 

See Turkey red. for dyeing it lively comes fordyeing it, 305, namie ierereiens Ee Beem to 
Siete eee  saoming a ge gan sommets oo 8 Ne Chapt, 
Rhamnus its proper- process for it yellow, Turmeric, history of, 73. 
ties as a dye, 158. by , its uses in » 79. 
apnea es one gy a Pall tg 

peat te pnpetion mo © process for dyeing it Turkey employed to dye silk Sax- 

ayes » 383. 
Roard, hie method of i process for dyeing it royal oT yitednatheynen? w: Siler’ dyed 

opted scouring silk, eT it green, Tyrian its origin, 10. : 

his Sey nal process for dyeing it Saxon ete Cee 
dants, (See Note), ; 

Ree are TMS me process for dyeing it English ee een 

- afford Rosing, in what it consists, 273, palaces hie dels i gaeding i ica 
Ronge, how from car- green, ib. 
thamus, sae il e, ore Dag it violet, Vv 
al Society, attempts purple, 

Mo improve dang, eee erates * sage, Sea 
wi . 

Safflower. See Carthamus. process for dyeing it black, process for dyeing it upon 
Saw-wort, its use in dyeing, 159. silk, 395. ; 
Saxon blue. gy Seinen Gacndam, 19. ee es 

green. Sec Green. Spirit. cotton, 5 

Scarlet, in of the word, 22. of.) Vitalis, his account of the 
of dyeing thatco- Straw-colour, process of dyeing cess of dyeing Turkey . 

lour, 247. <r it upon silk, 327, en ‘wy 

Painer’s. 254. _ composition of, 180. Water, a solvent of colouring 

983 
Water, aualities it cuaht to nesses 

fe dyeing? 465 — 

qualities, 49. 

Weld, account of, 146. 
properties of the decoction 

of, 147. 

its qualities as a dye coms! 
pared with those of quer-. 
citron, 150. 

bath of, for wool, 312. 

silk, 326. 
' cotton, 333. 

White lead, its use in preparing 

the acetate of alumine, 212. 

process for dycing it scar- 

let with. cochineal, 247. 
_ process for dyeing it red - 

_ With kermes, 266. a 
Se en 
ow wih _quercion, 

sas for dyeing it o- 

Ee eae 
den yellow, 320. 

Pres yellow, Sai eg 
process for dyeing it au- 

rora colour, 324. ~ 

ee ee 

process for dyeing it 
375. igi 

process for dying it Saxon 
re: 

pare dyeing it vio- 

ender - le, 390. 
process for dyeing it sloe. 

damascene, &c. 394, ri 

process for dyeing it o-: 

range, 403. 
process for dyeing it black, 

411. 

Process for dyeing it 
brown, 418. bated 

process for dyeing it drab- 
wolour, 419. 

¢ 

Yellow, colouring matter pro- 

—_— it, 310. 
process for dyeing it u 

wool with weld, 311. 

process for dyeing it upon 

wool with quercitron, 
317. 

with a. shade of orange, 
319. 

acromgy Byror - 
process for dy it w 

silk with wel 32 
process for lyeing ity 

silk with qeaciteo, , 



284 DYER. 
Dyer. DYER, Joun, an English poet of some note, was dote has been transmitted, , the bookseller, 

"Y~" born in the year 1700, the second son of Robert Dyer -was one day mentioning it to a critical visitor with 
of Aberglasney, in Caermarthenshire, an able and emi- expectations of success than other seemed 
nent solicitor. He was educated at Westminster school, _ di to admit. he. cuthee’s se eee ane 
under the care of Dr Freind, and was afterwards called represented as advanced in lite, 
home, to be instructed in his father’s profession. But critic, be buried in woollen. He died in the year 1758. 
having little relish for | ursuits, he, open the Although neither the number nor the merit of Dyer’ 
death of his father, the study of law ; productions are sufficient to elevate him to the 
and Deere a » he became a pupil of the rank our English bards, yet he must ever 
cele’ Richardson. having stu for some allowed a in the 
time under this master, he wandered South Wales, i 
and the country adjacent, as an itinerant painter; and 
about the 1727, he printed his first poetical pro- well known antipathy of that celebrated critic to 
duction, Grongar Hill, in Lewis's Miscellany. verse, seems to have rendered him blind to the 
With the view of improving his talents as an artist, the other productions of Dyer ; although he is 

he undertook a journey to Italy ; and upon his return to admit, that some passages are i 
to his native country in 1740, published the Ruins of mind of a poet. The title of the Ruins of Rome 
Rome. Declining health, and love of study, afterw; haps raises expectations which few 
induced him to enter into orders; and about the same gratifying; yet the poem of Dyer will be with 
time he married a lady of the name of Ensor, “ whose a pleasure resulting at once from the s 
grandmother,” he says, “ was a , descend- subject, the grandeur of the sptions, and the skil- 
ed from a brother lyse bents's. Saneanente ~ nd eS i saaearta meee 
was fortunate enough to in sev ivings in mitted, is an un isi j a poem, Dyer 
church, but did not long enjoy his ecclesiastical prefer- has the mere of having given to tall he iterest which 
ments. In 1757, he published his greatest poetical the art of a poet confer upon a barren topic. 
work, The Fleece; of which the following ludicrous anec- (2) . 

Fi . A & in Z ae teetin | 
Fea 
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DYNAMICS. 

Dynamics. D)ywamics is that branch of Mechanical Philosophy 
—~—" which treats of the action of forces when they give rise 

to motion, and consists of the two following problems, 
viz. 

1. From some of the circumstances which we observe 
in a motion, to determine the forces by which it is 

measure of forces; 3dly, Lay the rules 
or laws according to which they act ; ly, Deduce 

regard to their composition and re- 
solution ; esp sayy doctrines. to 
some of the most cases of dynamics, 

HISTORY. 

Tue ancients were extremely little i with 

many of the 
Roman ined in Vitruvius excite our as- 
tonishment. But these inventions seem to have pro- 

, than from a proper acquaintance wi general 

tings discovers an acquaintance with the le of 
the ition of forces, from which may be deduced. 
the itions of equilibrium in all machines, and still 
less does he to have been acquainted with the 
qual cinhenat 
which forms the business of dynamics. In 

bodies, he shewed that he was acquainted with the two 
first laws of motion, and likewise made a happy appli- 
cation of them. The law. of reaction, was ¢ deccrery 
ee ete Des Cartes attempted to find out 

the Royal Society of London, after ing it 
subject of di ion at several of their meetings, 

devolved the task on three of their members, highly 
4 - 

i in that society, and throughout Europe, for History. 
thew skill in geometry and mechanics. These were 
Wren, Wallis, and Huygens. The result was, that wren, 
each separately made the happy discovery about the. Wallis, and 
same time, in the year 1661. ese three laws are the Huygens. 
general principles on which hinges the whole of dyna- 
mical science, and indeed the whole science, whether 
of equilibrium or of motion. 

ics has continued to improve, by the happy 
examples that have been given of the application of 
these principles to the solution of particular problems ; 
by delinctions from these of other principles, less gene-~ 
ral, but more convenient for particular & nate of .ques- 
tions ; and likewise by every discovery in abstract ma- 

ics, that great instrument for penetrating the 
secrets of nature. In all these respects, the contribu- 
tions of Newton to. ical science are beyond all 

i D’Alembert furnished a powerful principle, p> 4jen- 
which will be given under Mecnanics ; and our coun- bert. 

og otis pik neta a a first to re- 
t motion of a body, by resolving the force 

Shar meridian it into directions Att el to fixed axis: a 
method that has contributed not a little to the solution. 
of dynamical problems, 

SECTION I. 

Nature and Measure of Forces. 

1, Force defined.—Any thing that. causes, or tends to 
cause motion, is called force. “The term is in familiar five 
use ; and meaning to it by philosophers. 
and the is the same. It is divided iets ton 
kinds, im and pressure. The former produces its 
whole effect almost instantaneously ; the latter continues 
to act during a sensible portion of time. It compre- 
pa pressures, properly so-called, and also attractions. 

s. 
2. re of Weight.—We naturally judge two Measure of. 

weights to be equal, when they produce exactly the weight. 
same effect in the same circumstances ; as when they. 
counterpoise one another at the extremities of a balance, 

_ whose arms are precisely alike, or to whichever arm 
are respectively suspended. We also naturall 

pal the parts ee body which are alike in oer, 
other respect as alike in point of weight, and thus con- 
clude the weight. of a body to be proportional to 
its bulk. We actually find it to be so, Hence, by 
assuming the weight of a certain bulk of a certain body, 
a cubic foot of. water for example, as an unit, and ta- 
king multiples and submultiples of that bulk, we ob- 
tain convenient measures ofall weights whatsoever. 

8. Measure of any other Pressure —The pressure Of. Measure.of 
gravity being thus easily measured, and also being one any other 
with which we are familiar, is well fitted. to form a pressure. 
standard for measuring all other pressures, It is pro- 
per to bear in mind, that the specific gravity of a bod 
is the weight of a certain bulk of it, and hence w=BS. 

4, Mass or Quantity of Matter measured.—Any thing Mass or 
is best measured by some quality which is measurable, quantity of 
which distinguishes it from every thing else, and which matter mea- 
always belongs to it in the same degree, or whose va- “ted. 
riation, if there be any, is known. Weight possesses 
some of these properties, but in others it seems to be 
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It is different at different seems to 

1 on the accidental Senos of the earth, 
tig ghab-*: great distance may vanish alto- 

her., A quality from such objections is the 
orce necessary to give a body a certain velocity. Sup- 
pose that, by Perio rs contrivances, we have render- 
ed insensible the resistances arising from the weight of 
a body, from friction and from the air, still force will 
be n to put the body in motion ; but the small- 
est force will be sufficient, and the same force will give 
different bodies a different velocity. Now we may 

* consider the quantities of matter in two bodies to be 

measure of 

proportiona! to the forces, which, acting during the 
same time, give them the same vokiidly Estimating’ 
the quantity of matter in this way, we find, by ex- 
periments with Atwood’s mathine, that it is 
portional to the weight in the same place, which, being 
esily measured, will serve conveniently to point out 
the quantity of matter. The density of a body is the 
quantity of matter in a certain bulk of it, and bears the 
same relation to its whole quantity of , that the 
specific gravity does to the whole weight. Hence the 
mass is proportional to the bulk multiplied by the den- 
sity, or pd Y tie dicheahs facilitate ae ons 

ions, an ion is not far 
che trait, to Leann all bodies made up of small ele- 
mentary particles ing the same weight or quan- 
ty of matter. In this view, the whole quantity of mat- 
ter in a body will depend on the number of these ele- 
mentary particles, and the density on the number in 
a given bulk. 

5. Another Measure of Pressure.—When.a pressure, 
by continuing to act for some time, has produced mo- 
tion, the product of the mass moved by the velocity 
acquired in the same time will always be proportional 
to the pressure. That the mass is proportional to the 
pressure when the velocity is the same, appears from 
the definition of mass; and that ‘the velocity is 
proportional to the pressure when the mass is'the same, 
— from further experiments with Atwood’s ma- 
me ; and hence, in general, it will be proportional to 

the product, This product, then, will serve as another 
measure of the force of pressure, and the same ratio’ 
will be obtained whichsoever of the measures we em- 

. The mass multiplied by the velocity of a body, 
is often called its roe A of motion or momentum, 
and hence a force of pressure may be said to be mea- 
sured by the momentum or quantity of motion which 
it can generate in a given time. Sup that mv and 
MV are two effects of the same force in the same time, 

then mv=MV, hence T=Veand=M, also M: m:: 

v: V, or the masses will be reciprocally proportional to 
the velocities generated. : 

6. Impulse compared with Pressure.—A force of pres- 
sure is supposed to act every instant ; hence the veloci- 
ty, and consequently the momentum, generated every 
instant, must be infinitely small. A force of impulse 
must act in a similar manner, by making the body pass 
from the velocity (Cp Macnee all the intermediate de- 
grees of velocity to that with which it sets out; hence 
its effect also in an instant must be infinitely small, and 
a finite time must elapse before any sensible motion can 
ensue, It is not true, then, as it ‘has often been said, 
that a force of impulse, however small, is infinitely 
greater than any force of pressure however great. The 

~ true state of the matter is this: An impulse produces, 
in a portion of time smaller than we can measure, « ve- 
locity as great as any force of pressure with which we 

DYNAMICS, 

"E. One yee d with another. Though YT; mm 2 —_— r we 

cannot an impulse with a by the eee 
quantity of motion , yet we that prin-- with 
ciple com im with one another ; for the time’ . 
in which each uces its effect ex ngly 
small, and to us unknown, may be considered as 
same ; and cooling Selin. be regai 
as oy ahee ot momen generated, or f=mv. 

8. Force of a Br oe Mela, -a\As we epee 
force by the quantity of motion which it communicates, body hee . 

tion by the quantity of motion which it is capable of 

Now, it will appear 
motion, that a communicates by 
much motion as it loses; hence it will be 
communicating before it is it to rest all the 
motion it has, Sd‘ Nine er love will aeecally we 
estimated by i i or 

article by the bee! of motion which it actually com- 

. ') SECTION I, nagtaate 

Laws of Motion, or General Rules according to which 
Forces act. ‘ : 

There are three general rules which be hcg Cate 
or motion. in its motion, whatever be the kind of body « 

of force that inpels it; whether it be a of dust 

driven by the wind, or a planet rev: Mj. tome 
quence of an original impulse through the estial spa- 

These rules are the key that unlocks all the treasures’ 
: 3 s 

~— 
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DYNAMICS. 
-of mechanical philosophy ; they form the guide, which, 
assisted by the torch, of geometry, conducted the great 
Newton through all the labyrinths of nature. 
Their simplicity, and the smallness of their nnmber, 

give to mechanical science a generality and beauty 
which no other can boast. 

Since they act so important a paxt through the whole 
of natural phi » it. must be of the greatest con- 

ish their truth. . - 

wae ace aoe ht 

a straight line. 
In short, we know from experience, that 7 A 

. tions which seem to be 
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stances .on which its state of motion or rest depends, © Laws of” 
are not within itself, but wholly external. So long, then, 
as the external circumstances continue the same, .so 
long, for instance, as there is no external action, its 
previous state of motion or rest must continue unalter- 
ed, Thisis a proof from reason. ; 
We find accordingly, that, in proportion as we take 

_eare to diminish the effect of external action, the mo- 
tion becomes more nearly rectilineal and uniform,. A’ 
ball observes this law more nearly when rolled along 
the horizontal ground which supports its weight, than 
when projected through the air, where gravity causes a 
perpetual deflection, and more nearly on the ice which 
1s smooth, than on the pavement where the friction is 
considerable, We conclude, that if the resistance. of the 
air and of friction, and the action of gravity, were com- 
pletely removed, the law would obtain with perfect ac- 

_ curacy. This is a proof more immediately from experi- 
ence. 

Farther, by assuming this law and reasoning from it, 
we arrive at conclusions which agree still more nearl 
with observation, because they refer to cases in which 
the causes of deviation have less influence. This holds 
remarkably with to the motions performed in 
vessels emptied of air, and likewise the celestial mo- 

performed in free space. 
Thus the first law is proved partly by reason, part- 

ly by experience, and \ pordy by its success, when as- 
sumed as eo ereegple phi losophy. 

It is worthy of , that even the first and last 
of the three proofs are founded also on experience, 
though more remotely than the second, Thus in the 
first proof we reason from the nature of matter, but that 
nature we had learned only from experience. In the 
last proof we assume the law, and apply it to the phe- 
nomena of nature, but the success of this assumption is 
ascertained only by experience. Indeed, it is evident, 
that all our knowledge of external nature must be from 
this source, either directly or indirectly through a pro- 
cess of reasoning. To say that this law enters into our 
very idea of matter, that it is a law of human thought, 

that to suppose the contrary, would be to 
that matter is matter, does not alter, in the smallest de- 
gree, the foundation of the evidence ; for granting that 
such were our idea of matter, whence did we derive it 
unless from experience? If philosophers chuse to set 
out with 
the mentioned in this law, it is well ; but still 
no ication could be made of the law till we had 

from experience that such a substance existed. 
_ Besides, it is evident, that though the resistance which 
matter offers to motion, or the it produces on any 
of our senses, might be sufficient to give us a general 
idea of matter, or to constitute its definition, yet, not- 
wi iding this idea, we could conceive matter to 
have obeyed. a law very different from that under dis- 
cussion. The circumstance that this law was unknown 
to the ancients, and is a discovery of very modern date, 
is a striking proof of what we have advanced. The 
first ofthe law indeed which relates to rest, is abun- 
dantly obvious, because instances of apparent rest, at 
least, are continually presenting themselves. That part — 
which relates to motion is rather contrary to first -- 

ces, because, in consequence of retarding and 
ing causes, we never meet with an instance of mo- 

ectly uniform and rectilineal, But though the 
were a matter of vulgar observation, it would be 
to direct upon it a cautious and philosophical eye. 

if the facts on which it rests are so very obvious, their 

tion 
w 

matter as a substance that possesses . 

Motion. 
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Laws of evidence cannot surely be impaired by inquiry. First 
Motion. im often tidak to to" a by os uent 

Second law 
of motion. 

ion, Even some of the common axioms of geo- 
metry have been contested. Much more must the first 
principles of physical science be to discussion. It 
was held as a first principle by Aristotle, that the earth 
is at rest merely because it to be so, and it re- 
quired nearly two thousand years to shew that this prin- 
ciple is false. 

Second Law, or Law of Several Forces. 

The effect is always proportional to the force oo 
sed, and takes place in the direction in which the force 
acts; or, more recisely, provided the force exerted is 
the same, the cect of its momentary action is the same, 
whether the body was previously at rest or in motion, 
and whether it is on by that force alone, or sub- 
jected at the same time to action of several other 
forces ; so that the effect of the joint action of several 
forces is an exact compound of their separate effects, or 
the same as if each had acted successively. Thus the 
effect of two forces at once on a body in the same di- 
rection, is equal to the sum of their single or separate 
effects, &c. 

This is a proposition which cannot be deduced either 
from the general definition of matter, or from the first 
Jaw. We can infer, indeed, that when the body is act- 
ed on by several forces, the motion that ensues must be 
uniform and rectilineal ; for, though urged in several 
directions, it can set out only in one direction, and in 
whatever direction it sets out, it must continue to move 
“uniformly by the first law. 

This seems to be the amount of what can be proved 
by reasoning from the general principles. The parti- 
cular direction in which the body shall set out, depends 
in many cases on the effect of each force ; and that this 
effect would be the same as when the force acted alone, 
could be gathered only from experience. To say that 
this law is a mere affair of definition, and that in all cases 
we measure a force by the effect which it is found to 
have produced, whe ajone or in combination, seems 
to be very unphilosophical. We measure a force by 
the effect which we nd it has produced in a given 
case ; (the more nearly the body was at rest, and the 
less under the influence of other forces the better,) but 
experience alone could inform us, that the measure de- 
duced in this case would exactly agree with the effect 
of the same force in all other cases. If, indeed, the 
influencing circumstances in all other cases were the 
same ; we would be justified in concluding that the ef- 
fect would be the same. But how could we know un- 
less from experience, that the circumstance of other 
forces acting in combination would not be an influencing 
circumstance? 

Analogical experience could by no means have led © 
us to the conclusion. We find that a very slight diffe- 
rence of circumstances is sufficient to change the me- 
chanical action of bodies, We find that at sensible 
distances bodies attract, while at insensible distances 
they repel one another, so that a mere difference of dis- 
tance, less than the millionth part of an inch, is suffi- 
cient to change the action from attraction to repulsion, 
that is, from one direction to another directly opposite. 

- We find in chemistry, that two bodies, which separately 
burn animal matter, yet in a state of combination exert 
no such action. How could we know unless from ex- 
perience, that in the case of forces also, the qualities of - 
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of the oaapound 
AS 9 Mcallen A ‘influence 
all the forces ; but we should consider that an event 
intervened, that a new single action has arisen 
the separate actions, that it is only a know 
action which ‘can enable us to calculate the 
that this action can- be learned only by 

a 

brated of these ded demonstrations. 
ral definition of matter, and the first 
be totally inadequate to conduct’ to the second. 
mathematician, labouring under the of his 
finds himself, at every step, obliged’ to make 
tions of the same nature as the ition to be 
pti lately, Dr Olynthus Gregory, in his 
work on 

law, 
the 

its aid to the case of two forces acting at an angle. 
But he has not gone far, when he is obliged to make 
another ion, viz. that “if to a material point 
already kept in equilibrium by a of forces, ano- 
pee ated, gerd ge ar 
destroy isting ibrium.” is is by no 
veannd massiifeet,” freee the general deGinitione seohiies 
and of body. It is a second of the very 
same nature as the ition to be . It ase 
sumes that the action of forces will not be altered by 
their composition with other forces. Itis in facta case 
of the law in question ; nor is it a case either more ob- 
vious to reason, or more easily confirmed by experience, - 
than many other cases. Other sumptions 
the same nature are drawn in as he advances, and yet 
he to tread in the path of the celebrated D’A- 
lem! and even to improve upon his demonstration, 
after it had been already improved by Franceur. 
There is an illusion on this point, arising from our 

mathematical habits. In pure geometry, the length of 
the reasoning that conducts us to the conclusion, does 
not in the least impair the inty of that conclusion, 
or our conviction of its truth. revious step 
being certain, the last must be certain also. We are 
apt to have the same opiniorr of physical science ; but in 
Steg 50 wertall often be jusly mistaken. If 
the principle from which we set out is doubtful, the 
conclusion must be at least as doubtful, however 
our subsequent reasoning, and however free it may have 
9 Fw peat nero er But if, atan r of 

in the reasoning, we assume other doubtful prin- 
ciples, the Senptlniein toate depend on the chance that 

these principles are true, and is probably 
much more doubtful than any of them ; just as in throw- 
ing a die there is much less chance for an ace in each of 
ten successive throws, than in one throw. If we la- 
‘bour so much to shew that this law is indemonstrable, 
it is not because we undervalue the force and advan- 
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ing. On the other hand, we would wish 

to borrow as li from external nature, and as much 
’ from the resources of mind, as possible. Provided the 

Ce ieee ee eee remem T- 

lee engealate 
- 

workmanship is. |, and the foundation sound, we 
should consider the edifice of science as the more beau- 

int where demonstration must end and 
observation in. Such nice discussions about the 
boundaries of evidence, the intellectual facul- 
ties, make us better acquainted with the instruments 

Third Law, or Law of Reaction. 

When one body acts on another, the other exerts an 
equal force against it in the ite direction, which is 
usually expressed by saying, that action and reaction are 

and con . 
“trie law holds whether the bodies attract or repel 
one another, and whether they act at a distance or in 
apparent contact ; and the grand basis on which it rests 

ae Me spabdy attend: spethen ot «.fitance the ft 
: HE F prevented, the pressure neces- 

to prevent it in the one, is the same as in the 

repels another ata distance, the other 
with equal force in the opposite direction, the 

ity of force being estimated in the same way as 

same law holds when the bodies act in apparent 
contact. In this case, if they attract, you have no 

reason to ascribe the force with which they co- 

RE : é 
a 

or which is to them, to the at- 
traction of the one than of the other ; if they repel, as 
_in impulse or the reaction seems to be inti- 

‘ine if it being fixed been struck b; sriking body as a 1 9 Se des an ppcate ieee 
and if it be the hand that strikes, the same sensa- 
is experienced. These circumstances im an 
reaction. Wetec 

directions, with equal momenta or quantities of 
we may presume they will one another ; 

BEE 
i i 3 

i! 
HH uae All ii i538 

: 
just 

3s much motion. as it can communicate, and hence that 
it may be measured by either of these effects. If a body 
strike another at rest, or moving before it in the same 
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direction, we may expect from the analogy of the last Laws of 
case, that the reaction will be equal to the action. We Motion. 
accordingly find that the quantity of motion which the “~~~ 
impin body has communicated is equal to what it 
has lost, that is to what the other by its reaction has de- 
stroyed. If the bodies move in apes directions, we 
per! presume that the body with the greater momentum 
will prevail, that it will first d some of its motion 
in reducing the other to rest, and then some of the re- 
mainder in moving the other, and that in both s of 
the process the reaction will be equal ene acs 
cording to two foregoing cases. is is really the 
case. The same holds-in all analogous cases, orcas bo- 
dies press against one another. Ifthe bodies, in con- 
sequence of meeting, alter their shape, and again re- 
cover it, they will act on one another during the re- 
covery, and then also the action is mutual equal. 

The same law may be expected to hold, and actually 
holds, when one body acts on another through the me- 
dium of a third, as when one body pulls another by 
means of a thread, or s it by means of a pole. In 
this case the third body is merely a medium of commu- 
nication, and cannot be supposed to alter the action of 
the forces, unless that its mass when considerable woul 
need to be taken into the account. 

SECTION It. 

Composition of Forces: 

“A body is often acted on by several forces at once, Composi- 
and it is required to find the effect of this joint action, tion of 
or a single force which would produce the same effect. **°* 
This single force is called the equivalent, resulting, or 
compound force ; and the process for finding it is called 
the composition of forces. The whole depends on the 
second law of motion. 

Case 1. Two, forces applied at the same point ofa body. 
—If they act in the same direction, the equivalent w 
be in that direction, and equal to their sum ; if in op~ 
posite directions, Risa cquivelone will be in the direction 
of the , and equal to this difference ; if at an 
angle, the equivalent will be in the same plane, and re- 
presented by the diagonal of a elogram of which 
the two sides t the simple forces. 

This follows immediately the second law of 
motion; the only case which needs any .demonstration 
is that when the forces act at an angle. 

If the one force alone would make the body move prare 
along AB, and the other along AC in the same time, CCXLI. 
the two by their joint action will make it move along Fig. 1. 
the di AD in the same time. ; 

For by the second law, its motion el to AB will 
be equal to AB, and its motien 1 to AC will be 

to AC; hence at the end of the time it must be 

paralle 
quently about the same diagonal, (Euc. xxvi. 6.) 

If the forces are pressures, the effects of the momen- 
action wilkbe ge small, but the same de- 

monstration still. applies. 9 hough equilibrium is not 
N 
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may not be improper, as. tending to illustrate the sub- 
ject If no motion ensues, still the diagonal will ex- 
press the tendency to move, as well as the direction of 
that tendency. It will express the force applied in the 
contrary direction, which has destroyed the motion, 
whether that force be an active one, or merely the re- 
action of a fixed obstacle, In the case of pressures, it 
will the re that arises against the obstacle; 
a conclusion which we are justified in drawing from the 
analogy established in the first Section betwixt 
and the motions which they generate, and which, be- 
sides, is confirmed by experience. . The case of im; 
is illustrated in some treatises of natural y, by 
a complex piece of machinery, The case of pressures 
may be illustrated by the following Haye apparatus. 

t the three weights hung around the two fixed 
ulleys, as in the Figure, be in a state of ibrium ; 
et AB, AC, be taken proportional to the weights N, M, 
respectively, which act in the directions of AB, AC; then 
the parallelogram being constructed, the diagonal AD, 
which is the equivalent according to our ition, will 
be found to be vertical, that is directly opposite to P, 
and also Prnpertional toP. 

Cor. 1. The equivalent is represented by the third 
side of a triangle, whose other two sides are drawn in 
succession parallel and equal to the single forces. This 
is evident by inspecting the triangle ABD. It is evi- 
dent also, that the included angle of this triangle is the 
supplement of that at which the forces act. 

he sides of any triangle perpendicular ively 
to those of ABD, will also express the magnitudes of 
the forces, and of their equivalent ; for such a triangle 
will be similar to ABD. 

Cor. 2. Given two forces and the angle which their 
directions make, the equivalent may be found either by 
constructing the logram, or the friangle, or by 
trigonometrical calculation. The angle BAD being 
found, will express the direction of the equivalent. 

It is easy to shew by help of Eucl. 12, 13. 2. that 
if a, 6 denote the two forces, ¢ the angle which they 
make, and d their equivalent, 

Then imam x cos. ¢+6%, the radius bei: 
unity ; also sine of the angle which d makes with 

. «aX sine c 
ais a 

It is easy to see from 47.1 Eucl. that if the angle 
is right, then d=4/a* +0’. 

Cor. 8. When the two forces act at an le, the 
equivalent is less than the sum, and greater than the 
difference ; and it is more nearly equal to the sum the 
smaller the angle, so that when the angle vanishes it 
will become equal to the sum. 

This is evident from the properties of a triangle. 
Cor. 4. The simple are inversely as the per- 
diculars dropt on their directions tron ht palit to 

the direction of the equivalent. 
Ist, If dropt from D, the AACD= A ADB, hence 

SOX RT xDN. Therefore AC : AB: : DN: 

2d, If dropt from any other point G, it is to 
see by similar triangles, that D "pM ::GE: GF. 

ata point.— 
hence AC: AB: : GE: GF. 

Case 2. Any nwnber of forces 
The equivalent will be found by compounding two ac- 
cording to last case, then compounding the equivalent 
with a third, and so on. 
If all the forces lie in one plane, it is evident that 
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+ the direct object of this article, yet the following remarks the most itious way of finding the equivalent will 

be by drawing successively lines equal and parallel to 
those ing the forces, as in Figure ; and then 
the line ee the polygon will be the 

ing the three forces ied at A, 
i Tne a a 

in which the parallels AB, E by parallel 

rest ih of pm, in Al , 16. 11. Figure BG isa 
rallelogram, therefore AE is the equivalent of AB, AG, 

cas hae: ie Flames aeaeeal aaa tis e Fi to ive, 
(Buel. 47,1.) that if the iped is rectangular, 
and if a, b,c denote the three simple forces, and d 

the equivalent, then d=,/a? +P +c. 
Case 3. Two parallel forces applied to different 

PLATE 

Fig. 5. 

points of a body in the same direction—Since the 
two parallels may be considered as coming from a 
point infinitely distant, or as making an infinitely small 
angle with one another, their equivalent will be equal 
ie et titus mae tinea, Unmmamar it 

will divi e straight line joini points of appli- 
sales bre tives iad of the forces. 

For by Cor 4. the forces are inversely as the perpen- 
diculars on their directions, which, in this case, are as 
the segments of the joining line. The Figure is suffi- 
preeen tsa | oe ppl 

ase 4, Two forces a, in 
rections.—The eeatvalent wilt be equal their differ. 
ence, etme Patten ate =) 
of it, and divide the straight line 
points of application in the inverse ratio of the forces. 

This will follow from last case; for let be 
force which, together with CD, balances FE, or, 
other words, which peeve the line AD from movi 
then, by last case, NA-+-CD must be =FE, and C 

ing to NA:: AE: ED, CD will be to FE, as AE: AD; 
but since NA keeps the line fram m« it must be 

ual and opposite to the equivalent which we are seek- 
ing ; hence, if AG=AN, what we have demonstrated 
pb 3 yh te fp 

Ase 5. Any number o, parallel ces.-—Compound 
two, then the ivalent with a nd so on. 
some act in one ion, and others in the 
it will be most convenient first to compound hose 
in one direction, and then all those in the opposite ; 
and, lastly, compound the two equivalents. It is ea 
to see from the nature of the process, that the p 
through which the last equivalent must pass be 
the same, so long as the forces and points of 
tion are the same, although the direction of the 

This remarkable point is called 
hemo : 

Case 6. cs applied to di points, but not pa- 
rallel.—If they are in one plane, you may proce 
en ey intersect, and then 
and two. If they are not in one y 
toward one point, you may 
plied at that pa and then find 
in Case 2. If they do not converge toward the same 
point, the case requires the reduction of forces, and 
will be explained under Art's: of next Section. : 

. 

ae 

‘ 

Fig. 6. 
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- Resolution pendicular lines. It is evident that iti Casé 2d the Application. 
of Forces. composition can always be effected, because the three ——\——~ 
meine SECTION IV. uivalents will always pass through the point to which 

the given forces are supposed to bé applied. 
Resolution of Forces. 

Tuis consists in resolving a singl e force into others 
to which it is equivalent, and which are to have given 

1, If the given directions are all in the same plane 
with that of the given force, we can always perform the 
resolution into any number of forces, by inverting the 

of Case 1. last Section. 
i , of which 

are to 
first resolve a part of the given force into two of the 

then compound the three equi i 
the same point; if not, the lem is im- 
is, there is no sitigle force equivalent to i : | : ; | 

ight lines passing through the same point at right 
acon e gets, Aes frase armbby. 

ing, will be to calculate on the principle mention- 
in 2d of last Section, that the’ ji 

iped com 

g a 

ie a 
Then R : cos. a::f :LXSS 2 the force estimated 

in that direction. 

SECTION V. 

Application of the General Principles of Dynamics to 
some Casés in which the bulk of the Body is over- 
looked, or rather in which the Body is regarded as 
having its whole Matter collected in a Point. 

Case 1. A acted on by an impulsive force.—By 
the first law, Fe Ae ores uniform Pee réctili- 
neal. 

Hence, if v = the velocity, or space through which 
the force will make the body go in a certain unit of 
time, ol the whole time or number of units during 
which the body moves, s = the whole space or line pas- 
sed over, it is evident that 

sul, 
This is the fundamental equation, which involves all 

the rest. 

Thus jst. 
v 

. t 

Hence also stv, =>? when v the same, and =v wlien ¢ 
the same. 

i, ==s when v the same, and = = when 

s the same. 

ve, ==s when ¢ the same, and =< when 

s the same. 
Case 2. A acted on by two impulsive forces — 

If they act ‘ais aes disactioii, the veloc. wil be 
equal to the sum of the separate velocities. 
If in opposite directions, it will be equal to their dif- 

If at an angle, the velocity and direction will be 
found by the rule given for the equivalent of 
two forces, in last ion ; that is, by finding the dia- 
gonal of a parallelogram, of which the sides represent 
the separate yelocities. 

lsive force 
at equal intervals of time in the same direction. 

to its rere and so on: hence during the second in- 
terval, if wi over the space 2a; during the third, 
Sa, &e.; so that i if ¢ denote the whole time, or whole 
number of intervals, it will, during the ¢" interval, pass 
over the. ta. 

Hence it is evident, that the velocity at any period 
of the motion will be in cage ae See of 

- intervals, or to the tmethat elapsed. 
The whole space will be = the sum of the arithmeti- 

2 
cal progression a, 2a, 3a... taste x pat! “= 

t+? 
ax t*. 
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Application. Cor. 1. If éthe number of intervals is very great, ¥ : s., s 
—— then / will be very great in comparison with /, so that  CoR-2. s=Fut, and consequently —==!, and —==v. 

the space will be = S nearly. 

Cor. 2. Hence, too, in this case, the space will be 
nearly i to #, since a and 2 are constant. 

Cor. $. The space over which the body would go 
with the last acquired velocity in the time ¢ would be 
ia Xt=?a, nearly double the space already gone over, 
if ¢ is 

Case 4, A body acted on b e, always acting 
in the same direction, and with the same intensity. ~ 
When once a body has acquired a finite velocity, by 

the action of an unremitting force, and the action has 
ceased, the motion (according to law Ist,) will be per- 
fectly uniform, and therefore all its circumstances cal- 
culated as in Case 1. But in ret a te a consi- 
derable time elapses before a considerable velocity is ac- 
quired, and it is interesting to investigate the circum- 
stances of the motion during the lapse of that time. 

The action being renewed at the end of every instant, 
the velocity will not remain the same longer than an 
instant, or the motion will be perpetually accelerated. 

The velocity at pay point is ccianeiad by the space 
passed over during the next instant, or by the space it 
would pass over during the next unit of any magnitude, 
were it to preserve its motion unaltered, or nearly by 
the space actually passed over during the next mo- 
ment. 
When the force is supposed to act with the same in- 

tensity, the velocity added at the end of each instant 
will be the same; and hence if ¢ denote the number of 
instants in any finite portion of time, and v the velocity 
acquired, it follows by the demonstration in last case, 
that v=t. Also, since in-this case ¢ is infinitely great, 
s==t* exactly. 

' but v==t; hence s=v*. 
For the same reason, in this case, the space through 

which the body will go with the last acquired veloci 
in the time #, will be exactly=twice the space it has al- 
ready gone over. 

Cor. 1. In oh case of any pressure, having ascertained 
by experiment the s passed over in a certain time, 
ais as a second, we will have the that would be 

over during the next unit with the motion un- 
altered, that is, the velocity acquired, and we will be 
able, given any one of these three ¢, v, s, to find the 
other two. 

Thus we will be able to find s when ¢ is_given, or ¢ 
when s is given, by the formula s=/*. 
We will find » when ¢ is given, or ¢ when, v is given, 

by the formula v=. 
And we will find s when v is given, or v when s is 

given, by the formula s=v*. 
Or an absolute equation may be derived, for each of 

the six problems that may arise. Thus, let p=the space 
over during the unit of time, and conse- 

quently 2p will be=the velocity acquired during that 
time. 

Then 12: @:: 

Hence ,/*-=t. 
P 

:s=pe. 

lit:: 2p: v=2pt 
v 

ce = 

4 3. ws: . v Pp: AF : =p 

Hence 2/ps=v. 

Con. 3. If the times, counting from the beginning of 
the motion, are taken as 1, 2, 3, &e. Scdeamarit be 
as 1, 4, 9, 16, &c. and the spaces passed over during’ 
the successive equal intervals of time, will be as the 
differences of these numbers, that is, as the odd num- 
bers 1, 5, 7, &c. 

Cor. 4. Since with the same re, the velocity ac- 
quired is proportional to the time, in comparing two 
pressures, we will obtain the same ratio, whatever be 
the time we assume. This shews the consistency and 
propriety of the measure we adopted. . 

on. 5. If one of the two pressures produce the same 
velocity in the same body in half the time, it is evident 
it w in ee ae double the velocity ; 
hence'the force would be double, and so-on. There- 
fore, when the mass and the velocity, or m and v are 

the same, then f= = Hence we have fem ,or 

fs if we measure f by the effect in an unit of time. 

Cor. 6. ‘Agen, since vas, if we substitute the lat- 

ter in the expression of the foregoing corollary, we get 
Qms 

Jap’ 
Cor. 7. Also, since t="5, if we substitute the lat- 

Cor. 8. Further, it may sometimes happen, that we 
do not know the circumstances of a motion from its 
commencement, and we may wish to determine the 
force by observing the increments on the time, space, 
or velocity. 

Now, it is-easy to shew that the above formula will 
apply to the increments, reckoning from any point, as . 
well as from the beginning. 

Thus, let v’, ¢’, s’, denote the corresponding incre- 
ments on v, #, s. 

. J v_v 
Since v= t, hence 77" os 

Therefore f=". 
: z s_s 

Since s=#, hence 2 eT 

Therefore fame, 

Since s=v*, hence ae 
“if TRS 

Therefore. fant. Bb; 

Cor. 9. When the mass remains the same, the force 
will be measured by the velocity generated in the unit 
of time ; and the expression for it will evidently be had 
by dividing the above formula by m, or by expunging it. 

Cor. 10, If the force continually increases, the velo- 
pre apntiedised in the ratio of the times, 
and the spaces faster than in the ratio of the squares of 
the times. The reverse will hold, if the force conti- 
nually diminish. ning 
Case 5. A body acted on “pressure. , always in the 

same direction, ies contndistecian its intensity ac- 
cording toa certain law.—Here, asin last case, the mo- 
tion being uniform only for an instant, it will follow by 
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"Application. the doctrine of uniform motion, that if v is the velocity 

—Y— already acquired, and 5 the small space passed over du- 
ring the next instant svt. 2 

Tn last case it appeared, that when a force continues 
to act with the same intensity, and the mass remains 

the same, fey Here, where the same intensity con- 

tinues only for an instant, f= 

In asimilar manner, since by last case f=), it fol- 

lows, that in this ease fi==re= * 
é s 

Also since by last ease f=", hence in this case 
% 8 

Joint 
Farther, since s=vt, and consequently v= *, there- 

at 

fore taking the fluxions:of these quantities i= (7), 

substituting this instead of v in the second formula, we 

get f=(+) which becomes, =e when é constant. 
= 

t 

Hence, bringing together all the formule necessary 
in the present case, we have : 

1] s=ot, hence —=/, and += 

2 fo, hence fi=o 

3 fot, hence fs=ve. 

4 fot, hence fli=s. 

5 s=(4) which becomes f= when i constant. 

t 

force, expressed according 
them ; 

oy heme) ah wap 
some function of S ; the two following problems will 

desired on this 

s=the it has over. 
o=the slant aed ‘ 
t=the time 

then a—s will be Pras distance now from the point of Application. 

attraction, and a—s|" multiplied by some constant quan- 
tity, which we may call m, will be the force that now 
acts on the body. It is evident that in any case m 
will be known when we know the force at some given 
distance. 

To discover the relations of v and s, we will sub- 
stitute the expression for the force, in the third formula, 
where v and s occur. 

Hence m x (a—s)" X s=0v. 
Having now got an equation involving the fluxions of 
v and s with known terms, we will, by taking the 
fluents, get an equation involving » and s themselves 
with known terms. 

mx (a—sy't? v? 
Hence mT 4.C: 3 

Now the constant quantity c must be such that vx=0 
: ny 

when s=0, hence C= aes 

mX (a—s)"ti—mart' yt 
Hence nel 3 

or, 7% (a—s)"t'—a"t*_y* 
. n+1 ik. 

This applies whether n be positive or negative, whole 
or fractional, unless when n=—1l. In this case, the 
formula is evidently absurd, and in order to have the 
proper fluents, we must recur to the fluxional equation, 
which becomes m x (a—s)~' X s=vv. 

Hence, taking the fluents, and employing L to de« 
note hyperbolic logarithm, we get —m x L (a—s) 4 

c=5. 

The constant quantity C must be such that v=0 when 
s=0, hence C=mx L, a. 

Consequently mx (L. a—L, (a—s)) = 

OrmX L, E th ol 
‘a—s 2 

Again, to discover the relations of s and ¢ in any case, 
we have only by the above formula to find the expres- 
sion for v in terms of s, and substitute that expression 

instead of v in the fundamental equation =f. We will 

thus have a fluxional equation involving the fluxions of 
s and ¢ with known terms, and taking the fluents, we 
will obtain an equation involving sand ¢ themselyes 
with known terms. : 

Thus, when n=—2, which is one of the most inte~ 
resting cases, then 

waa 2ax (——) = Jina Ga )= 
J I Eel Ex EE msg 
each term of the last fraction by a—s. 

. a~—S . 

Hence iar r- —=/ 2x a xs 

a a—s . 

Now the last part of this expression, ae a xs 

a, = onl 
=e 2 : } 
is evidently equal to Fae XI ERG the 
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of the second (by supposing s=5—:) will beSx an 

Ref 2z a—2s 
arch whose cosine is = = 

ae a 
Hence t=/ x 1 arn x arch 

(cos.= )} and this case requires no correction, 

because s must be =O when /=0. 

Cor. 1. When s=a, then v is infinite, and ii 

x SS where ¢ is the circumference of a circle whose 

diameter is unity ; hence the whole time of descent to 
the centre of attraction by a body setting out at differ- 

ent distances is == a 4/ a = a, that is:proportional to 
the square root of the cube of the distance. 

If the force varies as some given power n of the 
distance from a given point: farther back. than that 
from which the body sets. out, the ion that ex- 
presses the relation:of v ands, will be the same as be- 
fore, only having-a- s instead: of a—s. 
Cor. Sn ears if the body: is satel. 9m by. soranat 

pressures in the same; or opposite directions, the e 
may be found by, calculating the separate effects, and) 
then taking the sum.or difference, 

Propiem IT. Suppose that the relation betwixt ¢ ands, 
is given; suppose, forinstance, that ¢ = a—s|", and 
consequently = mxXa—s|", m being a known quanti-: 
ty, required the law of the force expressed according, 
tos? 

since f = (*) 

if we regard s as constant, we get f = 

Now ¢ = mx (a—s)"=—nm X (a—s) 9s" 
hence ¢3 = —n3 m3 x (a—s)5"-3 53 
andt =— nm s*% (n—1)x(a—s)""* KX — sams?’ 
x (n—1) x (a-—s)"-* 

ener f= ams? %(n—1) % (a—s)?—*- 

~ n3m3 % (aa—s)3"—3 
(n—1) x (a—s)*—*" 

Fm 

Here f =(a—s)*-” 

The great object’ in) this case of dynamics'is, given 
the relicion of the-force.to s; v, or t, to-find sini 
tion of these to one another, or, given the relations of two. 
of these to find the relation of the force'to them. The 
relation most easy to~ observe, is that of the force to s, 
or of s - ts ali by 4 

Case 6. A body acted’on by impulse an ssure at 
the same ‘ime necessary to bear ante, that the 
impulse ceases to act almost iately, but that the 
pressure continues to operate. It, is evident that.the 
effect willbe the same, as if the body had acquired a 
finite Mo sa in any other manner, and then begun to 
tVaricty 1 'y ee 

iety. 1. the. impulse-and pressure both act’ 
in the same direction.—It_is cléar that the motion will. 

DYNAMICS. 
primer -ynlg-cane grecgea raes y s bu dag iven 
time wi found, culating se ef- 
fects of the impulse and pressure, pl ps vy to- 

Variety 2. When the two forces act in oppentie direc« 
tions.—It is evident, that the motion will be continual. 
ly retarded, and at last destroyed. To find the rela~ 
tions of s, v, and ¢, you have only to calculate the ef- 
fect of the initial velocity, sw it to remain the 
same, and then subtract the e the . To 
find the time in which the whole initial velocity will be 
destroyed, or the body brought to rest, we have only 
to calculate in what time the pressure would be able to 
generate that velocity. It is-evident, that if the pres- 
sure acts always with the same intensity, the-motion 
will be uniformly retarded, or the body will lose canal 
portions of velocity in equal times; also, the w 
time will be proportional to the initial velocity, and the 
whole space proportional to the square of the whole 
time, or of de initial velocity. us, it is evident, 

, and is usually discussed under the title 
of Central’ ES. 

If a body, already ing with a finite velocity, _ 
in consequence of an im , or some cause;. is 
acted on at finite intervals of time by new impulses, 
each of which differs in its direction that of the 
previous motion; its. will evidently be a succession 
of straight lines making angles'with:one another. If, 
instead of being an impulse, the force be pressure, and 
act incessantly, the straight lines will become infinitel 
short, and the path consequently become i 
The curve will lie wholly in one plane, if the direction 
of the pressure be always in the same plane’ with the 
origi al ditection of the motion, and it will be concave 
on that side toward which jr ea is- directed. 
Again, since a body, if left to itself, moves in i 
line, we may conclude, when it moves in a curve, wi 
out being compelled to it by a fixed’obstacle, that there 
is a force of constantly deflecting it from the 
direction ofthe. t. 

The arch, through which the body moves in am in- 
stant, or through which it would move in any unit of 
time in the direction of the tangent, if the pressure 
were to cease; is the: projectile velocity at that point 
of the curve; : : 

In the cases that most’ occur, the 
is an‘attraction 5 it: is‘ commonly, “to. same 
point du a considerable: part’ of the motion; that 
point is the centre of attraction, and the force is 
called’a i 

The force with» which: the body, in consequence of 
its projectile motion, endeavours to recede from the 
centre of attraction, is called a centrifugal force. These 
two forces have the a oad of central ne NA, 

to.the centre of’ attraction, eal de i vector ) 
The angular velocity at'any, point the curve, is the’ 

velocity EN hin the er ‘vector’at that “point de+ 
which ‘it passes over scribes an angle, that’is, the ang! ase: 

in an instant, or that’ which it would pass over 
unit‘of' time, were its- angular ‘motion to remain uni- 
form. 

When the line whieh the body deseribes returns into 
itself, like a circle or’an ovalj it‘is’called-an orbit, and 
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| Ayplication. the'time of describing the whole of it is called the pe- stant, and therefore the an —\ * - . 

viodie time, le 4 
The following are the most important propositions on 

the subject of central forces. 

_ Prop. I. 
If the centre of re ee 

the curve will lie wholly in one plane, passing throug 
that centre ; and the areas described by the radius vec- 

ting the » BF will be the real line of the 
ini the a ABC = 4 BDC, be- 

sod the aC is = a BDC, 

along BE, then comple- 

is 

n take any other t 
# be “equal to GBA ; for in order that this might hold, DF would need to be whereas it is parallel to CB. 

The elocity is inversel as the square of the distance or of the radius vector. r, 
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when the body is at A, Let AD be a circular arch, of 
which C is the centre, It may be regarded as a per 
pendicular on CB. 

From the nature of the circle, the angle C inate es 
but the area of the triangle described in an instant be~ 
ing always the same, the perpendicular will be inverse- 
ly as the base ; hence, AD =—!_,, thatis = —1., bes 1 

CB’ AC: 
oqpel cause AC is ultimately = CB; hence the angle C = 

Poe or let a be the angular velocity, and r the radius 

vector, then a = ck 
oe 

Prop. V. 
_ The centripetal force, at any point, will be 
onal to the versed sine of the arch described in an in« CCXLI. 

stant, reckoning the yersed sine toward the centre of Fig: 10. 
attraction. 

For the small arch AD may be considered as the di- 
agonal of the parallel EB, of which the side AB 
expresses the effect of the projectile force, and AE that 
of the central force. 

Cor, 1. You may measure the centri force “4 
the velocity in an instant, then you wi 
employ twice AE ; but the ratio is of course the same. 

Cor. 2. BD, which is equal to AE, is the instantane- 
ous deflection from the tangent, and may also serve to 
measure the centripetal force. 

Circle.—Prop. VI. 

Sectors of a circle being nreacree to the arches 
on which they stand, whet the ly describes the cir~ 
cumference uniformly, the radius vector will describe 
the area uniformly ; nce the centre of the circle must 
be the centre of attraction . 1. The converse follows in a similar miteia Pools Pe. 2. 

‘ Prop. VII. 
If the body describe a circle, the centripetal force at any point is direct] as the square of the projectile ve- locity, and inversely as that part of the vector Rae ahep Gn Mots cn ve 
Let AB be the arch described in an instant, BD I the Fig. 11. 

BD the tangent, C the point of attraction, 
measures the centri force, 

Joining AB and BE, it is easy to see from similar 
triangles, that AD: AB:: AB: AE; hence AD =—4®" 
But the chord AB is ultimately equal to the arch, and 

equal to the projectile ee hence, the 
. vel? . — vel.? 

Prop. VIIT. 

petal force 
tile velocity, and inverse 'y as the diameter. 

For the centre of the circle 
traction, (Prop. 6.), and hence the defi 

diameter. Henee, the 

last, f= 
a, 

C the an velocity Application. gle igular y 
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Prop. IX. . 

If the body move uniformly in a circle, the centri- 
force will be directly as the radius, and inversely 

as the square of the periodic time. 
For in uniform motion, the velocity is ieepomonal 

to the space divided by the time. Hence, let ¢ denote 

the circumference, &c. then v = = but cr, there- 

fore v=—,and v=. Substituting this value of 

vt in last Prop. we get fa. 

Prop. X. 

If the body move uniformly in a circle, the centri- 
petal force will be directly as the product of the dis- 
tance by the square of the an velocity. + 

For let a denote the angular velocity. It is evident 

that ¢=—- and #2. Substituting this value of * 
in last Prop. we get f= ra. 

. The four last propositions give us proportional equa- 
tions, with to the revolution in a circle. 

The two next afford us. absolute equations, which are 
also of frequent use, 

Prop. XI. 

If the body revolve uniformly in a circle, the space 
through which it would move by: the action of the cen- 
tripetal force alone in any unit of time, such as a se- 
cond, will be equal to the square of the arch deseribed 
in the same unit, divided by the diameter, or twice the 
radius. 

It a in. Prop. 7. that the through which 
the be would move in an instant by the on of the 
centripetal force, is equal to the square of the arch de- 
scribed in an instant, divided by the deflective chord ; 
which, in this case, is the diameter. But the space de- 
scribed in consequence of an attraction acting always 
with the same intensity, is proportional to the square 
of the time; and the motion in the circle being uni- 
form, the arch described is proportional to the time ; 
and, therefore, the oquare of the arch proncnace! to 
the square ef time. Hence, the effect of the attractive 
force in any time is proportional to the square of the 
arch described in the same time ; and, therefore, since 
the proposition holds in the case of an instant, it must 

hold in the case of any other unit; or f = =, the 

ae eT ee the same for f and v, but of any 
itude. 

Cor. 1. Of these three, viz. f, v, r, any two being 
given, the third may be found. 

Cor. 2. The projectile velocity is equal to that which 
a body would acquire in falling through half the ra- 
dius by the uniform action of the centripetal force. 

For by the doctrine of accelerated’ motion, the ve- 

locity so acquired would be = 2 fee fistel 

=“2rf, and by the formula in this proposition, » = 
V2 7 f. : 

Cor, 3, It is evident that this proposition, and the 

DYNAMICS. 
preceding corollaries, will apply to a circle described 
with a variable motion, if you substitute half the de- 
flective chord instead of radius, and the space that would 
be described in the same unit with an unaltered velo- 
city, instead of the arch actually described. 

Prop. XII. 

If the revolve uniformly in a circle, the space 
through which the body would move by the action of 
the centripetal force alone, in any unit of time, will be 
‘equal to twice the radius, multiplied by the square of 
the circumference of the circle w diameter is unity, 
and divided by the square of the periodic time, or f= : ; 
— » where m denotes the circumference of a circle 

bg diameter is unity, and therefore = 3.1416 near- 
y- : ate 

For the circumference of the given circle will be 

2rm; and the motion being uniform, om em and 

477 m* 2 =k 

Ope but by last Prop. f= 5, therefore f= 

= 19.739 x nearly. 

Cor. 1. Of these three, viz. f, r, t, any two being 
given, the third may be found. . , 

Cor. 2. The periodic time is to the time of falling 
along half the radius by the uniform action of the cen- 
ict oi force, as the circumference of a circle to the 
radius. ; 

For, by the doctrine of accelerated motion, the time 

of falling along half the radius will be = at and 

al — 

2Q2rm? 

by the formula of this Props #= m X¢ 4/20 = m X 

4r r . <'™ = oR ” . Hence the latter to the former Havendi 
as 2m:1::mz;4, that is, as the circumference of a 
circle to radius. 

Prop. XIII. 

The centripetal force necessary to make a body de- 
scribe a circle with the same velocity as has 
in the different points of its orbit, of whatever form, — 
is inversely as the cube of the distance from the centre 
of attraction. Rpwr 

For in circular motion £ =r a* (Prop. 10.) and in 
1 

any curve ax 4 (Prop. 4.) and a= > where r de- 

oe 5 ee 
notes the radius vector. Hence, f i Daa} 

Prop. XIV. 

If one body describe a curve (BE 
of attraction 
tre in a straig' 
centripetal force, which is supposed to be the same at 
equal distances ; and if in any two points (B, A) equi- 
distant from the centre, the bodies have equal veloci- 
ties, they will also have equal velocities’ any other 
two points equidistant from it. 

Take the indefinitely’ small arch BE. From C, as a 
centre, with the radii CB, CE, describe the arches BA, 
ED, the velocities at E and D shall be equal, for draw’ 
FG 1BE, é 

around a centre’ pyarp 
(°), and another descend toward that cen- CCXLI. 

tline (AC) by the mere action’ of the Fig. 12. 
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Application. increments on the velocity, in describing these the in a circle moving with the same ve- Application? 

: Bi paviegpar pret oduct of the ti Sadie ichce te cacne'ie aha che aetde aa equal =~" 
PLATE force by the time. Now, the velocities at A and Bbe- to the excess in the other. Let a,b denote the_centri- 
COXLI. ing equal, the times of describing AD and BE will be petal-forces in the compound and simple orbit ; ¢, d 
~~ asthe lines AD and BE. Again, the centripetal forces those in the circles described with the same angular Yow 

at A and B being equal, be as the lines AD locities. It that a—c=$—d, hence transposing. 
and BF ; this the Body et A ikatesletaied by the whole a—b=c—d ; but in each orbit the centripetal force ne= 

consequently 

cessary to describe a circle with the same angular velo~ 
city is inversely as the cube of the distance from the 
centre, (Prop. 13.) and therefore the difference of cen- 
tri orces n to do the same must also be in~ 
versely as the cube of the distance. Hence, at any 
point the difference of centripetal forces, employed in 
describing the orbits themselves, will be inversely, as’ 
the cube of the distance. 

Prop. XVII. 

If there be two free bodies, the one cannot remain 
at rest, while, by its attraction, it causes the other ‘to. 
move round it; but if the two bodies receive equal im= 
pulses in ite and parallel directions, their centre’. 
oom remain at rest, and they will describe’ 

The first pa of the proposition is manifest from the. 
third law of motion, for as the one body attracts the 
other, the other will attract the first, cause it to 

The ssedad part wilkajipéed thiadd Let A and B be Prare 
the two bodies, C their centre of gravity. It follows, CCXLY. 
(see Gravity,) that AC: CB::the mass of B: the Fig- 1S. 

oi : i , 5 E 

For, in the compound orbit, the velocity of 
the will be every where pe oeee © bet 
the si orbit, or minus velocity 
deveslaen =7 in the same 

Prop. XVI. 

The same supposition being made as in last proposi- 
tion, the difference at point betwixt the centripetal 
force that acts on the body in the simple orbit, and that 
which acts on, or will be necessary to retain the body 
in the orbit, will be inversely, as the cube 
of the distance of the point from the centre of attrac. 
tion. — 

of any point in it from the centre, tate of ap~ 

e~ may therefore be considered as 
loedage la greater: . The approach made at any poi 
at inétant in either orbit will be the excess oF the cen- 
_tripetal force above whut would be necessary to retain 

mass of A, or shortly::B: A. Let the bodies receive 
equal and impulses in the directions BF and 
AG, and suppose that —s, out the attraction) the 
body A would move along AG in a moment ; join GC, 
and produce it to F ; BF will be the line over b 
B in the same moment ; for the im s bei ole 

that is, 

The attractions being , GE will be to FD:: 
B: A, that is, AC: CB:: :CF; and hence the re- 
mainder EC will be to the remainder CD also in the 
same ion, viz.:: B: A. Hence the same point 
C will stil be the centre of gravi of the ‘two bodies 
when they have arrived at E and D, and hence it will 
be so continuall 
Again, it is clear that the small arches AE and BD: 

are similar, since all. the straight lines connected with 
the one are proportional to the ing lines con< 
nected with the other. The arches described the next 
moment will be similar, for a like reason ; and hence- 
the whole arches described in equal finite times will be saalhans 

Prop, XVITE- 

made as in Jast i 
be similar to 

principles of apparent motion, the body 

_ the two velocities, viz. BD, AE, . Hence, producing 
: ° 
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Application. BD to H, making DH=AK, BH will be the t 
“yY~" motion. of, B. Join AH; it is to CD, 

HD.is. =, and || AE... Hence.the 4 AHB is similar 
to the 4 CDB or ACE. In the same manner, the 
small A, apparently described, and that actually de- 
ecsibven Cun ney aeons ave erasers Seeratons the 
curves apparently described, and those actually descri- 
bed in any fisitn tame, will be similar. ‘ ‘ 

Prop. XIX. 

The same supposition being made as in the two last 
propositions, the times in which the bodies describe 
their curves, will be to the time in which one of the 
bodies would describe a similar curve around the other 
restrained from moving, as the square root of the mass 
of the other body to the square root of the sum of the 
masses. 

Sup that the similar arches described, BD, BH, 
are infinitely small; let BG be a tangent, then FD 
and GH. will be, the, sssall, dellactions caneed by the 
same force in the two curves. Now, when a force 
of pressure remains the same, the time is proportion- 
al to the square root of the space. Hence “FD : 
“GH :: time in FD: time in GH :: time in BD ; 
time in BH; but the figures being similar, “FD: 
“GH :: “CB: “AB; that is, :: VA: WALB. 

Hence time in BD : time in BH :: WA ; WA+B. 

DYN 
DYNAMOMETER, from duvapes a and yerger 

a@ measure, is the name of an instrument for measuring 
the relative strength of men and animals. 

The d ometer invented by Mr George Grahame, 
and improyed by Dr D; iers, consists of a strong 
frame of wood, ABCD. Through the piece DC is a 
hole D, sufficiently large to admit a cylindrical iron 
bar, about an inch in diameter, U this bar is a 

uare to receive the two separate ,ipres arms of 
a bent lever DF, DE, which are kept tight in their place 
by a strong screw nut d. The arm DE, which carries 
a weight W, is prevented from falling below a horizon- 
tal position, by a metallic pin at K, which stops the arm 
DF in its progress towards C, but both the arms move 
freely in the opposite direction, At the top of the arm 
DP, seen separately at df, is'a round cross bar about 
six inches long. The iron piece LN, also seen separately, 
has likewise a cross bar at top, and holes for iron pins 
to fasten it in its place. Another piece of iron HGI, 
seen separately at hgi, is fastened to the timber that 
carries the lever by a strong wooden screw at I, and by 
the pin K going through its wings and the timber: 
The collar S is to be put on when the upright arm of 
the lever is not used, and M is the centre of gravity of 
the steel-yard DE. 

In using this machine, the person who wishes to try 
his.strength, must take hold with his left hand of the 
round part.of the cross at N, and of the round of 
the cross at F with his right hand, and then by bring- 

his right hand towards the left, in the direction 
EN, he will move DE, and elevate the weight W. 
When this.weight is lifted up so as to make the arm 
ED just quit the pin at K, the force of the arm will be 
determined. in 
weight W to.be 56 pounds, and the distance 

“eg 0. N. 

e following manner: a the 
the 

DYNAMICS. 
The same ratio will hold with regard to the next two Applic 
small similar arches, and hence with regard to any fi- =e 
nite similar arches. J t 

in a constant ratio; and it is easy to see that similar. ? 
sectors are in a constant ratio. But in the ‘ 

h its centre of inertia or of ® 
gravity will pone the same effect as if the whole . 
mass were co! ected in that point, and that in any other 
direction it will produce two motions, the one rotatory, 
and the other erneseesive: See Rotation. The discus- 
sion of Ceytrat Forces, given above, exhibits some 
of the chief cases of the action of bodies on one ano-« 
ther at a distance. The article Astronomy Puysican 
exhibits others. The action of bodies on one another in’ 
contact will be given under Impunse ; and their ac- 
tion on one another through the medium of a third, 
will be seen'under Mecuanics, 
ack ) a“, the ery may consult La G 's 

e lytique ; D’Alembert’s Dynamique ; Gre 
gory’s Mechanics, "ts. D.) 

DuXGN oy 
fulcrum, viz. WD, fifteen inches, then the mom 
of W will be 56x 15=840. Letus suppose also, that 
it requires six pounds applied at M, the centre of gravity 
of the pa op to balance the steelyard itself. Then if 
MD=10, we shall have 6x 10=60 for the additional 
resistance made to the force of the arm; so that the 
whole resistance will be 8404 60=900, which divided 
by FD=10 inches, the distance of the power, will give 
ninety pounds for the force of the man’s arms when ap-~ 

If another man is capable of raisi 
ble the weight W, added to double the weight 

the steelyard at M, he will be twice as strong. In« 
stead of increasing the weight at W, the w may 
be removed towards E. Desaguliers has d se= 
veral variations in the construction of this machine, 
and has also given a drawing and description of an in- . 
strument for measuring the strength of the fingers ; but 
for an account of these, we must refer the reader to 
his Course of imental Philosophy, vol. i. p. 291, 
292. Annot. on iv. ‘ 

The dynamometer invented by Leroy of the Acade- 1 eroy's dy 
my of Sciences, consisted of a metal tube, ten or twelve 
inches long, placed rik on a stand, and contain-. 
ing a spiral spring, havi ve it a graduated shank 
tanlbeeas staples. his shank, together with the 
spring, was pressed into the tube in rtion to the 
force which was auplied to it, and pointed out are the 
graduated shank the strength of the person who ex- 
erted the force. 

ometer, The most valuable d 

hich resembles a common grapho- prarr 
meter in ita form andl ee PRED AT BAST 

of an ellip. Fig: ® 



it’ may not loge any of its elasticity by frequent use. 
of Ke 8. is firmly fastened to the 

of a claw and screws, and is intended 
semicircular plate of brass C, Fig. 2. for 

ppc tales oF graduated are. The outermost 
ares is divided into myriogrammes, and the 

one ten ener Each of these arcs is still far- 
ther subdi ces ints, which express the weight in 

; e various of the scale are de- 

support 

mity, to receive freely a small copper lever E, which is 
kept in its place by a steel pin a. This part of the 
machine is represented on an ed scale in Fig. 4. 
. Inthecentre ofthesemicircular plateC, (Fig.2.)a light 
steel index F is fixed upon its axis by a screw, and has a 
double point, viz. at m and n, for indicating the divi- 
sions on both scales. A small piece of leather, or cloth, 

upon the lower side of the circular part C, to 
uniform, and diminish the friction on the plate. 

m 

is employed experiments, 
tons bopalledin die Gireoton. of ty gyensir ani A 

. 
is 

The now described is covered with a 
small of brass CD, Fig. 5, to ent it from bes 
ing in Upon this plate is a divided arc, corre- 

first arc of the machine, and by the 

cessary. 
og dina L, Fig. 3. has a screw, with a ca 

like on the needle in the mariner’s in whi 
se she ivot of the lever that round the in- is : . 

t M (Fig. 5.) is a socket 
rivetted on the plate CD, in which the upper pivot of 
the lever turns. N,N, N, are small eylinciries! pillars, 
ag aud parahetatlepedy three screws. 

it is in to try the strength of the hu- 
man body, it is to have an iron rack, Fig. 6. 
on the lower part of which the feet of the person must 
per) Aes} yap reeoneige llte: Raber an iron 
hook, . 7. whi must at the same time hold with 
both his fands, 3 
X When the of animals is to be determined, it 
is n to have a double iron hook, shewn in Fig. 
8. one end of which is to be hooked to the end of the 

, and the other to a rope fixed to a stake, as at 

” Pe three methods of using the , are presented in Fig. 9,10, andi. 
Fig. 9. represents the method of applying the dyna- 

mometer, to ascertain the of animals. The ani- 
mal is yoked to the chains PQ, and the force which it 
exerts against the fixed obstacle R is shewn by the in- 
dex of the interposed dynamometer T. The pin d, Fig. 4, 
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pushes forward the index, which always remains at 
the place to Which it is brought. M. ow bat 
experinent with four excellent horses, and o! ed the 
fe ing results: : 

Myriogrammes, 

Force exerted by the first . . . . 36 
Sh ea pa ICR ac et WIEBE 
Siete ces wy se 6 SDN oe che 20 

PS etna: be aE TERS RR fourth ... 43 

4)14% 

Mean result .....-+-ee+0s 36 
which is equal to 736 pounds mare. 

Fig. 10. shews the method of determining the ee 
of the hands, or the muscular force of the arms. The 
person lays hold of the two sides of the spring nearest 
to the centre, so that his arms may be a little stretched 
and inclined downwards, at an angle almost of 45 de- 
grees. This position is cotiaiterad by Regnier as the 
most natural, and as that.in which a man can exert his 
whole force. The index will then point out on the 
scale of ki es the force which has been exerted. 
The th of each hand may be tried separately, and 
the sum of the two will always be found equal to that 

Fe, represen method of th ig. 11. ts the m measuring the 
i of the reins of the human body. The fetein 

places his feet on the bottom ‘part of the rack, shewn 
separately in Fig. 6, after one of the ends of the sprin 
has been placed in one of the hooks of the rack, an 
the hook of the handle, Fig. 7, put into the other end 
of the spring. The strength which he exerts in this 
position is then indicated upon the scale of myrio- 
grammes, 
The ing d 

ment of great use ; and as it does not wei 
two and a half, there are few practical purposes 
to which it may not be conveniently applied. For 
cases, however, where the load or the resistance is sta- 
tionary, as in those ted in Fig. 9, 10, and 11, we 
think that a much simpler and more accurate dynano- 
meter might be constructed in the following manner. 

eter is obviously an inistra- 
more than 

long cylinder, made of an 
wales; scspenited ix the fiaid’ 
to the hook G, and 
upper surface E of the cylinder is on a level with the 

Dyname~ 
meter. 
—— 

PLATE 
CCXLIL. 
Fig. 9. 

Fig. 16, 

Fig. 11, 

Let ABCD be a vessel containing water, and EF a New dywa- 
substance heavier than ™0™cter 

by a rope GHI attached rpre4 
ing over a pulley H. When the Brewster. 

surface of the water, the weight of the cylinder, or the Fig. 12. 
force which it exerts u the rope GHI, will be 
to the absolute merge ot the cylinder in sin, dhniniched 
by the weight of a quantity of water of the same magni- 
tude as the cylinder. When a horse or a man pulls at the 
rope IH, so as to raise the cylinder above the fluid sur- 
‘face, the weight of the cylinder will gradually increase ; 
and if the itude and specific gravity of linder 
are dul adjusted to the deccription of force which is ap- 
plied, will be a particular position of the cylinder, 
at which its weight will exactly balance the force which 
is applied at I. forces which are then in equilibrio, 
or force required to be measured, will be to 
the absolute weight ef the cylinder diminished by the 
bs or of a quantity of water equal to the tude 
of the immersed part of the cylinder. In this way the 
i hagt oe rapa me oP coe comet er bi a 
human body, may be i with the utmost ac- 
mepcine Messe facility ; and by fixing a scale upon the 
cylinder, the measure of the force in ewts. or pounds 
may be seen by simple inspection. The length of the 



Dysart. scale will obviously be increased | ee y by 

DYS 
the 

tain 
cylinder and diminishing its diameter; or a dial 
with an index may be readily applied, so as to 
the most minute eran il goiv ay 

In measuri strength reins, we have only 
to appl 5 book, Maailer tn that shown, ia Fig. 7. 60 
the hook. Gh. the pirsan who exerts the force standing 
upon a board placed at a convenient height from the 
qe gp Cptrecgeces, I may be effected by sinking 

vessel AB either whol or 'y into the d, 
If we su the solid cylinder EF to weigh two 

ewt. and to made of a solid whose specific gravity 
is twice that of water, then its weight, when whol- 
ly immersed in the fluid, will be only one cwt. and by 
means of it all forces between one and two cwt. may 
be accurately measured. As the specific gravity of the 
cylinder is increased, the range of the scale will di- 
minish in the same proportion. -A range of 
scale, however, iny be obtained by making the eyinder 
hollow ;—and by increasing its itude, any force 
from the smallest to the greatest may be ascertained. If 
the cylinder, for example, weighs six ‘cwt. in air, and is 
made so hollow as to weigh only one pound in water, 
we have.a length of scale extending from one pound to 
six cwt. 

The slightest consideration of this instrument must 
satisfy every person, that in measuring forces where the 
instrument itself is stationary, it is ly superior to 
Regnier’s, and has the advantage of a natural and im- 
moveable scale; whereas the scale of the spring dyna- 
smemnetes Supe: bg eeeeenes se nerrneeseal ss Sak mae 
every precaution can be taken, the spring must to a 
certain extent lose its elasticity, and di the scale, 
See ier’s Course of Experimental Phi ly 
vol. i. p. 291; Journal De L’Ecole Polytechnique; Til- 
loch’s' Philosophical Magazine, vol. i. p. 899. () 
DYSART, the name of a 99 burgh of Scotland, 

situated on the north side of the Frith of Forth. About 

' 800 
of the 1 , ite ie eer beers ~ it ’ 

flourishing towns in Fife; but since that 
eral fluctuations, 

a g By 3 3 5 a a 
looms are employed in the manufacture of | 
which about 530,000 yards are made annually. 
ber of hands were formerly employed in buildi 
but this branch of business has recently been lai 
though, from the promising aspect of public. 

: 
1B 3 i ft j E : 

] nl At a very short distance from the town is a 
well, which is supposed to be of the same quali 
Pitcaithley water. It is covered by 
water during spring tides. Population of t 
about 1730, and of the parish 5885. See Furrsuire. 
DYSENTERY. See Mepicine. ‘ 

: : ig 
DYSODIUM, a of ts of the class Synge« 

nario poy A atten ecessaria. See Botany, 
1 

DYTISCUS. See Enromoxroey. 
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Ky 

La Perouse, however, saw one which was 300 feet Easier 

feet long, 10 broad, and 10 high, and capable of holding y.»!han, 
200 ai in 

Eagle Face. See Astronomy, vol. ii. p. 754. 
EAR, See Acoustics, ANATtomy, MepicineE, Puy- i] 

Easter. srotocy, and Surcery. 
EARTH. See Astronomy Index, and Surveyine 

TRIGONOMETRICAL. 
' EARTH, Tueortes or tue. See Grorocy. 
EARTHQUAKE. See Puysicat GroGraPuy. | 
EASTER, is the name of a feast of the church held 

in of the resurrection of our Saviour. See 
CuronoLocy, p. 411... ; ‘ 
EASTER Istanp, is the name of an island in the 

South Pacific Ocean, situated in West. Long. 109° 467 
20”, and South Lat. 27° 5’ 30”. It is su with- 

cz 
: i : 3 E 

eee Hi 5 t Hl : a i fe ae E 

fie iid fia tha Dhue : Hee 

persons. 
Easter Island abounds with monuments and statues, 

which appear to bear the character of antiquity. The 
monuments are small pyramidal heaps of stones, the 
upper stone being whitened with lime water, and are 
erected near the sea shore. The statues, which are of 
a gigantic size, are raised on platforms of solid masonry, 
35 feet long, 14 feet broad, and from $ to 12 feet high. 
They are faced with hewn stones, and are specimens of 

t workmanship. Although no, cement is em- 
ployed, yet the joints are very close, and the stones are 
morticed into one ith great skill, The statues - wi 

out of a volcanic The 

ly three or four canoes were seen. They were, 
about 19 feet long, and seemed unfit for any distant 
navigation. 
rey pnt 

Eee ekA eT oad of Bgl soe , a.genus of plants 
Decandria. 

ECBATANA, or Ecaatane, the ancient metropolis 
residence of the Persian and. 

splendour at a very early. ‘od ‘ 

speaks of many 
astonishing w completed by that heroine for the 
embellishment: of the:city, and the convenience of the. 
inhabitants. It is ly i however, as 
ha’ been b i , called in the book of 

the centre of the city ; the first-or gereTeapee of, which, 
w 



Echatana. 

—Y~ is said by J 

gal History. 
—— 

Division of 
the subject. 
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six cubits in length and three in breadth. Daniel 
us to have built one of its most mag- 

nificent some of the beams of which were of 
silver, and the rest of cedar with gold. This 

id edifice afterwards served as a mausoleum to 
the kings of Media; and is affirmed by the last men- 
tioned author to have been we in ce hogni Oc 
are no traces now rece J these buildings ; 

arab eds naseeintete . as bec subj ispute trav: i 
eed dices epon Tinrie an,the wonut probable situa- 

tion ; but, at the same time, admits that ne remarkable 

ECBATANA. 
ruins are to be seen there; and that 
those, which have been found, are different from 

in the structure 

by the army of 
A. M. 3725. Ancient Univ. Hist. vol. v. p. 4; 
ts e. _ 2, ts egret i. c. 98; Chardin 
oyage en Perse, vol. i. p. 181; Joseph. Antig. 1. x. 
Quint Curt. Lv. 8. (Qe a 

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. 

T nene are two aspects in which the church of Christ 
presents itself to the notice -of impartial history. It 
pro Pim ed in its connection with the civil 
a itical lishments existing in the world, or it 
may be viewed as a separate and distinct society, reared 
upon its own principles, and possessing a character and 
features exclusively belonging to it. Ecclesiastical his- 
tory therefore respects, either the support which Chris- 
tianity has received from the secular power, together 
with the benefits or the disadvantages resulting from this 
support; or as it the internal administration of 
the church, its constitution and discipline, its doctrine 
and its worship. Under the first of these heads, we 
shall be able to trace the rise and the decline of priestly 
u tion, and especially that of the papacy ; and un- 
der the second, we shall have it in our power to mark 
the revolutions of theological opinion, connected as they 
have uniformly been with those of philosophy and litera- 
ture, during the long period of eighteen centuries. 
Under the one or the other of the divisions now men- 
tioned, almost every thing inueeite or- profitable in 
ecclesiastical history may be conveniently introduced. 
In the following article, therefore, we shall endeavour 
to keep these divisions steadily in view. 

‘The-period of eighteen centuries, above alluded to, 
may be separated into four great portions. The first 
extends from the birth of ‘Christ to the reign of Con- 
stantine A. D. 325, when Christianity became the re- 
ligion of the empire. The second reaches onward 
from the ‘time of Constantine to the year 755, when the 
supremacy of the Pope was Bie. and his tem- 
— dominion established. The third portion extends 

the acknowl ent of the Pope’s supremacy and 
the establishment of his temporal dominion, to the era 
ef the Reformation, about the year 1580. And the last 
br includes the interval between the era of the re- 

ion and the present time. 

CHAP. I. 

‘The History of the Church from the Birth of Christ to 
the reign’ of Constantine, A. D. 325, when Christianity 
became the Religion of the Empire. 

In the 7538: of Rome, and in the reign of Au- 
Ceesar, "eotis Christ was born. The of 

_ his nativity was Bethichem in Jadea, and his reputed 
father was Joseph,.a-carpenter of Galilee. At the time 
of his birth, the whole world was-at peace. The events 
of our Saviour’s life, which are recorded in the four 
evangelical histories that have come down to us, are 

well known to his followers, and it is upon the efficacy 
of his vicarious sufferings and itia 

aw ro Pee to his ascension into heaven, 
the founder of our religion obese aby a 
commanding them to vines the doctrine which he had 
taught them, and assuring them that they should be 
furnished with extraordinary gifts as the evidences of 
their commission. The words of the charge, which has Commission 

ed by the evangelist Matthew, are these, siven to the been 
«Go ye, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Ghost.” And another of the inspired writers informs 
us, that they were instructed to wait at Jerusalem, till 

should “ receive power” by miraculous communi- 
cation from heaven. In obedience to their Master's in- 
junction, we find the apostles remaining in the Jewish 
capital, and “ when the day of Pentecost was fully 
come” they were all assembled in one place. “ And 
suddenly came a sound from heaven as of a rush- 
ing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where 
they were sitting ; and there aj unto them clo- 
ven tongues, like as of fire, and it sat wpon each of them. 

sionaries of the faith, Se 

The reception of the new doctrine varied 
to the circumstances in which the apostles were p ; 
In general, however, it met with a very great degree 
of opposition, and the ee were uently re- 
duced to the necessity of exercising their functions at 
the hazard of their lives. 

sciples with gt ‘lenity. At 
this time, there were three sects, sadeccriptioch of men, 
considered in a religious and ‘political of view, 
rrp fe sr le; and each of these sects 
seemed to ‘vie with in marked and zealous 

Ecclesiasti~. 
death, that cal History. 

all true Christians build their hopes of everlasting hap» ““v-” 

persecuted our Saviour from the Sects among 



> ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. 
Ecclesiasti- differed from one another in the principles which 

the claims of Jesus ; 
to the character of 

was in the power of the Pharisees to alter or to modify Ecclesiasti- 
them at pleasure. Hence it was that the precepts in ‘a! History, 

Am Bio considered ian on « preter 

ESsenese 

the Messiah; and thought it not only innocent, but me- 
ritorious, as well as’ necessary, to suppress the religion 
which he taught. 

The sects alluded to were the Pharisees, the Saddu- 
cees, and the Essenes. The Essenes were the Thera- 
peutz of Judea ; a class of{men who lived, or affected 
to live, in contemplative retirement, and to take no 
part in the concerns of the state. They are not men- 
tioned in the sacred books; but from other sources of 
information we learn, that they held the doctrine of the 
malignity of matter, ascribing all eyil passions to the 
body, and attempting, by abstinence, silence, and other 
varieties of mortification, to purify the soul, and to pre- 
pare it for heaven. While they acknowledged the law 
of Moses, they regarded the Pentateuch as a collection 
ef allegorical and mysterious truths ; and of course the 
chief > and difficulty of their theology, was to find 
the hidden meaning, the holy and celestial import which 
the literal enunciation was supposed to conceal. Of all 
the Jewish-sects, the Essenes appear to-have made, in 
point of fact, the least opposition to the progress of 
Christianity. bai a were the unbelievers in 
religion. e i existence of angels or spi- 
rits, con 3 that man stood at the h of all the 
works which God had made; and they rejected the no- 
tion of the soul's immortality. Their scepticism, how- 
ever, had its limits ; for they admitted the books of 
Moses, ‘and received them as the communications of 
heaven to the t legislator of their nation ; but they 
refused the other parts of the sacred canon, except in 
so far.as they contained the civil and political history 
of the Hebrew le. Though not remarkable for 
their numbers, were of great consideration in the 
state. Their influence in the Sanhedrim was such as 
to render it necessary to court their favour. Many of 
the sect were rich, many of them learned ; and they 
enjoyed, almost exclusively, the patronage and pro- 
tection of the great. During the course of our Savi- 
our’s ministry, they proposed to him many insidious 
spateoes either with a view to confound him by their 

in argument, or to expose him to the resentment 
of the Roman procurator, or to the derision of the peo- 

And when the apostles of Jesus discoursed to 
their hearers of a resurrection and a future judgment, 
doctrines so completely opposite to the tenets of the 
Sadducees, this powerful sect soon proved themselves 
to be the most violent of all the persecutors and op- 

of Christianity. 
In point of numbers, however, as well as influence over 

the public opinion, the Sadducees were constrained to 
yield to the Pharisees. This last was by far the most po- 
pulenat the Jewish sects. Their errors, if not more d 
ly rooted, were more extensively diffused; they presided 
in the schools; they were the chief doctors of the law, 
the favourite expositors of the Levitical institute, and in- 
terpreters of the prophecies; and, in the estimation of 

question were so managed in the application, as to in- 
crease the wealth, and support the pretensions, of this 

lominating sect. Hence it. was that the Pharisees _ 
* devoured widows houses” with impunity, and “bound 
heavy burdens upon the poor, which they themselves 
would not. touch with one of their fingers.” And hence 

_it was that our Saviour, after pronouncing @ woe upon 
them, declares, that they had made void the.law, that 
is the decalogue, and the precepts connected. with it, 
or illustrative of its enactments, by their traditions. 
The character of the leading A gga belonging to this 
sect was such, as to excite the highest. aversion and 
disgust of every enlightened and well-regulated mind. 
They were very far from having attained to that pure- 
and heavenly virtue which the people ascribed to them. 
Though most scrupulous and elaborate in the exercises 
of piety, they were not devout; with long prayers in 
their mouths, they fancied themselves in need of no 
spiritual gift ; and while they enlar, their phylac« 
teries, and paid tithe of mint, and aloes, and cu- 
min, they neglected the gmt and necessary duties of 
justice, mercy,. and. tru They afford us the most 
complete specimens of meditated and consummate hy- 
pocrisy, and constitute the most perfect examples which 
the New Testament exhibits, of all that we are bound 
to avoid and to abhor. 

The hatred of the Pharisees towards Christ and his 
apostles, was marked by its extraordinary virulence. 
rom some incorrect interpretations of the prophecies, 

they had figured to themselves the Messiah as a mighty 

Reception of 
among the 
Jews, 

deliverer, who was to rescue the Israelitish nationfrom - 
the oppression of the Roman yoke, and subject the whole 
world to the institutions and the authority of Moses, 
Our Saviour was not the deliverer whom they expected: 
he appeared without the pomp and splendour of royal« 
is without armies or attendants ; and he declared, in 

e plainest manner, that his kingdom was not of this 
world. The pride of the nation was offended, and the 
opposition of the Pharisees was roused in all its bitter- 
ness and malignity. After repeated and fruitless at- 
tempts to involve Jesus in some charge which might 
affect his life, they succeeded in gaining over one of 
his immediate followers, and by the well-known treach- 
ery of Judas Iscariot, he was given up to their fury, 
It was the impetuous zeal of the Pharisees that urged 
the Roman procurator to put our Saviour to death. It 
was the Pharisees who sealed the stone which covered 
the mouth of the sepulchre ; and it was the same ac- 
tive and persevering party that bribed the soldiers who 
watched the grave, and instructed them to publish the 
false gre of the eat eg rea ma were the on 

ts in the martyrdom o en, Th 
se eel fea coseacie cable pointed tier Seheieg 
the Christians of every description bound to Jerusalem. 
And by their ill-supported expositions of the sacred 
books, and the delusive hopes with which they, flatter- 

; 1 ed and amused the people, they urged on the destiny, 
the multitude, they were the surest guides to a holy life. and necipitatedthe, desruction of theircountry. Groan- 
If the creed of the Sadducecs was narrow, the Pharisees ing under the severities of a foreign administration, se- 
were ample believers. They received the books of Mo- 
ves, and all the other parts of the Jewish scriptures 
which enter into the canon ; and they added to these 
their traditi doctrine or oral law, which they re- 
presented as of — obligation and value with the 
written statute itself. Many of the contained 
in this oral law, were in direct opposition, not only 
to the spirit, but even to the letter of the decalogue.; 
and as these precepts were not committed to writing, it 

verities rendered necessary by factious disposition 
and impatient spirit of the Jews, this unhappy people 
at length broke out into open rebellion ; and still 
dreaming that the. era of deliverance. was at hand, they 
rashly and foolishly set the Roman power at defiance. 
The. war. throughout Asia Minor and a great part 
of the East: The armies ofthe empire, under the or- 
ders of Titus, marched into the sacred territory. The 
chief city of the Jews was besieged, and for six long 
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Feclesiasti- months its devoted inhabitants were subjec 
cal History. that extremity of suffering with which 

: ven is wont to chastise the disobedience of 
from. without, 

at last so glutted, that no 
The altar of God was thrown from its place, and broken 
He ad the Be redrnodn steeper ion ceased, and the 

ing ruins proc that theglory was 
Amidst these calamities, the followers of Kon a 

had increased to a considerable number under the mi- 
rea Peter and Renee oven themselves of a fa~ 
vourable opportunity ; ai compliance with our Sa- 
viour’s instructions, withdrew from the city and the hor- 
rors of the siege. They retired to Pella, a small town 
beyond the river Jordan, and continued for a while. 
united among themselves, and undisturbed in the exer- 
cise of their religion. ‘ 
Among the Gentiles, the progress of Christianity was 

distinguished at once by its extraordinary rapidity, and 
the apparent inadequacy of the means employed to pub- 
lish it. In an article of this kind, it is impossible to 
shew at any great length in what the different 

of phi hy which prevailed in the ancient 
world, were at variance with the doctrines and ts 
of our religion. But there is one observation which we 
feel ourselves constrained to make, and it is this: that 
whatever might be the. philosophical systems of anti- 
quny. and however wide the distinctions which sepa- 

them from one another, the patrons of all those 
, the masters of all the schools, in sup- 
with the whole weight of their authority, and 

the whole effect of their example, the religion acknow- 
ledged by the state. Whether with the Epicureans, a 
refined atheism was maintained, and ‘was court- 
ed for its own sake, or whether with the Stoies it was 
believed that happiness consisted in a repulsive and 
untractable virtue ; whether truth was supposed to be 
attainable by human endeavours, or all was pronounced 
to be uncertain, fluctuating, and momentary,—it was 
universally held to be the part of a wise and patriotic 
man, to comply with the religion established in the 
country to which we belong. Even Socrates, who seems 
to have himself’ more ly than others with 
regard to the Paganism ‘of his time, is known to have 
sacrificed a ¢ock to Hsculapius, a very short time’ pre- 
vious to his death. “Indeed it appears to have been‘an 
opinion by no means uncommon among the different 
sects of philosophers, that all we is ra ion were 

useful in governing le, an all 
destitute of is foun ion in truth.” ‘Fo interfere’ i 
the acknowledged religion, therefore, was regarded not 

Reception 
of Christi- 

only as unnecessary, but as' imprudent arid pernicious ; 
ssid hewhosiliad shtetnye' te ‘overtanieic dit ther, 
and to substitute another religion in its ‘place, was re- 
presented as an innovator, whom it was on 
the magistrate to resist. and to punish. The opinion, 
as we have mentioned, was’ ‘al; and the practical | 
consequence was, that the of Greece and 

‘must have been the 
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to cure, “ 
name of Jesus Christ of N: 
The case was very different with 

tion. The prosperity of the state was intimatel 
ciated with its religious institutions, and 
ioteaag pep oo with ee has * 

in particular, sas con tanto vantri 
genitor of the nation, and an of their 
worship. The standard under which this victorious 

le subdued the world, was the bird sacred to 
Tapiter ; the capitol, the great 

Nor was this the whole matter. The 
Ale ag ame 

thane 
selves, in the stron manner, to the most 
tendencies and ‘of our nature. In the worshi 

itution was an acknowledged part ; 

ples, was not likely to be speedily abandoned. It‘ had 
enlisted the ruling passions on its side; it had fixed its 
dominion in the heart, and there seemed tobe no power 
on earth which was equal to the task of driving it from 
its place. It was the ancient religion, it was sanction~ 
pon Moh wend brie oe it was’ _ by : 

rich an ported by the great, it was 
sociated hv the heMiW of vale with the national 
and it had dee nfl ie shes ople by its» 

lendid rites and licentious in iat, 
oe ik ition ‘which Chiristiani¢yswab 
doomed to encounter! And how must have been 
the labours and the patience of who were comi- 
missioned to preach its doctrine, and to’establish it in 
the world !) rile 0 
The labours and the patience of’the‘apostles were Miraculous 

undoubtedly very great; but it is not’ to these alone gifts. 
that we niust ascribe the rapid progress of Christianity. 
While we give all credit to the early: teachers of our 
religion for their un i zeal and unwearied 
activity, we must not forget i their apparent means 

~~ + 
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it was not at the head of a devoted sagaciously inferred that they withdrew trom the pub- : 

omen 

pemap Boe oey Bish et the gospel ; they were ut- 
influence ; and, except in 

Paul, they had no pretensions 
e current of popular opinion and of 

i strong against them; and they knew 
'y were “ of all men” on account 

ion which professed. It is to other and 
a mightier machinery, and to a power 

human, that we must ascribe the extraordi- 
i ith which Christianity was propagated. 

evangelists were endowed with mira- 
ifts: they healed the sick, they cleansed the 

restored the dead'to life. And what fitted 
a remarkable degree, for the important work 

j : 5 & B 

ell ie 
ere 

seni foes 
= cre, oa neteescliaaaitat and of peace, an 

and conviction into the heart, 
To this were added com’ 
pendous miracles, the i 

esus and of his doctrine. The Gauls received thé’ know of Christianity from the immediate succes. 
sors of les; and during the course of the se- cond century, the Germans, the pe Serres iards, and the 
Britons, were added to the multit es in other places, 

profession of the Christian faith. . for the cause of Jesus, and the best in- 

. the cause of arama : 
rajan, 

ise. some abominable rites, 
which they were afraid or ashamed to disclose. 

In these cireumstances, the Emperor Nero set fire to Persecution 
the city of Rome, and reduced a great part of it to ashes, Under Nero. 
This wanton act excited the indignation of the people. 

e em » anxious, as it seems, for his popularity, 
laid the guilt, and all the odium connected with it, to 
the charge of the Christians. He commenced a very 
severe persecution against them. He inflicted upon 
them the most cruel punishments. Some of them were 
crucified, others were impaled, some were thrown to the 
wild beasts ; and not afew, having been wrapped in 
clothes smeared with pitch and sulphur, were burnt 
during the night, and made to serve as torches for il- 
luminating the gardens of the emperor. In the mean- 
time, this prodigy of inhumanity, entertained the people 
with Circensian games, and was himself an unblushing 
pees, the whole; sometimes agg about in the 

of a charioteer, and mingling with the crowd, 
and at other times viewing the exhibitions from his car. 
But all his attempts were without effect ; neither his 
largesses, nor his concern for the honour of the gods, 
nor his merciless severity towards the unhappy follow- 
ers of Christ, were sufficient to remove from him the 
imputation of having given orders to set the city on 
fire. And accordingly he has been transmitted to us 

ty by the pen of Tacitus, in the double character of an 
and a persecutor; and his very name is pro- 

verbial for all that is tyrannical, Pag gh brutal, and 
for all that is malignant, perfidious, and mean. After 
this tion, which took place about the year 64, 
and during which St Paul was beheaded at Rome, the 
churches had rest 7? a time. ote many He us 
ceeding emperors, however, they were ex to the 
renal of their enemies, In the eat Domi-, 
tian, the apostle John was banished to the island of 
Patmos, where he wrote his Apocalypse. Anda count- 
less multitude of individuals, whose names no history 
records, and who have long ago Lp away out of the 
Dent of man, boldly avowed their attachment to 
the faith “once delivered to the saints,” and “ rejoiced 
that they were counted worthy” to suffer or to die in 

Even the Emperor 

complished as he undoubtedly was, when compared 
with his » he appears to have meditated 

ing less than the extinction of the Christian name. 
There come down to us a 

given, and because it affords us the testimony of a Ro- 

expressing to the em is doubts 
with regard to the plan of conduct which he ought to 
follow, the procurator of Bithynia, the 
Pp i already 
done; (Pliny’s Epistles, vol. x, p.97, 98.) “In the mean 
time,” says he, “ this has been my m with respect 
to those who were beopaat before me as Christians,. I. oe Fer 

who has been described Perseoution 
as a mild and accomplished prince, is to be numbered und ler Tra 
among the persecutors of tha church ; and mild and ac- jan. 
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Ecclesiasti- asked them if they were Christians: if they pleaded 
cal History. guilty, I i them twice afresh, with a menace 
—Y~" of capital puni In case of obstinate perseve- 

rance, I ordered them to be executed. For of this I 
had no doubt, whatever was the nature of their religion, 
that a sullen and inflexible obstinacy called for the ven- 
geance of the magistrate.” Strange conduct this for a 
udge, and a very extraordinary mode of trial indeed! 

Letter of “Yet such was the treatment of the Christians at the tri- 
vie. "S** bunal of the younger Pliny ; a man whose character for 

= benevolence, and even for justice, is per! the most 
un ionable of any which pagan antiquity can fur- 
nish, The testimony, however, given by the same dis- 
tinguished person to the simplicity and purity of the 
Christian manners, must not be hastily over, 
“ And this,” says he, “ was their account of the religion 
which they professed, whether it deserves the appella- 
tion of a crime or an error, namely, that on a stated 
day, they were accustomed to assemble before sunrise, 
and to t among themselves a hymn to Christ in the 
character of a God, (Christo quasi Deo,) and to bind 
themselves, by an oath, not to commit any wickedness, 
but, on the contrary, to abstain from thefts, robberies, 
and adulteries; not to violate their promise or deny a 
pledge: after which,” continues the judge, “ it is their 
custom to separate, and then to meet again, sitting 
down toa harmless meal, of which all are inyited to 

e.” Weare proud of this testimony: it comes 
one who evidently believed the statement to be 

correct; it comes from a man of education and discern- 
ment, and it is to be found in a confidential letter from 
this man to the emperor, acknowledging his inexperi- 
ence, and begging to be informed how he should act in 
so peculiar a case. And it puts to flight, for ever, all 
the accusations which interest and malice have brought 
against the tendency of the Christian doctrine, and the 
urity of the Christian assemblies, The persecution, 
wever, with some restrictions, went on. “ The 

Christians,” says the emperor in his reply, “ are not to 
be sought for ; but if any are brought before you, and 
convicted, they are to be punished.” 

Indeed the human mind revolts at the sufferings which 
the followers of Christ were doomed in many places to 

‘Tortures in- experience. They were publicly whipped till their bones 
flicted on and sinews appeared ; their flesh was torn from them 
the Chris- with pincers; they were consumed in a slow fire, care- 
sep fully prevented from reaching the vital parts ; they were 

tortured in iron chairs, made red hot, and kept glow- 
ing to receive them. The aged and venerable Poly- 
carp was put to death ; the excellent and learned Jus- 
tin obtained the crown of martyrdom, In the begin- 
ning of the third century, Irenzus, bishop of Lyons, 

ed his testimony with his blood. Pontamizena, a. 
woman of ig beauty, was condemned to suffer on 
account of her religion, and, with Marcella her mother, 
was burnt to death, melted pitch having been poured 
over their naked bodies. The time would fail us should 
we attempt to enumerate the victims of superstition. 
Neither age por sex was spared. The arm of power 
was lifted up ; the genius of man was exhausted in the 
invention of tortures ; and, to ahasty observer, it might 
pager dyes Might Coy eed when Christia- 
nity, subdued and worn out with sufferings, would resign 
her name and her 1g men. 

This conclusion, however, would be the very reverse 
of the truth, The Christians had multiplied in a most 
extraordinary degree. filled the senate-house 
and the army, and they were to be found in all situa-. 
tions and employments. Persecution had produced 
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e into a yolume, towards the end of the first. cen- 

7 . 
* 

closely together, but it had inflamed 
quickened their activity, Toes panes soon became 
general ; a very great majorit people embraced. 
and avowed them, till at ength, in AM bye 325, Con-. Constantine _ 
canine the Bad renee Jie +5, and. the Great 

e religion of Jesus e igion of the empire. embraces 
From this time Christianity was not only tclacgtant lows Christians: 
protected and cherished. The number of the edifices 'Y 
consecrated to the worship of God was increased, and 
the emperor himself was not ashamed to be seen 
ging in the exercises of religion, or in the devout ob- 
servance of the ceremonies ordained by the church. 
It has been said, that when Constantine was about to 
engage in battle with his rival Maxentius, he saw in the 
heavens a Juminous cross, with the following inscrip- 
tion, “ by this overcome,” and that in quence of 
the vision and the success which attended his arms, he 
embraced Christianity. We are aware that the story, 
has been suspected, and eas. g not without reason ; 
but whatever truth or false there may be in it, we. 
have no hesitation in ranking the Em Constan- 
tine among the sincere of the Christian faith. 

The doctrine of the primitive church is to be learnt nocirine of 
with the utmost certainty from the books ef the New the church. 
Testament. These books were received by the leading 
men in the Christian assemblies, and approved of by- 
the people at large ; they were pape anaes and care~ 
fully preserved and transmitted ; and having been eol- 

upon them its usual effects,—it had not only united them 
more 

earth ; that he gave himself for us, “ an offering a 
sacrifice ;” and Cat, “ being jernies by faith in him,, 
we have peace with God.” That our present state is a 
state of condemnation, corruption, and suffering : that, 
by the transgression of our first progenitor, “ sin en- 
tered into the world, and death by sin;” and that “death, 
hath passed upon all men, for that all have sinned,” 

fluence of the Holy t, 
lightened in all heayenly know ; 
changed from all evil dispositions; that Je 
ving risen from the will appear in the 
things as the j of the whole world; and that in 

day of trial and of retribution, he will receive 
lowers into Seat hie where they 
abide for ever, “ g 
had with the Father, before the world 
enna pt She darcipe. atime Ny She. ceryi See 
and it is this doctrine alone wh they agreed in. 5 
sidering as “ the faith once delivered to the saints.” ; 

From the doctrine of the primitive church, we are Heresies. ~ 

y 
rs 
v 

: 

5 3 
rane 

Christianity ; nor is our religion, even at this moment, 
and in the countries where it is profess ac! age! 
est purity, entirely free from their influence. Most of 
A af sit in aneation desined taibonigin npn reg ‘| : _ . = 
union of philosophi spew ieions or wi Ase 

i i print h the doctrine of 
as ea is was Meret de case with the 
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‘race. And in addition to all these jarri 

ple, the Gnosties gave the titles of the Supreme Divini- 
ty and the E ing Father ; while they considered 
matler as the evil principle, and represented it as in- 

y Sean and, in some in- 
stances, the successful rival of the benignant power. 

and shackled spirit, and to relieve the whole 
intellectual world from the dominion of matter. They 
believed in Jesus Christ as the messenger and deliverer, 

ighty revolutions were to be accom- vi those 
i They spoke of him as the Son of the Supreme 
ivinity, commissioned and dispatched from the habi- 

ion of the Everlasting Father. They led him 
as a created existence; and maintained, that though to 
the eye of he appeared to be invested with a real 
body, and exposed to actual pains and privations, he 

in point of fact, destitute of all corporeal organs, 
incapable of suffering. In a ect consistency 

own opinions, they denied the resurrection 
and that of the body in general. They be- 

lieved, moreover, in a ot aon or space above the 
is pleroma they sometimes re- 

presented as the immediate residence of the benevolent 
divinity, and at other times as filled with inferior ex- 
istences, called (Zovs. To the higher CZons were ad- 
ded the genii, whose abode was chiefly upon the earth, 
and whose business and delight it was to thwart the 
purposes, and disturb the enjoyments of the human 

jarring iculars, 
aon anthority of the Jewish wetpenres, dnd 
with an unaccountable and repulsive absurdity, held 
the in high estimation as the author of sin. 
From the motley and incoherent system which we 

have now attempted to describe, certsin ical con- 
arose. First of all, it led the 

to be 
till degraded and enslaved. 

rigid of the sect abstained from the 
most innocent gratifications ; they re} marriage 
and the society of women, and spent their whole lives 
ae complete laine te the world, in 

utescence, er. Who does not see that 
of the Rola ery, ail ls panuanced which 

Peclesiasti- ‘of the Gnostics ; a heresy which must be consi- fruth in the history which is given of him, may be Ecclesiasti- 
eal History. as the fruitful parent of many others, we had al- classed with Simon Stylites; and the race of pilgrims °! History. 
—\~" most said of every error which has and dis- and ts will complete the catalogue of deluded ““Y¥— 

: figured the simplicity of the primitive fai individuals, and the triumph of philosophical specula- 
Heresy of At the bottom of this predominating heresy, lay the tion over the simplicity of genuine Christianity, and the 

_. the Gnos- ee tom oroea aid vende? obvious application of its ts. What we have stated 
peg good and the other the | evil. Tothe good princi- above was the practice of igi more numerous and rigid of 

the Gnostics ; others of them, however, made a different 
use of their favourite notion, the malignity of matter ; 
for they ed the soul as utterly unaffected by the 
actions of the body, asserted the innocency and the pro- 
priety of yielding to every dictate of nature, and in- 
ulged themselves in species of vice. This di- 

vision of the Gnosties could not possibly have rs ia 
pr oo for the decalogue or‘the authority of Mases ; 
and we may not perhaps be very far mistaken, if we 
suppose them to have been the chief admirers of the 

t 

tenets of the later Platonists were scarcely less Platonists. 
pernicious than the reveries of the Gnostics. Besides 
their philosophical opinions, which were those of the 
Eclectics, they maintained that the morality of the sa- 
cred scriptures was of two sorts, one more , for the 
multitude, and another more refined, for Christians of 
superior merit and'sanctity. Hence the counsels of our 
religion were distinguished from its precepts ; the for- 
mer being meant for those who, by contemplative ab- 
straction, aspired to an immediate intercourse with the 

sity Caidanlved WR ochsrging Gus oritnary dcies satisfy ves wi in, dinary duties 
of life. They maintained iikewias the pernicious dog- 
ma, that the end, if good, justifies the means which are 
employed in order to attain it, of whatever description 
those means may be. It is true, this sentiment was 

ted at first with great caution, and with many 
ions ; but it soon spread abroad, and was ge- 

nerally received, and it gave birth to all that train of 
imposture, and all those pretended miracles and legends, 
which, in succeeding ages, brought disgrace upon the 
Christian church. Alexandria was the chief seat of 
the later Platonists. Ammonius Saccus is regarded as 
the founder of the sect ; and it ranks among its adhe- 
rents no less a man than the le Origen himself. 

For an account of the primitive order and govern- 
ment of the church, the readér may consult the history 
ef the following period, where the rise and progress of 
the papacy is traced. 

CHAP. II, 

The History of the Christian Church from the time o 
Pitas pie ae to the Year aie, yes ihe 
supremacy of the Pope was acknonledged, and his 
temporal Dominion established. . 

Tue order established and i in the primi- phe order 
tive church, was exceedingly simple. The care of each established 
pss Bi Saree was entrusted to its pastor or bishop, along in the pri. 
with a certain number of assistants; and Sacse Ie pat creme 
rhc mi consulted in matters of government and 
iscipline. To the pastor or bishop, and his assistants, 

were added the deacons, whose business it was to take 
charge of the poor. The office of pastor continued for 
life, unless it was forfeited by some instance of miscon- 
duct on the p pet of him who enjoyed it, He was com- 
monly styled the bishop or overseer, and sometimes the 
angel of the co ation to which he belo : (See 
Bisuor.) In the first age, the ecclesiastical functiona- 
ries were supported by the voluntary contributions of the 
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people attached to them. The whole society was join- 
ed er in one principle of love, and ie shh ss 
were distinguished by a “ simplicity and godly since- 
rity,” which we shall look for in vain in eae 
ages of the church. 

Out of this primeval papbicity, the hierarchy and 
the papacy arose ; bat they arose by gradual steps, and 
Pie e vo sometimes imperceptible deviations, 

the apostolical pattern. Nemo jit repente turpis- 
simus, is a maxim which applies not ae Pr erieidenle 
but to societies, The interest and_ the splendour of an 
order of men may be promoted and secured by unjusti- 
fiable means, as well as the interest and the splendour 
of any one man. “But in both cases, the are 
commonly slow, and the, encroachments ual and 
successive. Let us trace, as shortly and distinctly as 
we can, the steps by which the usurpations of the hierar- 
chy reached their unwarrantable and criminal height. 

First of all, the distinction between the bishop and 
his assistants was rendered more obvious and consider- 
able. Next, an idea began to prevail, that these assist- 
ants were only the tatives of the bishop, deri- 
ving their powers exclusively from him, and subject, in 
the exercise of those powers, to his superintendence, in- 

ion, and controul. He ordained the functionaries 
in question to the clerical office, and they were tried in 
what may be called, even at this early period, his con- 
si court. ~ The perty of the church, arising 
from the Pee of the Christian brethren, 
was now as belonging, in a t degree, to 
the bishop, and in the disposal and use of it, Tenet un- 
frequently consulted his own importance and splendour. 
This y was sometimes in land ; but whether in 
land, or In money, or in cups and vestments, when once 
consigned Pome ears it remained ast git in net 
possession. ie cou uire property, but she cou 

not lose it; no ‘ndividual - Ghald Bereticethe it to the in- 
jury of his successor ; no deed or settlement could alie- 
nate it, to the injury of the community. 

The next step seems to have been taken by the bishops 
residing in large towns. In those towns, the ecclesiasti- 
cal assemblies were usually held; the bishop, always on 
the spot, and growing daily in wealth and influence, was 
commonly chosen president of these assemblies. When 
once chosen, he would not easily be prevailed upon to 
resign his place. In a short time, he would claim it as 
his right. Prescription would sanction what usurpa- 
tion had And thus the bishop, once upon a 
level with his presbyters, or at most upon a level with 
his brethren of the episcopate, would be established in 
precedency and splendour, as the metropolitan of the 
province to which he belonged. His powers were then 
extended and confirmed ; new claims were made and 
allowed; the civil polity of Constantine afforded an 
example ; the ecclesiastical constitution was mate to 
approximate to the political ; the rulers of the church 
corresponded to the officers and governors of the 
state ; their provinces were of similar extent, and though 
their functions were different, their authority was near- 
ly the same. The metropolitan now became a patri- 
arch, and in of time the patriarch became a pope. 

This last change, however, the completion. of sacer- 
dotal aggrandizement, was the result of other circum- 
stances and'considerations, besides those which we have 
mentioned above: It had been observed, that in the 
enumeration of the les, given by the sacred wri- 
ters, Peter held the first place, probably on account of 
his age, and al res ility. ‘ Now the names 
of the twelve apostles,” says St Matthew, “ are these, 
first, Simon, who is called Peter, wgallos Xismmy 6 Acyomsres 
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Tiles :” first Peter, that is, as Dr Campbell seems to Ecclesinsti+ ra 
think, “ Peter, occupying the first place. Iv had been ool Histarye 7 
remarked likewise, this is represented hy ““Y"" 
Christ himself as the sock. qu a iiaiaimisdiardciens 
to be founded. “ Thou art Peter,” says he to him, 
* end on this rock, 

labours, shall the religion which I pee 

support of the whole. 
And in their zeal for their own i and d aggrandizement 
interest, they forgot the declaration in which we are 
assured that the church is built on 5 he pone and 
prophets” generally, “ Jesus Christ hi being the 
chief corner-stone.” 

But it would be of no consequence to invest St The 
Peter with powers and dignities, unless the bishop 
of Rome could prove himself to be the legiti 
successor of that venerable apostle. This, 
he attem It was given out, and very soon be- - 
Lines fas, Sm nn panne was founded by the. 
apostle uded to; though it does not a from. any. 
historical document, that he ever visited the. capital of, 
the Roman world. There was a prevalent tradition, 
however, that such had been the case. The claim once 
made, was not to be abandoned. It was affirmed more 
loudly than ever, that St Peter, the first and chief of all 
the apostles, was the founder of the holy see. And it 
was no less pertinaciously maintained, the powers 
originally conferred on this distinguished individual, 

descended by lar devolution upon his succes- 
sors in office. The inference was plain. The eer 
of Rome, like St Peter himself, was the rock on whi 
the church was built, the foundation and basis of the 
whole sw ure, without which it could not stand. 
together ‘or a moment, but must instantly fall into 
ruins, The powers of the church were invested in him 
alone, laid up as it were, and condensed in his sacred 

n. If others were the branches, he was the root ;' 
if others might be itted to call themselves the , 
streams, he was the inexhaustible fountain which 
lied the whole. we word, he tenia mapas 2 : 
esus Christ himself the i and ju 

of the universal church ; and all bishops, soeteppeleibae 
and patri ,. were subject to his authority, and de- 
pendent on his sovereign will. ue 

This it must be owned was a sweepi 

patriarch of Tani nage in particular was. ex 
dissatisfied with it. T 
said, which were founded by the apostle Peter, as well 
as that of Rome. By the consent of all antiquity, the » 
church of Antioch was one of these. And he insinuated | 
ina way which could not be misunderstood, that as- 
Constantinople was the seat of empire, the place where,, 

cessor of St 
Course, Peter, 

F = E 

to 
the suc- 

~ 

® 

eel or ' —s* : 
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Keclesiasti- the’ Muster of the world condescended to reside, the bi- 
of that city was clearly entitled to the first voice 
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poor man, injured“and oppressed as he was declared to Eeclediasii- 
be, an opportunity of making his ~complaint, unless ‘ History. eal History. 

——— 

He had his claims as well as Rome ; his footin 
and his assurance strong; and’ so satisfi 

was he of his right and privilege, and so jealous of his 
rival, that he was the first who took the title of uni- 
versal bishop. But whatever might) be the claims of 
the B ine church, these claims were not ultimate- 
ly established. The bishop of the West was at onetime 
too | wl, and at another too cunning, for the East- 
ern prelate. The Latin churches likewise united more: 
cordially and effectually, in supporting the pretensions 
of their ecclesiastical head. And at length, Felix the 
Second, a bold and eee summoned the pa-~ 
triarch of Constantinople before himself, and a synod of 
his Italian clergy, after due consultation, solemn- 

ed him from his rank, and deposed him from 
his office. It is true, the Eastern bishop cm at the 
impotent attempt of his lofty mons om anathema- 
tized him in his turn. But the Byzantine’ pontiff gra-. 
dually sunk into ‘the second place; and though his 
claims were not relinquished, he found it necessary to 
urge them only at favourable seasons, and with great 
prudence. 

in point of authority, and to all ency in point of 
rank. 
was 

before the rulers of the church, the constituted guardi- 
ans of innocence, and the delegates of heaven? Or the 
case was from the beginning of a mixed nature, and 
belonged in its substance and character to the bishop 
as well as to the magistrate. Or the feudal officers 
were too fond of their amusements, too careless, or too 
illiterate to interfere. From these causes, it grew into 
a maxim, “ that except in places bordering on the in- 
fidels, a good lawyer makes a better bishop than — 
divine.” Encroachment followed en ment. ‘The 
clergy, while they exercised their functions as judges, 
and in civil questions: too, proteeded also to legislate. 
The principles’ of the canon law gave an aspect and 
colouring to those of the civil ; ant the supremacy of 
the Roman pontiff, in ecclesiastical matters, being ac- 
knowledged, the ambition of the papal see appeared to 
look forward to nothing less than a despotic sway over 
the whole Christian world, in all its interests and con- 

—_—o 

cerns. | In addition to this, the pope was now raised) 
to the dignity of a temporal prince. About the year 
755, Pepin king of France, made over to him twenty- 
two cities of Italy ; and in one part of Europe, ‘at least, 
the: successor of the poor and humble Peter reigned un- 
controlled in the exercise of the civil as well as the ec- Extension We are not to suppose that, even in the first century, troll e : 

of the epis- the power of the Christian bishops was limited to mat- clesiastical authority, and united in his own person the 

— iuris- ters of doctrinal decision, or of ecclesiastical polity. It highest offices of king and of priest. In a succeeding: 
comprehended a v t ion of those questions 
which now Silahsg cxcloseady tothe jurisdiction of the 
civil 
this extension of the ee we vee ener ~: ration wri- 
tings, and especially in the epistles of St Paul ; it 
was perhaps re ter in the early and unsettled state 
of the Christian communities. “ If thy wet eek says 
J \(Matth. xviii. 15.) “ i , goand 
tall hive his fault stir be thee Celebs’ alone rif he 
hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother ; but if he will 
not hear thee, then take with one or two more, that 
at the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may 
be established. And if he neglect to hear them, tell it 
to the church, but if he neglect to hear the church, let 
him be to thee as a heathen man and a publican, Veri- 
ly I say unto, you, whatsoever ye shall bind on earth, 

be bound in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose 
on earth shall be laosed in heaven.” And in conformi- 
ty with the spirit of what has now been quoted, the 
apostle Paul enquires of the Corinthian Christians, why 
they went to law “ before the unjust, and not before the 
saints? Is it so,” says he, (1 Cor. vi. 5.) “ that there 
is not a wise man among you? No, not one that shall 
be able to judge between his brethren; but brother 

to law with brother, and that before the unbe- 

istrate. There is some countenance given to, 

age he laid claim to infallibility ; and in the prostration 
of the human understanding, and presumptuous pleni- 
tude of apostolical power, he “disposed of crowns and 
governments at his pleasure. ; 

No sooner had Constantine the Great ascended the 
throne of the Czsars, than his attention was directed to 
the Arian heresy. This heresy, which long divided 
and afflicted the church, had many patrons and sup- 
a. It gave rise to many personal disputes, and it 

e and disturbed the peace which Christianity 
might have enjoyed under the imperial protection. : 

The heresy alluded to was propagated by Arius, a 
yter of the church of Alexandria : He was a man 

of considerable learning, acuteness, and eloquence, and 
his natural abilities were sharpened and improved by 
the ition which he met with, and the controver- 
sies in which he was . He maintained, in an 
assembly of the Alexan presbyters, and against 
the opinion of his pres that, in the sacred Trinity, 
the Son was essentially different from the Father; that 
there was a time hid in the depths of eternity, when he- 
did not exist ; or, in other words, that he was really a, 

by the supreme » creature, produced or brought into bein 
volition of the true God. He I farther; that 
though a creature thus produced, the Father “ had im- 

Now therefore there is utterly a fault among. peers upon him the effulgence of his glory, and trans- 
you, because ye go to law one with another.” i into him his ample Spirit ;” that he was the fra- 
We do not stop to enquire whether these passages were mer of the world, and that he governed the universe as 

ightly interpreted or not. It is sufficient for our par- 
ecg sors vein gle ema anal ig 
supposed to sanction, in the most authoritative manner, 
and to the utmost extent, those encroachments on the 
civil power, which characterize the ambition, and dis- 
figure the annals of the popish church. By a little, 

ent, almost every question was ie to put 
age rena ptamaty 8 ete e such mee he 

i courts, ies concerned might 
Mibad behigreaihn inh onde te netheetinae te 
the cause, considered as distinct from the parties, was 
9 rnchrtetegge different nature. Or justice had 

denied by the civil magistrate: and where had the 
3 

. 

the representative of the eternal and unchangeable Di- 
vinity. In consequence of these tenets, Arius was pub- 
licly condemned and excommunicated by Alexander, his: 
hishop, He retired, however, into Palestine, where he- 
was received and protected. The number of his fol-) 
lowers increased, The angry passions were awaken- 
ed, and the controversy was agitated with the utmost, 
violence. Distant provinces and churches ed in, 
the dispute. The combatants became every day more 
and more warm ; reproach took place of argument ; 
and the sacred scriptures themselves, and even the very 
subject of the discussion, were forgotten amidst perso~ 
nal quarrels and mutual reviling, The contests.of the: 

The Aridi 
heresy. 
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Keclesiasti- schoolmen, in the dark ages, may have been violent, 
cal History: but they al a ee 
—Y~"_asperity, if they surpassed, in malignant zeal and fierce 

rasrintzontion, ‘ae! clapiap@ehdh oer: ventas’ dla 

convokes ~~ concern, but with little knowledge of human 
re na “Sura tieeheteaed Oneeetaihos of Alexandria, and 

afterwards to Arius himself, reprimanding them for 
their indecent hostility, and exhorting them to peace. 
But it soon appeared, that the paternal advice of the’ 
emperor might have insen spared Neither of the par- 
pron ace Heber: tre sar use each of them, of 
course, believed his antagonist in the . Thesub- 
ordinate agents likewise in the dispute, their vic- 
tories to gain, their enemies to crush, and their inte- 
rests to serve. In reality, the letter of the emperor had 
no other effect than that of magnifying the controversy 
in the public estimation, and of inducing those, who, 
from indolence or prudence, had hitherto been silent, 
to range themselves with the one party or with the 
other ; to resist the heretic, or to abandon the church. 
Something more decisive, therefore, was to be done. 
Accordingly the imperial summons’ was issued, and an’ 
acumenical or general council convoked: And in the 

$25, the representatives of the whole Christian 
world assembled at Nice in Bithynia, to ascertain the 
Catholic doctrine, and provide for the tranquillity of 

_ future generations. 
The council The appearance of the assembly was venerable in 
of Nice. the highest degree. No fewer than two thousand ecele-' 

siastics, accordi g to some accounts, had risen from 
their retirements in obedience to the imperial summons, 
and of these three hundred and eighteen were bishops. 
The emperor himself presided in the council, “ ex- 
ceeding,” as Eusebius =e * all his attendants in sta- 
ture, gracefulness, and strength, and dazzling every 
eye with the splendour of his ap ” And the ques- 
tion to be decided related to nothing less than the pe- 

' culiar distinctions which may be predicated of the di- 
vine essence, and the honour which belongs to the Son 
of God. Impartiality, however, obliges us to declare, 
that the conduct a d ent A the fathers did sec 
exactl , ei with the res bili 
their i soaininday or the solemnity of Nie ‘beegetoty 
They seemed to think, that they had met together, ra- 
ther with a view to settle their private disputes, than 
to ascertain the Catholic faith, Numerous complaints 
were made, and loads of memorials transmitted to the 
emperor. These memorials were little else than accu- 
sations of parties or of individuals, each man libelling 
his antagonist, and representing him as an enemy to’ 
the church. It is said that the emperor, having col- 
lected the libels in question, threw the whole of them 
into the fire ; advi the fathers, according to the 

parated from the heresy of Arius, that no private dis- 
sensions, or remaining rancour among the members of 
the synod, could prevent them from agreeing upon the 
question at issue. The tenets of the disputatious pres- 
byter, as he was called, were solemnly condemned; and, 
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gr Se RO PREETI Ey Illyria. Ecclesiasti- 
poe na opmehenennien bree Oe det 
stantiality, was pronounced to faith ; 
and there were certain differences of opinion 
with to the correct ing of the term drerrdcis, 
and it was for some time di , whether this 
term to the nature of the , or to the per- 
sons ( ee Trinity, still it was finally 

ith scarcely a dissenting voice, that Jesus 
Christ, Son of God, was nol, in substance or essence, 
distinct from the Father. Arius himself was in Fate of 

persons of considerable ability, attempted to 
explain or to qualify the heretical opinions ; but Eusebius 

The following 
the Catholic faith, ie 

in the Epistle of Eusebius to the Caesareans, &c. 
«We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of 
all things, visible and poston t And in one wa 
Christ, the Son of God, the begotten ; begotten 
the Father, that is, of the chidaler of the Father. God 
of God, Light of Light, true God of true God; 
ten, not made; consubstantial with the Father, by 
all things were made, both things in heaven and things 
on earth: who, for us men, and for our salvation, came 
down, and was incarnate, and” became man, suffered 
and rose again the third day, and ascended into the 
heavens, and comes to judge the quick and the dead: 
and in the Holy Ghost. And the Catholic and Aposto- 
lical church doth anathematize those persons, who say, 
that there was a time when the Son of God was not ; 
that he was not before he was born; that he was made 
of nothing, or of another substafice or being, or that 
he is created, changeable, or convertible.” 

To the Arian controversy succeeded the Pelagian, The Peta. 
in which St Augustitie distinguished himself; but as gian con- 
the heresy of ius is nearly allied ta that of Armi- troversy. 
nius, we shall afterwards have occasion to treat of it, 
inv giving our account of the S: of Dort,°) <0 

~ Our attention must now be directed'to another quar- yfahomet. 
ter. About the commencement of the seventh century,a 
new religion began to ‘itself in Arabia; and Chris- 
pare een a blow, nearly fatal, from the doctrines 
and the conquests of In whatever light we 
view the prophet of Mecca, we cannot hesitate to pro- 
nounce him an. man. Without that learn. 
ing which is to be derived books, he was far from 

ignorant ; of great natural acuteness, he employ=. 
ed that talent in distinguishing between human charac 
ters, and in ascertaining the motives by which they are’ 
itifluenced or formed ; and — rere tien Dor 
rarely let slip an opportunity of i his'k 
edie, or esta sina a repiicadeci Wi yet'in the 
service of Cadijah, a rich widow, whom he afterwards 

' married, he travelled into , Syria, and Palestine ; 

comparing the manners of = peo _ noting their 
nius, sii tnartir the on or the excellencies of the 

ernments which lived. Though 
Sry ‘poor, We wax Gorn ot Wi'alastlbes ose His 
person was beautiful, his forehead large and liberal, and’ 

the doctrine of Consub- °! History, 

” 



[1 elocution fluent, and he sp 

ana we) 
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cal History, Maron cements and keen; his j ent was: 

duct decisive ; his wit easy and social, his 
the purest of all the dia- 

lects which then prevailed in Arabia, 
of In the depths of solitary retirement, and in the cave 

, ff eee 5 pens ply age ane change of A pa ve conceiv: first idea o} 
his prophetical mission. His visions were many, and 
his intercourse with heaven is said to have been fre- 
quent and beatific, For a while, he confined his exer- 
tions and his teaching to his own family and kindred. 
Success, however, soon emboldened him to take a more 
ample range, and to display himself upon a wider field. 
Being constrained to fl Mecca, in order to avoid the 
rage of his enemies, the citizens.of Medina, who had 
already heard of his name and his pretensions, received 
him with open arms,. Here he erected his standard, 
i: Ped pay Sal CRN art, he 
tou 1e predominating feelings is countrymen, 
and filled their imaginations with the prospect of rich- 
es and glory. The effect exceeded his utmost wishes. 
Multitudes from every quarter enlisted themselves un- 

fathe eoel longi a a ‘he ith, ing to the possessions of those who 
should call in question the authority of their leader. 
The fanaticism of the prophet now became more furi- 
ous, and his artifice more profound ; and his a2 be- 
ing at mature, he- imed to the whole 
world. the great dogma of Islamism, “« That there is one 
true God, and that Mahomet is his prophet.” 

- The system adopted by Mahomet was eminently cal- 
culated to ensure success. His mode of ytism, 
though not extremely novel, was remarkable for its ef- 
ficacy. Whoever refused to acknowledge his mission, 
was 6 one put to death. It was with a naked sword 
in. his and with uplifted arm, that this military 
wer grmiedishe Laem. A logic so powerful was 
not easily resisted, After completing the conquest of 
Arabia, the leader of the faithful burst like a torrent 
into, the Roman territories, and soon convinced the 
Christians, that whatever they might think of his argu- 
ments or his eloquence, his sword was not to be des- 
Eee Christianity, indeed, was now very different 
rom what it once had been. The pure w ip, the 
zealous attachment, and the magnanimous devotion of 
the early times, had in a great measure Soren 
and die church, torn with dissensions, enfeebled and 
listless, became an Ve Ap cai its ferocious invaders. 
The means by which the disciples of Mahomet were re- 
tained and secured, were not effectual than his de- 
cisive way of | ting the faith: The rewards of 

nism were neither remote nor spiritual ; neither dis- 
tant in the period of enjoyment, nor at all unintelligible 
to the sense. Sh pechbeine exerted Sen flowrate 

was in. equal portions among the soldiers. The 
true and faithful servant of the was permitted 
to in all sensual gratifications ; he was allowed 
a plur of wives, he was assured that in the 
paradise of the blessed above, to which of course he was 
admitted, he should be attended by females ‘(Aouries 

am ips a aa woh ee e or minister to his pleasures, 
And it was declared to him, that his capacity 
ea er ane gery perfected, according to 

means of cation. The effect of all this upon 
and v, ous people, may easily be conceived. 

‘however, is not the whole matter. While by one 
part of the system, the love of pleasure was stimulated: 

, 4 
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and gratified; by another par 

Mecca taught the doctrine of unbroken and immove- 
able fatality. .The world, he said, steod secure by the 
unalterable appointment of him who created it. The 
lot of man was fixed; no courage or dexterity could 

it. To our destiny we must come. Why should 
we distress ourselves about future dangers, when these 
dangers cannot be prevented? Why should we harass 
ourselves with the fear of death? No concern of ours 
ean stop the progress of dissolution. The fate of the 
world is not to be reversed; the glory of the prophet 
and of his followers is decreed; victory is on our side, 
and our names are enrolled in the records of the bles- 

The successors of Mahomet, not only propagated his 
doctrine, but imitated his example. ‘Their arms were 
every where victorious; and such was the rapidity of 
their progress, that in little more than half’ a century, 
the whole of Persia, Syria, and Egypt, and a great part 
of Africa and Spain, had yielded to their irresistible 
valour, and acknowledged the dominion of the prophet. 

CHAP. III. 

The History of the Church of Christ, from the year'755, 
when the Supremacy of the Pope was acknonledged, 
and his Temporal Dominion established, to the era of 
the Reformation, about the Year 1545. : 

Tus period may es denominated the period 
of darkness. It comprehends in it more instances of 
false opinion and elaborate folly, than all the other por- 
tions into which the history of the church may be di- 
vided. In this melancholy period, the religion of Je- 
sus seems to be very nearly extinct, and imposture and 
fanaticism are dignified with its name. The historian 
finds himself lost amidst the aberrations of the human 
understanding, and the eae of mistaken piety ; 
and has to his way gh the monastic institu- 
tions, and relics, and canonizations, and indulgences, 
and to conduct his-reader safe, amidst the interdicts of 
the , the battles of the crusaders, and the wrang- 
ling of the schools. To expatiate on all these topics, 
would carry us far bey our limits ; we shall only 
touch upon a few of them, and refer our readers tothe 
accounts which are given, under the different titles, in 
other of the work. 

In the beginning of the ninth century, the passion: passion for 
for accum to relics. ting the relics of the saints, a 
have reached an i height. A respect for 
holy men when alive seems to have been extended to 
their corrupted remains after their death; and the more’ 
80, as every year new accounts of the miracles 
performed by these exuvize of the faithful. In conse~ 

' quence of his abstinences and his penances, the ancho- 
rite is supposed to have overcome the malignity of mat- 
ter, and to have purified and refined it, by infusing a 
portion of his spiritual excellence into its native depra- 
vity. And matter, once believed to be the origin and 
the seat of all evil, is now represented as effectual in: 
healing the sick, and in restoring the dead to life. Many 
persons, some of whom were in eminent stations, and 
others, distinguished by the learning which was preva- 
lent at the time, a yt oe for the express 
purpose of obtaining reli bodies of the apostles 
and first martyrs are said to have been up, and in- 
numerable fragments, bones, or pieces of bones, legs, ' 

t of it sheelintoal sont. sess Nicene 
pletely d ry tof CH Eeisparys of danger was completely destroyed prop et 0 
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gepaisos sok-Logem, skulls, jaw-bones and teeth, 
were brought into Italy. Very sums of mone 

were often paid for them ; they were incased in gold, 
surrounded with eae stones, and worn as amulets 
about the neck, _ In some instances, the purchaser does 
not appear to have been extremely nice or scrupulous 
in his enquiries. If the bone presented to him was re- 

ed to have been dug up in Judea, or if it only 
ed like an old bone, or was in reality a rotten bone, 

he seemed content to buy it. Hence the knavery of 
the Greeks led ane substitute the remains of — 
animals for those of human beings, and »particularly for 
those of the saints. And: besteho eubetdatelia.tileiees 
of human credulity, will not fail to state, that many a 
devotce has wept over the leg or the spine of a dog or 
a‘jackall, and pleased himself at the same time with 
supposing that he had before him a reliciof St Mark, 
St Bartholomew, or St James, ‘Sometimes the remains 
in question were found in consequence of an immedi- 
ate revelation from heaven; a holy’ monk, or female re- 
nowned for chastity, being directed to the:place where 
they lay dispersed or interred. Many real crosses and 
fragments of them were obtained ; and, last of all, the 
thirty pieces of silver with which Judas Iscariot was 
bribed, and which, by some confusion among the his- 
torians, are now called thirty pieces of gold, were dis- 
covered and known; and, passing through several hands, 
are still (it seems) sed by the curious in relics, 
in different parts of the world, There is one of them 
** as large as an English noble,” which is shewn in the 
entrance to St Peter’s at Rome. .“ But though the ve- 
neration for the remains of celebrated persons,” observes 
an elegant writer, “ when carried to such an extreme 
as to be converted into a species of religious worship, 
is certainly culpable ; and though the miracles which 
were attributed to these remains, must be considered 
either as delusions of the fancy, or as forgeries of priest- 
craft ; still we are not to suppose the passion itself, 
without a foundation in the principles of human na- 
ture. It is impossible to confine the human affections 
in their operation : “it is impossible not to connect with 
the objects of our poiae every thing which was origi- 
nally connected with them. The axe, which termi- 
nated the existence of the innocent and beautiful Anne 
Galles, is st ey Mn -s Laep some nee of 
8 ; and were it poss to survey the cross’ 
catebich the Saviour of mankind had been suspended, | 
the person who did not consider it as more than an ob- 
ject of curiosity, must be destitute of all the most ami- 
able feelings of the human heart.” 

Monastic institutions kept pace with the passion for 
relics, The monk (#0v«yes) was originally a hermit or 
anchorite, who wi w from society, and spent his 
time in solitary devotion, St Anthony the Egyptian is) 

consi mon mamas penenaees He 
was ignorant in the, i egree, and boasted, 
of his ignorance; oo te 8 

Pi ap oy se ived much w: and su 
himself w ~ 

; withdrew from | 
the world, their days in celibacy.and soli- 
tude... The madness spread from. proyinge to provinee,. 
avd from one country of Europe to another; and even. 

dukes, and great lords of the court, forgot their . 
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with the of their subjects or dependants, in all 
the 
There i to believe that sm, in its firs of is reason e monachism, its first Progress 
ey ae a pa wwe mista- 

piety. Like the passion for relies, it unquestion- 
ably has a foundation in the principles of human na- 
ture. Beyond all doubt, it is wise and to 
retire occasionally at least from the world, its bu- 
siness and its allurements, and to prepare ourselves for 
an ev ing separation. In of time, however, 
it was found convenient and desi: ‘to relax the se- 
verity of the primitive institution. The fervour of fa- 
naticism evaporated ; mankind, too, became at length 
familiar with the tale.of voluntary infliction, and were 
less pt to and less vociferous in their 
praise ; and the monks, in ‘the course of a few centu- 
ries, contrived to join abstinence with the gratification 
of the appetites, to unite society with retirement, and 
Ciesppeamnen nylon wty. ani eee aan 
weal The very nature of the monastic institutions 
arn ene OS As individuals, the 

uses were , but as a comm: were rich; 
cieeeebad ue of his acquisitions, rev am tt mn 
grew daily in wealth and splendour. The i 
were magnificent and commodious; to the e 
stranger, they would have red rather as the palaces 
of princes, fully stored with all the luxuries of life, 
than as the cells of the anchorite, or the retreats of 
nitence. They were often not merely liberally, 
ploterey endowed. Man Large eetates had been con- 
erred on some of them; cles and bequests formed 
the riches of others, At one time a prince of the blood, 
having spent a long life in ion and profligacy, 
made a liberal gift to some religious house, and con- 
ceived, that in this way he secured the forgiveness of 
his sins; and at another, a rich merchant, able to re. 
tain his wealth no longer, bestowed a 

“ thinking that the sanctity of the would protect 
them a condemnatory prod ona ren 
scient Judge.” False miracles, and lies, were 

uced on every-side. The multitude heard and be-' 
ieved. New ers of the apostles and -evan,; ; 

prayer, 
il. The 

that on subjects of this kind the y 
a ready wages warty . in contriving is 
equalled nothing, but prompt e and + 
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Ecclesiasti- Before Monachism was corrupted in the highest de- 

__. sal History. pyee, the friars sometimes ged the.duty of the 
~—Y~" Secular clergy. These last seem almost to have forgot- 

- ten that they had any duty to discharge: they were, 
in trath, equally i and remiss, and, in many in- 
stances, distinguish all the vices which character- 

} Holy Thursday, when engaged in celebrating high 
mass, a groom eons him the intelligence that a a- 
vourite mare had foaled ; upon which he instantly stopt 
short, threw down the liturgy, and running to the sta- 
ble in an ecstasy of curiosity and dispatch, ascertained, 
by ocular demonstration, that the joyful news was true. 
And being now assured that a real and living foal was 
actually produced, he returned to the altar, took up the 
liturgy, and finished the service. It must be owned, 
however, that such fl t instances were rare. Idle- 
ness and | ,a lency to political intrigue, and an 
insatiable ambition, are the vices with which the secu- 
lar =e ane more ten To these qualities 

orance must a most ound ignorance. They sel- 
em dom preached, for they could seit chlsaiinss end? ey 
elesiastics, never studied, because they could not read. In the 

12th, 13th, and 14th centuries, the sacred scriptures 
were little known. The volume of the New Testament 
was rarely to be found ; many bishops had never once 
seen it in their whole lives : what they knew of its doc- 
trines and on ae. they learnt solely from their mis- 

‘gals. The people had no learning, and no sense of its 
value, At first the friars were somewhat more atten- 
tive to their duty than the secular clergy, enjoining at 
least the exercises of fasting and prayer. They even at- 
tempted to instruct the people in public ; but their dis- 
courses had scarcely any relation to the Christianity of 

'¢ the sacred books, being chiefly occupied with the ex- 
‘ ploits of the saints ; their power over the devil, iall 

im single combat ; their watchings, fastings, and flagei- 
lations. When these topics failed, they had recourse to 
the virtues of holy water, crossing, and chrism. By de- 
grees, however, all public instruction was given up : 
the darkness spread itself, thick and heavy, over the 

i Pa eorp of Europe; the intellect was degraded and 
enslaved ; the curiosity asleep ; and, at the period of the 

tion, it seems to have been universally held, 
; that to repeat credos and ave marias, in rapid succession, 
. to undertake pilgrimages, to observe the holidays ap- 

pointed by the church, and to pay the tithes and perqui- 
oe poe rn < » constituted the sum of religious du- 
be ‘orm: e principal, if not the exce deo of the Christian character. rvs eras 
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Were we required to select any individual out of the Ecclesiastj- 

whole fraternity of ascetics and recluses, who had in- ! History. 
fluenced, in any remarkable d , the opinions and “~“Y"” 
the conduct of men, we could not fail to e choice of 
Peter the Hermit. And should we be asked to specify 
any one of the religious societies, whose principles and 
zealous activity have produced the most striking effects, 
we should be constrained to give, as our example, the 
society of the Jesuits. Letusnow, therefore, introduce 
a short account of the extraordinary individual whose 
name we have mentioned, and of this notable ‘so= 
ciety, 
eer commonly called the Hermit, was born ‘at Peter the 

Amiens in Picardy. In his youth he had been.a soldier, Hermit. 
and had served with reputation under ‘the Counts:of 
Boulogne. It isnot, however, in his military capacity, 
that we are at present to view him. In truth, hevery 
soon relinquished the sword, and all worldly employ- 
ments along with it. He made a tedious and painful - 

grimage to Jerusalem ; and during his-residencein . 
that city and in Palestine, he beheld, with inexpressible 
concern, the sufferings which the Christians endured, 
from the y and insolence of the Saracens. »Im- 
mediately upon his return, he conceived the design:of 
arming the sovereigns, and the people of Europe, in or- 
der to rescue the ‘holy sepulchre from the pollution:of 
theinfidels. For this purpose he travelled from kingdom 
to Pek representing the sufferings: of the pilgrims, 
and calling aloud for vengeance. He-dec t he 
was willing to lead the armies himself, if no better ge- 
neral coulis be found : he spoke with confidence of spe- 
cial revelations, and preternatural assurances of. suc- 
cess. 

As he travelled from place to place, the Hermit exhi- Character of + 
bited, in his own person, the most complete specimen of the Hermits 
monkish abstemiousness and frantic enthusiasm. His veg 
body, which was covered with a coarse garment, seemed preaching, 
wasted with fasting ; his head was bare, his feet na- 
ked ; he bore aloft in his hand a large and weighty 
crucifix ; and his prayers were frequent, long, and 
loud. He accosted every person whom he met; and 
entered, without — both the ve of nr 
great and wealthy, and the cottages of te | 
the power of eloquence is to be wsimnated by'tlie effects 
which it produces, it certainly did not ‘expire with De. 
mosthenes and Cicero. The exhortations of the Hermit 
to repentance and to arms, roused the people from their 
lethargy: he painted the sufferings of the pilgrims in 
such glowing colours, that every heart was melted into 
compassion ; and touching, with the hand of a master, 
the chivalrous spirit of the age, he challenged the brave 
to rescue their brethren from oppression, and to pro- 
tect the holy earth in which their Saviour had been in- 
terred. Every eye kindled with indignation as he 
spoke, and the sword ‘was already drawn to carry into 
effect the pu of vengeance. Nor were these the 
only arts which were practised by this enthusiastic 

er. We have already hinted, that he built his 
of success upon the assurances of heaven. He 

affirmed that Jesus Christ, and the holy Virgin his mo 
ther, had both appeared to him ; and he mentioned the 
names of many saints with whom he had personally 
conversed. He even produced a letter, which he as- 
sured the people was written in heaven: it was address« 
ed, he said, te all true Christians residing upon the 

earth ; and its only object was to rouse their courage, 
and to animate their zeal, in the great and pious work 
which he urged them _ undertake. This letter, we: 

Q ; 



under God- Hermit, a 

frey. 
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, Was not too curiously inspected. It was, per- 

deemed (diamialaebigend tate eho : 
might wish to ves, might be unable, - 

In consequence of the zeal and the labours of the 
considerabl merece Ee a 

many parts of Europe. It seemed to be just rea- 
cdnable that the pilgrims should be relieved; and it was 

as the will of heaven, that the holy se- 
ee eee Urban IL. the 

igning Pope, availed himself of the predominating 
Seslisig Fie amalabled: sindimcishtsGimemoniyiat As- 
vergne. The prelates, great lords, and princes of Eu- 
rope, with their numerous retainers, hastily obeyed the 
summons. No house could be found Jar, mm 

and the receive the multitude that were met er, 
deliberations took place in the air. The pope 
himself, the head of all the chu and representa- 
tive of the true God, addressed the council: he made a 
powerful and deep impression upon the audience, es- 
pecially the French who were present, and whose cha- 
racter, naturally susceptible and impetuous, rendered 
them the most subjects for the papal oratory. 
The hermit in his turn was not deficient. Plenary in- \ 
dulgence, and full absolution, were to all 
who should devote themselves to service of the 
eross. And such was the effect, that the whole as- 
sembly, as if moved by some divine impulse, cried out 
with one voice, “ It is the will of God! it is the will of 
God!" Nor were these, by any means, words without 
import or consequence. An incredible number  en- 
listed themselves in the sacred cause: peasants and.ar- 
tisans, nobles with extensive domains, and sovereigns 
renowned for their romantic valour, meen pressed 
forward, and requested permission to fight under the 
consecrated banner. Early in the year 1096, no fewer 
than 800,000 men, under the orders of Peter the Her- 
mit, and Gautier or Walter the Moneyless, set out from - 
the confines of France and Lorraine, and marched 
through H and Bulgaria, to the capital of the 
Grecian empire. These, however, were an undisci- 
plined rabble ; labourers, indolent tradesmen, malefi 
tors let loose from prison, monks and slaves; all, i 
short, to whom wih was an amusement, or plunder 
was desirable. Many of them were partially armed, 
others were utterly anprovided with any military wea- 
pon. Behind this promiscuous and noisy assemblage, 
more like the collected banditti of Europe than a con- 
stituted soldiery, the regular troops advanced. These 
were men properly trained and appointed ; conducted 
by the leaders of their respective nations or provinces, 
eager for the combat, as well as experienced in the 
field. By universal consent, the supreme command . 
was conferred on the illustrious Godfrey of Bouillon, 
duke of Lorraine. He was supported by Baldevin his 
brother ; Robert, duke of Normandy ; i 
Vermaindois ; Raymond, count of Tholouse ; and Ste- 
phen, count of Blois. When the iasone were numbered _ passi 
on the plains of Asia, amounted to 700,000 fight- 
ing men. The fortune of the crusaders was various. 
Many of the soldiers died in battle, or perished through 
fatigue, and the diseases incident to the climate. In ing 

. the end, however, the holy city. was taken, and ea: 
fied from infidel] pollution ; and Godfrey was 
« King of Jerusalem” by all the troops under his com- 

ugh, count of _ 

literature ; and, instead of culti retirement, it 
was, from the beginni athishipart of staan duty to 
mingle with the world, 
barelaane sgent to. any of his in monk- 

Raeely Lt e suffered his a ty emi 
rished to an length; Loyola. 
from door to door—fasted, rip apne 

with the devil, His chief ambition, however, was to 
become the founder of a religious community. For 
this p he produced a , or order, , . 

ing to Rome, presented it to the pri is accept- 

Peter, appeared at first inclined to reject the proposal 
of the zealous monk. Loyola, however, recommended 
his plan by argoffer too powerful to be resisted. Be- 
sides the Cade wnonestic vows, of poverty, chastity, and 
submission to the rules of the. order, he that 
all his followers should swear fealty and devoted obe- 

(iat hmnknne toate tata ] es the servants * , upon 
the earliest signification of his Pa. wet porte, 4m 
ommands, and to support his authority.. The advan- 
tages to be derived from such an offer were instantly 
perceived. Pike. ye somes confirmed the insti- 
tution, endowed the society. with ample privileges, 
and appointed Loyola himself the first general, of the 
order. . 
Among the Jesuits, the ecclesiastical rule put on the gon; 

appearance of a simple and unlimited monarchy. The of the 
mem- Jesuits. spowk mplipt onedence OM FEEL AEA PT) 

bers of the eA Ler Sng ogy wa ‘They 
mene bound. ta soeld., upto im the very faculties and 
sentiments of their minds. f. Thay, wene'to Retgn.bo 
his injunctions as if’. had been the commandments 
of Christ. Under bis direction ion, th warn to: be.xge 

_ functionaries of the order, and could remove them at 
pleasure. To him every noyice was obliged to mani- 

mand. The expedition itself has formed the subject of _ fest his conscience ; that is, to confess his sins and 
the well known epic poem of. Tasso, a work inferior 
only to that of Milton, in modern times, if it be at all 

strongest propensities, and to lay open the inmost re- 
pe, the soul. And e ete ohana 

PMO 

eee 
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_ Feclesiasti-- whoin he should choose to appoint, the reports of the 
cal History. syhordinate societies were regularly transmitted. These 
—"Y~" reports were minute and circumstantial in the highest 

degree, containing exact information respecting the 
characters of the novices and professed members, their 
talents, dispositions, and iling tendencies, and, 
above all, their know! of human nature, and ex- 
perience in affairs. And thus thé general, placed at 
the head of the whole institution, could issue his a 
with the most perfect riety ; could appoint to 
man tivated tnd ea eal his reward ; could 

: allot the chief duties to the highest abilities ; could ele- 
vate or d , exclude or retain. : ; 

They cul- | By the fundamental principles of their constitution, 
_ tivatelearn- the Jesuits were connected with the world, and almost 

ing, and an necessarily involved in its busiriess and troubles. What- 
murovurse ever tended to promote the instruction of the ignerant ; 

to disseminate the true’religion, either in countries al- 
ready professing Christianity, or among Heathen na- 
tions,—and whatever contributed, or might be aos 
to contribute, to the interests of the holy see, forme 
their peculiar province and care. Hence their chief 
study was human nature, and their chief art lay in ma- 
naging and directing it. Hence they allowed no pub- 
lic transaction to take place without observation, for 
public transactions have much influence ars religion ; 

e , and hence et attached themselves to great and 
| | the powerful, for the time might come when their al- 

te tall 

liance and aid would be serviceable to the . They 
cultivated learning, because they pereeived its use in 
governing mankind ; and were not only theologians, 

grammarians, critics, mathematicians, philosophers, 
and Within fifty years after the institution of 
the order, they had obtained the chief direction in the 
éducation of youth throughout all the Catholic countries 
of E The books “in usum Delphini,” form a 
portion of the proofs which remain to us of their un- 
Gayest ene bem skill eet critical cnty > —- 
they sati ith biassing the mind in early life ; they 
were at the same time the spiritual guides of thove 
more advanced in years. Every prince had his con- 
fessor, and that confessor was a Jesuit. In weak reigns, 

- this functionary was superior in influence and authori- 
fy even to the chief minister himself; and the politi- 
cian, with all his foresight and address, was frequently 
constrained to yield to the intriguing skill and more 
successful activity of the monk. The whole society 
were closely united in promoting the interests of the 
order : to this paramount object all their efforts were 
directed ; they corresponded with one cnother usually in 
cypher, and gave the earliest information ; they were al- 

upon the spot, and always attentive, dextrous, 
persevering. Ambition was their fault, and the 

cause of their ruin; they had made large acquisitions 
of territory and of Indian subjects in South America, 
and unwisely ing at independence, they provoked 
the jealousy of the European princes, and precipitated 
their fall. After a keen controversy with the Janse- 
nists, and a considerable variety of fortune, the order 
was suppressed by Clement XIV. in the year 1773. - 
For an aecount of the inquisitorial ‘tribunals, see 
Dominicans and Inquisition, 

Corruptions — During the period which extends from the year 755 
in point of to the reformation by Luther, many and novel 
@octrine. doctrines were introduced into the ch It would 
b be er improper to call them heresies ; for they. 

were either ded by the himself, and de- 
livered from the chair of fait, as existing arti- 
elas, or integral parts of the catholic faith ; or they were 

815 
generated in the schools, and: growing into notice, were. Ecclesiasti- 
at | confirmed by the authority of the holy see. ‘@! History. 
Of the doctrines alluded to, there is none more worthy ~*~ 
ofa place in ecclesiastical history, than that which re- 
lates to the presence of Christ’s body and blood in’ the Transub- 
sacrament of the supper. Even so early as the 11th *@mtation- 
century, an opinion began to be entertained, that the 
bread and wine, when consecrated by the priest, were 
not mere symbols or representations. Inthe year 1201, 
the pope’s legate enjoined the people of Cologne. to 
prostrate themselves at the elevation of the host. .The 
eucharist was no longer regarded as a commemorative 
rite ; it was held to be sacrificial and propitiatory ; the 
consecrated bread was represented as the victim, (hos- 
tia,) the Saviour himself was. declared to be actually 
and substantially present, and to be really offered up to 
Ged as a sacrifice for the sins of the world; and the 
people were commanded to adore. But lest we should 
err in giving our account of this monstrous doctrine, 
let us state it in the language of one of its most zealous 
defenders: * The bread and wine,” says Humbert, in 
the confession prepared for Berenger, archbishop of 
Angers, who had maintained the opposite doctrine, 
“the bread and wine, after consecration, are not only 
a sacrament, but also the real body and blood of 
Jesus Christ ; and this body arid blood are handled by 
the priests, and consumed by the faithful, and not in a 
sacramental sense, but in reality and in truth, as other 
sensible objects are.” This undoubtedly is broad and 
plain en It was regarded as no sufficient objec- 
tion to the doctrine in question, that it contradicted the. 
senses ; it was a mystery, and mysteries, by their v 
nature, are difficult to be understood... Nor was it held 
sufficient to say, that the body of Christ was in heaven, 
and that, if we suppose it to be a real body, tangible 
and visible, it could not retain its qualities of length, . 
breadth, and thickness, and yet be present in many, 
places at the same time. The answer was easy, “we 
allow that the doctrine is mysterious.” The words of 
Jesus likewise were quoted, as putting an end to the 
controversy, this is my body, broken for you; and though 
these w might aie been considered as opposed 
and reduced in their signification, by such expressions 
as the following: “I am the door, I am the true vine, 
I am the way,” &c. still the doctrine of the real pre- 
sence was believed, and with certain modifications, not 
very easy to be discerned and understood, it remains to 
this hour the doctrine of the Romish church. 

Another of the doctrines which prevailed during the Purgatory. 
period above alluded to, was that of purgatory, or a 
temporary state of punishment in the world to come. 
Something resembling this doctrine, appears to have 
been taught in early times ; there are traces of it 
in the writings of Origen and Gregory Nazianzen and 
Ambrose speak still more decisively concerning it. It 
may be inquired whether the intimations of a hades, or 
separate state, which are given to us in the scriptures 
themselves, ought not to be regarded as the foundation, 
on which the doctrine of purgatory was afterwards 

In the tenth century, the fear of purgatory was car- Arguments 
ried to an atestedios height, exceeding even the by which — 
apprehension of final edge and everlasting a a rire diag 
And in later times, prayers and masses were continually °°" - 
offered up for the souls of those who had passed into 
this aratory state: all the saints in heaven were 
supplicated, in order to shorten or mitigate the punish« 
ment, and rich gifts were bestowed upon the church. 
Some of the largest bequests which the clergy ever in« 
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doctrine. 

cal History. The season of sickness and the hour of death were the 
—Y~" times when such donations, “ for the good of the soul,” 

were usually made. The dying readily 
ere eat ee ions to secure the mediation of 

e saints ; and all antiquity had declared, that the me- 
diation of the saints was not to be secured without pro- 
per benefactions to the clergy. The following are the 

by which the doctrine of purgatory is main- 
tamed: 1. As every sin, however inconsiderable, is an 
offence to God, it is deserving of punishment. 2. Many 
sins are so inconsiderable, as not to deserve i 
punishment. 3 There must be a place or state of 
existence, where these inconsi e transgressions 
are punished according to the measure of their enormi- 

; and to this place, or state of existence, (say the 
tholics,) we give the name of Pu . & ‘There 

is no man who is al free from the stain of sin 
at the period of his dissolution. 5. There must, of 
consequence, be an intermediate state, a state of puri- 
fication, where the soul is cleansed from all defilement, 
and the stain of corruption is completely washed away. 
And, (say the Catholics again,) we do nothing more 
than apply the name of Purgatory to this intermediate 
state. 

Absolution. The doctrine which relates to absolution and indul- 
gence, must be mentioned in the third place. These 
two varieties of imposture have been joined together by 
the ecclesiastical historians, and with sufficient reason ; 
for the tendency of both was to produce on the minds 
of men, one great and pernicious effect, namely, that 
of substituting the pope in the room of Almighty God, 
and establishing our title to the happiness of heaven, 
without the cultivation of virtue. While such 
doctrines and practices dégrade the understanding, by 
subjecting it to the opinion and the authority of an in- 
dividual, they relax at the same time the ties of all 
moral obligation. The power of absolution is one of 
those numerous consequences which result from what is 
technically called “the possession of the keys.” We trust 
we need not repeat the arguments by which the Catho- 
lies. attempt to support the exercise of this power. The 

i ifts which were conferred upon St Peter, 
were transmitted, (as they affirm,) to his successor the 

And to Peter it is distinctly said, “ I give unto 
thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven ; whatso- 
ever thou it bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven ; 
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, shall be 
loosed in heaven.” It is more proper to observe; that 
the power of absolution was: exercised in all its pre- 
sumptuous and blasphemous extent, during the peri 
of the crusades. In the course of these e i 
few sins were left un Simply to enrol the 
name in the lists of sanctified soldiery, was held 
sufficient to secure the high blessing of unlimited for- 
giveness. The gates of paradise were opened wide to 
receive the consecrated battalions. The warriors of the 
cross were washed and cleansed by one deed of the 
pope, from all their iniquities. And in the thick dark- 
ness of the age, there were few who were able to search 
into the foundations of the papal authority, and few 
who were willing to expose its absurdity, even if they 
had had the penetration to detect it. Some 
seems to have struck the nations, odianaaninges 
po the faculties of the ae - 

I producing ni same ef- 
fects wi prea ta be consi as somewhat 
different in their description and : And 
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ine. indiscreet use of indulgences that provoked the oppo Feclesiastt-. ; 

sition of Luther, and gave rise to the reformation in “ History, 
. ya 

array theese A this branch of the im- Arguments 
pcdllate usd vo dieniten. conuelinanae which wet by the 
relates to penances. It was universally admitted, that 
it belongs to the church, upon sufficient i 
to relax the severity of her discipline, to shorten the 
period of probation, and to lessen the number of peni- 
tentiary inflictions. And it was likewise, that . 
the church is the only judge of those considerations 
which she may hold to be sufficient. To allow there~ 
fore certain sins to be committed, without subjecting 
the individual to the usual penances, was supposed to 
be within the legitimate range and just exercise of the 
ecclesiastical power; and when permission was 
signified in writing, the document alone, or the fact 

the primary acceptation f the called primary ion of the term, was an in- 
dulgence. But matter did not remain long in this 
situation. An additional import was given to the word ; 
the practice was extended ; and the remission of pe- 
nances prepared the way for the remission of sins. If 
Oe ee eee tiary inflictions, 
in the former case, in the latter he was exempted from 
eS —< the indulgence was 
plenary, he might transgress with impunity every sta« 
tute in the decalogue, and every ordinance of the 
church, To this favoured individual, purgatory, and 
even hell itself, were divested of their terrors; in the. 
—— of the last judgment, he was ary ay aesera 
or were arguments wanting to support ine 

per ag pare we bye Se eee, yee rat 
Indulgences were purchased ; error was lucrative, 
and a lucrative error never fails to find its champions 
in the schools, ready to arm themselves, and eee 
forth in its defence. ‘ There actually exists,” says 
Thomas, “ an immense treasure of merit, ot 
the pious deeds and virtuous actions which the saints 
have performed, d what is necessary for their own 
salvation, and which are therefore i to the 
benefit of others ; the guardian and of this 
precious treasure is the Roman pontiff ; and of conse- 
quence he is empowered to assign i 
proper, a portion of this inexhaustible source of merit, 
suitable to their respective guilt, and sufficient to deli-, 
ver them from the punishment due to their crimes.” 

From the tumult of the crusades, the blasphemous im=-¢)... ¢ 
piety of absolution, and the corruption of morals arising 
from indulgences, let us turn for a moment to the abodes |earning. 
of literature, and the retreats of phi Here. grates a , per= 

that we are far from being relieved or fied by the ~ 
. The literature of the middle ages is 

i dh thnantenolan of the salutes eddie Someeal 
of the crusaders are in thing, ex 
the ing of human 

Realists, and the Realists, no less valorous than they 
maintained the conflict. John the Sophist and the fa- 
mous Roscelin led on the bands of the + Ww 

together, constituted what, in. 

ah rn aE AE go 
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Ecelesiasti- whether the universals were things actually existing in 
SS eqaeiots pay eager words, that is, 

things existi ignation. We trust our rea- 
fess will coe tlie thin, ion was much more easily 

than answ ane Seni eon tn 
so; but on that very account, it formed the better 

learned every dani 
Europe rung again wi - momentous controversy. 
Books were published; numerous and heavy comments 
were written, and annotations upon comments. Nor 
do we believe that this abstruse and subtle question is 
determined even at the present day. Our Tatest phi 

themselves on sides; Dr Reid 

v 

There were others, however, of a 

He ie f : | i 

CHAP. IV. 
History of the Church of Christ, 

present Time. 

the year 1517, John Tetzel, a Dominican friar, 
began to indulgences in , and to of- 
fer them for sale. He was by Albert, elector 
of Metz and archbishop of ; and Albert him- 
self was the immediate agent of Leo: whose profuse 

Reformation (inclusive) about 1 eseradnee 
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the hoagie remission of sins, whether past, or pre-Ecclesiasti- 
sent, or future, to all who could pay the stipulated sum, cal History. 
He who had money, or who bad intetest enough to’ “Vv” 
borrow: it, might transgress with impunity eve 
cept of the decalogue, and set the justice of loveneas 
defiance. With an absolution already in his posses-+ 
sion, nothing but the ishments of the.civil magis- 
trate could restrain him. from committing the most 
atrocious wickedness ; and, by the us tions of the. 
ecclesiastical courts, the number even of heinous crimes 
which fell within the jurisdiction of the civil magis- 
trate: was exceedingly small. The church, or, more 
correctly speaking; the pope, reigned triumphant ; the 
prerogative of the Su e Judge was violated and de- 
stroyed; and the thunderbolt of the divine wrath 
snatched from the hand of Omnipotence. All morali-~ 
ty was relaxed—all government weakened—and all 
subordination and obedience appeared likely to cease ; 
and the icious peer on the doctrine was-sur- 
passed by nothing but the shameless impudence of Tet« 
zel, peo 3 associates, who es the indulgences, 
and magnified their value: The lives, too, of these un 
blushing : with the nature of their 
mission ; often squandered, in low debauchery, 

i apts. oes lard ag tor 
hope of obtaining everlasti iness ; 

ion of their a 1 i and» 

! 

ig general their character, that even. those who 
a ochassitiie jadalgavanh wermanahisand Sacheidhen ib 

who sold them. The 
princes and great lords were provoked to find their 
subj drained of their wealth, in order to supply) 

- the profusion of the sovereign pontiff; men of reflec- 
tion, superior to the times in which they lived, marked 
the deep ignorance of the age ; and men of learning an- 
Guigldall & tnightentacty.ce’ balled the aidiestions af, te 

man to its exercise 

was a native of Eisleben in Saxony, and in early life 
had entered a convent of the A ine friars. i 
speedily distinguished, on account of his piety, his love 

» of know , and unwearied ication, he was ap- 
pointed by Frederic the Wise, of Saxony, to- 
teach y and theology in the university of Wit. 
tenburg. prince just mentioned had lately found- 
ed the university, and was anxious to fill it with men 
who were celebrated for their learning. 
Nothing is more certain, than that he who teaches 

others must first be taught himself. When know 
is disseminated the world, it is taken for grant- 
ed, that some individual mind has iously been in- 

therefore, if we had 

Steps by 
which Lu- 
ther formed 
his opinions. 

pers cte Me ie : ; 
to call in question the truth of the prevailing: opinions, 



Luther de- 
claims a- 
gainst in- 
dulgences. 
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expose the 

of his ions. But, whatever other 
helps Luther might have used, there is reason to be- 
lieve, that his sentiments were formed, in a very press 
degree, by the perusal of the holy scriptures 
selves. He drew his knowledge from the original 
source, pure and living; he sought Christianity in her 
first estate, and discovered her in all her native simpli- 
city and beauty. There Jay in an obscure corner of 
his a neglected copy of the New Testament, 
to which his attention was casually directed; and ha- 

once 

perseverance which belonged to his character. What 
must have been his emotions, when nek eae the 
simplicity of the primitive institute, wi resump= 
pr pa of the hierarchy and the seeianl and 

in opposition to one another, the humble fol- 
lower of Jesus, and the mighty monarch, who reigned 
uncontrolled: over the un di and the con- 
sciences of men! What must have his feelings, 
when he marked the terms of acceptance with God, 
as these terms are pro to us in the sacred books, 
and bethought himself, for a moment, of the penances, 
and relics, and the Sar pree. of the _—- nas oe 
pm reat ac 7 indulgences, and e solemn 
trifling and elaborate mummery, by which the Church 
of Rome directed her votaries on the way to heaven! 
How different the language of inspiration, “ believe on 
the Lord Jesus Christ att thou be oy: and 
the lan of the papal bulls, and even o coun- 
cils of Christendom ! 

At first, Luther contented himself with a bold and 
vehement as a ra to Tetzel and the Dominicans. 
He declai against ind ces, in all the er of 
= uence, from the pulpit of the great church at 

i 
vicious lives of the monks, their injustice, extortion, 
and vulgar debauchery ; and, adopting already the first 
a hedararermenat eT e Aspe 

, in trusting for m an ce with hea- 
ven, to any aes then those which God had ap- 
pointed in his word. The pope, he said, — ues= 

Im- tionably remit the penances which he had 
posed, or di with the ceremonies ordained by the 
church ; but it belonged to the Supreme Judge, and to 
him alone, to forgive the trans, ions of the moral 
law. To the Pope, he acknowledged that he owed all 
submission ; and he even spoke of referring the ques- 
tion at issue between him and his antagonists, to the 
decision of the sovereign tiff. From this, it is evi- 
dent, that the sentiments of Luther, with regard to the 

ers of the papacy, were not yet mature ; and had 
X. cond himself on the present occasion with 

the prudence often displayed by the successors of St 
Peter, the dispute might either have been terminated 
among the combatants themselves, or left undecided al- 
together ; and historians would have handed it down to 
us as nothing more than a contest between certain ec- 
clesiastics in Germany, scarcely a3 particular 
notice. But the temper of Leo appears to have been vio- 
lent, and his cause por str bad: by parece fe- 
rocious ism, he ro’ e co an 
the wed nas the reformer, pee him to prose- 
cute his inquiries, and in the end gave oceasion to that 
memorable rupture, which has rent asunder the Chris- 
tian church, and shaken, even im its own estimation, 
the of the holy see. . 

. If ever there was a time when threats and dogmatism 

ving begun to read in it, he commenced the stu-- 
dy of the inspired volume, with all the eagerness and « 

urg ; pointed out, with bitter-reprehension, the ' 
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Ecelesiasti- i i bh eer rnntaiat thn anthony of the pope—and to were improper to be used, it was the time of the 

troversy between Luther and the 
The era of i was now hastening 
close. The human mind was quickened and 
ted, the intellectual eye began to » learni 

well as phi ical questions ; pelea 
which the au 

respect ; w 
abroad unfavourable to the honour of 
— of the papal power. 

t 

hispers were 
Rome, and: the 

tic authority and simple recantation. 
was summoned to appear at A 
i yam bi wig eae monk, at once the friend of Tet- 

, and the undisguised enemy of the new opinions. 
The cardinal, who had. the ree: Mav Rr of learning, and 
was at the same time the pope's legate in Germany, was 
imprudently nominated sole arbiter in the cause. Lu- 
ther, though he perceived from the beginning, that lits” 
tle was to be expected from the i iality of the ° 
repaired to eee 
sentiments which he had published, and animated with’ 
a co} which nothing could resist. The event cor 
responded exactly with the anticipations of the refor- 

endeavoured to sw i opini ions, an i im, - 

by virtue abecen i¢ powers with whichhe was 
clothed, to retract his errors in re: to in es 
and the nature of faith, and to abstain, for the Ce)" 
from the publication of new and dangerous doctrines.” 
Nor was this all. The reformer was not only command-— 
ed to retract and to abstain,—he was also commanded to 
believe. And for the accommodation of his understand- . 
ee se ee. pores g fe cardinal pro- 
pounded to him, in consequence apostolic pc 
which we have just alluded to, the following pat ee 
tive dogma: “ That one drop of Christ's blood being 
sufficient to redeem the whole human race, the remaining 
quantity, which was shed in the garden and upon the cross, 
was left as a legacy to the church, to be a treasure, 
whence indulgences can be drawn and administered by the 
Ee . The answer of Luther was y 
yet firm. e declared, in direct asseveration, he 
could not renounce those opinions which he held to be 
entirely consonant with the sacred pce ng and that 
nothing should ever induce him to do what he conceived 
to be so unworthy in itself, and so dishonourable and 
offensive to God. He expressed his willingness, at the 
same time, either to reason the matter to an end with 
the cardinal himself, or to refer it to the decision of cer- 
tain universities which he named. He even went so 

costo aching 2: -ssisig tage saaaagiea come, reaching or-writing against i 
provided bie, enemies were enjoined to observe a similar 
silence with respect to them. This equitable and mo« 
derate conduct, however, and. these concessions, had no 
effect upon the cardinal. » He still insisted a sim-- 
ple and unqualified recantation. He bra Luther 
with the name of a schismatic, and stigmatized him, as 
indeed the pope himself had already done, in several of 

is most eee time, Leo X. and his agents Leo X. 
against Luther, wholly in the of ee teeta emt 

before Cardinal 13 968" 
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Ecclesiasti- his briefs and letters, under the characters of a child of 

cal History, iniquity, and a man given up to a reprobate sense. And 
, wryoe ‘was the tyramnical violence of this lofty prelate, 
_ . that the reformer, after solemnly appealing from his 

; 

to the pope was both un- 
ing indul- 

A rom what -we have stated, however, our readers will 

: dispute 

4 
‘ficence and the splendid liberality of Leo, required ex- 

y 

that the power of the pope has always been intimately 
Gpambeean with th wemeanens of thi cBintch? But the 

the new doctrines heretical ; and a bull was in agitation, 
. to cut off the seditious monk, and to cast him out from 

ex 
ionable formality. At length, on the 

15th day of Myr nea A fatal to the 
papal interests, was issued. “ Forty-five propositions, 
extracted from Luther’s works, are condemned in it as 

Luther is 
¢xcommu- 

Ricated. 

ity. He had perseve- 
ce, and with humble 

of Luther. to God, in the study of the sacred scriptures. Hie had 
read of the “man of sin,” the antichrist who was to 

in the 
was to 

this wer given to us in the sacred books, and the un- 
justifiad ions and b! 

should raise itself, in the latter daya,sagpinet the 
sovereignty of Christ. Amidst a vast assemblage of 

319 
le in the town of Wittenburg, he threw the papal Reena 

, and the volumes of the canon law, into the'flames 5.‘ History 
appealing to a general council, which he declared to be 

e only tribunal where his cause could be judged, and 

to which, in the opinion of Christendom, the him- 

Ser ethas ce ak yt oes E to shake off the yoke whi ey 

and too ar inio asl borne ; and offered. thanks- 

ivings to Almighty God, that he had been selected as 

the of true religion, and, according tothe mea~ 

sure of his abilities; as a friend to the liberties of man~ 

Nor was the voice of the reformer lifted up 1 ValN. The Refor- 

The new opinions found su in almost every motion pro- 

kingdom of E . In Switzerland, Ulric Zuinglius, 
aman of a weqrekpione spirit, attacked the ancient su- 

ition, with a courage by no means inferior to that 
of Luther himself. The elector of Saxony was the pa- 
tron of the Reformation. Most of the Prussian princes 
joined with the elector. The edict of Worms, which 
was unfavourable to Luther, could not be executed. 
At the same diet in which the edict alluded to was pro~ 
nounced, it was resolved, that every secular prince 
should the ecclesiastical affairs of his own do- 
minions, as he himself should judge to be most proper, 
till the meeting of a council. We must own, 
however, that, at a subsequent diet, this wholesome re- 
solution was reversed ; but we must not fail to state, 
that i the sentence of reversal, the elector of 
Saxony, the ve of Hesse, the marquis of Bran- 
den with the princes of Lunenburgh and 
Anhalt, and the representatives of fourteen Imperi 
cities, entered their most solemn protest. They decla- 
red the sentence to be unjust as well as impious. From 
the circumstance of ing on the part of the princes 
and ives, mentioned above, the name of Pro- 
TEsTANTS had its origin ; a name since applied to all 
the variety of sects which have withdrawn, upon any 
account, from the communion of Rome. The sacred 
scriptures were translated into the German tongue, and 
were read with astonishing avidity. Melancthon, who 
had assisted Luther in translation, drew up the 
concili creed, entitled the “ Confession of A 
burg.” league of Smalcalde was formed, and the 
Protestant states were united intoa regular body. The 
Helvetic cantons, under the auspices of the famous 
John Calvin, proclaimed aloud their determined hosti- 
lity to the rites and ceremonies of the institute. 

secret friends of the Reformation abounded in 
France, Spain, Hungary, Bohemia, and the Nether- 
lands. And to crown the whole, King Henry VIII. of 
England, after writing in defence of” the papacy, and 
obtaining from the holy see the title of “ Defender of 
the Faith,” suddenly deserted the cause which he had 
espoused, and commenced a rough and hasty, but ef- 
fectual reformation throughout his dominions, dethro- 
ning the popes and with blustering magnanimity, sub- 
stituting himself in his place. 
Bore however, en aor of the Reformation were The ene- 

numerous an Ww" . Av it proportion mies of the- 
of the Eu sealants recisined’ dttached th the an- Reforma- 
cient system ; some of them from religious considera- “°° "™* 
tions, and others from motives of interest or policy.” 
Among the last class we must reckon the Emperor 
Charles V. It was in opposition to this monarch that 
the league of ee Meath et 3 and during a 
considerable part is reign he was in open 
war with the Protestant leaders. The ee cre! er 
France, Spain, and Portugal, continued to acknow- 
ledge the powers of the holy see. All the Italian states 
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- remained submissive to the pope. _The numbers on 
; the interests jarring, yet weighty ; 

but the of eye taetln. 6 
uence and truth, belonged chiefly to the Protestan 
They rejoiced im the aneitise df thele facultiee, ernuncis 
ted and ; they published their opinions, and 

Pe leapeddeveete estigation, True religion ‘pene friend- 
ly to inquiry ; it is error alone that hastens to hide itself 
in darkness. Every new di which was made 
in the arts, or in the sciences, every copy of the 
re Ape that was printed, conveyed additional 

ight to 
to the champions of reformation. 

In this situation of affairs, and when religi dis- 
putes were about to be settled by an to arms, 
the council of Trent was unexpectedly convoked. It 
was summoned by the authority of the pope, and sat 
down, at the place from which it takes its name, in the 
year 1545, Strange as it may , the Catholies 
were now the most forward in ing a general 
council; and those cecumenical assemblies, which in the 
preceding ages were the terror and the abborrence of the 
popes, were at length convoked, if not with greater alac- 
rity, at least with fewer objections. The weakness of 
human nature had been duly estimated. The court of 
Rome, always intriguing in its character, and rendered 
dextrous by lon, ce in affairs, perceived that ge- 
neral councils might be influenced poh wa well 
as. other bodies of men. It was easy to throw difficul- 
ties in the way, and make it disagreeable or inconve- 
nient for the t leaders to attend ; some of the 
members might be flattered into acquiescence, and othérs 
overawed. ibes were to.be tried in the first instance, 
and if these -were found to be unavailing, threatenings 

ight be employed. 
ut the cause of Protestantism, identified as we must 

conceive it to be with that of true religion, suffered 
about. this time in a very different way. Luther, the 

father of the Reformation, died at Eisleben in Sax- 
ony, on the 18th of February 1546, His health had 
for some time been declini and his constitution, na- 
turally strong, was exha with incessant study, and 
that agitation of mind to which controversy almost ne- 
cessarily gives rise. Toa zealous regard for truth, he 
added an apostolical intrepidity in its defence. His 
manners were pure, perhaps even austere ; his diet was 
plain ; his whole mode of living characterized by a pri- 
mitive simplicity. He knew nothing, and wished to 
know nothing, of the elegancies which belong to culti- 
vated society : he was satisfied with the emoluments of 
his professorship, and left the preferments and honours 
of the church entirely to his disciples. Upright in his 
intentions, and fair and direct in all his conduct, ‘no 
man could justly him with duplicity; he dis- 
dained the crooked artifices of little minds ; but his zeal . 
was often excessive, his temper inflexible and haughty, 
and his language, ially in controversy, contemp- 
tuous and coarse. si a a this wees a 
barbaric strength ;'and such was the power of his op- 
position, that it was not safe for <A tet who valued 
himself upon his literary reputation, to awaken him in- 
to rage. His piety was very great and sincere ; and, in 
his last moments, he discoursed to his friends of the 
happiness of heaven, with a fervour and delight which 
could result from nothing but.a well-grounded hope of 
immortality. He left a character to be imitated almost 
in every thing but the excess of his zeal : nor will the 
friend of genuine Christianity, of literature, or of liber- 
ty, ever mention his name, with the gratitude and 
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understanding, and gave additional vigour 

er 3 
pad pe spoke of abuses and reformations, were awed 
into silence by the overbearing authority pill ah 

descdibell an thie nisde hiaiboreis ot a eartae escri as most all the ap 4 
was introduced, and at . In the eye of Ca- 
tholic in Peter was ‘the shepherd, ard 
‘the Christian world were the j—* silly animals,” 
as Lainez, the of the expressed it, 
«which have no or choice whatever in conducti 
themselves.” St rian, too, (observed the p 
com the a ic see to e root, the h , the 

that 

au 
and latitude. The French ambassador alone r 
to have spoken in favour of the Protestants, aecaring 
wee aoe Thanos; iat "wenden spleas-y ~ 
existed in ce, were the injured - . He. 
plainly stated, that abuses had ereph inn te GR 
that reformations were n ; and that his most 
Christian majesty, and the whole French people, ex- 

‘nothing less than certain very considerable 
chan, ae nee Bord name of his mas- 
ter, the council should not satisfy themselves with 
enacting laws, but that the Pope and the « should 
pammerscetinge BN iyi Sot om into 
execution. “If Fathers,” said he, “ should ask 
why France is not in ?—no other answer can be 
iven, than that which Jehu gave to Joram of old, 
hat peace (can there he) so long as the whoredoms of 

thy mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts are so many?” ” 
But if the council were unwilling to reform abuses, 

or to acknowl 
ly attentive to 

. 

vileges. They enacted many statutes, the tendency of indepen. 
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sed, with some difficulty, and not without:considerable Ecclesiast{- 
argumentation, even among the small number of mem- ©! History. 
bers who were present. No sooner, however, was this The Yr 
famous decree promulgated, than the pope, represent- pert ci 
ing himself as superior to the council, and ultimate in crees con- 
decision, confirmed it by his apostolical authority, pro- firmed by 
hibiting at the same time all Christians, in communion the pope. 
with the holy see, from writing notes or comments up- 
on it. They were not even allowed to illustrate or to 
gerend it, without the permission of the sovereign 

Having confirmed the decree respectin ‘the rule of Reception 

faith, bap 3) as the other acts of the pea the next of the Tri- 
step, on the part of the pope, was to procure the forma] 4ntie de- 
and implicit acknowledgment of the whole, by the dif- ““°"* 

be to 

i to possessions, 
3 leg to the community. The mandatory 

[arlene or citations, of the ecclesiastical judges, 
-are to be executed without inquiry or delay. From the 
enactments now alluded to, as well as others of a si- 

e E Ry F 

ow) Seaton Sh gn (ne OL LAD AOE LE 

- 

reger “ 

Fal i 

t 
F 

Ll 
eas s 

many who 

ferent nations of Europe. The Venetians, witha duti- 
ful submission to the supreme ecclesiastical authority, 
readily acquiesced. The Poles likewise ex their 
willingness to abide by the decisions of the council. 
The iards, too, manifested a considerable prompti- 
tude of comprehension and compliance ; though in some 
provinces Tridentine decrees were received with 
certain m ings, doubts, enquiries, and reserva- 
tions. It was t that the episcopal order was too 
much reduced, the powers of the y extended 
too far. Meopha the Proson Cathleen dharn ween 

But the most of all 
the Reena were the French. No commanding 
atti on part of the holy see, no stratagem of 
ecclesiastical dexterity on the part of its devoted agents, 
could induce the Gallican church to accept of the Tri« 
dentine decisions. They specified no fewer than twen-« 
ty-three articles which, as they affirmed, were directly 

ite, even in the very letter of the enactments, to 
e ancient usages of the realm ; and they pronoynced 

them to be equatly destructive of civil and of religious 
liberty.“ In all which particulars,” says the celebra- 
ted Pasquier, alluding to certain portions of the twenty- 
three articles, “ we have found such a repugnance and 
contravention to our ancient liberties, that we can ne- 

i taken teey tees tka Bbbers tne pcr oe reromcng it takes awa i the power of reformi 
the churches which are situated within their rotted 
ceses ; and grants them only such a measure of power 
as the holy see shall think. proper to allot them; a pro- 
cedure which we believe to fe utteri irreconcileable 
with the ancient canons approved of by. the Gallican 
church. And besides this, the council seems desirous 
of establishing a new empire over kings, princes, ba- 
rons, and every. civil jurisdiction ; which, in plain lan- 
guage, is to introduce old abuses which we have long 
ago reformed, Whereas, I can demonstrate, that our 
national privileges, and the liberties of the Gallican 
church, are as the authority of neither pope nor 
council can abrogate, being founded on the broad and 
sacred reason of things (sur une raison saincte et gene- 
rale.) By the admission of such decrees, (continues he), 
instead of securing order, we should bring in disorder, 
and introduce at same time a monarchy, a thing 
which we have never hitherto beheld, into the middle 
of our own. Wisely, then, has this council never been 
received in France, by which, with a single stroke of 
the pen, the would acquire more authority than 
he has been able to do since the commencement of our 
common Christianity. I have no intention, (observes 
the same writer), to depreciate the good Fathers, of 
Trent; but I cannot help wishing that their zeal and 
devotion had been accompanied with a little more wis- 
dom and discretion ; and that in guarding the pretended 

2R 



The From the short account which we have just given of 
dentine de. the Council of Trent, our readers will perceive, 
cisions do that it was by no means likely to put any 
not stop the to the of the Reformation. It was consid 
Tress of by the patrons of the new opinions, as the exertion of 
mation, power which felt itselfto be unstable. Its authoritative 

decisions were ridiculed by the Protestants, and even 
the Catholics have ceased to and to observe them 
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Beclesiasti- privileges of the holy see, they had not furnished its intelligence of our people, tlie discipline ‘of our ecdle- it. 
cal History. veal exrentite srith Ube iittdet Weld to Uverthnd it.” perigee + satan ceeeeers So 

country to which we belong. e venerate his 
name, and rejoice that biographer Ii ee eee ont 
pene, who has done justice to the character of’ 
:~ re refornier, and, at og time, has ~ 

own ‘ormance an abidi ice “among” 
Mreratete of thie wane Danity : 

With the exception of the miraculous powers, the The preach. 
ing of Knox, with their wonted veneration. The revolutionary spi- 

rit appeared, by indications not to be Coxeter in 
many of the kingdoms of Europe. In 
changes were numerous and radical. e refor- 
mations of Henry VIII. were no less effectual than 
hasty and tumultuous. He was declared by nae 
liament to be “ the supreme head, on earth, of the 
church of England ;” and he proceeded, not only to 
secure the prope belonging to the monasteries whi 
he had supp , but to fabricate, with all his royal 
diligence and skill, a suitable creed for the English 
people. History may record him as the first layman 
who took to himself, in the ecclesiastical sense of the 
expression, the title of supreme head of the church, 
The reformations of Henry, were succeeded by 
the more deliberate and steady measures Oia b 
the government, during the minority of Edward VI, 
The Bible, which all best translated into English, 
was allowed to be more generally read; a new li- 
pers bon composed ; and the service was performed 
in the vernacular tongue. The tions under 
Mary, in the course of which the virtuous Ridley, and 
the aged Latimer, were put to death, terminated with 
the reign of that infatuated princess. Elizabeth, her 
successor, openly avowed and protected the new reli- 
gion. The sacred scriptures, together with the lithr- 

and the homilies, were freely circulated. The ef- 
“orts of Spain and of Rome to restore the dominion of 
the papacy, were crushed by the defeat of the cele- 
brated armada ; the Scottish Catholics in the interést 
of their beautiful and unfortunate queen, were no less 
unsuccessful ; the parliament united with the sovereign 
and her ministers ; a very majority of the nation 
su ed the measures of the executive; and the reign 
of Elizabeth, though its full brightness is shaded 
some acts of cruelty, must ever regarded as that ff 
Tustrious Panny when truth and genuine Christianity 
secured for themselves a place, and established their 
abode among the English people. 

In Scotland, the Reformation was effectuated by dif- 
ferent means. Here we are constrained to look, not 
to the ruler, but to the pilet In the country allud- 
ed to, the Reformation could not, with any measure of 
propriety, be denominated a contest between the sove- 
reign and the holy see, about the possession and the 
exercise of unlimited power: At the commencement of 
the changes, the civil and ecclesiastical authorities were 
not He aa In this country, the Reformation took its 
rise from beginnings almost supa repay: It was a 
and man who achieved the mighty work in our native 

d. We hail the father of ish independence, 
the ous Knox ; at once the champion of truth 

dl of liberty ; stern, indeed, in his and fierce 
in his opposition, but stern only towards those whose 
iniquities he reproved, and fierce only when summon- 
ed by the mandate of heayen fo arouse his courage, 
and to “ wax valiant in fight” To his unwearied ex- 
‘ertions, we owe our emancipation from an enslaving 
‘superstition, our successful system of education, the 

ean early 

‘gy the © glad tidings” of sinner cenbled under the 

‘the su 

“when the machinery of superstiti 

weapons used by Knox were the same weapons 
with those wich weld edipoiell By che ‘apostles in the 

period of the church. Bg Be By Or 
“ preaching of the word” that the Scottish’ er 
accomplished the great work which he had’ underta- 
ken. ‘Though of an inferior stature, and of an i. 
ance little engaging, his el was effi ih 
the highest degree. During the circuit of the coun 

met, ‘Be tated si crtradriinary Chane ‘pic SB nent, he iu an i . 
sentiments and pon, hh oy pei M 8 from 
every quarter of the kingdom attended him, and ‘ea- 
ck Sere while he proposed and explainet!'to them 

es of the Reformation. Every eye was fixed 
upon him, and every heart throbbed with emotion, as hé 
prayed for deliverance to the enslaved land. Themind 
sprang forward, rejoicing in its liberty, and the cou- 
rage even of the fearful arose.  ‘* Come out of her, 
people,” was the divine command; and never was 

nounced in allusion to a church so gross and fester- 
ing with corruption, and never, since the times of in 
ration, was it pronounced with greater enerey or" 
more important results. No speech ‘w ‘even by 
Demosthenes himself, in all the m fierceness of 
his declamations, was ever followed ‘by such effects as 
the’sermons of Knox. With the irresistible power of 

‘of the under- 
standing, and captivated 

osition, and not fearing the face of man, he over- Iook ny at Gisndtione: Berwesh the 2 -and~ r, 

the t and the humble ; and adi them ale 
rt Aer Phy eta “condemned — 

Sn Sanit cealaaete ae taae ener= 

| Bw Be 
and the desponding were comforted and established in 
their most holy fai 

It is to be ‘that the zeal excited 

for it. The multitude, animated and inflamed by the 
eloquence of the reformer, and moved likewise, in a 

considerable degree, by the ence of the Ca- 
tholic : ed, with ungovernable fury, to de- 
stroy the objects and the monnments of the wor- 
ship. The a relics, and. altars, were in 
ieces ; some of the religious houses shared a similar fate: _ 
e barriers were removed ; the waters were out; andin 

the overwhelming tide and fierceness of the inundation, 
perstitions of ancient times were swept away fron 

the land. We are not aware that the destruction of the 
images and relies is to be Jamented with extr 
sorrow ; but antiquaries and architects have wept, | 
perhaps not without sufficient reason, over the fate of 
the monasteries. Let it be remembered, however, that 

a Te aco ition itself was annih . The | of 
pery, considered as distinct from the buthoritatre 

possession’ and nto ‘enactments of the holy wee, Nad hp 

courses of Knox could not uniformly be ed with. of the ima- 
in the limits which he himself would have prescribed £° “4 "- 
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ti- place in. the public mind ; it was a system of external XXXIX Articles; and that still adhered to in Scotland, Eeclesiasti- 

istory. observances; and when the tools by which the work is to be found in the Confession. of Faith, and in the ‘! History, 
—\"— was carried on were destroyed, the work itself could I and Shorter Catechisms of our national church. “~Y7~ 

no longer be performed. To remove the means.of ini. In the Scottish formularies, the peculiar doctrines of 
quity, is, in many instances, to put an end to its ex- Dea inee pen, 8:* PEDDIE 1.26, OF SABI AS 
istence. " Suse Ae It is worthy of notice, however, 

The Cove- . But it was not only on the minds of the that in all the creeds and confessions above. alluded to, 
_ ~NANT. ta ingens ek nee rendacerd its effects.. Many of there is a very remarkable agreement; a harmony so 

the ity attached themselves to the cause of the Re- conspicuous indeed, as well as gratifying, that the 
formation, There is.reason to believe, that a consider- reader, by carefully consulting any one out of the whole 
able number of these were actuated by a sincere number, may arrive at a sufficient degree of information, 
for the interests of religion, and the welfare of their respecting the doctrine professed and maintained by 
country. With others, the motives were of amixed and the reformed communities. To one or other of these 

loubtful nature ; and not a few appear tohave adopted formularies, therefore, we refer our readers ; and shall 
the new opinions, because the success of the Reforma- Renered. be. Bes & Sen ARR ah, We Tp AE ae 
tion afforded them the immediate prospect of seizing controversies which have been agitated among the Pro- 
and appropriating the ample possessions of the church. _testants, since the time of Luther to the present day. 
The meetings of the Protestants, were attended by the When the leaders of the Reformation withdrew Doctrine 

and Glencairn were at once the disciples and. different stages of removal, and with different degrees the Eucha- 
the protectors of Knox. A powerful party, variously of aversion. Of all the distinguished individuals among ™* 

existed in the country; and, by uniting Goa Pectantantt,,Setnacthon. ecmenta, te bare socatar 
! ves in a solemn coveNANT, for mutual support the greatest attachment to the ancient opinions, He 

and defence, they at once ascertained their numbers, was a person extremely gentle in his dispositions, and 

SF _ 

i all conspired with the labours of the preachers, and particular, the Father of the Reformation was long en~ 

g, ei = & E F 
Be 

EE £ B. f g. : 2 g : 2 

i , - = a, : 5 : z Fs | 
a, system, the leading principle of which is, that ev he denied any conyersion of this nature, he strenuous 

igi ro i — i Sthe cutberees Woead continnoh 

or Be a : i : Fe = i gee. EE <3 i =e gg ae AB B S fi > a, 
5 than twenty years of cruel Brecon oh tary subtle discrimination, among kindred. or similar ideas 

Vain, PIr ° 

i pare or gam noe Nida og | red sofa por Migtagione ie a en 5 c ism, to wanting.  “ in red iron,” said Luther, “ two 
tidy the object of sacred. estimation, in the eyes of distinct substances, viz. iron and fire, are united, so is the 
the sh pegple. body of Christ joined with the bread in the eucharist.” 

For an. unt of the of the Reformation in To such an argument or illustration, if it deserve the 
France, _asacre of Bartholomew, and that name of either, was a man even of Luther's i 
which followed the revocation of the edict of Nantz, see reduced, when he set himself to maintain, what he fle 
France. _ paar ‘ to be absurd. But while the Saxon reformer was zea- 

lously employed in maintaining the incom le 

et pe Ey Mare was y Zuinghus, his cotem . 
We have already mentioned the name of this distin-- 

i person, as the first reformer of Switzerland ; 
and have stated, that he commenced his career with an 
activity equal or superior to that of Luther himself. 
Zuinglius rejected at once beth the doctrine of the Ro- 
mish church, respecting the eucharist, and the notion 
ef consubstantiation; maintaining, certainly with a 
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greater appearance of reason, “ that the body and blood 
of Christ were not really present in the ; and 
that the bread and wine were no more than external 
signs or symbols, intended to excite in the minds of 
Christians the remembrance of the sufferings and death 
of the divine Saviour, and of the benefits which result 
from his heavenly intercession.” Besides the names of 
Luther and Zuinglius, as leaders in this mysterious con- 
troversy, we must not fail to mention that of the cele- 
brated Calvin. This last reformer was not a whit be- 
hind the greatest of his cotemporaries in activity and 
zeal. He maintained, however, a doctrine apparently 
intermediate between that of Luther and the opinion of 
Zuinglius ; thongh it is not to be denied, that, upon 
this subject, he expressed himself with such an extra- 
ordinary diversity, and even ambiguity of phrase, as 
renders it difficult or impossible to ascertain what his 
real sentiments were. Upon the whole, the opinion of 
Calvin seems to have been, that Christ was “ spiritually 
present” in the eucharist ; or, in other words, that as 
our blessed Saviour, according to the promise which 
he made to his disciples, is present with them, when- 
ever two or three of them are met together, so he is 
more immediately and effectually present, when they 
approach him in the solemn service of the Supper. 

About the middle and towards the close of the six- 
teenth century, the heresy of the Socinians to 

in different parts of Europe, and especially in ordinary Poland. ite This heresy derives its name from its chief 
patrons, Lelius and Faustus Socinus: the former, a 
man of considerable learning as well as a¢uteness ; ‘the 
latter, distinguished by his resolution and his prudence, 
The heresy in question may be regarded as an exten- 
sion of the Arian doctrine, respecting the nature and the 
person of Christ, his inherent dignity, and the wor- 
ship which is paid to him. Arius, indeed, went no far- 
ther than maintaining, that there was a time hid in the 
tlepths of eternity, when the Son of God did not exist ; 
Secinus and his followers contended, that he had no ex- 
istence at all, previous to his miraculous conception in 
the womb of the virgin. Arius regarded our Saviour 
as the creator of the visible world; Socinus acknow- 
Jedged him only as a m from heaven, and a 
true prophet. Ina word, the Polish sectaries main- 
tained, that Christ, in his nature or essence, was a 
man, and nothing more, (YsAec ar#gwaes) ; but, with a 

e inconsistency, they aleswen that he was pro- 
duced by extraordinary and heavenly generation ; and 
that it was incumbent on all Christians to address him 
as an object of worship. They denied the plenary in- 
a of the sacred books, and rejected the person- 
ity of the Holy Ghost. The tenets of the Socinians 

are fully set- forth in the Racovian catechism ; and their 
interpretations of Scripture are to be found at large in 
the complete collection of their writings, sailed the 
Bibliotheca Fratrum Polonorum. “The ancient cate- 
chism,” says Mosheim, “ which was no more than a 
rude and incoherent sketch, was laid aside, and a new 
form of doctrine was drawn up by Socinus himself. 
This form was corrected by some, augmented by others, 
and revised by all the Socinian doctors of any note ; 
and, having thus acquired a com t of accu- 
racy and perfection, was published under the title of 
the “ Catechism of Racow,” and is still considered as 
the Confession of Faith of the whole sect.” 

In later times, a certain modification of a1} ee 
an doctrine was proposed by Dr Priestley, and repre- 
sented, in his numerous wining as the only doctrine’ 
contained im the sacred books, More daring than the 3. 
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i 
word, born of Joseph and Mary, in the 
nary generation ; that he was put to death, as 
the apostles and early Christians were, in consequence 

pears, the pray 
expiring ited the fury of 

cern, that they have detected the great of the 
Gentiles “ in reasoning inconclusively.” modern 
system, too, is coupled with certain phi ical and 
recondite speculations, about the of the hu- 

in ; 
Priestley, were, Dr Price, in the 
ment, and Dr’ Horsley, bi 
critical and historical ; and the latter, in particular, is 
understood to have established the primitive or. Nicene 
faith, with singular and tremendous ability, and with 
triumphant success, 

’ The third and last 

, in the 

that which derives its name from Arminius. It is mere- ism. 
ly a less repulsive form of the doctrine in the 
th century by Pelagius, a man once famous in the 

seo ene a a his , and clouded in ustre yutati 
that no country of E contends with 
island, for the honour of his birth. He i: 
the sect denominated Spe oon Arminius, 
have just mentioned as adopting, 
the tenets of this sect, was the disciple 
professor of divinity at Leyden. 
point of view, he is to be considered as the 
of Calvin; and he is justly recorded 
attacked the theology of Geneva 

J 
i 
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to whom he has foreseen, 
unto the end in their faith in Christ Jesus; 
flict everlasting punishments upon those who shall 
tinue in their unbelief, and resist unto 
vine succours ; so that election is conditional, 

tion, in like manner, the result of foreseen 
ity and persevering wickedness. 2. That Jesus Chri cr 

of 

Le 

ah 
BeRred eda + on sufferings and death, has made an atonement | 

sins of all mankind in general, ¢ 
dual in particular: but that none, 

4 Hi 
Vey ee 

heresy which we shall mention, is arminian- 

Sh ee 
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among the revolutionists of France, red to Ecclesiasti- nor from the forceand __ pli ; 

every day, more and more degraded and brutal. ©! Histery operation of free will; since man, in consequence of eal History. 
f 

era 

er en 

ee ee ee ee 

—_—y— his natural conception, is i either of thinking 
or of doing any good thing; and that therefore it is ne- 

to his conversion and salvation, that he be re- 
ed and renewed by the operation of the Holy 
which is the gift of God, through Jesus Christ. 

4. That this divine grace, or energy of the Holy Ghost, 
which heals the disorder of our corrupted nature, be- 

ins, advances, and 
can be called 

) oy 8. gia eke gees aga si porta chy hem 
ted to alone, and to the operation of his grace: 
that, nevertheless, this grace does not force the man to 

inst his inclination, but may be resisted and ren- 
will of the i itent 

faith 

brings to perfection, every thing 
good in man ; and that, consequent- 

f grace?” has 
not yet been resolved with sufficient © fb 
Sais Chetectioce Be yet pence by an’ 
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their sentiments with less caution, and positively 
seg rt ap in’ Pd ol lec 

For a full account of the Arminian controversy, 
consult the works of Arminius himself, 

of Episcopius and Grotius, Brandt's 
the Reformation in the United Provinces, 
Pasty i a Treatise on the a ee on 
4 aw set RANE See eg eg be 

consult the v. of Calvin and Gill, 
Treatise on Free will, 

Edwards of America. 
the article Ecciesiastt- 
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The convulsions of the state kept with the downfal 
of the church. The madness hei hiteried: and was exas- 
perated; the hearts of men, who looked on and witness- 
ed the scene, failed them through fear: other nations felt 
the shock of dissolving empire, or were engulphed in its 
ruins. But better days have at length arrived. The 
contending elements have found their balance and their 

We rejoice in the cessation of a protract- 
too, and with 

e captains and 

roper place. 
re , and would record in our 
no little or feigned satisfaction, that 
the mighty men have met together, each of them with. 
“the 

we trust, a ent 

But we know not ourselves at all, if this be the only cause 
of our joy. The human mind has returned to a sense of 
religion, and the acknowledgment of a God. The throne 
of the Redeemer has again been erected. From Eng- 
land a light is gone forth which shall illuminate 
most distant lands. Christian benevolence has multi- 

green branch” in his hand. A reputable, and, as 
has at last been attained... 

Echo. 
—_—— 

plied her children. A society has been formed and es- Bible So- 
tablished for the printing and the circulation of the holy “etes. 
scriptures 

; the lofty churchman unites with the humbler 
Breshy tein, or still humbler methodist ; one feeling. 

in every breast, and every prayer which is brea-- 
thed to heaven is breathed for the accomplishment of 
the cy, which assures us, “ that the knowledge 
of shall cover the earth as the waters cover’ 
the sea.” In point of fact, this hecy, through the 
exertions of the British and Foreign Bible Society; has: 
already, in part, been fulfilled: and it is now-true with 
a iliar significancy in the statement, and extent in 
the application of the , “that the heathen is 
given” to Christ Jesus “ for his inheritance, and the. 
uttermost pa of the earth for a possession.” See 
Mosheim’s Ecclesiastical History, im ; Lardner’s 
Works, passim ; Du Pin’s Church istory ; Campbell's 
Lectures on Ecclesiastical History ; Histoire Ecclesias- 
tique par Fleury, edit. Bruxelle; Father Paul Sarpi's His- 
tory of the Council of Trent, translated | from the Italian 
inlo French by De \a Houssaie ; Jortin’s Hemarks on 
Ecclesiastical History ; Neal's History of the Puritans ; 
M‘Crie’s Life i John Knox ; and Reports of the British. 
and Forei, ible Society, passim. (h) 
ECHINUS. See Motivusca, 
ECHO, from the Greek word xyes, a sound. In 

the article Acoustics, we have already treated the sub-. 
ject of echoes, as connected with the general doctrines 
of sound, having reserved for the present article, brief: 
notices of some of the most celebrated echoes. 

Dr Plot, in his Natural History of Oxfordshire, men- 
‘tions an echo in Woodstock Park, in Oxfordshire, which 

17 syllables in the day-time, and 20 inthe night. 
is effect he ascribes to the superior density of the 

rahe fen. Se night, which dimmishes the velocity of 

Harris describes an echo on the north side of Ship- 
ley church, in Sussex, as repeating 21 syllables dis- 
tinctly, under favourable circumstances. 
Dr Birch informs us, that there was an echo at Rose~ 

neath, in Argyllshire, in Scotland, which distinctly re- 
peated, three times, a tune played on a trumpet. en 

; differences are laid aside, dissensions are for- ° 



a pistol is 
ae he paaeal te 

the other wing, and is heard 
trom a window in the mri _ The following ac- 
count of it, however, from Keysler, is more minute and 
interesting. 

“ At the Marquis Simonetta’s villa is a very 
echo ; it is occasioned b the reflection of :the 

voice between the opposite el wings of the build- 
which are fifty-eight common from each 

aa. and without any. windows or doors, by which 
the sound might be diss ted or lost, The repetition 
of the sound dwells chiefly on the last sy ty which 
might have been altered By allowing a greater distance 
between the two wings ; but possibly it was a end- 
ed, that the number of the repetitions w: a 
nished by that means. Two or more bodies placed 
posite each other, at different distances, are equisite 
te form a multiplied echo; or the wall at w 
speaker stands, must have another wall opps to it, 
so as to form two parallel planes, which will alternately 
reflect to each other the sound communicated to them, 
with as little dissipation as possible. This last circum- 
stance is found in the two el wi of this seat, 
which, forming right angles with the main body of the 
building, have a very surprising e A man’s. voice 

above forty times, and the report of a pis- 
ve sixty, by this echo: but the repetition is so 

perhee that it is difficult to tell them, or even to mark 
thenr down, unless it be early in the morning, or ina 
calm still ev : when the air is rather too moist or 
too dry, the effect is found not to answer so well.” 

Southwell mentions a building, similar to the 
of Simonetta, which ad aoe projecti wings, an 
duced 60 repetitions of every 

The Abbé Guynet pale an fons on the road from 
ae aplables Chalons, which repeats, in the day-time, 

les well articulated, and, during the night, 
16 syllables. 
‘About three leagues from Verdun, there is a singu- 

lar echo, occasioned by two towers projecting from the 
body of a house, ah distant 26 toises, or about 50 
metres. When a person stands in the line between the 
two towers, and pronounces a word in a pretty high 
tone, he will hear it repeated 12 or 13 times at equal 
intervals, and always more feebly. If he places him- 
self at a certain distance out of this line, the echo is 
no longer heard. One of these towers has a low apart- 
ment vaulted with hewn stone, while the other has its 
vestibule vaulted. See Hist. Acad. Par. 1710. 

In the Memoirs of the French Academy of Sciences 
for 1792, there is described a curious echo, at Gene- 
fay, in the neighbourhood of Rouen. A. person who 
sings, does not hear the ition. of the echo, but 
merely his own voice ; whilst those who listen hear on- 
ly the repetition of the echo, though with singular va~ 

7 

riations. Sometimes the echo seems to approach, and | 
at other times to recede. One person hears a 
voice, and another several voices: one person paces 
echo on the right, and. another_on the left the echo 
always varying with the position of the person who 
hears it. pr: 

ey 

such a philosophical selection 
Thobeid several ofthe lees amen 

nburgh, in the King’s 
called the Echoing Rock. A per- 

son standing in front of this, will hear repeated with 
distinctness several syllables which he ma as 

The sound is in this case reflected 
at no great , and preys get ra pice 

FP eacribed mose'y hepgient to be near Wheceenten 
ote colar wal 

the baptistery of the clnech of the 
artery Gr Giovanni Pisano, Fit RATA A 

la in such a manner, any noise from 
low i leur i Fallewwed with a very loud and long double 
The aig however, is not so ten tat 

wo persons whispering, 
Re ee ae een i 
converse together without being ov: 
pany between. This arises from the ¢ 
a EPS NGS LRP PR IP 

i th cate church of Glee, thr 
gallery above the eastern extremity 
which extends from one end of the 

to the other. If two persons, placed at the di 
25 toises, i 

produced in the 

oe g 
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is distinctly heard. A similar éffect is 
vestibule of the Observatory of Paris, and in the cu- 
pola of St Paul’s in London. Mr Southwell informs us, 
that, in Italy, on the way to Naples, and two days 
ney from Rome, he saw in an inn, nse Be : 
aw could easily be heard at the opposite corner ; 
but not at all on the side corner that was to you. 
This p' was common to,each carer of fhe room. 
He saw another on. the way from Paris to. Tne 
the porch of a common inn, which had a round vault. 
When any held his mouth to the side of the 
wall, Pee persons could hear his whisper on the op- 

ite side, 

. Harris's Lexicon Technicum, Art. Ecuo ; Birch’s 
wait the Royal Society, vol. i. ges 137; Addison's 
Tak Pe tas, $2; Ki sler’s Travels, vol. i. 
ke ‘wall, Phil, rans. * 1746, vol, xliv. 
0. 480. p- 2195, Ont aes Ana Par. 1770, Hist. 

losophers, who me oe to form mesO i Sate 
a by Pid tes soaps sect those ra - 
ccchteon nearest to the truth, ‘Hence their. 

analogetici ; but generally 
vielen i. e. “ lover of trath,” or rather 
sumed any distinct name, but wished to be 
as chiefly P homan of Plato, whose. 
made the foundation of their 

section ee by. 
aK been eee sree gre be Plato, Zeno, and Aristotle 
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ECLECTICS. , | 327 
Felécties. mom amiéng the Alexandrian’ philosophers, from the 
Sa commencement of their schools ; had particularly pre- 

vailed, (as appears from Philo, who was himself an ec- 
lectic,) about the beginning of the Christian era ; and 
was followed, in a later period, by Plutarch, Pliny, Ga- 
len, and many others. Between the endless contests 
of the dogmatists, and the dark uncertainty of the scep- 
tics, it was by no means an irrational scheme to sepa- 
rate from every former system its‘purest and best sup- 

ted te and to form them into a new institute of 
pee tenn e ious truth. The idea was pecu- 

1; B Heathen phil ers, who 
felt the growing viene gf Christianity ; and who 

are so full of , and so mixed with 
dogmas of their own, that the system of their foun- 
der cannot be with degree of certainty 
from so confused a mass. The object of the 
whole sect was to obstruct the of the Christian 

superstitions, ani reconcile the latter to the doctrines Eclecties 
pn ip eam Hence, on the one hand, they repre- 

Jesus Christ as the friend of God, came 
not to abolish, but to purify the ancient religions ; in- 
corporated into their system many of the peculiar doc- 
trines of revelation, and even adopted, on: many occa~ 
sions, the language of the Christian Fathers, On the 
other hand, they endeavoured to conceal the absurdi- 
ties of Paganism under the veil of allegory ; and re+ 

ted the numerous train of Heathen divinities, as 
celestial ministers ing from the Supreme Deity, 
who was himself worshi in the adoration which 
they received. The philosophy of Plato, already unit~- 
ed with that of Pythagoras, formed the basis of the 
new system; and with these doctrines they attem 
to blend those of Aristotle, of the Stoics, and of al- 
most every system except that of Epicurus, whose me- 
chanical principles of nature could never be made to 
coalesce with the doctrines of Platonism. Not satisfied : 
with the pane eae of eee ibles, and 
especially of rst intelligence, whi to 
posed as the summit of human felici hey eapti 
pce pM et rites uman mind ; 
adopted from the Oriental phi y the system of © 
emanation, one of an sicpiibte ‘perks of opititual na 
tures derived from the supreme source; and, be- 
sides supposing, Ahat the soul of man, by various 
stages tification, might at h reach a mysteri« 
ous ution with the divine nature, anced | that, 
even in this life, it might be prepared, by previous dis- - 
cipline, to enjoy, in ecstacy, an intuitive vision of the 
Deity. Upon such fanciful foundations, they construct- 
ed ae of ee aa morals, and theology, of 
which it is im to convey any intelligible idea, 
and which i Seat catty tn itt ate 
fixed or defined in the minds of their hao ly eir 
great principle, also, of producing an apparent ony 
amon pore comecitially different, necessarily com- 
pelled them to have recourse to expressions, fan- 
ciful in ions, and subtle distinctions, till 
at involved themselves and their readers in end- 

less ties and impenetrable obscurity. 
the death of Ammonius, the system was com- 

pleted by his disciple and successor Plotinus; taught 
also by Re; and Jamblichus ; by Longi- 
nus, ius, Julian the apostate, Hierocles, Chry- 
santhus, &c. In hy a Julian, it was publi 
professed at Athens, em: 8 appomtment, 
was taught there my Chrysanthus . mentioned, who 

utarch the son of Nestorius, Syrian, 

among the Christians Athenagoras, Pante- 
nus, and Clemens vse sear and became, through 
many succeeding ages, a fruitful source of confusion 
and corruption in church of Christ. But, in the 
course of the 17th century, arose the true eclectic phi- . 
losophy, which admits of no sectarian subdivisions, re- — 
jects prejudices of every description, renounces all sub- 
mission to celebrated names or ancient eet, 

to strict 
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tic principle is pursu more certainly w ysi- ridges, 
= ped , and religious truth eventually enlighten the 
—\— minds and improve the hearts of the human race. See 
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eclec- 

Mosheim’s Eccles. Hist. vol. i. p. 37, 171 ; Cudworth's 
Intel. System, c. iv. 4 28, 30, &e. Cave, Hist. Lit. Sac. 
p- 251; Fabricius, Bibl, Gree. lib. iv. c. 26; Lardner’s 
 C¥edibility, part ii, c. 36 ; and Brucker’s Hist, of Phi- 
los. by Enfield, vol. ii. p. 59, and 509. (q) 

E BEER ASEON, ie a of an jesiemeng pa 
exhibiting time, quantity, duration, a progress 
solar eclipses at all . of the earth. A drawing and 
description of this instrument will be found in Fergu- 
son’s Astronomy, vol. ii. p. 32. (w 

ECLIPSES. See Astxonomy Jndex, and Curono- 
Locy, p. 4!4, 415. 
ECLIPTA, a genus of plants of the class 

olygamia Superflua. See sia, and order 
p. 304 

ECLIPTIC. See Astronomy. 
ECTROSIA, a genus of plants of the class Trian- 

dria, and order Digynia. See Botany, p. 115. 
EDDYSTONE Rocks. These rocks are chiefly co- 

vered by the tide, and are well known to perinets as 
hi gerous, icularly to the navigation of Ply- 
| Sound. ey have bos noted pips cause ut 
numerous shipwrecks, and have been much celebrated 
on account of the lighthouses which have been erected 
upon them. The first of these was hardly completed, 
in 1698, when it was unfortunately swept away in a 
storm, the engineer and all his people losing their lives. 
The second had the misfortune to be demolished by 
eric pel fire in rs In 1759, Mr Smeaton a 
leted present stone lighthouse entire 
ree which remains a nil Fea of aes 
of that illustrious engineer, who has, besides, left a 
most complete and luminous narrative of the progress 
of the work, where our readers will find a distinct and 
accurate account of every particular connected with 
this arduous undertaking. We shall here give some 
general description of the situation and circumstances 
connected with these dangerous rocks, referring the 
further account of the several buildings to our article 
Licutuovse. 

The Eddystone rocks have evidently derived their 
name from their situation, relatively to the set or cur- 
rent of the tides. An eddy of the tide, is understood to 
be a current setting in a direction contrary to the main 
stream, and is occasioned by an island, or rock, 
sed immediately to the tide ; and therefore, according 
to the velocity of the stream, and the magnitude of the 
interposed body, the eddy is found to produce either a 

on the surface of the water, or a current in 
the ite direction to the tide. Thus, it is not uncom- 
mon in the rapid tides and eddies of the Pentland Frith, 
between the of Caithness and the islands of Ork- 
ney, to see ships carried along under similar circum- 
stances, in opposite directions, merely by the impulse of 
these currents. Although no such effect is to be looked 
for at the Eddystone, where the rocks are comparative- 
ly small, and the tides less rapid, yet in moderate wea- 

they cause a smoothness in the water, rg) ag 
ee ee ee to the lie of the 

render 

Syngene- 
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eakind of 

iL Eg gneiss, called moorstone in Co 
is most abundant in it, and is chi 

con 
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to two horizontal, 

side it is perpendicular to the surface of the water, and 
at one place may be said rather to over-hang, where the 

pe ire ot the Bie, ath Sa See eee 
tow. water mark, lighthouse 

of di ad aphid denis pltpks F E 
ed in moderate weather. The. B. in; e, is 
formed by the house reef, and the south reef, which af- 
ford some shelter for a boat at low water. In this. 
there is about one fathom of water at the lowest tide 
but in all directions from the rocks the water 

covered by the rise 
it sl 

deepens to 15 and 20 fathoms, and at greater distances 
to 45 and 50 fathoms. ‘ ; 
On the days of new and full moon, it is high water 

at the Eddystone at a quarter past five o'clock. 
tide of flood sets easterly, or > eb 
tide sets westerly. Sp ides rise from 16 to 18 
feet, and neap tides from 10 to 11 feet ; but in storms, 
the 9 St fee Bean inenedibiy ight, At 
ese rocks, u e opens shores, it is 

water about two A uma and a Penig Wank 
middle of the channel. ob Ticalt tetas 
The nature of the stone, and the small dimensions of 

the house rock, are adlverae SoG Star as ear ee 
or to the habitation of animals, Ofthe former, only the 
smaller sorts of sea-weed were observed, as fucus mamil~ 
losus, fucus palmatus, the common dulse, and confer- 
va rupestris, which, in continued storms, i to 
acquire a growth upon the western side of the light, 
house, about 20 feet upon the building. The 
shell-fish seem to be the balanoides, or b 
and a few lim of a size : these last might 
haps increase in number and in bulk, were 
not apt to be destroyed for bait before they are 

wth. In very the light phonies 
coal fish are caught by ight rs, and, in the 
vicinity of the <3 the fish common upon the coasts 
of Cornwall and Devonshire, are caught in abundance, 
as hake, John Dorie, cod, conger eel, dog-fish, haddock, 
whiting, skate, turbot, holibut, flounder, sele, macke< 
rel, herring, and pilchard, — (s) ~~ 

EDGAR, See Eneuanp. 
s 

The — 
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third, 4440 by 100. These principal streets, and others Edinburgh. y principal ers is of Scotland, is situated 
county of the same name, 

or Mid-Lothian. The centre of the city lies in 550 
57’ 58” north latitude, 3° 11’ 55” west longitude 

3 i they are even 
now included . The following observations, 
however, are restricted to the former. 
The of Edi from east to west, is be- 

tween a and a half and two miles ; the breadth is 
the same; and the circuit is calculated at eight 
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which, now m progress, will soon merit the same de- 
namination, are intersected at right angles in several 
places, by wide cross streets. George’s Street termi- 
nates in a square at either extremity ; and there are on 
each side two subordinate parallel streets, Rose Street 
and Thistle Street, 30 feet in width, and extending 
half a mile, 

There are few squares in this. city, considering ‘its Squares. 
magnitude; and of these, the principal are, George’s 
Square, in the Old Town, which measures 665 feet by — 
510; and St Andrew’s and Charlotte Square in the New 
Town. There are several, however, such as St James’s, 
St Patrick’s, and Nicholson’s square, of smaller dimen- 
sions; but the inequality of the ground, the width of the 
streets, and the salubrity of the atmosphere, render the 
want of a less sensible deféct. From many 
paiieael- the ity, the most varied and delightful pro- 
spect is commanded, either in ranges of hills, distant 
mountains, or verdant fields, bounded by a beautiful 
river, which is traversed by numerous vessels. 

Almost the whole city is built of fair hewn stone, Buildings. 
from tS ee ae sree 
the houses are covered with slates. New Town 
is invariably so ; and the front of all the buildings in the 

incipal and cross streets are fenced with neat iron rail-~ 
ing. Here they are less commodious than the exterior 
would indicate ; but the high price of ground-rent obli- 
ges the architect to seek that accommodation in altitude 
which would be more conveniently disposed in surface. 
Thus two stories are sometimes sunk below the level of 
the street. Ground-rents are in many places L.10, L.20, 
or even nearly L. 30, for the site of the house and a small 

behind it ; and the price of the best houses is L.2000, 
$000, or L.4000. The yearly rent of such is from L.100 

to L.160, or more. In the Old Town, on the other 
hand, the houses being for the most part crowded to- 
gether, their inhabitants are deprived of many con- 
eter viene more modern bom _ Frequent- 

rise to a great height, being ve, SIX, or seven: 

sociee faa Wie street ; and there are even instances 
of some houses consisting, on one side, of eleven or 
fourteen stories, each of which is inhabited by a difs 
ferent family. But this uncommon structure is owing 
to the sudden declivity of the bank on which they are 

. | remarkab! utif Edinburgh is a ly beautiful city, not ' 
from its situation, but from the width of the chan 
particularly of the modern the regularity of archi- 
tecture, and thé colour of the stone employed in the 

ings. Nor is its general appearance less singular; 
from edifices on a high ridge, overlooking those 
which occupy the lower grounds ; from the two bridges, 
without water to either; and the immense mound con- 
nethitys the diferent divisions of, thescity: \\ Cha ‘dikes Tearth 
nitesde of this may tealy be the subject. cb-adsaishtion, Mound. 

ears in which it has 
uced. The Earthen Mound is 960 feet’ in 

len 188 feet broad at the first opening to the north 
in wall traversing it ; and,. at the same place, about 

especially considering the few 
been 

100 in perpendicular height, but somewhat more at the 
opposite extremity. It is almost entirely of. 

rubbish excavated from. the ion of the houses. 
26 
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in the New Town, since the year 1783. An enormous 
uantity of earth has sunk Into the marsh below, and 

the whole is still yielding, from the aceumulated»pres- 
sure, . 

The most striking object, on approaching this city, 
is the Castle, ed on a lofty isolated rock, ele- 
vated on three ‘sides from a level plain. Part of it, 
especially on! the‘north, is’ absolutely perpendicular, 
or wore fo overhanging the rend to the height 
of 150 or 200 feet; but to render the rest still miore 
inaccessible, we read, that the governor who held it for 
the adherents of Mary, took pains to “pare away the 
green grass” that had taken a slender root in the fis 
sures of the rock. Of old, the castle was certainly a 
place of great strength, and it has stood many tedious 
sieges ; but, being commanded by ground within the 
range of artillery, its im in modern’ warfare is 
much diminished. * E ogists have found equal dif- 
ficulty in the derivation of Castrum Alatum, the Maiden 
Castle, or Edinburgh ; but it seems more generally ad- 
mitted to have been from Edwin, the’ Northu an 
potentate, in the seventh century ; and that the town, 

lually seeking oe under its walls, thence re- 
ceived the name of Edwinesburg, by which it was an- 
ciently known. The castle is now from the 
¢ity by a vacant lar acclivity, $50 feet , and 
nearly as broad, which ‘has a been ‘su bya 

' strong wall, sunk several feet below the level. » Its en- 
trance is by a draw~bridge, which is raised every night, 
over a wide dry ditch, and guarded by strong palisades 
without, ‘where eT heaviest ordnance on the batteries 

be pointed. Different gates within into a wind- 
peat g which ascends to various edifices, for stores, 
barracks, or other purposes; and the from which 

ises descended, ‘still denote the obstacles 

site for a garrison ; and the highest part, ights 
of stairs, consists of a mre 7 is rl ee 
‘A’ deep draw-well is'on'the higher part of the castle ; 
but as the water recedes with the firing of cannon, it 
becomes a precarious resource : and there are instances 
of the besieged being obliged to resort to a well with- 

; w out the ramparts, , On One occasion, an enen? 
poisoned, and thus forced them to surrender. ‘To 

this defect, acapacious cistern has been erected, 
which is filled by pipes brought into the castle from 
a reservoir at a distance. There are numerous cannon 
‘on the walls, whose’ si have long been devoted to 
festivities only ; and ‘isa small ,» which, 
when full, can contain $0,000 stand of arms. It is’ said 
that 2000 men can be:accommodatedin the castle: Part 
of the barracks are of recent erection, and by ar in- 
judicious’ and inconsistent style of architecture, have 
materially impaired the and imposing aspect 
which this fortress King James the Sixth 
of Seotland, under the island of Britain became 
one empire, was born here in a small —— apartment 
in the south-east part of the castle. The date: of’ his 
birth is painted on the wall, also metrogel 
land in good preservation, and: some indi it verses 
written under them. [na late examination, no date 

windows; and the , 
case, is also secured, though not built ap, 
Whether they still remain. is uncertain ; but most 'pro- — 

EDINBURGH. 
bably | 

. To- 
wards its close, however, a e report having arisen, 
that part of the records of the ki were contained 
in the same room, a warrant to seafch it was issued 

of state, addressed to 

i 

The hi of the castle of Edi would be an 
abbreviated history of the kingdom. fac- 
tions anxiously sought on of it, and its fall was 
usually followed by that of the 
a residence, more particularly in those unsettled 
periods, when strength constituted the chief’ security 
of individuals, yn 

The Abbey of Holyrood, however, at the ite ex- 
tremity of the city, was the ode of the 
kings of Scotland for ‘several centuries preceding’ 
union of the crowns; even during the 
was occupied by the last descendant of the Stuarts ; 
it has never been visited by any so of the house 

was’ ‘founded in of Hanover. This 

dwelt in the castle, and that it was not until the time 
of his ‘successor James V. in the sixteenth centu 
that adjoining ‘buildings rendered it a royal 
Only the walls of the rattler tio eam 
which was an elegant remnant of Gothic architecture, 
ielded to an i in the year 1795. 
he remainder has long been in a state of 

decay. James VI. is said to have repaired 
ed the church, at the same time providing 

n, a throne for the sovereign, and twelve stalls for the 

of their zeal, hergewcpeel pene Ha Mes og 
than was wont to be done by a public enemy. Their ‘ : iderable ‘interval 

no measures 
taken to prevent it, the roof fell in ‘the 
1768, since nes ha eed) — oo 
‘ruin. It was yt ‘a ing pa SAN 
were entombed here. A vault, containing the of 
the king, was visited by some curious and in 

, in the year 1688, when they found it coloured 
Fisek, fron the’ balsam in the toffin i 

He died in the year 1542, but’ still seemed 
on the head. There was also a ¢offin’ containing 

of Queen Magdalen, who died immediately 
z2 

sprae 
ils t Hi E 2 % c Z 

Fe Es : li 4 i a 

a 
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‘Rabinght len.“ The head of Queen which wasthenens to debtors. Thus there are constantly a number of Edinburgh. 
—\— tire, and even beautiful, and the skull of Darnley, were — either insolvent, or who have experienced sud- “VY” 

also stolen.” Several bones of enormous size, reputed to 
be those of this nobleman, the husband of Mary, were 
lately exhibited, as also a body called that of a Countess j 
of Roxburghe, converted toa mummy. The entrance 
to the vaults containing these relics, was built up within 

so that the dead can be disturbed no 

figured. stones, with inseri of considerable 
quity, may be discovered. It is still used, though on 
rare occasions, for the of different families 

consists of two lofty double circular towers at 
angle, connected by a i ornamented 

above by a double balustrade; and in centre is a 
CN A a FET AE ET 
“ supporting a cu in of an imperial 

eendiitiedtinantisete ead Getieds 

as = 

lace, particularly of Charles I. and his Queen, and 
several old site. Sthadeedlachetabiae Geaapitd dey 
the unfortunate , with her own bed, now advan- 

her secretary, David Rizzio, was seized in her 
forth, and assassinated. The 

are taught to believe that his blood yet stains the floor 
aos 
the considerable. 

reverses, which they hope to retrieve, resident in 
houses of mean appearance within the boundary. A 
jurisdiction is exercised over them by an officer, called 
the bailie of the , who is always appointed from 
some of the law department ; and there is a prison per- 
tainin st eta which they may be confined 
fondlebtrdin ‘there, or offences against the in« 
habitants.. The privilege of sanct: is strictly limit- 
ed to civil debts. _No protection is ed for breaches 
of the peace, or crimes of any descri ge onpeacndaet 
similar sanctuary in Edinburgh, withi precincts 
formerly iated for the royal mint; but here the 

iod of protection from arrest is understood to subsist 
only during 24 hours. 

he situation of no two edifices in the:same city can 
be more opposite than that of the castle and the abbey ; 
the one on a high precipitous insulated rock, the other 

pa Saeastaen raw. meg cp we are ue, y - 

re. lotestll.stivtngtin dan warfare, and retirement 

The metropolitan church is dedicated! to St Giles: Ecclesiasti- 
but history has not preserved the reasons which indu- eee 
ced the citizens to choose a Saint of Greek extraction 
for their patron. Nevertheless, he was held in high St Giles. 
veneration ; and a person of some consequence, who, 
in the fifteenth century, presented a relic, part of his 
arm, to the community, was rewarded with the privi« 
lege of bearing: it at all public processions. But so ver- 
satile are the. opinions of men, that the safety of the 
city was endangered in the subsequent century: by the 
anxiety of the multitude to tear the picture of their tu- 
telar saint from the standards, and demolish his -image 
wherever it could be found. All the relies, the sacred 
utensils of gold and silver belonging to the church, and 
the rich vestments of velvet and. brocade. serving for 
the priesthood, were then seized on, and sold for the 

ic behoof.. This church is an ancient Gothic build- 

feet broad at the west end, 76 at the east, 129 in 

above the w separate 
or areal as eter ge ave A veal ee by 

i SOY IN MEN ERE best 

pointed arches, and a lofty roof. pidecoenaeaeeed 

magistrates of the city, also sit here, where ap- 
pear with their insignia of office. James Earl of Mur. . 
pela Regent of Scotland, who zealously the Re- 

of ithms.. In common with other sacred edifices, it 

places of repose, Around it also was a burying-ground, 



Kdiuburgh. in which the remains of John Knox, 
—_ i 

College 
Church, 

Greyfriars. 

Tron 
Church. 

_ deceased citizens 
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the Scotish 
reformer, were — 
AE aise See ee ee 

or ions, which are played during an 
pier ere ema core ing the ordinary 
office of beadle, finds a dwelling somew in the re- 

poise ny overnite is e use 
of the General Assembly, which mands a few days in 
the month of May: other parts are devoted to a police 
office, and the accommodation of a serjeant’s guard. 
Its uniformity is greatly impaired by every successive 
alteration ; as in one place is to be seen an attempt to 
restore or preserve the original architecture, which in 
another partial demolition; while a third 
presents what is altogether discordant with both. 
The church of St Giles became a cathedral in 1633, 

on the restoration of Episcopacy, when Edinburgh was 
first constituted a bishop's see. 
Another church, of which the hi can be better 

traced, was founded by Mary of Gueldres, widow of 
James II. soon after his decease, and is called the Trinity 
College Church. It occupies part of the valley on the 
north of the Gity, and although unfinished, is an edi- 
fice of the most genuine antiquity in Edinb The 

iginal eros the pious founder was to endow a 
Collegiate urch for ‘a provost, eight chaplains, two 
boys ; as also an hospital for the maintenance of thir- 
teen paupers, and two clerks, who should be subser- 
vient to the direction of the provost.” The interior 
now presents a dull and gloomy : it contains no 
striking monument of antiquity; and although the 
foundress lies interred in one of the aisles, her place 
of sepulture is unmarked by any memorial.. The hos-— 
pital which stood south-east of the church having be- 
come ruinous, was transferred to a more convenient 

There are no other ancient churches now extant in 
Edinburgh, of many that were once devoted to religi 
ous purposes. Perhaps the oldest of all was St Cu 
bert’s, near the base of the castle rock, which is men- 
tioned in the earliest records; but it was renewed a few 
years ago, in a plain modern building, capable of con- 
taining a large congregation, and decorated with a spire. 
It stands on very low ground, amidst’an extensive ce- 
metery. 

The churches of older erection in the city are the 
iars, Canongate, and Tron Church. | The first of 

these stands near a spot that was the site of a monas- 
tery of the same name, and contains two places of wor- 
ship under one roof. A cemetery, equally extensive as 
the former, environs it, wherein are many monuments, 
recording the existence of wena at re 
though this cemetery was pro! as su e 
monks, it was not a if coin the ae of 

year 1561; and about 1612, 
the church called Old iars was erected. The 
New Greyfriars church -adjoming, was built in 1721. 
Most of the children maintained in public hospitals sit 
in these churches, under the care ef their respective 
instructors. : 

In the earlier part of the 17th , a fund seems 
contribution, for the to have been raised by ‘volun 

purpose of erecting a church dedicated to Christ, which 
was founded near the castle, on the site of the nt 
reservoir. But soon afterwards, the materials were 
transferred to a more convenient situation, and what is 
now called the Tron Church founded in 1637. In the 

; 
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it was taken down, and a handsome edifice, | 
antique, built almost exactly on the same site, It fy 
amidst a small cemetery, wherein patients dying in the ; 

sntThe chapel in the bbey heave bali penatnthsCesanghes e al seems to have ’ 
to, subsequent to the Reformation in 1560, as a place ' 

blic worship. But when King James VII. restored it to 
ts original purpose, for the exercise of the Roman Catho= 

lic religion, the Protestants: were necessarily excluded, 
However, the ingonvenience was not .of i 

5 

opish su 

A handsome portico fronting the street, is supported ; 
four columns of the Corfathian from: which 
springs a spire, executed in good taste, 168 feet high. 

e ch is lighted by two rows of windows, and a 
gallery runs two-thirds of the wall ; but ex- the 
trente plainness of the whole, which is entirely void of 
relief or decoration, gives a mean aspect 
which would otherwise have been both elegant and 

peri eta etd Towne a "fbi Geet to . 8 ; a front f 
Charlotte-square, with a portico, su by four I 

capitals. They nie columns, 35 feet hi » including 

width, and can accommodate 1600 persons. A 
dome rises from a basement 48 feet Sioncinbiotiie 
portico, above which is a circular row of columns, with 

it George's. 

upper compartments of the dome. ‘The whole is crown- 
ed by a lantern, with a cross, 160 feet abové.the ; 
and produces a fine effect when viewed from 
parts of the city or the avenues ing it. . This 
church was erected at the ce of above | 3 
and opened for divine service on the 5th) of June 
1814. > Fn? aub =~ ‘ 

established religion. ‘There are besides; in connection Chapels 
with the establishment, a of ease, which stands frase, 
amidst a small cemetery on the south side of the town, : 
belonging to the parish of St Cuthbert’s, and erected ‘ 

; 
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Edinburgh. in 17575 
Bs connected with the C 
: A number of the citizens of are very 1m- 

acquainted with the English language, from 

: 

f Dusdicial os, ee 

y . ° 

i 3 

dt i . : af i 
if i i Hi ue Hn i Ht : f hy : 
FTE 

A f tf { 
' aL i i : 

i 1 i 7 z§ i E 
bee : : ; | | 

This chapel we believe is about 100 
52 in breadth ; it stands a little to the south 

i the street. 
an f i A : i z e 

cannot hold a synagogue, 

es bur of a. presbytery of the same 
— it is also. the p Fe : where the. of Lothian 

Tweddale, and the General Asse:nbly of the Church 
of Scotland, meet for ecclesiastical business, 

; After the edifiées devoted to sacred those 

large portion of it. This consists of one extensive hall, 
122 feet in length by 49 in width, and not less than 40 
Seasons the masrenant eer figure, of mas- 

oak timbers, ornamented with gilding, and supported 
projecting from the wall, There is a very 

$33 

sion. 
possible to 

. ing at a time before four different judges ; attornies 
are forcing their way through a crowd almost impene- 
trable, in quest of counsel already too late for impatience 
in di ing causes ; conversations are carrying on, 
criers vociferating names, and a universal murmur per- 
vading the remotest. corner. Yet such is the force of 
habit, that many may be seen quietly studying their 
papers, while others are en in consultations, or 
the judge gives deliberate decisions without the slightest 
inconvenience. 
sod each side of the outer-house are two on pag ita 

about 40 feet square, with a ¥ a 
a called the fnnerhowte, tht ge Rite nan’ 

supreme ci criminal court sit in judgment. 
The court of session, the former of these, man of 
fifteen judges, who sit in two divisions since the year 
1808 ; i to which there was such an accumula- 
tion of busines, Khat.shesnan supine wee biel ob- 

Yet a great portion of evil, per 
arose less from the multiplicity of j 

. decide-in each cause, from the mode in which the 

in their PIONONIODE AFICIO: and 
after was ounced, it has known,.that 
it was to be objected to above thirty times suc~ 
ener Sen She Rare et elegy Besides the interest 
of the agent and the client were at direct variance: the 
advantage of the one consisted in ing the suit, 
the safety of the other in bringing it to a close ; and 
from the combination of these other causes, the 
supreme court, entirély lost the confidence of the pub- 
lic... The late..division of the judges in 1808, has 
attended with infinite benefit ; many excellent regula- 
tions ma Ne at sponaively made, and pitnongh others 
seem objecti not ing litigants against 
expence, justice is undeutedy amore speedily aoe 
tably administered., The. public confidence is restored, 
and if care be taken in the selection of liberal and en- 
lightened men to fill the seat of justice, it will not like- 
ly be again impaired. By a statute, in 1810, no cause, 
involving a smaller interest than £25, can be brought 
originally into the court of session, unless by appeal 
from an inferior judicature ; and every cause is first de- 
cided by a single judge in the outer-house, on oral or 
written pleadings. The party dissatisfied may then 

it before either division of the inner-house within 
21 days, where all the proceedings are printed, or if 
postings follow, it is on printed rs. parties 

ming ees their case, which is deliberately decided, 
is dissatisfied, may bring the whole matter, 

again under review of the same division within an in- 

5 

% Court ef 

called on to. sexton, 
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brought 
into court during four months at a time. us, any 
one who submits his case to trial here, on 
a final decision in less than two especially if the 
matter be contested. The number of causes t 
annually into court in every shape, is about’2500 on an 
average of four years; but it of late decreased, 
ete from the exclusion of sums below £25, partly 
rom the pressure of the times ; and in the year termi- 
nating 12th July 1814, when these observations were 
written, there have been 2485. Thus, the number for 
1808 being 2867, the decrease is nearly 400. Of the 
whole number, scarcely a half are the subject of tne 
tracted litigation. On a gross calculation, not less t 
400 causes have been decided in one chamber of the 
inner-house within the time now alluded to, a year; 
and the course of that procedure has occupied about 
20,000 printed in quarto. But there is some 

derance of business in this chamber. The ex- 
pence of litigation is considerable ; it costs each party, 
to be once heard, at least six guineas. “If both unite In 
desiring a decision, either believing himself right, a 
debt of £30 may, perhaps, be established for «15 to 
each. If the case goes farther, and is taken to the'in- 
ner-house on printed , the costs under the same 
circumstances aré not less than €30. From that they 
may amount to £200, £300, or £500, according to 
the spirit of litigation by which the he are anima- 
ted. he depends, however, on the attornies who 

e suit. ; ' 
One of the chambers of the Parliament House affords 

accommodation to the supreme criminal court’ in the 
trial of offences ; but it proves inconvenient, from ha- 
ving no entrance, except the other chamber 
and outer-house. This court consists of a lord-justi¢e- 
poncrel a sinecure office, which is to be abolished; a 
ord-justice-clerk, who He in the second division 
of the civil court ; and five lords of justiciary, who are 
ply eee hele: the lords ‘of session. 
Great solemnity prevails in the proceedings of the 
court, so great that an ordinary could not 
credit that it is com of the same materials as the 
court of session ; but the source of it must be'sought in 
the im ion felt by the Nemo on beholding a per- 
son in of life or liberty. The sederunt of the 
court is at no definite period, but according to the com- 
mission of crimes, which are but of rare occurrence ; 
for not more than five individuals suffer capital punish- 
ment throughout all Scotland in a year. The judges, 
however, travel through the country to try crimes twice 
annually. Their sentences are not subject to review 
pe os sary Me those of the civil court; but no ca- 

sentence can be inflicted within 30 days of its 
Hate south of the River Forth, or 40 days north of it, 
in order to give time for an application for the royal 
mercy. The judges wear ¢rimson silk robes, faced’ 
with ermine. - Pune 
A new structure, 150 feet in length, and two stories 

high, fronting the High Street, proceeds from the 
north end of the Parliament House, from ‘which com- 
munications enter into it. “The under story is designed 
to contain a hall for the writers to the ‘accom- 
modation for their 1i , and some offices connécted 
with their er gant The next story peace 
room or gallery, 146 feet 39 in width, with a 
lofty ro trogh which i perl lighted, : 
eeiving a library belonging to the faculty of advocates: 
There are. also two er apartments en the same 

3. 
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floor, and two lobbies below, one of which is to be re- Edinburgh. 
served as an entrance for the adVocates to the Parlias Y= 

pre em sr ae 
quate for their respective ‘was proy 
Wits be teuncstiel by co edieabhesddditlanetoae 
liament House. | Plans and estimates were accordi 

} Bare ared that the whole wou 
amount to L. 61,000. — ever, it was about the same 
time discovered, that a fund which had long before 
been appropriated for the salaries of the judges, of la- 
ter years ceased to be’ directed into that channel, and 

i F 000 

Tsuen, chiefly foutited bat hee inione of individuals ; 
e 

with the interior, setting asi expence of that part 
of the structure from whi ‘no material use can be de- 

pn the Parliament House, and adjoining to iament House, and 
7y" ' poceal-paild 

and a variety of otic end their’ controul, 
connected with the revenue. The principal of 
a court-room, approaching a semicircular 
a handsome fi stucco roof, commodiously 
up for exchequer trials, Other eas are called’ 
the treasury cliambers, where the of 
who are five in number, sit as lords of the treasury, 
determine causes without a jury ; and various offices 
fill the whole building, under different denominations, 
The meetings of this court are held during short terms, 
four times in the year ; but one of the barons is fre~ 
pee: fused str etnies nse em 

with benefit. — — . we . 
Edinburgh is a royal borough, and the magistracy, yy 

~ collectively called the town council, consists of 83 mem- 

treasurer, and the same officers of the year, 
undex'the'dedignation of old proVout)i Ud) batlien "id 
dean of ild, old treasurer, three vand i * $ 

two es councillors, six — ‘extraor- 
dinary council deacons. All are’ ° e eae Her 
the provost may be re-elected a second year; the old 
shone bailies, dean of guild, and treasurer, are one 

bers, viz. a provost, four bailies, a dean of guild, ‘and ments, 

egree lower in rank than the officiating mag of 
this name, but the rest, and eerdeccen cs a 
matter of course, after their own office There: 
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ost takes precedence of the 
plficete of, states apd..all mobabiteed he is, ex officio, lord 

salary. is L.500 per annum, and L, 300 to defray the peere sear va 
_ The bailies by rotation. during a month, in 
a court called inconsiderable 

orders to. be examined jury of be by a jury of fifteen tradesmen, 

_ The revenues of the city are managed by a chamber- 
lain or factor, os pete bg Seif ay 

. Part of the Royal Exchange has been lately fitted up 

: pease 

$35 

immediate decision takes place, fiom which there: F<inturgh. 

no appeal, or at least an appeal is attended with such “—Y—— 
dificul , that it is never resorted to. This court has oe 
subsisted fourteen years on its present establishment ; 
du which it has decided 58,510 causes, involving 
an interest of L, 106,820: 17 : 8}; therefore its decisions 
are no less than 41'79 annually, or about four times the 
number of those given by, the supreme civil court, and 
the pecuniary interest of the ies is at an averaj 
only about L.1:16:6, The benefit which it affords is 
therefore very great, especially on considering that it 
is no charge whatever to the nation ; that the services 
of the magistrates presiding are gratuitous, and the ex- 
pences of their clerk and officers defrayed by the liti- 

gants. 
In 1805, a system of police was devised ; but on trial 

was found to be in many a system of ineffici- 
ency and oppression. The obnoxious statute into which 
it had been embodied was repealed, and, in 1812, a 
new act, containing a variety of judicious clauses, 
substituted in its. place. The sheriff of the county, 
and magistrates of the city, are constituted judges 
of the offences commi within their respective 
bounds ; and they appoint a superintendant of police, 
who is fiscal or prosecutor, on behalf of the public. A 
number of commissioners,.are named, under whose 
charge the streets are cleaned and lighted, and also 
take izance of other matters, connected with the 
safety and comfort of the citizens., It would be wrong 

Police, 

* to.pass.a decided opinion on a system of such short en- 
durance. as the present establishment of. police ; it is 
undeniable, however, that the: statute in general is pru- 
dently and temperately framed; though a most important _ 
object, ceconomy, seems to have been totally forgotten. 

sum levied from the inhabitants the first year, at 
the rate of 7} per cent. on the house rents, which is its 
maximum, was L. 22,000; while the charge of the es- 
tablishment, including some expences not subject to 
renewal, was L. 25,930. 

of the el- 
vourable si- 

large circular apartment, terminating | 
Ree Gonne behind. Here there is a marble statue of 
King George 
Mrs. Damer. 
the middle, project somewhat from the body of the 
building ; a i two outer staircases conduct to a 
landing-place ; but these, by a strange inconsistency, 

storey, and two 
above. All ae ugh Me 
security against paved ; are_of various 
dimensio: i The 
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owing to a of funds, total number of 
cham teres: ia == Be wmatione te in fact, 
the increase of number is attended only with the con- 
venience; dhetthey ane longel af beliig tihed: The quan- 
tity of writing required for ¢ transaction in 
Jand is i ible ; more mein, if connected with 
land, or buildings. The acquisition of all of 
this description, however inconsiderable in value, re- 
quires long and particular deeds, as they are called, of 
conveyance and investiture; if it is transferred again, 
the same must be repeated; and if it then toa 
third person, the whole must be renewed. Every pa- 
per given in during a law-suit, must be preserved; and 
every transaction of any mp4 > ipa from safety or ne- 
cessity, enters the record. great accumulation of 
writings can thence be better than described. 
Nay, it may be remarked, that until lately, the success. 
ful litigant was obliged to obtain a copy of every pa- 
per in his suit, verbatim, written after a certain form, 
to enable him to avail himself of his advantage. With- 
in these few years, some its have made 
for the better preservation of the records, and publi- 
eation of the more curious and useful ee 

There are two prisons in Edin , to whi 
be added the prison of the aber ton one, which we 
believe is no longer used, in the Calton, and Bridewell. 
The princi are situated in the High Street, and 
in the Canongate ; but they have been devised on princi- 
ples little consistent with humanity : there is no place for 
exercise; no ci ion of air; no conveniences which 
health and cleanliness demand ; and but a 
rooms for prisoners, who pay certain rents, ig to 
the quality of accommodation. Nevertheless, it is not to 
be denied, that the percents in Scotland enjoys 
eminent ivileges 3; nay, in to criminals, the li- 
berty of the subject is not to be encroached upon, ex- 

in so far as the public security requires. Almost 
from the day of confinement, the incarcerating creditor 
es be compelled to provide an aliment for his debtor; 
an <4 a month's imprisonment, he debtor rr! ob- 
tain his liberty, by surrendering all hi . Ev 
person accused, bs insist on per trial, aod force it 
to a conclusion within 100 days. Should the judges 
require farther information, however, he may be re- 
manded to prison. Thus, in the strictest view, there is 
perhaps less necessity for conveniences, than where pro- 
tracted confinement from ‘unrelenting creditors may 
ensue ; and it is grateful to reflect, that there is a 
gressive amelioration in the state of prisoners. Whe 

ison in the High Street was originally erected for 
joint pape of accommodating the parliament of 

|, and the supreme courts, and for the restraint 
ef debtors, and s: the last has been its only 
use since 1641. The better class of debtors are con- 
fined in the Cano te jail, which was built in ae 
of James VI.; and sometimes, ex speciali gratia, indi- 
viduals sentenced to confinement by the Court of Jus- 
ticiary; asin a late instance of a naval officer, who 
unfortunately killed a seaman.’ On very recently in- 
specting the prison in the High Street, we found, not- 
withstanding all its disadvantages, that much attention 
was paid to the comforts of the prisoners. Cleanliness 
‘was icularly studied; all the ventilation was given 
which the edifice would admit, and the prisoners were 
treated with great humanity. Their number amount~ 
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They were divided stn we soputine sd distinct classes, — 
and kept in opposite quarters 

is the 
ducted after sentence of death, and if requisite, 
toa iron bar, rivetted to the floor. Here 
a strong iron cage, of small dimensions, which might 
be employed for the most daring and refractory. An 
inearcerating creditor pays si per pound on the 
amount of the debt, for which his debtor is committed: 
and a freeman of the city pays two-pence a n 
jail fees, which are doubled to all others. A 
man 

serves much 
the hardships of confinement ; but the comfort 

She atsennees might be greatly promoted, by a 
trifling tilation ce in further ventilation and proper soil- 
p “The foundation ofa new piste was i 
Tjoining to thé Parliament House, but, from patios 
rent want of room, one is to be erected on the Ca 
Hill for debtors. he Ape 

Bridewell is a spacious modern building, standing 
a conspicuous situation on the Calton Hill. It 
was founded in 1791, and opened for the reception of 
petty offenders in the year 1796. The of its 
Heeeed Oa cied and cotias, cx oneal 
tants of the city and county, so judiciously apportioned 
as to prove no burden, and an aid of L.5000 from go~ 
vernment. In addition to the petty offenders sent here, 
the commissioners who manage it, are authorised, by: 
recent statute, to fit up apartments for those unfortu- 

Bridewell. 

nate females labouring under disease, which renders 
it prudent to separate them from the mass of so~ 
ciety. The body of this edifice approaches a semicir~ 
cular : it consists of five stories, containing a 

in concealment from the prisoners. — irt 
apartments for the purpose of labour in each storey, 
with a grating in front, and looking into an inner court, 
The irecti 
are lighted by a narrow with glass, open- 
ieee he sachs about eight feet by seven 
in hoeebihy aindcte rovided with an iron ead, & 
straw mattrass, and a Bible. Wood is excluded in the 
structure of the edifice, except for doors to the apart- 
ments. Prisoners, on being received, are clothed in a 
costume peculiar to the place; and their own clothes, 
after being cleaned, are reserved to be restored to them 
at the time of dismissal Their food consists of pors 
ridge, beer, and broth ; and those who are industrious, 
may procure an enlarged allowance, with bread. 
The sole employment of the convicts is spit by the spinning k 
women, in’which many excel, thus te vermin : 
trious habits originally implanted in e 
land; and the men pick oakum, or are sometimes em= 
ployed in digging a garden annexed to the place." Both 
sexes are allowed payment for their work at a small rate, 
which is nevertheless still a stimulus to industry ; but 
the expence of their maintenance ia deducted. The 

-chambers look to the ite direction, and - 
riadove: c 

ll I 

Se ee ee Teer ate 

ae 
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i- senior, professor of the-theory of physic, which has Edinburgh. 
been of great utility in affording advice, and supplying “~\~~" 

i 

i 

: 

are an excise-office and a custom-house in this 
city, not far from each other; both of which were ori- 

i i for their own accom- 
in edifice, stand- 
from the street; 

and stands en low- 

= uses, which, in a civil light, are the concern of the com- 

ia ! | i | ; 
i inscription on either side, “ I was 

and ye clothed me ;’—* I was sick, and ye vi- 
The building i laid-ont in different wards; 

lighted from above, 
are ; hot and cold baths 

3 and cells for restraint of persons insane, 
A spacious court, where a centinel is always posted, 
eo a a institu ees gr al ova aR 

management, which meets with much approbation : 
it is attended by two ordinary physicians, and six sur- 
geons, the two senior of whom take of the pa- 
tients and operations, An exact register is kept of the 

i diseases,. their progress, and symptoms; and, 
the students at the university have an opportunity 
RA A io At ae EN 

a medical school of i The different patients are 
according to the diseases with which are 
; and two wards are allotted to the essor 

in the University, on the cases of 
lectures. The Infirmary can accom- 

# i ff i : 

=. 

i : i ! : 3 E 
i 

Of these, between 95 and 110 die; 

modate 

salead genty. +c Sean, 

tion of 
: 3 : ; 

medicines to the poor. Numerous patients are relieved, 
and accounts of the of the different diseases 
are preserved. The Dis pensary stands in North Rich- 

The princi 

eriot, jeweller to King James 
VI. who died the year ing that monarch. After 
various interruptions, his intentions were fulfilled, by 
completion of the edifice since called by his name, in 
1650, and atan expence of L.30,000; a very sum 
at that period. arent then applied to its 
original purpose, Oliver Cromwell having taken pos- 
session of the city of Edinburgh, conv it into a mi- 
litary hospital ; but General-Monk,. several years after, 
in 1659, at request of the managers, agreed te with- 
draw his troops. This is a great quadrangular edifice, 
of irregular Gothic architecture, with a court within, 
and a well in the centre. On one side of the court is 
a statue of the founder, which is carefully decorated 
with flowers on the anniversary of his birth, when all 
the objects of his benevolence waik in procession to the 

iars’ church in the nei hood, to hear pub- 

Each side of the 
court within 94, both being square. 

benevolence of George 

with different devices; and the high angles:of the edi- 
fice are crowned by turrets... The chapel is rather more 
than 61 feet by 24, and paved. with black and white 
marble.- There are different schools; apartments for * 

fitted up under the inspection of Count Rum- 
during his residence in this country. The-situa- 

tion of Heriot’s Hospital is extremely favourable: it 
stands in the middle of a small field, with some fine old 
trees around it: on the north it communicates with the 
PR ee th UCT ap REE mA jand 
a from the south leads to the country. The pur- 
pose of the endowment is for the maintenance and edu- 
cation of indigent children, the sons of the burgesses and 
freemen of Edinburgh ; and the numbers depend on the 
state of the funds, conjoined with applications for admis- 
sion. At first only 39 were received, in the year 1659 ; 
in 1753 there were 130 ; in 1778, 110; butnow, in July 
1814, there are nolessthan 175. The average ex 
of maintaining each, including the n iture 
of the institution, is about L.48 yearly. youths lea- 
ving the hospital to follow trades, L.50 is paid as appren= 
tice-fee for ; and those ing a university, with 
the view of preparing themselves 
sions, are allowed'a bounty of L.120. Thus, is 
much li ity practised 
funds of this ital are ample; and, as a large pro- 

i stipiatn ialshacal sus they enacliater vice of 
i h, they have increased wonderfully of late, 

and are likely to augment still farther. At present, the 
annual revenue is reputed to be about L.8500, Re~ 
cent reforms have greatly improved the whole establish. 
ment: the of a treasurer newly appointed, is 
a to L.500, which is found to be more economical 

under former arrangements, itting him to. 
furnish certain) n articles phan Bog 

the governor and attendants ; and a kitchen, which was 

ford, 

Not far from this hospital, and still more without Watson's 

learned es- 

: hospital. in Edinburgh for the mainte frerioi's. 
nance and education of youth, owes its origin to the Hospital. 

to promote their welfare. The ~ 

the precincts of the city, is another endowed by George Hospitat 
T 
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Edinburgh. Watson, for maintaining: and. educating the sons and mon of old'to.a place of defence, should be suitable to Bdinburghs — 
vr" grandsons of citizens. It was founded in 1738, an hospital, Comnccted with thisinshution ia school, = 

for apprentice-fee, and, on attaining the of 25, a . There are three charity workhouses in Edinburgh ; Charity. 
farther bounty, if he produce certificates of good cha- i 
racter, 

There are two hospitals, on a more limited scale, for longing to the West Church 
the maintenance of young females. The first of these - ed nearly on the same plan, ok Fi 

Merchant is the Merchants’ Maiden Hospital, a plain edifice, where digvet pemenctelieieminen icin Those 
and Trades ye ROT BATE TN Se are received. who are able to work, receive a sixth part of the va- 

nd the other, which is a more regular building, is i i 
Howpitals. appropriated for the daughters of tradesmen. In the The first of these is on i 

latter, there are at present 50 girls, who are maintained only aang eee regan or or 
at an expence of between L.25 and L.30 yearly. Girls ported chi 
pay L.1, 13s. 4d. as entry-money, on i ; and citizens. But the numbers relieved are so great, that 
receive a bounty of L.5, 11s. 1d. at leaving the hospital. however liberally the public contribute, the institution 
No entry-money is paid in the other; and the bounties is always with debt ; which is levied by a new 

- are L,8, 6s. 8d. to some, and L. 3, 6s, 8d. to others, on assessment on the inhabitants, and is very considerable 
quitting the institution. at present. ios balldbigaaee eee 

@rphan The Orphan Hospital was by Andrew Gard- ternal i i 
Hospital. eave eunahsheel Whdietininng hvac) tesieag-atitptated A large committee of management direct the affairs of 

po meme bodies and individuals, it was founded in the the establishment at weekly i and reports ot' 
‘y east of the North Bridge, in 1734 Its object» its state are occasionally made ic. - We are thus 

is more comprehensive than for the children of citizens, enabled to trace the increase of poverty, arising either 
as orphans from any part of the kingdom may partici- from the pressure of the times, by which the hands of 
ee endowment. wameman TE arp hemes meant may Yoe N 
mitted under seven years of and they quit rity, or preceamnie indi persons to 

ae the year 1778, nearly the city. The following numbers were relieved by pital at the age of fourteen. 
100 children were maintained and educated; at pre- the aid of the institution, either in the house or out 
rm cee is greater.. The building is neat and of it. 
plain, ornamented with a spire. : 

Trinity In the year 1461, it has sbesady been observed, that in beer Bas bal eg 
Hospital. Mary of Gueldres, queen of James II. founded a col- 1806... 712 1811... 1340 

legiate church, and an hospital for 13 poor de- 1807°.. 842 1812... 1402 
dicated to the Holy ety but all such institutions, 1808 mts § 1000 1813 ar pbing 1501 
at that period, were more for a religious than for'a mo- 18009). ha eh 
ral ; and, at the Reformation, the hospital was OF situ DARE 
stri of its revenues. They were restored, however, We find, that, from 1st July 1811 to Ist July 1812, of 
by a subsequent transaction, and neers for the the 1402 persons relieved, there were 741 maintained 
maintenance of decayed burgesses of Edinburgh, their in the house; and the children nursed at expence of 
wives, and unmarried daughters ; none being admitted the institution were 55. The average expence ineur- 
pce om oy eee oe Each person has te red for each oma pcre an dup cs am 

t, ample provisions, an cient ing; expenditure L.6160. In succeeding , termi- 
also receive a trifle annually for the purchase of ne- nating July 1813, of the 1501 persons sation there 

cessaries, and there is a small library for their amusement. were 842 maintained in the house, and 49 children 
The total number presently on the establishment is 181, paid for at nurse. The average for each indi- 
at an average expence of L. 15, 10s. each. Ofthese, 56 vidual was L.7, 7s., covering: all , and the to- 
live in the hospital ; the rest are out-pensioners, whe tal expenditure L. 7256. ~ But the debt had increased 
have an annuity of L.6. The females are about five to L.4354, which the citizens are now called on to 
times more numerous than the males, discharge. In the former year, the deaths in the house 

Gillespie's Another hospital, also for the support of aged per- were 77, in the latter 55. Thus the numbers of the 
Hospital. sons, was endowed by James Gillespie, a snuff-mer- poor seem to have'doubled in about seven years, and 

chant in Edinburgh, who died in 1797. None are ad- the average expence‘of relieving each has increased an 
mitted under 55 years of age ; and a preference is given eleventh part in a single year. Connected with this ¢s- 
to persons of the founder's sirname. The total number _ tablishment is an adjoining edifice for reception of in- 
at present supported by the institution, amounts to49, sane An , on a more judicious and en- 
ineluding a preggo chaplain, gardener, and four plan, is now erecting at a little distance from 
female servants ; .and the av expence of maintain. the city, under the name of the Lunatic Asylum. 
ing each is about L.27, which testifies prudent and ~ An asylum for the industrious blind was instituted, 4 tu: 
ceconomical management, consideringthe comfortswhich principally under the auspices of Dr Johnstone of North the 

Feith, in 1795, which is supported by voluntary con- 
criminately ; and, of 40 now in the ital, 29 are fe- tribution, and the produce of labour, Nothing merits 
males. The edifice is a commodious building, greater commendation than the mode of conductin 
situated beyond the south-west verge of the city, amidst this establishment. The industrious objects of the in- 
a small field, and somewhat withdrawn from the high stitution are taught all kinds of emp t_adapted 
road. It is ornamented with battlements, and small to their unfortunate situation ; and; the judicious” 
turrets at the angles, as if the same architecture com- management, the produce of labour exceeds that of 

4 : 
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Edinburgh. other institutions of the same kind, where the numbers 
Dee Sel 

| Society for The preceding observations lead us to rem: 
-several i have been devised, in different coun-. 

are greater. Here mattrasses of hair and wool are 
made ; mats and baskets of all iptions ; and some 
of the blind have even been occupied in weaving. 

, that 

extirpation of mendicity. 

Edin’ down for th SO eet oe 
ee ag that a ee eee should be 

voluntary subscription, their reception 
into hospitals or workhouses ; that they should be em- 

their labour should be sold for indemnifying those who 
carry the system into execution. 
i as’ put in practice ; but w. 

_ more than a century later, one not dissimilar has been 

pons sone plete eer iety,’ chiefl com success. 4 ly 
the exertions of Mr Robert Johnstone, one of 

i was instituted in the be- 
oi of the _ for the 1813, for ion of ia ee aecb nae mie oar 

industry among the . All these different 
objects have been effected. city is entirely freed of 

a great number of suffering individuals have 
been relieved, and a considerable quantity of work pro- 
duced by those who were willing and able to labour. 
During the first eight months of the institution, 622 per- 
sons applied for relief, of whom 456 were females ; and 
it would appear, that the applicants had 481 children de- 
pendent on them. Every case is strictly investigated, 
both to shun the hazard of d ion, and to afford the 

means of relief. It is then referred to one of 
i i of, 

agdalene Asylum ; an institution, of which the 

har oheyp chai! fea epee, co is who may be rec! n prostitution, to the 

bour, the return néarly the expence of subsistence, 
One-third of the value of the work is allowed to the fe- 
males for ing. From the date of the institution, in 
1797, until the first of J; 1813, there had been re- 
ceived into the asylum 202 
claimed ion during thé 

and sent to service, or were reconciled to 
ions ; but some ed irreclaimable. There 

then remained 59 in the house. It is singular to remark, 
that although other vices are eradicated, no instance 
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has yet occurred of reformation from drinking; an- Edinburgh. y' eee Se 
other proof added to a thousand others, of the perni- 
cious effects attending the use of ardent spirits. The 
expenditure of the house for the year now referred to, 
was L.1081; while the receipt was L.1099. Of this, 
the expence of subsistence amounted to L.733} and 
the produce of labour to L. 528. The funds arise from 
annual subscriptions, occasional donations, and the va- 
lue of the work done in the asylum : But as there is no 
more than sufficient, even with rigid economy, to sup- 
port the establishment, cases of a distressing and 

t nature are sometimes ily rej 
here are other two institutions on a smaller scale: R 

one called the itory, which is a wareroom where 
the better class of females may 
work to be disposed of ; the other called the House of 
Industry. The latter is for the purpose of affordi 
assistance to aged females wanting employment, 
for training the young to industry. It is divided into 
three branches ; spinning, the manufacture of lace, and 
a schoo] for servants. e spinners have sometimes 
amounted to 30, and the lace-workers to 24, several 
under 12 years of age. Each is paid for the work per- 
formed, deduction for materials and the expence 
of the institution. 

The charitable institutions of Edi , which have 
no permanent funds like those already described, or do 
not make such 4 armen figure, are extremely nu- 
merous and use There is a Lancastrian School So- 
ciety, having three large schools under its care, where 
the children of the poor are well t, ly gratis, 
and partly at a very cheap rate. The Kirk Sessions 
have also a Lancastrian ool under their man 
ment, and ten Sunday Schools, attended by about 
poor children, who go regularly to church, and are in- 
‘structed by com t masters in the principles of re- 
ligion. A Gratis Sabbath School Society, instituted 

number many years ago, has done much good. 
of tiie echoole ut pchent is°88; end the number of po 
pils 3170. The annual iture is about L.190, or 
is. 3d. for each individual. There are various other 
charity schools. A school for the deaf and dumb is 
taught by Mr Kinni with much skill and suc- 
cess. A Destitute Sick Society, and two Female So- 
cieties, for the relief of aged and indigent women, have 
rendered very meritorious services to the lower classes 

Mt isslonary 0 

ty the penal ON the London) Missionary Society, 
Edinburgh Bible Society, with its various subordi 

Clergy, African and Asiatic 5 
mentioned as ing favourable views of the religi- 
ous zeal and benevolent spirit of the metropolis of Scot- 

public banks issue notes, 
of from one to one hundred in value; and these- 
are also issued by three of the private companies, but 

uae 

and Hi 

privately send their o Industry. 
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Fainbargh. of smaller amount, as we believe none are above L. 20. 
—Yr In the year 1695, the Bank of Scotland, commonly 
Bank of called the Old Bank, was constituted by act of parlia- 
Scotland. ment; the stock of the proprietors being then only 

.L.100,000. Now it amounts to a million, or more. 
An elegant and commodious edifice has lately been 
erected near the south end of the Mound, opposite to 
‘the High Street, for conducting the business of the 
bank. The architecture is greatly admired, from uni- 
ting an elegance and simplicity free of needless deco- 
ration; but this can only be said with regard to the 
front and one of the sides, for the remainder of the 
building bears no distant a to a great tower 
of modern structure, Nothing can be more extraordi- 

than selecting the spot on which it is founded, the 
i being exposed to the principal street of Edin- 
burgh, arid rising 100 feet ndicularly ; while the 
front, being on the top of a cesiiy, behoved to be 
restricted to very moderate height. It is ornamental, 
therefore, only in one point of view ; and from Prince’s 
Street, the extreme disproportion is disguised by a kind 
of curtain, consisting of a wall with a stone balustrade, 
about half way from the foundation, On the front 
there is a coat armorial, with supporters as large as 
life, which was executed by an artist with only one 
hand. The lobby is very spacious ; the door-ways sup- 
ported ne pillars ; and there is a teller’s room, of an oc- 

igure, fifty feet in length. 
Royal The Royal Bank was constituted in 1727, by royal 
Bank. charter, on L, 111,000 of original stock ; ‘which was, in 

1738, enlarged to L.150,000; and now it is a million, 
or more. Business is transacted in a mean looki 
building, down:a lane of the High Street, in a confin 
airless situation. 

British Some years later, in 1746, a company was establish- 
Linen Com- ed for oting the linen manufacture, and then con- 
pany Bank. stituted into a banker company by royal charter, by 

the name of the British Linen Company. The advan- 
tages soon became conspicuous, by the increase of the 
linen trade, and other commercial concerns. Its capi- 
tal at first was small, but very lately it has been consi- 
derably enlarged, speccncentcaies tet ition from 
the public banks. t such should have arisen 
in the earlier years of the nineteenth century, when 
the spirit of enterprise is so great, as also the usual li- 
berality by which it is met, may appear si . The 
terms of dealing in simple accounts by the banks, is 
their lending money at 5 per cent. and allowing 3 
cent. interest on what is with them for periods 
less than six months. Some, nevertheless, allow 4 
cent. even en daily transactions. Almost all the banks 
in Edinburgh enjoy a high share of public confidence ; 
resulting from the acknowledged wealth of the pes: 
ners, and from it having been remarked, that no 
ever failed in Scotland, which did not pay in full. The 
transactions of the bankers in Edinburgh are in gene- 
ral characterised by great liberality, not only in coun- 

ing the legitimate 4 oa of speculative traffic, 
ep ieving individuals from temporary and unex~ 

pressure. 
losuvenes There are several insurance offices here against losses 
Offices, by fire, of which the oldest is called the Friendly In- 

surance. In the year 1720,several owners of y 
‘agreed to insure each other against losses of this de- 
scription, whereby the insured had to pay a pre- 
mium equivalent to a th.of the insured, 
The sum thus paid in by the association was declared 
a joint stock, and each proprietor had an interest 
portional to his share ; bat thie inserest ee sosiesed te 
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_advocates, writers to the si 

teney, for a course of lectures on agian ead will 
ks nt an ample fund has bequeathed by 

the » and passed it to. every sue- Réinbioghs | 
ing owner; and as it is- transferred in the =—"\y" 

same way, ty sainsured brings a high premium, 
along with the policy of insurance, In 1727, the as- 
sociation was constituted into a te, and 
their privileges have since been by parlia- 
ment. 

More recently three companies, each exclusively of 
Scotish origins ve since been established, under the 
name of Caledonian, Hercules, and North British 
Insurance a a pp shares ,of each are A tage 
among a num! i some of whom are 
among the wealthy inkebttante of Scotland, and many 
insurances which would otherwise be effected in Eng- 
land are now done here. The business of all these of- 
fices is chiefly, if not entirely, restricted to insurance 
from fire ; life insurance is little understood in Scotland ; 
but there are several agencies for English. offices in 
Edinburgh, where insurance both on lives and against. 
fire may be easily effected, only, the must al- 
ways be transmitted to the principal office for refusal 
or approbation.. In general this is a profitable concern 
for the company ; because the usual architecture of the 
houses in Scotland is an effectual safeguard against the 
ravages of fire. A fire in Edinburgh is a rare occur- 
rence ; a house being totally destroyed is almost unex- 
ampled ; and we do not know where it is preserved on 
mace thee Senne iia ; peers e 

ere are numerous public an ivate li in- yj ine 
stitutions inthis ety 5 a the head ebwhich datharach aimee 
versity. e first proposal for establishing a university = 
in Edinburgh, soon after the Reformation in 1560, is said Uiversity. 
to have been opposed by the universities of St An« 
drews, G w, and A leen. . However, one was 
founded in the years 1580 and 1581, and a royal grant 
of certain revenues obtained for its’ su in 1582. 
Only one professor, a clergyman of the » seems to 

ve originally been appointed ; but others gradually 
in ‘tothe number of seven. In 1590, the judges, 

contributed a joint ishing a i 
of law, toed Se: Adee Lees a Dane, was the first 
who held that office. A profi ip of Hebrew was 
sartiited pp ioe and conrad OR asenoers oa ap- 

i magistrates to discharge its duties. Suc- 
eine chi a wate ertaichesh eMer, under a: Per 
tronage. magistrates | city, or i 
berality of ppinese individuals : of the latter ipti 
is a modern endowment by the late Sir William Pul- 

more recently, ¢ b 
General Reid, for instituting a professorship of music, 
to be applied to that purpose on the decease of certain 
relatives by whom it should be liferented. So lately 
also as the years 1806 and 1807, the crown created two 
new professorships, one for military surgery, and ano- 
pay eae np men nny he total number of . 
chairs now amounts to 27, which are classed as fol- 
lows:— : 

Faculty of Theology.  ~ 

Divinity. 
Church History. 
Oriental Languages. 

Faculty of Lan. 

Law of Nature and Nations. 
Civil Law. oe i 
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Scots Law. 
Civil History and Antiquities. 

Faculty of Medicine. 

Anatomy and Surgery. 
Practice of Medicine. 
Botany. 
Materia Medica. 
Chemistry. 

_ Th of Medicine. 
Miwit A 
Natural Hi 
Clinical Surgery. 
Military Surgery. 

On three of these branches, the law of nature and 
nations, civil history, and ical astronomy, no lec- 
tures have been delivered for several years. The sala- 
ries of the professors are for the most part about L. 100 
per annum ; h some have less and some consider- 
ably more; and fees of L.3, 3s. in some classes, and 
L. 4, 4s. in others, for the session, are given by each 
student. The of Divinity receives no fees, 
and those of one class of civil law are L. 5, 5s. The 
mode of instruction is by lectures ; no particular course 
of academical education is followed, nor do the pro- 
fessors exercise any controul over the other pursuits of 

academicus 
forms a and learned body of men, and the ta- 
tion of the universi ample testimon: their 
capacity. As a Byer senppgane og ard 
of greater celebrity in Europe, and students are to be 
seen attending it from various quarters of the globe. 
Bee eepenane a8 sondenes ob Fie utityeneey i 

session, inating in spring 1814, was 2010. 
he buildings app iated for the professors in- 

of a stu- 
ruin. Some aid been ob- 

tained, and part of the structure further in 

drangle 358 feet by 255, fronting the east, with a spa- Edinburgh. 
cious court in the interior; and the expence of the fa- 
bric was calculated at L.68,000. Most of the front, 
and the north and west walls are finished, and part of 
the internal edifices. The principal’ gateway enters 
from a portico, supported by columns of' the Doric or- 
der, each of single stone, 23 feet high, and, when com- 
plete, a lofty e is to crown the whole. Besides 
the class rooms ada for giving lectures on the va- 
rious branches taught in the university, a very large 
apartment for a library, and one for a museum of na~ 
tural history, the college was originally designed to 
contain accommodation for the chief professors, which 
we believe is not now to be adopted. ' the present 
state of the buildings, it will be many years before they 
are brought to:a close ; meantime we cannot but’ regret, 
that more recent edifices have been allowed to crowd 
and encroach on what was meant to surpass all other 
structures in Scotland. 

The High School, devoted to the education of boys, High 
is a compact, plain building, well corresponding to its School- 
use, situated in an open area, near the royal Infirmary, 
It was founded in 1777, and consists of apartments 
where the different classes are taught, a common hall 
and library. There are five teachers, one of whom is 
denominated rector. Each teacher has his class with 
him during four years; atthe end of which time it is 
demo apts oethe ane with whom most of 

boys continue for two years longer. . A public exa- 
mination annually takes place in August, when premi- 

hate becttonch tiiniustea! by tek ltsie yo: ve been m istingui by their li ifica« 
tions ; and it has given the lectins of liberal cation 
to many who have afterwards made an eminent figure 
in the world. So high does it stand at present in the 
ig estimation, that it is attended by above 700 boys. 

ing found too small for their acconimodation, it is 
about to be en 

Besides these, which are the chief public institutions 
in this city for instruction, the elementary parts of 
science and literature are taught, either in the way of 

costume ; lectures or otherwise, by private individuals, ing 
to the age and capacity of the pupils. 
An association was establi in 1810, under the 

name of the ee Institute, where scientific per- 
sons lecture alternately on certain subjects previously 
announced ; those for the present year, 1814, are natu- 
ral history, astronomy, magnetism, and Oriental history. 
Each lecturer receives a guinea for his lecture from a 
general fund, and the lecture room is open for a small 
consideration to all who may chuse to attend it. Anato= 
my and chemistry are successfully — by private lec- 
turers to numerous audiences; and are many in- 
structors of the arts and accomplishments, distinguished 
by their ability. A royal academy for horsemanship was 
established in 1764, the master or director of which has 
a salary of L.200 per annum. There is also an academy 
for design, under the patronage of the Board of Trustees 
for “pa, oy Aart gy the master of which has 
a salary of amount, for the attendance of nume~ 

here are various societies in this city for the culti- 1 iterary 
vation of science and literature, the principal of which societies. 
is the Royal Philosophical Society. Associations of 
learned men are numerous on the continent, and-some 
then apionstpaar re cae Academy of 
France preceded the Roy Society of London; but a 
much longer interval elapsed before any similar asso- 
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Edinburgh. ciation was formed in the Scotish capital, for the first 
—Y~" was not of earlier date than the year 1718. But the in- 

stitution of the Royal Society, as now established, was 
until 1782. It consists of many respectable 

members, and volumes of beet ga ions are occasionally ished, ner which ; 
ee ae sh reflect high credit 

Antiquarian A Society of Antiquarians was constituted by Royal 
Society. charter in 1781, for the purpose of investigating anti- 

quities in general, but more particularly those of Scot- 
land. The number of associates is considerable, and 
they have a small museum; but only one volume of 
Transactions has been published, and an interval of 
twenty-four years has not produced another. Although 
p orheserge can boast of eminent historians, the genuine 

antiquity is not a uit at present: 
indesd it is vain to deny, that works of frivolity, those 
which engraft an erroneous description of the manners 
of our forefathers on imaginary events, have vitiated the 
taste of the public, 4 

A society for the promotion of natural history was 
instituted about the same period as the former: many 
valuable compositions were read in it during a series of 
years, and a small library was collected for its use. But 
after having declined for some time, it may be said to 

Wernerian be entirely supplanted by the Wernerian Society of re- 
Society. cent institution, which embraces the same objects. The 

name, however, is considered as inferring something 
circumscribed, and is therefore unpopular ; for the pub- 
lic justly consider that they ought not to be fettered to 
any particular tenets in natural history, and least of all 
to geological theories, yet of such uncertain foundation, 

on which the reputation of Werner is etait ly 
founded. Some of the most intelligent naturalists have 
been deterred by these considerations from joining it. 
Two volumes of Transactions have been published. 
There are two extensive societies, the Caledonian Gar- 
deners Society, chiefly restricted to practical persons, 
and the Horticultural Society, belonging to this city, 
both of which award premiums for fruits and flowers at 
certain seasons. The latter is on a more general scale, 
in respect to the quality of its members. 

Astronomi- A society for promoting astronomical science was 
cal Institu- lately instituted ; and now consists of many respectable 
ad individuals. As yet it has produced no Transactions ; 

but by means of its exertions, an observatory, erected 
some years on the Calton-hill, a situation particu- 
larly favourable, has been judiciously repaired, provided 
with several good instruments, and is likely to be pre- 
— in such a condition as to prove useful to the 
pu 

There is another association, on a more comprehen- 
sive establishment than any of those we have hitherto 
mentioned, which may be described as a great patriotic 
economical society. This association was originally form- 
ed for ing the welfare of the Highlands of Scot- 
land, and is called the Hi d Society ; but its views 
are at this day greatly extended, and whatever is con- 
nected with Boge. 0 Smale ts. poe 

’ brought within the sphere of its patronage. Thus it is 
occupied in advancing the interests of agriculture, ma- 
nufactures, and the arts, by offering premiums for com- 
petition ; a all useful ahi 2a i vements, 
relative to same objects, though not originally pro- 
posed by the society, a also To attain 
an accurate knowledge of the real state of the country, 
different districts are periodically selected, and premi- 
ums offered for the best report regarding them; the 
culture of certain vegetables, promising utility, is en- 

Highland 
Society. 
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institution of the university, the books were transferred 

couraged; the adoption of implements of agri ; 
and machines, which have come to the know : : 
society, is recommended ; and when 
nics, in straitened circumstances, peri 28 ss 
which apparently might be beneficial, if executed on a } 
sufficient scale, are unable to complete them, sums have j 
been bestowed for that About L.650 is year- 
ly distributed in ums ; a gold medal is occasion- - 
ally bestowed, and sometimes of plate to those 

Funds ofthis socety, the patriotic spt of is mabey un is society, iotic spirit of its 
and. the countenance which it ea ah from govern- 
ment, all contribute to its general utility and im 
ance. It now consists of above 1200 members, vo- 
lumes of Transactions are occasionally i 

The diffusion of knowledge is j 
fectual means of civilizing a nation: the government 
itself is materially influenced by it, and thence the hap- 
po of the people, A li government is mild, i 
ut experience proves that a military one is tyrannical ; 

and despotic. us in the largest and most 
empire of the world, none but men who have under- 
ne a probation in literature, are admitted to share 

its administration ; and notwi ing its unwiel- 

measures are 
called a hot-bed of genius. It is not to be denied that 
brilliant talents have shone in it; that it has given birth 
to many celebrated works in history and p hy ; 
yet in appreciating what t strictly to be denomi- i 
nated learning, much must sasatted that passes for " 
such in the vulgar eye: little originality is truly seen ; 
the ideas of mankind, always the same, ure only re« 
roduced under a different form ; every subject of or- 

Sinary discussion has been exhausted again and again ; 
and unless for scientific inventions, and exposing the 
phenomena of nature to view, semney any thing new is 
to be found. The diffusion of know is ly 
promoted by the facility of access to public libraries, and 
few cities are more favourably situated in that respect 
than the Scotish metropolis. In the year 1580, Cle- 
ment Little, an advocate, bequeathed his library for 
the use of the citizens at large; and immediately on the 

et oe 

ht 

thither by an order of the istrates. This incon- - aa 
siderable collection, of which a catalogue is still ex- iv 
tant in the records of the town council, was gradually : 
augmented by the benefactions of Drummond of Haw- t+ 
thornden, and more recent donors, until it now forms 
a great accumulation, probably exceeding 50,000 vo- 
lumes. By a statute coo ag Hearings 7, Cos Anne, 

the College Library is entitled to a copy of every book ¢onerg 
entered in Stationers-hall, in common with the other Library. 

universities. The whole collection is pomnerenianiees 
apartments, one of which is a vi e room, 
wanting repair, 83 feet in length, hung with many old 
portraits of foreign literati, and those of Scotland. 
Among the latter are King James VI. his ) 
George Buchanan, and the first professor in the uni- 
versity. Besides the printed books, there are some 
historical and classical manuscripts, which have been 
put in good order, and ted from the others. There 
isa copy of wenger a ae 7 aw 
lum, and a protest taken against urning: 
early Micaae John Huss and Jerome of Prague, by 
a convention of . a states, with numerous 
seals a ded. e library likewise possesses a cop 

of Bellenden’s translation of Boetius, printed Saeed 
lum, of which only three copies besides are known te 

Seema a et ae eet 

Pe 
* 
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Bainburghs exist, and the Heures a Pusage de Rome, also printed in folio, by D’Alembert and Diderot, and the Ency- Edinburgh. 
—Y~—" on vellum, which is shewn as a manuscript. Students blopedie Methodique, so far as complete, in about 130 —— 

es PN I OS MAE Mh HF 

have the privilege of borrowing books on depositin 
shaicitadon with librarian, who is always Gus of Oe 
professors ; arid each contributes five shillings, which 
are the sole funds supporting it, on being enrolled in 
the university register. too pet rea ere 
is no complete printed catalogue is collection.— 
Besides this library for the use of the students in ge- 
neral, there is an excellent one belonging to the divi- 
nity hall in particular, furnished with books not only 
on theological subjects, but on those also of general 

But the lar, ‘and most celebrated li in Scot- 
land is one be' ing to the Faculty of Advocates, which 
was founded by Sir George Mackenzie, in the year 
1680. Here the number of printed volumes now ex- 
ceeds 70,000, and there are about 1000 volumes of ma- 
nuscripts ; the whole are enumerated in a printed ca- 
talogue, of above 1700 folio the last part of which 
was terminated in 1807, except 10 or 12,000 articles con- 
tained in a i This li 
ses many rare, curious, and valuable printed works, 
and a number of important man 3 the 
latter are the records of thirteen of the religious houses 
preserved took place 
at the Reformation; the two earliest records of criminal 

ipt of Martial’s Epigrams on vellum, 
years old; beautiful manuscripts of the 

Bible; a copy of the gospels in the Malay tongue, writ- 
ten on the leaves of trees, and various treatises on law 

y the classics, history, antiquities, and jurisprudence. 
the anes Aewent ss named the 

Heures alusage de Rome, sage of which is bor- 
dered with e1 wings, printed shout 1507 sa copy of 
certain Scotish statutes, dated 1541 ; i 

Edinburgh in 1809, 1811, 1814. It may easily be con- 
ceived, a library which i 

must 

Accordingly, we find, among 
‘Thesaurus of Ecclesiastical Antiquities by 

; those of the Greek and Roman antiquities by 
aren thane tal Conte 

epos ; the 
are 

here the French Encyclopedic. sa oribiually pulbiche 

\elass, and those of 

volumes ; some other French works of the same 
iption, and all the celebrated Encyclopedias in 

English. The Transactions of different learned socie~ 
ties belong to this library, as those of the Royal Aca- 
demy of ce, the Memoirs of the National Insti- 
tute, and the Academy of ph, oma the Memorie 
della Societa Italiani ; and a valuable collection, called 
the Scrittort Giconomici di Milano, in 44 octavo volumes, 
All the celebrated French scientific journals are here, 
as the Journal de Physique, Annales de Chimie, An- 
nales des Arts, J Mines, and some less ims 
portant productions, both in French and English, as 
L’ Esprit des Journauz, a collection now exceeding 400 
volumes ; reviews and magazines. There is a set of 
the Moniteur complete, for which the Faculty lately 
paid above L.250. In typography; the library pos- 
sesses the works of many eminent printers, as 
Fust and Guttemberg, Jenson and lus, of the older 

Bodoni, Ibarra, and Degen among 
the moderns ; besides the productions of the most es< 
teemed printers of Britain. There is an Egyptian 
mummy in the original case, i to the lileary > 
ones ok ennane 8g alga agg but 
partly arranged ; a very fine collection of Scotish 
yold, which is in order. The expence of this 
establishment is about L.1500 per annum, of which 
about L.1000 is devoted exclusively to the purchase of 
books: and the library is besides entitled to a copy of 
every work entered at Stationers’ Hall. With these 
ay pel wie gh would be made in other 
hands ; but constant ay of ent, and 
the little re paid by the Faculty to choice of 
those of their own body, who oversee the whole, proves 
a t retardation. Although this is entirely a private 
callecGon, ready access is wed to strangers ; and if 
any reputable literary person has occasion for expen. 
sive works, which he himself does not possess, they 
are purchased by the library for his accommodation ;— 
a praise-worthy liberality. Thus, it proves of infinite 
use to the public ; and we should be wanting in grati- 
tude did we neglect to express our sense of the assist~ 
ance which this work has derived from its ample 
stores. : 

There are several smaller libraries in Edinburgh ; 
such as one ing to the writers to the signet, con- 
taining 10,000 or 12,000 volumes, which is under good 
management, and in excellent order. A library late- 
ly instituted for biblical criticism; two private sub- 
scription libraries, and some others. There are also 
six or eight ci ing libraries, where works of merit 
may occasionally be found; but only noyels, and that 

ion consisting of books of mere entertainment, are 
in common request. 
We have yet to speak of the persion of the city. : 

the division, and pursuits of people, ery es Population. 

not antici the notices already given. 
Edin ete of = mex St Andrew’s, ym 

y Church, St Cuthbert’s, St George's, New 
Friars, Old Grey Friars, High Church, New North 

Church, Old Church, Tolbooth Church, Tron Church, 
and Lady Yester’s, which are subdivided into 26 wards, 
The ion amounts to 82,624 individuals, of 
whom 35,275 are males, and 47,329 females, being an 
excess of 12,064 of the latter. The total number of fa- 
milies amounts to 18,183; thus each is found to con- 
sist of between four and five individuals; or one half 
the families may be computed at four, and the other 
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Division of 
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Attorneys. 
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in agri- 

culture is 272; in trade, manufactures, handicraft 

operations, 7432; and those employed otherwise amount 

to 9379. Thus, the individuals supported by agricul- 

ture, trade, and manufactures, does not exceed $1,000, 

= small nppe ion of the whole. ee 
ved, however, that a portion of the most populous pari 

being in the coun rhe gener amount would Be di- 

minished to 77,786, by ucting it; but seeking, a 

reasonable allowance for omissions, which indubi ly 

took place, the whole population will be found to con- 

sist very nearly of 80,000 souls. We are well aware, 

that many are of opinioh thet the population exconder 

this number twenty years ago, an it has always 

been increasing ; but we are much inclined to dou 

the ive increase. It can take place only by 

an influx from the country, or by the fre. 

quency or greater fertility of marriages. But the ex- 

pence of subsistence must undoubtedly operate as a 

ial check on the former, and in no town in the 

world perhaps are there so few marriages. The excess 

of females proves the fact in some degree, and it may 

be owing to a similar cause with the other, namely, 

the expence of subsistence. The city has extended 

wonderfully indeed, not so much, however, from new 

inhabitants seeking an abode, as from those previous- 

ly patng in it requiring more accommodation. It is 

ae , that there is a gradual and continued migra- 

tion from the older and less commodious parts of the 

town to occupy the edifices daily erecting, while their 

places are left vacant, or are occupied only by similar 

numbers. But if 61 houses, which we find were build- 

ing in the year 1811, received as many families from 

the country, the accession of population ‘would not be 

great, allowing the due proportion to each ; and at that 

time a number of houses were uninhabited. Thus we 

are induced to conclude, that although the n Segoe 

may be increasing, the ratio is inferior to the general 

belief. But to obtain an accurate view of the popula- 

tion of a nation, the whole list, town and country, 

should be taken up on the same day. 
There are few persons of high rank citizens of Edin- 

burgh, or those not engaged in rofessional pursuits. 

Almost all are actively and industriously employed, and 

chiefly in quest of subsistence. The principal profes- 

sions here are the bar, medicine, sur; , that of at- 

torney, and the more liberal mercan' ile vocations: the 

ecclesiastical establishment is so confined, that it can 

scarce find a place in calculation. As families of the 

highest rank frequently breed their younger sons, or equal 

sometimes the eldest, to the bar, the law is usually 

placed first in order. 
The barristers are united in a society, called the Fa- 

culty of Advocates, who have the privilege of plead- 

ing in all courts, even in the House of Peers, and can 

claim exemption from tion in any but the su- 

preme court to which oe The only excep- 

tion is in regard toa useful judicial institution, of which 

we have already treated. Candidates for the un- 

dergo successive examinations in blic _Private, 

and they must produce certificates of an academical edu- 

cation. There are at t 276 advocates enrolled 

on the list, but not above half the number 
ise at 

the bar, and scarcely more than 30 gain a ivelihood 

exclusively by their profession. — . 

The first as of attorneys is denominated clerks, or 

writers to the signet, because they have the privilege 

of signing in writings which pass the king’s sig- 

net, All must serve a long apprenticeship, and unders 

EDINBURGH. 
go trials of their skill in law, before being admitted to Edinburgh. © 

The number is at present 365, most of whom. “7 
‘ollow the profession. As a safeguard to the. publi 

pe es curt ey he le of fees submitted to and 
sanctioned by the Court of Session. vr. 

Another branch of the law d consists of 
solicitors united into a faculty, who practise in the su- 
preme contt.ae etteitneye 5.and some, woes) eeeieslas 
is of a mixed nature, icipating of that of advocate 
and_ attorney conjoi who practise in the inferior 
courts only. We have been unable to ascertain the 
numbers. in the various branches of the law 
department, but they probably amount to several thou- 

The medical profession is very celebrated in this ci- Physicians, 
. It consists of two Royal Colleges, the one of phy- 

pom the other of surgeons. Several “intent 
forei Cpe re earn the — but there 
are few physicians who practise in Edinb 
their charter of incorporation into a eae 
and subsequent statute, were enjoined “ to visit 
all the apothecaries shops within the city and liberties, 
pee ta oe + all insufficient and 
corru) 4 — ic meetings of the college 
woneinn eee in Street, called: 
the icians’ , perhaps. uneq in the city. 
It is bualt shor the oikiaan, and is in ren iy 

by 63. The entrance is gained by a -_ of 

a portico, supported by four columns the Corinthian 

cal school of Edinburgh. 
This city cannot be called a place of trade or mam ‘Nar ulue 

facture ; it is City eS persons in the la 

families whose children are atten 

fe a eras wry a ot 9 are not. in 

productive industry, compared with many: ities of 

mediate vicinity of Edinburgh, where — quantities 
is exported, 

the demand would still be greater. 
time extensive breweries have been 

different kinds of malt liquor, some of which ss, 

ed to London. The ale in i has_ long 

celebrated. Sugars are refined, though not in quan- 

tities ; and soap and candles of quality are made. 

The preference given to E 
the woollen manufacture languid ; sea heabe | 

. 3 to’ 

spacious hall, with a gallery — 

epi pea bar 3 ie wre ces om ag and mi ents, e former, 
; ing the high school 

“But 

ish broad cloths renders. — 

ys é =a 
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sarsnets is daily gain- 
400 weavers are em- 

it; and beautiful shawls are made, of which 
sometimes amounts to twenty-five gui- 

i are made, but sent 
There is also a small manu- 

we ie will 

value, which prevents articles of 
be: oy <vopwean tere 

tanning 

at 

greater worth than 
competition for the 

iti eat a ine 
i t operations of the work; but we 

believe it is not carried on at present to any 
Household furniture is made in quantities, both for 

Of late, a considerable trade has been carried on by 
idari not so much in the greater operations of 

cutting, which is also practised, as in the polish- 
ing of the beautiful les so common in Scotland. 

engraving is well executed ; and engraving in 
relief, after the stile of the antique cameos, eee 
times been There are man peep inte wt 

don mar- 

845 
one of nearly a ton weight, which Mr Armstro: 

oeednt for St ’s Church, Besides, the ~ 
inity of Carron, a a y celebrated over the world, 

ren it a powerful an reciating rival. _ 
the art is so iadérvegod): und sound and beauti! 
metal produced, difficulty seems to attend any cast in 
brass exceeding the weight of 40 pounds. 

There is an extensive of cotton cards 
near Edinb which we have understood carries on 
a regular with the city of Morocco. A glass- 
house has lately been established in the city, where ex. 
cellent glass is blown ; a seasonable substitute for what 
was formerly manufactured at Leith. 

A great quantity of is made in the neighbour- 
hood, and much is imported from London, ‘for 
English writing papers are in general rred, But 
the quantity of paper, on the whole, is not equal to 

it was in some of the former years. However, 
the consumpt in printing law proceedings, and the 
books lished in this capital, must always be con- 
siderab: Bookselling an printing are among the 

incipal trades carried on in Edinburgh. The num- 
beriot booksellers has nearly quadrupled within twenty 
years ; and, in 1806, it was calculated, that 120 print. 
ing presses were at work in the city. It has been said, 
that 100,000 Bibles are annually thrown off by the 
king’s printer, who enjoys this as an exclusive privilege. 
Works of literature and science, which would formerly 
have yh pas and published in London, are now 

inted published in Edinburgh. . A considerable 
of work is likewise done by the Edinburgh print- 

ers on commission, for London booksellers, usic 
sellers have increased nearly in the same proportion, 
but almost all merely deal in retail, nor does it seem 
so profitable a traffic as the former. It is rare to find 
a variety of music with them, except for the piano forte. 

Nothing but the ordinary es, found in towns of 

Edinburgh. 
—_—— 

lesser population, are carried on here, and none in par- . 
ticular to great extent. The traders supply both the 
YS Ml gw Pa 

in goods. ta portion 
vr tnese is in transitu to Leith debbett far campéet 
However, the whole quantity conveyed in this way is 
probably about 300 tons weekly. The principal articles 
of trade are silver and p articles, jewellery, and 
cutlery, almost all brought from England: Leather, 
cloths, silks, linens, and stockings ; groceries ; books 
and paper ; wines and spirits: Such articles as are for 
home consumption in general, and few for export, 

Various improvements in the city and its suburbs are Projected in contemplation. The most important of these is the improve- 
new access to Edinburgh from the east over the Calton. ments. 
hill. We have not room for any minute description of 
it. But when we think of the continuation of Prince’s 
Street Shakespeare Square—the magnificent 
bridge that is to connect it wi the hill,—the elegant 
and spacious public buildings that are to be erected 
there—the new town which is-to be built on the eastern 
declivity—and the rich, magnificent, and extensive pros 
which are to be seen from the eminence in every 

irection, and to which there will now be the fa- 
cility of access—we figure to ourselves one of the most 
tasteful improvements that have yet taken place about 
Edinburgh, and one of the grandest and most enchant- 
ing scenes that can be seen in any part of the world. 
It is but justice to record, that though the plan which 
embraces so much advantage, and so much beauty, was 
suggested a long while ago, we believe by more than 
one individual, we are indebted for the efficient pros 
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Yofined. 

[es objects. 

of the inhabitants be in independent circumstances, af- 
fluence is rarely enjoyed, and many have nothing but 
a precarious income from labour. The ex- 

ce of subsistence, and the burdens to which 
ore liable, are very great. One cannot live in his 

own house without being subjected to at least 50 
cent, of taxation on — — value. A conuidesats 

ion of this is levied by the magi for public pur- 
Lees The eharge for subsistence is daily a ; 

ing, provisions, public burdens, are all increasing; 
nor can those economical means of living be resorted to 
here, which are said to be practicable in some other 
great cities. A single gentleman, living in lodgings on 

most moderate scale, must spend at least L-200 per 
annum ; and a family, of ordi size, living in a 
house rented at L.80 or L.100, can scarce live, with all 
due economy, under L,500a year. The innumerable 
applications for aid to public charities form no incon- 
siderable item in the accounts of the year; though half 
are rejected. But the t expence consists in lodg- 
ing and the common articles of subsistence ; and when 
the education of. a family is added, it ires the ut- 
most frugality to remain on a par with the same 
of society. 

rooms 
one being 94+ feet 

suf. 
amusement, 

mits to detail. ; 
The manners of the inhabitants 

characterised by and decorum. We meet with 

EDUCATION. 
Evearioy, in the most extensive acceptation of the 
term, comprehends every thing, whether systematic or 
accidental, which has any influence in developi or 
biassing, the powers of the mind, and the tendencies of 
the heart. object of systematic education is to cul- 
tivate the intellectual and moral powers, with a view to 
some specific result : and education is good or bad, 

or improper, complete or deficient, as the end which 
It is laudable or reprehensible, as the course of 
discipline is more or less conducive to that end, and as 
the means employed are adequate or inadequate to its 
accomplishment. 
ne the eee and the excellence of the 

individual, to render him a valuable member of society, 
and to accustom him to aspire, by the regular discharge 
of all his religious and social duties, to the happiness 
which awaits the in a future world, are the great 
ends which be kept in view in the education of 
all, whatever place in society they may be desfined to 
occupy, from the son of the meanest cottager, to the 
heir t tothe throne. But the indefinite variety 
ef relations in which et to each other, require 
2 corresponding variet accomplishments, to enable 
them to fill their ive stations with respectability 
and satisfaction to ves, and with advantage to 
the community to which they may Education, 
therefore, is either general or particular: general, while 
it regards us as sentient, m and intellectual beings, 
susceptible of happiness, and capable of improvement ; 
particular, when it is'designed to qualify us for some 
particular station, or occupation in life. 
~ Enowhatever light we view education, it cannot fail 

to appear the most important subject that can engage 
the attention rub aac pee Whe re conte he 
norance, the rudeness, an of thes: 
vage, with the knowledge, the refinement, Prekevig 
sources of civilized man, the difference between 

vi Y cnlightened 

same “ high capacious powers” of mind “ lie folded up” 

to these mental powers are exactly similar. All the dif- 
ference, which is afterwards to distingui de- 
pends w their education. While the mind of the 
savage, left srry era. Curt will scarcely raise him 
above the level of 

cret laws ; the powers of other creatures will become 
subject to his controul ; and the faculties and the attain- 
ments of men will be wate rubies | ee bara 
r or his delight.—Such: is the importance ‘of educa- 
Soe cn. the jwtsllergicenpapeala oie ianaleaptaee 
ly to the happiness of man, But it is not by his 
intellectual improvement alone that it enlarges the 
sphere of his enjoyment. It ope ‘ 
still more exquisite pleasure, inthe moral and religious 

ns to him sources of” 

—_—— 

Its import’ _ 
ance, 



EDUCATION. | 34%, 
tendencies of his nature. The untutored’ barbarian, owes all his superiority. It is education, which, rai- !duca‘ton,. 
like the beasts which he hunts for subsistence, or from sing him above the degrading dominion of sense, ““Y~~ 
which he dreads destruction, acts merely under the teaches him to respect the voice of reason, and to fol- 

of insti i ite, low her as the guide of his conduct. It is educa- 
ing. controul, he acknow- tion which reminds him of the necessity of subordi- 

no law but his own will. Not disciplined tosub- nation in -regular communities ; and which, convin- 
ion, or trained to reflect on the relations of so- cing him how much the happiness of the individual 

ciety, and the duties which arise out of these relations, is oted and secured by submission ¢o government 
he submits to no superior, but the leader whom he and laws, expands even his selfish feelings into loyalty 
chooses to conduct him to the ification of his pri- and patriotism. It is education which, leading him to 
eee eernees his wildest desires are reflect on the ties that a 2 sto ene. wi 
indulged without the slightest regard to any future con- kindred, and with the great fami mankind, makes 
sequence, or to any feelings or interests but: his own. his bosom glow with social tenderness, confirms the 
His enjoyments, therefore, are entirely selfish; and emotions of sympathy into habitual benevolence, im- 
[anes deg they are contracted, they spring merely parts to him the elating delight of rejoicing with those 

tion of the most ferocious passions, or who rejoice, and if his means are not always adequate 
ee eee Even his ion tends to the suggestions of his charity, sooths him, at least, 

his nature, and to increase his wretched- with the. melancholy pleasure of weeping with those, 
ness. His devotion is a feeling of terror; and the who weep: in a word, which renders even his self-love 
whole system of his superstition isa fabric reared by only a modification of generosity, and enables him to 
his vices, which it serves, of course, to fortify and con- his purest bliss, seeing others blest. It is 
firm. Ascribing to 8 Se ram RE pa education, which, elevating his thoughts habitually to 

3 i and the hurricane only his Creator, gives constancy to his virtues amidst all the 
voice of their wrath, which he is led to by trials of life, and serenity to his mind amidst all its evils ; 
dreadful expiation, or by some deed of yen- which leads him to repose on the wisdom, the goodness, 
against their enemies and his own. He may and the omnipotence of the Lord of the universe ; and 

ope for tality ; for who ever left the precincts carries forward his views to the regions of immortality, 
this world, without casting forward an anxious look where the apparent confusion and intricacy of the ways 
another? But the scenes which he pictures to him- of Providence shall be unravelled into the most perfect 
f beyond the limits of time, derive all their colour- order; and the toils, and struggles, and sufferings of 
from his own dark imagination ; and the expectation persevering shall be rewarded with an eter- 

' a heaven, not of tranquil benignity, but of insulting _ ni bimetejadotfeqiions 
triumph over vanquished foes, inflames to greater vio- s this, then, a eral and a faithful representa- faucatiosi 
lence the malignant passions which rankle in his breast. tion of the civilized and enlightened portion of our the chief, 
Can a nature thus selfish, thus fiend-like; thus wretch- race? And do these happy effects invariably flow though not 

ed, be transformed by any culture into the likeness of from a well-conducted education? Vices may pre- the only, 
man, as we contemplate him in the more enlightened vail in the most refined and enlightened communi- {i sic, of | 
and happier regions of the world? Do the men whom ties; but their vices are not the consequence of their human. cha« 
we see united in regular communities, directed by the knowledge and refinement. The most judicious sys- racter. 

government, submitting to the same laws, and, tem of education may be counteracted by unfavour- =~ 
even in the pursuit of their private interest, co-opera- able circumstances; but the failure is not chargeable on 

i the education. The excellence which we have described as 
and untractable native of the ? Are the result of good education, has been attained by many; 

vi i ir object few are incapable of attaining it; and it is this capabi- 
happiness of millions, conceived by minds akin to lity which renders education an object of such incalcu- 

whose ingenuity was never exercised but in lable importance, and such deep responsibility to all 
of murder and devastation? Is the heart which who have the charge of forming the human mind. 

ws no aim superior to the gratification of the lowest — So great and so obvious is the influence of education 
appetites, and the most odious passions,—which invests in the developement and direction of our moral and in- 
in its own | peececa even the powers of heaven, whom tellectual faculties, that many ingenious authors have 
it fancies abettors of its lust and malignity—of a ascribed to this cause alone all the varieties of human 
common descent, and of a kindred nature, with his, character. The great: variety observable, however, in 
who, spurning each low and sordid object, “exalts kis the external organization of infants, and the marked di- 
Leg rng phe pe eer ety , glowing with versity of temper and capacities, which they display al- 

inspiration of celestial love, beholds in all creatures most as soon as they are susceptible ef any impressions, 
eee a Peesiel Segara aah rejoins are objections to this theory in our opinion insuperable, 

with the divine beneficence? Can the The intimate connection between our physical and men- 
earth-bound soul, which scarcely darts a glance beyond tal powers, and their mutual dependence, will make it 
the tomb, or which, through the ‘nist of sensuality, impossible, we suspect, for the most attentive culture, 

2 country, where the unhallowed de- to render human beings exactly alike, while nature con- 
by which It is now agitated, shall riot in full en- tinues to vary the structure and the sensibilities of their 

heaven- a system, But though the influence of nature 
ee wandering through in diversifying the characters of men be the in. 
in anticipation of its escape from fluence of education is still more By the 

the encumbrance of mortality, and of its perpetual pro- hand of nature, our organs of sensation may be formed 
in excellence and felicity ? lively or dull: to give efficacy to our sensations, 

are is the part of education. Nature must bestow the sen- 
formed originally after the same image. It is to edu- sibilities of our frame: by education, they may be ex- 

the man cited or repressed, The powers of the mind are the. 



348 EDUCATION. 
Bavcation. gift of nature: to education weare indebted for their at least do their child the justice to select for it amurse, Education, 

—\~" direction, their exercise, and ‘their en Na- whose sound and healthy constitution impart vi- —V— 

ture implants our affections ; education cultivates, invi- gour to her ; whose calm and temper 

gorates, and refines them. may bear with all its wants and its and save it 

laa The business of education must’ commence from the from the fretfulness of irritation ; whose con- 

when the child is capable of sensation. A 
mence 

the power of skilful may, even in the carliest period of 

Se re oS Oe oo camedl coterty tor foreicnt or ts he 
ture character, by rearing the tender frame in such a 
manner, as to render it a proper instrument for the 

Pre he A cereus: treba: ert denny mre 
give an agreeable and useful exercise tothe infant pow- 
ers; by strengthening the most valuable sensations 

— em 

- = ae 

To nutse 
their own ~ to their own minds, who can resi 

with associations of:pleasure ;'and by warding off such 
impressions as might debase or pervert the affections. 
‘All this requires much skill and attention ; and as chil- 

dren, inthis early stage, are almost exclusively entrust- 

ed to the care of our females, the future ility 

and happiness of their c depends, in no small de- 
, on their prudence and good sense. We account 

it, therefore, the indispensible duty of every mother, 

to qualify herself, as far as her circumstances will per- 
mit, for the education of her family, in this most inte- 

resting and important period of their lives. ‘When 
we observe,” says Miss Hamilton, “ how ineffectually, 

thoughout all ages, wisdom has laboured, by her in- 

structive lessons, to restrain the passions which in in- 
fancy might have been subdued ; to awaken the affec- 
tions, which might in infancy have been cherished ; 
and to invigorate those intellectual energies, which 
ought in infancy to have been exercised, it will not 

ant duties, it would do more towards the — 

improvement’ of the human race, than all iscove- 
ries of science, and researches of philosophy.” (Letters 
on Education, Let. 1.) 

We know not what apology those parents can frame 
ign a charge so sacred, 

_—_- to the ignorance or indifference of a hireling. Yet, 
pas wherever luxury has made any progress, it has been 

common for mothers, in affluent circumstances, to dis- 
regard so far the claims of affection, as to forego the 

pleasure of nursing their own children, or even of 
watching over them in the helpless years of infaney. 
To those who place all the happiness of life in the dis- 

human being ; and it is in the 
such attention will be most efficacious. r 

It is not our design to give such detailed and explicit 
directions for the management of ‘children, as some 

writers have collected under the title of Puysican Epvu- 
carrion: this would carry us far beyond the bounds 

which we have prescribed ‘to ourselves for this arti- 

cle; and would, besides, preparer ms. Pas the pro- 

vince of rec ee we liens be allowed to sug- 
gest, in general, wi e uent, though whimsi- 
cal Rousseau, that, in the treatment of infants, it should’ 

be our endeavour to second and: call forth nature, not 

to oppose her intentions and operations: Let not the 

seem hyperbolical to assert, that if mothers were uni- infant, the moment he opens his eyes on the light, be 

 versally qualified for the ce: of these import- wrapped in swathing bands, which restrain the free~ 
dow of motion essential to the growth: and vigourief Bis 
limbs, and render even the internal parts of his frame 
incapable of their proper functions. Let him be fre~ 
quently bathed in cold water, if he can bear it ; but if 

he has been at first accustomed to the warm bath, let 

it gradually be made colder, till at length he be ableto 
endure it perfectly cold. When the constitution, how- 
ever, is weakly, or exhibits any thisical tendencies, the 

cold bath cannot be em) ith safety. Let ‘the 
food of children be nourishing, but plain: their 
tite, if neither pampered nor laid under unnatu 
straint, will be the best — 
should be giventhem.. Whe1 the weather permits, let 

sipation of ual amusements,’ and who le infants be carried frequently abroad. ‘Phe open air is 

themselves that they were sent into this world merely liarly favourable to '; and the freshness, the 

to pass through it in the most easy and unthinking Baia 

manner, it is in vain to represent the immorality of so 

unnatural an indifference. Yet, if every spark of feel- 
ing be not extinguished within them, they might, we 

should suppose, be led to ask their own hearts, whe- 

ther they consult their —o in thus resigning all 

the endearments of so'tender a connection ?—whether 
all the varieties of that “ toiling pleasure which sickens 
into pain,” might not be well exchanged for the delight 
of cherishing so engaging a dependant ; of seeing its 
cherub countenance brightening with the smile of reci- 
procal affection, receiving the caresses of its kindness 

and itade, and winding around its gentle heart 
the cords of indissoluble love? “We might hope, that 
even a regard to their own future comfort w make 
them unwilling to allow their child to transfer those af- 
fections, which cannot easily be recalled, tothe person 
whom they have engaged to perform to it the duties of 

a mother. But if none of these considerations can re- 
claim them from the selfishness of luxurious indul- 
gence, and the unfeeling dissipation of fashion, let them 

uty, ead wales of the <sesian, St aeaiaeass SERIE: 
temper, and ; ven 

and invigorate the powers of the mind. Healthy chil- 
dren; especially after they have learned to walk, wilt 

nor should they ever be restrained, ria tina Hear - 
bodily vigour is the first concern. e are 

ients to assist chi 

while we seem to regard. as a dreadful every 

trifling accident that may befal them, Se ray Mati 

habits of timidity and inacy, of: which they may 

find it difficult or impossible to divest themselves infu~ ° 

AE ts mai 
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o determine their future character, and to 
their future happiness. It becomes, there- 

their desires and /partialities may be 
towards what is useful or good ; their 
dislikes ‘towards what is bad or perni- 

ious. The effect of example is here omni t. Chil- 
dren are the creatures of imitation, and implicit- 
ly the manners and the sentiments of those under whose 

directed only 
aversions and 

every parent 
well the motives which Lip oan + Men eennapt 

anxiously to examine the temper/and dispositions 
his own mind. A child n ~ he nt pony argent ha 
oot releiesaine lee towards which he sees desires 

i or his elders, 

which, whether good or bad, they are ever 
to imitate. Let us always act before them, there- 

with that reverence, which, 2s the poet reminds 
us, is due to a child; and exhibit, in their 7 
the qualities which we wish them to acquire, in such a 
peer as to tempt their peters their intel- 

improvement may in no small de- 
gree by the aid of this useful principle. h their 

ss to imitation, excited and cherished by their 
their affection, 

The habit of implicit submission is of the ut- 
to the im ement of a child ; and 

of them ui Pog wa eal alan be 
to perform. 0 command a parent, thus 

seconded by his « , they will submit with the 
same implicit resignation as to the laws of nature. How 
far the restraint of parental authority should be impo- 
sed, it is not easy to prescribe: but it be laid 
down as an invariable maxim, that it should never be 

to any resistance or remonstrance on allowed 
the part of the child. At a early they are 
diate of-tdening afd of distinctions, eh ate are 

same time they are so feeble, so in ienced, so igno- 
rant of the. and i i 

to their snfety aed thoes spclnive ='he aay nee 
be always to explain the veasedis Rowhich their 
obedience is required; for, while the range of their 
ideas is less extensive than ours—while they are yet un- 
acquainted with our language, and cannot understand 
our reasoning—we may be unable to make them com- 
prehend the causes of our restraining them, or to con- 

vince them of their pr ; 
however, we should endeavour at all times to impress 
them,—the conviction that.we impose no restraint but 

- from affection to themselves, and to promote their ad- 
vantage. For the direction of parents and guardians 
in the management of children during infancy, we beg’ 

- leave'to refer them to the excellent treatises of Miss 
Hamilton, Miss Hannah More, and Miss Edgworth, on 
the subject of education ; and shall in the mean time 

849. 
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.._ With one conviction, Education. *7 

content ourselves with observing, that the grand ob- - 
of attention during this im t period, should 

, to subdue the malevolent, and to foster the benevo~ 
lent affections ; to counteract all unreasonable aversions 
and antipathies ; to correct extravagant partialities ; and” 
to regulate all the active principles of their nature, so as 
to prepare them for engaging, with vigour and success, 
- oe studies and occupations of, the succeeding stages 

life. 
At what age it may be proper to fix the attention of When 

children to regular tasks, and to begin’ to teach them to should chil- 
_ read, it is not easy to determine. 
pend on the health, the articulation, and the apprehen- 

parent or guardian will’ be, in this , the best 
guide. Perhaps it might be proper to make them fa- 
miliar with their alphabet as soon as they can articu- 
late distinctly. But learning must approach them at 
first in the most alluring form. Let them not be 
confined to their task till it become tiresome and dis- 
gusting; nor he subjected to any harshness, severi~ 

, or restraint. When they have been accustomed, 
or some time, to this gentle exercise of: attention, 
we may venture to wg ber 8 of them a more regular 
ey ee ing a stated portion of tine. 
The quickness of apprehension, and tenacity of me- 
mory, which children display at a very early period, 
enable them to uire, without much difficulty, the 
art of reading. 
with considerable fluency, he may with propriety be 
taught the first principles of grammar. To name and 

the different of h, will at first be all 
that can well be ex of him; but when, by prac- 
tice in parsing, he has acquired a sufficient knowled 
of these, he may then be mitiated in the syntax of the 
language, and taught the principles on which the con- 
struction of sentences This will be an adimi- 
rable exercise for his ding and his ingenuity ; 
and will pre him for entering, with peculiar advan- 
tage, on the study of any other languages, to which his 
attention may afterw: be directed.» We have some- 
times been highly gratified by seeing children, under 
the tuition of an uble I English teacher, ing and con- 
struing any passage that was preberitel 80, iat; with 
all the readiness and precision which we had been ac- 
custgmed to expect only from classical scholars. Im- 
portant as this acquisition is in itself, the habits of 
steady attention, quick apprehension, and accurate dis- 
crimination, which it necessarily imparts, are still more: 

So much must de- dren be con- 
fined 

sion of children, that the® discretion of the judicious ® 

the pupil has learned to read Grammar. 

valuable. ; 
This is the time, likewise, for storing the pu- Passages ta 

pil’s memory wi the most ap- be learned such from 
proved writers, fiattieutasby err as may at once by heart. 
captivate his fancy, enlarge and 
Satove Tite shia he 
perceive at first all the beauties which these passages 
contain, they will still afford him instruction, if. not 
| aerertie will recur spontaneously to his recol- 
ection in his urs of solitary recreation ; and he will 
be led, as his judgment matures, to appreciate their 
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Education. elegance, and to profit by the moral lessons which they erent ition to the plainest dictates of 

Religious This, too, is the period, when he should be made has not felt his heart revolt against objects, 
enqueleed Sieane Pe etn aan v0 SOUS +0 ait which his sober reason represented as in : 
M and to mankind ; with the obligations of mora- cotemplio, ssanelg. Lacan Shey: baat Seshiieete, s6the 
lity, and the duties of religion. In communicati nected in his i ion. wi 
this branch of instruction, we are aware that mu or unl ? 
caution and judgment are necessary; It is so difficult m i 
for children to form any proper notions of the uncreas be the masters of their own conduct, exulting i 
ted Sovereign of the jaa that we should per- cmancigetigey iran Sig aPreree of religion, 
haps allow their faculties to have advanced far towards ing in ici 
maturity, before we attempt to explain to them thena- eagerness i vi 
ture of God, or the sublime tenets of the Christian ound eee ine: nelightie aa apeeka 
faith. Yet their hearts are, at a very early period, sus- goodwill to the children of men, which 

4 HB i ! &eE- ‘ F : ie HI j F i 
ub i Es ; ¢ 7 te Te 

ceptible of religious impressions ; and though it may rit of universal benevolence, which unites earth with 
not be proper to to them of the incomprehen- heaven in the bond of mutual love, which opens every 
sible attributes of God, we see no harm, but we think avenue to happiness in the human heart, and fortifies 
many advantages which might result from teaching it against every evil;—what could there be. in such a 
them, even from the dawn of reason, to regard him religion, to excite their aversion, and make the escape 
as the Creator, not of themselves alone, but of the from its influence appear so happy a deliverance? 
whole human race; to refer to him all their comforts; Alas! it was not the religion of Jesus which they were 
to look up to him as the inspector of all their actions ; taught: it was a religion obscured by prejudices, and. 
and to cherish the sentiments of love, and gratitude, clouded by fears, which the Saviour of the world would 
and submission, which these considerations are fitted disclaim! a religion, in which the malignity of human 
to inspire. In the mean time, these religious impres- passions mingled with divine goodness, and the voice 
sions must be aided and confirmed by the uniform te- of mercy was lost in the voice of accusation and of 
nour of our own example. Let us shew them our re- véngeance. Their obedience to this religion was found~ 
verence for piety and virtue; let them often listen to ed on the most ing principle in their nature, the. 
us, while we discourse, though not directly to them- principle of fear; and all the duties which it enjoined 
selves, of the existence of a Being, who is the creator, were regarded as so many restraints, which inclination. 
preserver, and governor of the world; let us speak of must resist, and which reason did not sanction, but 
the constant dependence of all creatures on the graci- with which, as the unquestionable mandates of divine 
ous care of their Creator ; let us descant, with ardour, authority, a regard to their own safety rendered it ne- 
on the gratitude and obedience which we owe to him, cessary to comply, Is it wonderful, then, that they 
as our Great Parent and unwearied Benefactor. From should be impatient of a religion connected in their 
such. discourses, well-timed and ly conducted, minds a with the most painful associations; that 
they will catch insensibly the glow of piety, and will they should eagerly embrace the first opportunity of re- 
be prepared for a fuller explanation of the great doc- covering their native freedom of action ; and, instead 
trines of religion. of raising their minds in habitual devotion to their Hea- 

Religion to _ There is one caution which we would most earnest- venly Father, should endeavour to escape from the re- 
be connect- Jy enjoin with regard to the religious education of chil- qollection,of «Being, Wai sae. Ded Deas eee 
ed with dren, Let religion be associated in their untainted to regard as a relen and avenging tyrant, the ene- 
panes be minds, only with what is lovely, cheerful, and invi- my of every social joy? 

ting. Let her never assume the frown of austerity, or But is religion, it may be asked, a. system of un- Regard to 
be armed with the terrors of vengeance. Let her ne- limited indulgence? Does it impose no restraints on Divine au- 
ver be ushered in as an unwelcome intruder upon their our evil passions? Does it’denounce no punish. thority to 
innocent joys; nor, even in the moment of ments against transgressors? Does it not speak — 
sion, let their hearts be appalled by the dread of her the justice as well as of the clemency of God; and 
unrelenting severity. Let her speak to them only in does it not deter us from sin by the dread of his — 
the accents of gentleness, and captivate them with the wrath, as well as allure us to virtue by the hope of 
smile of benignity. Let them be taught to-regard her his favour? Unquestionably. To creatures imps 
as their best friend ; rejoicing in their happiness; in- fect.as we are, a system which recommends u ed 
“terested in their welfare ; and watching with tender purity in thought, word, and deed, must certainly be a 
affection over their progress in wisdom and virtue. Let system of restraint. Punishments, dreadful in magni- 
tha leas Dananeaaadidineteb cats em not and du 2 denor , th i 
as irksome restraints, from which they would be glad offender ; and the same voice that proclaimed from hea- 
to escape, but.as directions which have no end in view yen the tender mercies and -suffering of God, pro- 
but their own advantage, and with which it should be claimed likewise that justice which can by no means 
their delight, as it is their privilege, to comply. Let clear the guilty.. But is there any ein 4 in all this in= 
her sometimes be admitted to their parties of pleasure; consistent with that character in which the Almighty 
but let it only be to give zest to their enjoyments, and delights to be sented,—the character of a gracious 
to heighten, while she refines, the native gaiety of their sovereign, an affectionate parent, an unceasing bene- 
hearts : 

Associations, Whoever has considered the influence of early as- must certainly be a species of restraint, while the pro- 
of an oppo- sociations, will at once admit the propriety of con- pensities and passions of. children. require to be con- 
site nature necting religion in the youthful, mind with the most trouled or subdued. . It is not, restraint, but the:mode 
pan the f ing’ ideas, and the most grateful recollections. of imposing it, from which, the human heart revolts, 
fidelity. o has not experienced the power of association in Once convince a child of the unbounded kindness of a 

biassing the affections, and determining the conduct, parent, and of his solicitude, even while he forbids or. 
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Hducation, threatens, to promote his dearest interests, and to mul- with proper sentiments of religion will be unavailing, Education. 
=~ tiply his enjoyinents, and there is no species of self-de- unless we shew, in all our conduct, a consistent regard ““Y——" 

which he will not “account happiness, compared for whatever is sacred ; a reverence for pious and 
3 with the evil of incurring his displeasure. men, i whatever station they may be placed; anda 

On the same principles of respect, affection, and marked disapprobation of vice and irreligion, however 
titude, must religious obedience be founded. «“ T imposing the form in which they may appear. While 
shalt love the Lord thy God,” said our Saviour, “with we enjoin on our young pupils a respect for the ordi- 
all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy nances of religion, let us beware of counteracting the in- 

This is the first and great commandment.” junction marked contempt, or habitual neglect of 
be o1 them. While we exhort them to aspire to piety and 

children for this ardent love, by accustoming them to virtue, as the only estimable possessions, let them not 
‘entertain those endearing views of the Supreme Being, be tempted to question our sincerity, by seeing us fix- 

dditSpevinky besel by him, to ing our esteem and affections on possessions of a very 
i different kind. While we express our abhorrence’ of 

as their bountiful Creator, their tender Parent, vice and profanity, let us not taint their moral atmo- 
their generous Friend, from whom derive all their sphere by the contagion of our own impurity. While 

oO diclghts in supply- we endeavour to direct their natural love of praise to 
i- its legitimate gratification; while we teach them to 

for distinction only by superior worth, and to 
, above all other fame, the approbation of the wise 

and the good,—let us never be seen bestowing our own 
admiration on the trifling distinctions of wealth, or 
rank, or even talents unallied to virtue; let us be seen 
uniformly respecting excellence, however obscured 
poverty and disning all intercouree with bat me 
owever 

in the 
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bask in prosperity, or be encircled 

er of dignity and fashion. 
We find that we have been carried away by the import- yeual mode 

i —— but as a due sub- ance of our subject, far beyond the bounds which we had of imparting 
mission to authority of a kind and = Fa- prescribed to ourselves in entering upon it. Yet we must religious in- 

happiness, and who blesses, while h onus aa srtel unmopiniita - nesta F honparting rele DrODCE yiness, \ w e us! press our opinion usua of i ing reli- ; 
How will the ingenuous heart burn with the desire of gious instruction to children. These it prt oe 
bs by cheerful obedience, so affectionate a guar- are but ill adapted to the great end which they have in 

protector, and friend! How dreadful an evil view. It is not by loading the memory of a child with 
, incur his displeasure! - How unpar- tedious catechisms, comprehending a whole system of 

donable a crime to requite his goodness with ingrati- divinity, that you will either enlighten his mind with 
thule ak! disobedicnes | any ideas of his Creator, or raise his heart to- 

breast is thus ied with Ward Bins: in the glow of spontaneous devotion. As 
be difficult to e it ex- formal instruction, however, may be necessary, it might 

all the human race, the fa- beth gone ge peanut Rel abt at 
the same = Father. “ The love of chism, whi my be easily committed to memory, 

t Miss Hamilton, to whose and which should contain only those leading truths of. 
on education we have already referred, “ being religion, to which the attention of a child may with 

purest, the most sublime emotion of which the heart propriety be directed. One great advantage of such a 
is capable, must, from the very nature of the human catechism would be, that, to parents, whose time or 
soul, exalt and purify its affections, preparing it for the ater thn Se tre Thea WBN en ar wt 

generous lves, it would serve as a valuable guide in this. 
unbounded benevolence. the first conceptions of im t department of education. 
the Deity have tended to expand the heart with grati- ut it is to the scriptures that we must teach them Reading the 
tude love, every additional step in the knowledge chiefly to look for direction in moral and religious duty. scriptures, 
of his attributes, every new light thrown on ‘ the mys- Impressing them with deep reverence for the sacred 
tery that was hid for ages,’ but now ed in the writings, as the revelation of their’ heavenly Father's 
07 coped ta aes oo force oe senti- boats us ——_ them to it as their greatest 

ts, a deeper humility, a more pri " ir indi sible duty, to peruse a cer- 
er ieressar onc . With sily wsiegi i gen or tain portion of them daly, and with becoming atten 

passions can possi! true piety, tion. At it will be proper to confine them to the 
no. such sam can possibly be produced. ech simple but imteresting narratives of the Old: Testa- 

tendency these passi 
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a le un- ment; to the life. the miracles, and the of Je- 
der whatever imposing form it may appear, I would sus, recorded in the Gospels ; and to the deli land 
endeavour to preserve the infant mind ; and therefore, animating effusions of devotion in the book of Psalms. 
instead of warming the infant heart with zeal for To insure regularity in their study of the scriptures, we 

; myselt would be disposed to recommend, that a stated porti 
as ‘Him, of each day should be devoted to this employment. 

’ and earth with the majesty of his glo- One evil, however, to be dreaded in this case, would be, 
Ty, and, by the idea of one common Father, connect it that they might regard an employment recurring so re- 

y ore ; i ta gularly as an irksome task ; and we think it would be a, 
enema _ We cannot quit this interesting subject without ob- most ‘important’ point gained, to accustom them ‘to. 
— serving, that all our endeavours to impress our- children look forward to the reading of the scriptures’ as the re~. 

\ 
4 
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Education, ward of good conduct, rather than to associate with it 

. 

Great care 
necessary in 

any idea + Osean We are quite convinced, that 
the aversion which many , who have been 
piously educated, have afterwards shewn to the sacred 
volume, has been occasioned more frequently by the 
injudicious manner in which the task of ing it has 
been imposed upon them in their early years, by 
any other cause, Surely it is possible to excite and 
to preserve in youth, such a relish for the inspired wri- 
tings, that they shall read them with as much pleasure 
as any productions of human genius. One effectual 
way of guarding them ——- any dislike at least, to 
the scriptures, is to train them, even in the most ordi- 
‘nary, and apparently trivial, parts of education, to those 
dispositions and habits which the scriptures require. 
If we have never taught them to subdue their passions, 
and to restrain their desires, we cannot wonder if they 
should revolt from those lessons of sobriety which the 
gospel delivers, and that spirit of self-denial which it 
emands, If they have not been trained to ready obe- 

dience to their parents and superiors, they will be but 
ill prepared for that unreserved submission to their 
Heavenly Sovereign which revelation enjoins. If they 
have been encouraged in the idea of their own im 
ance, and taught to expect, that every thing must bend 
to their pleasure, they will scorn the humility, meek- 
ness, and patience, in short, all the ces and virtues, 
which are required as the distinguishing marks of the 
follower of Jesus. They will, of course, never open, 
but with reluctance, the sacred code, in which they can 
read only their own condemnation ; which requires a 
spirit which they haye never cultivated, and prescribes 
duties for which their hearts are not p pals 
therefore, we would have our children religious, let us 

in with cherishing within them, from their earliest 
i , those affections and tendencies which religion re- 
quires, and training them to those virtues which religion 
prescribes. Thus, when they come to study the record 
of the divine will, will be delighted to find how 
much it harmonizes with their own feelings, and how 
easy their advances in the “way of God’s.command- . 
ments” are rendered, by the progress which they have 
already made. Against persons thus gradually prepa- 
red for the reception of the doctrines and precepts of 
religion, all the arts of the infidel will be practised in 
vain. Even the allurements of temptation will not un- 
settle the principles of those, whose feelings are all en- 
gaged on the side of religion ; and amidst all the 
storms and agitations of life, that hope, which is the 
anchor of the soul, will secure them from making ship- 
wreck of their faith. 
When children have learned to read with fluency, 

the curiosity natural to their age, and the equally na- 
the choice tural one of exercising their newly acquired pow- 
of books for er, Ww’ 
children. 

ly induce them to read with avidity any 
books with which they may be furnished, that are not 
beyond the reach of their rehension. To supply 
them with the most proper books for engaging their at- 
tention, and improving their minds, becomes, therefore, 
an object of the greatest. import Amidst the infi- 

fined for the um of the sitn generation mag ee use rising’ , the prin: 
difficulty is to select those which may at once afford 
them present amusement, invi, their mental pow- 
ers, and confirm, while they direct, their taste for read~ 
i Many writers, wishing to accommodate them- 
pe wd he ca of the youngest children, haye paci 
poe a aay A yee ae my a gd 
fant was ever known to utter: others, by way of con+ 

EDUCATION. 
veying to them useful Education. 
for their ae number of thone obvious facts, y= 

leavour so to regulate their 
gusicelty worthoge blocks Aiih A. 2°08 Seay 
their more serious attention, and to Q 

know none which we would prefer to the “ Children’s 
uctions so 

e, an 
its grammar, it. wi ie peapes,, if ws.are to allow him 

i education, to him can Of lacie lite, 
i aw 

follow any of the learned professions, Classical know- 
algae object, is, we own, of 
to those sciences which i 

acute 
Understanding. Such instances mi 
with a partiality of judgment unworthy such a philoso- 

er, to ascribe to 

Lpeetieel gk A it w e » Ww a ’ 

ar classical edu- 
cation. : . 
We do not know that.any objections have been urged 

against the study of the polished languages of anti- 
1 

1 a competent knowledge of education. 
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Education. quity, which have not arisen.out of the same mistake altogether foreign to the moral character, as learning, Education. 
=" that induced Mr Locke—not to reprobate that study, “strength, valour, power, &c. they have destroyed the —w 

just criterion of buman-worth, and given to: situation, ections but to undervalue it. If it be said that the time spent in 
which. marks the: nature of the duty to be performed, — iring these might be more profitably em- 

elassics con- ployed ; we admit the validity of the objection, if the 
sidered. scholar’s attention is to be confined merely to words, or 

if to construe'the sentences of a Greek or Roman au- 
thor, is to be the amount of his attainments. But while 
he is ‘in the study deoreecs 085. he is, _— 

. acquiring a more ect know] 
Bee tleeeleamtes ties hoon inne eel 
in any other way ; while he analyses compound words, 
traces back an expression through all the steps of its 
progress, from its simple and contracted, to its figura~ 
tive and more extended meaning, and explores in the 
history or institutions of antiquity, the origin of parti- 
cele nldiiaos aed itionb one to heming inbitsek vax. 
rate discrimination, gaining insensibly a knowledge of 
some of the most interesting operations of the human 
mind, and storing his with many important 
facts in the and moral hi of man. 

If it be said, that a knowledge of the ancient authors 
ion may be is to engender pedantry, the same objection 

mo wien study which is calculated to give us the 
appearance of superiority, particularly if pursued with 
any’ of. enthusiasm ; and som fae. we can dis 
eover at least as much pedantry -in those who quote 
Rousseau or pledanne de debt, toc ie t modern 
sentimental poetry, as in the classical student, who edi- 
fies his with a precious sentence from Plato 
or Cicero; or with the rich and melodious strains of 
Horace and Pindar. Of the latter species of try, 
however, there is but little danger. Classical learnin 
furnishes few topics for common conversation ; an 
scholars have in general too much sense to exhibit their 
treasures where they cannot be appreciated. The pe- 
dantry with which we are most frequently annoyed, is 
poe acer Meg those, who, having by some unlucky 
chance pi up a few of the facts or allusions con- 
tained in the writers of antiquity, are producing them 
oo ewgeere: to show the extent of their classical 

A more formidable objection has been ur; inst 
a classical education, lon ing to corru neteinds 
of the young, and to lower the tone of their moral 

ing them familiar with the 
a wn Se and the licenttioos! aff. 
sions of their poets ; and by directing their admiration 
towards heroes and sages, whose conduct and whose 
principles were, in many respects, et variance with the 

and gentle spirit of Christianity. “ However,” it 
ae eed said, “the study of the classics may have 
opened the understanding, enlarged the views, and ele- 
vated the sentiments of men, it is to be feared that 
por cae have flowed from the same source, 
which are inconsistent with the spirit of the religion 
which we profess ; prejudices that are inimical to that 
spirit, at variance with the whole tenor of our Saviour’s 
precepts, and the cause of a perpetual and manifest in- 
consistency between the practice and profession of 
Christians. —— ices ort thrown a shade of 
ignominy over ild glories of humility, meekness, 
and mercy ; and exalted pride and ret into the 
rank of virtues. They have substituted the love-@f 
glory for the love of truth ; emblazoned the crimes of 
ambition with the lustre of renown, and taught men to 

_ prefer the use of a giddy multitude to the a 
cial ra By in ing false iati oe. 
gard and. preference, with adventitious circumstances 

VOL, VIM. PART 

that which is morally due to the just perform- 
ance of duty. "They have gratified the pride of man 
-atothe ce of his virtue.” Were these the neces~ 
‘sary or.the probable effects of the study of ancient lite. 
rature, we can conceive no advantages by which they 
-could possibly be compensated. But the charge, if not — 
altoge groundless, is certainly much broader than 
facts will. support. _ We shall admit, that there are 
many very .exceptionable ~ in the captivating 
poems of antiquity ; that the ancient heroes 5 
many ‘qualities worthy of reprobation ; and that the 
ancient philosophers held opinions, and enjoined prac- 
tices, altogether repugnant to the spirit and doctrines of 
revealed religion. But are our own poets, or, indeed, 
the poets of any nation, more distinguished for their 
purity? Do our own histories record deeds more ele« 

or delineate characters more perfect? Nay, are 
the works even of our philosophers less chargeable with 
error, or less exceptionable in morality? The indiseri« 
minate perusal of the classics would certainly be perni- 
cious :—would not the indiscriminate  procang of English 
authors be equally = ?, _— — deny your 

il the privilege of reading his own language, be- 
sa pst English books of an-immoral tendency ? 
Would you lock up from him the hi of his own 
country; because, with the virtues which will command 
his admiration, are connected. qualities, which it would 
be im to — : —— av ye him from 
the regions of philosophy, use, while pursuing the 
road to truth, he may scoaslomaly be diane inne the 
ape of error? or because, amidst the fruits and flowers 
y which, every step he advances, he is charmed and 

invigorated, there may be some that bloom but to de- 
ceive, that allure but todestroy? |The teacher of the 
classics, as well as the teacher of English, has the power 
of selection ; and where, ex in the sacred volume, 
can be found finer precepts of morality, recommended 
by more captivating elegance, than in the writings of 
the poets and philosophers of ancient Greece and Rome ? 
where can be found deeds of nobler generosity, of more 
m imous heroism, of sublimer virtue, than the an~ 
cient historians record? Let every teacher impress on 
the minds of his pupils a deep respect for revelation, 
and accustom them to refer, on all occasions, to the 
Divine law as'the standard of morality. Thus directed, 
they may expatiate with safety over’ classic ground ; 
nor can there be a more delightful, or more improving 
exercise, than to trace the various systems of the ancient 
sages, and while we mark the approaches of human 
wisdom and virtue towards the perfect of the 
gospel, to gather new materials for gratitude to the 

ivine which has revealed, even to the most 
simple, those im t relations and duties which the 
wisest men, in the most enlightened nations, were un-« 
able to discover. Even Mr Locke recommends, that, 
in the education of a arene Cicero’s Treatise De 
Officiis should be studied along with the Bible, as his 
best guide in the science of ethics. 

But sup 
study of 

eupy of these advantages we have already *™ ? To some ese advan we havea 
adverted ; to enumerate them all would ative phot 
time, ‘and fuller detail, than we can ‘at present afford. 
Every classical scholar knows, how essentially a know 

2x 

ing no parti icular evil to accrue from the Advan 
classies, what advantages does it promise of a classi~ 

te the time whieh it must: necessarily oc- °#! educa- 
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of the Greek and Roman aids bim in 

nding hisown. Before the revival of literature, 
the languages of modern Eu were rade and barba- 
rous ; and when the study of ect models of an- 
tiquity had introduced a taste for elegant composition, 
men of genius, renouncing their own uncouth and un- 
tractable languages, ad the Latin, by general con- 
sent, as the um of all their communications. Their 
example soon diffused an universal predilection for a 
lan , Which was thus made the vehicle of all valu- 
able in 
literature alone, but of business ; and to of both 
sexes, and of every rank, the knowledge of it became 
nearly as necessary as that of ‘their vernacular tongue. 
One happy effect of their intimate acquaintance with 
this elegant language was, that it improved and enrich- 
ed their own. They learned from it to ss ideas, 
for which they had formerly no adequate signs ; they 
transferred from it, of course, many words into their 
native dialect, where they soon became. naturalized. 
Thus more than one half of the English language is of 
Latin origin ; and whoever wishes to study it with pre- 
cision, will find a knowl of Latin indispensibly ne- 

to enable him to ascertain the full force of many 
of the most familiar words, by tracing them back to the 
root from which they sprung. ©" 

For the same reason, it is evident, that a knowledge 
of the classics is the best key to all the modern langua- 
ges. The facility with which a person who has had a 
classical education acquires any modern ae 
to those who have not enjoyed that advantage, almost 
inconceivable. Thoroughly versed in all the principles 
of grammar, he soon becomes master of those caged 
ties by which the grammar of any particular language 
is distinguished ; and in studying any of the modern 
tengues, he finds that his knowledge of Latin has al- 

ly put him in ion of half its vocabulary. © 
But it was not only by the addition of new words 

that the classical languages of antiquity contributed to 
the improvement of those of modern Europe. They 
whose ears had been accustomed to the melodious ter- 
minations of Greek and Roman words, and to the har- 
monious construction of which they are susceptible, 
could not endure the harshness and dissonance of their 
native jargon. Yet the intercourse of life would often 
require that they should speak in the language of their 
country, and the patriotic desire of benefiting even the 
lowest of their countrymen by useful instruction, would 
induce them sometimes to employ it in their composi- 
tions. Thus obliged to retain their vernacular tongue, 
they found it necessary, for their own convenience, to 
smooth its asperities, and to correct its i ities, ae iby. came 

barism, to vie in elegance, 
precision, and vigour, with the noble languages of an- 
tiquity. Whoever will look back a few centuries, to 
contrast the language of his ancestors, fit only for the 
intercourse of savages, toe Pacey be in which 
Johnson has written, in which Burke spoken, and 
Pope has sung, will have some idea of the extent of our 
obligation to the admirable productions of ancient 
Greece and Rome. From them were drawn the trea- 
sures by which our own e has been enriched ; 
in them were contemplated the models. ling to 

* which it has been improved ; with them we must have 
an extensive acquaintance, before we acquire the full 
command of our vocabulary, or understand the 
sophy of eur own grammar; and the ‘study of these 

tion. Latin became the language, not of ral 
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The principal value of all education, however, arises 
from ibaaatiee which it gives to the faculties of the 
mind, and from the habits which it has a tendeney to 
form. In this beni ees we think classical education Le 
ticularly, we w almost say peculiarly, valuable. , 
department of education gives such exercise to the me- 
mory, the j lent, the imagination, and all the mo- 

powers, as the study of the ancient Even 
the first elements of these languages cannot be acquired 
without such a patient exertion of memory, as must 
eaten i “ea eR, 80. 
tention ; e frequent repetitions -are required 
throughout the whole course of classical discipline, form 
the habit of industrious application, while “store 
the mind with the most le treasures. For im- 
pans eee and accuracy of discrimi- 
nation, no employment which we know can be more 
useful, than to mark the distinction between words 
apparently the same in signification; nor can any 
means, Lg be more for ing the un- 
derstanding and quickening ingen a to trace 
back expressions to the substances and qualities in na- 
ture which they are used to t, or the peculia- 
rities of thought in which. they Hawaoriginasal , to com- 
pare the idioms of different languages, and explore the 
general laws of their and construction. 

The utility of classical literature, in cultivating the 
imagination and refining the taste, has never been denied: 
Whatever partiality-men may have entertained for the 
writings of their own cow or age, all have been 
willing to acknowledge the advantage of studying those 
alte id pe ne ote of genius, ae the ancients 

ve bequeathed to posterity, which, man 
pod have Seo tomnacecpinsed vid aisonet 
miration. The only dispute on this point has been, 
whether the moderns have not already so far i 
by these models, as to have attained nearly e excel 
lence ; ee the fine imens which our own 
lan affords of every kind of composition, may not 
be sufficient to form the taste of the pfeeentalad of 
generations, without leading them back to their proto< 
types, through pee ge Ts and toilsome paths of lan- 
guages long disu High as our admiration of an- 
tiquity is, we are far from wishing to deny the merit of 
the poco gree of our own times, or to assert 
that no excellence in composition may be attained, with- 
out being conversant with the the histo- 
rians, and the poets of Greece and Rome. Works of 
much genius, and of considerable el have, we 
know, produced by some who not the advan- 
tage of a classical education ; but let it not be forgot- 

Clases the eigiaah Gey Weil sieatad an wast te in the orig i ired as To 
ee Bim with diminished charms, in the wri- 
tings of those whose genius they had elevated, and 
whose taste they had refined ; and if, even in the 
ges of Franklin and of Burns, we can occasionally di 
cover some approaches to rudeness, we may ~~ 
without rashness, conclude, that, in composition as 
the other fine arts, perfection of style can only be at- 
tained by studying the gm ions of the 

t masters of antiquity. This, at least, is: i 
t, among modern authors, there will not Sg 

one entitled to the rank of a classic, whose mind was 
not deeply imbued with ancient literature, and whose 
genius was not elevated and chastened by the habitual 

eit cu 

a 
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¢onitemplation of those standards 
which were produced in days of Greece 
and Rome. It is thus that we recognise in the “ Pa- 
radise Lost,” the fire and sublimity of the Mzonian 
bard ; that the «* Pleasures of the Imagination” recal to 
us the sonorous harmony of Lucretius, the lofty con- 
pre heage or oy a eloquence of Plato; that 
the “ Seasons” delight us with the same beauty of de- 
scription, the same rural e ce, the same discursive 
fancy, which we admire in the Mantuan swain ; that in 
the enchanting verses of Pope and of Campbell, we 
see renewed that exquisite felicity of ion, that 
magic melody of numbers, that delicacy of sentiment, 
graceful ease of manner, for which the poems of 

Horace have been so justly admired ; that the pages of 
Addison reflect the sweet but simple grace of the Me- 
morabilia ; and that our three great historians have 
restored to narration, the beauty, the dignity, and the 
animation, which impart such interest to the histories 
of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Livy, Tacitus, 
and Sallust. It were of itself'a sufficient recommenda- 

Eom 

tion of classi¢al, ing, that our admirable rs 
man, Dr Robertson; w isiting, as Principal, one of 
the literary classes of the University of Edi , de- 
clared, for the en of the young men in the 

to form their and nourish their genius, let us. 
_warmly. nd the assiduous study of the ancient 
elassics, both Greek and Roman 

| Nocturna versate manu, versate diurna. 

Without a considerable acquaintance with them, no man 
can be reckoned a polite scholar, and he will want 

r assistances for writing and speaking well, which 
the knowledge of such authors would afford him. Any 
ceocmnn anon’ Teena Saveapect his own taste, who re- 
ceives little or no pleasure the perusal of writings, 
which so many ages and nations have consented in hold- 
ing up as objects of admiration. And it will be found, 
that in proportion as the ancients are generally studied 
and. admired, or are unknown and disregarded in an 

» good taste and good composition will flourish 

into discredit. classical Even where the par- 
tiality to the Greek and Roman is less ex- 

_ travagant, we are afraid that a very undue proportion 
of time and attention is devoted to them. Aware as 
we are of the difficulty of i these languages, 
we maintain, and we are 

ercised long upon one subject, becomes fatigued and 
iengald nl Pipmotithe least important, or the least 

‘and w 

‘proper. 

bring provement of the reasoning 
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difficult duty of those to whom the education of youth 
is entrusted, so to regulate their studies, that im the 
hours of labour, their minds may be kept on the 
stretch, without being overstrained, and that every mo 
ment employed in business may be employed to advan- 
tage. With two hours a-day of assiduous pee 
and an equal portion of time spent under the direction 
of an able ates a boy of ordinary capacity would, we 
are confident, advance more rapidly in classical knows 
ledge, than if he were doomed to drudge eight or ten 
-hours daily at the same study. This would leave a 

rtion of his time vacant for other studies ; 
id thus remove one of the stron objections 

which have been urged against a classical education. 
But though it would be wrong to confine the pupil’s 

attention exclusively to the classics, to distract it with 
too gots variety of objects would be still more im- 

great p 

Education. 

The pupil's 
attention 
not to be 

h ¢ 2 distracted 
of subject is always a relief to the py too great 

mind ; but if the subject be too often changed, the at- variety of 
tention will become unsteady, and the comeamt ikor be objects. 

Udy bewildered. Neither ought the different 
study to be entirely homogeneous. A person who is 
Sane Aire teeny See enters ofa Riaslian See 
wi Bee ane in Rec geaiay Shay coe tan 
tion is occupied with a greater number of objects per-~ 
fectly distinct. Thus, whoever has attem: to learn 
several languages at the same time, must have found, 
that while his memory was perpetually confounding 
them, each was an incumbrance to retard his progress 
in the other. 
In varying the studies of our pupils, we should en- 

deavour to adapt them, as much as possible, to thé 
different powers of the mind, that they may all be in- 
vigiented by their proper exercise. With the study of 
language, which improves the memory, let arithmetic 
be joined, which se bate ta to the reasoning 
powers, than any branch of learning to which the at- 
tention of a can be directed. An early and ac- 
curate acquaintance with arithmetical notation and nu- 
meration, is peculiarly calculated to ixnpart habits of 
precision, arrangement, and classification. Notation, 
originating in the operation of necessity or the powers 
of the human mind, is an object worthy of the atten. 
tion of the phil ; while, at the same time, from 
its distinctness and simplicity, it serves as a most im- 
portant exercise to the juvenile understanding. Arith« 
metic, according to the usual modes of ing it, is 
little more, indeed, than an exercise of memory ; but, 
if taught judiciously, with a constant reference to the 

inciples on which its rules are founded, it will contri« 
ute more than any other department of early educa- 

tion, to the vigour and acuteness of the powers of the 
understanding, and will give a tendency to order and 
method, which will be of the most essential importance 
in every mental tion. To the teacher who wishes 
to make the rules of arithmetic conducive to the im- 

wers, there cannot be a 
more valuable assistant than a little posthumous work 
of Condorcet, entitled, Moyen d’apprendre a Compter 
Surement et avec Facilité. The first thing, asthe French 
editor justly remarks, which distinguishes these ele- 
ments of arithmetic, is, that they are, at the same time, 
the elements of the art of ing. By a clear ex~ 
planation of the principles on which every rule is found~ 
ed, the learner is prepared for that which is to succeed 
it; and, when he has attained to the utmost height of 
the science, he sees, by one ive glance, the 
successive steps by which he has been conducted. Thus, 
while he acquires a precision in his operations, which 

subjects of 

Arithmetic. 



Algebra. 

Geography. 

Natural 

impart, his judgment is culti- 
to form distinct ideas ; and commen- 

ces those intellectual, habits which are subservient to 
the hi attainments of know and to the best 
conduct of life. This valuable » Which was long 
unknown, or ly overlooked in this country, has 
been lately translated into English by Mr Elias John- 
ston, of writing and mathematics in Edinburgh. 
See Connoreer. 
Wher our pupil has acquired a competent know 

of the principles of arithmetic, he may proceed to 
study: of algebra, which the same: ad- 
vantages, and, along with them, others conducive to a 
still higher degree of mental. calture.. The study of 
algebra confers pony Li ip invention and age 
tion; it accustoms ind to reasoning, while 
nthe same ne it eaes iat fiber to check nd cot 
rect that reasoning at-every_step. 

About this time, or even along with the study of 
arithmetic, geography may wi iety be made’ an 
object of attention. Were it eigine te duemdibvel 
me ;/ and as subsidiary to the know of his- 
tory, the eof would be highly valua~ 
ble: It is valuable, too, as it forms the habit of ar- 

ent, and of iating names with the objects’ 
of which they are the signs: But it is chiefly valuable, 
because it is the proper vehicle for many im it to- 
pics of information ; and, by leading the mind beyond 
the narrow sphere of its own observation, it 
its comprehension, and weakens its prejudices, and 
forms an i i nthe alex 1909 sensation ‘and 
abstract speculation. which Rousseau 
poses for imparting a knowledge of the relative iit 
tions of the sun and the planets, is extremely judici- 
ous. “ The earth,” says he, “which we i it, and 
the sun, by whose beams we are: enlightened, are the 
first objects which claim our attention. We will there- 
fore direct the attention of our pupil to the ena 
of nature. We will lead him out, on some beautiful 
evening, to behold the setting sun. Here we take par- 
tieular notice of such objects as mark the place of his . 

ing down. Next morning, we visit the to con- 
template the rising of the glorious pretty v con- 
templating for some time the successive appearances 
which the scene before us assumes, and ing Emi- 
lius observe the hills and the other surrounding objects, 
I stand silent a few moments, affecting to be occupied 
in deep meditation. At last I address him thus: Iam 
thinking, that when the sun set last night, he went 
down yonder ; whereas, this morning, you see he is 
risen on the opposite side of the plain here before us. 
What can be the meaning of this?” I say nothing 
more at this time, but rather endeavour to direct his 
attention to other objects. This is our first lesson on 
cosmography. Our observation was made about 
Midsummer : we will next view the rising sun, on some 
fine morning in the middle of winter. is second ob- 
servation shall be made on the very same which 
we chose for the former.. When Emilius and I perceive 
the sun now ing above the horizon, we are struck 
at the change of the place of his rising. By such les- 
sons as these ay See be taught a real, not a seem- 
ing acquaintance with the relative motions of the sun 
we piotackb bintesy to ant a dine Jedge by 

Natural hi is another bran ow 
no means to be n in a liberal education. Of 
all the studies.in which the youthful mind can be en- 

this is at once the most ining and the 
most instructive. Conversant about the objects in which 

EDUCATION, 
we feel the earliest concern, it 
ae segut ouriedty af ctidasenene sane bee Pacation, 

principle in the breast, 
it trams them to the habit of : i 8 

HE 
i a? 

Z fl Hf 
are no 

mthe mide next study in which we would our 
is the study of the mathematics, which, ea tae dey Mabon 
of Thales to our own, has ever been regarded as of the 
most essential) im in the culture‘of the 

Fenld enjoy the use of those 
tion, we must devote t 
matical science. This alone, we are assured, or, at least, 
this more than any sega 4 \ 
flights of imagination, and i 
due superiority ; will 
to conceive with clearness, to connect 
train of dependance, to reason with 

studied by every one; not so much, as Mr Locke 
expresses it, to make us mathematicians, as to make us. 

unfrequently seen mathematicians, who, refusing to be- 
recat they could not demonstrate, were incapable 

guage which ‘that science speaks, 
out which scarce a principle it unfolds, or a 

understood. communicates, can be . When our 
upil, therefore, has acquired a knowledge 
re mathematics, let his santos Wo teehee to.natural 
philosophy, which will open to him a wide field of en- 
tertainment and instruction, and tend wonderfully to 
expand the er his mind. ‘What employment 

yy 
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can be more interesting, or more worthy of a rational 
being, than to investigate the laws by which the uni- 
verse is regulated, to describe the phenomena which 
result from these laws, and to trace them back through 
the long chain of causes, which may have contributed 
to produce them? Such an exercise will necessarily 
form the mind to habits of accurate and persevering 
pret SC oa othe > ee arene SE Rr 
and of correct reasoning. ile it restrains the thoughts 
within the limits of reality, it at the same time affords 
abundant ‘scope 

auxiliary ; extending our knowled 
off thie welies of creation, and leading us « through na- 
ture, up to nature’s God.” 
From the study of the material universe, let our pu+ 

pil be conducted to the higher and more important study 
of the human mind. In some of our systems of educa- 
tion, mental ‘phi y is vi made 
one of the idlin: Oooo ofthe student's attention. In 
our Scotish universities, it is not uncommon to see lads, 
who should not yet have escaped the discipline of a 

E ; = 3 ¥ 

disgust ; and thus to leave them in a, ry the or= 
ance of a science, which, if not propose: to them fill 

for compre- 

pores te ome , as it is Breda neh ie man can be 
pursuit of mental science, 

an accurate and discriminating j scriminating 
penetrating re py en —— of correct and 
cautious » are mdispensi necessary: the 
stud: QP tae tanthectacics' sand of nateral hilosophy is 
pecall ly useful in cultivating these valuable qualities, 
and therefore, always to precede the more ab- 
stract and difficult study of mind. 
‘ One peculiar of this study is, that, while 
‘it gives exercise to the hi of our faculties, it sug- 

at the same time best means for improving 
them. By rendering us acquainted with human nature 
Gn all its parts ; its various faculties, powers, and 
sources of enjoyment ; and the effects which are pro- 
duced on these principles, by particular circumstances 
and situations, it aids us essentially in the proper and 
liberal culture of the mind, enables us to judge of our 
own acquisitions, and to employ the most effectual 
means for supplying our defects, and removing our im~ 

- tigation and 

r habits. A philosophical analysis of the princi- Education. proper philosop y P 
pe of the mind, is the only foundation on which can 
e raised a proper system of education ; and’as scarcely . 

any of the existing systems are founded on such an ana= 
lysis, almost every person of reflection, when he arrives 
at maturity, finds it necessary to begin a new course of 
education for himself. Now, to render that course as 
complete as possible, to enable him to estimate properly 
his attainments, and to know how to supply his defects, 
it is necessary that he should have an accurate and 
comprehensive view of his intellectual and moral 
powers; and such a view it is the professed object of 
mental philosophy to give. All the different branches 
of our knowledge bear a common relation to the philo- 
sophy of the human mind; and to that philosophy, of 
course, must be referred all our inquiries concernin 
the divisions and the classifications of the objects of hu- 
man knowledge, and all the various rules for the inves- 

communication of truth. <“ As a phi- 
losophical system of logic,” says Mr Stewart, “ would 
assist us in our particular scientific investigations, by 
keeping steadily in our view the. attainable objects of 
human curiosity ; so, by exhibiting to us the relation 
in which~they all stand to each other, and the relation 
which they all bear to what ought to be their common 
aim, the advancement of human’ happiness, it would 
have a ten to confine industry and genius to in- 
quiries, which are of real practical utility ; and would 
communicate a dignity to the most inate pursuits, 
which are in any respect subservient to so important a 

. When our views are limited to one particular 
science, to which we have been led to devote ourselves 
by taste or by accident, the course of our studies re= 
sembles the progress of a traveller through an unexplored 
country, whose wanderings from place to place are de-« 
termined merely by the impulse of occasional curiosity, 
and whose opportunities of information must necessarily 
be limited to the objects which accidentally present 
themselves to his notice. It is the phil y of the 
mind alone, which, by furnishing us with a general 
map of the field of human knowledge, can enable us to. 
proceed with steadiness, and in a useful direction ; and 
while it gratifies our curiosity, and animates our éxer- 
tions, by exhibiting to us all the various bearings of our 
journey, can conduct us to those eminences from-whence 
the eye may wander over the vast and unexplored re- 
gions of science.” 

While the study of mind is thus useful in teachin 
us how to exercise our own intellectual faculties, it is 
found of iar advantage in those arts which operate 
on the minds of others. The success of the poet, the 
painter, and the orator, depends on the skill with which 
they adapt the efforts of their genius to the powers and 
sensibilities of mankind ; and a philosophical analysis 
of the mind is the only solid foundation for the im- 

vement of all the fine arts. The human mind, too, 
is the subject on which the moralist and the statesman 
have to operate ; and while the former endeavours to 
allure men to their truest happiness, by the cultivation 
of their noblest powers and their finest qualities, and 
the latter es to second the benevolent intentions: 
of Providence, by diffusing as widely and as equally as 
possible the advantages of the social union ; to of 
them an extensive and accurate knowledge of human 
nature is equally Leave’ & To the moral improve- 
ment and happiness of the individual, the study of 
mental philosophy is still more eminently conducive. 
Enabling us to trace back through all their intricacy, 
our propensities and habits to their origin, it suggests 

a» 
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Edueativn. the best means of confirming those which are laudable, 

correcting those which are faulty. Teaching us 
duly to appreciate the real excellencies of the mind, it 
guides us in our efforts for their attainment. And 
shewing us how our iness is affected by different 
modes of conduct, and by what means our excellence 
is promoted or obstructed, it enables us to form the 
om judicious, plans for the regulation of our future 

e. 
me being initiated in the os im the human 

mind, our pupil will enter with ilar advantages on 
the stud & i , which will A etabdaod to his obser- 
vation, the passions, propensities, and faculties of man- 
kind, acting on the ample theatre of the world. To 
a person om has made himself acquainted with the 
general properties of human nature, the study of histo 
1s peculiarly edifying. While it exhibits man in 
-possible circumstances, it enables him to refer to their 
true cause: all the diversities of human character; and, 
‘amidst the almost boundless variety which obtains in 
the sentiments and modes of action that prevail in dif- 
‘ferent communities, He learns to discriminate those 
which originate in the native and universal feelings of 
mankind, from those which are the result of local or 
national contingencies. He reaps the advantage of the 
accumulated i of all nations and ages ; and in 
the progress of states and their decline, can trace, with 
unerring precision, the causes of their prosperity and of 
their ruin. He sees the operations of Providence dis- 
hee here on the most magnificent scale ; and while 

compares the end with the beginning of the import- 
ant transactions which history records, he obtains the 
most exalted and comprehensive view of those grand 
eg which regulate the moral government of the 
reat Ruler among the nations, His ideas of society 

are enlarged, and he escapes from those illiberal pre- 
judices, which the love of country, amiable as it is in it- 
self, is too apt to excite against those who live under 
different governments, and in other climes. ‘“ There is 
searce any folly or vice,” says Lord Bolingbroke, “ more 
epidemical among the sons of men, than that ridiculous 
and -hateful vanity, by which the people of each coun- | 
try are apt to prefer themselves to those of any other, 
-and to make their own customs, and manners, and 
opinions, the standard of right and wrong, of true and 
false.” This vanity is effectually removed by the en- 
lightened stady of history. He who is accustomed to 
contemplate the transactions of other nations, to view 
them in their mutual dependencies and connections, and 
to take a warm concern in all their interests, learns to 
.consider the community to which he belongs as only a 
po. of a still greater community ; and without neces- 

becoming indifferent to. its prosperity and its j 
opinions and 

y 
fame, is mad to discern the value f \ 
.practices of foreign growth. To every student, how- 
ever, the hi of an country is by far the most 
interesting. To trace the origin of those laws and in- _ 
-Stitutions, to which, in common with his fellow citizens, 
he-is subject, and of those customs and establishments 
by which the character of the nation is at once indica- 
-ted and determined, is an employment no less pleasing 
to curiosity, than it is improving in its tendency. To 
the native of a the study of roa arg ed of his 
own country is, in this res i 'y important 
and ratifying. In no aioe wg the great virtues 
been more eminently displayed; no where has the 
struggle for civil privileges been carried on with more 
perseverance and success; liberty has here advanced 
through many vicissitudes and successive revolutions, 

and enlightened toleration, ordeal 
With the reading.of history. shauld beapeabiieed. lus Politica 

T 
this practice are too many to be here enumerated, and 

In whatever study he may be y y 
ged, his progress will be more accelerated by the 

subject for him- 
his attaintments ; 

prod . 
our ideas, and picuity in our reasonings ; and | 
obliging us to think closely, prevents us y ; wy 

superficial notions. 
: resting 

satisfied with vague and ; ns. The im- 
provement. of our taste is another effect of the practice 
of composition, scarcely less valuable than those which 
we have enumerated. He who has, learned to relish 
‘the beauties_of nature and of art, has access to the most 
inexhaustible sources of enj It is of the last ent, é 
importance, therefore, to the future happiness of 8 
. E ; ia 5 & E s 

not in some degree connected. It increases by frequent 
exercise, the sensibility of all our tender and benevolent 
feelings; while, on the other hand, by impressing us 
with a deep sense of propriety, it tends to weaken all the 
fierce and violent pil Ry To be devoid of _ taste, 8 
justly regarded as an unpromising symptom in youth, 
dn dicating their propensity to low grarihcaionny and 
their incapacity for any oi but what is vulgar and 
illiberal. wn 

Such are the attainments which constitute a liber: 
education ; and such is the order, according to whicl 
in our opinion, they ought to be acquired. But. small 
is the proportion of mankind, whose circum en 
able them to cultivate their faculties by so extensive an 
education, A numerous class of men, destined for par- 
ticular professions and employments, receiy poly mesh 
an education as seems necessary. to cualify. sheen for 
situations which they are a a 5 in society ; and a 
still more numerous class, ed to toil, ab 
infancy, for a scanty subsistence, receive little or 
education at all, Fortunately, men mag Negrane good 

? 

and respectable members of gociety, without any very 

no 
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Baucafion extensive adquainitance with science and literature; but and became successively minister of St Ichre in Edwas 
"| im-whatever station or circumstances an individual may Cambridge, and of St Peter's in Colchester; but, ha- 2°", 

ving been disabled from preaching by bodily disease, ‘ 

itm 

ar 
conduct ; and it is now 

understood, that national prosperity 

schools in Scotland, the people have been 

by aad “emg 

the poorest can ator, and ina ime wo shor a scarcely 
ive the most necessitous of any advantage whi 

they might derive from the industry of their children, 
Lk 
€ RS See ENGLAND. 
EDWARDS, Jonn, a learned English divine, was 

born at Hertford in the year 1637 ; and was the son of 

= 

St John’s College, Cambridg 
under the government of Dr 

learning. 
i fication and talents; was ae 
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he returned to Cambridge in 1697, took the degree of 
doctor in divinity, and sat down with the resolution to 
instruct the Christian world from the press. From 
this period, until his death, he led a very retired and 
studious life, and produced a multitude of works. 
Besides a number of single sermons, and short con- 
troversial. pieces, and a t mass of manuscri 
found in his study, to all that he published 
when alive, his princi ctions were, “ Enquiry 
into several remarkable texts of the Old and New Tes- 
taments ;” “‘ Demonstration of the Existence and Provi- 
dence of God;” “ Twelve Sermons. on ial occa- 
sions ;” “ A Survey of the different Dispensations -of 
religions,” in two vols. “‘ The Preacher,” in three 

s; “ Veritas Redux, or Evangelical Truth resto- 
red;” “< Z ia Reformata, or the Substance and 
Body of the Christian Religion,” three vols. folio, Not- 
withstanding his numerous publications, it isa singular 
circumstance, that he never a library of bis 
own, except Bibles, Lexicons, and similar books; but 
either ured the works which he wished: to peruse 
from university libraries, or borrowed them from 
booksellers at a stipulated price for the loan. Owing 
either to some faults in his temper, or to his zealous 
suport of Whig politics and Calvinistic doctrines, he 

id not live in friendly habits with the part of 
the ; woh was tea and amas yet 
plain practical preacher ; a manof extensive learning, 
sound piety, and exemplary moral conduct. He died - 
in April 1716, in the 79th year of his'age. See Biog. 
Britan. (q) ’ 
EDWAKDS, Gerorce, a celebrated naturalist, was 

born at Stratford, a village in Essex, in the year 1693; 
and, after receiving an ordinary school education, was 
put ntice to a tradesman in Fenchurch-street, Lon- 
don ; but before the term of his engagement was half 
expired, his attention was diverted, by an accidental oc- 
currence, into a course of study altogether foreign from 
commercial pursuits, The library of a deceased phy- 
sician, a relation of his master, having been removed 
into the apartment of the young apprentice, heembraced, 
with avidity, this unexpected 5 A noaryr cd of acquiring 
kuowledge ; and spent all his leisure through the day, 
and frequently a considerable part of the night, in pe- 
rusing treatises on natural history, astronomy, antiqui- 
ties, &c. Losing all relish for business, he adopted the 
resolution, at the expiration of his servitude, to improve 
his mind and his knowledge, by travelling in 
foreign countries. In 1716, he visited the principal 
towns of the United Provinces ; and, about two years 
afterwards, spent a considerable time in examining the 
natural productions of Norway. Inthe year 1719, he 
went to Paris, with a yiew to enlarge his acquaintance 
with natural history ; but, finding the menagerie al- 
most totally neglected, he applied his attention to the 
works of sculpture and painting; and made several 
journies. on foot to different parts of France, with no 
small hazard. of being sent as a vagrant to the colonies 
on the Mississippi. Upon his return to England, he em- 
ployed himself in drawing and colouring animals, par« 
ficularly birds; and, by bis. assiduity and skill in this 
pursuit, he at once acquired a decent subsistence, and a 
number of valuable friends, By the recommendation 
of Sir Hans Sloane, he was in 1738 appointed Librarjan 
to the College of Physicians, an which afforded 
him the best opportunities of pursuing his favourite 



1747, 1750, and 1751, he — 
Birds,” in four volumes, with coloured plates and 
scriptions, in French and English. The last of these 
volumes he dedicated to the Su e Being ; 
which hie pistpanay be athnewledged; 
example is not to be imitated. Resuming , 
he publi in 1758, 1760, and 1763, three additional 
volumes, under the title of “ ings of Natural His- 

in . artist, he was remarkable 
for his scrupulous exactness in ing nature. He 
communicated occasional papers to al Society, 
of which he was chosen a member ; , in 1770, 
he published, in one volume octavo, several essays, 
which had been prefixed ‘to his volumes, con- 

ing instructions in drawing painting in wa- 
ter colour, etching on , &e. He was ad- 
mitted a member of sev eee 

an a of Rowse) and, besides the fri 
dence of the great Linneus, enjoyed the of 
‘the principal of the arts and sciences in his 
native country. In 1769, he retired from all public 
employments to a small house at Plaistow, and devoted 
the evening of his life to the conversation of a few se- 
lect friends, and ‘the of a few favourite books, 
During his latter years, he was greatly afflicted by the 
stone, and by a cancer in one of his eyes; but remark- 
ably patient. Emaciated with age and sickness, he 
died in 1773, and was interred in his native parish of 
West-Ham, where a stone is erected over his grave, 
with .a plain inscription, to his skill as a 
zoologist. He was a man of middle stature, inclini 
to corpulence, of a benevolent disposition and ch 
temper; an entertaining and communicative com 
nion to persons of regs Ses or with himself; but, 
from his diffidence and humility, little calculated to 
shine in» conversation. See Biog. Brit. ; Me- 
moirs of the Life of Geo. Edwards ; Anecdotes of Bow- 
yer ; and New Biog. Dict. (q) 
EDWARDS, Tuomas, a critic and a poet, was born 

in London or its vicinity, in the year 1699, and re- 
ceived his ical education at Eton school. He 
entered upon the study of the law at Lincoln’s Inn, 
with the view of practising at the bar ; but was dis- 

by a remarkable hesitation in his speech, from 
. en much in the duties of that ession. He 

lied himself indeed from his youth rather to the 
cultivation of polite literature, than to the perusal of 
the statutes ; and was, in particular, an ardent admir- 
er of the works of rp He first as 
am author in 1744, ishing a letter to the author 
of a late episto ication, addressed to Mr War- 
burton, in which he attacked the critical tenets of that 
celebrated writer. ‘Warburton had hinted in the pre- 
face to his edition ‘of , that he had once in- 
tended to have given his readers a ‘body of canons for 
literary criticism ; but now referred them to what he 
had occasionally said upon the subject in the course of 
his annotations, “This idea was humorously taken up 
by Mr Edwards, who framed ‘a set of canons. ridicu- 
lously absurd, which he illustrated by les from 
Ww ’snotes. This performance a in 1747, 
as “A Supplement to Mr Warburton’s edition of Shake- 
speare,” and afterwards under the title of “Canons of 

- eations of’ his 

EDWARDS. 
me A It was remarkably. 
pu Ne besides ing the 
aberrations of wine ingenious ceadeiinee cae? holds up 

sty. 
to 

Dunciad, in a scurrilous note upon line 567, &c. 
of book fourth ; a-retort which the latter, from the 
cible character of his antagonist, have been pre- 

é ie ee = and which scarcely deserved the in« 
ant ee ee 

his « Canons.” He produced another: piece, 
poomoer bi An pare aig, hop eet nara ¥ alias 

»” which regards the orthography of the English lan- 
guage ; and in which he pithdinn 
to uniformity in spelling, and to the marks of etymo- 
logy. He was more eminent as‘a classical scholar, and 
an elegant critic in the English language, than as a 

received by the Edwards 
i Jonathan. 

= 

writer of poetry. All his pieces in this last mentioned 
capacity, excepting one ode, were in the form of son- 
nets, in the style of , thirteen of which. are 
printed in Dodsley’s collection, eight in Pearch’s, four 
in Nicol’s ; and the whole of these, with twenty-seven 
additional, are to be found in the last edition of 
his “ Canons,” in 1765. A small tract on predestina- 
tion, was published after his death. From 
pest oa aaa he Foe peaha* rehae ee at Tur. 

e died in Jan 1757; and, in an inscription 
upon his monument in the ch of Ellesbo- 
rough, is described as a sincere Christian, a friend to 
the cause of liberty, and an enemy to licéntiousness 
and faction. See New Biog. Dict. and Biog. Britan. 

(0) owanns, JONATHAN, an eminent American di< 
vine, was born at Windsor in Connecticut in October 
1703; and entered Yale College in 1716, where he re« 
ceived the degree of bachelor of arts, before he was 
fully seventeen years of age. He gave very early indi- 

genius for abstract enquiries ; ‘in his 
thirteenth year, used to take the utmost deli atts 
ing Locke heey eee tanding. He 

ea rapid progress in scientific pursuits, especiall 
in the study oF satus philosophy ; but wid pusioe. 
larly attached to moral philosophy and theology, as con- 
nected with his future i Having continued 
‘at college two years after he took his first deg he 
vamet iniecdigdied hoe 2 vigh - ore Mane 
ear 1722, he preached during eight months mu 

: , to the English Pre ians in New York; 
but, as he Prepon Barr the circumstances ot that 
society such as to justify him in settling as their minis. 
ter, he returned to his father’s house in the following 
spring, where he the summer in close application 
‘to study. In ber 1728, he was admitted master 
of arts ; and, in the following year, was chosen tutor 
of the co in which ‘he had been educated, where 
he continued in that office above two years. In’1726, 
he resigned his ip, and was ordained’ pastor of 

‘to his 
gran , the Rev. Solomon Stoddard. ‘In this si- 
tuation he continued to labour with the greatest suc- 
cess and approbation till the year 1744, when his en- 
deavours to check the dissemination of licentious pub- 
lications among the young persons of his congregation, 
and to exercise greater strictness in admitting commu- 
nicants to the Lord’s supper, excited such violent dis- 

a: ion at No’ n, and 

utes and dislikes, as, in ‘a great measure, 
is comfort and usefulness at Northampton. In the 

midst of the most violent and ‘opposition, he 

mms 
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appeared in his favour,andmore than 200 

pre cea y Socom peel he ed the ess and meekness 
most injurious treatment, and, within a few 

years after his removal, was ww, vindicated by the 
‘ of one of 

date tty bins err In 18 . was ma e 
psi of ids in Mesewptaae bg pa ayn 
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iene ihe Gospel ta Foreign Parts ; and where, 
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without much noise or externe!*euotion, were so full Edwards 

of meaning and expressive of inward fervour, that Jonathan. 
‘few speakers were more successful in commanding 
the attention of an audience. He was seldom. te- 
dious either in prayer or preaching, and generally 
employed the greater part of his discourses in the 
application or improvement of the subject. Unless 
when he was called by. the-sick, or heard that any of 
his were under some particular affliction, he did 
not visit them in theix own houses ; because he was 
aware that his talent consisted in ing and writing, 
pumila bie ing b; pe oped but he . 
couraged who desired his advice, to repair to his 
in Sky's regularly catechised the young persons and 
chil , both in public and in his own house. He kept 
himself Sehtarinipy free from worldly cares, and com- 
mitted the direction of his domestic concerns so entire- 
ly to Mrs Edwards, that he seldom knew even whence 
his table was supplied, or how many cattle he’ posses- 
sed. He was, however, most anxiously attentive to the 
education of his children ; and his parental: authority, 
exercised with uniform calmness, was productive of the 
most cheerful. obedience. He spoke little in general 
society ; avoided disputes in mixed companies ; and 
was rather reserved among ; but, with his in« 
timate friends, whom he with the greatest cau- 
tion, he was peculiarly affable; communicative, and in- 
structive in conversation,—patient of contradiction, and 
ready to:hear every objection that could be made to his 
sentiments. He was distinguished by inviolable inte- 
geny inte sicntings, and a sacred regard to truth in 

is words ; uniformly, impressed. by a profound senti-- 
ment of pi and Merete lneancnaties, 
vity of Bs SOND NAEE 7 teaInE ing, as he was 
most urgent in recommendi ity to the poor ; 
but always inclined to the amount of. his alms 
deeds, andthe exercises of his private devotions. His 
principal writings, besides single sermons and smaller 
tracts, were, “ A Treatise on Religious Affections,” oe 
lished in the year 1746; “ An Account of the Lifé of 
the Rev. David Brainerd, Missionary to the Indians, in 
1749 ;” “ An Inquiry into the modern Notion of that 
Freedom of the which is su to be essential 

efence of the Chris- to ane gps gE in 1754; “ & 
Uan Doctrine. ; 

cuomkmiddapeaed tpl ok nltlioet beiaceee Bisa me le of bei : 

ly im roved by judicious abri » have been high- 
; nae and extensively in the Christian world. 
e was certainly one of the divines, and ablest 

-metaphysicians, of the in which. he. lived ; and, 
-whatever may be, the ical sentiments of his 
readers, they must, if at all, capable of appreciating 
his talents, allow him the praise of having possessed 
extensive knowledge of his subject; of ha exer- 
cised sound judgment in his ent; and wing 
produced the ablest defence of the doctrines which he 
epee See General Biography, and The Life.and 
Character of Mr Jonathan Edwards, prefixed to eigh- 
teen of his select sermons. (q) 
EGBERT. See Enoianp. 
EGG. See Cuemisrry and OrniTHoLocy, 
EGG. See Ancuinum Ovum. 
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PART I. HISTORY. _ pyre re 
History. Anoxe all the ancient nations which have been distin- plained by the present modes or measu 

in history, there is none more worthy of our no- 
tice than the kingdom of Egypt. If not the birth-place, it 
was the early protector of the sciences ; and cherished every 
species of knowledge, which was known or cultivated in 
remote times, It was the principal source from which 
the Grecians derived their information ; and, after all its 
windings and enlargements, we may still trace the stream 
of our knowledge to the banks of the Nile. Every an- 
cient nation lays claim to a higher origin than legitimate 
history, ca SOREEOR ion ; and Egypt extends its claims to a 

as-a nation to more 
than a hundred thousand is_ evidently fictitious ; 
and the period 473,000 at , or 1,907,000, with 
more extravagant calculations still, which are found in 
the Indian chronology, are sufficient to convince us, that 
the pretensions are excessive, and the calculations un 
true. There is a degree of vanity which every nation 
feels about its origin and its honour ; and to this may in 
some degree be ascribed the extravagant claims of an 
cient nations. But this tendency is not sufficient to ac« 
count for the inconceivable pretensions of Egypt, Chal- 
dea, and Hindostan ; nor are we certain that we shall be 
able to point out precisely the source of such claims. As 
Egypt was anciently divided into different kingdoms, the 
reign of cotemporary princes might be stated in tradi- 
Bppary Beoye as the reign of successive kings ; 
even this is quite inadequate to account for the in le 
length of years, to which their pretensions extend. We 
have heard of a poetical and solar method of calculation 
in the East, in which a thousand years of the former are 
only equal to one of the latter. The Caliyoug of the In- 
dian astronomers is clearly an imagi period, as well 
as many other times and calculations so often alluded to 
in the ancient annals ‘of the East. 

It is impossible to ascertain correctly the circumstan- 
ces which gave rise to these modes of reckoning, or the 
occurrences which from time to time or changed 
them ; but we may easily believe, that, having once de- 

from the plain path of rigid calculation, they 
would branch out into many bye-ways, according to the 
ignorance, the fashion, or the of the times. It ap- 
pears that the earliest mode of ing was by the ap- 
pearance and departure of the sun, when the evening or 
the morning marked the conclusion of a day. The chan- 
ges of the moon, too, pit cig of calculation. The 
revolution of the moon, that of other planets whose 

~ courses were of short duration, appear to have been de- 
nominated years; as were also the terms of three and of 
four months, We not of the distinctions between 
the lunar and the so Mra Sei oe = a mode of 
r ing comparati of recent date, and not once to 
inet cae peated which have contri- 
buted to occasion the extravagance and uncertainty of ré- 
mote calculations. But whether we have a ined the 
true sources of those incredible pretensions, or even ap- 
proximated their genuine causes, yet there cannot remain 
a doubt that their history is fabulous, and cannot be ex« 

res 
want, or very imperfect method, of recording 

cient facts,}leaves us without the means of 
aa coca and we must content ours 
selves with partial inductions, or even with probable con 
jectures. , 

Menes is the first king of Egypt who is 
our notice ; but the circumstances of his reign distinctly 
imply, that the age in which he lived was an advanced 
port oe a ney, The which 
e made did not belong to rude times; wealth and 

the luxury of his court, were far removed from the : 
state, anal the smagnificance which Ihe infitiiddat Wich te 
services of religion, manifest an improvement in the arts, 
ends. peogrves Ube SPn oes OF SoC Sir Isaac New« 
ton ascribes to him the building of Memphis, which was 
not founded, or at least not famous, in the time of Homer; 
ior ie wae, Shaan ne Doe MER moi Be. cetera 
as en supposes pg : 

this be true, it would not imply Memphis was un« 
built till Thebes was in ruins. It will only shew, that, 
as the ancient capital was deserted, the new city was 
adorned with some works of art, which had been adeaired 
yen uae ne ry 

imperfect state of the Egyptian history, in the pe- 
riod under review, is further Ge wah pete rey 
cy of its annals immediately after the time 
have supposed to have been filled up by the 
Menes. A list has been presented of 330 kings, 
of whom were probably cotemporaries, and not afew of 
them perhaps imaginary. For if the reign of Menes was 
in some d described, and did exhibit features of emi« 
nence and improvement, it is not likely that a period is 
immediate succession would be so void of information, 

attention, by any promise of entertainment or | 
ledge. For the story of the Shepherd kings, which 

by fable, 
ditions of ancient times. But.the history 
in has no 
rive jr they must have 

pores ion, atid alftiedsia tale 
Beal caicedal errhe Shepherd: ings 
been cruel and severe, for their memory was 
and their reign must have been prev ous | 

the Israelites in thé kingdom tenet Rs 
country, a shep- cob and his sons went down into that coum 

‘herd was an “ abomination to the ‘ ritv ov 

presented tO Menon 
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It would be fruitless to fatigue ourselves with conjec- 

~ tures shout the name or race af tat people who invaded 

i 

and over-ran Egypt, and whose governors are denomi- 
nated Shepherd kings. They must have been an unpo- 
lished race of men ; a wand and unsettled tribe of 
warriors, whose habits of life had not risen above the pas- 
toral state. Being intruders, they must have been unwel- 
come in the land of Egypt. Different in their manners, 
rade and unformed in their habits, their conduct and prac- 
tice must have been abhorrent from the milder manners of 
a more polished people. Severe in their habits, and cruel 
toward a conquered nation, their yoke must have been gal- 
ling to a subdued and an oppressed people. Their deli- 
verance from so a thraldom must have been de- 
lightful, and the memory of their sufferings would be 
deep and lasting. The vast number of years during 
which they are said to have held in bondage, was 
a period which could not be reviewed but with distressful 

and the names of their oppressors’ must 
have been detested. 

jas i the neks: Repition. bog whose history 
ee aenedaien panabie shapes and yet the narrative 
of his reign is While he was 
See ave: dhe seaneieeamaeid nities. 
and some of its most remarkable ornaments are attribu- 
ted to this prince. His palace was an edifice of exquisite 
workmanship; and in the manner of those times, it was 
pag ge In front there was a court of an immense 
open pony >it there was a portico of 400 feet 

of w was supported by animal figures 
ig the of of whi Bs oreentapete tare ata 
similar to the first, but moresuperb. Here, among other 
ornaments, were three statues of vast size, which is alone 
sufficient to shew the antiquity of Osymandias’ reign. 
In the infancy of science, every thing is vast ; and to 

command admiration among the uncultivated, immensity 
is better calculated than beauty, deep design, or elegance 
of workmanship. These statues are said to have repre- 
sented Osymandias and some of his family; but this is 
of little importance to the history of those times, which 
leads us to approximate the period of society in which 
Serre a reanty Se Cate of lisventits and_ science 

to the period of his reign. Sculpture and 
et heal oridently arene cong ragcne 
improvements... For eotyle of urchitecture, as 

as the art of the statuary, which the ruins of Thebes have 
pome’s eaten commanded the admiration of the 

po tna ey om ee Seah hewn, hale. sad galioen, piazzas, 
which’ excelled Loh fo pi nan de gail epee 
There the chisel had sculptured, with wonderful art, the 
triumphs of the king, the sacrifices which he offered, the 
administration of justice in the courts of law, and many 
other emblems of his transactions and reign. But his 
eb enne been celebrated above all other buildings at 

it has been chiefly remarkable for the em- 
omega es It was encompassed 

of 365 cubits in circumference, to 
of days which were then included 

nee 8 that the solar year was not then 
y derstood Here the rising and the setting 

represented to view; various — of 
in she public buildings of 

swish ptmesy:to anbibit anid 
a and a hall was stored with Smeal 

writings of those times, and was si 
the dispensary of the mind.’ ongrd 

ne 

eh aes 

in the year 
distineily 
of the stars 
‘the 

of the firmamen 
valuable wri 
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whole it appears, that the reign of f Oiymancias, though ~ History. 
remote and not accurately defined, .was in a period of 
considerable improvement. 

His lineal descendants are said to have reigned in Egypt 
during the course of eight generations ; but their trans- 
actions, and even their names, are not distinctly known. 
Uchoreus was the last of that race ; and in his time the 
city of Memphis appears to have become the successful 
rival of the ancient and venerable city Thebes. It is in- 
deed added, that he transferred the abode of the Egyp- 
tian kings from Thebes to Memphis. 

Passing by other sovereigns, who are rather alluded to Meris 
than specified in the conjectural parts of this history, we 
shall take notice of Mceris, who would probably have 
been left in the same obscurity as many other ancient 
kings of Egypt have been, had not the lake which bears 
his name preserved his memory. That work of stupen- 
dous labour will be adverted to in a subsequent part of 
this article ; and it may be considered as a remnant of 
those mighty works which Meeris did to aggrandise his 
kingdom, He adorned the temple of Vulcan at’ Mem- 
phis, and must be supposed to have been the author of 
many i t improvements, which have been lost in 
the lapse of time, and forgotten among the changes of 
early and obscure events. He was the 330th king from 
Menis ; and the immediate predecessor of Sesostris, 
whose history is now to claim our attention. 

Sesostris is known by various other names, according Sesostris 
to the variety which different and other cir- 
cumstances are calculated to produce, such as Sesonchis, 
Sesoosis, and Sesothis. He has also been supposed to 
be the Sesac or Shishak who took Jerusalem in the reign 
of Rehoboam ; while others have supposed that he was 
the Pharaoh who reigned in Egypt, and who was drown- 
ed in the Red Sea, when pursuing the Israelites to bring 
tliem back: but these are conjectures, and not historical 
facts,—they may amuse, but they cannot instruct.. Under 
the pretext of a dream, his father adopted measures 
which, in his view, were calculated to furnish his son 
with certain means of conquest and power. Exercising 
the influence which he seems to have possessed, he col- 
lected a number of youths of the same age with his son, 
and trained them up together at his own expence, that 
they might be attached to the person of Sesostris; and 
that, by being trained up in a hardy and active manner, 
they might be able to brave dangers, and be the means 
of honour and aggrandisement to his son. 

Having made successful inroads into Arabia, and _be- 
ing led to put confidence in his own resources and skills 
Sesostris returned into Egypt, and devised measures for 
such campaigns and conquests as have perpetuated his 
fame. Being resolved to take the field in person, and 
having the prospect of being along time absent from his 
kingdom, he adopted prudential means for preserving 
tranquillity while he was abroad, By promises and sa- 
lutary ents, he attached the army to his  inte- 
rest; and he provided carefully for the internal peace of 
the state. He divided the empire into 36 provinces; and 
having appointed a vernor to each, he constituted. bis 
brother regent. of the with supreme power 
till he himself should return. . He fitted out two ects, 
one in the Mediterranean, and the other in the Red Sea. 
With the former he conquered the islands of Cyprus, to- 
gether with several islands of the Cyclades, and the whole 
coast of Phoenicia; and with the he scoured the 
Red Sea, and entered the Indian ocean. 

His army was in great force. It consisted of 600,000 
4 
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History. “foot, 24,000 horse, and 27,000 chariots. The 1700 
youths who had been trained up along with him from his 
infancy, and accustomed to toil a military exercise, 
were well fitted to have the chief places of trust in oe ae 
mighty army, both from their attachment to their sove- 
reign, and military ardour, With this numerous 
host, he over-ran the Ethi , and traversed Africa, 
ull/he reached ‘the shores of the Atlantic. Being encou- 
raged by success, he penetrated Asia, and crossed the 

Returning into Europe, he invaded Seythia as 
well as Thrace ; but, according to some historians, these 
warlike people resisted his invasion, and after he ‘had 
made several conquests, compelled them to retire, A co- 
lony of Egyptians was planted by him in Colchis, or a 
part of his army settled there of their own accord ; and 
pillars recording his triumphs have been found in "varie 
ous parts of the world. 

He appears to have aimed at universal conquest ; but 
‘though his ‘movements were rapid, and his successes 
great, yet he'was forced to return ‘to and aban- 
don the kingdotns he had acquired. There is a certam 
compass, beyond which the powers of man cannot pre- 
vail ; and it was never intended by nature, that one man 
should lord it over the whole . There are limits to 
the powers of the mind, and there are boundaries among 
the empires and kingdoms of the earth, which it is cruel 
and unjust to pass. While Sesostris was employed with 
conquest abroad, his brother was perverting his authority 
at home, and subverting the power and honour of the 
king. informed of these transactions, Sesostris 
‘hastened: his return to Eayets and wher ae resumed the 
‘einis*of his kingdom, ov the proceedings of his 
‘brother, tranquillized the country, and completely re-esta- 
blished his own power, It is said in honour of his no 
manity, that he saved the life of his rebel brother, 
it has been asserted, ‘fled into ‘Greece, and was the 
naus of that country, whose story-seems to’be partly ow, 
and partly fabulous. 

From this time forward, Sesostris abandonetl a life of 
warfare, and employed his leisure as well as his riches in 
adorning his kingdom, and improving the condition of 
his people. He provided for the repose of the soldiers, 
who had been his companions in arms ; and he enriched 
the temples of the gods, whom the people worshipped. 
He fortified the kingdom in the most commodious pati 
improved the state of Lower Egypt or the Delta, and 
in general meliorated the state of the kingdom. He 
either divided the people into casts, or rendered the di- 
Wision more complete, which ap to have been a fa- 
veurable arrangement in those times and circumstances, 
though it has created a host of prejudices unfavourable 
to successive improvements. It is recorded to the dis- 
grace of Sesostris, not only that he retained the 
captive whom he had taken in war; but also that 
took a cruel pleasure in exposing their fallen state to pub- 
lic observation, them feel in a most sensible man- 
ner the of their captive condition. In the 
waiter eb Cnelieeoutian one of his captive sovereigns 
reminded him, by the emblem of a wheel turning rapid- 
ly upside down, that fortune was and that he 
who sat upon the throne t soon, like him, be ranked 

fappesion ood Gon tn! tiny Go epee ptiadisiodle time the captive princes were 
eran A So true is it, that pie is orca 

ness, and prosperity by pain, that Sesostris 
moa, onto age he put-a period to hi 
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ee ihe If. or Pheron -ad eis "sOmetimes “called, Htstély. 

lorious. Pheron. 
rt ‘to Tinve “fis ate ehentionied "i" his. 

Hn alent and 
ath sie dt dnesd; 

gle and proper remedies” ‘was re- 
We no heed to the fabulous ‘in 

which ils Sea hae Ben represented; blindness appéars 
to have been of old,'as ‘it is now, a common disease in 
Egypt. Now ‘a period 'fruttful of no authentic ‘inform. 
tion occurs in the of | ; for here and 
there are only some casual and ‘ill ascertained spots of 
verdure transiently appearing amidst ‘a vast succession 
of arid wastes. About this time, thoagh we cannot speak 
with precision, we may veritiire to. 
Israelites departed from the land of 
reign of Actisanes; the Ethiopian adventurer, who dfove 
the detested Amasis from the throne, there is an ob« 
scure, and seemingly disguised account, of a foreign peo- 
ple being driven EG towel "ee tot ate 
tine. 
Alter lng interval we net with Cotes, who ice Proteus. 

language of Greece, was denominated Proteus, 
celebrated in ancient fable, and on account of. his wis- 
dom, and perhaps ‘his’ dexterity in the art of 
and enchantments, was said to have the power of chai 
ging his form. Dwelling upon the sea-shore, or perhajis 
enco' 11 eon affairs, he was said to be a sen 
god. Into one of his ports Paris was driven when he 
was carrying off Helen from her husband Menelaus. 
Finding that Paris had violated the rights of hospitality, 
and fled with the wife of his friend, he dismissed hin 
from his presence ; but retained the fair, ‘faith 
less lady, to be sent tack? to her injured lord. In the 
mean time a war Was undertaken against Troy; for the 
Greeks would not be j ded that Helen was Sbieane 
cealed in that dev 

The reality of this meinorable rien Yah tieon cael 
‘in question by Mr Bryant; and in many respects his 
opinions are singular ; but ies detinad Mend ste 
entertained ‘by some modern travellers ; or‘at least, they 
have not been ableto discover the scene of those 
‘actions, which have adorned the classic page, and de« 
li wagceeTeppeavwveotane temapen We believe 

‘was a real and momentous transaction, 
tho ais by "tradition; tnrdthewy-ewedisien “ems 
belli by the poets. It is not wonderful, that ‘the 
site of ‘Troy should not be known. “Ancient ‘tes in 
ports Noreen tits mee Me 8 
pew d except temples and a Sable buildings, 
pier Ath wre Bi ote opinry integae 
their ents sunk or carried a 

epoca 
eso a 
order of succession. 

and raised to the throne in due 

lieve + anteater el 
wealth; but the story of Herodotus 
vice ofthe architect forgiving hime «private mods of 

tiling Uae twee of hasta ‘unworth “ft abstracti : are’ 
Tecord. Snares ht be laid cordate abe elldhider who 
had plundered the but that one brother should 
cut off another’s head _he'was held fast, and could 
not escape from the trap, whigh was laid to discover the 

lor Maer wh Ramp 
deserve otir' notice, is oF Remi, wh Bh 
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‘History. “offender, and that he should carry off the head to pree | What effect the proceedings of Gnephactus had upon History. 
“—"Y". verit a discovery; is rather fabulous than probable. Far the dissolute manners and habits of the Egyptians, we —~ 

S ) i are not informed; but his son and successor, Bocchoris, Bocchoris. “> 

vs 

“ye, te 

Pony Ni ean Pir oP Regn ae 

Cheops. 

Mycerinus, 

\ 

“Tessican we conceive, that a father, though wicked, 
to 

obtain from her admirers the secret of the theft. He is 
said to have enlarged and adorned the temple of Vulcan. 

Here, again, there is a gap in the history of Egypt ; 
and the first king, who claims our notice, is » who 
was also distin by a variety of other appellations, 

ace etcey t of the ian 
began his’ reign with shuttin the 

temples of the gods; and forbidding every footed ot re- 
ligious worship. i i 

me Halt = H 
ave been adorned wi , and her me- 
mory to have been preserved, by the frequently occur- 
<a pe of solemn and impressive ead f 
é honours, which were ordained in remembrance of 

Spasms arvdbcnd ebsteeona0 areas with some 

was a prudent prince, and appears to’ have adopted such 
measures, as were best calculated to correct the excesses 
of which his father complained. He introduced the best 
regulations into every branch of police; and administer« 
ed the public revenues with judgment and moderation. 
He was accounted one of those princes, who properly de- 
served the name of legislators in Egypt; for he impro- 
ved its domestic economy, and enlarged its foreign rela- 
tions. Like the Chinese, the ancient Egyptians resisted 
an intercourse with other nations ; but this hurtful pre- 
judice had gradually given way under the administration 
of different kings ; and’ Bocchoris gave" his aid towards 
the removal of so pernicious’a restraint. He 
commerce, and promoted the general happinessof his 
kingdom. But in the midst of these valuable improve- 
ments, he ‘was attacked by Sabacco, a prince of Ethiopia, 
by whom he was overthrown in battle, and having been 
made a prisoner, was inhumanly put to death. 

Sabacco ascended the throne 
striking act of ‘cruelty ; yet when he had attained the 
sovereign power, he was remarkable for clemency and 
conciliating manners But he never a to ‘have 
reigned in the affections, or with the consent of the na« 
tion. In particular, the priests were hostile to his go« 
vernment ; and we are told in the legends of those times, 
that he was warned in a dream to destroy the priesthood, 
if he wished to remain king of But we are ra« 
ther to believe that he found the nation unfriendly to his 
authority ; and as the priests were then the nobles and 
most powerful persons of the kingdom, and inimical to 
his reign, he had probably conceived a plan ‘of putting 
those enemies to death, by a sudden and unexpected ‘at« 
—— thereby overawing the people to submission ; 
but either from principle or fear, abandoning’ so despe« 
rate an undertaking, he abdicated the throne, and retired 
into Ethiopia. - He is supposed to have been the So of 
the scriptures, who entered into a league with Hoshea 
the kirig of Samaria, to oppose and keep in’ restraint 
Shalmaneser the king of Assyria : 
Sethon is thenext king 

our considerations He was a person of the sacerdotal 
order, and belonged to the temple of Vulcan. He had 
no warlike dispositions, nor was he at all habituated to 
— of arms. ‘Till now'the soldiery had been che- 
rished, and were a body of men in Egypt; 
and therefore being né by Sethon, were dis« 
persed, and hostile to his interests. The kings of i 

ing at this time bold and successful warriors, and find- 
ing in a feeble and unprotected state, ens 
tered that country in a hostile manner, and filled the 
nation with alarm, The soldiers being scattered and 
disgusted, Sethon’s army consisted only of* raw and uné 
disciplined troops, who were unable to meet a host‘ of 
victorious invaders. Sennacherib king of Assyria, witha 
numerous army, entered Egypt; and-committed great de« 

is thr ing an gerous situation, when ‘ruin 
was apparently ly to burst-upon the head of the 

ian king, a host of rats-in ofe night gnawed the 
bow-strings and shield-straps of the Assyrian ‘army ; and 
being thus deprived of their weapons of warfare; they 
fled before the ole ped great slaughter. A story 
somewhat alike to this Egyptian representation, is hand« 

of Egypt by @ Sabacce. 

of Egypt, who lays claim: to gethou., 
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«ed down to us in the history of Palestine, where 185,000 

men of ‘s army were found dead by some 

tory would lead us to pee Be 

its effects ; and this idea seems to with the lan- 
guage of our sacred books. “ Behold I will send a blast 
upon” Sennacherib, and he “ shall return to his own land.” 
But to whatever cause we ascribe the destruction of Sen- 
nacherib’s army, it was ly the work of God; for all 
the parts and elements of nature minister to his will. 

For some time past there had been a feebleness in the 
government of Egypt. At one time the country had 
been over-run and taken possession of by an Ethiopian 
adventurer: Tirhakah, a prince and warrior from U 
Egypt, fought against Sennacherib, and appears to have 
been a principal agent im‘driving him from the country ; 
Sethon seized upon the kingdom when there was no 
powerful claimant to oppose his pretensions; and in short 
there seems, about this time, to have been a period of 
misrule, when no legitimate sovereign was invested with 
full authority. 

Upon the death of Sethon, the kingdom of was 
divided into twelve governments ; and each of was 
entrusted to a head. Nothing can be a more 
decisive proof than this, that there was no lineal prince 
to demand the throne; or weirs some malversations 
in government, the reigni ily had been dismissed 
teian tive acajigelipoen., Tee htedreptiarea,gdoaiees 
the government was now entrusted, appear to have en- 

Se ee ena reeks enna 
cord and public spirit ; but, like all. common alliances, 
the harmonious union was soon dissolved. 

Psammeticus, one of the twelve, was soon raised to 
the sovereign power, and his were overthrown. 
The story runs, of an oracle having asserted, that if any 
of the twelve governors should offer a sacred libation in 
a brazen helmet, that person should ascend to the sove- 
reign power. Thestory adds, that upon a festival. of 

libation with his own helmet of brass. The prediction of 
the oracle was remembered ; and Psammeticus claimed 
the sovereign power. 

This elevation of Psammeticus to the throne of Egypt, 
we presume to be contingent rather in appearance than 
in reality ; for it was more probably a scheme, that was 
eoncerted for restoring him to the kingdom of his fathers. 
He was the son of Nechus, whom Sabacco, an i 
mvader, first dethroned, and then put to death ; and his 
pretensions to the throne to have been neglected 

just been described. The claim of the ancient royal fa« 
mily in the person of Psammeticus would naturally be 
supported by the priests, who were the nobles and:here+ 
ditary counsellors of state. If the story of the helmet be 
not » it was probably contrived beforehand by 
= of Psammeticus, to. be a signal for a power- 

EGYPT. 
But he seems to have required the aid of | 

to place or establish him upon his throne; and 
by an intercourse and 

soldiers of Egypt, who are, said to have 
in disgust into Ethiopia, were | the ad- 
of the eleven governors whom icus had 
of their power, and the remaining 4 

ings, who had reigned between, then 

f i 
FEE. ne ied ah at aH a 4 [st oH 

and it is not certain, that he ever obtained it. F 
warlike Scythians, he entered into an alliance with 
nation, and was rather desirous of peace than war, . He 
was the first prince 

is reign 679 years before the Christian era, 
His son Nechus succeeded him on_ the throne, “who Nechus. 

was called in scripture Pharaoh Necho. He prosecuted B. C. 617. 
with vi the system of navigation, which some of his 
Ali oa sera stern and, by the assistance of Phaw« 
nician sailors, he not only investigated the coasts of the 
Mediterranean ; but fitting out a fleet in. the Red Sea, 
passed through the Straits of Babelmandel, doubled the 
Cape of Good Hope, and returned to Egypt through the 
Straits of Gibraltar. Owing to inexperience in naval af- 

i , which could now be performed in three 
J Egyptians as many years. Notwith- 

standing what has been said to the contrary, there is no 
reason to doubt 3 _ who. men- 
tions this nay. 3 for in those early times the Phoeni- 
cians sailed to Britain for obtaining tin; Hanno establish- 
ed colonies on the western coast of Africa; Syclax came 
from the Indus tothe Red Sea; Nearchus passed from the 
Indus to the Euphrates; and the fleets of Solomon made 

self. Josiah, who was then ki of Judah, and in 
ship with Assyria, refused to 

of 
— Josiah was wounded, so 
Necho, marching-on to the banks of the Euphrates, took 
the great city of \Carchemish; and having occupied it 

power ~ History. 

friendship with "~~ 

—" ee Ss 

~ 
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1 times riotously, while he filled an inferior station; and he _ History. 

was sometimes devoted to excess, even after he had 

Babylonian empire, Nebuchadnezzar retook Carchemish, 
and, seizing upon Nechus’s other conquests, pursued him 
and his army to the’city of Pelusium. 

Besides his enterprising by sea and land, Nechus at- 
tended to the improvement of his kingdom ; and, among 
other ings, he attempted to join the Red Sea 

mis, who only reigned six years, and left nothing of 
consequence for the historian to record. ‘ 
~ Apries, the son of the former king, now got posses« 
sion of his father’s throne ; but active, he was 
unwise and unfortunate. The king of Judah, bearin 
ill the tributary condition of his country, manifes 
signs of disobedience, and Judea was invaded by the 
armies of Babylon. To oppose those mighty forces, 
Zedekiah of Judah entered into treaty with the 
king of Egypt; but Jerusalem was overthrown, and the 
king, as well as the other inhabitants, treated with- 
out mercy; while one of their former kings, and many 
of their countrymen, were prisoners at Babylon. 
The Jews were warned to put no trust in “a confede- 

racy with 3; and any alliance with the kings there- 
of was evidently precarious ; because the country had 
been long torn by intestine divisions, and during that 

iod, every suceessive monarch had found more dif- 
fieulty than enough to maintain his own power and pre+ 
rogatives. The prince now upon the throne does not 

ascended the throne ; but he was nevertheless aware how 
im it is for good order, that the habits of society 
should be sober. To attain this end, he required every 
inhabitant of Egypt once a year to inform the governs 
ment, by’ what means he obtained his living. But while 
he was endeavouring to establish order at home, prepas 
rations ‘were making abroad to invade Egypt, and over« 
throw its government. The Persian king was making 
vast movements, in order to enter that country and get 
possession of its dominions. © 
We cannot ascertain the reasons of this projected in« 

vasion in the court of Persia; for while no well authen« 
ticated records remain, we cannot speak with certainty 
from traditionary tales. It might be ambition, and it 
might be revenge, or a mixture of passions and motives, 
which incidents and unknown events might bring into 
action. The story runs, that instead of permitting his 
daughter to be numbered amongst the women of the 
king of Persia, he had sent Nitetis, the daughter of 
Apries, the former king. This affront and double deal- 
ing being discovered at the Persian court, Cambyses 
made war upon Egypt. Several circumstances occurred 
to render the invasion of Cambyses successful; and of 
these occurrences Amasis himself appears to have had a 
share. Phanes, a Grecian general of considerable note, 
who was engaged in the service of the Egyptian king, 
fled to the court of Persia, and assisted Cambyses to con 
duet his operations against the interest and power of his 
former master. Polycrates, the successful ‘sovereign of 
Samos, was formerly the ally of Amasis; but the king of 
Egypt seems imprudently to have forfeited his favour, 
and he'also joined with the Persian king. While these 
preparations and adverse ‘circumstances were going on, 
the king of Egypt died, and escaped from the disasters 
which fell immediately upon his devoted country. In 

appear to have possessed the favour of his subjects; and the year 525 before the birth of Christ; Psammenitus, the Psammeni- 
therefore it was rather the unsettled condition, than the son of Amasis, succeeded to the kingdom; and he was tus, B.C. 
deceitful intentions of those Egyptian kings, which made scarcely invested with the powers of royalty, when Cam. 525. 
them unworthy of alliance or trust. This observation is byses approached the frontiers of E; he new king 

illustrated by the fate of Apries. prepared for defence, and the king of Persia laid siege to Cambyses. 
le of b — Lybians were invaded by the ae Pelusiums” Taki 

ing of. “assistance in su 
of the former’; tat he sa hin alliog being overcom, bib 
discontented subjects at home broke out into rebellion. 
To quell those disturbances, and reduce the people to 
obedience, he sent Amasis on an embassy into Egypt; 
but ‘the ambassador proved faithless, and being proclaim- 
ed king by the tumultuous multitude, he assumed the 
royal . Patarbemis being sent to bring the 
people of back to their duty, found it impossible 
to ish his mission ; but upon his return to Apries, 
he was dealt with as a traitor; and these severities in- 
creased the hatred of the Apries collected a 
considerable of adherents, mingled with foreign 
troops, and a battle with the army of Amasis; 
but being overthrown, he was -a while in confine- 
ment, and finally put to death. ing these intestine 

Egypt; but plunder ‘being hin-chiet object he retired : plunder being his ‘chi he: retired 
Giicinewtn ty watts eemuradladions 

Amasis, eset te , and with- 
out any pretensions, to 4 began i 

ee anon. 
try. - He appears to have lived freely, as well as some« 

aking advan of the Egyptian supersti- 
tion, the invaders paved Soh the front OP their army a 
variety of dogs, cats, and other animals, which were 
held sacred by the besieged; and the Egyptians not 
daring to injure the sacred animals, the Persians entered 
Pelusium without resistance. fl 

Scarcely had Cambyses taken possession of the city, 
when the army of Psammenitus drew nigh; and’ the 
Greeks, who were in the service of the Egyptian king, to 
revenge the defection of Phanes, their countryman and 
former general, brought forth his children into the camp, 
and put them to death before the eyes of their father. 
Then, in conformity to the Grecian manner, they tasted 
of the blood mixed with wine, in token of execration. 

It was thus also that Catiline prepared his adherents © 
for the bloody deeds, which he intended them to do. 
Enraged at this scene of horror, the Persians put the 
Egyptian soldiers to flight, and chased them with great 
slaughter to the very gates of Memphis. Having sent a 
vessel up the Nile toward Memphis, with a demand to 
surrender the city, the ee and the crew were 
assaulted and torn to pieces. Memphis was soon after 
taken ; the adjoining countries to the west of Egypt 
readily submitted to the conqueror; and now Cambyses, 
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and:severe. The conquerors were not only disliked as 

Jittle while the loss of his kingdom; for either he at- 
tempted to recover the throne, and excited an alarm, or 
Cambyses was determined to free himself of a rival; and 
istaitreny.chort tine ba}wanprt-boideeds. 

: The ancient race‘of kings had now: ceased in E 
For several successive generations, the claims ae 
throne had been wavering, the country unsettled, and 
the kingdom feeble ; but Egypt was now a province of 
Persia, and was destined to bear a foreign yoke. This 
Species of government, at all times uypleasant, was ren» 
slered grievous; by the cruelty and madness of Cambyses. 
He trampled upon the laws of their country, and) vio- 
lated all their prejudices and prepossessions. He insult- 
ed the dead bodies of their ancestors, which are dear to 
every nation, but peculiarly sacred to the Egyptians, In 
order to afflict that people the more, he violated the re- 
anains of their patriotic Amasis ; and by every enor- 
mity insulted their foclings seca 
Jn his madness for cosniurht he dispatched an army 

-of 50,000 men from Thebes in Upper Egypt, to seize 
upon the temple of Jupiter Ammon in the deserts of Afri- 
ca; but after suffering every hardship, and, losing nearly 
the one half of his army, he wreaked the vengeance 
which should have been directed towards his own folly, 
upon the afflicted and despairing He reach- 
ed Memphis at the time of a high festival, and, with that 
jealous violence which belongs to tyranny, he was trans- 
‘ported with rage, and would not be convinced, that the 
public rejoicings were not occasioned by his disappoint- 
ment and defeat. Under this gta he a 
the priests, put the magistrates to death, and, with his 
own hand, slew the god Apis, whose festival the Egyp- 
tians were ee But a period was soon put to his 
cruelty and his for having returned to Persia to 
_quell an-insuirection in. his own, kingdom, ‘he appears to . 
have been assassinated ; or, as, the incident is generally . 
related, he was mortally wounded, by his own sword, 
from which the scabbard had dropped, as he was eagerly 
«mounting his horse. Thus died Cambyses, an object. of 
pstzed:to this euljecta, snd si dennele agama saane 

to whom the government of Egypt was 
coramitted when Cambyses returned into Persia, endeas . 

; made, than 
men were dispatched to Greece to: that 
der the power of Persia ; and eta 
army was to derive its provisions from 
menes furnished 200 vessels of war properly 
and a considerable a a 
Persian army. But the brave, 
tively few in number, op 
invaders. Upon this 
and having given himself. ~ wholly to angen 
affairs of ih tor = into confusion, . 
a sacrifice to a powerful conspiracy. . Artaxerxes,.o! 
nana ascended the throne; but under. bis sip she 
Eeyptians were equally oppressed, and many 

into different countries for safety and Preston. 
Tnarus was at that time king of Lybiay and a multi 
of Egyptians invited him to their aid. They, also 
cited and obtained help from the Athenians ;, but. 
various results and partial successes, they were compe 
to yield to superior power, and sunk again elheais 
Persian government. . 

For some time after this, the affairs of Egypt 
unnoticed ; but at length we find that. 

fe 

He 
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Mie Felipe 

pede Lareonpegrey soma 
hecome formidable to the nena 

eect eee pd a 
nated by his brother. Sod, aaa 

ee his brother. Ochus, who 
mie por ng 'e 

battle, when he had reigned about six years... reign 
of his successor,’ Pausiris, was short but tranquil ; and 
the patriots of Egypt acquired considerable, 
Anant who was now “o of Persia, saw t 

pt, made formidable 
vasion, but. he Tain sf he een and 
was momen by Psammuthis, was 
penn The same may be said 1 Nenirettoy wie who 

the government but a = j and then Nece 
tanebus obtained the sovereign power. 

_ Nectanebus made active preparations to. repel the Pere 
2 
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‘ soon died amidst the lamentations of his subjects. 
It was obvious, that the Persian government would 

‘not rest satisfied with the defeat which they had sustain- 
ed; and Tachos, the successor of Nectanebus, procured 
assistance from Greece, and made provision for the se- 
curity of his kingdom ; but an unwise policy defeated his 
purpose. Agesilaus, the celebrated Spartan general, felt 
indignant at the treatment he received ; for, instead of 

ptian army, as his 
ed, he was destined by Ta- 

in command. From this moment the 
ng, and cherished 

his kingdom. In this state of 
" difficulty and danger, he fled to Persian court, and 
was in the kingdom by Nectanebus II. who 
had a competitor to contend with ; but by the assistance 
of Agesilaus, he came off victorious. But his triumph 
was of short duration ; for he was subdued by Ochus, 
‘who succeeded to the Persian throne, and fled into Ethi- 
‘opia, with a few attendants, and much valuable treasure. 
Pherendates, a Persian Se tem r0 with the 

government of Egypt; and his con was marked by 
‘rapacity and oppression. Hitherto the severities of Per- 
sia had been warded off or mollified, by the intervening 
influence of a national governor; but now the people 
were to the ices and cruelty of an unre- 
leat gsr, in the mean time the govern- 
Py ey agen mato pre a un- 
feeling conduct of Ochus towards Egypt was avenged by 

, an Egyptian, who held a place of trust under the 
the death of Ochus, Codomanus 

the throne, with the surname of Darius. 
This feeble king was unable to maintain his power, and 
both he and Bagoas were soon humbled in the dust. 

Tt was in this enfeebled condition of Persia, that it was 
attacked and overthrown 

; and when its power declined, the Grecian states 
in their turn were desirous of invading Persia. Philip of 
Macedon had not onl 1s country by the 
nilitar and science of Greece, but he became 

imo of the Grecian 

om ing the confederated army of Greece. He 
marched into the Persian dominions, and was no less 
successful in gaining the affections of every country which 
he entered, he was in conquering the armies whom 

thigh Syria, took ‘Syd ne pelled Tyre t ria, ydon, and com 'yre to sur- 
rerider. Continuing his march, he was received in Egypt 
rather as a friend than a conqueror; but his vanity 
him to the temple of Jupiter Ammon, where he was de- 
elared'to be the son of that deity. When he returned 
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‘into Egypt, he founded the cityof Alexandria; as a 
commercial station, and connected it 
river Nile. On the eve of his departure, he invested 
Doloaspes, a native Egyptian, with the sovereign |power, 
and he carried along with him the affections and the: re- 
gret of the Egyptian people. Q 

Returning into Persia, he became master of Babylon, 
Susa, and Persepolis, while. Darius was. treacherously 
murdered; and after a few struggles, the great and cele- 
brated empire of Persia was dissolyed. But the termi- 
nation of his own life drew nigh; for returning to Baby- 
lon, he expired. in that city, amid the revels of feasting 

History. 
by powoowsasri ye 

and wine. It has been suggested, that he died by poi~ His deat. 
son; which had secretly been administered amid_ his. 
draughts of pleasure and excess ; but whatever might be 
the cause of his death, he was prematurely cut off in the 
32d year of his age. An event so unexpected, and. such 
extensive conquests left without a head, naturally occa- 
sioned consternation, mingled with ambition, among the 
principal chiefs of Alexander. 

After a pause of several days, Arideus, the brother of 
the late king, was raised to the throne; and if Roxana 
should be delivered of a son, it was appointed that he 
should reign along with him, to the exclusion of his bro- 
ther Hercules, who was born to Alexander by the daugh- 
ter of Darius ; but these arrangements were of short du- 
ration ; for Perdiccas, who had been a favourite of Alex- 
ander, assumed the cy, trusting to his address and 
influence for the establishment of his power. But this 
step raised violent commotions among the generals of 
Alexander ; and after a battle which was fought in Phry- 
gia, the empire of Alexander was divided into separate Empire di- 
portions. Ptolemy Lagus, who was afterwards denomi- vided. 
nated Soter, was entrusted with the government of E- 

Te was in the year 368 that Ptolemy took upon. him Ptolemy I. 
the sovereign authority in Egypt; and th 
not till afterwards honoured with the name of king, yet 
he was under no controul, and he exercised his power for 
the good of the state. Having added Palestine, Syria, 
and Pheenicia to his new dominions, he proceeded to ac- 
quire Cyprus, which abounded with wood, for the build- 
ing of ships ; but he was interrupted in these proceedings 
by the invasion of Antigonus, whose capital was Babylon, 
and whose possessions were immense. He made a suc- 
cessful inroad into the dominions of Ptolemy ; and Gaza, 
Joppa, and Tyre, were subdued. After various struggles, 
and interchanging successes between Antigonus andsPies 
lemy, the former was slain in battle, and his son Deme- 
trius, after various reverses, was taken a prisoner of war, 
and retained a captive till he died. Ptolemy Soter. was 
of a literary character, as well as a skilful and intrepid 

e wrote the life of Alexander the Great, 
which was lost amid the ravages of time ; but from coms 
ments and observations which remain, it appears to have 
been elegant and much esteemed. ‘ 

His taste for literature, and his love of science, ap 
‘ed in the exertions which he made to promote knowledge 
and enquiry. He founded a college or museum, which 
became the abode of learned men ; and he, formed: a li- 
brary, to assist the cultivation of ‘science. Among the 
men of learning who flocked to Alexandria upon the invi- 
tation of Ptolemy, was Demetrius Phalerius the Athenian, 
He was a wise and a favourite governor in that city ; but: 
upon Athens being taken by Antigonus, the people re- 
ceived the conqueror with extravagant demonstrations of 

22 

he was 8. C. 368. 
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joy; and they banished Demetrius with of 
death. In this situation he fled to the court of Plemy, 

tehe) Mpnpegenenibingeat teepsbeions when see 
vernment is invested in their hands. rata 
Demetrius took charge of Ptolemy’s library, and assisted 
his royal master in literary arrangements. 

The munificence of Ptolemy was manifest in the splen- 
of the museum, as well as in the Ef 

for the commercial interests of the country. Inthe mean 
time, Ptolemy Soter was far advanced in years ; and, by 
the influence of his favourite wife Berenice, her son Phi- 
ladelphus was nominated his successor, to the prejudice 
of Ceraunus his eldest son. 

Ptolemy Philadelphus obtained. full possession of the 
throne, upon the demise of his father ; and his accession 
was celebrated with uncommon splendour. At this time 
the empire of Asia was engaged in war, by Seleucus and 
Lysimachus, the only surviving generals of Alexander 
the Great. Ceraunus, the elder and disappointed bro- 
ther of Ptolemy Philadelphus, had left Egypt, either from 
choice or necessity; and he took an active part in the wars 
which were subsisting between Seleucus and Lysimachus. 
By his artifice, the ruin of Lysimachus was.accomplished ; 
and then he put Seleucus to death with his own hand. 
Having perpetrated these deeds, and being supported by a 
multitude of adherents, he obtained the etka of Macedo- 
nia ; but just retribution soon overtook him, for hewas slain 
in battle, and his dead body was’ treated with indignity. 

- the reign of Philadelphus, the Romans attract« 
ed the public notice, in their disputes with the city of Ta- 
rentum ; and the king of solicited their friendship. 
Hence a close alliance was formed between the courts of 
Rome and Alexandria. Ptolemy Philadelphus attempted 
to assist the Greeks, when they were invaded by the Ma- 
cedonians ; but the assistance he granted was unsuccess« 
ful, and his affairs at home assumed a gloomy as 
His brother Magas, who was governor of Lybia and Sy- 
rene, took advantage of his perplexing condition, and, by 
the assistance of his father-in-law Antiochus Soter, king 
of Upper Syria,-he attempted to wrest the kingdom of 
Egypt from the hands of Ptolemy Philadelphus. During 
these preparations, and while the king of Egypt was em- 
ployed abroad, there was a revolt in the bosom of his 
kingdom, by 4000 Gauls whom he had employed. in his 
service ; but overcoming all these difficulties, he finally 
established his throne. From fear, or a sense of du- 
ty, his brother Magas was desirous of being at peace 
with Ptolemy; and, as a bond of union, proposed that his 

ter Derails should be united in to Pto- 
lemy the'son of Philadelphus, that the possessions of both 
brothers should at centre in one family. 
proposal was carried into effect; but in the mean time 
Magas died, and did not see’ the solemnized. 
This settlement was opposed by Apamia, the mother of 
the young princess; and she stirred up Antiochus ao 
to declare war upon Egypt: But the 
passed away, and Ptolemy hus was left arched 

This sovereign’ a built many cities, and erected 
various temples. even a share’ in 
Ssoasabnate Pt ~~ of Alexandria; for that watch-tower 
was built in the latter end of the former reign, when he 
was united with his father in the He finished 
the canal from. Suez to the Nile, and watered the deserts 

This | 

aad clenecinetirente prrmppame sian ra 
the Second. Demetrius Pholecins, the friend snd-eonih 
dent of his father, had counselled the old not to re« 
it = erment, and to nominate his eldest son 

succession. A different destination was 
prerewn ao exphaniatghn, iy acide of Ptolemy 
the Second’s mother; and the young prince, not forgiving 
the counsel of that venerable man, cast him into prison 
acpi crane phytate, Brennan viemmoah eo 
by the bite of a scorpion. at length being 
Sradiemucnd invent end inde allictel by tip deatieat 
phe mcrae agmaactye rs emephancs cm esse 
stitution, and only survived her a few months. 

Ptolemy III. and eldest son of the late king, was: in+ 
vested with the powers of government ; but his reign was 
opened with a severe though prosperous war. No sooner 
had Antiochus the king of Syria heard that Ptolemy Phi« 
ladelphus was dead, seats be divoted dies Prin. 
cess ice, and: dismissed Hier -with: Her dafeatt sou. 
aes gst onan ed mani she shewed 
erself unworthy. of the favour, for s conspired against 

the life of her indulgent husband ; and upon his death 
raised her eldest son Seleucus Callinicus to the throne of 
Syria. No sooner were these proceedings known at the 
court of Egypt, than Ptolemy marched with an army to 
avenge his sister’s wrongs; but he was too late: to save 
Berenice’s life, The conduct of Laodice, however, had 
rendered her odious to the Syrians, and Ptolemy inflict» 
ed upon her the reward of her crimes. Seleucus was ba« 
peraivhatalinatanc. map Rpm Te ete 
he reigned submitted to tlie power o Egyptian king. 

In process of time, Seleucus recovered some of his re» 
volted possessions ; but in attempting to regain ‘the whole, 
he was defeated by Ptolemy, and forced to retire to An- 
tioch without an attendant To deliver himself from this 
situation, he applied to his brother Antiochus, who’ had 
then the command of an army, which he had attached to 

— of calamities; and Seleucus having acquired addi- 
Mente endeavoured to overthrow the ri influ- 

at o! This man governor of i 
took: 8 cenaele ihe disasters were prevalent in 
the kingdom; and he attached to his interest many: of 
the soldiers, as well as of the people. It was in vain 
that Seleucus attempted to counteract his influence; and 
he laid the foundation of the famous Parthian empire, 
which continued in the family of perce 
nerations, 

‘Ptolemy III. was a successful as well as’ a warlike 
prince, and, as appears from a monumental i 
he not only subdued the provinces. which lie on’ 
of the Euphrates, but crossed that river, and ¢ 
Mesopotamia and various small rer mr I ex 
tended as far as Bactria. As he from this 
expedition, he visited saree tribu- 
tary to Egypt; and, amidst many | Jone of affection 
for the people of Judea, he: rice eben 
God of Israel. Onias,. Bee tates ‘for 
many years to pay’the tribute, and’ soon after his’ return 

B. C. 246. 
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When Ptolemy was at Jerusalem, he attempted by History. 

accommodation ; foseph, the n 
high priest, discovered so much integrity and unaffected 
plainness of dealing on his mission, that he not only ob- 
tained the most favourable terms for his country ; but 

from all the adjoining provinces. 
tl vained the kingdom of Egypt to a very 

ng heighth of power; for, besides his immense 
influence by land, he was powerful at sea, and had ex- 

T ious number of statues; gold and silver shrines 
which Cam had carried away from the 

‘of Tall! i ai i 4 £ i 
F : | 

; and vowed, if he should be restored to her 
would consecrate her hair in the temple of 

returned, and the sacrifice was 

king was offended, and the 
; for the female hair was the chief omament of 

the ptian as well as the Eastern ladies; and the sa- 
crifice had acquired an additional value, because it was 

lord. 

u Be z - 
as a monument of Berenice’s affection for her 

But the superstition of the times, and the address 
of Conon, the celebrated mathematician of Samos, deli- 
yered the priesthood from their fear., In those days, 
heroes were deified, and sometimes had a place assigned 

scionenriiees eo freind me 2 
Berenice been translated to.the firmament, and com- 
posed the seven stars in the tail of Leo. : 

Ptolemy Philopater, whose father died in the 
27th year of his reign, ascended the throne of Egypt in 
due order of succession. 
his Antiochus, the king of Syria, attempted to wrest 
from the hand of Ptolemy, the eastern provinces, which 
had so Jong been obj 
he was diseppi pt had 
 sereges vigour and genius of his + lg would 

driven Antiochus entirely out of Syria. But he 
was deeply immersed in , and, by excesses of 
dissipation, lost his dignity, and paved the way for re- 
bellion at home. His queen, Arsinoe, was distinguish- 
.ed for military ardour; and having accompanied her lord 
to the field of war, she frequently shewed her spirit, by 
riding along the ranks, and animating the men to battle. 
And. 1 the armies of Ptolemy obtained several vic- 
tories, and the kingdom of Egypt suffered ne diminution 
of.extent ; yet it became feeble at home, and the present 
reiga terminated in the midst of disorders, 

3; and if the new king of 

Toward the commencement of 

of contention. In this, however,- 
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force to enter into the most holy place of the Jewish 
‘temple ; into which none but the high priest, and that 
only once a ‘year, was permitted to enter. . Being for- 
“cibly prevented from accomplishing a wish, which was 
sacrilege in the eyes of the Jews; he became frantic with 
rage, and returned to determined to wreak his 
vengeance on the Jewish people, who had hitherto en~ 
joyed many indulgences in the kingdom of the Ptolemies. 
He instantly published a decree, putting every Jew with= 
out the"protection of the lav, who should refiise to coms 
ply with the rituals and stibstance of the Egyptian wor 
ship, and at the same time he offered protection and ho- 
nours to those who should worship the gods of Egypt. 
Few of them were indifferent or profane enough to fore 
sake the religion of their country ; and his: wrath rising 
to a greater heiglit, he resolved to extirpate the whole 
Jewish people. 

For this cruel purpose, he commanded those of Alex 
andria to assemble in the Hippodrome or place of public 
diversions ; and he collected 500 elephants for the de~ 
struction of that devoted people; but these ani- 
mals rushed upon the crowd of spectators instead of 
Jews; and many who had assembled from curiosity were 
put to death. In short, the reign of Ptolemy was alto= 
SS and the latter part of it unjust and cruel 
affairs of Greece were now placed in that situation, 

that Cleomenes, the king of Sparta, conceived it to be a 
per time for him to return and retrieve his affairs. 

e had continued in from the reign of the for 
mer King, with many professions of affection, and pro« 
mises of aid ; but his request was now absolutely refused, 
and he was'treated with severity by the Egyptian go- 
vernment. Frantic with disappointment, and mad with 
despair, he attempted to instigate a rebellion in the ca- 
pital of uired some adherents, he 
sallied Bak into yg Bes of Alexandria; but being 
surrounded by the guards and soldiers, many of them 
were slain; and those who survived put one another to 
death, in order to avoid public disgrace: 

Besides his unfeeling conduct in refusing assistance to 
his reign is tarnished by many cruel acts. 

Soon after his accession to the throne, his brother Ma- 
fe and . Berenice his mother were basely put to death, 

is wife Arsinoe was so completely di with the 
conduct of the king and the court, that, having tried 
every scheme to rectify the public and private abuses, 
she prayed that an end might be put to her existence. 
The wicked Sosibes, who was the king’s favourite, de- 
vised means for complying with her demand ; but it is 
not to be supposed, that durst have ventured upon 
such a if he had not been well assured, that her 
death would ‘be acceptable to the king his master. “Pto« 
lemy Philopater stink at last under a ruined constitution, 
and died in the 37th year of his age. 

Ptolemy Epiphanes, the only son of the late king, , 
was but five 
quired some skill, as wel] as bold efforts, to protect him 
from designs, and fit him for the important 
station which he was destined to fill. Agathoclia at- 
tempted, ge) death of the king, to pestis ma-~ 

ent of the i and the direction of pub- 
lic affairs. For spd aie 9 called to her siitec 
brother Agathocles, and their creatures and mi» 
nions in indignation of the people. service ; but i 
was roused by so base anattempt. -Agathoclia was the 

old when his father died; and it re- 5, ¢, 
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and direction. This was the more necessary, 
because the infancy of Peer renee ion ; 
and because Antiocyus and Philip of M had de- 
termined, in the feeble state of the Egyptian govern- 
tent, to dismember that empire, and divide it amongst 
themselves. The aid of the Roman government was 
given with readiness and effect. An ambassador was sent 
from Rome to each of the confederated hostile kings, and 
M. milius Lepidus hastened to Alexandria to manage 
the affairs of the Egyptian court. Having placed them 
ina state of proper direction, he returned to Rome, 
and set the prudent Aristomenes at the head of the 
Egyptian government, Finding the. tian arm 
disorganized. as well as the court dissolved in depo 
tion, he resolved to, inspire a new spirit into the sol- 
diery; and for this purpose, he in the service 
of Egypt 6000 Grecian troops, under the command of. 
ae a general of /Etolia. 

e Macedonian king having been invaded and kept 
in check by the Roman armies, had neither the means 
nor the opportunity of annoying Egypt ; but Antiochus, 
the king of Syria, seized cx Palestine, together with 
the adjoining provinces, which had been conquered by 
Ptolemy; and though he was driven back by the troops 
of Seopas, yet he recovered his former conquests. With 
the apparent view of a ent friendship with 
Egypt, he proposed to bestow his daughter, Cleopatra, 
upon the young king, and to give, as her portion, 
those provinces, which had been so long objects of con- 
tention and war between him and the 5 tian king. 
But nothing could be more remote froin bir inteaitions 
than the serious fulfilment of this ; for his nu- 
merous successes had fed his ambition, and he seemed 
to aim at universal monarchy. 

Upon phi prevailin that Ptolemy Epiphanes was 
, Antiochus sailed with a fleet to invade the country ; 

but the news was unfounded, and he directed his course 
to Cyprus. Here he was repulsed, and escaped with 
but a small remnant of his fleet. The Romans obser- 
Mors. A, views of Antiochus, and. being desirous of ex- 
tending their own dominion, attacked this sovereign 
with consummate skill, and forced him to ,surrencer 
not only his conquests in E , but to abandon all 
that part of Asia Minor, which lay to the west of 
Mount Taurus. After the Egyptian king had) taken 
the reins of government into his own hand, he received 
the daughter of Antiochus in, marriage ; for the Syrian 
king wished to strengthen his hands against the. en- 
croaching power of in the East. But Ptolemy 
was. feeble at home, and inefficient abroad. He renew- 
ed an alliance with the Achwan league ; but his whole 
reign was a series of disasters. The king was corrupt, 
and the people were disaffected ; the court was treacher- 
ous, and his generals were insincere. Under Sco 
the Etolian, one conspiracy was formed, and though it 
was detected, another more formidable was contrived ; 
and though it too was discovered and overcome, yet the 
seeds of discontentment and revenge were so cherishe 
by the perfidy and violence of the king, that his ene- 
mies increased, both in numbers and resolution, till he 
was cut off by poison in the 29th year of his age, 

Upon the death of F Reigheasy , Queen Cleo- 
ciamteinel the vegies her son, the heir to the 

were either temperate or, : 

brother of Ch — go pai e yc affairs tra, Ww 

of Egypt. But Seleucus died, and was succeeded by 
his brother Antiochus, who assumed the surname of 
Epiphanes ; but his character was base and not illus. 
om , as the a a pee intimate. ory ee mean time 

ueen regent oung ki 
Sab walled te the teas Cone entered > mae Tat 

winter was spent in mutual preparations pout! 
Amtidobon evade Bayye-hatbe spring, and became 

was taken pri ; and, 
'y 4 

be the omonenigs At ESTES Finding that it was’ 
jection to Antiochus, and that the young: 
ee of state ; the city of yy od 

em from Rome the and designs 
of Antiochus. ‘The successes of i he arms, and 
the growing fame of the nation, overawed the king of 
Syria, and relieved the Egyptian government, — 
the harmony of the two brothers did not long remain. - 

Dividing the empire, ee and Cyrene ceded” 
to Ptolemy Euergetes, and the rest was retai by Pto- 

Philometer. The former claimed also the 
of Cyprus; and when the claim could not be adjusted 
between the brothers, the Roman senate favoured the 
retensions of Ptolemy Euergetes; still, however, Phi- 

eter resisted; and, during the course of the struggle, 
his rival Drother was i _ Ptolemy Philome.’ 

usu the throne of S ereign i 
the hter of Philometer in iage ; but 
so unworthy was he of this alliance, or the to 
which he was raised, that Ptolemy espoused the cause 
of his competitor Demetrius Nicator, and gave him his 
daughter, who was married to the unworthy Alexan- 
der. Ina short time, Ptolemy Philometer died at the. 

of forty-one. ; 
Upon the death of Ptolemy Philometer, his 1e choad 

that she might preserve the om for her son, who? ©: 140. 
etachild. But Ptolemy IT. presented 

Cleopatra -assumed the man of public 

was 
his claim to the throne which he had once occupied ; 
and having many adherents, it was thought expedient’ 
to compromise: their i ir pretensions. By the influence of 



Vill. 
}/ B. c. 117, 

History. Roman aw a1 the ambassadors, 

E'G YP T: 
E ‘and the 

was to ascend the throne on his uncle’s demise. 
ed to be wisely calculated 

order; but can it be believed, 
iage festival, the new king stabbed 

in the arms of his mother. “Ptolemy 
denominated Euergetes, for he was 

y Phipecom, Geiitnanaien an received 
the surname of , on account of his vorpulence 

From the commencement of his reign, no- 
thing was to be expected but cruelty and crimes. He 
wantonly banished, or put to death, the principal inha- 
bitants of the kingdom; and the people at large were 
exposed to insults and destruction. During these scenes 
of unequalled , the men of science, who had been 
cherished in the of Alexandria, fled from the 

and sailél to Cyprus. 
But previous to this, he had divorced his Queen Cleo- 

patra, and forced her ter to'receive him in mar- 
riage. But, how shall we obtain 
nay mad 

pa ‘in Syria, ihe’ dacehtos eat Deinetrine 
sepa rsear siecle i 

which he aff Cleopatra, he raised up ina, a ci- 
tizen of Alexandria, to be a competitor for the throne 
> yemoeneniae here ident sweat that a «ag 
tensions to the government, yet upon the ruin of 
metrius, he obtained the Syrian empire. hi 
time forward we have no further knowledge of the 
exiled queen ; and after a reign of 29 years, the detesta- 
ble Physcon finished his earthly career. During the 
Ghultoet Which he miblinteheed with hin brother, the-dts2 
man senate sed his cause, though toward the close 
of the competition, they saw reason to su the pre- 
tensions of his brother Philometer. When he obtamed 
the throne of upon the death of this king, the 
Romans could not fail to see and detest his character. 
Their intercourse og oom Basse oe and. 
casual, but, ideri value of the country, and 
the disordered state y's government, they ap- 

thoughts of te have entertained some ing Egypt a scaceatathitindiae: 

k of Egypt, which had been long feeble 
and convu was now than ever in a arious 

. iti Dba 

marriage; and the son of the late’ 

873 
been satisfied with the province of Cyrene, arid retired Hisory. 
in peace to the seat of his government. Lathyrus, it 
is believed, ascended the throne of in the order of. 
succession ; but the Queen-mother Cleopatra, having 
sufficient influence to maintain an ascendency in the 
government, dismissed Lathyrus to the island of Cy- 

and raised Alexander his pommeer brother to 
Tr associate on the throne. But so agitated was the 

state of E; so arbitrary the conduct of Cleopatra, 
and so varying the interests of these two princes La- - 
thyrus and Alexander, that they were alternately raised 
to the throne, and dismissed, by their mother’s influence, 
to the more humble situation of governors of Cyprus. 

Alexander appears to have been the favourite of his 
mother; but the preference seems to have been given, 
because he was more subservient to her will: for no 
virtuous affection could have influence in the ‘breast of 
a woman so ambitious and base as Queen Cleopatra, 
She and Lath were not only at variance 
about the affairs of it; but of them took a 
part in the interests of Syria, which were a subject of 
contention between Antiochus of ree pn = bro- 
ther Each of them em e influence 
waar ian conquests afforded’ them, for the pur- 
pose of overthrowing each other's power in Egypt. La- 
thyrus at length prevailed; but his success was more 

ing to other causes than his own prudence or supe- rior kill, 
The conduct of his mother was so shameful and void Great con= 

of principle, that his brother Alexander; notwithstand-. vwsions - 
wearied with her. 

e was invited by the. 
queen to return to his duties in the state, for the nation 
would not be satisfied with her government alone. When. 
he did return, she conspired against his life; but the 

iracy was dckscte and she was herself cut off by 
and unjustifiable means. It could not be disgui- 

sed that the mother was put to death at the instigation 
of her son, arid character was detestable, 
and self-preservation might be pleaded in his favour, 
yet to encompass the death of a parent was a crime 
which a not be forgiven, even by the dissolute and 

ians. Therefore lemy Alexander 
we comdihte from , and his brother La~ 
thyrus was recalled to the throne. Scarcely was he in« 
vested with the powers of the kingdom, when the af-. 
fairs of Upper Egypt demanded his attention. You 
must have observed, that for a series of years the king- 
dom of the Ptolemies was almost dissolved by conten« 
tions and misrule ; and we are not to be surprised, that 
the remoter parts of the empire should wish to obtain 
independence and quiet. It is unnatural to. su 
that Thebes could be contented with her forlorn condi- 
tion. She had long been the mistress of t; her 
glory had been at length tarnished, by the seat of go- 
vernment being removed to Memphis, and now that it 
was carried to a still greater weds in the lately 
erected city of Alexandria. The whole strength of the 
government being unnerved, it could scarcely be deem- oi 

the 

ing all his forbearance, was at | 
crimes, and retired in disgust. 

le that she should attempt to become again 
itation of a court, and the, head of an indepen- 

dent kingdom. It was natural for Lathyrus, too, to retain 
his subjects within the influence of his government, and 
it was a legitimate enterprise to easures for re- 
ducing Upper Egypt to its former iance. The in- 
surgents were resolute in their defection ; and Luthyrus; 
with culpable severity, reduced the ancient and venera- 
ble city of Thebes to a heap of ruins, where the. voice 
of joy and of gladness was never more to be heard. But 
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Ptolemy 
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and endure greater aera : 
Cleopatra, the da of Ptolemy Lathyrus, had 

pt 
train of anarchy and sufferings. Reenter 

ported the pretensions of Alexander, the son of Ptolemy 
Alexander, late ki ins While his er 
Cleopatra, during the , Was taking an interest 
in the affairs of ia, she took her grandson along with 
her as she embarked for Phoenicia; but left him, 
ther with her jewels and valuable stores, in the island of 
Cos. The whole of these its fell into the hands of 
Mithridates the Parthian;from whom the young prince 
Alexander escaped, and took refuge at Rome. 

Sylla, who was then \ciceatier taiportell ide 
pretensions to the ki of Egypt; and coming from 
so powerful a quarter, the recommendation could not 
be slighted. To make the best accommodation that the 
circumstances of the case -permitted, it was finally 

eed that Cl should marry Alexander, and 
that they should reign together on the throne of Egypt. 
But Pto Alexander was too ambitious to have an 
partner in the government ; and, according to the rude 
and corrupt practices of those times, the young and 
amiable queen was cruelly put to death. This detesta- 
ble crime excited the hatred of his subjects; and, after 
a Variety of unavailing attempts to su his enemies, 
pm it n to flee from the country. He 

' refuge in Syria under the Roman general Pompey; 
but seeing no of being restored to Riontian 

to Tyre, where he soon died, and bequeathed 
EB as well as Cyprus, to the Roman people. 

_ Upon the ae of Ptolemy Alexander II. a son 
of Ptolemy Lathyrus was admitted to the throne, who, 
on account of his attachment to music, and skill in play- 
ing the flute, was denominated Auletes. But his cha- 
racter possessed hone of those qualities which were ne- 
cessary for restoring Egypt to order and obedience. He 
appears to haye been frivolous in his manners, and 

ugh a sovereign, yet he contended publicly for the 
musical pri The power which Rome had i 
rend. the senate formidable to their neighbours ; 
and Auletes was desirous of obtaining their approbation 
to his succession in E The Romans had habitual- 
ly ired an influence in ian affairs; and he 
‘was more anxious to secure their a tion, be- 
cause they had obtained a show of right to the king- 
dom of t, the will which Ptolemy Alexander 
had sah io nie Boome ; 

Though it was not expedient that the Romans should 
ly lay claim to the kingdom of the Ptolemies, yet 

there was a unwillingness to sanction the ac- 
cession of Auletes, But Cesar, the consul, being deep in 
debt, he and Pompey, who was also venal, were gained 
to the interests of the ian king, and the 
people received him as their ally. In the mean time, 
the brother of Auletes was appointed king of Cyprus ; 
but having offended Clodius, a Roman naval comman- 
der, he was deprived of the kin; , and was 
united to the Roman republic. The facility with which 
Ptolemy Auletes had suffered the island of Cyprus to 
be separated from the Egyptian dominions, gave great 

to lavish upon the leading senators 
pitrmrahe Ace nibariamernr ewes ei 
port, rendered eee ey le, that +his 
army deserted his ae 
tuous, and he was to flee for his life, In this 
situation he looked to for assistance, and on his 

there he met the celebrated Cato. 
That solid and republican blamed his 

catinat for lobele yg shnothead ee aemnded hey 8b 
return without going to Rome. Se 

own! > . 

metropolis ; but 

itself, 

Pere the re to his in« 
oe _armerarrnyinheng oN | 

In the mean time, a numerous embassy arrived from 
Alexandria to state the ian complaints, and op- 
pose the restoration of Ptolemy Auletes; but the fugi- 
tive king found means to cut off the ambassadors, with 
the learned Dion at their head; and, by bribery and 
corruption, obtained the forgiveness of the senate for 
what he had done. At the Paws a te 
passed for restoring Ptolemy to his kingdom ; 
Shue ickdens tite: Gntemion’ ord) Ahi iaietelinn af 
people, an oracular re was obtained and acted 
upon, by which it was forbidden to em Roman 
soldiers for restoring the Egyptian king. But the en- 
terprize was too lucrative not to be the 
avaricious servants of the Roman republic. By Pom- 
pey’s advice, Gabinins, the i , under~ 
took the business for the reward of 10,000 talents, or 
nearly two millions of British money. Under his di- 
rection, Mark Antony passcd the docorts, and, ~ ooo 
assistance of Gabinius, replaced Auletes upon the 
of pret though not without much. resistance and 
blood. 
When Ptolemy Auletes fled from Egypt, his daugh- 

ter Berenice HI cect — the er, 
married to Seleucus, a ki Syria. S i 
was accomplished to add the of Syria to the 
Egypti ener the Seaneditet orks sanders 
and transitory. It was Antiochus of Syria whom the 
Ee a pr deta ueen ; but 

i a was 
invited dito Be german the throne. Heavas no 
less distorted in Acs s of his mind, than he 
was unseefily in his personal appearance. Amon 
Gibson ides} Iie ‘was’ covdtous in alls aaa aanaa 
ting the sanctuaries of the dead, which was peculiarly 
sacred among the Egypti 1 
den coffin in which the body of Alexander the Great 
had been deposited, and put in its stead one of inferior 
value. By these and other means he became obnoxious 
to the people, and so detested by the Berenice, 
that, according to the practice of those ruder times, she 
devised means, and put him to death, Then she mar- 

Restored 

Queen Bee 
renice. 

- — 

i 

A re 

ae 
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EGYPT. 
History. tied: Archelaus, high-priest of Comana, who was also 
—\— an able warrior, and was the ian leader, who re- 

sisted with so much: boldness Gabinius and Mark An- 
» When they entered Egypt to restore Ptolemy 
tes. 

The money paid to Gabinius was borrowed from 
Caius Rabirius Posthumius, and he naturally expected 

when pa ree mer verete ee wepanconrgs 
But 

in scenes of and corruption. 
By the eloquence of Cicero he was acquitted of the 
crimes; but Gabinius, who was the chief instrument of 

ing Ptolemy, was found guilty, and condemned to 
[en ale: pra patent alee eae Ceesar when 

obtained the sovereignty of Rome. No sooner was 
Ptolemy Auletes settled upon the throne of Egypt, than 
he put his daughter Berenice to death, whom. the peo- 
ple had constituted queen, and he was guilty of oppres- 
sion in every form. But his death ensued after a pe- 
riod of four years; and he left his two sons and two 
daughters to the care and tuition of the Roman peo- 

B.C. 51 Fhe haere ne the other children of 
king, were under the i of the 

Roman senate, and the of Egypt was also 
conducted by them. But as soon as the prince 
was thought i the state, he 

Uy losing ground, whilst the other as larly was 
i i influence; and at io the 

-h:Phsxtelia, Coser conioured, anid ‘ompey was put 

875 
as the assassins supposed, he wept af the sight, and History. 
Gee iet teossionins sOPscpee ts be honeared. bat hie 

_ The kingdom of Egypt, which had long been agita- 
ted by intestine divisions, was now in a complete state 
of turbulence and misrule. Cl tra, with some of 
her adherents, had fled into Syria, and Ptolemy had as- 
sembled an army between Pelusium and Mount Cassius, 
in order to oppose Cleopatra, who was returning to 
Egypt with an armed force. On the frontiers, every 
rad was warlike ; in the seen a tb Bb peirwei 
In the ens of guardian to Ptolem: 
Auletes, Cesar being then invested with the siiaeease 
authority of Rome, commanded a statement to be laid 
before him of the differences which continued to agi- 
tate the kingdom, that he might pass sentence thereon, 
and compel the parties to abide by his decision. The 

er of Cesar was too to have his will opposed ; 
and therefore advocates for each side were chosen, and 
every arrangement made to have the matters in dis- 
pute brought to an issue. But Cleopatra, being anxi- 
ous for the success of her own claims, and aware what, 
influence her presence and charms might have 
upon Cesar, set out from Phoenicia, and arriving in the 
bay of Alexandria, was secretly conveyed into the pre- 
sence of Ceesar. 

Ptolemy, having discovered his sister’s arrival, was. 
frantic with rage at her access to the arbiter of his des- 
tiny, and the whole city was in commotion. To avert 
the storm which was gathering, and restore the peo« 
le to confidence, Cesar a decree, that Ptolemy 
ionysius and his sister Cleopatra should reign jointly 

upon the throne. And further to conciliate the affee~ 
tions of the le, he restored the island of Cyprus, 
and submitted its government to the younger son and 
daughter of the late king. But the friends of Ptolemy 
were suspicious of Cleopatra’s power, especially as she 
was obviously the favourite of Cesar, and could ‘sup- 
port her interests by the power of Rome. At the in- 
stigation of Photinus, Achillas, the commander in chief; 

, and attempted 

ciate, a designing man, continued to maintain the 
strife, arpa, cy Reamienh; 
On various occasions, Caesar was in imminent dan- 
a Ror a time while he was hastening from the 

‘ole of the Pharos, the boat in which he was passing 
sunk by an over-pressure of soldiers;who fled from pur- 
suit. But Cesar swam to a neighbouring vessel, and 
his life was preserved. Upon a promise of peace, the 
king of Egypt was liberated from that bondage into 
po Cesar era him, — he hee aoa the 

against him and Cleopatra. But all his promises: 
were soon violated; and the war nse nog dat gd 
from the of the king. But the Roman dis- 
cipline and address overcame the numbers, as well as 
the rancour of the Egyptians ; and Ptolemy himself 

i while pacar, Arenas ye 
A fair opportunity now occu ‘Cleopatra ob- Ptolemy 

taining the sinateign power ; but Casar, attending to XII- 
the prejudices of her people, joined with her in the Clpst 

vernment her you and only surviving brother, pC, 47 
who had been formerly appointed to the government of 
Cyprus. But this nomination was a mere show of li- 
miting the power of Cleopatra; for thie young prince 

5. 



Cwsar oe 
tivated with 
Cleopatra. 

Cwsar’s 
death. 

Antony in 
power. 

tt to death and poison. His you 
Sister year mg be sent to Rome, that she 8. kor 
quire no partisans, nor be the means of any disorders 
in Egypt. 1 

i litherto Cwsar had continued in Egypt with the 
professed intention of settling its aflairs ; but his re- 

at Alexandria after Cleopatra was seated firml 
throne, clearly betrayed an illicit and degra 

ing ep iieiebenant to the queen. ins various parts 
Roman dominions, the power of Cesar was threatened; 
but he could not be induced to leave Cleopatra till his 
fortune seemed to be upon the verge of despair. Then 
his usual activity returned, on from place to place he 
carried victory and trium Having suppressed the 
insurrections in Syria, he 2 to Africa, and over- 
threw the partisans of Cato, and the king of Numidia, 
in the celebrated battle of Thapsus. Then, having con- 
quered the remainder of Pompey’s party in Spain, he 
returned to Rome, and enjoyed # te a while the fruit of 
his triumphs. But still his affections centered in Cleo- 
patra ; and it is said that he had taken some steps to 
remove an obstacle, which the Roman law placed in 
his way, for making her his wife. But the Roman 
people were still dissatisfied with arbitrary power; and 
Cwsar having become more unpopular, by repeated acts 
of licentiousness and severity, was murdered in the 
senate house. 

A scene of confusion now ensued at Rome, and it 
was difficult to say what hardships were to be endured, 
or what form of government was then to be adopted. 
Antony, Lepidus, and Octavius, who had assum the 
name of Octavianus, formed a coalition, with the 
fessed intention of avenging Cesar’s death ; but chiefly 
with the view of aspirin separately to the sovereign 

wer, Consequently the triumyirate was soon. bro- 
, and Lepidus falling into neglect, Antony and Oc-. 

tavianus strove for the mastery, But Antony was pe- 
culiarly conspicuous at the battle of Philippi, where 
the cause of the republicans was lost, with the lives of 
evict and Commies, . 

ictorious and full of hope, Antony departed to S 
ria ; and viewing himself 5 the pete bg of Rome, : 
travelled into Syria, which, with the other provinces 
of the East, was committed to his government; and 

of Cesar; and epee bey 

pect pe admirer in Roman hero? The meet- 
ing of Antony and Cleopatra was splendid beyond ex- 
ample ; alg indulged in costly presents, and their 
fe were numerous and extravagant. At her so- 
licitation, and to remove every fear of a rival, her sister 
Arsinoe was put to death. v6 ype Antony was 
lost amidst the fascinating manners of Cleopatra ; cand: 
he divorced his wife Octavia, the most virtuous of.wo- 
-men, to remove the jealousy, and enjoy the favours of 
the abandoned Cleopatra, Having ued his ene- 
suman spe Tax, he returned towards Rome to oppose 
the, growing power of Octayianus, which his own mis 

tended to enlarge. 
Had Antony marched drenly to Rome, the 

of Octavianus Tight have been plies San oy but 

Clecneies might induce her to se - 

EGYPT: 

of rather the of his wi Sod peepee. ty 
tium, vanq' y to 

ene y th ten to Al Ala at he wa Boag. atte 
mosey ac ope rameter ee mind of that 

sanbishons woman, ih. She fod from the presence of An- 
tony, and retired to a_ monument near the 
tombs of her fathers. Previous to this, Octavianus had 
followed up bis. tri over Antony, and was then 

i ee ‘end pa rt that an to sees 
oe himself upon the point et of into the h hands of 
his riyal and phim ay rte nde 
But not having vite ty gmc and oot 

rela ; but wh any oa of pp of za 
she ae with many alee bee. eS 53 
yet she was still detained a Soir - 
eason to believe, that the n conqueror inte in 
hes to sompee ning trium: mci ee on 
ed an nee of confidence good spirits ; 
she had ore her resolution, and was determined to 
die, Although this’ was su and she was strict- 

watched, yet she found means to obtain an opis be 
the sting of which her life was taken away, 

‘Thus died Cleopatra, . who, fos the beauty. and grace- 
fulness of her n, the charms of wit, ex- 
tensive knowledge, and affable manners. She was the 

collection. to the: patton of eters, and, ated a walupble 
ibraries of Alexandria. She was licentious and yaing 
but she was born in the midst of a sce, Wile 
and placed in agama cage 
we reprobate her conduct, we 
not more favourable to virtue, ‘that swinch 
might have been ure and illustrious in. me 
tion, had hag. comtuchyie “Mandi, Hes and 

ea Sante Lucan, Q.Cur- 
fxd ulin, vamp 

Browne, Fania Ren. 
tins, Eutrop., Valer. Maxims. 
Cicero, and Cesar, « 

By the death of Cleopatra, the dynasty ofthe Poles Fz 

_ fe was converted into a “province of 
e people of that country -cintines'cnited 

Pree ate government, none oe a 

shen eee a The Ss was. 
vernor ; and that offiee was DH peamiovt tga 

Gallus, who. was, person of equestrian 
further to restrain the ambitious views of Baypt, it was 
not allowed to be under the direction of 
the more favoured provinces were; but the 
ment was under a prefect, nor rye! ie se power he 
and death, nor the command Scaeeeer 
office was: continued but ‘tt ve ea cr the ine 
terests of Egypt were ae 
Octavianus. : 

se a Seco ln t. us, the : 
appressing t the people ay name 

ro . fel ad suspicion of Octavianus ; and, 
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mislead the people, the Emperor collected: the books _ History- being banished from the territories of Rome, he would nat ‘ 

survive the disgrace, but put a period to his own: 
Under the prefecture of Bling Gallus, attempts life. ; 

were made to obtain the riches of India, through Pales- 
tine and Arabia ; and, while the governor was absent 

) Candaci, the queen of Aithio- 

t Fe a i fi + te 
a 2 i i | 
fi afi 

- Fi ’ 

“ fh i: cH 

arneen SET il i STAGE 

meditations ; and as well as beautified, that 
——— mansion of the dead. 

n the reign of Aurelius, the affairs of Egypt were 

re nf i! ue ; i af i 
Rome, they resisted its er, and not a few 
of its servants. Greeks, meta “aches here 
joined this resistance, till were suppressed by Avi- 

Cassius. This successful aspired to the sove- 
reignty of Rome, and would have been successful, if 
primey seen asa . But the report 
of the Aurelius being dead, proving to be 
false, Cassius and bis. were vanquished, and 
some of them put to death; yet the clemency of Au- 
relius was extended to Flavius Calvisius, the prefect of 
a emanate cane ac into the 
hands usurper. Egypt was visited by the 
Sierras whe nel ah aed many of 
the national monuments. To restrain wirit.of vhe- 

gie which was common in those days, and supposed to 
VoL. VUI, PART I. 

and took some of its cities. 
her As were immediately repelled ; and 

Or open and avowed violence. His troops 

_ lius Saturninus, a 
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which treated upon that subject, as far.as they could 
be obtained, and shut them up from the inspection of 
the nation. 
But his son Caracalla was less favourable. to Egypt. Caracallas 

The Alexandrians e his follies and vices to ridi< 
cule ; and he cut off the followers of Aristotle from their 
usual support in the schools of Alexandria. He exe=) 
cuted Engl peat professedly from a dislike to the 
sentiments of that philosopher, but. in ity for the 
pu of injuring Alexandria. : But this disguised 
Tiethod of shewing hostility. was soon exchanged for: 

rushed into the 
abodes of the unoffending inhabitants; and, while the 
whole city was full of terror and dismay, the unworthy 
ore viewed the scene from the temple of Serapis, 
and smiled —_ on Spey mayas several wish 
sive reigns, the Christians of t were persecuted ;) 
and the nation was agitated by competing claims for: . 
the government. } 

ius was now invested with the imperial 

Zenobia, queen of yra, opened her pretensions to 
ther Ghrods, because she belonged to race of the 
Ptolemies. But her. ions were immediately re-) 
sisted ; and, thou had made a successful inroad. 
into Egypt, yet, im the reign of the following emperor 
Aurelian, Zenobia was overthrown, and carried captive Zenobia. - 
to Rome. Still, ogalten, E was not at rest » Fir. 
mius, a person great ri and power, was pro« 
claimed king of Egypt ; and, after he was subdued, Ju- 

great general, and a worthy man, 

subjected 
from the time that 

ion of the state, they gave themselves 
i and the various parties were 

hostile to one another. The Egyptians were, favour 

popular 
Alexandria. The pri of his opponent Athana-~ 
sius, maintained, ene considerable influence in 
Egypt ; and at length, by a solemn decision, the senti- 
ments of Arius were condemned. From this period, 
the followers of Athanasius were by the 

arch of their own persuasion. 
When the Christian system was declared to be the 

destroyed, and some 
were exposed to 

Q : : : z. 

ic view. The multitude in —< 

}is ever apt to run inta 

robes, Claudius. 

and Egypt Drage» Resonance his authority ; but 4. D. 26s. 
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History. extremes ; and, now that the church had acquired con- Africa, and was successful in his views; but the suice History. 
—v~"_ siderable influence in Egypt and with the Pope, a per- cess was owing to the bravery of Zobeir, and not to the "v=" 

son soon in the see of Alexandria, who abu- But being : 
sed his power, and degraded his character. unfortunate, 

It was Cyril, the of Alexandria, and vicar of Egypt, and Amru restored to his former station. » But 
the Roman pontiff, who, haughty and overbearing this salutary change was not of much avail, and the im 
conduct, created for hi ahost of enemies. In the provident conduct of Othman was hurtful to his domi- 
exercise of .his power, he encroached upon the authori- nions, as well as fatal to himself. In the subsequent 

Speaeeni tain aapetestt are Deccan, th ect of ee ee the civil wars, which 
was assailed and abused by the ts of were i by the competitors for the dominions 

c But there was a darker shade to be added to of Mahommed ; and Egypt was not composed nor’ set 
the character of the aspiring and violent bishop. a at peace till Amru was again invested with the govern- 
patia, the daughter of Phebe, a.cclohwesedliniaetie in ment of the country, with the most ample almost 
school of Alexandria, was no less famous for learning independent powers. pia! 
and elegant accomplishments, than she was for beauty . During the contentions which ensued, | Egypt threw Merwan. 
and virtuous qualities ; yet she had offended and off the yoke of the Saracens ; but was again reduced to 
her life was the forfeit. She was the friend of Orestes submission, when Merwan the son of was raised 
the Roman prefect, and being unjustly accused of che- to the throne. In the caliphate of Walid, Corrah Ben« Walid. 
rishing the irritation between him and Cyril, she was sharik was invested with the government of Egypt; 
attacked by the multitude in the streets of Alexandria, but he was licentious in his manners, and the 
and cruelly put to death. But the ambition of Cyril feelings and the decency of the Christian: ts. 
Swan! ou Viokiethin publ lif, asin sicivane, and his in- But while he was degrading himself by every wr 

iph’s ) 

Cyril. 

temperate dispute with Nestorius, the bishop of Con- of folly and vice, Mura, the lieutenant of the 
stantinople, remains against him in the annals of the armies, was traversing Africa in triumph, and had reach« 

A. D. 616. 

Omar. 
A. D. 634. 

Aniru. 

church. See Suet. Dio Cass. Aur. Vitor. Euseb. Hist. 
Zosim. de Zenob. Horat. Socrat. Hist. Sozomen. Baron. 
Annal. Evagr. Eutych. and Abulpharag. 

The: western empire of Rome having already fallen, 
by the intrusion of the Huns and Goths, the Vandals, 
and. other warlike and uncultivated nations ; the eastern 
empire, of which inople was the head, was also 
fallen into decay, and the Queen of Persia over-ran dif- 
ferent parts of the Roman dominions. She likewise 
obtained ion of the principal towns and of 
Baypt ut her triumphs here were of short duration, 
and Persia itself was soon added to the dominions of the 
Mahommedan conquerors. 
Omar succeeded to the empire of Mahommed, 

his reign Egypt was subdued by the arms of the caliph. 
Amru marched his troops into Egypt, and, 
much resistance, possession of Memphis. Mocaw-. 
cas, the of , was hostile to the religious te- 
nets of stantinop e; and when the Persians were 
besieging that capital, he had revolted from his alle- 
giance. For these reasons, Mocawcas supported the 
interests of the Mahommedan invaders, and, after many 
efforts, and various changes of fortune, the city of Alex- 
ccoluahts hier to the ery “ a town = 

to plunder ; but at len e e were ad- 
mitted into the rotection of Gurioenuaiinee and if they 
did not hbebehe SaliniamsiRiaer they were to pay a cer- 
tain ratio or tribute. Among other disasters which be- 
fell Alexandria, its famous library was destroyed ; for 
the Saracens were then a rude people, and int-. 
ed with the value of letters. And notwi i 
what has been asserted by the author of the Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire, the library was not 
only destroyed, but learning must have suffered by 
that unfortunate event; for it must have contained many 
valuable writings of the Alexandrian school. 

_ Amru, the conqueror, was also constituted the gover- 
nor of Egypt ; and having added to its boundaries, he 
likewise regulated its internal affairs; and commanded a 
eanal to be opened between the Nile and the Red.Sea. 
When Othman was raised to the caliphate, Amru was 
removed from the government of Egypt ; but his suc~ 
cessor Abdallah Bensaid was not acceptable to the peo- 
ple of that province. He renewed the conquest of 

and in 

ed the fortress of Ceuta, or Pillar of Hercules, om the 
African side. Count Julian, the Gothic commander of 
this fortress, not only surrendered it to Mura, but of- 
fered to conduct him into the bosom of Spain. Lesrnee - 

It was jealousy and resentment among the Gothic 
chiefs, which occasioned this offer to the Arabian wars — 
rior ; for Roderick, the but reigning king’ of 
Spain, had many enemies in hi 

of that chief. 
for he was fearful of a snare; but one of his confiden- 
tial generals was willing to make an i 
having sailed from Ceuta, and landed at Calpe, the 
other pillar of Hercules, the Saracen army pi 
their first camp where the i 

Muse being eal Tacit ‘Tarif, his generalect 
ing jealous of Tarik or Tarif, hi ; 

for Spain, a completed the conquests which his fore- 
runner had begun. If he treated his successful gene- 
ral with unbecoming severity, Musa, in histurn, was de- 

pressure of 

ences beginning of the eighth century, and the: ob- 

é 

, in attempting 

Ommiak, by power and re wareree 

Ali, Almansur, the second cali 

pitched: The Sara- 

le works of Gib- cens in 
Spain. 
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‘as the ‘hero of the Arabian Tales ; but in the 

of his vast engagements, Egypt, as a dis- 
ince, attracted little of his attention, though he 

of his dominions sometimes in disguise, 
esopenly. The disorders of that country, 

other distant ions, called for his interposi- 

i fi i 
geE se 
I 

powers of governor and lieutenant over his domi- 
i ie ica upon the shores of the Mediterranean ; 

Ibrahim found means to render himself indepen- 
dent. Thus he established the dynasty ef the Agla- 
bites, the seat of whose government was at Cairwan. 
— the reign of Al Rashid, there was nothin, 

remarkable in the state of Egypt, excepting a mara 
feebleness of the government, which happened, as we 
have already observed, in all the remote provinces ; but 
in the reign of his successor Almansur, the Ommiades 
of Spain attem to regain the ion of Egypt. 
But the caliph Pe Bagdack im Abdallah Bertaher 
with a high commission for repelling the invaders, and 
restoring t to order. Yet the Ommiades were 
scarcely dis when the Greeks of Constantinople 
aaleot in with amumerous fleet. Alarmed 
this powerful armament, Ahmed Ben Tholan, a Turki 
commander, was sent into to defend the country, 
and reduce the inhabitants to order. When he had 
settled the disturbances in that country, he led a power- 
ful army into the East, and reduced under his own 
power several cities and provinces of the caliph. His 
rece his dominions from = 

ire of the caliph of until he return 
eevee in possession of iotiaioas which extended 
from streams of the Euphrates to the confines of 
Nubia. coh me mrad Tholonides was not of 
vine of Bogda Egypt again was added to the em- 

tie 

prof 
er ee eee Conan 
prophet. is new race of princes aspired to 
minions which the Aglabites possessed in Egypt ; but 

caliph of | defended his Egyptian posses- 
sions, and put the Fatimites to flight. At this period, 
Ikshid, the governor of E "Nid. claine to the title 
of we t prince ; for the feeble and distracted 
caliph of was not able ‘to restrain his preten- 
sions; and the government of Egypt continued for a 
while under the Ikshidites. Upon the death of the 
conqueror who gave name to this dynasty, Egypt was 
governed in succession by his two sons, who were both 

of under age ; but the kin of 
Cafur, an old and fai servant. Upon the dea 

th the young princes, Cafur was himself seated upon 
the throne ; but his reign was of short duration, for he 
soon paid the of nature.- 

Fatimite caliph, who reigned in Africa, never 
harass and full possession of the 

kingdom, now that Ikshidite dynasty was ended. 
po A mre a eg AR 
fe hail tome rE al ich his victo- 
rious general Jawhar had built in Egypt. Sera tebe 

i is now the d. 
w 

Cairo of Egypt. Though former princes had with 
independence 

was under the regen 

on the banks of the Nile, 
in the of Imam, 

tioned in the and of Egypt's but the in the mosques prayers 5 but the 
new caliph of the Fatimite race interdicted this mark 

; and he invested Ibrahim, the son of Aglab, with ° 
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of honour, and claimed for himself the legitimate suc- History. 
cession to all the honours of Mahommed. An intricate 
series of claims and disputes took place between the 
caliphs of Bagdad and Egypt ; and if the former had 
not been far in the decline of power, the latter must 
inevitably have been overthrown. 

‘But Hakem Bamrillah maintained his authority in Bamrillah. 
Egypt, and delivered himself from the power and 
threatenings of the caliph of Bagdad ; nevertheless, he 
did not continue in honour, for the agitation and diffi- 
cult circumstances of his kingdom seemed to have af- 
fected his mind. The incoherency of his conduct ap- 
peared in various instances, and at length he claimed 
divine honours. It is supposed that he was led into 
this folly, in imitation of Darar, an éxtravagant fanatic, 
who was put to death. But his followers were not ex~ 
tinct; and the caliph, running counter to every Ma-~ 
hommedan practice and institution, the fasts, festivals, 
and pilgrimages, were forbidden ; and when it was ap- 

ended, that even the worship of God would have 
set aside, Hakem was assassinated, and the former 

order of things restored. 
Hakem’s son, Daher, succeeded to the caliphate, in Daher 

nothing important happened ; but in the 4p. io21. whose reign 
following caliphate, there was a multitude of occur- 
rences, which deeply affected the interests both of Bag- 
dad and Egypt. No sooner had the son of Daher* as- 
cended the throne, than he assumed the name of Mos- 
tanser Billah, and his cares were directed toward his 
oe a in the East. But the principal anxieties of 

is government, ed from the feébleness and dis- 
orders of The Turks, who had lately assem- 
bled about the throne of the eastern caliph, had also en- 
croached considerably on his power; and Nassasiti, 
one of those slaves who had risen to er in the 
vernment of , having met with opposition in 
some of his extravagant claims, fled into Egypt, to re- 
ceive the Free ey of Mostanser. This application 
was atten with success; for the caliph Bac, 
entertained a that he might seize upon 
and overthrow his rival caliph. 

Nassasiri having conducted his victorious troops to 
the very gates of , the Alcayem solicited 
and obtained the assistance of ul Bey, a Turk- 
ish warrior and chief of the Seljucides. In ‘the mean 
time, Nassasiri entered Bagdad, proclaimed the caliph 
of E sovereign of the city, and treated with great 
severity the emir Alomra, as well as other 8 of 
distinction. But Togrul Bey approached the city, re- 
stored the caliph, and Nassasiri was put to death. 
Thus were the of Mostanser Billah not only frus- 
trated with respect to Bagdad, but, upon his reverse of 
fortune, his Syrian provinces revolted, and he was di- 
vested of every foreign possession. To his foreign dis- 
goer re famine and pestilence were added ; and 

é whole was followed by an invasion of Egypt by 
Naseraldoulah, a Turkish general, who had taken re- 
fu are found reoncony te a — Cairo. The 
caliph was unexpectedly besieged in his palace, and, 
being altogether unprepared for such an attack, he was 
compelled to purchase his safety at an extravagant 
price. After seeing himself disgraced, and his country 
plundered, he was relieved from his afflictions, and clo- 
sed his eyes from the sorrows of his kingdom. 

Abulcasem, surnamed Almostali Bil 
the Egyptian throne. But the affairs of E 
ced at this time little more than domestic quarrels, 
with some feeble excursions into Syria and Palestine. 
Caliph succeeded caliph in common’ succession ; but 

, Was Seated on Abutcasem. 
embra- A. D. 1096 
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History. every new sovereign had his diminished, till the and willing to give him just cause of alarm. In these History 
—yY~" vizier, or prime minister, was in every thing caliph ex- Gaammemeee iodine east coumimaiomens Ney? 

ing in name. During the reign, if it might so be for this he sent his brother Malec Turanshah 
of Hafedah Ledi the Mostan- into the of Nubia; but ‘it desolate and 

ser, his vizier Redwan was saluted at Grand Cairo by the barren, he returned to Grand Cairo, thence he was 
title of king. His presumption, indeed, in 
we epeeies a party of his supporters, was fol- 
lowed by dislike and violence, and he was driven from 
the country, and. finally put to death. Amid these in- 
ternal commotions, the caliphs themselves were some- 
times put to death; but still the viziers increased in 

wer. 

At length the appellation of vizier was not sufficient- 
wr Sulten ly dignified for the prime minister of the Egyptian ca- 
adopted.  liph, and therefore now assumed the name of sul- 

tan ; and the d of the Fatimites was drawing to 
A. D. 1164. a close. In 1164, wer, a of consideration, 

was raised to the confidence of Aladid, the caliph of 
Egypt; but a competition for power having arisen be- 
tween him ig negra dies recourse to arms, 
and Shawer being defeated, refuge with Nureddin, 
the prince of Syria, and solicited his assistance.. The 
prince of Syria sent an army into Egypt under the 
command of Asadoddin, and Aldargam was soon over- 
thrown: . But Shawer being reinstated in power, ne- 
glected to fulfil his engagements with Nurediin, which 
occasioned several mutual attacks. In the mean time, 
the armies of the crusade had laid siege to Grand Cai- 
ro ; and the caliph, with his whole court, being in dan- 
ger, Nureddin was invited to give them assistance, 

Nureddin’s formed’ Peers tet him 
to death. But the plot was discovered, and S$ 
himself beheaded. Asadoddin was made vizier in his 
stead ; but having died in the course of a few weeks; 
he was succeeded in office by his. nephew. Saladin, 
whose fame became great in the annals of the East. 
_ The new vizier kept up a show of submissien to the 
prince of Syria, though e did not intend to continue 
m_a subordinate condition.. In the mean time, Nured- 
din ordered Saladin to omit the name of the caliph Ala- 
did-Sedinillah in the public prayers, and to substitute 
the name of the caliph of Bag But when the or- 
der arrived, the Egyptian prince was breathing his 
last, and insensible of the disgrace. In the person of 
this caliph, the sty of the Fatimites was ended. 

Upon the death of Aladid, the caliph of Egypt, Sa- 
ie bang is possession of the chief power in his 
character of vizier, seized upon all the wealth of the 
late prince, which was various and valuable. He threw 
his whole family into confinement, and adopted every 
measure which his wisdom could devise, for establish- 
ing in his own person the supreme authority of the 
state. He maintained a show of obedience to Nured- 

Saladin. 
A. D. 1171. 

he was raising a numerous army to resist and over- 
throw his power, but in the mean. time, he was seized 
Wild dieuiddion ilinees, aividied et eetibens mt 

But the death of this prince did not deliver Saladin 
Seen daagens toe Diarestin's ‘anGieter eva DotA 

dispatched with a numerous army into Arabia Felix, 
PPR ae, a He De 
part country under the subjection of the 

and confiding in the means which he had devised for 
becoming master of was determined to assume 
a name Suitable to his views. Not being a descendant 
of Mahommed, he could not be denominated caliph, 
which implied the sacerdotal as well as the ki of- 
fice. On this account he chose the name of 
and left the office of pontiff, who had the of re- 
ligious affairs, to be filled up by a descendant of the 

ligupe hymn ot tus ncigioee meneame man e nei ring states, even 
eentrekahe ret of the caliph of Bagdad, which 

ve him a name and influence among the followers of 
med, yet he was not secure from intestine com- 

iphs raised a rebellion in kingdom, a 
fee cn dhonhc enedieietaens of 100,000-19en, 
These, however, were soon defeated by the ——— 
address of Saladin; but no sooner was he . from 
this alarm, than he was threatened by the soldiers. of 

yned ema 

by sea and land: But the spirit of Saladin 
frustrated his views. With a-rapi of mo’ 
which was iar to the mind of the Egyp- 
tian sultan, he marched to the relief of Alexandria ; and 

leaving their stores, baggage, and eet ntl 
.. At this time the , Feat 3° of Bemaecamsnendatne 

bu age 
in was req nt py seecetily wear fr oe 

; but was drawn away from the pursuits.of elegancé 
idcouaie improvements, to the din of u 

obtained possession of Syria, 

who had assembled for the defence of the Holy Land, 

i : Fr : 

oo 
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with the honours of war; but a sum of money. was to _ History. 

——- 

brave and experienced 

of Carac. The king of Jerusalem was treated with 
respect, but Arnold was put to death by Saladin’s own 
hand, because he had inflicted many miseries on the 
followers of Mahommed. Ptolemais, Neapolis, Czsa- 
rea, and other cities, fell into the power of Saladin. 
eee ee 

as well as the citizens, were spared 
fos wane sum of - ; 

_this enfeebled state of the Christian armies, a 
third crusade was determined on in E 3; and the 

of Germany, with Philip I. of France, 
and Richard I. of ing arrived in Pales- 

‘he sultan of refused to pay the ransom ; 
and historians tell us, that 3000 prisoners answered for 
it with their lives. The siege was extremely bloody ; 
and it is not supposed that fewer than 300,000 
on either side were cut off during the conflict ; and the 
flower of Europe, as well as t, Asia, and Syria; 
perished in the combats. Ptolemais, or Acca, became 
the residence of the hospitalers of St John, and, since 
bE ae or age Sc St John: 

’ Acre, 
Of all the E tates, the king of Eng- 

land only pac Rear as , having laid pe 8 Ashke- 
lon, he took possession of that city. . Upon this event, 
Saladin hastened to. Jerusalem ; and Richard: followed 
him‘to the holy city. The king of England held it in 
close siege; but when the hour arrived that the ci 
was to be delivered up, the besieging army y 
and the enterprise was abandoned. The cause of this 
sudden and i conduct has never been well extraordinary 
explained ; and different authors have presented differ~ 
ent views of the subject. It may rp FR a 
to have been inyoluntary on the part i 3 for 
his courage has never been questioned ; and the value, 
which he set upon his honour could not it him 
to tarnish it by unworthiness of conduct. The retreat 
of the army, it is said, overwhelmed him with grief; 
and the misfortune was ly occasioned by the, 
discord and jealousy of combined army. The 

, who was left in Palestine by the 
king of France with 10,000 soldiers, is said to. have 
been as j 
the English king; but, even in his retreat, Richard 
was formidable. He concluded a truce with Saladin 

e powerful Saladin. But 
pag t ov the king of England returned to his coun- 

, Ww the h of Saladin began to decline ; and 
finished his life about the 55th year of his age, and 
he had reigned in E 

, D’Herbelot, Rinaudot, Will. Tyr. Vertot,, Sa« 
fac. de Vitriaco, and Dr Wilson’s Hist. STHEES ; ( 

rl i ion of his father’s 

i i ft fe il ee Hi is : 
Ter Aa & i a ¢ affairs full of di , and attended with dan- 

. The Mahommedans and the Christians were. plot- 
ting each other’s destruction ; and the Christians were 
at variance among 
nal disquietude, the soldiers of the fifth crusade land- 
ed in » and laid siege to-Damietta. The united 
forces and Damascus could not overcome the 
European army; but Alcamel offered such terms of 
accommodation. as. were, acceptable to all the chiefs of 
the crusade, ¢ D’Albano, the Pope’s legate. 

Such influence had the see of Rome then acquired, 
that his single voice prevented the negociation. The 

EP 
= 

as his master of the fame and valour of 

24 years, See Abul-. 

themselves... In this state of inter. 

son of Saladin, was appointed to 4),_; 
vernment of Egypt; but, not being Stee, A.D. i198. 

ians ; but he found the state A. D. 1218: 
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History. siege was continued, and the town of Damietta fell. 
—v~" Elated with this success, they into the interior 

of the country; but were vanquished by the Egy 
tians, and were compelled to sue fur mercy. The sul- 
tan of Egypt became powerful in Syria, as well as at 
home ; and, when Frederick Il. of Germany found it 
necessary to return to Europe, he entered into a league 
with Alcamel, which was wise and profitable for both. 

Aladeland = Aleame!l died at Damascus, and Aladel, one of his 
Nojmoddin. sons, was raised to the throne; but Nojmoddin, his 
A. D. 1238. eldest brother, laid claim to the kingdom. A bloody 

contest would robably have ensued ; but, in the mean 
time, Aladel died or disappeared ; and his brother Noj- 
moddin was peaceably proclaimed sultan, He, too, 
acquired influence with the most powerful party of the 
crusades; for Richard, the earl of Cornwall, percei- 
ving that the sultan of Egypt was. more powerful than 
the Syrian lords of Carac and Damascus, entered into 
an alliance with Nojmoddin, and renewed the treaty 
which Frederick of y had made with Alcamel 
his predecessor. By this covenant, the Christians were 
protected, and the views of Nojmoddin encouraged, in 
opposition to his Syrian rivals. 

n this settled state of affairs, Nojmoddin passed into 
Syria, and, with the help of some uncultivated tribes, 
determined to overpower his eastern enemies. That 

of the crusading armies which was favourable to 
the lords of Syria, joined them in opposing the sultan 
of Egypt; but Nojmoddin overthrew them with great 
slaughter. In the mean time, a host of warriors from 
Europe arrived in the port of Damietta, with Louis IX. 
of France as their leader. In the absence of the sul- 
tan, and when the nation was unprepared for this 
une ed attack, the armies of the crusade entered 
Damtetta. The news of this event were quickly car- 
ried into Syria ; and Nojmoddin having raised the siege 
of Emessa, hastened to Egypt to protect his kingdom ; 
but he died by the way, and left a vacancy in the go- 
vernment when a vigorous administration was peculiar- 
ly wanted. 

ShajirAldor The country received a seasonable relief by the ad+ 
= Turan dress of Shajir Aldor, the favourite female of the late 

we sultan. Pretending that Nojmoddin was indisposed on 
his journey, the principal lords of the country were 
induced to swear allegiance to his only son Turan 
Shaw. The veil was then taken off, and the young 
vince was proclaimed sultan, upon his arrival from 

Bisasious with a numerous army. 
The European soldiers had by this time penetrated 

far into the country ; but they paid dearly for their 
rashness ; and Louis himself was taken prisoner. Tu- 
ran Shaw had the name of Sultan, but none of its pow- 
ers ; for Shajir Aldor, and her adherents about the court, 
directed in reality the affairs of state. The young sul- 
tan was sensible —e situation, and "cree fs to as- 
sert his proper ri Being strictly watc Shajir 
Aldor o aware of his intention, asia he was violently 
put to death. 

Mameluke. The young prince having been assassinated, Shajir 
A. D, 1250. Aldor was to be sovereign of the country. S 

was prayed for in the mosques, and her name was im- 
on the coins. This active and designing wo- 

man was raised to the throne by the power and imflu- 
page — the pm Ne a were a ~~ of — 
ish slaves, who ua ired authority at 
Egyptian court. When Solel ta toueped the arenigg? 
t Egypt, he durst not entrust himself to the nation- 

troops, but placed about his throne a powerful body- 
guard of slaves from Kipzac, whom the Moguls acqui- 

EGYPT. 
History. 

leges ; and, | ; upon 

Ibeg, one of the Mamelukes, who, from their | Ibeg. , 
in the state, were called emirs, was chosen = 8 vn 
prime minister, or rather regent of the kingdom. But | 
still the people were dissatisfied with the government = 
of a woman, and the ent of a foreigner. © ! 

; 
removed from the throne ; and, with his government, 
the reign of the Ayubites was finished. hows 

Ibeg, who had reigned with Shajir Aldor, was pro- 
claimed sultan by the Baharite Mamelukes, and he im. !=ke dynas- 
mediately Shajir Aldor ; but, through jealou- 
sy, and ani ye ase she hired assassins, and 
Ibeg was put to Bya of the Mamelukes, 
Nureddin Ali was raised to the throne of his father Nureddin 
Ibeg, by the surname of Almansur ; and Shajir Aldor Ali. or Alb 

Yemen and E, 2 
almost at an end in . It was in this perilous 
conjuncture of affairs that the young sultan began his 
reign in ;.and in that situation he was over- 
aes and deposed by Cutiz, an artful and ambitious 
chief. ; : 

This warlike prince entered Syria with triumph ; Cutuz and 
and, for a time, was formidable to his enemies: Bibars. 
Bibars, one of his iring influence with 

and was i 

army, in. the decline of the Roman empire, created ems — 
rors at their pleasure, so did the Mamelukes: of 

, at this period of its history, raise whom they 
whol ferthe office of sultan. To give his usurpati 
a more legitimate colouring, Bibars ackno the 
— of Ahmed, rear a son of Bil- 

3 & caliph of papi; was acknow. as 
ima, or pontiff. of the Mahon sin Egypt. Bix 
bars received the benediction of this 

tiff; and by that means acquired greater influence 
iibeigithe le. In truth, he was a successful -war- 
rior, as well as a benefactor to the dominions which he 
acquired ; and, at the time of his death, his empire ex- ‘ 
tended from the interior of Africa to the tiver Euphra- 5 
tes. x ; ; reste w itt 

From this time till the year 1293, there were many Rapid 
ehanges among the sultans of Egypt 3 but though the ges on 

vernment was unsteady, yet the nation was power- throne. 
; for the Mamelukes were rE Wher 4-2. 1277. 

Naser Mahommed was proclaimed sultan, he was only : 
in Gie Oibiyent Of his age, and sufqred Wadioed vevereae 
of fortune. Thrice had he abandoned the throne: of i 
Egypt ; twice by compulsion, and one by choice. But t 
in the progress of events, bei established in 
power, he exercised his authority, 
mind, to correct the abuses of the: 
exorbitant influence of the emirs and 
He improved the fertile fields of the 
streams of water into the city 
the canal as well as the reservoirs of i a 

Upon the death of Naser, Abubeker his son succeed. A. ®. 1341. 

chan. 

ofthe cour. ; i 
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4 rebellion. But Abulsaadat, under the influence History. 
of 

lent between Bibars and Naser Mahommed, and 
while the Sultan Calib was on the throne of the 
city of St John d’Acre was taken from the i 
The attack was violent, and the defence brave; but the 
Mussulmans obtained possession of Acre, and the whole 

crusades, Soon afterwards, the knights templars 
depaited into Europe ; those of St John formed a 

BE 

i | | | 
Egypt after it had existed about 128 years; See 

‘pharag, ignes, Oleveri Scholast. in gest. Dei 
per Francos D’ Her ; and Dr Wilson's Hist. 

' Borgite The Circassian slaves, whose chiefs had in their turn 
dynasty. become masters of bead ceed ay, ey 

A a i of the country, 
to keep in tie peopl, who fad Tong been in 
want of subordination ; these fortresses were called 

Barcok. Borges. was the of this dynasty on the 

i i 4 if iEfE v i : i fi] i : : : | 
F 

In the mean at head of the Otto- 
had man armies, and the rival of Tamerlane, was spread- 

ing terror upon both sides of the Hi and had 
; carried his arms to the gates of 

lniéety. de Sande ‘idtasidine’ te take piansesion of t 
city, and establish hi ernment the ruins of 
priate sv mare a For this reason, solicited the 

of sultan, and the of 
bos a “hae ob cinoma = « 

any authority, as imam Ma- 
hommedan faith. oe 

native vigour, took the reins of government in 
his own hand, recovered the provinces. which had re- 
belled, and put his whole kingdom into a state of or- 
der and abeuibics. In this situation of affairs, Tamer. 
lane returned from India, and found that his rival had 
been extending his power, and was more formidable 
than ever, 

These ambitious and terrible warriors were deter 
mined on each other’s destruction. Bajazet laid claim 
to the assistance of E, because he had entered into 
a formal alliance with the sultan; but he did not re- 
ceive the expected support, because he had not been 
faithful to the terms of agreement ; and we may add, 
that the power of Tamerlane was another reason with 
the sultan of Egypt, for withholding aid from his rival 
Bajazet. ‘These two powerful chiefs met once and 
again in the field of battle, when Bajazet was finally 
overthrown, and taken prisoner. Having overcome 
his rival, the ambition of Tamerlane was more unbound< 
ed than ever. He intended to ravage the south of Eu- 
rope, cross into Africa by the straits of Gibraltar, and 

» continue his course through Egypt and Syria, till he 
arrived at the seat of his government in the East. But 
there was one power of which he stood in awe, and 
which prevented the project which his ambition had 

ian laid. The knights of St John, now established at 

seale of nations. ‘Though small in numbers, «their 
. strength was their fame extensive, and their cou~ 

well tried. 
he these circumstances, it was not expedient to at- 
tack the knights directly in the island of Rhodes ; but 
he laid siege to Smyrna, and reduced it to ashes. He 
was drawn away, however, from any further peje’ 82 
upon the power and interests of that religious 3 
by dan. which were threatening him in the East. A 
eee ] prince, hn torre abort cpt or 

i expedition, appeared in with renew 
strength, and wan layiigg waate the iin om of Persia. 
Thither he directed his course, but his power was 
much diminished through a long succession of obstinate 
engagements ; and, having met his enemy in greater 
power than was expected, entered into terms with 
mutual t ; and Tamerlane, having withdrawn 
from public life, retired to Samarchand, and there, in a 
few years, ended an active and victorious life. In the 
mean time, the distractions of Egypt still continued ; 
and the sultan Pharage Abulsaadat, being weary with 
continual broils and confusion, retired from the dan« 
on here and surrendered the throné to his 

Abdolaziz, entire deg 3 
This happened in the year 1405; there was little 

more than a rapid succession of feeble monarchs, till 
‘the year 1517, when the ite dynasty was over- 
thrown ; and the kingdom of Egypt was converted in- 
to a province of the Turkish empire. During this 

there were many broils, and much warfare 28 
tween the'sultans of and the knights of Rhodes. 
The ca fae ® who acquired some settlements 
in India, the governors of Egypt, who had 
long been enriched by the merchandise of the East ; 

ineffectual efforts were made to overthrow the pow- 
er of the European invaders. In the mean time, Eu- 
rope itself was in commotion; and, upon the 29th of 
May. 1458, Constantinople was taken by Mahommed IT. 
the sultan of the Turks, This success opened his way 



History. 

Selim. 

Soliman I. 
A.D, 1520, 

884 
to the kingdom of Egypt; and Tuman Bey, the last of 
the Circassian or Borgite dynasty, was basely put to 
death at Tavila, one of the gates of Grand Cairo. 

. The race of princes who were now seated upon the 
pt to their throne of Constantinople, and had added 

dominions, derived their origin from the ian or 
Tartar tribes, and were afterwards denominated Turks, 
from the word in realy language which denotes a 
helmet. Selim, though a younger son, ’ ion 
of the Turkish mn a by de i fis by ther, and 
putting to death his elder brothers. same ambi- 
tion which impelled him to deeds so cruel and unnatu- 
ral, induced him, in a way more honourable for a war- 
rior, to establish his power, and extend his empire. He 
successfully invaded the kingdom of Persia, engaged 
the Egyptian forces at Aleppo,and, after various success- 
ful efforts, carried his victorious course to the banks of 
the Nile, and easily became master of the country, 
which had long been agitated by internal commotions, 
and was then in a revolutionary state. 

He continued for a considerable time in Egypt, and 
settled the form of government, after the manner which 
had been adopted by the Turkish sultans... He convey- 
ed with him to Constantinople the caliph, or spiritual 
head of the Mahommedan religion. Upon his death, 
another was appointed in his stead; but at his demise, 
the order of caliphs terminated, and a mufti was substi- 
tuted, who had the supreme direction of the Moslem 
faith ; while the ulema, or chosen body of men, are in- 
vested with the power of interpreting the Koran. Imams, 
or persons subordinate to the mufti, are sent into the 
different provinces, and four of them were appointed to 
Egypt. Tn the early times of the Turkish or Ottoman 
government, there were only two Beys, who, in the ca- 
pacity of chief governors, presided over the dominions 
ef the Turks. One of them had the command of the 
European provinces, and the other was entrusted with 
the command of Asia Minor. As the Ottoman empire 
was extended, the number of the Beys were increased ; 
and each.of those in chief command was called Beyler- 
nese Ager of Princes. At first there was oe 
o , with sixteen Sanjiaks under his authority; 
but etchant of time, the Sanjiaks were ex 
twenty-four Mamelukes, who also assumed the name of 
Bey,.or princes, to whom the government of the vari- 
ous-provinces was entrusted. 

In the most perfect form of the Turkish government 
in Egypt, it consisted of a divan, or council of 
composed of those who commanded the military 
and whose president was the Pasha or viceroy. From 
the, Mameluke evs, who commanded the provinces, 
were chosen the Sheik al Belled, or governor of Grand 
Cairo; the Janizary Aga, or commander of the Janiza- 
ries ; the Defterdar,: or accountant-general; the Emir 
al Hage, or conductor of the caravan ; the Emir al Said, 
or governor pole 5 mg Egypt; and the Sheik al Bikke- 
ri, or director of the sherifs. In subordination to these, 
there were cashiphs, or deputies, and .other officers of 
inferior note. 
Soliman I. succeeded his father etens rages not 

only began his reign by crushing rebellion in 
vinces, and adding dominions to his empire, 
name was terrible among the nations. He was, 
competitor of Charles V. and overthrew. the power. 
the knights in the island of Rhodes, But even in 
time the factions in Egypt were not at rest ; and in 
more feeble reigns of his successors upon 
the Ottoman power in that country was much impai 
ed, and the form of government at last changed. 

2? 
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8, who superintended the 24 departments in E, 

the revenues of their respective rk hi 
b 2 infil . F 7 

RLSIA, ‘Tho beaks ofthe seven =slsaipaumemiana lie 
became avaricious, and courted the favour of the 

ys, who could enforce the payment! of tribute with 
severity, or remit it in part, according to their plea-. 
sure, 
_ By indulging the members of the regency, the beys 
in in power till they obtained the complete 

of affairs. Every bey had originally a few 
a8 Be ne ee ee enabling him 

to e his authori in the ince where 
he resided ; but as the power of the Boyawas enlarged, 
they increased their attendants, and in proportion to 
their number of slaves, so was their , ‘When a 
vacancy occurred in the government of provinces, 
the most powerful bey had his favourite Mameluke ap- 
pointed to the office: this election increased his autho- 
rity ; and, by pursuing a similar course, the most active 
and powerful beys acquired a continually increasing in- 
fluence in the government, and their Mamelukes be- 
came the only efficient soldiers in the state. 

» The members of the diyan having become subservient 
to the pleasure of the beys, the beys. got possession of 
every important office, with the exception of the vice- 
roy’s appointment. But in their career of dissipation, 
the of E, also became subject to the Mame- 
luke beys. The Sheik Albelled, or governor of Grand 
Cairo, was chosen from amongst the beys, but he was 
approved or rejected by the pasha. The Sheik Albel- 
i the constitutional organ through which com- 
plaints were made to the Grand Signior, when the pa~ 
sha violated the rights of the community; but to re- 
move him from his office could only be done by the 
sultan himself. But in process of time, when the di- 
van fell under the controul of the beys, they dismissed 
them at pleasure ; and when a new one was ap-~ 
pointed, if they discovered by their spies, that he was 
entrusted with any mandate inconsistent with their 
views or authority, they never suffered him to 
Grand Cairo, but intimated at Constantinople, that ano- 
Pe ee eee bree 

n these circumstances ¢ Egyptian 
an active youth among the slaves wh ere depot foes 

» the neighbourhood Mount Caugasus, grew up to 
influence and fame in the house of See eae Tbechine, 
who eens ees ee Like other Loam 
lukes, this young slave became a Mussulman, re= 
ceived hisiniate of Ali. Having gone through differ- 
ent offices in the house and service of his master, he was 
raised to the office and rank of a bey. Upon the death 
of Ibrahim, to whom he owed his power and elevation, 
considerable commotions existed ; and in the year 1763, 
Ali Bey obtained the ollice of Sheik Albelled, by whick 
he was invested with the chief authority of the state. 

In the struggle for power, Ali Bey was more than 
once obliged to flee from Egypt, and seek in Pa- 
lestine or Syria. He became obnoxious to the Turkish 
Divan, and the Grand Signior sought his destruction. 
But in the year 1768, the court of © pera ps 
claimed, war against the Emperor of Russia ; and while 
the Ottomans were employed in ing their pro« 
yinces against the northern invasions, Ali ‘was not 
only oto reducing Eaypaae nce; but he sent 
an army into Arabia Felix, for ss of conquest and 
= ee The troops 

al 
‘the 

hommed Bey, were suc ag the Turkish 
garrisons ; and ih" wok”posoion of Gass, Ramla, 

History. 
—_—~ 1 

GO ee ee 

Ali Bey. 



History. and Shechem, or Naplus. 

EGYPT. 
even reached Jerusa- 

—\— lem, and having arrived at St Jobn d’Acre, they formed 

Daher. 

a junction with the troops of the celebrated Sheik Da- 
her. The forces of Ali entered Damascus. But after - = Mal ed | ; 

take refuge in Palestine, where his arms were attended 
with success, being supported by the Sheik Daher. 
Osman had been constituted asha of Damascus, and 

the eipning’ Bay of Bos . Both parties dissembled ; 
the reigni MiBagpt ttenced to rianifest his in. 
d as soon as circumstances would allow, and 
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dable to the a 6 of the Grand Signior. Having gone 
in person to Syria, his army was attended with success ; 
but he was seized with a fever, and died on the second 
day of the disease. 

Mohammed's death was announced in Egypt, 
the country was in commotion, but the principal com- 
petitors for power were the Ibrahim and Murad. 

History. 

A. D.1776. 

After various attempts to obtain the ascendancy, it was’ 
at length agreed that the powers of the state should be 
held in common by the two contending chiefs. Ibra- 
him was to continue in the office of Sheik Albelled, and 
Murad was raised to the situation of Defterdar, or ac- 
countant-general. About this time, peace was conclu- 
ded between the courts of St Petersburgh and Constan- 
tinople, and, as might have been , the Grand 
Signior was determined to restore his power in the pro- 
vince of ‘ 

By the active and prudent services of Prince Potem- 
kin, the Empress of Russia had obtained from the Grand 
Signior a vast extent of territory, which included the 
Crimea, with the provinces of Circassia, Geor- 
gia, and districts. The fleets of St Petersburg 
were permitted by treaty to traverse the Black Sea ; 
and as all these circumstances weakened the Ottoman 
government, it was the more necessary to recover Egypt, 

Potemkin. 

A. D, 1786. 

with its resources and tribute. 
A fleet to the Grand Si arrived at 

Alexandria in the month of May, landed an army- 
of 25,000 men. The forces Ibrahim and. Murad 
Bey were drawn out to their , and the 
armies met between Rosetta and Grand Cairo.. The 
dexterity 

i pasha of three 
i wer, he was but ill re- 

ceived, and found it impossible to collect the tribute, 
or preserve the country in order. But these i 
rities soon gave place to. designs and achievements of 
greater moment. The F directed an expedition 
against the province pha Se ne eras 
warlike exertions, both reat Britain and Constan- 
tinople. See Cant. Mign. Revolt of Ali Bey, Brown, 
Volney, and Life of Potemkin. eae 
After the — armies of France had vanquish- 

ed Holland, panes tne ere Ha Bao 
the states of Venice, upon the indepen- 
dence of Italy, many inferior states sued for 
tion ; and at Campo Formio, upon the 17th of Octo- 

was entered into between the Em- 
Repelin ds See. By 

this convention, the Austrian Netherlands, as well as 
the Venetian islands in the Levant, ther with se- 
veral districts of Italy, were all to the French 
nation ; and although Venice, with several territories 

i , were to the Emperor of Ger- 
» yet they did not restore him to his proper rank 

in the scale of Europe. Elated with these conquests, 
France had been threatening the i of Great 
aa drwy sigh wor irapitatne oo. A ae 
Ireland, where many discontents were already 

After the peace of Campo Formio, the public were 
snamestinent: Geeta me of France 

c ‘ 

EF 

& 

Campo For- . 
mio, 
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Hitory. against Great Britain; but while the attention was di- 
—““" rected to that quarter, preparations were secretly mak- 

ing at Toulon for a great and important expedition. 
The fleet was large, ies beldien cfviiy ente 
tion amounted to 40,000 men. The command of 
fleet was bestowed upon Admiral Brueys, and the com- 
mand of the army was entrusted to General Bonaparte. 
The fleet sailed about the end of May; and having 
landed at Malta, got possession of the island by fear or 
a Having arranged the affairs of that settle. 
ment, French fleet set sail again the 19th of 
June, and directed their course tow: 

These movements of the French were not unknown 
to the British government, and Admiral Sir Horatio 
Nelson was appointed to the command of a 
to watch the motions of the French fleet. Having look- 
ed into the harbour of Toulon, and found they had 
escaped, he immediately sailed toward Egypt, 
it was supposed they had directed their course. Ha- 
ving learned at Seen ee ee 
he crowded sail and stood after the fleet of Brueys. 
French admiral steered his course along the northern 
coast of the Mediterranean Sea, while Nelson kept near 
the African shore. On this account, he arrived off the 
eoast of Egypt before the French fleet made their ap- 
pearance; but not finding it expedient to wait upon that 
station, eee his ao woot Levant. But 
soon after his departure, rench fleet appeared u 
the Lybian shore, a few leagues to the westward of 
Alexandria, The friends of the Grand Signior, and 
the Mameluke beys, were eas ae 
val of the F ; for if they got possession of the 
country, both the one and the other would be divested 
of their power. 

In this situation, no time was to be allowed for the 
forces of to be collected in numbers; and, there- 
fore, the of the French forces was instantly be- 

cond of Jel , between two and three o’clock in the 
morning. T met. with considerable resistance, and 
the city to surrender ; porate Aang 

rected his troops to march for Grand Cairo; while, at the 

ete Ed Hin ase coreg: 

nus i 
eu lyl sual jedla ity arr Tei E 

2 F z 
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‘The plunder of Murad Bey’s e: oe ' wale 6 is aa ey beatles 
ith other 

When Bonaparte entered Grand Cairo, the pasha fled 
under the protection of Ibrahim Bey ; but to up 
an appearance of confidence in the French, the C; 

his troops ; fled toward Saccara, and Ibrahim, his col« 
league in the government, marched with his followers 
into the eastern of the Delta. The motions of 

French. Bonaparte pursued Ibrahim with a numerous 
army ; but the fugitive bey was successful in i 

Grand Cairo did not permit to be longer ab- 
sent from that city ; but he was alarmed, as he was 
returning, by the of an engagement which had 
taken place at Aboukir, between the British 
and the French fleet. Thenews were found to be true, 
and a commencement was made of the di i 

Egypt. 
The fleet of Admiral Brueys had been disposed in @ French 

masterly manner near the shore of Aboukir. Some feet. 
British frigates in search of Admiral Nelson's shi 
were seen off the coast of Alexandria upon the 21st of 
July, which gave the alarm ; and upon the 31st of the 
same month, the fleet itself was observed from the 
Roads of Aboukir. The French ships were moored at 
a proper distance from the shore, and placed ina curved 
line, according to the direction of the deep water. The 
ae rae > a ae the line 
of battle was igates, van protected 
by a ba ona island. No contrivances could 
have been better formed for placing: the French fleet in 
an exquisite state of defence; but danger and di 
raised the spirits of Sir Horatio Nelson ; and in such 
situations, his fertile genius opened up astonishing re- 

Shortening sail on a sudden, he directed a of his 
squadron to pass between the French fleet and the sand 
bank, which the republican admiral had viewed as the 
great security of his vessels. While a part of the Brie yjjon%5 
tish shi Oe ee 

: 

> a aes eRe 

ee mee 

snyrennd dherahens, there anadped opnetieathenn: willie 

t 
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The Pacha Aljezzar was terrified at the approach of History. History: a small. distance ; and the French bein toa : ig exposed 

Admiral * Blang 

FE 

cross and destructive fire, the British were victorious, 
further down on each side of the ene-- 

my’s line as their success allowed them, the fleet of 
Admiral Brueys was either destroyed or taken, except- 
ing two ships of the line and two frigates. The Cul- 
tallest — aground, was prevented from having 
a share in the action; and thus the British admiral, wi 
eleven ships of the line, and one of 50 guns, had to 
contend, and contended successfully, with 13 ships of 
the enemy, all of them of equal, and some of them of 
superior The French Admiral had also four fri- 
gates, while the British commander had only one brig 
to in itious movements. L’Orient, the 
‘flag ship of Admiral Bru carried 120 guns. The 
admiral himself was killed duvi the action ; and his 

ip having taken fire, was blown to pieces. 
ade Blanquet succeeded to the command, and 
several of the officers perished in the conflict. The Bri- 
tish lost Captain Westcott, and 15 other officers. The 
French had of 3000 killed and wounded, while 
the British loss scarcely amounted to nine hundred. 
Sir Horatio Nelson was made a peer of Great Britain, 

the title of Baron Nelson of the Nile, and Burnham- 
in the county of Norfolk. He was afterwards 
to the eae Be ontler geet and after the cele- 

brated victory where he lost his life, additional honours 
were accumulated on his memory; and his brother Wil- 
liam succeeded the hero by the names of Baron Nelson 
of the Nile and Hill h in Norfolkshire, Viscount 
Merton, and Earl Nelson of T '; to which was 
bom tee ign title of cater te. 

court i were quite transported 
with the success of Nelson, and "javished upon 
him many honours. Money was also distributed among 
Seaigunoumedgatran a agree time, 
Bonaparte arran. a constitution for the province 
of hetpoiie me erg the Turkish model 3 
but w e appearance i 
the principal officers of state, the power of the govern- 
ment was really in the hands of the French agent. Bo- 
naparte was much disconcerted by the events of Abou- 
kir, but his presence could be of no avail in that 

Egypt, and the Mediterranean was swarming with 
British vessels. Besides, he had an expedition in view, 
which was conceived in France to be of great interest. 
eter heater sat ater emo are zar was 

and inted pacha of St John d’Acre. 
For merchants in Europe had been en- 

ir share of the Mediterranean traffic; and 
the divan of Constantinople was jealous of those en- 
croachments. Aljezzar exercised his power to check 
the growing commerce; and he had been peculiarly 
severe the adventurers of France. Soon after the 
battle of Aboukir, the Grand Signior proclaimed war 
peed rye er a sagt pe 
parte ing his arms into Syria, which he for- 
air’ Vet darerained 40 Got His army consisted of 
12,000 men, and 10,000 of them were elective troops. 
He had Generals Kleber, Bon, Lannes, and Regnier, to 
assist his views, and execute his plans. They met with 
several obstacles on their march ; and had some engage- 
ments, but always with success. They first took Alarish, 
then Jaffa, with several places of inferior consideration ; 
and in the month of March 1799, they took possession of 
an eminence on the east side of the city of Acre, and 
the 20th opened trenches within a few yards of the wall. 

- 
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the French troops; for the news of their uncommon 
successes had reached the whole dominions of the Grand. 
Signior; but he was encou and kept at his 
by the advice and assistance of Sir Sidney Smith. That 
enterprising officer had been appointed by the British 
government to co-operate with a Turkish squadron, in 
bombarding the city of Alexandria, and seizing the 
French vessels which were in the harbour. Finding 
that his efforts could be of little avail upon the coast of 
Egypt, he directed. his course to St John d’Acre, on 
board the Tigre, accompanied with the two fri 
Alliance and Theseus. He was fearful lest the Pacha 
Aljezzar should yield to the formidable troops of France ; 
and he arrived in time to prevent the failure of which 
he was apprehensive. Under the direction of Sir Sid- 
ney Smith, the troops of Bonaparte were baffled in va- 
rious attempts to take the town by assault. 
A the French troops, under Kleber and Junot, 

itn to leave the siege of Acre, and marck 
towards the s of the Jordan. When were 

addi- hard put to it, Bonaparte himself marched wi 
a forces to the assistance of Kleber, and afforded 
effectual aid. Havin lished his , he re- 
turned to St John d’Acre, and renewed the siege with 
vigour. He made a lodgment in ene of the towers, but 
was repulsed with great loss by the soldiers within, and 
the British vessels which were moored in the roads. 
In the course of a few days, the Turkish fleet made its 
appearance under the command of Hassan Bey, and it 
consisted of thirty sail. This addition of strength to 
the forces of Aljezzar encouraged the Pacha, and sunk 
the hopes of the French general. After a variety of 
severe conflicts, in which many valuable lives were lost 
on either side, Bonaparte was forced to abandon St 
John d’Acre, after a siege of sixty days. 

Having resolved to for Egypt, he concealed Bonaparte 
his design, by incessantly firing upon the town; and in leaves Acre. 
the night-time made tions for a safe escape. 
U hie tatrent to:d , he sunk the heavy artillery, 
which could not be taken along with them in their. 
march; and put the howitzers and small cannon on 
board some small vessels, together with the wounded 
soldiers, to be conveyed to Egypt. But the heav 
ordnance was discovered; and the vessels with the sick 
and wounded were taken at sea, Troops of cavalry 
pro rte soldiers on the a Mere bands of Arabs 
attack em on every quarter. fatigue and slaugh- 
anaes sre withthe bodies of the Wed. 

Bonaparte tt the villages as th 
passed, destroyed the fields of corn, and marked chew 
route by desolation. 

In the mean time, Desaix had pursued Murad Bey 
sate Upper Eaype as far as Syene ; but though vic« 
torious, not subdue the Mamelukes, who mo- 
ved from place to piace with incredible swiftness. When 
Bonaparte returned to pt, he found Murad among 
the pyramids of Giza, was not able to bring that 
active bey toa action ; for hé retired into the 
— ce of Fayum. In the mean time, a Turkish fleet 

arrived in the bay of Aboukir, with an army of 
8000 or 9000 men. The news were distressing to Bo-« 
naparte; and the more so, as he was aj ensive that 
Sir Sidney Smith, who had defeated his-views at St 
John d’Acre, was present with the Turkish fleet, and 
ready to assist them with all his activity and skill. But 
the French commander in chief determined upon an 
immediate trial of strength and fortune. He marched 
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Sere ee i 
Alexandria there were two frigates 

pope y for the sea. Some hopes, 
eee prslniee induced the friends of Bona- 
to en an expectation, that the commander 

En chief Sven am itating ‘a retarn’to Europe. No inti- 
iven, not a hint ; but upon the 

24th of August, by the dawn of day, 

having made for Corsica, they 
its bays, on the first of September. 

; and u 

ined not 
had 

is conduct in question. eeaaaien 
aatd had taken place i in the questi government, ac- 
cording as successive parties had lost their influence ; 
and he arrived in France upon the eve of the seventh 
revolution, when the Abbé Sieyes was projecting anew 
constitution for a new party, who were attem to 
rise into power. Discontentment ran every 
department of the state; and the successes had 
been somewhat counteracted, by reverses in Italy, 
and the approach of Suwarrow with his hostile t1 

At this momentous “ge Bonaparte j in 
the project of Abbé S ieyes, and a form govern- 
ment was established, a senate and various nomi- 
nal authorities. 1 orcayieina tea petit it = ee 
names and appointments similar os the 
ment of ancient Rome, and the office of first Seanoel 
was vested in Bonaparte. But neither the name nor 

the authority wete commensurate with his ambition; 

* = sari 
Covell to hiss o this ine he westpniaes ge 

conduct. As a soldier, eee 
, and no man ever questioned the 

pidity of his soul; but yas violent in his 

@ conqueror. serge chine ee 
pe pr palagapios at cg been ed in the } 
of Rape pau ne | from the 

lory, they 
among lh, fp de OS ee eee ae 

ion. They were pice too, ite ees aoe 
ocratie sentiments, and their’ resistance to the 

French army was rather apparent 
: eee 

guished heroes, who promised them liberty and = 
cing favours. ; 

« The armies of Germany were harassed by the nu- 
merous forces of France ; for when both were fatigued 
by severe combats, the French generals brought up'ex-, 
tensive corps of reserve, and poured ses et 
the exhausted forces of the enemy. But it has also been 

, that many of the Germans were dazzled with 

upon 
and fortress towards the end of the siege, when blood — 
was spilt, qa fives saeriiced to eapeetebeals- 
tion and frantic rage: Even the battle of Marengo was 
indebted for its success to the effects of a daring at-. 
tem: ee ee oe en eee 
= but if it had not terminated in a 
ner, the sshoe of he proce woul hae expo 
the to pointed bi Bonaparte and 
his ily will be secured in the honours of a throne, 
or whether, in the course of events, they shall be hurled 
from their grandeur, and levelled with the dust, are ar« 
rangements of Providence, which lie concealed i in the 
destiny of heaven.” * 
Ren poi possessed of  consider- 

ary ail ht a foclity of turtitig to his 
<i owears but - advantage 

mre qualities janes m” chvelly to be 
when course is prosperous. 
Shon depeives bet Nie oe a incon 
governed by passion, nD rang wom w Fmt 

* Dr Wilson’s History of Egypt, vol. iii. p. 240, 241, &e. . 
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History. This temper of mind has made its appearance in vari- relinquish the conquest of t. He wished to re. History. 
= ct parts: of his conduct, ~Tt was peouliat! predomi- Seeieaticiadhte the tarot ashe tall eenicsed ce 

nant in the which preceded the battle of ee ne Haves in Tee pameenice 
Leipsic; and for him it was more fatally displayed, of ce. In full expectation of receiving supplies 
when he refused the terms of accommodation so fre- from Europe, he carried forward the public works 
quently offered by the allied powers; and continued which his predecessors had n. 
his i projects, till, for the benefit of the world, But the court-of London had planned a secret i- British ex- 
but to his disgrace, he was driven from the throne, tion: Lord Keith. was Admiral of the fleet, and Sir pedition to 
and i to a residence in the Island of Elba. Ralph A commander in chief of the army. Egypt- 
And to sum up the whole, «heaven gave him a degree It is uncertain for what object the fleet was originally 
of military skill, but without the recommendation of appointed, but intervening circumstances finally direct- 

1800. 

disgraces with which he has been 
overwhelmed, have Oi, the same causes which 

were amused with 

ed the expedition to Egypt. It touched at Malta, on 
its way to the of destination ; and was to wait 
for the arrival of Turkish troops at some of the islands 
in the Levant. The haven of Marmorice was fixed 
upon for the place of rendezvous ; but after waiting 
long; the supplies from Constantinople were scanty 
and ineffectual. Too much time had already been 
wasted, and the object of their enterprize must be at- 
tempted. To ct the army from St John d’Acre 
over land to Grand Cairo, w: have been the easiest 

succeeded him in the command in that he way to penetrate into Egypt ; but the French were in 
should still offer to negociate with the Signior, possession of Alexandria, and it would haye been ha- 
but retain the commercial influence of the country. zardous to take a station in the centre of Egypt, and 
But the British interest at Constan e, 
and the overtures of the were rejected. In the 
meantime, a Turkish division were landed on the coast 
of Egypt, and entrenched on the sea-side, between the 
Nile and lake Menzalah. were attacked by the 

vee Sy each arene oi 
ntimation bene given, no 

parties opened a conference on board the Tigre, and an 
armistice was signed. 
Soon ‘afterwards, upon the 24th of January, A.D. 

1800, a treaty was entered into, by which the French 
Serene Se pere eset a given time ; but their 4 ‘ } errs 

France. In the meantime, orders had been issued from 

; as prisoners of war, were assign 
reasons by for not adhering to the terms of the 

ber ; and, under the new order of thi 

every effort, were not tranquil, 
and Kleber, the French i in chief, was.assas- 

Menou succeeded to the command; and he 

i 

‘was determined to submit to any hardship, rather than 

permit the direct communication with Europe to be cut 

Siy of thy fbeuss suming. ten gopecbams Gok Cary ly officers belonging to. ition, 

Early i < es of Febroary 22d, A.D. - ly in morning , A.D. 1801, 
bps gr naa tag HP evening 
the whole fleet was under way. During part of the 
weer weather was stormy, and a Greek vessel 
f Upon the first of March, in the evening, 
a signal was made that Jand was in sight, and in the 
morning the fleet anchored in the bay of Aboukir. 
weather was too tempestuous to permit a landing, and 
Major M‘Kerris, who had been sent to examine the 

ivision prepared to land at an early hour in the morn- 
ing. Ie cmahetsdhed GAD sales, onder ie. auaniond 

from the 
shore. 
But the British displayed the most undaunted. 

valour; and hh they were scattered, and could at- 
tack the enemy only in detached parties, yet the French 
forces, after ing a stout resistance; under the com- 
mand of General Friant, were forced, to retire, Du- 

ing the course of the day, the most of the troops were 
ed, and met with no more resistance ; for the 

ninsula of Aboukir was mostly abandoned to the Bri- 
tish. Daily skirmishes were Te cal doce md 
two armies, but rap t 
the 18th of March. Upon the advance of the British 
forces, the army of General Bere wane A rie ea 
a strong position upon a range of san 4 ix 
right extended to. the canal of Alexandria, and their 

* From the address to the Emperor Alexander, and King of Prussia, by a number of the French, upon their arrival at Paris.. 
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left was su by an extensive range of ruined 
buildings. position was strong, but it was the 
Sen hin teepeicalinligh of vainenti 

eae darebiagibe te sock r ochacbarve ness for ve o'clock in the morning. 
When within of the ves lines, the 

French advanced with rapid movements ; but they were 
received with determined brav , and were driven 
back from station to station till ey took their stand 
near Alexandria, upon the heights of Ni is. It 
would have been desirable to have driven them from 
that ‘station, and it is believed that the business might 
have been accom: ; but there were circumstances 
at that time which induced the British to de- 
cline the attempt. Both armies had suffered severely 
in the action, though the loss was less serious than 
might have been expected. Upon the landing of the 
porridge 9p Piwnaren ta: < te rasa meg 
interior country ; being apprised of 
danger, he hastened to Alexandria, and arrived from 
Grand Cairo with 9000 men u the mame of March, 
He determined upon an immediate attack, being con- 
fident of success; and Sir Ralph Abercrombie was in- 
formed by a friendly sheik the Arabs, that the at- 
tack was to be made on the fol Every 

t was made which was suitable to the pros- 
of so important an engagement. 

Per he army we ee a in the same favours 
able position which it taken up after the late en- 
gagement, and was di of in the following man- 

In the centre of the first line were Majors-gene- 
oak Ludlow and Coote, with the Royals, cwotnaietens 
of the 54th, and the 92d regiment. About a quarter of 
a mile in advance, 5. ag the right, Major-general Moore 
was stationed with the corps of reserve, which consisted 
of the 28th and 58th regiments ; the 23d, the 42d, and 
the flank companies of the 40th, er with the 
Corsican The left 1 the canal of 
Alexandria, which was com of the 8th and 18th, 
the 18th and 90th ts, under the command of 
Major-general Cradock. Upon the left, near the lake 
of Aboukir, the staff was placed ; and the whole extent 
of the army was about a mile in length. 

In the second line, upon the were the Minor. 
- De Rolle and Dillon’s ents, commanded by 

ier-general Stewart. In the centre were the 
. , the 44th, deh sg regiments, under the command 

Brigadier e. U the left was Bri- 
guilier- general Finch, with the 2 iment, and both 
the mounted and ae ta of the 12th dra- 
goons, Also the 27th, 50th 79th regiments, which 
were commanded by Lord Cavan. The cavalry of re- 
Capua BE saa: behind the troops of General Moore, 

Maitland was stationed with gun-boats near 
pm rome and the fleet was cruising off the port of 

as si in the strong holds of Nicopolis, 
in the follow manner. The right 

wing of the 1 18th and 85th, the 25th, 
61st, and 75th demi- % commanded by Ge. 
prricin e In the centre were the 2ist rhe 32d 
soarastamver aeLeLe eee ies of the 
25th, three of the second light ions, entrust- 
ed to the command of Rampon. ‘The left, un- 
der General Lanusse, consisted of the 4th and 18th, 
the 69th and 88th demi-brigades. The arm extend- 
peat eth, pin, tate tha ceellef Alicnaiiieia: 
and with the left it approached the sea. Behind the 
centre was a powerful body of ca , commanded by 
General Roise, and in the rear of the whole was a large 

EGYPT. 
of artillery. Early in the morning of the 2ist of History. 

leecicall atekeeeasrancdeeeatiohemeen on: = 
ficer was at his post. The intelligence communicated 
pa adh 2 greotinan tre gaia bo ew 

a concern to be neglected. in- 
fran was a core Ree re on 

three o'clock in mus~ 
ketry was heard on the left oh oad the gc 
immediately succeeded ; but Sir A 

them ‘rom sown me, 
General Silly’s brigade 

= rp Rampen,. with ee oe 
French army, penetrated itish lines, 
wos foc to rete with consierable loss. Wi —— 
French were every where gi 
was commanded to charge “he Beth upon te 
ad his eal were to be sported by ‘Belay 
Regnier. The first charge, conducted 
Boussart, was bravely sustained, and cena by 
Roise himself was not more successful. repulsed 
in British bravi , the French 
oenatel reshrne ap hale een 
hei of Nicopolis. 1 inscribed 

man 

contention ; but it seems, ater every enquiry 
standard was first taken by Major ining ofthe 424 
regiment, and given in charge to Serjeant 3 but 
the serjeant being wounded, the standard was lost and 
retaken by Anthony Lutz. Each of the persons con- 
cerned had great merit for their bravery in the honr.of 
danger ; but Lutz was rewarded witha of L.20 
Tie chr ce oe ta al ‘or his situation 

the 21st of March, 12,000 French troops were 
field of battle, whereas the British force was lit- 

‘la send Sean 10,000 men. The French cav. were 
well mounted, whereas the horses of the British army 
were of an inferior kind, supplied by the Turks > and 
as the French they were every way eter prepared 
considerable time, they were every way better 
than the British army could be, wakes 
lately on the beach. But British valour and perseve~ 
rance overcame every difficulty, and tanghethemepabt 
lican soldiers of France what they were to expect 
the soldiers of Great Britain. Generals Lanusse, Beaue 
det, and Roise, did not survive the late 
and the loss of the French was immense. Six British 
officers were killed upon ‘the 18th of March, Major 
Ogle died by the of a shell at the landing of 
the troops, and Ensigns Warren and Mead fell also on 
that memorable occasion. On the 2ist of March, 
which terminated so honourably to the British name, 



Death of Sir 
Ralph A- 
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Colonel Dutens;, Major Bisset, and eight other officers, 
were lost to their country and their friends, 

Sir Ralph Abercromby, their tried and much-esteem- 
ed commander-i ief, died after the battle, on board 
the Foudroyant, Admiral Keith’s own ship ; and his 
death was occasioned by the wound of a bullet which 
entered his thigh, took its direction toward the groin, 
and could not be extracted. He was lamented by his 

, and beloved by his army. His body was de- 
ited in the north-west bastion of Fort St Elmo, in 

the island of Malta. A monument was erected to his 
in St Paul's church, London ; and the king 

pleased to command, that the famous French stan- 
dard, taken by de Lutz, should be deposited on his 
tomb. 

pon Ralph Abercromby, Major- 
general John Hely Hutchinson, being the second in com- 
mand, succeeded in course to the office of commander- 
in-chief. The part he had to act was perilous. To 

ush forward immediately to Alexandria would have 
dangerous, and to remain inactive would have 

been inglorious. To establish a correspondence with 
the Grand Vizier, who was directing his course to 
Gone: Cite a to obstruct the communication of the 
French wi important city, it was necessary to 
reduce Rosetta and the cece ir: Ramaniah. Ro- 
setta was of = consequence for defending the navi- 
gation of the Nile, and conveying what was n 
to Grand Cairo; and when it was taken, the care of the 
place, and the reduction of Fort Julian, were given in 
pape > the Right Hon. the Earl of Dalhousie. The 
ci Alexandria being put into a respectable state of 

fence, and the communication of Grand Cairo being 
rendered more difficult by the water, which was thrown 
into the old bed. of the lake Mareotis, which extended 
far into the desert, the British and Ottoman troops 
were attended ae 3 where with success. 
A party of the French advancing from Alexandria, 

were attacked by General Doyle and Major Wilson ; 
and being ly harassed by the Arabs, they surren- 
dered themselves prisoners, upon the promise of being 
permitted to return to France. A considerable num- 
ber of French troops were assembled at Grand Cairo, 
and a detachment was sent to engage the army of the 
Grand Vizier, and drive them back to Salehiah. An 
engagement ensued, and the Turks were victorious. 
Immediately after this vi , theGrand Vizier encamp- 
ed at Benerhasset, where Major-general Hutchinson, 
and the itan Pasha went to visit him, and concert 
measures oe mama Cairo. Though seve- 
ral skilful British were ready to assist the Grand 
Vizier with all their talents; yet eral Hutchinson 
was fearful of a Turkish army meeting the well-trained 
troops of France ; therefore, as the Grand Vizier advan- 
ced on one side of the Nile, General Hutchinson made 

on the other. these Ta pealang ena ns soem 
nscale proposed a conference for surrendering 

city. 
Brigadier General Hope for Great Britain, 

Mabomnsned. Pasha for the. Visier, Isaac Bey for the Ca- 
pitan Pasha, and Osman for the Mamelukes, who 
were still formidable, th held in check. Generals 
Morand.and Douzelot, with T , a chief of brigade. 
were employed in behalf of the French. Captain Tay- 

$91 

lor was secretary to the conference, and, in the course 

of six days, a convention was signed for surrendering 
Grand Cairo. Vessels, and every n rovision, 
were furnished for facilitating the departure of that di- 
vision of the French army ; and in the first week of 
August they sailed from Egypt for their native coun- 
try. Inthe mean time, Menou was providing for his 
army at Alexandria ; and General Coote was providing 
for the British interests both by sea and land. : 

While transports with supplies for the French troops 
were not itted to land, the British forces before 

Alexandria had received reinforcements and other sup- 
plies from Europe. But, ‘after all, Menou refused to 
comply with the terms which Belliard had accepted at 
Grand Cairo, and vowed to triumph or in the 
fate of Alexandria. During these transactions, General 
Hutchinson had been created a Knight of the Bath, and 

inted Lieutenant-general of the Mediterranean. 
As Menou refused to surrender, it was necessary to 
adopt measures for driving him from Alexandria. The 
most convenient place for an attack aj to be the 
peninsula of Maraby, on the west of Alexandria. This 
scene of action was fixed upon by General Coote, and 
he was appointed to conduct the operations, while Sir 
John Hutchinson commanded the camp to the east- 
-ward of the city. ; 

The troops under the command of General Coote 
were about 4000 rank and file, with a due proportion 
of artillery and engineers. They pushed along in boats 
on the lake Mareotis ; and to itate their landing, a 
diversion was made by the troops of General Finch, 
and a successful landing was effected. To distract the 
attention of the French, General Hutchinson made an 
attack on the enemy’s whole line, upon the heights of 
Nicopolis, while the western division of had 
taken the fort of Marabu, and then ed forward 
toward Alexandria. The French in this situation were 
strongly posted; but their lines must be forced, or 
Alexandria could not fall. Upon the 22d of August, 
therefore, the British troops were under arms by dawn. 
of day, and moved forward in separate columns. Lord 
Cavan, with Generals Ludlow and Finch, had the prin- 
cipal command of the corps and divisions of that day. 
Upon the right of the army was the lake Mareotis, with: 
four gun-boats; and on ‘the left the old harbour of 
Alexandria, with six sloops of war. As the army ade 
vanced, so did the vessels on either side, keeping ra- 
ther in advance, te harass the enemy, and protect the 
British in their march, 

The French soldiers retired, and the British havin 
advanced, formed an encampment upon the ancient Ni« 

lis. Both sides of Alexandria were invested 
the British troops ; an accession of ships in the old har- 
bour poured destruction upon the city; and Menou, 
after various attempts to procrastinate, in the 
receiving — from home, was compelled to capi- 
tulate, u same terms which General Belliard had 
acce 
had former A eee alee scorn. eter Bri 
dier- ope was foes loyed to adjust 
the capitulation; and on the 2d ot Beptensbier th 
French surrendered. Sir John Hely Hutchinson was 
created a British peer ; and Lord Keith, who had al- 
ready an Irish title, was raised to a seat in the British 
House of Lords. General Coote was invested with the 
ae eee prea Pane tye ior conferred 
many favours upon the princi cers both by sea and 
aw All the regiments whe had been in Egypt 
allowed to carry a sphynx upon their colours. Upon 
the 18th of September, the keys of Alexandria were 

for Grand Cairo, and which General Menou . 

History: 

Surrender 
of Alexan- 
dria. 

hopes of © 

were - 
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the city. 

ntinople and the of Egypt ; and th sta’ : it was 
vn g's pep the 

in con- 
Bordossi, to- 

im Bey, and other chiefs of inferior 
possession of Upper Egypt, and 

ing the city of Alexandria; while Pasha Mahommed 
Al, the tative of the Grand Signior, remained 
inactive at Grand Cairo, and his Albanian soldiers were 
without pay, and in a state of mutiny. 

The authority of the Grand Signior was obviously 
in a weak condition, when it could not repress the in- 
cursions, nor overthrow the power of the turbulent Elfi 
Bey. Notwithstanding the benefit which the British 
nation had conferred on the court of Constantinople, 
in driving the French from Egypt, and restoring the 
country, without exception or reward, to the 
Signior ; yet the intrigues of Bo , who was then 
emeneng se, , and destro wise and ancient 
alliances, ‘ound access to the councils of the Grand 
‘Turk, and rendered the nation hostile to Great Britain. 
In this situation, an expedition was fitted out against 
Constantinople, and another directed to the coast of 
Egypt. The Egyptian expedition sailed from Sicily 
on 6th of March, under the command of Major- 
General Alexander Mackenzie Fraser. It consisted of 
the $5th regiment, a battalion of the 31st, and another 
of the 78th, together with De Rolle’s regiment, four 
troops of the 20th s, three companies of artil- 
lery, and two of artificers,—in all about 5000 men, un- 
der convoy of the Tigre and A 

7th, or the second night they 
, with nineteen transports 

dria, on the 16th of March. They learned by the 
Wizard sloop of war, which had been sent forward to 
receive instructions from Major Misset, that the French 

i vouring to prevail upon 
the governor to admit a body of Albanians for the de- 
fence of the city ; and that it was necessary, to ensure 
cuore, Sci an attack besnatecnen Gaines withe 
out b ving made necessary preparations, 
the British force moved forward in. the evening of the 

en- 

EGYPT. 
and the walls lined with armed men. 

SSEELEESE itl =e i 8. i sila! THEE z Fs aH 
ez =o to famine, eames 
were taken possession of b British troops. 
the concurrence of Admiral Sir John Duckworth, Britis} . : 

E He iF 
i g Rees 

aH fit! 
Grand Cairo, which gave them an 

secondly, because the Beys had not joined the British, 
as they were led to They were anxious 
neither the Turkish nor British forces should be masters 

from Egypt as a province ; but it is a question 
a settlement in that 

ly open to us in the time of ; 
commerce, which of old flouri in I 
conveniently carried on by a different route. But the 
government of Egypt is miserable and depraved, and 
stands much in need of some renovating power to re- 
duce it to order and i 

See Denon, Berth. Memoir, Baldwin, Walsh, Ander- 
son, Regnier, Sir Robert Wilson, Dr Wilson, and Annuat 
Register, (3. w-) ; ‘ 
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of water that run into the sea, and maintain its bulk. 
While the quantity of water remains the same, certain 
portions of the sea may be converted into valleys, by 
the water of the ocean being drawn off to supply new 
spaces; or, in other words, to form new branches or 
arms of the sea. Convulsions of nature are supposed 
to have opened up new vallies, or considerable expanses 
of law deibgiiinda bts pile the, bes of the ocean 
ran, and converted them into seas. Such is supposed 
to have been the case with the Red and Mediterranean 
seas, and with several bays and inlets on the continent 
of America, And this may account for such alluvial 
flats as the Delta of and many other districts 
of the world, which have evidently been derived 
from the sea, and still exhibit remains of marine pro~ 
ductions, 

The Delta of Egypt may be higher above sea water- 
mark at present than it was in early times, from the 
effects of the earth accumulated by the annual decay of 
luxuriant vegetable productions ; but we believe, that 
the in this respect is extremely slow, if at all 

. As much earth may be washen off by the 
streams which overflow it, as is ited by these wa~ 
ters, or occasioned by vi ucts, The diffe- 
rence of cubits in the rise of the Nile, which was ne- 

at different times to water the Delta, sufficient- 
ing luxuriant , are rather to be as- 

of the cubit, than to any 

were entertained respecting 
this celebrated river. About 7° south of the bounda-~ 
ries of Egypt, two rivers unite their streams, to form 

copious waters of the Nile. One of these is cal- 
the Bahir Alabiad, which rises in the district of 

of the Moon, in the 8th degree of north latitude. 
also called the White River, from the ti which its 
waters acquire from the nature of the channel over 
which flow. The latter is the Bahir Alazrek, or 
— peer Mn a vo gre 
gin some springs in vince eesh, in the 

titade. ‘The White Ri ito.ri 
nearer the line than the Blue River ; and the 

former is three times the size of the latter ; and yet Mr 
Bruce ascribes the origin of the Nile to the province of 
eres i of the Moon. 

4 

One 
the Nile rolls its course from the 

, and another from the province 
question is merely this, which of 

these is to be esteemed the source of the Nile? 
It is far from being uncommon for a river of note to 
derive its name from the smaller of two branches which 
compose its streams; and the would holdequal- 
eg ager the difference be six or six hundred 

iles, That the waters of the Nile have their original 
source in the Gebel Alcomri, is certain ; but the ques- 
tion is, how and when the Nile derived its name? The 
word Nile, in some of the Eastern means 
the Blue River; and as-the Bahir » which rises 

3D 

Geesh ; 

Statistics, 

Origin of 
the Nile. 
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Statisties. in the province of Geesh, is known by that appellation, 
nett og it follows, of course, that the Nile derived its desi 

tion from the Abyssinian river, and not from the i 
Alabiad, though its streams are more copious, and their 
course of greater extent. If these’ ideas be correct, the 
springs in the province of Geesh are the source -of the 
Nile. But if it be asked, where the waters of the Egyp- 
tian river take their first rise, we must, according to 
er oa state of our knowledge, direct the enquirer 
to White River, which has its rise in the Mountains 
of the Moon. The course of the Nile is about 2000 
miles ; but running, as it does in the whole of its track, 
through a warm country and over a parched soil, it en- 
ters Egypt with a less copious supply of water than 
might be expected from its length: breadth seldom 
exceeds the third part of a mile, or its waters the depth 
of 12 feet. 

Between the tropics, it rains incessantly every year 
for several months in succession ; and to this we must 
ascribe the annual overflowings of the Nile, as well as 
of other rivers that have their source in tropical coun- 
tries. The Etisian winds may occasionally drive back 
the streams of the Nile, and raise the waters higher at 
the mouths of its branches ; but it is to the periodical 
rains toward the u per parts of the Nile, that we are 
chiefly to ascribe these inundations which fertilize the 
Delta. This lower part of E, is not wholly covered 
by the inundations of the Nile, though the houses are 
built on artificial mounds to raise them above the water, 
and means are employed, by ductile streams, to render 
the influence of its Maro as extensive as. ible, in 
irrigating and enrichi e land. It is j s ble, that the cultivated parts of the Delta are not so ex- 
tensive now as they were in early times, when the 
kingdom of E was flourishing under its native 
kings. Sev ranches of the Nile have been wholly 
or in part obstructed and filled up in the middle of the fr 
‘Delta ; and those towards the extremities are more lik 
ly to have suffered a similar fate. : : 

It has even been alleged, that the adjoining moun- 
“tains were covered with verdure, while “he ‘kingdorn 
flourished ; but of this we may be assured, that some 
of its best lands have been neglected and permitted to 
become desert. If, therefore, the Delta were cultivated 
and well watered to the very root of the mountains, the 
mountains themselves would’ be perfectly itrigated by 
copious exhalations ; and, though not fertile, they might 
“produce verdure, and bear some kinds of fruit. © To- 
wards the end of April the Nile becomes muddy, and 
= the middle of June it overflows the plains of the 

ta, 
Independent of canals, there are several lakes in the 

‘Delta and other places of Egypt. Menzalah isthe most . 
considerable, reaching from Damietta to Pelusium. The ~ 
lake Burlos was formed from the Sebennitic branch of 
the Nile, when it ceased to become a regular channel 
of water ; and the Edko, or Maadia Lake, made its ap- 
pearance when the Canopic branch of the river was 
filled up. Beside these there is the Lake Sed or Abu- 
kir; and the Lake Mareotis, which had long been dry, 
or at most a little marshy, till it was filled with water 
by the British, who opened a communication, by the 
eanal of Alexandria, between it and Lake Abukir. 
Thirty miles west from the river Nile, there is a valley 
in the Lybian desert, which contains a lakes of oA 
rious descriptions, and these are suppli springs 
water. The waters of these lakes aeosit different salts, 
the basis of which is soda, and the lakes'themselves are 
called the Natron Lakes. 

ay ff a i Hit ifz a i 
Pees 
. : : : : : 

be seen every where, is uni- produce of” 
and fati orange groves about Rosetta the country. 

have been much celebrated; and that i Y 

~the canals and shallow pools, when the streams of the 
Nile retire. In Egypt, too, are found the almond and. 
the apricot, the and the the ; 
va ons and gourds pene on we 
and are sm amare Pm cotton, and the su- 

~cane, together wi e tain, other produc- 
Sins of ae poets a ens pn i oe wre 
ported to ; as ve with so little 

seas they deeeataaleguinean ace under differ- 
ent treatment; and with proper culti Egypt might 

ble From Mareh till November; the mercury in Fah- 
renheit’s thermometer rises in the shade: to. 86 jor 88 
degrees. This being the case in the» Delta, the heat is 
more intense in Upper Egypt, where the earth has lit- 
tle, and in some parts no vegetable clothing, but abounds 
in arid sands and burning rocks. In this situation, the 
thermometer never indicates a lower temperature than 
50°, and seldom less than 52°, even in the coldest .sea~ 

heat is partly. occasion 
ed by the di of from the ocean, and by the 
cama ight of o Eale i e 
line, where rages are high, ae air de- 

ombas erates the climate. And .we may add, that 
the air is never cooled by copious rains; for if we ex- 
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Every where the human are subject to diseases, 
and in some of them in their worst 
forms. y, with w the people of that 

the health and comfort of the inhabitants. But Statistics. 
of all the diseases which affect this or any other coun- 
try, the plague is the most alarming. Like other fevers, 
it is su to proceed from miasmata, or putrid efflu- 
via, and it ee esa a in the veh 

igh degree of as well as the application. of cold, 
= to abate its violence, and espe its effects, It: 
has frequently been found, that the free access of cold 
air has removed the s ; and we have no doubt 
ali cans Ri 6 be found ‘to be effica- 

S. 
There is no room for mineralogy in the district of the’ yfinerele- 

Delta, nor does the valley of the river, in any part of gy, 
its course, afford subjects for the investigation of that 
science ; but the mountains and higher grounds on 
each side of the river, yield many curious specimens of 
the fossil kingdom. The rocks, which form the banks 
of the lower part of the Nile, are all calcareous, and. 
those on which the p ids stand abound with shelves, 
but above the town of Esnah they consist of freestone 
of various qualities. The chain of mountains on the 
right, or Arabian side of the river, furnish granite, pe- 
trosilices, porphyry, and traps. Here too are found 

ing stones, and various kinds of breccia. It was: 
a species of the pudding stone of which the colossal 
statue of Memnon was formed at Thebes, which, ac- 

ing to ancient tradition, emitted various sounds at 
the rising or setting of the sun. Granite or primitive: 
rocks are found in Egypt, but they chiefly prevail to- 
ward the southern of the country. One of the 
mountains toward the Red Sea, is called the Mount of 
Emeralds, and precious stones had formerly been ob 
tained from that of the country ; for those of the 
best quality are still called by the Persians, the emeralds 
of Alsaid. Am the fossil imens of E are 
found felspar, hornblende, inpies arindaseile with veins 

and other imitations of nature. Egypt does not abound 
in metals, yet iron as well as manganese has been 
found there, and it is obvious that lead and copper had 
formerly been worked in its mines. 
The animals of Egypt are little different from those Zoology. 

of other countries in a similar situation. The native 
horses are well madé, and by proper care might be 
ee ; but they are rather neglected 
for the ian horses, which the Turks prefer on ac- 
count of their fleetness and spirit. Upon the rich pas- 
tures of the Delta, the ox; the cow, and the buffalo are 
found in perfection. Sheep and goats have also their 
proper pasture, and are found in numbers. Bees, in= 
sects, and reptiles, are also abundant ; and the lakes, as 
well as the sea and the river, abound with fish. In 
this country the ass is of considerable beauty, as well 
as strength, and is employed for riding and various use- 
ful The ibis, so much revered in Egypt for- 
merly, is not to be found in that country at present ; 
but the bodies which were so carefully preserved 
by the ancient Egyptians, it appears to bea curlew, and 
not a species of the stork. 

’ Few countries abound so much with ruins as Egypt Antiquities. 
does, which not only shews its former importance and 
lory, but is a sad memorial of the reverses and degra- 

detione to which human affairs are constantly exposed. 
The situation of Canopus and Zamis, with other places 
of note, may be sought for in the Delta; but the prin- 

5 
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cipal memorials of ancient times are to be found in the 
more early inhabited places of the country. The re- 
mains of Denderah, anciently Tentyris, indicate a 
pee Hee es ruins and Though i former arts than 
any 0! it does not appear 
pr, a been the pach of any district, yet it must 
have been a highly indies residence, and under the 
special protection of the kings and nobles of the coun- 

But the ruins of Thebes are peculiarly the objects 
our attention, as deriving a higher of interest 

from the a of the city, and the rank which it 
held as the seat of royalty and science, 

Yet even here one might be astonished to find such 
scanty remains of a city, so great and so famous; but 
ancient towns, and even the most celebrated cities of 
remote times, contained few buildings which were cal- 
culated to stand the rav: of time. i les, 
palaces, and other public edifices, the basdgs 
were composed of mud or some peri i 
which were easily swept away by the current of events. 
And this may be assigned as the reason why cities, 
like the far-famed Troy, have been entirely destroyed, 
and the place where they once stood wes ascertain- 
ed. The situation of Thebes is sufficiently known, but 
little more of it remains than the ruins of its public 
buildings, its vaulted receptacles for the dead, and some 
huge specimens of statuary, which command our admi- 
ration. The colossal statue of Osymandius, with the 
two figures, one on each side, which are supposed to 
represent his wife and daughter, are still seen, and have 
often been described. Near the same city, an enormous 
figure, 75 feet high, is described as the celebrated statue 

Memnon. Though all these representations are 
only founded on conjecture, of one. thing we are cer- 
tain, that whomsoever this and the preceding: statues 
represent, they belong to ancient times, and are me- 
morials of the progress which in those days had been 
made in the fine arts, The excess which their propor- 
tions bear to the productions of nature, is a proof of 
rudeness of conception, and a deficiency in taste and 
imitation. Still, however, in the remotest times, Egypt 
was eminent for its knowledge and acquirements. 

The paintings in the tomb of Thebes have wonder- 
fully ercncrten their colours, and are specimens of 
Egyptian ingenuity. They have also a tendency to 
exhibit the fashions and designs of furniture which 
were known in those early times. Since the French 
and British expeditions, we have imitations of Egyptian 
vases and carpets, chairs and couches, as well as other 
articles of Eastern production. The ruins of the temple 
at Carnak, and the magnificent remains of Luxor, are 
curious and astonishing ; but they are neither so chaste 
nor elegant as the designs at Esnah, Etfu, or Tentyra. 
Though all the Egyptian relics are ancient, yet there is 
a difference in their style, and an evident progress from 
the more rude to the more refined. Girgeh, which is 
now the capital of Upper E, is comparatively a 
modern town, and not productive of antiquities ; but it 
derived its name from a’ monastery dedicated to St 
George, more ancient than the town, and built in an 
early part of the Christian era. The Isle of Philoe, at 
the entrance of the Nile into Egypt, is in ing for 
many ancient remains, which have been well exhibited 
by M. Denon, in his splendid and satisfactory account 
of many striking remains and a) of Egypt ; 
and Elephantma cannot be peri.” jee es notice. 
Memphis has suffered so completely in the lapse of 

, that, like many other ancient cities, it is a question 
of some curiosity where it was situated. It is most 

EGYPT. 

sat exapeahegiod wikints Sowel wi its and 
Metrahenny. Upon this those ancient de- 

ories of the which are found at the pyramids 
of Giza and may have been the i 
of the dead ; without the walls of the city, to 
the practice of ancient times, and in this situation, there 
have been discovered vast excavations and numerous 
mummies. In the article of antiquities, we speak not 
of Damietta and Rosetta, were ancient sta- 
tions the branches of N ‘toe: - 

0 The ancient Pharos was a superb 
building, worthy of kings, but it has ago been ut- 
terly destroyed ; and the present Pharos is an inferior 
fortification, at the end of a causewa’ projecting into the 
sea. U the shore, to the eastward of this tower, 

high ; one of them continues erect upon its basis, while 
the other has been overthrown, and was partly sunk in 
the sand, till Lord Cavan, after the British victories, 

accomplished, he di 
and Turkish coins in the hole of the pedestal, where 
the shaft had been inserted, and covered them witha 
marble slab, upon which was inscribed an account of 
the British oits in subduing the French and reco-« 
vering E ‘or the Grand Signior. These obelisks 
are inscribed with hieroglyphics, which mi 
them a very ancient ori rat itastanppalbbereetis. 
termine whether ve a just claim to such an- 
tiquity, or whether were constructed to adorn the 
royal buildings of the ies, and afterwards dedi- 
pe waa na As to the hi i 
ae 'y have been imitations, and 
with the view of giving the obelisks an air of ity. 
But to whatsoever age these or other obelisks of 
may have belonged, it will continue to be a matter of 
astonishment, how such vast were hewn out of 
the rock, conveyed to their of destination, and 
in those times of little i 

Nearly on a line with Pharos, without the walls of Pompey’s — 
ancient Alexandria, and not far from the lake Mareotis, pillar. 
is the height is 

are of the Corinthian order, though the proportions and 
ornaments are of a mixed species. hp se cewhtennmea 
ment has been ascribed to Ptolemy jphus, in 

verus, while the power of Rome prevailed in Egypt ; 
but the Greek inscription upon the column dedicates it | 

deur and the\sntestaeibveion). 
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to the Emperor Dioclesian, under the government of 
Pontius, the prefect of the country. Ignorance might 
ascribe its origin to different persons of note, and flattery 

Z mig ht dedicate the building to persons of influence or 
ity, in the same manner as Sonnini indulged a 

hope, that the pillar in question might in time be de- 
nominated the pillar of the French. But why should 
not the name lead us to the founder? It is called the 
saan , and might be erected to his memory ; 

we know Czesar not only lamented his death, 
but ordained honours to his , and, by the assist- 
ance of Cleopatra, his favourite, he might easily ac- 

ish the thing which he desired, although ex- 
But Dr White of Oxford sup- 

originally connected with the temple 
is; and if his conjecture be true, its 
ve been in the time of the Ptolemies, 

and it might afterwards be named in honour of Pompey ; 
and his head, which was to Cesar, might be 
—- ited there, and the building afterwards held sacred 

name. R 
The vaults in Alexandria are monuments of ancient 

i public. convenience. The celebrated well 

: try 
arious pyramids of Giza, on the Lybian side of 

opposite to Grand Cairo, there are 

stated at all the ions from about eight hundred 
to five hundred feet. But perhaps the height of the 
three ids may be stated in the following greatest pyramids 
manner :—the first at 477 feet high, founded by Cheops; 
the second at 42% feet, ascribed to Chefrenes ; and the 
third, whi iserinus is supposed to have built, is 
about 160 feet hi St Peter’s church at Rome is 
437 feet high, therefore is 40 feet lower than the 
highest pyramid of Memphis. St Paul's, in London, is 
344 feet in height, and consequently is 133 feet lower 
than the first pyramid, and 93 feet lower than St Peter's 
church at Rome. The stones of the pyramids are sha- 
ped in the form of prisms, and there are various 
and chambers within ; at least such have been found in 
em a ry 
OF to the south there are other p ids, which 
shoot far into the deserts of Lybia, qulsen banaue 
called the pyramids of Saccara. These erections appear 
to be more ancient than those about Giza. They are 
less and some of them are formed of unburned 
bri The most ancient bricks of E, were onl 
dried by the heat of the sun; and that might stick 
pre BSI co 9 SM was mixed with 
straw ; and hence the Israeli while in slavery in 
Egypt, made use of straw in making bricks. There 

also pyramids in India, and one at Benares is form- 
earth covered with bricks. A pyramid at 

in is formed of different stories, every 
one less than another, as it rises in height; and in this 
manner, it is said that the followers of Buddha con- 
structed their ids in India, Such was the form 

897 
others 3400 years old. Neither are men agreed in their’ Statisties. 
conjectures about the original design for which the “"yv——" 

ids were built. The greater number are of opi- 
nion, that they were erected for the tombs of kings and 

uerors, which should hand down their memory to 
the latest posterity, and preserve their remains inviolate. 
Others have imagined, that they were meant for altars 
of the gods, and that their tapering form was in imita- 
tion of flame, as the Persians and other nations worship- 
ped fire. It is well known, that the Brahmins consider 
them as. connected with religious ceremonies. While 
others imagine that they were constructed as a perma- 
nent memorial of the proper length of the cubit, of 
which it is said, that all their dimensions contain a cer- 
tain number of multiples. But one thing is certain, 
that they were constructed on scientifical principles, 
and give evidence of a certain progress in astronomy ; 
for their sides are accurately adapted to the four mal, 
nal points. 

The present inhabitants. of E, 
into Copts, Beduin Arabs, Mamel 
sulmans, and Jews. The Copts are descended from 
the original inhabitants of the country, who in early 
times dwelt in. caves, and their descendants are very 
different in their from the native Africans, 
Their eyes are dark, and the nose pot napa parines 
and though the hair be sometimes curled, yet they are 
evidently a different race of people from the negroes. 
The present Coptish race have a dusky complexion like 
the Arabs or Indians, and seem to be the same race of 

le as those of which the mummies are preserved. 
he Egyptians, and the people of Hindostan, appear to 

have one common origin. e Persians and bo 
the people of Egypt and Ethiopia, are said to be de- 
scendants of Ham, the son of Noah. Different sons of 
that patriarch are thought to have separated into - 
Ethiopia, India, and Egypt, &c. ; while others main- 
tain, that the latter country was peopled from Hindos- 
tan. Several circumstances point out the Persian Irac, 
and the high country above Thibet, er with other 
adjoining places, as the regions of the world which 
were aga ped inhabited, and shore giioy ie people 

who settled in Egypt, India, and other ear] 
Gvilised countries of the fat. : 

Egypt having suffered so many changes of circum- 
stances and masters, was ex to the intrusion of 
different people ; and we have found, that its present 
inhabitants are of different nations. The Beduins are 
a wandering class of Arabs, distinguished from their - 
countrymen, who have become stationary in some situa- - 
tion or other, and join in trade, or in cultivating the — 
fields and other arts of life. The Beduin Arabsare still - 
in the state, like the patriarchs of old; but 
they have not their simple and e manners, nor the 
moral and religious principles for which the Jewish - 

i were renowned. Many relics of ancient ha-« 
its are still preserved among the Beduins, but they 
Pr eke py ae of people, and stand much in need 
of religion, good laws, and civilized usages. They 
chiefly dwell in the higher parts of Egypt, removing 
their tents and their herds, their cattle and their ca 
mels, to the vicinity of wells or streams of water, where 
they find drink, as well as better pasture; and at cer- 
tain seasons they are permitted, upon ified condi- 
tions, to descend into the lower parts of , where 
their herds feed on the luxuriance of the Delta; but 
they never penetrate far into the country, for they are 
always ready to dart into the wilderness, when pad 
have committed any act of violence or injustice, whi 

t may be divided The people 
es, Europeans, Mus- of Egypt. 
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uently do, and which would bring 1 them 
ps: fiche remen' the inhabitants and laws. ~ 

The Mamelukes are a race of people whose origin’ 
has already been explained, and who were introduced 
into the country by their Turkish masters, in the capa- 
city of slaves, and having become numerous, acquired 
so much pi and influence, as to threaten the’ 
existence of Mahommedan government in Egypt. 
Their numbers are still maintained by slaves imported 
from the unpolished countries of Georgia, and the’ 
neighbourhood of Mount Caucasus. But since the 

d signior. was restored to his former power in 
Ecypt, after the intrusion of the French into that 
country, the influence of the beys has been exceed- 
ingly reduced, and the number of the Mamelukes is 
upon the decline. The rest of the inhabitants are Jews 
and Mahommedans, or Christian merchants, who reside 
in the principal parts of Egypt, for the benefit of trade 
and commerce. 

The fertility of has long been celebrated, and 
the number of its i itants is ioned to its pro- 
duce. The simple manner of living which the native 
inhabitants observe, is well fitted to increase the popu- 
lation, for it is a well known fact, that the inhabitants 
of a country increase in proportion to the ease with 
which their food and accommodation can be procured. 
In the most prosperous and highly favoured condition 
of Egypt, when the yr lived in ease and safety, 
under a powerful race of native kings, the population 
must have been more numerous than in its future state 
of distraction and violence ; more ially under the 
pr oe on ee government of the Turks: but the number 

inhabitants assigned it in very ancient times, appears 
to be extravagant. Notwithstanding the excessive po- 
pulation of China, which may be in a situation similar to 
the ancient condition of E, 3 yet we can scarcely be- 
lieve that Egypt ever contained, at one time, 20,000,000 
of le, or even 7,500,000, as other authors have 
maintained. Grand Cairo, which is su to com- 
prehend more than the eighth part of the people of 

is not said to contain 500,000 persons, but, 
& , the whole may be fairly reckoned at 2,500,000. 

o give us an idea of its ancient population, we are 
told, that it contained from eighteen to twenty thou- 
sand towns ; but the most of these, if that number did 
really exist, must have been only scattered villages of 
small extent and little population, For al 
Egypt is a country of considerable extent, te e 
p which are capable of cultivation are but limited, 
and, making every allowance for the times of its great- 
est prosperity, could not have comprehended more than 

’ an extent of 6000 square miles. 
Agricul- 
ture. 

Among all the improvements which have pervaded 
every department of life, the art of agriculture has, 

made the least general At any rate, 
there is much to be done even in the most enlightened 
countriesin Europe. And if there be such deficiencies, 
where nature needs so much aid, and where knowledge 
has made so much , how lamentable must 
be the defects in more favoured climates, where nature 
does so much of her own accord, and where the human 
mind remains in a state of inferior activity ! In Egypt 
as well as in other countries of this description, e 
state of agriculture is low ; and yet, from its natural 
fertility, it has often been found to give ample supplies 
to other countries. The government of and 
the condition of its le, ate unfriendly to great exer- 
tions ¢ither of body or mind, and, consequently, the 
manufaetures of Egypt are few and inconsiderable. 

EGYPT. 
ntry of itself produces an abundance of salt Statistics.’ 

‘of it is tinged Manufae. tains a ready and extensive sale. — 
with a red colour, mixed with a 
earth, and by the inhabitants of the country it is called 
natron, . 

This becomes an article of commerce, with little las 
bour to the people. But they have considerable manu- 
factures of sal-ammoniac at Giza and Rosetta. But 
silicgeolle «Shap amialtecsoiae mamerbedeaibanen - their-yare wi distaff, and 

are i with machinery, which is. 
so valuable and effectual in Europe. The fine linens 
of Egypt were formerly in the highest estimation, and 
far excelled every other manufacture of the kind ; but. 
now the linens of that country are chiefly of 'a coarser tex- 
ture, and fit only for the more common purposes of life, 
The fine linens have yielded to themanufacture of muslin,. 
which is worn by the hi classes of the 
people, being not only more fine and showy, but better 
tted for the nature of the climate. Among their wool- 

len s, form beautiful carpets, upon which 
they? ae fe Wie iivda, or sdharbaile polidaeeomentng 
great. Line pert neemon ene sem Oak 

various patterns, such as. 

inferior to those which are brought from India, The 
E ian dress is a shirt, bound about the middle with 
a kind of girdle, with an upper loose garment, more or 

ing to the season. 1) pease ate 
_ The polishing of flints and precious stones is a con« 

accountants. Formerly the rig 2 Say eer art 
of dyeing, and they imparted colours to and crystal 
of such exquisite hues, that it was difficult to distinguish 
them from valuable stones. Glass is at 
factured in Egypt, but it is chiefly of an inferior kind. 
Their mirrors are small, and glass windows are seldom 
used in the country. Glass beads of diversified colours’ 
form an article of traffic, but they 

in 
country affords the 

best materials which that manufacture requires: but 
they are deficient in the know! of that art; and 
the fuel which they employ being only straw or other 
feeble combustibles, is not of ient strength to melt 
with iety the articles which are for 
forming t glass. 
trifling articles, 
and every thing valuable in the art of cutlery comes 
from the markets of Britain, France, or Germany. 

Few situations are more convenient for commerce commeroe. 
; and it was this conviction which induted : 

yor the Great to found the city which he called 
after his own name, and which he intended to be the 
capital of his conquests. His quick discernment ena- 
bled him to see the means whi ae 
a commercial centre for Asia, Europe, and Afriea. H 

death prevented the execution of his schemes, 
both civil and warlike ; but under the government of 
the Ptolemies, Egypt acquired the commercial ascen- 
dency which Alexander foresaw, and which its situa- 
‘une was precio bestow. » 

e princes is new dynasty encouraged a spirit 
de hiegenyptne; and from the ports of the Red Sea vessels 

i eh 

t 
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s g. : i never losing sight of land. 

ss, they made ‘consider- 
riches. Moving along the 
over to Madagascar ; 
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turn brought from India ivory and 
stained linens, 

cinnamon and 
able per To itate the conveyance of that 

j ise to Alexandria, a canal was cut, from the 
Red Sea to one of the branches of the Nile ; but when 
that ize was the goods were landed 
vat the of Berenice, and conv from thence 
across the country to the Nile. To accommodate the 

ports 
to the Ptolemian princes, by its 

the merchandize and luxuries which were bi 

of Egypt, it afforded a source of wealth 

from 

Persian 
Since 

ion of . 
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trade with E, is considerably diminished ; but per- 
haps it might have been mere attended to, if Egypt 
had not become a province of an overgrown but feeble 

It still carries on a trade with and ed ire. 
India, and the are Janded at Suez or Cossir, and 
conveyed from thence to Grand Cairo, and other parts 
of the country. Various caravans convey passen 
and goods from Fez, Tunis, and Algiers, as well as 
from other parts of Africa; and the caravans, which 
earry pilgrims to Mecca, are also employed in the mer- 
chandize of India and Arabia. If Egypt were under 
the influence of a well- government; it would 
become a nation of high importance, both in point of 
agriculture and the arts; as well as a place of com- 
merce, well fitted to hold communication with all pla~ 
ces of the world, In its present circumstances, its trade 
is much interrupted; but when the Mediterranean. is 
open for commerce, it exports many valuable-articles, 
not only to Constantinople, the coast of Barbary, and 
other places belonging to the Grand Signior, but also 
.to Venice, Marseilles, and Great Britain. Among these 
articles may be comprehended Mokah coffee, myrrh, 
various kinds of cinnamon, with a a variety 
of. mother-of-pearl, dates, opium, frankincense, 
and rice; to which may be added, linen clothes, buf- 
falo and ox hides, and camels skins. From the same 
-or similar they receive woollen clothes, both su- 

poems iron and lead, perfine with va- 
‘rious articles of cutlery and tools. . Silks 
-are even imported into Egypt of a different kind from 
what is mani among ves, and printed 
-cottons of showy patterns; to which may be added, 
tobacco, copper, quicksilver, and, in short, every arti- 
cle of the arts, which the ingenuity of other nations 
ba paved 

villages of E, 
Grand: Signior ; andthe 
dife, upon condition .of providing annually a certain 
number of soldiers. These were obliged to arrange 
themselves under the banners of the tend suner gover- 
nor, who, on that account, was called the Sangiacs, and 

y a fixed revenue to the 

the number of the was varied as circumstances re- 
p dey Now this 1 manner of providing sol- 

iers is abolished ; and the country at large is obliged 
to supply the Grand Signior annually with 3000 troops, 
if required. Another ch of revenue to the court 
of Constantinople is the custom-houses, which are esta- 

h, The present situation of Egypt in these re- 
spects cannot be explained. It has scarcely recovered 
itself from the threatening influence which the beys 
had acquired, and from the shock which was given it 
by the French invasion: The feeble authority of the 
Porte over its distant provinces, is not calculated either 
.to make them productive or happy; but we believe 
Egypt has improved of late, in obedience to the, orders 
of the Grand Signior, and, if well managed, is,able to 
yield a considerable revenue. 

The earliest form of government, which we find 
-amongst the Egyptians, was strictly monarechical ;, and 

te have been as unlimited as any before or 
since that time. Weare not to enter upon a discus- 
sion of the advantages or disadvantages of the various 
-modes: of government, which have had their times and 
their among the nations of the world. We be- 
lieve that in this,.as well as in every other. respect, ex- 
tremes are dangerous; and it seems to require no proef’, 

ee 

Commerce. 

were formerly let for 

Form of go- 
vernment. 
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form of government lies between 

the extreme of absolute power, and that of pure demo- 
cracy. In a mixed state of privileges and power, where 
the people check the tendency of the rich and digni 
fied toward increased ity or absolute rule, and 
where the prince and the nobles restrain the turbu- 
Jence, and chasten the innovations of popular move- 
ments, there is the best chance for m ion of go- 

into action, and direct them to with greater 
tainty on any individual point. With a secrecy 

ition which no rea 
he carries into effect the purposes of his will, 
great or difficult. Hence the pyramids, the Lyra, 
and other works of great di in E- 
gypt, were ee by its absolute kings ; bat in 
the performance of these works, the oppression of ab- 
solute authority was felt. To procure money for such 
vast desi the ee ee 
cases, where the necessities of the state were supposed 
to require it, the feelings of the people were hurt, by 
oe Paredbeacat allotted for the public services di- 

into the nel of common life. In such ca- 
ses, the labour of the was excessive ; and we 
know the children of Israel cried by reason of their 
task-masters, who were severe and unrelenting. A 
monarch of boasted, that his slaves and captives 
only were employed in public labour, and that no na- 
tive Egyptian had been in works of such toil; 
but whatever an indivi of influence and national 
delicacy might do in saving his subjects, a severer 

r might employ severer means ; and even where 
bondmen and captives can be cruelly treated, the go- 
vernment is not correct; nor the arrangements such as 
justice or humanity require. 

But, however, the government of Egypt be said 
to have been always of an unlimited nature. Through 
every successive ge, it still maintained the charac- 
ter of unrestrained monarchy, till it became-a province 
of the te vernment; and — it had a divan, 
at the head of which is a pasha, or ernor, 
with some aj ces of a aitvaanlie commas But 
this form vernment, though apparently allied to 
a mixed and ‘limited aialiciteg ores notwi ding 
exposed to very arbitrary exactions. cag the ar- 
rangements were so disjointed and feeble, the go- 
vernment was neither steady nor secure, for, amid the 
tumults of an ill-regulated state, the court of Constan- 
tinople nearly lost its authority. In this condition, the 
turbulent and ambitious beys were striving for the su- 

cer- 
and 

ernment can obtain, 

curately defined nor well secured, so that the govern« 
ment of Egypt is still absolute, and unfriendly to or- 
der and 

mate its pre-eminence, not by a 
present state of erudition, but by considering the rank 
which it then held in the scale of knowledge. India, 
Babylon, and even Pheenicia, lay claim for no incon- 
siderable share of literary glory. But the princi 
competition seems to subsist een India thago’ 
Suk Gf ches bes ov angen cat 
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the nature of the documents which have hitherto ““Y—" 
been furnished. It is more becoming to say with the 

to su , that the great principles of moral conduct 
were known and inculeated there. The of 
justice to have been defined with 

well 
in an 
were many sentiments and practices whi 
dendiaany sabes shew the untractable nature of the 
human mind, we have many deficiencies to deplore in 
the most exalted state of knowledge and virtue. 
The Greeks are supposed to have obtained the be- 

ginning of their mathematics from ; but if we 
pro fae eset ir arse ram eo of Thales 
high coinien of we shall not have reason to form a 

opinion of their mathematical learning previous 
to the time of the Ptolemies. Incheedaolvur 

which contain that angle. 
be adduced to the same effect ; but still it must be ac- 
knowledged, that _ eminent in her time, and 
her philosophers appear to have made considerable pro- 

vin tha kehanee' of estrenienty: The overflowing of. 
Nile was an object of much national importance ; 

and, in connection with it, they observed the heliacal 
rising of the dog-star, which enabled them to fix the 
commencement of the year, and make considerable ap- 
proximations towards ascertaining the length of its du- 

Literature, 
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and obtained great celebrity, as valuable materials for Statistics. 

ing books. ‘To this succeeded parchment, or skins “~~” 

streams, yet the’ 
banks of the Nile. The had made'some im- 

in the art of metallurgy ; and the golden 
ealf, made by ‘Aaron in the wilderness, is a monument 

= 

‘Writing. 

of his'skill, No nation can have advanced far in civi- 

to mingle music with festivals and. rejoicings; 

if é al EE aa f i F I 
wey $ ul 

i 

ment 
the al means of know Egypt, i i 
surg which canot be sata fe taateein tikcont: 

Thoth, or some adequate persons 
advances were made in literary pursui 

VOL. VIL. PART LU, ; 

; for, 

of animals, variously prepared ; silks also were employ- 
ed for the 4 oa of inscriptions ; but the most valu- 
able article hitherto invented, is paper, made of cotton 
or‘linen rags. © n 
We cannot enter into the history of alphabetical wri- 

ting. Like every other simple art, it was the produce 
of much izing, and many experiments. To ex- 
press sounds certain symbols, and to combine these 
into words capable of communicating the whole thoughts 
and intentions of the heart, could not be a work of 
rude times, and implies considerable skill and experi- 
ence. The most natural way of communicating an 
idea in a state of unlettered simplicity, would be to 
give signs instead uf words, and to draw a picture or 
representation of the things signified. Hence hiero- Hierogly- 

ics, or picture writing, appears to have been the phics. 1 
pi est method of entering ideas upon record, or com- 
municating sentiments, without words or bodily signs; 

perhaps, knotted cords, which appear to have been. 
of ancient use, and mark the constellations in the Chi- 
nese zodiac, may be considered as an additional step of 

| improvement. Picture writing appears to have been 
common in ancient times. When the Spanish ships 
pote 5 Saye ao coast of Mexico, an alarm was- 

i y figures and representations, transmitted to 
the waded porkeme and in the islands of the Pa- 
cific Ocean, ieroglyphical writing is universally known. . 

But in t ies of writing has been more 
celebrated, use it was carried to a higher pitch of 
perfection. Before the use of alphabets was known, it 
was practised in the ancient schools of Thebes and Ax--_, 
um; and when cultivated as a science, and practised : 
on an extensive scale, it was necessary not to ex«- 
press simple ideas by a picture representation, but also » 
to eer ae apo! abstract np and re qualities, 
The simple representation of the eye expresses: - 
that bodily organ, but when shewn Aad and seen. : 
from above, it denoted the i ion of the Divinity. 
A serpent wre: up in ci foldings, and the end. 
not easily seen, the perpetual duration of God, . 
The ion of a figure, with several heads and 
eyes looking to every quarter, represented his univer- 
sal observation ; the head of a hawk, with its keen 
eye, pointed out the penetrating knowl of "God. . 
This Toads us to understand wh ihe Coane the an- 
orate in India have citnythaeds ood ebay han; . 
and what is to be understood by the figures of mon-. 
strous animals, like the sphynx, which nature never» 
formed. They are. all- connected with hieroglyphical 
sentiments, and intended to communicate various qua- 
lities and dispositions of the mind. f 

In the same manner, a sceptre was employed to de« 
note power, a lion to give an idea of , anda; 
dog of fidelity. These hints are sufficient to shew the - 
nature of hieroglyphical writing ; but it must be obvi. 
ous, that, in the course of its application, it became - 
exceedingly complicated ; and the allusions being often. . 
arbitrary, they must, in some cases, have been difficult » 
to be understood. 
disuse, and, excepti 
been discovered of its nature and 

In the course of time it fell into 
the general notiow which has . 

pos iy ae cular know] oe art is lost; mh 8 
cal writings, seen distinctly b eye, are : 
same to us as a sealed book. ‘Aoother circumstance 
which has tended to conceal the meaning of hierogly~ - 
phical inscriptions, is the ade which was uals, 

E 
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Statistics. ly made from picture writing to arbitrary marks. The ances; of would natt attract the notice of — 
—Y— representation of an ear wi where imply hear- men, and be viewed priate wt 

ing, and a foot or By Be hy dabeey bin ggg divine perfectio j 
mark assumed at Potaee, 5 Sanhy ao. object oF ab stars, their station in the list of those objects w. 
stract quality, could only be known, where the origi- suggested religious ideas; and we, . 
nal intention and arbitrary assumption was communi- parts of nature were much and generally worshipped 
cated, Mortcf se bierogtypbice, which are found in in the East. $s \ 3 op Vtanersy 
Egypt, to be allied to this description; and Taught to consider thing as coming from the 
with the knowledge of the arbitrary signs and marks, Deity, his. presence would naturally be acknowledged 
which were adopted to express ideas, the meaning of ii i blessi nature ; 
the writing itself is forever lost to the world. In con- the woods and the streams became sacred ; 
nection with these arbitrary signs, the formation of the and plants were deified; and, in Egypt, divine 
Chinese language seems to be placed; and from that Woote Boos to esse: as, ti Yate Leshan We can ea- 
circumstance, the difficulties which attend the learning sily see how the hosts of heaven,.which commanded 
of it appear to flow. According to Hager, new dynas- admiration, might be objects of divine regard ; .we can 
ties sometimes introduced new characters; and thus feel how the shady grove, or the deep forest, might ex- 

imate ; we can the extent and the difficulty of the language were m- cite veneration in a onlay climate ;. 
creased. It appears from Staunton’s Embassy to Chi- ourselves, how a spring 
na, (vol. ii. p. 576,) that approximations have been emotions ina thirsty land; or how copious rivers, like 
made toward converting the Chinese characters into the Nile and the Ganges, might be worshipped, and 
letters, or elementary sounds, after the manner of al- washed in, as le services to the munificent Au- 
phabetical writing. “Whenever this method shall be- thor of such delightful streams; but we cannot easi 
come general, the Chinese language will be as easily comprehend how the bull and the cow, or 

uired as other foreign tongues. mals as the crocodile; the ichneumon,, the cat, . 
‘Religion. ‘Neither having come into the world by our own ibis, could command such reverence and solemn 

power, nor being preserved in existence without other as they did in ‘ ; 
resources than our own, it is natural to inquire about It is difficult to comprehend how Osiris, w. the 
the Being who made, and the Providence which pre- representation of a hero.or the sun, should 
serves us. Even in a rude state, whilst sentiments of Bed under the figure of. an ox; but we jr eb 

a 
an acute or very rational nature are not to be expect- 
ed, we should deem it impossible for the human mind tiful supplies of nature, in yielding the means of ; 
to be destitute of all those feelings and views which en- _sistence, and even the luxuries of life... The cow, and 
ter into religion; and hence, no nation has ever been other animals, in one period of the hi x 
found without some ideas, more or less legitimate, con- were common. sacrifices; and it may be. difficult to 
cerning the existence and nature of God Even with- shew, how this animal, as well as others, became after- 
out the knowledge of our sacred books, we think it im-. wards so sacred, that to take away their life was the 

ible, that an unbiassed and enlightened mind could highest crime. It is generally wnderstonte that the 
imagine, that the Supreme Being would form his ra- earlier race of men subsisted on the fruits of th 
tional creatures without an adequate knowledge of spi- earth, and that the use of animal food was introduced. 
ritual things. Their instincts are in immediate opera- at a much later period, It would appear, that a reli«. 
tion ; and though their religious views might be com- gious sect had sprung up in Egypt, as br Ai in Ine 
eee imperfect, yet we may be well assured, that i food ; and 
e who takes care of the body would provide also for as religious scruples take the most lasting ll as 

the mind. The book of Genesis, which is by far the firm hold of the min iti 
earliest record of ancient things, sents the original mal food, would natur 
state of man as enlightened in the knowledge of God; away of the life of the brat 
and the most ancient information which is handed. cases which circumstances, or ain 
down respecting his religious condition, represents to prescribe. It is probably on this account 
us the acknowledgment of one pure and supreme doos confine themselves to v: 
cause. Of this there are many indications besides the The people, in the early i 
celebrated inscription at Sais. The first temples, too, East, appear to have had many sentiments 
were built of unpolished stone, without any Image or in common; and we presume, that 
sculptured figure ; and this not only in Egypt, but in one period, had their manners and habits ; 
other countries. those of Hindostan. Each of them were divided into 

“Bat a pure and spiritual worship, abstract ideas, and different casts ; both of them venerated the ox and the | 
the ex¢lusion of every material object from our view, cow ; and the same 
is a difficult exercise of the mind, and requires a higher worship, is found in : 
tone of exertion than could be easily maintained in which was most venerated in was distingui 
more rude and corrupt times. To aid the imagination, ed by ced aad marks, and of a fine et, 
and cherish the devotional affections, emblems, or sym- was called Apis, and was worshipped at »phis.. 
bols, of the divinity, were admitted into the worship of The other bull was black, was denominated Mucirs, _ 
the Deity. ‘An unformed mass of storie was probably and kept at Heliopolis. These animals were treated _ 
the first memorial of the divine presence; and it is with much Pomp, and maintained at great expence. 
said, that there are African tribes who still worship Their death was lamented with bitterness, and obser-_ 
such bore} blocks, Perhaps’ the ‘large stones which ved with many marks of public mourning. Various _ 
have raised so many conjectures in. our own country, ceremonies were observed in finding a successor ; and 
may have been objects of worship in the time of the the consecrated calf was introduced into its situation | 
Druids, or at a more early and less informed season, In with much pomp, and certain ceremonies not to be 

spin 
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© Ositis was sai re Fepreaen ‘the "suf, and “Tsis the ature’ could bear a comparison, either in point of dig- Statistics, 
‘moon. If the’ cow and’ the bull were sacred to Isis and nity or extent, to the temples which were erected in 
Osiris; the ram Mie Mab mit ‘at Thebes in‘ honour honour of the gods. The holy place, where the sacred 
‘of Ju Ammion ; and ‘ep were considered as animal, the representation, or the statue of their divi- } ae ors Is. Pan was’ vener at Mendis by the nity ‘was placed, was comparatively of small extent. an 
symbol of a goat. — ‘Anubis was painted with a ty ‘At Butas, at Suis, &c; the sanctum sanctorum was of 
head, and atcounted the divinity of’ sagacity and wa one’large stone, brought from the granite quarries of 
fulness. In short, there were a diversity of divinities Elephantina.. The vast compass. of the temple build- 
‘under different appearances, and honoured with diffe. ings was employed in porticos and vestibles, open 
rent sacrifices, but all of them alluding to the bounty courts, curious windings, and private abodes. In con- 
‘and productive ities of nature. To these we must nection with the temple itself, were the lodgings, or 

woi ‘of Typhon, who was considered as sumptuous dwellings of the sacred order; and the 
e author of evils’ and misfortunes. Like the foun- ~ whole constituted a grand assemblage of various apart- 

tain of good, the’source’ of evil was described by diffe. ments and expensive buildings. 
‘rent names; and to these bei the e, and ~ In this respect, an important difference subsisted be- 
‘other forbidding animals, were devoted. Different ci- tween the temples of the Greeks and Romans, and 
ties iar divinities, who were worshipped there, those of the Egyptian people. ‘The views and consti- 
and under whose ‘protection the people were supposed tutions of Greece and Rome admitted an increasing se- 
to be placed. © 2 a? ’ ries of divinities, and a vast profusion of temples was 

- The public festivals were celebrated with exceeding scattered through the various cities and towns of their 
+, and vast mul 23 assembled to solemnize | ctive dominions ; whereas, in Egypt, though the 

rites. The scenes’ at J laut may give you an poe cena various, yet their worship appears to have 
idea of some of those Egy revels ; ay there, too, been consistent with each other, ine ar: the offerings, 
indecent ‘rites were allowed. But the most afflicting and sacrifices which were presented to the hateful be- 
‘scenes which have ever degraded the ceremonies ings who were supposed to be the authors of evil. Sel- 
idol worship, were the human sacrifices, which were dom, if ever, was there more than one temple in a city 
frequently offered to appease the wrath of offended di- of Egypt ; because these buildings were erected by the 
vinities, ToT 1 were such sacrifices presented 1; state, and not by the people, who were neither permit- 
and as the ; ired wére chosen’ for this’ purpose, ted to deliberate nor Nave a choice in sacred things ; 
and the Egyptians being of a dark complexion, Greeks and while this appears to intimate, that their divinities. 
or strangers were ently obtained. Perhaps this were more diversified by names than in reality, it en- 
distinction of colour was made bet i aes to save the abled them to render their Sy rae fabrics. more spa- 

This 8 natives from such a fate. custorn was cious and splendid. Through the whole Egyptian con- 
continued in till the reign of Amasis; and it stitution of sacred things, there were doctrines and rites 
‘was not till the time of the caliphs, that’the peculiar which were concealed from the vulgar eye, and held 

was laid aside of sacrificing’ annually a virgin back from uncultivated minds; ahd, while the multi- 
to the’Nile, when a mock cerémony was substituted, ttide were invited to join in the public festivals and 
Heliopolis and Thebes were peculiarly marked for this duties of religion, certain orders arid individuals were 
dark superstition. Every ancient nation, em tee initiated into the mysteriéS, which it was then 
the Jews; were guilty of such horrors ; and pri- thought wise and prudent to conceal from the vulgar: 
sonets of war are ‘sacrificed in the South Sea islands, And hence those interior and subterraneous apart- 
and in some parts of Africa, Asia, and America. — ments, where these instructions were given, and the 
~ Heroes were worshipped in , and eminent per- secret ceremonies observed. These mysterious places 

were'raised to the rank of gods. At first it was were kept secret, and not exposed to the public eye. 
" re od pk etary cmd gd teh aes oe - Among the things of a serious and important nature 

but it was an easy natural transition, in a co’ which claim our notice, and mark the character of na- 
where the objects of worship were so multifarious, tions, is the care which is shewn toward the dead, and 
suffer respect and igh Weation’'t0 ‘pase fate the reverence maintained for the tombs of their friends. 

forms of divine worship. When the Ro- Pam ale ians were conspicuous for at- 
mans took possession of Egypt, they did not its tention and reverence. We cannot enter upon the con- 
religious rites; but Christianity its votaries sideration of the various methods by which, in different 
there, as well as in other parts of the Roman dominions; ages of their country, they manifested their attention 
and when the Saracens subdued it, they imposed to the dead ; for though the number of bodies preser« 
the , of Mla. ved in a peculiar manner, and denominated mummies, 
poy fo pe anc 6 wed to re- —_ led us ln tk that this was the general mode 
i igypt; authorised religion of the of disposi their et we can scarcely imagine, 

. ptt ion 57) ud ica stich a Jen OF time as the aubiedt Ber 
The ancient temples were large and costly i tian kingdom subsisted, the manner of treatin i 

. in poi ev di a friends was uniformly the same. Onhier thas 
Various circumstances contributed to give them this tions have pursued various methods ; and, the 

- Th of were the princes ancient Egyptian manners were not given to ¥ 
of the land, and had great influence’ over the national but, by national prejudices, were pectiay permanent, 

evenuies, ' “was favourable yet in a long lapse of time, different methods must 
tothe dignity of the public w ; and the es, Live teen adapeeeh'for ai ing of their dead. The temples. 

‘the tombs of the illustrious dead, were operations necessary for the formation of mummies, 
principal works upon which they bestow, are not consistent with a very rude state of society. 

SODA sch ot prion in Tahoun nye. which iaphy taprevenionta athe ay eit ing an exception in favour of royal which imply improvements in the arts of life. 
i i this Having taken out the brains and bowels, the body 
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Statistics» was anointed with oil, and deposited cpm pepe 
—y_~" tain time. Then the cavi were filled, 

and, tumed with aromatic * being 
Se ich dllcte of soap Ald ek che hoe cee te 
so as to retain its natural : 

neither in Egypt, nor in any other 
‘coffins appe: 

rior rank, or they aes & have been 

iiiedaced i She aims Saale y '. 
As a part e Egyptian code ws, and a mean 

of promoting virtuous conduct, we are told, that an in- 
uest was held upon the dead; and according to their 

adits. at aite tha dremmiel of thule.teamolaes. 
scribed. Infamous characters were either not permit- 
ted to be buried at all, but as. criminal and degraded 
persons are still, among the ruder nations of the East, 
cast out into the streets and. fields, and left without 
burial, so among the Egyptians were denied those 
sepulchral rites, which were considered as marks of 
merit and approbation. There was a time in 
when persons, perhaps those of distinction, were buried 
in the islands of the lake Moeris; and if the profane 
were not permitted to receive such a testimony of re- 
spect, it might give rise to the fable of Charon ferry- 
ing the so the departed over the Styx and Ache- 
ron; and not being permitted to receive into his boat 
the spirits of those whose bodies had been denied;the 
rites of funeral. The present name of the lake is Cha- 
ron, and that, in the Coptic language, signifies.a ferry- 
man ; which gives countenance to the ical story, 
which has now been mentioned. If the tomb of Osy- 
mandeas was really so magnificent as it has been descri- 
bed, and if the pyramids were intended for the bury- 
i lace of kings, then there is a further appearance, 
Fag 285 stu; us buildings, of the. excessive care 
which the ians manifested about, the state and 
protection of the dead. 

The houses which _dwelt in when living, were 
frail buildings, ‘com of perishi jals ; and 
eyen the of kings were inferior in splendour to 
the temples of the gods: but the. receptacles of the 

is valuable ; and. have a tendency, to, make us contented 
with our own lot, when. it is not inferior to the 

tisfaction, in so highly favoured as a 

oe of good la of such of it md 
teentine ealeese Fie sns ae eae the of 
nations. It is our duty to do all in. our power to bet- 

: 5 
i E 
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Ehrenbreit- . BHRENBREITSTEN. See Costenrz. 
sten 

I 
Eighth. 

EHRETIA, a of plants of the class Pentan- 
dria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p: 142. 
EHRHARTA, a.genus. of plants of the class Hex. 

ia, and order ia. See Borany, p. 191, 
EICHSTZDT, or Eicusrerr. See Aicusrapr. 
EIGHTH Masor, in Music, (VIII), is an interval 

whose ratio is 4, = 612 = +4 12f 4 53 m;, otherwise 
called the Greater Eighth, the Diapason, Antiphone, 
Octave, or Replicatiye: it is a concord of the most, 
perfect kind, possessing the singular of conti- 
nin ¢ sresord when any number of times to 
itself or to any other concord. Its common logarithm is 
-6989700,0434; its binary log.= 1,000000; its major 

. ELG 
comma log.=55,797682; itsschisma log.=614.2126394: 
it is equal to the sum of the three or, 
= 3d +111 +4th; =3T+4+2t4+2S8; =12/4 29 
€ 4223; 184 384380, wither ie 
more important relations or manner of subdividing or 
composing this interval. For numerous others, we refer. 
to our article Ocrave. ; fui anual 

Eicuru Minor, (8); called by some s the Les- 
ie faetin th, Minor Octave, Dim 
Major Eighth, He, Its ratio.is $34, ‘whose compo- 

nent primes are ae its common logarithm is. 

.7220938,0319; in decimals of theoctave it is=.9231841; 
in major-commas' itis) = 51151151 ; in schismas, = 



EIGHT Hi. 
Rights 567.0815%: in the new notation: of Farey, it is 5652 
Sm Filf44om (see Pla 

equal in concordant 
Plate XXX. of Vol. II.) ; it is 

in elements to 3-4ths — IIT; in dia- 

tonic elements to 2 T+2t+3S8; =11/+427€+4 202; 

Se pberans adi ae VIM =k) =r 8th = 2nd <5 a —-Il,= 

pany 8 oe Seatho V, atten os Vil, 
=VIII—S, = 49'C + 262 4 11f, &c. By tuning 

upwards from C, three f minor fourths, and down- 

wards therefrom a major third, this interval is 
correctly produced on Mr Liston’s organ, and is his 
Cp. 

E:enta Comma-deficient Major, (VIIT), or grave 
octave (VIII —C), or grave major eighth, the ra- 

tio 2355 =o = 6015+ 12f+4-52m ; its common 

log. is .7043650,3623 ; = .9820781 X Wil; = 

54.797632 x C ; = 3-4ths —3rd; = 2T 4+ 3t+ 28, 

=12/428€+4215, =52C429= 4+ 12f. Itis C on 
Mr ’s and is tuned above C thus, 4-4ths 
411 — VIII; it is the lesser inconcinnous eighth of 3-4th. 

authors. some 
Ereuti Comma-deficient Minor, (8°), or grave mi- 

nor eighth, (8 ak. the ective eighth 
(VIII —P), and deficient lesser flat eighth, &c. of 

different writers. Its ratio is 3:33, = 2, = 6542-4 
11f+ 48m: its common log. is .7274888,3507, = 
905266 x VIII, = 50.51151 x C, = 5-4ths — 2-I1I— 
2-3ds, = T + 3t435S, =11/426€+419E=48 c+ 
26> +4 11f; itis Cp of Liston’s scale, and may be 
tuned above C, either by 7-4th— 2 VIII, or Ath — 
2V. 

E:cutu Comma-redundant Major, (VIII'), acute 
SGP Pepnadant, eighth of some authors, has the 

ratio g?, = —X?, = 6292 4 121 4 54m: its com- 
mon: log. is 6935749,7245 ; = 1.079219 x VIII, = 
56.797082 x C, = VILL 4+.C, = 3-3ds 4+ 2 II] — 4th, 
=4T4+t4+2S; = 12/4 30€ 4235, = 54C 
+295 4+12f, =7th+T. ItisC’ on Mr Liston’s 

and may be tuned above C thus, 2,V + 3d— 
Zh kstesthe- sects tnsenciomath cighth;el ominan- 

Exoutn Defective of Holden, is an interval not be- 
to the diatonic system, because involving the 

s 

prime integer 7; its ratio being }}, on 

598.060766 = 4 11 f 4 51m: i 
7058094,2887. 
““Brourn Diminished-major, (VIII — 3S), called by 
some writers the Greater Flat Eighth, the Comma-re- 
dundant Minor Eighth, ere , the Imperfect Diapa- 
son, and by Liston the Acute Minor Eighth, (8’), &c. 

is an interval whose ratio is 3{, = Fee =5762 
+ 11 f+ 50m: its common . Is .7166987,7130 ; 

= guide Vinh, Sieaiit ye 28h = ao = 2lim, = 50c 
262+411f;= = 10th III, oe Th VE, =Vil+e. On dareae 

the Holden. 
i uTH Diminished of Liston (8—2 ), or diminished 

minor eighth, has, a ratio $324, = X® —gpq5 4 
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8642902, == 48:22388 x ¢, =3d +. 3-4th — 2 III, 
=2T +t—4S8, =10/426€+419>, =46e+23> 
+10f, =7+6: it may be-tuned thus, 6th+42-4th— 
2 ILI, on Mr Liston’s organ. 

_ Excurn Double-deficient, (VIII — 2c), is an inter- 

f+ 51m; its common log. is .7097600,6812, =.9641566 
x VIII, =53.79764xc, = 5-4ths — III — 3-3ds, = 
T+4t4 28, =18 7-427 € 4205, =5ice+29>4 
12f, =83T+2t+4+2L; on an or with a suffi- 
cient number of pipes, like Mr Liston’s, it may be 
tuned thus, 5-4ths — V —2-3ds. 

E:eutu Double Superfluous, {VIII + 2c, ) is an inter« 
7 2 

val whose ratio is 429°, == xs ,=6345-+412f4.55m; 
its common log, is .6881799,4057, — 1.035843 x VIII, 
=57.79764 x C,=5-38d 43 IIL, —3-4th, =5T 4-28, = 12 
Erste 245, —55e+4+295-412f, —3T 4242S; on 

Liston’s organ it may. be tuned thus 3V‘®4.2-3d— 

E:cutu Minor Comma Defective, (VIII—€) or. the 
double tritone (2IV,) is an interval whose ratio is 

3934, =n = 602 + 12f+ 52m ; its common log. 

is .7038749,2909,—=.9887067 x VIII, =54.88848 x e,= 
2-3d+44 III—2-4th, =4T +2t, = 12 f + 28€4 22m, 
=52¢ +305 + 12f, =14 VI, =XI—S5th, =XIV—s. 
It is Mr Liston’s acute redundant seventh, or note Bx, 
and is tuned thus above c, 4V+-2III—2VIII. 

Eieuts Supefluous, (VI11+4-S,) is an interval whose 

: x, =648 54.13 f4, 56m ; its com« 
mon logarithm is .6812412,3738, =1.058894 x VIII, 
=59.08577 XC, =2 IT 44th, =3 T4+3t+8, =13 £ 
4+30€ +235, —56 c+ 3254 13f, =VII4T, VI 
Hi; = E,=1X—S. On Mr Liston’s organ it is 
©, and may be tuned thus, VI+4TII1. 

E:euta Superfluous of Bonetzrieder, (V\IT+P,) 
aptome-excessive eighth, or the superfluous diapason of 

some writers. Its ratio is $934, = 77: itscommon log. 

is .6704511,7361, =670 > + 13 f 4+58m, = 1.094734 
x VIIL,=61.08377 x C=4-3ds, 4-4 1i—3-4th,=5T 4. 
t4S,=13/ + 32€4 25z, =55e4 32 5413f, =VIi+ 
T, = IX—L. It is c’% on Mr Liston’s organ, and 
“ be tuned thereon thus, 4V—3-4th. 

I 

from 

ratio is }}, = 

GuTH (supposed) of Mersennus. This author, 
an erroneous calculation, concluded the octave to 

be equal to 584 major commas ; but which is =638.9 
7961352 412 455m, exceeding the major eighth by 
more than a quarter of a tone major : its common loga« 
rithm is .6857393,9260. (¢) 
EIGHTEENTH Mayor, in music (XVIII,) or the 

tripled fourth major, (2 VILI+IV,) of Holden and 
some other writers on the practice of music ; is a dis< 

cordant interval, whose ratio is .$,, pap alert 

30f 4-132m, and its common log. is =.2498774,7322. 
Eiguteentu Minor, (18th,) the disdi -diates- 

saron, or tripled fourth minor, (2VIII-- 4"), of Holden, 

Sc. isa concord whose ratio is Py, = ars = 14782 4 296-4 
128m, and its common. log. is .2780012,7206. (¢) 
EIMEO, or Imao. See Socizry Istanps. 

Nae eee See Caspian Sega, Vol, V. p. 598, 

Fighth 

Einzellee. 



EKE ol 

Telfer oman | dn ae ir beter pr and former- 
Py ten aeeee renee Saxe Eisenach. 

town is situated in an and fertile valley 

3 s oroeenes Papliad: tol Ge well vase comb nate ne streets are are well paved an 
ed, and the town contains several good ¥ house The EL 
principal objects of curiosity at ees beat are the an- 
cient castle of Wartbourg, in which Luther was con- 
fined, in 1521. It is situated about two miles from the 
town, on the top of a high mountain, and is now ina 
state of ruin. It is nearly an hour’s walk from the town 
to the top of the mountain, andthe mag aap of the 
road is cut through the rock, _ The w: 
several ornaments, and the ancient hall of the = 
liers, are now filled with hay.- The tower, the 
subterraneous prisons, the chambers inhabited by the 
ancient landgraves of Thuringia, and the chapel of the 
pious Elizabeth, are still shewn. The view from the 
castle is v fine and extensive. “Among the surround- 

Jotks; Yao are two remarkable for their mnie 
and their mai pao E nee. en peopens © 

well worth surround se am 
ind i is ‘w ing. visited. — a very 
large an bom ‘Ys to the 
school, whi was founded in 1 More by the Dake John 
William. There is also a college, a seminary for di- 
wena cede omptien hospital. - Eisenach carries on a 

active commerée; possesses manufactures of 
white, lead, serges, shags, ribbons and ‘starch. The 

pulation of the town! is between 9000 and 10,000. 
For ‘a particular account of the castle of Wartbourg, see 
the second edition of the description of it published by 
M. Thon. “East. ~ by astronomical observations, 
10° 20/ 15", North Lat. 50° 58’ 55". (w):. 
EISLEBEN, or TASSLABEM, is the name of an an- 

cient town. of ‘Saxony, and ital of the district of 
Mansfeld. _ It is, situated on, a hill near a small stream 
called K nbach: , The town is divided into the old 
and new... The old town, which was a flourishing city 
so early as 1024, has three parish churches, a mar, 
school, an ancient castle, and 700 houses. The new 
town consists of one parish, and about $00 houses. The 
church of St André contains several curious monu- 
ments. The pulpit of Luther is still shewn, but it is 
used only three times a year, on public occasions. The 
church of St Peter, the institution of M. de Burgsdorf, 
and the Hotel de Ville, with its roof of copper, are the 
other objects worthy of notice. The house in which 
Luther? was born has been used, since 1772, for the 
public school. ‘The mantle and the hat of the peed 
ure still shewn to strangers. There are mines o 
per in the neighbourhood. ‘The people are Findpal on 
employed in’ agriculture, and in the manufacture of 
saltpetre and potash. Abouttwo leagues from Eisleben 
is a saltwater lake, and, from the top of a small hill, 
formerly a Trajan Mage there is a fine view of 
the pf alee ioh about 6600. See Kurze 
Nachricht von Lather’ s Flew &c. vom Rector Hopf- 
ner, peeves 1790, 8vo. East Long. 1° 44, and North 
Lat. 51% 40%, Seo, 
EISTE the name ivan the annual con- 

gress of the British’ bards, which was formerly held 
under the sanction’ of the Welsh thal ws one as 
the royal residences of Aberfraw, Mathra 
wy Bee Evans’ Tour in Wales, and the ste Bano 

LESs5 ic, tt! 
-EKEBERGIA, a genus of plants of the "gluet fp- 

eandria, and order 
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ms RISENACH, the Jsenacumof the ancients, isatown ° 

Monogynia. See Borany, p. 211. - 

es ELB 
pene pa tach ta of Lop nana 

See Botany, p. 126. ~~ 
ELEOCARPUS, a genus: igen of plat of the in Po 

lyandria, and order Monogynia... 
us of plants of the am Dida, and 

Sieokieestnns See Botany, p: 3872 9) (ee vies 
ELASTICITY. See Mercuanics, Pavsics,, and 

RELATE, «_genue-ot plan sinieta @ genus ts of the clase Monecia, 
and order Hexandria, See Borany, p. $25.5 
ELATERIUM, a genus of plants of the class Mo- 

necia, and order Monandria. See Borany, p, 
 ELATINE, a genus of plants of the class Scania, 

and order T nia. See Botany, p- 205. © 
ELBA, an island in the Mediterranean Sea. It is 

situated off the Tuscan coast in Italy, from which it is 
separated by the channel of Piombino—this channel be- 
ing about ten miles broad in the narrowest part. = 
form is extremely In circumference it may 
measure nearly Me ob miles. It is moun- 
tainous in its . The and _vallies 
which it contains are of small extent. It is favoured 
with a salubrious climate, a good 
springs of excellent water. uce con-- 

Seat ar eae ae ae a grew vatety mo * uts, m es, a 

of may h and eyer, ’ plants. Pears, also, 
ze prodecnd but they. 

Lacan tga Broce 

inl a 
bandry of the lend ie is Fomaisieet 
and slovenly manner ; so that the se oe 
supply the " ihabitants. with more bec 
consumption. ‘The vintage, however, is 
ficient. . It takes place in September. The 
of an excellent quality. “Two kinds tees 
from them ; red and white. © The white 
wine that is consumed in the island} and 
never The ‘red is made in: 
but is extremely delicious. _ Two’ sorts « 
are produced, viz. Vermont atid Cileatioo: both of w 
are of an ex _ flavour, and highly esteemed. : 
Elba, as in other parts of Italy, the use of the press 
is unknown in the manufacture of wine, © 9 

- Elba has been celebrated for its iron. | Virgil 

ite: : E He ue 

ih 

Elba. 
—w 

3h 

pe it, ‘ Insula, inerhaustis chalybum generosa re. 
tallis.” Thete are several esto i aecaty 
out the island ; but the principal one, an one 
that is now worked, is that of Rio near the 

various according to the oaliy of the ge eee 
' runs from 50 to 52 scudi per c the fist hice 

blished rule, that the Corsicans es 
and that the Duke of Tuscany is tailed the best parts: 
—_ ore called ferrata, for which, ever, he pays 

rice. “The ferrata is so called on account of 
its its metalic ep pearance. [ts cavities are with 
those crystals. T about Sh ace eee oe 
much. The other ore to which any im is at~ 
tached is micaceous, not so rich as the’ ) and is” 
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ELB 

called Jueciola, from the shining of the little scales of - 
which it is composed. Mines ist i 
Elba, 
island 
mon, but Thiebaut de Berneaud maintains that it is a 

. There are quarries of loadstone, granite, and 
marble, both white and mixed. —— reonar ala- 
baster, steatite, asbestos, serpentine, rocks uartz, 
yenite, and various other minerals. , 

There are few oxen or cows on this island ; there are 
asses, and mules and horses, and a considerable number 
of sheep, goats, and pigs but the breed of all of these 

vourable for both. There are two tunny fisheries on the 
coast of Elba. One of them is carried on at Porto Fer- 
rajo, the other at Marciana’ That at Porto Ferrajo 
was established first, but that at Marciana is more pro- 
ductive by two-thirds. The annual value of is 
estimated at L.2500 sterling. Sword-fish, dog-fish, 

are also found the sole, the bearded mullet, and that 

ines erected for the ion of the article are 
i to be fine and commodions buildings There is no 

pines Sadoandapran'ty except that of corn mills, and 
these CR ar pene ape pe sot The 
importations of the island consist of grain, c , Cat- 
tle, and other necessary articles ; the exportations of 
c= rach waiey vinegar eer, oa Lapras ma The 
principa in are Porto Ferrajo, containi 
about 3000 inhabitants, and situated in ae ons 
10° 19’ 35”, and North Lat. 42° 49’ 6”; Rio, about 
2000; Port Lungone, about 1500; and Marciana, about 
1200. 
fis ae eke - ion of the island was esti- 

ited at 12,000. It appears from a calculation, 
that the of births is one in twelve, and that of 

trious as labourers, and brave as soldiers; simple in their 
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. he is universally believ: 

. it receives weet from Franconia, it 

ELB 
are chaste, though possessed of much sensibility ; after Elbe. 

peer sie Aen remarkable for being faithful wives —y—” 
f mothers. sn : 

' The political state of Elba has undergone many re- 
volutions. But ne yr dst ead event that has 
pe igre tence 2 island, is that of its being assign- 
ed to leon Bonaparte as his sole deat pase gy 
treat for life: so that the Elboise are now the only sub- 
jects of a man who, but a few years ago, commanded 
the destinies of Europe; and who might still have 
maintained that lofty emirience, had not his ambition 
grown so extravagant as to render his talents useless, 
and his ions so intolerable, as to unite against 
him all the wisdom and virtue of the world, Per- 
haps it was impossible to dispose of this extraordinary 
personage in a better manner; but it is not imperti- 
nent to ask, if he be really the remorseless which 

rf to be, of what crime had the 
inhabitants of Elba been guilty, that they should be 
doomed to beneath his rod? However, since it 
was agreed that he should retain his life and his liber« 
ty, it was surely expedient that his power of doing mis-. 
chief should be circumscribed within narrow bounds ; 
and probably no place could answer this view so well 
as that little island, in which the virtue of the people’ 

while he rules them,. may either teach him to 
or deprive him of his last sceptre, if he shall employ it 
for their oppression. See Voyage to the Isle of Elba 
&e. by Arsenne Thiebaut de eaud. Tour through 
the Island of Elba, by Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Bart. 
&e. t 

ELSE, the Albis of the ancients, and the Labbe of 
the Bohemians, is one of the principal rivers in Ger- 
many. It takes its rise near the source of the Oder 
and the Vistula, in that part of the Carpathian moun- 
tains, which is called Riesengeburg, or the Mountain of 
the Giants. In its course through Bohemia, it receives 
several tri streams, but particularly the river 
Moldau, above Melnick. At Leutmeritz, above which 

ins to be na- 
vigable for boats. After leaving Bohemia, at a 
narrow pass at Winterberg, near Schandaw, which Wer- 
ner conceives to have been the outlet of a great lake, 
covering the whole of Bohetnia, it enters Saxony, pass- 
es by Dresden, and receives the Milde, not far trom 
Dessau. After receiving the Saale above Barby, and 
the Hevel near Hevelberg, which form a communica- 
tion with the Oder, by means of the Spree, through Ber- 
lin, it ues its way through the confines of the 
duchies of Lunenberg and Mecklenburg Schwerin, 
where it receives the [lmenau. It then advances to 
Hamburg, where its brariches form several islands. It 
receives the Stoer below. Gluckstadt, and at the dis- 
tance of 100 miles from this it throws itself into the North 
Sea, not far from Heligoland. 

The navigation of the Elbe up to Hamburg is extreme- 
ly difficult, on account of its numerous sand banks. 

a violent wind blows from the west, in autumn, 
the waters are swelled to such a degree, that all the ca- 
nals of Hamburg overflow their banks, fill the cellars 
and magazines with water, and often inundate the 
streets. An east wind uces an ite effect. It 
drives the waters of the Elbe towards the sea, with so 
much force, that the canals are left dry, and passengers 
cross them on foot. 

The Elbe is navigable for vessels up to Ham- 
burg, Noy for small craft for several hundred miles, and 
form i principal channel of communication with the 
_whole north of Germany, - Piao 4 
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Ribing, _ The free navigation of the river, however, is greatly houses, and six frwetainnoote of which is of marble in 
Fiche injured b ah excessive nape Cd tolls andrestrictions the shape of a faye pw on lent water by 

imposed by the sovereigns ifferent territories 20 pipes. At 1 a beautiful. bridge,, without 
through which it flows, Merchandise sent from Pirna, oa Fae under it, is a circular marble fountain. which po 
in Saxony, was obliged to 82 tolls before it reach- 
ed Hambur and Tees all yessels not under 
Prussian colours, or carrying Prussian produce, were 
compelled to unload, and ship their goods in Prussian 
vessels, of which $00 were employed by Magdehurg 
alone. Each prince too insists on payment in the coin 
of his territory, and the officers, when certificates 
ef payment are granted, are often at a great distance 
from the water side. _Were these inconveniences re- 
moved, a voyage on the Elbe would be both expedi- 
tious and agreeable, as the e boats are so con- 
structed, that travellers, on taking beds with them, may 
regularly sleep on board, and escape the risk of bad 
inns. 

Tn the ae’ 1796, there were no fewer than 460 ves- 
sels employed in the navigation of the Elbe, from 
Hamburg to Magdeburg. Bourmua for a particu- 
lar account of the progress of the Elbe through that 
kingdom; also Hampurc andMacpesura. See also Od- 
dy’s European Commerce, and Catteau’s Voyage en Alle~ 
magne, &c. vol, i. Paris, 1810. (w) 

LBING, a town of Prussia, in the circle of Marien- 
burg, is situated in a fertile district on the river Elbing, 
near the Frisehe Haff. This town appears to haye been 
founded by a. colony from Lubeck in 1239, and till the 
end of the 16th century was included in the Hanseatic 
League. The demolition of the fortifications, at the 
cession of the town to Prussia by Poland in 1770, has 
enriched the town with a grand place. Since the year 
1772, Elbing has risen in importance as a commercial 
town. On an island formed by the river Elbimg and a 
moat, a custom-house and excellent warehouses have 
been erected, those for corn holding no less than 30,000 
lasts. About the end of the year 1803, the shipping 
consisted of 7110 tons, besides 50 coasters, and 25 light- 
ers, which are employed in conveying cargoes to Pil- 
lau, 50 miles distant ; as ships of 100 tons. only can 
eome up to Elbing. Catteau, in his Tableau de la Mer 
Baltique, states the number of vessels that arrived an- 
nually at Elbing to be between 300, and 400, the same 
number clearing out annually. 
The exports and imports of Elbing are nearly the 

same ‘as those of Konigsberg, and consisted of iron, 
iron stone, alum, lead, Brazil wood, coffee, oranges and 
citrons, indigo, vitriol, rice, tobacco, sugar, soda, and 
French wines. This trade, however, has suffered great- 
ly during the late disastrous wars, but now that peace 
is established, it may soon be expected to recover its 
former importance. 
A number of vessels are built at Elbing; and there 

are manufactories of soap, tobacco, wood-ashes, starch, 
acticlay and cordage, besides a sugar-house, and a saw 

. m 
The library of the college contains some curiosities ; 

and in the environs of the town, viz. at Geizhals, Thum- 
berg, Haff, and Vo. , there are some very pictu- 
resque views. Population in 1802, 19,200, East lon- 
gitude 19° 22’, and north latitude 54° 8/ 20", by trigo- 
nometrical observations. See Oddy’s European Com- 
merce ; and oe Tableau dela Mer Baltique, vol. 
u. p. 303. “(w) : 

.LCHE, the Illicit of the Romans, is a town of 
S in the province of Valencia, situated in ‘a plain 
almost entirely covered with palms. It contains several 
good streets, several spacious squares, some splendid 

the water by eight pipes; but the water of 
this and the other four fountains is brackish. . There 
are three parish churches in the town, an hospital with 
20 beds, two convents of monks, and one of nuns, 
The church of St Maria has a marble portal, and, 
according to Laborde, is a monstrous assemblage of 
plain, twisted, and spiral fluted columns.” On the road 
from Orihuela, on left as we approach the town, 
there is a large and handsome square building, which 
is used as barracks for the troops. The Ducal Palace, 
standing on the bank of a deep ravine, bears marks of 
a high antiquity, eoanrt | 

Elche carries on a great trade in dates and palms, 
with which the surrounding country is covered. There 
are several tanneries and a soap. manufactory in. the 
town, . is aa 

The town is the residence of a vicar-general of the 
Bishop of Orihuela; and. is governed by an alealde 
major, four regidors, and some deputies of the commons. 

‘he town is remarkably. gloomy, and has no kind of 
amusement, society being very rare; inhabitants, 
and particularly the husbandmen, are rich. Don George 
Juan, one of the most celebrated of the Spanish mathe+ 
maticians, was born at Elche. Population 2700 houses, 
15,000. inhabitants, of whom there are 500 families.of 
labourers, and several noble families. See Laborde's 
Viem o, pains and Townsend's Travels, voluiiig 

ELECTION ‘Laws, in Seotish.jusisprudenes,.a LEC Laws, in ish. juri are 
enactments, which haye been: those regulations and h ‘ 

made with the view of panera: the purity of parlia-. 
mentary representation, _ We have occasion to en= 
ter into a more general discussion of this subject inva 
future article; at oer we shall merely. a 
short summary of the rules applicable : to Fo in: 
Scotlan) d, ac! ign 
_Anciently the parliament of Scotland. consisted of 

the clergy and barons ; which last title comprehended: 
every man who held immediately of the king, how« 
ever small his property. The obligation of attendance - 
on parliament was felt as a burthen by the lesser, ba-, 
rons in those times; and certain exemptions were. 
sanctioned by the act 1427, ¢. 101,-and subsequently, 
by that of 1587, ¢. hone wha lates it a 
feelings of vi with the spirit of the 
tenets andl pean ts came to be considered as a, 
valuable privilege, than as an oppressive hard~ 
ship. Hence it became necessary to fix, with more 
recision, the nature and extent of the elector's title.. 
By the acts 1661, c. 35, and 1681, c, 21, it was pro= 
vided, that an elector should have, in property or sue 
eriority, aforty-shilling land of old extent, held of the: 
ing or prince; or when the old extent did: not ap-) 

pear, that the lands should be liable in. public burthens» 
for L. 400 of valued rent. By the latter of these enact«. 

regular roll of the freeholders is direeted tol 

ish nobility, instead of their ; i seats, were now » 

to be represented by 16 of their number, and open 
portion of the representation in the House of 
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mons, allotted to Scotland, was 45 members, 30 from 
the counties, and 15 from the royal boroughs. These 

ives are chosen in the following manner. 
1. Election of the Peers of Scotland. 
The 16 _of Scotland are chosen from among the 

members of the ancient Scotish Peerage, who are decla- 
red to be the body of electors. When a new parliament 
is summoned, the peers of Scotland are called by pro- 
clamation to meet and elect their representatives. This 

ion must be made at Edinburgh, and in the 
other county towns, 25 days at least before the day of 
election. election is held in the palace of Holy- 
roodhouse ; and the meeting is attended by the Lord 
Clerk ister, or two of the principal clerks of ses- 
‘sion. yers, by one of the king’s chaplains, 
the proclamation and execution are read, the roll cal- 
led, those present marked, and the signed lists and 
proxies entered in the minutes. The peers present 
must then take the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, 
the oath of supremacy, and the test, ogeeetten: ind 
proxy, or by si lists, must, if in Scotland, have 
taken these before the Sheriff-depate in court, 
certified by the subscription and seal of the judge. 
If in England, the oaths must be taken in the Court of 
Chancery, King’s Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer, 
and certified by writ under the seal of Court. If the 
Peer be out of the kingdom, it will be sufficient if it be 
certified that he has formerly taken the oaths in any of 
these ways; or that he has taken the oaths in Parlia- 
ment, certified under the t seal. No under 

, Roman Catholic, or who declines to subscribe the 
, can either vote or be elected. None can be 

title 
alone, in the presence of witnesses, who must likewise 
subscribe. 

After the oaths have been administered to those pre- 
the oaths of the absent examined ; the votes 

are then. collected, the lists investi |, and the 
chosen by a majority of votes declar There is no 
casting vote allowed in the case of an equality ; but the 
returning officer states the fact, leaving it to the House 
of Peers to give their directions with regard to the point. 
A certificate of the names of the 16 peers being made 
out upon is signed and read to the meeting 
by the officiating clerk, and by him returned to Chan- 

ty, in a packet addressed to the clerk tothe crown, 
the period fixed for the meeting of parliament. 

The peers have no right to decide upon a disputed 
title ; Sn Ship oe Recpnied wr ae against any of 
the gs which he considers objectionable. 
Such protests must be admitted by the returning officer, 
and he must give out extracts of them to any of the 
peers deman them ; but he takes no notice of these 

a -shilling land of old extent 
ore oer mage) at L. 400 Scots of valued rent. As 

i the old extent, the act 16 Geo, II. c. 11. re« 
op een ag extract from Chancery, prior to the 
6th ber 1681, proving to be of the 

value, either in one or in different sums, inde- 
tly of the feu-duty. When there is no retour 

the old extent, it is to show that 
the stand rated in the cess books at L. 400 Scots 
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of valued rent. ‘The valuation in the cess books is in- 
structed by a certificate under the hands of two of the 
commissioners of supply for the county, and of the 
clerk of supply. 

The lands, in order to afford a qualification, must be 
held of the king or prince; and the claimant must 
have been infeft, and his infeftment recorded, or his 
charter expede, a year before the enrolment ; oe 
ing the case of a husband claiming to vote on his wife’s 
titles, and that of an apparent heir in possession under 
the infeftments of his ancestors; in which cases, the 
requisite of infeftment is dispensed with. The claim- 
ant must be in possession of the lands, either natural- 
ly, by labouring the ground,—or civilly, by drawing 
the rents or feu-duties, or even by taking steps for en~ 
forcing payment of them. 

Minors and fatuous persons are disqualified from vo- 
ting, as also aliens, and the eldest sons of peers. Judges 
of the Court of Session, Justiciary, or Exchequer, are 
exempted, as are also the clergy. A person who alreas 
dy represents one county, cannot be chosen to repre« 
sent another. All persons are disqualified from voting 
at elections, who are concerned in the management of 
any duties or taxes (the Commissioners of the Trea- 
sury excepted), all commissioners of prizes, sick or 
wounded, transports, wine-licences, navy and victual- 
ling-offices, secretaries or receivers of prizes, comptrol- 
lers of the army accounts, agents for regiments, gover- 
nors of tations, and their deputies, officers of Mi- 
norea and Gibraltar, officers of the excise and customs, 
clerks and deputies in the several offices of the trea- 
sury, exchequer, navy, victualling, admiralty, pay of 
the army or navy, secretaries of state, salt, stamps, ap- 
py wine-licences, hackney-coaches, hawkers and ped- 

, and every person who holds any new office under 
the crown, erected since 1705. 1 persons holding 
contracts with government are i ble of being elect- 
ed; as are likewise all holding pensions from 
the crown ; and, even being elected, any member 
who accepts of an office of profit under the crown, ex- 
cepting commissions in the army and navy, must va- 
cate his seat, although he may be beg wit 

A person claiming to be enrolled, must leave a copy 
of his claim with the sheriff-clerk, two calendar mon 
before the Michaelmas head-court. The sheriff-clerk 
must indorse on the claim the date of peel Doss a 
ive out copies of it, when required, for the same 

orth an coduaaiy extract. The copy left with the she- 
riff-clerk, however, need not be signed by the claim- 
ant ; even the principal claim need not be signed, nor 
is it necessary for the claimant to a in person at 
the meeting ; any of the other freeholders may appear 
for him ; and the possession of his titles, which must 
be produced, will be equivalent toa mandate. An ob- 
jection to a freeholder’s remaining on the roll, must al- 
so be left with the sheriff-clerk two calendar months 
before the meeting, and indorsed, &c. in the same man- 
ner as a claim for enrolment. A _ claim, or objection, 
must be supported by one freeholder at the meeting, 
otherwise the sheriff-clerk is under no obligation to 
bring it forward. 
A meeting of frecholders is not entitled to review 

the of a former meeting; but a claimant 
who has been rejected by a former meeting, may be ad- 
mitted by a subsequent one, on pevacting a new claim, 
When a meeting of freeholders has done wrong, by re« 
jecting a claim, or by quiking a person off the roll, a 
complaint lies to the Court of Session ; which must be 

SP 
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tp brought within four calendar months from the date of 

the meeting, and is discussed in a summary manner. 
= If no complaint is brought against a person's admis- 

sion, within four calendar months after ara lonios been 
added to the roll, or if-it has been and dismis- 
sed by the court, he cannot afterw be struck off, 
-without such a of circumstances as will warrant 
the ing; as, for instance, a diminution: of his 
ualification below the requisite eens 
"The following is the mode of proceeding at:the elec- 

tion of a. representative for a county hen a new 
parliament is called, the lord chapedide sends his way- 
rant to the clerk of the crown, to issue -writs to the 
sheriff of each county for the election of members. 
When the writ comes into the hands of' the sheriff, he 
appoints a day for the election, which »must be at least 
twelve days before the meeting of parliament ; and the 
writ. must be published three Bion be before the. election, 
at the head borough “ the county, on a market-day, 
betwixt ten and twelve forenoon, and at each pari 
church on the Sunday immediately thereafter. The 
freeholders being assembled in the qourt-roon between 
‘twelve and two, the sheriff produces the writ and reads 
it, and produces the executions at the market-cross and 
parish churches. If the publication has been regular, 
the business proceeds by the reading of the act 2 Geo, 
II. c. 24, for the more ” effectually preventing bribery 
and corruption. The sheriff-clerk then uces the 
roll of freeholders, and the minutes of pa 
ings, together with copies of the oaths of rah 
and abjuration, written on parchment. The frechold. 
‘ers, whose names stand on the roll, then proceed to. 
make choice of a preses and clerk. In the case of an 
equality of votes, the casting vote is given in the fol- 
lowing order: 1. To the last representative of the coun- 
ty in parliament. 2. To the representative of the coun- 
ty in a preceding parliament. 3. To the freeholder 
who last presided at a meeting of pinches 4, To the 
freeholder who has presided at a Michaelmas meeting ; 
aii all these, to the freeholder present whose 

first on the roll. A minute is then 
en cetne the appointment of their officers, — 

ed by the last tative for the county. > or represen 
seit clerk, and delivered te the clerk tothe . 

after which the freeholders proceed to take 
and su a ap hap ec San abjuration, and 
assurance ; and the trust-oath may also now be put, if 
required. The next step is to clear the roll of the - 
names of those who have died ‘since the former meeting, 
The freeholders then proceed to consider the objec- 
tions made to those who stand on the roll, and, last of 
all, they take up the claims for enrolment that a 
been presented. A new roll is then made w 
Jivered to the sheriff-clerk to be recorded. . 
and clerk, however, may, alter, the order of the’ business 
in any manner they, nies proper 

At a meeting ° preses next calls the F election, 
rectified roll, eslllaer norton af Ore freeholders for 
the epReeeAS BE: PanRY iad papremenns 
easting vote in, case of person havi 
the majority of votes is di pte yng 9 nn elected ; an 

fice in Chancery ; iy Cease ea penn 
ter the writ and return, in a book kept in his office, 
without alteration, within six days after they shall have 
come into his hands. 
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mine in the order of their 

1 2 Lovaas st 
Tain. Inverness, Elgin. 
Di Nairn. Banfi...) 
Dornoch. Forris. Cullens) so pra 
Wick. « Fortrose. Kintore, 
=e apne ' 

; 5 vl | 
yheice het Perth. Anstruther Easter. 
lontrose. Dundee. Pittenweem. ‘ 

Brechin. St Andrews. Crail. 4 ot 
Aberbrothic. Cupw. Anstruther Wester. 
Inverbervie. Forfar. Kilrenny. § 9) 
D vi p i wt? 2149s ’ Seve 
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Burntisland. Dunfermline. Renfrew. 9 > 
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»-e') Queensferry. ect Pet ken ee 
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Haddington. Linlithgow. } 168. ; 33 sranin 
Jedburg Selkirk. Kirkeudbright....- 
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North Berwick. Peebles. OL aes 
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Whithorn. ; : Irviness) %  ceeroist 
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The duties incumbent on persons acting at elections 
in any official. ca are: by heavy. fines. 
Ft ie ne / pvakomantrean preses and — 
clerk must call the roll regularly, u a peiey of oe vail 
£300; the- minutes of this nomination must be ‘ 

snd delivered under a penalty of 100; tIecglesk ’ . 
the election must make his return to the sheriff-clérk, 

under a penalty of £500 ; and the lath cEteanieay 
office must perform his duty under a like penalty. 

8. Election of Commissioners fur Royal rae $2 
Of the 45 commoners by w Scotland is repre commis- 

sented gira hy 15 are chosen by the boroughis, mre ad 
_Edinburgh, and one by each of the other 14 7. 

roy hs. 
The following is a list of the 14 districts of roya) bor 

precedency: 

' Election of 

Stranraer. 

es who et ai chuse yoo 
strict. t the. meeting commissioners 

a representative, the commissioners from the seve- 
preses ral borough in the district preside in their respective 

turns, an fe Be eg ey in the case of an equa- 
lity er a burgess or. nay i 
pi ag. asa lice to whom a commission is 
up by the clerk of the borough, authenticated with the ., 
common seal, utbe Gnlogains tra prearege ven nal 
roughs meet at resi rough thirty days, ical 

ihe vesisof the weit. teoned ty thie “wt nh 
and twelve forenoon, for the pape es rer 
presentative. After production,of the: ‘8 pre- 
pag and veading she act ant Ohtaaea oped 
sioner for the presiding bap _the oaths 
to government, and against bribery, to the clerk of the 
presiding borough, as vey of if toe tee _ The com- 
missions are then read, and, if Sg iy oh objections are made, 
these, with the answers, &c. must tered on the mi- 
nutes of the election. The commissioners then take 
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appearance of restraint on the freedoin of election, it is Election 
enacted, that all soldiers quartered in any city, borough, Laws. 

1e oaths to government, and against bribery, and pro- 
p- one ae the representative: Minutes of the pro- 

ceedings are prepated: and signed by the preses and 
~ ‘The latter must return the person elected to the 

sheriff, under the penalty of £ 500, and six months im- 

writ, and transmits both to the clerk of the crown. 
a ry, when it can be discovered in a candidate, 
vacates his election. With the view of removing every 

of electricity. we shall reserve for the article GaLvan- 
isM, the consideration of that interesting subject. 
- In the present treatise, we propose to give a full and 
perenne Sense: es by which. 
Supra gmt importance among, the sci- 

humerous 

We ‘shall, therefore, divide the artitte iN. three 
-’ Parts,. I. Descrierive Evecrricity, or an account 
of all electrical plienomena, whether they are produced 
by natural. or’ artificial means; I], Practicay Evgc- 
TRICITY; oF a description of electrical instruments, 

lymeari megs xml, the Tourmatin,) as posses 
the same property of attracting light bodies 

: he remarks, on the authority of 
cles, that they attracted not only straws and small 

of wood, but also thin pieces of copper and iron. 
a Geoponic Eclogues, amber is said to. possess the 

Pa vvi« ” “4 Cn . 

A 
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&c. excepting’ the royal residence and. garrisons, must, 
when an election is to take place, be removed to the dis, 
tance of two miles one day at least beforethe day of elec- 
tion,,and shall not approach nearer until the day after the 
election. . See the several treatises of, Mr Wight and 
Mr Belt onthe election laws ; and’ the ‘article Parvia- 
‘Ment in this work. (2), ¢) 9 negyd 390 

e} tha 

more general faculty. of attracting to. itself all strawy, 
by Sop lie ey Ocymum.* og a hy), 

veral detach Pu ant aney i notices, respect- 
ing amber occur in the writings of. Nay but the an- 
cients seem to have been acquainted with nothing more 
than the meagre fact which was known in the time of 

. Although the electrical propert operty of amber was noti- 
ced by several modern writers, such as Gassendi, Ke- 
nelm Digby, and Sir. Thomas, Brown, yet no -experi- 
ments seem. to have been made. upon. the: subject till Gilbert's 
the time of Dr Gilbert of Colchester. This eminent. discoverics, . 
philosopher, whose name will appear with still greater a, p. 1600... 
splendour in the History of Magnetism, may be justly 
regarded as the founder of the science of electricity. 
He discovered that the power of attracting light. sub- 
stances waggmpgocsced by many other bodies besides am- 
ber, parti ly by 

Beryl | Diamond, iF Mastic, 
Sapphire, _ Crystal, Sealing-wax, made: 
Carbuncle, Glass, of gum lac, 
Tris,’ Glass of antimony, Hard rosin, 
Amethy Sparry substances, Sal’ Gem, - 

; Belemnites, Talc, 
na, Sulphur, © Alum, 

Bristol stone, ‘ 

_. These variou’ substances attracted not only light bos. 
dies, but also metals, wood, stones, earth, water, oil, thick. 
smoke, and all solids and fluids, with the exception of 
air, flame, ignited bodies, and, matter extremely rare. 
The substances were in general suspended in. long and 
thin. pieces, so as to move freely about their centres, 
and the electrical body, when excited by a light and 
quick friction was.presented to one of their extremi- 
ties. With a large and smooth piece of amber, he was 
able to attract substances without any previous excita~ 
tion... After having thus determined the substances 
which were le of affording electrical phenomena, 
Dr Gilbert voured to observe what circumstances 
were most favourable to their production, When the 
wind was in the north and east, and when the air was 
dry, the attractive power was exhibited in about, ten 
minutes after the friction commenced ; but when. the 
air was charg 
the,south, 

ired, and in some cases 
hen the pom was excited, the attractive virtue was 

atly enfeebled by breathing upon the body, or by 
sriklng it with brandy os See cand was’ wi olly 

ed by the interposition of several substances. 

with moisture, and the wind blew from. 
electric energy was most materially im- 

most entirely extinguished. . 

z Aides, wre courcivers muvee te eeyiugwidn nae nove sruti meer tavror many wiciser. Belog. Geopon. lib. xv. caps Is. 
‘of the ancients bas been supposed by. some authors, to be buck-wheat. Beckmann has controverted this opinion, without) 

being able to substitute any thing precise in its place, He supposes it to have been a sweet-smelling plant, called by Jater writers dasilicum: . 
See Hist. of Invent. vol. ii. p. 249, 



History: He also remarks, that glass, 
—Y~" other electrical bodies, lost their faculty of attraction 
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tale, and crystal, and all 

after being burned or roasted. Even in this early stage 
of discovery, Dr Gilbert could not refrain from gene- 
ralising the few observations which he had made. He 
conceived that electrical attraction was similar to the 
attraction of cohesion, and that it was occasioned by the 
effluviee of the electric body being excited by friction. 

Other hypotheses were about this time proposed, to 
in the ena of electric attraction. The Je- 

suit Cabeeus supposed that the streams which issue from 
amber, when heated by rubbing, “ discuss: and expel 
the neighbouring air; which, = it has been driven 
off a little way, makes, as it were, a small whirlwind, 
because of the resistance it finds from the remoter air, 
which has not been wro on by the electrical 
steams ; and that these shrinking back swiftly enough 
to the amber, do, in their returns, bring along with 

ELECTRICITY. 
minutes after he had ceased to The superio« _ History, 
rity of rough to polished diamonds he ascribes to the “~Y¥™ 
loss of “ effluvial matter,”’ during the operation of cut- 

ing and polishing. He found that the electricity 
of all bodies is increased by éersion, as he calls it, or by 
wiping them before are excited, which he supposes 
to remove aN age tend to choke the pores of 
the amber. In order to determine if the electrical in- 
fluence was con 
he suspended a 
in a small glass 
after rapid ly exhausting the receiver, 
amber was let down, till i 
feather, which was always attracted by the amber. In 
order to determine if an mee ty a was acted 
by other bodies, he suspended his large piece of 
by a silken thread, and having exe it:by a pin- 
cushion covered with a black woollen stuff, he allowed 

them such light bodies as they meet with in the way.” 
According to the hypothesis of Sir Kenelm Digby, 

embraced by Dr Browne, the amber “ being chafed 
or heated, is made to emit certain rays or files of unc- 

the amber to freely at the end of the string. As 
soon as the cushion held steadily was. brought 
the suspended amber, it was drawn aside, and when 
the cushion was removed, it returned to its former po~ 

y's hy 

tuous steams, which, when they come to be alittle sition. “ This er of ap ing the cushion,” 
cooled by the external air, are somewhat condensed, says Mr Boyle, “ was so le on our vi 
and having lost their former agitation, shrink back to _ piece of amber, that, by once it, I was to * 
the whence they sallied out, and carry with them make it follow the Fe sts no less ten or twelve 
those light bodies that their farther ends happen to ad- 
here to, at the time of their retraction. As when a 

of oil or syrup hangs from the end of a small stick, 
if that be dextrously and cautiously struck, the viscous 
substance will, by that impulse, be out, and 
presently retreating, will bring along with it the dust supposed 
of other light bodies that chanced to stick to the-re-_ . 
moter parts of it.” decessors, 4° betas wee gg ; 

Gassendi’s on the s of electrical phenomena. supports Boyle's hy- 
i is of emitted and retracted effluvie, and re« Pothesis: 

The learned Gassendi has adopted the same h 
hypothesis, thesis as the preceding, and he su that “ 

electrical rays being saltaed wine aor and conse~ 
quently crossing one another, get into the pores of the 
straw, or other light body to be attracted, and, by means 
of their decussation, e the faster hold of it, and 
have the greater force to carry it along with them, when 
ox shrink back to the amber whence they are emit- 
te 

receding hypotheses were unapplicable to 
glass, which had sat Gereopest of emitting effluvice 
when heated, Descartes attempted to pera “ne oan 
trical attractions, by supposing certain particles sha) 
like small peoedly beet, 1 be harboured in the 
pores or crevices of glass, and to be emitted by fric- 
tion, like the effluvia of amber. 

Experi- The ingenious Mr Boyle, to whom some of the other i 
ments of physical sciences owe such lasting obligations, directed other body ; and’that bodies, placed on’ an electric at- 
Boyle. much of his attention to the subject of electricity, and m cei 
A. D. 1670. has left us an account of his experiments, in a 
Born 1627, work, entitled Experiments and Notes about the Mecha- 
Died 1691- nical Origin and Production of Electricity, Lond. 1675. 

He found that the hard transparent cake which re- 
mained after slowly evaporating the fourth part of good 
turpentine, was electrical, and that the same property 
was by the dry mass which remained after dis- 
tilling a mixture of petroleum, and strong spirit of 
nitre—by glass of antimonyglass of lead—caput 
mortuum of amber—the cornelian and the emerald, 
the two last of which had been supposed incapable of pan 
electrical excitation. Mr Boyle also made experiments holding his finger at a little distance from the am- 
with the diamond, and remarks that he never found x 

eat flash of light. ‘ It strikes the any electric of the same bulk so vigorous as a rough rica, 
diamond, with whieh he moved a needle about three says Dr Wall, “ very sensibly, wheresoever | applied; 

* stinking 
two pieces of it are dextrously rubbed 
While Mr Boy 

y occ 
subject. Having filled a glass 
hur, and afterwards removed Descartes’ glass, he mounted 

hypothesis, is sphere of sulphur upon an axis, and performed 
ity ‘elechilel experiments, with a new degree of fa- 
cility: He observed the sound and the light which ae« 

suspending threads near the excited ag 
that thead Gitends svere ofter lied by his finger, and 
that a feather, when repelled by the globe, always 
turned the same side towards it. 
The existence of electric light was diseovered about i- 

the same time, in England, by Dr Wall. Having procu- ments of 
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. : ; - Ved wih is lis i he globe _ History. History. with a push or puff like wind. This light and crack- pov hn tonne foment tad peer When the g' 
—— ‘seems in some degree to represent thunder and light was at rest and unexcited, the threads were moved by .—— h bins 

pes Se soe ¥ the approach of an excited electric, excepting during patie 
Sir Isaae Newton is entitled to be mentioned in a moist weather. Experi- bee. 

ments of 
Sir Isaac 
Newton. 

‘ 

of electricity, more from the splendour of his 
name than from the contributions which he made to the 

oo. Society, he has recorded 
he made this subject. 

eries at the end of his Optics, he 
has introduced the subject of electricity in stich a man- 

, or a white cloth, or the end 
pat cen pate at the distance of about a quar- 

te ch, or half an inch from that part of the 
‘it is most in motion, the electric vapour, 

| es mate yg ed rnd yawn 
ing against the white paper, cloth, or 

into such an agitation as to byes 

will 

f $s 

ft Hie if 5 ré i ; : i = 4 8 g 
cylinder, or glass, or amber, with a held in 

and eatin i os, By friction tilt the glass 
warm.” “Let him tell me,” says he in the 

eth , “how an electric body can by friction emit 
an ion so rare and subtile, and yet so as 
by its emission to cause no sensible diminution of the 

t of the electric body, and to be expanded through 
‘whose diameter is a Rare and a 

be able to agitate and u , or : 
at the Maas of above & Took frori the electric = 

The subject of electricity, as well as other branches 
of natural philosophy, were about this time cultivated 
with assi our Mr Hawksbee. So 
ni as the year 1705, he ascertained that light was 

ced by shaking mercury in glass vessels, and that 
it became more brilliant when the air was re- 

experiments, he found that sugar and calomel when 

vessel, en urider an exhausted receiver, also exhibi- 
ted light; and that an exhausted glass globe rubbed by 
the hand became luminous, the light being diminished 
bi omedcen erage Fo A Manca pearing on the point 

his fi , or other bodies, w brought near the 
globe. experiments of Mr Hawksbee on electrical 
attraction and ion, were made with a pretty large 

a winch, and rubbed by his 
‘round a wire hoop, were 

attracted towards the axis of the cylinder, and this 
effect continued about four minutes after excitation. 
reareylanie found that - Nem when attracted 

( inder, were ed i at a cer- 
tain a , and ettvacted by st hen the was 
less," He observed also, that threads tied to the axis of 
the cylinder, diverged in all directions when the cylin- 
der was excited, and were repelled by the finger when 

When an exhausted globe was held within the efflu- 
vie of an excited one, he observed a light in the for- 
mer, which gradually vanished when it was brought to 
rest, but which re-appeared when the exhausted globe 
was put in motion. Upon presenting an exhausted 
tube to the effluvie of an excited globe, he perceived 
what he calls an interrupted flashing light. The ex~ 
periments of MrHawksbee on the great subtlety of elec- 
tric light, are extremely interesting. He lined more 
than half of the inside of a glass’ globe with sealing- 
wax, which in some places was one-eighth of an inch 
thick, and where“it-was thinnest it would just permit a 
candle to be seen through it in the dark. When this 
ae was exhausted and excited while in motion b 

is hand, Mr Hawksbee saw the shape and figure of 
the of his hand as distinctly upon the concave su- 

cies of the wax within, as if no wax whatever had 
intervened between his eye and his hand. The same 
result was obtained, when pitch was substituted for 
sealing-wax. Melted flowers of sulphur did not pro- 
duce the same effect; but common sulphur gave the 
same result as coaninera When the quantity of 
common sulphur was , the light within the globe 
was sometimes as great, but the ny of his fingers was 
not so distinctly seen as before. If a small portion of 
air was admitted irito the globe when partially lined 
with sealing-wax, the light completely otha oh on 
the part covered with the wax, but not on that which 
was uncovered. When the globe was full of air, the at~ 
tractive power of the coated part exceeded that of the 
ubiaomeed part. Upon again exhausting the globe, the 
coated parts attracted bodies placed near the outside of 
the glass, but refused to exercise this force when the 
Wax Was removed. 
Mr Hawksbee's attention was next directed to the 

electricity produced by globes of sealing-wax, rosin, 
and sulphur, having a globe of wood in their centre. 
The globular wax gave, in general, the same kind of 
electricity as glass, only differing from it in degree ; but 
he could not make any of the dlectrical light adhere to 
his fingers, when it was placed near the excited wax. It 
was with great difficulty that he could excite the globe 
of sulphur, whereas a more powerful effect was produ- 
ced with the globe of rosin, (which had a little brick dust 
mixed with it,) than with the sealing-wax. The sulphur 
exhibited very little light in the dark, and the rosin 
none. Mr Hawksbee endeavoured in vain to obtain 
electricity from brass ; and from his attempting to ex- 
plain this, by supposing that a small degree of attrition 
1s not capable of “ putting the parts into such a mo- 
tion as to produce an electrical quality, owing to the 
firmness with which they adhere,” it is evident, that he 
was unacquainted with the distinction between elec- 
trics and non-electrics, 

After a considerable interval, during which electri- 

by MrS 
who enriched the science with the most important dis. 
coveries. Prior to the year 1728, Mr Gray had repeat- 
edly observed, that a down feather, tied to the end of a 
small stick, would cling to the stick after it was with- 
drawn from an excited tube, as if electricity had been 
communicated to the stick or to the feather. Hence he 
was led to the expetiment of exciting the feather by 
drawing it between his fingers, and trying this, with a 
variety of other bodies, he discovered that feathers, 

“ a 7 x, Discoveries 
city received no accessions, the subject was taken up of Mr Ste- 

hen Gray, a pensioner at the Charter House, phen Gray. 
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History. hair, silk, linen, woollen, ‘paper, leather, firwood sha- 

vings, parchment, and gold beater’s leaf in which gold 
a had been beaten, became electrical when, excited with 
Gray. the hand. He found that the silk and the linen, and 

icularly a piece of white ee r, yielded a 
Fant when rablved in the dark, my ware a these 
hodies emitted at the same time a crackling noise. 
From these results Mr Gray was led to the division of 
all substances into electrics, or those which can be ex- 
cited by friction, and non-electrics, or those which can- 
not be excited by friction. 

In February 1729, when Mr Gray was making ex- 
periments with a glass tube corked at one end, he was 
surprised to find that a feather wag, attracted “and re-, 
pelled by the cork, He then successively fixed to the 
excited tube a stick of fir, a brass wire, a pack-thread,, 
iron, gold, silver, copper, tin, stones; bricks, wood, ani- 
mals, and water, and found in;every case, that the elec- 
tric yirtue was communicated most powerfully to their 
further extremity. In ‘this way. he tried long canes 
and_reeds above 20 and 30. feet;long, and obtained the, 
same result. In attempting. to,convey the electric vir-, 
tue to a great distance horizontally, Mr Gray and his 
friend. Mr Wheeler, found it necessary to suspend their 
horizontal. line by little vertical lines, to prevent it from 
bending. When those supporting lines were silk, the 
electricity was communicated as formerly to the end of 
lines 124, 147, and 765 feet long; but the’ silk, hap-. 
pening to break, and a piece of brass wire being sub-. 
stituted on account of its greater strength, they were 
astonished to find that the electric virtue was no longer 
communicated, having been all carried off by the brass 
wire. In this way Mr Gray was led to the important 
general law, that non-electrics, such as the metals, were 
conductors of electricity, while electrics, such as glass, 
silk, hair, and rosin, were non-conductors, and may be 
aphored for the purpose of insulating conductors, in 
order to convey electricity to any distance. In pur- 
suing these enquiries, Mr Gray next found that ‘he 
could convey the electric energy from. the excited tube 
to a thread and to a rod without bringing them into 
contact with the tube, and that a bubble of water, wa- 
ter itself, and all animal bodies, were likewise conduc- 
tors of electricity. 
Mr Gray’s attention was next directed to the electrical 

qualities of rosin, gum lac, shell lac, bees wax, sulphur, 
and pitch. Having melted in a spherical iron laddle all 
these substances except the sulphur, either separately, 
or when two or three of them were compounded, he 
discovered, that when they were taken out of the 
laddle, and had their spherical surfaces hardened, they 
would not attract light bodies until they came down to, 
a certain temperature. The attractive power being then 
developed, increased during the operation of cooling, and 
became very considerable when the bodies were cold. 
Having wrapped the smallest of these bodies in white 
paper, and the larger ones in white flannel, or in black 
worsted, he enclosed them ina large fir box, and he found 
that after 30 days, the 
as on the first or second day; and that at the end of four 
months, (the time when he was writin »} they still re- 
tained their power. He always AN 25:5 ne sulphur in 
a glass vessel, and he once obtained a large and curious 
eone of stone sulphur, which was made in a wine glass, 
and which he had always kept covered by the wine- 
glass itself, When the glass was removed, the cone at- 
tracted to it bodies as powerfully as the other. piece 
of sulphur which was preserved covered in the box. 
The glass itself exhibited an attractive power in fair 

were as powerfully attractive | 
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weather, but it was inferior to that of the sulphur, 
which preserved its efficacy in all weathers. A cake of 
sulphur which he had kept for months, had only’one-. 
tenth of the attractive force’ of the cone, Mr Gray, in 
company with Mr Wheeler, discovered, about'the ent == 
of August 1732, that a thread suspended in a ate. 
was attracted by the receiver, when excited, or by an. 
excited tube, after the air was exhausted; ani ? vad 
Wheeler afterwards obtained the same result when the 
attraction passed t h five receivers all exhausted. — 
CRE Ww r Groyits his sane of dis. Dhecrierien 

covery, was M. Dufay, Intendant of the Royal Gardens, of M. Dufay. 
and Member of the Acaderny of Sciences et Panies Hig 4 D- 173% 
experiments were published in six long memoirs,inserted 
among those of the Academy of Sciences for 1733 and) 
1734, and entitle him to be considered as having. 
widely enlarged, thé, boundaries of electrical science,’ 
He Scaren that all bodies’ excepting metals, a 
and sulphur, which: are. softened by heat or dissolvec 
by water, could be mace electric by: first heating them, 
and. then rubbing them. with any kind of cloth, the 
hardest bodies requiring in general a greater degree of. 
friction; and in repeating Mr,Gray's experiments on, 
water, he found that all bodies, whether solid or fluid, 
were capable of receiving electricity when’ placed on: 
glass, which was eitherdry or slightly warmed, He found: 
also that the electric virtue was more easily communi-. 
cated by pack-thread when it was wetted, and’ in this: 
way he conveyed it along a string 1256 feet long.. 
M. Dufay had also the good fortune to he the first who: 
observed the electric spark from a living body when’ 
suspended on silk lines; and he has described the sen-, 
sations which he experienced when electrified in an in-- 
sulated position. ‘The most important discoveries of 
M. Dufay were two general laws, which enabled him to 
classify a great number of obscure and inexplicable facts.’ 
He discovered, 1. That electric bodies attract all those 
that are not so, communicate’ electricity to them, ‘and- 
then repel them as soon as they become electric. 
2. That there are two distinct kinds of electricity, very, 
different from. one another, one of which:he witredis, 
and the other resinous electricity. The ‘vitreous elects * 
tricity is exhibited by glass, rock crystal, precious 
hair of animals, wool, and many, other, bodies, while 
the resinous electricity: is, possessed by amber, copaly 
gum lac, silk, thread, poner anda great. number of 
other substances. A Y possessing vitreous ‘elec- 
tricity repels all bodies having vitreous. electricity, and 
attracts all that have resinous electricity, and vice versa,. 
or in other words, bodies having the same electricities 
repel each other, and those which haye'contrary elec- 
tricities attract each other. He likewise found, that. 
communicated electricity was always of the same kind: 
as that of the body which communicated it; and that a 
tube full of condensed air was not capable of being 
excited. Ty 

As soon as Mr Gray was made acquainted with M./ Farther ex- 
Dufay’s experiments, repeated the. greater part of, periments 
them, and was led to some new and interesting results. Mr Gray. 
M. Dufay had observed, that a piece of iron) drew. 
sparks from the human body, when. insulated by silk. 
cords; from which Mr Gray concluded, that the same 
effect would be produced if the metal and the human 
body changed places. He therefore suspended the po= 
ker, the tongs, &c, before an excited electric, and found 
that they gave sparks exactly like the human body, 
Hence originated metallic conductors which now form 
essential parts of an electrifying machine. Mr Gray 
likewise found, that kriobs gave greater sparks than 



History. a, and that wood was a much less perfect conduc- 
were eran tan dances and he very saga- 

! wrt conjectured, “ that there may be found out a 
‘way to collect a greater ity of the electrical fire, 

and consequently to increase the force of that power, 

is, seems to be of 
and i last labours of = 

discovery; were not marked wi 
genius which he had al exhibited. These 

related to the revolution of small bodies 
electries. “ This motion,” says he, “ will 

same way that the planets move about 
the right hand to the left, or from 
eee 

much faster’in their’ a than in the 
of their orbit, whichas directly contrary 

motion of the planets about the sun.” This pa- 
“was the last that MrGray ever wrote. He 

5 a base ploy Mtge eriments whi : u i ject; but 
_ as they were almost all fallacious, they. are not worthy 

‘ 
5 = £ 8 é 
} 

z : 

Hn el ' . 

u 
ents of Mr the associate of Mr'Gray in several of his researches, 
‘Wheeler. made a considerable number of iments by himself. 
Died 1770. “These i related to force of 

electricity, and were made in the autumn of 1752, and 
repeated before Mr Gray in the summer of 1731. The 

s of these experiments were: 1. That bodies‘made 
electrical by communication with an excited electric, 
are in a state of repulsion with regard to such excited 

0 2. 

repulsion with respect 
‘pase ipsam 
are the very 
there i 

itis 
2 a2 

2 

af 
: 

by which ; 
is remar! beautiful. When « number of silk 

threads, tied by a knot at each extremity, were 
electrified, they were expanded in a fine ical shape 
by their mutual , 80 that the lower knot was 
made to ascend. Mr Wheeler conceived this experi- 

fibres, and as suggesting a reason for the dissolution of 
bodies in menstrua. : 

Labours of - Dr Desaguliers, the next philosopher who added to 
Dr Desa- ‘our electrical knowledge, informs us, “that he was de- 
guliers. —'terred from pursuing this science, from the peculiar 

entirely, if he we i that any thing 
op to him. ‘death of Mr Gray 

devoted much of his attention to this 
subject. . His success, however, was not 

Ai to his labour ; and he to etre toad 

Died 1744. was'done in 
relieved 
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temper of Mr Gray, who would have abandoned the | 
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-exert their electricity simply by exposure to the open 
air. Dr.Desaguliers was the first who ranked pure air 
“among electrics ; and hence’ he endeavours to account 
for the rise’of vapours’ on electrical principles. In 
1742 he published: an excellent dissertation on electri- 
city, containing a complete account of all that had been 
‘done upon that subject ;\ and he had the honour of re- 
ceiving, for this work, the prize medal of the Academy 
of Bourdeaux. Dr Degaguliers was the first who dis- 
tinguished bodies into electrics and conductors ; and he 
gave-a list of substances which belong to these two 

History. 
—_— 

About this: time ‘the'subject of electricity began to Labours of 
be assiduously cultivated by the Germans, © Professor 
Boze of Wittemberg revived) the use of the globe of 
glass, and added ‘a prime‘conductor, which consisted of 
an iron or tin tube, ‘at: first'suw’ by a man stand- 
ing upon ¢akes of rosin, and‘afterwards by silk strings, 
Professor Winkler invented the cushion for exciting tht 
globe; and Mr Gordon, a-Scotch Benedictine monk, 
‘and professor of ange “a at Erfurth, had the merit of 
first Introducing the cylinder of glass. ‘The apparatus 
-used in Germany was much more’ various and*powerful 
than what had been employed either in France or Eng- 
land ; arid hence the ng electricians were led to se- 
veral interesting results. In 1744, Dr Ludolf, of Berlin, 
set fire to the irits of Frobenius, by the sparks 
fromva slinetithey dbalapiby thike tradi ah iro conduc- 
tor. » Professor Winkler the ‘same thing by a 
spark from a3 also kindled French brandy, 
‘corn spirits, and still aerate wi they were 

eviously heated. | Oil, pitch, sealing-wax, when 
ted’ to a very great degree, were also: kindled’ by the 

electric spark. pee " 
A number of ee ee were about this 

time introduced by the Germans. Mr Winkler’ con- 
structed a wheel which moved by means‘ of electricity. 
Mr Boze conveyed electricity from one man ‘to another, 

“18 feet distant, by a jet of water ; and Mr Gordon al- 
so kindled ‘spirits, by’ a jet of electrified water: “Dr 
Se th 1748;.ucceeded "in kindling ‘phosphorus by 

- Our countryman,’Dr Watson, afterwards Sir Wil- 
liam Watson, now ‘his successful’ career as an 
electrical discoverer. His'attention seems tovhave been 
directed to this subject by the discoveries of the Ger- 
mans, which he ‘ repeated... He fired inflam- 

drop of cold water, and even with ice, he kindled both 
spirits of wine and inflammable air. He-also succeed- 
ed in firing gun ponds, and ‘in di ing a musket 

w been 

set on eee ree nee by some 

was always was warm.’ 
showed that the of ‘was nei 
by the presence nor absence of other 
‘smoke of original electrics was a conductor 

the Ger- 
mans. 

A.D, 1744. 

Labours of 
Dr Watson, 
A. ). 1745. 

Died 1787. 

the electric spark ; and, by means of’ a~ 
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History. this time invented at Leyden for the purpose of accu- 

mulating considerable quantities of electricity. He en- 
deavoured in vain to give a theory of its operations ; but 
he obtained a number of curious results, which, tho 
of importance at the time when he wrote, could not 
with propeites: be introduced into a short history of 
electricity. Dr Watson was now at the head of a small 
party of English phil ers, who associated them- 
selves for the purpose of making a series of experi- 
ments on the distance to which the electric shock could 
be carried, and on the velocity of its motion, On the 
14th and {8th of July 1747, they conveyed the shock 
across the Thames at Westminster bridge, by an iron 
wire, the water of the river forming part of the chain 
of communication. One of the Party ld a wire in one 
hand, which communicated with the phial, and recei- 
ved the shock by dipping an iron rod in the river. On 
the 24th of July, at two different places, they forced 
the electric shock to make a circuit of two miles at the 
New River at Stoke Newington. At one of these places, 
the distance by land was 800 feet, and by water 2000; 
in the other, the distance by land was 2800, and 8000 
by water. In other experiments, they found that mea- 
dow-ground, covered with grass, conducted the elec- 
tricity well; and that dry, gravelly ground, was as 
good a conductor as water. On the 14th of A 
1747, in the driest weather, the association led 
on Shooter's Hill, for the purpose of performing a very 

ificent experiment. The wire which communicated 
with the iron rod that made the discharge, was support- 
ed by rods of baked wood, and was 6782 feet long. The 
wire communicating with the phial was sup’ ina 
similar manner, and was 3868 feet in length ; the dis- 
tance of the observers being about two miles. Al- 
aaa > cireuit was four miles, two of water a 
two ground, yet no time appeared to elaj u- 
xing the at-ckey chet, to fiat. Gntes araniaeny 
reason to consider it as instantaneous. In another ex- 

riment of the same kind, where the whole le: of 
wire was 12,276, the same result was obtained. 

After the completion of these experiments, Dr Wat- 
son commenced his individual labours. He discovered 
that glass tubes and globes did not contain the electri- 
eal power in themselves, but were merely movers, or, 
as he calls it, determiners of that power; and, before 
any notice of Dr Franklin’s celebrated discovery had 
reached England, Dr Watson had communicated to the 
Royal Society of London a theory of positive and ne- 
gative electricity. 

While electricity was making such progress in Eng- 
land, Dr Franklin was busily olouiet with the same 
subject in America. The extent and brilliancy of his 
discoveries gave a form and dignity to the science of 
electricity which it had never before possessed, and 
raised their author to a high rank among the distin- 
guished philosophers of the eighteenth century. His 
earliest discoveries were communicated to his friend.Mr 
Collinson of the al Society, on the 28th July 1747, 
and the letters which contained them were speedily 
translated into the different languages of Europe. These 
discoveries related to almost every branch of electricity ; 
but the most ag may be reduced to three. 1st, 
His discovery of plus and minus electricity. 2d, His 
explanation of the Leyden phial. $d, His discovery of 
the identity of lightning and soeere 

1, Dr Franklin had observed, like Dr Watson, that 
electricity was not created by the friction of the glass, 
but was merely collected by that operation from neigh- 
bouring non ics. He had li wide satigel, thet 

4 

Discoveries 
of Dr 
Franklin, 
A. D, 1747. 

Born 1706, 
Died 1790, 

by means of a conductor between the internal and ex- 

ELECTRICITY. 
History. no person could electrify himself, even when munding 

upon wax or glass, as the tube which he rubbed 
communicate to him no more electric matter than it 
bad uaseived fen bine, ducing Guta ion; and he had 
seen, two persons upon wax, both 
esd ts he daatied oes a 
tube and the other took the fire from it; and that 

to conclude, that the electric matter was conveyed from 
the person who excited the tube to the person who 
touched it; and he therefore su that he who 
touched the tube received an iti 

plus or posilively, while the that excited the 
tube pr ia of a part of his natural quantity of 
the electric fluid, or was electrified minus or negalively. 
According to this po ge tea therefore, ev: body has 

2. This simple theory found a ready and a beauti- eyo 
ful application in the explanation of the Leyden phial. phial 
This apparatus, which was discovered by Muschen- 
broek, is nothing more than a glass jar coated both on 
the outside and inside to within a certain distance of 
the with a conducting substance, such as tin-foil. 
If the internal coating is connected by a wire with an 
excited tube, or with the electrified conductor of an 
electrical machine, while the external coating is con- 
nected with the ground, or with any conducting sub. 
stance, a great quantity of electric matter may be aceu- 
mulated in the jar. If a communication is now made 

ternal coating, a loud snap is heard, and a brilliant 
spark emitted; and if the conductor is a living being, 
he will receive a severe shock in his arm heart, 

rtional to the coated surface of the jar, or rather 
to. the uantity of electricity which has been collected. 
When she ihial is thuaa diechan , the accumulated elec- 
wren bee escaped, and the phial is in the same state in 
which it was before the commencement of the experi- 
ment. When the electric shock was first discovered, 
the philosophers themselves were thrown into such a 
tumult of wonder and surprise, that they published the 
most. ridiculous and accounts of the effects 
which it produced. M broek received such a con~ 
cussion in his arms, shoulder, and heart, that he lost his 
breath, and required two days to recover from the ef- 
fects .of the blow and the terror, and declared that the 
kingdom of France would not induce him to take another 
shock, M, Allamand lost the use of his breath for some 
moments, and afterwards experienced al his right 
arm such an acute pain, that he serious 
consequences from it. Mr Winkler tells us, that his 
body was thrown into such convulsions, and his blood 
into such an agitation, that he employed cooling medi- 
cines to keep off fever. At another time, he co- 
piously at the nose ; and the same effect was uced 
u is wife, who was almost deprived of — 
of walking. These remarkable effects of the electric 
fluid excited the attention of all classes of people. The 
learned and the vulgar were equally desirous to expe- 
rience the singular sensation; and crowds of half-taught 
electricians wandered through every part of Europe to 
gratify the universal curiosity, It was only the curiosi- 
ty of the unlearned, however, that was satisfied. The 
dlectrical philosophers endeavoured in vain to account 
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for the operation of the Leyden phial; and it was not 
till the iniar Yee hiner , that it ree 

; supposin, g@, that when 
glass jar was ‘electrified pone ively, the 

negatively, so that the charging of 
the phial consisted merely in diminishing the quantity 
of the electric matter in one side of the glass, and ac~ 
cumulating electric matter in the other. Dr Franklin 
had observed, that the outside coating was always ne~ 
gative, when the inside coating was positive; and he 
‘proved the truth of this, by the attraction and repul- 
sion of a cork ball suspended by silk. When a cork 
ball was suspended between the wires communicating 
with each coating, and brought near one another, it was 
alternately attracted and repelled. by each wire, till the 
phial was discharged. In order to shew, that, in the 
charging of a phial, the one side lost as much as the 
other gained, he suspended a small linen thread near 
the coating of a phial, and observed that the 
voating attracted the thread whenever he brought his 
finger near the wire, the outside coating drawing in by 
the thread the same quantity that was taken from the 
inside by touchingthe wire. Several experiments ena- 
bled Dr Franklin to prove, that, in the discharge of the 
phial, the tity of electricity which left the one side 
of the phial, was equal to that which was received by the 
other. In one of these, he insulated the rubber of his 
machine, and found that a phial, suspended from the 
conductor, could not be even though his hand 
was constantly applied to it; for, though the electric 
matter left the outside, there was none to be atcumu- 
lated on the inside. Upon removing his hand; and con- 
necting the outside coating and the insulated rubber by 
pipers 2 ing substance, the phial was easily iinet 
Hence it followed, that the very same electric matter 
which left the external coating, was conveyed by the 
way of the globe, the conductor, and the wire of’ the 
phial, into the inside of the jar. 

§. Hitherto the science of electricity embraced no wider 
range than the phenomena developed during the exci- 
tation of glass and other electrics, and therefore 
hot yet connected itself with any of the great events of 
the material world. Astronomy had elevated the mind 
to the contemplation of the most splendid and magnifi- 
cent omena which the imagination could compre- 
hend ; Optics had dared to investigate the properties 
of that ethereal matter, which constitutes the very soul 
of the visible world ; and Magnetism had connected her 
facts with the polar attraction of the great globe itself. 

had indeed been conjectured, that the shock and 
ark of the electrical machine, were miniature effects 
a more tremendous t ; but it was reserved for Dr 

Franklin, not only to give a form and character to this 
infant science, but to raise it toa higher rank 

It 

the other Nese human “ . . The 
discovery of the’identity of electricity and li ing was 
the step by which this was effected. e The 
vulgar were astonished at the sight of fire it down 
from heaven; and ph Ives ed at the 
recollection, that they been amusing themselves 
with a thunderbolt in their hands, and triflimg with that 
pote ent, which had so often alarmed and convul- 

the Piel world. Human genius indeed seems 
‘this occasion to have made an impious excarsion be- 

its mortal range, and’one victim was demanded to 

“ok. Vin. PART It, 

among purpose, may be regard 
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which produced lightning, Dr Franklin drew up a state- 
ment of the principal points in which these two agents 
resembled each other. He found that flashes of light- 
ning; like the electric spark, are generally seen crooked 
and waving in the air; that lightning, as well as elec- 
tricity, strikes pointed objects in preference to all others; 
that eghtnine and electricity take the readiest and the 
best conductor; that they both dissolve metals, and 
inflame combustible substances; that they rend solid 
bodies, strike s blind, reverse the poles of a mag- 
net, and destroy animal life. These points of resem~- 
blance a to Dr Franklin so very striking, that 
he resolved to examine, by direct eriment, the truth 
of his conjecture. For some time he waited for the 
erection of a spire in Philadelphia, to assist him in his 
views; but he afterwards thought of a more simple 
method of ing them into effect. Having extend- 
eda silk handkerchief over two cross sticks, he 
formed a kite, which, unknown to any person but his 
son, he elevated during the first thunder storm, which 
happened in the saath of June 1752. The kite re- 
mained a considerable time in the atmosphere without 
any appearance of electricity. A cloud, which had the 

ce of being charged with lightning, ed 
over it without producing any result ; and Dr Frank~- 
lin began to despair of success. His attention, how- 
ever, Was ro! by the erection of some loose fibres 
on the hempen cord, and on holding his knuckles 
to the key upon the string, he received an electric 
spark, Before the rain had wetted the string, other 
sparks wereobtained; but when the string wasthorough- 
ly wet, Dr Franklin collected: the electric fire in great 
abundance. About a month before Dr Franklin had 
made these successful trials, the French philoso-~ 
hers had obtained similar results. In order to shew, 

direct experiment, that the electricity collected 
from «lee ne re i saben ak spe eth 
which was generated the friction of an electric, he 
erected an apparatus in his house at Philadelphia, con« 
sisting of an insulated iron rod: connected with two 
bells, which indicated by their ringing that the rod was 
electrified: After numerous trialas. Te found that the 
natural and artificial electricities were in every respect 
the same; that the clouds were sometimes negatively, 
and sometimes positively electrified ; and that some~ 
times, in the course of one thunder storm, they changed 
several times from positive to negative. On one oc- 
casion, when’ there was no thunder at all, he found 
the air to be strongly electrified during a fall of snow. 

- The aed rey sora application of the preceding dis« 
coveries to the protection of buildings from the de- 
structive’ effects of lightning, contributed most essen- 
tially to’ extend the fame of Dr Franklin’s discove~ 
ry; and every conductor'that' has been reared for this 

edvas a monument to the genius 
of the American’ philosopher. We are di d to 
doubt, however, whether this application has been as 
useful as it at first promised. ‘When a thunder cloud 
is directly above, and not far distant from, a conductor, 
the electric fluid will certainly be conveyed into the 
earth by the conducting power of the iron rod; but 
there have been numerous instances ‘where one end of 
a house has been destroyed by lightning, when there 
was a conductor pet at es other. ‘ ' 

A great variety of miscellaneous and important ex- 
periments wane’ sinh about this’ time by Le Monnier 
pret ts Se Mr Smeaton, and Dr Miles. Le Monnier 

e 
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a great number of experiments with a very power- 
36 
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ful electrical ee He endeavoured to shew that 
homogeneous bodies receive electricity fn proportion to 
their surface, and that asmall stri of'lead. with a given 
area, received more electricity a square sheet of 
the same superficial contents. Dr Watson, however, 
afterwards found that these results were incorrect. 
Prior to the great experiments made in England, Le 
Monnier likewise made a number of experiments on 
the of electricity through water and along wire, 
but he was unable to determine the rate of its motion. 
He was also the first, according to Buffon, whio disco- 
vered that the Leyden phial would retain its electricity 
for a long time “7 ti it was charged. In a frosty sea- 
son it once retained its charge for 36 hours. Mr nes. 
ton remarked, that if any person, insulated, pressed 
with the flat part of his hand against the globe or cy- 
linder, while another person, not insulated, excited 
globe with his band, the insulated person would scarcely 
receive any electricity, but would be electrified very 
powerfully when he merely laid his fingers lightly 
on the globe. Mr Smeaton also found, that the red 
hot part of an iron bar could be electrified as strongly 
as the cold parts on each side of it. Dr Miles perform- 
ed various experiments in electricity, without having 
made any great discovery, He succeeded in kindling 
common lamp spirits, by exciting a stick of common 
black sealing wax with paper or dry flannel, and he 
jp om that a globular spot of fire appeared first on 

is finger when presented to the excited wax, and that 
from this spot there issued regular streams towards the 
wax, like the tail of a comet. The same author procu- 
red a tube of green glass, which he could never excite 
without great trouble. 

The subject of electricity was cultivated by the Abbé 
Nollet with great assiduity and success. He was the friend 
and associate of Dufay, and was worthy of succeeding 
him in his career of discovery. He observed thatthe elec- 
tricity of a body placed in the atmosphere of an electri- 
fied body, wasof the same kind with that of the electrified 
body, a result, however, which was found to be incorrect ; 
that pointed bodies threw out brushes of electric light, 
but didnot display othersigns of electricity so powerfully 
as blunt bodies; that the smoke of gum lac, turpentine, 
karabé, and sulphur, were not so good conductors of elec- 
tricityas the smoke of linen, wood, the vapour of water, 
and the effluvia of burning tallow and other fat substan- 
ces; thata pieceofredhot iron throwing off ignited sparks, 
and placed at thedistance of 6inches from anexcited tube, 
deprived it in two or three seconds of all its electricity, 
but refused to affect the tube at the same distance be- 
fore it ceased to be red ; that an excited tube lost none 
of its electricity in the focus of a burning mirror; that 
glass and other electrics were more strongly excited in 
the open air than in vacuo; that the electric light. in 
vacuo was more diffuse and unbroken than in the open 
air ; and that oil of turpentine, upon a piece of woollen 
cloth, was eapable of exciting glass very powerfully, 
but lost this quality by the least intermixture of water. 
The Abbé Nollet was the first who made any 
accurate experiments on animal and organised bodies: 
This series of experiments he with several on eva- 
poration, &e. He ascertained electricity augments 
the natural evaporation of fluids, and that those eva- 
porate most in this way that are most evaporable in 
ordinary cases ; that electricity has.the greatest effect 
in evaporating fluids, when they are contained in ves- 
sels that are non-electric, and that it does not make 
fluids, evaporate through the pores either of metal. or 
glass. Mr Boze having informed the Abbé Nollet 
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that tubes which d Water "ed by 
drops Hewcae © Stnitent stream when electrified, he 
made numerous experiments on that subject. He 
found that the stream of water was neither sensibly 
celerated nor retarded when the bore e 
in diameter, When it was a line in diameter, the fluid 
pees a small acceleration, and when it was ca- 
pillary, the electrified jet not only became a continued 
stream, and divided into several streams, but was also 
eonsiderably accelerated, and this in proportion to the 
smallness of the bore. The stream of electrified fluid 
exhibited in these experiments had a very brilliant 
effect when they were performed in the dark: The 
Abbé’s attention was now directed to the effect of elec 
tricity upon ve; les. The first experiments on this 
subject had been made at Edinburgh, in October 1746, 
by MrMaimbray, who found that two myrtle trees, elec- 
trified during the month of October, put forth smatl 
branches and blossoms much earlier than other shrubs 
that had not been electrified. The Abbé repeated this 
experiment. He sowed seeds in two pots, filled with 
the same mould, and kept in the same place. _ One of 
the pots was electrified ectig 15 days, two,’ three, or 
four hours a day, while the other remained unelectri- 
fied ; and it always happened that the electrified pot 
exhibited sprouts two or three days sooner than the 
rest, and threw out larger shoots, and a greater number 
of them in a given time. - s 

In extending his experiments to animals, the Abbé 
Nollet took several rue of cats, igeons, chaffinches, 
sparrows, &c. and placed them in ai nt _ Af. 
ter electrifying one of each pair for five or six hours at a 
time, he weighed them accurately, and always found 
that the electrified cat was 65 or 70 grains lighter than 
the other, the pigeon from 35 to 38 grains lighter, and 

8 the chaffinch and sparrow six or seven grains. Hence 
he concluded that electricity increases the insensible 
perspiration of animals. 7) uso 

Upon these and other results, the Abbé Nollet 
founded a theory of electricity, which was never recei+ 
ved by any other philosopher. He imagined that when 
an electric is excited, the fluid has two ite mo- 
tions, viz. an afflux to the electric and an ¢ from 
it. Inconsequence of the afflux, all light bodies are 
attracted ‘or carried towards the electric, while, in 
consequence of the efflux, all nos bodies are carried 
from the electric or repelled. Hence he was obliged 
to suppose, that every electric, as well as every body 
which receives electricity, has’ two different kinds of 
pores ; one for receiving, and the other for emitting the 
electric matter. ; 

About this time a very Sy yg OH arg Mr EI 
licott, a ow oO © cott’s was brought forward by Mr 

al — of London, which is remarkable as bei 
almost exactly the same as that which was afterward 
so fully illustrated by A3pinus and Cavendish. After. 
reciting the principal electrical phenomena, he draws 
from them the following conclusions: 1. That the 
phenomena of electricity are produced by means of ef- 
fluvia, which, in exciting the electrical body, are put 
into motion and separated from it. 2. That the par- 
ticles composing those effluvia strongly repel each her; 
and, $. That there is a mutual attraction between the: 
particles and those of all other bodies, “Mr cott af- 
terwards proceeds to explain, upon these principles, a 
variety of electrical experiments. See Phil. Trans. 1748, 
vol. xlv. p, 195. ‘ ES 3 

During the years 1747 and 1748, the attention of a 
losophers was drawn to a series of experiments on th 

was above a line — 

ry. 

Theory of 
Nollet, 
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-istory. medical effects of electricity, said to have been perform- the head, and in some cases of paralysis, the patients had History. 
——" ed at Venice, “4 2 a at Leipsic. J. ae found considerable relief ; yet he was convinced, that, in 
Medical —Piyati,.a gentleman eminence at Venice, published | other instances, the effects were greatly exaggerated ; 

amit a pamphlet in Italian, containing an account of these and imno one case could he find any transpiration’ of 
ti ts - experiments. He inclosed in a glass cylinder a quan- odours through glass, or any communication of the effects 

tity of balsam of Peru, so that none of its effluvia could of drugs to ] ns who were electrified with them in 

' escape ; and with that’ cylinder he electritied a man  theirhands. The British electricians were equally'de~ 
who had been afflicted with a severe pain in his side. sirous with the Abbé Nollet, either to confirm or refute 

patient returned home, Re fell asleep and- the experiments of Pivati.. They had been tried with+ _ 
. — i: and so powerfully had the balsam been trans- out success by the members of the Royal Society ; and es 

as an account of /Winkler’s and Pivati’s experiments —— the pores of the glass cylinder into his 
body, that hi clothes, his hair, = his bed, were filled 
with the efluvie. On the following day Pivati electri- 
fied another person who was in health, In the 

' course of half an hour a warmth was gradually diffused 
through his whole frame, and he became unusually 
cheerful. An odour was emitted from his body, and was 

beaten 
, which, when yrs aap at entit- 

ted no ‘odour! by being burned over the fire, sent forth 
a sulphureous vapour, when electrified, to the distance 
of 10 feet. His friend Professor Haubold, and other 
visitors, were obliged to leave the room from the inten- 
sity of the smell, and the essor’s clothes were im- 

next day’ with the sulphureous vapour. He 

had appeared among ‘the: transactions of’ that learned 
body, the po tong was desired to request from Mr 
Winkler a circumstantial account of his experiments, 
and a loan of some of the globes and tubes by which he 
had obtained such singular results, ‘The German etec? 
trician readily complied with this request; «and: Dr 
Watson was appointed to conduct the experiments at 
his own house, on the 12th of June’ 1751, before the: 4. p, 175. 
president and office-bearers of the Royal Society.’ Not- 
wi ing every. precaution, however, »in obeying’ 
the instructions of Mr Winkler, they were unable to 
force glass the effluvia of odoriferous bodies. 
Dr Bianchini of Venice failed in the same attempt; and 
the pretended results of Pivati and Winkler were no 
longer credited. 
Mr Canton, one of the most eminent of the English’ Discoveries 

afterwards diffused the odour of cinnamon and balsam 
of Peru in a similar mamner, and in both these cases the 
effects of the odour remained on the day following. 

electricians, had early distinguished himself by a suc-"of Mr Can- 
cessful repetition of Dr Franklin's method of drawing 3o, i718, 
electricity from the atmosphere during a thunder storm. pjeg 1779. 

The iment was again tried upon a ignorant eae 
nose was filled with a sweet smell like some sort of bal- 
sam, E) by the success of his first experiments, 
Pivati drew sparks, for some minutes, from an ulcera- 
ted foot, which had resisted every surgical application, 
by. means of a glass cylinder filled with proper mate- 
rials. In the ing, the patient found a red tuber- 
cleon his foot. He perspired every night for ei 
days, and was then perfectly recovered. The Bi 
of Sebenico, an old man of 75, who was miserably. af- 
flicted with the gout, was attracted to Venice by the 
fame of Pivati’s cures. His fingers were immoveable, 
and his incapable of bending; but as soon as he 

ified from a glass cylinder filled with 
disculient medicines, “ his Lordship opened and shut 
both his hands, gave a hearty squeeze with his hand 
to one of his attendants, rose up, walked, smote his 
hands together, hel himself to a chair, and. sat 
down, wondering at his strength, and hardly knowing 
whether or not it was a dream. He walked out of the 
chamber, and down stairs, without any assistance, and 
with the agility of a young man. Soon afterwards 
Pivati relieved a lady, 61 years old, in like manner, 
from the gout, with which she had been six months tor- 
mented. Her fingers were much swollen, and always 
trembling, and one of her arms was convulsed.. After 
recei e electricity for two minutes, the trembling 
of her fingers ceased, and the next day the swelling was 
so far abated, that she could draw on her gloves, and 
make use of her fingers.”. See Phil, Trans. 1748, vol. 
‘xiv. p. 262: 
- As soon as these results were known over Europe, 
every electrician endeavoured in vain to verify them. 
‘The Abbé Nollet undertook a journey to Italy, for the 

heir own presence ; and though he found that in par- 
ti Sppees ach as cinorders of the eyes, thasempyand 

He was the first who discovered that air was capable of 
receiving electricity by communication, and of retain- 
ing it for a considerable time ; and, by a delicate appa- 
ratus, he even measured the quantity of electricity 
which it had received. He found also a method) of 
electrifying; to a considerable degree, the whole air of a - 
room, either positively or negatively. In the year 1753; 
he even. succeeded in electrifying a room to such a 
pitch that it retained its electricity for some time. In 
very dry weather, the electricity thus communicated 
sometimes continued above an hour. 

Hitherto the same electricity had always been produ- 
ced by the same-electric; a result which had been in« 
troduced into the very terms of vt/reouvs and resinous 
electricity. It was reserved, however, for Mr Canton to 
disprove this long established result, and to shew that 
every.electric was capable of affording both kinds of 
electricity, according to the:state of the surface of the 
body, and according to the nature of the rubber by 
which that surface was excited. Mr Canton had found 
before he completed this great discovery, that he could 
communicate positive electricity to ing-wax. The 
stick was two feet and a half long, and one inch in dia~ 
meter, and when an excited glass tube was drawn se- 
veral times over one part of it without touching the 
other, the half thus excited was. positively, while the 
other was negatively electrified. In. December 1758, 
Mr Canton removed the polish from a glass tube by 
grinding it with emery and sheet-lead ; and upon exci« 
ting it with new flannel, he found that it possessed ne- 

ve electricity, but when it was excited by a piece of 
Sry oiled silk, it exhibited signs of positive electricity. 
If the rough tube be all greased over with tallow, and as 
much of the tallow as possible wiped off with a napkin, 
the oiled silk will receive a polish by rubbing it, and after 
a 1ew strokes, the tube will exhibit signs of negative 

. electricity. When the oiled silk is covered with chalk or 
whitening, the greased rough tube will give positive 
electricity ; but by continuing the fisetion til ¢ e rubs 
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History. ber becomes smooth, the electricity will again become 

negative. “ Thus,” says Mr Canton, “ may the .posi- d —_——— 
tive and negative powers of electricity be produced ion after a charged phial had been applied at the 
at pleasure by al the surfaces of the tube and other extremity. When a hempen cord was used, five 
rubber, according as one or the other is most.af- or six vibrations , and only three or four when 
fected by the friction between them ; for ifithe polish the cord was .w 

These experiments of Signor Beccaria, valuable 
they are, were greatly su y 
made on the electrical phenomena -of the Mae a 
An account of these experiments, however, w 
quire us to rs into a een — detail eg is 
inconsistent with a general history of electricity. 
will be given with more propriety in another Hrs 
the article. ¢ 

About Colew: apd init Richman 6 Deut of 
St Petersburg, while joyed in. nging icity, Pr 
from the heavens, created > oT pagan in the scien- umes by 
tific world, and is well entitled to be particularly men- }294""%* 

be taken off one half of the tube, the different powers 
may be excited with the same rubber at a single stroke : 
And the rubber is found to moye much easier over 
the than over the polished part.” Phil. Trans. 
1754, vol. xlviii. p. 780, &c. Mr Canton afterwards 
found that the smoothest glass will acquire a ne- 
gative electricity by being drawn over the back of a 
cat. 
Having observed that the friction of mercury, in- 

cluded in a glass tube, not only produced electrical light, 
but also electrified the glass on the outside, Mr Canton 
lu a piece of dry gieeen a Resa ef meamenryaien 
‘ound that by ating 6 om Deveniery was electrified . 
negatively and the glass positively, and toa considerable 

¢ 

Discoveries 
of Beccaria. 
Born 1716. 
Died 1781. 

d He likewise found that amber, sealing-wax, sphere, and was therefore extremely desirous of obser- | 
and Iceland crystal, were all electrified positively when 
taken out of . From these experiments, Mr 
Canton was led to the discovery of an of mer- 
cury and tin, which he always found highly efficacious 
in the excitation of glass. The subject of electric at- 
m was also illustrated by some fine experi- 
ments of Mr Canton. These experiments exhibit a cu- 
rious variety of attractions and repulsions of electri- 
fied bodies under different circumstances, and led to 
pee aoe ay nar general fact, that bodies im- 
merged in electric atmospheres always become 
sed of the electricity contrary to that of the body into 
whose atmosphere they are plunged. 

Contemporary with Mr Canton, was Giambattista 
Beccaria, who has laid the science of. electricity under 
great obligations, and has published his discoveries in 
a work entitled, Dell’ elettricismo artificiale e naturale, 
which at Turin in 1753, and was. translated 
into English in 1776. Having no knowledge of ‘the 
experiments of Mr Canton, Beccaria made the same dis- 
cov ye the communication of electricity to 
the air. He demonstrates that the air which is adja- 
cent to an electrified body acquires gradually. the same 
electricity ; that the electricity of the body is counter- 
acted and diminished by this electricity of the air; and 
that the air parts with its electricity very slowly. He 
also found there was a mutual repulsion between 
the particles of the air and electric matter, and that a 
temporary vacuum is formed by the electric fluid in 
pietsataeghane portion of air. His experiments 
on water are equally interesting and important. He 
has shewn that. water is.a very imperfect conductor of 
the electrie fluid ; that it ucts electricity according 
to its quantity; and that a small quantity of water 

ng 
Cnithe Sil otk vein Li ape Nac eens 
tus for observation. From a metallic ing through 
a perforated bottle, and fixed the roof of his house. 
there i 
other end of this chain was fixed to another metallic 
rod placed in a glass vessel, and to this second rod was 
attached a linen thread, which marked, by its:elevation 
on a quadrant, ‘the intensity of ithe electricity of the 

While Professor Richman was attending an ordinary 
meeting of the Academy of Sciences in the forenoon; 
his attention was excited by the sound of distant thun- 
der. He immediately set off for his own house to ob- 
serve the electrical state of the air, and took with hint 
his engraver Sokolow, that he:might be enabled to give 
a better re tation of any phenomena that 
present themselves. Richman remarked, that the thread - 
pointed to four on his quadrant; and while he 
was describing to his friend the dangerous eonsequen- 
ces that might ensue if the: thread rose to 45°, a dreads. - 
ful clap of thunder alarmed all the inhabitants of St - 
Petersburg. Richman inclined his head to the gnomon 
to see the degree of electricity which was indicated, and 
when he was in that bent e, with his head about 
a foot distant from the rod, a large globe of white and 
bluish fire, about the size of Mr Sokolow’s fist, flashed 
from the rod to his head, with a re as loud as that 
of a pistol. The Professor fell upon a chest be- 
hind him, and instantly expired. Sokolow was stupi< 
fied and benumbed by a sort of steam or vapour, and 
was struck by several fragments of the red-hot wires ; 
and the moment he recovered, he ran out of the house, 
acquainting every person whom he saw with the accident. — 

makes a great resistance to the electric fluid. Small In themean time, Mrs Richman, who heard the stroke of 
tubes of water, for example, when forming of the thunder,hastenedtothe chamber, and found herhusband 
electric circuit, refused to transmit a shock, while it without any ce of life, in the attitude of sitting 

ough them. The electric spark 
appeared as if no water had been present; but the tubes, 
though often 8 or 10 lines thick, were. iy bro- 
ken to pieces with tremendous force. same: phi- 

discovered also that metals were not 

upon. the chest, and eran against the wall. 

house was filled with a 

were thrown from the fire-place, and the door-p, 
the house were rent asunder. As soon: as. ase 

sistance was obtained, a vein of the Professor's body 

was opened, but no blood flowed, and every attempt to 
restore life by violent and ether means, 
wholly fruitless. ‘When the body was turned u 

during the rubbing, and on the forehead, appeared: 2 
down, a small quantity of blood fell from the mouth — 

5 
a chain surroun with electrics. . The | 
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from the pores of which some drops of blood on ¢lectricity, which he published in 1750, in a trea- Histery. 

without wounding the skin. The shoe on tise omthat subject, and in several papers in the Philo- “Vv 
: . ical Transactions. He was unfortunately one of yy. Wilson. 

there was.a blue mark on the foot, from which it is| those individuals who opposed, with such obstinacy, the pjea 1788. 

; on 
on other parts of the body. The stocking was entire 
at the place where the shoe was burst, and the coat had 
received no damage. The back of the engraver’s coat, 
however, was pape with eas and narrow 
burnt stripes.. Upon opening 24 hours after 
the accident, the cranium and _ brain i uninjured ; 
some extravasated blood appeared in the cavities below 
the and in the lungs towards the back, which 
were of a brownish-black colour. The throat, glands, 
and the thin intestines, were all inflamed, but none of 
the entrails were touched. The singed leather-coloured 
———- the skin; and 48 hours after 

the body was com) ly It is a cu- 
rious circumstance, that essor Ri had in his 
left coat pocket 70 rubles of silver, which were not in 

use of pointed conductors for thunder-rods, and was 
the means of introducing into the Royal Society those 
animosities and dissensions so fatal to the character and 
interests of science. The electrical properties of the 
tourmalin had been lately annou in the Memoirs 
of the Academy of Berlin, by M. Zpinus, who found 
that when this mineral was moderately warmed, it ex- 
hibited a plus electricity on one side, and a negative 
electricity on the other. The Duke de Noya, who 
wrote upon this subject, maintains, that the two sides 
are electrified plus, and one of them more strongly than 
_the other. In this state of the subject, it was taken up 

imentsonaspecimen — by Mr Wilson, who made his experim 
pores Dr Heberden, which weighed about 120 
grains. The general result of these experiments was; 
that the tourmalin suffers the electric fluid to. pass 
— it only in one direction, having, as it were; 
two ical poles; that there are three different me-~ 
thods of heating the tourmalin, which — diffes 
rent electric appearances; that different degrees of heat 
give different phenomena; and that friction has the 
same effect upon it as upon glass. Mr Wilson found 
that Po, se is a ere and 
orange colour, and having topaz, pos- 
sessed the same electrical i Gach: Sesteibbine 
Dr Thomson, however, has ed, that these must 
have been varieties of tourmalin, which the imperfect 
state of mineralogy did not enable Mr Wilson to recog 
nize. Mr Wilson also found, that when two electrics 
are rubbed together, the one is always electrified po- 
sitively and, the other ae ghee the er of the two 
having generally acquired the positive electricity. 

Having About this time a number of curious experiments pxperi- 
limestone). into plates nearly as ‘thin as window-glass, were made by aro eae on the electricity of stock- ments of 

and coated them on ings of different ki His pa) were published in Symmer, 
in order to perform the Leyden the Phi i Transactions for 1759; and relate to 1759 

When the heat was great enough to si four subjects: 1.:On the electricity of the human body; ied 1768, 

, which increase in intensity. for 

minutes. The shocks then became weaker as the stone 
cooled, and completely ceased a little while before the 
stone was cold. The same result was obtained with 
tobacco pipes. These results were attributed, by Mr 
Canton, with great reason, to the moisture contained in 
the Portland stone and the tobacco pi When 
are 

stance will account for the 06 Me -Berguiari in 
trymg to repeat these experiments of Delaval. 
Mr Benjamin Wilson made a number of experiments 

and the animal substances silk and wool. 2. On the 
electricity of black and white silk. 3. On electrical 
cohesion. 4, On two distinct powers in electricity. 
Mr Symmer had frequently observed, that, on pulling 
off his. stockings in the evening, they emitted a crack- 
ling noise, and even gave sparks of fire in the dark. He 
immediately conjectured that these phenomena were 
electrical, and.commenced a series of experiments on 
the subject. He found the electricity very powerful 
when a silk and worsted stocking were on one leg, and 
it was of no consequence which of them was upper- 
most. When the stockings are thus excited, they ap- 
bit bythe bere mice me yaeean, Pemremar str 

attract or re another stocking 
visibly, and vere touched, emit or receive’ electri< 
cal fire. The best way of taking off the stockings‘is 
to put the hand between the leg and the stockings, and 
to push them off together. They must then be pulled 
asunder, and will exhibit signs of electricity. ‘hen 
the i were both of the same colour, th - 
Jeatienate reobeld tb ectricity, so that it was always necessary to 
have one of them black and the other white. « 
worn a pair of hJack silk stockings on his for ten 
minutes, he found them so highly inflated: taken 
off, that each of them exhibited the entire shape of the 
leg, and rushed at the distance of one foot and 
ahalf. All these effects are niost powerful when the 
stockings are either new, or newly washed. 

4 
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In order to perform these experiments with less 

trouble, Mr Symmer made his subsequent experiments 
by drawing the stockings through the hand. The fol- 
lowing are the leading results: Black silk is highly 
susceptible of electricity, being excited almost instan- 
taneously, and with very little friction. White silk 
is tly inferior to it, exhibiting neither » nor 
emitting a crackling noise, but affecting the electrome- 
ter very slightly. A black and a white silk stocking 
drawn through the hand together, exhibit no electri- 
city till they are separated. Mr Symmer went so far 
as to charge the Leyden phial by means of excited 
stockings ; and with four silk.stockings he even kind- 
led spirits of wine. The electrical cohesion between 
white and black silk stockings attracted Mr Sym- 
mer's particular notice. A weight of from one to 
twelve ounces was required to separate them. At ano- 
ther time they required 17 ounces, including the scale 
and the black stocking, which was 20 times the weight 
of the white stocking that supported them; the weight 
acting in a direction allel to the cohering surfaces. 
When one of the stoc ings was turned inside out, and 
put within the other, the separation required 20 ounces, 
whereas 10 was sufficient when they were applied to. 
one another externally. With stockings of a more 
substantial make, one of them being put within the 
other, without being turned inside out, the separating 
weight was nine pounds, wanting a few penny-weights, 
which is 55: times the weight of the sw ing stock- 
ing. When the white was turned inside out, and put 
within the black, so that their interior or rough sides 
were together, the separating weight was no less than 15 
ibs. 14 dwt. which is 92 times the weight of the support- 
ing stocking.. When the application of the stocki 
was merely external, as before, they lifted only 1 ofa 
pound, or 10 or 11 times the weight of the whole stock- 
ing. Mr Symmer found likewise, that excited stock- 
ings adhered also to unelectrified bodies, with broad 
and polished surfaces. Having thrown’ a stocking ac- 
cidentally out of his hands, he was astonished to find it, 
some time afterwards, sticking to the. paper hangings 
of the apartment. They adhered also to the painted 
boards of the room, and to the looking glass, and often 
remained suspended for a whole hour upon the hang- 
ings. 

Mr. Symmer concludes, from his experiments, that 
there are two distinct electric fluids ; that: electricity 
consists in the possession’ of a larger portion of one or 
the other power than is necessary to maintain an°éven 
balance with the body ; and» that the electricity is ne- 
gative or positive, according ’as the one or other power 
prevails. 

Signior Alessandro Amadeo Vaudonia, who constantly 
wore a beaver shirt between two others, in cold weather, 
found that the upper shirt always adhered to the bea- 
ver shirt. when it was» taken off, and emitted electric 
sparks. This experiment was repeated by his friend 

The experiments ‘of Mr Symmer attracted the notice 
of M. Cigna, who published an account of several inte- 
resting results, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Turin 
for 1765. Having extended two dry ‘white. or black 
silk ribbons above each other, upon any smooth plain 
surface, he drew over them the eee of an ivory 
ruler. Both the ribbons adhered to the ‘plain, and when 
taken from it together they attracted each other, the 
undex,one having been electrified positively, and the 
a a ton and negatively. When they were lifted separates 

ELECTRICITY: 
y ed one another, both acquired the’ History) 
i Mion ectricity. In rales fi rips ‘ribbons’ 5 
from the plain, in their su ion, elec. 
tric sparks were always visible beenieg dion: Ifthe’ 
ribbons, after having acquired, by the preceding ope- 
ration, the same electricity, were placed upon any rough 
conducting body, such as cotton or hemp, not very dry, 

exhibited, on separation, two contrary electricities, 
which disappeared upon joining them together, When: 
the two ribbons were rubbed on that rough surface, 
they always were electrified in an opposite manner, the 
upper one having the negative electricity. The effect 
of a rough surface was produced by a pointed conduc-' 
tor. When the two ribbons, hanging parallel, and» re- 
pelling each other, had the point ofa needle drawn op-' 

ite to one. of them, along its whole length, | 
trstantly rushed together, the ribbon nearest f i 
having its electricity changed. An unelectrified ribbon’ 

uired electricity by placing it upon a yt a surface, 
and laying an electrified ribbon above it, or by holding» 
it parallel to.an electrified ribbon, and drawing — 
ed conductor opposite to it, as before. If the n 
were rubbed with any skin, or a piece of smooth glass, in 
lace of the ivory ruler, the same results were d; 

but when a stick of sulphur was re 7" the electri- 
cities were always the reverse of what they were before, 
the rubbed ribbon being always negative. If one of the 
ribbons was black and the other white, then whichever 
of the two was the uppermost, and in whatever way 
they were rubbed, the white one was generally posi~ 
tive, and the black one negative. peer alee an 
piece of silk, however, was loose, yielding, and a 
net, or of the same structure as a , so that it 
could be rubbed against the lower one, whenever’ 
the rubber was of such a nature as to impart but little 
electricity to glass ; under these circumstances, the elec- 
tricity imparted to the upper piece of silk did not de- 
pend upon the rubber, but upon the surface which sup- 
ported it, the black being always negative, and the 
white positive. When the structure of the silk was 
hard, stiff, and close, and when the rubber had the cha-: 
racter of communicating much electricity to glass, then’ 
the upper piece of silk derived the character of its:elec- 
tricity from the rubber, and not from the supporting 
surface. * at 

In another set of lect 
fied ribbon near an insulated plate of lead, and observed: 
a feeble attraction. When his finger was gta oA 
the lead, a spark was emitted, after which the ribl 
was vigorously attracted, and both together exhibited 
no marks of being electrified. Upon taking away the 
ribbon, ap ces of electricity were exhibited in 
both, and a spark was seen between the plate and the 
finger. When two glass plates were p upon a 
smooth conducting ly, communicating with. the 
ground, and excited in the same manner as the ribbons, 
they likewise acquired electricity, and stuck firmly both 
to the conductor and to one another, 

xperiments, he brought an electri 

When the con- 
ductor was a plate of lead, not very’ thick, it was sup- 
ported by the attraction. No signs of electricity were 
exhibited when they were all together. | eam 

ing from the conductor the two plates of glass to- 
r, their electricity was positive on both sides, while 

conductor, if it ee ew, aaa be 
negatively electrified. en two plates of glass 
amet the upper one was positively electrified, 
and the lower one negatively. With a rough conduc- 
tor they scarcely’ content any electricity, though, 
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which he gives to the electricity produced by the melt- History. 

‘ing of*electric substances, have contributed most essen- 
etivie ion, were electrified as before. Hence 

lar 
conductor than water. It was ascertained by later ex- 
periments, that’ ice became a non-conductor when 
cooled down to —13° of Fahrenheit. ‘ 

which, however, he had been anticipated 
but he immediately saw that Dufay di 

these two electricities were the same as the positive 

passed off with the 
was cold, the flask 

that if a person insu- 

Bee. ff li i : 
sUtEL ime! Hf 2204 a F ie qiSg 

pilebid 4 st one: end and round at another, produced 
different ‘electrical ‘ upon the same body; 

ing as the or the ted end was present- 

ing always to an equilibrium, by filling up any va- br ee te da doce ; 

ot D / li Ph s * 

‘de Electricitatibus, Rostock, 1757, 4to. His re- 
searches respecting spontaneous electricity, a name 

* See Franklin's Letters, and Phil, Trans. 1763, vole liiie pe 84a 

* maximum at the 
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ially to the of the science: He found) that 
su melted in an earthen vessel, which he placed 
oe conductors, was strongly electrical when taken out 

it was cold, but it exhibited no indications of elec- 
tricity when it was cooled upon ‘electric substances. 
When melted in vessels of glass, the sulphur acquired 
a strong electricity, whether the vessels were placed bi 
glass vessels or not ; but it was always stronger when 
they were not placed on electrics, and strongest of all 
when the glass vessel had a metallic coating. The elec- 
tricity of the glass was, in these cases, constantly posi- 
tive, andthat of thesulphur negative; and, what was very 
singular, the electricity ofthe sulphur did not develope 
i till it began to cool and contract, and reached its 

int of greatest contraction. The 
electricity of the glass was then the least, and was'strong- 
est of all when the sulphur was shaken out of it, before - 
its contraction commenced. Melted sealing-wax he al- 
so found to acquire negative electricity when poured 
into glass, and positive electricity when poured into 
sulphur. Sealifg-wax poured into baked wood was ne- 
gative, and the wood positive. Sulphur poured into 
wood became negative, but when poured into sulphur, 
or rough glass, it acquired-no electricity. Mr Wilke’s 

iments on the friction of' bodies are also interesting. 
Ww sulphur and glass were rubbed together, the glass 
was strongly positive, and the sulphur strongly nega- 
tive. Wood excited with cloth was always negative. 
Wood rubbed against smooth glass is negative, but. 
prem when rubbed against rough glass. Sulphur ex« 

ibited positive electricity only in the case when it 
was rubbed against metals. Lead, however, formed an 
exception ; for sulphur became negative when rubbed 

inst it, and the metal itself positive; from which 
ilke concludes, that lead is not such a good conduc- 

tor a8 the other meta's.’ In the following catalogue 
given by Mr Wilke, the substances are arranged in the 
order in which they are disposed to acquire positive or 
negative electricity, any one of the bodies acquiring po- 
sitive electricity when rubbed by any that follow it in 
the ca e, and. a negative electricity when rubbed 
with any go before it: 

Smooth glass.. Paper, Lead: 
Woollen cloth. Sealing-wax.. _ Sulphur, 
Quills. White wax. Metals. 
Wood, Rough glass. 

Mr Wilke believed, that smooth glass gives in all cases. 
a positive electricity ; but Mr Canton ‘had discovered 
that the smoothest glass may be negatively electrified 
when drawn over the back of a cat. 

The experiments of Dr Franklin and’Mr Canton om 
electric atmospheres, were verified and extended by Mr 
Wilke, who concluded, — parts of non-electrics im- 

in electric atm eres, acquire an 0 ite 
pp to that of the snepher’ itself. The subjectof 
electric light received also considerable illustration from 
the labours: of this in erteeter nyo When two 
pieces of were ru er, he noticed a vivid 
Power ight which threw out rays, but°adhered 
to the place where it was produced, andemitted a strong 

; ‘smell. As it was accompanied with no at- 
traction or repulsion, he concluded that friction was not 
able of itself to produce electricity, but that it was ne- 
cessary to have the bodies of different kinds ; and he 
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considered the production of: ight without 
attraction, as the excitation of electricity without-the ac- 
cumulation of it. When a tube was excited with a 
woollen cloth, with white wax or oil u it, it ejected 
flames, each of which seemed to issue a little fiery 
protuberance. He found, that when sparks were pro- 
duced between. two balls, ( when both the balls 
were metallic,) the light formed a cone, the base of 
which was always on the body positively electrified, and 
the vertex on the one negatively electrified,—a criterion 
which he considers as. sufficient for. discriminating. the 
two.electricities. When a point not electrified is oppo- 
sed to a positively electrified point, the luminous cones, 
which in. other circumstances would have been. seen 
upon both of them, are not in this. case visible ; but if 
a positive cone be opposed toa negative cone, they both 
retain their characteristic p es. 

We come now to lay before our readers an account of 
the labours of ASpinus, who may be. considered as the 
first who employed geometry. and analysis in ex- 
tending the science of electricity. He performed a series 
of experiments, similar to those of Mr Wilke, on melted 
sulphur. When the sulphur was pouyed into metallic 
cups and cooled, the cup and the sulphur together shew- 
ed no signs of electricity till they were separated, when 
the electricity was very strong, the electrical effects al- 
ways disappearing when the eo was put back in- 
to the cup, and re-appesring when the separation. was 
repeated. The electricity of the cup was always nega- 
tive, and that of the sulphur positive; but if either, of 
the two had been deprived.of its, electricity when they 
were separate, they both exhibited, when united, the 
electricity which had not.been taken. away, and which 
was always on the surface of the sulphur. Upon_pres- 
sing together two plates of looking-glass, one of them 
exhibited after separation a strong negative, and: the 
other. a, strong. positive electricity. When they were 

in joined, the electricity of both cinoppesivds but 
if one of them had its electricity taken off. when sepa- 
rate, then the two, when reunited, had. the electricit 
of the other plate. He made the same experiments with 
glass and sulphur, with several other electrics, and. .with 
an electric and.a piece of metal. _Aipinus, and Wilke 
happening to be resident at the same time at Berlin, 
pursued in company their experiments on electric at- 
mospheres, and were led to the discovery of a beautiful. 
method of charging a plate of air, in the same manner 
as the charge had been communicated to plates of glass. 
Having found that the negative state of one of the bo- 
dies depended on the opposite state of the other; which 
was precisely the case witha charged pane of glass, they 
therefore tried to give an electric shock by meansof air, 
which they effected, by. suspending large wooden boards 
coated with tin, having their flat surfaces parallel, and 
some inches distant. one of the boards was elec- 
trified positively, the other possessed a negative elec: 
tricity, and. when a person touched one of the pews 
with one hand, andthe other plate with his other hand, 
he received a shock ne in the Leyden jar. The 
opposite electricities. of, two boards occasioned a 
strong attraction, which-it was apenesenriae counteract 
by means of strings, which prevented: the: a of 

= pee se Yay sere3 hm them, in the was di yy a strong spar’ een » in 
same manner as when a pane of glass bursts, with an 

* Such of our readers as are 
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charge was effected by the intervention of the 
sand Chonthorasessanorsiateertaanainiemite: 
the spontaneous discharge always’ ‘through: it, 
real amy body: fixed at this, , prevented the 
boards from being charged. Wilke and Apinus con- 

nomenon. of lightni 
cndey 9 tgeeanel 

interesting experiments on the tourmalin, which he 
published in the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin 
for 1756. 

Notwithstanding the value of these iments, the Theory of 
test service which Aipinus did to electricity, was “pinus, 

- Nn connecting together all the scattered an 1759. 
1 peas and plausible theory, of which he has given 
a full account in, his Tentamen Theorie Electrivitatis et 
Magnetismi, published at St P in 1759. This 
theory is founded on the following simple principles: 
1. That the molecules of the electric fluid) mutually re- 
pel each other, even at considerable distances, and with 
a force decreasing as the distance increases. 2. The 
postion of the electric fluid attract the particles of all 
nown bodies, and are attracted by them in their turn, 

with a force following the same law. 3. The electric 
fluid exists in the pores of bodies, moving without any 
perceptible obstruction in. non-electrics, such as the 
metals, yon &e. ane with extreme di in the 
pores of ¢ ics, such as-glass, rosin, &c. 4. 
nomena of electricity arise from two causes, Ist, + 
the transference of the fluid from a body containing 
more, to another containing less of it; and, 2d, From its 
attraction and repulsion, where no transference takes 
place. These simple principles are managed with. 
address, in explaining even the most si  pheno- 
mena of electricity, and enable us to predict; with the 
utmost exactness, the resultof any p im 

The work of /Zpinus is, perhaps, too cal 
for ordinary. readers, but it has been rendered access 
sible to those who have no mathematical knowledge, by. 
the labours of the Abbé Hauy, in his. work: entitled 
Exposition raisonnée de la, Theorie de U Electricité et dw 
Magnetisme apres les Principes de M: Aipinus: ' Paris; 
1787, 8vo.* : 

_ The labours of our countryman, Dr Pri 
not confined to the composition of his. laborious work 
on the history of electricity, which appeared in the year 
1767, and which contains a full and: instructive ac- 
count of all the discoveries in electricity ;which had beer 
made either in Europe or America. Atthe end of this 
work, he has given us an account ofa number of original 
experiments, and he afterwards published several papers: 
on electricity in the Transactions of the al Society. 
hte a De o ascertain ore qualities of me=. 

tic air, iestley was led to make nee, conse on. 
charcoal, as it was from that substance that he procured’ 
the gas in the greatest quantity, He found that, chare 
coal, whatever was its state with» to heat or cold, 
was nearly as good a conductor-of; icity as the me~ 
tals; a result which overturned the notion, 
that all other bodies but water and the metals are non 
conductors, Different pieces of wood charcoal had dif= 
ferent degrees of conducting power; but the most per- 

prevented: from consulting the original work of Spinus, will find an admirable view of his theory in Dr 
Robison'’s System of Mechanical pipe i vol. iv. which is now in the press. We have been induced to make this reference, as in the 
following article we propose to give a ied account of, the more perfect theory of Cavendish, which-comprehends that of Hpinus. 

estley, were Labours ot _ 

ley. 
Dr Priest- 

Born 1 ‘ 
Died 1804, 
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1 feof eoriduétots of this kind which he found, were some Zpinus, though it is more accurate and more extended. History pieces of pit charcoal, which appeared to be in every “Since I wrote the following paper,” says Mr Caven- V7 nah oe conductors as the metals. Dr Priest- dish, “ I found that this way of accounting for the (yordich, 
ley observed a great variety in 

the 
‘the electrical properties phenomena of electricity is not new. pinus, in his 

different pieces of pit charcoal ; but he had not as- Tentamen Theorie, &c. has made use of the same, or 
certained the circumstances in the mode of ing nearly of the same, hypothesis that I have ; and the con- 
it, from which this variety was produced. Priest- clusions he draws from it agree nearly with mine, as 
ley likewise found that common coal cinders from an far as he goes. However, as I have carried the theory 

fire were little inferior to charcoal in their con- much farther than he has done, and have considered the 
i ‘power. This discovery, says a celebrated subject in a different, and, I flatter myself, in a more 

i «is a curious and unexpected analogy be- accurate manner, I hope the Society will not think this 
tween the metals and charcoal ; and istry furnish- paper unworthy of their acceptance.” In this paper, - 33 : : pe 

Cavendish lays down the hypothesis, and examines 
ant. When the conducting power of charcoal was tried by as prerapetin: adrian as the subject will 
by succeedin- electricians, it was found to vary in the admit, the various consequences that flow from the hy- 
most unaccountable manner, sometimes scarcely con- pothesis, and then he compares it with the various ex- 
aaeotae aie tentnriaersaemetene periments that have been made on the subject. Mr 

i iodieate's difference Cavendish informs us, that he proposed soon to publish 
in the nature of different sp sof charcoal. Hence the results of some experiments in which he had been 
we may be assured that charcoal is a compound, and engaged for the of trying the truth of his h 
that it often varies'in the proportion of some one or thesis, and-of ering the law of electric attraction 
other of its ingredients.” } éy also found that’ and repulsion: + 
there was a current of air from the points of bodies | Notwithstanding the immense interval which elapsed 
electrified plus or minus; that hot glass is a conductor; between the i of Zpinus’ theory and the ap- 
that electricity is easily diffused over the surfaces of peen oy ir Cavendish’s » yet no person can 
new glass tubes, and therefore that the first coat of new that the latter is ed to the credit of a 
ow in some measure a conductor of electricity, but second discoverer. Among his coun en, at least, he 
t six or seven months these tubes lose this facul- is entitled to this honour; and if foreigners, whe 
ty, and are as easily excited as older tubes; and that the were less acquainted with the integrity of his character, 
metallic tinge was much better communicated tothe new _ should hesitate in conferring this secondary honour, we 
Po Gaurd na ag lege quantity of metal being should ‘at’ least have expected some acknowledgment 
in all cases into it, a result which Dr Priestley of his‘ labours, and some portion of praise for havi 
ascribes to the magnitude of its pores. Dr’ improved and extended the theory of the Russian phi- 
Priestley found that coloured circular spots are pro- losopher. We were therefore not a little ised to 
duced upon metallic which receive an electrical find, that the name of Cavendish never once a Ss 
shock from a strong The most beautiful ap-' in the ition of Apinus’ theory by the Abbé Hauy, 

after the appearance of Caven- 
a gold watchease The central was generally dish’s’ paper, nor in the extract the Register of 
formed of ming Sot and the external circle consisted the A of Sciences, in’ which Eaplice Cousin, 

resem those of the moon as they appear and Le; have given an account of the Abbé’s 

Chaseteipeare®, by covers paces of hallow’ bobbie’ ""The'vatrabridbiry: Wie ie “apy ; it, : i the lo _ha- 
of the metal. The cavities were deeper in some metals ving boon found by Mr Walsh to be purely eleetrial-f 

and he thought that the following was Mr Cavendish began a series of experiments, with the f 

Hue Hy fH hi al if ile ee ie 
: Ee : in i Ze Ht § 4 i 5 : 

obtaining a proper explanation 
peta tid He constructed a areca 

of sheep’s skin leather, 
ths a n numerous expe: cai cuarct aaa 

very well wi ose e na 
. A tural torpe aye 

whose genius has extended § Mr Cavendish likewise discovered, that iron wire 
i conducts about 400,000,000 times better than rain or 

oF “ i i ! a3 E 
Y i 2 it a i a8 Pg 84 a Hi 8 

fil 
e28 i fe 

: i i Fs : 
periences ho more resistance in passing through a piece 
of iron wire 400,000,000 inches long than through a 

‘water of the same diameter only one inch 
. He also found that sea-water, or a solution of 

never ore part of salt in one of water, conducts 100 times 
‘Cavendish _ better than fresh water, and a saturated solution of sea- 

‘with that of salt 720 times better than fresh water. The former 

eis bi ; 
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body is also a better conductor.than fresh water. From 
several experiments, Mr Cavendish likewise determined, 
that the quantity of electricity which coated glass of 
different shapes and magnitudes will acquire from the 
same degree of electrification, is directly as the area of 
the coating, and inversely as the thickness of the glass, 
See Phil, Trans. 1776, vol. lxvi. 

Mr Cavendish was one of the first persons who sue- 
cessfully employed electricity as a chemical agent, and 
had the merit of beginning those brilliantinyestigations 
which have since presented chemistry with many inte- 
resting results. He succeeded in decomposing atmo- 
spheric air, by means of the electric spark. .. He formed 
pure water by exploding a mixture. of hydrogen and 
exygen gas; and he produced nitric acid, by exploding 
seven measures of oxygen with three measures of nitro- 
gen. A full account of these experiments will be found. 
in p. 502. 
The science of electricity was now, destined to receive 

the most brilliant accessions from the genius of M, 
Coulomb, to whom many of the physical sciences owe 
the deepest obligations. By means of an ingenious in- 
strument invented. by. himself, called a torsion balance, 
Coulomb was enabled to measure small forces. with a 
degree of accuracy. hitherto. unknown jin, physics, In 
order to avail himself of this, contrivance, he investiga- 
ted, both theoretically and experimentally, the laws of 
the force of torsion, (or the force-with which a body 
untwists, itself,) relative to, the, length,: the thickness, 
apd the nature of the metallic -wires which he employ- 
ed, and he has applied: these laws with the, utmost. 
address, and in the most successful..manner, to the 
most delicate researches in electricity, magnetism, and 
hydrodynamics. In the theories, of AZpinus and Ca- 
vendish, the action of the electric, fluid, in, produ- 
cing attraction or repulsion, was, considered merely as 
diminishing with the distance; and.in consequence of 
the law being undetermined, several problems received 
only an approximate solution. By the contrivance how- 
ever + Aad mentioned, of which we shall give a minute 
account in another part of this article, * M. Coulomb 
discovered that the electrical force was, like that of 
gfavity, in the inyerse ratio of the squares of the dis- 
tances ; a conclusion the more interesting, as, Newton 
and other natural philosophers had believed. that. the 
electrical and magnetical forces followed the. inverse 
ratio of the cube, or even some higher power of the 
distance, The experiments from which this. result 
was obtained, he yaried in different ways, and always 
found them conformable to the preceding law ; and in 
another memoir, he has explained different. means b 
which he had obtained a similar result. 
Coulomb, however, were not confined to the determi- 
nation of the law of electrical action ; he found that the 
momentary dissipation into the air of moderate de# 
grees of electricity, is proportional to the degree of elec- 
tricity at the time; th nm 
changed by any variation in the temperature or weight 
of the air; and that when the electricity was very 
weak, there was no perceptible difference in bodies of 
different kinds, or differing in shape or magnitude. 
‘The dissipation, however, was greatly affected by the hy- 
grometrical state of the atmosphere, and-was ay ‘ome , 

Cou- ly as the cube of the moisture of the air. 
lomb likewise examined the dissipation which took place 
along imperfect insulators, in which case the electricity 

* See Part I. Chap. I. Sect. IX. pp. 441, 450, 451. 

The labours of 

that the dissipation is not sensibly . 

_ Volta, discovered, that solid and fluid bodies passing 
into the gaseous state, gave Fete as gion of ne- 

ELECTRICITY. | 
seems to be conveyed along the surface of the insula- ey, q 
tor chiefly by the moisture which adheres to it, and 

duplicate ratio of their distance from the poi 
ete insulation, 2. The lengths of 

insulate electricity of different densities, is in the du- 
plicate ratio of 
canal n 

lomb likewise found, that the most perfect’ of all insu- 
lators is a thread of gum lac, which, measuring its ex- 
cellence by its shortness, insulates ten times better than 
a silk thread as dry as possible. . When the silk thread 
was, covered with fine sealing-wax, it had the same. 
power of insulation as gum lac, when it was four times 
as long. The dissipation along these ee bodies 
is not wholly owing to moisture, but to a small degree 
of conducting power. 

The next object of M. Coulomb was to ascertain the 
distribution, of the electric fluid.in an oy: body. 
He found, that if we bring an electrified conducting bo- 
dy into contact with waa be) in its matural state, the 
electricity conveyed to the latter will.depend solely on 
the shape of the two bodies, and in no respect upon the 
nature of the body itself; and that the fluid diffuses it- 
self along the, surface without penetrating the body. 
This result Coulomb. at first’ obtained for ies simi- 
lar in form, and equal in surface’; but he afterwards ex- 
tended his enquiries to spherical bodies having surfaces. 
of different magnitudes; and the general result was, 
that when the surfaces of the unequal spheres were as 
the numbers 1, 4, 16, 64, infinite, then the density on 
the small globe was as the numbers 1, 1.08, 1.8, 1.65, 
2; but never obtained the magnitude 2. The density 
of the fluid on different parts of the surface of two equal 
spheres in contact, he found to be as the numbers 0, 1, 
4, 5, 6, atthe angles 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 180°, being al- . 

M. Coulomb has, most uniform from 90° to 180°. A 
likewise determined the mode in which the electric 
fluid is distributed among globes placed ‘in a row, and - 
also over different points-of the surface of a cylinder, 
In all his, calculations, he has employed the hypo- 
thesis of the electric fluid. being composed of two 
fluids, which are neutralised in the ordi state of bo- 
dies, and disengaged when the body exhibits signs of 
electricity... The particles of each fluid mutu ; Te- 
el each other,.and attract tltose of the other fluid, 
‘hese two fluids have been called the fluid of vitreous, 

and the fluid of resinous electricity. tfite Pos 
There are few phi of the cage 

whom electricity owes so. much as M. Volta, 
of natural philosophy, at Como, in Italy. He invented . 

electricity, called . 
an electrophorus, + the first hint of which is said to. 
an elegant instrument for collecting 

have been given by JEpinus ; and another instrument, 
called a condenser, the object of which is to accumula 
and render visible the smallest quantities of natural’ or 
artificial electricity, The Galvanic discoveries of Volts 
have raised him toa high rank among the discoverers 
of the present day ; and under the article GaLyAnisM 
we have frequent occasion.,to follow him in his 
career of discovery. } Tealetener towel 

In the year 1781, MM. La Place, Lavoisier, 

. F The name of clectrophorus was given to this instrament from its retaining or carrying its elestrie virtue for a long times. Seep. 515, t 

requisite to 

and Experi- 
ments of 
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éctticity. In these experiments, ments. The general result of these experiments was, . History: 

bodies which were rated were in 1, and that the mutual repulsion of two spheres, electrified ej- “V7” 
“when the ee RL eared to be in- : hay tT 
“stantaneons, it was communicated, by a chain or wire, ther positively or negatively, varied in ———, or was 

electrometer like that of o's ; but when inary, pe sees 
ricity increased by degrees, nearly as the inverse ratio of the square of the distance. 

a instrument invented by Volta for When the iment was made on the attractive force 
cones lasik of the fluid. Having placed of balls oppositely electrified, the irregularities were iron filings in a vessel with a large aperture, they poured greater than in at get case, amounting, in some 
“upon e filings sulphuric acid, diluted with three instances, to 4th of the whole force. The results, how- 

i 
water. ‘A brisk effervescence took place ; inflam- ¢Vér, deviated rather less than the former, from the in- 

was rapidly disengaged, and at the end of verse duplicate ratio of the distances; but the devia- - 

minutes the condenser was so’ charged with elec- poet ~ pi maf the other ta in br ge From 
tricity, that it produced a strong spark. The electri. these results, ison’ conchided, that the action tri that 8 trong Lo between ‘two po pee was like that of gravity, in the 

i by ing sulphuric acid Verse ratio of the squares of the distances of their 
id upon ] chalk; and when char- Centres. It is much to be regretted, that Dr Robison 

coal was bufned upon an insulated chafing dish, similar did not publish some account of these conclusions at the 
results were obtained. There seems, however, to have time when he obtained them. He would then have 
been some uncertainty in some of the other - been entitled to a considerable share of that honour 
ments ; for when water was poured u ; and Which has been bestowed on Coulomb. . See page 440, 
heated stoves of hammered iron, the electricity was ne- ~ Towards the end of the 17th century, electricity was 
gative in the first experiment, and positive in two other ssiduously cultivated by 2 great number of’ eminent 
Pee See p. 462 individuals, who extended the boundaries of the science 

Experi- . De Saussure made a series of experiments of a by numerous iments, and by the invention of in- 
mentsof similar kind. He found that the ration of water, §@Nious and useful instruments. ‘ 

~ Saussure. : . ; ce By the aid of an admirable electrifyi hine, and Van by. le ebullition, produced negative electricity, but y an ying machine, 
: ‘gern nd, that when he plu nH hot powerful batteries, M. Van Marum peforied a series Marum: 

iron in a small quantity of water, at the’ of a Of interesting experiments on the fusion and the oxida- 
i ced positive electricity. In ion of metals by the electric shock. He obtained some 

iation curious results respecting the magnetical effects of elec- 
vessels of iron, , and silver, &c. strong: tricity ; and he made numerous experiments to ascer- 

; ed, and into these he poured a certain quantity tain the influence of the electric fluid upon animal and 
"of the fluid which he wished to convert into vapour. bodies. ; 
‘These fluids were distilled water, spirit of wine, and he late Mr Cavallo made many copay additions Cavallo, 
ether, and he marked the duration of the evaporation, 1? the science. His experiments with electrical kites, 
erent ae of the electricity, as well as the and thunder rods, added greatly to our knowledge of 
ee ee ssel and of the vapours that were pro- ee a 

uced. In some cases, no electricity whatever suring, doubling, ner , and multiplying elec- 
in others the electricity was ee perpetl carey tricity, bespeak a mind full of ingenuity, int intimate- 
gative, M. De Saussure was of opinion, that when ly acquainted with the science which he cultivated. 

‘was decomposed during its conversion into ya- | Mr Nicholson made several curious experiments on Nicholson, 
or the body which was in contact with it, anew the form of the electric spark, and on the excitation of 

of electric matter is evolved, and the vessel electrical ines ; and he enriched the science with 

i i Es 

ame 

rEEaE lp % ae i i SS 8 l | : e ; 
fluid generated i8 grester, Electricity has derived new light from thelabours of Hauy. 

PE Hh bets Ee 
Au He Hs 28 Es | As : : i 3 Ee 

John Robison, late profes that the boracite possessed eight electrical poles ; and 
in the university of painbargh, we owe to him the fine + ee that the polarity i . 

oF FE ile Be 
t 3 <i H g° u Hi: i Z Z i 

erty, deviating from that symmetry of form 
is of a very admirable electrometer, of Which is conspicuous in other minerals. wuyraiew 

ion, with which he could measure the _ Mr Cuthbertson had the great merit of giving a new cuthbert. 

gles acing 
a TH eiré Hil ae ie ae itis aE Ht 3 sat ih eere is 
fii TE i eh i 3 q E et RE i | & 

RE 

ty. 
w ’ ’ ._ Mr Brooke was the first person who proposed the B 

manner, the coincidence or the deviation of his experi- balance electrometer, and r~i a wiaderons experidicsite Si 
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History. on the fusion of metals by batteries, he was enabled to 
—Yrm'’ determine the law which was followed in the melting 

La Place. 

Bict. 

Wellaston. 

Poisson. 

of metallic wires. 
Mr Bennet, bel eprint, as well as by his inyen- 

. tion of the gold leaf electrometer, and the doubler ; Mr 
Read, by his iments on atmospherica) electricity ; 
Mr Morgan, by his various researches ; and Mr Henley > 
by his inventions and experiments, contributed grea’ 
to the advancement of the science. 

The conclusion of the 18th century was marked by 
an electrical discovery, which excited the most general 
attention. In 1790, M. Galvani, shy cae of anatomy 
at Bologna, discovered that muscular contraction could 
be excited in a frog recently killed, either by transmit- 
ting through the nerve a small quantity of artificial or 
atmospherical electricity, or by the mere contact of two 
different metals. This singular experiment was every 
where repeated and varied, and, during the discussions 
to which it gave rise, professor Volta of Como was led 
to the invention of the Voltaic or Galvanic battery ; 
an instrument of enormous electrical power, which has 
led to the creation of a new science, and given rise to 
the most brilliant discoveries in chemistry, In our ar- 
ticle GatvanisM, we shall haye occasion to give a full 
account of these splendid discoveries, and to review the 
labours of Volta, Sir H. Davy, Dr Wollaston, Biot, 
Thenard, Humboldt, Dr Robison, Dr Monro, Dr Hen- 
ry, Dr Bostock, Messrs Nicholson and Carlisle, Mr 
Cruickshanks, Mr Sylvester, Mr Children, Mr Ritter, De 
Luc, Psaff, Van Marum, Simon, Wilkinson, Hisenger, 
Berzelius, Oersted, Erman and Brande. 
The science of electricity seemed for a while to be 

completely abandoned, and the attention of philoso- 
hers wholly engrossed by the new science which had 
aie established. The 19th century, however, com- 
menced under circumstances very favourable to the 
science. 

The celebrated Count La Place, the Newton of the pre- 
sent age, investigated the manner in which electricity 
was distributed on the surface of ellipsoids of revolu- 
tion. Coulomb had considered only the case of a con- 
ductor perfectly spherical ; but La Place has shewn, from 
an elegant application of the formule which he used in 
his researches on the figure of the earth, that the elec- 

_tricity will be distributed over the surfaces of all ellip- 
soids of revolution, and that the thickness of the coat 
ef fluid at the pole will be to its thickness at the equa- 
tor, as the equatorial is to the polar diameter. 

In this investigation, La Place was followed by M. 
Biot, a mathematician and natural philosopher of dis- 
tinguished eminence, whose labours and discoveries we 
shall have frequent oppoceniniies of reviewing in other 

s of our work. e extended the results obtained 
by La Place to spheroids, differing but little from a 
sphere, whatever be the irregularity of their gore 2 
and he found that the quantities of fluid carried off by 
discharging a glass plate by successive contacts, form a 
geometrical p , 

Our coun Dr Wollaston had the merit of be- 
ing the first who decomposed water by a simple current 
of sparks from an electrified conductor ; and the ar- 
rangement by which this was effected, is marked by 
that ingenuity and beautiful simplicity which is cha. 
racteristic of the labours of that eminent philosopher. 

The science of electricity was now destined to re- 
ceive the most brilliant accessions from the application 
of the higher analysis. M, Poisson, a young mathe- 

ELECTRICITY. 
matcian of rare talents, and wellknown 
coveries in 

smaller 5 , he has ouapraet 
thickness of the coating ef uid at nine different points 
of the two spheres, the kinds of electricities which - 
they possess. These results also agree with the ex~ 
periments of Coulomb, so far as he has carried them, 
and appear to furnish a confirmation of the of 
two fluids. The case of two spheres leads to 
with variable differences, and with two neappniont 
variables, which, M. Poisson observes, is the time 
that an equation of this kind has presented itself in the 
solution of a physical 

In another part of the article, we have given 
as full an account as we were able of the of 
this eminent mathematician ; but we trust, that in some 
other part of our work we shall find an opportunity of 
again calling the attention of our readers to this inte- 
resting subject. |, 

In the different parts of the following article we have 
already made references. to the various works from 
which our facts have been derived. The following is a 
list of the principal treatises on electricity :—D. 
liers on icity, Lond. 1742. Martenson de 
tricitate, Upsal,. 1740, 1742. Winckler’s Gedanken von 
der Electricitat, Leipz. 1744. Winckler’s, Eigenschafien 
der Electrischen materie, Leipz. 1745. Boze, Tentami- 
na Electrica, Wittenb. 1744. Nollet Essai sur ? Elec. 
tricité, Par. 1746. Nollet Recherches sur P icité, 

ar. 1749. Nollet Lettres sur P Electricité, Par. 1753, 
1760. Waiz Abhandlung von der Electricitat. Berlin, 
1745. Piderit de Electricitate, Marburg, 1745. Muller 
Ursach und niitzen der Electricitat. 1746. Martin on 
Electricity, Bath, 1748. Recueil de Traités sur 0 Elec- 
tricité, Par. 1748. Jallabert sur ? Electricité, Par. 1749. 
Boulanger Traité d’Electricité, Par. 1750. Secondat 
Observations Physiques, Par. 1750. Verrati sur l’ Elec- 
tricité, Montpell. 1750. Wilson’s Short view of Electri- 
city, Lond. 1780, Franklin on Electricity, Lond. 
1769, 1774. Klingenstierna Tal om de nyaste ron vid 
Electricitaten, Stockh. 1755. Egelin de Electricitate. 
Dalibard, Hist. Abregée de? icité, 2 vols. Par. 
1766. Saussure de icitate, Genev. 1766. Lullin © 
de Electricitate, Geneva, 1766. _Priestley’s Introduction 
to Electricity, Lond. 1769. Priestley’s History and 
Present State » Beran icity, Lond. 1767. » James Fer- 
guson’s Int to tricity, Lond: 1771. Si- 
gaud de la Fond, Traité de l’ Electricité, Par. 1771. Id. 
Precis des Phenomenes Electriques, Par. 1781. J. ‘ 
Precis de U Electricité, Vienna, 1775. Becket on 
trictly. Weber Electrische Versuche. Prince Gallit« 
zin sur 0 Electricité, Petersb. 1778. Herbert Theoria -. 
one Prise Electricorum, Vienna, 1778. - Lord Ma~ 
on’s Principles o icity, Lond. 1779. Lyon’s 

New System of OE oy 1780. Marat. Re. 
cherches Physiques sur V. icité, Par.1782. LaCe- 

* See Lesons de L’Ecole Normale, vol. vil. p. 85; avd Bulletins de La Societé Philomatique, 1801, No. 51, p. 21. 
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| Mistory. pede sur ['Eleciricité, Par. 1781. Electricitatis, Hol. 1746. J. Euler de causa Electrici- History, 
—\— and Observations tatis, Petersb. 1755. Dutour sur la matiere Wig cy tinarg 
er OS Blevtricitat: shee 1783. sur le Fluide Elec- Par: 1760. Laurentii Beraud Theoria Electricitatis, 

_trique, Par. 1786. Bennet’s New i , Derby, Petersb. Heidmann Theorie de PElectricité, 2 vols. 
1 Brooke on Electricity, 1790. Peart on Eleciri- and Vienna, 1799. Carpue, Introduction to 

Galvanism. ht pry wy, 
1807. Byewater’s on tstory, Practice, 
and Theory of Electricity, Lond. 1810; and Singer’s 

’s -Elements of Electricity and Electro-chemistry, Lond. 
1814. 

Part I. DESCRIPTIVE ELECTRICITY. 

Desenptive Descrrerive Electricity. , is that branch of the science _ were rubbed, viz. the property of attracting light bodies, Descriptive 
i + which describes all the various which are andthe property of emitting light in the dark. These Electricity. 

either produced, or supposed to be by the -properties are called electrical. The amber, the glass, ““~\—~" 
‘same cause as the phenomena of amber. It na- and theribbons, are said to be excited by friction. The 
turally divides itself into three heads: I. The pheno- power of drawing to themselves light bodies, is called 
pronto gave Bt friction ; II, The phe- electrical attraction, to distinguish it from the attractions 
nomena of electricity produced without friction; and of cohesion, of , and of ism. thoy 
A a os ype We pa IR ee ae emit n he dik named thee och gs pina cS 
chanical, chemical, and magnetical itsinflu- éric light ; ly which is capable of acquiring 
ence upon animal and vegetable bodies. these ies, is called an electric. 

a great number of other bodies with 
CHAP. I w cloth, fur, silk, &c. they are found to exhibit 

As friction is the mean which has almost always been 
“ed god for the ion of electrical omena, 

as the various discoveries which have been made 

into the Chapter an account of these important 
renut, although they are equally deducible when the 
electricity has either exeitetl by. heat; or obtained 
from any other source. 

Sect. I. On the Production of Electricity by Friction. 
Ir we rub a piece of amber with dry fur, or woollen 

cloth, and then hold the amber over light substances, 

Table of Electrics. 

Glass, and all vitrifications, even those of metallic sub- Table o/ 
stances. electrics. 

Ww rubbing a glass tube with a piece of 
rk. In this. attee ese oni ths eabe & cubed 
the dark, sparks of brilliant light, ied with a 
crackling will be emitted as as the friction 
is continued. like manner, if a dry black silk rib- 
bon, about two feet long, be laid upon a white one of 

be drawn over woollen cloth, or 

i 
Dry animal substances, as feathers, wool, hair, 
Lg tod parchment, and leather. 

sugar. : 

vo fm icksilver. va of quic : 
Perfect Toricellian vacuum. 
Ice of distilled water, at the temperature of —15° of 

: 
le velocity. In a dark room, 

ribbons will be i i with 
Fahrenheit. 

Oils. 
Metallic oxides. 
Ashes of animal and vegetable substances. 
Dry vegetable substances. 
Hard stones, the hardest of which are the best eleetries, 
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Descriptive 

Electricity. in italics, are evidently suchas cannot be excited by frie- 
—v~" tion; ban arpeen peters cntebia, Broek et aa. 

sessing, like the other electrics, another , whi 
we shall soon have occasion ‘to notice. All bodies not 
Cie Popo: tag area ton ete me 
sidered as ies. Those only are properly en- 
titled to that name, which have been found incapable 
of electrical excitation. A list of them will be intro- 
duced with more propriety under another head. . 

Secr. II. On Positive and Negative Electricity. 

On positive IN whatever manner, and by| whatever bodies, elec- 
and negative tricity is produced, its general effects are always the 
electricity. same. Electric attraction, and electric light, are both 

produced, whether we make the experiment with exci- 
ted glass, or excited amber. The electricities, however, 
generated from these two substances, have different cha- 
racters, which manifest themselves by an attentive exa- 
mination of their effects. If two small balls, turned 

PLATE from the pith of elder, are su silver wires, 
CCXLUL. or fine threads, as is represented in Plate CCXLIII. Fig. 
Fig. 1. 1. they will-remain in contact. But as soon as a tube 
Two diffe. nah excited by friction, is presented to.them, the 
rent kinds diverge, and separate from each other, as in the 
of electrici- figure. The same divergence is produced, = a 
ty produced excited amber or wax to the pith balls. t if, when 
under diffe- the pith balls are in a state of divergence by the ap- 
Gianni plication of excited glass, we present also to'them a 

stick of excited wax, the electricity will disappear, and 
the balls will collayise. If, on the contrary, when the di- - 
vergency of the balls has been produced by the applica- 
tion of excited wax, we t to them a tube-of exci- 
ted glass, the balls will collapse as before. If the exci- 
ted wax, and the excited glass tube, are presented to- 
oe to the pith balls, no divergency will take place. 

ere then we have an unequivocal indication of two 
different kinds’ of electricity, viz. that of the glass and 
of the sealing-wax, the one always counteracting the 

effect of the other. These two kinds of electricity were 
denominated the vitreous and the resinous electricities, 
4rom the bodies by which they were produced ; but as 

more 
where a 
electricity are simultaneously 
every case can be rendered visible by the 
the pith balls. This truth admits of a very sim " 

exciting seali paialer the Pim med ds ht 
em together and separately to the pith balls. When 

they are applied separately, the flannel will indicate a 
positive pariah like a tube of glass excited with silk, 
while the wax will indicate negative electricity: When 
they are presented together to the pith balls, no effect 
whatever will take place, so that the positive electricity 
of the flannel is in equilibrium ‘with, or li 
to, the negative electricity of the wax. In 
manner, when the black ribbon is separated from the 
white ribbon, after being excited in‘the’manner already 
described, the black ribbon ‘will be found negatively, 
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uced, and in 

phenomena ;—any electric can be 
made to exhibit either of the electricities, according to 
the nature of the substance with which itis excited, or 

portan 
ed it by numerous ents. Polished for ex- 
pec positively electrified when abel with flan- 
nel, but negatively i 
back of a cat; while glass acquires. elec. 
tricity by the friction of dry oiled silk, «and negative 
electricity by the friction of flannel: prey tie gd 

j in) 
following Table, altered and greatly enlarged from:the 
Table drawn up by the late Mr Cavallo, from the expe- 
riments of various electricims. iy hens 

: - .. Character of te . i- ht nie yy. 
Names of the Electrics or rp : . J ‘ Q 
poor dirs curva Electricity sich } Substances with which the Hlectrice are excited, usidate algal 

Back of a living cat ositive Every substance which has hitherto been tried. hate he Sohmal ale 
Positive Every substance which has hitherto been tried, except the back of a cat 

Smooth glass . { (_-and mercury, . : ey eye 
Negative The back of a cat, and sometimes caoutchouc, * hat ht sac 

Dry oiled silk, sulphur, metals, white wax, sealing-wax, or any resinous | 
; es! 4 Positive 2 matter; every substance being considered resinous which is oleamee, 
Rough g 7 ond solablene otla) leche tec Meee te : idaat 

4 Nesati -§ Woollen cloth, .quills, wood, paper, the human hand, and the back of a 
epative cat. ; ona im 

d Positive . Amber, blast of air from bellows, PP emg 3 
Tourmalin . . « Negative . Diamonds and the human hand. ' aera pct 

: ; ‘f Positive . Metals, silk, loadstone, leather, human hand, paper, and baked wood. 
Hare-skin - + +4 Negative ... Other finer furs. ping aeneal 
White silk Positive . Black silk, metals, and black cloth. 

te . * Negative . Paper, human hand, hair, weasel’s skin. revert 
'€ Positive ‘Sealing wax. ; : aan vu meal) 3 

Black silk Negative J Hares, weasels, and ferrets skin, loadstone, brass, silvér, iron, human 
Ue hand, white silk. Scatter tate abies a 

a5) 

' * De Lue found, that when glass and caoutchoue were rubbed together, the electricity was’ on’ some days positive, and on ‘other days ne- 
gmive. See Nicholson's Journal, vol. xxviii. p. 11. 

electricity to rough glass. 
+ The effect of wax and resinous bodies is here given on the authority of Libes. Cavallo states, that they communicate negative 

lication of “cet 
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we : ay Character a ot ‘rc ; ‘ ’ it~ .~« : ra tive 

Names of the Electrics or Electri ti Substacen teith whick the-Bletiniomapesexcited. Electricity. 

Lick Positive . Zinc strong, silver, bismuth strong, copper, ‘lead, oligist iron, pepe 
> - ¢ Platina, gold, tin, antimony, Bray copper strong, sul areal. copper 

. a2 “1 strong, pyritous strong, sulphuretted , tellurium of nay, 
* Woollen cloth . Negative Pe Ptimonial i. sulphuretted silver strong, nickel, gray catalt. 

arsenical cobalt, sulphuretted antimony, sulphuretted iron, oxydulous 

White wax, rough glass, sulphur, and all the metals that have been tried, 
Positive } except iron, steel, plumbago, lead, and bismuth. _Caoutchouc, according, 

; __ to De Lue. 
Sealing waxt . « . Hares, weasels, and ferrets skin, human hand, leather, smooth lass, flan- 

egative nel, quills, wood, paper, iron, steel, plumbago, lead, and bismuth. ¢ 
Brass, according to De Luc. ; “ey 

‘ Positi Silk, rough glass, paper, sealing wax, white wax, lead, sulphur, and the 

‘Negative Flannel, smooth glass, quills, hare-skin. 
: Positive All the metals except lead.. 

Sulphur ited = Negative Lead, and all other substances that have beer hitherto.tried. is 
A A ositive Resinous substances, _ 

Resinous bodies - 4Negative All bodies except resinous ones. . 

‘In the repetition of some -of the i- ous production of positive and negative electricity, is Cavallo’s 
the minntest attention must be paid to the state tly illustrated by. the experiments of Mr Ca- &Periments 

the bodies which are rubbed , and to the vallo, on the electricity of glass tubes containing mereu- or ie. 
manner in which the friction is When a stick ry, and hermetically sealed. These tubes were about tubes with 

wax is rubbed with an iron chain, the elec- 31 inches » less than half am inch in diameter, and mercury... 
itive when ifs own sur- 

negative when it is smooth., When 
a silk ribbon is drawn lengthwise over a 

of the same length, the ribbon, whi 
along its whole 

other negatively 
whole length of the bow of a violin, is drawn over 

limited part of the string, the hairs of the bow exhibit 
positive, and the string a negative. electricity, the 

poly clecriadsp -Stenneticn sxerepl= ivel i ; examples 
vr kind have been given i our histrial c- 

count of the experiments of Cigna. 
In exciting metals with woollen cloth, 

times iri tive and sometimes negati 

in the friction of 

other face ies on pieboogh neither the eye nor 
touch could discover any difference either ‘in the 

{rt rs I 

he wished to try at 

— 

of another . 

~ of di 

eleitens a 

several times over a pi 

half an inch thick. Having put about three-fourths 
of an ounce of mercury into the tube, he boiled it, and, 
when the air was rarefiéd, the tube. was hermetically 
sealed. After cleaning and warming the tube, he 
brought it into a horizontal position, and excited it 
by the friction of the mercury, which took place in ele- 
vating and depressing either end alternately. When 
the tube after this kind of excitation was brought into 
a vertical position, the end containing the mercury was 
electrified positively, and all the of the tube nega- 
tively. When the positive end was raised, the mercu- 
ry flowed to the negative end, but the end where ‘the 
mercury now stood acquired a positive electricity, and 
the rest of the tube a ive one. When the positive 
end where the mercury stood, was elevated without 
touching it with the hand, it exhibited only a very 
slight degree of negative electricity ; and if the mercu- 
ry was made to flow back to it, and again retire from it, 
its electricity was positive, while by elevating it with 
the finger it always became strongly negative. 

Secr. III. On the Communication of. Electricity.- 

In the few simple experitnents of which we have On thecorm- 
iven an account, the reader must already have seen, munication 

t electricity is capable of being communicated to of electri 
other bodies. The pith balls obviously diverge, in con.“ 
sequence of the electricity which receive from, the 
excited or rosin, and eee for a considerable’ 
time. If-we touch any beet balls, when in a state 

vergence, with a piece of glass free from moisture, 
or with a dry stick of sealing-wax or sulphur, the aie 

nt dik eons 
rot gum wes ad he Hlng the si or six times ‘with, 

COXLIX. Fig. Peas found ee 
P * Lait iS ¥ O08 

of cloth. © Af ribbing i ter ru t 



eo possessed by the balls, isnot 

Table of 
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will still continue, The electricity, therefore, 

capable carried off by 
yr passing these bodies. Glass, sealing-wax, and 

sulph Sa thes a thence called non-condict lors of teaak ’ Sam 
ro power of transmitti e 

<liaerteweactie on the contrary, we touch a of 
the pith valle Cth a ot piece of any metal, with the fiigée 
or with any body containing moisture, the pith balls will 
instantly lose their electricity, and.collapse. The elec- 
jricity, consequently, which occasioned their divergence, 
has escaped, or been carried off by those bodies, and 
hence they have received the name of conductors, Be- 
tween these two classes of substances, there are others 
which do transmit the electric fluid, but with less fa- 
cility than those which are called conductors, and 
therefore they have been distinguished by the name of 
imperfect conductors. Substances called non-conductors, 
have also seas Ge pee ee of electrics, og? panes 
insulators, roperty of insulatin 
gti, ox formidgea Wace OER Poor ents wa conte 
munication of the electrici po Sanh the ins insulated body to 
those which surround it. lowing Table contains 
all the substances which have the prope fect. ond De 
ne boeer arranged in er conduct-_ 
ing power. Wa hare Slowed the onder andy 16° 
them by Mr Singer. 

List of Conductors. 

River water. 

* See Philosophical 

’ that ice, at the 

ELECTRICITY, 
transmit e' than when they Deseri 
are cold; and actors non-conductor © 
when cold and dry, becomes a ly good conductor ~~ ¥ 
bine aes b 3 and the same change takes 
ar pon resinous bodies when melted, and upon ba- 
bl Wood hin hotel. Air, however, does not con-" 

duct electri Dh et head on. ag, 
Although is here in the list of cor- Some be 

ductors, yet it has been shewn Mi. res Os ae oe 
Sy cer pain aleokol, and / gas, 1 positi 

balls, one posi- 
thre ball, which bee the flame was. 

attracted to the nreative ball vie became very 

Sie ttis of fasta lila hector we 
balls, one of which was electrified ere 
other negatively. By this (iteigtaat 
following very Interesting 

Substances attracted to the Positive Ball. 

Se een ie 

Stream of nitrous gas. 
Vapour of benzoie acid. 

Substances attracted to the Negative Ball. 

Sulphan eet drogen slight]; y- 

Anica hy hydog city. e w 
Sulphuret of earbou. ' 
Potassium in combustion, and its fumes, 
Flame of benzoin. 
Smoke of benzoin. 

Pronto sage € 0 roger sere ee 

Amber exhibits te pees NEN. 

Dr Priestley found the condliing nara esl G 
rFocmocs to vary very much in different 

and Segeateans bee, found, this ferent degre 
from, 
race Tn wal 

ge eng Sr 'y 
Achard. of Berlin, however; ind: 77 lin, ee 

Transactions, 1814, Part 1. . 
of this substance was equally attracted by both ballsi* 

Aree of i tae determined, 
4 
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conducting power, and became an electric. Above ducting power is diminished in proportion to the qua Eure 

i temperature, slightest examination of the table is sufficient , 
great near the boiling point. M. Achard employed, to convince us, that there is no relation between any 

its, ice 7 transparent, and free of the chemical and physical properties of the bodies’ 
bbles. To obtain this, he distilled which it contains, and their power of resisting the 

into a vessel, and placed it, in weather, : of the electric fluid. The early electricians 
on the window of a room tolerably warm, when com- imagined that metals and waters were the great con- 

with the external air. Hence the water froze on ducting principles ; but this property is obviously pos-: 
side when it was fluid on the other ; and the air, sessed by bodies which, so as we know, contain 

as it was extricated, into the fluid part, andthus neither of these ingredients. | the 
the ly a and free from air- - In our History of Electricity, p. 416, we have already Distance 

ice into a spheroid, and, given some details respecting the | to which elec~ throws! 
peters: it when in motion about its axis, he was tricity has been conducted along metallic wires, and the taicity ha 

to produce electricity in great quantities. The fol- rapidity of its motion. These details are sufficient to heen con- 
lowing Table contains a list of bodies that arenon- shew, that no measureable interval of time elapses du- ducted. 
conductors, arranged in the order of the resistance ring the passage of the electric fluid along a space of 

i oppose to the passage of the electric fluid. four miles. 
Mr Singers, however, has expressed a doubt respect- 

aft of Now-conductors. ing the accuracy of these experiments. “They were 
Shell lac. made,” says he, “ at a very early period, and have not, 

- Amber. I believe, been since the improved state of the 
Resins. science bas the means of effecting ‘such experi- 
Sulphur. ments with precision. Metals, although the most per- 
Wax. fect conductors we have, oppose some resistance to the 
Jet. motion of electricity, and a charge will even prefer a 

short passage through air to a circuit of 20 or 30 feet 
Vitrifications of all kinds. through thin wire. It is therefore rather uncertain that 
Tale. . the charge of a small phial has ever through an 
pean interval of four miles.” Elements of Electricity, p. 142. 

Raw silk. The subject of electric atmospheres belongs properly’ plectric at- 
Bleached silk. bung to the present Section. The term atmosphere is here mospheres. 

ed silk. employed to denote the space round any ical body: 
ool. through which its electrical influence extends. Mr Can~' 

Hair. ton was the first electrician who examined this curious 

ovipest cielo sensepheve cf apoeivehywlessiseeboly. watt : i of a positi ified , were 
Saehe. poser electrified ; while those ane in 
Leather. ofa ively electrified acquired 
no cen a ert "this may be te by the very 

gases. simple experiment of holding a pai i s at 
wood. 3 some distance from an exci shace tube, Sat thoy sl 

Dry vegetable bodies. be found to diverge with negative electricity. In like 
Porcelain, manner, they will diverge with positive electricity when 
Dry marble. placed within the sphere of action of a stick of excited 
Some siliceous stones, sealing-wax negatively electrified. 
i ee anamanm ; 
re Sect. IV. On Electrical Aitraction and Repulsion, 
es npearen Tue attraction exhibited by electrified bodies was' oy electri. 
ative carbonate of barytes. one of the first phenomena that was observed by philoso-' cal attrac- 
ry chalk. Cage ia ay ay A frm oy Notice an a 

Lime. , examp repulsion, in ivergency of two pith pulsion. 
Phosphorus. ‘ balls. These simple phenomena may be perceived with 
Ice at —13° of Fahrenheit. sufficient distinctness, pir met ong merely a tube of 

of silk ; but, in order to exhibit crystals when perfect! A exci a pi 
ye So I 2 i videy the more intersting phenome, of the h and 
_Ashes of vegetable bodies. recession of light to an electrified body, we Oils, the heaviest being the best. must be able to produce a higher degree of electrici 
Dry metallic oxides, pe rena etaenne se a simple tube. ps! 

order to obtain this, a cylinder of glass is mounted phectrical 
on The remarkable property possessed by shell lac of ina femaj.no that’ ieitens'be *omuied i round its machine. 

the electric fluid with more di than axis by means of a winch or handle. On one side of 
any ater ody, was discovered by M. C D, and i _ nance Berenson et Sot Be 
has already noticed in our History wr Ww glass cylinder is ru ing its 
When sav dniatanton ten eergepcnlinghcchtr motideny aint Gowcthae die ie iandb"Ur aia tobe, 

receive the accession of moisture, their non-con- resting stand of glass, for jurpose 
VOL, VIII. PART IL, . roe 31 sea P ne 
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electricity generated during the excitation of 

the cylinder. Thi us is called an Electrical 
Machine, and the tube is named the Prime Con- 
ductor. Several of these machines, fitted up in various 
ways, are represented in one of our Plates, of which we 
shall afterwards give a very particular description ; but 

enough for our present purpose to know, that a 
very high degree of electricity can be excited by the 
simple apparatus which has been mentioned. 

1. If, upon a tube of glass highly excited by a 
res hewn age ees bares emp d 
ight su ce, such as a piece or thi 

per, the substance will be porate the tube, oa 
then quickly repelled from it, If the tube is made to fol- 
low ¢ body, & will still escape from it, till it meets 
with some other substance which is a conductor, and is 
not electrified. To this conductor it will impart all its 
electricity, and being again attracted by the tube, will 
experience another repulsion as before. This experiment 
was first made by Otto Guericke. 

Exp. 2. Havi 
the electrical by snrition the glass cylinder, 
bring near to the conductor a pith ball, or a small fea- 
ther (led by a slender wire, the ball will be at- 
tracted by the conductor, and will continue to adhere 
to it till the electricity of the conductor is dissipated. 

Ezp, 8. If the ball or feather used in the i 
experiment is suspended by a silk thread instead of the 
metallic wire, it will at first be attracted by the conduc- 
tor, and then immediately repelled, and will not return 
to it again till it has imparted its electricity to some 
conducting body. 

r . 4, Se ry earagane! «Le seayen vow 10 to 18, 
an ut a foot , and, having tied them ’ 
at both ends, suspend them by the upper hg 
conductor of the machine. As soon as the threads are 
electrified, the lower knot will rise, and they will swell 
out in the middle, and assume a spherical form. This 
experiment was first made by Mr Wheeler. 

£xp. 5. Suspend a metallic plate, or a wooden plate 
covered with tinfoil, either from the conductor of the ma- 
chine, or from a separate stand connected by a chain with 
the conductor ; and at the distance of three or four inch- 
es below it place a similar plate on a stand connected 
with the ground. Put some pieces of gold leaf or thin 
paper between these plates, and when the conductor is 
electrified, they will be attracted and repelled alternate- 
ly by the two plates, and will continue their motion as 
long as the electricity remains in the conductor. 

his ve ie ent is rendered doubly interesting, by 
using small painted figures cut out of paper. These 

i ce upon the lower plate as if they were 
really animated, and will exhibit a number of attitudes 

singular kind. 
s experiment is excellently represented in Plate 

CCXLIII. Fig. 2. where every part of the apparatus 
is'So distinctly seen as to require no description. / 

_ Exp. 6. Place two small bells on separate glass pil« 
lars, three-fourths of an inch distant, so that the bells 
are insulated. Suspend by a silk thread a clapper, or 
smnall brass ball, so as to hang in the middle between 
the bells. One of the bells being made to communicate 
by a conducting substance with the conductor of the 
machine, and the other with the ground, the small ball 
of brass will oscillate between the two bells, striking 
them alternately, and producing an electrical chime. 

This experiment is still more interesting, if we hang 
three ican a horizontal rod of brass commu. 
nicating with the prime conductor, The two outers 

electrified the prime conductor of 

ELECTRICITY. 
most bells must be eee her a 
pepe gt a pe thread, so as not 
to communicate with the but to have a communi- 
cation with the ground or table, by means of a chain 
5 ana Be tage” pecs ene | teal echo 

is upon same \- scatal sedi med bottoen ont al thatwo ah arta 
wvautliy dated eh uihd tne cme ee 
ternately attracted repelled e bells, 
and by striki ose diva lnprotncetenntictien 
by no means le. 

This is distinetly represented in Fig. 3. 
Plate CCXLIII. A still more interesting variation of 

col of osld glam, oppor i ooeaaseaagay rod of soli su aw } 
nn ree ball, No. 5. The other 

end of the glass 

the extremity and the point of intersection, is suspend 
ed a brass ball by silk threads. Upon ifying the 
conductor, all the five bells will be set a ringing at the 

cular ring of brass or any other metal, about a foot in 
diameter, so that the ring is ina horizontal position, 
Place below the ring a circular plate of metal of a 
larger diameter than the ring, upon a stand like that 
represented in Fig. 2, so that it can be placed at dif+ 
ferent distances from the ring. Take a. small hol« 
low ball of glass, blown extremely thin, about two 

the surface of the inches in diameter, and nae b 

, in the preceding experi= 
about an inch and a 

about two inches in diameter, is placed upon the table, 
and within the ring, it will first be attracted towards 

Esp 10. Fix a piece of sealing-wax at the end of a 
wire, and insert it into one of the holes of the prime con- 
ductor. When the ing wax is softened by heat, 
turn the cylinder, and fine waxen fibres will be sepa= 
rated from the wax, and if received on a sheet of paper, 
will cover it i like red wool. ; 

ing it upon , and afterwards gently heating 
avon of the experiment will poseisered 
nent. ‘ 



the sealing-wax is held'in the hand, at a 
distance from the conductor, the waxen filaments will 

the wax to the eonductor, and be condensed 
a kind of red wool as before. eae Exp. 11. Place a piece of lighted camphor in a me- 

_tallie spoon which communicates with the prime con- 
ductor. When the conductor is electrified, the cam- i 4 ill throw out numerous y eis ta and will 

forth like a growing vegetable. 
capillary tabe of such a diameter, 

: 
Exp. 12. Take a 

that water will not from it, but be retained in vir- 
tue of the attraction of cohesion. Bring this tube near 
an electrified prime conductor, and the water will be 

Secr. V. On the Accumulation of Electricity. 
Tue electrical effects which we have hitherto been 

idering, are of the most transitory kind, and exist 
during the excitation of the electric. Although 

icity developed by the friction of a glass tube, 
cylinder, was i for exhi- aes i it He bie i 

. This instrument is 
CCXLIII. Fig. 5, where a6 is a cyli 

oo emg an teen dpe tater ated emery 
ith tinfoil inside being coated in a si- 

the 
a perforation in the piece se peett ter ok which fils 

PS LErry uli ue cane, ) GEHL nH tie He inal nda 
ii i: c 3 & E: i ee re3 EEE 

ge & & Hl Hy tf : : g 4 
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between the inside and outside coatings of the phial. Descriptive 
If the at one end of the line touches the outside Electricity. 
coating, then the shock will be felt by every individual “"Y—~” 
that com it, the instant that the n at the 
other extremity touches the knob of the phial. In this 
manner the Abbé Nollet reste 180 of the French 
uards in the king’s presence ; , at the Carthusian 
Solve in Paris, the whole of the religious formed a 
line of 5400 feet by means of iron wires between every - 
two persons, and were all simultaneously electrified 
upon the di of the phial B 

In oer to dncharge e jar without receiving a Discharging 
shock, it is necessary to have two circular wires fm, g m, rod. 
Fig.6.), having knobs f,g, at each end, and connected by 
ie Bs handle, mm, isinserted. The COXLIM, 

imenter takes hold of the and placing Fig. 6. 
aie lower knob g on the extefh pad i discharge 
is effected as soon as the other knob f comes in contact 
with d. This instrument is called a discharging rod, 
and is represented in Fig. 5. in the act of discharging 

cylindrical form of the jar is by no means ne- Electricity 
cessary to the accumulation of the electric fluid. The accumula- 
same effect is obtained when a plate of glass is coated ted on plates 
on both sides with tinfoil, the glass extending about ° 8!** 
two inches beyond the metal ail around, as is repre- 
sented in Fig. 7. With this plate of glass, the same Fig. 7. 
be of electricity will be accumulated as in a cy- 
lindrical jar, having the same area of coated surface. 
When it is required to accumulate great quantities of Electrical 

electricity, several of the cylindrical jars are placed in battery with 
a box containing as many com ents as there are Js 
jars. The bottom of this box, upon which the jars 
must rest, is either covered with tinfoil or a trellis of 
wire, so that the outside coatings of the jars will com- 
municate with one another by means of this metallic 
surface. The inside coatings are made to communicate 
with each other by horizontal bars of metal passing 
through the knobs of each jar ; a construction which is 

in Fig. 8. which is a com of 
16 jars. Sometimes the wires from the inside coating, 
instead of terminating in a knob, whi tA and 
inserted in one common central knob. This form is 
shewn in Fig. 9. which represents a battery of nine pig. 9, 

A battery may also be constructed by a combination 
of panes of glass coated as in Fig.7. Dr Franklin 
formed a battery of this kind with 11 panes of common 
bo etl and with it he made the greater part of 

i ents. 
Batteries of great size have been constructed by dif- i 

ferent electricians, so as to accumulate an enormous cca 
quantity of electricity, capable of melting the hardest plates. 
metals, and of putting an instantaneous termination to 
the functions of animal life. Dr Priestley constructed 
reece Bicep ing of 64 jars, and containing 32 square 

Cuthbertson completed, in 
1784, for the Teylerian Museum at Haarlem, a bat- 

| Fig. 8. 

3 

tution, consi of 100 jars, containing 550 feet br isting jars taining i 

i exactly in the 

a communication between en 
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i The mode of batteries, and the precau- 
*¥: tions which are in using them, will be fully - 

detailed in the practical part of this article. It is enoug 
to know, at present, that, by such combinations, elec- 
tricity is capable of any degree of accumulation. 

Sect. VI. Phenomena of the Leyden Phial. 

Phenomena —_ Ty the preceding Section we have already had occa- 
of the Ley- sion to mention Recouteed construction and use of the 

Leyden phial as a mean of accumulating the electric 
fluid, It presents, however, many phenomena of a 
very curious and instructive kind. 

It is obvious, that the external coating of the Leyden 
hial has no communication whatever either wi 

internal coating or with the conductor of the electri- 
ing machine, and yet there is a manifest accumula- 

tion of electricity on the outside of the glass, or in the 
metallic coating which covers it. It becomes, there- 
fore, an interesting inquiry, to discover in what way 
the electricity is communicated to the outside of the jar, 
whether the electricity is accumulated in the glass or in 
the coating,—what is the character of the internal and 
external electricities;—and in what manner they stand 
related to each other. 

Dr Franklin, oa whom we are indebted for aimee 
every thing that has been done respecting the Leyden 
phial, began his experiments by stem J the inter- 
nal and external electricities of the jar. Having sus- 
pended a cork ball by a silken thread, he found that it 
was attracted by the outside coating while it was) re- 

lied by the inside coating, and that it was repelled 
y the outside when it was attracted by the inside coat- 

ing. Hence it followed, that the inside of the phial.al- 
ways possessed an opposite electricity to the outside, 
the one being electrified positively when the other was 
electrified negatively. This important conclusion was 
still better established, when Dr Franklin had observed 
that he could charge a Leyden phial by holding it by 
the brass knob, and presenting the external coating to 
the prime conductor. When the phial was charged in 
this way, the electricity of the external coating was po- 
sitive, and that of the internal coating negative; and 
when the phial was charged in the usual way by the 
knobs, the internal coating was positive, and ho exter- 
nal one negative. - 
When two phials were both charged through their 

knobs, a cork ball, suspended between them by a'silken 
thread, was first attracted and then repelled by both 
the knobs as they were positively electrified. When 
both the phials were charged through their outside coat- 
ings, the ball was also repelled by them both; but 
when one of the phials was charged by its knob, and 
the other by its outside coating, the suspended cork 
ball played vigorously between them both, till the jars 
were nearly discharged. Hence it follows, that the one 
side of the phial possesses always the opposite elec- 
tricity to the other, and that the two sides are simul- 
taneously electrified, whether the electricity is drawn 
from the prime conductor by the one side or the other. 

Source of | AS glass is impenetrable to the electric fluid, it neces- 
the negative “row 4 lowed the electricity was not communica- 
electricity. ted from the one side of the glass to the other; and this 

was easily ascertained by observing, that when the jar 
was insulated it was not le of being charged but 
in a very trifling degree. Hence it. followed, the 
electricity of the outside of the jar was supplied from 
the earth by the conducting bodies which surrounded 
it, and that whenever one side of an electric receives 

den phial. 

The electri- 
city of the 
outside 
coating ne- 
gative 
when that 

1S po- 
sitive, and 
viee versa. 
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the . 

one kind of electricity, the opposite side is simultane- 
ously ied with the opposite electricity, either from ! 
the or other conducting bodies which are near it. 

The next object of Dr Franklin was, to ascertain, if The posit 
the positive electricity of one side of the phial was ‘ectrici 
equal to the negative electricity of the other, . For this ‘** °"* 
purpose he hung a small linen thread near the outside 
coating of a charged phial, and every time that he 
presented his finger to wire, Saadieculteanaiene the other. 
ed by the coating, the electricity taken from the inside 
by touching the wire being exactly equal to what was 
drawn in on the outside by the thread. Professor Rich- Richman’s 
man obtained the same result by a very elegant expe- °*Perment 
riment. Having coated both a? of a e of Yaga 
glass within two inches of its edge, he linen 
threads to the upper part of the coating on both sides. 
When the plate was not charged, the linen threads 
hung down in contact with. the coating;. but when the 
plate was placed eats 5 yg and then char, 
ged, the psa were repelled from the coating, and ' 
formed equal angles with it on both sides. When his 
finger or any conductor was ht near one side, 
the thread on the same side formed a less angle with 
the coating, while the thread on the opposite ide form- 
ed an angle as much . Upon bringing his finger 
in contact with one of the sides, the corresponding m 
thread fell down upon the peat while the opposite ' 
thread formed twice the angle with the coating which 
it had done before. The angle formed by the two 
threads with each other was therefore always a constant 
quantity. ; 

Dr Franklin at first imagined that the electricity aceu- The clectrt 
mulated in the jar existed in the coatings in contact with cities resi¢ 
the glass, but he soon found upon further examination, i the two 
that the electricity was contained in the glass itself, °Phosite 
and that the sole use of the coating was, in the act 
of charging the jar, to conduct the electricity to.all the parler: 
parts of the glass which was in, contact,. in the act the coati 
of discharging it, to facilitate the-communication bes 
tween the two sides of the glass. In order,to ascertain 
these points, he charged a jar, and placed.it upon glass, 
or any insulating stand. He then took out the cork 
and the wire, and ascertained that they did not contain - 
any electricity, by. touching the outside coating with 
one hand, and putting the finger of the other,hand inte 
the mouth of the bottle, when he received. a shock as 

wertul as if the wire and cork had been in their place: 
Fraving ut water into the phial, which being, a»cons 
ductor, roles the same effect as a tinfoil coating, 
he charged the jar, and then ing the water into-an 
insulated bottle, found that it. also would not give the 
shock. It then struck him, that the electricity. must 
either have gone off in the act of pouring out the wa- 
ter, or must still be resident in the bottle: He there- 
fore filled the .phial with fresh. water, and without 
any new charge he-received the shock as before,which 
completely proved that the electricity resided. in the 
glass. Dr Franklin. made. similar..experiments with 
coatéd panes of glass, and obtained. the very same re+ 
sult, by changing the coating as, he had changed the 
water. ‘The same truth may perhaps be more satisfac. 
torily established by the following experiment. » Fix: . 4 
the. outside coating of an uncoated jar with a little a 
grease; and, instead of the inside coating, substitute a ; 
quantity of mercury, or of small shot, or gold leaf, or 
brass filings. As soon as it is charged, turn) it wy) 
down, so as to allow the mercury or shot:to fall out 
along with the wire and. knob, and remove also the 
outside coating. By this operation, the jar will nat have 
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lost its charge; for ifnewr or shot be put into the 
inside, and ever teakehaen a the outside, the 
shock will be felt as strongly as if no charge had taken 

» Dr Franklin likewise found, that when the glass was 
gilt, a part of the gilding was torn off, as if the electri- 
city had passed from the through the gilding ; 
and when a thin bottle was brokem by the powerful at- 
traction of the negative and positive electricities on each 

- side, the glass was: always broken inwards, while the 

Other elec- 

ilding was broken outwards. . The theory by which 
Or Franklin: ined these various phenomena, will 
be fully explained in the third Part of the article. 

Other electric substarices are capable of being charged 
tries charged jn the same mamner as glass. Beccaria imparted a con- 
like glass. siderable charge to a smooth plate of sealing-wax, made 

Lateral ex- 
plosion. 

with the knob of the 

pouting it in. a fluid state upon an oiled marble ta- 
be He Sheng also a saidoueaol pitch and colopho- 
ny, sulphur; and pitch, the magnitude of the charges 
being in the order in which these substances are named. 

- In our history of electricity, we have already given a 
sufficient account of the beautiful experiment in which 
Wilke and Aipinus succeeded in charging a plate of air, 
and taking shocks from it as if it were a plate of glass. 

We have already seen, that when a jar is di d 
by the discharging rod, no effect is transmitted along 
the glass handle. When the handle, however, is made 
of brass, or any other metal, a small shock is transmit- 
ted ‘to the that holds it, when the quantity of 
electricity accumulated in the jar is considerable. In 
like manner, if a small chain is connected with the out- 
side coating of a jar, it will appear luminous 
when the jar is discharged in the dark by any conduct- 
ing circuit, of which this chain does not form a part. 
This effect has been named the /ateral explosion, and 

———— by the following 
i ey. 

jar, 
er ex~ 

body about 6 or 7 feet long, and a 
few inches broad. Let a chain be now placed the 
table, at the distance of 14 inch from the outside coat- 

ing, and apply one end of the re Am an a 
extremity of the chain. As soon as the opposite ex- 

ity of the discharging rod is made to communicate 
jar, the discharge will take place, 

and a brilliant spark will be seen between the insulated 
metallic rod and the large body adjacent to it. This 
spark does not change the electrical state of the body ; 
and it is therefore imagined, that this lateral spark flies 
from the coating of the jar, and returns to it before 
an electrometer can be affected. This lateral spark has 
the same length and brilliancy, whether it is received 
on flat or smooth surfaces, or on sharp points. Ino 
—— ‘to the result of the preceding experiment, Dr 

i informs us, that he has perceived a delicate 
electrometer affected by the lateral explosion, 

tremity place a large 

Seer. VII. On the Electrical Spark, and Electrical Ligh. 
On the elec- “Tue light which always accompanies the excitation 

and electri- 
cal 

* moise, are always o 

‘of an electric, was observed about the same time by Ot- 
to Guericke of Magdeburg, and our coun Dr 
Wall, and attracted the particular attention of every 
subsequent electrician. 
‘During the excitation of a glass tube in the dark, 

small flashes of light, accompanied with a crackling 
Douweed; and in working. an electri- 

4387 
fying machine, streams of blue light are constantly flash- 

round body is b t near the prime conductor of 
the machine. A brilliant light, called the electric spark, 
is seen between the body and the conductor, and ex- 
hibits a great variety of appearances under different cir- 
cumstances. 

Descriptive 

ing over the surface of the glass cylinder. The electri- Flectcity. 
cl igh however, is more Sistinetly observed when any at small 

. Exp. 1. If we hold a brass ball, about three inches in The sparks 
diameter, near the 
chine, sparks of bright white light will appear between 
them, attended with aloud snapping noise. When the 

: i . vary with e conductor of an electrical ma Gatenand 

magnitude 
of the con- 

ball is very near the conductor, the sparks appear in ductor. 
uick succession, and are then perfectly straight. 

- Exp.2. Having screwed a brass ball, about 2 inches 
in diameter, into the prime conductor — electri- 
fied, so as to stand about three inehes it, hold ano- 
ther ball near the first,and long ramified or zigzag sparks 
will be obtained. This positive spark is represented 
in Fig. 10. where nat denotes the ball held in the hand, Prater 
and in a natural state of electricity, while pos is the CCXLIIh 
positive. ball connected with the conductor. 
the ball on the conductor is made very small, the spark 
becomes a faint divided brush of light. } 

Exp. 3. If the first ball in sy eaten een 
is electrified negatively instead of positively, the spark 
becomes dense, straight, and more luminous than be- 
fore. This is represented in Fig. 11. 

. 4. If one of the balls is positively and the other 
negatively electrified, the spark combines the a - 
ance both of Figs. 10. and 11. as in Fig. 12. When 
the distance between the balls is not too great, the 
positive zigzag spark strikes the negative straight spark. 
generally at the distance of one-third of the length of 
the latter from its point, the other two-thirds being ren- 
dered —_ bright. On some occasions, the positive 
spark stri ~ the negative ball at a distance from the ne- 

ve spar’ 
Exp. 5. Take two conductors P, M, about three quar- 

ters of an inch in diameter, with spherical ends of the 
same diameter, and place them el to each other, 
so that their distance is about two inches, and their ends 
—s in opposite directions, and six or eight inches 
asunder. These conductors are to be successively elec- 
trified. When P is positively electrified, it exhibits the 
ramified zigzag , and strikes the side of the other 

When Fig- 10. 

Fig, 11. 

Fig. 12, 

conductorjM, as in Fig. 13, When M is negatively Fig. 13: 
electrified, P being now connected with the earth, the 

ks cease to strike as formerly ; but the end of the 
electrified conductor M will exhibit the negative spark, 
and strike the side of P, as in Fig. 14. When one of 
the conductors is electrified positively, and the other ne- 
gatively, the ramified or positive spark appears at one 
end, and the negative spark at the other, streams of 
electricity constantly passing between the ends of the 
conductors; as is shewn in Fig. 15. 

Exp. 6. Fix a fine point upon the extremity } of 
a stem 4c, and upon this stem place a brass ball a, 
about six inches in diameter, in such amanner, that, by 
turning round the ball A, the point may be made either 
to withdraw itself within the surface of the ball, or pro- 
trude itself beyond it. The 
is beneath the surface of ball, and the ramified 

Fig. 14. 

Fig, 18. 

int will not act when it. . 

spark will be seen between the two balls, as in Fig. 16; pig, 16, 
but in proportion as the point is protruded beyond the 
surface, it increases the transmitting power, ot may be 
made to have the same effect as any whatever, trom 
the smallest size to six inches in diameter. When it 
projects to a sufficient distance from the ball, it acts as 
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if no ball were present. Mr Nicholson, to whom we 
are indebted for the preceding experiments, remarks, 
«that the effect of a positive surface appears to extend 

Desesiptive 
Electricity. 

further than those of a negative one, for the point acts 
like a ball wianiaeiibabeonely pale proninensyiit te 
positive, than it will if negative.” 

Mr Nicholson has applied the preceding principle 
to the construction of a simple ene —— 
guishing positive from tive electricity, w 
are sufficiently strong to aiford sparks. Two metallic 
balls A, B, Fig. 17. may be placed at different distan- 
ces, by means of a joint at C. The arms CA, CB, are 
madeof glass, and covered with varnish, and a short 
ora aed the ball B towards the ball A. 
This simple apparatus is now to be placed .near any 
electrified body, so that the electric power may pass 
through the balls ; then if the electricity from A 
to B, there will be a certain distance of the balls, at 
which a spark will between them, and this dis- 
tance will be much shorter when the electricity is pass- 
ing from B to A. 

£zp. 7. Hold an uninsulated sheet of v near a 
positively electrified conductor, and the electrical light 
will form a beautiful star, about four inches in diame- 
ter, consisting of distinct radii, but not ramified. Per- 
form the same experiment with a negatively electrified 
conductor, and instead of forming a star, it will throw 
out many pointed brushes of light to the paper. 

Exp. 8. nt the point of a needle to a body posi- 
tively electrified, in the dark, and the point will be il- 
lumimated with a star ; but when the body is negative- 
ly ‘electrified, it will exhibit a pencil or brush of light. 

From the two preceding experiments, it becomes very 
easy to distinguish positive from negative electricity. 
by meansof the different characters of the electric light. 

- Exp. 9. It appeared from experiment 6, that the ef- 
fect a point was destroyed, when it was withdrawn 
into a large brass ball, and sparks were produced as if 
the ooint bead been wholly removed. The same effect 
will be obtained if the point is inclosed in a glass tube, 
or if it is placed between two balls. ns 

. 10. When ks are passing between the con- 
Pes and a brass. ball 1} inches distant, present a 
sharp point at double that distance, and the sparks will 
no lo appear. 

The brilliancy of the electrical k is proportional 
to the conducting power of the ies between which 
it passes. Hence metals are used for the production of 
the electric spark. When animperfect conductor, such 
as wood, is employed, the electric light appears in the 
form of faint red streams. The -le of the spark 
depends upon the power of the electrical machine, and 
the state of the weather when the experiment is made. 
With a very powerful electrical machine sparks may 
sometimes eeeee from 10 to 20 inches long, and 
these sparks always pass from the positive to the nega- 
tive ball. * 

The electric spark always varies its character with 
the nature and pene” byt the medium through which 
it is transmitted. earliest experiment upon this 
subject was made by Dr Watson, on a large scale, and 
is one of the most beautiful which can be exhibited. 

Exp. 1, Take a glass cylinder, three feet long and 
three inches in diameter, and fit it up at one end so as to 
be able to let down a brass plate from the top, in order 
to approach another brass plate fixed at the of 
the cylinder. Let the cylinder be now exhausted and 

greatest 
the lower plate will be electrified as if it had been con- 
nected with the prime conductor. When the room is 
dark, the electric matter, which in the open air passes in 
smal] brushes or pencils of light about an inch or two 
long, will now be transmitted in vivid coruscations of 
a bright silver hue along the whole length of’ the tube. 
bowie rare do eo sere Po in the open air, 

t a x uently divide 
themselves into eadiaoe <- ssiallor sncatnsstioes ‘ , like 
the coruscations of the northern lights. When the va~ 
pe Ra: Sanya ae will pass be- 
tween the p in a continued stream of the same size 
throughout its whole } : hewn 

Exp. 2. Having placed the brass plates at the dis- 
tance of 10 inches, make this vacuum a part of the cir- 
cuit through which a jar is di , and at the in- 
stant of the disc , a mass of bright embodied fire will 
be seen to leap from one of the brass plates in the tube 
to the other. When the distance of the plates is 
— 10 ov vst light begins to diverge and lose 
its force, and this dive is nearly proportional to 
the distance of the shieeaae fh 

Exp. 3. Form a Toricellian vacuum in the angular 
part of a long bent tube of glass filled with m 
and inverted, and place the legs of the bent tube in se- 
parate basons of If this vacuum is insulated, 
and one of the basons of mercury made to communicate: 
with the conductor, while some non-electric substance 
touches the other, the electric light will the va- 
cuum in a continued arch of lambent flame, without the 
least div cy. If one of the basons be connected 
with the machine, which should be insulated, the light 
will pervade the vacuum in a contrary direction. 

These three experiments were made by Dr Watson. ‘ 
Exp. 8. Through the top of the receiver of an air« 

pump, a foot high and half a foot broad, insert a point~ 
ed wire, so as to project two inches into the inside, 
Place the receiver on the plate of the air-pump, and con-' 
nect the wire with the prime conductor of the electrify- 
ing machine. A brush of light will appear at the point’ 
of the wire ; but as soon as the exhaustion of the recei- 
ver commences, this brush will enlarge itself, and vary 
its shape ; and when the rarefaction is considerable, the’ 
whole of the receiver will be filled with a beautiful blush’ 
of light, the colour of which changes with the strength 
of the electricity. A faa 

Exp. 9. Into the extremity of a glass tube 30 inches,’ 
insert an iron wire projecting into the tube, and having 
a ball on the outer end of it. Fill the tube with mer- 
cury, and at the open end place a of ether, and 
secure it by the finger, while the tube is inverted go as to 
form a Toricellian vacuum in the upper part: The ether 
will rise to the top, and upon the removal of the finger, ° 
and the descent of the mercury, it will expand into va- 
pour. If electricity is now transmitted through ‘this: 
vapour it will become luminous, and assume ‘various 
hues according to its strength. Ifa spark passes’ 
through some inches of the vapour, the light is general- 
ly of a blue colour. rt 

In epeneeel einen ee the light" 
ydrogen of the k is white and brilliant, but in 

it is red and faint. 
Exp. 10, Charge a Leyden phial its knob, and 

take away the knob bya stick of wax. Place 

* Sipgers’ Elements of Electricity, p. 61, 
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jar under the receiver of an air pump, and 

Secreto ns The electric li twill then flow 
out ly from the neck of the and will divide 
itself into several jets, which will bend round in order 

changed byt extrnal conting ard placed under the its ; e 
a ip ee RA w itself in 
jets, from the external. coating to the neck of the jar. 

Ezp. 11. Into a piece of soft deal, about three inch- 
and 13 inch square, insert obliquely .two 

i wires, ing their points 13 i istant, 
ing to different depths below the surface, 

that the line joining them is in the direction of 
While the spark ; from the one wire 

pa ag) g pier ang Fey! ge SO 
depths. I one point is deeper er, 
the colours will alae as the electric light is 

i at various 

hie} 

at thesis time he rubbed it with his 
A considerable quantity of lambent flame ap- 

his i with all the colours 

Exp. 12. Having connected one end of a chain with 

eres oF chain dy He Leb of the coming 
fare tbaneence of 0 of an inch from the for- 

Vv 

about the eighth of an 
, will be i 

inated when the charge of a battery 

Phil. 1785, vol. Ixxy. 
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Ezp. 14. Attach’ one wire to the outside eoating of a Deseriptive 

charged jar, and another to one of the branches of the Flectriaty- 
discharging rod, and having placed their other ends at ~ 
the distance of 1-10th of an inch, press the thumb upon 
the two ends, Bring the other brancl: of the discharging 
rod in contact with the knob of the jar, which being 
thus di , the spark will pass under the thumb, 
and illuminate it in such a manner that the bone and 
the principal blood vessels may be readily observed. 

. 15. Place a lump of sugar on the table, and in 
contact with the outer coating of a charged jar. Place 
one of the knobs of the discharging rod on the outside 
of the sugar, and bring the other to the knob of the jar. 
As the spark h the sugar it is rendered lu- 
minous, and retains the light for a considerable time. 

Exp. 16. Paste upon a tube of glass a number of small Luminous 
Nees 3 Eat of tinfoil; as in Fig. 18. the distance be- spiral tubes. 
tween each being about the 30th of an inch. When 
this tube is held near the prime conductor, a brilliant 6¢xp 1, 
line of light will ap to surround it, a spark being pig. 13. | 
visible between each of the small circles of tinfoil. 

Exp. 17. Let several of those spiral tubes. be 
“ a Ao 

PLATE 

as in Fig. 19. and round a central glass pil- Fig. 19.. 
ing a wire a, having a ball a and 6 at each ex- 

tremity, and le of turning round an axis. Com-~ 
mumnicate several sparks from a conductor to the ball C, 
and ing the wire a. gently round, each tube will 
receive a spark from the balls, and. will be illuminated 
as in the preceding i 

In like manner, luminous words may be made, as in puminous: 
Fig. 20, and a similar effect may be produced, by dis- words. 
charging a jar coated in the manner ted in Fig, pig, 20. 
21. where are on the outside five rows of square ' 
pieces of tinfoil, with eleven in each row, and-the same oer 
number on the inside of the jar, making in all 110 square“ * 
pieces. The diagonals of the square pieces are in a ho- Fig: 21. 
rizontal and a vertical position, and there is a round hole 
in the centre of each. Every adjacent pair on the out 
side jar, have two of their square points meeting in the 
centre of the round hole in the intervening pieces. of 
tinfoil on the inside, so that 110 sparks will-be seen at 
once in a horizontal direction upon the discharge of the 
jar, and 110 sparks in a vertical direction.. 

It was i by: some of the early electricians, riectric 
that the electric light contained no prismatic colours, light has the: 
Dr Pri observed, however, that this was a mis- s@me opti-. 
take, and a similar result has been more recently ob- “! prepet- 
tained by Dr Wollaston. In every indeed, the Other light 
light of the electric spark comports itself like the direct 
light of the sun, or of a candle. The writer of this ar~ 
ticle has found, that it is capable of being polarised like 
other lights, either by transmission through a doubly 

ing crystal, or by reflexion at the ising 
le from, the surface of a transparent: » or by. 

oblique refraction through a bundle of glass plates. 

Secr. VII On the Influence of Points in receiving and 
discharging Electricity, 

"In the Section upon electrie light, we live already: on the in-. 
seen the effect of obtuse bodies, such as balls, in ing fluence of 
off the electricity of a conductor by a succession of points in re~ 
liant sparks; and we had occasion to observe, that when ‘ving and 
a ball was thus receiving sparks, any pointed body pla- electricity.” 

Morgan’s Lectures, p. 234, and Singers’ Elements of Electricity, p. 91, 92. 
273. 

25, and Phil, Trans, 1802. 
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Fig. 2. 
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and drew omer! cerangy of the oe 
is si property i rawing off the elec- 

tricity of any boah to which they are weserabed, and the 
corresponding property of discharging the electricity 
whey de in which they are inserted, may be illus- 
trated by the following i 

£zp. 1, Bring a metallic point near the prime con- 
ductor after it has been ch with electricity; and it 
will draw off the whole of its electricity without any 
noise, so that at oeghet be received either by pre- 

ing the knuckle, or any metallic body. In the 
dark, will be seen at the point a emo of light 
if the conductor be negatively electrified, and a simple 
point of light if it be positively electrified. 

Exp. 2. Fix a metallic point in the prime conductor, 
and when it is electrified by the action of the machine, 
a hissing noise will be heard arising from the rapid dis- 
charge of the electricity from the pointed wire. By 
holding the hand near it, a strong blast of air will be 
felt as ing from the point, and in the dark it 
will emit a beautiful roe of light if the conductor is 
positively electrified, but will exhibit a luminous point 
if the conductor is negatively electrified. This current 
of air is so strong, as to be able to give a rotatory mo- 
tion to pointed bodies balanced upon a pivot. 

Exp. 3. If when the electricity is drawing rapidly off 
by means of a point, we present several points together, 
a spark will from the conductor to the points, so 
that the effect of one point is diminished by the pre- 
sence of another, and when the points are numerous, 

produce the same effects as a round body. 
‘xp. 4. If aman, insulated by standing upon a stool 

with glass feet, holds in his hand a rod, with a ball at one 
end and a point at the other, he will be able to electrify 
himself, so as to gi ks when he holds the point at 
a short distance een he prime conductor; but when 
he holds the round end at the same flistance from the 
conductor, he will not be able to draw any electricity 
from the conductor. 

Exp. 5. If a man, insulated as before, is electrified, 
the electricity will be rapidly tie when he holds 
out any pointed body, and in the dar! 
seen streaming from the point. 

. 6. If two cross wires ab, cd, Fig. 1. with acap e 
at the point of intersection, and having 4 ints 
as a, b,c, d, turned in the same direction, be nicely ba- 
lanced upon a point at the top of the insulated rod or 
stand ef, and if they are connected with an electrified 
conductor by the chain gh, they will immediately re- 
ceive a rotatory motion. In the dark, a stream of light 
will issue from each point, and, from the velocity of ro- 
tation, these foyr streams will form a beautiful circle of 
light. 

Exp. 7. U the precedin inciple, an apparatus 
called the dertrical went a Beara If a globe S 
Fi , *) eee sun, has a projecting arm 
6F, and if u pointed extremity of this arm 

is balanced another ball F, representing the earth car- 
rying a wire M a, with a point a at one end, and at the 
other a ball representing the moon ; then, if a point 
bis fixed in the middle of the arm SF, and if the 
whole is balanced on an insulated stand, by loading 
one side of the globe S, let the apparatus be connected by 
achain gh, with the prime conductor of an electrical 
machine, and a rotatory motion will be given to both 
the arms, so that the moon M will move round the 

ELECTRICITY. 

the light will be. 

sun : 
Exp. 8, Insert five arms of wire, their extre- 

mities pointed and turned in the same into Prare 

be now placed upon the stand, and if a chain. passes 
from the upper point a to the prime conductor, the 
points will move round, and the glass clapper will strike 
against the bells during its successive revolutions. 

. 9. Let an inclined plane be formed of two 
straight el wires, AB, CD, and insulated by four 
glass pillars A, B, C, D fixed ina stand; and let a 
small wire, mn, with two little balls at its i 
ties, be made so as to slide down the parallel wires by 
the force of gravity. On apivot'in its centre, balance 
a wire op with two points turned in the same direction, 
When the wire mn is near the lower end of the in- 
clined plane, connect a ft oso wire with an electri- 
fied conductor by means of a chain. The wire op will 
immediately turn round the pivot upon mn, and will 
ascend the inclined plane. - 

The great utility er as conductors or thunder 
rods for ing off the electricity of the atmosphere, 
and the theory of their mode of action, will be fully 
explained in other parts of the present article. See 
Secr. XI. On the Distribution of Electricity, Art. 8. p. 
455. : 

Secr. IX. On the Law of Electrical Attraction and 
Repulsion, 

Sir Isaac Newton, and some other philosophers, had On the Iw 
long imagined, that electrical and attrac. of electric 
tion followed the inverse ratio of the cube, or some high. attraction” 
er power of the distance. A2pinus and Cavendish, in “4 tepal- 
their theories of electricity, have assumed no particular “°" 
law, but merely that the action decreases as the distance 
increases, although the former had suspected that the 
law was the same as that of ity. 20k Oe 

Lord Stanhope had endea | to shew, that elecs 
tric actions followed the inverse ratio of the square of the 
distance, and his reasonings were by no means conclu- 
sive, and the law was still consi as undetermined. - 
~ Our countryman Dr Robison, more than 46 years ago, py Ropj. 
made a variety of experiments on this important. son’s exp 
ject, and determined that the law of electric attraction riments on 
and repulsion: was nearly in the inverse duplicate ratio the law of 
of the distance. An account of his experiments was se sea 
read before a public society so early as 1769, but un- 
fortunately he did not then regard them as of sufficient 
importance to be laid before the public. As we conceive 
that Dr Robison is entitled to a share of that honour 
which is now given to Coulomb, we shall lay before our 
readers an account of the method by which he ascers 
tained the law of electrical action. 

The instrument with which Dr Robison’s experiments Instrum 
were made, is represented in Figs. 5. and 6. Fig, 6, used by E 
being a f ive view of the whole instrument. A Robison. 
polished black ball A, 4 of an inch in diameter, is fixed 
on the point of a very slender needle three inehes im Ccxtrv. 
length; the other extremity of the needle passes through Fig: 5, 6 
a ball of amber or glass F, about three-fourths of an inch 
in diameter, but though the ball is completely perfora- 
ted, the end of the needle must not extend quite to the . 
surface. At right angles to the needle, a slender glass 
rod is fixed into the ball F ; it is bent at right angles at 

4 
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¢ E, and is‘contintied to L, exactly above the centre the other ‘negatively electrified, we’ must incline the Descriptive 

Beserdy pape ert is six inches from instrument to the left, and by electrifying the balls Eigeey. 

Ftol. At the L is fixed a piece of amber A, B, in pl a manner, when at a great dis- 5, j:cation 

ee anal miat Werte demented py mane Ce Ou abviatems om ce ; a 4 coated ; 3 an yy means 0} e de m strument 

eS silk cathe Gres dm of BC from a vertical line towards A, we shall be able measure the 
Say’ fete end wha eo pletely penetrated by the to determine the magnitude of the attractive force. cae dgaal 

Sc ante ba ine atch aan a In maki a eee nts with this instrament, the great- "“"™ 
asperities, This est care Id be taken to provide as much as can be 

c a amber, which has done na A any eg ph waste of the oe 

oles drilled. ‘o of its site sides; and by matter, by having all angles asperities removed, by 

sene of two round pins pessing through the piece of varnishing all its parts, and by making the experiments 
amber C, the rod DB hasa free motion round these pins in a warm room, and when the atmosphere is particu- 

as an axis. The branch CB of this rod is about three Jarly dry. Dr Robison recommends, aeohaye sete 
inches long, and.carries at its extremity a ball B aquar- tion per minute, under various circumstances, should be 
terof an inch in diameter, which may be either made of determined b a yroriegs set of experiments. ; a 

metal, or of cork gilt and burnished. The other branch By means of different instruments of this kind, of differ- General 

ty same length, passes through ‘asmall _entsizes, and some of them of balls of an inch in diame- result. 

cork ball. When the instrument is thus constructed, the _ ter, and radii of 18 inches, Dr Robison performed more 
lower baltB must just touch the ball A, when thearmFE than an hundred experiments, from which he concluded : 

jin avertical position, The ball F, Fig. 5. must now that the mutual repulsion of two spheres, electrified in 

ee at the extremity of a glass rod FI, which passes 4... came manner, varied as ai d_ representing the 

handle of boxwood at its other ex- distance of their centres. ; 
tremity I. This rod, which is icular to AF, Several years after these experiments of Dr Robison’s Coulomb's . 
is supported by the head of a pillar HK, in which it were made, and read before a public society, the atten- ¢xperiments 
turns with some difficulty. An index NH, fastened tion of Coulomb was drawn to the same topic, by the oo ee 
to the rod FI, is always set parallel to the line LA, prize on the subject of the magnetic needle, which he attraction. 
drawn through the-centre of the fixed ball. This in- the good fortune to share with Van Swinden. His 
dex will point out the angle which LA forms with ‘first. object was to contrive an tus for measuring == 
the vertical line. It will also be convenient to have very small quantities of electricity. This apparatus, His torsion 
another index, which turns stiffly on FI as an axis, which he employed in all his experiments, and which he 2° 
and stretches a considerable way beyond the calls a torsion balance, is represented in Plate CCKLIV: Prate 
duated circle. The graduated circle is divided mto Fig. 7. where ABCD is a glass cylinder, 12 inches-high ore , 
360 degrees ; the zero of the division is placed upper- pe 12 inches broad, on which is placed a plate of glass “’® " 
most, and 90 on the right hand. AC, 13 inches in diameter. This plate; which covers 
», In order to use this instrument, take hold of the die whdle’of the cylindet, i pierced with twoholes f m, 

le I, and set the index to. 90. The lines LA andCB both of which are 20 lines in diameter. Into the hole 
to will now have a horizontal position, and the ball B will f is cemented a tube of glass fh twofeet high, and at the 

the yest on A. Let the balls be now electrified, and let the “upper end of the tube at i is placed a torsion micro- _ 
* index be brought back to 0.on the scale, by the handle; meter, which is seen on an enlarged scale in Fig. 8. Fig: 8- 

_during this motion the balls will be seen to separate in The upper part of this micrometer consists of a button 
some particular position of the index ; repeat this ope- m, an index i 0, anda pair of pincers g. This upper 
ration till the exact position is ascertained at Which the part iis let down into the hole G, in the centre of the 

ion i i circle a, 6, which is divided upon its edge into 360 de- 
, ’ istance equal to the grees. This plate is soldered upon a tube of copper X, 

the radii. Let the instrument be now turned which enters into the tube H, Fig, 9; and this tube is ce- Fig. 9. 
ore towards the vertical position, and the balls mented into the upper extremity of the long glass tube 

separate more and more, Anas- fh. The = ee q have nearly the shape of the extremity 
1 ind i of a solid port-crayon, which can'be opened and shut 

a Ba iy ge one appear to coincide with the by means of # ring r. These pincers lay hold of the 
order to shew that this instrument will give extremity of’ a very slender silver wire, the other end 

i ve force of the two of which is held at P, Fig. 10. by the pincers of an iron fig, 19 
BD in a hori- «or copper cylinder P 0, abiiat's line in diameter. These : 
i pincers, like the former, are opened and shut by aring Q. 

This cylinder is perforated at C, to receive the needle 
ag. weight of this‘part of the apparatus must be suf 
ficiently pr to stretch the silver wire without break- 
ing it. needle 4 g, which must be suspended ho- 
rizontally about six inches from the bottom ‘of the glass 
cylinder ABCD, is formed of a silk thread; or a straw 
covered with sealing-wax, and has the part qa, about 
18 lines in length, formed of a cylinder of ‘lae. 
At this extremity is a small balla of the gis of ‘elder, 
about two or three lines in diameter ; and at the other 
extremity g, is a small vertical plane of papér, covered 
Wey turpentine, which serves as a countéerpoise to'the 

a, r . 

; i rt i c Fs : 3 

i E ga ge i 3 
absolute measure of the repulsi 

ily "we ave nyt ble the Pol BD in har 

SK. 
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Into the other hole 

mat, the lower part 
lace, and carries a pithy ball ¢. 

cylinder there is 
potas y ewe dp ate oy ae i 

so as to be on a with the needle ag. 

crometer is turned in the tube f/f, till, in looking 
the vertical silver wire P ?, and ‘the centre of the ball, 
the needle a g shall correspond with the zero of the 
scale =q. other ball ¢ is then introduced, so 
it may touch the ball a, and so that a line joining the 
centre of the silver wire, and the ball’ ¢, may also point 
to the zero of the scale z q. , 

Coulomb's Method of determining the Law of the Repul- 
sive Force. 

When the instrument was thus adjusted, Coulomb 
applied it in the following manner to determine the law 
of the repulsions of the two balls ¢, a. "Having provi+ 
ded a brass pin AB, Fig. 11. witha head, he stuck it 
into-a handle AC of sealing-wax, and having electrified 
it he introduced it through the hole m, Fig 7. and touch- 
ed the ball ‘in contact with a. The electricity of the pin 
was thus communicated to the two balls, which of course 
possessed the same kind of electricity; and as soon as 
the pin was withdrawn, the balls mutually repelled 
each other to a distance which Ss tacestenel it Obliies 
ving the degree on the circle z0q, which is pointed 
out by a line joining the silver wire and the a. If 
the index o of the micrometer is now turned in the di- 
rection pno, the silver wire / P will be twisted, and 
we shall produce a force proportional to the angle of 
torsion, which is requisite to make the ball areturn to 
the ball 4. By this. means he observed the distanee at 
which different angles of torsion bring back the ball a 
to the ball 4; and in ing the forces of torsion 
with the ing distances of the balls, he obtain- 
ed a measure of their repulsive force. 

Exp. 1. The two balls being electrified with the 
head of the pin, and the index of the micrometer being 
set to zero, the ball a was repelled by the ball ¢ to the 
distance of 36 degrees, 

. 2. Thesilver wire being twisted by turning the ‘pation 
a z . In the preceding i index of the micrometer 126 ney the ball a ap- 

proached to f, and stopped at the distance of 18 de- 
grees from it, having moved backwards through an arch 
of 18°, 

Exp.3. Having again twisted the silver wire through 
an arch of 567°, the two balls approached, and stopped ‘king 
at the distance of 84°. . 

Now, as the force of torsion, or the force which is 
capable of keeping a thread twisted to a certain de- 
gree, so as to hinder it from turning round its axis, and 
recovering its natural state, has’ been shewn by Cou- 
lomb to be ional to the angle of torsion, or the 
arch through which it has been twisted, we have in 
the first experiment a force of torsion equal to 36° ; and 
in the second. iment, when the distance of the balls 
was 18°, the angle, and consequently the force of tor- 
sion, was 126°-418=144°; so that the repulsive force, 
at the distance of 36°, was 36°; and the lsive force, 
at the distance of 18°, was 144°, or q ple at half 
the distance. In the third ex ent, when the dis- 
tance of the balls was 84°, the force of torsion was 567°; 

” didesiie Bo 

‘they were separated, be Hel ce 9 te td 

of 

ELECTRICITY: 
so that, at a’ of the distance, the 

the repulsive force of two small globes electrified either 
psorrtenn det me is in the inverse ratio: of the 
squares of the dis of the centres of the two globes. | 
In the preceding experiments, the wire P/ was 28 

inches long, and ,';th of a in weight, and the 
force ‘to twist it ) an angle of 300% 
when at the @P, or four inches from the wire; 
is +}th of a grain, as calculated from the formulse gix 
ven by Coulomb in his Memoir on the force of Torsion. 

the Balls, in * 
36°, 86 sooth of a grain, 
18 144 ve 
8} 576 str 

20 fine’as'that which he used, and which 
a force of -ri5, part of a grain to twist it through an 

le of 5°, it is impossible, with eve to 
aivertnid the i fof the needle beth emprrhed 
Redahise 'urtel Ue emer aie wale He recommends 
therefore, after electrifying the balls, 
80° or 40°, which, joined obse 
two balls, will give a force of torsion so great as to re- 
move any sensible error arising from the uncertainty of 
2° or 3° already mentioned. He recommends also the 
use of a wire nearly double in diameter to that which 
he used; as it was liable to break with the least 
tion. A wire of this thickness should also be 
for two or three wy cei 4 enh oan tates te 

losing ‘their electricity. Coulomb , that when 
they one another through an arch of 30°; the 
reapproached one unother about one degree in 
minutes; but as he was able to make the experi 
in two minutes, he did not consider it y to 
make any correction for the loss of electricity. By ob- 

i wever, the rate at which the electric matter 

i or 
le. . ‘ 

the distance of the 
gular balls was measured by the a 

is equal only to the cosine of half the angular distance 
: compensation is cle 

See hadtaee ote tale eed 30 
degrees ; but, at greater angles, the distance between 
the balls and the length of the lever must be accurately 

Coulomb's Methods of determining the Law of the Attrac- 

The next object.of M. Coulomb was to determine the On the 
Jaw which the action of jitely. elec- of the am 
trified bodies; but in employing this weetive © 
purpose, he encountered a practical di which he 

ma 2 aw 

Nee Cm ocey pe 



> had not anticipated.. When thetwo balls, one of which 
ig electrified positively, and, the other-negatively, ap- 

sion, which 
that it is only 

i ratio. of the squares of the 
Le peat Ya ae In order ceraes 
“more confidence in this result, he employed 

simple and direct than wer 
tions, and is less liable padeehae uate ance 
tage of admitting the :use of ,balls of a very great dia- 

is represented in Plate CC . Fig. 12. where AB jis: 
a horizontal arm of wood, which can be fixed by means 
of the nut A, at any height upon the vertical stand AC, 

_ Lg, 15 lines long ; at 

nut N, 
whe ge Gi now mise bythe mat N, i its ho- 
ize Pees ert ne Si Ce conte Bf the 

weer esa 

Gi, the distance from the centre 

the 
shall have 

ELECTRICITY. 44.3- 
- late, so-that:the amplitude of the oscillations is not more Descriptive 
than 20 or 30, from the line where the force of Electricity. 
torsion is nothing, and observe the number of oscilla- — 
tions performed:in acertain time. Again, place the piece 
EF at 12 inches, and then at 18 inches on the scale 
AB, so that the distance G/. may be 18 inches and 24 

. inches successively; and observe, in both these cases, the 
rform- 
ulomb. 

time in whichthe same number of oscillations is 
ed. The following were the results obtainedby 

Distance of the  Numberof oscilla. - Number of seconds in 
centre of from the tions performed by __ which these oscillations 

centre of G, the needle fg. were performed. 

9 15 20" 
18 15 40" 
24 15 __ 60” a 

From these iments. we may now deduce the at- 
tractive force of the globe G at the distances 9, 18, and 
24; for the oscillations of the needle (abs ing the 
effect of the force of torsion) are produced solely by 
the action of that lobe, in the:same manner as the os- 
cillations ofa are by the action of 
gravity... As the circle /.is only 7 lines in diameter, we 
may safely all the lines.drawn from the centre 
of G to part of the plate as equal and parallel, 
and the whole.of its. action united in its-centre 1. If 
we now call F the attractive force, and T the. time in 
which»a given number of oscillations are performed, we 

shall have Tproportonal to 5; but if we make d= 
G1, the distance of the centres of the circle and globe, 
and suppose the attractive force to be inversely as the 

squares of the distances, or as -, then it will follow 

that T is proportional to the distances d; so that if this 
law is correct, the time of any number of oscillations 
should .be as the corresponding distances. between the 

, centres of the globe and the.circle. Now, 

The distances arevas the numbers... ....5 6 8 
Thetimes in which 15 oscillations are per- 
formed i a 20 41 60 

The'times in which they are performed by 
20 40 54 

The difference between the. theory and the experiment 
is almost 0 at the distance of 18 inches, but at the dis. 
tance of 24 it is nearly ¥. -A_correction, however, re- 
mains to be applied to the experimental result ; for as 
four minutes were t in the experiments, the globe 
and the plate had lost a portion of their electricity. 
Coulomb found that the action was diminished 4, of 
the whole minute, and therefore ,, in 4 minutes. 

uently, in order to obtain the correct number 
i of 60”, we have 4/10 : ./9=60” : 57”, which 
differs only ay fom the number 60’ determined expe- 

i . Hence it follows, that the law of the in- 
verse ratio of the squares of the distances is correct 
pa for the attractive forces of oppositely electrified 

ies. 
We have already stated, and the reader must him- 

self have made the remark, that the oscillations of the 
needle /g are partly due to the force of torsion, and 
are not produced solely by the mutual attraction of the 
lobe and the gilt circle. Coulomb, however, has shewn, 

that the force to twist through a whole arch 
of 360°, a silken fibre 6 inches long, me, acting at. the 
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120,009 Of * grain, and therefore when the whole os- 

cillations are not greater than 40 or 60, the force of tor- 
en aig 1 ae 

sion is 550,000" 780,000" a quantity so small, that it 

can have no perceptible influence on the duration of 
the oscillations, and consequently on the results of the 
e ents, 

receding method may be applied without 
ito the dtermination onitie tee ive forces of st- 

milarly electrified bodies ; but the already adopt- 
ed by the use of the torsion balance is much more 
simple and exact. 

Secr. X. On the Dissipation of Electricity. 

Wuen any electrified body is insulated in the most 
perfect manner, the quantity of electricity which it 
possesses is found to suffer a gradual, and sometimes 
a rapid diminution, till the whole of its electricity is 
completely dissipated. It becomes a matter of the great- 
est importance, therefore, to determine the law according 
‘to which this dissipation takes place, and we are fortu- 
nately able tolay before our readers a series of beautiful 
experiments which have been made by Coulomb, 
means of the very delicate apparatus which we have al- 
ready described. 
When any insulated electrified body dissipates its 

electricity, the effect is produced by three causes; 1. By 
the conducting power of the air which surrounds the 
electrified body ; 2. By the dopetiton of humidity on 
the surfaces of the electrics, which are employed to in- 
sulate the electric body ; and, 3. By the imperfect in- 
sulation produced by the best non-conductors. The 
last of these causes has probably the smallest share in 
the dissipation of the electric fluid, and cannot easily be 
estim y from the rest. , 

In measuring the dissipation produced by the two 
first causes, the reader must see, that there is some dif- 
ficulty in separating the effects of the one cause from 
those of the other ; for as the electrified body must al- 
ways be insulated by imperfect conductors, the real 
quantity of electricity dissipated during a given time 
must be owing to both causes. Coulomb, whose inven- 
tive genius overcame every difficulty, has succeeded 
conipletely in separating the two effects. He saw, that 
if the portion of the surfuce of the electrified body, 
which communicated with the insulating support, was 
made extremely small, the loss of electricity along this 

. support must be immeasurably minute, in comparison with 
the loss which was due to the humidity of the ambient 
air, He therefore put this idea to the test of experiment, 
and found, that when the electrified body did not pos- 
sess much electricity, such as a pith ball 5 or 6 lines in 
diameter, he could insulate it completely by a cylinder 
of sealing-wax, or — lac, about half a line in diame- 
ter, and 18 or 20 lines long; that a very fine silk 
thread, penetrated with melted wax, and covered with 
‘wax, so as to form a cylinder 5 of a line in diameter, had 

ELECTRICITY. 
Descriptive end of a lever of 7 or 8 lines, does not exceed the the same insulating power when it was 5 or 6 wee of ins 

long; and that an equal insulation 
ron by 

y dry 

with, sipation 

lac. 

the 
pith ball a, as i 
the conductor, Fig. icat ; Fe tt 

of electricity to the two balls, which immediately re : 
pelled one another to such a distance, that the repul- , 

, Sive force was Sal weer ae — 
suppose that the angular distance o' was 40°, 
then twisting the thread of suspension 140°, 
Coulomb brought the ball back to 20°. He next ob- 
served the instant when this ball pointed exactly to 20°. 
As the electricity was dissipating, the balls approached 
one another some minutes after the operation ; so that, 
in order to be able to observe always at the same dis- 
tance of 20°, he twisted the thread of suspension 30° by 
means of the index, and’as the force of torsion was di« 

minished by these 30°, the balls repelled a little more 
than 20°, He then waited the instant when the ball of 
the needle arrived at 20°, and counted, with great ex- 

actness, the time’which elapsed between the two opera- 

tions. Su that this time was three minutes, then 
it will follow, that at the first observation the distance 
of the balls was 20°, and the ve force 140-4-20= 

160 ; that three minutes after, the repulsive force at the 
same distance of 20°, was only 110°-+-20°=130°, or was 

diminished 30°, or 10° per minute. acne ete 

force between the two obsérvations was “or = 

145°, and diminished 10° per minute, it follows that 
5 Page -VEROe 

the electric force of the two balls diminished > per 

minute. 
In this way Coulomb constructed 

ble, which peel the observations made on the 28th © 

May, the 29th May, the 22d June, and the 2d July, 

which he selected from a multitude of others, as on these 
four days the variation of the humidity of. the air ha 

very great, while its temperature was very nearly 
same. Sats yh 

In this Table, the first column represents the instant 

of observation ; the second, the neice As pt : 

the third, the d of torsion given e sd 

ter ; the fourth, the time which ela between two 

consecutive observations ; the fifth, the loss of the elec- 

tric force during that time ; the sixth, the mean force 

of repulsion between the two observations, as measuyec — 

by the mean torsion indicated by the micrometer added 

to the distance of the two balls ; and the seventh, the ratio 

of the electric force lost in one minute to the total force. 
+i 

the following Ta- 

come 
the ball 

upon On the dis- 

Moy 5S. 

pee 

Sea cilia ai cea es eee ee 
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div A: bus ? sieyhc why res fel Seapure etre it . rani! 6 th dE 9 wll 

Beye y abodes cise age mei BAS poker dios ef sens AS ul : otha 

-. PABLE for: Jlermin ng the Quantity of Electricity lost in a Minute by the contact of Air. 

(0 s  FIRST'SET OF EXPERIMENTS. May 28, Morning, | 
; ne re Barometer 28.3: Inches. pute ht ; 

= : f Thermometer 154 Degrees of Reaumur. 
saabaehe Gaslahedsks Hygrometer 75 s Hygrometer. 

as 4 : Ratio of 
’ oe Degrees of Tor- | Interval be- | Electric Ferce | Mean Force of pated 

‘Time when the Obser- | Distance of the | sion shewn by | tween two con- | _ lost between sion be-. | lost per Minute, 
~ -yations were made. electrified Balls. | the Microme- | secutive Obser- two Obser- | tween two Ob- | to the total mean 

y F as ? . , + ofthe Body, 

1. Exp. 6%32/30"|. 30 120 he ; 
2. Exp. 6 38 15 30 100 53 20 140 ab 

~ 6 20 ” 120 = 
3. 6 44 30 30 80. x 
eae 6 53 0 30 60 8 * 7 iy 

; 7 . , 10 20 80 af 

5. 7.3.0 30 40 ~ 

cme 7170}. 30 20 ipa bat - bad 

SECOND SET OF EXPERIMENTS. May 29. 

Barometer 28.4 Inches. 
Thermometer 154 Degrees of Reaumur. 
Hygrometer 69 ’s Hygrometer. 

30 130 73 1 30 110 74 20 150 os 

r { 94 20 130 gr 

30 - . 93 20 110 in 

20? 30 75 * eel ae Lene See se 20f is 20 60 we 

; be THIRD SET OF EXPERIMENTS. June 22. 
; Barometer 27.11 Inches. 

: Thermometer 153 Degrees of Reaumur. 
Hygrometer 87 Saussure’s Hygrometer. 

bd. Exp. 11°537457) 20 80 os: 
2. Exp. 11 56 45 20 | =) a ss 90 ¥s3 

20 70 a 
$. Exp. 11 59 45 20 40 PF, is 
4.Exp. 12 5 0 20 20 t 50 ty 

5. Exp. 12 16 15 20 5 11} 25 28 aa 

_ FOURTH SET OF EXPERIMENTS. July 2. 
te ee le Inches. 
hermometer 153 Degrees of Reaumur. 

Hygrometer 80 ones Hygrometer, ‘ 

1. Exp. 7'43'40) 20 30} : : 
2.Exp. 7 49 0 20 60 } 5 20 90 vs 

8. . 7 5ST 20 20 ' 40 
Lee 8 915 20 20 is a0 50 wo 

5. Exp. 8 17 90 20 10 81 10 35 me 
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monte At Will speenthy pean the seventh column, that = The most important result, however, which he ob- 

* the ratio o she Socks Bae teh lt pre alta er i a 
Y—" constant quantit 5 or Ww. air off electricity not great, the ratio of the decrease 

has the eat degree unieahy see Lick foliose cheottaal itoer to aie deat teal ee 
that the loss of electricity is alway: ional in the | constant quantity, ‘whatever was the form 
same state of the air to the electrical density. ever the magnitude of the electrified body. This: 

From these experiments, Coulomb has shewn how to~ periment was wi foot i 
Bi soca a dh pic Ran Laker whee i of all and magnitudes 

time. Thus from the first set of experiments in’ the Table, “even substituted, in i 
when the dissipation is ;'; every minute, he hasshewn, _ per and_of metal ;-and, ona day particularly dry, he 
that if' we make ‘= the interyal of time, d=)the elec- armed _one of the balls with a small copper wire 
trical density of each ball, and D ‘the, primit Mb Bes cd ine i i 
of the electric fluid. in.each. ball,and. the: lus -suring 
of the logarithmic system; then we shallvhave' 

pt=tee-( 5 ml nob of Ciebpaenceeaped ie! I ; however, that this equality 
: we gt : ue only when the electric density’ hasbeen reduced to a but as the distance is constant, D* is proportional ‘to y. 4 si the primitive action, and d* to the action while the time ©ertain point ; for, when’ the electricity is v R 

is eat Hence in using the sefliony table, where the ll angular bodies dissipate their electricity according 
=0. , weshall ‘ : + Br PAR, ne St reload ay "The natare of the body, too, has no influence on the eet log. (5) "Jaw of the dissipation. On the 28th June, the electri- 2”: 

If we now seek from’ this formula'the value of'd Ae adsl the oe when: we hee te 
in! the Ast experiment, it will be found that at the’ ate aaedld of copper or of sealing-wax. 
first experiment D?= i one that at od 6th ex- The next object of Coulomb was to discover 

periment d'=50. Hence —47*-1 = log. = = log. lation-which’subsisted ‘between the humidity of 

Ot Nae 8 a cela hel ie onl Sa 
0.4343 a sone met oo marks the day when the observations were made ; 

ment. Now the first iment commenced at 6 $2’ second the ett St Siemens heerneed 5 third 
30” and the sixth at ‘7° 17’, the difference of which is the qu of water dissolved in a cubie foot . 
44’ 30” instead of 45', as found by the experiment. _ when the thermometer is between 15° and/16° of Reau~ 

Coulomb has also shewn, that the ratio of the force mur, according to the experiments of Saussure ;* and 
lost in a minute to the force, is double of the ratio the |fourt/i; the dissipation of electricity per minute. — 

3, and consequently t= 

of the loss of the density of each body to the total den- nt State of”) Quantity of : 
sity. For calling d their electrical density, and a their Saussure’s | water Elestricity 
distance, then since the two balls are equal, and receiv: Hygro- | intaubic | lost per ~ 
at first the same quantity of electricity, their reciprocal : _ | meters foot of ait. | Minute, - 

action will be represented by —,, and consequently its . May 29th 69 6.197 os 
. oo Bdd 5 6% 28th} 75 7.295 ; 

momentary diminution will be proportional to = . so 8.045. al 

d*, Hence the ratio of this variation of repulsion to there- | June:22d}"__ 87 9.221 - 
, ‘ Pee } ed tert alt If -we now wish to determine the law between the pulsion itself, will be, neglecting d, equal to | Bats dissipation of the eletricity and the mntity’ of Wades 

Ghosityjeod conequet¥y the Genipatin % cbly wae. 1oyexl 10h toe beapeaants whan Gr aactaeae sity; consequ e dissi n is one- 15° ani temperature when ri« 
half of the diminution of repulsion. Thus hy bond mene were made, let us call m the power which ex~« 
riment of the 28th of June, the diminution of repulsion presses that relation ; then comparing the experiment 
was .*,, from which it ‘follows that the dissipation was with the three others, we shall At Pee a 

minute. ‘ 
Dissipation "1 Our author made Sgn number of experiments of 5 aR RE a i es ee eS 
ofelectricity a Similar-kind with of different des, and stand 2d, $2 = Ga » whence m = 2.76 _— 
the sume when the quantity of electricity, as well as the elec- ona fd for bodies trical density of each ball, were’ very <different, he 1st and $d, | $3 = (3) » cine ae 

poh plecnnd always found, that the ratio of the dissipation of the 
tudes when electric force during a minute, to the total force, was as (9.221 a 
thequantity uniformly a cnitett aiaantity. On the’ 28th June, for Istandbtthy 43 (5780) », MInAIOE ween: ON 
of clectrick i- example, though he presented to the ball ‘aa ball dou- 3)9.13Sum 
ty is small. ble the size, and though he communicated to this. ball M m= 304 

a degree of electricity greater or less than that of ‘the are sy 
ball a, yet the loss of the electrical force was constantly _ Hence it follows, that the diminution of the repul- 
#r per minute. OA sive force, or, what is the same, of the electric density, 

* See Saussure’s Essai d’ Hygrometrie, chap. 173, where he has given a small Table, expressing, for every degree of the ther- x. p» 
mometer, the quantity of water dissolved in the air relative to the degrees of humidity marked upon his own hygrometer. : 
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is proportional to the cube of the weight of the quan- 

' Boy te water dissolved in.a given volume of air... 
however, cannot be con- 

sidered as Certain, since it depends upon several cir- 
cumstances which haye not been determined with suffi- 
cient exactness. Coulomb proposed to enclose the balls 
indifferent kinds-of air, to communicate to the air dif- 
Sunken idity, and then.to determine.the 
law of the dissipation of the electricity of the balls; 
but he found this investigation too arduous, for want of 

for measuring the 
idity of the different gases which he employed, 

Although the quantity of water dissolved in a given 
ar a air increases with the temperature, yet this 

not indicated by the hy, eter of Saussure. As 
the conducting power of air, therefore, must in- 
crease with the temperature, the dissipation of electri- 
city ought to be in warm weather than in cold 
weather, even w Saussure’s gages | indicates 
the same degree of humidity. is conclusion Cou- 

' i ; but the law of the in- 
on augmentation of temperature, 

he has not been able to ascertain, see Hey Samara 
lished a Table, shewing the ce between the 

of his hy, , and the quantity of water 
a cubic foot of air holds in solution at every de- 

of the thermometer. But this Table is not given 
its author as correct ; and therefore Coulomb mere- 

ly concludes, in general, as the tem~- 

for example, the hygrometer moist 
Grace aight oe toe dagrest; and it afterwards 
remains stationary at that of d for several 
Saha Still often t the « density 

; the first day after this rise of ‘the 

ity and the” from 
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from. 

rs. may 
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nued in it a certain time ; and he supposes that the hy- 
grometer will thus only attract to itself the aqueous 
parts, which are free, and which adhere feebly to the 
air, The hygroméeter, therefore, upon any sudden 
change of weather, will indicate only the quantity of 
versie asi ge of miinSeabibaai oak the ab- 

quantity of aqueous- s-opinion-is 

is al always fixed at the end of some hours, rela- 
tively to the hygrometer, when there is a rapid change 

‘dryness or humidity; and that it is only in calm 
weather that the contrary takes place. 
Although Coulomb had satisfied himself that his re- 

sults were not affected by any dissipation along 
Method of 

the sup- ascertaining 

porting fibre, yet he made the following experiment to thst there 
put this point beyond a doubt. . He touched the ball by ceohinn sd 
four fibres absolutely similar to those which supported 
it, so that if there was any wag iy lost by the 
Porting fibre, there ought to have five times as 
much lost by the five fibres. He could not perceive, 
however, any dissipation by the five fibres ; so that we 
are entitled to conclude, that there is no error in the ex- 
periments arising from imperfect insulation. 

2. On the Dissipation of Electricity along imperfectl. 
insulating Eleetries. : of 

In the preceding experiments, it was necessary to in- 
sulate the electrified body in the most perfect manner, 
in order to obtain the unmingled effect which was due 
to the contact of the air. In measuring, however, the 

sup- | 
along the 
supporting 
fibre. 

On the dis- 
sipation of 
electricity 
along im- 
perfectly ine 

dissipation arising from imperfect insulation, it is ne- sulating 
to insulate the balls by electrics so imperfect 

that the dissipation arising from this cause may be ex. 
great when compared with that which arises 
contact of the air, But when this relation is 

“very gteat, the electrified body will lose its electricity 
so rapidly, that it would be impossible to make seve- 
ral consecutive observations before the electricity was 
completely dissipated. Coulomb was therefore obliged 
to make use of supports, which did not permit.a very 
rapid diminution, and to determine-by calculation the 
part which was lost) by. contact.with the air, and that 
as 2 was lost by imperfect insulation. 

n 
on the same plan as. the former. 

. 
this way he constructed the follo 

. The onl 

electrics. 

Table. Prat 

y aeian COXLIY, 
in the apparatus was, that the ball introduced into the Fig. 7- 
hole m, for the,p' of repelling the ball a of the 
needle, instead. of insulated as formerly by a 
small cylinder of gum lac, from 15. to 18. lines long, 
was supported by a single fibre of silk as it comes from 
the worm, and 15 lines.in th. The experiments 
were made.on the same days.with those in the last Ta- 
ble; so that, froma comparison of the two Tables, we 

readily determine the quantity of electricity dissi- 
pated at every instant along imperfect insulators, 

# Evol d Byyrimetrie chap, vs p, 181. 

“ed 



Conclusions 
dedyced 
from the 

P 
Table. 
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A Bie ra ore 

It appears from the preceding Table, that the dimi- silken fibre, ain thie silk fibre viele -lnpallate the 
nution of electricity is at first much more rapid when _ ball ina perfect manner, 2 
the electrical density is considerable, than it ought to be In the first set of experiments in the preceding Tas Determi 
if it were produced solely by the contact of the air; and. ble, the two balls were equally electrified. ‘The ball tion 
when this density is reduced to a certain degree, the a upon the needle insulated by means of gum lac Jost electri 
diminution of electricity becomes precisely the same as 2X y'+=¢ of ‘its electricity per minute, solely by the sity 
it is when the insulation is perfect, or as it is when the _ con ucting power of the ambient air. x other {He 
dissipation is entirely due to the contact of the air, ’ ball supported by the silken fibre, pol gers: ¢ 

It follows, therefore, from this observation, that the 
silken fibre 15 inches long is a perfect insulator when 
the reciprocal action of the two balls is measured in the 
first set of experiments in the Sate it Table by a force 
of torsion of 40° or under, since the loss of electricity 
is then only .4,d per mipute, the very same dissipation 
that took place on the same day, and that was due sole- 
ly to the contact of the air. 

It results likewise, that in the second set of ex 
ments in the above Table, the silk fibre 15 inches 
insulated perfectly when the repulsive action of the pas 
balls was 70° or under, for then the dissipation was 
goth, the very same that was obtained on the same day, 
and that was due solely to the conducting power of 
the air. 

Since the repulsive forces are measured at a constant 
distance, by the product of the densities of the two equal. 
balls, the leit object of Coulomb was to ascertain the 
relation between the primitive density, and the differ- 
ent degrees of ee of the ball supported by the 

poe te insula su ; 
40’ that the silk «teat rh 

the second ball, at which time the repulsive fre of 
— balls was 40°. But at 104, thet oo halle 

ent, the’ ive force of the two 
= uly electrified was 180°. Since the action at a con- 

stant distance is always proportioned to the product of 
- the‘ densities, and since the densities at the first 

riment were equal, the electric den 
proportional to 4/180 at 10" 0’. ay. 
seen, (p. 446. col, 1.) that the dissipation of electricity 

from the contact of air was 4 = mi, where d is the den 

sity at the end of any time t, and m=2X%y4y=345 in col. 
7. ate om copia 

0.4343 
Now the fluent of the above formula is log. — q= 

D being the primitive density of the ball, and 0.4543 

of each 
But we have sek . 

“so 
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the modulus of the commen logarithins. Hence we shall 

= have log. d= log. D— St, Now if we wish to 

. 
J 

: at ¢ 

know the density D after 40 minutes, when the silk 
insulate fibre beginsto ly, we shall find for the 

ball a oe ae by lac, and perfectly insulated 

during the whole of the experiment, D being equal to 
4/180=13.416. 

. d=1.12762—26482—= 8628=7.291. 

Hence the electrical density of the ball of the needle 

at 10" 40’, which at 10° 0’ was equal to ,/180=13.416, 

{s now equal to 7.291. But as the action of two balis 

is always ional to the product of the density, if 
we call A the density of the ball supported by the silk 
fibre when it insulates perfectly, or when the action of 
the two balls is measured by 40°, then 7.291A=40°, 

ee EAD. Hence it follows, that the elec- 

by the silk fibre is 
5.49, when the fibre begins to insulate perfectly, the 

i of the two balls being 30°. 
ing use of the preceding formule, Coulomb 

found, from a comparison of several experiments, that a 
peo go eh Be a did not cease 
to Fe Rats Miele ey 
degree of ¢lectricity nearly triple that of the silk fibre, 
that is, assuming 5.49 for the electrical density of the 

supported by the silk fibre 15 inches long, 
it ‘begins to insulate ectly, we must tri 

density to have the density at which the gum 
i 18 lines long commences its perfect insula- 

ur author next endeavoured to find the relation 
e253 
fefeet 
2.3, in 

: i i E F 4 
silk —_— 

commenced its perfect insulation, was proportional 
po oeien the length of the po alg that 
silk fibre, whose density is D, and w len 

is one foot, begins to insulate perfectly, a fibre 4 feet 
will be necessary to insulate perfectly when the 

is double or 2D. This experimental , result 
b has shown to be quite conformable to theory, 
“held. of apeculati ie A nee ious author 

ion. e la; 
reader the principle upon which he pa 

that the imperfect insulating power of 
is on the distance of the conducting 

moleenles which compose the imperfectly insulating 
over its surtace, and there- 

fore, in order that the electric matter may pass from 

a 
es = rs) 

a 
z 

the 

space of a or less * 
nitude, acco to the nature of the body. He sup. 
poses likewise, that this non-conducting space opposes 

page ears. eer are uniformly distributed, or at 

following tions. 1. That in a very delicate 
conducting fibre, the electric fluid is uniformly distri- 
bated t all its length. And, 2, That if the 
fibre has a i of non-conducting power, the 
action which each point experiences will 
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on the electrical density of the molecule in contact 
with this point, and that the action of the rest of the 
fibre may be regarded as nothing. 

Ssct. XI. On the Distribution of Electricity. 

Wuen any conductor receives electricity from an ex- 
cited electric, this electricity is instantly distributed 
over the body; for every part of the conductor exhi- 
bits electrical rties. It is therefore a most inte- 
resting enquiry to discover the cause by which this 
distribution is effected, to determine in what parts of 

the conductor the electricity resides, and in what man- 

ner the distribution takes place, between two or more 

bodies in contact, and in bodies of various forms. 

The apparatus employed by Coulomb. to determine 
these important points, is nearly the same as what we 

have already described. The only change which he 
made upon it, was to remove the divided band of pa- 
= zq, and to substitute in its place a wooden circle, 

ike the horizon of a globe, resting on four pillars, and 
having a diameter nearly double that of the cylinder. 
This circle is placed in such a manner, that its centre 

may coincide with the axis of the wire or fibre which 
su ds the needle, and that the first division on the 

wooden circle may be in the same line with the fibre of 

suspension, and the centre of the ball a when the needle 
ag is at rest. ; 

1. On the Cause of the Distribution of Electricity. 

In order to determine whether electricity was distri- 

buted over conductors by an affinity or electric attrac- 
tion for one body. in preference to another, or merely 
in virtue of a repulsive force, Coulomb instituted the 
following iments. 

Exp. 1. Hating suspended in the hole m of the ba- 
lance, by means of a cylinder of gum lac, a small ball 

TS ee the ball a of the needle 

as before, he placed the centre of this ball in a 
straight line with the suspending fibre and the zero 
of the scale on the wooden circle. The ball a of the 

D live 
El 

On the dis- 
tribution of 

Pirate 
CCXLIV. 
Fig. 7. 

On the cause- 
of the dis- 
tribution of 
electricity. 

Fig. 7. 

needle which touched the copper ball was then distant. 
from the position where the torsion was nothing by the 
sum of the semidiameters of the two touching balls. 
The two balls were then electrified by the insulated pin 
CAB, as in the former experiments, and the ball a was 
ree ee ee ae ee The sus- 
pending fibre was then twisted 120° by the head of the 
micrometer, in order to bring back the ball of the 
needle into contact with the copper ball as before, and 
an oun 1s Sie Sea Sy eee ae 
ped at 28°. At this instant Coulomb Ppp brought 
another ball of the same size as per ball, 
and insu with gum lac, into contact with the cop- 
per ball, and upon removing the pith ball, the ball a 
approached the ball of copper. 
back to its first distance of 28°, it was to un- 
twist the fibre, so that the micrometer marked 120° be- 
fore contact, and only rin tas se ad 

2. In place of: copper, lomb 
now aibstted a ccl of jer phen 1 bri od 
suspended by a cylinder of gum and. having its 
vertical plane passing the rt fy oc 
ore e then electrified pric icher 
as in : eee ee e ball @ was re- 
pelled. In order to bring back the ball a into contatt 

* See Men. Acad. Par. 1185, p. 633, 
Suz 

Fig. 11. 

n order to bring it’ 

e ball a and the iron disc, . 
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Het sc owith the iton dise, it. was to twist the fibre 
Hlerericity- 110°, and the ball @ now stopped at 30° from the iron 

—¥or" disc. He then instantly touched the iron disc with a 
small circle of paper of the same diameter, and havi r 
withdrawn it, he found that, in order to make the ball 
a stop at 30°, it was necessary to untwist the fibre, 
or reduce the torsion to 40°, 

Conclusions 
from these 
experi- 
incnts, 

Now, in the first of these experiments, the copper ball 
having, before its contact with the pith ball, repelled 
the ball «to 28°, while the micrometer marked 120°, the 
‘force of torsion was then 120° +28°= 148°. But after 
its contact with the pith ball, it the ball a only 
to. 28°, while the micrometer indicated only 44°, so that 
the total foree of torsion, equal to the repulsive force of 

. the two balls, was only 44°4-28=72. A minute, how- 
: ever, had elapsed between the two observations, and 

as the dissipation was then ,’,th per minute, the total 
force of torsion must be corrected by ith of 72° or 14° 
nearly,.so that the corrected force of torsion willbe 
734°, which, differs only .,th from 74°, the half of 
148° the former total force of torsion which measured 
the electric repulsion before the electricity of the cop- 
per ball was. communicated to the ball of elder: Since 
the distance of the balls, therefore, was in both cases 
the same, and since the action is directly as the densi- 
ties of the fluid, and inversely as the square of the 
distance, it follows, that the pith ball has received exact- 
ly one half of the electricity of the ball of copper, and 
that the ball of has no -more affinity or elective 
allraction for the electric matter than the pith ball. 
In the second iment, also, the electricity was 

distributed equally aba the iron disc and the disc 
of paper, by trying various other substances, and 

eating the experiments by means of a large torsion 
ance with globes of five or six inches in diameter, 

rent Caplone always obtained the same result. 
recautions n repeating the preceding experiments, we must 

to be alopt= take care to see the pith aadsthe copper balls to re- 
ing ‘hess. main a’short time in contact; for when one of the sub- 
periments, stances is an imperfect conductor, several seconds elapse 

before it is able to deprive the other of one half of its 
electricity. . The time in which. this distribution takes 
place, depends not only on the conducting power of 
the two bodies, but on their relative extent, and on the 
manner in which the contact is effected. In bringing 
into contact two circular discs, as in the second experi- 

_ ment, we must take care that they touch one another 
symmetrically, or that the surface of the one is in the 
same plane as the surface of the other. When this pre- 
caution is not taken, the electric matter will be distri- 
buted unequally between ‘the, two discs, 

2. Onthe Superficial Distribution of Electricity. 
We have hitherto seen, that in the communication and 

perticiat’ distribution of the electric matter, every part of the 
disribution ‘surface of an electrified body is charged with electricity ; 

“we have now to inquire whether this electricity per- 
vades the whole mass of the body, or is merely distri« 
huted over its surface. The determination of ee 

cate 

On the su 

city. 

is owing likewise to Coulomb, As a more found it necessary to employ a torsion balance of a lar- tribution 
instrument was. necessary for these experiments, he ger size than'that which ge i Pte CORLY, ch ; 
made the following change in his : Having and of a different form. The two balances which he 

used, are represented in Plate CCXLY. Fig. 1, and 2, formed a fibre of gum lac, about 10 or 12 lines long, 
. and nearly as thick asa strong hair, one of its extremi- 
ties was attached to the top of. a small pin without a 
head, suspended to a silk fibre, such as comes from the 
silk worm ; the other extremity of the gum lac fibre 

BLECTRICHTY, 
being fixed to a sinall circle of tinsel’ Hines Descriptive being aia sont meet i pend in sa 

a eslinder of gla it senility ix sogrent that face 

of electrici 
pended it in a g 
currents of air, took a solid cylinder of wood, 
four inches in diameter, and pierced with several holes, 

of gilt 
paper, and u pee it to the electr 
Teach oan repel with bet b pape A 
_ Exp. 2. He then introduced the circle of gilt paper 
into one of the holes of the cylinder, so as to make it 

Now, in the first experiment, the 
paper, which was only the eigh 
elioens: became ae of b aponenh of ae 
when it was made to touch it, and consequently 
a quantity of electricity equal to that which was 

ie al 
E. a i = ef i 

ut capable of 

- In the second experiment, on the contrary 
the small circle was laced at the bottom. of one 
holes, four lines below the surface, and 
from the axis of the cylinder, and when it 
out of the hole, so as not to touch its i 
no marks of electricity ; and hence it f 
was no electric matter in the interior of the. 
even at the small depth of four lines, O 
sions, the circle of gilt paper exhibited . 

ite to that of the cylinder, 

received b: y s 
mosphere of the electrified cylinder, a 
that this opposite electricity existed in tac 

site electricity of the 
feeble when the gum 
is not very damp. 

with a quantity of electricity perceptible . 
electrometer, ih ‘belo exactly 
it. 

g 
fe ott F 
8 

eeHF 
BeEoEaE pa 
; : tt 

8. On the Distribution of Electricity betweentwo-cons 
ory eg ination) 

J : ree) «ate ae weed tala »- 

In the experiments of Coulomb on thie subject, .he On the da 
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? with glass, so as to leave‘an ing for introducin 

the globe @; placed st the end of a small cylinder ac of 
as lac, which is terminated ima small cylin- 

of baked wood, coated ‘gum lac, and passing 
icularly through a hole in the piece of wood c d, 

in which it is stopped by a'screw e. The vertical tube 
“mn from 12 to 15 inches high, is made of glass, and is 

i ; supported by a frame pqrs, carrying a semicircle ¢, 0, w, 
ra - about four ect in dicate, having its centre coinci- 
4 dent with the vertical line mn, and divided into. two 
i ~ quadrants of 90° each, beginning at 0. The d- 

ing fibre m7 carries the piece uv, to which is attached 
a thread of gum lac u 6, terminated in 6 by a small disk 
of gilt. , 

‘ fen ts another balance of the same 
kind, but prev pony The .four rosa! and 
square , rise a groove in a piece of 
wall baked wood i ri we Instead of the semicircle /, 0, v, a 

mn is pasted on one of the plates, 
and on sides from 0 is divided into 3, AC 
cording to the tangents of a circle, whose centre is the 

. micrometer m, at the top of both these balances, 
does not differ materially from that which has been re- 

in a former Figure. The head of it consists 
of two'circles, the lowest of which has a of five 
degrees divided into single , while the other cir- 
cle is divided into spaces of five each. These 
two circles are intended to adjust the needle to the 
zero of the scale. The suspending fibre in both these 
balances was a copper wire of the diameter No 12. in 

’ messuring the electric matter distributed itself between two bodies 
in contact. In the first, he placed the electrified bod 

ten ocx: the balance, afted having Cletyibed in the seme mar. 
ner the small circle of at the end of the needle. 
The needle bei ugh a certain distance, 

r, any distance from the electrified body; and the angle of 
f torsion given by the micrometer, added i 

: of the needle from the zero of the scale, measured 
the repulsive force which the bodies exercised at that dis- 
tance. The electrified body in the balance, 
was then touched by the body with which it was to di- 

» Vide its electricity ; and in untwisting the suspending fi- 
. bre, the needle was - back to the same distance 

_ » from the body as formerly, and then the angle of tor- 
i iad aided t6 ther distaniee “of the nedile trou ‘wero, 
. ptetearty cine jebokinatnce'oruedeeane feo whiel its electric 

be ct Bl Shits metho lola’ the weatua 

during the interval of observa- 
Lae’? bre arama A take into account the dissi- 

tion, The i was employed by Cou- 
lomb, when he v to determine the relation between 
the quantities of icity in two bodies ; but, in order 

f to measure in each point of a con- 
ductor, he had recourse to the following ingenious me- 

t en rpm st pec ye ea al ' i a fine silver wire. 
>: Hi then formed a cylinder of gum lac, bent as at ede 
— Lord ;' 

wt t . 
OP af T." 
ene me. 

wiwt 

3 
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in Fig. 3. and of the thickness of a hair, and to the end 
of it he attached a circle of gilt paper e. After having 
electrified the disc carried by the needle with an insula- 
ted pin as before, he electrified the body upon which 
the iments were to be made, and then teuched the 
circle e with the point of the body, whose electrical 
density he wished to ascertain. He then placed this 
circle in the balance, and ascertained the quantity of its 
electricity. Now as this circle is only five or six lines 
in diameter, and the 18th part ofa line thick, the elec- 
trical density which it a¢quires by the tangential _con- 
tact, is either the same with that of the point which it 
touches, or proportional to that density. iiebek by ma- 
king this circle touch different points ofa conductor in 
succession, and by presenting it after every contact to the 
needle of the balance, taking care that it shall always 
liave the same position, Coulomb was enabled to"dscer- 
tain the electrical densities of different points of condtic- 
tors. ‘ ; . 

In the comparison of succeeding’ observations, we* Method of 
must obviously take into account the eee! eam of elec- making al- 
tricity by the contact of air, and the method by which: lowance for 

Descriptive 
Electricity. 

Coulomb's 
method o 
measuring 
the electric . 
density of 
any part.of 
a body. 

this has done by Coulomb is remarkably simple phen 
and ingenious. In order to compare the electrical den-' contac of. 
sity of two points, he first touched one of the points by° sir. 
the paper circle, and determined its density by’ placin 
the circle in the balance as before. He then ‘touched: 
the second point, and determined its density in ‘a simi- 
lar manner ; and after an interval equal to that which 
had elapsed between the proneiinge he touched the 
first point anew, and again determined its density, which 
was of course less than before, from the effect of dissipa- 
tion. He then took the mean between the two densi- 
ties found for the first point, which was therefore the 
real density at the instant of the second observation, so 
that the two densities thus measured were free from any 
error arising from dissipation. 
This sdethod, though in general the most conveni- 

ent and simple, as well as the most exact, is never- 
theless affected with an error in practice, arising from 

lac not being perfectly impenetrable to the 
matter. ‘This error. is in damp wea- 

ther, and with impure gum lac, the least clear being 
generally the most impenetrable by the electric mat- 
ter. In order to get rid of this error, it is neces- 
sary aii de to oy its non-conducting power, by touch-: 
i ectrified body with the rene e, and ob- 

e of the ba- 

Contact. 

Having placed in the great balance, Fi . 1, an elec- On the dis« 

Sided pitas Un Inclbs ancl Uivgnlinen in ehrcusateteaen, tribution of 
he observed the force of torsion which was necessary to ¢lectricity 
bring back the needle to a distance of thirty 
from the He 
globe wi i 
and observed a new force of torsion necessary to bring: and in con. ~ 
! it bac 
sults which he obtained, 
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cheeks to which | Force of Torsion | Force of Torsion 
aay the Needle was to bring | necessary to bring 
pa he age go nen Sead repelled by Ppa ae pong anal i 
tribution xperinient. the Globe be- preceding same ofc 
electricity fore its contact tance before tance after ‘ 
between two with the Second. Contact. Contact. . 
globes of 

dinmeues 1 30 145° 12 
and in con- 2 380 145 12 
tact. 3 26 259 21 

4 22 255 21 
5 18 231 19 

Now, as the quantities of electricity before and after 
contact, are proportional to the angles of torsion, it is 
very easy to ascertain these quantities, In the first ex- 

t the force of torsion, for a distance of 30°, 
was 145 before contact, arid 12 after contact ; so 
that the quanti! ag gman, Pyrenees 
will be 145—12=138, only 12° being left to the small 
oy are quantities of el i 

two globes are as 133 to 12, or as 11.1 to 1.0. In 
the same manner it will be found that this is nearly the 
ratio in the other four experiments. Now, the surfaces 
of two globes, six inches and a quarter, and 24 inches 
in diameter, are in the ratio 1.48 to 1.0; hence 
we may conclude, that the globes are not charged 

yi electricity in a ratio as great as that of their sur- 
ces. 
In order to find the electrical densities of the two 

lobes, we must divide the ratio of their surfaces by 
ratio of the quantities of fluid which they cone 

tain, and the quotients by the ratio of the densities, 
Thus, in the present case, the electrical density of the 
small globe will be to that of the great one as 14.8 to 
11.1, or as 1.38 to 1. 

In this manner Coulomb has obtained the electrical 
densities for globes of various sizes, and has given ee 
general result of them in the following Table. 
mean results were obtained from made 
by both the methods which we have already described. 

TABLE shewing the manner in which the Electrical Fluid distributes itself between tvo 
different Diameters. 

Ratio of the Radii of 
the two Globes 

Ratio of the Surfaces 
of the two Globes. 

Ratio of Electrical Den 
sity of the two Globes. 

cre 

Infinite. 

1 
4 
16 
64 

Infinite. 

1 
1.08 
1.80 
1.65 
2.00 

_ Ifany two globes, for example, have radii of 10 and 40 
inches, then the ratio of these numbers are as 1 to 4, so 
- the nai . their electrical densities will be as 1 to 

; it being always supposed that when they are se- 
ps0 the icity is Tetributed uniformly over their 

aces, 

5. On the Density of the Electricity in different Points of 
two Globes in Contact. 

Ontheden- In order to determine the density of the electric mat~- 
ty of the ter in different points of two globes in contact, Cou- 
ja differen, Jomb ae the small balance re ted in Plate 
points of _ CCXLIV. He placed a small circle of gilt papere, Fig. 7. 
wo globes four or five lines in diameter, at the end of'a thread of gum 
mm contact, lac cde, fixed to a cylinder of glass or of well baked wood 
Prare 6, coated with a non-conducting varnish. This cy- 
CCXLV. linder moves up and down in the hole 4 of the piece 
Fig-3. of wood A 6, and can be fixed in any ion by means 

of the screw s. In comparing the city of any 
two points, the circle of tinsel on the of the 
balance was electrified, and the circle Of gilt paper, after 

- ? put into 

mean between the two determinations 

Globes of 

from the effects of dissipation. 

Exp. 1. With two equal Globes each 8 Inches in Dia~ 
meter. ; 

’ Repulsive force. 
Globe touched at 30° from the point of contact 7° 
Globe touched at 90 from the point of contact 31 
Globe retouched at 30 from the point of contact’ 6. 
Globe retouched at 90 from the point of contact 27 _ 
Hence taking the three first observations, the i 

at 30° is to that at 90 as 6} to Slr. . 
Taking the three last, it is to that at 90 as 6 my 
£0 BB, 08 6a sig sv siaus bis! wisp oo 0) ROMET, 

Mean ‘1 to 4,72 
Exp. 2. With the same Globes. — A 

Globe touched at 60° from the point/of contact 219 — 
Globe touched at 90 from the point of contact 23 © 
Globe retouched at 60 from the point of contact 17 
Globe retouched at 90 from the point of contact » 21 
Hence taking the three first , the 
at 60° is to that at 90°as 19 to 23 or . . 

Taking the three last observations, it is as 17 
to22,or... 1 

When 
two 

1 to 4.77. 

; 

lto121. 

to 129 . 

“Mean } to 125 _ 
& 

the 
globes 

"ave equal. 

; 

ine 

ee 

ge 

s —— — 
ee 

— 

‘ 

a 

‘a 

U 
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ELECTRICITY. 
be Exp. 3. With the same Globes. 

Siete Globe touched at 90° from the point of contact 20° 
hen the Globe touched at 180 from the pointof contact 19 

oiey Globe retouched at 90 from the point of contact 17 
__ | Globe retouched at 180 from the point of contact 18 

Hence taking the three first observations, the 
at 90° is to that at 180° as 19 to 184, or as 1 to 0.98 
Taking the three last, it is to that at 180° as 

18} to 17,oras ... 1 to 0.92 

Mean I to 0.95 

Exp. 4. With the same Globes. When the globes are 
touched at 20°, or at any point below it, no electricity 

by comm ing the 2d, 3d, and 4th riments, we 
heave for thee ‘ati of ie Ackil ities at 30 

From 60 to 90 it increases in the ratio of 10 to 17. 
From 90 to 180 it increases in the ratio of 75 to 100. 

When the small globe was only 3 the diameter of 
the other, the density of the small globe increased 

of 8 inches, the density was no- 
thing DS Me te a sudegnes tonto eenee con 
tact. 

a gm 9 mr 
rom these experiments we may conclude in 

ok : bia thcire foes the 
globe va 

cleptate estes, 2 ha, grees giehe sgiproach.to unviage- 

it is nothing, to th or 8th 
7 and being uniform over all the rest of its surface. 

Tn o1 to compare 
theory of the distribution Cr ge Mela hates 
the inverse duplicate ratio of the ce, Coulomb 
found it necessary to make some idiary experi- 

It then increased rapidly, and from 30° to 180° 

that the more the are 

ty, Increasing 
from this point, 

these experiments with the 

ments, which are well w of bei! as ents orthy of being ge 

sixth part of the di 
ee Were in contact, he found that the small globe, 

when presented to a very sensible electrometer, gave 

sults of the preceding experiments. 

Ratio of the electrical Distances from the 
point of contact. 

0 ff seer eee weve oO 

0 . @ @¢ © 6 .@i¢ © * . 20 

SRS eo 2%. -. 30 
} by) SY Rees etree 60 
MTR) heya tg (Te (520 1b 90 
5.08 ...- ow 0 eet 180 

When the were and the oné half the 
diameter of the other, the density of the small globe 
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no signs of electricity, and that however small the middle 

was it no negative electricity. 
_ Exp. 2. three equal globes, two inches in 

diameter, were placed in contact in a right line, one 
of the globes, supported by the pincers Fig. 3, was 
placed successively een the two others, and on each 
side of both. In these different positions it was pre- 
sented to the torsion balance, and the quantity of 
electricity measured, it was found, that when it 
was placed in the middle it took more electricity than 
when it was placed at either of the sides in the ratio of 
100 to 134. This result is the mean of the experi- 
ments made aiter equal intervals, for the purpose of 

Exp. 3. Hitherto we have seen that when two globes 
were in contact, the density at the point of contact 
and in the adjacent parts was nothing, and was never 
negative when the two.globes were positively electrifi- 
ed. But the moment the two globes are separated, then 
if one of the globes is emaller than the other, and ifthe 
distance of the two globes is not great, the point of the 
little globe which was in contact with the great globe, - 
will become negative, till are to a cers 
tain distance. pase kag ly eRe ep trin am 
nothing, and, by increasing the distance, the same point 
becomes afterw: iti ards positive. 

Exp. 4. Having insulated a of 11 inches dia- 
a smaller size, electri+ 

, touch the smal] 
g int where it dashed Gis. arent aloha and 
examine in the small torsion balance the nature of the 
electricity of that point. 
When the globe is 11 inches in diameter, and 

pais arr placer: ory both, posisanely, alesse 
int of contact great globe is always posi- 

tively electrified, whatever be the distance between the 
two. The point of contact of the small globe, how- 
ever, will be negatively electrified, till the distance of 
the two is one inch. At this distance it becomes nothing, 
and beyond it its electricity is positive. 
Aer Lie is iat 4 inches in diameter, the. 

other ini e same, the phenomena are precisely 
the same ; but they take place at 2 inches instead of 1 

the small globe is only 2. inches in diameter, 
than 2 inches, the other ini 

2 inches and 5 lines. 
The following Table contains some curious results, 

chewing the veleidn’ babweed the mean density D of 
the ] of two globes after its separation from the 
small , to the cay athens alll at scm, 
globe with which it was in contact, R being the radius 
of the large globe, and r that of the small one. 

Ratio of the Radii, be oe ww 
R d 

oF dD 

rey: ee", eee ae 
DS PII Ee PIS ATE os 

4 Pe Pk Pe vrien a 2.85 
oo See ay 3.18 

Infinite > £48 , . 4.00 
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» 6. On the Distriluution of Electr pecapiepared — 
placed Ty aeigegn 

Exp. 1. When six equal globes of 2 Ltheain diana 
ter were in one line and electrified, and then examined 
in the balance, Coulomb.obtained the following, results: 

Density of the first’is to that of the second as 148 to 100, 
Density of the first is to that of the third as 156 to 100. 

Hence, the density has been diminished one third 
from the first globe to the second, and only one odaerecis 
from the second to the third. 

Exp, 2. When twelve globes 2 inches in dimneter were 
placed ina row, and examined as before, the electric 

Density of the first is to that of the second as 1.50 to 1.00. 
Density of the first is to that = sixth as 1,70 to 1.00. 

Exp. 3, When twenty-four equal globes 2 inches in 
diameter were placed in a row, the electric 

Density of the first isto that of the second as 1.56 to. 1,00 
Density. of the first is to that of the (wel/th 
or middle globe as... 

It follows from these two experiments, that whatever 
be the number of globes, the mean density 
siderably from the first to the second, but afterwards 
very slowly, from the second to the middle globe. At 
equal distances from the’ extremities of the row, the 
electric densities are equal, and therefore the density is 
always least in the middle. 

Six equal 
globes. 

Frrelve 
equal 

glubes. 

Trenty- 
four equal 
globes. 

7. Distribulion of. Electricity over several rieagadt Globes. 

Dietribu- pacchi 1, When two globes 2 inches in diameter were 
tion of clec- in contact with one of 8 inches, the quantity of 
tricity over vjectricity of the small globe most distant from the 
several Ue- great one, was to that of the ‘one in contact with the 
‘mal globes. ereat one as 2.54 to 1.00. 

~ Exp. 2. When four globes of 2 inches were placed in 
dounect with one of eight inches diameter, the quantity 
of electricity of the small globe, the most distant from 
the great one, was to that of the globe nearest the great 
one as 3.40 to 1.00. 

Exp. 3. When five globes of 2 inches in diameter,’ 
were placed: beside another of § inches diameter, the ra- 
‘tio of the density of the fourth globe was to. the mean 
eos te ers lobe as 2.08 to 1.00. 

» Exp. 4. When twenty-four globes two inches in di- 
ameter were placed in contact with one of eight inches, 
Coulomb com the twenty-fourth, or the last small 
Fring result several of the others,and obtained the fol- 

The quantity of electricity, or mean density of the lees 
2 amc ate 24th globe, is to that of the 23d 

Perr el ee Ageee am 1.49 to 1.00 
The uantity in the 24th is to that of the 

2M ASadidcweniie vec ee ee ee we, 1.70 to 1.00 
The eee Se ae alee 

The quantity in'the sth is to thet of tie 
Ist, or the one in contact with the large . 
globe, as Whe, 9c: <n 6i8 eae «jg S72 t0 1.00, 

The quantity in the 24th isto that of the 
- 2.16 to 1.00 large globe itself as, .. 

This last result differs v ay he which we 
have found for the fourth globe, at the end of a line of 

See 

on nn Peg omy 

- 1.75 to 1.00. 

varies con- . 

RICITY: 

rh fume 

2 suetwaa bo Soyo ? we edo was acho l) 

8. Distribution af Eeetricity on the Surflice erat 

Tn the 
pas sy 30 ere ae no aches i pete 

v: 

fore, and 

Pitas a of the middle of the vee is to that of 
its extremity as... ......5.4. 1.00 to 2.30 

The density of the middle ofthe cylinder. 
is to that of a point 2 inches from the 
extremity as ee ee ee ‘ 

The density in the middle of the cylinder 
ate fats int situated in the he- 

terminated the eriggier 
Pry gery wel maa: my . 1.00 to 1.80 

Hetive it follows; that apo the’ tw last inchs at the 
extremity of the cylinder, the electric density is much 
greater. than, towanie the sniddie of the linder, and 

it varies a little from the middle to wi 2 inches 
of the extremity. 

9. On the Distribution of Electricity betnicen a Globe and 
Cylinders wf, differcnt lengths, but of the same diame- Pr IA: a one le ee ake 

or 150° when corrected 
pation. "He then quickly touched the ei, 
with the cylinder two inches in 
inches long, and upon iptthe aa 
examined its electricity by the ball as former- 
ly, and found it to be 68°. Hence 150° of electricity 
were reduced to 68° by the contact “of 

‘linden, he 

which therefore took 82° from the: letriity the 
lobe, leaving it only 68°, ‘The y of electric 

fuid, therefore, in the cylinder, is to that in the globe 
as 82 to 68, ‘or a8 1.21 ‘to 1.00. wastiodenbean ite 
area of the globe is to that of the cylinder as is to 
64; consequently, the mean density of the electric 

matter on the surface of the cylinder, or Jp illbeto 

1.00 
aa ——., or as 129 is to 100. ‘This ratio may be stated 

pyran tec 1.30 to 1,00, which is the mean of 
number of experiments, 
2. When cylinder was 15 or even 10 inches 

its ele was diyided with a globe of ei 
pr Sees , that their mean 

‘in * the min to 901, 
ent, care experim 



/HLBOTRICITY. 

When the diameter of the cylinder 
~ ““Swas two inches, the mean densi- 
i ty of the cylinder was to that of the 

lobe as 
the diameter of the cylinder 

was one inch, the mean densities 
were as 

When the diameter of the cylinder | 
was two lines, the mean densities 
were 

1.00 to 1,80. 

1.00 to 2.00 

1.00 to 9.00 

Hence the augmentation of density follows a smaller 
ratio than the di of the cylinders. 

iment furnishes us with a beautiful expla- én GiMfpating’ electri 

SEF Ft aie 
# i i $e 

x sate ' : 

ai : 

eyline the di- 
ameters of the globes, if their diameter is much great- 
e that of the cylinder. _ Supposing. D, then 

; be the density of the globe, Rin rates, d the wenn 
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density of the cylinder, ‘arid ¢ its radius) we shall have Deseriptiv-’ 
, ’ ! Electricity- 

aocrer od= Rad when R.is. much, greater —“\—" 

oi 
d 

d 

than this equation, the constant co-efficient m may 
bedetermined from experiments in the following manner, 
When a globe four inches radius was in contact w 

a cylinder 30 inches long, and two lines in diameter, 
the mean density of the cylinder rd was d=9D. But 

in this case Ba SHS — 48; hence d = 48 m D, 

and 48 md=9D, and dividing by D, we ‘have 

n= ss the constant ¢0-efficient: 

Coulomb has applied this result 
the phenomena of the electrical kite flying in a thun- 
der-storm, and having its cord made to conduct by a 

wire, insulated at its lower extremity. . The cord of the 
kite emits sparks with the greatest violence to all the 
conducting bodies in its neighbourhood. Let us.sup- 

that the cloid charged with the electric fluid has 
the form of a globe 1000 fect radius ; that the cord 
of the kite is one line in radius; then the mean den- 

sity on the surface of the cord will be d="V-®, ana 
d=* x 1000 X12 K12x% D=27000. But we have al- 

iy seen, that the electrical density at me heey ta 
linder terminated bya hemisphere, is to the density of 

middle as 2.30 is to 100; consequently, d=2.30 x 2700D 

=62000 D, or 62,000 times greater than the density of 

the fluid which is sw to reside in the surface of 

the cloud. It is, therefore, not to be wondered at, that 

the electric fluid, in a state of such high condensation, 

perfor “vcr $ on every a : 
Bs ing electrified; positively, a globe eight A globe 

inches in Ddncesitedt also the pcedls of tbe adasiboey Hie i avery 

found the electrical density of the globe to be 144°, by jar viane, 
means of a small globe one inch in diameter, and then P 

touched the globe with a circular plane 16 inches in 
diameter and }th ofa line thick, so that a diameter of 

“ 

, beautifully to Phenomens 
of the elec- 
trical kite 
explained. 

the globe was icular to the plane at the point 
of contact. He again determined the electrical densi- 
ty of the globe by thesmall one-inch globe, and found 
it equal to 47°. electricity of the globe being re- 
duced from 144° to 47°, the plane obviously carried off 
144—47=97°; so that the quantity taken by the plane 
was double that which it left in the globe.’ Now, since 
the area of a globe of eight inches in eter, is 201.6, 
and the area of both the surfaces of the circular plane 
= 403.2, which is exactly double of the former, it fol- 
lows, that the electricity is distributed between the 
plane and the globe, in the ratio of their surfaces. © 

The preceding result was obtained in a great num- 
ber of other experiments made with and planes 
of different sizes; and the ratio above mentioned was 
always more exact when the plane was small in pro- 
portion to the surface ofthe globe. A plane, for example, 

six lines in diameter, When made\to touch tangentially 
a globe of eight inches, takes upon cach of its sur- 
faces an electrical density equal to that of the globe, 
or, what is the same thing, the small plane is char, 
with a quantity of electricity double that of the portion 
of the surface of the globe whieh it touches. 

Ezp.6. Having’ insulated an electrified globe A, 
eight inches in diameter, and also tw6 equal globes b,c, 
He inches in aes placed bt a distance from it, 

being insulated upon a cylinder coated, and Prare 
surmounted by four Oaoorad waiMot and ce being CCXLV. 
insulated by a vertical support, the same as in Fig. es 
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electri- 
‘N+ fied positively, the attractive force upon the needle of pon 

An uninso- Erp, 7. If we place an uninsulatéd 
lated cylin- 
der placed 
at different 
distances 
from an 
electzified 
globe. 

the globe ¢ was found to be exactly equal to the repul- 
sive force of the 6. 

linder at dif- 
ferent distances from an electrified globe, so that its 
axis points to the centre of the globe, we shall have 
the following result. The electrical density of’ the ex- 
tremity of the cylinder nearest to the globe, will be a 
little below the power } of the inverse ratio of the dis- 
tance of this extremity from the globe. 

Exp. 8. - In placing successively two cylinders of 
different diameters at the same distance from an elec- 
trified globe, the electrical densities of the extremity of 
the two cylinders were to one another nearly in the in- 
verse ratio of the diameters of the cylinders, provided 
that their diameters were much than the dia- 
meter of the globe. 

9. In placing an uninsulated cylinder of a 
sent iongth sheet ghee ieaienaaialions 
lobe, Coulomb found that the electrical density of dif. 

fbrent points of the surface of this cylinder, were in- 
versely as the square of the distance of these points 
from the centre of the electrified globe. 

This law, however, does not hold upon a part of the 
cylinder near the globe, equal to four or five diameters 
of the cylinder. In this portion, the electrical density 
increases towards the extremity of the cylinder in a ra- 
tio much greater ; and, if the cylinder is terminated by 
a hemisphere, the density at extremity of the axis 
nearest the globe is nearly double that of a point whose 
distance from the extremity of the axis is equal to the 
diameter of the cylinder. 

Exp. 10. If an uninsulated cylinder is placed at the 
same distance from the centre of two electrified globes 
of different diameters, then, supposing the electrical 
density of the globes to be the same, Coulomb found 
that the densi oy ne cylinder placed at the 
same distance from euuireso8 tha’ tre gilids “Wetere 
the square of. the radii of the globes. : 

By combining the results in the four p ex, 
periments, C b has found, that the electrical den- 
sities of a hemisphere which terminates different cy-~ 
linders presented to an electrified globe, are of a 
contrary nature to that of the globe, and in the di- 
rect com id ratio of the density of the globe’s sur- 
face, the square of the globe's diameter, and in 
the inverse com d ratio of the power } of the 
distance of the centre of the globe the extre- 
mity of the cylinder, and of the radius of the cylinder. 
Thus, if D be the positive electrical density on the sur- 
face of the globe, whose radius is R; r the radius of 
the cylinder ; a the distance between the centre of the 
globe and the extremity of the cylinder ; then, if d be’ 
the negative electrical density of the extremity of the: 
cylinder, we shall have ei a mDR* 

1= +0)! 
Now, the constant ity m was found by experi- 

ment to be m=2.074/(1 inch) ; hence, if the values of 
a,rand R be reduced to inches, we shall have 

aa 207 DRY 
= F(Rp a 

The application of this formula, deduced directly 

* See Dr Watson's Observations relating to the Lyncurium of the Ancients. Phil. Trans. 1759, vol. li. p. 394. 
our une pierre de 'Igle de Ceylon qui aire ¢t repousse differens . ++ This Paper is entitled 

ente de Coimant 

ELECTRICITY. 
Reuteien the needle of the balance and the globe A being 

ified globe, so that 
cannot be communicated from the one to the other 
across the stratum of-air which presrates 4 
Coulomb found that the electrical iti 

of Electricity produced without 

CHAP. I, 

Excitation. ; ‘ 

On the Phevomena 

tricity as uced by friction ; 
to direct 
wonsing Recoeel meee mreenns ment Ei, ee 
tion, either by a e of temperature, a change 
form, or by conten ot deceelien bales or as eX- 
hibited in the phenomena of the atmosphere, or in the 
functions of living animals. (a 

Szcr. I. On Electrical Phenomena produced by a change 
of Temperature. 

Tur property of exhibi viting electrical phenomena’ On electri- 
merely by a increase of temperature, without the aid ee 
o! ction, is possessed only. regularly crystallized 
minerals, The tourmalin was, for a long time, the duced 

change of 
tempera- 

1, On the Electrical Properties of the Tourmalin. 
The electrical properties of the tourmalin seem to.On the clee« | 

have been known to the ancients. The Lyncurium is trical pro- 
mentioned by Theophrastus, as being a very hard body, t- 
Fon ee ee nd + Sree al 

to it, as possessing the same 
as amber of attracting light bodies: jis. hewtmes: 
highly probable that this substance. was the tourmalin: 
of modern min ists.* In the island of Ceylon, | 
where it is very common, it is known: by the name of: 
tournamal ; and the Dutch, Rat sete 5 sors 
ed with it in this island, gave it the appellation of 
trikker, SR ipsa dor tela it is 

i aneeaal Mons. Lemery of the Academy of n the year 1717, Mons. ‘ 
Sciences, Sinbad «cians item Ceylon, which he said: 
attracted and repelled different light bodies, such as. 
ashes, Blingne deen, hite of paper, Son, to ne 
ferent froma loadstone.+ ‘The experiments of Lemery’ 
were merely noticed by Linnzus in NT rg dee 
who mentions this stone by the name of lapis ous, 
When the Duke de Noya was at Naples in the year 

1743, he was informed by the king’s secretary, Count 
Pichetti, that he had seen at i a small 
stone, called ¢ourmalin, which had the singular faculty 

corps, mais dune maniere differ-. 



ELECTRICITY: 
of iattvacting and repelling light, Bodies. The Duke 
had comple seaaapsnent woieeediie till the 

m7 ape Bam -to see some tourmalins 
By anya He i ased these stones, 

and, in company with Messrs Daubenton and Adanson, 
he made a number of experiments with them, of which 
he has published a particular account. 
Before these experiments, however, were made, M. 

Zpinus had been informed by Lechman of the elec- 
of the tourmalin, “0: _ received 

Pramas magn stals, on. whivh he made a variety 
‘of experiments, which - were published in the Memoirs 

gq of the Academy of Berlin. for 1756, under the title 

fens 

of De pepo electricis notabilioribus. 
: A series of more correct, ex ts were performed 
; by Mr Benjamin Wilson, with several fine crystals be- 
| ee and the subject was prose- 

cuted Geely pram 
which h had been used Mr Wilson. 

bin or nore aces and are eter of ¢ grec or bie co. 
oo At the ordinary temperature e atmosphere, 
poem ne gp electrified . tary the 
electricity which it thus. acquiresis alway 
and cell two. tourmalins are. rubbed 
Sone ay. one is electrified. positively 

Phenomena pes ait different of a tourmalin, when ex- 
icin” cited i 993° and. 212° of Fahrenheit, 
peatin. (asourthttot Rpts), toa to a delicate electrometer, it will 

be so excited as to exhibit two poles coinciding with the 
suusuite af the and one of them possessing po- 
sitive and the ive a beaer AS 

near light _ Ifone of the poles 
peed ere seniniel cecal een these mi- 

attracted to the stone, and sometimes 
repel son they have touched it. 

_— - ae 
1 

y two tourmalins are to one another, 
: so thatthe two itive. or tive poles.are to- 

wards each | » they will mutua ally attract one anos 
ther; but: if two opposite: ted: to one 
another, they will mutually sopile ch. other. | In or- 
der to:make thi i with success, the two crys- 
tals should be either balanced on. a fine pivot, or sus- 
pended w delicate’ fibre, or, what is the si est me- 
er wr te : two of cork. . Wheedie two 

tourmalins are eer ae 
of‘cork, and present to one of its poles two poles 
of ‘another tourmalin in succession. When two similar 

will)tarn round and ppe nod and 
hi two opposite presen to other, 

shit Pwill follow the other in all its mo- 

Bifects of ~ Mr ho RE about halfian hour 
strong heat beanemed ‘could not ive any diminution 
° the tour- of its electrical property; th he the expe- 

riment with another tourmalin, When he brought the 
stone, however, to a red heat, and plunged it sudden- 

in cold water, it was not broken t ple, but had 
Gamntd sropesty of < shivered, and entirely its 

y, however, has found, that 
pawns et oi hung and more heated, there‘ié’n 
time when it will cease to yield signs of its:electric vir 
tue sland after withdrawing it from the fire, he often 
found it necessary to leave it to return to a moderate 

‘ VOL. VIII. PART. I. 

solide If 

— 857 
re; before. it: exhibited action’ the Deecriptive 

Title, bodice that. were “presented it.) It would Electricity. 
seem,” says that ingenious mineralogist, « that beyond “~~~ 
Satine whee! Wednlowzicily has: become insensible 
through the action: of too: rein a heat, there is ano- 
ther where. its effects are. eed. in an inverse . 
sense. We have caused the foci of two burning glass- 
es to fall. ‘the extremities: of'a tourmalin, and have 
observed Met cach pole, after having: acquired its or- 
em electricity,. would next. cease to act; and lastly, 

pass to the. state,.so that the attraction, 
after having become zero,. would. give: ae to-repul- 
sion or reciprocally.” 

The experiments made by. Canton, the ef. 
fect of heat upon the tourmalin, differ: from those’of Mr 
Wilson, and the Abbe Hauy.. Having put a tourma- 
rig feneiongoken into» the fire, and burnt: it, 
white, he found its electrical property was coms 
pletely destroyed... -Another thummaaliny heated in a si+- 
milar manner, lost; only of its electricity.. Two 
tourmalins when by heat, were:joined toge- 
ther without losing their electrical p . The:po- 
larity of another. was increased by having one of its 
ends melted ;and.another neanlin retained its electri- 
i , after being plunged into cold, water-when 

To the Abbe Hauy, we are indebted fora very: beau- Electrical’ 
tiful discovery nL zs a the tourmalin, He found comers in 
that the electrical density diminishes 'y from the — 
summits or poles towards the middle of the a eer anata 
is almost nothing ta sensible space towards 
the middle of the prism. The greatest:density which re- 
sides in the negative and positive poles, is near the sum*- 
mits. This singular distribution of the electric matter 
is almost exactly the same as:in pr (See Sect. 
xi. Art. 8.) In order to observe y present 
pipers Oe to the electrified. oF in ra Se rg 
lomb’s delicate electrometers,.or to an. insulated electri- 
fied needle, fmely balanced: upoma pivot, and the — 
will always be ed to. have a marked tend 
one point of the stone, but when the needle sasahhine 
the middle of the » so. that it is. equidistant 
from the two poles, fnoncile will have‘no motion ex- 
cept a mere fluttering. The following curious experi- 
ment is given by the Abbe: Hauy. | “ Let ‘T,” says he, 
“ be a tourmalin, having) its. centre: of -resinous action 
placed at-A, and its centre of vitreous action at.a. Take 
a stick of sealing Wax, at the end of which there is fix- 
ved. a silly, of about a centimetre, or: four and 2 
-halflines i in length, by faa afing the wax at'that end, and 

one e thread in the part thus 
bavg tanbBeds the sealing 

which case the free extremity of the thread will 
resinous electricity, that same extremity be broug’ tin 
presence of the point R of the tourmalin, and if, at the 
same time, the latter be made to receive little alternate 
motions-from right to left, ‘and reciprocally, the thread. . 

Prater 
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will: be seen to. bend: itself’ im’ a contrary direction». 
to.avoid:the point Ri;:and if the: stick ber brought a . 
little: nearer | the. ‘tourmalin, the thread will incline all 
-atonce, by a curvilinear! motion towards the point A. 
If we afterwards to.the thread the points si- 
tuated. a. little beyond, A;’ and ‘all thewnoceeding ones 
-between: that andthe" opposite: extremity U, attrae- 
tions wilkybé en thror ouanonts employed, a thread, 

vitreous -eléctrici such ag» 
that eres: 4 should be attach ie se tube; which « 
chad been rubbed, on it it sonranils the extre.— 

3M 
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mity U, it will avoid going on to touch that extremity 
by inclining towards the. point a ; and all the points 
situated between a@ and the extremity R, will act 
upon it by attraction ; so that we shall not have precise- 
ly the inverse of the ing effects, because, in both 
cases, the thread is attracted by the middle part of the 
tourmalin.” 

If agpurmalin, when in a state of excitation by heat, 
is broken into two parts, however small, each Py 
has two opposite poles, a phenomenon analogous to 
what takes place in a broken magnet. M 
a large i tourmalin into three pieces, anda piece 
being cut the positive, and another from the ne- 
Gacive poles the outer side of the piece which b= 

' and its two poles were unal 
Mr Canton found, that if A was the positive pole, 

and B the negative pole, when a tourmalin was ex- 
cited by heat, then when the tourmalin was not elec- 
trical, but became so by cooling, the pole A was nega- 
tive, and the pole B positive. aatien Rae a small 
tin cup of boiling water on one end of his electrometer, 
which was sw by warm glass, while the: pith 
balls were at the other end, he dropped a tourmalin in- 
to the water, and observed, that during the whole time 
of its being heated, and likewise during the ation 
of cooling, the balls were not at all electrified. ' This 
result seems, in some measure, to be contrary to the ex- 
periment of Mr Wilson, who covered all his tourmalins 
with grease, and —_ _— e are — so brah to 
preserve the grease liquid, he found their electrica 

Pike telowing bes cfpétienan rea e follow: curious experiment was r 
Wilson. Hosing brought tuiaiged heat one end’ of a 
glass tube, and ex to it the negative pole of a tour- 

meter ag ae glass was electri ively, lass be- 
yond it positively ; and this 2 eoatinaed even 
after the glass was cold. The positive side of the tour- 
malin was then applied to the same piece of heated 
glase ; he found that the tube was electrified negative- 
My about a foot in | R Serres eee ce 
oO itive electricity it, and this negative elec- 
ceinty continued when was nearly cold. 
Dr Priestley made a number of curious iments 

with the large tourmalin, which had been used by Mr 
pe seg.c Pag cerca — which had a convex and 
a flat side; the convex side being always positive in 
cooling, and the flat side negati a i 
ments, Dr Priestley placed tourmalin upon a py- 

with Bacher the cre eb ie ith accuracy w temperature was increasing, 
decreasing, or stationary. Dr Priestley began his ex- 
periments by laying the tourmalin on a plate of glass, 
and he found that lass had act an electricity 
eal adscontemry to thatch. the e of the tourmalin, 

which was in contact with it. A positively electrified 

In these experi- edge 

ELECTRICITY. 
feather, for example, 
eaice'tt tire tnckea by cho ee oat ight hia lect 
its heat was increasing, while the gla 
feather at the same or even at a@ 
the heat was decreasing, the 
feather, and the 

of any pole just what he chose, by the application of 
su ee 

nstead of the piece of glass already méntioned, Dr 
Priestley used a tourmalin, which he to be affect- 

wearers a eee eee 
arate wax negative electricity, 

The of the tourmalin which was not in the wax 
was affected as if it had been in the open air, so’ that 
in cooling both sides were positive. ees 

When the tourmalin was cooled in 
ed in a china cup, it was always positive whi 

was left negative. .~ 

it to cool, and then side of it pretty 
hard against the palm of his a rLouummatiena 
strongly negative, contrary to what it w ve been 
if exposed to the open air. The stone continued negative 
till it acquired all the heat that it could receive from his 
hand, when its power decreased without changi ’ 
nature of its electricity. The stone was’ then allowed 
to cool in the open air, and it became more s 
negative till it was quite cold. Hence the same s 

Saas ered ones 

z 

a po — 
near a red hot poker, and then touching it with 
pabalot kis bast tehsate wan tomelseaty 
ee 
became negative; and by again touc i 
hand, it again became positive. In this way he made 
the same side of the stone alternately positive. and ne- 
gative for a considerable time ; and when the heat was 
such, that he could keep it in his ‘hand, it acqui 

positive electricity, which continued 
t to the heat of his hand.) 

were obtained by 

so that it might be heated equally in part; when 
it was 20 hot that be-could help bei sauna ty A 
‘allowed it to remain in the same situation a quarter 
ee a ae 
diffused. By means of a bundle of fine thread w 
had for some time been held in the same degree of heat, 
he took off the electricity which the stone had acquired, 
and continuing it in the same situation, he foun 

4 

area’ > 



ELECTRICITY. 

On some occasions the stone often changes. its 
\ slowly, 

2s garages 

te Rind 

; 

, Ee le 

5 i 

ee 

”- ~ 

the, was very great, 
black schorl were deprived of their polarity. 

_ For farther information on the subject of the i 
see Duc de Noya Caraffa, sur le Tourmaline, Paris, 1759. 

jamin W: Phil. Trans, 1759, wv 

¥ gen der Koniglichen ischen 
Akademie, ii. 95, xxx. 1, 105, Zalingr, Von Tour- 
malin, oy Ships Hauy, Mem. Acad, Par. 1785, P. 
206; Hau ? vay te Pigg and Hauy, Traité 
de Mineralogie, tom. iii. p. Napi Sul Lincurio, 
4to, Rome, 1795. See also Art. 6. of the present Section. 

. them to an electrometer.* He immediately 

459 
found, that the Brasilian topaz had the same electrical Descriptive 
Pooctie * the tourmalin ; and in 1761, Mr Wilson Electricity. 

und several other gems that had a similar property ; pice. 
but there is every reason to believe, from his own im- by Cantoa. 
perfect ere them, that they were eitlier to- 
pazes or 

. The Abbé Hauy, to whom this branch of electricity 
is undet iar obligations, has confirmed the disco- 
very by Canton of the excitation of the topaz by 
heat, and he detected the same faculty in the topaz of 
Siberia. The positive and ive poles reside in the 
two fhe x gcc summits of the secondary form of that 
cry: 
The from Saxony have not the property. of 

becoming electrical by heat; but the electricity which 
acquire by friction is so remarkable, that the 

ightest friction with the finger is capable of exciting it. 
The Saxon topaz often es its excited electricity 
oor gi half an hour when the weather is favour- 

same property belongs to the blue topaz 
from Aberdeenshire rs. farther. information on this 

j see Priestley’s Hist Electricity, p. 324; 
ood Witeen Phil. Trans. 1763, Lg 44. — 

In the other variety, or the perioctaédral aluminous 
fluate of silica with a sex decimal summit, M. Hauy has: 
observed another curious electrical phenomenon, which 
seems to be s to a phenomenon exhibited by 
magnets with consecutive points. The topaz, after be- 
mp hemes, had its two extremities in a resinous state, 
while the intérmediate part exhibited signs of vitreous 
electricity. We are sorry that we cannot obtain a more 
particular account of this electrical property, as it is 

by J. A. H. Lucas, in his Tableau 
Methodique, &c. who gives the following remark upon 
& by Hauy. “ It is,” mre he, “ an additional ang 

resem ce* between appearances produ y 
ism, and those haha Sp winch papart | 

es ere a electricity by heat, and in whic 
the law of ical densities is so completely analogous 
to that observed by the ic densities in the arti- 
ficial magnet.” See Hauy, Annales de Museum, Hist. 
Nat. No. v. p. 350. Id. xv. p.1. Hauy, Journal des 
Mines. Hauy, Traité de Mineralogie, vol. ii. p. 514, 
515; and Lucas Tableau Methodique, &c. 

3. On the Electricity of the Borate of Magnesia. 

In the year 1791, M. Hauy obtained two crystals of Flectricity 
that of the boracite or borate of magnesia, which ° the bo- 
he defective, (Magnesie Boratée ive; see 
our article CrysTALLOGRAPHY, vol. vii. p. 474. col. 2. 
He exposed them to the heat of the fire, and presen 

ived 
that it was electrified, and that it had several poles endu- 
ed with ite electricities. He experienced at first 
onsi e di in pees the precise po- 

sition of these both from the delicacy of the ex- 
iment, and from the extreme smallness of the crystals. 

'y comparing, however, the crystals with the tourma- 
lins, he reasoned in the following manner: As in the 
case of the tourmalin, there was only one axis which 
coincided with that of the nucleus, e ought only to 
be two electrical poles situated at the extremity. of, this 
axis, In the cube, on the contrary, which was the nu- 
cleus of borate of magnesia, there were four axes, each 
of which passed through the solid angles, and conse- 
quently there ought to be 8 electrical poles, one at the 

* This electrometer will be described in Part IJ, of the present article, 
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Weert tremity of each axis; . This he'quickly ve- SS aa jee gp Taper fi 

repeating the 
ly those which relate My pega epee 
sive force, the small needle, negatively electrified, must be 
directed to the negative pole ; for as the ive forces 
are limited to a very small space, the least deviation of 
the tively electrified needle will cause it to be at- 
tracted by the adjacent parts of the stone, which: ec 
nearly in their natural-atetd of 

M. Hauy likewise found that the centres of action of 
the poles of this mineral are situated very near the extre- 
mities of the 8 and that from these SS 
cal density diminishes and di 
pasa tery ares which he hed etre obtained 

the tourmalin. weenie morse dear yee tm 
ix. m5 Os Hany Ann. du Mus. xv. p. 12; 
Traité de y tom. ii. p. $42; Pa Pratl 
Physique, tom, i. See also Art. 6. of the present Section. 

“4. On the Electricity of Mesotype. 

n the clee- This mineral is a species of zeolite, and was'formd 
tricity of me= by’ Me to the pro of being excited 
setype. b ci > Liinféwtaaneste he could not obtain com- 

var ‘s-but havin detached fromy its support ‘a 
crystal) about ‘54 lines. in length, he opr aren be an = 
sented it to a silk mee rte Bb sca 

sh atch enya end aes mit of the crystal, and repelled by the 
hence it follows, that the p vettal summit 
negative electricity. Stilblte is + is not electrical by heat. 
See Hauy Journal des Mines, No. xiv. p. 87. ; rity 
Memoires de U Institut. tom. i. p. 54, 55. ; and Hauy 
Traité de Mineralogie, tom. iii. p. 159, 160. ‘See also 
Art. 6. of the present Section. 

5. On the Electricity of Calamine. 

On the elee- _ This mineral has: been’ long found in ‘the ‘mines of 
tneity of | Brisgaw. It was brought to Paris under the name of 
sane Spath seleniteuz, and-was mistaken for zeolite by seve- 

ral min till M. Pelletier * proved’ that it ‘was 
crystallized calamine. »M, Hauy, ‘so early as the’year 
1785, discoyered the electrical property of this mineral, 
which is the more remarkable as it belongs to the class 
of metallie substances, 

The crystals of ealamine are so easily “excited, that 
their:polarity a: in two or three seconds after they 
are exposed to a fire'or tothe ‘flame’ of ‘a’ candle,’ and 
they often retain this ‘polarity several hours after they 
arecold. In one group of these crystals, sensible’ in- 
dications of ‘were distinctly visible twelve 
hours after they were cold, while a tourmalin, excited 
at the same time, had lost all its polarity’in the course 
gam. tc mee isibetyen Senet 
the were 2a mgd ae eel i 
of octahedrons, Hauy found the same 
See Hauy, Mem:: Aad. Par. 1785; 
Traité de Mineralogie, vol. iv, p. 1 , 

6. On the’ Relation between the Polarity of Minerals and 
the Secondary forms of their Crystals. 

We are wholly indebted to M. Hauy for the fine diav 

magnesia andi in 
weaker than 
that of the 
tourmalin. 

* Journal de Physique, Decembre 178%. 

electrici ska ha tn of ie icra <5 

ELECTRICITY. 

heat, is related to form thar secondary erste 
'The- sides” 

| nace nore see ene a is represented b 5 ‘is a prism Pra 
of cuits phils : rtecanlnatelieataaleniisle a summit Fig 5 
poets ony wma oar tary by” sum 
ha’ six faces ;) experiments 
pen. the seat of resinous e! , while the se- 

thon . the votosex- Deviation In the new'v az crystals, ~ 

detected the same deviation from the rae of jmmety 

* 

in the secondary form of its the apa 7 
the i state of ‘these erystals,) he nieleas 7 
able to observe thesume nin Shpstemetiny 4 

| damian obuncnlapperantl « 
But of all the cagutale-ehaventiide pen bellaecipe= 

tween the exterior €o’ 
tue, the most remarkable are those which: to 
an acidalating substance, named borate’ sta 
whose form orm generally y that of a eube: in 
all its edges, and farther modified by facets pen rien 
ing to" the solid angles. Here the two »electricities 
aa woithe rections of four each of 
which passes through two. opposite solid ang of the 
cube,» which: is’ es tive'form. In one of the va- 
rieties, Fiz. 6. which we shall call defective, one'of' the pig, ¢ 
two solid angles sitaated at the extremities of the same 
axis is entire; thovethen has gkventany teat get 

is evinced hod the angle, 

ed. Therefore; three other: pre i on A ey Ben 
to'be situated about each of the former ; so that the an- 
Saami modify, ence vary 

ee; Im 

Soles ont Roe 
See Hauy ay de P, vol. i, “ian de Pir. 
tom. xvi. p. 1. 



A Seer. IL. On the Elect ) produced by the melting of 
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ELECTRICITY. 

’ 

was the first-person who éBeckived 
at electri smh es, ‘when bodiesmerely chan 

their form. He made his experiments with black 

Table: the first column of which contains the name of 
the substance, either simple or compound ; e-em eo 
eee: 

5 

a ite ab 
1, Fine black rosin... +, AO 9 
2. Stone pitch and black rosin. . 2 2. 
§. Fine rosin. and bees wax. ..- - 2, 1., 
4, Stone pitch. . . a We 3-2 eae og 
‘5. Stone sulphur . . ard bn 86, 

LG SG 6257 oie ye hang eyie del Dn Oat 
» 7. Fime black rosin «.; . «2» 10 4 

hs gqre peer aan barre in 4, 1 outs ti 
10:-Sulphu, . ihe = ee » «180 : 

11. Stone pitch . le) ee 978” op ne . 10 12 i 

12, Black rosin. 666 ee 238.0, ory 
JS; White Posins7 Spee elves wie HEN® ; 
14, Gum lac . . . . * .  ! 14 

pra say comme " wal ie ‘ 
. Gum lac 4 parts, rosin 1 part... . ain 

7. Shell lac, fine black rosin > = 28 4 
hf if se ander va ur ar ae , 

‘cone of stone sulphur , . ‘ 
. oy pas pacman 4 ll. 4 ) 

Al th bodtes inthe preceding Table, excepting Nos. 
18 and, 19, were | manner: 
Fagor tam mt eaters to Spreng 
lepandas on a they were taken of the fe, they were 
set by to cool and The ladle was then placed 
on the fire for a short time, till the substance was melt- the 
ed at its bottom and sides, and, by inverting the ladle, 
the substance-was easily taken out, and had the form of 
nearly the section of a Steeda ra te 

surfaces bei in 
Pvhen an lads dapececemalisetoniehaie. st 
ladle, and their convex surfaces hardened, they did not 
exhibit any electrical indications, till their 
waecishintshes when new- to nearly that Sines 
iyi The electricity gradual 

were cold, it was nearly thous gueien 
eee. In order to LA 

state of attraction, nde 
csi white Baer black went sche 

linder of sulphur, No. 18, was: formed 
pag sbaoniphatsiaal ,and pouring it Capper 

previously heated 

hardened, it. fell out of the by inverting it, from 
having during cooling; and had a surface as 
perfectly as the glass itself. The large cone of 

‘cooled in the tin 

‘sulphur-in.a large drinking glass. “Mr Gray examined 
-all the bedies 30 day meafhertieey wes ale and found 
‘that they as vigorously as they did at first, 
pron a masa erage artery bo till after 
4 months. The coneof sulphur, No. 19, began to at- 
tract-about two:hours after it was taken out of 
and the ‘itself attracted likewise, tat very een 
On the following day, when the sulphur was taken out 
of the glass, its:attraction was very strong, and that of 
the glass: The cone of sulphur was in 
these cases: with: its’ base on the top of the fir 
box; where the other electric bodies lay, and the glass 

ced oversit; but finding this place ‘inconvenient, 
removed it to the table, between the two win- 

dows his chamber, and whenever the glass was taken 
off, it attracted at as great a distance as the sulphur. 

. Afterwards : the»glass attracted’at a less distance than 
the sulphur. The cake of sulphur, No. 20, was laid 
with its flat side downwards upon a table, and though 
it had no'covering of any kind upon it, the attraction 
of this; cie(ivall ail Ches-ut- is other’ substances, alway 
varied, with the weather ; but the’attraction of the 
of-sulphur was never more than ‘one-tenth of that of 
the.cone. Mr Gray observed all these attractions, by 
the»action ‘of the electrical bodies upon a fine white 

» dimperekenteniadat to eae ote ad to: of Mr Gray were ‘made 
by M. Wilcke of Rostock, who ‘called the electricity 
Seen anti in this way produced, electricity. 

experiments on the same’ subject ; but as 
we thee wieeay’ giver a given a sufficiently full account’ of 
these Seer Ser 428) 424, it is 

im this place. ot 
haces ma ew ‘the ecpeeteienity Mr Gray, 

nag btained nearly ‘similar ‘results. He diisdivered 
that-electricity was exhibited by chocolate, when it was 

into which ‘it'is received. “At 
is strong, and it is retained for some 

timevafter it. is taken out of the , thotigh it soon 
loses it by handling. 
lowed tw cool, the electrical virtue is restored, but not 
to its former strength. After the third or fourth melt- 
ings however, the electricity is extremely weak. When 

poured ofthe ecetpeaniad ao in peste ical out 5 it strongly electri 
Theae:paperinsents ‘of Mr Henl antag. 2 repeated and 

verified, in 1784, by M. Pabst, and in 1787 b 7 hy M. ae 
hardt of Konigsber The last of these 
at one time oauapiie in preparing chocolate, placed some 
cakes upon one another, and having held a bundle of 
silk threads) within two inches of them, they were at- 
tracted with velocity, and’ adhered to the cakes. 
M. Liphardt also found that tale melted and cooled 
gave: electrical symptoms. ‘Thinking that electricit 
could not be without friction of some ind 
M. Liphardt took four ounces of warm and li uid 
chocolate, and having placed them upon’an iron plate, 

k threads, but observed no indi. 
oe . He an ut the mass into 

shape, struck it well against a flat surface, 
as is the custom in extending the chocolate, he took it 
warm out of the , and found it to be electrical. 

first the electrici 

M. Liphardt e also some ex ents on the 
electrical effects ined bya sudden blew. He let 
fall a piece of sealing-wax, from the height of 8 inches, 

a table, and this from 10 to 20 times, 
it exhibited’ marks ‘of’ electricity. “Gum copal 

"See Phil. Trans. 1787, vol. xxvii. p. 285, 

“461 
Descriptive 
Electricity. 

Experi- 
ments of 
Wilcke and 
#pinus. 

Henley’s 
experiments 
on the 
electricity 
of melted 
chocolate. 

When it’ is’ again melted and al- 

Experi- 
ments of 

being Liphardt 
on choco- 
late, 



462 ELECTRICITY. 
Descriptive gave no electrical signs in this way, but when repeated- _ From these experiments their ingenious authors con- 
Electricity. fy struck pom ite. spdvagabatenanlinntiteathetionetl ties clude, that the icity is produced by the friction © 
—"Y" silk threads, § produced the same effect. When which ‘the ‘electrical bodies when they are 

a lump of was struck in a similar manner agai p meen aetna cenmen tty os ies upon which 
the , It exhibited the same electrical effects, 'y are poured when in a liquid state. 

Causeof No results have yet been obtained - ty i facsal phomhote ona, te ’ 
this kind of ing the cause of this kind of electricity. It has been ascri- ee ee ie acid. “< 
electricity. bed, with some reason, to a degree of friction produ- ee been found in calomel, when it fixes Se 

ced by the contraction which takes place during cooling, by sublimation to the upper part of a glass vessel. © 
or to the circumstance of being touched d the ex- os » Phil. Trans. 1732, vol. xxxvii. p. 2855 ; 

jleke's Disputa 

of m . All of them, except the 
strong indictions of electricity” after they 
ken away from the surface of mercury. In order 
determine if these bodies became electrical by losing a 
portion of their natural quantity of fluid, 
pee Se seed Wie Seana itch,” in 
clay, and having i 

communication between the melted bodies and Volta’s 
condenser, which was very sensible. No electricity, 
however, was produced, although the experiment was 
thrice 
In Puget leant nap Prumasaer Jem 

acquired contrary electricity, poured the elec- 
Cpicel andbutoniegaete linen dond obiedtooess eabipelied 
by silk cords, and as soon as the bodies had lost their 
fluidity by cooling, a communication was made as’ be- 
PS gash ya er sg po , but no marks of 

ici A plate lac had one of its 
surfaces melted over eh enle aba cooled in contact 
with the condenser, but no electricity was visible. M. 
Van Marum and his friend now conj that the 
Cait was occasioned by the friction of the fluid bo- 
dies produced in di ing themselves over the surface 
of the peer on iden they were cooled. apie pur- 
pose of examining this notion experimentally, pour- 
ed the melted bodies upon pra tin, rr laa and 
English earthen-ware, and they always found that they 
acquired the same kind of electricity as that which they 
would have received if rubbed with the body upon 
which they were poured. 
__ If this opinion was well founded, they imagined that 
in melting plates of any electrical substance, the infe- 
rior surface of each plate would be more strongly elec- 
trified than the upper one, as it is the under one alone 
that undergoes the friction. This trial was made with _ 
plates of gum lac and rosin, an inch thick, and they al- 
ways found that the separation of the balls of Cavallo’s 
e eter was twice as t with the electricity of 
the lower surface, as with of the upper one. They 
also tried plates of various thicknesses, some of whi 
were an inch and a quarter thick, and in no case did 

perceive any difference arising from a) difference 
of thickness, 

In order to ascertain this point with still more cor- 
pi siorser a melted gum lae and oe and thee 
suspen P of means of silk cords, 
allowed them to fa agi a with the melted gum 
lac, without any friction being uced. After the 
gum lac was cooled, the plates were raised, but no elec- 
tricity was exhibited. 

io P. imentalis de 
Ticlee catandapmadeaet? ; £pinus Tentamen 
Theorie Electricitatis et Magnetismi, 1758, p. 
66, 67 ; Henley, Phil. Trans. 1777, P. 85; Van Marum 
et Van k Sur la Cause v ricité des 
substances’ fondues et refroidies, in Rozier’s Observa- 
ti , ique, 1788, tom. 33, p. 248 ; Liphardt, 
Sur P Electriciie-du Chocolat et quelques relatif. 
in Rozier's Observations, &c. 1787, vol. xxx. p, 431— 
433; Pabst, Annales de Chimie, 1784, p. 119. 

ae ration. 

In their experiments made use of two different. Experi- 
kinds of apparatus: Tn belt of heat, the Wiles thet mesmo 
were evaporated were insulated by means of stands of }*place and 
glass coated with sealing” en the 
ment or the absorption of the electric matter was heli 
ed to be instantaneous, the body was made to comm 

ter was su’ to be’ disen successively, and 
continued for a certain time, they made use of Volta’s 
condenser, which thas the property of accumulating 
small quantities of c matter, : 
Having put iron ‘filings into a vessel with a large 

anatase poured them sulphuric acid weaken- 
with dees parts of water. . After a brisk efferves- 

cence, and the rapid disen, ent of inflammable air, 
Pome mrttieted apie ter fx 
forded a li ; an ound from electro- 
iinet llnphendbochii was negati : 

When sulphuric acid was, in like manner, thrown 
into some vessels that contained powdered chalk, fixed. 
air was rapidly di , and the condenser and elec- 
trometer indicated that the electricity was negative. 
It was, however, less than in the ing experiment, 
and ced no sensible spark. 

nitrous gas was produced, they obtained a simi- 
lar result ; but in order to increase the electricity, they 
used six vessels at once, each containing iron fili and 
they poured over them nitrous acid diluted with about 
two parts of water. The effervescence and the produc- 
tion of air were extremely rapid, and negative elec- 
tricity was distinctly uced ; but as the circumstances 
under which the experiment was made were not favour- 
able, the icity was very weak. Three small cha- 
fing dishes filled with burning charcoal were next insu- 
lated, and made to communicate with Volta’s condenser. 
The negative electricity which was was §0 
sensible, that by augmenting the quantity of charcoal 
they could easily have obtained from it a spark. 

next experiments were made upon the evapora- 
tion of water, produced by throwing it upon three 
insulated furnaces of hammered iron, which communi- 
cated with the electrometer. In three successive ex- 
periments the electricity was distinctly perceptible. In 

Pa, eS) MT 



“ELECTRICITY. 468 : 
on of the water was care- Descriptive Pesitiptive the first; however, it ap ‘tobe negative, but inthe tricity produced at each projecti 

Eze ster wot onde pnts ve. In order to account pe Ao me , and destroyed. The electricity which was Electricity. 
for this result, ae con that the cooling pro- ited was alwayaiedhive: It was very strong atthe pxneri. 

f increased the signs first projection, and gradually diminished to the twelfth, ments of ols duced by 
awn treelecec yore thn he eaporaion 

| 
| 

of posi~ 

olta assisted at these ex 
ihe Sacto sabjoc was more deeply 
Saussure, who has given a full Sees 

pes. Volta having ob- 
served that the electricity produced by evaporation was 
always ive, Saussure attempted to the ex- 

a mass of red-hot iron. into a 

however, that the sor thus 
tive. This result being quite 
he varied the 
insulated a 
5m it the coffee. 

ent in the plowing 
por ith gay a ra 

pot, with a small 
was connected with the 

a another with the cas poy and when the water 
fess econ Sr a. for raieates to Boll, troaelivy Pash 
the electrometers exhibited signs of napive Socntreys) Ss 
as in the experiments of Volta. He found also that the 
evaporation produced by the effervescence of iron in 
sulphuric acid, and by te effervescence of chalk in the 
same acid, likewise gavi 
Tis order to account for 
rated in the first 
that the intensity 

ve electricity. 
Er" caomune coxfeobeped 

contact of a body to a white 
heat, the cause of the electricity uced by the 

ati rem lb: pr pele rowan gL cage wey 
by which anew aunty of the fui wae evap. 

: at he insulated u 

when it was scarcely perceptible. In the 
this experiment, pre th found that when a small 
quantity of water was thrown into the crucible the mo- 
ment. it was taken from the fire, and while it had a pale 
pisigray colour approaching to white, he never could obtain 

indication of electricity. 
i, te examine the relations- which existed be- 
tween the periods of evaporation and the production 
of cloth. M. Saussure made a great variety of expe- 
riments. paratus consisted of a well-baked ves~ 
sel of clay, 4‘ inches in diameter, and 15 lines thick, 

a clean and dry goblet of glass. 
the vessel of c feet 5x8 7 a crucible, or any 
bod erfully 4 , and by means of 'a wire he 

conn this cru cible with the electrometer. Fifty- 
fee. of distilled water were thrown upon the 

crucible, and by means of a time-piece and an 
aeeanpere Seeman aa een the period of evaporation, and 

me roduced. The results 
which he ekeet ae are given e following Tables. 

The first column of ail che tables contains the number 
of projections of water that were made. The second the 
number of minutes and seconds that had elapsed from 
the commencement of the experiment, or from the time 
of the first to that of the pater 
jection. third column expresses in e 
time which was necessary to reduce the 54 grains of 
distilled watér to the state'of vapour. The fourth ex- 
propio a ian teniba St at in Sacneet 

of the electrometer. The fifth marks the charac- 
of _shecricity wes. 06. great tn: the ‘ex- ter of the which was uced ; and the 

¢ periment, that the balls ofthe electrometer were sepa- sixth contains general remarks on e state of the cru- 
f distance. order tove- cibles, noise which. was made du- 

a confestare, task the Sesity wen ged spereton. a, ned mbit jalomeet : conjecture, is noise varia- 
‘ or other by the combustion of the water Sina t is almost nothing when the metal is very hot, 

, nthe ion. tried to positive electricity, and it increases as the metal becomes colder, and dissi- 
by moderating the heat of the iron. Into a large pates more the projected fluid, | 
lated iron crucible, five inches high, four in diameter, _ The following hia. castniem tha stceite which wees 
and six lines thick, and made red-hot, he threw small obtained, when the crucible was made of forged Iron, 
(accor wpe wre yet, Rae cata ge gpl pe 24 inches in diameter, 22 lines high, 24 lines , and 

of hent sufficient. to maka water bos. The elec- weighing 254 ounces. 

TABLE I. snore: ademas 2 theme mths 4 gS Gi Crucible of Tron. 
) Nuniber |). Duration i Pape 

of en of the Eya- athe General Observations, 
the Projection.| poration, | Electricity. | Electricity. 

: 4 Sec. nae: Lines. Tenths. 

0 1 ae The crucible v rs o3\a0 $1 nlibeigonegy Tenn rape ible , and the noise very little- 

3 1 30 85 0 8 Positive | Idem. 
4 2 30 31 0 5 Positive | Idem. ' 
2 : = ee eh ~ Positive | Idem. ; 

0 Negative | Idem, crucible become black 
7 5 30 20 Pg Negativi : $ 
‘ 6.0 sf ivi néatte eo noise, yapour visible, 

9 |7 9 | 10 | 1 7 Negative Idem. 10 | .8. 30 Te) popouy Negative | Idem. P 
JIL} 9° 30 6 0 38 Negative | Idem. : 

12 10 30 4 0 Oo Positive | Idem. 

13,11 30 of u0 8 Positive | Idem.: 
+4 12. 60 2 o 38 Positive | Idem. 

pods 113 0 2 0. 2 Positive | Idem. 
4 16s} 18. 30 8 0 14 | Positive | Idem, 

ATsced Ader 0 33 | 0 1 Positive | Idem. 18 |14 30 5 *| 0-0 Idem. ; 
19 16-0 8 0 13 Positive | Idem, 
20 16 0 30 G6 The noise diminishes, 

| 21 17 O |} 118 SON The noise ceases. 

ition of Saussure, ° 



etka Tice eters eee “ie Dan aes Soakace seen from the i 
experi- > , , hy (olla: We t x experi- 

— TABLE IT. Shewing the Electricity produced enna, rer ea 
of Iron. . | ie 

“Time ) Duration De Character vw oF = hue = a 

of of of the Eva- of ' of the “i § General Observations, 
|the Projection.) poration. | Electricity...) Electricity. |< ; 

el SCC A Re Pye ae 0 oO ' ali i ise, 
Q Oo 40 5 0 | Positive. | Idem.. f , 
3 1 2 5 3 0 Idem, _ Idem. P 
+ 1 50 | 10 3 0 | Idem. } Crucible a strong red.., 
5 2.40 il Six: oD Idem. A little noise. 
6 $ 40 |..18 Basak Idem. Idem, 
7 4 40.) 18 0 iden. The crucible black. 
8 5 40.) 7 m,. Great noise, va) visible, 
9 | 6 4 | 9. | 1- -8-|Idem. — 

10 6, 40 8 1 2.|. Idem. , Idem, 
detiohds oth Und 7 1.2 Idem, 

12 8. 10.|,,6 1 0, | Idem, Idem. 
13 8 40 54 0. 8. |. Idem. Idem. 5 
14 9 10 4k 0 7 Idem. Idem, 
15 9 40 0 7 Idem. Idem, 
16 10..10 }..8 0 6 Idem. _._ Idem, ; 
17 10 40 22. 0. 5. |, ,Idem.., Idem. . 
18 11 10 2 0. 3 | Idem. Idem... eA 
19. } 11 40 3 0 2.|, Idem, |, Idem. . pt be ' 
20. }.12 10 4 0. 1. |, Idem. |,, Idem. ) , 
21 12. 40 6. On. 0 Idem. , ; 
BB Ah AS 10] IS chi Qorrnld, Idem... 
23. -}.14 10 |.120 0 90, ) The noise ceases... » ty Vili 

J  orls Sei! Spay 

Vide cts Ma eel bao with a cruci- at top, and two inches in diameter at » bottom, three 
‘ble of Copper, inches and three lines in diameter inches high, four lines thick, and ) ei ain g 57 our 

TABLE III, Shewing the Electricity. produced by the Evaporation, of Water placedsan.a; heated. Crucible 

—" aa 7. ey L er ‘Chai aii ! 7, Di? a w = EU Sevan) 

6. Svar) ! 3 sé al t 30 a0 - Projections. the Projection.| poration. | Electricity. | lectricty. [8 fame Peere a nee 
‘a » Min. Seo. phen i Lines Tentha = T ora ae ah. rth i ot S tometer os 

1 0 o| 1o9 | 0 0 |. Crucible lively red; the water turning’ round » 

2 2 25 | 295 2 6 Positive. Lagan eae ck, the water turning round as be- 

} 8 6 15 : 165. 3 «$8 \ Idem. Little noise. i 0. f 

4 9 50 35 : Aas Idem. _|Noise, and vapour wisible. , - 
5 ll tt) 11 a Idem. [dem 
6 |11 35 8 | 0 6 aa ae aa 
7 |12 25 4 0 5 em. noise and great vapour. 
8 is Se 8 0.8 Idem. Idem, 
9 |13 35 $..| 0 2% | Idem. Idem, 

10 |14 6& 3 0-2 Idem. aay 
11 14 35 6 0 « Idem. jIdem, = - 2 
12 115 10 17 0 Idem. |The noise diminishes. ; 4 ‘ 
13 16 60 || «6400 0.2 Idem. |The evaporation terminates without ebullition. 

ref . } 5 of at 

In the preceding Table, the electricity is still always ‘mercury or glass. Sometimes the water | ed im~ 
positive, and is a when the time of evaporation is moyeable; at other times it turned en 
amean betweenthe shortest and longesttimes, When the itself with velocity ; and at other times. threw 
‘copper was very much heated, the water, where itéame from some of its Pande a little jet accompanied with a 
in contact with the metal, was convex like a surfii¢e of iisattig nation, fai that point had been touched by 

wi 



ELECTRICITY.) 465) 

tet bay. second ¢€ ent made with the In order to make the experiment witi a metal that was ne. 

Conger erable, nell ence pe Fey eanne Ch not altered by the contact of water, Saussure employed Elects 

electricity was at first negative at the ACen ee vetp pik Sitio’ 90:8 » 2} inches in diameter at ~ 

cates he but afterwards became posi- 
comple- See tnd email ol the experiment was 

ted. ~ 

inch , 123 inches 
E Notes snd weighing 16 ome 5! “49 

} 4 

TABLE IV. Sting te Blt produced by gy of Woler plied on a heated Crucible 

eames enpstencnehe om seconds, and theelectri- 
negative at projection, but it became 

at the second projection, and vanished at the 
In a third’ experiment, the electricity was 

we & en eee ee 

of pure Silver. wieyT 

Duration Degree ~ Character - 

of of lof the Eva- of of the General Observations, 
j he Projection poration. | ‘Electricity: | Electricity. . 

Min. Sec. | Seconds. |Lines. Tenths. ‘ 
0. 0 
previa The crucible of a lively red colour ; at first a small | 

1 0 Oo 306 _ seni Negative whistling noise, then silence, and a continual turn- 
ngreN 0 Oo wore cold 79S Re water, 

0 4.4 ; : 
‘ 2 5. 30 78 0 4 Idem. | Whistli ioee: etaclilings end vats, 

3 7 30 19 0 6 |) Idem: | Grent nebo; tox vapour. 
4 8 30. 145 0 oO ; The evaporation inates without ebullition. 

hy "this expetimient, ait: “Che wintery Bow, kdb alitsias sem ive, whi ie Dallsof 
and the electricity, which was always , Was ts wierd a1 "It theri was cenit 
thrice negative, and thrice nothing during the interval and the*balls separated y7,ths of a line, and at 
Fe nen pt Rap xt th heat. it, pw gostiny and the separation of the 
Ina second experiment with ‘the same crucible, the eva+ was se much as 

Saussure now employed a cup of White Porcelain, and 
surrounding it with sand in a clay crucible, and ha 
brought it to a white heat, he kept it in rth ey 
‘aia te cla 

“TABLE Ke Ye Shing te larity prea iy Evaporation of Water placed on a heated. Crucible 

u mber Time Duration Degree 
of the Eva-| of of the General Observations. 

) poration. Electricity. Electricity. : : 

SE ela al er of grr Negative. |The reddish, with li 0 ive, cup wi iilb' nol 
2 within pZQuik ond D Boiling, and vapour visible. 
8 0 40 7 O. 8 Idem, Idem. > 
4 in 2:Q 7 oO. 38 Idem. Ident. : 
5: pd 9 0..2 Idem, Idem. 
: 4 a 2 : - Idem, potas tocar aba ems 

. a Idem, satipeatant holling, vapour. 

Bf BO} 85 of 0 og. | Them Idem. 
9 8 - 80 35 Oe ior Orsnfto! , Ehe cap eracks, 

10) & 15 43 %, 0 ae Wepeee conse out afithe samt 

The rapidity of in the porccluin crucible Saussure made his next experiments with Alcohol 
is very remarkable. teeter ant ced instead of water. The following results-were obtained 

shepteheet meg 8 oo age to the wend mes 9 cy used, and Mier eyapora- same quantity, 54 grains z 
ton atthe loco ee a Ba f Ay : 
was uced. : , 
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. povare a ; Pheliga diel x? » abecha Mk heathen a 

user wi 

one og TABLP VES She ty re yp da placed on & heated Crucible 
—— | Of pure Silver: 5 pre ® extol Ms) 

aditor ot gout wo a ate cow sn Py ~4) 10 of Pein bar i ’ 

Nomber | Time Duration | Degree Character ay 
of of of the ‘of of the General Observations. 

BA ce potter et comes Bar tr me ‘si . one 
Min. See. | Seconds. |Lines. Tentlys.! . . 

1 a 50 o 0 Crucible red, almost white ; the spirit boils, then flames, } 
seme Rane aes. wend a eves drop whith ras quickly rund wie | 

2 e 2 119 a polibidendee, mk Jonitasnbetieniinne ‘ 
3 4.10 130 0 2.| Negative. ae mS re marr the crucible almost without | 

4 | 6 90 | 155 | 0 5 | Idem. | Idem. No vapour visible 
§ | 9. 30 4 120 0, 7 Idem. | Idem. ; 
6 12" * 0 187 o 5 Idem. | Idem. . Noise at the end. . yh ni H 

“TP Te 80 58 | 1. 0 | Idem. | Great noise and great vapour. } 
8 16 «6380 rT hor Ts Idem. | Idem. ' ; } 
9 17-30 21 Oo +4 Idem | Idem. ; 

10 18 - 30 BQ eri) Oy oO il fei Idem. : By ‘n P t 
11 a 200.) 0. 0 \_»._| Evaporation finishes without boiling. : | 

: : 

The interesting results given in the preceding Table, sh peep mgt gel patos yy omer 
_ induced Saussure to a still more volatile fluid, le of silver: smbhichs 

USES aaa srrutd With san one to preserve isha | 

to oa? 

TABLE Vil. ‘Sowing the ott peperarttcetertentcopeeetaeae 
’ Of pure Silver. yeti ara | om awd 

r : Ve » eM CpTET mre Dew IAL LoeT 

Number Time Duration Degree. Character ; ( f : ; : a 

of of © of the — of | ofthe |... General Obseavation. == 
Projections. |the Projection.|Evaporation| Electricity. | Electricity. : 5 : Cant 

Min. Sec. | Seconds. (Lines, Tenths.) j 
1 0 0 | 85 0 0 | °° ’} Crucible red, almost white ; evtencse te be re 

a drop which burns without tu 
2 1 380 37 ye Lmbresneties Hosathaw oo Barts 

3 2 55 57] 0 0 The ether flames, and the drop does not burn. 
4 4 15 57. wilh The crucible no longer red ; e-ether flames, — 

- the remaining drop. 
5 5 55 ae 6.250 Idem. oie 
6 7 25 1 0 O- Boils without burnit during fame 

7 9 285 58 eed, ' | | Boils) then flames. 
8 |10 40 55 o 0 ‘| The same as in the 6th 
9 |12 5& 57 0 1 | Negative, | Idem. The ger a! the lamston, which 

10 13 46 55 Our? Idem. Flaisee the endletiy”? kad feaSiie the band 

il 15 15 57 4 2 | Tdem. Small noise and bubbling without inflammation. 
12 16 45 62 0° 89} Idem: | A little more noise. 
18 Is 16 57 Our Wy Idem. _| Silence at first, noise at the end, and then electricity. 
14 19 45.4 51 M4 non er 
15 21 55 42 lem. em. The noise ter. 
16 | 23° 8 35° [0 4 | Idem. | Idem abe ' 
17 |2 20} 21 | 0. 6 | Idem | Idem. eer ern mo oe 
18 | 25° 15 11 | 00 96] oTdemy =| Idem. Loony Tyses el aahe anbes 

19 26 5 8 Oo $3 Idem. Idem. ©» “] > <docd: eolignest 0 ree ris 

20 27 0 7. 0 4 — oo . tril Aerty —e few sis 

2 5 4 0 1 dem. em. : 

29 os 25 Py o 0 Ebullition and noise during 5”, cilhpmasinn nilant.-- 

23 55 2 0 0 Idem 

24 2 0 He 0 Oo Se ee eee elias mas 
‘ent. , 



Elcarkity. in@amuble Buide as slookol and ether f i 

ELECTRICITY. 
steeinsiini ; 

—\— same laws in their evaporation as water. The evapo- 
Experi- 

ments of 

- Saussure. _ 

3 

x 
£ 

ration was always at the time of the stron 
heat, than when the heat was weakest. It then deni 

ration. : 
Saussure now wished to observe the phenomena of 
evaporation in a crucible almost wholly shut. He there- 
fore took a granade 3} inches in diameter, and brought 
to a white heat, and injected into it distilled water. A 
jet of brilliant flame was emitted from the mouth of the 
granade. A similar effect was produced at the follow- 

ition was sug- 
by the fact that china and silver always produ- 

E i l MALLE 
a i) rife 

: : 

sr te, ea ane and 
consequent electricity wi i f the 
scales are still. more detached, the vidity Sill te oe 
perabundant ,and consequently positive. For the same 

quantity of water gives constantly a po- 
sitive electricity, when it is poured into an iron or;cop- 
per crucible, because it attacks the. metal.in.a greater 
number of parts, and finds more easily the parts acces- 
sible to its action. . Hence, also, a strong positive elec- 

‘trie light by the 

_ to possess. the 
_Tegularly cry: 

| 467 
tricity is uced when a mass of red’ hot iron is 
thrown Ah -earans for the points of contact being more 
numerous, a more abundant decomposition takes place. 

ration was completed. 
In order to verify this 

rit of salt in his 

e also observed, that when quartz, brought to a 
white heat, was plunged in water, positive electricit: 
was produced ; a it which ‘he ascribes: to a ae 
quantity of iron which may have existed in the, quartz. 
anol ie of negative relays fy oy ‘abrpided 

greatly perplexed our author. — In his first ex- 
periments he d the electricity to be positive, but 
observing that Volta had found it to be negative, he 
discovered the cause of his mistake, and afterwards 
obtained the same results as those of Volta. He sup-. 
venga: oa dag if ty the readiness with. which 

flame ; and he endeavoured sudden] 
small heaps of gunpowder; but no 

whatever appeared. 
i to procure electricity without ebulli- 

tion were equally fruitless. He great surface:, 
such as six square feet of wet linen, before a large fire, 
and ineolated it by silk cords. When the linen was 
s' ly heated, a iter tity of vapour was pro- duced ¢ greater quantity pou “dich, 

to ex- 

ectricity 

than in a coffee-pot. boiling on a chafing 
he used the most delicate electrometer, yet 

no electricity could be seen, He likewise spread out 
on the moist ground a large plate of white iron, and’ 
heated it strongly on a ps mark but though the 
earth exhaled a great res of vapour, no elec- 

icity was uced. La Place and Lavoisier, 
Mem, Acad. Par, 1781, p. 292 ; Volta, Journal de Phy- 
pe) 1783; and Saussure, Voyages dans les Alpes, 8vo, 

it. 1786, tom, iii. p. 8316—347. 

Sect. IV. . On Electricity produced ly a separation of 
‘arts, 

Descriptive 
Electricity. 

Experi- 

_ One of the most singular electrical phenomena which Electrical 
to the present Section, is the evolution of elec- 

paraning of the unannealed 
called Prince Rupert’s. 
vered by Dr Brewster. ese 

roperty of transpolarising light, were 
yay Capa en) ancien pce dit nesta es: 

one like that of a melon, diverging from the apex of the 
drop; another concentrie with the surface of the drop ; 
and a third oblique to.the axis. Having laid one of 
these drops upon a tablein a dark room, and covered 
it, with a, plate of thick glass, to prevent any of the 

it from 

glass tears, te bursting 
3 a fact, which was disco- po wel ; 

8, which he found drops: »'» 



468 ELECTRICITY. 
ten from reaching the eye, the drop was burst stance was used, it was electric sub- 

by off a part of its tail, and the whole of stance, such as:a glass or a plate of wax. 
=o luminous; so that at the instant of the In ing such it is necessary te . 

Se Se ee ne ee the evéias dry and warm as no 
OS eo visible. signs of electricity will-be observed. With: these 
drop which gave obtai 

Scparation (A similar phetiomerioh 18 exhibited "in'Mastovy'talc, electricity 
Electrici- i 

"Mr Williaui Wilson found, that if'« piece ofdry end Ganpowder, very-fine emiery;,and the amalgam of tin- 
pee See gt pe asunder, “ete ee foil «and mercury, when: . i 
= Surfaces are -the one positively andthe electrified the plate negatively ; whereas mercury itself, 

her fhegatively. ' 1 coidoubow, a glass phial, i 

"When a stick of sealing wax ‘is ‘broken in two} the Jy: | Soot,-and the ashes of pitcoal mixed with 

tricity of ; o eleetrieity oF wood eliivings.::"Having trifiediit ively ; and the same effect 
¢ ; that ted ochre, yellow rosin, coal ashes, cro- 

instituted a set'of experiments, forthe of as- of iron;:and yer nie 
ee ae of the electricity, and obtained the — The most accurate experiments, however, which have 
following general results. “When dry wood wasscra- been madejupon this subject, we owe to Mr Si . 

ith a piece of window glass, the shavings always -who employed two methods of bringing the bodies ments. 
Penibited postin ee Ge When ‘the wood was ieeontedtt ist, By sifting the powders on the ¢ap of 

d with 4 knife, the a Bape chips was a delicate electrometer through a fine sieve, which was 
ea when the wood was hot, and the edge of the completely cleaned after every experiment ;,and, 2dly, 

ife not very sharp, but negative when ithe wood was ‘By: bri an insulated: h / im 
perfectly cold. en the edge of the knife was very contact with the powders; spread out into an extensive 
sharp, the chips were negatively electrified whatever was surface on a dry sheet of . By the first.of these 
the temperature of the wood. ‘Having ‘insulated a -methods‘he obtained the Eilowinig pobalea Limite! 
penknife, by fixing it into a glass tube covered with _ » Negative ‘electricily was produced by the following 
sealing wax, he found'that it always | :danelectri- bodies,-when sifted on'the cap ofan 
city contrary to that of thé ehips, which were most fre- 2 979 ye t fare) od qivarRiavee 
vg ge ai The surface ofthe wood from which ‘Copper, ~ _ Sulphate of soda, 

e chips were detached ‘was seldom electrified, and © ‘Iron, |) 0 » 0! -Phosphuteof soda, 
when it was, the electricity was always very weak, and ‘Zine, eile aay i _ Carbonate of soda, 
of the same denomination as that of the weakest of the - © Tin, fins Carbonate of ammonia, 
other two. See Thomson’s ‘Annals of Philosophy, vol. - Bismuth, » > -)Carbonate 
iv. p. 448. Nicholson's Journal, 8vo, vol. iv.-p. 49-53, -» Antimony,” © > Carbonate of lime, «+ . 

“ONidkely ee a die i a Np a 

Secr..V. On the Electricity produced in ‘Blackslebd;'os's 23 Eivr oieamuanepeeel aateey ort 
Veen tae? Te r ~ Lime, eae eee oe eo gary! bine, 

Electricity Mr Cavatto'and Mr Bennet have shewn, ‘from nu- © Barytes, ‘Oxalicacid;) 

of powders merous experiments, that when ‘electrics or conductors —  Strontites. Citrie:acidjes) 

Silos are reduced to powder, the powders may be rendered “Alumine;”—/ "untagged 9 
a metallic ¢lectrical, mierély by dropping them’ on an insulated Silex, © - Cream of tartar, 
ss plate. ee re PS Re ' Brown oxide of copper, Oxymuriate of potash, » 

Mr Cavallo insulated a metallic plate upon’a glass White oxide of arsenic,  Purepotash, 
stand, and connected it with ‘a’ cork ‘ball 3 Red oxide of lead, © Pure’saday §) 
He held the powder to be tried in a spoon, about six ne? Rosin, 

inches above the plate, and allowed it to fall) . White lead, Se Galphuryeterr 9 ayo 
The electricity acquired by wder was thus com-  —- Red oxide of iron, _ Sulphuret of lime, — 
municated to and thence coriveyed to the Acetate of copper, ‘Starch, the plate, Sis 

electrometer. Whol she power of a eoidestiigy Gul - Sulphate of copper; Orpiment. » We 
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ELECTRICITY. 
- Positive electricity was produced by the following 
odinwihiny cifeed en the cap of the electrometer. = 

Singers’ \ Wheat flour,, > Charcoal of wood, 
experi- Oatmeal, : Sulphate of potash, 
ments: Lycopodium, Nitrate of ; 

Quassia, - Acetate of lead, 
Powdered cardamom, Oxide of tin. 

When the bodies in the two preceding Tables were 
sifted either through a sieve of hair, flannel, or muslin, 

' the'same kind of yore was always produced. 
: ; e method, Mr Singers broke ie i 

adipedl lates ists anal ploces, and exposed them 

io 
g = H 

st 
ES] He 

E 

bodies 
source of electrical excitation. 
Bennet, Phil. Trans. 1787, 

vol. Ixxvii. p. Sin Elements of Electricity and 
Electro-Chemistry, App. § 9, p. 473—476. 

Seer. VI. On the Electricity produced in the Electric Com 
lumn discovered by De Luc. 

Electricity “ro me ~ —— in Pw electric column 
Produced in has no appearance ing by chemical ac- 
the electric tion, the consideration of it ater more properly to 
column electricity than to galvanism. 
ty Deine The eiechiooiiean invented by that ingenious phi- 

losopher, J. A. De Luc, consists of several hundred small 
discs of zinc and gilt upon each other alter- 
nately, and inclosed in a tube. When the number 
of discs amounts to 800 or 1000, the apparatus will, at 
any time, uce a pel effect upon the electro- 
meter without i The electric column 

Beare pan ted in Pls XLV. Fig. 8. The column is 
CCXLY. ted at AB, hori on two rods 

Fig.8. 1, 1, made of solid glass, coated with ‘wax or any 
other insulating varnish, and fixed by “screws on 
the wooden bar 2,2. It consists of 600 groups form- 
ed of plates of zinc, seven tenths of an inch in dia- 
meter, and equal pieces of plain gilt Dutch paper (which 

469 
is paper covered with ,) the upper side of which Descriptive 

turned towards A, thus becomes the positive ex- Electricity. 
peers of the ered 3 and since the paper seems on- a rea 

to separate the binary ups of zine and er, 
the latter being in each of ~ ied tt the’ side of Be this 
becomes the negative extremity of the column. The 
groups of zinc and Dutch gilt paper are contained be- column. 
tween three glass rods, coated with sealing wax, and 
fixed in holes of the brass plates A, B, where they must P&sT= | 
be inserted while the plates are het, and the holes fill- [°*}'Y" 
ed with sealing wax. In the lower part of these brass ‘* ” 
plates is a pin, which enters freely into the brass cap at 
the'top of the pillars 1, 1. ‘Two screws 3, 3, formed on 
the outside in the shape of loops, pass through the brass 
plates A, B, and serve both to press the groups against 
the glass reds, and to form a communication between 
the extremities of the column and the electrometers M, 
N, as represented in the Figure. In order to deter- 
mine the electric state of different parts of the column, 
a third electrometer P is used. It is shewn in the Fi- 

re as connected with the centre of the column by a 
Bos upon a thick brass plate, but when it is required to 
examine the state of other parts of the column, it may 
be made to communicate with any point of it by the in- 

ition of a soft wire held in the middle by an in- 
sulating handle. For some experiments, brass hooks 
5 and 6 are fixed to the brass plates A, B, and project 
about an inch; and in Eapetisieni chs tis eatidnetieny 
faculty of glass tubes filled with water, the tube TU 
may be hung at the point of a hook upon the wire 

by silk threads 7, 10, 11 passing over the 
pulley 10, and descending to a thin brass plate 11 fixed 
at the base of the instrument. The other wire 9 of the 
tube is hooked to the projecting wire 6. 

In order to accommodate the instrument for exhibi- 
ting the electrical state of the atmosphere, De Luc fix- 
ed at the top of one of the pillars ge ae at om 
positive extremity, a brass piece 13 held by a female 
screw, aud projecti pond about 14 Teh. On 
this projection is fixed, by means of a screw, another 
brass piece, having on one side a vertical groove 14. 
A brass rod is in this by a pin, and at the lower 
end of the rod is a brass ball 15, which can be brought 
backwards and forwards. From the top of the rod 

jects a brass loop 16, to which is suspended by the 
Finest silver wire a gold ball 17. The ball is fixed 
at one extremity of a piece of brass 28, lying on two in» 
sulating pillars 27, 27, upon the lead bars 19,19. A 
brass spring 23, moveable backwards and forwards up- 
on pins 20, 20, about half an inch in bread’, at the base 
24, is fixed into the piece 24, where it passes under the 
bent part of an upright brass piece 25. The breadth 
of the spring 23 diminishes towards its end, where it is 
terminated by a brass wire bow 22, across which is 
stretched the fine silver wire 21. At the top of the 
upright brass piece 25, is a screw 26, which presses the 
spring 23 for the purpose of giving a small motion of 

j t to the wire 21. 
the instrument is thus constructed, the leaves Electrical 

or fibres of the electrometer M will diverge with posi- properties 
tive, and those in N with negative electricity ; but 
when the finger is laid on either of them, in order to 
produce a communication with the ground, the diver- 

will cease in that electrometer, and become nearly 
mete e inthe other. When the finger is removed, and 
the column left to its own operation, the divergencics 
are not restored to their former state, half an hour or an 
hour being necessary to reproduce them, If an insulated 
body, however, electrified either positively or negatively, 5 : 

Censtruc- 
tion of 
De Luc’s 
electric 

Method of 
construct 
ing the co- 
lumn for an 
aerial elec- 
troscope. 
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Bacripuve so asmerely to affect the 
idectneit¥: to one extremity when 

effect will be instant) 
In order to restore 
cies, the fingers shou 

ld leaf electrometer, is applied 
column isin this state, the 

She state i 
be laid on both extremities of 

pret gee eee eae eee 
instant, w original state of divergency w 
restored. By means of the third dethenasel P, De 
Luc has shewn that the negative effect goes on increas- 
ing Oust the zinc to the copper end of the column, 
while the positive effect increases from the copper to 
the zinc extremity, so that the electric state of each in- 
termediate point is the sum of the ing terms 
of two wots progressions wseeeuapal edlgeeie , 
t , in some respects, variable numbers. When 
the divergencies at both extremities are equal, there is 
no divergency at C, which is in aneutral state. When a 
communication is made with the ground at B, the elec- 
trometer at C diverges with positive electricity in the 
same d as it did before at A, and the divergence 
of A is now nearly double. It is now found that the 
whole column is in a positive state increasing towards A, 
excepting the very extremity B, which is neutral from 
communicating with the When the commu- 
nication with the ground is made at A, the electric 
states of the column are all reversed. The electrometer 
Tene Tem Pogetive, snd to that at B in the 
insulated state of the column, the negative stateincreases 
towards B, A being neutral, When the tube TU 
is filled with water, suspended as in the Figure, the co- 
lumn being insulated, the electrometers continue in the 
state of equal div ce ; but when the hook of the 
wire 8 is di the silk thread, and fixed to the 
hook 5, the circulation of the electric fluid the 
glass tube is so rapid, that the divergences in the electro- 
meters entirely cease, and return only when the extre- 
mity of the wire 8 is again lifted up.. In this way 

Application De Luc tried the conducting ers of various bodies, ppl rer" 
ef the co- which are reduced to slips or rods, and laid on the hooks 
jumn to de- 5, 6, The rods are first laid upon two brass wire 
‘ermine brackets 12, 12, fixed on the front of the instrument, and 

Properties 
of the elec- 
trig column. 

Pate 
CCXLY. 

Fig. & 

ELECTRICITY. 
column, As these substances have more or less a con- | 

v transmitting 
or less of the electric fluid from A to B, In this way 
De Lue made a very curious experiment. A thin slip 
of deal cut along the fibres was applied to the column, 

ce remained in the electrometer, 
while another slip of the same. wood, and of the same 
thickness and breadth, but cut across, produced much 
less diminution in the div F 
De Luc has likewise 

of determini 

and after being allowed to remain there alittle time, they iS 
should be breathed upon, in order that the moisture of 
the breath may dissipate any electricity they contain, 

is eeperetee toe 

: i 2 : | ef ; i 

sealing- the best electri ish, but pod meng py open ya tam 
ing this instrument into an aerial elec Use of the 
¥ : i g 

jerk which is thus produced effectually pre 
sticking ofthe ball. As the strikings 
disturbed by the least shaking motion, De Luc found it 
necessary to place the instrument in a’ glazed box, and 
his apparatus was then ready for use. 

paige nature of the observations which our ingenious at 
w- they are taken up by two glass hooks covered with made with his electroscope, after haying placed some ducting y ‘ met , paged ¢ 

powers of ing wax, in order that they may be placed on the additional columns for of increasing 
ies. hooks 5, 6, without disturbing the electrical state of the power. Sas 

Barometer. Thermometer. Hygrometer. — \Number of Strikings in 5’, 

May 10th, 8" A.M. $0.15 63° 40 14 
, 12 A.M. 80.15 67 40 19 

2 P.M. |- 80.17 67 40 17 
4 P.M. 80.20 66 40 16 
8 P.M. 80.25 65 40 12 . 

lo P.M. 80 25 65 40 10 

The strikings of the balls having ceased on the 14th of 
May, and on other subsequent days, De Luc was induced 
to think of connecting the ball 18 with the tive ex- 
tremity of the columns, in order to observe if the stri- 
kings would thus be more numerous ; and it occurred 
to him, at the same time, that, by quickly ing the 
connection of the ball for that with the ground, and in- 
versely, he would be enabled to discover variations in 
the electric state of the ground, by comparing, ina short 
time, its effect on the strikings with that of the nega- 

tive peisiags hg! the columns. This he aecomplished. 
b meen, Sy ingoleting piles 93, Sia Sea Soe 

tion rass wire 29, he was enabled, 
Perea to forim communication either with the 

und, or with the negative end of the columns. Th 
fillowing observations, made on the 26th, 27 
28th of May, will show the kind of ji 
which the column affords, when the ball is connected 
with the ground, or with the negative extremity of the: 

EF 

columns. 

ft 
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Sie ae, ‘ [ ‘ Descriptive 

Peco. al : Number of Strikings in 5 Minutes. ____| Mlectricity. 

‘ Barometer. Thermometer. Hygrometer. Ball connected with | Ball connected with 

, : the Ground. Negative end. + 

“May 26th, 4" P.M. 30.15 71 382 naan 3 6 
eathes peat, 30.15 684 39 2 2 
_ 27th,8 P.M. 30.13 61 389 2 2 

11 P.M. 30.11 624 3 2 3 
28th, 1 P.M. 30.30 65 38 1 1 

pees PM. 30.40 66 3 a 23 

s electrical chime, by making the action &£ F 

eS 
: Snag oe page bells, supported 9. w are the two on glass 
Bo whe B ah ol sppred on 
ringing the bells. On the 14th of March 1810, Mr 

Forster put this apparatus into a closet, and connected it 
with the three columns AB, CD, EF, represented in Fig. 
10. The bells immediately began to ring, and continued 
ae neanmaeran. Tran, Hie riignag ceased, shes a Dale 

Thay hace nach py ll are Evapesn agen 
to ring at intervals, stopping, per- 

Fon pola poeta at a time. ‘After this they 
pas nyt add per ce and at other times for hours, 

on the 18th of November Mr Forster removed them 
from the column. 
Mr Forster made also a number of experiments with 

the electric He found, that the electricity of 
the column acted through a portion of air ; and he com- 
municated a slight charge to a coated jar. 
Mr Singers, to whom electricity is under great 

é ) 

a EEO OE ee 

KT we awit. 1 | | 
Luc 
balls for more than two years, and still continues. 

Different In Plate CCXLV. we have shewn the different 
forms of the ways in which pocladae column is fitted up for 
Gectrie figures are taken from Mr 
_— Singers’ Hlements of Electriaity. Fig. 11. represents a 

column of 1000 series, lying horizontally upon the 
of two delicate gold leaf electrometers. "Fin. 12. ae 
sents the for ringing, which consists of two 
vertical inclosed in a glass receiver, having a 
bell fixed at the lower extremity of each, and having 

to 
to 

cap of the column, and into the same is screwed 
brass fork £ with a fine silver vou aehal tentece 
its for the of ing the li imei aay ciate 

dc consists of a fine silver wire dc, suspending a gilt 
pith ball, which would always be in contact with the 
brass ball 5 if influenced only by gravity. j 

M. De Luc has recently observed, that the power of Effect of the 
electric columns, (as pointed out by the oscillation of a sun’s rays 
pendulum,) is increased by the action of the solar 0 the elec- 
rays; and this remark has recently been confirmed by }i° °° 
Mr Hausmann. M. De Luc imagined, that this effect was 
not produced by the heat of the sun ; for he remarked, 
that a column composed of paper dises thoroughly dried 
had very little power. Mr gt , however, found 
that the power of the bell-rin apparatus is increa- 
sed by a moderate heat. It always pulsates most slow- 
ly in winter ; and whenever a was made in the 
room, the ringing became more rapid. When the tem- 

of his apartment was 50°, Mr Singers applied a 
column of 1000 series to the cap of a gold leaf electrome- 
ter, and he found that the gold leaf struck the sides of 
the glass nine times in 60 seconds. He then placed 
the columns during 10 minutes before a fire, so that the 
thermometer rose to 85°, When the column was now 
applied to the electrometer, the gold leaves struck the 

37 times in 60 seconds. When it was removed 
to another part of the room, so as to recover its origi- 
nal of 50°, the gold leaves struck only nine 
times in 60 seconds as before. 

As the following observations on the electric column 
are both new and ious, we shall make no apology 
for presenting them mm Mr Singers’ own words. “ There 
appears every reason to believe, that the action of a well 
constructed column will be permanent. I have several 
that have been constructed nearly three years, and they 
are still as active as at first. There is, however, a pre~ 
caution to their constant and immediate ac- 
tion. The two ends of a column should never be con- 
nected by a conducting substance for any length of 
time ; for if, after such continued communication, it be 
applied to an electrometer, it will scarcely affect it for 
some time. It is therefore necessary when a column is 
laid by, that it be placed upon two sticks of sealing- 
wax, so as to keep its brass caps at the distance of about 
half an inch from the table, or other conducting surface 
on which it is laid; and if a column, which appears to 
have lost its action by lying by, be insulated in this 
way for a few days, it will usually recover its full power. 
There is another cause of deterioration which is more 

fatal ; it is the presence of too much moisture. If the 
paper be perfectly dry, it is a non-conductor, and will not 
therefore produce any action inthe column, But this per- 
fect dryness can on be obtained, by exposing the paper 
to a heat nearly sufficient to scorch it ; and in its Peet 
natural state I have always found the paper sufficiently a 
conductor, even when, by exposing the paper discs to 
the heat of the sun, nay | have been so iniaias to warp 
consi x e paper is sufficiently dry, the 
action of column continues without diminution ; 

Singers’ 
observations 
on the elec- 
tric column. 
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and on taking such an apparatus to pieces after it had 
been constructed thirty months, no trace of oxidation 
waner lens 0p ee Sam Be ’ 

ve formed some columns extraordinary 
wer, by various novel nalisiendeneisoatians and 
ve noticed some very si during va- 

rious experiments on this subject, in which I am still 
engaged, but the results are not yet sufficiently mature 
for publication. 

he size of the in the column need not be large. 
I have constru them of various sizes, and find no 
proportionate advantage by extending the diameter be- 
yond five-eighths of an inch. They may even be con- 
structed much smaller thar this, 

By ae the extremities of a column of at least 
1000 series with the opposite coatings of a Leyden jar, 
during a period of from one to five minutes, a Sis 
usually communicated to it, capable of ing a smal} 
but distinct spark, when the discharge is made by a wire 
that is not very thick. 

The most extensive series I have yet made experi- 
ments with, consisted of 20,000 groups of silver, zinc, 
and double discs of writing paper. tts er was con- 
siderable. Pith ball electrometers, with balls of ones 
fifth of an inch diameter, and threads of four inches 
long, diverged to the distance of two inches and up- 
wards, when connected with its ite extremities. 
An electrometer at the centre was not affected. When 
either extremity of the column was connected with the 
ground, the electrometer attached to that extremity clo- 
sed, and the central electrometer opened with the same 
electricity, whilst that connected with the ite ex- 
tremity had its original divergence considerably increa- 
sed ; we the electro-motion was so slow, that - He mi- 
nutes were required to produce the full effect. 
By connecting one extremity of the series with a fine 

iron wire, and bringing the end of this near the other 
extremity, a slight layer of varnish being interposed, a 
series of minute bright sparks were obtained, by draw- 

’_ ing the point of the iron wire lightly over the varnished 
surface, 
A jar containing fifty square inches of coated surface, 

was charged by ten minutes contact with the column, 
so-as to convey a disagreeable shock, felt distinctly in 
the elbows and shoulders, and by some individuals 
across the breast. 

The charge from this jar could perforate thick draw- 
ing-paper, but not a card. It had just power to fuse 
one inch of platina wire, of the five thousandth of an 
inch diameter. 

Notwithstanding the considerable electric power of 
this combination, it had not the slightest chemical action ; 
neither the best nor worst conducting media were affect- 
ed. Saline compounds, tinged with the most delicate 
vegetable colours, were exposed under the most favour- 
able circumstances to its action, and, in some instances, 
for ae days, but no chemical = was iioy eg 

It therefore indispensibly necessary to the 
chemical power of the Voltaic apparatus, that a liquid 
be interposed between each pair of its plates; whilst 
for the pure electrical effects, the only condition ap- 
pears to be the association of the two metals, and 
connection of the different pairs, by some conductor 
that does not interfere with their electro-motive power. 

J am now constructing, and have nearly completed, 
an addition to. the above series ps hanes 
form an ent together of 60,000 groups. It 
was not possible for me to make the ts with 
them in time for this publication ; but my principal in- 

ELECTRICITY.» 

this. circumstance; will be one step towards a correct 
theory of Voltaic ity.” a Bae il 

For farther information:on this. see De Luc, 
Nicholson’s Journal, 1810, vol. xxvii. p, 81, 161, ) 
241. Jd. 1811, vol. xxviii. p. 5. B. Mi Forster, Phi- 
losophical Magazine, 1810, vol. xxxv. p. 205, 317, 469. 
Id. 1810, vol. XXXVI | Pe 45, 317, a2. Id. xxvii. p. 
197. Singers’ Elements of icity, p. 449.; and 
pendix, Art. 11. p. 478. Sai 

a 

Sect. VII. On the Electricity exhibited by some F hes. 

belongs more properly to electricity than to 
There are only five fishes which are known to be capa 
perme oh the electric shock, the Raia 

the Trichiurus Indicus, and the Tetraodon. ~~ 

1. On the Electricity of the Raia. Torpedo...» 
The remarkable property of this fish to proc a 

sensation” of numbness on those ‘wine south eu 
known to Aristotle and Pliny, who considered 
mode of defence against fish’ of a large size, | 
method of catching the smaller fish, ; f sated! Ofppiin di parte ‘ 

caught by the hook » exerts itself'in such a manner, ae 

Nee pty xe agin, eC, ‘ 
‘The hooked torpedo, with instinctive force; 
Calls all his magic from its secret source: So, aT ga 

Quick through the slender line and polished wand)” 
It darts, and tingles in th’ offending hands) 
The palsied fisherman, in dumb surprise, u ' l ; a 

Feels through his frame the chilling vapour tise ne ’ Drops the lost rod, and seems in stiffening pai, ©” 

Some frost-fixed wanderer on the polar plain. Vea Val 

Am modern naturalists, ita edteren heed 
pe Pia in the year 1676 by ie, who re en eg 

Soe aeers cone 
hand and arm of the person: catching the fish, 
means of the line and rod to which it was: 

gravings of its electrieal 4 
ing faculty, the fish received the name of — 

themselves about the cause of this a 
ty, the Arabians had identified its action that of 
ecaespieaatescinetaicity by giving it the nameofraad, 
or raasch, which in 

Reaumur seems to have 

ties of the ; but. he ee Reai 
in ascribing them to the force of 8: He ob. 
seryed, that when the: wished or aa 

, and then by a sudden motion it raised it again to 
ino. fora a If the fish in this state was 
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when the important point; and in his valuable pa 
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riptive touched by the ee ee 

ness was immediately experienced. 
- Kempfer, in his Amenitates Exoticew, published | in 
1702, has given a good description of the effects of the 

sedo ; and without imagining them to. be similar to 
"those of electricity, he compares them to the effects of 
lightning. He states, however, that the benumbing in- 
fluence could be evaded if the n held in his breath, 
a circumstance which Mr Walsh afterwards found to be 

Dr Bancroft was the first philosopher who ; 
that'an analogy existed between the effects of the tor- 
pedo and those of electricity, and he has mentioned this 

ition in his'Natural History of Guiana. Mr 
however, had the merit. of ining this 

3 ‘insulated. Two brass wires, each 13 feet in 
were s to the ceiling by silken strings. 

The extremity eastjhdiban tevin oactod cachet 
, while its other ‘was immersed in a 

plunged a finger of one hand in the basin in which the 
wire com ing with the wet napkin was immet- 
sed; and a finger of the other hand into the second ba- 
sin. The’second person put a of one hand in this 
last basin, and a finger of the other hand into the third 
basin ; and'so on in succession, till the five persons com- 
municated with one another by the water m the basons. 
The extremity of the second wire was immersed in the 
last bason ofall; and Mr Walsh having taken the other 
je et 9 Bat chp tee touched the back of the 
torpedo, w ‘five ienced a com- 

Seen eee ane ‘the Li ial: Mr Walsh being out of the cir- 
cuit, received no shock. This experiment was 

k, nor to‘communicate electricity to 
‘the pith balls of the electrometer: ie = 

torpedo is not sensible 

of its ‘eyes, by ae; ‘hich Mi Walsh ob: pression , by means of which Mr Walsh ob- 
ee its attempts to give them even to non-conduc- 

When the These experiments having been made solely in air, 
torpedo was Mr Walsh was anxious to examine its effects in water. 
Placed inj A Ja 
water, 

jak Soe wudenly plage 
torpedo, very prolifie in shocks, was held in 

electric organs above and below, and 

Sey aeee alee nena ea : same in air. is 4 
‘ration Was continued fora minute. The moment his 
‘lower surface touched the water in ing, he al- 
. a violent shock, and the moment that surface 
“quitted the water upon its ascent, a still more violent 

experienced. Both of these shocks, but par- 

both 
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ticularly the last, were always accompanied -with.a wri- 
thing in his body, as if he was anxious to make his es- 
cape.. When the animal was. wholly in the air, he al- 
most always gave two shocks, and constantly one, and 
sometimes two, when he was below water. The in- 
tensity of the shock under water was scatcely one-fourth 
of that.at the surface, and not much more than one- 
fourth. of those given in the air.. The number of shocks 
appeared to be about 20 in a minute. 
Mr Walsh next put the torpedo into a flat basket, open 

at the top, but secured by a net with wide meshes, and 
in this state the animal was let down about a foot into 
the water. When it was now touched through the 
meshes with only a single finger on one of its electric 
organs, while the other hand was held at.a distance in 
the water, he gave shocks which were distinctly felt in 
both hands. the cireuit for the of the elec- 
tricity-was contracted to the finger and thumb of one 
hand, the finger being applied above, and the thumb 
below, to.a single organ, a shock was experienced twice 
as great as that which was received when the two arms 
formed the circuit. 
» When the torpedo in the basket was raised. to within 
three inches of the surface of the water, and was then 
touched with a short iron bolt held in one hand, half 
out -and half in the water, while the other hand was 
dipped into the water at a distance, strong shocks pas- 
sing the iron bolt..were experienced ‘in both 
hands. en the communication between the bolt 
and the hand’ was made by a wet. hempen cord, the 
shock was conveyed as before. - ~ 
When a powerful torpedo was suspended. in a net, 

and pt oe ts dipped into water, as already described, 
slight shocks were communicated through the net to 
the persons that held it. 

In order to explain the difference between the elec- 
tricity of the torpedo and the Leyden phial, Mr Walsh 
observes, that the same quantity of electricity will 
duce very different effects, according as it is used in a 
dense or a rare state. A small phial, witha coated sur- 
face of six square inches, will be able to force its charge 
through an inch of air, and exhibit attraction and re- 
pulsion, as well as the electric snap .and the electric 
spark. But ifthis same quantity of electricity is diffu- 
sed over two large connected jars with a coated surface, 
with an area 400 times larger than that of the phial, it 
will exhibit the effects of the torpedo. The charge in 
this diluted state will not pass through thehundredth y part 
of an inch of air, it will even refuse to through the 
minute interruption in the: strip of tinfoil; the spark 
and and the approach and recession of light bo- 
dies, will ne longer be produced ; a point brought near 
will not be able to.draw off the charge, and yet in this 
attenuated state it will run through a considerable circuit 
of conducting bodies, and during its passage will make 
us sensible of its impulse. * 
A number of 

at Leghorn 
were nearly the same as those obtained by Mr Walsh. 
He describes the shocks or tremors, as giving the same 
sensation as if a number of ‘very small electrical 
bottles were di through ‘his very quick- 
ly one after another. Sometimes he found the .shock 
very weak, and at other times it was so strong 
was nearly obliged to quit his hold of the animal, When 
he — the fish’ with his nails, it did not giye more 
or fewer shocks than when it was’ not: pi ; but by 
ener ee body, or bending: his. right side to his 
left side, he i | the 3'more frequently. r ‘ 

° 
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experiments on the torpedo were made Dr Ingen- 

Dr Ingenhouz, in 1773. His. results bow.’s expe- 

that he ~ 
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Niger eyes fier 25 + talc are Ree remy he aapmtiging inten tl cpio 
ay Lussac, who | réd several at Na 

tained by these distingui ‘philosophers. 
1. A person much in the habit of receiving electric 

shocks, can with some difficulty the of a 
vigorous 14 inches long. The action of the 
torpedo below water is not perceptible, till it is raised 
above the surface of the water. 

2. ‘Before each shock, the torpedo moves its 
fins in a ‘convulsive manner, and’ the violence of the 
shock is always propertional to the extent of the surface 

ONS The organs of the jochanged 3. organs of lo cannot be di 
by us at our pleasure, nor it always. communicate 
a sractetaien nb g'non or It must be irritated before it 
ives the s' ,and, in all probability, it does not keep 

fs electric organs charged. It charges them, however, 
with i quickness, and is thence capable of bys hoe’ 

a long series of 
4. The shock is experienced, when a single finger is 
plied to a single surface of the electric organs, or when 
two hands are placed one on the upper and one on 

the under surface at the same time, and in both these 
cases the shock is equally communicated, whether the 

is insulated or not. 
5. If an insulated m touches ‘the with 

his finger, it must be in immediate contact, as no shock 
is touched with a key, or any is received if the anj 

other conducti y. 
6. When the torpedo was placed upon a metallic plate, 

so that the inferior surface of its electric’ touched 
the metal, the"hand which supported the ‘plate felt no 
shock, ‘although the animal was irritated p ther ae in- 
sulated person, and when it was obvious, the con- 
vulsive motions of its pectoral fins, that it was in a state 
of powerful action. a ecu 

7. Ifa person, on e contrary, support wi his 
hand the torpedo placed on a metallic plate, and if he 
touches/with his right hand the upper surface of the 
electric organ,a violent commotion will be felt in both his 
arms at the same instant. 

8. A similar shock will be received, if the fish is pla- 
ced between two metallic plates, the edges of which do 
not touch, and if a person applies a hand to each plate 
at the same instant. 

9. If, under the circumstances of the preceding ex- 
periments, there is a connection between the edges of the 
two plates, no shock will be experienced, as a commu- 
nication is now formed between the two surfaces o 
the organ. ; 

10. ‘The organs of the torpedo do not affect the most 
delicate electrometer. Every method was tried in vain 
of communicating electricity to the condenser of Volta. 

11. A circle of connection being formed, by a num- 
ber of persons, between the upper and under surfaces of 
the organs, they received no shock till their hands were 
moistened in water. The shock was equally felt, when 
two persons, who had their right hand applied to the 
torpedo, instead of taking hold of each other's left 
hands, a a pea ert of metal into a drop of 
water upon an insulating body. 

12. By substituting flame in place of a drop»of wa- 
ter, no sensation was experienced till the two pointed 
pieces of metal came in contact with the flame. 

13. No shock will be ienced, either in air or 
below water, unless the body of the electric fish is im- 
mediately touched. The'torpedo is unable to commu- 

gans of a ‘about 18 inches long and 12 broad, 
and about two inches thick in its thickest part. The 
following were the results of his ex, HeeTY the 

«« The electric organs of the are on 
each side of the cranium and gills, from thence 
-to the semicircular cartilages of each great fin, and ex- 

An “« of curious a Sebati number i on were e 
made by the Abbé i. He observed, that when Sin 
the animal was laid a of glass, the shock was ani. 
then the . «In the back of the 
do,” he , Lal the shock 

: & £ F i 3 
BF i i 

8 E Fe 

diately before it died, gave a few 
We are indebted to 
still more curieugs fact. He 

i womb of the mother, 

; property 
Pcanci! Snedong dissécted a female torpedo, when 
was about to expire, he saw in the ovarium eggs 
most round and of different magnitudes, and on open- 
ing two vessels which abutted against the rectum, he 
found two perfectly formed foetuses, which he detached 
from their en , and submitted to the same ex- 

when they were laid upon a plate of glass. “Fp 
The common experiments on the were re- 

and verified at Narbonne in the month of 
1779, by the Abbé Bertholon. ct! aan 

At the request of Mr Walsh, the celebrated anato- Hunter's 
mist Dr Hunter examined carefully the electrical or- observatic 

tending longitudinally from the anterior ity of 
the adem, to the transverse ‘cartilage, which divides 
the thorax from the abdomen ; and within these limits 
pea nee hore whole space between the skin of the 
u an append 
organ, at its inner longitudinal edge, is unequally hol- 
lowed, being exactly fitted to the i 
of the cranium and gills. The outer longitud 
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¥ across, froma ifs -outervedgé to! the semicircular bly transparent... Their edges appear to be attached to Descriptive 

They are covered, above and below, by one another, and the whole is attached by a fine cellu- Electricity. 
“—" the common skin of the animal, under which-there lar membrane to the inside of the columns. They are ~~ ‘~~ 
On the clec- jg a thin fascia spread over the whole organ. This is nattotally detached from one another. I have found pikes elec- 

of fibres, which run longitudinally, and in them adhering at different places, by blood-vessels pass- "20 °r8°ns 
ion of the bedy of the animal. These fibres ing from one another, =~ % rt 

i i «< The number of partitions contained in a column of 
ves the’ fascia ‘the appearance of being fasciculated. one inch in length, of a torpedo which had been pre- 
ts edges all aroand are closely connected to the skin, served in proof spirit, appeared, on a careful examina- 

_ and at last to be lost, or to degenerate into the tion, to be 150; and the number in a given length of 
Geetallintitlanpintalintinal:the:skin: Immediate- column, appears to be common to sizes inthe 
ly under this is another membrane exactly of the same same state of humidity ; for by drying them they may 

; the fi be greatly altered.. Whence it appears probable, that 
«sate/those of the former, passing from the middle line the increase in the length of a column, during the 

body outwards and backwards. The inner edge growth of the animal, does not enlarge the distance be- 
is with the first described ; the anterior, _tween each partition in proportion to that growth; but 

‘outer, and posterior edges, are y attached tothe that new partitions are formed and added to the extre- 
semicircular cartilages, and 'y lost inthe common mity of the column from the fascia. 
cellular membrane. . “ The partitions are very vascular ; the arteries are 

. © This inner fascia appears to be continued into the branches irom the veins of the gills, which convey the 
‘ ie organ by so many processes, and thereby makes blood that has received the influence of respiration. 

it is but little more than half an inch broad tion to another, anastomose with the vessels.of the ad- 
at. the ior extremity. Each consists wholly of jacent partitions. The veins of the electric organ pass 
perpendicular columns, reaching from the uppet to the out close to the nerves, and run between the gills to 

.under surface of the body, and varying in their length, the auricle of the heart. 
pn RC ETERS ear. meena eae ad « The nerves inserted into each ic organ, arise 

; the longest being about by three very large trunks from the lateral and poste- 
van inch and a , the shortest about one-fourth of rior part of the brain. The first of these, in its pas- 
-aminch in length, and their diameter about two-tenths .sage outwards, turns round_a cartilage of the cranium, - 
ertibadaevenet she “oor pessedn ene vnshes ae eee gill, and to the’ 
east Gp columns are very i , va- anterior part of t n into the or- 
oo can to situation, and other circumstances. gan towards its anterior extremity. The 

‘The greatest , number of them are either in hex- enters the lls between the firt and second openings, 
-agons, or irregular 3 but, ‘the irregu- and, urnishing it with small branches, passes in- 
slarity of some of them, it that a regu- to the organ near middle, The third trunk, after 

-of exterior one are either or hexa- the electric h the gills; one between the 
-gonal Saadinsinedtintbnls cp ktapinmme. ceecdcontededeees te dee ieoee Bene 

one or two internal. In the second row they are and fourth, giving small branches to the ill itself. 

and obliquely between the columns, « The i e and the number of the nerves be- ‘Tho’ natvor. 

est. This process may be similar to the formation of of any animal, with which I am acquainted, how 
‘new teeth in the human jaw, as it increases, Each co- strong and constant its natural actions) may be, which 
Jumn is divided by horizontal partitions placed over eo ag ion of nerves, If it be then pro- 

ach other a s i _bable, these nerves are not necessary for the pur- 
‘Yous interstices, which appear to contain a fluid. These poses of sensation or action, may we not conclude, that 
partitions consist of a very thin membrane, considera- they are subservient to the formation, collection, or 

a 79 Ibs: and 44 feet in length, the number of coltimns isi one electric organ were 1182. This torpe. do puirtguad’ on tho.Descah const andl hon boon halt tpocon Mr Walsh, in the Phil. Trans. 117 p. 46k. i 
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476 ELECTRICITY. . 
management of the electric fluid; especially as it a 
pears evident, from Mr Walsh's cxipertinent, that the 
will of the animal does absolutely controul the electric 
powers of its body, which must depend on the energy 
of the nerves.” 

In Fig. 1. we have given a tion of the un- 
der surface of a female serpin’ Tadlow a te-dbbei the 
right electric organ displayed by flaying off the skin 4, 
¢ are the nostrils in the form of a crescent, d the mouth 
in a crescent contrary to that of the nostrils, and fur- 
nished with several rows of small hooked teeth, e the 
bronchial apertures, five being on each side, f the place 
of the heart, ggg the place of the anterior transverse 
cartilages, /rh the exterior margin of the great lateral fin, 
#7 its inner margin confining with the electric organ, & 
the articulation of the great lateral fin with the scapula, 
? the abdomen, m mm the place of the posterior trans- 
verse cartilage, which is single, united with the spine, 
and supports the smaller lateral fins on each'side, n i nn 
the two smaller lateral fins, 0 the anus, and p the fin 
of the tail. 

M. Geoffroy has more recently examined the anatomy 
of the other electric fishes, and has not obtained, in the 
case of the torpedo, results differing tly from those 
of Dr Hunter. He has analysed the fluid which is 
contained in the cells of the hexagonal tubes, and: has 
found that it is composed of albumen and gelatine ; he 
also found organs analogous’ to those of the torpedo 
in other species of the raia, which: do not exhibit any 
‘electrical properties. ‘This transparent gelatinous fluid 
was considered by pr Ingenhouz as the reservoir of the 
electrical power. 

As the experiments of Mr Walsh were not con- 
sidered as affording a sufficient proof of the identity of 
the shock of the torpedo with that produced by a Ley- 
den phial, Mr Cavendish made an attempt to imitate the 
effects of the torpedo by electricity. “The principal 
difficulty that required explanation was the production 
of a shock when the fish was held under water, and, in 
other circumstances, where the electricity 2 a me 
readier passage than through the person’s body. r 
Caveridigh eect this bay penne that when a com- 
munication is made between the positive and negative 
side of a jar by any number of different circuits, some 
electricity will pass along each, and a greater quantity 
through those in which it meets with the least resist- 
ance. In like manner, when any person lays one hand 
on one surface of the electric organ of the torpedo, and 
his other hand on the other surface of the organ, a 
of the fluid will pass through his body ; but if one of his 
hands is laid on the tail instead of the other surface of 
the organ, part of the fluid will still pass through him, 
though less in this case than before. Owing to the moist- 
ness of the body of the torpedo, some electricity will 
pass through him, eyen if his hands are laid upon any 
two parts of the animal, provided one of these parts is 

_nearer to the upper surface of the organs than the other. 
Upon the same principle, if the torpedo is plunged in 
wanes the electricity will pass through the water in all 
directions, and even to great distances from the body 
of the animal ; and the nearer any part of the water is to 
the fish’s body, the greater quantity of fluid will be 
transmitted. Hence if any person touches the fish in 
this situation, either with one of his hands on the supe- 
rior surface of its electric organ, and the other on the 
inferior one, or in any of the other ways formerly men- 
tioned, a certain quantity of the electricity will pass 
‘through his pan f but certainly less than’ when the 
shock is received in the air ; and the same thing will 

‘the torpedo, by the principles of*common electricity 

happen, even if he does not touch the fish at all, but Descriptive 
plunges his hands in the water,so that one hand is nearer mA F 
the upper surface of the electrified organs than the other. “are : 

The second difficulty 'which requires. ion, experiments 
is, that no spark, or sound, or electrical attraction isper- on the elec. 
ceived, In order to: explain this, Mr Cavendish made tricity of A 
experiments witha number of jars, for the purpose of find. *< torpedo. 
ing through what distance the electric spark will fly 
when a shock of a given magnitude is contained jin one 
or more jars. The result of these experiments ‘was, 
« that distance to which the spark will fly is in- 
versely in a rather greater proportion than the square 
root of the number of’ jars.” -That-is, a charge ofa 
certain magnitude contained in 4 jars passes through a 
space of, of an inch. Tid eoindins when contain- 
ed in 100 jars will scarcely pass through +4, of ari, inch. 
Hence the torpedo may contain as much electricity.as 
will give a shock, without being able to make: it. « 
through such a space ef air as is necessary to : 
the electric spark. - Mr Cavendish explains the absence 

the torpedo, a pair of pith balls from the. ( 
discharging red will not exhibit any divergence, ©.” 

In order to establish these conclusions more complete- Cavendish’s 
ly, Mr Cavendish endeavoured: to’ make an: artificial artificial = 
eee of wood, connected with glass tubes and wires, ‘rpedo- 
and covered with a piece of sheep skin Jeather.:The 
difference, however, yeen the shock given through 
this to’ , by means of the charge of +a: battery, in 
air, and in water, was too , and therefore Mr Ca« 
vendish substituted thick er for the wood.»This 

was touched below water with only one hand,»a shoc 
was experienced as as if it. had: been touched: by 
both. - When it was touched below water with two me- 
tallic spoons, it gave no shock, but: in»the air it was 
very strong. deer ow? * DOF 
Mr Cavendish was spe pecs imitate en ess i 

o in its power of giving a to 1 
Goals x0 cig. wiih te their feét, and. 
it is buried in sand;) but he could not sufficiently 

5 

jars of so Boe jy 
about 76 of coated surface; and he:calculates:that 
the torpedo alluded to could contain 14 timés as much 
electricity as this battery, or was equal to:1064feet of 
coated ‘glass, : i : aricg Qed ~~ ew 

Mr Kicholson has followed Mr Cavendish, with much 
ingenuity, in explaining’ the ‘anomalous phenomena: of 

but we. cannot find: room: for ‘prosecuting this subject 
any farther. 6 2-to sent 1 

en the Galvanic or Voltaic pile was discovered, the cause of 
philosophers imagined that they would. find a striking ioe 
analogy between its action and that of the torpedo, @8 torpedo, 
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iow the ren expert yin the ae ee 

: : £ : a Fe 1 i 1 i Hf uF ¢ ome : 

small Ley phials than to the pile of Volta.”- 

who takes a general and enlarged view of Hit ii aE a0 LE Eehege 5 [ z ! E 1] 4 | re 
count of which is given in the Phil. Trans. 1681, No. 1, 

Mem: Acad. Par. 1714, p. 344. 
s Natural Hi * Guiana, p. 194, Duhamel, 

du Peches, et Histoire des pot if 

the ri of Vanderlott were 
-firmed by M. Bajon, at Cayenne, in-1773. The 

ts, however, which. have been made 

. : alsh. The follow- 

- -}. When the eel was touched with the hand,,.a shock 
-was'experienced in» the: fingers, and often in the wrist _ 

2, When the gymnotus was touched. with an. iron 

ranslation. . eel, the shock 

most - 

ATT 
rod 12 inches : 

and thumb which held the rod. 
3.. Hf the hand of any person is held in the water, at 

the distance of three feet, when another 
the eel by touching it, he will feel a less pai 
tion than if he touched the eel itself. 

eel, Dr Williamson put his hand in the water at some 
distance, and watched what took place. The gymnotus 
swam up tothe cat, but turned away without offer~ 
ing any violence. It soon returned, however, and 
viewing the cat-fish for some seconds, gave it a 
shock which made it turn up its belly and continue 
motionless. .At. this time Dr aparece felt a fo 
in his, fingers, as. in experiment 3. en any of the. 
fish that were thus rendered motionless by the eel were 
taken into another vessel, they always recovered. ¢ 

5. When the eel. was touched and provoked with one 
hand, and when the other was held in the water at a 
small distance, a shock passed through both arms, as with 
the den c 

4 Wien Fee and of wet stick was held in the water 
with one’hand, and the eel was touched with the other, 
a shock. through both arms, 
a When te prsaing experiential by to 

posers. jomning the shock passed through them 

8. When one.of two persons joining hands touched 
the head ly, while the other tou the tail gen~ 
tly, they received a seyere shock. . 

.9.. When. the first of 8 or 10 pegeous Joining, bande 
touched the eel, while the last put d in the wa- 
ter at some distance from it, they all received a gentle 

10. When the first of the 8 pinched the tail, while 
the last touched the head, they. all received a severe 

11. When two persons laid hold of the two extremi- 
ties of a brass chain, and one of them put his hand in 
the water, while the other touched and _ irritated the 

through both. 
12. If a handkerchief is wrapped round the 

hand, and the eel is touched with it, no shock is expe- 
sienendy shang sncebet will feel the shock, who 
pateible into the water at a little distance from 

formed by ; 
dry w glass silk, &c. and it was always found that 
the shock of the eel was conveyed those sub- 
stances that conduct common electricity, while it refused 
to pera toes non-conductors. ; 

14. 

rovokes a, 
sensa- riments on 

4. When a cat-fish was.thrown into the water to the. 8 :, 
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— the other, as som as one of them touched the eel, the the fins are articulated. In order to perceive the large 
. which coon 

—y 

Mr Walsh 

perceives 
the electri- 

other having his hand in the water near it, they recei- 
ved a shock, This experiment was ted 15 or 20° 
times with various success. When the distance ofthe 
wires was one-fiftieth of an inch, the shock never pas- 

cal shock of sed between them. Dr Williamson, however, was neée- 

tus. 

Electric 

sparks visi- 
ble in the 
gymnotus, 

* son concludes, that the gymnotus has the 

Explana- 
tion of the 
drawing of 
the gymno- 
tus. 
PLATE 
CURLVI, 
Fig, 2. 

Hunter's 
@oservations 
on the elee- 
trical organs 
of the gym- 
motus. 

‘large organ from the small one ; and x the p 

the gymno- ver able to see the electric spark between the two me- 
tallic points, which he ascribed to the bad state of health 
of his notus. Mr Walsh repeated this experiment 
ina different manner. He appled to a piece of glassa 
sheet of pewter, in which he Tradl left a small separation 
orslit. ‘This sheet had its two edges in’commanication 
with the body, through which the electricity of the fish was 
discharged. At the instant of the discharge, he percei- 
ved an electric spark, which went beyond the little in- 
terval made in the sheet. The success of this experi- 
ment depends on the fish being in the open air ; for 
when it is immersed in water, the spark is not visible. 
M. Humboldt observed when he was in South Ameri- 
ca, that the gymnotus gave the most frightful shocks, 
without making any external motion of the eyes, head, 
or fins, like the torpedo. 

The preceding experiments were made upon a gym- 
notus kept in alone vesse], and supported by pieces of 
dry timber about 3 feet above the floor. A small hole 
was bored in the vessel, and when any person provoked 
the eel, another person holding his finger in the stream 
running through this hole received the shock. From 
the different experiments which he made, Dr William- 

wer of 
communicating a painful sensation to animals that touch 
or come near it ; that this effect depends solely on the 
will of the eel; that it has the power of giving a small 
shock, a severe one, or none at all; that the shock does 
not depend on the muscular action of the eel, but has 
the same effect as that produced by common electricity. 

In order to convey to our readers an idea of the struc- ~ 
ture of the notus, we have given a representation 
of it in Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 2. where the skin is remo- 
ved to shew the electrical organs. The lower surface 
of the head is shewn at A; the cavity of the belly at 
B; the anus at C; the fin at D; the back of the fish, 
when the skin has not been removed, at E; the fin 
which extends along the lower edge of the fish at FF; 
H, H, H, are the lateral muscles of the above fin, re- 
moved and carried back with the skin to expose the 
small organs ; I is part of the muscle left in its place; 
KKK is the large electrical organ ; LLL 'the small elec- 
trical organs ; mm m the substance which separates the 

where 
this substance is removed. ' 

From a minute examination of the electrical organs 
of the gymnotus, Dr Hunter found, that they occupy 
netrly one half of that part of’ the flesh in’ which 
are placed, and constitute perhaps more than one-third 
of the whole fish. The animal possesses two pair of 
electrical organs of different sizes, and placed on diffe- 
rent sides. The large organ KKK occupies the whole 
of the iower and the lateral part of the body, constitu- 
ting the thickness of the fore part of the animal, and 
stretching from the abdomen to near the end of the tail, 
where it terminates almost in a point. Thetwo ones 
are separated at the upper part by the muscles of the 
back, at the middle part. by the air bag, and at the lower 
part by the middle partition. The small organ extends 
slong the lower edge of the animal almost as far as the 
other, terminating almost insensibly near the end of the 
tail. The two small organs are separated from one ano- 
ther by the middle muscle, and by the bones in which 

3 

‘thin and tender membranes 

“there were 34 septa. The small 

in, it is necessary merely to remove the skin, 
to it by a loose cellular membrane ; but in order 

to perceive the small n, we «must remove the long 
row of small muscles which move the fin. The organs 
consist of two , viz. flat partitions or septa,and 
cross: divisions een them. These are 

parallel to one ano- 
ther; they stretch in the direction of the length of the 
fish ; and having their breadth nearly equal to the semi- 
diameter of the animal’s body, the length of the septa 
are different, some of them being as long as the whole 
body. ‘The distances between the septa vary with the 
size of the fish. In one two feet four inches their 
distance was nearly 4 ofan inch ; and in the broadest 
part of the organ, which was an inch and a quarter, 

has the same 
kind of septa, but they stretch in a direction some- 
what serpentine. Their distance is only about 4 

of an inch ; and in the breadth of the organ, which 
is half an inch, there are fourteen septa. Mr Hunter is 
of opinion, that the septa answer the same as 
the columns in the torpedo, forming walls or abutments 
for the subdivisions, and constituting so many distinct 
organs. These septa are intersected transver 
very thin plates or membranes, whose breadth is the 
distance between any two septa, and therefore of diffe- 
rent breadths in different parts; broadest. at the edge, 
which is next to the skin ; and narrowest at that next to 
‘the centre of the body, or to the middle partition which 
‘divides the two organ 
‘branes are equal to the breadths of the septa 

s. The | of these mem- 
between 

which they are situated, and there is a series of 
them from one end of any two septa to the other end. 
In one inch, there are no fewer than 240 of these trans- 
verse membranes, et Wey 

The gymnotus examined by Dr Hunter was net of a 
large size. Dr Garden saw one 3 feet 8 inches long ; 
and Dr Bancroft was told when he was at Guiana, that 
some of these fish have been seen in the Surinam river 
upwards of 20 feet long, whose shock proved immedi- 
ately fatal to those who received it. ! 

Redi, Perrault, and Lorenzini, believed that the elec- 
tricicity of the torpedo was owing to the emission of 
an infinite number of corpuscles continually proceeding 
from the fish, and which, by penetrating animal bo- 
dies, benumbed them by their accumulation. It was 
the opinion of Borelli, lost it communicated a trem. 
bling to the nerves, which deadened the member in. 
which it was produced. The most extraordinary no- 
tion, however, was that of Schilling, who imagined 
that he had discovered sensible etic effects in 
the gymnotus. He maintains, that when this eel was 
placed near a loadstone, it was attracted by it, and 
adhered to it; and became so id when separa~ 
ted from the loadstone, that it might be touched with 
i ity. _He observes, also, that the loadstone which 
he oh 4 stereotype nce 
and that, when the fish was placed in water containing 
iron filings, it com arte and iy tne _ These a 

iments were carefully — ngenhouz 
pallanzani, who were unable to elve 

m: ical effects. M. Hahn, of medicine 

might have been the cause of the illusions by which 
Schilling was misled in his experiments... 

—_—\_ 
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re For further information respectin; the gymnotis el side, ‘penetrate the aponeurosis which lines the innes !escriptive 

*behand Guten tocicher Men ad. Par. } tom i p. 116. i we od Blech surface of the reticular tissue, and they are lost in the 
—_~ ‘Id. tom. vii. par. 2. p. 92.\ Condamine, Relation d’un latter. ‘See Adanson, Voyage au Senegal, 1757, p.135; ~~~ 

: Bo. Mem. Acad. Par. 1745. p. 466. t P. = Rosie ar. Perrere, Broussonet, Mem. Acad. Par. :1782, p. 692; r 
de France . Fermin, Descripti Observations, §c. vol. xxvii. p. 139 ; Geoffroy, Bulletin: 

de Surinam, tom. ii. p. 261. Muschenbroek, Mem. dela Societé Phi ique, tom. iii. p. 169; Annales du 
Museum d’ Hist. Nat. ; and Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 126. 

4. On the Electricity of the Trichiurus Indicus, 
This fish inhabits the Indian seas, and possesses the, 9" the elec- 

electrical faculty like the silurus electricus. So far as, Tit? of the 
we know, its electrical organs have not been examined indicus. 
by anatomists. . 

5. On the Electricity of the Tetraodon Electricus, 

This fish was discovered, by Lieutenant William Pa- on the elec- 
terson, to the power of giving an electric shock. tricity of the 
He met with it on his way to the Indies, in the. tetraodon 
Island wisn on apne sigh the Comers Isles. . It is.7, “ecticu*- 
i in ; and has a rojecting 
mouth. Se redeh mn ee of a 
sea green colour on the belly, yellow on the sides, and of 
a sandy green on the fins and tail. The body is cover- 
ed over with red, green, and white spots, the latter bein 
particularly 9 ae The eyes of the fish are large, an 
the iris is red, having its outer i with yellow. 
Mr Paterson caught this fish in the cavities of the coral 
rocks, where the temperature of the water was 56° or 
60° of Fahrenheit. Having caught two of them in 

he attempted to take one of them in his 
when he received so severe an electrical shock, 

he was obliged to quit his hold. He then carried 
them to the camp, which was about two miles distant, 
but on his arrival one of them was unfortunately dead, 
and the other in such a state of debility, that he was very. 
detivonia.to-establish without delay. the existence of the 
electrical faculty, by the evidence of others. Hetherefore 
put it into.a tub of water, and when the surgeon of the re- 

i endeavoured to lay hold of it between his hands, 
received a distinct electrical shock. The adjutant 

pera slight: shod. Se "Phideorhoat i a sli . See the Philosophica 
Transactions for 1786, vol. lxxvi. p. 382, . 

Acad. 1760, reg 21. Bancroft’s History of Guiana, 
Schilling, Berlin, 1775, p. 6. Schilling, 
Diatriberde Morbo, in Eu pene ignoto Jaws dicto, 

rans. 1775, vol. lxv. p. 94. 
Garden, Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. Ixv. p. 102. ‘Walsh, 
Phil. Trans.1775. Hunter, Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. lxv. 
p- 395. Van Swinden, Recueil des Memoires sur P A- 
nalogie de U Electricité et du Me isme, 1786, vol. i. p. 
439. re, Hist. Naturelle des Poissons, tom. ii. 
Bertholon, P Electricité du Corps Humain, Paris, 
1786, tom. i. p, 171. 

8. On the Electricity of the Silurus Electricus. 

The silurus electricus is a fish about 20 inches long, 
broad in the fore part, and of a cinereous colour, 
a few blackish spots towards the tail. It was 
in some Bg nt Africa, particularly in 

@n the elec- 
tricity of the . 

elec- . 

found 
the } by Adanson, : in the Nile by Forskal; 
and it is touched it gives an electrical shock; 
WiKEH Ws nied fesbler dite ‘that 

be au seni HE eee i i H i iu i 1 
H Hl : : 

Secr. VIII. On the Spontaneous Electricity of the 
Human Body. 

We have already had occasion, in our history of the op the 
science, to mention several electrical phenomena pro, spontaneous 
duced on the human body. These, however, were electricity of 
obviously generated by friction, and have therefore no the bumaa 
connection with the t.subject.. Various instan, °°¢Y 
ces have occurred in which sparks of electric light 

| | 

HE i i : i 
A 
g8F i 1 a oF i : i i if i : Hg i ti ft | le E eee ie Ht ‘fl 

have been evolved during the combing of the hair, 
the rubbing of the breast. and arms, and the pulling 
off of the pa ag ee but in these. cases the elec, 
tricity is excited by friction, and is strong or weak in 
different cases, according to the constitution of the indi-_ 
vidual, the dryness of the skin, the nature of the clothes, 
and the state of the surrounding air. 

M. de Saussure made a great number of 
catia dinlciolty of Bie awn Lott, which he examined 
by means of V ta’s electrometer and condenser, but he de Saussuse. 
does not seem to have observed that kind of electricity 
which is properly entitled to the name of spontaneous, 
Ashe nevercould discover any electricity in his ownbody 
when eeenreree naked, he concluded that it was 
peolsontie friction of the clothes against the skin. 

e could never find any electrical indications when. his 
clothes were cold, or when his body was in a state of 

experiments Experi- 
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perspiration. “ The ," he observes, ‘ was 
sometimes positive, te yr times ive, with- 

—Y— out my being able'to ascertain the cause these varia~ 
tions. ee none 
trometer in succession, when, 
cing beoteastadianehiiion , | made a great motion, and 
kept one of my hands a to the electrometer. If, 
for example, after having bent my body forwards, I 
raised myself suddenly, I saw the balls diverge toa 
considerable distance, and then collapse, unless when I 
drew away my hand when were in a state of di- 
vergency,and then they continued in this state of diver- 
gency, and exhibited positive electricity. The electri- 
city which nape, in these experiments is obviously 
produced by the friction of the body against the clothes 
which cover it. The motion produced by jira- 
tion is sufficient of itself to excite a little e' , for 
when a person remains upon the insulated stool in a 
state of the most complete 2 that can be observed 
by a living being, sensible i ions of electricity will 
be exhibited, if the hand is laid for some time on one of 
Volta’s condensers. In order to succeed in these ex 
periments, the clothes of the must be warm by 
the heat of the body ; for whenever cold clothes are put 
on, no electricity The same thing takes place 
when the body is covered with ion. It must 
also be observed, that there are some individuals who 
give no signs of electricity. The knowledge of spon- 
taneous electricity is not a matter of indifference in me- 
dicine ; for however weak it may be, the continuity of 
its action necessarily to influence the animal eco- 
nomy. Is it not, in part, this el which renders 
moderate exercise, and clothes moderately warm and 
ey; so dehies ote Lae boase iration, and to all 
the secretions These wis te nas consi Up Na 

et ann -wd 
wever, on 

branch of electricity was J.J. Henson who has pub- 
lished a full account of his experiments in the 6th vo- 
lume of the Transactions of the Electoral. Academy of 
Sciences at Manheim. In order to examine the waren 
td of his own body, he insulated himself w 

rted by glass feet, and then to for half a 
minute: of: Tees, the plate of a condenser’ of his own 
invention, The condenser was then applied to Ca- 
vallo’s electrometer, as improved by Saussure, and by 
means of a glass tube rubbed with’ woollen cloth, he 
examined the electricity of the diverging balls. ‘His 
ex ents were made on the 21st February 1786, 
per ee repeated, ne upon himself and 
upon ‘sons various and -constitutions, w 

inmotion and a rst, dresed or eee 
ed or in good spirits, or cold, or full, 

seeping or waking. The following are: prey deren 
ts obtained by Mr Hemmer. 

1. The electricity of the human body is common to 
all men, and it was found in. 30 persons of all ages 
and both sexes ; but in different persons it has different 
degrees of strength, sol tal poslaioey fait in some and nega- 
tive in others. 

2. The strength and character of the electricity is often 
different in the same In 2422 its, M. 
Hemmer found it 1252 times positive, 771 times ne- 
gative, and 399 times imi ble: Out of 94 
riments made upon his maid, it was 17 times positive, 
33 times negative, and 44 times i ible. 
- 8, Although the electricity often in the 

. sourse of the experiment, and even Ween ee 

ELECTRICITY. 

4. Cold the natural or positive ici 
into négative, or, at least, diminishes its ity. Out 
of 62 ex: made when came 

imperceptib 
5. Lassitude impedes the ve ity of the 
body, and changes it into Out of 16 
times that he walked backwards and forwards in his 

a and nine oR ee 
a Eo een pace, it was 

of the bey 2 gpd 
or Ae ge ly, and motion. 

See Saussure, Journal xen No.101.. Hem- 
mer, Transactions of the Academy fF Sciences Electoral 

tom: vi. or Tilloch’s P. ic 
gazine, vol. v. pp. 1, 140. Bertholon, De ? 
du Humain, tom. i. p, 133, tees and Prt 
Chap. 1, Sect. L. of the present article. 

~Seer: IX. On the Negative Electricity of Vitiated Air. 

tion of y ; 
Read of Ha often noticed that the 
electrici a small room in which he sat was 
when that of the external air, bay Sap lesa foce 

was positive, to 
bela Sher this Uideemce was oetng to tne vieation of tis air 

les page In order to determine this he 
in a friend into his room on the 9th of July 1793, 
when the weather was hot and serene, and the thermo- 
meter at 75°; and having shut up the doors and win- 
dows, he placed himself nearly in the middle of the 
room, and his ion at the side of it. At the end 
of 20 minutes,. Mr Read was in a profuse a 
and having worked the doubler, he found 
negative. He then examined the electricity ohne 
meee ehdie toloee be weet ta fest, and fou 

” feaoeken bus when hepese.steete o'clock Test meetane, 

Sgt rns a vy 

sr aa Ein Hee le sm t it unnecessary to e ex- 
-periment,. hag however, remarked that 
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SS Sei ee that the electricity of the air wes half 2s great as that of 2 Deseriptive 

% 

and Mr Read was therefore induced to work his stick of sealing wax 2 inches long. When he grasped the EXeuy- 
doublet in thet end. The ‘city was here negative wire firmly m his hand, the electricity immediately “~*~ 

-Gphileiin the other end of the and im the school- ceased, and did not reappear till after an imterval of 3 

auimal respiration or always communicated with an electrical of 
electrified i itt Aeaecadeon-caenet pieces of iron, tin plates, gilt paper. supported by 
a ae ners See the silk cords ; but he did not find that the had 

On the ciee- A the electrical phenomena which in the at- sed with storms and hurricanes unattended with rain; 
texity of mosphere, either during the ordimary towhich for durmg a violent storm of wind, which continued 
the amo jt is subject, or during the violent perturbations into without interruption for three days, im the month of 
gee = swhich it is thrown by the production of thunder and July, he found it necessary to place the dust within 

anes ae E not by or four of five lines of the conductor, before it experienced 
i cause, the ideration of this msportant a sensible attraction. ee 

salject beeos ee ye We different directions of the wi In the driest nights 
therefore, to i all the phenome- of summer, he was never able to observe any electri- 

‘ na under three heads: 1. On the electricity ee en eee 
in the atmosphere during i ow on ane, a 2 erry ea evening 
the electricity exhibited duri lightning; at half an hour after the setting of the sun. In the 
and, 3. On the electricity in luminous me- month of July, m 2 very dry day, when the sky was 

¢ teors. serene, and the heat of the sun intense, he found the 
, i ae one ee ae 

1. On the ici the ing ifs ordi- The dust was attracted at the distance of 10 or 12 

/ 3) a see 2 ici im its E 
Om the clee- The earliest on the electri- state, was observed also by Mr Ki » He found ments of 
way city ofthe were made in September 1752by that when the air was very dry, it always contained Kimoendey. 
Geuze M. Le Monnicr, at St Germain en Lay, and were laid be- electricity, and he rendered visible by 
nao. fore the Sciences in 1752. His himself negatively, and his arm 
nary chas- CoDsisted of 2 $2 feet insulated in the middle ge AE NR ARE ES 
= of a piece of turf. At its extremity was fixed needle. The electricity then appeared luminous as 

a 

We 
Sy moet. Towards the middle = Signior Beccaria examined the subject of 3 

‘was tied 2 small iron wire about 50 lines ee ern aera Toe 

Le M- : 
in L 

that in dry weather, it increased from sun-rise when it vered with slow moving, distinct, and black ; and 
was tothree or four o'clockin the af- Sdly, When the weather was moist, and not actuall 
ternoon when it was strongest, and that it afterwards gra- raining. a oe always perceptible in 2 

while before the rain fell, and when was ace 
afterwards confirmed and Beccaria. tually falling, but it dixsppeared a short time before the 
__ In the following year, the same subject was rain had ceased. These signs of electricity were always 
cuted by the Abb: Mazeas at the Chateau de stronger, when his rods reached into the air, 
neon, in the months of June and Jaly. His and when his electrical kites flew to the greatest height. 
tus consisted of an iron wire about 370 fect Insulated strings extended in the air 2 
Faised to the height of 90 feet above the horizon. It was dogpes aBdemicity Whiths inmwcse’ sith: the 
brought down a very high room im the cactle, Having extended across the river Po a cord 1500 Paris 
where it was fastened to 2 silk cord 6 feet long, and feet in length, he found it as strongly electrified d 
‘was carried from this to the steeple of the town, where achower) anestentiedwith thane, ab a'ted of meted 

if 
From the 17th of June, when his com- general results which he obtained are highly in- === 

imenced, the electricity of the ait was diatinctly percet- teresting, and though they are not him as 
ceeerny Gaz, from the rising <f-the oun to 7 or 8 completely established, yet they are well w of the 
@dock m d excepting in damp weather. attention of He found that the icity Variations 
“when no indications of electriaty appeared. When the of the varied with the situation. It was ge- ™ the clec- 
weuber was dry, minate bodies were attracted by the neraily in places the most elevated and in- “*7<f the 
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Beseriptive It was, however, perceptible in towns, in the middle of 
Electricity. large squares, on the sides of quays, but principally on 
—Y~" bridges, where ‘hie Sotadide shush uinouger chon inthe 

open country... It is more the relative than the absolute 
height of the place of observation that affects the in- 
tensity of ical electricity. It is strongest, for 
example, at the angle of a terrace raised about 15 or 20 
feet above the level of the country, than in the middle 
of a flet plain, or the top of a 
angle of the terrace is more insulated, it has with the 
earth fewer points of contact, which deprive. it of its 
electricity. 

The intensity of a ic electricity is subject to 
of the clec- - great changes in the same place. When the weather is 
es «on not serene, it is impossible to assign the law of these va- 
ot Garon riations,.as it does not seem to depend upon the time of 
place. the day, or upon-any-of the known modifications of the 

atmosphere. The reason of this is obvious. When con- 
trary and variable winds prevail at different heights, 
when clouds are rolling above other clouds, those winds 
and clouds, which we cannot perceive, influence the stra- 
‘tum of air in which the experiment is made, and pro- 
duce changes, of which we see only the effects. In 
stormy weather, for example, we observe the electricity 

Variations « 

strong, then become imperceptible; and afterwards re- 
cover its strength, become positive, and the next moment 
negative, without any apparent cause for these variations, 
which sometimes occur so = tg that it 1s impossible 
even to note them down. When the weather is rainy, 

» without being stormy, these variations are less sudden. 
The intensity of the electricity alone varies, being almost 
always positive in rainy or snowy weather. In cloudy 
weather, when it is neither rainy nor stormy, the elec- 
tricity follows nearly-the same laws as when the wea- 
ther is serene. The intensity of the electricity is com- 
monly diminished by strong winds, which bring the dif- 
ferent strata of the atmosphere successively towards the 

, and this promotes the uniform distribution of 
electric or ~ me and the earth. 

_. The state of the air,. wi e exception of storm 
Sates fs weather, when the electricity of the atmos; 4 

strongest, is during the prevalence of fogs, which are 
always accompanied with a very perceptible electricity, 

Tasie, shewing the Electricity of the Atmosphere during three Days, at various Hours of the Day and Night. 

igh hill; for.as the « 

edit. The height 

ELECTRICITY. 

In winter and in clear weather, Saussure found that Diurnal va. 
the electricity of the air avas generally weakest in the fistionsin — 

dually increased, and sooner or later, but almost always 

is weakest before the rising and setting of that luminary. 
In order to give an example of diurnal peri 

M. Saussure has selected the observations of the 22d of 
February 1785, which was one of the eoldest days ever 
remarked at Geneva ; and he has also given the obse 
tions made on the day which led and followed it, 
These results are contained in the following Table. The 
observations were made 60 feet above the level of the 
Lake of Geneva. The thermometer and hygrometer 
were suspended in the open air on a south-west terrace, 
and the electrometer gave the same electricity as if it 
had been placed under similar circumstances in an open _ 
plain, for the wall of the terrace increased this electrici- 
ty as much as the neighbourhood of the house diminish 

the barometer is reduced, accord- 
ing to the method of M. De Luc, to what it would 
been if the mercury had been constantly at 
ture of 10° of Reaumur. A weak wind from the south- 
east prevailed almost constantly on the 2Ist, 22d, and 
23d of February, when the observations were made. 

sd 

: State of | i 
‘ State of the | State of the | State of the { bon herd gone rare Barometer. |Tk Nei sarcanaten. Hectome Beate of ae Ey 

1785. h.ym. Feet, In. Lin. f fot 
Feb. 21st, 9 15 Morning) 26 6 7|— 8 3/89 8 2 0 |Pale sun, clouds dappled. ~ 

11 10 Morning} 26 6 5|— 4 3] 83 9 } 1 6 |Brightsun ~~ 
2 10 Evening} 26 6 1|}— 0 2) 69 6 | 1 1 |The same. ‘ Fike 
5 0 Evening) 26.6 1)— 2 3/77 2 1 1 |Sun setting. aR thy chioods 
6 OEvening|26'6 0)|— 5 2) 8 O | 1 0 |Somecl in the south west, 
7 OEvening| 26 6 2}— 6 8| 89 O | 1) 8 |} Perfectly clear. Quiet, te fa es why 

‘ 8 0 Ev 26 6 3$|—10 0} 95 0 | 2 0 |Idem. ) La? fied eae 
9 OEvening) 26 6 3)—10 6) 97 5 1 8 |Idem. bas if eka Be 
10 O Evening} 26 6°1})— 9 9| 95 O 1 2 | Little clouds near the horizon, in the S. 
11 0 Evening) 26 6 0|— 12 8 1 1 5 {Idem more extended towards the S. W. 
12 0 Evening| 26° 5 15} — 12. 5 |Hoar ea 1 2 Idem. - ) WEN Ube ev 

22d, 1 0 Morning| 26 6 0} — 14 3} Idem 0 9 |Idem. eee With ee Dies 
2 0Moming| 26 6 8|+- 14 5| Idem | 1 2 |Cloudsincreaseand approach oneanother, 
6 15 Morning 7 5 7|— 15 0 “ras 0 8 Vor ligh fog a Yheertipeud 
7 Sv) Morning 5 4|—14 7| Idem | 1 @ [Very light fog. " ; 
8 10 Morning} 26 5 2|— 14 2] Idem 1 4. |idem, 7) ey t my 
9 10 Morning} 26.415 |— 10 7} Idem 1 6 |Idem. 
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98 we as "T r ? , _p tate of th ; Dd 
‘the O -. | State of the | State of the | State of the ferme] State of the Sky. Riecetity 

. Ferg yo mreys & 2| Idem | 2 2 |Thickerf 10 10 sj me Idem er fog. 
11 10 Morning} 26-4 3|— 4 8| Idem 1.8 |Idem. 

| 1:10 Evening} 26 4 0|— 4 9)| Idem 1 7 |Idem. ~ ‘ 
- 220 Evening| 26 3 14| + 0 6| 82 0 | 1 4 |Weak fog, pale sun, 

> 8 30 Evening} 26 313/— 0 9] 81 9 1 1 |Cloudy, pale sun. 
> & OEvening| 26. 313)/— 4 3] 89 0 | 1 2° : 

» »© 6 O Evening} 26-3 14|— 4 4] 91 2 | 2 2 |More iy: 
09 7 OEvening| 26 3 14|— 6.1] 94 O 1 7 |Idem. 

\ 968 OEvening| 26 313|— 5 9] Idem 3 7 |Cloudy, a fog in the S. W. 
_ 23d,0-45 Morning} _ — 4 1] Idem 1 0 |Cloudy, with more fog. 

, 8 5 Morning} 26. 5 0|— 1 0} 81 3 | 1 2 |Idem. 
10 7 Morming| 26 5 5|— 0 0| 76 O | O 8 |Idem. 
8 45 Evening] 26 6 8|+4+ 0 5| 76 0 0 8 |Cloudy, sun very pale. 
5 0 Evening} 26 614}— 0 3| 75 3 1 0 |Cloudy,, 

boos o 60 Evening} 26 7.3|— 0 7| 74 0 0 8 |Idem. 
~ J 6T OEvening| 26-7 9)— 1 .7|>79 7 | 2 2 |Almost perfectly clear. 
on 5 ‘8 0 Evening| 26.7 14| —. 3, 7|)87 3 Tr 7, |Cloudy. 

e ‘12. 0 Evening} 26 9 1|— 3 0} 92 0 0 5 |More cloudy. 

the electricity diminishing towards the middle of the 

i Z lar. 
sutnmer, the electricity of clear weather is much 

in winter, Saussure has observed the 
greatest i 

i Ei 
te 
4 A i 

autity is very small, accidental 
winds, an? different quantities of humid 

E exhalations that exist in the airy disturb 
1 coke deente eh ara 1 period, and make the ma.i- 

fall in points opposite to what 
Se “ a 1 i : 
ae and warm day generally 

ing of the sun, when it is almost 
four 

i : 
if | 

_ Noneoof 
writers, however, have noticed the diurnal period 

“mmwinter which we have just described from Saussure. 
It is very remarkable, also, that this period is the same 
mm summer in those clear days which follow rainy days, 

n serene weather the electricity of the atmosphere is Electricity 
invariably positive, both in summer and in winter, due of clear 
ring the day and night, at the rising of the sun and at weather al- 
the falling of the dew, and in short at every time when W*Y* pesi~ 
there are no clouds in the sky. It is impossible, there- “Y 
fore, not to conclude with Volta, that the electricity of 
the ert. oon is essential] positive, and that when 
negative icity does exhibit itself in snow, rain, and 
in storms, it arises from the clouds being ex to 
the pressure of the electric fluid contained in the upper 

ions of the atmosphere, or in clouds. more elevated 
thet thainiéelves: These clouds discharge a of their 
electricity into the earth or into other clouds, and are 
thus electrified negatively by the effect of an electricity 
originally-positive, in the same manner as an electrome- 
‘ter acquires a anent negative electricity when it is 
touched) at the instant that the air is positively electti- 
fied. 
~ The interesting results obtained by Saussure, of which fxperi- 
wwe-have given a very full account, cannot be considered ments of 
as of general application to climates different from that Ronayne in 
of Geneva: Hence it beconies a matter of importance to ! 
have observations made in different parts of the globe, in 
order to ascertain the local causes by which the electri- 
city of the atmosphere may be affected) Mr Thomas 
Ronayne maile a series of observations on the electricity 
‘of the in Ireland, and obtained the following 
results: He found. that the air in Ireland was always 
‘charged with. positive electricity in winter, at a proper 

‘he ‘distance: from ~buildings, masts of ships, &c. 
electricity was diminished in frosty, foggy, or mist 
weather, and in calm and cloudy weather it was sti 
Sen ee In summer he was never able to discover 
-any icity, excepting when a fog came on in the 
cool of the evening, or at night, and then it was always 
pane but weaker than in winter fogs, When a fog 

every thick, Mr Ronayne remarked that the elec- 
“tricity diminished, but again recovered its strength 
-when the fog need wp its former state. When rain 
fell in foggy weather, the electricity me impercep- 
tible, but reappeared with the fog. Wee fogs, float- 
ing near the earth, became very dense, the electricity is 
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Cavallo. trical kite, and another instrument of his own inven 
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iptive ivy tible, but when the fogs were situated in 

Bioashucy. th air th "8 aoe e reverse took place. Mr Henley found from 
“VY 20 experiments, that the eectricity of » thick fog sepa- 

rated the balls of an electrometer 4 to 4 of an inch, 
Mr Cavallo made a t number of valuable experi- 

electricity, both with an elec. 

tion, which he calls an atmospherical electrometer. * 
These experiments with the electrical kite afforded the 
following general results : 

1. The air ap to be at-all times charged with 
positive electricity, which is stronger in frosty than in 
warm weather, and is by no means less in the night 
than in the day time. 

2. The electricity of the kite is generally diminished 
by the presence of clouds. The seldom increase 
it, and produce sometimes no effact whatever. 

3. The electricity of the kite is generally negative, 
and very seldom positive in the time of rain. 

4, The electricity of the kite is not affected ‘by the 
aurora borealis. - 

5. The electrical k from the string of the kite, 
or any insulated conductor connected with it, is sel- 
dom longer than a quarter of an inch, but is extreme- 
ly pungent. When the index of the electrometer 

not indicate more than 20°, the person who re- 
sade wobec eto ee and the effect 
of it resembles more ischarge of the Leyden phial, 
than a spark taken from the prime conductor. 

6. The electricity of the kite is in general stronger 
or weaker, aerhe g the string is longer or shorter. 

In the course of the experiments from which these 
example of conclusions were deduced, Mr Cavallo met with a sin- 
powerful gular example of a 
electricity atmosphere, when 

there ying, and when there was none either for three 
thunder | before or three days after the observation. I - 

werful electricity existing in the 
was neither thunder nor light- 

Send ee ae a r e ion whi t 
at all ae - ikea! by ey who are J) 
examini e electricity of peer wen s 
acenant of it, given a Cavallo, will not admit of 
abridgment, we shall present it in his own words. 

“ October the 18th. After having rained a great 
deal in the morning and night the weather be- 
came a little clear in the y clouds 
ing separated, and pretty well defined, The wind was 
west, and rather strong, and the atmosphere in a tem- 
om degree of heat. In these circumstances, at three 
.M. I rai sed my electrical kite with three hundred’ 

and sixty feet of string. After that the end of the 
string had been insulated, and a leather ball, covered 
with tinfoil, had been hung to it, L tried the "be 
and quality of the mo Pt which appeared to be po- 
sitive, and pretty strong. In 
passing over, the electricity increased a little; but the 
cloud being gone, it decreased again to its former de- 
gree. The string of the kite was now fastened by the 
silk lace to a post in the yard of the house wherein I 
lived, which was near Islington, and I was re- 
peatedly two coated phials, and giving shocks 
with them. I hatin "bie ongwery bie 
was still positive, be to decrease, two or 
tree rainites tine ft Gocense. soVtredia; thine ocgihd te 
hardly perceived with a very sensible cork ball elec- 
trometer. Observing at the same time that a large and 

a a 
fastened it by the silk lace to an old chair, The 

echorttincsentliceed 

black cloud was the zenith (which, no 
doubt, caused the of ' 
imminent tain, I introduced the end ner, | 
through a window, in a first-floor reom, wherein 

EF drant electrometer was set upon the same window, 
w 

‘ now three of an 
three o'clock, te ici sce absolutely 
able ; however, in about minutes time, 

perceivable, but now upon trial was f 

; | i i 
A i j ie iy ‘gs H Pan 
= Ef 7 i z u EE #5 

H a ie g F E E i ( ¢ i Hy 
B 2 & a 3 Zz é / od HE 

4 Ht a £ AG E : ie ru He x I 

fap A | ue eA aah He rau aeL ii a 

i i A 
a J aE i il zt $ : Es E on eta was winding daeuiag E | 7 ti 

* A description of these instruments will be found in Part IT. of the present article. 

a 
He 

_—— 
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was in the string, told me that he had received 
one or two slight in his arms, and that if he 
were to feel one more, he would let the strin 

Sond gos upon which T laid hold of the string, and p 
could, without any farther ob- 

ing then ten minutes after four o'clock.” 
By means the ical electrometer, with 

which Cavallo made experiments several times a-day, 
during many months, he obtained the following 
tional results : 

1. The electricity of fogs i# always positive, like that 
of the 

2. The electricity is always strongest in thick fogs, 
and in frosty weather, and weakest when it is cloudy and 
warm, and about to rain. 4 

$. The electricity is strongest in elevated situa- 
tions. 

~ servation, 

atmosphere, were made by Mr John Read, x 
Knightsbridge, in the year 1789, 1790, and 1791, by 
means of an ingenious apparatus which we shall after- 

* wards describe.* The monthly results of his expe- 
riments in the 
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no signs of ‘electricity. When they were attracted Descriptive! 
on the ap’ of the finger, but were not so strong- Blocuity. 
ly ‘as to produce a divergence, he wrote down “~Y—"” 
weak s of electricity. When the balls diverged peaa’s ob- 
and on the ap of excited glass, he servations. 
wrote down that the electricity was positive ; but when 
the balls diverged still more, by the application of the 
excited glass, he wrote down they were electrified 
negatively. When thedivergency of the balls was one 
inch and upwards, visible sparks were drawn from a 
brass ball connected with 

absent one hour, e uring 
but whenever he left he apparatus for the evening, 

day in the ear, and the electric spark, the kind of elec 
ici by pith balls, and the state of the 

balls themselves, and of the weather. 

um! / Number of Days im each’ 
Time of Observation. which the Electricity | which the Electricity | Month in which Sparks 

~ |” was Positive. was Negative. were perceived. 

: 28 of M ae 8 dave of May ro Positive . . 17 | Negative. . 18 9 

June .. Positive 32 | Negative. . 36 12 
July .. Positive 13 | Negative . . 22 12 
August ..| Positive 19 | Negative. . 19 9 
September . | Positive .. 9 | Negative. . 23 7 
October ..| Positive . . 17 | Negative.. 7 7 
November . | Positive . . 12 | Negative 8 8 
December . | Positive . . 12 | Negative. . 6 7 
January . .| Positive . . 26 | Negative 4 13 
February. . | Positive . . 26 | Negative. . 0 8 
March . . .| Positive .. 30 | Negative 1 8 
April... .| Positive . . 28 | Negative. , 12 8 

241 156 98 

te and the 6th, 15th, 17th, 21st, and 22d of Decem- 

The following Table contains the summary of 
Read's observations in 1791. ol 

* This instrument will be described in Part 11. of the present article. 



Read's ex- 
periments. 

Tax II. Electrical State of the Atmosphere in 1791. ath / i de. 

ELECTRICITY.’ 

- ® 

Time of Observation. vy ety 
23 of May 1790 
8 aaa of Mey ror 

423 

* Times. 

Negative . . 27 sf 

i ; i BBSaeou 

ve. . (8 
Negative. . 14 

157 7 

‘Pw AKwLSAe 

. 

— |) o ? 
106 nee. y. 

General ree | By comparing this Table with the preceding, it will 
sults. 

Experi- 

appear that the differences in the electrical state of the 
atmosphere have been very considerable. Positive elec- 
tricity appeared only 241 times in 1790, whereas it ap- 

423 times in 1791. The number of times in which 
negative electricity appeared was nearly equal, being 
156 times in 1790, and 157 times in 1791. The num- 
ber of days in which sparks were drawn was 98 in 
1790, and 106 in 1791. Mr Read, however, states, 
that the greater number of times in which positive elec- 
tricity appeared in 1791, was partly owing to hishaving 
employed a better apparatus... _ ) 
Mr Read has drawn the following conclusions from 

his numerous experiments on a ical electricity. 
1, In a course of moderate weather, the electricity 

of the atmosphere is invariably positive, and exhibits a 
flux and reflux, in which it undergoes an increase and. 
a decrease twice in every 24 hours, 

2. The electricity is strongest about 2 or 3 hours af- | 
ter the rising of the sun, and some time-before and af-' 
ter sunset ; and it is generally weakest between noon 
and 4 o'clock. : 

8. The periodical electricity of the atmosphere seems 
to be manifestly influenced by heat and cold. Hence, it 
is obvious, why warm small rain is weakly electrified, 
while cold rain which falls in large drops is the most 
intensely electrified of any. ae 

The most recent experiments on the electricity of 
ments of Mr the atmosphere have “been made by Andrew Crosse, 
Crosse. Esq. of Broomfield, near Taunton, by a very exten- 

sive atmospherical luctor, consisting of an insu- 
lated copper wire, +';th of an inch thick, extend- 
ed between two. vertical cou from ri fas 10. feet 
high. No exertion was to render this appa- 
a the most extensive and perfect that has been 
constructed... The insulated wire was made no less 
than one mile and a quarter in length, but having been 
exposed to depredations, and liable to injury from other 
causes, it was shortened to 1800 feet. Every contri- 
wvance has been tried to insulate this wire, but Mr 
Crosse has not yet been able to preserve the insulation 
during a dense fog or a driving snow. A contrivance 
was adopted to lower the insulators, for the purpose of 
cleansing them from spiders’ webs ; and it was necessa- 
ry. to fix the wire very securely, in order that it might 

months, and has enabled Mr Crosse to draw the ra 
ing important conclusions, many of which confirm the 
observations of preceding authors. 

Ist, The electricity is invariably positive in the or- 
dinary state of the atmosphere. It is always weakest 
during the night. It increases at sunrise, then de- 
creases towards the middie of the day ; and regaining 
its strength as the sun declines, it again diminishes, 
and continues feeble mag | the night. 

2d, Fogs, rain, snow, hail, and sleet, uce 
in the electrical state of the wire. electricity is 
negative when they first appear. It meet bet pe 
to positive, gradually increasing in strength; and the 
decreasing in a p see manner, and changing from po- 
sitive to negative every three or four minutes. Those 
phenomena have been so constantly observed, that 
whenever the wire ts negatively electrified, it is 
considered as a certain indiéation, that either rain, snow, 
hail, mist, or a thunder cloud, is in the neighbourhood. 

3d, The approach of Eel cloud at first ey 
times produces positive sometimes negative e! 
—- ; but whatever be the kind a, ici 
which first appears, its intensity in a certain 
degree, and then diminishes and di , and is 
succeeded by the opposite electricity ; which increases 

“to a higher degree than the first had done, and then 
diminishes, and vanishes, and is i 
the electricity which first appe: 
alternations of positive and n ive farses mins | 
ten very numerous, and on different oceasions succeed ; 
one another with different degrees of rapidity, The 
electricity, in general, becomes more intense at every 
repetition, till a copious and dense stream of sparks 
issues from the atmospherical conduétor to the recei- 
ving ball, stopping at intervals, and returning with re- 
doubled energy. Under these circumstances, a strong 
current of air proceeds from the wire, and the a 
tus connected with it. Whenever the lightning flashes, 
an explosive stream, attended with a peculiar noise, 

between the balls of the ap and throws 
a brilliant light on every surrounding object. When 
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ELECTRICITY. 

| Raper powerful to permit the observer to 

Sa prone Parmar peu with the = panto pe Ce ean ga 
Sephdletisionia cimen totem eette: 

4th; 
is electrified as powerfully as during a thunder- 
storm, and the electricity exhibits similar changes. 

5th, A weak positive electricity generally prevails 
-in cloudy weather. It often s to negative when 
as Os A Re i gna 

The pesitive vebeettict is more intense in clear 
ps a ay a ama 

States of the. Inthe followi reingy Table, Mc Ceoise has given. the (i 
states of the air in which electricity appears, be- 
ace yee sereet aes most parces 

be gig accompanied ty smal ra 2. rain, : 
3. Mil oft mamnccatietek 
4, A smart shower, cpl in he day. 
5. Hot weather su a series of wet days. 
6. Wet weather a series of dry days. . 

‘rman sept es. i Glee BY 
“ 8. Clear warm summer weather. : 

{ - 

~* 

R — d Ph eae 

PR AO TOLLE eT ETD ncn: 

Sy : 

7 ‘iL, Sultry weather, the sky co with light hazy 

12. A cold damp night. 
13. Spe ee which occurs 

during north-easterly winds, and maneerdabins 
paxsicalaripiinhesksivy, ra a leanttat 
hess and-extreme cold, which is: not indicated by a de- 
Seine Othe Bateneneters 

! A number of experimen pray mE 
: ce tet medie bercte, Floaioc 
‘ Fy om Sr preter roe ler em: lampdsiarget 
. thors, but we cannot find room to do any thing more 
t than refer to their works. 

. 

respective 
For farther information on the subject, see Lemon 

nier, Mem. Acad. Par. 1752, p. 233, 240, 241: Abbe 
Mazeas, Phil. Trans. 1753, p. 377.  Beecaria, Ellet. 
tricita: terrestre ieee ap a § 1087, et seq. Saus- 
sure, Voyages dans les Alpes, 8vo. edit. tom. iii. p. 
506—315.  Gardini, De influzn Electricitatis Almo- 

, § 50, 51, Phil. Trans, 1772, vol. 
p- 187. Henley, Phal. Trans. 1772, in remarks 

at aan: end-of Ronayne’s paper. Cavallo, Phi/, Trans. 
1776, p. 407; and 1777, 'P. 48. Achard, Mem. Acad. 
Berlin, 1780, p..14.; Td. M786, p. 13, Bennet, Phil. 
Trans. 1787, p 288. Read, Phil. Trans. 1791, p. 185.3 
1792, p. 225. ; and Read’s Summary View of the Elec- 
tricity of the Earth and A , Lond. 1793. Cotte, 
Rreniaee Der: 1772, p. 1. Erman, Journal de Phy- 

‘ ase 

f° 2 bus seilact te ils Gclapehes i 
~~ tum et insident, ie 

+ Procopius De Be 
Livy, lib. 43. 
** In Sicilia militibus spicula, 

tora crebris ignibus fulsisse.”” won eat Vit. 
~ § * Vidi nocturnis militum vigili 

circumfulgent. 

lib. ii. cap. 2. 

‘a Griving fog, or a smart rain, the wire - 
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sique, vol. lix. Sama and Singer’s Elements of Electri- pres mend 
cily, p- 270, &c. \ 

“2, On the Electricity of the Atmosphere as exhibited in 
Theor and ipailage 

Although the existence of electricity in thunder On the dlec- 
storms isa modern discovery, yet there can be no doubt “ity x the 
that the ancients were well acquainted with numerous (770s 0 
phenomena that had the same origin. an Siateiddege 

Herodotus informs us, that the Thracians disarmed. and light- 
the heavens of its thunder, by throwing their arrows in ning. 
the air ; and that the H: produced the same 
effect, by launching among the clouds darts armed with 
pane of iron. 
at the night before the battle which Posthumi- Electrical 

over. the Sabines, the Roman javelins emitted phenomena 
observed by 
the ancients. 

a alight like torches ; and when Gylippus went to Syra- 
cuse, he perceived a flame upon his spear.* According 
to Procopius, the same ce was seen in the war 
which Belisarius w inst the Vandals.t . Livy ¢ 
informs us, that Lucius Atreus having bought a javeli 
for his son, who was about to be enrolled as a soldier, it 
bwin out flames during two hours without being consu- 
a fire. Similar facts are mentioned in Plutarch || 
remat ; § the last of whom observed the phenomenon 
himself. Cesar gr a us in his Commentaries, that 
in the African war, after a tremendous storm, which 
ehiteW. he’ Gamoan setuignto great: diearde, the points 
pyres fe apa WH REL 

ous 

existed from time’ immemorial, in one of the bastions of 
the castle of Duino, situated in the Frioul, on the banks 
of the Adriatic Sea, a pointed iron rod standing in a ver 
tical position. In summer, Same pont 

of so who moun’ 
Goud. inthis. vont cdc Oy ‘the iron rod, and pre 
sented to it the point of an iron halbert, which, was als 
ways ready for this , and whenever he 
ved that the en gave sparks, or-displayed a small 
ger of lite wits int, be rang.e bell to give notice to 
poceer people who were working in the fields, or 
to the fishermen who were at sea, that stormy weather 
was approaching. ‘This custom was of great antiquity, 
and is mentioned by Imperati in a letter dated 1602. ** 

The of electric light was no sooner disco- arly opi- 
vered by Dr Wall,tt than he noticed its resemblance to nions of Dr 
lightning ; and the same remark was afterwards made Wall and 
by Gray,{t who imagined that both the thunder and the Mr Gray. 

Syracusas petenti, visa est stella super ipsam lanceam constitisse. In Romanorum castris wie bunt usdere:pllas igni« 
fulminum more, animalia ferire solent et arbusta, sed si minore yi mittuntur, defluunt tan- 

nec vulnerant.”~ Senec. Natur. Quest. lib. i, cap. 1. 

in Sardinia muro etietlipeucsit vigilias —— seipionem quem in manu tendons, arsissey et lite 

inerere pills pro valloflgorem efigte ea -- - homioum quoque capiti vespertinis horis magno 
Plin saint, Nat. til 

** Per id tempus ayes abe exercitui res Pai incredibilis audita, nempe vigiliarum signo confecto, circiter vigilia secunda noc- 
. tis, nimbus cum eaxea grandine subito est coortus ingens; eadem nocte legionis quintw cacumina sua sponte arstrunt.” Cas. Coms 

de Bello Africano, cap. 6. This phenomenon was considered as electrical by M. de Courtivson, See Mem. Acad. Par. 1752. p. 10. 
V2‘ to this canto ofthe Iban of Dine, he observes, pve ats mre ant de grandes oe 

presertim wstivo.” THC tapi bea pore 

gue mena, the History of of PElectricity p- 412, col. 2, 
$f See the History of Electricity, p. 415, cole 1. 
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lightning were imitated in the artificial production of 
electricity. 

gthe analogy of locity wih lightning? ana b i e icity with lightning; and his 
abe was from the following singu- 
lar fact, which is d by Saussure: In the summer 
of 1733, when M. Paccard, the secretary of the parish of 
Chamouni, was excavating the foundation of a chalet, 
which he wished to erect in the meadow of Plianpra, 

saboompelled bias’ sae tehage der neighbouring an im to take under a nei i 
rock. In the place where he had been working he 
left a large iron lever ing vertically in the 
and he was astonished to observe the thunder ight- 
ning, as he called it, fall several times upon the of 
the lever. On the fillowing winter M.-Bueserd sieut 
to Paris, and attended a course of lectures given by 
aero Me fe oor 
sparks an ing machine, he was so stru 
wih thete-sdaoniblameerse tea fee onic had en 
upon his lever, that he immediately communicated the 

ation to the Abbé Nollet.* In the possession of 
eer ne a MN Sy Me & 

losopher ve neglected to experi- 
ments which, after the lpae of eighteen years, were 
made by his countryman 
Dr Franklin, some time afterwards, drew up a list of 

the points of resemblance between electricity and light- 
ning. { Still, however, these conjectures no solid 
foundation ; and it is a si fact, that no experi- 
ment had been made to verify a theory of such vast 
im ce. 

= 
Opinion of 
Nolet. 

i who made any attempt to draw down 
“°*” lightning from the heavens. U the tower of Mont- 

fax? bar, he raised an insulated bar of iron, which he connect- 
clouds, ed with a conductor and with bells, to give him notice 

at a distance of the presence of the electric fluid, and 
he waited with anxiety for the first storm of thunder. 

Experi- At the recommendation of Buffon, M. Dalibard con- 
ments of M, structed. a similar apparatus at Marly la Ville, about 
Dalibard. six leagues from Paris. It consisted of an iron rod 40 

feet long and about an inch in diameter, and pointed at 
its wu extremity. The rod was bent at its lower 
end into two acute les, and was placed in a gar- 
den upon three large , and insulated- by means of 
silk strings, and a stool with glass feet. M. Dalibard, 
during his absence, entrusted the charge of his appara- 
tus to ajoiner named Coiffier, who served 14 years 
in the dragoons, and who was sup to have sufficient 
courage for such an undertaking. Dalibard had given 
him every requisite instruction, and had desired him, in 
the event of a thunder ee othr some of his 
neighbours, but icularly M. Raulet, the curate of the 
parish. In Dallbard’s absence, the thunder storm made 

on Wednesday the 10th of May 1752, 
and een two and three o'clock in the afternoon, af- 
ter a pretty loud clap of thunder, Coiffier ran to the ap- 
pacioerrcape neem Pony wade iron wire, in- 
sulated by a glass handle, ved a small 
stoenied as a ing noise ar then nen gree 
spark, more brilliant than the first, and attended 

z 

* See Saussure, Heslages dana ia 8vo edit. 1786, vol ii p79, . 
+ Sees Hnry af Hace pak” aaa ee oy 

ELECTRICITY. | F 4 i i ; i i : Es bE i | a Ls ! i bout an inch and a half, and 
which he describes as a small 
which smelt of sulphur, and which struck 
the brass wire with force: He 

F 2 ES 
i E E & : it 
a paler and.an ave.” The 
and upon bringing the wire nearer the 

Upon uncovering it, he perceived a mark, as if it had 

Oe Oe ana ee ea eta A few s e experiment 
made, M. Delors, Demenseutesetiiiiesiea’ Paris, 
lived in one of the most elevated ‘ f 
had raised a bar of iron 99 feet high, insulated 
cake of rosin two feet square and three it 
On the 18th of May, between four and five o 
the afternoon, a stormy cloud passed ‘ 
tus, and M. Delors received several ye 
which resembled, in every respect, 

fs 
# i 
ph a L 
A : 2 E 4 F ; 4 
i itt cloud, without either ave lightni 

ductor even gave s, when 
Vincennes, at least “a leagues from 
servation. | 

Buffon, though he had the merit of erecting 
thunder rod, was unluckily the last to observe 
its electrical. phenomena.. On the 19th of 
ever, a stormy cloud at length passed over N and 
Buffon obtained from his.rod several electrical sparks. 

All these experiments were made in . 
fore Dr Franklin ata his vapree tary a Ames ments of 
rica ; but without an wledge w ‘ 
done by the French plalceopbiers, he succeeded in 
blishing the identity of 
month of June 1752, 
agreed in associating eats with that -brilliant dis- 
covery. In our History of Electricity, we have already 
given a full account of the odin 
ceeded in ringing lightning 
be age wire aren i pa Saye make pus Richman " 
of St Peters in repeating gran 

No bt le this great discovery blkhed, than 
numerous were made, in 
E , to obtain the same resalt. The Abbe 

Wilson, Beccaria, Muschenbroek, Kinnersley, 
Gallitzin, Van Swinden, Bertholon, De la Gar 
rat, Marin, Zanotti, Bose, Cordon, and other < 
phere, eyeceeded in, bringing, domi Tea sctric fluid 

the clouds, and have established, on the firmest 

The most suc 

at 
ae 

an ¢ H 
Ee zr 

Repeated 
of every i 

a) 



ELECTRICITY. 
oe of all thése philosophers, was undoubtedly M. de Ro- 
E - mas, who had not only the merit of having first * in- 

- . vented and used the electrical kite, but obtained with 
it a series of results, eee in magnificence and 

M. De Ro- gra , those which had been obtained by Dr Frank- 
- ln, or by any other philosopher. - 
ae sre a i on the 12th of July 1752, that in- 

- ‘sulated gave stronger sparks, in proportion to their 
height in the shere, M. Romas ‘resolved to ele- 

| vate.akite to the height of more than 600 feet, and he 
stated this in a letter) to the Academy of Bour- 
deaux, on 13th July 1752; and also mentioned it 
distinctly to M. le Chevalier Vivens, and several other 
individuals, This kite was seven feet five inches high, 

_ and three feet in its greatest width, with a’ surface of 18 
~ square feet. The string’of the kite was of cord, wrap- 
ped round with ‘wire. On the 14th of May 
1753, he raised it in the atm without obtaining 
any indication of electricity, but on the 7th of June 

Experi 1753, he was more successful. Atone o'clock it thun- 
ments of the ‘dered a little in the east, and at half past two, M. Romas 
> aad had elevated his kite with a cord 780 feet long, and 

‘inclined at am angle of 45° nearly, so that the elevation 
. of the kite was about 550 feet. To the extremity of the 

; of governing 
motion of the kite. . Near the junction of the string 

‘and the silk cord, SO ne iron, about 
a foot Jong and an inch in diameter. from which the 
sparks were to be drawn as soon as the kite and the 
string were electrified. M. Romas also —— a 
‘discharging rod, formedof a tube of glass 12 inches long 
and 3 lines in diameter, nae. ert ease 

in of brass wire suffi- 

a i 
electrical phenome- 

na were observed during about 22 minutes, and then 
In the of — minutes oe 

, re-appeared, ani in decreased, but oj to 
manifest itself with additional force. New ks = hen 

; pc ae goainee. tency Page Ad and the 
canes the ; and M. de Romas havin 

ted the mia dle knuckle of his right hand, sooiieaire 
terrible shock, which struck him in the elbows, shoul- 
ders, knees, and the joints of his feet. Seven 
oreight of the bystanders, though they saw, from the 
convulsive motions of M. Romas, that he had received a 
‘very violent blow, did not hesitate to join hands, and 
received the sparks, which struck the feet even of the 
Ree ew The storm now increased—not a drop of 
rain fallen ; but in the zenith of the kite, and about 
60” round it, there were black clouds, which indicated 
a ane of elect. omer - had therefore the 

receive sparks edischarger. At 
the distance of four inches, ake, more than an inch 

and two lines broad, was drawn in this manner, and, 
at the distance of six inches, Romas obtained several: 
sparks two inches long. After this the electricity be- 
¢ame so powerful, that instead of sparks, flashes of fire, 
about a long, three inches wide, and three lines in 
diameter, were repeatedly received, and the accom- 
panying noise was heard at the distance of more than 

* After a full investigation of the history of the electrical’ A 
shat 1M. De Romas had conceived the idon of aa elecie kites 
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500 feet. “At this time, when he was more than three Descriptive 
feet from the cord, Romas felt a sensation as if a spider's ae 
web had been upon his face. He advised his assistants p07. 

tokeep at a greater distance, and when he himself was 5 ments of 
feet from the string, he experienced the same sensation. M. De Re-: 
He then retired still farther, and watched the pheno. mas. 
mena which took place. There was no lightning, almost 
no sound of thunder, and no rain. |The wind; whieh 
was in the east, blew strong, and supported the kite 
at an altitude of about 650 feet. Upon casting his eyes 

to the white-iron tube, at the junction of they strmg 
and the silk cord, which was about: three ‘feet. distant 

from the ground, he was surprised to observe three 
straws standing erect, and dancing up and down be~ 
low the white-iron tube, One of the straws was aiioot 
jong, another 5 inches, and the third 4 inches.) This 
dance of the straws, which gave great delight:to the 

ectators, lasted about a quarter of an hour, when afew 
rops of rain fell, and Romas again felt the former sen- 

sation upon his face, which indicated a mew increase 
of electricity, and prevented him from drawing: sparks 
even with the di ing rod. Having advised every 
eno to keep at a greater distance, he perceived the 
on. straw attracted by the white-iron tube, and im- 
mediately heard three loud noises, which some com~ 
pared to the crack of' a postilion’s whip, and others to 
‘the sound of a large pot of earthen ware dashed in pieces 
on the pavement. ‘This crash was heard even m the 
centre of the town, (the experiment was made out of 
the town,) in spite of the great noise which prevailed. 
The flash, which accompanied this explosion, had the 
shape of a spindle 8 inches long, and 4 or 5 lines in 
diameter The straw which occasioned this noise, fol« 
lowed the string of the kite, and was seen even at the 
distance of 45 and 50 toises, going with great rapidity, 
being sometimes attracted, and sometimes repelled, and 
every attraction being accompanied.with long plates of 
fire, attended with continual explosions. After the 
first. spontaneous explosion, till the end of the experi+ 
ment, there was no lightning, and almost no thunder. 
A phosphoric odour, peculiar to the electric matter, was 
distinctly smelt. Around the string there appeared a 
cylinder of permanent light, about three or four inches 
in diameter ; and when the experiment was finished, they 
perceived in the ground, in a perpendicular direction, 
below the tube, a hole about an inch’ , and half'an 
inch wide, which had probably been made by the | 
flashes of fire which accompanied the explosion. ‘The 
wind having turned to the east, there was a heavy 
shower of rain, which-was succeeded by hail, and it was 
no | ible to keep the kite inthe air. When 
the kite fell, the string touched the roof of a house, and 
about 80 fathoms of the string being drawn in, the per- 
son who held it made the kite rise doc pr and immedia« 
ately received such a violent sh in his'arm, and 
throughout his whole body, that he was obliged to 
let it go.. The string then fell upon the feet of one 
° cero assistants, who also. received a very. violent 

On the 16th of August 1757, M. Romas was still Experi- 
more successful in his experiments. Although the storm ™«xts of the 
was not great, there being almost ‘no thunder, and very ee Aug. 
little rain, yet he obtained beams of fire nine or tenfeet “~“* 
long, and about an inch thick, which were accompani 
with a noise equal to that of a pistol. In less an 
hour he obtained no fewer than 30 beams of this size, 
without reckoning a thousand others that were below 

the Academy of Sciences at Paris declared, on the 4th February 1764 
more than a year before it was employed by Dr Franklin. 

$Q 
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Descriptive 7 feet In length. These flashes were spontane- 
of fire which they 

his discharging rod, at the time when the storm was 
most violent; and when the glass of which it was com- 

was able to conduct, with- 

experim: 
i of the effects to the three following causes: 

of the string. 2. To the con- 
tinuity of the metallic wire which the string was 
peciround. And, 3. To the peculiar disposition of 
elouds. 

- Phe as electricity being thus established by 
numerous direct experiments, philosophers next 
pr eee observe the which accompa- 
nied) the production of thunder and lightning, 

Sh-soctricity f the atmomp e 
Description ©) When the sky is clear and serene, low and dense 
of a thunder clouds begin to form in the atmosphere. They are 
som, spread over the heavens by a wind more or less violent, 

and are succeeded by others more thick and obscure. 
These clouds are agitated with various motions. While 
some of them are moving above in one direction, 
others are moving below them in an opposite direction. 
One cloud is seen to attract another, while others 
are separated by a ive force, and, in the midst of 
this universal agitation, other clouds are resting im- 
moveable, in virtue of the ing forces with which 
they are influenced. Amidst this conflict: of opposite 
forces, flashes of blue light are seen to dart with incon- 
ceivable rapidity from one cloud to another, and, after 
the lapse of several seconds, the rumbling noise of dis« 
tant thunder is faintly distinguished. The sky soon 
becomes more obscure, the lightning more frequent and 
vivid, and the thunder more loud, and me ena 7 
flashes of lightning at a shorter interval. A FS 
ful gloom is now spread over nature, and thesun 
almost seems to threaten the extinction of his feeble 
light. The husbandman retires from the fields; the fish~ 
erman forsakes his nets; the birds of the air desert 
their native element; the brute creation run up and 
down in wild dismay, or seek for shelter from the im- 

ding ee and the sky and the fields are thus 
Jefe un during this dreadful strife of the ele- 
ments. The storm is now at its height, the accumula- 
ted electricity of the clouds is seen to strike towards the 
earth, shi the strongest oak in its passage. Sur. 
rounded with actual , man himself begins to par- 
take in the general and amid this play of celestial 
artillery, he often feels for the first time the true rank 
which he holds in the seale of being. These tremen- 
dous Lape es Porte weer the eae . the — 
horizon, and are uently interru eavy show- 
exe-oftreinvar dail, llh.the. stahabpioets resumes. its 
wonted serenity. , 

. The lesser which appear in a storm, do 

ELECTRICITY. 
not merit particular description, The flashes of 0: 
lightahep- sei Jac pry tem ne oe signag Hoey 
form, and is then forked lightning. At other “"V"" 
times, when it strikes the earth, it hag © the 
the a dense globe of fire; and at other {or Of ‘be 
times it is a sudden and universal flash, which: has fisnesisn 
pre ore phere pant ightni pPagorives oc 

tning is most frequently seen in _ summer 
evenings, and is on these occasions never accompanied 
with thunder. The colour of lightning is sometimes of Its colour. 
various shades of blue, at other times of a vivid yellow 
colour, and at other times of a pale straw colour; and 
it is probable, that the nature and i of its colour 

on the nature and density of the stratum of air 
which it traverses. 

bli et ce rv like the re at Sb aedeaping 
wo ba when Sucbanetlttemanpeieie 
country ; and at other times it resembles the series of 
sounds, which are produced by the successive di 
of a great number of muskets, The first of these 

* «Etruria erumpere terra quoque fulmina arbitratur.” Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. ix. cap. 33. 
+ “ Subito aceendi flammam viyidissimam icio, duos paulo minus cubito supra terram tenui tractu ascendentem, et citius quam nar-, 

ro-evanescentem, relicto terribilissima fragore.” Journal de Venise, tom. xxxii. art. 8. § 41, 
¢ Richter De natalibus fulminum tractatus physicus. Leips. 1725. 

y 
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i ale three inches in diameter, the staves were 
broken, and in spite of the iron hoops which retained 
them, they were dashed with violence against the walls. 

1725, M. ier of Nismes; when he was at a coun- 
from the town, observed du- 
i ing rise from a field in 

the form of a flame about 6 feet wide. This phenome- 
i , and was followed by a loud cl 

of thunder. imilar phenomena have been noticed an 
described distinguished phil ers, so that 
Geleulaha tea tledie ter Uighesitigt cfs; oaealears 
from the surface of the earth from the’ sur- 
face of water in the time of thunder storms. The 
Abbé Bertholon has collected, with great care, numerous 
examples of this 3 we can only find 
room for the references to the works in which they are 
contained. : 

is Maffei and. several other authors have The Marquis 
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about 20 or 30 yards, where no 
i The guides, however, were so much de, 

i with the experiments, that it was. with. great 
difficulty they were persuaded to abandon such a dan- 
gerous amusement. A shower of rain soon afterwards 
fell, and the storm ceased. The travellers reascended 
to the summit; and although they elevated an electri- 
cal kite, they were unable to perceive any, indications 
of electricity in the atmosphere. 7 
A series of electrical phenomena, very similar. to similar 

those which we have now described, were recently ob- phenomena 
served by a party of Regents when they were de- observed on 
scending Mount Etna, during a storm of thunder and pags 
lightning. I have been indebted for'the particularsof ~’ — * 
the following account of them to my friend Dr Gor- 
don, to whom it was ‘communicated through the medi- 
um of a letter to Dr Moncrieff, by Mr Gillies, surgeon 
to his majesty’s ship Partridge. This gentleman not 
only read a detail of the phenomena in a. Sicilian 
j entitled Specchio della scienza e Giornale En- 
cyclopedica de Sicilia, which was published in July 1814, 
but received an account of them Mr Popem pare: “A 
the party, coinciding in every respect wi whi 
was given in the Sicilian Journal. On the 2d of June 
1814, Mr Tu and Mr Lanfiar, accompanied by a 
guide, ascended Mount 7tna. During their descent, 
when they were at alittle distance from the place called 
the English House in the regio deserta, they were overs 
taken with a storm of thunder and lightning, accom- 
panied with a heavy fall of snow ; and while running 
over an extensive field of snow, they were struck by a 
flash of lightning, from which, however, they. expe- 
rienced no serious injury. Mr Tupper felt a painful 
sensation in his back, which ually ascen to- 
wards his head, and occasioned a sensation as if his 
ee pee ep poten! ero Preieniae 

produced either when a person is electri upon 
an or when his head is presented to the 

ime conductor of an electrifying machine. This sensa~ 

ing his arm the noise still continued, but upon mo 
his hand in different directions, and with 

of velocity, he found that he could 
ruse at pleasure, a great variety of musical sounds, 

ing in their tone as well as in their intensity, 
wuill aga that they could be distinctly heard at the 

i of 40 feet. The Sicilian guide witnessed these 
rane very with extreme dismay, and imagining that 

r Tupper produced the sounds in virtue of some su- 
pernatural er, he immediately began to cross him- 
self, and invoke the ion of his saint. His 

ily subsided, when, upon being 
is own arm, he found it as musical 

as that of Mr Tupper. Mr Lanfiar, who was a little be- 
i party, now joined them, and found 

that his fin possessed a similar property. In the 
course of five minutes, reckoning, we presume, from 
the arrival of Mr Lanfiar, their fingers lost their acous- 
tic Property, the cloud having by this time passed to a 
considerable distance. Mr Tupper had received an in< 
jury in his left shoulder joint by a fall from his horse, 

ut he never afterwards experienced any return of the 
pain after the copious electrisation which he received 
upon Mount Etna. 

z 
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492 ELECTRICITY. 
The phenomena admit of a ready explana- given an account of the various theories which have 

Fiesty: tion, upon the siaplest of icity. As Coca Sistuight forward. to explaioy thie mebarteabte Biosys 
—Y" snow is @ conductor next in’ to water, and very pearance; andl have painted out its corinection with the — Ve 

Explana- Jittle inferior to it in ‘its of transmitting electri- phenomena of electricity. Almost ‘philosopher, Aurora bo: 
tion of the city, it is quite obvious that the bodies of the travellers indeed, has adopted this opini and all the theories tals 
Lape were not 0 with the electric fluid in conse- of the aurora borealis, the excéption of that of i 
Mout Bre- quence of any di which it ee Monge, have called in the aid of electricity, either as a : 
venand ing into the earth. i <n vera like or a secondary agent. In the theory of M. . 
Mount £t- go ints in drawi icity from an atmo-. for example, he supposes that a mixture of azote 
> — ighly charged, just in the same manner as when anil bydeogin: S Seti hg) tan actiont dip ential 

hand or the head is presented to an electrified prime spark ; M. Dalton, who considers the aurora borealis 
conductor. The variety in the character, as well as asa shen still that the 
pe A’ Oba pari ea ae scone is produced by the transmission of the electric fluid. 
the points of their fingers, arose from the different ve- onge has ascribed the aurora borealis to the light of Refutation 
loci ne Naherryetions milberiign = fine taaem ree resvers § 

e noise Ww! any other ies of sound, 
f round his head had a diferent origin, 

seins boomed ced by the discharge of the el havi u e di ectric 
snanter which had ietuoeeataleest in the gold band, 
and which found a readier escape into thé atmosphere 
by the numerous points of gold thread, than by the im- 
perfect conducting power of the hat which it encircled. 

For farther information on the subject of this Secti 
see Nollet Lecons de Physique, tom. iv. p. 34 ; raceme 
in Saussure’s Voyages dens les Alpes, tom. iii. p. 79. 
Note ; Franklin’s Letters, p. 44; Romas, Memoires des 
Savans Etrangers, tom. ii. p. 393, tom. iv. p. 514; Bec- 
caria Lellere dell Elettricismo ; Cassini, Hist. Acad. Par, 
1752, p. 10; Canton, Phil. Trans. 47 ; Bevis, Id.; La 
Gardi, Journal des Scavans, 1753, Oct. p. 222; Verrat, 
‘Comment. Bononienses, tom. iii. p- 200 ; uschenbroek, 
tom. i. p. 397; Lamanon, Phil. Trans. vol. xlvii. p. 
272; Gallitzin, Observations sur l Electricite Nat 

le moyen d'un cerf-volant ; Bertholon, De ? Elec- 
tricité des Meteores, tom. i. p. 66. ¢ 

The following ie ighte are erie containing facts 
respecting ascen : fei Della formazione 
del ilmint ; Ceneda Journal z 
Formey Elogesde Academiciens,tom. ii. p.97; Mem. Acad. 
“Par. 1755, p. 281; Chappe, Mem. Acad. Par. 1767, 
"$44; Chappe Voyage en Californie, p. 84; La Lande 
Journal des Savans, Nov. 1775, p. 766; Cotte Journal - 
des. Savans, Jan. 1777, p. 34; Journal En ique, 
llth May, 1778, p. 105; Ferris’ in mes ot 
tions, &c. 1788, p. 178; Le Gentil Voyage dans les mers 
del’ Inde, tom. ii. p. 659; Buissart im Rozier’s Obser- 
vations, &¢. 1789, tom. ii. p. 279 ; Lamanon in’ Rozier’s 
Observations, 1784, p. 13 ;. Lorgna in Rozier’s Oberva- 
tions, &c. Nov. 1782 ; Gallitzin Lettre sur quelques ob- 

‘jets D’ Electricite, Haye 1778; and particularly Ber- 
tholon, De i’ Electricité des Meteores, tom. i. p. 132, 
chap. iv. See Part II. for an account of the construe- 
tion and use of conductors and thunder rods. 

3. On the Electricity exhibited in the production of lumi- 
* nous Meteors. 

On the eleee The Aurora borealis is undoubtedly the most magnifi- 
tricity of lu- cent of all the luminous meteors, which appear to be pro- 

duced by the agency of electricity, :In-our article.on 
that subject, (see Aurora Boreauis,) we have already 

minous 

meteors. 

© See Thomson's Annale of Philosophy, 1814, vol iv. p- 430. 5 

Lat 

Venise, tom. xxxiit. § 8; - 

of the air pump, en the receiver is exhausted, 
and the metallic shoulder A is electrified, the whole of  ~ 
the receiver willbe filled with a superb light, and co- 
_lumns of fire will dart from the rT projections in 
the crescent, to those of the plate SS, Wh 
The following Table contains the height of the aurora 

borealis at various times, and to di 

c ere, 
Mr Ronayne, Mr Cavallo, and 

rora borealis, with electrical kites and thu rods, during the 
but they were not: able to any indication of 37°" bore- 
electricity. On the other hand, a ! 
noise has been heard by Mr Nairneand by Mr Cavall 

In our article Auroras Boreas we have mentioned : HEC Blectrical 
: d : experiment 

experiments, But the following experiment, conceived for imita- 
hy the Abbé Bertholn, ards the best ting the 

the luminous columns by which the , eunees be- 
are generally distinguished. Let RR, Plate CCXLVI. ™"* 
Fig. 4. be the receiver of an air pump, and let a rod TT PLate 
be screwed into a hole E, in a crescent of metal cD, ek 

observers. Excepting two or three numbers, the Table 
is taken from Bergman, * eb Seer 

f r via tal 
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and France. 

ive motion from north- 
of fire advancing with west to south-east. The light, which was very intense, 

ball. which appeared on. lasted only a few. seconds, and two minutes after it had 

ELECTRICITY. 

—eteeieaiatn ° 9) TABLE shewing the heights diets Borealis. 

See See «na hon 
“Heights of | 
thesurone 1621. 42th Sept. | | Peinier Gass 556 
= | 1726: Toth Oct. | {Zome- Pas 514 

By Unger: < Berge Geneva. — ¥ Cramer. 
: (1730. 15th Feb. Montpellier. = 

; - 16th te | Petepng Kraft. 193 

| . @d Nov, | Geneva... .. ; 456 

Trash. am one if omen De Matra 686 
. 1732. Ist Sept. cone Nn. Horrebow. ss a 

5 ts 12th Nov. i cokenes Hareb. a 
Paris; =i ot f Godin. 

5 _|1734, 22d Feb. |- Copenhagen. \ - Horrebow. oF 
4 e , 1 3 lapis} : Paris. THI i + ‘De Mairan. 454 

5) fit i 735. 22d Feb. Copenhagen. — oO» Horrebon. 
* ! , Paris.ucd fx: ° De Fouchy. 534  - 1736, 224 ‘Dee. [47a eae 

vor ion De. PEt, |. Benne. |b as 
; ™ yeog od SRaduayi > | ~ Boscovich. 825. 

SS fet40. 3a, Nov. ede Grace De Mairan. 483. 
; -jenr> j { 4 oe sh x angi DeFouchy- ° } 466 

ahaa zd 3p Paris. De Foochy. 463 
SORA ING Bur! is.) ) 9 De Mairan. 
mofo fee « Gabry. 

ONL yeaa I lave, Fernerus. _ 1006 
. ¥ i bas * Ve a 4 pk soy | 534 

. 2s oe A en mage ei 
sat Aan ee ce 

t, 1 ¢Ur , e 

b sue 6th Nov. | Hernosand. re al 5 = 

- '. 8th Nov. 1 ernosand, Cider. ' = 

1761. 26th Jan. |S ar Gisler. Tabs 
an VE . 5 

3 - 21st Feb. |. Scam ay > «720 

seal orth Feb. |S Tsrootnn oa) 334 
by ; Cube ts A 

“At ; 25th Sept. ] Mariestadt. Bergnii 5 666 

deen: |} christina Piston.) $ 938 
7 Feb. | Upsala. . . Bergman. 254 

{1784 28d Feb. oe aio a 62 
endal. ton. 

4 ; 1799. 15th Feb, se Crosthwaite } 105 

sewer 5 gill Lae 4 -s 

The other luminous 1 pees the 17th July 1771, , wes sen ya great amber of pi Fit 
dered as electrical , are in various n, 

i ‘stars, and the fire of St ed to be about.a foot in diameter, or larger than 
Frat. ie alae ee reguent thn othe full moon, and had a 
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Veloctiy 
altitude 

of fire balls. 

Falling or 
shooting 
stars. 

Fire of St 
Elm. 

On the me- 
chanical ef- 
fects of 
electricity. 
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vanished, there was heard a.noise,similar to 
thunder. These globes sometimes leave behind 

of 

ELECTRICITY. 

a luminous track ; at other times they are dispersed in- computed at 5 miles in a second, at times at 25 
to divided sparks; sometimes they are ed into . miles in asecond, The following. is list-of the ais, Vaedty-~ 
globes of a size ; and on some occasions they tudes-of some of the most im Jieaceg pe 

vr Ri a Ad ORT ase oll ens: Oe eo ee oe 
: . Ai Se et) 

1676. ana $8! tag aNd Observed by Montanari. 
1718. | / b Described by Halley. 

; ; 7 95 at eee * es : Noy. 26th 1758. 90 ied OOS ove Wil _|{ Described by Sir John Pringle. 
a 54 when it began. 3 July 17th 171. 24 Pepetrgec- Described by La Lande, 

Aug. 18th 1783. 33 56} Described by Cavallo. 

Another species of meteors, called falling or shooting 
stars, are of very frequent occurrence, They have been 
observed at all seasons of the year, and during every 
kind of weather; but they certainly occur most fre- 
quently at the season when the aurora borealis lis visi- 
ble, and are always seen in a lower region of the atmo- 

ere. Mr Singer has counted no féwer than 30 of 
em in a single hour, and sometimes nearly twice that 

number, . 
The fire of St Elm, or Castor and Pollux, as it has 

been called, isa bright light, which often appears at the 
tops of ship masts, on the points of bayonets,'and on 
the summits of spires. This omenon is obviously 
nothing more than the electricity of the atmosphere dis- 
charging itself into the earth by a pointed body eleva- 
ted in the air. ved 

Several authors have employed the electric fluid, 
for the purpose of accounting for volcanoes, earth- 
quakes, re , and water-spouts ; but no facts have yet 
been euaphdes.. Spe entitle aN consider these 
henomena as of e' | origin. Bergman, Opus- 
aaa tom. v. p. 291. . Dalton, Meteorological Essays. 
Ronayne, Phil. Trans. 1772, vol. Ixii. Cavallo’s E 
tricity, vol. ii. ; Cavallo’s Natural Philosophy, tom. iv. 
p- 359. Bertholon, De’ Electricité des Meteores, tom. ii. 
and Singer’s Elements of Electricity, p. 261. See Mz- 
TEORIC STONES. 

CHAP) TE on iuend 

On the Effects of Electricity. 

On the Mechanical Effects of Electricity. 

In the transmission of the electric fluid through bo- 
dies that have the power of conducting it with facility, 
its is not marked with any mechanical effect ; 
but when electricity is accumulated to such a degree 
as to be capable of passing through a non-conducting 
substance, it . es such a recites in its 

e, that it can on overcome ei expandi 
by ing the et see i itself. Itis thus that the ag 
cumulated electricity of the atmosphere is carried off 
in silence and safety when it strikes upon a rod of iron, 
while a beam of wood or a tree is shivered into a 
thousand ents. The mechanical effects of elec- 
tricity are exhibited in its power of impelling and dis- 
persing light bodies, of perforating, expandmg, com- 

Sect. L 

© See Part 11, of this article for s description of ithis ingénfous instrument. 2)! Omer QTE 

_conductor of an electrical machine, 

Expo ls:If slight wheal, havi its vanes made of {mpulsion 
card paper, be made to Srp, ahek ace, fig oe 

Shp pel ping See int. w lways m 
othe Set its Clectthctey in 
negative. In this i 

; whether its is positive or : 

produced by the recession 
the current seems to be 
‘the smmilarly electrified 

air in contact with the point; and, th i 
cumstance.of the wh ing i 
when the electri is negative, 

i 

ee 

= u : F E i 
iit tHe 3 g 

‘ee 

» Be 
sf Bs ii § i: z 

the negative side of the jar. , 
ints instead of the knobs employed by Ca« 

vallo; and he has shewn, we think wor sig Oa 
the transmission of the ‘is prevented b use 
of knobbed wires ; and that the motion of the ball is, in 
tha. Conia) “Mawes whereas, with point- 
ed wires, the effect is produced solely by a continued 
current of electricity. 

of card ) 1 nded upe 
ted'in Fig. 6. Plate CCXLVI. a 

hee eye gash he Fig. & ex to ae at 
i oo of litte none than an inch from the u 

Tolldre caxuse tad @k-ghere With Me Noga ositive conductor, and the wire B wi positive uctor, | Title wheel will 

revolve in the direction AB; and rire B 
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the two that are included between the slips of tinfoil, Descriptive 

or indentations, in opposite directions. 
_. Mr Symmer, who made the experiment in the 
sence of Dr Franklin, concluded from it, that 

ite currents of electricity arising from 
and the same conclusion has been drawn 

however, has 

were two o 

electric flui 

conductor of an electrifying machine, and the machine 
being worked, fang, sithex the knuckle or a brass ball 
exactly opposite to the point of the wire within, so that 

of an ineh from each other, so that the end of one 
of them.is above a card, and. the other below it; then 
when the discharge is made between the wires, a lumi- 
nous, flash will pass fromthe, positive to the negative 
wire,-along the surface of the card, and a hole will be 
pepeeaies opposite to the t of the negative wire. 

is happens even when ee cant haaibere perforated 
positive conductor, This 

iment is by. M. Lullin of Geneva. 
i 8. Make the ing experiment under the 

is isely half way between the two wires. 
discharge, a flash passes from each conductor 
“ i This experiment was con- 

remery. 
« 9. Into a piece of soft tobacco-pipe clay, or 

any other kind which is neither too dry nor;too. moist, 
introduce two wires, so that their distance within the 
clay is not very great. Let a shock be 1 through 
the wire, as already described, and it will be found that 
the clay is curi in the interval between 
the wires. If the clay is too dry, or the shock too 
strong, it will be shivered into innumerable fragments. 
If the clay is placed in the tube of a tobacco pipe, or in 

mth gt te, thal page 
will be so pow: as to 

the tube which contains ity. 
In the course of his experiments on the effects of ex+ 

plosion. through metallic substances, Dr Priestley obser- 
ved, that a:chain through which he had sent the charge 
of a was shorter than it was before.. He then 

and in these two |} there will be two i jonis Riectricity. and in these two leaves there © impressions 

Expansive 
effects of 
electricity. 

Exhibited 
in theshort- 
ening of 
wire. 

upon the table, and having sent through it a charge of 
G+ feet of coated it was a quar 
ter of an inch in its whole length, 
Mr Nairne repeated the experim ent with a piece of 

hard drawn iron wire 10 inches long, and ~%,th of an 
inch in diameter. He discharged 26 feet of coated 
glass nine times through the wire; after the sixth and 

‘ * See Phil. Trans. 1759, vol. li. p. 371. 
. + Nicholson’s Journal, vol. xxxii. p.176- 



recrebeer yap tid Amn soem Ph ah 
; i proportion of aninch at i 

“1 charge. The same battery was then discharged six times 
Expensive more through the same wire, which continued to shor- 
effects of ten nearly in the same proportion, the total diminu- 
electricity. sion of length being fully 1 inch and ‘th, He could 

find, by a pair of scales that turned with less than 
le ope Sa there was any difference in its 

weight. pete Sage. however, to have increased in 
it is probable, ‘that its contraction in 

Jength was owing to successive expansions. Mr Nairne 
also'found, that a piece of copper wire plated with 

and of the same dimensions as the iron wire, 
was shortened only ,,th of an inch by one charge of 
26 feet of coated glass, which is only ds of ' the ‘effect 
produced upon the iron wire. 

Mr Brooke found, that a battery of nine bottles, ex- 
posing 16 square feet of coated surface, when dischar- 
ged nine tmes through a piece of steel wire 12 inches 

g, and +4,,th of an ineh thick, diminished its length 
one inch and a half.) 0 

Exp. 10. If any other substance, inferior in conduct- 
ing power to the metals, such as water, be placed in a 
lass tube, and if a shock is sent through the wires as 
ormerly, the tube will be broken in pieces by the ex- 
pansion of the water. The same result will be obtain- 
ed if a common drinking glass, filled with water, is used 
instead of the tube. 

Beccaria made this iment with a drop of water 
in the centre of a solid glass ball, and the ball'was bro- 
ken in pieces, In the same way Mr’ has sues 
ceeded in breaking green glass bottles filled with water, 
when the distance of the wires, between which the — 
shock passed, exceeded two inches; and Mr Sin 
has burst glass tubes half an inch thick in the sides 
with a bar of the same size: Bécéaria varied the expe- 
riment in a very pretty manner, by constructing a small 
mortar with a ball, and placing behind the ball/a drop 
of water, so'as to be between the two wires which’ pas- 
sed through the side of the mortar. The charge being 
sent the two wires, the of water was 
expanded with such force, as to drive out the ball with 
great velocity, By a drop of oil, M. Lullin of Geneva 
proj the ball with still greater velocity. 

xp. 11. Into the mouth of a mortar of ivory with a 
cavity an inch deep, and half an inch wide, fit a cork cap, 
so as to shut up the aperture without much friction, 
and having made the wires pass through the sides of 
the mortar, a shock sent through the wires. will/sud- 
denly expand the air, and drive out the cork with ‘con- 
siderable oe : (aby a 

Exp. 12. Fill a capi tube with mercury, “an 
miake the charge oct ag it by means of pt as 
formerly, and the expansion of the mercury will be'suf- 
ficient to burst the tube. 2 3 

Exp. 18. If the charge of a jar is made ‘to pass over 
the surface of a pjece of soft dough, the tract of the 
fluid will be marked with’a permanent depression. 

Exp. nad If a clean sapratey aor) di bo melted 
rosin, is laid u , an charge of a battery 
of 32 square fot ie vent chrougii it, the resinous coatin, 
will be driven off from every "part of the chain. which 
will be left as clean as if no rosin had been upon it. 
Exp. 15. If the brass chain is ‘laid - “a piece of 

= mrt Nar li te pratin ch it, the glass 
will be marked in a beautiful manner on every part of 
its surface where it had been touched by the chain, 
every spot having the width and colour, of the link, 
The metal could be scraped off the glass.at the outside 

ELECTRICITY. 

and ‘having-taken off the clecwicity in 
distance between the wires may be two ae Oe 

wire to the 

. 18, Having placed a piece of plate glass; about 
Jesth eadintes cast Hake od dcich tpsoudycae aheaiaae 

of Henley’s di r, and havi it down with _. 
a weight, set the points of the to each «— 
other, and against the ow surface of the glass. If 
the char a large jar is now sent through the wires, 
the glasoawill’be Solio into innumerable fragments, 
and some of it reduced even to anvi 
When the glass is very 

bu . 19. If a very 
noi connected with 

of powders upon an 
electri much Pi ator plate, may be given without 

7 the t Section. 
» Let a plate of any resinous substance, 
lac, &e. be excited either by friction or and eres} 
let any metallic body of any shape whatever, a brass ducing 

oth of ‘the plate, any other part 
f, on the other hand, the plate is electrified positively, 
while the ring is electrified negatively, 
dered rosin will fall only on the parts of the 

land in 1771, were immedi ; od by 
the Rev. A. Bennet, and M. Cavs Mr Bennet has pennet'se 

iven the following account of his of 
fh « To make red figures, take pond, park ses je ke | ! 
a pound of rasped Brazil wood, put it into a kettle with 

1A TEER AERP WIE SS it, or rather more ; also put 



M7 

is “ : , Which 
with me was effected in about twelve hours; but this 

on the heat of the oven, which should not be 

of 
forming the 

7 till ably 
it was placed in the oven, that it might 

When it is quite dry but not burnt, scrape it out of 
‘ind it in a mortar till it be finely pul- 
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Jpon this 

eee 
Pi remains in cold water a whole day. 

the figures are to be mace, the resineus plate 
ie horizontally, whilst the electricity is communi- 

cated, if the experiment requires any thing to be placed 
upon the plate: but it is convenient afterwards to hang it 
up in a vertical position whilst the powder is projected, 
soap terre! sei obec ncn bates Fhe 
A little of the powder be taken between a fin 

and thumb, and’ phojoctéd By Gawing i over a bra ; 
or, what is better, a quantity of powder may be put 
into the bellows and blown towards the ; 

: is sufficien 
“4 pie laid horiontally u 

i i 5 F 

of 

out of the water 
between the leaves of a book, 

pres , and let it lie in this situa- 
about half aminute. Then remove the paper to a 
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Destsgtitiinsabout an dunes of. gum arabic; and alump of alum dry place in the book, and pe it again about the 

be sufficient to take 

. After the paper has remained on the water 
per a few minutes, take it up and place it between 
the leaves of a book, removing it frequently to a dry 
lace. If it be desired that the should be speedi- 
ly dry, let the book-leaves in which it is to be placed 
be previously warmed, and by removing it to several 
places it will be dry much sooner than by holding it 
near a fire, and without drawing the paper crooked. 
By the above process, it is obvious, that leather, cali- 
co, or linen, as well as paper, may be printed with 
these figures, and the effects of the diffusion of electri- 
.city upon a resinous plate be exhibited to those who 
have not leisure or inclination to 8 wate the experi- 
ments.” The riments of Lichtenberg have 
varied and extended by. Van T: k and Cavallo, 
but we can find room only for a reference to their 
works. See Lichtenberg, Nov. Comm. Gotting. 1777, 
vol. viii. p. 168. Symmer, Phil. Trans. 17. vol. lis p. 
871. Beccaria Lettere dell’ Eliettricismo, p.74. Cavallo’s 
Phil. Frans. 1780. p. 15. G ; Nicholson’s Journal, 
vol. xxxiii..p. 176. Ezekial Walker, Phil. Magazine, 
vol. xlii. pe Si Bearienn COIR I 
Priestley’s History icity, p.675. Ingen > 
Phil. . 1778, vol. lxviii. p. 1022. Nairne, Phil, 
Trans. 1780, vol. Ixx. p, 334, 

Secr. II. On the Chemical effects of Electricity. 
Tur effects of electricity as a powerful chemical agent, 

constitute one of the most interesting portions of the sci- 
ence. As these effects, however, are produced to a 
greater extent by the Galvanic apparatus, we shall have 
occasion to treat the subject at greater length under 
the article Gatvanism. At present we confine 
ourselves to a few details respecting the action of the 
electric fluid in inflaming combustible bodies, in fusing 
and oxidating metals, in promoting the combination and 
decomposition of different bodies, and in rendering them 

t. 
Exp. 1. 8 gpa warmed alcohol or ether in 

an insulated metallic cup, electrify the 
spark from the bottom of the cup either b 
or any other conducting body, and the alcohol will be 
set on fire by the transmission of the spark, 

Exp. 2. Place powdered rosin, or phosphorus, or 
camphor, on some cotton wool, and wrap it round one 
of the knobs of a dines. rod. Then having char- 
ged a Leyden jar, apply the naked knob to the ex- 
ternal coating, and the covered knob to the ball of the 
phial, and the rosin, phosphorus, or camphor, will be 
set on fire by the discharge. Powdered rosin laid on 
the surface of water may be‘ inflamed by passing a 
charge over the surface of the water between two points. 

SR 

wheetreity, 

conveying 
the figures 
to papers 

3 Elements of Electricity, p. 167. 

On the che- 
mical ef- 
fects of 
electricity. 

On the ef- 
cup, draw @ fects of clee- 
the knuckle tricity in in. 

flaming bo- 
dies. 



On the ef- 
fects of elec- 
tricity in fu- 
sing metals, 

2 E 2 Es § 
containing gunpow- 

der upon a metallic wire, insulated at the extremity of a 
handle of glass or baked wood, and having presented 
cartridge to the knob of a charged Leyden 

powder will be exploded. 

is bent outwards, so as to hang a little over the 
body of the phial, apply the naked extremity of the 
ater prt i Bis ft entero ah 
projecting knob, and the rosin, and consequen cot- 
ton, will oi set on fire,and will burn ‘ones suid to light 
acandle. This experiment is by M. I housz, who re- 
commends the use of the powder of white or yellow ro- 
sin. If the cotton is di in oil of tu tine, the same 
effect will be produced by the aid of a larger jar; and it 
is singular,that the inflammation of theturpentine will be 
assisted by rape: Sere it fine particles of brass dust. 

The power of electricity in fusing metals was first 
observed by Dr Franklin, 
them between two plates of glass bound fast together, 
and then passed an electric through them. The 
plates of glass were often shattered by the discharge ; 
and when they remained unbroken, they were covered 
with metallic stains. A piece of gold leaf was thus dri- 
ven into the pores of the glass, so as to be protected 
from the action of the stro aquaregia. Fine gold 
made a reddish stain, and silver a greenish one. Mr 
Kinnersley, in the presence of Dr Franklin, exploded a 
case of bottles th a fine iron wire, The wire ap- 
peared at first red-hot, and then fell into me which 
assumed a spherical form like small-shot. Mr Canton 

who placed thin pieces of 

ELECTRICITY. 
them between small stripes of metals, without 

panes of glass; and he imagined that 
sed the same colours upon a surface of glass, Dr Priest- v9 

racer mM Mr Canton’s experiments, 

sent ‘a , 
de -ahie Samcllied Gente iuaales eOtackind ates 
also inclosed his wires in ; and on one occasion he 
malted an ison wise’ 12700 of on tach in dlandter willl 
the same 7 

Dr Priestiey Ubewias enoscaded bo 

. For this 
feet me etckesboued 

them on each side betes ec ele 
communicate the tinge. A piece of brass was 

de of the 
of the a eee 

of stin The drawing paper is’ 
Guitther alll co-pepte intended to be marked, 
gold is laid upon it, and a card over that ; the whole is 
then placed in a press or under-a weight, and a 
from a sent through the leaf. The 
is confined by the interposition of the drawing to 
the limit of the design, and, in this way, a a 
flower, or any other outline figure, may be very neatly 
im ” 

he most accurate experiments on the fusion of metals 
aeons have been made by Mr Brooke, Van Marum, 
ienmayer, MrCuthbertson, and Mr Singer. The object 

of Mr Brooke was to determine the relation 
force of a battery and the quantity of wire which it was 
able to fuse. Mr Singer recommends as the best wire 
for experiments of this kind, the finest flatted steel wire 
sold at the watch-maker’s tool shops, by the name of 
watch pendulum wire. The circuit between the two 

repeated this iment, and found that with a case of have condensed the results obtained by Mr Brooke into 
35 bottles, he could entirely destroy brass wire 1-330th the following Table. The two last i but one 
of an inch in thickness. Beccaria succeeded in melting are by Mr Cuthbertson, and the last by Mr Singer. 

TABLE containing the results of Mr Brooke's Experiments on the Fusion of Metallic Wires, 

Grains of Repulsion Gtthe xa 
Number of Bottles. | Coated Surface. | in Brooke’s Electro-|No. of Shocks, ae ns - ae he Thickness of the Wire. 

9 16 32 12 12 ris Steel wire melted. 
9 16 $2 1 12 rig Steel wire do. 
9 16 82 1 12 +5 Brass wire do, 
8 _ 32 1 12 rie Steel wire do. 
8 _ $2 1 12 rie Brass melted, 
9 ~— 20 1 12 riz Steel 
9 3 20 2 10 rte Brass wire do, 
: _ 4 ; St vie Brass nearly melted. 

5 i +o Brass dispersed into smoke, 
12 ~ 20 1 10. |[vi5 Steel wire made ted hot... 
12 _ 20 2 10 xh, Steel wire did not melt it, 

On the efs- 

tals, 00m 

Brooke's — 
experi- 
ments, 

between the - 
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Coated : +. | No. of | Length of the Effect produced. Tne of Petaee | seen «| an Brookes Wire. Thickness of the Wire. 

15 _ pe 10 ‘|Z, Steel wire melted. 
_- 20 1 10 5 Steel do. : 15 on 15 1 10 | 72>. Steel made it barely red hot. 15 _- 125 1 10 x5o Steel not made red hot. 15 _ 25 1 —_ Same wire torn into splinters. 

: _ 30 1 3 145 Steel melted. ts : —_ 25 1 $ | rfe Steel melted intolarge beautiful globules. 
— :__ Steel wire . 10 = 123 1 3. | "3" Steel wire just melted. 

8 _— 30 1 6 r7z Steel wire beautifully melted. 4 2 —_ 45 1 1 xis Steel wire not melted. 3 _ 40 1 1} x70 Steel wire di about the room. . — _ 1 3 xés Steel wire melted. 
—_ 4 1 3 150 Steel wire do. _ 48 16 1 3 zs Steel wire do, hs ive: 48 4 1 8 ris Steel wire do. 

oer 3 OG ES eed aa es —~ ; i, Steel wire 18 32 16 12 12 | {2° Steel wire separated, but not melted, a bs a : 3 if Conger mine not melted. 
48 15 2 6 ae ee ee meee 

1 jar. =: <= 1 O§ 1 Tron rictang ‘e 15 jars, = - ! pitted vie Iron wire do. 
. — s¢n lronwire do: 

These iments of Mr Brooke, and those which jars. The progressive effects produced upon iron and were made by Mr Cuthbertson, prove, “ that the action pose] wire, by increasing the charge which is sent through _In wires increases in the ratio of the square of the increased power, sinee two jars 
to an reer te ties thie lengthof wire 
is one jar, and this will be again. quadrupled by doubling the eight of the charge.” Mr Singer has found this law accurate with moderate of wire, 
and he observes, that it varies with the thickness of the 

them, are very singular. With a low charge, the co- 
lour is first changed to yellow; then becomes blue by a 
higher charge, then ai hot, then red hot and melted 
into balls; and if we increase the charge still farther, 
it becomes red hot and drops into-balls, then i Sen 
in a shower of balls, and lastly disappears with a bright 
flash, producing apparently a smoke, which turns out jars employed. A large jar, for example, in his when collected to be a fine powder, consisting of the me- sion, whi , from the extent of its coated surface, should tal combined with oxy , and weighing more than the melt 36 inches of wire with a charge of 30 ins, only metal which was fused, Singer's Blem of Electric. p. 180. melts 18 inches, which is a striking of the cor- The experiments of Van Marum were conducted on Van Max rectness of Mr Cavendish’s conclusion, that the quanti- a greater scale than those which -we have already men- rum’s ex. ty of electricity necessary to charge different coated jars tioned. The following isa short summary of the prin- periments. of the same extent, is inversely as the thickness of the cipal results which he obtained. 

TABLE containing the Experiments of Van Marum on the Fusion of Metals. 
‘Metals. Surface | Length of thie Wire. ae 

Tron 130 180 inches 
Tron 130 800 as Lead 225 120 % Tin 225 120 sy Iron 225 5 ie Gold» 225 8 $s Silver 225) tT . Copper 225' + Brass 225 bi 

al 

_ When Van Marum transmitted > of 295 discharged through 12. inches of the same wire, but i¢: feet 50 feet of iron wire »3, of an inch in dia- merely Glaed i autonin meter, he found that the jars were not entirely dischar- 
al the residuum was capable of melting two ier aethe same wire. When the explosion wie ka 

General; 
results... 

Baron. Kienma' er employed in his experiments the Kicnmaye. plate glass Rieti described by ingenbouss, with er’s coped a ee! of 66 square feet of coated glass, 
tained the following results, when the barometer was at 

and he ob- ments. 
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Pars ems 28 0 4, the thermometer at 19° of Reaumur, and Saus- 

* sure’s hygrometer at 65°. 

) “Thickness of the 
Wire. Fee | Biet produced 

No. 10 » 36 feet Red hot 
10 24 Melted 
11 38 Red hot 
ll 36 Melted 
12 72 Red hot 
12 66 Melted 

Fusion of The effect of lightning in fusing metals is so familiar 
metals by to every reader, CEE is scarcely n to mention 
lightning. jt, Money i is often melted in the those struck 

with lightning ; swords have been pas ney in their scab- 
bards ; and the leaden frames of church windows | have 
been uently fused. There is in the of 
Thomas Allan, Beg. of Edinburgh, a curious parcel of 
nails, which were struck with yhtning on the road 
pgp Oxford and London. They have a v =~ 
ae eR and are obviously expand 

Effectsof The Ting power cl clettsicey toe to oxidatemetals, was observed 
electricity by Beccaria and other electricians ; but it is to Mr Cuth- 
in oxidating }ertson that we are indebted for the most complete series 

of ee upon this subject. The apparatus which 

ELECTRICITY. 

CCXL Stull cltie os TRIER a tpomalty oF ilegtanesiaioad Fig. % 
packthread at intervals of 4 inches, is coiled. A brass 
tube @, about 3 inches long, is screwed into the centre 
ote ae ee are by ene SS Tees 

and wire is thrust through it, and 
hog’s lard is placed in the tube, so that the wire and pack~ 
thread may move through it air-tight. op vette Ae 
pk lho sages beh sees ve ye img 
when one length of it is exploded, may 
forward by means of the conti 
out ope the cylinder. 2g vindiehe > ns chom | 

opening absorbed during the process, a 
dbwpeqpeusagas AD about 10 inches long, andlsasde 
of a glass tube, 1s screwed into the lower end of the 
stop-cock, and immersed in a vessel of quicksilver, the 
rise of which, when the sto) is opened, will be a 
measure of the air 
The air left in the receiver after a number of explo- 

sions, is always found to have been deprived of a por- 
tion of its oxygen ; and if hydrogen or nitrogen be sub« 
stituted in place of atmospheric air, the metal will not 
a isepy oxidation, but will be melted, and_ minutely 

vi ’ 
The following Table contains the results of Mr Cuth- Experi. 

bertson’s experiments :— 

" 

coun 

Experi- Number of ~- 
ments of Diameter of the | with which Cuth- t 
Cuthbert- Metals, Length of wire. Wiresin parts | bertson’s Balance} Colour of the oxide 
SDs of an inch. | Electrometer when collected. 

loaded. 

Lead wire 10 : 20 _|Light grey. 
Tin wire 10 ve 90... Neely ite 
Zine wire 10 ts 45 Nearly white. 
Iron wire 10 xis 85 maar et 
Copper wire 10 H 835 e brown. : 
Plus wire 10 4 33 (Black. 
Silver wire 10 ree 40 Black. 
[Gold wire 10 “ie 40 Brownishpurple. 

. 

Ekpak In these ts, Mr Cuthbertson empl and finer wires, and with a moderate charge, and ob- Bspe 
sem of high oratidh te wttgodal ei guest ack herd tained the following results :— os 
Singer. Mr repeated the snigialassune se uhater ; ges 

umber of 
Diameter of the | with which Cuth- 

Metals. Length of Wire. | Wires in parts | bertson’s of the Figures on Paper. 
of an inch, . : 

loaded. 

5 ‘ 18 Purple and brown. 
5 5 18 _|Grey, brown, and green, 
5 —— 18 and light brown. 
5 cre 12 yellow, and brown, 
5 nis 12 Light brown. 
5 ris 11 Yellow and grey 
5 a 17 Dark brown. 
5 vie 10 Brown and blue 
5 vis 12 Purple and brown. 

vag 's experiments were not in re- diately under the wire, while the part of it which is Figures 
ceiv wires were stretched to the sur- oxidated mappa 3 und the other a of some thee 
face of a sheet of _ ot the distance Ser width, bar dhig’ Sa poaaniie tiful, but , 
an inch. When the explosion is made over fs permanent than when ant hala ok get . 
part of the metal, in an mnoxidated bate, appease faetie= These experiments are feaucaly, Saad with’ Bigh 

“ 
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¥ ‘ . 
_ Descriptive charges; but Mr Singer has found'that more moderate © Pearson, who, after great labour, succeeded in decom- Descriptive 

‘Electricity. ? ing water by electricity, made use of another me- Plectricity, from a battery, are sufficient. He seems 
-—Yr" to thir that the law iven by Mr Brooke for the 

andy eee boven ewe » of their remot for he 
=. a 40 square of coated sur- 
= face, charged with 10 grains, will oxidate the same 
S quantity of gold wire as a of 20 feet. char, 
2 to 20 grains. Mr Singer has, in some copies of hi 
} work, given specimens of the oxides of gold and copper. 

Effects of Along with the power of oxidating electricity 
electricity possesses also the faculty of revivifying metallic oxides, 
in restoring or restoring them to the metallic state. This curious 
ie metal. ‘ty was discovered by Beccaria. By sending the 

it occu 
face of the tube, when it is placed horizontally on the 

i . Several strong 

amgrwenin ie to place the oxide in a glass tube, and 

They 
consisting of two plates 31 inches 

, which had the power of making the jar 
itself 25 times in 15 revolutions. The 

E, Plate CCXLVL, Fig, 8, 12 inches long. and 4 - . . 8, 112i u 
XLVI. of an inch in diameter. a eee etd 

~ the end D ; but before it was sealed, a gold or platina 
i i , was introduced within the tube, 

ing the glass around it. Ano- 
wire with platina at its ex- 

air by one of Cuthbertson’s best air The 
ll laa ecke wee ieotened ma weed V cutee 
ing quicksjver,-and a little common air was let into 
the convex part of the curved end of the tube, in order 
to prevent it from being broken by the electrical dis - 

The upper extremity D of the wire D d was 
then brought into contact with an insulated brass ball 
Cc, at a little distance from the prime conductor 

of the electrifying machine. The lower wire Ee, 
immersed in quicksilver, communicated with a chain 
VG, which was connected with the exterior coating of a 

’ Leyden jar, but which contained about a square foot, or 
144 square inches, of coated glass, and had its ball H in 
contact with the prime conductor AB. When the ball 
C was in with the conductor AB, the electrical 

id not an from the distilled pee ome y gas a. 
: ” 

e extremity of the upper wire, and then a 
2 urge made the whole gas disappear, its place being 

Brit Peare - 

with w: 
the preceding method, which is tedious and la- 

borious, a part of the charge only passes from the one 
wire to the other, at each wai beaters went shed 
imperfect conducting er water, electricity 
reuiaininig in the Leyden jar being nearly one half Dr 

_sion is made, 

- decom: 

thod, which differs only from the preceding in the con- 
struction of the tube DE. Dr Pearson fixed a glass 
tube DE, Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 9, 4 or 5 inches long, Prate 
and :th or 4th of an inch in diameter, into the end of a CCXLVT. 
brass tube EF, and he placed the wire at the top D, as Fis- % 
formerly described, soph ne it extend to the brass tube, 
so as to bealmost in contact with it when the explo- 

Care must be taken, however, to prevent 
the wire from touching the tube, for in. this case no gas 
will be evolved. The tube being filled with water, and 
set in a cup of the same fluid, may be applied to the 
conductor, as already described ; the insulated ball, 
however, must be placed at a greater distance from the 
prime conductor, and with a jar-of only 50 inches of 
coated surface, gas will be produced in the brass tube 
at each discharge, in greater quantities, and with much 
less trouble than in the apparatus of the Dutch che- 
mists, in consequence of there being no electricity left __ 
in the jar after each discharge. ' 
Mr Cuthbertson invented another very simple ap- Mr Cuth- 

shewn in Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 10. where DE bertson’s 
is a glass tube, 5 inches long, and half an inch wide, spparaine. 
blown funnel-shaped at the end A. The other end Prater 
has a wire } of an inch thick sealed into it, .as for- CCX1.VI. 
merly described, and extending nearly to the bottom of sige 
the brass dish V, (generally within 4, of an inch of it,) 
on which the tube rests. ‘The coated surface of the jar 
requires to be about 150 inches, and the distance of the 
brass ball C from the conductor A was about ,*,th of 
an inch. From experiments made with these instru- 
ments, Dr Pearson concluded, that the gas evolved 
from water consisted of oxygen and nitrogen, or azotic 
gas. 
The tus for decompos parat 

by Dr Wollaston. This ingenious me 2 pe lh simpli 
pher inserted two finely pointed wires, made either of posing wa. 

tubes. Each wire was ter. or platina, into ca 
adh into the tube ill it nearly reached the 
end of it, and the glass was softened by heat till it ad- 
hered to the point of the wire, and coveredit, The 
— was then gradually ground away, till the point of 

e wire could be seen through a magnifying lens. One 
of these wires communicating with the ground, or with 
the negative conductor of the machine, and the other 
with an insulated ball placed near the positive conduc« 
tor, the two points'were placed near each other in a 
vessel of water; when a current of sparks is discharged 
through the wires, a series of minute bubbles of gas 
rise from the points of the gold wires, and, when col- 
lected in an inverted receiver, they explode on the ap- 
plication of a lighted taper. Dr Wollaston found by 
experiment, that a point ,3,,th of an inch in diameter, 

the water when the spark which passed 
from | Leceth vend ther insulated wt ety 4th om 

in 3 an t a point +, of an inch in 
diameter, ced a ph me, effect ¥ when the sparks 
were only ,*,th of an inch in length. Hence the rapi- 
dity of the decomposition was proportional to the limit- 
ed size of the point of the wire. We are indebted also Experi- 
to Dr Wollaston for the following interesting experi- ments of Dr « 
ments with the precedirig apparatus. Having trans- Wollaston. 
mitted a current of electric ks, by means of two 
fine gold points, along the coal of a moistened card 

i with litmus, and placed between the points, a 
ess about the positive wire after a few 

turns of the machine. By placing the negative wire 
upon the coat oc rb! gat peas to its original 

ing water was tly Wollaston’s gat 
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blue colour. Hence it appears, that the positive effect of conductor, while the quicksilver in the other glass Des 

copper was immediately removed. —_ soap leys being then poured out of thetube, and separated 
Experi- otal a Loslgeeaeee Le dae ee and decom- from the quicksilver, were evaporated to dryness, and — 
ments of — posing the gases, has presented chemistry with very left a quantity of salt, which was evidently pure nitrate 
Warkire. Interesting results. We are informed in Priestley’s ex- of potash. In consequence of several learned foreigners 

periments on air, that Mr Warltire fired a mixture of A ee ee eee 
common and inflammable air by means of electricity, cularly Van Marum, Troostwyk, Lavoisier, Hassenfratz, 
in a close copper vessel holding about three pints. A and Monge, Mr Cavendish wished to authenticate it in a 
loss of weight, amounting at an average to two grains, public manner, and he therefore Mr Gilpin to 
was always perceived, although no air could escape by repeat the experiment on the 6th of December 1787, be- 
the explosion. When this iment was repeated in fore Sir Joseph Banks and the leading members of the 
glass vessels, clean and dry, the inside of the glass im- Royal Society. prec apcrremne wait Se 

Experi- pe a eg emg r Cavendish repeated these successful; and though there were some tri 
ments of  €Xperiments in 1781. He exploded 500,000 grain mea- ences in the ions of the gases absorbed, yet he 
Cavendish. sures of inflammable air with about 2{ times that quan- obtained the following average result, that seven mea- 

tity of common air, and he, by this means, obtained sures of oxygen unite with nearly three measures of 
185 grains of pure water. Mr Cavendish then explo- nitrogen to form nitric acid. Van Marum had writ- 
ded a mixture of 19,500 grain measures of oxygen gas ten to Mr Cavendish, to learn the cause to which he 
with 37,000 of hydrogen gas, and found that they were attributed the failure of the continental 
condensed into ote which weighed about 30 grains, in repeating this experiment. Mr Cavendish replied 
which was sensibly acid to the taste, and which yield- _in a very handsome manner, and communicated to 
ed two grains of nitre, _By varying the proportions of him every information on the subject. Van Marum, 
eaiiers na resin, Sas as eb Sesereaeed Se ease, however, from some strange misconception, has repre< 
the hydrogen the acidity of the liquor was diminished, sented Mr Cavendish, as having to comply with 
till, with certain proportions, the liquor differed in no his request. Mr Cavendish has replied with great pro« . 
respect from pure water. In the repetition of these ex- priety to this charge, by publishing his own letter to " 
periments, Mr Cavendish confined the mixture ofoxygen Van Marum. 
and hydrogen in a glass tube A, bent into an angle, as We cannot find room for any further details upon pxperi. 

PLraTEe in Plate CCXLVI. Fig. 11; and which, after being filled _ this So PSs ; but the following Table, for which we ments of 
CCXLVI. with quicksilver, was inverted into two vessels of mer- are ind to Mr Singer, will exhibit the principal Mr Si 
Fig- ll. cury. The gases were then introduced by a small results which have been obtained. When the mixture ° the 

thermometer tube, so as to occupy about one inch and consists of inflammable gases and oxygen, change of gum. 
a half in the angular part of the tube. Hethen con- is generally effected by a single ; but in other 
nected the quicksilver in one of the glasses with an in- cases, the current of sparks must frequently be conti- 
sulated ball, placed at a small distance from the prime nued for many hours. 

TABLE, shewing the Results obtained by the explosion of mixed Gases by the Electric Spdvk, 

Names of the mixed Gases, Results, > 

Atmospheric air and hydrogen ........+.6% Water and nitrogen. 
Oxygen and hydrogen ...... ei 'e ati ie Seve Water. 
Chiorine and hydrogen . ss i..).\00. dies aie ele Muriatic acid. ; 
Muriatic acid and oxygen .......500% .. + Chlorine. : 
Carbonic oxide and oxygen .......+.+4+% Carbonic acid. 
Nitrogen and oxygen ......-+0000% . . . Nitric acid. 
Sulphurous acid and oxygen .. «2... .00e- Sulphuric acid. 
Pie sa hydrogen and oxygen .....-.-. Water and p' ic acid, 
Sulphuretted hy: and oxygen. ........ Water and urous acid, e 7 
Oxygen and ammonia ....... 3 inva dos "ota tere Water and nitrogen. * 2 tea as 
100 Olefiant gas, and 284 oxygen .......-- Carbonic acid and: water. ' ae 
100 Olefiant gas, and 100 oxygen .......--- Carbonic oxide and hydrogen, exe 
100 Carburetted hydrogen, oe 100 oxygen . Carbonic oxidétand hy 5 Me 
100 Carburetted hydrogen, and 200 oxygen . . . . Carbonic acid. ’ ' ‘sista 

The figures prefixed to the gases denote the. proportional measures which were employed, 

* Nitric acid is likewise produced if there is an excess of oxygen, 
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<+ Plectriitys 
TABLE, shewing the Results obtained by exploding compan Gist: —— 

Names of the Compound Gases. ~ Results. 

Muriatic acid «2... s eee ath laipcm)' Hydrogen. * 
Be noric: acid: a) oi(6 oshecd es ee ere bye ereieine \e - Hydrogen. * : 
Nitrous gas .... AS hie de an Semi o}:6 etd a tits Nitric acid and nitrogen, : 

_. Carbonic acid... .... # maw ley bo) ere lone wl ehh orca bre gaa 
Sulphuretted hydrogen ... we? eclaocier 4 Wa Toy ulphur. R 

; Pramiemiiad hydrogen acti sine Ry a Saree ke Sere Phosphorus ating 
(OL rire eee ae, i . . Hydrogen and ni 
Olefiant gas... 6. eee es oyerielis) one Gte ariw'is Charcoal-and hy 
Carburetted hydrogen .....-+-++-- . «+. Charcoal and hydrogen. 

The phosphorescent effects of electricity have been deavoured to take the spark from it by means of the bal] Phospho- 
successively investigated cor Canton, Mr Lane, Mr of the discharger. It wasafterwards upon a wood- fe of 
Wilson, Mr Morgan, Mr Skrimshire, jun. and Mr en stand, anid the shock of « Leyden phial first pasted eicnicy. 

* Singer. Mr Skrimshirein Paemmiante wat over it, about a quarter of an inch above its surface, by 
number of bodies, and has published the results which he 
obtained in the 18th, 16th. a and 19th volumes of Nichol- 

resting the points of the discharging rods at the dis« 
pak os eo yeeaeelenisdrng ihre cheater 
to be tried. In all the experiments it is 
rg es till the explosion be heard. in sta way 

obtained the following results : 

son's Journal. He placed the substance to be examined 
on a brass late, fixed horizontally on the knob of the 
Shas sovlanee: by a thick piece of wire, and he en- 

‘ABLE, containing Mr Skrimshire’s Experiments on the Phosphorescent Effects of Electricity upon different 

Calcareous Genus. ; af 

Calcareous Ss | luminous shock. 

_ Vi mito wien he dos pet above When passed al ts ete Common chalk, ........... 4° OF eum ong ° paws rat light continued several minutes. — 
Cities, 2. Peek we Part of te stone ser er meeee exis Smee 

Seleatitey) is svevienes vee Soe 0 fiw secondly seth « vivid ight. 
Fresh nitrate of lime,......... rt small which were red flame-col upon its’ surface. 
Muriate of lime, ..... art ie Wdtavd than the nitrate of lime. 
Dark purple fluor spar, "| Parga, th cee Rid ped im» parle ae with « 

Yellowish fluor spar, ......... Gave very good sparks, while dark purple fluor spar gave none. 

ges ae sei om: AS phate of any substance by the electric explosion, 

See eee, -- Bereta A minute red k. It is inflammable by a very small shock. 
Calcined oyster “cs . Are rendered beautifully luminous, and give the colours. 
Ditto calcined with sulphur, . . Give a durable and bright light, according to Mr Singer, 

Barytic Genus. 

Carbonate of Barytes, . .. 77a ges Cen iy iy ming ecg Sige 
sligh uminous. According to it gives @ 

Sulphate of Barytes, =" 8-2 2 © 2s gin green Bett, — then ht the oot gi 

Sulphuret of Barytes, . tly luminous by the 

Muriatic Genus. 

iene en ee eee 'y luminous by the electric explosion. 
eh views & Very luminous throu is whole ebstance. 

Suphret of magoen Not more luminous 
aver arta tenets MTOR. pt a ape Nm -coloured points. 

Ferny tale, and fibrous ae apecinanliak were slightly luminous by the explosion. 
+ +++». Ramifications on its surface more variegated than in chlorite, 

ret Pe »+++++ ++ Affords sparks, but is not luminous by the explosion. 
Tiliscoan achien, >: 45 GUU MG ebiioe metaah os hochinter Coeey cette enae 

Argillaceous Genus. 

Ms wish's a 509 Lieve breteleea Spark purple, rather ramified, luminous through its hole surface. 
eee “ { Sparks, and luminous, but not luminous when made into pipes. 

* These results are given on the authority of Dr Henry and Mr Dalton, 
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‘ 

Slate clay, .. ++ +++. ++ «++ + Sparks, andluminous, but loses itsabsorbent power as it becomes bituminous. > 
Slates, . else ems *\"18 ass ; Sparks, and absorbed clectric light from the ex ; JM 
Hone stone, . * . seer eee Good ’ and phere te ee L ri 

Fullers’ earth, : : + Good Begs See 'y luminous. . 
Reddle, ....%.. ite eee wee + 6 o spark, but a e stream, attended with a very sharp hissing noise, ™™% of» 
Armenian bole,. .....-52+55 Rami Pift is not lurainous by the exp lin Mr Skrim- 
Bit adtie. Sixes << 0's ane ~ eebrabteeseneds ainkes ~~ 

wicks and tiles, ......2:e0s8-8 pu a bright colour, slightly luminous. 

Queen’s ware,. 2.6.66 ee ees Good aaah flame-coloured,and radiated waa Pe butnot ee a a 
Ditto fractured,..... re The unglazed surface gives a purple spark, and isluminous by the exp i 

. Silk Gi F 

Rock crystals, ..... ++... « Light, first red, and then white, (Singer ; all phosphoric, ( Skrimshire). 
Carts, si oo i treet Se, ee i of a purple ares angen ofa nie 
FOGG. sn 5s >. 439) 4h > ble heh Bis S purple spark. Not so luminous as quartz. 
Lapis lazuli, .. ... op > erciees Affords good sparks, and is luminous by the shock. 
Agates, felspars, jaspers, Scots pebbles, Luminous by the explosion, and gave hissing purple sparks. 
Porphyries and granites ....... issing le sparks, and luminous by the shock, 
Padding stones, .. 2.4 ..0006 Similar hi _—_ Nite arvtma apratigren ere ew tei 

Good sparks arborescent parts, but only a hissing stream from 
MOCHOME | 2.0's #9 eis. 6 99,9 M402 Bahar. stone itself, vee ey luminous by the shock. : 
Pumice stone ........04. . . Hissing stream in some parts, ks in others, slightly luminous, 
Different kinds of glass, La. Sit vette te a pak uae are ane J 

: Strontian Genus, 

Native carbonate of strontites,. . . , Only a hissing purple stream, but very luminous by the explosion. a 

’ Combustibles. ; ? 

Roll brimstone, ....... . . . » « Gives no spark, and is scarcely luminous by the shock. 
Flowers of sulphur, ........-. Are not i 
Phosphorus, .........4- +... Inflames by the spark and shock. 3 
Charcoal; .0s ok 5 5's wae oir predicated eit eens and are phosphoric, and some not, : 

ives , beautifully vari in minute radiated = os — Sunderland coal, . {Pc bee te re a hore spangles, upan 
Plats sc sa cleees heaton map t is scarcely luminous, 

, but the fluid spreads uniformly and silently over its whole : . Gives no 
Hard and brittle bitumen, from Tne sce . , sys 4 A ¢ surface like the electric light in an exhausted receiver ; it is luminous Derbyshire, .....-22+0... yy ‘Ghe'ahock: lig’ 4 ante 

Elastic bitumen from Derbyshire, . . Is luminous by the shock. Sn tn tee ~ : 
Give the same phenomena as bitumen, but are not luminous by the ex~ 

Jet and asphaltum,..... eas { plosion. 

Amber, ...... ror rt ee Gives no sparks, but is phosphorescent, particularly fat amber. 
Plumbago, . . «+0000 +cs.sies . Gives sparks, and is not phosphoric. } 

; ‘* -F { . 

Mr Skrimshire was not able to discover any phos- Kienmayer, in Rozier’s Journal, vol. xxiii. page 201 5 
phorescent a , either in the metallic ores or Pearson, Phil. Trans. 1797, vol. lxxxvii. p. 14 5 
oxides, or in the metals themselves. laston, Phil. Trans. 1801, vol. xci. p. 427 ; 's 

M. Cavallo found, that the colours of vermilion, car- History of Electricity, p. 294, 312 ; Skrimshire, in Ni- 
mine, verdigrise, priee, — a red lead, were altered by aye "5 Journal va xv. p. 281, vol. Eiearhig yy 
the electric ; but orpiment, gam , sap vol, xix. p. 153; Si "s ily, part i. 
green, red ink, ultramarine, Prussian blue, 6 few chap. iii, and Cavallo’s ‘Blectrietye : 
other es oe the ant were not altered. fe. 

We have avoided in the present Section giving an Secr. ILI. On the Magnetic effects of Electricity. — 
account of Ree Paste oe electro-chemical pe of ‘ re - si 
Sir Hum: Vy, a8 we propose to give a ac- N enumerating the points of resemblance between On the 
count of hi ‘plendididiiapteries in our article Gatvan-_ lightning and electricity, Dr Franklin remarks, that they magnetic 
ISM. have the power not only of. reversing the poles of effects of — 

For farthier information on this subject, see Frank- magnets, but of destroying the i ; 

p. 117, and Letlere dell’ Ellettricismo, p. 282 ; Brooke's mews le, ve it such a 
Miscellaneous Experiments; Cuthbertson’s Practical it y trav: when laid on the. surface of water. 
Electricity, p. 181—197; Nicholson’s Journal, 4to, Ifthe needle lay east or west when it was struck, the end y 
vol. ii. p. 525, and vol. v. p. 136; Warltire, in Priest. which was entered by the electric shock pointed north, experi~ 
a Experiments on Air, vol. iii. ; Van Troostwyk and but if it lay north and south, the end which lay towards ments 

iman, Journal de Physique, Nov. 1789; Cavendish, the north continued to point towards thenorth, whether 
Phil, Trans. 1784, vol. xxiv. p. 119; Id. 1785, vol. the shock entered at that.end or.at the other. .He like- 
Ixxv. p. 873; Ed. 1788, vol. lxxviii, p, 26; Van Ma- wise found that the communicated was 4 
rum, Preaans Continuation des Experiences Faites par est when the needle was struck lying and south, — 
le Moyens de la Machine Electrique Teylerienne, p. 182; and weakest when it lay east and west. In these expe- 



( ee ee ee 
s ‘spring of a watch. 
' or Beccaria the experiments of Franklin, and 

_ Becearia’s 5s ls . 
experi- found that tning always gave polarity to the mag- some 

uments, “Helle Tacedtla wick tall Wartien, oll ta Bricks, ec. that 
‘have any iron in their composition ; and by observing 
_ the way in which these poles us enabled 
to ascertain the direction in which they were struck by 
the Babess, Hence he has conjectured, that a regu- 
“Jar L > 2 - 

electric fluid from north to south may be the cause of 
y ee in eral. ’ 

Variation Mr Benjamin Robins having had occasion to compare 
of the nee- two cc of a different make, one of them having 

icy. Basses, he accidental 
nad ust which lay upon the of the former, and was 

srised to observe that the needle was thrown into 

. by 
or with a bit of muslin or 3 ’ paar teas 

d when the needle had for some time adhe- 
dropped loose, its vi- 

not bisected, as usual, by that point 
where the needle should have rested. AP} 

ectricity was generally dissipated, an 
the magnet fre tH gee ord 

or putting a wet finger u 

an wey te De aoe an 1749, i er, i 
Now Ytekto London, wilson. 

ightning, in West Ee 
ay oa There were four pt 

a or 

ALE a 528 : : ; 
| 

eve] are bef ny 
a 

ne 
G Knight examined the com- 

that the outward case was joined to- 
pieces of iron wire, 16 of which were found 

the box, and 10 in 
ger oo inh Bor of these wires, 

lightnin 

ut 
253 ft es He 

at 
Sal 

through it a powerful shock. 
_ Experi- The most accurate experiments, however, on the mag- 

tsof ‘netic effects of electricity, were made by M. Van Ma- 
ie with a battery of 135 jars, contait 

ra Feet of ‘coated surface, and with “Watch ‘spring needles 

horizontally in the plane of’ the magne- 
“VOL. VII, PART U. 
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of 
“well 
% the ered functions of the animal frame ; and 
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“tic meridian, the north ‘end of the bar aequired north Descriptive 

ity, and the south end south polarity, in whatever Electricity. 
“way the shock was communicated. When the bars had Expent- 

degree of polarity before the shock, it was either di- ments of 
minished or reversed after it. When the needle or bar Van Ma- 
‘received the shock in a vertical position, its lowest end rum. 
‘became the north pole, whether it was magnetic or not 
“before the experiment. In general, the degree of mag- 
‘netism which was communicated, was as strong in a ho- 
rizontal as in a vertical position. 
When the needle or bar was laid in the magnetie 

“equator, it never acquired any magnetism in whatever 
way it received the shock, excepting when it was given 
through its width, and then the needle became consi- 
Berably magnetical, the end which lay towards the west 
tg the north pole, and the opposite end the south 
“pole 

When the shock was so powerful as to make the 
needle hot, no perceptible magnetism was acquired. : 
When a magnetic bar, or a natural magnet, received © 

the electric shock, its power was always diminished in - 
“whatever direction it was given. 

See Franklin’s Letters, p. 90. Phil. Trans. 1751, p. 
289, or Priestley’s History of Electricity, p. 178, 179. - 

ia Lettere dell’ Elettricismo, p. 252, 262, or Priest - 
ley’s Hist. p. 351. Robins, Phil, Trans. 1746, vol. xliv. - 

. 242. Waddel, Phil. Trans. 1749, vol. xlvi. p. 111. 
ight, Phil. Trans. 1749, vol. xlvi. p. 113. 

Sect. 1V. On the Effects of Electricity upon Animal: 
Bodies. 

Wuew the effects of the electric shock were first ex- 
hibited, the most sanguine hopes were entertained that 
electricity would become a powerful 
of diseases. A fluid, indeed, so pow 

On the ef- 
. fects of 

t in the cure electricity 
ul and penetra- upon anime! 

“Rafa could be sent at pleasure through any : 
human body, and in any given quantity, might 

be le of restoring to action and vi- 

this investigation been left in the hands of those 
eminent men who were in advancing the pro« 
“gress of electricity, science would never have been de- 
graded by those gross impositions which have: been 
practised upon the credulous. 

We have already seen, in our History of Electricity, 
that several ble individuals were for a while 
misled, by a number of absurd iments said to 
“have been made at Venice and A‘ diligent 
‘and careful inquiry, however, ed them to be false ; 
and since that time, it has bees Only among a number 
of wandering émpirics, or among a few ignorant prac. - 
titioners, that the panaceal power of the electric fluid 
‘has been acknow 

In these remarks, we must not be understood . 
‘as nei eS in the smallest degree, the cautious ap- - 

icati electricity, in some particular cases of dis. - 
ease. It weré unphilosophical to maintain, that cures 
cannot be performed by this powerful agent ; but the 
skilful and prudent physician will only admit its effi- 
cacy when he has seen it established by a cautious and . 
im A: induction of well authenticated facts. 
. ate as the year 1785,’ there a work b : 
‘the Abbé Berthoion; entitled, De I wiccricte de chi ppt ad 
humain dans U'etat de Santé et de Maladie, in 2 vols 8v0. Bertholon,  - 
This work was crowned bythe Academy of Sciences at : 
Lyons, and its author, who has cultivated, 
with assiduity,several ieee of physics, was professor 

§ 



Effects on 
the animal 
functions. 

Descriptive of ral phi 
Rlcecty. dor’ Ta thin wean 

‘and r 

" when themachinewas in motion, and w 
For the purpose of examining the insensible perspiration 
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y to the States-general of e- 
electricity seems to be regarded as 

a power which has a most extensive influence in the 
cure of disease ; and there is scarcely a class of maladies 
in which the Abbé Bertholon has not represented it as 
having proved successful. He has even gone so far as 
to maintain, that the electricity of the atmosphere has 
a principal share in the number of deaths, and. particu- 
larly sudden deaths, and that it has a decided influence 
on eration, conception, and urition, * 

Carpue, in his Introduction to Electricity and Gal- 
vanism, has treated this subject with more caution. . He 
has collected a number of cases in which electricity has 
_been employed, and he has given the cases in which it 
was unsuccessful, as well as those in which it sueceed- 
ed. Mr Singer has likewise enumerated several cases, 
in which the application of electricity has been benéfi- 
cial ; but from a careful examination of these cases, we 
should be disposed merely to conclude, that in rigidi- 

, sprains, relaxations, indolent tumors, and chronic 
r atisms, the patient may reasonably expect, that he 
will either be relieved or cured by the agency of elec- 
tricity. 

Various facts have been published respecting the ef- 
fect of electrical shocks »upon animals in a state of 
health. Mr Morgan informs us, that if the diaphragm 
‘be brought into the circuit of a coated surface of two 
square feet, fully charged, the lungs will make a sud- 
den effort, which is followed by a loud shout ; but that 
if the. charge .is. small, it always produces a yiolent 
fit of laughter, even upon persons of grave and solemn 
habits. e effect of a strong charge on the diap! 
is often followed by spebtaniery. Sane and tears, and 
sometimes by a fainting fit. hen a shock is sent 
through the spine of a person standing, he will often 
drop on his knees, or fall prostrate on round, _ 
The effect of electricity in quickening pep Ise was 

long ago maintained by M. de Bozes ; and M. Nollet 
concluded from experiment, that it increased the sen- 
sible perspiration both of men and animals. In order 
to ascertain these points Dr Van Marum made the 
following experiments. In determining the effects of 
electricity on the pulse, he selected eleven persons, 

ted the experiments four times on each, both 
with positive and negative electricity. In order to 
prevent any effect being produced by the imagination, 
the ns were p in a different room, so that 
they did not know when the machine was in motion, 
or when it was.at rest. The result was, that in some 
single cases a few beats more were observed, but, on | 
the whole, there was no increase of any importance. . 
In general, however, the pulse was v : , both 

en it was at rest. 

of persons electrified, Van Marum employed a v 
peal palaner, one of vee oa was notated tend 
silk co placed a ight years old w i 
scale, and having Cohutta hes with the a Bey he 
brought the balance into equilibrium. He then found 
that the boy lost 280 grains in half an hour before he 
was electrified, and 295 grains when he was electrified ; 
that on another occasion he lost $30 grains before he 
was electrified, and $10 when he was ¢ i A 
girl seven years old lost 180 before she was electrified, 

* « D’apres un certain nomitite a observations que j'ai fait Reed qu’on peut conclure que l’electricité de 
ma ols war Sa garmestion. te amensies et la naissance des 
celle des mortusires nous ont montré ‘ 
UElectricité du eorps humain, vol, ii, p. 
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boy was very quiet during the experiment, | 

cal He found likewise that the spark taken 
from oO wire ia harper fuan Winds kek See yee 

and 165 when she was electrified. A boy ei nd a. 
half years old lost 480 grains when, unelectrified, and ! 
290 when electrified. - A boy nine ‘ye ; lost, o- 
when unelectrified, and 240 when electrified As 

was attributed to electricity. he expe 
therefore repeated, and it was found that 
grsins when unelectrified, and $90, 330, 270, 

0 when electrified ; hence it follows, that in most of 
the experiments there was a decrease rather th 
crease of insensible iration, 
According to Mr Cavendish, the sensible shock depends 

more on the quantity of electricity than on its force ; a 
double force, with half the quantity, always producing 
a shock rather less powerful. Volta observes, that on] 
a little more electricity is required to produce an nal 
shock from a larger surface.. He found that a 
16 times as large required an elevation of the electro 
meter to one-tenth of the number of degrees. _Accord- 
ing to Dr Robison, a small from a surface 
gives a less unpleasant shock a large charge of a 
small one, and may therefore be better fitted for medi- 

'y: , : 

In order to ascertain the cause of death in those Cause of 

these onl 
it, and as 

by. she the animal may 
ag resapse ReBTALet 1e cerebellum and spinal mar- 

Various iments have been made on the eff 
of electricity upon different animals ; but, as the results 
are in no respects interesting, we shall content 
selves with a reference to the works in which they will 
be found. sites oman 
The effects of electricity on the cor 

animals, has been examined by M, Achard 
Having divided a piece of raw beef into th 



| Deseriptive, electrified one of 
_ Electricity. cond negatively for e the third remained 

unelectrified. They 

them. si iy ly for 10 hours, “the se- 
0 hours, Bs 
were then left in the same 

mal bodies. ¢ 

a ! fetid smell, which was almost intolerable ; while the 
,° unelectrified piece had only begun to smell a little. 
= When the experiment was repea 

the electrified piece had an acid smell, and an unplea- 
sant taste, on the following day ; while the unelectri- 

~ fied piece continued sweet for th 
bag to emit an acid smell till the fourth day. 

aay Siled by electricity 

ge nas SP TI ea, OS ' 

wd rtm yy +” ae) 

~ 

ch.” 

of Electrici 418, col. 2, and 
wani Vivensio, Pistoria dell El- 

i, 4to, 1784. Mauduyt, Me- 

lars, 1784. Boze, Phil. Trans, 1745, vol, xliii. 

, Tweede Loge 
met Teeyler’s Elect. Mach, Haarlem, 1795, 
in ’s Phil. Mag. vol, viii. p. 194, 195,318. Ca- 
vendish, Phil. Trans. 1776. Vole, in Gilbert’s Jour- 
nal, vol. xiv. p. 207. Robison’s System of Mechanical 
Philosophy, vol. iv. now in the Henley, Phil. 
Trans. Ale: 463. Achard, 

\ Tilloch’s Phil. Mag. vol. iii, p. 51. 

. We have already®* stated the results of the i- 
os =p soy ee by Me Maimbray of Edi asa the 
fi upon Abbé Nollet, on the effects uced wth Soll 2 vogue by ceria” Sha Preset Y experiments up- 

Bye ver rd epeated, with the same results ; 
in ing vegetation was 

universally acknow eS: al i a ecalaen set of expe- 
“| riments was made oats, Wo could t 

_ * discover any foundation for th + prices! opinion. ee 
~"_M. Jalabert, M. Boze, the Abbé Menon, Dr Carmoy, 

‘ the Abbé Dormoy, and the Abbé Bertholon, have, 
it much success, endeavoured’ to establish the 

inion. of the Abbé Nollet. ‘The Abbé Bertholon, in- 
“has written 2 work solely on this ‘subject ; and 

Fe on vi les were 

& :  PLEOPRIOTTY, 

-vegetables. This heavenly manure is 

Alg. Nollet, Recherches, &c. page 366. Van- 
Maram, der Proefneemingen gotags : 

to. or 

em, Acad. Berlin; or . 

~ Seer. V.. On the Effects of Electricity upon Vegetables. 
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we were not surprised to find, that an author, who se- Descriptive 
rionsly maintained the influence of atmospherical elec- Elecmcity., 
ay. upon the generation of the human species, pon ‘ion’s 

dd peer the more sober opinion, that it has a electro-ve- 
powerful upon the germination of plants. By getometer. 
means of an instrument called an electro-vegetometer, 
which is nothing more than a thunder-rod for bring- > 
ing down the electricity of the atmosphere to the 
earth, he has preporet to convey electricity to particu- 
lar spots, for the purpose of fertilizing the soil, and in- 
igorating the health of tender plants. And when this 

colestial nourishment vn rag be drawn in mirisient 
uantities from the clouds, he proposes to supply its 
oe ‘by a shower of electrified water. In Gade that 
our et may judge for themselves of the advantages 
which are likely to be derived from these processes, 
we shall lay before them the following general remarks 
of the Abbé Bertholon. 

« By means of the electro-vegetometer just now de- 
scribed, one may be able to accumulate at pleasure this 
wonderful fluid, however-diffused in the regions above, 
and conduct it to the surface of the earth, in those sea- 
sons when it is either scantily supplied, or its quantity 
is insufficient for vegefation, or, although it may be in 
some degree sufficient, yet it can never produce the ef- 
fects of a multiplied and ‘highly increased v tion. 
So that by these means we shall have an excellent ve-- 
getable manure or nourishment, brought down, as it 
were, from heaven, and that, too, at an easy expence ; 
for, after the construction of this instrument, it will 
cost nothing to maintain it: it will be, moreover, the 
most efficacious you can employ; no other substance 
being so active, MP iapasnters, 2 or conducive to the ger- 
mination, growth, multiplication, or reproduction, of 

t which na- pertholon 
ture employs over the whole habitable earth, not ex- on the ef- 
coptiing even those regions which are esteemed barren, fects of elec» 
but which, however, are often fecundated by those ‘fying 
agents which nature knows so well. to employ to the Pl" 
most useful ’ Perhaps there was nothing 
wanting to brmg to a semppleion the useful discove- 
ries that have been made in electricity, but to shew this 
so advan us an art of employing electricity as a 
manure. Consequently, that all the effects which we 
have already mentioned Copesd upon electricity alone ; 
and, lastly, that all these effects, viz. acceleration in the 

i the. growth, and production of leaves, 
owers, fruit, and their multiplication, &c. will be pro- 

duced even ata time when secondary causes are against.- 
it; and all this is brought about by the electric fluid, 
which we have the art of ting over certain 
portions of the earth, where we want to raise those 
plants that are most calculated for our use. 

“« By iplying these instruments, which are pro- 
vided at little expence, (since iron rods, of the thick- 
ness of one’s finger, and even less, are sufficient for the 
purpose); we multiply their beneficial effects, and ex- 
tend their use ad infinitum. ’ 
—_ alpine ed come sirt oy 

mi a garden, the happiest effects were perceived 
viz. different plants, herbs, and fruits, in greater for- 
wardness than usual, more multiplied, and of better 
quality. These facts are analogous to an observation 
which I have often made, viz. that plants grow fast, 
and-are most vigorous, near thunder-rods, where their ’ 
situation favours their developement. They likewise 
serve to explain why vegetation is so vigorous in Jofty ; 

* See the History of Electricity, p. 418, col. 2. 
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Desviy forests, and where the trees raise their heads far from 

* the surface of the earth, so that they seek, as it were, 
the electric fluid at a far greater height than plants less 
elevated ; while the sharp extremities of their leaves, 
boughs, and branches, serve as so many points granted 
them by the munificent hand of Nature, to draw down 
from the a re that electric fluid whichis so power- 
ful an agent in forwarding vegetation, and in promo- 
ting V8 different functions of plants.” 

Experi- , most correct experiments upon this subject have 
ments of been recently made by Van Marum. He employed 
a i trees, such, 89 the Younk, Mane gt ora 

low tree, and he electri 

sent shocks through two of these branches, eight 
feet in length, in the first of them through a space 15 
inches in length, and in two others through their top. 
The trees were then planted, but the parts thro 
which the veo Nest pent, fore hagrcbaeor e 
upper parts ugh which the shoc ed, sent 
forth a few hove’ fos some days ; but they came out 
very slowly, and soon died. Those that were not 
electrified, sent forth branches like other trees that 
were planted near them. Hence Van Marum con-" 
cludes, that the effect of electricity upon vegetation is 
the same as that of lightning. Ei 

Van Marum also made some experiments, in order to 
determine if the evaporation of vegetables was increa- 
sed by electricity. The pots containing the plants were 
insulated, and communicated with positive conductors. 
When had been electrified for a quarter of an hour, 
the loss of weight by evaporation was in some cases one- 
fourth, and in others one-third more than what took 
place without electricity. Van Marum, however, does not 
place any confidence in this result, as he supposes that 
the eyaporation may be incréased by the current of air 
from the of the electrified leaves. 

’ This celebrated electrician likewise made experiments 
on the sensitive plants, viz. the Mimosa pudica, and the 
Hedysarum gyrans. After ren g the Mimosa pudica 
to the sun for the p Ee ing its leaves, he 
placed it at the distance of two feet from a conductor 
positively electrified, and then at the same distance from 
a negative conductor. No effects, however, were pro- 

On the eva- 
poration of 
vegetables, 

His experi- 
ments on 
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plants. 

Pant Il. PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY. 

Practical 'T ue various subjects to which we shall have occasion. 
Electricity. to direct the attention of the reader in the present Part 

Rae ieiein- any be -eaenane Santee ve different 

L On Instruments for ing Electricity ; 
Il. On Instruments for accumulating and discharging 

Electricity ; 
HL. On ——— for indicating and measuring 

IV. On Instruments for condensing, doubling, and 
multiplying Electricity ; 

V, On Instruments for general Purposes. 

BOOK I. 

Sestea- On InsTRuMENTS For CoLLecTine ELecrRicity. 

=e Tue instruments which have been employed for col- 
electricity. lecting electricity, are of three kinds: 1. 

ed them in the middle of 
Apri, when the young branches usually shoot forth. ” 

e 

’ eight hours. He repeated this iment, by sending © 
a number of ks through «pon ye, in- 

Jectrifys" 
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the conductor, the leaves again fell. After suffering 

other, to close themselves up, and to become 
shut. As the same effect was produced by other kinds 
of shrubs, Van Maram does not think that they 
be ascribed exclusively to electricity. Electricity 
ced no acceleration, or ion in the motion 
small leaves of the Hedysarum gyrans. 

M. Achard of Berlin, made several experiments on Achard’s 
= as i leayesn ity on the fermentation of experi- 
bles. He took a quantity of rye, which had ments. 
fermented for penay? very of Nistillation, and electri- 
fied one half of it. the lapse of five hours, the | 
vinous fermentation was over in the cleettified half 
while in the unelectrified half it did not cease till after 

spar 
’ stead of giving it the electrical , and in- 
one case, he always found that fermentation was acce- 
lerated by electrici eae 
See Nollet, Recherches sur les Causes particulieres des 

Hin 3 $ rs » p. 356, &c. Paris, 1749. oe 
ey’s History o icity, p. 140. Brownings gz, Phil. ~ 
Trans. 1747, vol. xliv. p 373. Ingenhousz Versuche 
mit pflanzen, 1778—1790. Ingenhousz, in ; 
Journal, vol. xxxii, $21, and vol. xxxv. p 
Schwankhardt, in Rozier’s Journal, vol. xxvii. 463 
vol, xxviii.’ This paper contains an account of Ingen 
housz’s experiments, and a reply to the attacks of Duver- 
nier. Carmoy, in Rozier’s Journal, vol. xxxiii. ath r 
Rouland, Dormoy, Bertholon, and i Ro=«— 
zier’s Journal, vol. xxxv. p. 3, 161, 401, and vol. xxviii. 
p. $57, 427. Chappe and Manduyt, in Rozier’s Jour= 
nal, vol. xl. P: 62, 241. Bertholon, De ?’Electricité des 
Vegetauc. Van Marum, Tweede Vervolg der Proef= 
nemii gedaan met Teyler’s Elect. Haarlem, © 
1795, 4to, or in Tilloch’s Phil. Mag. Jan. pst a 
$14, 818. Achard, Mem. Acad. Fertin, or ch’s” 
Hig tae Meters See Kies et Koestlin De cl 
bus Electricitatis. Tubingen 1775. See also the His = 
ry of Electricity, p. 418. col. 2. or a 

ne 
1 

ing machine, for collecting the electrici laced by Practical 
th extation of dlecte bodies; 2. The E = <a Electricity. 104 A 7 

eee eee ree, / y ‘onductors, ge 
electricity whi in the atmosphere. . __ bis -sila vette 

On the Electrifying Machine.’ 

Tue electrifying machine consists of several parts: 
Of the electric substance, which is exeited by motion ; 
of the rubber by which it is excited ; « 
in between the rubber and the 
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ELECTRICITY. 
_ The electrics which have been generally employed in 

machines, are glass, sul- 
yhur, rosin, lac, dried wood, pasteboard impregnated 
La rmdir cloth, and catskin. The most use- 
ful and generally loyed of all these substances, is 
a pe reece oe dent of its other qualities,issuperior 
to all others, both in durability and in elegance. ~ It has 
been employed sometimes in a rough state, but almost 
always in a polished state; sometimes it has been 
fashioned into the shape of a globe, at other times into a 
cylindrical form, and sometimes into a flat circular plate. 
When the glass is used in the form of'a globe or cylinder, 
it has sometimes been found advantageous to line the 
inside of it to the thickness of a sixpence with a resi- 
nous composition, consisting of four parts of Venice tur- 
pentine, one part of rosin, and one of bees wax. This 
must be introduced in sufficient quantity into the inside 
of the globe or cylinder, and when the glass is brought 
gradually to an equal of heat throughout, the 
melted substance is allowed to itself over the in- 
terior surface, by turning the globe or cylinder about its 
axis. A coating is almost never used in modern elec- 
trifying machines, but it has been found of great use in 
tee bad ones. 

human hand was the only rubber which was em- 
ples by electricians, till a cushion was introduced by 

essor Winkler of Leipsic. The rubber consists of 
three parts ; the cushion, the flap, and the stand. The 
cushion is commonly made of soft leather, generally 
basil skin, stuffed with flannel or hair, so as to be as 
hard as the bottom of a chair, and sufficiently soft to ac- 
commodate itself without much pressure to the surface of 
the or cylinder to which it is applied. In order 
to effect this, a spring is formed either u the stand 
which supports the rubber, as in Plate CCXLVILI. Figs. 
1, 2, 3,4, 5; or a spring is placed within the rubber, as 
in Fig. 10. which ts the rubber contrived by 
Mr Jones. A piece of flexible iron or brass cd, is pla- 
ced within the rubber AB, and keeps the surface A of 
the rubber in a state of uniform contact with the con- 
tiguous surface of the glass. The | of the cushion 
should be about 8 or 10 inches, and its breadth between 
1} to 12 inches wide. The which was introduced 
by Dr Nooth, is a piece of thin oiled silk, of the same 
breadth as the ] of the cushion, and nearly equal in 
length to the semicircumference of the cylinder. It should 
be sewed on the surface of the cushion about a quarter 
of an inch from its upper edge, so that the junction of 
the silk with the cushion may forma straight line rising 
a little above its surface. The flap should reach to with- 
in an inch of a row of metallic points at the extremity 
of the prime conductor, which we shall afterwards de- 
scribe, This flap is not used when a globe of glass is 
employed. The rubber should be insulated upon a 
stand of glass, or baked wood. 

The amalgam, which was first recommended by Can- 
ton, consisted of tin and mercury. Dr Higgins re- 
commended an amalgam of four parts of mercury and 
one of zinc. The common amalgam, however, which 
was for a long time used in England and on the conti- 
nent, consisted of five parts of mercury and one of zinc, 
reduced to the consistency of butter, either by fusion 
or trituration, and mixed with a little chalk, or Spanish 
white, perfectly dry. The amalgam invented by Ba- 
ron Kienmayer, consisted of mercury fun pest. parted 
zine one part, and pure tin one part. en the tin 
and gine are intimately mixed by fusion, the 
is added before they are cold, and the whole is shaken 
together in a wooden box, It is then poured out on a 
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table of marble, and reduced to a fine powder in amor- Practical 
tar. Kienmayer found, that with the common amal-. Electricity. 

he could ¢harge a Leyden phial having 14 square “Vv 
feet of coated. surface only with 10 revolutions, whereas 
with the pi ing amalgam he required only 6. A bat~ 
tery, i of 53. square feet. of coated surface, re-! 
quired 250revolutions with the commonamalgam, where~ 
as with the new amalgam it required only 150 revolu~ 
tions of the machine. In laying the amal en the 
cushion, he mixed it with-a little pe . Nevet’s ‘Nevet’s, 
amalgam consists of equal parts of tin and mercury. 
Cuthbertson employed mercury with tin filings anil’ aq Cuthbert- 
little oil. Cavallo recommended for the tin amalgam two ©" ~ 

of mercury and one of tinfoil, with a little pow. Cavallo’s. 
dered chalk; and for the zine a four or five 
parts of mercury and one of zinc. en the zinc is 
melted, the mercury, heated to above the temperature 
of boiling water, must be added to it, and shaken in 
a wooden box. It must then be triturated with a little 
tallow, and a very little powdered whitening ; and one« 
fourth of the amalgam must be afterwards added. Mr 
Singer melts together one ounce of tin and two ounces Singer's, 
of zinc, and when they are fluid he adds six ounces of 
mercury, and agitates the mixture in an iron or thick 
wooden box till it is cold. It is then triturated in a 
mortar, and formed into a paste by hog’s lard. Mr 
Singer is of opinion, that when amalgams have a large 
proportion of mercury, their action is variable and tran- 
sient. 

The friction of the electric is produced. by turning Mechanism 
it about its axis either with a simple winch, as in‘ employed. 
Fig. 1. PlateCCXLVIL.or by a multiplying wheel, as in 
Fig. 2. For this purpose, the ends of the cylinder» 
must be cemented into two pieces of well baked wood, ¢ 
which rest upon two vertical supports, and serve also Mechanism 
for the pivots round which the cylinder is turned. The ™Poyed 
axis of the pivots must coincide exactly with the axis jhe poche 
of the’ cylinder, so that the pressure of the rub 
against the cylinder or globe may be uniform. The 
most common way of putting the cylinder in motion is PLATE _ 
by a simple winch or handle, as in Fig. 1. Whena age hi 
multiplying wheel is used, as in Fig. 2. the string is al. '** ’ “~* 
ways becoming loose ; and, though more electricity is 
produced in a shorter time, the labour of the operator 
is increased. When a glass globe is used, it is fixed 
only at one end, and is supported on a single stand, as 
in Fig. 4, The best electrical cement for attachi ; 
the cylinder to its pivots, is made by mixing five pounds 8 * 
of rosin, one pound of bees’ wax, one pound of red Best electri~ 
ochre, and two table spoonfuls of plaster of Paris. The! cement. 
ochre and plaster of Paris should be well dried, and 
then added to and alternately mixed with the other in- 
gredients, when they are in a state of fusion. This ce- 
ment is recommended by Mr Singer. 

The prime conductor, or the positive conductor as it is Prime con- 
sometimes called, was first applied by Professor Boze ductor, 
of Wittenberg: It is a cylindrical tube of thin sheet 
brass, or copper, or tin, or of pasteboard covered with 
gold-leaf or tinfoil, terminating in both ends with he« 
mispherical caps, which can be taken off at pleasure, 
The conductor may be made solid as well as hollow ; 
but this is all unnecessary, as we have already 
seen from Coulomb’s experiments, that the electricity 
is merely distributed over the surface of conductors, 
and never penetrates the solid mass, Conductors are 
often made of solid wood, covered with tinfoil, The 
greatest care must be taken in the formation of the 
conductor, that its surface be entirely free of all points 
and asperities ; and the holes which are made in it, of 
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the size of a quill, for the of attaching wires 
and balls, other vt goad B eiepenes.| have 
their edges well and smoothed off. To the 
side or end of the conductor, according as its side or 
end is presented to the cylinder, is fixed a row of me- 
tallic points, which receive the electricity from the 
globe or cylinder, and which are placed at the distance 
of ighth or one-tenth of an inch from its surface. 
‘These ts are seen in Figs. 1, 2, and 5, as placed at 
the ity of the conductor. Thelen the con- 
ductor is, in general, a little than of the 
ba a and its diameter t + of that of the cylin- 
er. It must be insulated upon a glass stand, having 

its non-conducting er samnuneall by a coating of 
sealing wax dissolved in spirits of wine, or the glass pil- 
lar maybe heated, and'then rubbed over with the wax. 
As lac is a better conductor than sealing wax, it 
might be substituted in its place. On the back of the 
rubber, as represented in Fig. 3, there is often fixed 
another conductor, called a negative conductor, and. sup- 
ported, along with the rubber itself, upon a varnished 
pillar of glass. 
A necessary part of the electrical apparatus, is an in- 

sulating stool, which is nothing more. than a piece of 
mahogany, or any other wood, supported upon 4 glass 
feet. Sometimes it is made large enough to hold'a 
common chair, but, in general, it has only that size and 
strength which will allow a person to stand, upon it 

‘When 'the electrifying machine is about to be used, 
the care must be taken to free it from all par- 
ticles of dust, and to dry it thoroughly, by rubbing 
every part of the apparatus with a piece of flannel or 
woollen cloth made excessively dry, by being toasted be- 
fore a good fire, The amalgam must then be laid upon the 
cushion, and spread uniformly with a piece of deatiibes 
so as just to reach the junction of the silk glass with 
the cushion. If the machine has Already been in use, 
the old amalgam should be carefully taken off; the 
silk flap should be freed from any dust or amalgam that 
may have lodgedupon itssurface, and from the black spots 
pa} lines which almost always accumulate upon the ey- 
linderor plate of glass, particularly after a recent applica- 
tion of the amalgam. M. Wolff, of Hanover, recom- | 
mends strongly that a piece of fine white paper should 
be*placed above the amalgam, so as’ to be interposed 
between the rubber and the glass. Mr Nicholson has’ 
deduced, from a variety of trials, the following gene- 
ral directions for producing the most pow effects 
from electrical machines. His directions refer to that 
kind of rubber in which the silk flap is attached to 
the lower edge of the cushion, and returns back over 
its-surface. .After the cylinder is cleaned, and the 
silk well wiped, the cylinder by turning it 

inst a piece of er containing the fromm a 
le. Continue to turn the cylinder till the 

silk flap ‘has wiped off as much of the g as to 
render the glass semi-transparent. Some of Higgins’ 
ani i ae ee eee 
uniformly bright. leather must then be held against 
the turning cylinder. The friction will ear 
increase, 1 leather must not be taken away un 
the friction has reached its maximum. When these di- 
rections are implicitly followed, Mr Nicholson found 
that the excitation was extrem 
cylinder 7 inches in diameter, 

three brushes: of light 

powerful. With a 
a cushion 8 inches 

at once from a 3 long, 
week ball. A 9 inch cylinder, and an 8 inch cushion © 

from the round end of a- ocgasioned frequent flashes 
conductor 4 inches in diameter. With a 12 inch cy- 

4& 
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' exactly the same as the last, 

‘same parts as those described in the preceding article. 

inch cylinder afforded a spark of 10} inches at the best, 
and the 9 inch cylinder, veer 6 nt nly 
ee ees a ne table which was 
inches distant. ‘as 3 

See Epinasse, Phil. Trans. 1767, p. 186. 
Phil. Trans. 1778, p. 861. | Kienmayer, in fer’s. 
Journal, vol. xxxiii. p. 96. Singer's Elements of Elee- 
erkeitys p: 52. Note. Nicholson, Phil. Trans. 1789, p. 
2065. 

Scr. I. On Electrifying Machines made of Globes and, 
iylinders of Glass. * 

1. Description of the common Cylindrical Electrifying 
pv with a simple Handle. Yong 

Tur common electrifying machine, consisting of a Common 
glass cylinder, was first introduced by the Germans, “le tifying 
and notwishstanding the many changes which it has ™"™* 
undergone, it is still the cheapest, the simplest, and the 
most perfect of all the electrifying machines formed of 
glass. ; el beg 

This machine is represented in Plate CCXLVII. Figy Prave. > 
1, where AB is the cylinder of glass, supported upon CCXLVIL. 
the two wi E, F, made either of glass or baked wood, Fig- 1 
These pillars are firmly fixed into a hoard or stand GH, 
which is screwed to a table by meaus of the two $s) 
shewn at X and Z. The cylinder of glass receives its 
rotatory motion, by means of the simple winch or handle 
W. The rubber is represented at m, su ona. 
pillar R, fastened into the board GH. By means ofthe. 
screw S, this pillar can be brought towards S, soasto . 
make the rubber m apply with sufficient tightness to the. 
cylinder. The silk flap, attached to the rubber, is 
at no. ped a conductor CD is placed upon an ins 
sulating stand, and receives the electricity from the cy-_ 
linder, by means of the metallic points shewn atp. The. 
jar and discharger, attached to the conductor, will be . 
afterwards described. nip te ¥pe 

2. Description of the common Electri, 
a Multiplying pa } 

is represented in Fig. 2, and is alniost Common 
gt oc te tit ue eee plecrsifying’ 

for giving the cylinder a rotatory motion. Instea . 
doing this by he simple winch W, as in Fig. 1, wena * 
wheel w is fixed on the axis of the cylinder, which wheel. 
jects beyond the pillar F. Below this, and fastened to Prater 
the pillar F, is a vom: W, which has a motion of COXLVIL 
patina ~ ixed axis 2, by means of a handle "8: * 

seen eH. ig | passed over the: 
as shewn in the Figure, the revolution othe ge whl 
W will give a rapid motion to the small'wheel w,and =|, 
pro See more electricity in a given time. Grooves , oe 
of different diameters are cut around the wheels W and_ 
w, in order to tighten the string when it hecomes loose _ 
by frequent use, In this drawing, we have shewn a 
per eee oa eee eae pein, 

against the cylinder by a screw S, as in Fig. 1, rig, 1. 
the pillar R is pew be a stider, which can be pulled. y. 
out and in, and tightened in any position by the screw 
nut N, The other letters in this Figure refer to the _ 

3 

* é “e 7 

Machine, mith 
7 3 nme i 

' 

"This machine 

*. 

3. Description of Nairne’s Patent Electrifying Ma- ~ 
Nairne’spa 

This machine, which is both simple, compact; and fying ma 
powerful, and has been much for medical pur- chine 
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in Fig. 3, where AB is the glass poses, “is represented 

Rlectricity- cylinder, about 12 inches longand 7 inches in diameter, 

stand GH, and are kept ti, 

‘filled 

‘wood. It is 

are hung, so as to play lightly upon the 

of such a large 

by the glass pillars E, F, and moved by the 
Sein WE. has Maatiie an provided with two 

uctors, one of which D is the positive conductor, 
and the other C, the negative conductor, attached to the 

~ back of the rubber, which is ‘not visible in the Figure. 
Both these conductors are hollow, and admit their ends 
to be taken off, so as to introduce a coated Leyden phial, 
which we have represented in the Figure at P as lying 

positive conductor D, Each of the conductors 
has a brass knob &, and is supported upon glass pillars 
R,S. These pillars are fixed at right angles to sliding 

i of wood, which moye in ves formed in the 
in any position by the 

screw nuts-N, N. One of these screw nuts keeps the 
rubber in contact with tne cylinder, while the other gives 
stability to the positive conductor. The flap on is seen 
extending over the cyander from the negative conduc- te” 

4. Description of Dr Priesiley’s Electrifying Machine. 
As the electrical machine invented and used by Dr 

> mesg Priestley, was for 2 long time in great repute, and as it 

Fig. 

an example of a machine with a glass globe, we 
have given a drawing of it in Fig. 4. The glass globe 
AB is ie u rai extremity ries axis at A, ee 
passes uy ie upper of the vertical stan 3 
and atte s taal eat a The rubber m consists of 
a hollow piece of co covered with basil skin, and 

ed with horse hair, It is supported by a socket, 
which receives the cylindrical axis of a circular plate of 
glass f, the other end of which is fixed into a spring R, 
which is made to press the rubber against the globe 
by ti ing the screw S. The prime conductor C isa 
pear- ollow vessel made of polished , and 

by a pillar inserted in a firm of baked 
‘orated with several holes for receiving 

hooks and wires. It receives its electricity from the 
globe, by means of a long arched wire CD, terminating 
in an open ring on which several sharp pointed wires 

lobe when it 
The globe is put in motion by a multiply- 

turned by the handle seen above W, which, 

Gu onal ss ise tng Sogres cl rcacty a abe. vs ives any of velocity to the globe. 
When Dr Priestley wished to have toe dactseay, 
he connected the rubber with the table or floor by 
means of the chain mz, and when he wanted negative 
electricity, he connected the rubber by a chain with 

insulated ware and the conductor C with the 
n the machine, as originally con- 

structed by Dr Priestley, he made ete fae’ recat: 
Vie lees fe aitetent diameters, and also for using 
several at the same time, as well as for em loying those 

size that they required support at both 
ends of their axis. Mr Lane's electrometer, in its earliest 
state, is represented’ as annexed to the machine at L. 
See Priestley’s History of Electricity, p. 531. 

is revolving. 
ing wheel W, 
2 

provements. It 

machine, and 
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EF. The rubber m is attached to an iron spring 
R, and is against the cylinder by a screw S, 
but it has the disadvantage of not admitting of in- 
sulation, The cylinder réceives its motion from the 
multiplying wheel W, and small wheel w, by means of 
a string. conductor CD has a very peculiar form. 
It is opened and bent downwards at one end, soas to pre- 
sent a series of points p, p forreceiving the electricity 
the cylinder; and it is screwed into the head ofa Leydei 
jar J, coated as usual. When it is not required to give 
a shock, the coated jar J is removed, and an uncoated 
jar put in its so as to serve merely for an insula- 
ting support for the conductor. Lane’s electrometer:is 
represented at L, as connected with the machine. » See 
Priestley’s History of Electricity, p. 529. - . 

6. Description of Beccaria’s Electrifying Machine. 

_ This machine, of which it is completely unn: to 

n employed in the ts of It con- 
sists ofa cylinder Grins hectaaniolly between two up- 
ight su by means of a large multiplying wheel. 
This ine was supported upon a clumsy rectangular 
frame of wood, which rested upon four glass feet. Each 
of these glass feet was placed in semicircular boxes of 
tin, put together so as to form a circular box ; and when 
the machine was in use, these tin boxes were filled with 
warm ashes, in order to produce a more perfect insula- 
tion, by keeping off all moisture from the glass. The 
prime conductor, which was suspended by silk strings, 
consisted of a cylinder of tin 12 feet long, and a foot in 
diameter, and had a conical end tow. the cylinder 
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Beccaria’s 

ve a drawing, is interesting principally from its having electrifying 
machine. 

of glass, the cere end having a hemispherical form. ' 
The whole machine being insulated; positive electricity 
was obtained, by making a communication with the 
ground by means of a chain; and when negative elec- 
tricity was wanted, the whole machine became a nega- 
tive conductor, by waking the positive conductor com- 
municaté with the groun ‘ 

7. Description of the Rev. Mr Pearson's Machine. 

This machine is chiefly intended for medica] purpo- Mr Pear« 

ses, and for administering electricity in cases of sus- oka 
ded animation. It consists of a cylinder 74 inches 

ong, and four inches in diameter, turned by a simple 
wineh. Instead of a conductor of the common kind, it 
has a small insulated collector, which is a piece of 
smooth wood, covered with tinfoil, and rounded at the 
ends. It is about six inches long, and one inch in dia- 
meter, and collects the electricity from the cylinder by 
means of about twelve fixed pins of brass. It is then 
connected by a chain with a plate of glass 93 inches by 
74, cemented to the wood at the four corners of the 
gh electrical cement, and coated on both sides with 
tin-foil, as in Plate CCXLIIT. Fig. 7. This plate serves 
for aLeyden phial. See Nicholson’s Journal, vol, i.p. 506. 

Various other machines, formed with globes and cy- 
linders, have been employed by different experimental 
hilosophers ; but as they differ from those which we 
ve described only in.the. awkwardness of their,con~ 

struction, it would be an insult to our readers to offer 
an icular drawing or description of them. 

original electrical machine used by Otto Gue- oto Gue- 
ricke, was merely a globe of sulphur, of 
infant’s head, formed by meltin 
and afterwards ing the 
upon an iron axis, after being perforated in two places. 

size of an ricke’s ma- 

ee a 
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Practical Light bodies were placed in the box below it, and when 
Blectricity- Hut in motion, it was rubbed by the hand till the light 

Podies were attracted by it. 7 ‘“ 
Mr Hawksbee's machine was a glass globe turned 

a large multiplying wheel, which whirled it round wi 
great velocity. It had no conductor. Dr Priestley has 
given a drawing of it in his History of Electri 

Hawksbee's 
machine, 

a drawing is given by Dr Priestley, differs in nothing 
but its frame that of Hawks It was furnish- 
ed, however, with a conductor, which was merely a bar 
of iron, or a gun barrel, and sometimes a chain sus- 
“sensi fale op mgs ore from the ceiling of 

e@ room. 
Mr Wilson’s machine consisted of a cylinder, turned 

with amultiplying wheel. Two horizontal silk cords 
were ese upon four vertical pillars of wood, and 
the conductor, which was a bar of iron, rested in an in- 
sulated state upon the silk cords. See a drawing of it 
in Priestley’s History of Electricity. 

Watson's Dr Watson’s electrifying aaron consisted of four 
machune. globes, supported in a vertical frame, and whirled round 

y four different strings placed in four different grooves 
on the surface of a large multiplying wheel. His prime » 
conductor was a bar of iron suspended from the roof of 
the room. A drawing of it may be seen in Priestley’s 
History of Electricity. 

Sect, II. On Electrifying Machines made with circular 
Discs of Plate Glass. 

On electri.  Tuere is one obvious disadvantage attending the 
pba lene construction of electrifying machines made of globes or 
with circa. cylinders, namely, the difficulty of cleaning their inte- 
lar discs of rior surface, in case of any moisture that may have been 
plate glass. accidentally introduced. In order to avoid this incon- 

venience, lar; linders have sometimes been construct- 
ed, Md that the a d could be Fo rams at one a. 
for the purpose of cleaning and dryi e globe. In 
order to avoid this evil, or Well ‘ sane the elec- 
trifying machine more portable and less liable to injury, 
a circular disc of plate glass was substituted in place 
of the glass cylinder, The honour of this invention has 
been claimed for our countryman Mr Ramsden, and also 
by Dr Ingenhousz, physician to the Emperor of Ger- 
_many. Some persons have endeavoured to settle these 
claims, by asserting that the idea was conceived by In- 

, and executed by Ramsden, and there is every — 
reason to believe that this was the case. Dr Ingenhousz 

the use of acircular dise of glass in 1763, and 
mentioned the idea to Dr Franklin and several other 
persons ; and among the additions at the end of the first 
‘edition of Dr Priestley’s Hi of Optics, published 
in 1767, we are informed that Me Ramsden had recent- 
ly executed a plate glass machine, which turned ver- 
tically, and was rubbed by four cushions, each 1} inches 
long, and placed at the ite ends of the vertical 
diameter. See Phil. Trans. 1779, p. 659. 

1, Description of the Plate Glass Machine. 
A small machine of this kind, chiefly intended for 

medical purposes, is represented in Fig. 6. where AB 
Prate _isaci disc of plate glass su d. upon a hori- 
platy zontal yes Sey two wai rh which rest on two 

: “upright p' E, F. The receives its rotatory 
‘ men ye simple wine W. The rubber iar 
“of two pair of cushions, at the opposite ends of a 
diameter of the circle, to*pieces of we ac m, Mm, 80 

Plate glass 
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The machine employed by the Abbé Nollet, of which 

‘Plirvtore, te comets, Dam tees foci. Yepresetes 
ig. 9. 

‘darker 

fusion of metals, of which we aon given a full a 

e the machine very 
com the machine is not used for medical 

where AB is the plate of the handle Fig. 9. 
= sari it phe te “cel conduct, insula- * 

a pillar o carrying 
roliba ? for rectivi the electrici 
chine. To each pair of rubbers is a! os Hag ze 
of oiled silk, one bad one asceni ay ta mtd 
scending to therows ints p, p. are ‘ 

the pet OR dectiicying electrometer b 
Lane, is represented in Fig. 6.-as inserted in the 
of the jar. 

2. Cuthbertson’s Plate Glass Machin, with wh tusulated 
st 

but for several excellent experiments, has 
electrical plate machine toastate of very great perfecti 
As it ai ger Sow SS to insulate nied 
late ine wi iving it a clumsy appearance, 

aaibide electricity car be obtained with ease, 
by insulating the i machine, ae ne 8. Ma 
it is supported ‘our glass pillars G, H, I, 
this Bo. szxdnniigs is to insulate the winch 
W by a glass rod. Instead of making stand 
of one piece, as in Fig. 8, the machine may be fasten- 
ed with clamps to a glass stool, of the same size and 
shape as the stand of the machine. The 
insulated by a rod of glass r, is shewn at CD. “4 

3. Cuthberlson’s Double Plate Machine, made for the 
Teylerian Museum at Haarlem. 

The double plate machine, as constructed by I . i 

dovetailed ve, as is done in Fig. 8. I: n a 
made sip cite principle by Mr rg singe —_— 
Teylerian museum at Haarlem, each of th 
plates wane Ite fee inches.in d at 

ength of the rubbers 153 inches. In 

and : 
three pillars of glass 57 inches high. It was by means of 
ST waking, hich ix Cana Ht Badaety of, slece 
tricity, that Van Maram made his experiments on t 
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4. Description of Van Marum’s Electrifying Machine, 
The most ‘machine, perhaps, that has ever 

| Nano Me. been constructed, is that which was made under the di- 
* wrifying ion of Van Marum, and of which we have given a 
machine... perspective view and a section, in’ Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 
P and 5. of Plate CCXLVIII, Great ingenuity is ‘dis- 
ial played in the construction of this. machine, not onl 
Figs. 1 2 in| ing all its from a dissipation of electri- 
3, 4, & city, but also in the method of obtaining positive and 

a te ay 

electricity at pleasure. The plate of glass 
AB, $1 inches in diameter, with all its apparatus, is sup- 
ported upon a single column E, at the upper end of 
which are two brass collars I,I, each of which is shewn 
a egrere Be Fig. 4. On these: collars rests the axis 

, which carries a counterpoise of lead L, to prevent 
- too much friction on the collar I nearest the handle or 
winch W. The rubbers are shewn at m, n, Fig. 1. being 

i in Fi is 

BD did GE tis te inches Wong, dad two ainda 
half in diameter, are fixed at the ends of the semicircle 
CGD, which is attached to an axis g, that turns on the 

nb hes ernie het genee read Sten 
any position. A copper tu » terminating in 

a Fa moved Mea talllds upopche'tend af a 
hk 2 inches in diameter, which being screwed into the 
Seulunaninagae® adden eeemerce ke oe 
% ired wT ye) Att | 1 to t * 

Seay wath ihetbep neces Nat bbe Bemis 
inch i L ; which has a'motion of rotation round 

d, which are shewn in Fig. 1. as nearly in contact with 
the rubbers m, n, while the conductors C, D have a ver- 
tical position. By this ingenious contrivance, positive 
and i icity can be produced at pleasure, 
without any trouble. In the iti in 

rod KK (Fig. 2.). But when negative electricity is 
i arc cld is moved iendieneienna 

away from the cushions, while the conductor CGD is 
moved into a horizontal i , 80 as'to leave the re- 

to ¢ 
along the surface of the glass supports, a mahogany ca 
TT ovirk (Hl vostallle'taie’ into which the ye 
waeepiled bbe fete ity of the supports is like- 
wise gua a ing of ; coveri ph seme Anno arena am 
Hh stray} semeenire gm sn ahammar mer 

eld. 

a, b, a, b. : ye 
From this brief description, our readers will be ena- 

bled to form a correct idea of the-excellence of this in- 
~ genious machine ; but for a minute account of all its 
parts, we must refer to the Journal de Physique for 

VOL. VII, PART 1. 

‘of glass, 
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‘April 1789, and Feb. 1791 ; or to Nicholson’s Journal, 
vol. i. p. 84, 4to. 5 

5. Description of Wolff’s Electrifying Machine. 

Practical 
Electricity. 

The machine used by M. Wolff, of Hanover, is near- Wolf's 
ly the same as that of Van Marum, which we have just ee 

mi escribed, but it differs from it essentially in the con- 
struction of the rubbers. The rubbers, which are 53 
inches long, 14_broad, and } of an inch thick, are 
made of walnut wood, socked in amber varnish. 
They are covered with a piece of thick woollen, on 
which is a piece of fine neat’s leather. When the leather 
is fastened to the wood, it is wetted, and be- 
tween two boards till it is dry. . It is then covered with 
another piece of leather a little broader, having its rough 
surface towards the glass. A piece of silk is next aj 
lied accurately to this leather, after the’silk has been 
eated and besmeared with butter of cacao, and a great 

quantity of Kienmayer’s amalgam. The leather is next 
covered with amber varnish. A 

in all points,: the leather, 
pret ee met ith amalgam, is covered with a 

iece of white of the same length as the leather, 
and about half as inch broad, so as to cover the seam 
by which the: silk is joined’to the leather. The paper 

fastened to the wood, ‘above and below, accord- 
ing as it is on the ascending or descending side of the 
plate.. A more minute account of this construction, and 
of the advantages which its author su it to pos- 
sess, will be found in Gilbert's Annalen der Physick; 
1802, and Nicholson’s Journal, vol. vii. p. 124. | 

6. Description of Musnier’s Electrifying Machine. 
This ifying machine consists of a plate .of glass 
re eaten ae differs only from those of the 
common form in having the four cushions insulated u 
on pillars of glass, and connected with the upper 
of pillars by semicircular springs. A drawing and 
description of the machine will be found in the Mem. 
Acad, Par. 1772, p. 502 ; and in Bertholon, De ? Elec« 
tricité du corps humain, Vol. ii. p. 220. 7 

7. Description of St Julien’s Machine. 

This machine consists of three plates of glass put in 
motion by a winch driving three-toothed wheels. The 
winch is fixed on one end of the axis of the largest 
wheel, and at the other end of the axis is fixed the 
middle plate of glass. .Above and below this wheel 
is another wheel, upon the axis of which is:a plate of 
glass, so that by ing the winch all the three plates 
are put in motion. plate is rubbed by four rub- 

ey 

Musnier's 
electrifying 
machine, 

St Julien’s 
Machine. 

bers fixed to the upright supports, between which the _ 
plates move. The conductor is su u two 
lass rods, and the extremity of it marge emt e 

three arms like a fork, the plane of which is verti- 
cal. From the wu prong proceeds two long pointed 
wires, which receive the electricity from the wu plate 

From the middle prong proceed 2+ tal two 
similar a, nage a the fluid from — middle 

from the lower proceeds other two 
wires, to take the electricity From the lower plate. Each 
of the plates of glass is 15 inches in diameter ; and the 
machine is said to have been much more powerful than 
a single plate machine thirty inches in diameter. A 

8 
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drawing and description of this machine will be found 
in Roser Observations sur la Physique, 1788, vol. xxxiii, 
p- 867—371. 

Secr. II]. On Electrifying Machines made of other Sub- 
stances than Polished Glass. 

ptr bs. bare pow eats 0a the mont eluate 
and powerful electrifying machines, yet some of our 
readers may be interested. with an account of other elec- 
trifying machines made of other substances, and some 

. of which can be constructed at very little expence, and 
without the necessity of any accurate workmanship. 

1. Description of the Silk Machine of M. Walckiers de 
St Amand. 

This machine, of which we have given a drawing in 
- Plate CCXLVIIL. Fig. 6. was invented by M. Walcki- 

ers of Brussels. Upon a wooden frame BBBB, is sup- 
rted two large cylinders A, A, six feet long, and two 

Nee in diameter, which have a motion of rotation bymeans 
of the winches C, C, C, C, about 8 or 10 iiches im radi- 
us. These cylinders are made of wood, and are covered 
with woollen serge. Around these two cylinders is pla+ 
ced a web of varnished silk, about 5 feet wide, and 25 
feet long, half its length, or the distance between the two 
exterior circumferences of the cylinders A, A, being 124 
feet. The cushions E, between which the silk moves 
during the revolution of the cylinders, are 7 feet long 
and 2 inches in diameter, and covered by catskin or 
hareskin, and can be brought together or separated by 
screws, so as to increase or diminish the friction. In the 
interval of two feet between the upper and under part 
of the silk, and at an equal distance from the two-cylin- 
ders, is placed the conductor FG, which is suspended b 
silk strings HH, from the frame of the machine. It is 
about 7 inches in diameter, and extends a little beyond 
the silk on both sides. This conductor is furnished 
with a number of points, on the upper and under side of 
it, for receiving the electricity from the silk. The dis- 
tance of the cylinders may be increased or diminished 
by means ofa wedge I. The machine is moved by four 
men, each of whom mounts upon the boxes L, L, L, L, in 
order to reach the handles C,C,C,C. As this machine 
obviously produces negative electricity, it can be made to 
give positive electricity by advancing the cushions into 
the middle between the cylinders, and supporting them 
by silk cords like the conductor, and by making the 
silk itself communicate with the ground. © « » 

This machine is ‘said to have: been ‘so powerful, that 
no durst take a k from it, unless with the el- 
bow or the shoulder. Even in seasons the most unfa- 
vourable for the production of electricity, the sparks ex- 
tended to fifteen inches from the conductor. 

2. Description of Rouland’s Silk Machine. 

This machine, constructed by M, Rouland, Profes- 
sor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Paris, is 
rather an improvement that of Walckiers than a 
new machine. The rubbers employed by M. Rouland, 
are tubes of tin covered with catskin; and, instead of 
two rows of points upon the w 
the conductor, which often tear the silk, he employed 
two plates of brass, which were fixed upon the conduc- 
tor, and stood at the distance of half an inch from the 
silk. In other res this machine does not differ 
from that of M. Walckiers, excepting in the construc- 
tion of the frame-work. See Rouland, Description des 
Machines a Taffétas, 8 Amsterdam, 1785. 

ELECTRICITY, 

and under side of. 

; 3. Ingenhousz ’ 's Portable Ribbon Machine > y 

This machine is nothing more than a varnished —_ 
bon suspended upon fed pin or nail, and excited Ingen- 
with a rubber of catskin, A small Leyden. phial is ho? she" 
held ness tha rubber: end collects negative electricity jnachine, 
from e j 3 

4, Ingenhousz’s Electrifying Machine of Pasteboard 

l 

a 

oF 
On account of the great of making a very pow- Ingen- 

erful electrifying machine of plate glass, Dein, Pe hema’ 
employed three pasteboard dises, feet in di , electrifying 

Having'soaked them in copal or amber varnish dissol- ™*chine of 
ved in linseed oil, he covered them with a thick coat "st? 
of the same varnish, and dried them by the heat of 
German stove, .When the varnish. had 
hard, he found that they were capable of a very 
ful excitation by a rubber made of cat's or hare skin. 
These dises were then placed in aframe, which was se 
constructed. as to hold twelve of them. It consisted.of 
two square and 
three inches 
a transverse 
pillars was'a hol 
made to receive a wooden axis. The 
were then put upon this axis, and between jeach two 
dises was placed ;a flat board, three inches broad, co» 
vered ‘on both sides with flannel, and then with hare= 
skin. The two square pillars were also covered with 
flannel and with hareskin, When the three discs were 

six 
the extremities of which was 2 thick silver lace fringe 
instead \of' poitits, Sparks, about four or five inches 
long, and extremely brilliant and strong, were received 
—_ this condictor.. See Phil. Trans. 1779, vol. lxix. 
p. 9, ’ : : —, wo | 

then applied tan. ouadeeter, 

5. Electrifying Machines made of Wood. 
M. P. Ammersin constructed electrifying 

made of a cylinder of wood, pre machines 
made of 

~ hi ; 

na : wo pared by boiling it in , 
lintseed oil; and he obtained positive or negative elec- 
tricity, according as he employed: a rubber of ‘silk or 
of wook.' Professor Pickel at Wurtzburg, and: Mr 

he could substitute a plate of glass, ora plate of wood, 
according as he wished to have’ positive or negative 
electricity. «The rubbers for the wooden plate were 
covered with*fine fur from rats and moles. 

6. Van Marum’s Machine consisting of Gum Lac and 
Mercury. 

Van Marum constructed an electrifying machine that Van Ma- 
had a disc of gum lac, the inferior ; of which wag ™™’s m 
immersed in a vessel containing mercury, and was ex- ‘ine re 
cited while in motion by the friction of the > gum ince 
Van Marum found that the gum lac was muchi less af= and mere 
fected than glass with the moisture of the atmosphere.» ry. 

7. Lichtenberg’s Electrifying Machine. 

M. Lichtenberg constructed a machine which con- :* 
sisted principally of a drum or cylinder of wood cover= berg’s clece 
ed with black woollen cloth. Above this cylinder ‘he trif F 
placed a cushion lined with catskin, which rubbed Shine © 
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- Practical’ against the woollen cylinder, and geatect electricity 
Rleetritity- in abundance. Debelelcthe and a pan con- 
_— taining burning charcoal, in order to keep the appara- 

~*~ ‘tus'dry. ‘Bohnenberger has constructed several ma- 
chines upon this’ ; Their principal recom- 
mendation is their cheapness and simplicity. 

8. Dr Hamel’s Electrifying Machine. 

c DrHamel’s This machine, of which we have been favoured with 
= — an account by Dr Hamel of St Petersburg, is an im- 

provement that of Liehtenberg. The cylinder 
PiaTe of this machine is represented in section in Fig. 7. 
—— where A is its axis, and BC the cylinder, which is co- 
Fig-7  vered with wax taffetas. One end of the taffetas is fix- 

ed by silk strings, in two ves on the circumference 
of mA board B.” The Ghia ead is lined with leather, 
along the of which are made a number of small 
holes, through which a silk string is condueted, and led 

2 round as many wooden pins, placed on the external sur- 
face of the board C, at some distance from the circum- 
ference. By this means the taffetas is stretched, and it 
is also forced into the grooves ¢, ¢, made upon the cy« 
linder by’ means of a silk string tied round nit a 
phery of the board C. When the taffetas becomes loose 
after long use, this string is taken sre een —~ is 

in brought to a proper degree of tension. ie cy~ 
Wile whe slaunitd Niel its frame, and covered wih 
a catskin, isshewn in Fig. 8.° The eatskin reaches from 
F'to G, and has at.F three silk strings, by which it is 
hooked on as many wooden hooks, H, H, H, fixed to 
the principal board of thé machine. It is merely: laid 
round the taffetas cylinder, and the attraction pro- 
duced by the électricity, excited during the motion of 
the cylinder, is nore than sufficient to it in every 

Close to the taffetus.- This is an advan- 
wg which cannot be obtained in any — wy 

or insta fixéd cushion. Ope a 
: thas rendered in dither of the form 
q of the'cishion, or the trae centering*of the cylinder, 

The hairy side of the catskin is placed in contact with 
the taffetas, and its other side may be covered with silk 
or any other stuff. In order to prévént’the cylinder 
from terning in the w direction, a wooden ratchet 
wheel K is fixed to the axis, and its hook'to the frame 
of the machine. The conductor M receives the electri- 
city from the cylinder merely by one single’ point. As 
the catskin should always be dry, it would be con- 
venient to have two, one of whi “ogee to be drying at 
the fire when the other is in-use. Dr ‘Hamel has obs 
set'ved that these machines always act most powerfully 
in a diy cold winter day, when the temperature of the 
external ait was 80 or more degrees below the zero of 
Fahrenheit's scale; whatever was the temperature of the 
root in which the machine was placed. 

Fig. & 

CHAP. IL. 

_ Description of the Electrophorus of Volta. 

As the oR Ge of Volta is obviously an electri- 
fying machine of a particular form, the: description of 
ie balon zs to the present Chapter. This jous in- 
strument was invented by M. Volta, 
ral 1 Porton vag Soe , about the 

PraTE year 1774. It is represented in Plate CCXLVIIN Fig. 
eo 9. where A is a circular metallic plate, -or a plate-of 
'& % wood covered with tinfoil, which has a glass handle FED 

screwed into a brass or wooden nut The edge of 

of the elec- 

of Volta. 
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this plate must be thick, and well smootlied and Practical 
rounded off. The lower plate B consists of a resinous Electricity. 
cake placed upon another metallic plate, and formed by ae A ge 
pouring the resinous compound when fluid upon a cexryyy 
metallic plate with a circular rim. This resinous plate pig.9, 
is formed by melting together equal parts: of shell lac, 
rosin, and Venice turpentine ; and if the plate is: re- 
quired to be formed separate from the lower conductor, 
this ition should be while hot upon a 
marble table; from which it can be readily separated. 
when cold. . The three plates which compose the elec- 
trophorus may be distinguished by the letters A, B,C, 
A being the upper conductor, B the resinous plate, and 
€ the ome conductor. The leading phenomena exhi- 
bited by this instrument are given in the following ex- 
periments : é 

- Exp. 1. If the resinous plate has been formed: by Expen- _ 
being melted upon the lower conductor in a state of ments with 
insulation, it will be found to possess negative electri- hes 
city, and a may be drawn from any of the ‘ 
compound p te BC; particularly from the lower con 
ductor. T is electricity, however, gradually dissipates: 

: . 2. Rub the resinous plate with a of flan« 
nel, or fur, or; what is. still , whip it with a fox’s 
tail, or a piece of catskin, and having e ced the upper 
conductor A upon the resinous plate B,; raise it again 
by its insulating handle, and the upper conductor will 
exhibit no signs, or very faint signs of electricity. 

Exp. 3. Replace the.upper conductor upon the resi- 
nous plate B, and towch it when“in this situation with 
the finger, or with any other uninsulated conductin 
substance. Let it then be raised by the handle, and i 
will not only exhibit indications of positive electricity, 
but will afford a sharp spark. Let the plate A be again 
placed upon B, and again raised, and it will afford ano- 
pore re and this process may be repeated for a con« 
sid time, till no spark is obtained. This exhaus- 
tion may be effected at once ; for if when we touch the 
raised A with the finger, we at the same time touch 
the lower conductor with the thumb, a sensible shock 
will be felt in the finger and thumb, and they will no 
longer exhibit any electricity. 

Exp. 4. Let the upper conductor A be now placed 
upon the excited plate B, by means of its glass handle, 
and then bring the knob of a Leyden jar in contact with 
it. The leaves of an electrometer when touched with 
the knob of the jar, will then diverge with negative 
electricity. Let the u conductor be now raised, 
and the knob of the jar again ted -to it, and a 
spark will pass between them. If the knob of the jar 
is now brought into contact with the negatively electri- 
fied electrometer, its divergence will be instantly de- 
stroyed. This effect is obviously produced by an equal ° 
quantity of positive electricity ; for if the positive 
tricity exceeded the negative electricity, the leaves 
would have again Dons the ee re- 
mained slight) itive ; on contrary, if the nega- 
tive slectrbity hed exceeded the positive, the divergence 
would not have been totally destroyed. This experi- 
ment is by Mr Singer. y beng 

Exp. 5. If the lower conductor Cis now i 
it will exhibit negative electricity, when the resinous 
plate B only is placed upon it, but when the up - 
uctor A is placed upon B, the sigs of the lower 

conductor C will change to positive. the plate 
A is again raised, C will become ive. Hencethe . 
two conductors are always in opposite states of elec- 

w Whina the electroyibobeat i well made, it may be ems 
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Practical ployed instead of an electrical machine. Mr Singer’ 

pe oa ve 4 oe se icity will stream out from the key when 
knuckle is presented to it, and a Leyden jar or a battery, 

* pire 

- 3 our account of the experiments made by M. Ro 

returns 

in a negative state. This m of increasing the electri- 
cities, was communicated to’ Dr Ingenhousz by Dr 
Klincock of the University of Prague. 

See Volta in Rozier’s Journal, vol. viii. 28th Sept. 
1776 ; Henley, Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 513, Id. 1778, p. 
1049 ; Achard, Mem. Acad. Berl. 1776, p. 122 ; Cavallo, 
Phil. Trans. V777, p. 116,388; Ingenhousz, Phil. 
Trans. 1778, p. 1027; Robert in Rozier’s Journal, vol. 
xxxvii. p. 183; Robison’s System of Mechanical Philo- 

, vol. iv. now in the 3 and Singer's Elements 
prs icity, p. 121-196 

CHAP. ITI. 

On Electrical Kites, Thunder Rods, and Coriductors 
for collecting the Electricity of the Atmosphere. 

We have already seen in our History of Electricity, 
and in the Section upon the Electricity of the Atmo- 
sphere, that lightning is identical with electricity, and 

all the experiments made with a common electrify- 
ing machine may also be made with the electricity which 
is brought down from the atmosphere. The instruments 
which have been used for this p' are electrical kites, 
for bringing it down from: the higher regions of the at- 

ere ; thunder rods for collecting it from the lower 
strata ; and conductors for carrying it off to the ground, 
The terms thunder rods and conductors are generally 
employed as synonymous; but in the t Chapter we 
have given the name of thunder rods to those instru- 
ments which are employed for collecting electricity for 
the purposes of experiment. 

Sect. I. On Electrical Kites. 

Tue electrical kite constructed by Dr Franklin con- 
sisted of two light stri 
in the form of a cross, 
tend to the corners of a large thin silk handkerchief 
when properly stretched out ; the corners of the hand- 
kerchief were then tied to the extremities of the cross, 
so as to form the of the kite. It was then sup- 
plied with a tail, a loop, and a string, and was better 
able to withstand the resistance of a storm than 
if it had been made of To the top of the up- 

ight stick of the cross, Dr Franklin fixed a sharp point- 
wire, which rose to more than a foot above the wood. 

To the lower end of the string made of twine, he tied 
a silk ribbon, and fastened a key at the junction:of the 
silk and the twine. The kite is then raised during a 
thunder storm, and the person who holds the string 
stands within a door, or window, or under cover; so 

he could let out the string as rapidly or slowly ashe - 

uired a 
resisting . 

piso yin Pree 9 nen wn n twined it i tat ine, 
peo of two feet he sewed it to the pA so. 
that if it should be brokancba ay nonaeats the conti- 
nuity of the cord would not broken for 

tning when he was raising the kite, M. 
contrived to elevate it without touching the cord. 
he effected by means of a small with 

wire, such as is used for trimming. In order to 
tect himself from danger, he pues nrg Se 
from the string, the end of which 
and at other times he stood upon an i 
When the kes maesile jor yw ais 
strin a window, and it to a strong. 
silk a heaved of which wan generally. Gaeee heavy 
chain in the room. By means of a prime conduc-. 
tor standing upon a table, and connected withthe string. 
by a wire, he observed the character of the electricity 
which was it down, ; 
Mr Cuthbertson, in his Practical Electricity, has given: Cuthbert: 

which he employed in rais-; son’s 
essential- trical kite. 

a drawing of the apparatus 
inn cupptcidaeenepdamiiacaencaee i 
ly from those which we have described. _ The string of 

e kite is coiled round a horizontal axis, supported 
upon three mahogany legs; and round a drum, on a 
thicker part of the same axis, is coiled a silk cord, the 
other end of which is again coiled. round another axis 
or reel 20 or 25 feet distant, which is moved by a winch; 
by turning this winch, the string of the kite can be 
lengthened or shortened at pleasure without any dan- 

o Mir Ceithlieetocn: ouibbiniae toad shee Mili all con- 
nected with one another ; and on one occasion, when 
he could obtain no electricity with a kite having a 
500 feet he succeeded by adding 
of which had strings 500 feet in, length. For 
information on the construction of kites, see in’s 
Letters, p. 90, or Phil. Trans. 751, pe 565 3 
Mem. de Savans Etrangers, tom. iv. page 514, &c. ; Ber- 
tholon, De S flecinvcitt des, Meteenies ee 2 51, pr ; 
Cavallo, Phi ~Trans. 1776, aA 3, :! > p- 3 

and Cuthbertson’s Practical Electricity, Pp» 237-244, 
Lond, 1807, pt than ; 1 th Doe 
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have already given an account of the simple thunder 
rods which were employed by Le Monnier, Mazeas, 

~ Beccaria, Dalibard, and Delors. We shall, therefore, 

describe at present the more complicated instruments 

constructed used by Mr Read, Mr Cavallo, and’ Mr 

The instrument employed by Mr Read, in the expe- 
riments of which we have already given a full account, 
i ted in Plate CCXLVIII. Fig. 10, where AA 
is a wooden rod 20 feet long,and 2 inches in diameter 
below, and 1 above, A solid glass pillar B covered 
with wax, 22 inches , is cemented. into the lower 
end of it, and along with the whole rod is supported 

a wooden pedestal C, at the end of an iron brac- 
ket driven into the wall. Atthe distance of 13 inches 

a strong arm of wood E is fixed into the wall, 
a glass tube F, covered with sealing-wax. 

through the tube, and thus stands at 
i the wall. The tube F is 

with cork, so that when the rod is bent by the 
i eees preted bom feaching.ée Npeee 

. 

PPEEhy is | 
re Fer ie 0 af SEPE i Fas 41 i u Es H : : 

» supported on a strong wire, is pla- 
i 2 inches from the ball Loan the 

of the bell communicates by a metallic continua- 
the moist ground. This bell is rung by a 

small brass ball three-tenths of an inch in diameter, 
ers ol i 
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the insulation of his principal rod was so far in- 
by the moisture of the air that it exhibited no elec- 

ical indications, he made use of what he calls a hand ex- EE 

this rod, he warmed the of an insulating stool, 

hand the rod into a vertical position, where he kept it for 

being attracted more powerfully by the flame ‘of the Ptactical’ 
torch than by the extremity of the rod. Electricity... 

The atmospherical collector, with which Mr Cavallo. a 
made numerous experiments, is represented in Plate atmospherie. 
CCXLVILL. Fig. 11, where AB is a common jointed cal colles-. 
fishmg-rod, which wants the last or smallest joint. A. tor. 
slender glass tube C is fixed at the extremity of this prarr 
rod, and is covered’ with sealing-wax, having a cork D ecxivin,.. 
at its end, from which a pith ball electrometer is sus- Fig. 11. 
pended. A piece of cord HGF is fastened to-the other 
extremity of the rod H, and is supported at G by a 
small piece of twine FG. A pin is fastened at the ex- 
tremity I of the cord, and w it is. pushed into the 
cork D, the pith ball electrometer is in an uninsulated 
state. In order to observe the electricity of the atmo- 
hen he fixed the pin in the cork D, and. taking 

rod by the lower extremity H, he held it out of one 
of the highest windows in the house, and having raised: 
it into a position inclined about 50° or 60° to the hori- 
zon, he es it there for a few seconds ; he disengaged: 
the pin from the cork D, by pulling the twine at H; 
and the string dropping into the dotted position KL, 
left the electrometer insulated and electrified. in a state 
opposite to that of the atmosphere. He then drew the 
instrument into the room, and examined the character 
of the electricity which it possessed. 

In order to insulate a vertical atmospherical. appara- Mr Singer’s- 
tus, Mr Singer has applied his new system of insulation, atmospheri- 
of which we shall give an account in our description of ¢@! appara- 
his electrometer. He proposes to employ a stick of ™* 
glass 10 inches long, and one inch in diameter, coated’ 

. with sealing-wax. The brass cap at each extremity, 
must have a screw to receive the lid of a cylindrical tin, 
funnel. “ There are to be two such funnels, one screw-- 
ed at each end of the insulating pillar. They may be 
about 8 inches long, and one s er than the other, in 
such ion, that the circumference of the’stick of 
glass, and the two funnels, may form a series of concen- 
tric valgcienys distans from. each other about a quarter of 
an i he tus is represented by Fig. 12, the pis. 19: 
funnels being delineated by dotted lines. itis evident dade 
that in this apparatus, the vapour must first traverse the 
—~ between the outer and inner funnels, and then 

interval between the inner funnel and the stick of 
ahr, hetove the spealagin, Ge be destroyed ; and this 

may be lengthened to any extent, by increasing 
pape en of concentric funnels, This Gohanptenane 
is very simple and durable ; and h the limit of its 
insulation is the distance of the funnels, that is, a quar- 
ter of an inch, this will be found sufficient for the most 
essential observations on the atmosphere ; and the hi 
er intensities may be obtained, if desired, by rolonging 
the insulator to some inches. below the cap of the lower 
funnel, as shown in the Figure, or by making this lower 
and internal funnel of a glass tube covered with seal-. 

-wax. 
Fe an paratus of this description be used to insu-. 
late the Ierisontal wire, the comm end of the larger fun- 
nel should have a circular tin plate of nearly twice its 
diameter, placed opposite to it, at a short distance, to 
prevent the intrusion of driving rain or snow. (Fig. 
13.) Or, what might perhaps prove more effectual, it Fig. 13- 
may be placed within a sort of pigeon house, having a 

in its side for the wire to through.” 
Nearly upon the preceding plan of Gade F. Ro- Ronalds’ 

nalds, Esq. of Hammersmith, has erected. an atmo. thunder. 
spherical epperstu in a field near Highbury Terrace, ? 
Islington ; but we have not yet seen an account of the 
observations which he has made with it, See Read, 
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Phil. Trans. V791, p. 185 ;°1792, ~p. 225. Cavallo, 
» Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 407. Singer's Elements of Elec- 

tricity, p. 281. 

Sect. III. On Condactors for the preservation of 
Buildings. 

As soon as Dr Franklin established the identity of 
lightning and electricity, he applied this diseovery to 
the great practical purpose of defending buildings 
from the effects of higherdag. With this view he pro~ 
posed to erect a metallic rod, pointed at each extre- 
mity, at the side of the building, so that it should rise’ 
to a considerable height above the highest part of 
it, and descend lower than its foundation, either into 
water, or the nearest conducting substance. Henee, if 
a thunder cloud is immediately above the building, its 
charge will be drawn off by the pointed conductor, and 
be transmitted silently to the earth ; whereas, had it 
struck the unprotected building, the imperfect con- 
ducting bodies of which it is composed, would have 
exposed such a resistance to the passage of the light- 
ning, that it would either have been considerably in- 
jured or destroyed. 

When this instrument was first proposed, a dispute 
arose among the members of the Royal Society of Lon- 
don, respecting the propriety of making the conductors 
terminate in acute points. The subject was long and 
keenly agitated ; but the party, headed by Mr Benja- 
min Wilson, who insisted upon the necessity of furnish- 
ing the extremities of the conductors with round balls, 
was ultimately baffled in the contest, and the use of 
pointed conductors now universally prevails. The ad- 
vantages of conductors in the protection of -buildings, 
have been generally illustrated by the experiments of 
the powder-house, the thunder-house, and the pyramid, 
of which we shall give a short explanation, for the sake 
of our young readers. 

The thunder-hotise is represetited in Fig. 14. of 
Plate CCXLYIII. where a thick piece of board A, re- 
gers the end of a house, is fastened into the base 

. About § inches from A is fixed a glass pillar C, 
moveable about its axis, from the of which pro- 
ceeds a bent wire EF, having a spring socket F, through 
which a double knobbed wire FG is moveable. . In the 
piece of wood A is fixed a wire HL, with a knob Hat its 
extremity, and another wire MN‘ bent upwards at N. 
Into a hole LMK, about + of ani inch deep, and nearly 
one ineh wide, is loosely fitted a square piecé of wood, of 
the same shape, which can be taken out at pleasure. A 
— wire IK is fastened to the piece of wood. Let 
a ged jar J be now placed near the apparatus, so 
that its inside coating communicates with the ball E by 
fmeans of a chain, and its outside coating with the wire 
N by means of another chain. Havirig placed the balls 
G, H at a considerable distance, take out the piece of 
wood ILKM, ‘and piit it in so that the wire IK lies 
in the direction ML, and forms a communication with 
the wires HL and’ MI ; then bring thé balls G, H gra- 
dually nearer one another, and at a certain distance 
the jar will explode, and no particular effect will be pro- 
duced : the explosion being carried off by the continu- 
ity of the conducting wires. Let the wire IK be now 
placed as in the Figure, so that there is an interruption 
in the condueting wire HLMN, arid let the jar be ex- 
ode a8 before. The pieve of wood 1LMK will now 
thrown oiit of its place to a considerable distance, as 

the electricity does not find a ready p from L to 
M, Iii this experiment, the explosion of the jar may 

ELECTRICITY. 
represent a thunder cloud above the chimney of the 
house A, which is saved when protected 1? continu- 
ous conductor, but thrown down when the lightning 
does not find @ ready passage. 20 um wh 

The powder-house, as vonstructed | 

Presto | 

—— © 

MrCuthberts Powda.” 
VIIL The house. son, is ted in Fig. 15. Plate CC 

tase ball A communicates with L by a brass wire; L Prats 
communicates with the ivory piece d 
and the ivory piece d communicates with the brass tube 
c, standing in the brass dish e. This again communis 
eates with the brass pipe 4, which is connected with 
the hollow arm L. The tube o, and the ivory piece d; 
are then filled with loose gunpowder, and the: brass 
a into it within a quarter of an inch of the 

. Alcohol is poured mto.the dish e;: wettish 
J ea put into 4, and L is filled with 

its roof p upon it, the outside of a 
is made to communicate with a hook below 
soon as the commanication is com 4 
inside of the jar communicate with the ball A, 
plosion of the gunpowder in ¢ and d wi 
roof, and, inflaming the alcohol, will set 
of the house on fire, and, ‘atter burning 

fire, and, after a loud explosion, the house will be blown. 
up, and fall te pieces. dns 8g 

The pyramid consists of several pieces of wood pla- 
ced on one another, the lowest piece forming a 
base, and the pyramidal resting upon this base by 
three small brass bails. A piece of wood is them looses 
ly fitted into a square hole on one side of the base, and 
one of the brass balls is made to rest upon this piece of 
wood, so that the upper part of the p: id w 
when this piece of wood is in its place, 
when it is thrown out. The piece of wood is so:cons 
strueted, that it can be made either to complete or to 
interrupt the communication between the upper and the 
lower wire, asin the thunder-house. When the inter 
ruption is completed, and an explosion sent along: the 
wires as in the thunder-house; no effect will be us 
ced; but, by interrtipting the circuit, the piece of 
wood will be thrown out, and the pyramid will fall to 
pieces. , . rf ; 

K The effect of lightning upon ships may be shewn by 
the followi retty experihént by Mr Cuthbertsons 
InFig.16. PlateCCXLVII I. where AB is'a trough filled 
with water, C a ship swimming in it, so that the top 
of the mast may neiifly réach the ball L. Place the 
ship as in the Figure at the end of the trough, and, 
by means of a thread T attached to it, draw the ship 
under the ball L, connected with the two charged jars 
D,F, and the charge flying out of L will strike the 
mast, and break the ship in pieces. When the'ship is 
repaired, unscrew the round piece of brass fromthe 
top of thé spindlé, atid lang the chain gr upon it, 
having the star A screwed upon the top. «Bring the 
ship, as formerly, with considerable rapidity under the 
Bill 1, and it will be striick by the shock; the ‘fire bes 
ing séen to pass along the chiain, without the 
mast. But if the ship is ‘d¥awn slowly’ bes 
neath the ball L, no discharge will be asthe 
electricity of the jar is drawn slowly off by the points 
of the stat A. (ey MaapeMYOF aud wos 

Conductors for the préser'vation of s should 
be formed of a copper or iron rod, about } or fof an 
inch thick, made sop atthe point, ahd rising to the 
height of four or five feet above the highest part of the 

+ 

a brass chain; ccxiviu. 
Fig. 15. 

Pyramid. 

Fig. 16. 

ings. 7 
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edifice. “All ‘the 1hetallie parts on the roof of the little contracted at the mouth. Dr Robison prefers | Practieal 
pecichoshinise-oosienpealietall the ads and the con+ bottles,of a wr form, and he frequently used ithe Filectricity- 
ductor should to the ground by the shortest pos- balloons employed in distillation. os as 
sible path. Mle Mentgelimavaily judiciously proposed _ The glass of which the jars are made should have no Thickness 
to attach to the sides of tdhe'foxinddatiani of each parti- more thickness than what is necessary to prevent them ° the glass. 
tion wall a itha similar stripe from being broken by a spontaneous discharge ; for Mr 

- 3 : a perpendi 
suips chouhitiseenieath vide of © e house, and, being 
connected with the water-pipes, &c. should be continued 
to the roof'to another set 

ee ee 
edge and prominence up to top pater S 

. 201. Wilson, Id. p. 246; 
Jd. V7173; p. 48; Id. 177% p-' 232; ; Id. 1769, 
160. Id: 1770, p. 188, Leroy, Mem. Acad, 1770, 
—_ Td. 1773, p. 599. Id. 1770, p. 472, 588. «Phil. 

‘ans. 1773, p. 42. Henley, Id. 1774, p. 133. Nairne, 
Id; 1778, p. 823. Blagden, Id. 1782, p.355. Patter- 
son, Trans: Amer. Soc. vol. iii. p. $21. R A 
Mem. Instit. vol. iv. Stanhope, il. Trans. 1787, 

BOOK II. 

On Macurnes ror Accumutatine anp Discuarcine 
TRICITY. 

Sect. 1. On the Construction of Jars and Coated 
Plates. 

Ix our Section on the 
have already given a 

instruments, 
; ‘The best form of a jar is that of a cylinder, having 
its mouth sufficiently large to admit the hand, for the 

time employed, particularly by Mr Cuthbertson; but 
he afterwards found that it eniiadtead to. have them a 

Cavendish has found that the quantity of electricity 
necessary to:charge different coated jars of the same ex- 
tent, is inversely as the thickness of the jars. ' 
The best iod of jars, is to line them both Method of 

on the outside and the inside with tinfoil, which may coating jars. 
be made to adhere to the glass by gum water. When 
the jars, however, will not admit of being lined with 
tinfoil, or when tinfoil is not to be got, a coating of 
Nai Faw peta rteonon oo yen , ora quan 
tity of gold leat or Dutch metal may be placed in the 
jar, so as not to rise hi than the external coating. 
: the jar has a form, themed jm tems 
y cutting the tinfoil into or joints, in the same 

peapbbe terrestrial and ‘pelential ar are covered, 
A coated jar is shewn in Plate CCXLIII. Fig. 5. 

As jars are very often broken by the spontane~ Brooke's 
ous discharge the glass; Mr Brooke propo. method of 
sed, as the result of experiment, that the tinfoil should °*""S 
be first pasted u common writing paper. When 
this i eareakes hhe:vevy eddy bad dane 
his jars broken. 

or the purpose of preventing the charge of the } 
from being dissipated, it is lgnet advantage to eee 
the uncoated part with melted sealing-wax or with 
varnish, to prevent the deposition of moisture from the 

In order that the jar may retain its charge 
siderable time, it is constructed, as in Plate CCXLVII. ‘ining its 
Fig. 1..where it is shewn suspended at the end C of the "8% 
conductor. After being coated in the usual manner, P14T= 
a glass tube ab, reaching to the bottom, is cemented into (°XLV1- 
the.cap. The inside of this tube is covered with tin. © 
foil rather more than half its from the bottom, 
and this lining communicates with inner coatin 
of the jar. A wire c, blunted at power 

hej hye: the posto 

for a con: Jar for re- 

M. Cavallo has invented a curious instrument, whicly Cavallo’s 
he calls a i i It consists of a glass self-char- 

14 inches in diameter. Coat §'°S phial. 

perienced. 
Dr Robison informs us, that he constructed a very Dr Rovi- 

fine electric phial for the pocket, by forming tin plate son’s perta~ 
into somewhat of a phial shape with a neck, It ble jar. 
was next coated with sealing-wax, about 4, of an inch 
thick, quite to the end of the neck. The ing-wax 
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Practical was then coated with tinfoil al but the neck. The tin- 

Rilectricity. plate formed the inner coating and wire, and the tin- 
btn Joe foil the outer coating, while the wax acted the part of 

glass in the common jar. 

Secr. I. On Coated Plates. 

already seen that electrici be accu- 
sutiaied se shell idiaioceted iphttn as to e-ouaetercaet 
we have ted a plate of this kind in Fig. 7. of 
Plate CCXLIII. Dr Bevis was the first who 
substituted coated plates of glass instead of jars, and Dr 
Franklin actually used a battery consisting of coated 

of crown glass. As the accumulation of the 
electric matter increases with the thickness of the 
Muscovy talc has been substituted in place of glass, and 
it has the additional advantage of being less liable to at- 
tract moisture from the atmosphere. Instead of glass, 
Becearia employed a resinous plate consisting of equal 
quantities -of pure colophony and powder of marble, and 
having previously stuck a piece of tinfoil within five 
inches of the edge of the table, he poured this composi- 
tion, when melted, upon the table, and having spread 
it to the thickness of a 10th of an inch with a hot iron, 
he coated the upper side with tinfoil, and found that it 
had the power of accumulating a greater degree of elec- 
tricity than an equal plate of glass, and was less liable 
to be broken by a spontaneous discharge. 

On coated 
plates. 

Secr. III. On the Construclion of Batteries. 

On the con- The electrical battery was invented in the year 1746, 
struction of hy Gralath, a German. Dr Franklin constructed one 
a 00 of coated plates of glass. Dr Priestley employed one of 

64 jars ; but the largest that have ever been made are 
those which Mr Cuthbertson made for the Teylerian 
Museum of Haarlem. 3 ? 
The jars which compose a battery are formed and 

coated in exactly the same manner as a singe Leyden 
phial. In Figs. 8 and 9, of Plate CCXLIII. we have 
iven a representation of two batteries, shewing two 

Sifferent forms of the jar, and two different manners of 
uniting the effects of each. 

The real power of batteries ought not to be estimated 
by the number of square feet of coated surface which they 
contain, but by the length of metallic wire which they 
are capable of igniting or exploding. In the year 1774, 
Mr Nairne constructed a ; containing 50 square 
feet of coated surface, and he found = it ~~ — 
of igniting 45 inches of iron wire, +},th part of an in 
in Sunoten, which corresponds to about 3ths of an inch 
of wire for each square foot. The first battery con- 
structed by Mr Cuthbertson for the Teylerian Museum, 
contained 135 square feet of coated surface, and was 
capable of igniting about 180 inches of the same kind 
of wire; which is nearly one inch and vethe of wire for 
each square foot, ¢— om considerably the power of 
Nairne’s battery. When this ba’ was increased to 
225 square feet of coating, it ignited 300 inches of the 
Peer pee vimana oes ae pie 
+oths for each square foot. ge 100 
jars, which Mr t Cuthbertson afterwards completed for 
the same mu-eum, -contained 550 square feet, was ca~ 
pable of igniting 655 inches of the same wire, which was 
also at the rate of one inch and j,ths for every square 
foot. Mr Cuthbertson afterwards made a number of 
batteries of 15 jars each, and having about 17 square 
feet of coated surface. culating from Nairne’s bat- 
tery, these small ones ought to ignite 155 inches of wire, 

Real mea- 
sure of the 
effects of 
batteries. 

ELECTRICITY. 

natn emcee 

18 inches of wire; but after breathing i 
through a glass tube, and then charging the > 
was astoni| to find that it was then able to ignite 
60 inches of the same wire. In order to examine this 
subject more accurately, Mr -Cuthbertson constructed 
his compound electrometer, which will be described in 
the next Chapter, and instituted a set of experiments 
to determine in what degree the charging ity of 
coated jars is increased by breathing into them, 4 
result of these experiments was, that the force of batte~ 
ries did not increase with the quantity of coated surface, 
but to the law already given in e 499. 
Senco hb peother;thesioated idkopamanahetamay 

great to m Mr Cuthbertson’s discovery 
of the effects of dampness, as one of the most valu- 
able additions which has for a long time been made te 

_ An effect, similar to that of breathing into the jar, 
may be produced by placing a wet 
or by slightly -oiling its surface ; but as these: me- 
thods are not permanent, it has been recently proposed 
to paste a slip of writing paper an inch broad on the 
interior surface of the jar, so as to rise about half an 
inch above the upper of the inner coating. 

Szcr. IV. On Instruments for discharging Jars and B 
teries. . - y 

‘A pescription of the comrnon discharging rod has al- On instr 
ready been given in a former Section. charging ments fo 
rods with one branch, and having han weashageeti 

the outside coating a bent arm Capron eit Se Fig. 3 
conducting | ‘ebya silk —~ 
owt he The body wil 

oscillate between these balls till the jar is di 
ged. When the body ¢ is shaped into the form of a 
spider, this experiment has been the electrified 
spider. SPR st 
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charging rod; the With’ the 
_ Wires pointed at the extremities are used: 

ELECTRICITY. 

im * 4. Henley’s Universal Discharger. 
_ One of the most useful instruments for discharging 

jars, was inverited by Mr! , and is represented in 
CCXLIX. Fig, 4. where ABis a mahogany board 

14 inches and 4 wide; C, D two glass pillars ce- 
mented into the base AB, and having upon their upper 
extremities brass caps, and above them spring tubes m, 
wid idea deeel ate oh.o-a0 p, t ve both 
a vertical and a horizontal motion. In these spring: 
tubes, two wires are placed, having a ring of brass at, 
one end and a knob at the other. The small table EF, 
about 4 inches in diameter, has a piece of ivory inlaid 

its surface, and may be-raised or depressed by” 
serew nut s, The small mah press, repre- 

sented in Fig. 5. is sometimes p in the socket + in- 
stead of the table EF. It consists of two boards, which 

be pressed by the two nuts p; g. When 
i 

Ww edi to be Te Se kT 
W the table EF’, or fixed in the press, . 5... The 
balls'of the aliding'wires must then Be bi ight in con- 
eee pees sdes, of the baby, when one 
of the rings of the wires is connected with a jar or a 
battery, while the other ring is connected with te dis 

charge Paaeenapeenie Saar rey 
. In many ex ts, accuracy. es ye 

those which have knobs, - 

2. Simple Discharging Electrometer. 
This simple instrument, which is attaclied 

i i ing more than a brass 
ple generally 

po eee eae a 1¥inch long, moveable 
in a ball and socket the top of a glass rod fixed: 
into the base of the ine, so that the brass ball is about 
one inch distant from the brass ball of the eonductor adja- 
cent to the piece of wood on which the receiving points bce fixed: 

the ball of the electrometer, for-example, is 
the ici uctor or of conductor,. the span of the 
the jar will always be carri ay eg: allege cea 
tain % ional to the distance of the elec- ES er 

3. Lane’s Discharging Electrometer. 
This instrument, which is univ used, is 

sented in Plate CCXLVII. Fig. 2. a4 eisa shame 
brass fixed into the end of the conductor D. This arm car- 
ries a bent of glass ede, having 

a spring tube within this cap passes 
: r having a ball a, b at each ecbaniene 

The arm ad is then.connected with the uround by means 
ofa chain, as shewn in Fig, 1. where the electrometer has 
a different 

uctor will be carried off into the ground, by means of 
nner when it has reached a certain a If 

distance D, the 

L he c ) ‘a measure of the 
nn eatans at the instant of the dis. 

charge. | In. Fig. instrument is represented as 
: VoL. Vill. PART 11. taal : 

this is required to be used, the body through i ent to 2 y ; hich the d 

a brass cap c at its. 
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attached to a jar, but, in this éase, the outer ball or ring Practical) 
must Reiomncincted with the external coating of the jar. Blacteiolaya.: 
This electrometer is represented under # different form P pyc 
at L, in Figs. 4. and 5.. 

CHAP. II. 

© CCXLVIT- 
Figs. 4, 5. 

On Instruments for Measuring Electricity. 

Instruments for measuring electricity have received: ,, astra: 
the name of Elecirometers. an appellation which has been Oo ae 
given to those that indicate the presence of small quan- measuring 
tities of electricity, as well, as to those which afford an. electricity. 
exact. measure of its intensity... + £ 

SzorI:: On-Enstrumenis shat iidicate’gnall Quantities 
; of Electricity. Je, 

1. The: Abbé Nollet’s Electrometer. 
i ip ri 

.. The electrometer used by the-Abbé Nollet. consisted The Abbé 
of two silk threads, which indicated by their divergen- Nollet’s 
cy the presence of small quantities of electricity, and he ¢lectrome- 
even attempted to measure their magnitude by ascer- ‘ 

ining the angle of diy from the shadow of the 
a a board. fe ar was improved. 
ty Mr Waitz, who suspended small weights to the silk 

2. Canton’s Electrometer: 

This instrument consisted of.a 
out of the dry pith of the elder. ese balls were sus-- electrome- 

by the finest. linen threads... Mr Canton kept ter 
in.a narrow box, with a sliding cover, and when. 

> 3. Bennet’s Gold Leaf Electrometer. 
A ive view of this instrament is shewn if: : Plate CCKLIX. Fig. 6. anda section obit in Figo. It god leet consists of two stripes of leaf m,n, With-' electrome-. 

in a glass cylinder ABED.. This cylinder has.a brass te" 
on AB, considerably. broader than itself, in the centre PLATE _Which is.a hole a in the inside of the cap, which re- CCXLIX. 
ceives a small wedge of wood; On each side of this.“'3* ® * 
wedge two equal stripes of gold leaf, free of all -. 
ness at their edges, are by a little varnish : 
pp eld saan 4 about two inches » and about; 
4 quarter of an inch broad. The inside of the cap AB, 

the upper part of the linder, are with 
sealing-wax. On the inside of the glass cylinder are 

two stripes of tinfoil b,c, diametrically opposite. 
to each other, and rising higher than the stripes of gold 
leaf. The lower ends of the tinfoil are in contact with the - 
brass stand DEF, which supports the whole. In order: 
to observe the electrici of the atmosphere, a pointed. 
wire C is inserted in the brass cap AB, In order to use 
the electrometer, turn round the cap AB till the surfaces 
of the gold leaf are parallel to the surfaces of the pieces. 
of tintoil 4,c, so_that the two stripes -of gold leaf may 
¥ in contact in the middle of the cylinder: Then, 

a body containing, a small smary'4 of electricity be 
brought in contact with the, cap , the. leaves 
m,n will diverge, and their extremities strike the. 

Su. : 
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pieces of tinfoil 5, ¢, and thus convey the electricity to 

s Cavallo bas prupeted ia ienguore this eloctrotneter, 
by sticking two pieces of paper to the ends df 
papery te gilt 

4. Nicholson's Improvement on Bennet’s Electrometer. 

Practical 
Blectricity. the 
wy 

Nicholson's _ As the divergency of the gold leaves in the ter, 
improve- instrument is increased by the stripes of tint be 
ment on 4 that the e city 'was so weak that it 

pe ly be rendered sensible having 
b,c t very near to the athens “With is 
view, Mr Nicholson an apparatus, in which 
he substituted two flat radii of brass in room of the tin- 
foil, and, by means of a micrometer screw placed at 
the foot of the glass cylinder, he was able to open and - 
shut the two rad of brass, so that their extremities 
could be brought within any distance of the gold leaves. 
The dvergency ofthe ai afr nd of men 

Ni 's Jorn 

5. Cavallo’s Electrometers. 

The electrometers constructed and used by Mr Cavallo 
are represented in Plate CCXLIX. Figs 8 and 9. Fig. 
8. is his pocket electrometer, shewn in its inner case at 
A, and in a state ofaction at B. The inner case or handle 
is made of glass, and is about three inches long, and 5 
of an inch wide, half of it pene covered with sealing- 
wax. To the end of the tube is fitted a cork 
which tapers at ends, so that any end of it will 
suit the end ofthe tube. Two small cones of the pith of 
elder are then suspended to two linen threads attached 
to one end of the cork. When the electrometer is to 
be used, the end of the cork ite to the threads 
must be into the tube, and tube will form the 
i handle of the electrometer, as shewn at B. 
The case of this electrometer, shewn at C, contains a 
piece of amber at one end, for electri ing the electro- 
meter negatively, and at the other end a piece of ivory 
insulated upon a piece of amber, for giving positive 
electricity when rubbed by woollen cl 

Another electrometer of Cavallo’s is represented in 
Fig. 9. at A, which does not differ very essentially from 
Bennet's, having small conical pieces of the pith of el- 
der, instead of gold leaves. These balls are suspended 
by twosilver wires, which h 1 to one another 
when the balls are at rest. wires are 
like rings at the top, and hang loosely in holes, in 
a piece of ivory H. The cap of the electrometer has a 
particular construction, which will be seen at B. 

€avallo’s 
electro- 
meters. 

PLATE 
CCXLIX. 
Fig. 8. 

Big. 9% 

6. Saussure’s Electrometer. 

Saussure’s __ Ehis electrometer is represented in Fig. 10. of Plate 
eecrone CCXLIX. and has a general resemblance to that of 

Cavallo’s. The balls are round, and made of the pith of 
elder. They are about half a line in diameter, and are 

to the most delicate silver wires. The glass 
vessel ACB has a bell ra and is so wide that the 
balls g, g, even at their diver , cannot reach 
the stripes of tinfoil h, 

ee 10. 

vided scale, for measuring Re dive overpay ated 
Tis instrosions ofSoumort Fees cate oely senalblat 

ELECTRICITY. 

- construction is shewn in ra 1), of 

when the electricity of the not stron ey pet pppoe a tne se 
pes arene on other occasions he cota tad the . 

Aa fine metallic wire, about 50 or 60 feet 
at the end of which was a ball of lead of Nivea dete 

The following Table contains the electrical forces 
ones to the divergency of the balls, as deters 

by experiments. 

Distance Distance c 
patsy forces of Elec oh ein, Pec sve 

as 4 ’ Thea’ a 
it ng Ne les 13 ost, aS 
a «. s. oe 26."5 \s 26 

Famer... 15 + 29 
Ro pe sf 4 15-3 $2 

200 bee 5 LT . 36 
ears 6 18 . 40 
YI, eggs 19. « 44 
8. . 10 20.’ . . 46 
Be - 12 mt 6) 52 
10 . 14 22 . 56 
1l . . IT 33 . ty 60 

12. - 20 24 + ret Om 

7. Hauy’s Bleciromeler for Minerals. 

This instrument consists of a needle of silver 
terminated by two globules, and moveable upon 
ssa aaa eae egies ter for 
metal. The needle and stem: are insulated, by being "™* 
placed u lindrical. su; 
of the 1 is now upon the bottom 
metallic stem, while the right hand ts a piece of 
rubbed sealing wax, during a second or two, at a small 
distance from the stem, then, if the finger i with- 
drawn, and afterwards the stick of 
needle will be negatively electrified, and 
for examining the po’ ioe of 4 caiaeeal that Bi en 
electrical heat. See Hany’s Traité de P, 

ere eres Sa 

a 

tom. i 

VIII. Fig. 76, of that work. 

8. Singer’s Electromieler constructed upon a iahinel 
of seine ain 

In order to produce a more perfect 
tion than had been before obtained, 
po cn enh taro he 
so that the moist air in contact with it may 

“i ppg thi og et 

side with cing wax ; and sibeenewibier: x 
“uth of an inch thick, hn ei 
its axis, so as not to touch part. 
middle of which it is fixed fixed bye silk. 

CCXLIX, Prare 
of CCXL 
a 1. 

be B. The 
{Ing are lnened a heen ofthe wire and the 



_ (ter. 

ELECTRICITY. 
Practical tube B is cemented near its middle into the common 

_ Electricity» brass cap. 
_ Y~™ of the wire, and consequently. : 

be complete, until the inside as well as the outside of the 

* is shewn completed in Fig: 12. 

Sect. II. On Electrometers for Indicating and Measur- 
J ing Electricity. 

1. Henley’s Quadrant Electrometer. 

‘This instrument is represented in Plate CCXLVIL 
Fig. 11, where AB is a smooth'round stem, about 7 inches 
long, surmounted by a ball A. Below this ball, and at 
one side of the stem, is fixed a semicircle of ivory C, ha- 

PLaTE __ ving its lower quadrant divided into 90 di . Athin 
CCXLVII- piece of cane mn, 4 inches long, with a n at its lower 
"end, is suspended from a pin at m in the centre of the 

Sees Se ae ey eat pat 
. center, When the instrument is electrified, ball, 
Login nee: ceed a direction, is repel- 
led by the stem, indicates the electrical force by its 

‘distance from the stem. This instrument may 
be either placed on a stand, like D, or it may be fixed 

of a conductor, or upon the top of a Leyden 
jar. It is quite obvious, that equal spaces on the qua- 

to degrees of electricity. 
M. Achard has shewn, that = ee At 
vided according toa scale of arcs, tangents of whi 
are in arithmetical progression. 2 

; Henley’s 

electrome- 

2. Brooke's Steelyard Electrometer. 

~ This ingenious, though complicated and expensive, 
i ee ee en ee 

electrome- of ajar or battery may be accurately determined by 
ter. ps one ere espe ee ete ate beet 

electricity is able to raise. This instrument, 
ich i in Fig. 13. Plate CCXLIX. is'sup- 

upon a base AB, about 9% inches in diameter, 
completely insulated upon the glass pillar DD. 

The arms G and g, which may be hollow tubes of 
per, have a motion round the brass wire H, so as to 
turned as far away as possible from the jar or battery. 
ee ee ost 
cone arm G is screwed to a solid piece 
within ball F, and has a motion round an axis close 

surface of the ball F, in a vertical plane. The 
has also a motion in a vertical plane round an 

a multi motion behind the dial plate, 
tonne spd revebetion,' Wie ve’ atte 

i 90", Or from a vertical into a horizontal q 

$ oe inner circle; to which the 
arm of the in ints. In order to the in- 
nef hehe weight sn is moved pon the arm GI, till 

Tr, so as to be as” 
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erat speierialeson te weigh fn. mie other Practisal 
end of the lever. One end of the weight m will there- Electricity. 

th Tien yo 

in of the motion of »-towards 
. Divide this space into the number of grains thus 

found, and subdivide the to each > 

in, into halves and quarters. These divisions may 
readily braces the eae vee of the dial 

plate, by observing the position shorter index 
when we standin. OE Sey wiitnbee of grains in the arm 
GI. When thisis done, Me Brooke even thinks that the 
arms G, g, and balls I, K, may be removed as unneces- 
sary. This ingenious instrument, though never brought 
er Shee by its apd ny given ee to several ad 
mirable electrometers founded u same principle, 
af which, tom:ahall- give. pattiedior diese ion. 

3. Hauch’s Improved Discharging Electrometer. 

» This instrument is an’ improvement. u the elec pyauch’s 
trometer of Mr Brooke, which M. has tly improved 
simplified. It consists of two levers with saend oe: 4 discharging 
supported on separate glass pillars, one of which is a “&ctroue- 
little higher than the other. The end of the longest ‘™ 
arm of the upper lever being raised by the oh a of 
a ball with which it is in contact, acts upon the end of 
the shortest arm of the lowest lever; and the end of the 
longest arm of the lowest lever, by being thus raised, 
touches the apparatus of the upper lever, and discharges 
the jar or ba’ Our limits will not permit us to 
give a more de account of this instrument ; but 
a drawing and description of it will be seen in the 
Phil. Mag. vol. iv. p. 267, or in the Transactions of the 
Royal Society of jae Eig 

4. Dr Robison’s Comparable Elecirometer. 

This ingenious instrument, which is also an improve- pr Robi- 
ment upon Brooke's electrometer, was employed by Dr son’s com- 
Robison in his experiments on the law of electrical ac- parable 
tion. It is represented in Plate CCXLIV. Figs. 5, and “ctme- 
6. and has been fully described in p. 440, 441. we 

5. Coulomb’s Torsion Balance Electrometers. 

These ingenious instruments, three of which we 2 * 
have given rare of in Plate CCXLIV. Figs, Coulomb's 
7—11. and CCXLV. Figs. 1—3, have been al- lance sles. 
ready fully described in pages 441, 442, 450, 451, and trometers. 
are undoubtedly the most accurate instruments that p, . +p 
have ever been made for measuring small quantities of ccxLiv. 
electricity. Fig. 7—11, 

6. Cuthbertson’s Compound Electrometer. 

This instrument is represented in Plate CCXLIX. Cuthbert- 
Fig. 14, where D, E are two glass pillars fixed in the *'s om- 
base AB, 18 inches long and six inches broad. These Petnt slee- 
su terminate in brass balls D, E, under the last of ‘ 
Me el ons Neen hy, man it with the outside Cox ix. 

ajar: u a spl b is a 
the thetallie wite GH. terminaticy’' th'two eat bath, 
and balanced like a scale-beam on a knife centre, 
Sobers sa or veiea pha as to allow the arm GH 
to fhove in a verti e. A rectangular arm of. 
brass FCD is fixed at D. The arm Gb is divided in.. 
to 60 grains, and carries a slider ¢, which can be set 
at any number of grains. A common Henley’s qua- 
drant electrometer is placed at k. If the balls Gand F 
are electrified, and the slider g be set at 0, they will 
repel one another ; G will ascend, and H will descend 



seeing 

=~ 

sere ee 

Volta’s con- 
denser. 

54 
till it strikes the ball BE. If the arm GH ‘be again set 

ores 
grains ; so that a certain Hy ef electricity will be 

vintosdée Gul Get eae ey oovarate, Hence 
the nutber.of gtaitie W which the index is set, will 
alwa be an exact measure in Ses tf the electricity 

separates the balls G an This instrument is 
owsbitation ef Henley's, Lane's, anit Brooks's een. 
trometer. Henley’s electrometer is of use’ to shew the 
ilies a See Cuthbertson’s Practical 

yp 77 
For an account of a number of onset electrometers, see 

Darcy's Electrometer, Mem. Acad. Par. 1749, p.63. Rich- 
man’s Electrometer, Nov Com. Petrop. iv. p. 301. ve 
mus’ Electric Platometer, Rozier’s Journal, vii. eae 
Terry's Electrometer, Rozier, xxiv. p. 815. Id. xxv. 
228. yer Bran's for a Conductor, Ro- 
zier, xxviii. p. 183. .De Luc’s Fundamental ae 
meter, Tdées sur Meteorologie, cccxcvi. Chaj 
Electrometer, Rozier, xxxiv. p. 570. Vassali, 
Turin: 1790, v. p. 57. Cadet’s Electrometer, Annales 
de Chimie, xxxvil. p. 68, Nicholson's Journal, v. 
Marechaux’s Electrometer, Nicholson's Journal. ting 
son's Discharging Electrometer, Phil. Mag. xi. p. 251. 

. 

BOOK IV. 

On InsTRUMENTS For ConDENSING, DouBLING, AND 
MULTIPLYING Evectnicity. 

Tue electrometers described in the p 
though e —— delicate, are unable to indicate the 

ce of wi degrees. of electricity. In order to 
remedy this defect, several ingenious instruments have 
Le employed for condensing, Tonle and multiply- 

degrees of electrici The most important 
| of po Sri we shall now to describe. 

Book, 

CHAP, I. 

buctrenener Sor Condensing weit gc 

Secr. I. Volta’s Condenser. 

“Tus instrument is nothing more than an amin 
tion of the electrophorus already described. Vv 
constructed. an el us with a very thin peers 
plate, and having its electricity completely extin, 
ed, lay the up) sr conductor, apon this. resinous te in 
full contact, ing care that it does not touch the lower 
conductor. A wire is now brought from the place 
where the weak electricity exists to the upper conduc- 
tor alone, Phe ApEaras left a certain time in 
this situation, till the upper conductor has accumulated 
a sufficient quantity of electricity, remove the conduct- 
ing wire, ty dn cdot? baccle code eal be ere 
nous plate b handle, and it will be found 
to have con so much electricity as to affect the 
electrometer most powerfully, and even to give sparks. 
As the thin resinous cake may receive some electricity, 
Volta substituted in place of it an ly conduct- 
ing substance, such as a clean and Sonttile sikh, a 
‘plate of wood clean and dry or covered with a coat of 
_varnish, or even a conducting body covered, Sig a 
piece. of dry taffety or other dry silk. 

Folta’s Condenser connected with an Electroiacter. 

This instrument, which Volta has employed for des 

ELECTRICITY. 

plates, These two frames are kept 

for use, as in the Figure, the surfaces of the 

termining the effects of Galvanic’ 
sented in Phite\CCXLIX. Fig. 15. eae 
consists of two 

yi ted soul ele 
pete whose upper extremity i 

of the jar fhk. Above this’ stopple’ is 
the co! plate or or dic of brass 6d, tro 

the lower ibn - eae) proceeds a metallic wire 
tipt with a metallic | lobule Above this plate is 
another plate ab, wi ls suvigsaiit lass handle mn, 
and comm by a slip in 
of metal i/g, bent Peepers poe Ae bet r 
near the collecting plate. The lower surface of «6, 
and the upper of cd, are both varnished. A 
graduated sale placed on the outside of the jar 
wiramree. tom deri ben oe 
ina state of divergency. The electrified bod 

t ly: in contact with a small globu 4 
and after a certain number of contacts, the u plate 
a6 is lifted up, and the straws immediately diverge. 

Secr. II. Cavallo’s improved Condenser. 

Ir occurred to Mr Cavallo, that if the condensing Cavallo’s . 
plate of the indicated small degtees‘of improved 
electricity that could not otherwise be observed, another °odenser. 
smaller plate, or small condensing apparatus, might be 
employed, to condense the weak electricity of the. 
plate. He therefore constructed a small about 
size of a shilling, having a glass coated with 
see ~wax, and whan the large metal plate was 
carcely able to affect an electrometer, he the 
cul late se aes — it with 

e large p e then removed the large 
plate, and upon Suds aneage Pipe neg cans tod 
trometer, the peg Meter iri pre 

ab ae eS 

vhs 

ect. III. Casal’? Coddeltier: & Calor of 
_ . Electricity. f 

vey 

ae 
Tats instrument is peered in Plate CCXLIX. Cavallo’s | 

Fig. 16. where GHILKM, and NOPV, eet condenser, 
of wood, fastened to a wooden base by brass hi collector 
that they ean be either'placed vertically, as in Fr. of let 
gure, or laid out in a horizontal position, so as to tobe “" 
supported on the table on which the instrument stands. Fig- 16. 
The inner surfaces of these frames above their middle, 
are covered either with gilt paper, or with very flat tin 

in a vertical. 
tion, by means of two flat pieces of wood S and T, con- 
nected by a hook H. Rebwebn thetis wry vertico) doves 
there stands a flat tin plate, 13 inches long, and 8 inches 
broad, soldered to two tin tubes A, A, y one of which 
is seen in the Fi ‘These tin tubes being support- 
ed by glass rods D, D, coated with sealing-wax, only 
one of which is seen. When the instrument is ready 

are parallel to the tin plate, but not in- the pe 
An electrometer E is connected with ee 
tubes A, A, while the other tin tube is connected 
wire with the body, whose is to be con 
sed, When the in plate apparats it stood fora short 
time to accumulate , the hook H is loosen-— 
ed, and the wooden frames are | back into a hori- 
zontal position, and the electrometer will then diverge 
with the condensed electricity, The condensing 
of this instrument increases afi bamerwran} 20 



Practical plate igceluss condaicting: _surface on each side of it, 
_ diss, Und ikewise withthe sf the appartas 

a. 

=o 4 Secr. Iv. Cuthbertson’ Condenser. 

Cuthbert-, . A verticAt section of this condenser is shewn in 
_ fan's con- Plate CCXLIX. Figs 17, where @ and 4 are two flat 

denser. and round brass~ about six inches in diameter, 
Ptate and screwed tightly into the brass balls c, d. The ball © Ccxuix. ) Fig. 17 to top of a brass pillar e, which has a d 

joint at its lower ‘ity. The ball ¢ is placed w 
ahead pallet firmly fixed into the wooden box : The 

can therefore be thrown back into the dotted 

Bare ied to an electrometer, the a.of the conden- 
Fig-18. _ sér being fixed to the cap of the electrometer instead 
> of the insulating stand c. When the plate a has re- 

ceived the: electri from the electrified body, the 
plate B is then drawn back round the joint /, and the 

denser is sometimes used with this instrument, 
the fixed plate of the former connected with the 

» fixed plate of the latter by a brass pin. 

f : Secr. VI. Simple Condenser proposed by Mr Singer. 

- Simplecon- | Mr Stncer has 

i dd. hori- 
gp Seneer. en? vertical aE iy Sm the move- 

plate. is separated from it by turning a screw nut, 
and allowing it to descend to the bottom of the stand. 

Seer. VIII. Nicholson's Spinning Condenser. 

A vermicax section of this 
represented in Plate CCXLIX. 

~metallic vase, having a 

“pad ikevalven-aloag with it, while, the plate Hi is/fixed 
» to'the stand. Two metallic hooks F, are cemented 

ELECTRICITY. 

-the action of the fi 

_ter.. The first instrument of 

_we shall call A and B. The 

i ious instrument is ing 

625 — 
‘ite to each other, into holes drilled in the edge of Practical’ 
late F ; and into the upper plate are cemented two Electricity. 

wall tails of the fine flattened wire used in making sil- yiajcteon’s 
ver lace. These tails are bent down, as shewn in the condenser. 
Figure, so as to strike the hooks F, G during the revo- 
lution, but so as to be free from the rest of the appara- 
tus. By means of the screw at C, the distance between 
the glass plates D, E may be increased or diminished. 
The two contiguous faces of the glass plates are coated, 
as shewn in Fig. 20. Each of the tails communicates 
with the tinfoil ing of the plate D, and the hook F Ptatx 

with that of the plate E ; but the other hook G is com. CCXLIX. 
pletely insulated, and is intended to communicate only ''& ®° 
with the electrified body. The instrument being thus 
constructed, the moveable part of it, viz. the plate D, 
and all above it and the steel axis, is seta spinning by 

x and thumb upon the top T. 
One of the tails will strike the hook G, connected 
with the electrified body, and will receive and commu- 
nicate to the coating of the plate D some of its electri- 
city. _ At the end of half a revolution, the tail touches 
the hook F, and electrifies it along with the upper coat- 
ing, and the lower coating on the side of F. The tail 
proceeds, collecting more electricity from the hook G, 
and again deposits it at F, till there is so much conden- 
sed as is requisite to produce a divergency in the pith 
ball electrometer suspended at F. Mr Nicholson con-= 
structed an instrument of this kind five inches high, 
and found jit capable of condensing very small degrees 
of electricity. See Nicholson’s Journal, Apvil 1797. 

For an account of other condensers, see Hemmier’s 
Condenser in Gren’s Journal der Physik, vol. ii. partii. 
p- 210. Dumotiez’s Condenser in Rozier’s Journal, 
xxxi. p. 431. Weber’s Glass Condenser in Gilbert’s 
_Annalen, xi. p. 344, Wilson’s Condenser, Doubler, and 
Multipher, in Nicholson’s Journal, vol. ix. p. 19. PEs 

CHAP, III. 

On Instruments for Doubling Electricity. 

Tue instruments called Doublers, are those which On instru- 
are ge in such a manner, that v small — for 
uantities of electricity may be. continually doubled, ¢ubling 
on it becomes ible by the common vicciiniies. ony 

is kind was invented by 
the Rev. Abraham Bennet, : 

‘Secr. I. Description of Bennet’s Doubler. 

Tuis instrument consists of two brass plates, which Bennet’s 
plate A has an insula- doubler. 

ting handle fixed in its centre, while the plate B has a 
i handle fixed in its circumference. Excepting 

the upper side of A, all the sides of these plates are - 
varnished, The third plate C is a plate of brass var- 
_nished on its upper side, and laid upon Bennet’s gold~ 
ateenemier 1. 

The body, whose electricity is to be doubled, is ap- 
plied to the under side of the plate C, which lies upon 
the electrometer, while B is touched with a finger of 

other hand, and then removing the communication 
with the electrified body, B is lifted up by its insula- 
_ting handle ; and if the electricity is not now sensible 
by the electrometer, A is by means of its insu- 
lating handle, upon B, thus elevated; then touching 
A, by stretching a finger over the juncture of its insu- 
lating handle, and again withdrawing the finger, A is 

, 1 



Nicholson's 
revolving 
doubler, 

PLATE 
€cL. 
Figs. 1, 2. 

i with B, the Jane late 
scoee org Ay 

oe then 

th ety te ie du Mr 
rg ee rt ion 10 or 20 times, 
which, by g it every time, will render visible 
the smallest conceivable quantity of electricity, for at 
the end of the 20th operation it is augmented above 
500,000 times. This operation, em ine | ped 
Ceara genre ah catego 

is acquired, it will not occupy 40 seconds. When 
it i required to elicit sparks, the plates must be placed 
upon an stand, without an electrometer, and 
the doubling mY i ae omer gnc 

In ee Hee t care 
must be taken oe gcc map excite any electricity by the = 
tion of the finger the varnished side of the p 
In order pope tee ar Bennet — to each wy the 
plates a ucting dle of unbaked mahogany, b 
means of an insulating nut of baked wood, iol 
with sealing wax, so that he did not require to touch 
the sealing wax of the insulated nut, but occasionally 
to stretch a en, eter dey. to touch the plate, whilst the 
mahogany handle was held in the hand. Mr Bennet 
likewise put thimbles on the ends of the touching 
fingers ; but after every ee en that 
electricity was produ the instrument without 
previous communication. See Phil. Puaw. 1787, p 
288. 

Secr. I. Darwin's Moveable Doubler. 
In order to avoid the labour of the preceding ope- 

pom Dr Darwin invented the moveable doubler, con- 
of four metallic plates, which could be moved 

wheel work into positions which required them to 
be couched by the hand, in order to produce the effect. 
‘This instrument was shewnto Mr Nicholson in De- 
cember 1787, and it occurred tohim that the whole of 
the operation might be performed by the rotation of a 
simple winch, and hence he was led to the construction 
of the following instrument. 

Sect. III. Nicholson's Revolving Doubler, 

Tuts instrument is represented in Figs. 1. and 2. 
of Plate CCL, It is sup on a ass pillar 63 
inches long, and’ consists of two fixed plates of brass 
A,-C, two inches in diameter, ly insulated, and 
feel in the same’ vithe so that | a revalving late B 

A brass D, 

th cae terpoise to the revol siete B to act as a coun to rev , So 

it at rest in any position. AS * 
lass, so are the axes that | i 
the brass axis NO. The axis 

the brass piece M, which 
Lewin git C. At one extremity of this axis is 

D, and the other is conn with a rod 
NP, wu which the handle L is fixed, and’ 
piece H separately insulated. The pins E, F 

ar 
ie BE 2s iG E ze F. F ee 

He Fi 

rE / 
eS 

ht By 
3 7 

g 

y 
Aand B,” 

other, the two fixed plates A and C 
be considered as one mass ; and the revolving plate B, 
togetbex weil tbe hell Ds. eel genet her mass, 

experiments yet e, concur to ve these 

Maeanbclation but: 

opposite to. 

two masses will not 

out any com , if the masses were remote from 
each other ; Dany oicketeetont phakinne 
dundant will Seles refi of meena 

wel to each ather ot the diane of one lepnainean part of 
an inch, is such, that to produce a given 

that Jans ne ce gan wo ve it in y and apart. 
The redundant in the masses under consi- 
deration, will therefore be unequally dietonied the 
plate A will have about 99. and the C one: 
and, for the pane bree 2 cece, B will 
have 99  Soeshonia Pee wn 

he 
me ves this monde = co Biron 

rotation again destroy: 
its first situation — A, Hire, if we alten. to 
the effect of the whole newentan ee 
the electric states .of the respective masses er 
greatly increased ; for the 99 parts in A and in B re« 
main, and the one part of in C has been in« . 
sade thoes et 

in pe indy here 
communication produced an 
tricity of the ball. A secon 
produce a sgn hee ne 
quanto a continuance of soon_bring 

tes ae eect of ee, ct lb 1 oe 
very clearly seen. The spark. is 
a number of turns between 11 nl a0n, 20; 
trometer is sensibly acted upon by-still fe x 
one of rer k age Fipe aa orom with the 
earth, or w justment of the plates is altered, 
there are some variations in the effects net dificult.¢e.. 



e Maser rae eh the most ex- 
is branch of n: osophy. 

with the lower part of Ben- 

certain, 
, Gay inal be arene enough to destroy and predomi- 

naté’over any other electricity the may possess. 
I scarcely need observe, that, if this difficulty should be 
hereafter removed, the instrument wlll have t ad- 
vantages as a multiplier of electricity in the Ecility of 
i speedy manner of its operation, and 
the unequivocal nature of its results.” See Péil. Trans. 
1788, p. 403. 

Sect. IV. Bennet’s Improvement upon his Doubler. 

_ a - LLZLE ALLE TOR mya em 5 ~ 

Bennet’ We have already seen, that Mr Bennet was aware, 
improve- that electricity was produced in his doubler even when 

Fe iccvier, Bone had been previously communicated to it. In or- 
: der to remedy this, he connected the plates A and C 

Pirate _ by a wire, having at its‘ends hooks, which went into 
ecL. two small knobs on the back of the plates, the pi 
‘Figs 1,2. which the doubler being in contact with the 

middle of the same wire. Another wire connected the 
back of the plate B with the brass ball D. In this man- 

Lt ner all the plates communicated with the ground, and 
i. 

ri +. a ar -_ 
, B was made to revolve 50 times, which was 

found sufficient to depri itive 

Sect. V. Cavallo's Improvement upon Bennet’s Doubler. 

Mr Cavatto having found, that, after doubling 20 
or 30 times, the doubler became 

2 : : i 

Be f 4 

ELECTRICITY. * 
8, but sufficiently cu" 

In’ 
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Bennet’s doubler, instead of placing the one upon _ Practicat 
porary a are placed cing cach walt; ss Electricity. 

i e tions, are held by the wooden 
Tay’ doe tint ots felction any Gis arab Even with 
these precautions, however, Mr Cavallo candidly ac~ 
know . that the still produced electricity 
from themselves, and the instrument could not be . 
depended'upon. See Phil. Trans. 1788, vol. lxxviii. 
page 1. 

Secr. VI. | Dr Robison’s Improvement t Bennet?s 
Doubler. ior 

Dr Rostson was of opinion, that the instrument Dr Robi- 

as originally constructed by Mr Bennet, might be freed son’s im- 

ration. D? Robison was also of opinion, that if the fine 

bles ere tipped with lite balls the dictation gold , Were ti with li ls, the dissipation w 
be iy penis, and the instrument much impro- 

He likewise thinks, that an alternate motion like 
that of a pump handle might be advan’ y used, 
anton. platen Yom He Re DORUCRE MED TNORT Pe 
other to face, and toca Sag Prog ke”, if 
it were necessary. Robison’s System of 
Mechanical Phi , vol, iy, now in the press. 
For an account of other doublers, see Journal de Phy« 

ique, vol. xlv. p. 463. Hachette and Desorme’s Dou~ 
, Bulletins Soc. Philomatique, No. 83. 

CHAP. III. 

On Instruments for Multiplying Electricity. 

Secr. I. Description of Cavallo's Multiplier. 

Tuts ingenious instrument, which is represented in Description 
Plate CCL. Fig. 3, was invented by Mr Cavallo before of Cavallo’ 
the ve 1795, and appears to give less equivocal results ™ “Plier. 

doubler, when made in its best form. ‘Two a i : xe i ef : 2 : 

FEETEET 
gws 

. Res 

~ a 

ify i 8 ° § g 3 



Practical 
blectricity. 

Cavallo’s 
multiplier. 

pomcges # shall proceed to that branch of the sujet which —_—\— now acta 

air j ches in diameter, and mage air tight at 
two brass caps. A small tube, HA, open at both ends, 
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fixed wire N, and of course renders the plate B unin- 
sulated. When the lever KL, however, begins to move 
towards X, the extremity m of the wire Om is withdrawn 
from N, and the plate B remains insulated; and when 
the lever has reached the position KX as far as it cau 
go, the wire m touches ‘the plate C, so that the insula- 
ted B and C now communicate with each other. 

Figure, Abed ies capacity fr clecrtany tacresed by igure, its ity for electricity inc 
the ce of the uninsulated plate B, ad hector 
any weakly electrified body is made to touch A, it will 
acquire a greater quantity of electricity from the con- 
tact than it would otherwise have done. Let us sup- 
pose that A acquires a small quantity of positive elec. 
tricity, then B° will acquire negative electricity. On 
nioving the lever KI, towards X, B remains insulated 
and possessed of negative electricity, When B touches 
C by means of the wire mO, its negative electricity 
ses almost entirely to C, as the’ capacity of C for elec- 
tricity is greatly increased by the ce of the un- 
insulated plate If the: plate B is carried back to A, 
it will acquire a hew quantity of negative seme ye 
which in a similar manner may be communicated to C. 

a ition of this process, the electricity will be 
multiplied or accumulated in C. The plate D is then 
drawn out from C by means of the slider FP, and hence 
the > nied of C for electricity will be much diminish- 
ed. uently, if an electrometer be brought into 
contact with it, the negative electricity will be indi- 
cated by the divergency of the gold leaves. “Mr Cavallo 
is of opinion, that the principal cause that renders this 
instrument certain in its effects, is, that all the residuum 
of electricity which can remain upon the plate A, after 

an experiment is. ‘ormed, and after that plate is: 

ched, is too inconsiderable to induce a contrary elec- 

tricity in B, the electricity which is originally commu- 
nicated to A not being increased upon it: in the course 
of the iment. The drawing is about jd of the 
real size of the instrument. ..See Cavallo’s Treatise on 

Electricity, 4th edit. vol. iii. p. 98, and his Elements of 
Natural Philosophy, Vol, iii, p. 425--429.. 5 7 9) 

BOOK V. 
. 

On InsTruMENTS FOR GENERAL Purposss. 

Sror.I. On Kinnersley’s Electrical Air Thermometer. 

‘Tiss instrument is represented in Plate CCL. Fig. 4, 

where AB is a glass tube about 10 inches lon and two 

: both ends by 

<0 Pane I. THEORETICAL ELECTRICITY. — 

Havin thus laid before our readers the great body of 
facts which constitute the Science of » we 

Eee ee ee aincthichs seu hai escrtbnd,, This 
erat , however, is nothing more than a hypothesis; 

and while our attention is occupied with electric 

fluid, and with the properties: which it is assumed to 

possess, we must never forget that we are speaking of a 

. substance, the existence of which is yet 

aiid ‘which we know merely from its effects, 

ELECTRICITY. 
passes through a hole in the and deseends into 
fome water at the bottom of the tube, ‘The two booked, 
wires FG, EI, slide through the caps, 80 
knobs G, { can be set at any clistance. This instrument’ 
is placed upon a wooden stand CD. - If the knobs G, 1. 
are brought into contact, and a charge sent 
them, ing the hooks E, F with the outside. 
and insi of a Lepiien jar, no effect. will. begspaneed 

sont throng the ats sent intervening mass of air, the air 
ced and rarified will press upon the water at the 
of the tube, and raise it almost to the top of the small, 
tube AH;; it will then sink a little, and will afterwards. 
gradually subside into its first position, — ‘1 

Secr. II. Volta’s Hydrogen Lamp. 
Tue facility with which hydrogen ges is inflamed, ‘Volt's hy- 

even by a small electric spark, to Mr Volta drogen 
‘the construction of his weeen bop. A qumety one 
hydrogen gas is put into'a reservoir, and, by means of 
the pressure of'a column of water, the gas is allowed to 
escape from a small aperture by turning a stop-cack. 
An electrophorus is in a box below this reser-) 
voir, and. a wire a glass tube from the: 
upper part of the to the small aperture. The co- — 
ver of thee s being connected by a silk cord! 
with the handle of the stop-cock, is raised when the; 

Tus instrument consists of a brass vessel, of : ob- Vetta’ 
electrie 

these openings, a glass tube of the same diame 

of the cavity. A metallic stem passes 
tube, the outer end of which carries’a brass while 
the other end extends beyond i i is 

ec 
instantly inflame the gas, and drive out the cork with, 

5,7 

e . . . , 
ei 8 Pd 
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CHAP. I,.-_ ih dl 

On the Theories of Electricity 
. JEpinus and Cave _ 

" Iw our History of Electricity, ’ 
a iNiiently full he 

s, Descartes, and_ 
views of Dufay, Nollet, Symmers,. 

from this cover iscon~ — 

7 
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cretial the admirable hypothesis of negative and itive elee- $aeity Basin cape SesaBiA Hci PaRGed ok Ee Theoretical 
Electricity. 4 Dr 43 afterwards . The theories, ets by w tricity. ae ; t : in si Bay Bpedine: Electricity. 

+ the work of the more perfect theories of na are explain the agency of a le fluid, are “~V~ 
Ses ex pe rt repertbn: “~ - essentially the same, and were framed Bt sf: com- 

’ ‘0 enter into any farther details upon these hypothe. munication between these two philosophers. Epinus, 

‘Theory of 
#pinus and 

i 

ses, would be to waste the time without adding to the 
information of the reader. : 

‘tusal Philosophy in University. of Edmtborgh Natural the University of Edinb 
with distinguished ability, endeavoured ‘to explain 
phenomena of electricity, by a substance which he called 
the electrical fluid, which was connected with bodies 

acti sive forces, diminishing as the 
e-considered the electrical’ fluid 
containi . ‘fire, and 

Saab repeat of its cle. This foree, 
however, acts at a distance; and hence bodies contain- 
ing more electric fluid than the s around them, re- 

each other. The principal ientvof the com- 
und fluid is electricity, which is united with the elastic 
i 4 oe sopheeny Seibert attraction. This at- 

traction extends to all di , but diminishes accord- 
ing to a law different from that of the mutual repulsion of 
the elastic fluid; and its general tendency is to repress 
oe when the fluid exists in its compound 
state. ueting bodies are attracted by the electrici 

of 

substance, called electric fluid. 
ae c stom nis to ey a 

is tating e compound, and: cf the 
i ing fluid, by which the elec- 

or a general view of it in Dr Robison’s ‘em of Me- 
chanical Pi ‘iy eeceva heloome tex 
fessor Russel’s will also be found. See al- 
so Nicholson's Journal, vol. xxviii. p- 3, for some re- 
cent observations of De Luc respecting his own theory. 

CHAP, If. 

Theory of pinus and Cavendish. 
Tue circumstances under which the theories of Epi- 

nus and Cavendish were laid before the public, have al- 

? Mr Cavendish’s own statement of his h: , 
of the distance than 

VOL. VIIl. PART II. 

he characterises the electric force as a force varying, 
‘the cube ; but asthe en or entra Meee Mw ND oscar it in the text. 

x 

however, having published his theory about ten years be- 
fore that of Cavendish appeared, has justly received the 
credit of the invention; and even in this country, his 
name has been alone associated with the theory which he 
formed. The justice of this decision we are neither 

nor entitled to question ; but the claims of Mr 
Cavendish, as a second inventor, have scarcely in his 
own country received due attention, while on the con- 
tinent, his name is.almost never mentioned those’ 
illustrious men, who have cultivated and extended the * 
science of electricity since the publication of his valua- 
ble researches. 
We trust, therefore, that we are doing an act of jus- 

tice to the memory of that distinguished philosopher, 
as well as a service to science, in giving, ost in his 
own words, a full account hog 1 ee 
ver yet appeared in any work but the ical 
iaheacflonts in which it was at first publiilied:. © The 
hypetpesic of Epinus has already been more than once 
published in our own language ; and such of our read- 
ers as-wisly to see a full and able abridgment of it, are 
referred to the fourth volume of Dr Robison’s System 
of Mechanical Philosophy. Pee 

_ Sect. L. Cavendish’s Hypothesis. os 
te aaa oh d : ; 

asa conjecture by its ingenious , was re~ nE electric fluid is a substance, the particles'of which Cavendish’s 
SNA acceewiar pins steatwclion; aan Ocaead send ted ea pcat abate Mes of all other hypothe 
pretty well with the common electrical phenomena. matter, with a force inversely as the square of the dis- 

A hypothesis aad bys similar tae Mr we a tance, , , 
‘was proposed by a celebrated natural- The icles of all other matter also leach other, 

ist, M. de Luc. had occasion to read Volta’s say ‘a force vary- 

of the e 

inversely as the . 
s the electric fluid under the general 

term suatler, but considers it only as \another sort of 
matter. He regards it as indifferent whether all sorts 
of matter are to in an equal de; 
the attraction repulsion described in the h e+ 
sis, or whether some sorts orily are supposed to possess 
onsite degree than others. It is probable, how- 
ever, the electric fluid possesses ‘this pro ina 

c hi much greater degree than any other matter ; its 
worth their while to rather mt atte Hd 4 weight in. any probably a very small pro- 
detailed in De Idées sur Meteorologie, § 3 ‘portion to the weight of the matter in the body, but yet 

with which the matter of the body repels 
that particle, otherwise the body would appear electri+ 

4 a ; 
Tn order to explain this hypothests more fully, Mr 

a pce Mee garctermanhe hp helo ats 
tracts a particle of matter at a given distance, with as 
much force as four grains, (or any other number,) of 
any matter, such as lead, for e N it ; then one 
grain of electric fluid will repel a cle of electric 

inversely, as some less 



Theoretical fluid, with as much force as four 
Electricity. jt, and one grain of electric fluid w 

Lemma 1. 

PuatTe 

ecLh 

Pig. 1. 

Cemms 2. 

Pemma 3. 

‘Prop. 1. 
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mt agen apr one 
electric fluid, with as much force as four grains of lead 
will repel four grains of lead, 

All bodies in their natural state, with to elec- 
tricity, contain such a quantity of electric fluid, inter- 

between their icles, that the attraction of 
- electric fluid, in any small part of the body, ona 

given particle of matter, shall be equal to the repulsion 
of the matter, in the same small part on the same par- 
ticle. When a body is in this state, Mr Cavendish calls 
it saturated with electric fluid ; when the body contains 
more than this quantity of electric fluid, he it over- 
charged, and when it contains less, he calls it under- 
charged. 

> 

Lemma 1. Let EAe (Plate CCLI. Fig. 1.) repre- 
sent a cone continued infinitely ; McA tae vertex, 
and Bé and Dd planes parallel to the base ; and let the 
cone be filled with uniform matter, whose particles repel 
each other with a force inversely as the n power of 
the distance. If n is greater than 3, the force with 
which a particle at A is repelled by EB be, or all that 

: Pi 1 
part of the cone beyond Bé is as ——. 

posing AB to flow, the fluxion of EB é e is proportion- 
al to —AB x AB*, and the fluxion of its repulsion on 

A is proportional to T*8; the fluent of which is 
1 f wis aa ie 

s—3KABS which when AB is infinite is equal to 

nothing ; consequently the repulsion of EB de is pro- 
< 1 

portional to 7x Abo * ARS 
Corol. If AB is infinitely small, -7— is infinitely 
t; therefore the repulsion of that of the cone 
een A and B4, on A, is infinitely greater than 

the repulsion of all that beyond it. 
Lemma 2. By the same method of reasoning it ap- 

pears, that if n is equal to 3, the repulsion of the mat- 
ter between Bd and Dd on a icle at A, is pro- 

portional to the logarithm of 4 ; consequently, the 

repulsion of that is infinitely small in respect of 
that between A eed Bé, and also infinitely small in 

eS Fn tas ee Pee Bae 
ion of the part between A and B 6 on A is pro- 

portional to AB’ ; consequently, the repulsion the 
matter between A and Bé on A, is infinitely small in 
resi Aaa ond it, age a 

finition. e electric fluid in an is by an 
means confined in such a manner that it ae Piet 
from one part of the body to the other, it is called 
immoveable: if it is able to move readily from one 

to another, it is called moveable. 
A body overcharged with electric fluid at- 

a icle of matter or fluid, and is at- 
tracted or repelled by it, with exactly the same force 
as it would, if the matter in it, together with so much 
of the fluid as is sufficient to saturate it, was taken away, 
or as if the body consisted only of the redundant fluid 
in it, In like manner an undercharged body attracts 

For sup- 

* By the space Bd or Bf, is meant the space comprehended between the spherical surfaces BDE he aig RG BDE. 4 
and fae; by the space Cé or C8, iy meant the spheres dde or Ader 

ELECTRICITY. 
or repels with the 

> i : z : 

impels the redundant substance in B. Therefore the 
whole body B impels the whole body A, with the 7 
same force with which the redundant substance in A 
impels the redundant substance in B, or with which 
the redundant substance in B impels the redundant 

erent Prachi orol. matter in all the rest of | 
in two given Lotion, bh aenaased adi baeeaaancealel 
and let the fluid in those two bodies be also immoveable. 
Then, if one of the bodies is saturated, and the other 
either over or under 8 will not at all attract 

If the ies are both overchar- 
If they are both un- 

If one is 

CRI 

tract other. Fall 
N. B. In this corollary it is understood that a body ‘ 

overcharged is overcharged in all parts, or at least no } 
where und ; in like emeneiane steven j 
dercharged is charged in all parts, or at no ¥ 
where nabs drs 9 ‘ee 

Prop. \II. If all the bodies in the universe are satu- Pror. 3 
rated with electric fluid, it is plain that no part of the 
fluid can have an to move. 

Prop.AV. If uantity of electric fluid in the uni- Pror. 4 
yerse 1s exactly sufficient to saturate the matter there- 
in, but unequally dispersed, so that some bodies are 
ov and others undercharged ; then, if the elec- 
tric fluid is not confined, it will immediately move till 
peslcnadie call ety it dre ok ey) Pain om os 
posing t any body is overcharged, bodies 
near it are not, a icle at the surface of that 
will be repelled from it by the redundant fluid within ; 
consequently some fluid will run out of that body ; but 
if the body is undercharged, a particle at its surface 
will be attracted towards the body by the redundant 
matter within, so that some fluid will run into the body. 

Lemma +. Let BDE, bde, and 63s, (Fig. 2.) be con- Lemma & 
centrie spherical surfaces, whose centre is C; if ; 
space * Bd is filled with uniform matter, whose icles Fig. 2. 
repel with a force inversely as the square of the di ; 
a particle placed any where within the space Cd, as at, 
P, will be repelled with as much force in one direction — « 
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uh theses dees 
therein was collected in the centre of the sphere ; 

ity of the matter in it is every where 
same at the distance from the centre. This is 

easily deduced from Prop. 71. of the same book, and has 
been demonstrated by other authors. 

- Prop. V. Prob. 1. Let the sphere BDE be filled with 
uniform solid matter, overcharged with electric fluid ; 
let the fluid in it be moveable, but unable to escape from 
it; let the fluid in the rest of ififinite space be moveable, 
and sufficient to saturate’the matter in it; and let the 
matter in the whole of infinite , or at least in the 
space Bs, whose dimensions wi be 
fares solid ; and let the law ae os 
traction repulsion be inversely as the square of 

i Voguleal te ditaradinetnvwitet whatnts the 
disposed both within and without the globe. 

Take the space Bé such, that the interstices between 
pn erase eg aca sary ba 

a quantity of electric fluid, whose particles are 
, 80 as to touch each other, equal 

undant fluid in the globe, besides the 
requisite to saturate the matter in B4; and 
space B¢ such, that the matter in it shall be 
to saturate the fl ; 

aE 
FEF Hy | 
.8 4 E: 

iy 
E F 

si oF E 

2 e e 
4 

|) By the space AD or AB, &c. is meant the space comprehended between the planes Aa 
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Corol. 1. If the globe BDE is under every 

thing else being same as before, there will be a 
space Bd, in which the matter will be entirely deprived 
of fluid, and a space B§, in which the fluid will be pres- 
sed close together ; the matter in Bh ipo. We Yo to the 
whole redundant matter in the globe, an e redun- 
dant fluid in B4, being just sufficient to saturate the 
matter in BJ; and in al the rest of space the matter 
will be exactly saturated. The demonstration is exactly 
similar to the f ing. 

Corol. 2. The fluid in the globe BDE will be dis- 
posed in exactly the same manner, whether the fluid 
without is immoveable, and disposed in such a man- 
ner that the matter shall be every where saturated, or 
whether it is di as above described ; and the 
fluid without the globe will be disposed in just the 
same manner, W the fluid within is disposed uni- 
formly, or whether it is disposed as above described. 

Lemma 6. Let the whole comprehended be- 
tween two parallel planes, infinitely extended cach 
way, be filled with uniform matter, the repulsion of 
whose particles is inversely as the square of the dis- 
tance ; the plate of matter formed thereby will repel 

icle of matter with exactly the same force, at 
whatever distance from it, it be placed. 

For, su that there are two such plates; of equal 
thickness, placed parallel to each other, let A (Fig-S-) 
be any point not placed in or between the two plates : 
let BC t any part of the nearest plate: draw 
the lines AB, AC, and AD, cutting the farthest plate 
in 6, c, and d; for itis plain, that if they cut one Site, 
they must, if produesll cut the other; the triangle 
BCD is to the triangle 4c d, as AB* to Ab* ; therefore, 
a panticle of matter at A will be repelled with the same 
force by the matter in the triangle BCD, as by that in 
bed. Whence it ap , that a particle at A will be re- 
pelled with as much force by the nearest plate, as by 
the more distant; and consequently will be impelled 
with the same force by either plate, at whatever dis- 
tance from it, it be , 

Prop. V1. Prob.2. In Fig. 4. let the lel lines Aa; 
Bé, &c. pay aber parallel planes infinitely extended 
each way: let the'spaces * AD and EH be filled with 
uniform solid matter: let the electric fluid in each of 
those be moveable and unable to escape ; and let 
all the rest of the matter in the universe be saturated 
with immoveable fluid ; and let the electric attraction 
and repulsion be inversely as the square of the distance. 
It is required to determine in what manner the fluid 
will be disposed in the spaces AD and EH, accordin 
as one or both of them are over and under 3 

- Let AD be that’ which contains ‘the greatest 
i ef Vodice Waid, “it oth ‘epacks “Ait oven: 

, or which contains the-least redundant matter, 
if are undercharged; or, if one is overcharged, and 
the other , let AD be the overcharged 
one. Then, first, there will be two ces, AB and 
GH, which will either be entirely deprived of fluid, or 
in which the particles’ will be close er ; 
namely, if the whole quantity of fluidin AD and EH 

, is less than sufficient to saturate the matter 
therein, they will be entirely deprived’ of fluid, the 
quantity of redundant matter in each being half 
whole redundant matter in AD and EH together; but 
if the fluid in AD and EH together is more than suffi- 
cient to saturate the matter, the fluid in AB and GH 

and Dd, of between An and Bb. 
~ 

‘Theoretical: 
Electricity. 

PiatE ' 
ccLk 
Fig. 2. 

Lemma 6. 

Fig. 3. 

Pror. 6 
Fig. 4. 



Electricity dant fluid in each being half the w 
—\~"_ in both spaces. 2d, 

532 ELECTRICITY. ‘ 

‘Theeio! will be peasend Cena tages Seacreentity of redun- 

CDthe fat willbe presse space id will bepress- 
odsios Saneive the quantity of fiuid in it being such, 
as to leave just enough 
ter in it. al, The space will be entirely deprived of 
fluid ; the qnantity of matter in it being such, that the 
fluid in FG hall be just sufficient to saturate the mat- 
ter in it; consequently the redundant fluid in CD will 
be just sufficient to saturate the redundant matter in, 
EF ; for as AB and GH together contain the whole re- 
dundant fluid or matter in spaces, the spaces BD 
and EG ther contain their natural quantity of 
fluid ; and therefore, as,BC and FG each contain their 
natural quantity of fluid, the spaces CD and EF to- 
gether contain their natural quantity of fluid. And, 
4th, the spaces BC and. FG will be saturated in all parts. 

For, Ist, if the fluid is disposed in this manner, no 
particle of it can have any tendency to move; for a 
particle placed anywhere in the spaces BC and FG, is 
attracted with just as much force by EF, asit is repel- 
led by CD ; and it is repelled or attracted with just as 
much force by AB, as it is in a-contrary direction by 
GH, and consequently, has no, tendency, to move, 
A particle placed any where in the space CD, or in the 
spaces AB and GH, if they are overcharged, is indeed 

3 

Le. gen with more force towards the planes Dd, Aa, and 
Hh, than it is in the contrary direction ; but as the fluid 
in these spaces is already as much compressed as pos- 
sible, the particle will have no tendency to move. 

2d, It seems impossible that the fluid should be at 
rest, if it is disposed in any other manner ; but as this 
part of the demonstration is exactly similar to the lat- 
ter part of that of problem first, it is omitted. 

Corol.. 1. If the two spaces AD and EH are both 
overcharged, the redundant fluid in CD is half the dif- 
ference of the redundant fluid in these spaces: for half 
the difference of the redundant fluid in those. spaces, 
added to Seventy in A arisen sa Raleee mani 
equal to the whole quantity in AD. For a like reason; 
if AD and EH are undercharged,, the redundant 
matter in EF is half the difference of the redundant 
matter in those spaces; and if AD is overcharged and 
EH unde ed, the redundant fluid in ‘CD exceeds 
half the redundant fluid in AD, by a quantity: sufficient 
to saturate half the redundant matter in EH. 

Corol, 2. It was before said, that the fluid in, the 

was an ing for it to do so. he force with 
the fluid which presses against the planes Aa and Hh, 

it thet with whith the redtandant Gutd in AB ia 

fluid. i an de- 
pends only on the of redundant fluid in both 
spaces to; , and not at all on the thickness or dis- 
tance of or on the proportion in which 
the fluid is divided between the two spaces. If there 
is no fluid in AB and GH, a icle placed on the 
outside of the AD and_EH, contiguous to the 
planes Aa or Hh, is attracted towards those planes by 
all the matter in AB and GH, i.e. by all the redun- 
dant matter in A ee endea- 
yours to insinuate itself in the space AD or EH ; and 
the force with which it does so, bre squats i 

uantity of redundant. matter in spaces Spyies, 
The fluid in CD also presses against the plane Dd, and 

id in BC to saturate the mat- ~ 

5 EB = = ES = 

3 

i 

ut : Hi ai a 
nor will the fluid on the outside have any, 
run in at it: particle offluid too, sine 
the outside of both spaces, as at P, will not bea 
tracted.or repelled by these spaces, any more’ 
they were both saturated ; but a rr} laced 
where between these spaces, as.at S$,» will 
from d towards e; and if a communication was made 
between the two epatens by the canal de, the fluid 
would run out of AD into EH, till they were both'sa- 

In the llama Seen, Seehotenaataee: 
sed to consist of san 
spot, so as not to be able. to alter its shape or situation 
by the attraction or repulsion of other bodies on it: 
the electric fluid in these bodiesis su to be 
able, but unable to escape, unless when otherwise ex- 

Hie 

exeept at the ends, where. it caw 
bodies. ‘Thus when, he says that two bodies commiuni- 

by that.canal, Mm it dower 
rop.VIl. Tf any body, at a distance from any over Prov. 7. 

or under-charged body, be o ; the fluid » 
in it will be lodged in. quan 
of the body than near.the centre. | For, if:you su 
it to be spread uniformly. all over badbyjaspertneiel 
fluid in it, near the surface, will be ne eer 
surface by a greater quantity of fluid than that by which 
it is from it; consequently the: fluid will flow 

i finide will. the igeecter speehtieemiaived tievadie the 

femrived of fd. Tt i Ukelge Gaon, ; riv ai t is too, that all | Xe 
aes near the surface, will be saturated. 

- Prop. VIil. lat shabelin, & ent. D-CBig- 9) - Prov. 
municate with each other by the canal EF ; and let one Fig. 5 
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T; the other body .A will 

For as the fluid in the canal is repelled by 
the redundant fluid in D, a me that unless A was 

‘as to balance repulsion, the fluid 
out of D into A. In like manner, if one is 

the other must be so too. 
Let the body A (Fig. 6.) be either sat-1- 

over or under charged, and let the fluid within 
io. Let now the bod -E puae Hass 

tant from it ; and consequently the adjacent to MN 
{that of the surface of A whi is turned towards 
B) pe keen em cet Sisie they i did 
before, and: jacent to ite surface RS w 
caltiaiss snaue-thet beftiie. tile 

~ It must be observed, that when a sufficient quantity 
of-finid has flowed from MN towards RS,the repulsion, 
which the fluid in the part adjacent to MN exerts on 

» the rest of the fluid in A, will be so much weakened, 
and the repulsion of that in the part near RS will be so 
much increased, as to compensate the repulsion of B, 
which will prevent any more fluid flowing from MN to 

The reason why the fluid in Bis supposed to be 
immoveable, is, that otherwise a question might arise, 
whether the attraction or ion of the body A might 

-eause such an alteration in the disposition of the 
of it to be underchar- 
whether B did on FEES 

whole repel the fluid in A. : 
orol. If B had-been made undercharged instead of 

overcharged, it is plain that some fluid would have flow- 
ed) from the farther part RS to the nearer part MN, in- 
stead of from MN to RS. 

first drive some fluid out of the leg MPpm into A, and 
out of NPpn into D, till the quantity of fluid ‘in that 
part of the canal which is nearest 'to Bis so'much di- 
minished; and its Yepulsion on the rest of the flaid in 
the canal is so much diminished also, as to compen- 
sate the repnision of B; but as the leg ‘NPyin is 
1 ‘than’ the other, the repulsion ot’ B' on the 

id in it will be er ; consequently some fluid 
will run out of A into D, on the same principle that. 
water is drawn out of a vessel through a syphon: but 
if the repulsion of Bon the fluidin the canal is so preat, 
as to drive all the fluid out of the space GPHpG, so 
that the fluid in the leg MG pm does not join to that in 
NHpn, then it is plain that no fluid can run out of A 
into D, any more water will rum out of a vessel 
through a syphon, if the height of the bend of the sy- 
phon above water in the vessel is greater than that 
to which water will rise in vacuo. . 

Corol. If B is made undercharged, some fiuid will 
run out of D into A, and that though the attraction of 
B on the fluid in the canal is ever so great. 
Prop. XII. Let ABC (Fig.8.) be 4 ee overcharged 

with immoveable fluid uniformly spread ; let the bodies 
near ABC on the outside be saturated with immoveable 
fluid ; and let D be a body inclosed within ABC, and 
communicating by the canal DG with other distant bo- 
dies saturated with fluid ; and let the fluid in D, and 
the canal and those bodies be moyeable ; then will the 
body D be rendered undercharged. 

For let us first su that D and the canal are sa- 
turated, and that D is nearer to B than to the opposite 

of the body C ; then will all the fluid in the canal 
Ned from C by the redundant fluid in ABC; 

but if D is nearer to C than to B, take the point F, such 
that a particle placed there would be repelled from C 
with as much force, as one at D is 
the fluid in DF, taking the whole together, will be re- 

lied with as much force one way as the other, and 
the fluid in FG is all of it repelled C: therefore, 
in both cases, the fluid in the canal, taking the whole 
together, is lied from C ; consequently some fluid 
will run out of D and the canal, till the attraction of 

Theereti¢at 
Sleetaicity. 

PLAtR 
Conn. 
Fig. 7. * 

Prop. 12. 

Fig. 8. 

repelled towards C ;. 

the unsaturated matter there is sufficient to balance the 
repulsion of the redundant fluid in ABC. 
Prop. XIII. If we now suppose that the fluid on the 

outside of ABC is moveable, the matter adjacent to 
ABC on the outside will become underchar There 
is no reason, however, to think, that that will pre- 
vent the body D from being und pat it is not 
easy to say exactly what effect it will have, except 
when ‘ABC is spherical, and the repulsion is inversely 
as the of the distance, In this case, it appears 

1, that the fluid in the part DB of the canal by 
will be repelled from C, with just as much force as in 
‘the last ; but the fluid in the BG will 
not be at all: consequently D will be under. 
charged, ‘but not so much. as in the last ition. 

Corol. If ABC is now supposed to be un arged, 
it is certain that D will be overcharged, provided the 
matter near ABC on the outside is saturated with im- 
moveable fluid ; and there is 
he be so, though the fluid. in that matter is move- 

c 
Prop. XIV. Let AEFB, Fig. 

body, and D an unde 
tity of fluid in AEFB be such, that the 
shall besaturated. It appears from what has been said 
before, that the part near AB will be overcharged ; and 
moreover there will be a certain space, as AaSB, ad 

9. be a long cylindric 

rt near EF 
body; and let the quan- * 

Prop, 18. 

reason to think that . 

Pror. iL. 
i € 7 De 
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Taecricy, JOINING i the plane AB, in which the fluid will be whence the repulsion of the plate on the particle D, is : \ chovidy, 3/ in that space will proportional t ‘ sb se ae mt A your to es- pc a DC orto DO. _DC. piace ; two bodies will at. 51x DO=* —a—i x DA’ * HG DA age presses against the plane ABy ie ver ogg at Cord ip te arden = ila ith which the two bod tach other in the di. fon anit tebaletie etch vlser Gant rection EA, provided that no part of AEFB is under- represen legs of aright Lemma & charged. shal telangle end Bhs hypothorne it the ames sas led triangle, ; incor rane, 20 much of the uid in each part of the cy- 162° 7 ig go eitach lets than the other, that P="g 

to become solid, the remainder, or the redundant uid, re ap pea Ab ap! of Me Bdge ining fluid as before. In this case, the pressure *™4#!! in respect ink Sap Pym ques plane AB must be exactly equal tothat with For Bb=(L'+t') 7 = Lx (145) > w 

EA ; for the force with which D attracts that part of = 13 1 exh Sexn—1 xl the fluid which we supposed to become solid, is Eeactty aie te 8Ls 7 equal to that with which it repels the matter in the cy- pene Sma xX n=} XE xc, linder ; and the redundant fluid in ESF is at liberty *herefore h’—«—Li"= Sy = — to move, if it had any tendency to do so, without mov- b— x 3—n xP" BX 3—n xn—1 Kt cain olmaesinie arta ty, oT aie a te to im cylinder in irecti A, is oa : tj the pressure of the redundant fuid in AabB against {- which is very small in reepett of J, as P= in by: AB ; and as the part near EF is saturated, there is no pp Let DC tow t the axis of a cylin« Lemma 9. redundant fluid to press against the plane EF, and thus dic of prismatic ‘Golan ‘of ahilbeta matter ; let: to counteract the pressure against AB. Suppose now P cll the electric uid in the cylinder to become fluid, the diameter of the coliaman be so small vensibly diferent the force with which the two bodies attract each other Peek haul i would be, if all the matter in it was cal-. will remain exactly the same ; and the only alteration lected in the axis. The force with which the re. in the pressure against AB will be, that that part of the sala th coun" ional to DC—*4.AC—"— uid in AaéB, which we at first wiraeesd aris and ryt Yee it ik Yotck nos of the and base unable to press against the plane, will now be at liberty thee Cl ope iven. For if. DC‘is supposed to" to press against it ; but as the density of the fluid, wlten Sow: tlie tunebasaeetie fluxion of the repulsion is pro* its particles are pressed close together, may be suppo- "OW Me 8 Dc pe. DA . sed many times greater than when it is no denser than portional to DC___DCx = Ae sufficient to saturate the matter in ee Tee, and DC" ‘<peehe tae NBS J ‘consequently the quantity of redundant fluid in AabB ‘ sate od wa vanishés many iioned setae than that which is required to sa- the fluent of which, 3—n : ’ ‘turate the matter in it, it follows that the pressure when DC vanishes. Mi ‘against AB will be very little more than on the first Corol. 1. If the length of the column is so great, that supposition. : : F : AC", is very small in respect of DC*™, the S -B. Ifan of the cylinder is undercharged, Sentero oa if. the the pressure against AB is greater than the force with of the plate om it is very nearly the same as red lumn was infinitely —— For, by —t had : * ; AC" +4DC"—DA;— differs very little in this i inversely as the square or some higher power of the dis- 5 a infinite: ite exnttly Sadel tance, it seems very unlikely that any part of the cylin- may ACs ena EBC ea: y . ‘der should be undercharged. ; of DO™, infini rol. 2. If AC* is very small in respect Lemma 7, _, Lemma 7. Let AB (Fig. 10.) represent an infinitely vite point E be tal nin DC. that EC*—1 shall ig 10. thin. flat circular late, seen edgewise, so as to a , sek iif the Fig. I 
oh to the eye as a straight line ; let'C be the centre of the be very small in respect of AC", Ision 

passin EC, is to its repul- circle ; and let DC, passing through C, be perpendicu- plate on the small part of the column EC, we 
lar to the plane of the p ret ta ee ee sion on the whole column DC, very nearly as EC 
uniform thickness, and consist of uniform matter, whose a lad 26. 30 Se Bade de all the matter of the Lemma 10. icles repel with a force inversely as the x power of m Ssese circle: 
the distance gL opp than pod leas than lg pict bgp sted ner chy! its re- the repulsion of the plate on a particle at D, is propor- pulsion on the cokimn DC will be less ‘than the 
tional to Sra=i— jpqnet? Provided the thickness of prasg int or haa ef ore te, 
the plate and size of the particle D is given. tio of —"* «(cos Das to DC + For if CA is supp to flow, the corresponding AC-*—_DA* 
port ner ee OT ess la, tak it matter of the plate — portional'to' CA x CA ; and the fluxion be spread uniformly, its repulsion on the column will of the repulsion of the plate on the particle D, in the ; boi AC" DAS" or may be 3 be proportional to DC su vob ths direction DC, is proportional tp “AXCA, DC | _ expressed by it; let now AC, the semidiameter 
DAxDC _ Dae DA ’ “plate, be increaséd by the infinitely small quantity AC; 
—par? for DA is to CA:: CA: DA, the vari- the quantity of matter in the plate will be increased by — 
<able part of the Auent of which is—_——DC____ ,_ a quantity, which is to the whole as 2AC to AC; and : part uen Ww 8 a—1xDA= * thet > of the plate on the column Will be increa« 

which the bodies attract. If the electric repulsion is 
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ricity. sed by $—n x ACXAC*™"—ACX yy X 3—2 X 

, id “ 1 1- 
DA*"=38—n x AC x ACX (c= — pass) there- 

fore if a quantity of matter, which is to the whole quan- 
tity in the plate as 2.AC to AC, be collected in the cir- 

: nce, its repulsion on the column DC, will be to 

that of the whole plate as 8—n x ACK AC (os 
a 
—pas) DC" AC—"— DA"; and conse- 
quently the repulsion of the plate, when all the matter 
Eeciiieted ut tamteoeenianececiade eamrenbslarnnthes 

thiématter is spread’ uniformly, as 2—"*AC 
2 

—— =) to DC" AC" DA—, 
~ Corol. 1. If the length of the column is so great, that 
AC* is very small in to DC*—, the repulsion 
of the plate, when all the matter is collected in the cir- 
cumference, is toits repulsion when the matter is spread 
vals 3—n x AC3—* 
uniformly, yery nearly as —————— to AC3, or 

2 

Coal 2. FEO small in respect of AC™—1, rol. 2. is V in —1, 
the re of thie plate on the short column EC, when 
all the matter in the plate is collected in its circumfe- 
rence, is to its repulsion when the matter is spread uni- 

3—nxn—1 x EC* 
formly, very nearly as +AG= to EC, 

For, tine KONE er Bleceed da hee! wail in Torn 
ma 8, it appears, that if EC* is very small in respect of 

1 e AC, then AC? x (xz — Exes) Hiffers very lit. 

fle from "Spe, of from Se sand FEC 
" is very small in respect of AC*1, then EC* is a fortiori 

Lemma 11, 

very small in of AC*. 

DC bei very 
‘orce with which it 

would repel it, if the matter was uniformly ; the 
Be seh M gi hl Bd to its repulsion on 
DC, in a ratio between that of EC>—~ x 3 to AC?" x «, 
and that of EC to AC} x #, but will approach much 
yg ea ed a Sisd inky gr Sanat CP ; 

to CA: if all the matter of the plate AB is collected in 
the circumference, its repulsion on the column CD, in- 

By the 
sion is used, in order to avoid 

3 
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ion of the same Theoretical finitely continued, is equal to the repulsion 

of matter collected in the point F, on'the same Electricity. 
column. For the repulsion of the Sater te rayne 
in the direction CD, is the same w ether the matter of 
it be collected in the whole circumference, or in the Fig. 10. 
point A. Suppose it therefore to be collected in A, 
and let an ity of matter be collected in F ; 
take FG constantly equal to AD, and let AD and FG 
flow ; the fluxion of CD is to the fluxion of FG, as AD 
to CD ; and the repulsion of A on the point D, in the 
direction CD, is to the repulsion of F on G, as CD to 
AD ; therefore the fluxion of the repulsion of A on the 
column CD, in the direction CD, is equal to the fluxion 
of the repulsion of F on CG; and when AD equals 
AC, the repulsion of both A and F on their ctive 
columns vanishes ; and therefore the repulsion of A on 
the whole column CD, equals that of F on CG; and 
when CD and CG are both infinitely extended, they 
may be considered as the same column. 

rop. XV. Let two similar bodies, of different sizes, Prov. 10. 
and consisting of eractecherier a be both over- 
charged, or both wi , but in different de- 
grees; and let the redundance or deficience of fluid in 
each be very small, in respect of the whole quantity of 
fluid in them: it is impossible for the fluid to be dis- 

So ec aee tere amar Pr dana et tS 
it has been shown that there will be a space, close to 

the surface, which will either be as full of fluid: as it 
can hold, or will be entirely deprived of fluid; but it. 
will be disposed as nearly in a similar manner in: both: 
as is possible. To explain this, let BDE and éde, Fig. 
12, be the two similar bodies ; and let the s; 
prehended between the surfaces BDE and FGH (or the 
space BF as it may be called for shortness) be that part 
of BDE, which is either as full of fluid as it can hold, 
or entirely deprived of it: draw the surface fgh, such 
that the bf, shall be to the space BF, as the 
quantit redundant or deficient fluid in-dde, to that 
in BDE, and that the thickness of the space bf shall 
every where bear the same proportion to the corre- 
sponding thickness of BF : then will the space $f be 
either as full of fluid as it can hold, or entirely depri- 
ved of it; and the fluid x ere Poah aS will be 

i in the space: — very nearly similarly to 
FGH. rs 

. For it is plain, that if the fluid could be disposed ac- 
curately in a similar manner in both bodies, the fluid 
would be in equilibrio in one body, if it was in the 
other ; therefore draw the surface 43: such that the 
thickness of the Af, shall ke every where to the 
corresponding thickness of BF, as the diameter of bde 
to the diameter of BDE ; and let the redundant fluid 
or matter in bf be spread uniformly: over the space 8/'; 
then if the fluid in the space fgh is disposed exactly si- 
milarly to that in BGH, it will be in equilibrio; as the: 
fluid will then be di exactly similarly in the 

4% and BDE: but as, by the supposition, the 
ickness of the 4f is very small’ in respect of the 

dlaiwatei G6 bain the fiat ‘on nsdn ig Nis apace bf will 
exert very nearly the same force on the rest of the fluid, 
whether it is spread over the space @/, or whether it is 
collected in Of. 

Prop. XVI. 
to each other by a canal of any kind, and be either 
over or under charged : it is plain that the- quantity of 

tig gm Marea ide cling Fang be! 
ns Pha id in a , is meant the quantity of fluid wanting to saturate it, This exprese. 

com- Fig. 12. 

Let two bodies, B and 5, be connected prop. 16... 
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Prop. 17. 
Fig. 11. 

Prov. 18. 
Fig. 13. 
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Theoretical redundant or deficient fluid in B, Would bear exactly < 

proportion to that in 4, whatever sort of mat- 
ter B consisted of, if it was possible for the redundant 
or deficient fluid in any bedy, to be disposed accurate- 
ly im the same manner, w sort of matter it con- 
sisted of. For B to consist of any sort of mat- 
ter ; and let the fluid in the canal.and two bodies be 
in equilibrio: let now B be made. to consist of some 
other sort of matter, which requires a different quanti- 
ier age ag MERION dis- 
position of the redundant or deficient fluid in it re- 
main the same as before: it is plain thatthe fluid will 
still be in equilibrio ; as the attraction or ion of 
any body only on the quantity and ition 
of year t and a fluid ae eee 
by the ing ition, uantity 
or deficient fluid in B will prs. very nearly 

i i , carsemouuriit anate 

this canal made by planes perpendicular tothe: direc- 
tion of the canal in that part, shall be: equal. and. simi-~ 
ee enone 
let the electric fluid init be supposed incompressible, 
and of such density as ‘to. saturate the matter 
in it; and let it nevertheless 
along the canal ; and let each 

charged. Then the force with which the whole quan- 
tity of fluid in the canal is impelled from A towards 
D, in the direction of the axis of the canal, by the! uni- 
ted attractions and repulsions of the two bodies, must 
be nothing; as otherwise the fluid in the canal could 
not be at rest: observing that by the force with which 
the whole quantity of fluid is impelled in the:direction 
of the axis of the canal, is meant the sum of :the for- 
ces, with which the fluid in each part of the canal is 
impelled. in the direction of the axis of the canal in, 
that place, from A towards D ;: and observing also, 
that an impulse in the contrary direction, frem D to~ 
wards A, must be considered as negative. 

For as the canal is exactly saturated with fluid, the 
fluid in it is attracted or repelled only by the redun- 
dant matter or fluid in thetwo bodies. Suppose now: 
that the fluid in any section of the canal, as Ee, is im~ 
pelled with any given force in the direction of the ca~ 
nal at that place, the section Dd would, in consequence 
of it, be impelled with the same force in’ the 
ditection of the canal at D, if the fluid between Ee 
and Dd was not at all attracted or by the 
two bodies ; and consequently the section Dd-is im-~ 
pelled in the direction of the canal, with the su 
the forces, with which the finid in each part of the 
canal is impelled, by the attraction or repulsion.of the, 
two bodies in the direction. of the axis in that part ; 
and consequently, unless this sum was nothing, the 
fiuid in Dd could not be at rest. . 

Corol. Therefore the force with which the fluid in 
the'canal is popelen one way in the direction of the 
axis, by the body B, must be equal.to that with which 
it is impelled by in the contrary direction. 

Prop. XVIL. Let two similar bodies B and 4, Fig. 13. 

of their corresponding diameters AF and af. _ t 
su if the qounity of Bpcageet fia in the itwo 

bodies’ is in proportion, the repulsion body 
onthe fluid in: the canal, will be to that of the 
other body on it, in the contrary direction; and-con- 
sequently the fluid will have no tendency to flow from 
one body to the other, as may thus be proved. Take 
the points D and E very near to each other; and 
take da to DA, and ea to EA, as af to AF ; the res 
pulsion of the body B on a particle at D, will be to 

the repulsion of } on a particle at d, as =, to gi fm 

as the fluid is disposed similarly in both bodies, the 
quantity of fluid in any small part of B, is to the 
tity inthe corresponding part of 6, as AF*—! to a 
and consequently the repulsion of that small part o 
B, on D, is to the repulsion of the corresponding part’ 

AF 1 1 
of b on d, as Are * AP gm a But the quantity 

of fluid in the small DE of the canal, is to that 
in de, as. DE to de, or as AF to af; thenetorg Sho reals 
sion of B on the fluid in DE, is equal to that of 
the fluid in de: therefore taking ag to Aa, as. af to AF 
the repulsion of Jon the fluid in ag, is equal to that of B 
on the fluid in Aa ; but the er: of b 
be considered as the same as its repulsion on Aa; for, 
by the supposition, the repulsion of B on Aa may be 
considered as the same as if it was continued infinitely ; 
and therefore the repulsion of 6 on ag be consi- 
Cened enti comnany was continue infil. ; 

Corol. just the same method of reasoning it 
it e bodies are undercharged, the ntl 

ity ofdeficient fluid in 6 will be to that in B, as a/*— to 
tt 

, or smallest diameter. For can be no 
doubt, but under that restriction, the fluid will be dis- 

very nearly in the same manner in the plate. 
whatever its thickness may be; and therefore its re- 
pulsion on the fluid in’ the canal will be very nearly 
the same, whatever its thickness may be. 

“ 

Prop. XX. Let AB and DF, Fig. 14, represent two Pxor. 20, 
al and el circular plates, whose 

on ag may © 

oe 



Corel. 1. If the density of the redundant fluid near Theoretical’ 
. the middle of the plate AB is less than the mean den- Electricity. 

the plate DF with the sity, or the density which it would every where be 
i i of, if it was uniformly, in the ratio of } to .1;, PLATE 

_ - : 
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and if the distance of the two: plates is so small, that CCU. re te ( HE i Ey SE ll ; E z : 

in 

28 el : i i Z ik 
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Prop. 10, that DF will be undercharged, and 
more overcharged than it would otherwise 

now, that the redundant fluid in AB is 
the same manner as the deficient fluid is in 

3 let P be to 1, as the force with which the plate 

AB would repel the fluid in CE, if the canal ME was 
continued to C, is to the force with which it would 

er fluid in CM; and let the force with which 
repels the fluid in — be to the force with which 

equal to B, spread 
er it must be equal to that with which a quantity equal 

to ss spread in the manner in which the redundant fluid 
* 

is actually in AB, would repel it. By the 
= the fluid in ae aay departed 

, is to the force with which it w repel the fluid 
in CM, ing EM te be continued to C, as 1—P 
to 1; but the force with which tity of fluid 
eae analy vidios is the same with 
which an quantity similarly disposed in DF, 
Would repel the fnid in EM; therefore the force with 
which the redundant fluid in AB repels the fluid in 
EM, is to that with which an equal quantity similarly 

i in DF, would repel it, as 1—P to 1: there- 
fore, if the redundant fluid in AB be called A, the 
deficient fluid in DF must be A x 1—P: for the same 
reason, the force with which DF attracts the fluid in 

ity of redundant fluid equal to A—A x (1—P)*, 
, in the manner in 

B , B 

VOL, vill. PART 

| whi 

et ne a Dy ts 
3—" ig very small in respect of AC}—", the quanti- 

ty of tekemaont fluid in AB will ,be greater than. 

B AC\3-* B .sAC\s* = (zc) ~and less than 55x (jG) > butwill 

much nearer to the latter value than the former. 
‘or, in this case, Px is, by lemma 10, corol, 4, less. 

EC\?— EC\3~* 

than (¢) and greater than ea) X23, but aps 
proaches much nearer to the latter value than the for~ 
mer ; and if EC3—* is very small in respect of AC3—,. 
P is very small. 

Remarks. If DF was not undercharged, it is cer= 
tain that AB would be considerably more overcharged: 
near the circumference of the circle than near the 
centre ; for if the fluid was spread uniformly, a parti- 
cle placed any where at a distance from the centre, as- 
at N, would be repelled with considerably more force- 
towards the circumference, than it would towards the 
centre. If the plates are very near together, and con- 
sequently DF nearly as much undercharged as AB is 
ov AB will still be more overcharged near- 
the circumference than near the centre, but the dif-. 
ference will not be near so. great as in the former case: 
for, let NR be many times than CE, and NS: 
less than CE; and take Er and Es equal to CR and 
CS; there can be no doubt, he thinks,’ but that the 
deficient fluid in DF will be lodged nearly in the same: 
manner as the redundant fluid in AB; and therefore: 
the repulsion of the redundant fluid at R, on a particle- 
at N, will be very nearly balanced by the attraction of 
the redundant matter at 7, for R is not much nearer to: 
N than r is; but the repulsion of S will not be near 
balanced by that of s ; for the distance of S from’N is. 
much less than that of s. Let now a small circle, 
whose diameter is ST, be drawn round the centre N,. 
on the plane of the plate ; as the density of the fluid is. 
acs -petwl fecsue at S, the repulsion of the redundant 
uid within the small circle tends to impel the point 

N towards C ; but as there is a much greater quantity: 
of fluid between N and B, than between N and A, the - 

ion of the fluid without the small circle tends. to. 
ce that; but the effect of the fluid within the 

small circle is not much less than it would be,. if DF’ 
was not undercharged ; whereas much the greater. part: 
of the effect of that part of the ues on the outside of 
the circle, is tdken off by the effect of the correspond-. 
ing part of DF: uently the difference of densit 
between T and § will not be near so great, as if DF 
was not undercharged. Hence it is probable, that if’ 
the two plates are very nearly together, the density of 
the redundant fluid near the centre will not be much 
less than the mean density, or 3 will not be much less. 

than 1; moreover, the less: the distance of the plates,. 
the nearer will 3 approach to 1. 

Corol. 2. Let now the body H consist. of a circular- 
late, of the same size as AB, placed so that the canal. 
G shall pass through its centre, and. be icular- 

to its plane ; by the supposition the. farce with which. 
H Is the fluid in the canal CG, is the same with. 
ich a quantity of fluid, equal to B, uniformly. 

over AB, w repel it in a contrary direction ;. there. 
fore, if the fluid in the plate H was spread uniformly, . 

SY 

of AC", and that Fie 
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Theoretical, the quantity of redundant fluid in it would be B; and 
Electricity. if it was 

PLaTe 

cco“ 
Fig. bb 

Prov. 21. 

Fig. 15. 

1 collected in the circumference, would be 

and therefore the real quantity will be greater 
3—a’ 

than B, and less than =o. 
Corol. 3. Therefore, if we sw 3 to be equal to 1, 

the quantity of redundant fluid in AB will exceed that in 

the platé H, in a greater ratio than that of (2) x 
jon “Sto 1, and less than that of (25 Ky tone: 

and from the preceding remarks it a , that the real 
quantity of redundant fluid in AB can hardly be much 
greater than it would be if 3 was equal to 1. 

. Corol. 4. Hence the redundant fluid in AB, suppo- 
sing 3 to be equal to 1, will exceed that in the H, 
in @ greater ratio than that of AC to 4CE, and less than 
that.of AC to 2CE. 
Corol. 5. Let now the body H consist of a globe 

whose diameter equals AB ; the globe being situated in 
such a manner that the canal CG, if continued, would 
pass h its centre, the quantity of redundant fluid 
in the will be 2B; for the fluid will be spread 
uniforms ul- over the surface of the globe, and its 
sion on the canal will be the same as if it was all 
ecl in the centre of the sphere, and will therefore be the 
same with which an equal quantity, disposed in the 
circumference of AB, w repel it in the contrary 
direction, or with which half that quantity, or B, would 
repel it, if spread uniformly over the te. 

Corol. 6. Therefore, if } was equal to 1, the redun- 
dant fluid in AB would exceed that in the globe,.in the 
ratio of AC to 4CE ; and therefore it will in reality ex- 
ceed that in the globe, in a rather greater ratio than that 
of AC to 4CE ; but if the plates are very near together, 
it will approach very near to that ratio, and the nearer 
the plates are, the nearer it will approach to it. 

Corol. 7. If the body H is as much undercharged as 
it was before overcharged, AB will be as much under- 
compe as it was before overcharged, and DF as 
much overcharged as it was before undercharged. 

Corol. 8. If the size and distance of the plates be al- 
tered, the quantity of redundant or deficient fluid in the 
body H ining the same, it a) , by comparing 
this ition with the 18th and 19th propositions, 
that the quantity of redundant and deficient fluid in 

AB, will be as AC ¢ (AC), or ag AC , W as x (ee) » or scm suppo- 

sing the value of 3 to remain the same. 
ake XXI. Let AE, Fig.15. be a cylindric canal, in- 

finitely continued beyond E ; and let AF be a bent ca- 
nfl meeting the other at A, and infinitely continued 

end F: let the section of this canal in all parts of 
it be equal to that of the cylindric canal, and let both 
canals be filled with uniform fluid of the same density : 
then the force with which a particle of fluid P, placed 
anywhere, at pleasure, repels the whole quantity of 
fluid in EF, in the direction of the canal, is the same 
with which it the fluid in the canal AE, in the 
direction AE.—On the centre P draw two circular arch- 
es BD and 6d, infinitely near to each other, cutting AE 
in B and g, and AF in D and 2; and draw the radii 
Pdand Pd. As PB=PD, the force with which P re- 
pels a icle at B, in the direction Bg, is to that with 
ie Aan oleracea peaahe deal direction 

DB, as 55 to pyr Oras 2 to 5; and therefore the farce 

ELECTRICITY) 
with which it repels the whole fluid’ in Bg, in * 

BS, is the same with which it repela 
D3, in the direction D3, that is in the direction 

in the direction AE. 
Prop. XXII. If two bodies, for instance the plate AB Pror. 22. 

and the body H ti communicate with each 
other by a canal filled with i fluid, and are 
ither over or under charged; the quantity of redundant 
fluid in them will bear the same pre ion to each 
other, whether the canal by which communicate is 
straight or crooked, or into whatever part 
the canal is inserted, or in whatever manner the bo- 
dies ‘are situated in respect of each other, 

e 

ye en ee oe Ant 
Let e » Fig. 17, i ie pees ae Be ry i 

cating with them ; let now H be removed to 4, and 
it communicate with AB, by the bent canal gc, 
quantity of fluid in the plates and bodies ! 
same as before, and ee tak 
demonstration, su’ f 
of the same Uhvehaiaee the canal C 

us first suppose the canal ge t 
substance of peo on to C, along the line erC ; the 
part crC bein the same thickness as the rest of the cas 
nal, and the fluid in it of the same density: by the pre- 
ceding proposition, the repulsion or attraction of each 
particle of nit oF petite to 

but as the fluid in the plate 
icle of fluid in the part Cre of the 

a ee with as much force in one 
e 

hi 
the did im CG, and Ccesequetity bi 
oe anis ways tee dheciion of tat cal eis aetaale 
force that the two plates impel it the contrary way, and 
therefore the fluid in eg be oo ea dow from 
one body to the other. ; 

Corel. By the same method of reasoning, with the 
of the corollary to the 21st proposition, de so ar 

Uae AD aol Hi cick comeensiney ae balan dy, 
by canals of incompressible fluid, and a communication 
is made between AB and H by another canal of incom- 

From one to chi ether th sus SNGRRIE Bepbling fa one to er 
the uid was in onuilibeiobelave mn ion 
ade ine if ce tech! aap ee: pete with 

er, or communicate with a third body, 
canals of real fluid, instead of the biaaginady castes OF 
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the fluid will flow through that canal from AB to DF. 
Now the whole force with which the fluid in the canai 

i joint action of the two 

orcg, For ga 

ing; therefore the force with which they im- 
the fluid in NKS, is the same with which they im- 

pel that in NRSs, which is the same with which they 
that in CG. 

. XXIV. Letnow xyz be abody of aninfinite size, 
containing just fluid enough to saturate it; and let a 

unication be made between h and xyz, by the ca- 
nal Ay of incompressible fluid, of the same breadth and 
thickness as gc or GC, the fluid will flow it 
from h to xyz; and the force with which the fluid in 
that canal is i it, is equal to that with 
which the fluid in NRS is impelled by the two plates. 
If the canal hy is of so great a length, that the re- 

Feitiy cien the thing inevides if it was continued in- 
itely, then the thing is evident ; but if it is not, let 

hy, i of communicating with xyz, so 
the fluid can flow out of the canal into cyz, be con- 

tinued infinitely through its substance, the line 
yv: now, it must beobserved, that a small part of the 
yz, namely,that which is turned towards h, will, by the 
Sener nee boceadened eodendhinged bes the 
rest of the body will be saturated ; for the fluid driven 

attractions of the redundant fluid or matter in the two 
the whole length of the real one. bodies and the canal, must be nothing ; or the force 

Paor. 23. . XXIII. Let now acommunication be made be- with which it is im one way in the direction of 
Prare tween the two plates AB and DF, by the canal NRS the axis of the , must be to that with which 
CCL of inoompremibe ul of any length, an let the body it is impelled the other way. For as the canal is sup- 
Fig.17. Hand ate AB be overchar, It is that posed cylindric or prismatic, no particle of fluid in it 

can be prevented from moving in the direction of its 
axis, by the sides of the canal ; and therefore the force 
with which each particle is impelled either way in the 
direction of the axis, by the united attractions and re- 
pulsions of the two bodies and the canal, must be no« 

ing, otherwise it could not be at rest; and therefore 
the force with which the whole, or any given part of 
the fluid in the canal, is impelled in the direction of the 
axis, must be nothing. ' 

Corol. 1. If the fiuid in the canal is disposed in such 
manner, that the repulsion or attraction of the redun- 
dant fluid or matter in it, on the whole or any given 
part of the fluid in the canal, has no tendency to impel 
it either way in the direction of the axis ; then the force 
with which that whole or given part is impelled by the 
two bodies, must be nothing ; or the force with which 
it is impelled one way in the direction of the axis, by 
the body B, must be equal to that with which it is im- 
pelled in the contrary direction by the other body, but 
not if the fluid in the canal is di in a different 
manner. 

Corol. 2. If the bodies, and consequently the canal, 
is overcharged ; then, in whatever manner the fluid in 
the canal is di , the force with which the whole 
oa of redundant fluid in the canal is repelled by 

e body B, in the direction Aa, must be equal to that 
with which it is repelled by 6, in the contrary direction. 
For the force with which the redundant fluid is im- 
pelled in the direction Aa, by its own repulsion, is no- 
thing; for the repulsion of the particles of any body 
on each other, have no tendency to make the whole 
body move in any direction. 

Secr. II. Comparison of the preceding Hypothesis with 
Experiments. 

‘Theoretical incompressible fluid used in these itions, and a fluid, and not by an imaginary canal of incompressible Theoretical 
_ Electricity. communication is also made between by a.canal fluid, as in the 16th proposition, and Jet the fluid in "lectricity. 
“of incompressible fluid, the fluid can have no tendency it be in equilibrio, the force with which the whole or page som 

to flow one to the other. The truth of the latter any given part of the fluid in the canal, is i ed in ccrr. 
part of this corollary will by supposing an ima- the ion of its axis, by the united repulsions and Fig. 13." 

i seeal ak eaaamateta ted oo hho tomeinaed 

1. It 
suffer the electric fluid to 
between their pores, while 

der, which is supposed to be of an infinite size, sensibly from experiment, that some boilies Comparis 
: now the force with which the fluid in the Sas jomparison 

with readiness of the pre- 
ers will not suffer it to do ‘ceding hy- infinite canal hyv, is impelled by the body / and the 

of xyz, is the same with which the 
id in © is impelled by them ; but asthe fai in all 

parts of zyz is in equilibrio, a particle in an of 
yv cannot be i inane, Sieealiah sree heap 
the fluid in hy is impelled with as much force as that 
in hy», and therefore the fluid in hy is impelled with 
as much force as that in gc, and is therefore impelled 
with te muah fierce a0.the eid in NRS is im by 
the two plates. ‘ 

[tgehabaimapte sleulimlatnershis mated of do- 
monstration would not ly tend to prove that the 
fluid in %y was impelled with the same force as that in 
NRS, though zyz did not contain just fluid enough to 
saturate it; but this is not the case, for this demonstra- 
tion depends on the canal yv being continued, within the 

zyz, to an infinite distance beyond any over or 
which could not be if zy z contained 

so without difficulty, and some hardly suffer it to 
do so at all. The first sort of bodies are called con- 
ductors, the others non-conduciors. It is evident that 
the electric fluid in non-conductors may be considered 
as moveable, or answering to the definition given of 
that term immediately before Prop. 1. As tothe fluid 
contained in non-conducting substances, though it does 
not absolutely answer to the definition of immoveable, 
as it is not absolutely confined from moving, but only 
ee ey am difieulty ; yet it may in most cases. 
be’consi as such without sensible error. Air does in 
some measure permit theelectric fluid to pass through it; 
though, if it is dry, it lets it pass but very slowly, and 
not without difficulty, it is therefore to be called a non~ 
conductor. 

It appears that conductors would readily suffer the 
fluid to run in and out of them, were it not for the air 

either more or fluid than that. which surrounds them ; for if the end of a conductor is 
Prov. 25. ~~ Prop, XXV. Let two bodies B and 4, Fig. 13. be join- _ inserted intoa vacuum, the fluid runs in and out of it with 
Fig. 13. ed by a cylindric or prismatic canal Aa, with real perfect readiness ; but when_it is surrounded: on al: 

pothesis 
with ex- 
periments, 
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Theoretical sides by the air, as no fluid can run out of it without 

* running into the air, the fluid will not do so without 
= difficulty. 
Explana. Though the terms positively and " negatively electri- 
—— fied are much used, yet the precise sense in which they 
negative 2re to be understood, seems not well asceftained ; 
electricity. namely, whether they are to be understood in the 

same sense with the words over or under charged, 
‘or whether, when any number of bodies, insulated and 
communicating with each other by conducting substan- 
ces, are electrified by means of excited glass, they are 
all to be called positively electrified, (supposing, ac- 
cording to the usual opinion, that exolted glass con- 
tains more than its natural quantity of electricity), even 
though some of them, by ‘the approach of a stronger 
electrified body, are made undercharged. The words are 
here used in the latter sense ; but it will be proper to 
ascertain more accurately the sense in which they are 
employed. In order to judge whether any body, as A, 
is positively or negatively electrified, suppose another bo- 
dy B, ofa given shape and size, to be placed at an infinite 
distance from it, and from any other over or under char- 
ged body, snd let B contain the same quantity of electric 
fluid, as if it communicated with A by a canal of incom- 
pressible fluid: then if B is overcharged, A is called po- 
sitively electrified, and if “4 is undercharged, A is called 
negatively electrified ; and the ter the degree in 
winch B is over or under aged, the greater is the 
po ones in which A is positively or negatively electri- 

It appears from the coro]. to the 20th proposition, 
that if several bodies are insulated, and connected 'to- 

er by conducting substances, and one of these bo- 
ies is positively or negatively electrified, all the other 

bodies must be electrified in the same degree ; for sup- 
pose a given body B to be placed at an infinite distance 

any over or under charged body, and to contain the 
same quantity of fluid as if it communicated with one 
of those bodies by a canal of incompressible fluid, all 
the rest of these bodies must, by that corol. contain 
the same quantity of fluid as if they communicated with 
B by candle of incompressible fluid; but yet it is pos- 
sible that some of those bodies may be overcharged, and 
others undercharged : for suppose the bodies ‘to be po- 
sitively electrified, and let an overcharged body D 
be brought near one of them, that body will become 
undercharged, provided D is sufficiently overcharged ; 
and yet by the definition it will still be positively elec- 
trified in the same degree as before. 

Besides, if several bodies are insulated and con- 
nected er by conducting substances, and one of 
these ies is electrified : excited glass, there can 
be no doubt but they will all be positively electrified ; 
for if there is no other over or under charged body 
placed near any of these bodies, the thing is evident ; 
and though some of these bodies may, by the approach 
of a sufficiently overcharged body, be rendered under- 
charged, yet it does not appear possible to prevent a 
body placed at an infinite distance, and communica- 
ting with them by a canal of incompressible fluid, from 
bei ae In like manner if one of these 
bodies is electrified by excited sealing wax, they will all 
be negatively electri 

It is impossible for any body communicating with 
the ground to be either positively or negatively i- 
fied ; for the earth, taking the whole together, contains - 
just fluid enough to saturate it, and consists in general 
of conducting substances; and consequently though it 
is possible for small parts of the surface of the earth to 
be rendered over or under charged, by the approach of 

ELECTRICITY. 

all electrified, ; 
If any body A, insulated, and saturated with electri- 

city, is placed at a 
der charged body, it is 
fied; but if an min | 2) body is brought near it, it 

ed ; for ——— A to com “a 

a canal of incompressible fluid, it is plain’ that unless i 

equilibrio, 
reason, a body insulated and saturated with fluid, 
will be negatively electrified if placed near an under- 
charged body. 

2. The phenomena of the attraction and 
of electrified bodies seem to 
ory ; as will appear by consi 

ion E 

ing the following cases. 
exactly with the the- tion of 

one-wy 

‘Therefore assume any part of 

Case. Let two bodies, A and B, both conductors of elec. “P™™- 
tricity, and both at agreat distance from any other 
electrified bodies, be brought near each other. Let A 
be insulated, and contain just fluid enough to saturate 
it; and let B be itivaly electrified. will at- 
tract each other ; for as B is positively electrified, and 
at a great distance from any overcharged body, it will 
be overcharged ; therefore, on es A and B 
to each other, some fluid will be driven from that part 
of A which is nearest to B to the farther. : but 
when the fluid in A was spread uniformly, repul- 
sion of B on the fluid in A was équal to its attraction on 
the matter in it ; therefore when some coy is removed 
from those where the repulsion of B is 4 
to those Sie t is weiker, B will repel the fluid ta A 
with less force than it attracts the matter; and conse~ 
quently the bodies will attract each other. wl de 
Case 2. If we now sup -- ee uid is at 

berty to escape out of A, if it any disposition 
do so, the aantity of fluid in it before the 
B being still sufficient to saturate it; that is, if A is 
insulated and not electrified, B being still 
electrified, they will attract with more force than 
fore: for in this case, not only some fluid w 
ven from that of A which is nearest to 
opposite part, but also some fluid will be dri 
A. It must be observed, that if the repulsion 
a particle at E, Fig. 19, the farthest part of 
small in respect of its repulsion on an 

B 
rire we se 

> ss 
= g 
ot Fig. 19. 

icle 
placed at D, the nearest part of A, the two bodes will 
attract with very nearly the same force, whether A. is 
insulated or not ; but if the repulsion of B, on a particle 
at E, is very near as great as on pi i ta 
attract with very little force if A is insulated. For in- 
stance, let a small overcharged ball be pear 
one end of a long conductor not electrified ; will 
attract with very near the samé force, whether the 
conductor be insulated or not; but if the conductor 
be ov , and brought near a small unelectrified 
-ball, they will not attract with near so much force, if 
Se Sond ae ir SS dos 

Case 3. If we now sw is negativ 
trified, and not. smeulangd dale plain that they will at- 
tract with more force than in the last case ; as A will be 
still more undercharged in this case than in the last. 

N. B. In these three cases, we have not as yet taken 

£37 

g &, ; 

| 
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‘*heoretiell notice of the effect which the body A will have in al- of incompressible fluid, the fluid would have no dispo- Theoretical 

a gee Hw ange cheer exc erhet neoreantipetae sition to flow from one to the other. Rlectricitys’ 
— “but in reality this will » the bodies attract each ~ Case 9. But if one of the bodies, as A, is positive. ball De 

PLATE ther with more force than they would otherwise do; ly electrified in a less degree than B, then it is possi- 
in each of these cases the body A attracts the fluid _ ble for the bodies to attract each other ; for in this case : ee : z cause some fluid to flow from the far- the force with which B repels the fluid in A may be so 

1e , and will also cause some great, as to make the body A either entirely under~ 
if it is not insulated, and will con- ie 6 a a part of it so 

m 
a 

bf ef ae 
B to act upon A with more force than that A shall on the whole attract 

otherwise do. 3 i : particle of fluid in B, . It may be worth remarking, 
with regard to this case, that when two bodies, both i i < ¥2 # Le L cA Fs { i : 

B will be undercharged ; it will therefore attract eachother, ger 
the fluid in A, and will cause some fluid to flow from _ electrified body repels the fluid in the weaker with less 
the farthest part of A, where it is attracted with less force when removed toa distance, it will not be 
1 eter th ne Mpa sat ne rem l 9 able to drive so much fluid out of it, or from the nearer 

force ; will attract the fluid in A with to the farther part, as when placed at a less distance. 
more force than it repels the matter. Case 10. and 11, _ By the same ing it appears, 

5. and 6. If A is now supposed to be not insu- that if the two bodies are both negatively electrified in 
ee ee ee the same , they must each other: but if 

trified ; it i "arto will attract more force they are negatively electrified in different degrees, 
than in the case : if A is positively electrified, it is ible for them to attract each other. 
as Fe engine Paoeene tient these cases are conformable to experiment. 

n i Case 12. Let two cork balls be suspended by con- 
quantity and disposition of the fluid in ducting threads, from the same positively electrified 

B, tends to increase the force with which the two bo- body, in such a manner, that if they did not repel, they 
dies attract. would hang close together: they will both be equally 

- i i repel each other : let now an over« 
strongly electrified than them, be 

ali i 
rs 

iecitk uw ghey i it pee gee i a BEF 

i rod ° uf He ne i 
ieceee 

5 F 
i oH Lil ts gree : 

Pig. 19. 

i f E : 8 E i For let G be any point in that surface, and P a point ‘he air. 
; within the body, extremely near to it ; it is i aun schabacs 

- more overcharged than it would otherwise be, but it icle of fluid at P must be repelled with as much 
willalso be more overcharged in that part nearest to force in one direction as another (otherwise it could not PLaT® 

inthe opposite part. Moreover; as the near be at rest), unless all the fluid between P and G is CL. 
ep pe eee Ri close ; in which case it may be repel- - © 

particle in the with more force than the other re- _ rection PG, i. e. from P toeG, by all the redundant fluid 
pels it; therefore the A must attract the fluid in between P and G; and a particle at P is repelled by 

; consequer ‘tery Reagean er Ory the same fluid in the contrary direction ; so that, as the 

‘ cor. to 22, the outside of the surface MN more overcharged 
if a communication is made between them by a canal shaik-the spidachobeananlbent@.>< ¢ 
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Pheoretical In like manner, if any part of the surface is under- 
Electricity» charged, the fluid will wearer e run in at 
Prive” 6 that part from the air. . The truth of this is somewhat 
CCLL confirmed by the 2d problem ; as in all the cases of that 
Pig. 6. problem, the fluid-was shown to have a to run 
On cases out of the spaces AD and EH, at any surface which 
in which Was overcharged, and to run in.at any which was un- 
bodies re- ae 67 

ceive elec- Corol, 1, If any body at a distance from other over 
tricity from or under bodies, be positively electrified, the part . ; , Reg? . 
with itto ‘Suid will ually ran out of it from all parts of its 
the air. surface into the adjoining air; as it is plain that all parts 

of the surface of that body will be ov : and if 
the body is negatively electrified, the fluid will gradu- 
ally run into it at all parts of its surface from the ad- 

’ joining air. fev eae 
Fig. 6. Corol. 2. Let the body A, Fig. 6, insulated, and 

containing just fluid enough to saturate it, be brought 
es pe body B; that of the surface 
of A. which is turned towards B will, by Prop. 2, be 
rendered undercharged, and will therefore imbibe elec- 
tricity from the air; and at the opposite surface RS, the 
fluid will run out of the body into the air. 

Corol. 3. If we now suppose that A is not insula- 
ted, but communicates with the ground, and conse- 
quently that it contained just fluid enough to saturate 
it before the approach of B, it is plain that the surface 
MN will be more undercharged than before; and there- 
fore the fluid will run in there with more force than 
before ; but it can hardly have any disposition to run 
out at the opposite surface RS; for if the canal by 
which A communicates with the gun is placed op- 
posite to B, as in Fig. 5, then fluid will ran out 
through that canal, till it has no longer any tendency 
to run out at RS; and by the remarks at the end of 
Prop. 25, it seems probable that the fluid in A will be 
nearly in the same quantity, and di nearly in the 
same manner, into whatever part of A the canal is in- 
serted, by which it communicates with the ground. 

Corol, 4. If Bis andere the case will be re- 
versed ; that is, it will run out where it before ran in, 
and will run in where it before ran out. 

These corollaries seem conformable to experiment : 
thus far is certain, that bodies at a distance from other 
electrified bodies receive electricity from the air, if ne- 
gatively electrified, and with some to.it if positive- 
y electrified: and a body not electrified, and not insu- 
lated, receives electricity from the air if brought near 
an overcharged body, and loses some when brought near 
an undercharged body: and a body insulated and con- 
taining its natural quantity of fluid, in some cases re- 
ceives, and in others loses electricity, when brought 
near an over or under charged body. 

fixplanation _ The well-known effects of points in causing a quick 
of the infiu- discharge of electricity, seem to agree very well with 
enceot _— this theory. 
ae. It appears from the 18th Proposition, that if two si- 

milar bodies of different sizes are placed at a very great 
distance from each other, and connected by a slender 
pipe Pe Sleced ged, the force with which a parti- 
ele of fluid, to corresponding parts of their 
surface, is repelled from them, is aan as the cor- 
responding diameters of the bodies. If the distance 
ef the two bodies is small, there is not so much differ- 
ence in the force with which the particle is led by 
the two bodies ; one still, > we the diameters of the two 
vodies are very different, icle will be repelled 
eo ~~ foree am the sale body reer 

. It is true, indeed, that ’a parti 
at a certain distance. from the smaller ody? all be 
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~ 7f a ba] on body DAB, 

Te DAB be ov 
close to the surface 

tween 6 and C, must be 
much, if not more force, than it would, 
A abB of the cone was taken away, and 

+ a ef é 5 
t 

A : : 2 28 sonable to suppose, that the waste 
the end of the cone must be very 
to its surface ; it does not appear 
soning, whether the waste of electricity from 
cone, should be greater or less than a 

cai velting to dhe owing out of eletscty said ing to the flowing out ici 
charged bodies, holds equally pl srry. be ps 
flowing in of electricity into 

But a poe ene — be T as ’ 
any thing to the quick discharge of electricity from 
points, is the swift current of air caused by them, 
taken notice of by Mr Wilson and Dr Priestley, ( 
Priestley, p. 117 and 591); and which is 
in this manner. If a body ABD is over 

ed, the air close to it, all round its surface, is rén- 
ove by the electric fluid, which flows 

meee Sone 3S eee ‘ 
the body ; but as the air all round the . is repelled 
with the same force, it is in équilibrio, onli 
dency to fly off from it. If now the conical point ACB 
be made to stand out from the globe, as the fluid will 
escape much faster in proportion to the surface from 
the end of the point, than from the rest of the body, 
the air close to it will be much more o than 

fie iyi 
E 

joining to it would be so much overcharged, that the 
rae would have but little disposition to flow from 
the point into it. < beet Soe x. 

The same current of air is ina degree, 
without the help of the point, if the body, instead of 
being globular, is oblong or flat, or has knobs on it, or 
is otherwise formed in such a manner as to make the 
electricity escape faster from some parts of it than the 
rest, 4 : 
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it may be laid down as a constant rule, that the faster 
the electric fluid from any body when over- 
po |, the faster it run into that body when un- - 
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Fe pt = was overcharged ; and conseqi 
with which the fluid flows into the body, ~w 
be very much increased. Mr C. believes, indeed, that 

Points are not the only bodies which cause a quick 
discharge of electrici 
fast from the ends 
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* Thefollowing explication is strictly applicable only to that 

543. 
to-apply what has been ‘here said to the Theoreticat It is eti 

Electricity. case itt which B is negatively electrified. 
» 5, In the paper of Mr Cantor’s, in the 2d 
section, and in sed of Dr Franklin’s (Phil. Trans) 
1775, p. 800, and Franklin's Leilers, p. 155,) are some 
remarkable iments, showing that when an a 
charged is brought nearanother body, some flui 
is driven to the farther end‘of this ; and also some 
driven out of it, if it is not insulated. Stal 
are all strictly conformable to the 9th, 10th, and 11thpro~ 
positions: but itis needless to point out the tas 
the explanation given by the authors does it sufficiently. 
6. the Leyden Phial.—The shock produced by 

the Leyden phial seems owing only to the great quan- 
tity of redundant fluid collected on its positive side, 
and the great deficiency on its negative side ; so that if 
a conductor was prepared of so great a size, as to be 
able to receive as much additional fluid by the sanie 
degree of electrification, as the positive side of a Leydem 
phial, and was positively electrified in the same degree 
as the phial, he does not doubt but what as a 
shock would be produced by making a communication 
between this conductor and the d, as between the 
two surfaces of the Leyden phial, supposing both com- 
ronnications to be made by canals of the same length 
and same kind. 

It appears plainly from the iments which have 
ad pte ject, that iat aaral ceadened 

able to rough glass ; et it seems as i 
exesablows ireland SAetashlty, 40k 
certain small depth, perhaps he might say an impers 
ceptible , within the glass; as Dr Franklin’s ana» 
lysis of the Leyden phial shows that its electricity is 
contained chiefly in the glass itself, and that the coat« 
pe: Pe pe Aha Fence hone cy 

t is well known that glass is not substance 
which can be clarged in the manner of 
phial ; but that the same effect’ may be produced by 

other electric. 

Explana- 
tion of the 
Leyden 

easily exs Pirate 

to through it, seen edgewise ; and let BdD, and 
LAFF or Ba ond if, as thes roay be ealled for shortneas, 
be two plates of conducting matter of the same size, pla- 
ced in contact with 9 ryt tane other ; and 

cate wisn te gronsed rend et ce Slow oupponedl cate wi ; and let i su 
either able to enter a little way into the glass, but not 
to pass through it, or unable to enter it at all ; and if it 
is able to enter a little way into it, let badd, or 69, as it 
may be called, represent that part of the glass into which 
the fluid can enter from the plate Bd, and e@ that which 
the fluid from Efcan enter. By the above mentioned 

ition, if be, the thickness of the glass, is v 
Tl Naneetcr bd, the diameter of the plates, the 

tity of redundant fluid forced into the Bd, or 
9, that is, into the plate Bd, if the fluid is unable to 

penetrate at all into the glass, or into the plate Bd, and 
fry mite el if the fluid is able to penetrate 
into the glass, will be many times greater what 
would be forced into it by the same degree i: 

Sea te ee aera ti ui iven out 2, f ual to the 
undant fluid in B2. 

. 

of Leyden phial, which consists of a flat plate of glass or other matter. 
be nearly of the same kind, though the glass is made into the shape of a bottle, as usual, or into ! 

3 
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Theoretical Ifa communication be now made between B2 and 
Fleetricity. E 9, by the canal NRS, the redundant fluid will ran 
Paka” from B 3 to E¢; and if in its way it passes throngh the 
tion of the body of any animal, it will, by the rapidity of its mo- 
Leyden , produce in it that sensation called a shock, 
_ Te ee 
Ts of any size was electrified in same degree as the 

Fig 90. Bd, and a communication was made between that 
and the nd, by a canal of the same | y 

breadth, and thickness, as NRS ; that then the fluid in 

; and there is no reeson to think 
that the case will be different, if the communication is 
made by canals of real fluid. 

Therefore what was said in the beginning of this 
Section, namely, that as great a shock would be produ- 
ced ne a communication between the conductor 
and , as between the two sides of the Ley- 
den phial; by canals of the same length and same kind, 
seems a necessary consequence of this theory ; as the 

ity of fluid which passes through the canal is, by 
Eh catvcticien, the same in both; and there is the 
greatest reason to think, that the rapidity with which it 

will be nearly, if not quite, the same in both. 
Itmay be worth observing, that the longer the canal 

NRS is, by which the communication is made, the less 
will be the rapidity with which the fluid moves along 
it ; for the longer the canal is, the greater is the resist- 
ance to the motion of the fluid in it; whereas the 
force with which the whole quantity of fluid in it is im- 

lied, is the same, whatever be the le of the canal. 
ccordingly, it is found in melting s wires, by di- 

recting a through them, that the longer the wire 
the greater charge it requires to melt it. 

- As the fluid in B 3 is attracted with great force by the. 
‘redundant matter in Eg, it is plain that if the fluid is 
able to penetrate at all into the glass, great part of the 
redundant uid. will be lodged in 63; and in like man- 
ner there will be a great deficiency of fluid in eg, .But 
in order to form some estimate of the proportion of the 
redundant fluid, which will be ] in 53, let the 
communication between Ef and the ground be taken 
away, as well as that by which B d is electrified ; .and 
let so much fluid be taken from. B 3, as to make the re- 
dundant fluid in it equal to the deficient fluid in E 9. If 
we suppose that all the redundant fluid is collected in 
4 3, and all the deficient in e@, so as to leave Bd and 
Ef saturated ; then, if the electric repulsion is in- 
versely as the square of the distance, a particle of fluid 

any where in the plane 4d, except near the ex- 
tremities 6 and d, will be attracted with very near as 
much force by the redundant matter in e 9, as it is re- 
pelled by the redundant fluid in 63. Hence it follows, 
that if the depth to which the fluid can penetrate, is 
very small in ees of the thickness of the glass, but 
yet is such that the quantity of fluid naturally contain- 
ed in 43, or e@, is considerably more than > redun- 
dant fluid in B3; then almost ‘all the redundant fluid 
will be collected in 43, leaving the plate Bd not very 
much overcharged ; and in like manner Ef will be not 
very much undercharged. 

7. In the « iment of Wilke and Epinus, called 
electrifying a plate of air, (see page 528,) it does not 

undercharged on the : 
of glass in the Leyden phial ; or whether Boe 

ELECTRICITY. f i | i : Hl 
Hf 2 the 

or deficient fluid is lodged in 
oardi and toes thecgc belay shooter 

gee #3 
ment is equally conformable to the rage’ f 

It must be observed, that a particle 
between the two : i 
charged with a force 
it would be repelled from the oy 
was electrified with the same force, the other 
ing taken away, nearly in the ‘ratio of twice 
tity of redundant fluid contained in the plate, to that 
which it would contain if electrified with the same 
force by itself’; so that, unless the plate is very eg oA 

fl 

i HI 

t about seems to be 

elasticity of the air, and made it rarer; this will enable 
the fluid to flow in a swifter current, which will still © 
further increase the elasticity of the air, till at last it is 
so much rarefied, as to form very little ition to the 
motion of the electric fluid, on which it flies in an un« 
interrupted mass from one body to the other. - 

In the same manner may the electric fluid 
ane sadly, So Spates, 18 Pe SORES Ss 

a ee aces one is s i to ith its ici 
oo the aie ond the chants wate go 

In like manner, when the electric fluid is made to pass. 
threugh water, in the form of a spark, as in Beccaria’s * 
and Lane’st Lp ei prema gyno by the rapid motion. 
of the electric fluid through it, is turned into an elastic 
fluid, and so much rarefied as to make very little oppo- 
pare daghin ok Lpen aes yore bree h eee 
out from buildings stru ightni e is 
probably caused b Ridin lly © he sich, or some 

we eink Eas at calidon thee of OS ta inly, i wa- 
ter in Kinnersley'a, electrical air thermometer, t that. 
when the electric fluid passes through the air, in the 
form of a k, the air in its passage is ei ; 
much rarefied, or entirely displaced ; i 
of the glass vessels, in 

in the form of a spark. Now there are no means by 
which the displacing of the air or water can be brought 
about, but by supposing its elasticity to be increased, 
by the motion of the electric fluid — 
we suppose it to be actually pushed aside, by the force. 
with which the electric fluid endeavours to issue from 
the overcharged body ; but he can by no means think, 
that the force with which the fluid endeavours to issue, 
in the ordinary cases in which electric sparks are pro~ 

* Elettriciomo artificiale ¢ naturale, p. 10. Priestley, p. 209. 
+ Phil. Trans. 1767, p. 461. > Id. 1763, p. 84 Priestley, p. 216. 
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duced, is sufficient to overcome the of the at- resinous fluid one another, while they attract those Theoretic»! 

ty- mosphere, much less that it is sufficient to burst the of the vitreous fluid according to the same law. Electricity. ~ 

Aiee* 

a& 
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"glass vessels in Beccaria’s and Lane’s experiments. _ The fine experiments of Coulomb on the distribution ¥. 
is confirmed by Prop. 12. For, let an under- of electricity over the surface of conductors, have afford- . 

Neg cadre ocin to the Sp eeeeeeete ner ns. peapens Sail aaey 
lindrical body, communicating with the with observation ; and in so far as this has been done, 

the of the electric fluid against the the agreement is very surprising. 
ape gh ao alg Coulomb has demonstrated, both by theory and 

i experiment, that when electricity is communicated 
to any conducting body, it will be drawn from the inte 
rior of the body, and would diffuse itself indefinitely in 
space, if it were not arrested in its progress by the sur- 
rounding air, which, Sy. mpc y Ta will oppose 
a resistance to its farther diffusion, and force it to distri- 
bute itself on the surface of the conducting body, ina thin 
envelope or coating, the thickness. of which will vary in 
different with the form of the body. His demon-~ 
stration, however, only applies to the case of a ical 
body, in which the coating of fluid will be equally thick 

i in every part of its surface, 
hissing noise will be — This part of the has occupied the atten- yabours of 

ved before the spark ; which shows, that the fluid tion of the illustrious La Place, who has ied to it, La Place. 
ins to flow from one knob to the other, before it in a most elegant manner, the formule which he em- 

a spark,” ed in determining the figure of the earth. He, 
CHAP IIT : shewn, by a method eerly synthetical, that, in all 

de. ipsoids of revolution, the electric fluid will distribute 
On the Theory of two Fluids. itself over their surface, and that the repulsive force 

. Tue of two fluids originated inthe discovery. of the fluid, or its tension at the pole of the ellipsoid, 
made by. M. of vitreous and resinous electricity ; will be to that of the fluid at the equator, as the polar 
and was afterwards warmly supported by our country- is to the equatorial axis. 
man Mr Symmer, who thought that he discovered in These. in ing results have been extended by M. of M. Biot. 
the mechanical effects of the electric spark indubita- Biot to all spheroids differing but little from a sphere, 
ble proofs of two opposite currents. For along time, whatever. be the irregularity of their figure. This 
however, the question of one or two fluids scarcely oc- eminent mathematician has also examined analytically, 

the attention of philosophers, who were more the law which regulates the losses of fluid sustains. 
i to discover new facts, than to connect to- ed by the two surfaces ofa jar, or plate of coated 

when di by successive contacts; and. 
shewn, that the losses of fluid form a geometri- 

the cal progression. He has also found the same law to 
a single fluid was adopted; but, in order to obtain in the discharge by successive contacts of a series 

accommodate this hypothesis to the phenomena, they Cpe a rerneeeiens awn] communication, 
, analytical investigation of this subject has been Researches 

: i epee SA SNE SNe EE ht kare ahipne Oy. of M Foie 
other with the same force with, which attracted stitute of France, a ematician of the very first °°" 

the electric fluid, or with which these eminence, who had already distinguished himself by 
i i some improvements on the higher analysis, and by 

are several " Ss sage on some a the most abstruse 
branches ysical astronomy. We expected, through 

i the ‘kindnese,o€,M.oPaissoo, to.bave had. it. ip. our 
also endued with a repulsive force, power to present our readers with a very full account 

in point of his important researches ; but we believe that the 
last memoirs, which he has drawn up, have not yet 

g 1 \ been printed, We must therefore content ourselves 
particles of solid bodies, anew property with giving as copious an abstract as we can of his two 
reverse of that which they are known first memoirs on the distribution of electricity on the 

| poi ch copegy Hoan Age hearer oebe a to dete what m icity is Case of a 
more than counterbalanced by the assump- distributed on the surface of a conducting body, M, single body, 

i i : 
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its Poisson has shewn, that the problem may be reduced 

doctrine of two fluids, which has never been to this, to find what ought to be the thickness of the 
adopted. in this country since the time of Symmer, wag coat of fluid on each point of the surface, in order that 
supported by Coulomb, who has employed it in calcus the action may be nothing in the interior of the elec. 
lating the various phenomena which he observed. trified body. If the thickness of the coat of fluid is sup- 
skies Ly posiwele Xt a seanenedas tag these, are two posed to be very small, we shall have the distribution of 
ne , the vitreous and the resinous. The electricity on the surface of a spheroid, differing ve 

Sn ere or ae in the inverse : whi orm’ attraction ids, M. Poisson has 
they attract the particles of the resinous fluid with a calculated the attraction of the coating, for int pla. 
force following the same law ; and the particles of the ced within or without the conductor and he fas fou, 

; zZ 
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that, at the surface of a di very little 
from a sphere, the repulsive force of the fluid in each 
point is ional tothe thickness of the coat at that 
point ; and the same is true for ellipsoids of revolution, 
whatever be the ratio of their axes. Hence, in spheroids 
a ing toa , and in ellipsoids of revolution, 
the electrical repulsion a in those places where 
the accumulation of the icity is a maximum. 

In the determination of the electrical state of two 
or more conducting bodies, placed within the sphere of 
each others activity, M. Poisson re down _ — 
lowing general principle, whi s good w 
out the oe bodies is covered over all its 
surface with only a single fluid, either vitreous or resi- 
nous, or whether, in consequence of their mutual in- 
fluence, one or more of the bodies are partly covered 
by the vitreous and partly by the resinous fluid. This 
principle is thus enunciated : 

«If several electrified conducting bodies are placed 
in the presence of each other, and arrive at a perma- 
nent electric state, it is n that the resulting 
force arising from the actions of all the electric coats, 
which cover them upon any point in the interior of one 
of the bodies, be equal to nothing.” 

If this force is not equal to nothing, it will act upon 
the natural fluid which the different bodies contain, and 
consequently a new quantity of this fluid will be de- 
composed, and their electric state will be changed. On 
the contrary, when this force is nothing, it is easy to 
see that the cuat of electricity which is distributed over 
each body is in a state of equilibrium at its surface, so 
that the preceding principles contains the only condi- 
tion which it is necessary to consider. 

This principle will furnish, in any particular case, as 
many equations as there are conductors, and these equa- 
tions will serve to determine the variable thickness of 
the coat of fluid which envelopes these different bodies, 

- Tn his first memoir, M. Poisson has confined him- 
self to the case of two spheres formed of matter which 
isa ect conductor, and placed at any distance from 
each other ; and after having shewn how to reduce the 
equations formed from the general principle, to ordina- 
ry equations with variable differences, and a single in- 
dependent variable quantity, he resolves the problem 
in two different cases: Ist, When the two spheres are 
in contact ; and, 2d, When their distance is very great 
in relation to one of their radii. 

When two unequal spheres are in contact, the equa- 
tions may be integrated in a very simple manner by 
definite integrals, and they afford the following re- 
sults. At the point of contact of the twos , the 
thickness of the coat of electricity will be nothing, that 
is, there will be no electricity at the point of contact ; a 
result isely the same as that which was obtained 

Coulom> direct a omg t. See pp. 452, 453. 
Ky the neighbourhood point of contact, and to 
a considerable distance from it, the coat is very thin, 
and the electricity very weak upon the two spheres. 
When it amounts to a sensible quantity, it is at first 
most intense on the largest of the two spheres, but af- 
terwards it increases at the greatest rate upon the small- 
est sphates se that: wooo — oon it is always 

ter in the smaller sphere on the corresponding 
oi of the sphere. ‘This result harmonizes 
also with Coulomb’s experiments so far as they go. 
When the rn a are y . follows — 

the theory, carries the whole ity 
electricity with which it was covered ; meres 
are at the sphere of their mutual action, the electricity 
is uniformly distributed upon each sphere. 

ELECTRICITY, | 

is always 
The ratio 

ratio of the circumference to the diameter divided by 
six, which is very nearly as 5 to 3; that is, if a very 
small spherical — ing body is placed upon an 
electrified spherical conductor of considerable size, the 
electricity will be divided between the two bodies, in 
the ratio of about 5 times the surface of the small 
ye path ear =) surface of the great sphere, 
he experiments of Coulomb, of which we have given 

a full account in page 452, enable us again to examine 
the theory by experiment. Coulomb found, that the ra« 
tio to which the electrical density constantly approach- 
ed, was 2.0, which is the same as 6 to 3, while the theo- 
ry gives the ratio of 1.67, or of 5 to 8. This difference 
is, at first sight, a little more than might have been ex- 
pected ; but when we consider the of deter~ 
mining such a limit experimentally, we rather be 
surprised at the coincidence between the theory and 
experiment. It ought to be considered, too, that Cou- 
lomb always found the ratio below 2, or below 6 to 3; 
and the highest ratio which he from his Ta- 
ble, to have found, is 1.65; which is almost exactly the 
same as that obtained by M. Poisson, and is, 
not far from the limiting ratio. : 

M. Poisson proceeds to apply the analysis to a new 
case, where these two fluids occur at the same time on 

bein 
ophere, it will, of course, be hawt ake “This electricity opposite to 8 a i icity 
accumulates towards the is least distant from 
the great sphere, while e ity similar to that of 
the great sphere accumulates on opposite 

two opposite’ 
points are almost equal; and the neutral line which sepa- 
rates them, almost-coineides with noms wae ce a 

i sectors of the 

7 
be determined for any yer of the two surfaces, The 

"s 8 penal so far as’ 
3. 

n emoir, M. Poisson given the 
neral integrals of the two equations of the problem, tent 
under the form of a series, and then under a finite form, 
by means of definite integrals. By the nature of these 
equations, their i contain an ar periodical 
function, which seems to indicate, that the lem is 
indeterminate, or that the distribution of electric 
fluid, the law of which depends on these i may 
take place in an infinite variety of ways. M. Poisson 
however, has demonstrated, in a rigotons manner, that 
this function is foreign to the question, and that the 
term which contains it ought to . - After 
doing this, he obtains series which contain de- 
terminate quantities, and which express the thickness 
of the coat of fluid, or what is the same thing, the elec~ 
tric densi at any on the two surfaces of the 
spheres. Except in the case where the two-spheres are 

Case of twe 

dance. 
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‘Theoretical very near to one another, these series are conver- proach of the two spheres before contact, and what hap- Theoreticei 

macemy. pa and as they tend very n> ond to gecnenical pro- pens when they are brought into contact, and then se- Pleetcit. 
—Y~" gressions, it is to obtain them sufficiently ae- ated. i P 
Researches curate values. M. Poisson’ has calculated tables in the In the first case, the thickness of the coat of fluid Toes ‘ 

whose surfaces are separated by aninterval equal tothe indefinitely, in) proportion as the distance of the 
ii "These tables epethin the spheres diminishes. The same thing is true of the 

creases one of the spheres, from the point nearest lated before the spark, is of a different kind, and nearly 
to the sphere to the most remote point.. They equal in intensity upon both the spheres: If they are 

ectricity is vitreous-or resinous, _ electrified, one nacre | and the other ret nag. it is 
each) a ints passes the line of separation vitreous u e and resinous upon second ; 
between tw fluids. On these different circum- but wiseas they are similarly electrified, positively for 
stances will depend the total quantities of electric fluid, example, the sphere, which contains less of the fluid 
whether vitreous or resinous, with which the two spheres than it ought to have at contact, becomes negative at 
are iti Sogweurnest weap’ ieeepeen: tee and, on 
of the two spheres of any magnitude we choose, and the contrary, the sphere which contains more than it 
make them either vitreous or resinous; and if we take ought to have at contact, remains positive over all its 

equal 
ease where one of the two spheres is electrified solely When the two spheres are brought into contact, and 
yD influence of the other, and we shall obtain, at then separated to a little distance, the ratio which ex- 

that point, and will then increase to the point 180° Its intensity is nearly the same upon the two spheres ; 
i Fehhiknies but when the spheres are unequal, this electricity is 

of the ing of fluid, without changing its sign sitive upon one, and negative upon the other ; and it 
i imt 67° 30’. __ is always upon the smallest that it takes a sign contra- 

In making to one another the thicknesses of ry to that of the total electricity. 
the coat of fluid which correspond to two different This result is quite conformable to the experiment 
points upon the same sphere, and in determining by of Coulomb formerly mentioned, (Ezp. 4. p. 453, col. 
this equation the relation between the quantities of 2.) ; and M. Poisson considers it as furnishing an im- 
electricity with which the two spheres are charged, M. portant confirmation of the theory of two fluids. When 
Poisson jamal yn a similar minimum, the two spheres are equal, the electricity during con. 
which will somewhere between the two thicknes- tact and after separation, distributes i in the same 
ses which were made equal. By making equal to each manner upon both. Hence itis natural to think, that 
other the two extreme thicknesses upon the small in this case the fluid is of the same kind over the whole 
sphere, M. Poisson has given another example of this of each surface, however small be the distance which 
minimum. This particular case is remarkable, as the separates the two spheres, This is in reality what is 
thickness of the coat is almost constant throughout the deduced from the formule, when the radii of the two 

the little sphere, and does not vary -thabove spheres are supposed equal. 
or below the mean thickness, so that it appears to have M. Poisson next consi what will take place, in the 

i no change from its proximity to the great approach of the two spheres, at the most distant points 
ne In this case the electricity upon the surface of upon their surfaces. ‘The formule which express for 

e great sphere, from positive to negative, and very small distances the quantities of electricity rela- 
considerable variations.of intensity, tive to these points, shew, that the thickness of the coat of* 

e memoirs, of Coulomb ‘do not furnish us with any fluid which corresponds to them, tends towards a con- 
yey oe agp te pre, phe stant limit, in proportion as the two spheres approach 
sults excepting experiments $d and 4th, which we have one another ; and that this limit is the thickness which 
given in p. 453, col. 2, and which agree with the re- the coats would have had at the same points, at the in- 
o&. Seeder re ee pana lapers Ke So formule also shew, that the 

series W represent thicknesses uantity whi represent, converges very slow] 
coat of fluid cease to converge when ‘the are ie linit, 80 aos tn pene: - —ilyg stp 
very near each other; and in order to the se- tricity of the most distant points upon the two surfaces, 
Ties in this case, it is necessary to give t another _ still ifiued snach frown; shes it will be in‘contact, or 
come expressing them in definite integrals. In this after the spark. Hence M. Poisson concludes, that the 
‘way, M, into se- k, when it takes fers at a sensible distance, changes 
ries, which becomes more convergent as the distance be- the distribution of electric fluid over the whole ex- 
‘tween the two spheres diminishes. He has thus been tent of the two surfaces, and even to points diametri- 
able to explain what happens during the progressive ap- cally opposite to those where it is produced. (8) 
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ELE E L:E 
ELECTUARY. See Puarmacy. 
ELEGIA, a genus of plants of the class Dicecia, and 

order Triandria. See Borany, p. 334. 
ELEGY. See Poetry. 
ELEMENTARY Comma, in music (c , is an inter- 

_ val, whose ratio has £¢ = 112 - m, and is the Com- 
MA major. See that article. 
Exementary Semitone (S), the hemitone of Dr 

Smith and others, (H), or minor second (2nd), is an 
interval, whose ratio is ${, = 572 +f 45m. See 
Semitone Maj 
ELEMEN in Music, are the intervals between 

the adjacent notes of different scales, or systems of mu- 
sical intervals; these are of several kinds, viz. 

Chromatic Elements of the donzeave, or system of 12 
notes, which are the major, the medius, and the minor 

semitones, S,S, and &, (see Plate XXX. Vol. II.) ; and 
the octave is made up of 78 +35 428, = VILL 

i i ‘agazine, vol. Xxxix. p. 414. | 
Concordant Elements, or elements of » are 

the three smallest concords ; the minor and 
major and minor third; 4th 4 II] 43d=VIIL. See 

or system of seven notes ; 
these are the tones major and minor, and the semitone 
major, T’, t, and S in our notation; T, t, and H in Dr 
R. Smith’s ; and G, L, and Sin Mr Maxwell's notation : 
here 3T + 2t + 2S= VIII. See Diatontc Elements. 
Of Music, ing to Chambers, are T, t, S, and 

S ; yet these four elements seem incapable of being all 
combined together in one octave; but any three of 
them, except T, S, and J, may; and, in these cases, 
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ELE 7 
wemay have 5T + 2t-+4 2S, =VIII (as above), $T + 
4t—2S, VIII, ind 8T 448429, Se yIIL 

i designated, as 1, I, 2, IJ, 3, III, &c. These 
numeral di or elements, are S, S, J, and €, 
and we have 48465425 +3€=VIII. 
am ha Tune, according to Mr J. Farey, who, in 

the * losophieal Magazine,” vol. xxxvii. p. 274, in- 
troduced a notation by /, €, and Z, under this title, 
for expressing the notes of Mr Liston’s organ scale. 
Mr Liston, however, nhis subsequent work, rejected this 
notation ; and«we think with good reason, because it 
appears, invno material degree, superior to the notation 
by T, t, and S, that Mr Liston has used ; and yet itseems 
evident, that a notation by =, f, and m would have 
greatly simplified Mr Liston’s work, on account of the fa- 
cility, that the artificial commas. in the pene 
this notation give, for performing every requisite 
culation sfialncedatadite bttad ve atdhey sehen thes 
ee eee 
Of Tempered Douzeaves, or systems of 12 

notes, wherein all spy evi guiap Dp: pre ex- 
cept between GX and Ep: these are major and the 
minor limma, L and 1, (the latter nting the in- 
terval % or )); and-we have 7L 4+51=VIII. See the 
Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. p. 415. It should be observed, 
here, that L has, in this case, not the fixed value 465 
+f + 5m, assi to it in our 30th Plate, vol. ii. ; nor 
have D and d same values, but vary, in each diffe- 

tem system, being sometimes less than ]; and 
that in the isotonic phen temperament system ee 

- Of Tempered re Vin reaves, or systems 
auigedt Calta Coe fino oll equal, in the order 
of modulation, as far as FX CK, and Fp Byp; the 

551 ELE 
elements are here the minor limma, and the major and Elements. 
minor diesis 1, D, and d, and 71412D 4 5d= VIIL. 
See the Phil. Mag. 
Diests of Tempered Séales. 

Exvements Numerical, in aes are the four smallest: 
ime i viz. 1, 2, 3, 5; by the multiplica- 

toms of which, every musical ot San such as enter 
into the composition of diatonic ratios ; all of whose 
intervals are of being expressed by whole num- 
bers of 5, f m, respectively, without the decimal, 
or vulgar fractions of =, that unavoidably occur in our 
notation, whenever 7, 11, 13, or any larger primes en<: 
ter into the ratio, as well as in the calculations of tem= 

systems, in most instances. (2) 
ELEMENTS. See Astronomy and Curmistry.. 
ELEMI. See Cuemistry, Vol. I. p. 123. col. 1. 
ELEOCHARIS, a genus of plants of the class Tri« 

andria, and order Monogynia. See R. Brown’s Prodro« 
mus Plant. Nov. Holl. &e. p. 224, and Botany, p. 112. 

ELEODENDRUM, a genus of plants of the class. 
ia, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 153. 

ELEVENTH Major, in music (XI), or the doubled: 
fourth major (VIII4+I1V) of Holden and some other 
writers on the practice of Music, is a discordant inter-. 

val, whose ratio is 3, =F 48 =9135 + 18f+ 79m,. 

and its common log is = .5509074,6888. (¢) . 

Eveventx Minor (11th), the doubled fourth minor 
(VIIL+4th) of Holden, &c. is a concord, whose ratio. 

* Fi => = 866= +17f +75m, and its common log,. 

is = .5690312,6773 ; it is the Diapason Diatesseron,, 
which see. (¢) 

ELEPHANT. 

gine of war, and is still 

ern army, for the transportation of artillery and baggage, 
znd be forme i- 

jecture, in too many instances, hes occupied 
observation, so that qualities have been ascri to the 

which he does not and habits to which 

simple narrative of Aristotle. In this 
shall endeavour to lay before our readers the princi- 

of the animal, which appear de- 
e the characters of the differen’ 

es of which the is composed ; 

prominent; and gives to 
countenance an éxpression of dignity and intelli 5 
The eye is small, quick, and ing. The. ears 
are large and ; the back is i y arch- 
rie iddle, and the tail. is slender, with a taft-of 

i ing the ground; the are Die one ee 
and massy, and the foot which is not divided into toes,, 
is furnished with five horny nails on the fore feet, and: 
ye dacberitom cone oa 
Among individuals same species appears 

tobe.» considerable difference in point of site,. as they 
are known to vary from 7 to 12 feet in 
The dimensions of a full male elephant, as: 

anstheassd tar eidhaeicantallnnds 

Feet. Inek, 
From foot to foot over theshoulders . . 22 104 
From the top of the shoulder, i : 
js a rae tee ee aarti | Pe i 

From the top of the head, when set up as ae 
he ought to march in state 12 2 

From the front of the face to the insertion 
ofthe tail . . ° 

The female elephant is always smaller than the male,, 
and, in the Indian species, seldom exceeds eight feet: 
in height. When either males or females are much: 
below this size, they are not considered as of sufficient 
strength to sustain the requisite burdens. The stan- 
dard-of the Honourable the East India Company, for- 

1 

‘tl 
vol. xxxix. p. 418, and our article ~arthyevees? 

Elepliants. 



552 ELEPHANT. 
Flephant. iceable elephants, is seven feet and upwards, - must require increased exertions of the teeth in the Elephant. 
—-— fired at the shoulder in the sare manner es the height paration of food. vO. om 

Trunk othe at peaorthth tana nine te han ine, tha Bee of grinders ‘runk, most t mine ; set \ 
sesses, is his trunk or } i otaodl by et elonpa- lamine ; the third set of 12 ; 

It is sometimes eight feet in , of a conical form, er consists of 22 or 23 ; and it may be added that each 
and com muscles entirely at the will of the su i i i 

es out on the upper side, and possesses an astonishing de- ] instruments of defence, as, by means of them, 
dP fealiagy onl pacer; By meray abe sae e can defend himself, or Fgdad yee, jects of 

_apetenes org he can seize, with the greatest faci- hi on 
lity, the smallest object, lift a piece of money from the cock: seret he Mane Ter They vary 
ground, or untie the knots of ropes. By means of his size, according to sex, or 
snout and trunk, the elephant renders himself most ser- the individual. In the the tusks seinen eel 
viceable toman. Byhis trunk he can raise aconsiderable compared with those of the male, The tusks of the 
weight, and by his snout he can move about pieces of male e vary i Those 
ordnance, roll away casks. In a wild state, this called daunte/ah, or elephants with large teeth, vary. 
organ likewise answers the most important purposes. the projecting horizontal, but rather elevated curve of ; 
With it he gathers his food, and puts it into hismouth, the Palissies 
draws up water to quench his thirst, orto sprinkle straight tusks of i 
his body, and collects dust, which he throws over his. downwards. Between these two there is + auies va MY 
skin to keep off the musquitoes and flies that annoy riety in the form of the tusks. The largest: found rt 
him. On all occasions he is most careful of his trunk, in the male el are from 5 to 8 feet in length, and i 
and unless when tied and picketed he seldom uses itas from 4 to 8 inches in diameter, and weigh from 20 to 
a means of offence. The males use their tusks for this 80 Ib, each tooth. The increase of the arises from 

, and the females endeavour, by falling upon circular layers of ivory, which are 
tiger, to crush him by their weight. from a which they are formed. In some 

Mouth. The elephant has no cutting teeth in either jaw in instances, have been found i ly 
front ; but he is furnished with most powerful grind- tusk with which the animal has been shot when baa 
ers, that enable him’to bruise the vegetables on which or, at least, the balls must have entered near 
he feeds, These teeth, as in all herbivorous animals, of the tooth, as they are found imbedded in its hard 
have an uneven surface ; but do not rise into points substance. The temporary, or milk tusks, drop in 

Se & 

as in animals -which feed on flesh. The structure of twelve or sixteen months after birth, and are succeed 
these grinders has excited much attention among ana- ed by the permanent tusks, which continue growing 
tomists, and led to many im t conclusions, which* successively through life, 4 
‘it would be out ‘of place to enumerate, Each — The elephant seems naturally of a social Hounte a 
grinder is composed of a number of perpendicular la- and is seldom to be met with herd, in gee . 
mine, which may be considered as so many teeth, each neral, consists of from ten to a hundred of and 
covered with a strong enamel, and joined to one ano- old of both sexes. This herd is S an erned 
ther by a bony wager sacar ee apm. § male and female, and seems to soelh bee 
This last substance being much softer t e enamel, their direction. ; ‘. 
ace lore sesiey esheets een wes These herds reside in the extensive forests, which 
the enamel remains considerably higher, and, in this they seldom leave, aeng the males sometimes make 
manner, AE OSTA chin “namy nto os Pstable food, The to the outskirts in "le 
pearance as i ony ‘ormed wi ges. From vi Their haunts are seldom at a great 
accurate observ noes few have been yoaddton. ithe tance from a of water, or from a river, They 
Asiatic elephant, it appears, that the first set of grind- avoid the mar, of muddy rivers with the greatest 
ers, or milk teeth, in to cut the jaw eight or ten Ontp, Jest, these usviielety boslion shoal pei tear tn te 
days after birth, and the grinders of the upper jaw ap- ooze; and over the large and deep rivers they swim with 
pear before those of the lower one. bsmeggcaarnin readiness, to the distance of one or two miles, Their 
ers are not shed, but are gradually worn away during sink 
the time the second set are coming forward, and as means of their trunks, which 
soon as the body of the grinder is nearly worn away, face, they are able to respire, to direct their 

e 

° 

ce af rf F 5s iE 
the fangs begin to be absorbed. From the end of avoid running foul of one another, and to » by the. 
second to the of the sixth year, the third set smell, the ch of the opposite sh sultry 
come gradually as the jaw Jen , not only weather y tnpiout squirt water over their bodies, 
to fill up this additional space, but also to supply the by means their trunk, and seem equally to avoid te 

pod, peated soem Seenaahtale tae aia.“ Wheeeeen “consideration the sige ot Dis ale riod, worn away, ve their we into he 6 I 
Seabed From the beginning of the sixth ty the end mal, we need not be atthe quantity af food * 
of the ninth year; the fourth’ set of grinders come for- said to be required for hi coppers A full 
ward, to supply the gradual waste of the third set, In phant is said to consume, each day, from 100 to 150 
this manner, to the end of life, the elephant obtsins a pounds weight of vegetables, yon jl state he 
set of new teeth as the old ones becomevunfit for the {feeds on grasa, shrubs, the and young branches 
mastication of his food. j vision of nature, of trees, When cp mney mercach Hae . 
where the vast size of the coma ae be ancients bitations D shinai sc vy o> bowie: 5 
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“which they trample down and 

t 

to give a decided preference to sweet 
heen to plants which yield re 

The elephant, when young healthy, lies down 
ie way as other herbivorous animals 

first, which is very shrill, and caused by his he 
i humour. The second is a low 

by the mouth, and is expressive of want. 
The third is a violent roar, proceeding from the throat, 

indicates irritation or revenge. 
It is im le to ascertain the age to which ele- 

phants arrive in a wild state. We may, however, form 
Sree mean ee perm cs Oar, txiteeper, by jeiging 
from i confinement, 

clephane 
new of sou to propaga species in bondage, 

a race of slaves ; or of too much modesty to suf- 

rt Ae 
; i é a : Z 5 

i ee bi € 

'* Now John Corse Scott, Esq. of Sinton, Selkirkshire, and Fellow of the Royal 
i contributed the inthe P peiertenta rybliched 
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conglutinabantur, peritus vir ad pertractandos eorum 
sensus ani ue mirabili quodam discipline genere 
eos erudiebat.” lian (translation by Conrad Gesnef) 
de Animal. Nat. lib. ii. 11. Columella more ex- 
pressly affirms, “ India perhibetur molibus ferarum mi- 
rabilis, pari tum in hac terra (Italy) vastitate belluas 
caw quis neget, cum inter menia nostra natos ani~ 

vertamus elephantos?” De Re Rustica, lib. iii. cap. 8. 
These passages appear to have been overlooked by 

su ing observers, and every naturalist, in the ab- 
sence of facts, was left to form his own opinion on the 
subject. At last an iment was instituted in India, 
by Mr Corse, * whose o} ities were favourable, and 
whose talents and habits of observation qualified him for 
the task. This gentleman was then Resident at Tipperah, 
a province of , Situated at the eastern extremity 

the British dominions in Asia, where herds of ele- 
phants are taken every season. He kept a young hand- 
some male el t, of a most docile disposition, and a 
favourite fi , ina spacious shade erected 
on purpose for their accommodation. In the day they 
went out together to feed; they also brought home a 
load of such succulent food as their drivers and attend 

Se edh anes nd tther cochaoey neeoelioe ‘ near , and every opportuni 
was granted them to form a mutual attachment. ix 
the evening they had each ten or twelve pounds of rice 
soaked in water, to which a little salt was added ; and 
from the middle of May until the latter end of June, 
some warm stimulants, such as onions, garlic, turmeric, 
and ginger, were added to their usual allowance of rice. 
Long before this, however, a partiality had taken place, 
as was evident from their mutual earments, and ca~ 
ressing each other with their trunks, and this without 
ceremony before a number of other e' ts, as well as 
their attendants. “ Near the end of June 1793, (says Mr 
Corse,) I was satisfied the male would not, even to re- 
gee Renee cena rliniiet ie ; I there- 
‘ore ordered the keepers to picket the female by one of 
her fore-legs only, in the house where the but to 
leave the male at full.liberty. Fearful, 
hurting their sup delicacy, and thinking the near- 
ness and sight « i i 

June 1793, the male was let loose from his pickets, 
he covered the female, without any dif= 

See eee eer ne boven omnsaanre nes 
, bei taken when very young, about 

five years and a prior to this period The male 
was then led quietly to his stall ; but early on the morn- 
ing 29th ie betaine 20, troublesome this: thet: 

Selb taeigeregie oS own cw 
to cover her a second time, which he : 

ne Sea 
observations in MS, have kindly sulapitted to our inepectien and use. 
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Elephant. with the success of the experiment, I rath 
7 hagrined he had not given sae notice, that I migh wed 

been myself an eye-witness, and therefore told him he 
should not receive the promised rewar( till I had satis- 
fied m of the fact. 

“ t two in the afternoon of the same day, I was 
desired to repair to the place where the elephants stood, 
as the male been trying to get nearer the female. 
On this I to the spot, when I ordered the 
male to be freed from his shackles, and after some toy~ 
ing, and’a few mutual caresses, I had the satisfaction 
of seeing him cover the female. When the male mount- 
ed, he ennelinie Gialenanereae ae ne 
ii Riaiest tamed seeks eisog Spaees 
ders, and his trunk round > ing him- 
self firmly in this position during coition, which he ac- 
complished nearly in the same time, and in the same 
manner, as a horse with a mare. 

«In three months after she was covered, she became 
fuller, her flesh felt softer, and her breasts began to 
swell. During the period of her pregnancy, she like- 
wise increased considerably cay omg When covered 
she was only seven feet three i high, but before 
she brought forth, she exceeded seven feet eight inches. 
On-the 16th of March 1795, she produced a fine male, 
ee ee days after she was 

covered.” crane ATEN a have convinced 
Mr Corse Scott that this is the ordinary period of 
tation,-apd thatthere ia nodifierence as tx the lengtiv-of 
the term, whether the elephant is pregnant with a male 
or a female calf. Maw and generally all 
the natives of Bengal, believe that there is a difference 
of two months, but this opinion is now found to be-er- 
roneous, 

The young elephant, at its birth, is about thirty-five 
inches high, and increases in size during the firet seven 
years, in the following proportions, according to Mr 
Corse Scott: -- ~ 

i r 
Height at birth. ...-+...- ata ste 
In.one year he grew 11 inches, and was 
Inthe second year 8.1.6 4+ ees 
Inthe third year, Gseeeseees 
Inthe fourthiyear, 5.4...24+. 

- Inthe fifth year. - 5... 
~ In the sixth year si b)e Biel a 
In the seventh year. 2 

f 
~ 

Pre COnoaoe 

. 

DAN Ge wr 
ae 

The young t begins to nibble and \suck the 
breast soon. after birth. e presses it with his trunk, 
in order to cause the milk to flow more readily whi 

grasp the nip 
mound of. 

often. 

’ recognises it, altho elephant 
hoki hae oe a — ni 
submissive approaches solicit her assistance, 

ELEPHANT. 
It would appear that in a wild )state 

na peneniesawement tore as.other ani Thefe- =v 

i IF ER a would soon. 
of the wood. But man, even in his rudest state, appears 
destined to check his _ Even when untutored 

travels at the Cape baited at the Diep river, several Hot- 
tentots of the Boshiesman race, who were in the ser- 
vice of the farmer, had their huts, which were compo-« 
sed of , covered with large slips of flesh 
pagntiseeyai i sing of the cee hd 

three fingers brea together to. 
Nagivit seven yards. Sane sof thean were wound 
round the huts, while others were stretched from one 

At 

pear wo tote alaip ened Or no o' em t to 
mandise upon elephant’s flesh. The fect and the trank 
are reckoned the most delicious pieces. 
dn thosets ot a Le Use, 

ticle Ivory, a i —_ ld out to the nah] 4A 
huntsman to endeavour to kill ttempts 
of this sort appear to be attended: with no ‘small difficul« 

belek ltr jt 
i d 

i 2 . fl 1 z hs i | fy if ace i A 

rite ete fas af 
z 
Ss E. a 

s have Elephant, 
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Elephant. shrill piercing ou coals Srteeaie yined he felt pierce to 
= fie marrow of his bones, and which: occasioned his 

horse also, to make several hasty leaps, and then gallop 
off twice as fast as before. In the mean time, the hunts- 
man had’ sufficient presence ‘of mind to ride’ his horse 
up an ascent, well knowing that elephants, and such like 
heavy animals, are slow and unwieldy in going up a 
hill in proportion to their weight, and the contrary in de- 
seending ahill. He, by this means, not only’ more cer- 
tainly distanced’ his antagonist, but his companion had 
the more time to advance on one side of the elephant, 
where he ined he could most easily direct his shot 
at the’heart and the larger arteries connected with the 
lungs of the:animal. This shot did not, however, hit 
in any dangerous part, as the horse’was rather unruly 
and pulled at the bridle, which the man had‘hanging over 
his rightarm, at the instantthat hehad jumped off his horse 
and discharged hispiece, in thesame manneras theformer, 
The elephant now turned upor this last antagonist, but 
was soon wearied of pursuing him, as the sportsman 
peer ge + nh of riding away from him up a still 

found that it would answer their purpose better to hold 
each others hérses, so that they should not get off; while 
each of the sportsmen fired eet pe by turns. The 
elephant, even after the third ball, still ven 

ce, but'the fourth ‘en eooled his’ courage: he 
‘not, however, absolutely till he» had received 

the eighth. None of the balls, of-course, had:taken effect 
in the directly vital parts. 
In former times, when the elephant could be employ- 

ed in battle, a sort of castle was erected on his x 
_ from: which missile weapons were thrown; and his 

iH 
a 72 ay 

: 
ing ranks. 

nce the invention of wader, isasindl has 
useless in battle. 

him: But he is still of great utili oe 

quantity of food: to his subsistence, 

carriage is difficult expensive. 
to the senses Pa a me ae 

appears to possess, in” ion, ve 
enumerated. His eye is quick; and he sees sae 

distance. His large ears, which he can 
move backwards and forwards at pleasure; give an ad- 
ditional acuteness to his organs of hearing. Al 
his skin seems hard, yet insects often chim ; and 

| 

at if 
: i : 

and although at that time Iwas one of the 
eer country, I must confess 

hairs on my headstood quite erect. At the 
same time, it appeared tome: as though'l ‘hatt had-seve- 

ral pails of water thrown over me; without my being able Elephant. 
to stir from the spot, before I saw this huge creature so 
near me that he was almost on the point of laying hold of 
me with his' trunk, - At that instant, I fortunately had 
the presence of mind to'take tomy legs, and:to my no 
small astonishment, found myself so swift, that I thought 
I hardly touched: the ground. The beast, however, 
was in the mean’ time» pretty close to my heels, but 
having at last got to the wood, and crept away from 
him under the trees, the elephant could not easily follow 
me, With respect tothe place I was in at. first, I am 
certain that the animal could not see me, and conse~ 
quently that he first found me out by the:scent.” 

In examining the intellectual qualities of the: ele- Intelligence. 
phant, much. caution is requisite in the admission of 
evidence, as there appears: to be a strong desire to as« 
cribe to this animal powers of mind, proportional tochis 
physical strength. Thus he has been praised for un 
common modesty, in opposition to historical evidence, 
and without the testimony ofa single fact. His lof- 
ty independence has been extolled, although he is, un- 
questionably, the» most tameable and the most servile 
brute:in the creation ; and, in the Hindoo mythology, 
he is made the representative of the God of Wisdom, 
eee are ever accustomed to attribute stupidity 
to ani which have long snouts, as cranes'and wood« 
cocks; but when some circumstancés*tend to elevate 
the facial line, without augmenting the capacity of 
the cranium, we fancy we see, in animals of. that des 

iption, a liar air of intelligence. This last cir- 
pane Sagihoen in the case of the elephant, where 
the frontal sinuses swell the» cranium to such’a degree; 
that they elevate the facial angle much beyond what 
the proportion of the brain would require. While the 
brain in ‘man forms ,4,d part of his whole body, inthe 
elephant it only form s -i.th 

It has been stated, that the sagacity of the elephant Memory. 
isso great, and his memory so retentive, that, when 
once he has received an injury, or been in bondage, ‘and 
afterwards escapes, it is not possible, by any art, to en- 
trap him. The following fact, to which Mr C. Scott was 
an eye witness, will shew how unfounded such specu- 
dulged are, in which some pseudo-naturalists have in« 

«In June 1787,” (says Mr C. Scott), “ Jattra Mun 
gul, a male elephant en the year before, was tra< 
velling in company with some other elephants, towards 
Chittigong, laden with a tent and some baggage, for 
our-accommodation inthe journey. Having come up- 
on'a tiger’s track, which elephants discover readily by 
the smell; he took fright, and ran off to the woods, in 

ite of the efforts: of ‘his driver. Or entering the wood, 
driver saved ame a Ae 8 from the ele« 

and clinging to the of a tree, under which 
was ‘passing. When the elephant rid of his 

driver, he soon contrived to shake off his As soon 
as he ran away, a trained female was dispatched after 
him, but could not get up in time to prevent his ; 
she, however, brought back his driver, and the he 
had thrown off, and we: without any hope of 
everseeing him again. Eighteen months after this, 
when a herd ‘of elephants been taken, and had 
remained several days in the inclosure, till they were 
enticed into the outlet, then tied and led out in the 
usual manner, one of the drivers, ing a male eles 
phant = attentively, declared he resembled the one 
which ‘run =a This excited the curiosity of 
every-one to go and look athim; but when any pers 
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Flephant. son came near, the animal struck at them with his A soldier at Pondicherry, who was accustomed, when. Elephant 
—v~—" trunk, and, in every respect, as wild and out- ever he received his share of liquor, to carry a certain ““Y¥"—" 

as any of the other ts. At length an eaten nats a ing one day 
po pea coming and him narrowly, de- k rather too freely, and, 
clared ho avantthe mpepalephues'teas iad. mando is es- by the who were going to him to prison, 
cape about months before. Confident of this, took under the elephant’s body, and fell asleep. 
he boldly up to him, ona tame elephant, and or- In vain did the try to force SS ee 
dered him to lie down, pulling him by the ear at the is 
same time. The animal seemed quite taken by sur- 
prise, and instantly ed the word of com with 
as much quickness as — with which he was tied 
permitted ; uttering, at same time, a iar shrill 
oar gr diana Soadernnan hay hy bamrerer een 
known to do, by which he was immediately recogni- 
sed by every person who had ever been acquainted with 
this ae eg hag Want EEE t, for 
the space of eight or ten days, during whi was in 
the en re, and even while he was tying in the out- 
let, ap equally wild and fierce as the boldest ele- 
phant then taken, so that he was not even s 
of having been formerly taken, till he was ucted 
from the outlet. The moment, however, he was ad- 
dressed in a commanding tone, the recollection of his 
former obedience seemed to rush upon him at once, 
and, without any difficulty, he permitted a driver to be : 
seated on his neck, who, in a few days, made himas Vv . ( 
tractable as ever.” on the master, and, taking up a quantity of 
We shall conclude this account of the sagacity of the his trunk, threw it on the paper on which the 

eenmenrngnnngs Sis eiere aetna have was drawing, and spoiled it, wit’ 
been common if Stal 

Seer. II. Particular Description of the Species. _ 

We come now to consider the situation of the ele= particular 
phant, in the system of nature, to examine the charac~ description 
ters of the different species, and point out their physical of the spe. 
distribution. cies. 

which was kept in the 
uncommon attitude, which 

; if ese 4u a sane E Ht 1h Bee Pe : 5 | 

dirty Entdle, filled his pac = water, ae - 
and spurting every among 

whn ad ofendd hin, spied ther work, at 
nele t, in Adsmeer, which often passed through 

the bazar, or market, as he went by a certain herb wo- 
man, always received from her a mouthful of 

ions of 

At length he was seized with one of his periodical fits 
of rage, broke from his fetters, and, running through 
the market, put the crowd to flight ; and among others 
this woman, who, in haste, a little child she had 
brought with her. The ani i 
the spot where his benefactress was waite sit, laid 
aside his fury, and taking up the infant gently in his 
trunk, p it in safety on a stall before a neigh« 

having received some arrack 
which had been promised by the Cornac, or governor, 
by way of revenge, killed him. The cornac’s wife, 
who was an eye-witness to this, took her two children 
and flung them before the elephant, saying, « Now, you . 
haye destroyed their father, te may as well put an 
end to their lives and mine.” He instantly |, Te~ 
lented, took the biggest of the children, him on 
his neck, adopted for his cornac, and never after« 
wards would permit any body else to mount him. - 

superiores i longissimus, 
Corpus smmdiiieealoens® By Cuvier the t is pla 
ced among the Pachydermata, or thick-skinried 
peds, in company with the sow, the river-horse, and the 
rhinoceros. Under this genus are now ranked the fol« 

5 . 

Sorming a series of 
middle ; ears large ; toes four before and three behind. 
The tusks of thi ield the best ivory, and are 

the in point of size. The tusks of the female 
differ but little in size from ‘those of the male. 
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The native country of this species of elephant, is In various parts of Europe, from the shores of the Elephant. 

Africa. He inhabits the immense forests and dreary frozen ocean to the Mediterranean Sea, bones and teeth “-“"—~" 
wastes of that extensive continent. In modern times ofa large size have, at different times, been dug up. 
few a (eee ears alec he gmat They have been found in alluvial strata of earth, gra- 

to employ him for any u P . vel, or sand, generally in valleys, near the mouths of 
Hence it is, that we know less of the manners of this large rivers, and likewise in islands, as Iceland and 
species than of the fi ing, which in the East has Great Britain. These bones were at first considered 

: 4 : as be ing to an extinct race of giants. But, in pre- 
puas Indicus. Asiatic elephant. Scull portion, as the science of natural history was cultivated, 

concave, enamel of the grinders dis- such ridiculous fables disappeared, and these bones were 
of flattened ovals placed across the tooth; considered as belonging to the elephant, at that time 

large + horny nails, five before and four behind. ce bores the largest animal which had ever existed. 
ie du Museum Nati d’ Histoire Na» This was an important step in the investigation of these 

1801, p. 1, tab. 1, 2. fossil remains, and little else seemed wanting in their 
females of this ies, and some varieties of the history but to account for the means by which they 

straight sks. The ears are small, were brought to their present situation. Had ‘they 
angular. hide is grey with been found only in those countries, which had been 
d sometimes white. The height from eight conquered by the arms of the Macedonians, i- 

nians, or Romans, it might have been supposed that 
they had been brought by man to their’ present situa- 
tion, since these nations carried along with them a 
powerful host of trained elephants. But the occurrence 
of those bones in Iceland, and at the mouths of the ri- 
vers of Siberia, clearly proved that these relics were 
not the remains of ‘elephants slain in battle. The in- 

iety i habitants of Russia invented a much more simple tale, 
th, can undergo greater fatigue, and to account for the occurrence of these fossil relics. 
than the ing. Anelephant They supposed them to belong to an animal, in its 

i manners resembling a mole, living under the sur- 
face of the earth, and unable to endure the light of 

body, and his day. To this subterraneous animal they gave the name 
short and slender in proportion to his of Mammoth. 

ion: i Naturalists, finding these explanations merely ac~ 
to have exclusive connection with his own knowledgments of the difficulty, and still attaching to 

is held in the idea of elephant a warm region, fancied that: these 
fossil bones belonged. to. elephants formerly reared 

i i 
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i stantly to, and the elephants browsing on the 

ee ae eee ek banks of the , were supposed to have been 
the Mooknah, the tusks are very small and transported by the from their native haunts, and 

straight, and point almost directly downwards. interred in the plains of E But the high state 
ies is sai of preservation of these bones, the situation of nearly en- 

E 5 a zB 5 li a . i : : 

i 

i i such extensive tracts, forbade the introduction of any 
ize; hi torrent to bring them to their present position. 
hair reaching Had naturalists attended more to an examination of 

i i ined of would soon have 
disappeared, and a rati explanation’ would have 

set on, and car- been obtained of so curious a enon. It is to 
i or isi of the illustrious Cuvier that we stand in- 

from the shoulder to the middle, and thence debted for the first accurate observations on the sub« 

and 

uy eee 18 rise Hi rei 
E tH F f i z E 

13 ea i Fe ae E [ [ F 1 
Some es to the truth had indeed been 

hearst i is 
found on sides of the Ganges, in China, and in the  certained that the remains of the elephant found in a 

i Indi bear a closer resemblance to the bones of 
ee His manners the Asiatic than to the bones of the African elephant. 
are ws i some were my een oe these fossil 
detailed in the preceding general descripti bones had to individu © Asiatic 

Fowil¢le- = Sp. 3. Exeruas Pringeales. Fossil Elephant or ies. But Cuvier has now clearly ed, that the 
| em. Mammoth. , Scull lengthened, forehead concave, under points of difference are so numerous, that the fossil ele- 
) Jaw obtuse, grinders large, parallel processes of the ena- t has a title to rank as a distinct species, In the 

mel di. in closely set ribbands, sockets of the tusks fossil elephant, he ascertained that the teeth are larger 
: 2 fiends ret in proportion than those belonging to the Asiatic-spe- 

aa ‘many of our readers may be unacquainted with cies ; that the processes of enamel on the surface of the 
which it is highly probable no longer exists grinders, are not only more numerous, but Jess. festoon- 

in a | | ditnsiotntte encletn afte we shall re paper doe eage fe + and more curved ; and 
subjoin a few remarks illustrative of its history. that the sockets of the tusks are much more produced. 
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Klephant. This last circumstance must have influenced the form 
——v~"_ of the trunk, and given to its base’a thickness and size 
Fossil ele- 
phant. 

widely different from those of the existi ies. Its 
height seems to have been lstle nicee than the 

siatic species sometimes attains, but its form must 
have been more rounded and thick. 

Viewing all the circumstances in connection, it ap- 
pears certain that the fossil bones belong to a species 
of elephant which formerly inhabited. Europe in con- 
siderable numbers, bat which has become extinct, in 
consequence of the revolutions which the earth has un- 
dergone. Nor has this extinction extended to the ele« 
phant alone: species of the genus Rhinoceres, Hi 
potamus, and Tapir, besides many genera of fishes, shells, 
and corals, have shared the same fate. The crust of the 
earth appears to have been inhabited by very different 
races of beings, during the different periods of ‘its for- 
mation and Thus, during the period of the 
deposition.of the fletz rocks, the then existing’ ani- 
mals appear to have been very different from those 
which we find in the subsequent formations of chalk 
and gypsum. And the ic remains which occur 
in the older alluvial strata, differ from the species which 
now, exist, in form, habit, and geographical distribution. 

It may surprise some, perhaps, to be told, that spe- 
cies of the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and ta- 
pir, animals confined at present to the warmest’ re- 
gions, formerly ranged our forests, and lived on the 
continent of Eu But why be deceived merely by 
the name? The European ox, andthe Indian arnee, 
our horse and apomar ao rpm are ies of the 
same genera, yet i it very different-regions; 
It is not unreasonable therefore pA conclude, that the 
elephants which formerly lived in Europe sed a 
constitution and covering which. fitted them to dwell 
mae aeensh Senses, the Lina, the Rhine, and 

‘0. 
It is fortunate that we are not left to conjecture on 

this subject. The rhinoceros found on the banks of 
the Lina, with its skin and partof ‘its flesh preserved; 
had, according to the observation of Pallas, more hair 
ume pes eaeh aisha tesla aaa 
y of any of the existing species ; thus indi its 

eptitdis to endure the cold of a northern climate. And 
e following curious discovery of a. fossil elephant 
laces beyond a doubt the fact, that it was adapted to 
ive in high latitudes, and) endure the rigours of)a 
northern winter, 

« In the year 1799, a Tungusian fisherman! obser- 
ved a strange shapeless mass. projecting. from an ice- 
bank near mouth of a river in the north of Siberia, 
the nature of which he did not understand, and which 
was so high in the bank as. to be ond his reach. 
arenes year, he observed the same object; which was 

er more disengaged from among the ice, but 
he was still unable to conceive what it was. Towards 
the end of the following summer, 1801, he could dis« 
tinctly see that it was the frozen carcase of an enor= 
mous animal], the entire flank of which, and one of ‘its 
tusks, had become di from the ice. In conse- 
quence of the ice beginning to melt earlier, and to a 

eater degree than usual, in 180%, the fifth year of 
his discovery, ce amanerne per sneer i 

disengaged, and fell down from the ice-crag on a 
bank forming part of the coast of theArctic Ocean. In 
the month of March of that year, the Tungusian ears 
ried\away the two tusks, which he sold for the value 
of 50 rubles ; and at this time (says Cuvier, whose re- 
lation we quote) a drawing was made of the animal, of 
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_ingly valuable present to the p 

which I acopy. Two afterwards, or in Elephaot 
1806, E Adhiandrenottneceaiie ahd animal, which reece 
still remained on the sand-bank where it had fallen phant, 
from the ice ; but its body was then mutilated, “5 
The Tuckuts of the neighbourhood taken away 
considerable quantities of its flesh to feed area: of 
and the wild animals, i 2 Ae white bears, ha: 

ise ite cnc the fon as ie es > 

~ a ie :  anire 

vered by the dried skin, and the pupil of the eye was 
still di —— The brain also remained within 
the scull, but a good deal shrunk and dried up,. and 
ee ee ip 
taining a tuft of strong bristly hair. upper \ 
was a good deal eaten away, and the under lip was en« : “ : “gi f 

ty. More than thirty pounds weight’ of the hair and | 
bristles of this were from the wet sand- i" 
bank, having been led into the mud by the white 

was presented to our Museum of ances at | 3 
M. ‘Targe, censor in the Lyceum of C ‘nl ; 
consists of three distinct kinds. One of these is ‘stiff 
black bristles, a foot ormore in length ; anotlier is thin< 
ner bristles, or coarse flexible hair, of a reddish brown 
colour ; and the third is a coarse reddish brown wool, 
which grew a the roots of the long hair. These 
afford an undeniable proof that pang er ; i 
ed to.a race of ‘elephants inhabiting a region; 
which we are now. inted, and by no means fite 
ted to dwell in the torrid zone. It is also evident, ‘that i 
this enormous animal must have been frozem up by the 4 
ice at the moment of its death. ‘Mr Adams, ‘who bes 4 

hilosophi 
the mean time, from the drawing (says Cuvier) ° 
I have now before me, I have 5 abort barr 
that the sockets of the teeth of this northern elephant 
have the same ao yomaeee 1 % 
fossil elephants, of which the entire sculls have been 
found in other places.” d 
‘The ical distribution mir ae tr 

facts. 

Tue ~ om petres Sap i on native Mode of 
haunts enterprising sportsman.’ In Southern Afri- 
ca, the = t Hottentot pursues him for the sake of his 
flesh ignorant boor prizes the ivory of his » pusee tire Ivory’ 
tusks, poco Be Sor him as the enemy of his 
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Elephant. fields and vineyards. Hence it is that various methods find themselves least incommoded. by the noise and Fiephant. 
Muwor” have been-devised. to gain possession of the unwieldy clamour of the hunters, feeding, as they, go along, > ¥> 

_. monster. The savage employs his poisoned arrow, and suspected. any on snaring, 

te 
% 

; 

sg purtsan end tothe lingering torture by means ofis lance 
the use of is known, the musket is 

usually made use of ; for this purpose the calibre 
must be of a considerable size, and, in order to inflict a 
mortal wound, the ball should strike him a little above 
pen atic sadn rt is at- 
tended wi cepa gs gee is seldom brought 
dead to the ground, and when slightly wounded pan. 
sues with the and often with fatal 
certainty, the author of his pain. The most simple, and 
probably the most ancient method of ing the ele- 
phant, is one frequently employed by savage tribes. A 
round and deep hole is dug in the earth, near his ordi 
pon A nay which is carefully covered at the mouth 

ith the branches of trees and grass, by which means 
the unwary animal is deceived, and falls headlong into 
the snare. But other methods are resorted to when the 
elephant is sought after as an animal capable of being 

man. In what manner 

ingenious We to lay be- 
fore our readers a short account of this ccisthely Gea 

each other, and form an ratbey which the 
elephants are inclosed : ights a fire and 
clears a foot ‘to the station is next him, 
which a communication is soon formed 
the whole circumference from one to the other, 
this path reinforcements can immediately be 

- toany place where an alarm is given ; and it is 
necessary for the intendants, tho are always 
dsing teand to sce that the pedple are alert spon thete 

Sp elitcl'tes day nd Sigte-te spoce os kerri ing is e and night is t in keepi 
Saeiapiisady 04 te'cvokinng for chahachves ausd-toee 

_ Early next morning, one man is detached 
each ‘station, to form another circle in that direc- 

tion, where they wish the elephants to advance. When 
it is finished, the , , stationed nearest to the new 

» put out their fires, and file off to the right and 
the advanced party; thus leavi 

shouting and making a noise ‘with their rattles, drums, 
&c. to cause the elephants to advance; and as. soon 
poke By got within the new circle, the people close 
up, take their proper stations, and pass the remaining 

ofthe day and night as before. In the morning 
same process is repeated, and in this manner the 

herd advances slowly in that direction, where they 
4 

upon branches of trees, &c. ab Rey } 
snare, they could easily break through the circle ;, but 
this inoffensive animal, going merely in quest of food, 
and not. seeing any of the people who. surround him, 
and who are concealed by the. thick jungle, advances 
without suspicion, and appears only to avoid being 
pestered by their noise. wo fire-is the thing elephants 
seem most afraid of in their wild. state, and will sel~ 
dom venture near it, the hunters always have a num< 
ber of fires lighted, and. particularly at night, to pre~ 
pceags nc ge coming too near, as well as to cook 
pecan _" and keep them beim The seni 

supply these fires with fuel, especially green 2 
which. are generally at hand, ceishios by the crack- 
ling and loud report they make, together with. the 
noise of the watchmen, deter, the elephants from com~ 
ing near; so that the herd ally remains at a dis~ 
tienabstinhoestien sashionosiehitns cheno Should they, at 
any time advance, the alarm is given, and all the peo- 
ple immediately make a noise and use their rattles, to 
make them keep at a distance... In. this manner 
they are 

usually consist of three .inclosures, communicating 
with each other by means of narrow openings or gate- 
ways. The outer inclosure, or the one next to the 
place where the elephants are to enter, is the largest ; 
the middle one is generally, though not always, the 
next in size, and the third orfurthermost is the.smal- 
lest ; and when in the third or last inclosure, the ele- 

ts are then only deemed secure; here they are 
t six or eight days, and are, regularly, though 

scantily, fed from a scaffold onthe outside, close 
to the. entrance of an outlet, which is about sixty 
feet long and very narrow, and. through which the 
elephants are to be taken out one by one.. In many 
places encnniatnaiaets for,, as soon, as 
the herd has been su by a strong palisade, 
Koomkees are sent in with proper people, who tie them 
on the in the same manner as is done with the 
Goondahs or male el » that are taken. singly. 
These enclosures are all pretty strong, but the third is 
the and has, like the other two, a pretty deep 
ditch on the inside ; and, upon the bank of earth, that 
is thrown up from the excavation, a row of strong pa- 
lisades of middle. sized. trees. is. planted, strengthened 
with cross bars, which are tied to them about the dis- 
tance of ue ee from each 5 these are 
supported on the outside by strong posts like buttresses, 
having one end sunk, in the earth, and the-other press~ 
ing against the cross, bars to which they are fastened. 
The greatest. difficulty is to get the herd to enter. the 
enclosure ; for, notwithstanding the precautions taken 
to disguise the entry, as well as the palisade which sir- 
rounds this inclosure, the leader now appears to sus- 
pect some snare, from the difficulty and hesitation with 
which in general she passes into it; but, as soon as she 
enters, the whole herd implicitly follows. Immediate- 
ly, when they are all passed the gateway, fires are light- 
ed round the greatest part of the inclosure,- and parti- 
cularly at the entries, to prevent the elephants érom re- 
turning. The hunters from without then make a ter- 
rible noise, by shouting, beating of drums, firing blunt 
cartridges, &c. to urge the herd on to the next inclo~ 
sure. The elephants, finding themselves ensnared, 
scream and make a noise, but seeing mo opening ex- 

gradually brought»to the. Keddah, or place The Ked- 

where they are to be secured... The,Keddah.is differ- dah or 
ently constructed in different places. At Tippera it peers 
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cept the entrance to the next inclosure, and which ey 
at first generally avoid, they return to the place throug 
which they lately passed, thinking, perhaps, to escape, 
but now find it barricaded, and, as there is no 
ditch at this ; the hunters, to prevent their coming 
near and forcing their way, keep a line of fire constantly 
burning all where the ditch is interrupted, and 
supply it with fuel from the top of the palisade, and the 

le from without make a noise, shouting and hal- 
I ing to drive them cee b Wherever they turn, they 
find ives opposed by 
reeds and dried grass, which are thrust through the - 
ing of the palisades, except towards the entrance of the 
second inclosure. Aftertraversing the first enclosure,and 
finding no chance of escaping but through the gatewa 
into the next inclosure, the leader enters, and the rest fol- 
low ; the gate is instantly shut, by people who are station- 
ed on asmall scaffold immediately above it, and strong- 
ly barricaded, fires are lighted, and the same discordant 

in made and continued, till the herd has passed through 
another gatewa: 
which is in the same manner as the former was, 
The elephants being now completely surrounded on all 
sides, and perceiving no outlet through which they can 
escape, appear desperate, and in their fury advance fre- 
quently to the ditch, in order to break down the a 
sade, inflating their trunks, screaming louder and shril- 
ler than any trumpet, sometimes bling like the 
hollow murmur of distant thunder, but wherever they 
make an attack, they are opposed by f age fires, and 
by the noise and triumphant shouts of the hunters. As 
they must remain some time in this inclosure, care is 
— taken to have part of the ditch filled with water, 
which is supplied by a small stream, either natural, or 
conducted Tiedigh an artificial channel from some 
neighbouring reservoir. The elephants have recourse 
to this water to quench their thirst after their fatigues, 
by sucking the water into their trunks, and then squirt- 
ing it over every part of their bodies. While they remain 
in this inclosure they continue sulky, and seem to medi- 
tate their escape; but the hunters build huts around them 
close to the palisade, watchmen are placed, and every 
precaution used te prevent their breaking through. 

When the herd has continued a few days in the 
Keddah, the door of the outlet is opened, into which 
some one of the elephants is enticed to enter, by having 
food thrown first before, and then gradually further on 
into the , till the elephant has advanced far 
enough to admit of the gates being shut. Above this 
wicker gate, two men are stationed on a small scaffold, 
at throw down the ee pila the elephant has 

beyond the door, ive the signal to.a man, 
who, from without, shuts % i. pulling a string, and 
they secure it by throwing two bars that stood 
dicular on each side, the one across the other thus x, 
and then two similar bars are thrown across each other, 
behind the door next to the Keddah, so that the door 
is in the centre. For farther security, horizontal bars 
aré pushed across the outlet, thro the openings of 
the palisades, both before and behind those crosses, to 
prevent the possibility of the doors being broken, The 

hant cannot turn outlet is so narrow that a 
in it, but as ‘soon as he hears the noise that is made in 
shutting the gate, he retreats backwards, and endeavours 
to force it ; being now secured in the manner already 
noticed, his efforts are unavailing. Finding his retreat 
thus cut off, he advances and exerts his utmost force to 
break down the bars, which were previously put across 
a little farther on in the outlet, running against 
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burning fires, or bundles of 

into the last inclosure, the gate of 

them, and roaring and battering them like a Elephant. 
blows of his head, and advan- Tic eae 

or in this confinement, strong ropes with running snare, 

run across the to prevent his kicking them, and 
with caution tie hishind legs together be i 
a alternately from the one to the other like the 
figure 8, and then fastening these 
A rope is now put twice round his body close 

like a girth, and tied behind his shoul- 7 
end is carried back close to his ramp, 

ia a, a 

= = 7 & E 
a FES 

os 

are tied, or tries to bite them through with his grinders; 
but the hunters then goad him with 
boos, or light spears, so as to make him quit his. 
Those who are employed in putting the 

i and over his head, stand above hi 

of the apparatus is properl |, the ends of the 
two cables, which were asked’ teamed pe sachs 

et, we brought forward to the outer end of the outlet, w 
tame elephants trained to the business are and 
to them these cables are made fast. When every thing ia 
ready, the door at the end of the passage is opened, 
the ropes that tied his legs to the palisades are loosened AE 
When an elephant is not very formidable or un 

it is sufficient to place him le: wise betwixt two large 

pemnf cap oe pg . pee eye bind his hi in contact the 
close to one of e trees with five or six tums of thick 

; likewise to bind one fore to wl greater 
Tiber ip ae ag ger liberty is given by the ] an 
age. The. i a tame elephant are then i 
from the wild one, and ucted back to 
take charge of another captive. This is a m 

& 50, he Wie See While i 
tations tind mete society of hfs su 

can aie i 
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biephant. | brethren, he stands tranquil'and quiet, appearing to for- nerally takes up about twenty minutes, during which Elephast. 
el his sorrows, and to gather fortitude der his suf- the Bitiost Riaikcs is observed ; and the hunters, who “ 

Seine: but the instant that his ni bier fh A pn the necks of the females, are covered 
‘away, aie eh ae bound “aaditaey andhelp- with dark coloured cloths, which serve to keep them 
less prisoner, is agitated with ait the horrors’ of de- warm, and at the same time do not attract the notice of 
spair, breaks out into a roaring which makes all the fo- the elephant. While the people are thus busily em- 

Pe el Ls 85 ,in the of his extravagant grief, ed in tying his legs, he caresses sometimes one and 
to dh haat whicha shakes Harber Tinather the seducers, examining their 
At this period, cocoa-nut leaves _beatities, and toying with different parts, by which his 

t to him for food. In desires are excited, and his attention diverted from the 
distress, he tosses them contemptuously hunters, and in these amorous dalliances he is indulged 

with indignation under his feet. by the females. He is now generally so firmly secured =~ 
im by the pressure of tlie tamed elephants on each side, and 

ae by the one behind, ie ¢ ae yk turn ps wi - 
but becomes ually more resigned, and feeds plenti- see any of the e, who always snug under the 
Way ie the el of Pow hie F , belly of the third Pedile'thint beendd Behind, ahd bees 
- In this manner whole herds of elephants are taken both to keep him steady, and to prevent his kicking 
captive ; but sometimes a small party of hunters endea- any of the people who ure employed in securing him ; 
vour to seize the males, which often sally forth from but in general he is so much taken up with his decoy+ 
‘the forests alone in search of richer provision. In this ob- ers, as to attend very little to any thing else. In case 
ject the hunters are successful, by observing of accidents, however, should he break loose, the peo- 

following plan, whi i yrelatedby ple upon the first alarm can always mount on the back 
Mr C. Scott. As the hunters know the places where the of the tamed elephants, by means of’ a rope that han, 
elephants come out to feed, they advance towards them ready for the purpose, and thus get Ont off RIS Feat 
in the evening with four trained elephants. Whenthe When his hind'legs are properly secured, they leave 

ages ah ae : 3 8 E 4 z a : a 4 z 5 & =} E 8 

nightsare dark, these arediscoveredbythenoise him to himself, and retire to a small distance ; but as 
they make in cleani ir food, by whisking and stri- fas ba Bere heow enk ath foal neem pa ahi ae 
king it against their Ties, ead Dy inodelhight they but finding his legs tied, le is oh hein 
can see distinctly at some distance. ~ of his situation, and retreats towards the forest. The 
"As soon as they have determined upon the particular ‘hunters now follow ata moderate distance on the fe- 
spe nent eae to secure, three of the trained fe- ‘males, accompanied a number- of’ people that had 

ales are conducted silently and slowly by their dri- been previously sent for, and who, as soon as the wild 
vers, at a moderate distance from each other, nearto ‘elephant passes near a stout'tree, make a few turns of 
the where he is feeding. These advance very the long cables that are trailing behind him around its 

; feeding as they go along, and appear like trunk. His progress being thus ‘he becomes fu- 
wild ts that had from the forest. When rious, and exerts his utmost force to disengage himself ; 
the perceives Sed cp ee te get nor will he then allow any of the females to come near 
alarm and is viciously inclined, he beats the ground him, but is outrageous for some time, falling down, and 
with his trunk, and makes a noise, shewing evident _goring the earth with his tusks. _If’by these exertions 
marks of his displeasure, and that he will not allow Se Coles are once broken, which sometimes is effect- 
them to approach near ; and if they persist, he will im- ed, and he escapes into the forest, the hunters dare not 
mediately attack and gore them with his tusks; for advance for fear of the other wild elephants, and are 

b therefore obliged to leave him to his fate ; and, in this 
ham situation, it is said He is even ungenerously 

rally the case, he allows the f attacked by the other wild elephants. As the cables 
- are very strong, and seldom give way, such accidents 

When from these appearances the hunters judge that rarely occur. When he has exhausted himself by his 
-he will become their prize, they conduct two of the fe- exertions, the trained elephants are again brought near, 
males, one on each side, close to hin, and make them and take their former positions. After getting him 
advance backwards, Se ee ste- ‘nearer the tree, the people carry the ends of the long 

o38: | ! | 2 

neck and shou The third cables round his legs, then back and about the trunk of 
, and herself directly across his ‘the tree, making if they can two or three turns, $0 as 
tuation, so far from su any de- to prevent even the possibility of his escape. For still. 

i fe- fi security, as well as to confine him from moving 
When thus to either side, his fore legs are tied exactly in the same 

i manner as the hind legs were. He is now harnessed 
a with all the expedition possible in the same manner as 

third female, and put a slight cord round those already described, and conducted to his proper 

he takes no notice of this slight confine- As soon as each elephant is thus secured, he is left in 
¢ po ae o is appointed to attend and in- 

ers tl proceed to tie his legs wi hen ta | struct him, an (Gur oF five iifeside sarvaits, thldtdet 
which is passed alternately, by means of a forked to assist and ly food and water, till he becomes so 
and a kind of hook, from the one leg to the other, tractable as to bring the former hinieelf The first ob- 

e have before described. A strong cable, with a ject of the keeper is to gain his confidence, and, for this 
noose sixty cubits er ob next putroundeach purpose, he constantl lies him with food, and 
immediately above cords. These cables soothes and caresses hi a variety of little arts. 

in their places by other cords tied round Sometimes, however, the’ keeper threatens, and even. 
sc = The putting on these ropes ge- _goads him with a Jong stick pointed with iron, but more 

. 4B 
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ing to him. all the while in a 
tone of voice, and in a little time he begins to 

to 

srneniteis heck frceo.ene.ek nese eaeemer nine 
rel becienaconaiinba vances gra- 
dually forward, till at last he is itted to seat him~- 
self on his neck, from which place he afterwards . 
lates all his motions. The iron hook with id dee 
direct them is pretty heavy, about sixteen inches long, 
with a straight spoke advancing a little beyond the curve 
of the hook. n they wish to turn them, they catch 
one of their ears with this instrument,and, by ing it 
into their skin, make them move in any direction 
is required, 
Ww an PR ge wy i cy ay ala a 

elephants out the others in turn for the sake of ex- 
ercise, and likewise to ease their legs from the cords 
with which they are tied, and which are apt to gall 
them severely, unless they are y slackedand shift- 
ed. In the course of five or six weeks, the elephant 

off by degrees, and generally in t five or six mon’ 
he suffers himself to be conducted: by his keeper from 
one place to another. Care, however, is always taken 
not to let him approach his former haunts, lest a recol- 
lection of the freedom he there enjoyed should induce 
him again to recover his liberty. This obedience to 
his conductor seems to proceed partly from a sense of 
gratitude, as it is in some measure volun ; for, when- 
ever an elephant takes fright, or is determined to run 
away, all the exertions of the keeper cannot prevent 
him, even by beating or digging the pointed iron 
into his head with which he directs him. On such an 
occasion, the animal totally disr s the feeble efforts, 
otherwise he could shake or pull him off with his trunk, 
and dash him to pieces. Accidents of this kind bepr 
pen almost every year, especially to those keepers who 
attend the large males, and are in general owing to their 
own carelessness and neglect. It is necessary to treat 
the males with much greater severity than the females, 
to keep them in awe ; dut it is too common a practice 
among the keepers, either to be negligent in using pro- 
per means to render their elephants tractable, or to trust 
too much to their good nature, before they are thorough- 
ly acquainted with their dispositions, 

For further information concerning the history of the 
elephant, we refer our readers to the following works: 
Cuvier’s 13 Sur les Llephans vivans et fossiles, in 
the Annales du. Museum d’ Histoire Naturelle, vol. viii. 
and to his work on the fossil bones of quadrupeds ; La 
Menagerie du Museum National d Histoire Naturelle, 
1801; Corse Scott's Observations on different Species 
of the Asiatic Elephants, in the Philosophical Transac- 
tions for 1799, Part ii. and to An Account of the Method 
of catching wild Elephants, by the same in the 
ve aig Extracts from re gence eens 

iner’s History of Ceylon ; the Tri Sparyman, 
Vaillant, and Seer. (3.F. 
ELEPHANTA, a small mountain isle, with a double 

top, wooded to the summit. It is situated about 54 
miles in an easterly direction from Bombay, and is net 

5 

eye. A spacious 
fect in lengthy an equal breac 

embellishment. The roof is supported by. 
rock left standing ; their order is uncommon, but 
agreeable. The reader is referred to the arti 
vit. Ancuirecrure in this. work, fora Plate i 
of part of the interior of the eave. The figures which 
decorate the walls are in relief so prominent, that they 
are attached to the rock only by the back. ..Giga 
forms are observed, some with aspects of nity, 
others with looks of terror. Neither in mayen 
cution ean the sculpture be compared to the monu- 
ments of Grecian art; but it much surpasses: in ele- 

2 e 
Here, the most is a bust 18 feet high, of afi- 
gure with three. expressive of that being of 
whom the Hindoos the most sublime conceptions. 
The middle head nts Brahma, or the creative : represe 
attribute ; the head on the left, Vishnoo, or the preser- 
ving ; and onthe right, Seva the destroying, or chan- 
pap peal face is represented full, with a logk-of 

and composure ; his head and: neck»profusely — 
sae eee eons The face of Vishnoo is. in 

, with, likewise, a complacent regard, anda rich- 
¢ decorated head, One hand. bears .a lotus: flower, 

e other a fruit resembling a 3 on one of 
his wrists is seen a ring, as shen totetie Hindoos sat 
present. Seva, on the contrary, frowns with a terrific 
countenance in profile, with projecting forehead, 
staring eyes. | supply the place of hair; and 
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the representation of a human scuill is consp'cuous on 
the head. One hand grasps a mon- 
strous Cobra di-Capella, the other a smaller one ; the 

hole 

hands, which are quite 
destroyed. On each side of the bust is seen a gigantic 
figure leaning on a.dwarf, all much +p meee 
vight is a large square compartment, 1 with a va- 
ret of igen the largest of which, 16 feet high, 
is consort of Seva, nted with one breast. 

‘ ‘sceptre. | 2 
aa jis seen with four heads, sitting on a lotus, while, as it 
is su , Indra and Indranee are represented on 

mounted on the shoulders of Garuda. Above 
in different atti- 

serited with one breast, he remarks, that it thence ap- 
‘pears 

‘more deduced, those ac: i 
Thain mythos, that itis intentied ‘hn this figure, 

as male ‘and female, to represent the active 
of Seva. as Bawani or Courage, and as Isani or 

a pididens-of nature: The above ingenious person 
to us not more happy in his conclusion of wigs 

lng of Indian invention This peculiarity of feature 
in the symbols, we conceive to be of foreign extraction 
‘and that the , in merely designing to represent 
curly and , has given them the grotesque ap- 
aan : Butthese conjectures cannot detract 

‘Niebuhr's general merit as a traveller, who must 
28 a person of singular intelligence and 

j But we shall pursue our description of the 
remaining most res. 

-Shalls around his neck: A 
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of timidity and reluctance. A male urges her forward, Elephanta. 
Here several smal] figures are introduced. All the fe. ==" 
males have ornaments similar to those worn by the Hin- 
‘doo women at present, round the wrists and legs; the 
‘male’s ornaments, bearing the same correspondence, 
round the wrists alone. This resemblance, however, 
assists us ‘but little in ascertaining the date of the sculp- 
tures; the same customs and dress have been in im- 
memorial use among the natives of India, as at this 
day. 
The attention is forcibly arrested by a figure ona 

niche ‘of equal dimensions with the last, opposite to it, 
and 50 feet nearer the entrance of the cave. Itis a 
gigantic half length of Seva, or the destroyer, in ac- 
tion, represented with eight arms, and a belt of human, 

right hand a sword 
uplifted to sever a victim. A Cobra di Capella rises 
under one arm ; ahuman skull is conspicuous on the 
head. Small attendant figures are pourtrayed in dis- 
tress and pain. Many ofthe figures are mutilated, as 
is the principal, whose aspect indicates unrelenting 
fierceness. 

~ -On the other side of the cave, near one of the small 
rooms above mentioned, are seen Seva and his consort, 

es at the feet of Seva; in each cor- 
ner of the niche stands a gigantic guard. On each side 
of the entrance, is a niche loaded with figures, all much 
defaced and mutilated. Tn an apartment, half way up 
the cave, is inclosed the lingum. The space is en 
on the four sides, where are placed eight colossal statues 
differently decorated. Compartments. on both sides of 
the great cave, we scene wk it by large fragments of 
rock, which aps formerly composed the ‘roof, 

t several pieces of sculpture ; the most remarka- 
Ble is Ganesea, or the Hindoo God of Wisdom, with a 
human body and an elephant’s head, ‘such as he is re« 

in the temples throughout India: 

“represented sitting in the manner of the country at this 
day. A bull reclin 

of these gigan tic figures, 
reconciles the nx to view them wi Mectslatey 

the opposite island of Sulsette, to avoid the persecution 
of the , and who now live in tranquillity 
under their Banyan tree, say the cave was formed by 
the ; nor has a much more sati account 
i traced, than what these simple people give, at 

with regard to the date of its construction. 
Marks of dilapidation and ruin are evident throughout 
the whole structure. This mutilation is said to have 
— rs apt a Portuguese cannon, to 

e spot urpose of desolating the shrines of 
How ohen is the page of the history of na- 

of the objects of its vengeance, it erases the fairest mo- 
numents of art, and abandons itself up to every species 
of and licentiousness! “However characteristic 

and the sword may be, of the spirit of Ma- 
oa find no sanction from the mild and 

of Christianity, 

. 

benevolent 
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lephanta, like the excavations near 

Ellora, is the work of a people among whom the arts 
have attained a high state of perfection. There, labour 
and skill are displayed in a degree much superior to 
that Sys mgsr to construct the pyramids. The one ex- 
hibits the toil of barbarous slavery, the other the genius 
of a civilized, and scientific nation. Asiatic literature 
having been followed through its thousand streams, at 
this moment, the gods of India stand revealed in their 
various attributes, almost as clearly as the deities of 
Greece and Rome ; yet has the research failed to deduce 
science from its parent source, and to reflect much light 
on the dark page of the history of that splendid zra, 
when Asia eclipsed all nations in. works of magni- 
ficence and art. Egyptian priests are believed to have 
come from the Nile.to the Ganges, and it may be in- 
ferred from the immovable prejudices and self-suf- 
ficiency of the Brahmins, not as their rs, but 
rather to be instructed than to instruct. e know 
Egypt to have been the fountain of knowledge for the 
western, and India for the eastern regions of the globe ; 
‘but which of the two nations can boast of priority of 
claim to the arts and sciences, remains a doubt. We 
are ignorant of what the learned of Memphis wrote con- 
cerning India, and the sages of Benares give but ob- 
scure accounts of Egypt, Indeed, Hindoo testimony, 
from its preposterous claims to antiquity, is entitled to 
little belief. We are abundantly warranted in suppo- 
sing that a connexion subsisted between the ancient ido- 
latrous nations, and that Egyptians, Indians, Greeks, 
and Italians emanated from one central point, from 
thence scattering their different arts and Goal " 
along with themselves, over the world. See Asiatic Re- 
searches, vol. iv. ; Niebuhr’s Travels ; and M. Graham’s 
Journal of a Residence in India. (w. 7.) 
ELEPHANTIASIS. See Mepicixe. 
ELEPHANTOPUS, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenesia, and order Polygamia Segregata. See 
_Borany, p. 310. 

ELEPHANTUSIA, a genus of plants of the class 
Polygamia and order Dicecia. See Botany, . 346, 

EUSINE, a genus of plants of the class Friandeia, 
and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 115. 
ELEUSINIAN Mysreries. See Free Masonry 

and Mysteries. 
ELGIN, a royal burgh of Scotland, and the county 

town, of Morayshire, lies upen the banks of the Lossie, 
about seven miles from -where that river falls into the 
Moray Frith. It is supposed to have derived its name 
from Helgy, a Norwegian general, who, in the begin- 
uing of the 10th century, when Siward, Earl of the 
Orknies, spread his conquests over the northern parts 
of Scotland, is said to have built a town southward of 
Duaffeyrus. This description nds with the scite 
of Elgin ; and the supposition. is er confirmed by 
the inscription on the common seal of the town, Sigi 
commune civilalis de Helgyn. This town consists of 
one street above a mile in 1, intersected by seven 
smaller streets of lanes ; ~ Speers MbicAErn He 

incipal street are generally stories. _ Near 
pa of the town, and in the middle of the street, 
which here widens, very much, are. hud: 
the town-house, the sheriff-court-house, and the county 
jail; and near to these is the parish church, a low ir- 
regular building, all of which both deform and encum- 
ber the street. At the west end of the town, on a 
mount called Lady Hill, are the ruins of Som fort. 
The within the wall which surrounds the summit 
of the hill is 85 yards in length by 45 in breadth; and 
from the remains of the interior buildings, it would 
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the choir by a vau 

window on each side ; an in the north 
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destoye by Nobu de Brac, whe ne spe a ce, W 
English garrison which then held it, on his 
return from the Hebrides. 

Elgin was at an early 
pal see, and was 

iod evected. inte-au: Mipkencs 
with the of i 

corners of the west end, 84 feet high, exclusive. of the 
steeples ; two on the east, 60 feet ; and one in the mid- 
dle, 198 feet. The grand entrance is 
through an arched gateway 24 feet hi 
broad at the base. Above this gate was a win in 
the form of an acute angled arch, 27 feet high, and 19 
wide ; and on the east gable was a parallel of fiy 
windows, each ten by two feet ; above these, Ymeyen nd 
each seven feet high ; and over all, a circular window 
about 10 feet in diameter. On both sides of the ch 
eastward from the transept, were aisles 18 feet broa 
outside the walls, having each a large window, an 
above these a range of windows six feet in height. The 
whole is richly ornamented with carved, devices and 
‘embellishments. But. the most beautiful part of th 
building is the rhepteeanner oni communicates 

ted vestry. It has the form of an 
octagon $4 feet high, and 27 in its greatest 
Its vaulted roof is supported by a. cl i 
nine feet in circumference, from: of 

the choir, there is a 
wall are five 

stalls in niches for the bishop and di 
The middle stall intended for the bi or dean. is 
larger, and. raised a step hi than the rest, 

edral was built by Bis Andrew 
in 1224, In 1390 it was burnt. down, itl 
the. town of Elgin, Alexander, (son of II.) 
called the Wolf of Badenoch,” in resentment against 
Bishop Barr. It was soon 
its former magnificence, and B: 

years after. ti 
1568, when the council at Edinburgh the lead 
to be taken from the cathedral. churches of. herdeen 
and Elgin, and sold for the maintenance of the Regent 
Murray’s soldiers. Being thus uncovered and. 
to the weather, it soon hegen ga decay, and t 
great tower fell down in 1711. The remains of a hi 
stone wall still exists, which inclosed the cathedral and 
burying ground, with houses and-small gardens for 
22 canons sot dignitaries Horan “ania 
Among the buildings of this.town,,it may 

Zr iueksite ais intended heel for the sick 
town and county. 

Sal 
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ornament, as 

The situation of Elgin seems to have been chosen 
without any regard to the advantages of trade or com- 
merce; being seven miles from the nearest sea-port ; but 
rather for security and subsistence. It stands in the 
middle of a rich ‘and fertile country, from which sup- 
plies could at all times have been easily drawn. The 
morass of Strathcant formed its defence on the south ; 
its own castle on the west ; and on the north and east 
winds the river Lossie, over which are five stone bridges 
of two arches, within the short extent of twomiles. The 
trade of the town arises entirely fromthe supply demand- 
ed by the surrounding district, and its only manufac- 
tures are those which are necessary for domestic pu 
The couneil of the burgh consists of 17 me: 
nually elected by themselves, resident only 
being eligible; and their revenue is about £200 a year. 
In 1811, the town and parish contained 1258 families, 
and 4602 souls. See Pennant’s Tour in Scotland; and 

the Antiquities, &c. in the Province of 

Ss, an- 

664. 
ELK. This is one of the animals inhabiting 

the globe, belonging to the genus Cervus, and order 

: re i 
: ; 2 i i 
i | : 
i 2, 3 é F 

Hae q . 

d u se i A ey $e 
ye i : | 

ity of the fact. The other species is said to be smaller, 
a light grey colour, to herd in’ flocks of 20 or 30, 

to bear more resemblance to the fallow deer; whereas 
the moose is either solitary, or not to be found with above 
four or five in company. The motion of the elk is un- 

Lg 
like that of the deer ; it does not spring on being sur- 

i de, Savdneee sale ee i agaline sally 
pees eee , and runs with great speed. 

Its food is the herbage of or the foliage of 
young trees. It dwells on 

the legs, declivities are principally frequented, for the 
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ease of reaching the ground. It Winter, ‘it prefers 
willows and some aquatic plants. These animals breed 
about the month of April, and generally produce two 
atatime. The males are said to cast their horns an- 
nually in November, and to renew them in spring : the 
females have none, and are besides very different from 
the males, in being much inferior in size, of a brownish 
sandy colour, the hair white at the root, and nearly so 
in some parts of the surfacé. ©. 

The elk is of a quiet, tractable, and docile nature. 
In its wild state it is harmless and ‘inoffensive, and it 
is very easily tamed.- When pursued, in crossing rivers 
and lakes it makes, no resistance, and Ss or women 
can then destroy it. _Mr Hearne relates, that’ he re- 

tedly saw many as tame as sheep at the settlement 
in Hudson’s bay, and. that they would follow their 
keepers, or come to meet them, in the same manner as 
the most domestic animal would have done. At New 
York they have been broke to harness, and apparently 
not Piniegay na ] Be separ of the animal 
ren it particularly favourable for such experiments; 
and it is not ankbdis! that it might be naturalized and 
domesticated in this island. 

Of late years a description has been 
Smith of an animal of this genus, which he 
as the real and genuine elk, and he deduces its charac- 
teristics from four individuals, which were exhibited to 
him in ere el colour, he pccerdinge is reddish 
in spring; it changes to greyish dun, after- 
ee pu grey in autumn, and continues so during win- 
ter. The rump for six or ‘seven inches from the tail is 
pole polews and by a blackish semicircular 
ine the rest of the body. The fore part of the 

and the nose are black, as also the under lip on each 
ide, A mane about six inches longer than the hair of the 

rest of the body, and a beard on the throat and breast, 
are seen on the male in winter. He is provided with 
horns, which, according to Dr Smith, are not palmated, 
but consist of three principal divisions, and are cast, all 

given by Dr 
characterises 

except a or core, several inches long, in May. In 
about eight weeks they begin to grow, and according 
to the age of the animal a prong successively y 
fom on ps a 0 api J fe asap the lower 

e eye isa external oblique slit, nearl 
poy i gt by means of which a whistling sind 
is produced. ‘Two of the animals were males, and two 
females ; the former had a small vesicle on the external 
part of each hind leg, containing an unctuous matter, 
which they can epen and anoint the sprouting horns : 
this was done ly at four in the morning and at 
ten at night, ese creatures ate ordinary ve; les, 
and ily received tobacco ; but as all were domesti- 
cated, no inferences could be drawn with regard to their 
Kosh Ai Seciueat age 1 ond that fe the naburil Hate 
ey on plant. being young, at least 

not full grown, the extreme limits o Ghar tins come 
not be ined ; a male, two years old, was 7 feet 3 
inches in ; afemale, three years old, 7 feet 9 
inches and 4 feet 7 inches in height ; the ear nine 
seeier Mapes tie ts8 only cree, The whole were taken 
in Upper t 

From the preceding iption, it there is a 
sensible difference between real of natufalists 
and those of Dr Smith, The Cervus Py of Pal- 
las, which dwells in Russia, beyond the seems 
to. bear some resemblance to the latter, in having the 
muzzle and upper lip black ; the tail is only a cutane- 
ous elongation, and the horns are trifurcated. But in 
me places he speaks of the elk in contradistinction to is j ; 

Elk. 
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There is a striking in the nature of the 

elk, which has given SRrpecapeomenen When 
ftom dag A huntsman, it sometimes suddenly falls 
own as if in a fit, and then as suddenly recovering it- 

self, sets off at An 
vailed, that it 
animal’s hoof has been worn as an amulet or charm 
against that distemper. Horses, it is suid, have been 
seen with the same peculiarity ; and we know there are 
among the smaller tribes of animals, some which coun- 
terfeit death on being alarmed. 

The elk is hanted in various ways, for the sake of 
its flesh and skin, and as the fur of wild animals is 
richer in winter, that season is commonly selected for 
its capture. The Indians near Hudson's Bay'can easil 
ran it down, for although endowed with sufficient " 
the elk is tender-footed and short winded, so a 
good runner will generally tire it in less than a day, 
and frequently in six or eight hours. However, the 

opinion has hence pre- 

huntsman ‘has been known to continue the it two 
days, before coming up with the such oc- 
‘casions the Indians ‘go lightly elo and loaded, in 
otder to preserve them from fatigue, When the elk 
‘ean advance no farther, it stands and keeps the pursuer 
‘wt bay with its head and fore feet : by means of the latter 
itcan kill a dog or even a wolf, and people who sudden- 
ly rush upon it, are in danger of serious injury ; there- 
fore the Indians who want fire arms, or bows and ar- 
rows, stub the animal with a knife fixed to the end of 
a long stick. This kind of pursuit is much facilitated 
by the state of ‘the snow ; ‘for a heavy animal like the 
elk sinks deep at every step, when a thaw begins, 
while the huntsman is kept up'by snow shoes on the 
surface. Snurés are also’set for the'elk : its oro 
to lakes and rivers'is watched, when it is shot with guns 
or arrows: dogs are likewise used in the chase, and 
there are various other modes ‘of capture. 

The flesh of the elk is good and nutritious, and the 
skin is'converted to various useful’ . It serves 
for covering the tent of the Indian, for his shoes, belts, 
and all the rest of his dlothing, while ladlés are made 
of the horns. The skin, properly dressed, is 
peculiarly soft ‘and even; but not being prepared with 
oil, itis said to become hard after having ‘been wet; un- 
less precautions are taken to rub it while drying. 

It is probable that some species of these animals are 
extinct, unless they remain in the recesses of those 'fo- 
fests as yet unexplored by the modern races of men. 
But we know from undoubted evidence, that they once 
dwelt in countries, even in these islands which we now 
inhabit, where they no longer exist, nor does any tra- 
dition of them now remain. Horns of enormous size are 
—— discovered near'the stirface of the'earth, or 
far below it, which the t elk, though ‘its neck be 
of great strength, would almost seetn incapable of sup- 

ting. Nor is it less singular, that such remains 
are often associated with those of other animals so dif. 
ferent in nature, as to render it doubtful whether the 
living race of both could survive together. 1 FOG, 

These enormous horns are: mote common in 
Treland than elsewhere, and have certaitily’ to 
a species nearly analogous to that which ‘dwells m the 
northern regions of the world, ‘Of this ‘desetiption is 
a pair which Dr Molyneux long ago described inthe Phi- 
losophical Transactions, measuring 10 feet 10‘iriches, 
from tip to tip; each horn 5 feet’2 inches'in length, 
and 11 inches in circumference at the rodt. Yet'the head 

ion to these i dimensions, 
Bown tro feet long, by ene tn brent junk 

Gienr ts cette and syarel de vi 

attending tothe dimensions of the heads which‘are dis- 

size. See Hearne’s Journe, Hudson's Bay, Kalm's 
Travels in North America, Phi ical i 
vol. vi.. Philosophical T'ransuctions, vol. xxix. p. 31, 
Parkinson’s ic Remains. vol. iii, Pallas’ Voyages, 
tom. i. p. 8. c : 
ELLESME t eciadmenaaten of England, in Shrop- 

shire, lies 16 miles north-north-west from : 
and 176 north-west from London, and is situated on 
the i i Lee a eee es its 
name, It is a ancient town, was formerly 
very strongly fortified. eng Bi frequent contens 

potent: A e castle of Ellesmere became a 
post of consi e importance, and was held alter- 
nately by both nations. The site of the castle, fro: 
whence there is a delightful prospect, and a distin 
view of nine different counties, re A ine in” 
path alps rary a egy ct in the ki _No 
vi u 

covers The 
116 acres : it is well stocked with particularly eels, 
and its margin is finely wooded. On one side stand th 
tower, and a house of indastry for the poor of five 
ae i ps. a ah and on She iether the apleaen 
and park of , ir wey 

Accordi ai ion return in 1811, the town 
and parish contained, 

Inhibited (hotaes. a). bts ia + 2%>1> oe oe os 

Vonnilion exgplage'ts One sal woxciitatedigs?: 452 
Males.... ce pws « SFIS 

Females eee ee ee © : . 

, ep ort 

Total population - + 5639 

See Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiii. p, 280. 

‘ELLIPSE. See Conic Sections, vol. vii. p. 1 
144; ahd Drawine Instruments, vol. viii. p. 130. 
ELLIPTIC Mortons or rue Puanpts. See Astro- 

nomy Index. ; 
ELLIPTOGRAPH, Fanry’s. See Drawine In- 

STRUMENTs, vol. viii, p. 130. col, 2, and Puate 

ee ) * 

CCXXXVIN. Fig. 2. 
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town itself, of no great extent, is situated in a 

, and is chiefly celebrated for its vicinity to works 
of Hi superstition, scattered profusely over the 
sides of mountains, about a mile to the eastward. 

It has not-been ascertained to what period these ex- 
traordiyary efforts of human labour and zeal may be 
accurately referred, certainly to a date antecedent to 
Cee ate Decean, where the dos 
minion of the Hi dynasty of princes was para- 

of the religion of Brahma rejects 
Eisele to flatter the passions of the human 
heart ; to allure by the magnificence of its temples, its 

ing processions and ceremonies, to seduce by the dazzling h 
imity of its doctrines, to excite wonder mysterious sublimity excite w 

Pe ae pag dc tain Vago B 
tish intelligence and inquiry. the most ce 

Vishnoo or Seva. 

so | i ravages of time, and the 
secuting zeal of the Mahometan. The writer of the 
eet surveyed these excavations by torch 
ight, and he can declare that the gigantic forms which 

frown‘on the livi rock, must inspire amazement in 
minds not with superstition. A minute 
scription of them, however, at a remote period of time, 

nea hema Bepipaatiiarss ower 9 Arcui- 
TRCTURE is work, for a particular description, and 
for Figures illustrative of some of the most remarkable 
excay taken from Sir C. W. Malet’s account, 
‘preserved in the Gth volume of the Astatic Researches, 

Borany, bs 145. = 
s 

BLL 
. 

We have two authorities stated by him regarding 
their antiquity and origin, which we shall quote, more 
for the amusement than the satisfactory information ‘of 
our readers. ©, a 

A Mahometan, named Meer Ala Khan, an inhabi« 
tant of Ahmednugger, mentions that a n of ace 
knowledged erudition told him, “ That the town of El- 
lora was. » by Rajah Eel, who also excavated the 
temples, and being pleased with them, formed the for- 
tress, of D ur, tabad), ye? be a curious 
compound of excavation, scarping, building, by 
which the mountains agg pag el into 2 fort, se 
sembling. a3, some say, insulated temple in the 
area of Indur Subba, Eel Rajah was cotemporary 
with Shah. Momin Arif; who liyed 900. years ago.” 
On the other hand, a Brahmin, an inhabitant of Re- 

ga, quotes,.a book entitled Sewa Lye Mahat, or the 
ux of the mansion.of Sewa, i.e. Mahdew, and 

relates, “ That the excavations of Ellora are 7894 
years old, ‘formed by’ Elloo Rajah; the son of Pesh- 

nt of Elichpoor, when 3000 years, of the Dwarpa 
foug were unaccomplished, which added to 4894 of 

the present Kal Youg, makes 7894. Eelloo Rajah’s 
body was afflicted with maggots, and in quest of cure 
he came to the, famous von, Nl named Sewa 
Lye, or, as it is commonly called, Sewalla, that had 
been curtailed hy Vishnu, (at the instigation of Yem- 
durhum, or Jum, the destroying agent), from) sixty 
bows length peniees cuyits square) to the size of a 
cow's hoof. In this water Eelloo dipped a cloth, and 
cleansed with it his Lb ha € 
him of the e then built Koond, (or cis- 
tern,) and bathing therein, jhis whole body was puri- 
fied ; oe renner ted Pa Say Stay ag first con~ 
structed the temple called Keylmas, &c. to the place 
of Biskurma.” : : 

the deindidence 4 ro hate jector Rajah aed in or 
Eelloo, than for their violent Fa bieate of date, 

Sir Charles, however, discovered, that the excayations 
are not all of equal antiquity, having, traced, the more 
northerly ones to be the works of the Sewras or Juttees, 

pony pote epee ame Bags wey: Bey aa sect vely m origin; but this ery 
does not ascertain or affect the date or origin of the 
other excavations, which is lost in fable. No person, 
in our opinion, who has surveyed these stupendous 
works, can imagine them the result of individual zeal, 
The execution of any of them must be considered a pro+ 

igious effort of enthusiasm in one person, but when we 
Faced a ae ively, and Hey sides of por eee 

‘the chi into temples, caverns, and areas 
of size, all loaded with mythological em- 

of the most elaborate workmanship, we can 
only-aseribe them to the zeal of ages, nourished by the 
wealth and munificence of pothedds, im. rinces. 
The Koond, or cistern, is extant just without the 

town of ca ye The ae of its cd still renders 
it a place of resort. A Teerut, or pilgri is pers 
formed to it, under the appellation of Sewalla Teerut, 
or Koond. 1 

The mythological symbols are considered by Sir C. 
Malet to be purely: Hie ‘purely: Hindoo, ‘without. any admixture, of 
Egyptian. or Ethiopian origin. ‘ 

~ But if Sir William Jones's opinion be well grounded, 
in which we entirely concur, Macacrention subsist. 

~w 
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ed between the idolatrous nations of India, ing the English, French, Dutch, and Swedish, Elvas, 
Greece, and Italy, long before they emigrated to their foes hi only 1 per cent is levied. These tolls su Ely. 
several settlements, and consequently before the birth pl an annual revenue of L. 100,000 according to Mr 

easil them to have borrow- 
ed their sym of Sanliy tecptceelly from each 
other. Thus the remarkable features of resemblance 
so ingeniously traced by Sir William between the dei- 
ties of Greece and India will be accounted for. 

In executing these works, the chissel ap; 
been the only instrument used, astraces 
all over the granite. 

They are dedicated chiefly to Mahdewas, the presi- 
er a two-fold attribute in ding deity, who appears 

che setapies of India, He is designated the god of de- 
struction, and is conspicuous as the deity who i 
over generation, represented riding on a white bull, 
His celestial seat is Mount Cailasu, every splinter of 
whose rock is an inestimable gem. On earth, he haunts 
the snowy mountains of Himalaya, to the east of the 
Brahmaputra river, called Chandrasicharu, or the Moun- 
tain of the Moon. 

Whoever visits the caves of Ellora, while he admires 
such amazing efforts of industry, must deplore its 
abuse, in executing works ior in point of labour 
and skill to the pyramids, and which, like them, can on- 
ly serve to be ual monuments of human weak- 
ness and folly. See Asiatic Researches, vol. vi. (w. T.) 
ELOQUENCE. See Oratory. 
ELONGATION. See Astronomy. 
ELORA, . See Ettora. ' 
ELSHOLTZIA, a genus of plants of the class Didy~ 

namia, and order See Botany, p. 242. 
ELSINEUR, Etstnoer, or, in Danish, Hetnsrn- 

60ER, is a town of Denmark, in the island of Zealand; 
and is a. oo west mrss cai — 
opposite to Helsi on the Swedish side of the 
Sound, from hide distant about 3 or 4 English 
miles. The town of Elsineur is well built, the houses 
being chiefly of ‘brick, and is regarded as the second 
town in the Danish islands. It contains two churches ; 
2 grammar school; a custom-house, which isa fine build- 
ing ; several handsome private buildings, and a sugar 
house. In the year 1753 an attempt was made to form 
aharbour, but it was found to be im icable. The 
road-stead, however, is admirable, and generally con- 
tains t numbers of vessels lying at anchor. Those 
ships, which draw only 8 feet of water, can come up 
to the quays. 

The most interesting object at Elsineur is the fortress 
of Cronberg, which is situated on the edge of a peninsu- 
lar promontory. The royal , within the fortifica- 
tions, is a magnificent ic building of freestone, 
and of a square form. From an inscription over the 
gate, it appears to have been begun by Frederic II. 
and repaired and augmented by succeeding sovereigns. 
Besides the royal apartments, which are insignificant, it 
eontains the residence of the Peco = _——° 
eorn magazine, &c. In one the castle is a 
form, from which the view ie ioeaitieee, The Sve. 
dish coast, towards the north, is seen for 40 or 50 miles, 
while the steeples af Copenhagen may be discerned to- 
wards the south. i voaw a ad 4 

The Castle of Cron is strongly fortified towards 
the shore by bastions ular entrenchments; and 
towards the sea by coven! Asigailit mounted with 60 
eannon, the largest of which are 48 pounders. 

Every vessel that passes the rim heirs 
and pays a toll, amounting, exclusive of a small duty 

to have 
it are visible 

. fer the lighthouses, to 1} per cent. on their cargoes, ex» 
3 

, or of L. 200,000 according to Kuttner. | It was in 
this castle that the late unfortunate Queen Matilda was 
imprisoned. The only other object of interest at El- 
sineur, is the Palace of Marienlust, a new but not ex. 
tensive building, anne to the Crown Prince. It 
stands on a steep hill. The garden is called Ham- 
let’s garden, which, ing to tradition, is the place 
where the murder. of his father was . An 
account of the shi apres) which paid toll 
at Elsineur between the years 1792 and 1804, will be 
found under our article Battic, Population 5000. 
According to trigonometrical observations, Elsineur 
is situa’ in East. Long. 12° 38’ 2", and North Lat; 
56° 2' 17". See Coxe’s T'ravels in Poland, Russia, 
Sweden, §c. vol. v. p. 85; Kuttner's Travels through 
Denmark, Sweden, Bes letter iv.; Catteau Calleville’s 
Tableau dela Mer Baltique, Paris, 1812, tom. ii. p. 
824; and Carr's Northern Summer. ()) tivity 

- ELVAS, formerly Jexves, is a city and frontier town 
of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo, situated ona hill 
covered with olive trees. The streets are i and 

through them, even in dry weather. ‘The town contains 
four parish churches, and six religious houses, besides 
a monastery of capuchins without the gate. Elvas is 
the first and most important fortress in The 
town is strongly fortified, and is defended by two cita- 
dels situated on the adjacent hills. One of these is 
called Fort St Luzia. The other was erected by the 

Lippe. hry toe of Waldeck considered it as a mas- 
ortification, and rip nyo | 

of arches, one w another, of a height. 
Elvas, being the chief town of a », is go- 
verned by a corregidor, a provedor, and a de fire. 
The hill on which Elvas stands is formed of granite, con- 
sisting of white quartz, felspar, and mica, and in some 
parts containing steatite. the declivity of the hill, 
Oe et ee ee lime- 
stone, with sulphurous pyrites and /é interspersed, 
Elvas first acquired the name of a city in the reign of 
Don Manuel, al it is said to have heen getiedle 
by Don Sancho II. wi the conditions under 
which the settlers the lands. The population 
of the town and district was 12,000. West Long. 7°, 
North Lat. 38° 44’. (j) ag 
oe eee mene 2 sewn of Enea ae 

Cambri t is situated on a risi oar 
1 Fe river Ouse in the marshy district called Isle of 
Ely. The town is of great antiquity, and is supposed 
sahevidibeebice dome ashatiede ig, from the 
number of eels with which the river prado! 5 
from the Saxon word helig, which signifies a willow, in 

my of the on of willows which 
grew e neighbour! streets are irregular, 
ar yirtaorbery, principal one, which contains some 
good houses, they are neither lighted nor paved. The 
principal public pore | in Ely is the cathedral, which 
was begun in 1093, finished in 1106. It appears to 
to be a work of different periods, and is a mixture of 

ae 



1 
St Mary’s Chapel, now Trinity 

i of Edward II. and is esteemed one the most 
buildings ofthat age. It is 200 feet long with- 

in, 46 feet broad, and the vaulted roof 60 feet high. 
Tt has neither pillars er tho eres gear 

an ancient convent endowed by:one‘of the 
East Angles. There is here-a free 1 for 
42 boys, a ri a a 
are chiefly employed i groun 

i principally out in which supply the 

The following. abstrect of the population of 
is for the year 1811, and inahucios Chottichan da 

St Mary's Parish and Stuntney in Trinity Parish. 

Number of inhabited houses ... . . bes ai 928 

‘amilies chiefly employ a arene? = 
Families employed in trade manufacture . 262 
Number of males .......-- @o.8len oP’ OD 
Number of females ....... hn Sohn 2.8 bh 

Total population... . ester eencees 4,249 

- See Bentham’s mp Rg a ies of Ely ; Mil- 
Ter’s Account of Ely Cathedral ; Bri- 
tannia, vol. ii.; and the Beauties of 
vol. ii. pp. 151—169. (7) 

ELY. See Firesurme. 
’ ELYMUS, a genus et arom of the class. Triandria, 
and order Digynia. See Botany, p. 109. 

ELYSIUM. See Myruotoey. 
Paani nape yi Ahan Bovurac. 

ALMING, art of preserving animal bodies 

Na Same for her ature, to way for at pee moc 
has decreed; that the cessation of life shall be followed 

the resolution of material substances into invisible 
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ving, and their interment within its walls, was not pecu« Embalming, 
liar to the Egyptians. In scripture it is said, that Samuel “~“Y""" 
was buried in his house at Ramah; and.of Joab, that . 
‘ Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada, went up and fell upon 
him, and ‘slew him, and he was buried in his own 
house in the wilderness.” Nor are examples of this 
wanting in modern hi , as the Chinese are said to 
keep the bodies of their ives long unburied beside 
them; and some barbarous nations on the, coast of 
Africa inter .a'deceased relative in the .hut which he 
inhabited. 

Embalming, as, an :art,,was carried to great perfec- Embalming 
tion by the Egyptia ians: ite was conducted by persons carried to 
chadlaler initiated in it, and performed at a costly charge 8" ci 2p 
to the survivors. So long as the body remained entire Rajocuns. 
and undisturbed, they believed that the spirit would ; 
reanimate it after the lapse of thousands of years ; and 
in another , it was no less important, for a son 
might pledge the body for his own debt, but it was de- 
elared infamous not to redeem it. “History even relates, 
that the bodies of ancestors were .exposed to the view 
of strangers, or produced on ceremonious occasions by 

ity ; and it has been inferred from a passage of 
ian, that he sat at table along with the corpse of an 
tian. 

pf ae were different modes in which embalming was Methods of 
ormed, as Herodotus and Diodorus, who both travel- embalming 
in Egypt at different periods, relate, and they seem in Egypt. 

i the fact. According to the 

men similar symptoms of grief, while they. 
igi abstained from: all pleasures and enjoyments, 

po oa ea adr Bar Se 
and up the cavity with balsamic ingredi 

He next laid open the abdomen, and the intestines be« 
ing removed, were cleansed with wine and odoriferous 

P 
By a mode stil] more economical than either, the 

was merely washed with certain lotions, and 
then dried 70 days with salt. -Diodorus dif Sshartntings, innliasiting ‘the pmeiod af ae 

it appears, that these 
were ‘immediately subsequent \to 

but with one exception, the origin of which must be 
sought in the depraved manners of the East. Beauti- 
ful women were not committed to the embalmers be- 
fore the lapse of four or five days after death ; and the 
like interval was preserved with respect to those of 
rank, 

When returned to the survivors, the body had ac- 
\ Me af 
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been, even the hairs of the eyelids and eye- 
ned in thei 

de- 

both scription, for examples 
that in other cases this by nature and art, illustrate, 

has really happened. 
It has been remarked, that, contrary to the received 

inion, embalment was rarely performed among the 
yptians, and being an expensive preparation, was 

confined to a few of the more wealthy inhabitants ; 
nor is this disproved by the numerous bodies which for 
many centuries have been withdrawn from the sub- 

terraneous recesses appropriated for their reception, as 

E was a rich an country, and long held 

a distinguished rank amidst surrounding nations. But 

notwithstanding the succinct descriptions of Herodotus 

and Diodorus, the real method of embalment is not 

easily comprehended by the moderns, for some have 

doubted the possibility of removing the brain as the 

former specifies, and others have supposed that the in- 

testines were totally destroyed. Reasoning from ancient 

history, and from an analysis of different subjects on the 

Continent, and particularly in these islands, they con- 

elude, that two principal processes were adopted by the 

Egyptians. In one, the whole members, features, and ap- 

pearance, were preserved entire ; in the other and more 

general ion, the flesh was consumed, and nothing 

except the skin and bones retained. Examples of the for- 

mer, so far as we know, are not now extant, but there are 

two kinds of embalmed bodies or mummies still obtain- 

ed in Egypt; those in a dry indurated state completely 

im with a resinous matter, and whichg from 

the hardness, may be broken in pieces ; and those which, 

with the envelope, are soft and yielding from external 

pressure, prepared with very little resinous matter, and 

with nothing but vegetable mould, discoverable in the 

cavities. It has generally been ores: that asphal- 

tum or mineral pitch was employed ; but more recent 

experiments prove, that the impregnation of the body 

was accomplished rather by a resinous substance, and 

that nitre was the salt employed. Although the flesh 

unquestionably was, in certain cases, preserved, it seems 

robable that’ the body was more usually reduced to a 

skeleton, and boiled in the resinous or antiseptic matter 
which was used. 

The brain was also, in some cases, effectually remo- 

ved for a substitute of this nature. Mr Greaves having 

laid open the scull of a body, apparently that of one 

of the more wealthy Egypti found two pounds of 

a medicament within it of the colour, smell, and con- 

sistence of pitch or bitumen, which softened in the heat 

of the sun, But the contents of the abdomen, bein 
commonly reduced to dust, are less easily ascertained, 

A mummy being dissected by Dr Hadley in 1763, he 
found the bones in actual contact with the pitchy mat- 
ter of the envelope ; the tibia and fibula being wrapped 
up separately. ‘The scull was quite, bare in some pla- 
ces, and also in contact with the envelope. _ There were 
no remains of flesh or integuments about the head, and 
the flesh and skin of the extremities were gone, But 

an the dissection of another mummy, the appearances 

EMBALMING. 
were very (different ; for the 
laid open, it was evidently 
glazing substance ; traces of the eye-lids and eye-lashes 
were and the eyes prominent, ‘The 
rere vot itt the Tanas docajed. ee hal Seige Allon 
The whole face was bept fcm by ¢ Sea eee 
nous composition. teeth, thirty-two in num- 
ber, were white, and perfectly beautiful, 
but the li beer removed, and the cavity of the 
mouth fi with an odoriferous dust. The nostrils 
were stopped with cotton and a kind of ointment, 
which had also been.used in the thorax and abdomen. 
The hair was short, black, and curled, and could with, 

In a 
= on laying 
gypt, along with a quantity of vegetable mould . 

pying ‘what had conetituted the thoracic and 
cavities, though sometimes the tendons, skin, and fleshy 

Pet en bay fameremnegee pron af ite n inds ent, a i of i 

or rosin was used, experiments tending to show that it 
was usually the latter. pomacrarce de was not the 
simple em t of the balsamic matter which 
completed the process, as the body had then to be swa- 

thed in an immoderate quantity of linen fillets or ban< 

& 

dages, every member, even to each finger, being sepa~ 
rately wound up. This envelope conti of several 
folds, each fillet being of different breadths aes 
the it encircled. Not less than 500 yards of : 

ings ac some writers, or 1000 according to 

° a were us employed. ere ont 

the 0 er, ih the body, site Chale 

was incl in an exterior case or covering, on which 

we now see Egyptian characters or hieroglyphic All 
this filleting was deeply i presnated ith the resinous 
or bituminous matter, and has apparently been. 

in it while liquified, and in that state ied to the ski 

or bones. The art of embalming is thus conjectured 

to have consisted in the immersion of the body pre- 
pared with salt, or the skeleton, in melted pitch or 
some resinous substance, and in filling the seull, as 

the thoracic and abdominal cavities, with some balsa- 

mi¢ matter. From an ancient period, this substance 
has been the subject of anxious 1 among the bo- 
dies of the deceased. Macrisy, an Arabic author, re- 
lates, that in the year $28 of the Hegira, or 949 of the 
Christian era, while some Egyptians were digging at 
the distance of several cubits ee eect cise 
quest of treasure, they came to a Gow with 

niches containing figures ing upright. O; in 
them up, mummies ee within, Bonds oak 
was a case, includi the residue of the substance that 

had embalmed the body, quite inodorous, but on exposure 

to heat exhaling a fragrance resembling no other per- 

fume. Abdollatipb, an Arabian physician of 

search for treasure in the soil and in the catacombs 

where ee semen were deposited, of ime 7.24 
account has already been given in an earlier 
work. The Arabs and 
abel oie asters arried | 
bodies, or whatever was impregnated 1 
designs it, and sold them i eR ies. The balsa- 

Sie aubetenice found in the and abdomen was car- 
ried to Cairo, and offered to sale for a trifle. 

three heads,” he adds, “for an Egyptian 

of the face being Embalming. 
with a varnish or ““Y™ 

ears embalming 

‘fallen, © Eyes 



Brute ani- 
mals em- 
; balmed in 

: by several of the Roman 

-EMBALMING. 
Abdollatiph chara¢terises as being black 

like pitch, and emitting an agreeable odour when heat- 

Egyptians did not confine their art exclusively to 
the preservation of the bodies of mankind. Beasts, birds, 
fishes, and grovelling reptiles, were all embalmed with 

: as apparently 

objects particularly favoured ; 
and as they have either been less sought after by the 

y Arabs, or as their various repositories have 
‘more recently discovered, they have reached our 

ra in greater numbers and ection than 
mummies of the human The were in- 

“ Conditur Hyblao perfusus nectare ducat, Stativs. 

| Whatever be the trath, the had am- 
one Ro —— nee a ie gs subsequent 
to decease of prince: his b was inspected 

othe Webel it en 
tire, and Caracalla 

iph, the Arabian traveller, 
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forty days were fulfilled for him, for so 

said, ««'So Joseph died, being an hundred and ten years 
old’; and they embalmed him, and he was put in a cof- 
‘fin in Egypt.” The practice of the Jews, however, is 
not so well defined as that of the more polished and ci- 
vilized_ ians; for in one of the most specific 
sages we read, that when Asa died “they Duried iia 
in his own chres, which he had made for himself 
in the city of David, and laid him in the bed: which 
was filled with sweet odours, and pecan wale <8 spices 
prepared b: pee omega ele and they made a very 
great barnitg for him.” Whether this. was chiefly for 
preservation, or merely the burning of incense in honour 
of the deceased, does not appear ; but in another pas- 
sage of sacred writ, Jeremialy prophesies of one of the 

ings, “ thou shalt die in peace, and with the burnings _ 
of thy fathers, the former kings who were before thee, 
so shall they burn odours for thee.” At a later period 
of Jewish history, the custom may be more distinctly 

ized at the death of our Saviour ; because Jo- 
seph of Arimathea having obtained leave to remove his 
body, Nicodemus brought an hundred pounds of myrrh 
and aloes, ‘then took they the body of Jesus, and 
wound it in linen clothes with the spices, as the man-~ 
ner of the Jews is to bury.” 

There is another ancient nation among which em- Embalming 
practised, the Gaunches of the practised by 

is involved ‘fe Gau?- 
proved by Canary 

the remains of their dead, for their posterity ‘is “Liestit Isles. 

balment was extensively 
Canary islands. The history of this 
in great obscurity, and their existence is 

ing embalment worthy of credit me, nhotentirely extinct./The mode of perfi 
that, a ‘for treasure near the i is not explicitly illustrated, but ap the brain 
an obl vessel was found. This being opened, and intestines were completely removed, after which it 

, on farther examination, di: that a young 
with acertain jewel or ornament on its body, 

was inclosedi” ("se © > it 
ae aiiome neat ae 
among i evidence can be produced, We 
have seen that it was known in the most ancient times, 
that it was during the most flourishing era 
of their history ; but whether it was gradually abandon- 
ed as unnecessary, or lost in the convulsions of the king- 
dom, as other arts became extinct, we have no other evi- 
dence but that of conjecture. Count Caylusconsiders that 

is said the body was’ washed with an infusion of pine 
bark. |Next, it was anointed with butter or warm 
grease, which had been boiledalong with such penetra~ 
trating and odoriferous herbs as were peculiar to the 
country, and then it was exposed to the sun. Being 
well Gried, the same operations were repeated, and also 
subsequent drying until the body was Po arspe | im- 
pregnated withthe arématic un, t. When reduced 
to very inconsiderable weight, the process was deemed 
complete, and the deceased was wrapped in an en- 
velope, consisting of three successive layers of banda- 
ges of tanned buck skin or goat skin about three inches 
broad. Bodies thus embalmed were carried. with fune- 
ral ceremonies to caves in a mountain, and there pla- : ing has been discontinued in since its con- 

quest by the Romans,aboutthe time of Diodorus Siculus; ced in niches upright. Several: such caverns or cata- 
‘while. bach, a more recent author, supposes; in combs may be now seen in the Canary Islands, and.in 

integrum 
" -maneret, resurgere crederem, Egyptii ergo soli 

quia | “aurant 

partial conformity with him, that it has not been prac- 
tised within a thousand years on those mummies brought 
to Europe. There is a passage in the works of St Au- 
gustine, who lived in the earlier of the fifth century, 

baiming wan stilinown n Ey: Tren ofthe esr in reatin resur- 
rection figlgilababiht cer enpptens! qed sbler open. 
nere : non manet i se mortit ; nam st 

¢ credunt re 
cadavera morluo- 

siecare. corpora et quasi 
‘@nea reddere: gabbaras va vocant. Whether this axthor 

some the mummies repose 
skins, and still bearing the c 
We are unacquainted with the antiquity of this treat= 

ment, but it was not less effectual than the embalming 
ofme Ferman In one of these mummies lately ex+ 
amined, features of the face were still tible : 
the skin of the whole body was well eens ry but 
pliant, and of a deep brown colour. * The hair was very 
long, black, and in good preservation, though ‘it could 
pr be detached from the head. In thejaws were thirty- 
two teeth, so firmly fixed as to require an instrument, 
or considerable exertion to remove them. The back 
and belly were covered with hair also in preservation. 
The seull was empty ; but the thorax and abdomen full 
of grain resembling rice: 

supine, sewed. up in goat 

balment seems to have been practised by the in- Embalming 

are fulfilled the Embalming- 
days of those who are embalmed.” - Of ‘himself it is “V7” 

habitants moh at the date of ny aga of the practised in. - 
Spaniards, was probably known from an ancient Peru. 
period. Acosta mentions the body of one of their soves 

he Jews. widvéteadiat an catly period of their history, thasit Jo. 
his servants the physicians to embalm 

his father;.and the physicians embalmed Israel : and 
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reigns so well preserved by a certain kind of rosin, as, 
be says, that it “live We are farther informed, 
that Garcilassa de la Vega, previous to going to Spain 
in 1578, was itted to see his deceased ancestors, 
whom he ioplcinadan alive im asitting posture; their 
hands crossed on their breasts. In this state they had 
continued 200 years:; but the mode of accomplishing 
their preservation is not explained. 

On descending to more modern history, we find that 
the art of embalming has been customary throughout 
E though for the most part restricted only to-ex- 
ei occasions ; but with to the exact 
rocess observed, history is in general silent, neverthe- 
a it was probably different from the method followed 
by the Egyptians, as the preservation of the body ‘was 
not designed to be apes permanent. The followin 
mortifying picture of the mortality of the great, is foun 
in the older chroniclers regarding the embalment of 
Henry I. of England, who diedin the year 1135 at Cha- 
teau-Lyon, in France: “ He was removed to Mary’s 
Abbey at Rouen, where next night his swollen carcase 
was opened by a skilful person, and embalmed. His 
brain, eyes, tongue, and intestines, were taken out and 

ited in an urn, ina church which had begun to 
be erected by his mother, but was completed by him- 
self. The body being washed: with wines, and copious- 
ly sprinkled with salt, was sewed up in a bull's hide to 
pa the smell, which was now so: intolerable as to 
affect the assistants ; and one whohad beew hired for a 
great reward to cleave the king’s head with an axe; in 
order to extract the putrid brain, died from the horrible 
stench, though his own head. was well wrapped*round 
with linen cloths. His body was then brought to Caen, 
and placed in the church, where that: of his father was 
deposited. Yet notwithstanding. the quantity of salt, 
and the successive hides enveloping:it, a black and fetid 
matter exuded, which was received in vessels beneath 
the bier, and thrown away by the-attendants‘in disgust.” 
The body was afterwards brought to England, and en- 
tombed in Reading Abbey, where it was discovered a 
few years ago. 

It has been conjectured, that during the middle ages, 
or somewhat later, two modes of embalming were adopt- 
ed. The one consisted: chiefly in making deep es 
in the body, preceded or followed by lotions of spirits, 
wines, or vinegar, and. the application of a great quan 
tity of salt. In the other, the body was simply immer- 
sed in some balsamic solution, entirely excluding the 
access of air. We can easily credit the former, but 
there is greater difficulty in believing the latter. It is 
true, that tombs are sometimes opened, wherein bodies 
are found partly surrounded by a fluid. Such was the 
case in 1683, when the body of King James V. of Scot- 
land, who died in 1542; being: inspected: in ‘the 
vaults of Hol Chapel, is described to have been 
*« coloured: black, with the balsom that preserved 
it, which was lyke melted:pitch.” The body of Hum- 
phrey Duke of Gloucester; more recently discover- 
ed, exhibited a similar a ce, conjectured to 
be from immersion in some solution. Still later; the 
coffin of Edward 1V. of England, who died in 1482, 
was discovered containing skeleton entire in the 
year 1789. Some long brown hair lay near the scull, 
and some of the same colour but ‘shorter, was on the 
neck. In the bottom of the coffin was a liquid about 
three inches deep, wherein the feet and part’of the leg 
bones were immersed, as had been:seen in other instan- 
ces. Some of this liquid was analysed, in expectation 
of finding the ingredients, but it proved to be no kind 

EMBALMING. 
of pi as 
been immersed for : § : : 

thick balsam. The extremities were swathed up separate- 
ly, and the hands and feet inserted into small cases filled 
with balsam. As the body was quite entire, this balsa- 
mic substance, which was extremely fragrant, could 
not have been produced by any deliquescence of the 
own Whether the Europeans could actually. embalm 

es in equal perfection with the ancient tians, 
seems to have been a pointof controversy in the begin- 
ning of the preceding century ; but it hasbeen conchus 
ded in the ee and di vs receipts are given, 
consisting princi in emptying the cavities, in copious 
ledaphaiee i Seccenicn and in the abundantuse of 
aromatic and balsamic substances, We do not here'speak 
of anatomical ions, for these are of a different 
kind from what is understood by embalment, and in- 
jecting wax into the veins, so successfully practised since 
the time of. Ruysch, the reputed inventor, seems to- 
tally unknown to earlier ages. But either by the means 
of art, or by that, aberratiom which sometimes occurs 
from the ordinary course of nature, the conservation of 
human bodies has been complete after the of 
animation. Theap| of death are not always.an- 
nounced by convulsions, nor does a distortiomof the fea+ 
turesnecessarily follow. Examplesareseen, wherenothing 
but placid quiescence proves the transition fromlife, while 
the mortal remains are preserved from decay. Thus 
St Jerome says of Paulina, a noble Roman lady, <* Quod 
que mirum sit, nihilpallor mw averit faciem, sed ita digs 
nitas quedam omnia compleverat ut putares non mortuam 
sed dormientem.” “ Whatis » her countenance, 
not in the least changed by pelencus peaserdudatnaidige 
nity, so that she might rather have been ss 
than dead.” In the'pontificate of Innocent VII. about 
the year 1454, the body of a female was found ina 
marble sarcophagus at Rome, which pn ee on 
there for ages, yet the joints were flexible, the ‘was 
pitted by the touch, andresumed its figure when the pres- 
sure was withdrawn. | This is not confined to the warms 
er climates, as repeated examples have proved im: these 
kingdoms. In. the year 1497;, while. some workmen 
were digging the foundation of a wall. within a church 
_of London, they found a coffin of rotten timber, wherein 
lay the. body of a: woman “ whole of skynne, and of 
bones undissevered|; and the joyntes of her armes ply- 
able without breaking of the skynne.” An inscription 
denoted, that it must haye lain there above 170:years. 
In the same city, about the year 1737, three” coffins 
were accidentally laid at the depth of 18 feet from 
the surface. One dated 1665, contained the body: of'a 
man and: soft, just as if) breath had departed; 
another, the of a female, in a similar condition; 

and the third, of a child, entire:and beautiful-as 
wax-work, the eyes being open and clear. » But within 
twelve hours after their exposure, all these bodies be- 
gan to decompose, which is an invariable consequence 
if not counteracted b pe warmenecyh ort ane affirm, 
that artificial means been: em in preserving 
the semblance of life im any of these instances. But in 
others it has not been wanting. ‘Thus afew years ago, . 
the decay of a wooden, coffinat Kilsyth«in Scotland, 
having laid open a leaden one to view, some sacrile- 
gious individuals, in tearing up the latter, removed the 
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hearts are o¢casionally diseovered in vaults and Embalmlag, 

equal tion. The shroud was complete, andthe 
ribbands binding it, as» vivid)in hue as if recently ap- 
plied... The coffinshad contained a liquid, which, now 

proved to be. Lady Ki and her infant son, who, 77 
years before; had: been accidentally killed in Holland, 
and, being embalmed, were: sent to Scotland: to be 
entombed. With still greater certainty we know, that 
an inhabitant of London; to enjoy an annuity devised 
to his wife, in terms equivalent to. as long as she should 
remain upon the earth, had her body: embalmed on her 
decease, and was» accustomed to exhibit it with great 
unconcern to strangers. In another recent instance, 
where a French officer had lost the object of his warm- 
est affections by sudden death, in the prime of youth 
peer gl caused her body to be embalmed in the 
most skilful manner. The semblance: of ‘life in sleep 
was restored; even the bloom of animation was pre- 
served. The body was constantly in a glass case 
in. his bed-chamber, where it ap’ as if only repo- 

Although the art of embalmi be seldom practised 
by: the more civilized motions, it bo not rare among those 
still comparatively rude. - An anxiety to “sleep with 
their fathers” has animated the greater part of mankind; 

i have 
been selected forinterment in a chosen sepulchre. Thus, 
if one of the Abiponians, an erratic South American ; 
ple, should decease at a distance from his princi 
sidence, the is converted toa skeleton, and carried 
along with the tribe, until there bea fit opportuni for 
inhumation. If some of the North American Tndians 

re~ 

lose a relative on a pressing march, he is interred; but 
when more at leisure, they return to his. bones 
of the putrid flesh, and convey them to 1 cemetery of 

the bones of their leaders along with them 
eniee. 

At Nukahiwa, one of the Marquesas, we are told by 

pins at the aoe The bady- of th d mae B present day: e deceased 
is washed and laid:on a , after which it is con- 
stantly rubbed during nine’ months with cocoa-nut oil; 
to repel putrefaction. By this continued application it 
becomes as hard as stone, and: quite incorruptible. In 
twelve months, a feast takes place among the survivors, 
to thank the gods for having permitted the deceased to 
arrive safe in the other world, when the body is bro- 
ken into which, being packed in a small box, 
is pee thar don or ing-place. Captain 
Cook _previou remarked , the Otaheitans, by 
wwithdtawing thetntestines;taieg thebody with elod, 
and using cocoa-nut oil, preserved their chiefs a long 
time for public exposure, 
We know that of old; a devout monarch or noble 

sometimes appointed his heart to be embalmed and 
transmitted to the Holy Land: or when one died in a 
remote country, it was frequently inclosed in ‘a ‘silver 
urn, and sent to the cemetery of his family, which. is 
practised at the present day, Thus urns or cups con. 

1 

bis kindred. Perhaps a similar custom of i 
prevailed 
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es, or even among the family archives long un- 
Such-was the fact regarding the heart of Ar- 

thur Lord Capeél:in England, who suffered for his. at- 
tachment to Charles I,: and. very recently the heart of 
a young nobleman who had many years ago been kill- 

in a duel, was found in the church of Culross in Scot- 
land, It was wrapped in linen, and inclosed in a silver 
cup with a cover, but had greatly shrunk from its origi« 
nal size. - 

Somewhat analogous to this- subject, is the preserva- Preserva- 
tion of the dead’ by simple desiccation, at Palermo in — of ao 

nes DY Sicily. There it is said. none of the higher ranks are 
interred according to the fashion of other European na-~ 
tions, but consigned to the catacombs of a Capuchin 
convent about a mile without the city. After the per- 
formance of a funeral service, the body is dried in-a stove 
heated by a composition of lime, and then placed w 
right in niches in the subterraneous galleries, clothed in 
its usual: attire. cerry they have remained there 
three hundred years, the flesh dried hard is still upon the 
bores, but the contraction and distortion of the features 
exhibit a hideous picture of mortality. The inhabi- 
tants pay frequent visits to their deceased friends in 
this itory, which some years ago is said to have 
contained a thousand bodies. It is wonderful how lit- 
tle of the animal substance remains in the human frame, 
thus intentionally or accidentally preserved. A mum- 
my:from Tenerifie weighed only 30 pounds ; and the 

of Robert Braybrough, of London, who, 
died in 1404, weighed: but nine pounds 270 years after=. 
wards, 

There are extensive catacombs near the city of Kiow,  Preserva- 
on the banks of the Dnieper, containing great num-. tion of the 
bers of bodies in.astate of perfect preservation ; but it es at 
is not known whether they have undergone any artifi- 
cial process, or how long they. have. been. there, though 
it has been conjectured that. the catacombs .were ‘con- 
structed in the tenth se: 

Sometimes the corruption is arrested by , progress i Prese: 
means which are little understood or explained. The bo-’ tion of dead 
dies of travellers who perish in the sands of Arabia, or bodies by 

uently remain entire. We ®#tural 
have heard that ow the hill of Busaco in Spain, the scene “"* 
in the snows of the north, 

of asangui contest a few years ago, some of'the bo« 
dies of the slain are still seen in preservation. But more 
omar Ree Thanet ensues’ with persons who are 
lost in mosses, of which, besides’ others, a remarkable 
example occurred in the year 1747. In an extensive 
morass in the Isle of Axholm, in Lincolnshire, the body 
of a woman was found:lying bent together, on one side, 
the head’ and feet almost in contact. From the figure 
of her sandals, and other circumstances, it was conjec~ 
tured that her death»had taken’ place 400 years previ- 
ous to this discovery. It is not animal substances alone 
which thus resist decay, for n and branches of 
bays deposited along with the have preserved _ 
their verdure for ages. 

See Gough’s Ichral Monuments, var. loc: Ab-« 
dollatiph Compendium Egypti, p. 149, A ini Ser= 
mo 361. § 12. Opera, tom. v. p. 1411. lemoires de 
P Academie des Belles Lettres, tom. 23. Golberry, Voy= 
age » tom. 2. Philosophical Transactions, vol. xliv. p. 
571. vol. liv. p. 8—14/ 1794, part 2. Middleton’s Mis« 

166. pts xv, p. 301, 
iphia; p. 49. imenta Vetusta, 
7, 8. Cook’s Third Vi vol, 

rusenstern’s' Voyage, vol. i. p. 173. 

cellanies; vol. ivy p. 
Greaves’ Pyramiae 
vol. iii. p- 1—3,. 

ii. p. 52, 53. 
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EME 
Sutherland's Tour, p. 300. 's Tour, v. 2. p. 
66. Blainville’s Travels, vol. iii, p. 357. Breval’s Tra- 

Ememon. lt v. i. p. 49. Riegerus Introductio ad Notitiam Re- 
rum, tom. ii. Herbinius Kiovienses.  (c) 
EMBANKMENT... See INtanp Navication. 
EMBDEN, See Epen. 

plants of the class EMBOTHRIUM, a us of 
Tetrandria, and order f ecedter i See Botany, p. 
120. 
EMBRYO. See Botany and Puysronocy. 
EMBRYOPTERIS, a us of of the class 

Dieecia, and order Pol ia. See Borany, p. 338. 
EMDEN, or Emapen, a town of Prussia, and capital 

of the province of East Friesland. It is situated near the 
jake Dollart, and on the east side of the river Embs, 
not far from its mouth. The town is large, strong, and 
well fortified, and consists of the Old and New Town, 
with two fauxbourgs. The principal public buildi 
are the Hotel de Ville, dase vinist churches, and 
laces of worship for the Roman Catholics, Lutherans, 

Santiensiine and Jews. 
Emden has long been known as a place of consider- 

able commercial’ im ce. It was declared a free 
seb 1750 by the King of Prussia, who established 

an East India Company, which was, however, abo- 
lished in 1759, — replaced b me sce ancient company 
for the soo" Sus fis ed 60 boats,’ 
and. u ly t 1000 tons “ 
pa) so null abot 1900 wns of hesing. 
and is capable of holding 400 vessels. By means of a 
canal upon the Embs; the ships can come to the Ho- 
tel de Ville. The following statement of the shi 
eee some idea of — state of — at Eine 

" ~ Sipe : 
DTB bees tice wl vera! ote 10 ed fui arabe sls Sag oo 

In the year 1784, Emden p 273, vessels “of 
the tonnage of 38,578, besides 43 vessels engaged in the 
herring fishery. In 1804, irs loyed 500 ships in 
the carrying trade alone. paps at and hosiery are 
manufactured here, but to no agen extent. The popu- 
— of the. town in 1785, was 7968, without reckon- 
ng the garrison ; in 1802, the inhabitants amounted to 
10, 10,400. According to trigonometrical observations, 
Emden is situated in. East Long. 7° 10’.1", and North 
Lat. 53° 22/8". (w) 
EMERALD. Orycroenosy. | 
EMERSON, Wit.tam, an eminent mathematician, 

was born on the 14th May 1701, at Hurworth, near Dar- 
lington, in the county of Durham. . His father, Dudley 
Emerson, who appears, to haye been of some 
Pi re taught a school, and seems to have been 

of some information and genius... From hin 
rudiments of his education in read~ 

ing, writing, and arithmetic, and a little Latin, per= 
haps as far as the Cordery or Beza’s Latin Testament 

in appears that he made some further progress 
learned languages afterwards, and received A agate 
in acquiri ee, 0 clergyman, curate, 
of Hurworth, who was ; at his'father’s. In. his, 
early day: = he appears to have beensdle and ingtientive 
and. enhibitedl none of \those ee 

ius for which he was. afterw: ti 
Reees teeny Sulantunive to learning was.he, W 

looking after birds nests. cece, 
ish amusements was soon to 
vanced in 

books and instruments, hisown 

a : 

ual tharthon Githieocieetend ‘hich Ieentend hone 
32d year. From pepe 
mencement of 
rather the metas aes to the 
he had done before in this ly an occasion~« 
al’ svclindetaehieommemaiene a eayeaiens 
ope employment of his leisure hours. But one of 
bo prea which, Dr Fa nN fs 

proal certain science, common! pera 
lace on this occasion, Sidedled ainewen stimulus 

to his native thirst, for knowledge and for . His 
wife was the niece ofa Dr Johnson, ; 
vicar of Manfield, in the .county»of York, a pres . 
bag ary ear ur oA man). acti sur 

ON NNEC Diseote: 

dcocduundead pounds fee ber snartinge citighica Hee e ‘or i ion... Some 
e marri , Mr Emerson took i- 

ee ce ee could exiy have sur- 
moun’ pecuniary isappointment, patrimony, 
though mot large, winter oa 
contemptuous treatment He 
went home, packed up his wife's clothes, and 
off to the Doctor, swearing, at the same time, 
would scorn to be beholden to such a fellow for a 
rag, addi 

himself the 
chiacha sekaisaimesitorta till he became one of the 
i Sera ig ee ithe agen’ has, “a sdt ae ob © 

Ob | $i : . 

i the work. to his own satisfaction,» he 
lished, inthe 42d year of his age, his book of Flux- 

zons, and at his _ appearance as an author, omer 
tained. a le place among contemporary mathe~ 
maticians, Having thus secured his¢ame firm and 
solid-basis, he continued from time to time 
publi¢ with other valuab 
es of the mathematies,.a list of which ‘seen in.an 
noe and well written by the Rev. accountof his li 

. Bowe,, eter ~~ meaaigcieete ation the clued 

: 

—— 

-Sulw ine Ta, 

gnomes wri 

it am 

MAI 
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‘Rirerson. of this account.is taken. He was also a part en a 

-and well made, very active and 
yd open countenance, with a rud- 

; oe eye, and an ar- 
of look that was very expressive 

of the texture of his mind. anew was simple and 
in; or, perhaps, some might say ‘slovenly and gro- 

ue; but Emersonwas aman of independent mind, 
‘therefore, was no way ee Ae He 8 

might make in other people’s eyes—he ‘his 
own value‘as a man, and di ng the opinion of 

superficial observer, who p 

be ranked only with the intellectual nobility. His diet 
also was as plain and simple as his dress ; and his meals him little i Siensincdthe -atadies, layin 

ments, or amusements. During his days of close ap- 
plication he seldom sat down to-eat, but he would 

[ 5751 EMI 
brought to submit to any thing mean, base, or disinge- Emersow 
nuous ; a pure, genuine, and ardent love of truth, and Po i 
a detestation of falsehood of every species... His hones- 200 
ty and. integrity were such, that all who knew him re- 
posed in him the most implicit confidence, and no man 
Peg ever justly complain that Emerson had. deceived 

His» abilities as a mathematician will not rank him 
amongst those of the first class. ‘Though he cannot be 
said to have added any remarkable discovery to the sci« 
ence, yet when we take into consideration the many 
valuable works which he has written, and the astonish- 
ing progress which he made in every branch of the ma- 
thematics, ps without any assistance but the exer- 
tions of a vigorous mind, we cannot fail to regard him 
as a mathematician of wonderful acquirements, and as 
entitled to the gratitude of posterity. He died May 
21, 1782, and res buried in the churchyard at Hur-~ 
worth, at the west end of the church, against which is 
erected to his: memory a stone, with a short Latin in- 
scription ; but his works furnish a more splendid, as well 
as a more durable monument to his memory and fame. 
For a more detailed account of the life of this celebrated 
mathematician, and of his works, see his -7'racts, new 
edition, printed in London, 1793, by F. Wingrave. (c-) 
EMERY. See Orycroenosy. 

' EMETICS. | See Meptcnir. . , 
EMIGRATION. When a people find themselves Nations de 

uncomfortable in their native country, and when they "ot quit 
depart out of it in order to settle and live in some other, ‘heir ove 
there must be inducements leading them to \ithow 
adopt such a measure. It is directly repugnant to those: powerful 
natural feelings, which local habits residence, toge- motives. 
ther with tender attachments, create ; and these feelings, 
even in rude and barbarous countries, are commonly 
both strong and lasting: The motives which prove suc- 
cessful in overcoming such feelings, and which operate 
as inducements to emigrate, must be so powerful as to 
produce these effects; and at the same time to meet 
and controul those apprehensions, which the pros 
of dangers and of difficulties raises in pads akuplor- 

The records of hi furnish many disjoined facts, whole na- 
which lead to the conclusion, that great emigrations tions have 
have taken place ; whole nations having quitted their seldom been 
native countries, in order to settle in others which they ‘own to 
deemed preferable, But such events appear to have leaner 
been rare. Lesser bodies of le have emigrated fre- dies fre- 
quently, in the prospect of ing in other countries quently ; 
likely to afford them superior advan . The emi- and indi- 
por of individuals has always Bente i quent, 

In early ages, when the earth, was thin] i 
and the government subsisted, phate ing Wandering 
resembling that form, wandering tribes or families of peatoy et 
people often from one: spot of territory into hat 
another, in order to find better and fresher pastures for style, 
their flocks. A removal of this kind was easily end 
speedily aceomplished ; and it was not attended with 
auch Baterd, anxiety or labour. The habits of such 
a life, however, were productive of a particular cha- 
racter among the people ; they were necessarily denied Acdire a 
the comforts of regular and permanent habitati eccmert 
their attachments were not strictly local; their life mode of 
was mostly of the pastoral description ; and they. living. 
were ex to such privations as ‘the want of re- 
gular must have occasioned ; the chase occu- 
pied part of their time, and in such a disorderly state of 
society, petty feuds and warfare frequently occurred ; 
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migration. their migrations were frequent, but they were not ex- 
—_Y~w" tensive, and a large river, an extensive ot an 

arm of the sea, commonly proved limits to them. 
Migration © The ancient inhabitants of many of the temperate re- 
insome — gions of the globe were accustomed to such easy mi- 
ecircummstan- 2 . - 

grations ; and these have been also practised, in modern 
tod fre. umes, +7 oe tribes that occupy the vast plains of Tar- 
quent. tary. e frequent passage of trading parties and ca- 

ravans, through a country peopled by such wandering 
hordes, has preved a temptation to robbery, and has 
added this feature to the character of many of the Arab 
tribes. 

Te others Emigration to remote countries is an occurrence more 
diffeult serious, being accompanied with greater and 
and hazard- difficulty. It is particularly affecting when those who 
— emigrate have no expectation of again returning to 

their native land ; yet there is evidence of many such 
occurrences in remote ages, and the discovery of the 
New World has rendered them frequent in latter times. 

The local attachments of the natives of Switzerland 
tachment, are so remarkable, as to have become proverbial ; yet, 
ora desire in former times, the le of that country deliberately 
to remove, resolved to abandon it, and persisted in that resolution. 

Local at- 

mnay be, Ambition had led a distinguished individual to exert 
the same his influence among them, for the forming of this re- 
people by solution, but they persevered in it after he was gone, 
cireum- and were prevented only by the superior discipline and 
mom wer of the Roman people. _ In altered circumstances, 

it therefore ap t in the ‘same country, the peo- 
ple, in general, may possess the strongest local attach- 
ments, or may become resolved on a general emigra- 
tion. 

Political By this it appears, that moral causes may induce a 
circum- nation to emigrate, and that political influence may be 
stances may employed extensively and successfully with this view. 
determine Natural causes do not appear to be so prevalent, though 
wg it cannot be doubted that their influence may have some 
or against fect. The Swiss and the Scottish Highlanders inha- 
emigration. bit the most rugged countries in Europe, and yet they 

possess as warm attachments to their native lands as 
any nation on earth; but the Swiss occasionally quit 
their country, to serve in small bodies as warriors in 
other lands. And frequent emigrations have taken 
place from the. Highlands of'Scotland without any hope 
or prospect of return. 

Views of For those vast migrations of brave yet barbarous na-~ 
those who tions, by which the Roman empire was overwhelmed, 
invaded we may assign very natural causes, The Romans had 
ap become a wealthy and a dissipated, andthey were there- 
man em. fore a degenerated people. ‘Their luxury and weak- 
pire. ness at once tempted and encouraged their invaders, 

who emigrated in great multitudes, hoping to obtain 
at one time the glory of conquest, and settlements in a 
richer and better country. 

A spirit of Accident seems to have sometimes opened a way for 
emigration * emigration.| “The  oceasional: passage of some river or 
kindled sea, of some forest or desert, or chain of mountains, 
sometimes which had served as a barrier, has opened a way at one 
by acciden- time to the noble spirit of ores and the insatiable 
poh arte’ spirit of cupidity and ambition, Exaggerated reports 
exaployed. ” have commonly been made of the new discovered coun- 

try, and if these have been employed in artful hands, 
in order to excite emigration, great effects have taken 
lace. 

Frequent : Sa tribes have often been driven to emigrate by 
instances war, Jealous of their liberty, and wanting only a suit- 
in couse- able extent of’ territory in which they may live by the 
quence of Chase, they can'readily remove out of @ land in which 
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place among the tribes of Nosth and South America. 
The spirit of colonization was as ardent ie Distant 

the commercial and cities emiqeéty, ast da vornapd 
in modern times ; but the means of gratifying that spi. °t ptcti- 
rit were more limited: If the use of the mariner’s com. °°"? ‘® ¥e- 
| gamle ricer mo very and colonization must * "®™* 
ave extended themselves: much earlier over’ the 

world. It is rather to be wondered at, that occasional 
storms and other accidents had not earlier and niore 
widely conveyed the knowledge of nations to each 
other ; but while the ocean intervened, and seamen 
durst not venture to sail much beyond the sight of land, 
— emigrations to remote parts were not practi- 
cable. 

That considerable migrations, notwi' ing those y 
difficulties, have ssheseully taken place, is’ belie. Rader og 
ved on grounds apparently good. Whatever it» may be part of the 
that has ‘impressed a. strong ‘and easily discrimi. s!ebe seem 
nated character on the different races of mankind, it Me = 
seems undeniable that some of those races which be- j,1. sha 
lang to one: quarter of the globe ‘have found their-way at consider. 
into another. » History does not record the time, northe able dis- 
means of these migrations ; but an) established »resem< ®"°e% 
blance in features, stature, and complexion } in’ habits 
ra and even in language, appears demonstrative of 

e fact. g meee) y veal ¢ 
Few subjects of disquisition can be: more it i 

than it mould be sist the causes and means of cae 
migrations ; but as neither the moral, nor the natural, 
or political causes of such events can now be certainly 
ascertained, it seems better to restrain curiosity within 
due bounds, and to.attend particularly to events which 
cannot fail to be interesting in this kingdom, especially: 
to those parts: of it from. which emigration has most 
frequently «and: extensively drained away the inhabi- 
tants. 

Very discordant and even opposite opinions are held 
by different persons, with respectto the causes and the }° 
consequences of emigration from the Highlands: OA oy sore 
Scotland. The author of this article has long attended 
to the subject ; and having no passion in these matters 
to gratify, no interest to promote, and no end to accom- 
lish, the views that he submits he conceives to have 
en fairly and impartial iy formed. ras 
Many of the Scotish Highlanders resort to the diffe- 

rent colonies of Great Britain, with a view to en - 
ment or fortune; and many betake themselves to: 
lower districts of Scotland, or to d, and reside 
mostly in the chief towns, or cities, with similar views. 

It is not to ao s, ior hey have taignabed 
this article is intended to apply: They have migrated 
as individuals for private: ec 3; and their choice of a 
place of residence, or mode of employment, is not an 

fen'te 

object of public attention. In many respects, their mi- 
pacante has been productive not only of private but of 
public ad fee 

But when vessels are om — chartered, seed the pur- oe 
e of conveying great bodies of emigrants froma coun- 

Se but thinly waspleds and ‘iin thd destination of ** bodies. 
these is to remote countries, to which it is often difficult 
for them to procure a , and from which there 
is no prospect of their returning,—the matter becomes, 
in no slight degree, interesting to the public. j 

The history of emigration from the Highlands of 

“a 
‘! 
sf 
‘ 

AAS 



EMIGRATION. 

Eleniea,, "s Anchistorioal view of Seuthiiyetnigration, woold not 
tion of dis- 

tant wilds 
Sea” 

tended with more difficulty than the peopling of a dis- 

, at last succeeded. 
Scots, disappointed and indignant at the fate 

of their favourite of Darien, were not soon or 
ee ly induéed to embark in any similar design ; and it 

bodies, 18 not’ probable that emigration would afterwards have 

there had not occurred a alteration in the 
mode in which lands were let and occupied in the High- 
lands. 

The introduction of sheep-farming 

‘ther this effect was unavoidable or not, may be a subject 
, for consideration in a posterior part of this article; the or 

fact is undeniable. 
stock of the Highlands 

i 
In former times, the 

consisted principally of cattle, and these not on- 
more 

ny of 

ee oe py ie ere 
were left by the landholders, to be oc- 

yr oe fm wig ntl ir deer. The chase fur- 
some degree of and subsistence ; 

the cattle were con in summer to the high ds 
as these were accessible, and 

then brought down to the straths or vales on the ap- 
proach of winter. From these were obtained consider- 

proportion of the cattle that 

* 

i rin began multitudes of cattle,and great num- 
: shed ; while the surviving animals 

‘were so rethiced, as to become of littlé value. The ma- 

cultivate Many” pots ‘Of land fr all parts of the Eisghe | in all’ igh- 
| : _ lands, and, one way or other, there were means fornd 
is for supporting a corsiderable’ poptlation. But under 
ss such a system, the land mountains ‘were 6ecupied 

by a stock not @ for them, and ofthis ‘kind of 
i k were more than could be preserved during 

the severe months on the straths. In short, the’ coun 
was 2 . det ties ee ‘stocked, and’overstocked. 

‘ it i , the prodtice’ ‘of Othiér ‘parts of 
a _ the kingdom ; but it raised by much too little to serve 

Fees Pehe ietroducrinr of Lege Rocks of Wasp ° introduction to stock the 
— mountains of the Hi was rather ar 

i Vast numbers of birds and beasts of 
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a seme gthagom 9 Am ge amen il 
rica, if 

Whe- . 
encouragement was held out for new settlers to assist for settlers 

Jy ‘reqatited more to attend on them, but furnish- 
caNipeaicane +0 wat hn in greater variety than 

gh “a people, rendered them un 
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gions. They could wander in safety where cattle could Emigration. 
not go; they fed and throve where cattle could not 
have subsisted; an in winter they could feed on the 
coarse pastures, or dig through ordinary falls of snow, 
without requiring dried provender. But what turned pa 
out of most im ce, In point of consequences, was yained by 
this, that the produce of sheep flocks might be mostly these. 
exported, and commanded a regular and ample price in 
other of the kingd om. 

All these particulars co- Rents of ted in recommending 
perseverance in the system of sheep husbandry; and — pd 
the last’ circumstances aj to have been decisive. mented 
Landholders would not give up the advantages to be produce, 
derived from such a profitable stock, and as the produce 42d many 
was‘ destined mostly for exportation, many of the inha- rete ae 
bitants were obliged to remove. rething to 

A very liberal increase of rents, was the invariable occupy 
consequence of introducing sheep stocks: They were them,remo- 
safer, they required much less attendance, and the re- ved. 
turns were adapted to larly to the markets of 
the south of Scotland and of England at little expence. 
The numerous population could not then be supported, 
and their labour was not much wanted: emigration of 
course n, and went on. 

It happened, that at this critical period uncommon A demand 

in ing the wilds of America. Highlanders dis- '" America 
of their farms, having no immediate view of ore’ 

emp ent in their own country, and not well adapt- fects. 
‘ed nor much inclined to in manual labours in 

» for which they had been long distin- 
freighted vessels, and embarked for 

plastic genius and vigorous constitution of such Highland- 
valuable settlers ers excel- 

in a new country. They were y fitted for labour !nt settlers, 
-and for mutual defence, and were therefore enco' ann eee 

The success of those who 

from their possessions, and flocks of 
In a short time, land rietors in the Highlands 

were reduced to the necessity of deciding between their 

serving their ; if they gave way to the latter 
‘the people rofl spt a he a choice left them,—they were 
obliged to emigrate. 

To describe the affecting scenes which occurred, Alterna- 
when a vessel chartered for America arrived, and when tives of the 
several hundreds of these le were p' ing to quit Proprietors. 
for ever that land to which they were arthently? attach. 
‘ed, would be a painful task, and in the altered views 
and circumstances of those emigrants it is now unsea- Consequen- 
sonable, Many of their descendants in the New World, (2 S008 
have long ceased to possess those warm attachments peaple 
for the land of their fathers ; but others residing in the 
British colonies, retain the noble spirit of their ances 
_ and employ it with distinguished effect in their 

ence. 
As the number of emigrant cargoes increased, it bes 

" #p 
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Rouigration. became an obje of avarice to take advantage from 
—~—-" them. Deceitful contracts were framed with this in- 

come the tention. Persons acquainted in the districts, were in- 
prey of ava- Guced to lend their nefarious aid in this business ; and 
riceand the deluded emigrants were tly overcharged, 
perfidy. crowded to excess in the vessels that conveyed them, 

and landed in places or circumstances most unfavour- 
able. 

Difficulty Indistinct reports of these occurrences were frequent- 
of prevent Jy heard ; but the spirit of the people had been gene- 
> rally stirred and bent on emigrating ; they were un- 

willing to believe those discouragi ; their own 
turn came, and necessity was pleaded or their decision, 
they saw no alternative, and embarked. 

roger While it was easy to find settlements in the more ge- 
landers to. ial climates of America, they were of course preferred ; 
the Ameri- and Virginia, with North and South Carolina, or New 
eon provin- York, were the chief places of resort for the Scotish 
ces. Highlanders. Afterwards, when access was difficult: 

there, the Canadas and Nova Scotia were commonly pre- 
ferred before the Floridas or ia; but various car- 
goes of emigrants went out into other parts of that coun- 
try ; and some took their passage in latter years for the 
back settlements on the western frontier, or for those 
which took place on the southern margins of the Lakes. 

Infugnee of — ‘The course of emigration was materially affected by. 
the fist the first American war; and the Scots resident in that 
woron the Country, and their descendants, were divided, as they 
course of took part with the colonies, or the mother country. In- 
emigration, stead of that security and enjoyment with which they 

had been flattered, ts settlers were involved in the pas- 
sions and dangers of civil war. In the end, when the 
peace took place in 1783, those who had embraced the 
cause of American ind ence, and who survived the 
war, were secured in their possessions; but many of 
Coma were deprived of those which had been ac- 
quired by so many labours and sufferings; and the 
grants of land which were made in the northern pro- 
vinces that remained under the British government, 
were not an adequate means of compensation, though 
liberally and wisely bestowed. 

Subsequent The policy ofthe new erected and independent states 
course of it haying led m See to encourage more settlers, with a view 
meee tee to people their extensive territory, encouragement was 
British part @gain held out to emigrants from this and other coun- 
ef America. tries ; but so severely had the loyalists been treated in 

the United States, that few in proportion were inclined 
to venture on a hazardous settlement there. It was on- 
ly in situations remote, or otherwise inferior, or it was 
on terms above the reach of emigrants in general, that 
places were open for them in the territory of the States; 
and most of those who emigrated alter the peace 
with America, were led to settle in the northern pro- 
vinces under the British government. 

Example of In the single year 1802, there were 8 vessels loaded 
this course with emigrants, exceeding in all 8800 in number, and 
in a single bound from various parts-of the Highlands of Scotland 
an for America. Most of these went to the British pro- 

vinces, only one vessel going to the territory of the 
, United States. 

Publicat- _ Such a considerable number of people emigrating 
tention from a country very thinly peopled, Ai liable to those 
—— cruel and nefarious impositions to which avarice occa- 
an sionally gebjected persons in their situation, very natu- 
port? rally excited public notice and general rare The 
venting the d Society in with representations ; and 
cruel abuses a bill was carried through parliament for the purpose of 
practised, securing ample space in the vessels hired for emigrants, 

and a sufficient stock of provisions for their use. 

EMIGRATION, 

» most formi 

~at home ; and 

_ In prosecution of th general the High. 
lands of Scotland have been nese by fod nthe 

cae Come 
is made also for keeping these in due 

The emigrant bill, which passed in 1803, has & ten- Emigration. 
dency rather to prevent a ga ad) ship 

S contractors, than to it emigration, oui ae 
of ample a sailsptuviciorme vaiethad the first an to mf 

ble danger which emigrants had to dread, ores 
No doubt they must pay more liberally for somuch bet- 1803. 
ter accom lestsibre ghia didierence to aobene Z 
as to prevent any considerable number who had it at 4 
heart to embark. As a measure of policy, therefure, 
its influence cannot be great, but it must obviously 
have considerable effects as a: measure of humanity. In 
one view, by discouraging artful and insidious contracts, 
it may operate in both characters. ; 

A more powerful bar to the progress of emigration 
is presen : at aot ers in paseeass Ameri- 
can war. It is to y ‘the ual 
diminution of the wilds of puro must os 
ally reduce the demand and encouragement held out ** - 
for settlers; but this will depend on the Ai 
of territory at the conclusion of the war, and on the 
further progress of the policy of colonizing, Say 

The most pleasing means that can be em for wise and 
the purpose of eventing eanigretion: medatea ised liberal poli- 

is has not escaped the attention of ‘a cy at 
liberal.and enlightened legislature. * 
A rugged and uncultivated country, destitute of pro- The Hig 

per means of communication, can hardly be expected lands ru 
to furnish means of subsistence for a growing popula- 8&4 
tion ; and it cannot be su , that any b 

of opening 
Highlands of Scotland were gscvge: 8 
when the great and liberal plan was formed, of 
ing a from Fort G by Fort August 
Fert William, by means of the 4 ian 

E 

¢ 
Progress of | may =) 

E 3 A c 
oe 

= b 
1 

aaeethy 
3 FP 

ndertaking necessarily require great w must 
to complete it ; and afterwards tne will 
in order to render it extensively useful. 
ant objects of this work, are likely to be 
moted by the invention and use of steam-boats f 
ed on the lakes. .In the mean time, a field of u a 
labour is pitbee ge iehnic nb aoe na 
it cannot u very great advantages » > be derived from such a splendid national work. 

# rE 5; ‘ ih 
most useful ceases areas under the p enters. 

liament, at ubli expence, partl y at ‘ 

fiat of the pethelders of : and provision 

are suitable to the country will naturally follow ; 
effect in preventing the 

emigration, . 
ion of the Caledonian canal is not only 

well defended by the chain of forts at the two extremities 
and the centre of it ; but the lakes not being liable 
freeze, there is an advantage not commonly to t 
tained in canals, which may be expected from this 
ake eg its waters. Vessels of great 

e Fe 

& , shall have depth of water to conv 2 
the Murray Frith to the Linneheloch, and thence to 
the Sound of Mull and the Atlantic. A communica- 
tion thus o between the eastern and western seas, 

. E without round Wrath. 



EMIGRATION. 
Emigration. extremely useful to the commerce of the kingdom ; 
—"\—" and the transit of merchandize and vessels through the 

- ~~ canal, must eventually tend to the improvement of the 
country. 

Woods and , Planting of forest trees on the great scale may now 
plantations be i eerie 6 oe marke, 
must be | and ample remuneration. is alone, over a country 
more yalua- such as the mainland of the Highlands, may, in time, 
ble. be an improvement more than sufficient to repay the 

ermtenec Sage the public in opening it up. 
prttie Ga fated plantiteg cas liiers\ sone will adorn 

manufactures, especially that of wool, which is raised 
gS dew bere pes etal i 

returns from 

and a much greater of i 
than could eine hee > eewead an exclusive 
sheep system. oods, mixed culture 
ee eee ee : ing advan- 
tages in prosecutin ies, and in attending to 
yarious useful ope Br noe ing the 
comfort of the inhabitants, and i the 

; of inhabitants than they have 
It is true, that the remarks made 

3 
7 

- for this, until a 
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above apply chiefly to the mainland, and that other Fmizration. 
views would be necessary in respect of the northern 
and western isles. 

If the mere crofting system were all the resource that Crofting _ 
is now accessible to the Highlanders, it could not much Srcfodt a 
be depended on. There is a considerable waste of Stsauads 
time and labour in it, and the means and skill employ- 
ed in this way are commonly deficient. No doubt, it © 
may in some Séaraé be useful, particularly if the croft- 
ers can also find occasional employment as labourers 
tg the farmers; but an altered and improved oes 
of farming appears to open the t resourse on the 
raalistgh © The rise of rR sdbipekeat wanbide of inclo- 
sures, and a proper stock of cattle, together with cal- 
careous manures and green , and corn of course, 
properly selected, and cultivated with judgment, would 
not only furnish employment and _ subsistence, but 
wonld greatly increase the produce and value of those 
extensive tracts which are capable of improvement ; 
and the consequence would be, that the country at large 
would be converted from a sheep-waste into a fertile 
alpine territory. It would then be in the power of 
landholders, at a moderate expence, to clothe it with 
rich and ornamental plantations ; and afterwards that 
country would present many inducements and attrac- 
tions to reside in it; and manufactures, together with 
the fisheries, would more certainly and extensively 
prosper. In short, there would no longer be any oc- 
casion for the people to emigrate in bodies from the 
wees of the iy gt uh cittads 

ith respect to the isles, they two State of ‘the 
considerable sources of naslayiteets- thie fiaheria and isles. 

: nt for the people. iron forges the manufacture of kelp ; but these isles are generally 
of the might be renewed on a im- naked, without fences, and, of course, almost in the 
site enlarged scale ; mines and minerals of dif- state of mere wastes, excepting only the lands in til- 

it sorts be worked to acyeinge ; quarries of lage and these are incapable of improved cultivation 
per tone , or useful stone, would probably be _ while they are open every winter. The making of 

ned; and this country, so threatened with kelp, and attention requisite to the fishing business, 
desolation, might smile, and might be able to rear and being commonly in the hands of those who labour the 
wyrakecas tens, oe hejotn ee soil, correct and regular cultivation is obstructed, and 

alone, or maintain, that scarcely practicable, There appears to be no remedy 
cee chenet te system of inclosures be intro- 

luced ; and then it is no exaggerated supposition, that 
the sheep stocks may become triply valiable! and the 
cultivated soils greatly more productive. After this 
plan has been adopted, the regular tillage of the arable 
soils will naturally become easier; and, as proper rota- 
tions will accompany inclosures, the labour will divide 
itself into the ae seasons, and fewer hands, regu- 
larly employed, perform it. What encroachments 
may then be made on the waste lands cannot be com- 
puted ; but they will naturally be of considerable im- 
portance and extent. Islands possessing a great ex- 
tent of low situated lands, numerous herds of black 

cannot be got, ditches well designed, and properly ex- 
Sa ot a preserved in repair, with wack cf A 
may answer according to’ circumstances, ma f i hk 
rate at once as vei drain, ey shelter. Sa mentale 

This general and im system is no speculation. “y introdu- 
It is already dotroduned wi great advantage by some tinny hs 
of the most intelligent and public spirited proprietors soe estates: 
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Emigration. of estates in these isles; and it proves an increasing 
—v~" source of employment and subsistence for the people, 

Judicious planting of suitable naturally accompa 
nies a system of this kind; an Ly selecting proper si- 
tuations, planting the skirts with suitable trees, and 
then putting in ing trees in bodies, there is 
much less risk of their failing by the breeze. No per- 
son acquainted with the country can hesitate in belie- 
ving that profitable employment, and growing means 
of support, would thus be furnished, for all the present 
inhabitants of the isles; although they should not be 
occupied with kelp at all, or with fishing. The t 
object is to get them trained to labour so as to perform 
it well, and with dispatch ; and after this, it will be in 
the power of landholders to arrange the leases of their 
Jands, with views of regular and progressive improve- 
ments. 

—. a A growing pocalarion, in the mean time, can furnish 
fahines now bands for the kelp making and the fishings; and these 
connected are, perhaps, the people that ought to be accommodated 
with croft- for the present with croft lands. In time it may be- 
ing. come ient to separate these professions, finding 

partments, when they are not 
a resource may be naturally obtained within the coun- 

But may be try in jobs or piece work,—if they are trained to make 
afterwards use of their spare time, in building dykes, cutting 
disjoined, drains or ditches, plantingtrees, quarrying stone or slate, 

other occupation for the people esartayet in those de- 

and other . * ‘ making roads. and burning waste lands, pre- 
cP eyae paring composts for meadows and other p : The 

een- opening of the country by roads and may far- 
— in ther Be the esse Bi of wool, or flax, or ord 

ern. and other useful branches of the arts ; and even in the 
low and smaller isles, ample occupation may be found 
for the inhabitants. 

Such asys- But, in order to shew that such an important object 
cael is in view and will be followed out, a steady and pro- 
mmpede emi ovessively improving system ought to be generally in- 
ap troduced ; and then it may be safely oodicted. "that 
bring it to the course of emigration will be impeded, and that it 
an end. will soon entirely cease. ¥ 
Consequen- _ One of the first consequences of this drain of the in- 
ces of emi- habitants, is the discouragement and alienation of those 
gration in whoremain; and who, in such circumstances, can hard- 
many ways ly be expected to pursue vigorously the improvement 
ate. p labours of a country, where the, inhishitants cannot 
Discourages permanently remain, Another consequence is the lea- 
inhabitants, Ving of a population so scanty as not to be adequate to 
and prolongs any rational plan of active improvement, and of course 
the desolate the protracting of nakedness and desolation. The com- 
state of the forts of those inhabitants who remain, and the interests 
county: of the landholders, are jointly and equally hurt b 
Removes ® these effects. Continued emigration from the Highlan 
supply of and isles has also an immediate and: pernicious effect, 
‘voen for in draining away a vigorous and hardy people, by whom. 
an ant the army and the na ight, be oeits recruit 

ed; and it has the ive effect of counteracting 
the liberal designs and the beneficial purposes of the 

‘ _ great works by which the country is now opening up. 
nora eae it may farther be asked, how the fishi 9 eX- 

sesof pub- pected to prosper, if there be not people in the country 
ic works. to prosecute them, nor wood uor materials for the 
Impedesthe boats and vessels? In short, if the course of emigran 
progress of tion had long gone on, at the rate of its precees 
the fisheries. ahout ten or twelve years ago, the consequences, 
Consignsthe have been, that for ages to.come, improvement would 
Highlands not have been practicable in that country, and.it must 
to asheep, have been left in the nakedness and desolation of a 
Waste. 
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in them. Such . 

_ system would be adequate; and 20 

comf ti. 

_ not probable, t! 

ters ; but the real history of emigration, 
effects, and above all, its prevention, have scarcely been 
understood. Interested or partial views of a subject 
are well known to mislead authors of eminent talents ; 

popu! : }, Out ’ 
¢ state of this country may.au 

we must resist,and at once dismiss that. 
of improvement may be cherished even 
which 
large ; but the true 

ought to ion: Sree 

ment in that country must embrace inclosures ; and. 
then it may become the basis of a system, equally judi- 
cious and profitable to all con ; ag 

Even the prospect of such a system, as would steadily 
and progressively add to the resources. of that remote 
but interesting part of the J terri i 
tothe mind. 

together with its various and extensive seas, 
indenting arms ; enjoying the ben 
and executed fences, at once. incl 
obaneeng the numerous fields . 

J? 

reed of Highland cattle, togeth 
rior quality, to the maintenance 

tion growing at once im, point of 1 
ly to th 

te ie and, 
of manufacture ; while commerce 
gradually furnished the means, 

rowing adyanta 

tractions; and the last» and) melat 
people driven to despondency, 

EMISSION or Heat. See Heat. 
_ EMISSION or Liguz,, See Orrics, 
EMOY, See Cuina. _ ‘at ene 
=MPEDOCLES, was the son of Meto, a wealthy 

citizen of Agrigentum in. Si ished 
the 84th OL 

raz 

; ’ t he was born at so-early.a period, as 
to have been a hearer of Pythagoras ;- but he 
the doctrines of that philosopher, and’ 
ly, from his own tenets, to haye 
school. He was remarkable for the 

ted, that when he. went. to the.’ : the 
eyes of all the people were tine vane 
wonders of the age. . He. in oratory, upon 
which he was the fist. who gave lessons in Sicily and . , 
the celebrated. Gorgias 

\ aarti} $i ; hited 297 9 

are not sufficiently liberal 1s the ole at. 
y of ion and 

efit of well planned 

Sicily, and flourished about 
iad, or 440 years before Christ. It is. 

to the Italic 

of his attainments; and his name became so celebra~ 

| oly resort, of a. pt 
emigration, would cease. 
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‘He was possessed of considerable poetical talents, and Deus’ alie habert 
has been sw to be the author of that ancient Dum cupit Mpeneddaelis, goteaties igidus /Etnam. - 
fragment, which bears the name of “* The Golden Ver- Insiluit. onace Ars Poet. vs 465, 
ses of ” - The fragments of his verses, dis- 

pperte 2s ancient writers, have been col- 
Henry i 

losophers ; - 

by directing two : 
; ignoran nick sgt , hi ies 

beam highly” gratibes a he divine Honours. which 

iving dowries. to women, and p 
pm a orn tok an poe Aone ie 

political state of his native city, and was a determined 
enemy to.tyrannical Leggo hyn tage Care 
for the popular for f government. ie at le 
became an object.of so veneration. to his fellow ci- 

i oa} to.acknow him as ex- 

of « 

Baie 
cae 

E 
5 = Re if 

- and, lastly, Em 3 

But the most probable opinion is, that, as Timeus 
relates, he went to Greece about the latter part of his 
life, and never returned to his native country, so that 
the time and, manner of his death was never certainly 
known. A statue was erected to his memory at Agri- 
gentum, which was afterwards carried to Rome; and 
the inhabitants of that city, even in the time of Lu- 

a 

cretius, made it their highest boast, that it had given 
birth to so eminent a m_as- Empedocles, whose’ 
poems particularly they still regarded as oracles. Of the 
few of his sayings which have been preserved, the 
most frequently cited is his reproof of the luxurious 
manners of the Agrigentines, namely, that ‘ they pur 
sued pleasures with as much eagerness as if they were 
to die before to-morrow, and that they built houses with 
as, much ificence as if they were to live for ever.” 

is phi y, as far as it can be collected from his 
pee age is evidently atomical ; that the first prin< 
ciples of nature are of two kinds, active and ive ; 
that the active is unity or God, a subtle eth fire, in« 
telligent and divine, which gives being to all things, ani- 
mates all things, and into which all apes shall be finally 
resolved ; that one spirit thus pervades the universe, 
uniting all created beings to itself and to one another, 
and that it is therefore unlawful to kill or eat animals, 
which are allied to us in their principle of life; that 
the passive penne, viz. matter, is divided into ies 

uscles, indefini small, originally eternal, an 
ng le “of beng seraiiaiet tk. totan cor 
puscles, being put into motion by the intellectual fire 
or divine mind, the pes vey ves particles united by 
a principle of affinity, and the eterogeneous ted. 
by a came of discord, and thus formed the four 
elaeente: fire, earth, water and air, of which all bodies 
are com ; that the world is one whole, surrounded 
by the heavens, which are a solid body of air crystal- 
lized by fire, the sun a fiery mass, the stars fixed in the 
crystal of heaven, while the planets wander freely be- 
neath ; that many demons, emanations of the divine 
nature, inhabit the negeon of the air, and. administer 
human affairs; that the soul of man consists of two 
parts, the sensitive, produced like the elements, and 
the rational, a demon sprung from. the divine soul of. 
the universe, and sent down into this world as a punish~ 
vied by crimes committed.in a gerd pac to be pu- 

i transmigrations through animal and ve; le 
bodies ; that he distinctly remembered himself hip He 
been successively a girl, a boy, a bird, a fish, a shrub, 

¥ and that all nature is subject 
to the immutable and eternal law of necessity. ‘Sce 
Cudworth’s Intel, System ; Stanley's Lives of the Phi- 

8; Fenelon’s Lives of the Philosop. 
ted by the Rev. J. Cormack ; 
and 

hers transla= 
i Vit, Medic. Illus. ; 

cker’s Hist. of Phil. by Enfield, vol. i. (q) 
EMPETRUM, a genus of plants of the class Dicecia, 

and order Triandria, See Borany, p. 335. 
EMPLEUNON, a genus of plants of the class Mo- 

necia, and order Tetrandria, Botany, p. 324. 
ENAMEL is a substance of the nature of glans, but 

differs from it principally in two points ; first, in its be- 
ing more easily fusible, which quality is given to it by. 
the manner in which the flux is compounded ; second- 
ly, in having a Jar; aes of either earth, or metallic 
oxide, united a e flux, to produce opacity. Some 
enamels are, however, very transparent, possessing » 
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The best enamel that can be had for the purpdse of 
making large plates for painting pictures upon, is the 
Venetian white opaque, with the name of Bertolini 
stamped upon the cakes, which cakes in general weigh 
about two pounds each. This article has not been im- 
ported for some past, owing to the exclusion 
of the British from the continent. The writer 
of this article has, however, been informed, that the 
maker of the best white enamel, whose name we have 
just mentioned, fell a sacrifice to French tyranny du- 
ring their struggle for power in Italy and Naples. That 
this valuable article was the sole production of an indi- 
vidual, the manufacture of which was unknown to any 
but himself, may be inferred from the non-importation 
since the change of government in Italy, te. 
every exertion has been used by those interested in the 
use of it, to obtain it at any price. 
When enamel could be brought to England without 

restriction, it was generally sold for about six shillings 
. per pound ; but as it grew scarce, 30 shillings 

nd was given, and, at the present time, it is as high 
as fifty shillings. 
mutlus to those, who knew any thing about the nature 
of its ingredients, to exert themselves in their endea- 
vours to find a substitute, and numerous were the trials 
of various persons to make an imitation. All attempts, 
however, were ineffectual, until very lately, when Mr 
Griffiths, of Round Court, Long Acre, London, suc- 
ceeded in producing a hard enamel, superior to the best 
Venetian in whiteness, and much more valuable to the 
dial-plate makers. But the Venetian is’ still preferred 
for fluxed plates, used for portrait and historical paint- 
ings ; and, as these plates have always a coat of pure 
flux laid over the enamel, upon which the colours are 
laid, it requires a peculiar texture in the enamel, so that 
when the flux is melted upon it, a partial separation 
or cracking should not take place, which arises from 
the unequal expansion of the two substances. We have 
no doubt that the colouring material used with the flux 
toproduce the white Venetian enamel, is the pure ox- 
ide of tin, commonly called putty. The manufacturers 
of pully in London, are in the habit of using 80 per 
cent. of lead mixed with the tin, which assists the oxi- 
dation, causing it to proceed much faster than when 
the tin is used alone ; but the article made in this man- 
ner has a considerable tinge of yellow, which renders ' 
it useless for the purpose of enamel, although it ma 
suit the lapidary or stone mason equally well as if it 
was made pure. 3s E.) 
ENAMELLING, the art of covering thin plates of 

metal with the substance called enamel]. As this curi- 
ous art is carried on to a considerable extent among the 
manufacturers of watch dial plates, we shall give our 
readers a general idea of the art of enamélling, by ex- 
plaining the nature of their manufacture. 

Dial Plate Manufacturing. 

Dial plate making is divided into hard ere. in 
which the surface of the plate is covered with or 
Venetian enamel ; and into glass or soft , 
which the surface of the plate is covered with the Eng- 
lish soft glass enamel, which is always considered iutiek 
inferior to hard enamelling. 
The metals that suit this kind of enamelling best, are ' 
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Knamel, great clearness and brilliancy of colour, in which case 
Foamelling- they differ from glass only in softness or easy fusibility. 

This high price proved a it sti- 

‘hard wood, and should be a little larger in 

meter, that the dil may Bevé free ‘eccess to tha lighted’ 
' end of the cotton. See Fig. 7. 

enamelling, in’ 

ENA 
fine gold or fine ; the former be had from Enamelling.. 
srt Sikh, ton its ox the deasie Somepieatoe i yo 
te er cee Oe It is necessary to cau- 
tion persons uainted with the art agai ing’ 
the copper too thick, as, in that case, the face 

<TsThe alips of copper bel e ing cut into ar Se Bice eg ot its same ao 
when cold they are formed into the intended shape of 

ist, The dies ate small circular plates of brass, about 
sth of an inch thick. Their edges should be turned a 
little conical, and in their centres should be holes 
ly as large as those to be made in 
enameller ought to have at ‘least 
ths of an inch, up to 2} inches diameter, 

t the ion from one size to another 
exceedingly small, having sizes 
division on the . See Fig. 1. of Plate CCLII. 

2d, A round ended punch made of steel wi 

c 
bg A clock maker’s round broach. 

firmly fixed into a strong handle, being used to bur- 
ne oe parks 3 and likewise to square 
up the centre holes. See Fig: 3. 4 Fig. 3. 

navi, "Ti should Be teated tO peor concavity. is shou irned of box or . 
its diaenbeat j 

than the largest brass die. This must have ahole . 
the centre something wider than the hole in the 
plate, See Fig.4. 

5th, A large pair of scissars to cut the copper with. 
Horse scissars are most proper for this 
6th, A setting spatula, which should be made of steel — 

wire, about y;ths of an inch in diameter and 5 inches 
long. One end of this should be beat flat and thin. The + 
end so prepared is then to be filed a little round, and — 

part bent so as to form a segment of a circle, — 

Fig, 4. 

the flat 
somewhat smaller than the curve of the setting die. The 
outer of the curve should then be smoothed on an 
oil stone, and the tool is fit to be used. Fig. 5. Fig. 5. 

7th, A smooth needle maker’s file, used for hing the 
plated wire, which will be hereafter explained, and like- 
wise the edge of the copper, after it has been burnished 
up to the of the brass die, tii seek 

place where the feet of the dial should be put, an 
to be described. See Fig. 6. “Fig. 6. 

Oth, A large soldering lamp, which should hold at — 
least a quart of oil. This must have a cylindrical spout 
for the cotton, at least one inch and a | in dia-— 

Fig. 7. 
10/h, A pair of corn tongs, or tweezers. These are — 

so well known as to need no descripti =i 
11th, A blow pipe for soldering the feet upon the 

“coppers, of a convenient length, and the hole a little - 
mire open than for other purposes. ad 

12th, A watchmaker’s glass and dial gauge, See — 
Fig. 8. Fig. 8. 
“Tati A pair of nippers to cut the feet from the plated 

wire. 
The tools being ready, the workman should proceed © 
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to measure the frames of the watches; and supposing | i 
that he finds the frame to md with one of the 
divisions on the gauge, he should chuse a die half a size 
larger, as the dial must always be one size larger than 
the frame, which will be the case when the thickness of 
the is included. It will be found, if all is con- 
du according to our directions, that the dial, when 

leted, will extend over the frame just enough to . 
fill the in the inner case of a watch, which will 
be turned for that If the dial is to be made to 
a brass the die s d be full one size less than 

ably happens. The proper die being chosen, place one of 
‘Sarina at Couieds on that side of the die which has 

sible ; - : 
ee 
en bet aie 2 2 

& the bulge thus formed must be filed 
seer Let the copper then be placed on the 

e28. iu Ze : 

ai usin i 
ate | 

6 F qe6te el tHe 

that by filing 
should be with the edge of a graver. The 
copper is then set ne Adel ec cba CR 
cing it in the setting die, and rubbing it with —e 

aac touches in all parts’; after whi 
on. 

The inconveniences that attended the use of plain 
‘copper wire Deiter envi: cane oko can 
kn op obviated, ing copper wire plated 
with silver. When the copper ee up ook vitae 

the watch. Hold the cop- 
per and frame in the left hand, and with the point 
or needle mark the holes in the frame where 
the feet should be ; then place the 

i describe ares, et 
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held against it, it will be found to form a 
ry good resistance to the action of the file. It should 

be observed, that if coppers are to be made for flat 
plates, the feet should be filed at right angles; but.if 
the plates are convex, they should be filed at an angle- 
as nearly as possible corresponding with the curve form- 
ed in the hollow part of the copper, because when the 
foot is placed on the copper, it will be found to stand 
olpa gies to the base line, or edge of the copper. 

feet thus filed should be cut off with the nippers ; 
if for frame plates, about three-sixteenths of an inch 
long ; but if for flat plates, one-eighth will be sufficient. 
A small quantity of borax should now be rubbed upon 
a piece of slate, with the addition of afew drops of wa- 
ter, into which the filed 
ly dipped, will greatly 

iron 
wire 
very 

s of the feet being slight- 
acilitate the soldering. The 

_copper is then to be held in the left hand, and the 
feet taken up with the tweezers are to be set in 
their proper places on the copper, when it will be fit 
for so . When a great number are to’ be done 
at once, it will be the best way to set, up all the 
feet before any are soldered. In this case, the frames 
set on the board with the pillars upwards, make very 
convenient stands to place the coppers on till they 
are poss It must Pe carefully observod by Gus 

i soldering, to use the borax very sparingly ; for 
as it blubbers up when the heat first comes to A the 
feet would be thrown down, which would occasion much 
difficulty and loss of time in replacing them. . 

Take now a large piece of of a close texture, 
and hollowed out, so that the copper may lie conveni- 
ently in it, and having your lamp near the edge of the 
board, and the cop laced on the coal, which should 
be held in the left , put the end of the blowpipe 
into the centre of the flame, and holding the copper 
nearly under it, give a very slight but steady blast till 
the is red The pipe should now be with- 
ate Neo the centre, that the whole of the flame may 
be collected, which will be done if the operator blows 
as hard as he can. When the is arrived nearly 
at a white heat, the centre of the Heat must be directed 
immediately over each of the feet till the solder runs 
down to copper, and the soldering is coniplete. 
If the feet have tin their , they will fit into 
the holes of the es; but if they have shifted a 
little, which will frequently be the case, fit ‘them 
into the frame, by placing the copper in the setting die 
with the feet upwards, and Ai frame being held 
over the feet, bend them whichever way may be re- 
uisite, by introducing the setting spatula between the 

e and the copper, pressing it against that side of 
the foot or feet that may be necessary, till they fit into 
the holes of the frame. When this is done, the copper 
is to be gently withdrawn from the frame,- and if, 
u examining the upper side, any dints or b 
fave been e, they aa be taken out by putting 
the copper into the setting die, and rubbing the spatula 
round the feet till such i ions are removed. 
When a Sopper is made to a brass edge and frame for a 
second watch, the second, or eccentric hole, must be 
made in the following manner, after the copper has been 
soldered and set: Place the in the brass edge 
and frame, holding the copper downwards on the board, 
with a fine needle or point put icularly through 
the seconds hole of the frame; prick quite through the 

. copper a very small hole, which must be bulged or 
raised, by having a corresponding hole drilled in one of 

Peg into the work board, and the se of plated Enamelling. 

ween 
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Fnamelling. the dies. The copper is then to be placed on the die, broad, and a little thicker than those used for paint Buamelliig. 
—Y—" and the hole that has been pricked, must be placed ex- knives, . —, 

actly over the hole that has been drilled in the die. A The fourth is a spatula rather thicker than the last, 
pace’ Be round ended punch should be used to bulge up but of equal breadth. One side of this should be flat, 
the hole, which is to be done in the same manner as_ and the other a little curved. This must be made of 
was directed for ing the holes in the centres of the steel, and is used to mare the hard enamel on 
plain coppers. The hole must be finished by filing the ores See Plate CCLII. Fig. 11. 
upper side ; and if upon examination it does not corre- The fifth is the spatula, for spreading the hard ena- P1.atr 
spond with the hole in the frame, it must be made to mel on the under side of the copper. This is called a agg 
fit by plating it on the die again, and opening the hole Coltom spatula. The end of this thould be just the same ‘8 '!- 
with the point, bearing most on that side that is most as the end of the setting spatula described in the 
out of the centre, It should be observed, that although per tools, excepting that it should be a little broader. 
the plate for a seconds watch is desired to be as flatas The sixth is a quill cut just like a tooth-pick. ‘This 

ible, yet the copper should be set a little rising; is used to clear the enamel out of the centre holes of the 
for if it was not kept up a little in the centre, when ee Wad tine | 
the enamel is put on and the plate fired, it would e seventh are two damask napkins, for drying the 
sink in the centre, an im ion for which there water from the enamel. These should be very clean, 
is no remedy. We would recommend, that all =a and always kept separate, _ 4 st 
per used for flat plates should be annealed and_p' The ei th is a small bason with a cover, to hold the 
nished before they are put to the die. This may be enamel that is to be used for the tops of the dial plates. 
done on a piece of flat marble ; andthe hammer should —_‘ The ninth is a gallipot, to hold the enamel that is to 
be made’ of elder, or hard boxwood, having a very be used for the bottoms, or under side of the dials, 
smooth face. ‘The use of this operation is to takeaway _The tenth is a cylindrical block of wood, to fix the 
the cockling kind of spring, that is always left in the. copper on when it is ready to have the enamel laid on. 
copper when it comes the flatting mills. To per- the This for common sized plates, may be about 
form this nicely, requires much judgment in the o an inch and half diameter, and about. six inches long. 
tor ; for if the copper is promiscuously struck with the On one end of this some soft wax must be fixed, so that 
hammer, it is ten to one but the imperfection is increa- it may form a kind of cap to the block, being nh cee 

. sed ; therefore to proceed rightly, the copper must be ex- third of an inch thick on the top, and the same on 
amined, and that part which is found to be the tightest, “sides. See Fig. 12. ’ ER aah gt # 
or least stretched, and upon which the other parts will The eleventh is a box'to hold the plates in, w 
‘appear to twist and play, must be hammered till an uni- enamel is spread on them, This ma’ beabout 16 r 
form flatness is obtained. “The best method of ascer- es long, and 9 broad. The depth may be one inch 
taining when the spring is gone, is to let the piece of and a half; but it must not have any side under the. 
copper fall from a distance upon the marble slab, opening of the lid. wale hae dual ace aie te 
‘and if there is no vibration or ringing noise, we may _ The twelfth is a small steel-faced anyil to hold in the 
‘conclude that the operation has su . We should ‘hand, to break the enamel into small pieces. 4 
not have been so particular on this point, had we not may be about one inch diameter, the ot in ? 
been convinced of its po for if this is not done, the proportion. _ ; . 
metal will e d un y in the fire, which will cer- / pers Cee 
tainly cause the Riscnal to crack in the fire, or warp in Method of grinding. the Soft Glass Enamel, called by 
such a manner as to be wholly useless. We must not namellers Glass, saan’ 
omit the method of cleansing, (or pickling the as ee em ae Ae i ears 
it is technically called,) it being necessary in all cases. Take a cake of glass enamel, and with the riv 
where gieat nicety is required. This is done, by ma- face of the hammer strike it as near the edge as possi< 
king a solution of the best double aquafortis and water, ble, holding, at the same time, the inger of tl pty 
about one part of the former to eight of the latter. Put left hand just under the place where the falls, S35" © 
the co’ , a8 soon as they are all soldered, into as By this means, the vibration that would be given to 
much of the solution as will cover them, and when they “the whole cake will be prevented, and it will be bro- 
have remained two or three minutes, let one of them be ken into thin flakes. When thick solid Begs happen 
taken out and washed in clean water, and brushed with _ to fall off, the anvil must be held in the left hand, with 
a soft brush and a little white sand. If the scalecomes the face upwards; and the piece being laid on it,,must 
all of, and the copper looks quite bright, they are suffi- be broken with the flat face of 
ciently done ; if not, let them remain sometime longer small enough to be ground. To prevent the ename 
in the solution, and, when brushed as before, dry them from flying about, the anvil should beso held in the 
with a soft napkin. Hand, Figt, pertot, the foe linger an Gian aaa 

a rim. ; ' 
ani 4 The centre is generally the foulest part of the cake, 

Description of the Tools used in Enamelling. and is often esemizal, with. black ee red streaks, 

The first pestle and 9 grind th Mesa camliordpe sem pan tee 4c Description is an agate e and mortar to grind the jec as they would otherwise contaminate the wh 
of the tools ‘enamel. The’ best kind are those that are most trans- rece When the enamel a Mee as small, as is 
ae parent, and free from ue and veins. See a necessary, no piece being let lata or thicker than a 
Pirate ‘section of this in Plate CCLII. Figs. g. 10. small pea, ‘the agate mortar must be set on. 
CCLIL The second is a small hammer about an ounce and a_ coarse linen cloth four times doubled, and made 
Figs. 9. 10. half in weight. One face should be flat, and the other roughly wet with clean water. This should be 

of the shape commonly used in riv ing. on. the work-board, and the mortar about half 
The third is a flat spatula seven-eighths of an inch with enamel, which should be nearly covered with 

5 : 

+» o» Fig. 12. 
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then to be wiped perfectly one made of iron, of a cylindrical form. The bottom of Enameliins. 
the middle with the left the mortar should be faced with steel, possessing a small 
on the top, and pressing degree of concavity, that the enamel may return to the 

thus leaning centre after each blow. The pestle should be about 
i twisting motion one inch and a fourth in diameter, and about six inches 
right elbow round the , with the face of steel, about one inch and a half 

l@; while the body, in di , anda htthe convex, to suit the mortar. The 
after each twist, fresh depth of the mortar should be about four inches; and 

with respect to thickness, as there will be no strain 
upon the sides, the lighter it is made the better. It 

be continued as long as any large pieces of the should also be obse that the arris of the face of the 
are felt under the le; for it Id be ob- pestle should be rounded, so as to leave no s 
that if this great pressure, or breaking down, as near the part where it comes in contact with the ena- 

i mel,as they would be soon broken off,and spoil the other 
time, some parts of the would be reduced to al- part of the face._ After the enamel has been broken 
most an impalpable powder, while the other part would with the hammer, it must be put into the steel mortar 

: remain comparatively coarse. To prevent this uneven- in small quantities, and pounded till it is as fine as the 
h ness, should be held firmly down in the mor- glass enamel, (when it been broken down in the 

tar, with the left hand ing it as before, while the agate mortar); it should then be put into the agate 
vighc:tapslt gives'b circular mosidn?to' the upper ‘part, mortar, and ground till it a to be reduced almost 

e powder. It must be remembered not 

7 i ¢ lf ‘ 

ATAU 
it 

Hara : sail Ulva eeere: Le & o ine 
Hi 

at the same time using as much strength as can be con- to an i 
veniently exerted. In a very short time after this me- to wash the enamel that is to be used for bottoms, as 

‘ thod is begun, the large pieces that have escaped the the flour will, in this case, be more serviceable than de- 
4 pestle in breaking down, will present themselves under trimental. When this enamel is ground, put it into a 
2 the pestle, and cause it to jump and twist in contrary clean gallipot, and always keep it covered with water ; 
4 directions. This may be prevented, by feeling for for observe, if ever it gets dry after it is ground, it 

them with the pestle, and crushing them against the prereset retabiete or three turns in the 
side of the mortar, holding it at the same time firmly agate mortar, the enamel is likely to blister 
with the left hand. es i i RA Se in the fire. 
parts of the enamel is ground, w prevent the rest 
from bei evenly: ground, it mustibe»washedaway” a7 i507 or crinds and pickling the Veneti 
four or five times during the grinding. ‘This is best baad angie Venstion Hard Fae, pot nearly filing the mortar with clean water, and me tek cs to weed Yor the Tops of Dial Plates. 

the with the broad flat spatula, stir- When a piece of enamel is chosen for hard plates, Method of 
Seer ne rans rien aie: qtaveieetindshenit boast to the colour, that which Sins. 
; the enamel should then be su to settle to is the whitest being considered the most valuable. The the Vena = 

the bottom, and the water poured off. A small quan- piece that is to be must be laid upon a clean tian hard 
tity of water must then be put into the mortar, suffi- or, what would be much better, a thin plate of enamel for 
ea eotaen platina), laced under the enameller’s muffle till it the tops of 
pe ag pee ee i till there is red hot; it must then be quickly drawn from the “** 

r a difficulty of getting the pestle to touch fire, and quenched in clean spring water. This 
Ccacledeat choy adalat When it is arrived at this state will cause the enamel to fly into very small pieces, 
of fineness, the pestle must be held in the middle with which must be collected and put into the agate mortar. 
Js ere aes eta cain donee eo The intention of breaking the enamel in this way, is to 

from the sides of the mortar at each revolution. do away, as much as possible, the necessity of using the 
When this kind of motion is it will be necessa- and steel pestle ; because, if any small particle 
ry to hold the mortar with the hand, taking great of the steel gets into the enamel, it will cause much 
care not to throw the enamel over the sides, because the trouble to get it out. The method of grinding it is 
dirt that it would contract by such an accident could not juit the -sanie‘as that employed for thy other hard ena. 

rid of without an infinitedeal of trouble, besides the mel, excepting that this must be rather coarser ; and 
see Drrethaetire. pov mt from the great care must be taken, when the enamel is washed, 

surface of the dial plates, when the enamel has beenfired. not to 
As it would be almost i to lay down a certain which may be collected after it has settled, and put 
rule for the fineness to which the glass enamel should into the gallipot with that which is to be used for bot- 
en eatin ace em liath see htm bt toms. the enamel is d fine enough, it must 

a pow eee i enor ete pie a teen er eee glass bottle bored cre 
y finest never exceed in stopple, covered with strong nitrous acid; and in ~ 

a left lar hip’ sthteltt whesidd remain till warited for uaey 
ground, wash the flour from it, it Method of enamelling with the Soft Glass Enamel. 

in the basin, then keep it covered with water till itis | The napkin that is to be used for laying or spread- Method of 

= 

wanted for use, taking great care that it receive no ing the bottoms, must be laid on the work-board four enamelling dat wx Git. chains euntads The: copperte\\tolbe Meld. tet is a, 0 Snot 
Method of ; ss : hand, wi eet upwards, and a small quantity of “tg Method of seh hag np) | Sl the hard enamel for bottoms is to be taken‘out of the ™ 

: gallipot on the end of the bottom spatula, and spread 
rie as This enamel is to be broken with the hammer in the rou on the , ing it closely up to the 

of Same manner as the glass enamel ; but, instead of break- tout said eomsere talon. Ua steilb tear tat tas between the 
ing it down in the agate mortar, it should be done in folds of the cloth till a little of the water is absorbed, 

VOL. VIL PART II, 4% 
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the spatula, observing proportionally 
lighter as the enamel gets drier. The centre hole must 

cleared out by twisting the quill in it till it brings 
out all the enamel that is in it, and the operation of 
laying the bottom is complete. 
hvclel napkin is then to be folded in the same man- 

four inches ; and, to prevent its falli 
When the wax 

to receive the copper, it must be placed 
the feet pressed to the wax, till the under 
copper nearly touch. This will be best done by 
cing the setting die on the copper, and 
down, as, by this method, the shape of the will 
be preserved, and the u) side secured from the per- 
= tion of the hands, which might prove injurious to 

e work, as any thing of a easy nature is very 
to make the enamel blister. The copper must now 
brushed. quite clean with a soft hair brush, or hare’s 
foot, taking great care not to leave any of.the hard 
enamel on the surface, or about the edge. The block 
with the copper on it is now to be held in the left hand, 
anda small ene of the glass enamel is to be taken 
upon the end of the flat spatula, and laid upon the cop- 

, near the centre hole, taking very great care not to 
the water through the centre hole, as that would take 

the enamel from the bottom, which could not be repla- 
ced without taking the glass from the top; an ion 
that would be exceedingly as the two kinds 
of enamel would get mixed together, which would in- 
evitably spoil them both, If a careful attention is paid 
to what we have said, an evil of this kind need not be 
feared, as the enamel need not be taken out of the ba- 
sin with so much water as to render it at all hazard- 
ous, if it is lifted slowly, and by that means suffered 
to drain alittle. When a sufficient quantity of the glass 
enamel has been put ee 
ly spread, by repea indenting the 
* into the daniels cami it in all directions till 
it lies of an uniform thickness 
surface, in this state, will have various little inequali- 
ties and indentations, which may be reduced. by just 
tapping the side of the block two or three times with 
the of the spatula. The water which this opera- 
tion will cause to flow on the surface of the enamel, 
must be dried a little with the corner of the cloth, but 
not so much as to render the enamel difficult to be mo- 
ved; for the intention of drying it in this state is to 
take away the superfluous water floats on, the sur- 
face. If, however, the napkin should at any time ab- 
sorb so much of the water that the enamel could not be 
moved without such a degree of as would 
loosen the feet of the copper from the wax, or risk bend- 
ing the copper, a drop or two of water may be taken 
upon the end of the spatula, and a lied to different 
parts of the enamel, till the desired effect is obtained. 
it rarely happens that the enamel, in) this state, is so 
evenly laid as to want no adjusting; it must therefore 
be carefully observed, that the side or which is 
too thick, must be reduced; by removing a part to 

it 

of the flat. th 

over thecopper. The 

enamel, an_al- 

duce an equality of thickness.en all parts.of the cop. 
per. ’ : y weg ayeo wake ‘hep xs 

When the. vis covered, shat heparefally 

taken from the , by gently raising it withthe 
back of the thumb-nail, under the edge, and as near 
each of the feet as possible. After itis free from the 
wax, it may be lifted with: the finger and thumb from 
the block, and placed under the lid of the box, to keep 
it from the dust till it is wanted to be fired... . 

Description of the Method of Hard Examelling. — 

. When the copper is nicely pickled, fix it 
ing block, in hoonnsinnenatocmeniaiae 
glass 5, and lay a coat of glass 
two-thirds of 
king glass plates... 'T. 
is melted down toa 

ing it immediately he Si 
"Let the plate now be fixed on the laying block, in 
the same manner as if it were a i 

quantity of the hard enamel, th 
acid by several waters, and, with 1 
the round-sided spatula, spread it as 
over the whole surface of the plate, 
the enamel must be dried by layi 
clean napkin, upon_ it till it_has 
water. It, will then be in a fit state to be spread more, 
equally over the surface of the H i 
8 nearly smooth, and of equal thickness, 
be dried again with the 
tinued for full ten minutes, or longer, pressing harder 
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ENAMELLING. 
It rarely that any plate will come out of Enamelling 

colloed a number of small black or'green “Y"" 

intention of this part 

587 

cog Reh , which, were in the enamel, and had 
escaped the oti the operator. In addition to this 
imperfection, the union of so many small particles of 
enamel in one mass throws up to the surface a scummy 
and mottled ice, which renders the plate, when 
cold, very unpleasing. It will be necessary to remove 
these imperfections by first carefully removing the 
specks with a square graver, whetted so that the face 
makes nearly a right angle with the plane of either 
side, observing to hold the index finger of the left hand 
immediately under CE RHE By Hae the speck 
is situated, so as to counteract the pressure given te 
the»graver, and prevent any strain upon the whole, 
which might cause the enamel to crack when it again 
oe the fire. When all the specks are removed, 

centre hole of the copper, if all has been conducted 
right, will appear to rise above the surface of the ena- 
mel. This must be carefully filed ween and the 
same operation practised at the edge, which will be 
found to have a similar pepeiienitatend the plate is 
then ready to undergoa , technically called using 

> This is performed by rubbing the surface of the 
‘oma grit stone, with fine sand and water, until all 
ee is completely obliterated, and one 

i equally h_ surface is produced. The 
the process, is to remove the 

mottledappearance on the surface, and give a more equal 
convexity to the plate. It may likwise be observed, 
that the flux in the enamel being always in the greatest 

ity near the surface, gives a semi-transparent ap 
pearance to the plate. The using off removes this im- 
perfection, and greatly increases the intense whiteness 
of the enamel, adding, at the same time, much to its 
beautiful mgeciey After the using off is completed, 
the plates be brushed with a stiff haired brush 
and wet sand, to remove any light stain ; when, being 
well washied in clean water, they must-be dried with a 
clean es and they are ready to receive*the finish« 
ing 
As the specks that have been picked out generally 

will permit it to be placed in the hottest part of the 
furnace without danger of ing, which would be 
very likely to if this annealing’ was 
not attended to. ring and plate now be lift- 
ed upon the planch with the tongs, kept in mo- 
tion, turning it gently round until it attains a white 

As soon as this is observed, it must be brought 
. out of the fire, and blown upon with the breath for two 
or three seconds, and immediately returned into the 
furnace, where it may be suticred to attain a white 
heat, which will bring it to a most beautiful gloss, and 
a degree of whiteness not to be exceeded. ‘The plate 
must not be permitted to remain one moment longer in 
the fire) after it has arrived at the desired heat, but 
pa mea withdrawn from the furnace, and set 
to. cool grad ; when, if it is found to be free from 
specks, the operation is finished, and the plate ready to 

figures painted upon it. 
If the enamel should have any specks upon the sur- 

face, they can only be removed by the graver, and the 
firing repeated, omitting the using off in this case, 



same as for the glass enamel, the apparatus being used 
heat applied-to melt the 

Venetian hard enamel must not be so great, and the 
plate must be taken from the fire as soon as the enamel 
is found to form one tolerably compact body, as any 
longer continuance would have a tendency to spoil the 
intended shape of the plate, which is always considered 
a most essential quality in hard enamel plates. The 
method of using off the hard enamel is different 
from that made use of in the glass enamel; for as the 
proportion of flux in the Venetian hard enamel is con- 
siderably less than in the glass, and as diminishing the 
flux by ee ee ae ve 
before descrii 

pope hich is done b reer as ible; w is done giving 
ight heat, barely sufficient to unite the ‘particles-cf 

enamel into one solid mass, - 

enam 
must be reduced to perfect evenness, by rubbing it with 
a grey stone, or what is still better, the water of air 
stone found in Scotland, and now much used by mathe- 
matical instrument makers. This ne 
must be continued until the surface is. smooth, 
the old or first gloss is removed. This part of the, 
eess should be very carefully ed, for should the 
plate receive any strain, it would be cracked in the fire, 
and inevitably spoiled, to prevent which, it will be best 
to hold the plate in the of the left hand while 
the stone is rubbed lightly over every part of its) sur- 
face. The plate must then be well washed with very 
Seeretesy cule piutaiaupntinataacnenes 
remaining in it is to rub the sur- 
face for Ges teens wlth erghteaind soft smooth 
hoop wood, or what is still better, if it can. be had, 
soft dog wood cut quite fiat and smooth. |. When this 
is done, the plate must be well washed and wiped, and 
will then be ready for the fire. 

The heat for finishing may be rather more than that 
used in the first fire, as in that imstance the intention 
ar eh a a ON TEI 
mass. But the princi ject in finishing being to 
sdisldhps buhien aha uaubee odiensdogantaamices 
greater heat may be used with advantage ; but the plate 
must be taken from the furnace the instant that the 
surface bright and glossy. 

We conclude our directions for firing the plates, 
with some general observations upon the accidents that 
are most likely to occur in both kinds of enamelling, 
and point out the best methods to remedy them when 

Where good Venetian enamel cannot be 
Sucisch eahealnneeiaentieauaeenanemes 
at ee PE. se eRe. A enamel plates crack 

foe Mh ese be in vain to try to 

i i r ‘i f , 
cETEEEE PLN tal Ht #7 E. Hh H d 4 ! : : 
cE ? / i it 7. BE s é y F : : F } 

& i | 

ae Bs t # i sitet ub 
degree of whiteness, by revivi ‘ 
panne a en 
as if it had been properly fired. Should any 

F 2 E u 
brough’ ara soe a wna hew all, t to w 

process succeed, it is almost needless to say that 
LF 

An accident, t 
always, in hard enamelling, be considered as 

the close of an abortive attempt. (7.E.) _ a'hies 
ENARGEA, a genus of plants of the class Hexan- 

dria, and order Monogynia. See Botany, p. 189. 
ENCAUSTIC Paintine. See Paintine. 
ENCELIA., See Pallasia, Botany, p..308.  ~ 
ENCHYLANA, a genus of plants of the class 

tandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany, p, 171. ;. 
SCY a Rae ei oi ineg 
ENDEAVOUR River. See New Hottanp. 
ENDECANDRIA. Soe Reason: wa Bins i) 

ENGINE Divivine. See Grapuation. 
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PART I. HISTORY. 

Brrratn, will be found a history of — After a violent of near 150 years, the Hep- _ pristory. 
ion by the Celts, until tarchy, or seven Saxon ki of Kent, Sussex, Wes- 
This 

Horsa, two brothers, who were changed its inhabitants, , and customs. Kent, 

had been sex, ia, Mercia, , and Northumberland, The esta- 

itons, to assist Were i in Britain; and the whole -southern Plishment 
Scots and Picts, part of the island, except Wales and Cornwall, had {itjy, 0° 

noblest and bravest leaders of a8 we have observed, was founded by Hengist. Sus- 
i the task which they were SEX owed its establishment to Ella, a Saxon chief, who 

a i i Se z 3 

barbarians were arrived with a band of adventurers in 477 ; and, after 

to retire with. county of Sussex and a part of Surry. Wessrx> 
ever since con- comprehended Hants, Wilts, Berks, and the 
ngland and Scot- Isle of Wi and was founded by Cerdic and his son _ 

Kenric, landed in 495, but their progress was 

countrymen. Conscious Nazan-Leod, with 5000 of his army, i on the 
thought of conquer- field. Upon the death of their king, the southern Bri- 

i : ; 
Ht E 2 Ff 

cf i Fi HE - f 
fe a 3 i i 

e ; 
gg? 

z 
SF F i i i z : : 

tons applied for assistance to Arthur, prince of the Si-- 
lures. _ This prince, by his wisdom and valour, .long 

ing with the inhabi- supported their sinking cause. He is said to have de- 
i Scots and Picts, feated the enemy in twelve pitched battles; but his 

their former friends. The mili atchievements are so di by the fictions 
such treacherous con- of the , that some have even doubted of the exist- 

effeminacy, and ence of such a It is certain, however, that 
hen it was too late. about that time the Saxons were with con- 
rendered himself siderable success; and it was not till after 25 years of 

—— and entrusted almost constant warfare, that Cerdic was enabled to set- 
ortimer tle and enjoy his conquests. East Anatta, containing 

oeatfolk., Cambridge, and the Isle of Ely, was 
established by Uffa, in 575; and about 10 years after, 
Crida laid the foundation of Mercia, w ich extended 

l $3 E 

: i | 
HU i é 

: 4 
§ i 

cester, Warwick, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton, Lin- 
ray oa i Bedford, Buckingham, rode ord, Staf- 

5 i am, ’ ire, ire, and. 
of Hertford.. The Lindon of Puen. under Erkenvin, 
was dismembered from Kent, and comprehended. the 
ea deg pss a ss with Middlesex and part of 

; Norruumpertanp embraced the counties 
of York, Lancaster, Durham, Cumberland, Westmore. 

t, Middlesex; Es- land, and Northumberland, with some of the southern 

eral Bae ze ult 

utes, from Germany, encour- Edwin from his throne, and united the two kingdoms - 
, from time to into one. 

in, and spread No sooner had the Saxons established their dominion The Saxons - 
over the country, until the natives were over the country, and driven the natives from their quarrel with - 

entire submission, or were compelled homes, or reduced them to slavery, than dissensions &¢h other. thei 
moun. and emulations began to appear among the conquerors, 

Fierce and uncivilized, they thought only of war. The 
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Bisery. different states vied with each other in maintaining the 
—— over the rest; and all the m , that ambi- 

pans ee tr or war could bring deren? e, Was 
the consequence of their fierce contentions. { A detail 
of their quarrels would neither be interesting nor in- — 
structive ; indeed, the barbarous and credulous annalists 
of that age have so obscured the various events and re- 
volutions of the ee by their exaggerations, that 
it would be impossible to produce any thing like a par- 
ticular and continued narrative. _ It is sufficient to know, 
that, after above 200 years of almost continual animosity 
between the different kingdoms, Egbert, king of Wes- 
sex, by his prudence and valour, united them into one 

it state. 

Egbert u- Egbert was of the royal family of Wessex, and a 
nites the nearer heir to the throne than Brithric, the reigning 
— monzrch. His talents -and promising virtues had ex- 
chy under Cited the jealousy of Brithric ; and he was forced to re- 
his domi- _ tire into France, where, at the court of Charl , he 
mon. acquired those accomplishments which enabled him to 
A. D. 799. prosecute, with such success, bis schemes of conquest 

and aggrandisement. On the death of Brithric, he was 
. called to the throne by the unanimous voice of his 
countrymen. His first efforts were directed against the 
Britons of Cornwall, whom he defeated in several en- 

en 
ence, 

ts ; but he was stopt in his ess by the in- 
tli that Bernulf, king of Mercia, had invaded 
h ions. FE, met him at Ellandun in Wilt- 
shire, and deft him with great slaughter, Kent, 
Essex, and East Anglia, which had been subdued by 
the Mercians, became the prey of ‘the victors; and 
Mercia itself was soon led to acknowledge the 
authority of ke yet He allowed Wiglef, a Mercian, 
to retain the title, while he himself exercised the powers 
of'a sovereign. The Northumbrians submitted upon the 
same conditions. Sussex had formerly been united 
to Wessex ; and thus became sole monarch of 

about the year 827, 
" oe 4 union being now restored to the 
ingdoms e Heptarch the conquests of Egbert, 

and firmly united under Cad Satta UP this fortunate 
and warlike prince, they promised themselves the en- 
ef ag of a permanent peace. But scarcely had Eg- 

established and regulated his infant monarchy, 
_ «when a new enemy unexpectedly ap on the coast. 

England in- A swarm of barbarians from the shores of the Baltic, 
pone AE under the names of Danes and Normans, had filled the 

western countries of Europe with slaughter and devas- 
tation. Their first appearance in England was in the 
year 787, They afterwards made a ciescaiie upon Nor- 
thumberland, where, being attacked by the ‘nbabitente, 
they were defeated, and all put to the sword. They now 
entered the Thames, and having plundered the Isle of 
bi 9 0 retired without molestation. In 833, they 
landed a formidable army in Dorsetshire, where, bein 
met ty E at Charmouth, they were routed with 

ul slaughter; and about two 
joined by the ‘Britons‘of Cornwall, 
descent upon Devonshire, where they were again defeat- 
ed by Egbert at Hengesdown. 

Fthelwolf ~~ But the death ef Egbert was the signal for new and 
Pi > ang the more formidable irruptions. His son and successor, 

_— Ethelwolt, was unable to stem the torrent of invasion. 
A. D. 838. He had neither the valour nor abilities of his father ; 

and began his reign by weakening the vi of his 
government, in assigning ‘part of his territories to his son 
Athelstan.’ The domestic dissensions which might have 
been the consequence of this partition of dominion, Was 

A. D. $27. 
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after, being 
they made another 

—_ 

eae 

died bore ee we rm and his second son, Ethelbald, | 
pracnthe Maerperne Bt eas en brother's” 
dominions, but had formed artes et his 
father from a station which his w and . 
tion had rendered him so ill qu to fill. f civil Resigns part 
war, however, was prevented, by Ethelwolf resigning of the — 

e kingdom to his son, and retain-"' ¥ 
to himself. © 

yielding to the importunities 
clergy, conferred upon rote yon 
tythes, for which they had tong fy mm 
ed them at the same time from all public burdens soot 
ever. meer evis ro Beat al SF 
_Ethelwolf survived this transaction only two years) Ethelbald : 

and by his will, divided his dominions between his tw) ont Gill ry 
eldest sons, Ethelbald and Ethelbert. : ‘The’ 
the former was — = te oe — 
became sole master e kingdom, and governed. 

manner moré worthy of his birth. ‘He was’succeeded: 
by his brother Ethered, in866. 0) 

still continued their 

: 

ed ‘him in all his enterprizes, was unable to stop’ 
ravages. Er rand 
the assistance from Wye ‘ 
they now left the sea coast, and penetrated into : in= 

pilgrimage to Rone} andi Wace visit 
, it is said, that, from the genits 

he then displayed, Pope Leo III: prognos- 
ticated his future greatness, and even gave him the 
royal unction. His reign began with war. / The Danes 
had overrun the kingdom, bo nae gh mk oe. 

penn e defence of their bors 

to that ci 
dence 
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-self, with a 

chief, 

“Danish eamp, which he did in the disguise 

fre? in 

. ENGLUAND. 

at last sued for and to evacuate the king- 
sa ueatle Tote similar treaties, nae 

sooner sworn to than violated ; and the Danes being 

became so pow various struggles, the 
English submitted, in despair, and Alfred was obliged 
to seek safety in disgui He retired to Somersetshire, 
and himself as a servant to a neat-herd, wait- 
ing in anxious solicitude for a favourable rtunity 
to resume his former cay i and to bring deliverance 
to his . Leaving this retreat, he secured him- 

followers, in the isle of Aithelingay, at 
the confluence of the rivers Thone and Parret, mich 
was rendered almost inaccessible by the forests and 
von with ‘which it — ee this 

made frequent unexpected wu 
aac who often felt, laedcnenrder slits ateettec 

Here he remained a twelvemonth, when infor- 

gue and taken the famous reafen, or enchanted stand- 

Alfred, animated by the success of his countrymen, 
a to ence them by his presence ; but being 

Sh “et gon ae Bar respecting 
situation of the enemy, he resolved to e the 

of a harper. 
He found them indulging in indolence and careless ‘se- 
curity, and, having ascertained their numbers, and the 

of their position, he rejoined. his followers. He 
summoned his friends to meet him at Selwood 

whence he led them against the Danes. 
at the unex a nee of an 

i i 
: 3 & = ‘ <4 4 i 

Fa 

in Anglia and Northumberland, but stipu- 
that they should immediately embrace Christia- 

ity. . The Danes submitted; and Guthrum their chief, 
ny Cbg was received by Alfred as his adopted son, 

name of Athelstan. The more turbulent, 
astings at their head, retired to Flanders, in 

ae 

, and providing for its future security. He re- 
and strongly fortitied the city of London, repaired 

cities, and raised castles and f In dif. 
it parts of the country. He established a regular 
vo ea 120 ships, which he station- 

coast, to prevent the approach of the pi 
BatActeral yoirs the kingdoms <ad teen. 

the rav. of these restless barbarians, until 
with a formidable army, and landed 

Alfred hastened to the assistance of his peo- 
after a long and arduous struggle, completel 

i the country. of’ its invaders, and ruled, in full 
tranquillity, the remainder of his life. He died 
it 

the » legislator, and 
in which he lived ; and he deservedly 

’ eens inexperience of the | 
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attained the appellation of Alfred.the Great, and the 
title of the founder of the English monarchy. For a ““\7” 
more particular account of his character 
see the article ALFRED. 

exploits, 

Edward, the oldest surviving son of Alfred, and de- Edward the 

History. 

nominated the E/der, as being the first monarch of that, Elder. 
name that sat w the English throne, inherited the 
kingdom and military genius of his father. His reign, 
from inning to end, was a continued but a success- 
ful struggle azainst the Northumbrians and Danes. _ He 
had searcely taken possession of his father’s sceptre, 
when his claim to the throne was disputed by his cou- 
sin- Ethelwald, who was the son-of king Ethelbert, the 
elder brother of Alfred. Ethelwald having brought. 
over the Northumbrians and Danes to his party, made 
an irruption into Gloucester, Oxford, and Wilts, where 
they exercised their usual ravages, and escaped with 
their booty before the king could assemble an army to 
oppose them. Edward, however, overran and ray. 
East Anglia in revenge; but the Kentish men, when 
their sovereign retired, remained behind, in expectation 
of more plunder, and took. up their quarters at Bury. 
Here they were attacked by the rebels ; but made such - 
a vigorous resistance, that Ethelwald fell in the action. 
aoe inal Sarn erous rival, his exertions were 
still to compel, the subjection of the North- 
umbrians, who, assisted by the Danes of Mercia, com- 
mitted their devastations in the very heart of the king- 
dom. He routed them at Tetenhall, Temsford, and 
Maldon, and, at len reduced them under his domi- 
nion. He improved the defence of his kingdom, by 
fortifying the principal cities. He forced the East 
Angles to swear allegiance to him ; expelled the two 
rival princes of Northumberland; subjected several 
tribes of the Britons ; and even obli the Scots to 
give him marks of submission. It is said that he de- 
rived considerable assistance, in his enterprizes, from 
the activity and prudence of his sister Ethelfleda, who 
was widow of the Ear! of Mercia, and who retained the - 
ecomnens of that province after her husband’s death. 

his princess was distinguished for her masculine en- 
dowments, and disdaining the occupations of domestic 
life, employed her talents in directing the affairs of the 
cabinet or the field. She died before her. brother, who, 
during the remainder of his life, held the government 
of Mercia. Edward reigned 24 
his natural son, succeeded to the throne. 

The unsettled state of the kingdom required the ma- ““™ 
ture age and abilities of Athelstan, in preference to the 4-D. 925. 

egitimate children of 
dward ; and he found little difficulty in maintaining 

his i Some. discontents. attended his acces- 
sion ; but his authority was soon so firmly established, 
as to allow him to direct his attention to more distant 
objects. He marched into Northumberland, to provide 

inst the future insurrections of the Danes. . He found 
te impatient of the English yoke ; but, in order the 
better to secure their allegiance, he conferred upon Sith- 
ric, a Danish nobleman, the title of kin 
his sister Editha in marriage. On. the death of' Sithric, 
however, which happened soon-after, his two sons An- 
laf and Godtrid, by a former, wife, seized upon the 
sovereignty ; but Athelstan soon compelled them to fly, 
when he former took shelter in Ireland, and the other 
found protection from Constantine king of Scotland. 
Constantine thus incurred the displeasure of the Eng- 
lish monarch, who demanded of him to surrender up 
his guest. Constantine at first. consented ; but, detest~ 

and gave him . 

Defeats the: ~ 
Northum- 
brians and 
Danes.- 

ears, and Athelstan, se aye 
el. 
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ing such treachery, assisted Godfrid to escape, who 
turned pirate, and soon after died. Athelstan, however, 
resenting this conduct, into Scotland, and 

exacted the most humble submission from the Scottish 

king. But no sooner bad the English retired, than 
Whodefeats Constantine entered into a confederacy with Anlaf, and 
the Sein Some of the Welsh princes, and made an irruption into 
a tane, England. Athelstan met them at Brunsburg, where 

bury. they were overthrown with terrible slaughter, and Con- 

stantine and Anlaf with difficulty escaped. This mo- 
narch passed the remainder of his days in em- 
loying his talents in the internal regulation of his 

ingdom. The encouragement which he gave to com- 
merce, evinced a mind superior to the prejudices of that 

: and he enacted a law, that a merchant, who had 

made three long sea v on his own account, should 

be raised to the rank of a thane or gentleman. He died 

A.D. 941. at Glocester, in the 16th year of his reign, leaving the 
— to his Sire Edmund. 4 

Kdmund re- beginning of a new reign was alwa: e signal 

moves the for domestic convulsions. Northemsehns again 

a revolted, but were soon reduced to submission ; and 

the king- Edmund took this ity of removing the Danes 

dom. from the towns of Mercia, and thus 

Is murdered during the stru: 
by Leolf, a 
robber. 

A.D. 946. 

ee any 

farther disturbances in the heart of the kingdom. He 

also took Cumberland from the Britons, and conferred 

it on Malcolm king of Scotland, upon condition of his 

doing homage for it, and protecting the northern fron- 
tiers from the incursions of the Danes. His reign, how- 

ever, was but short. Leolf, a notorious robber, had 

— to seat himself at the same table with the 

ing and his attendants at dinner. Edmund, enraged 
at his insolence, commanded him immediately to leave 

the room ; the robber refused to obey, upon which the 

king, naturally choleric, seized him by the hair; but 
le, the of Leolf found its way 

be the Heat of Pekauiid, who expired in the arms of 

his murderer. His children were too young to wield 

the sceptre of such a kingdom, and his brother Edred 
ascended the throne. 

The Northumbrian Danes, as usual, rose in rebellion ; 

but on the a ce of Edred with dears b they 

immediately submitted ; and, to secure himself against 

their revolts in future, he placed garrisons in all their 
inted an English governor to 

watch their motions. Edred, though neither destitute 

of abilities nor warlike vigour, became the slave of su- 

perstition. It was in this reign, that the celibacy of 

the clergy began first to be insisted upon ; and this dis- 

pute, to; with the introduction of a new order of 

monks, under the ion of Dunstan, abbot of 

Glastenbury, excited in the kingdom the most violent 

commotions. Dunstan had obtained a complete ascen- 

dency over the mind of Edred, and had the direction of 

the most important matters, both in the church and 

state. He had acquired, by his austerities, a high 

putation for sanctity and devotion. Having lost 

favour of the former king by his licentious manners, he 

determined to recover his character by a life of mortifi- 

cation. He secluded himself from the world, in a cell 

so small, that he could neither stand erect nor 

out his limbs in it. Here he employed himself in pe- 

nance and devotion ; and pretended that he received 

frequent visits from the devil, whose strongest tem 

tations he was enabled to resist. It is said that 

evil spirit one day assailed him in the sha of a beau- 

tiful woman; but the saint discovering the deceit, seized 

him by the nose with a pair of red hot pincers, and 

held him there, till he made the whole country resound 

principal towns, and a 

ENGLAND. : 
with, hie eliotn: This we ne, ere 
not industrious] —— monks, but 
seriously Believed by” ; and Dunstan on his 
exaltation to the head of the treasury 

all his power the monks against 
He introduced celibacy into 

preference to the infant children of Edred; and his 
reign is remarkable for the outrages and cruelties, 
which, under the influence of a ed bi » was 
committed upon the person of his tiful but unfor- 
tunate queen. 
Edwy was distinguished by his amiable virtues, as Edwy 

well as a most ul figure. He had become earl , 
enamoured of Elgiva, a princess of the ad bao an: « 

within the degrees of ity, prohibited by the canon : 
law; but he listened only to the dictates of passion, and 

married her in opposition to the advice and remon- 

+ of the 

and cruelty ; and their 
presents us with a 

picture of the human mind, when enslaved by sw 

tion. 

ing into the queen’s apartment, Edwy with 
i bacivioanie tore him from arms of his queen, 

ueting-hall. Edwy re- 
of malversation 

i the king. encouraged 

a f testhereer. 6 last they proceeded to acts of the 

ried off the queen. He first burnt her face with a hot His queen 

iron, in order to that beauty which had capti- tom 

vated her husband, and then sent her to Ireland into 'i™ 

dwy knew not till now how dangerous were the ene- 
mies he had provoked. He found himself unable to con- 

tend with them; and submitted to a divoree, which was 

ounced by the archbishop. The unhappy Elgiva, 
ing cured of her wounds, and having her 

beauty, which her had to deface, 

had returned to England, and was hasteni 

arms of Edwy, when she was i ed by , 
whose barbarous hatred could only be satiated by the 7 i 

cruellest death. This innocent victim was hamstrung, 

and expired a few days after apres maps in the most 
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—_Y~" compassion or indignation, a her murderers, was 
eens by Sah we i against her husband. 

His brother. people .were made to. believe, that heaven was 
. win ty th pouring out its wrath upon the head of Edwy for his 

; crimes; and the monks Edgar, his younger © tone. 
. brother, 

to England; to support him with his influence. 
was excommunicated ; and his death, which 

then of London ; and,” 
kept possession. 

Meevane. only thirteen years of age when he re- 
S « . ceived the crown; but he soon discovered an excellent 

ity in the administration of affairs, and took such 
foreign invasion, and 

-Northumbrians in awe by a pow: army, which he 
quartered on the frontiers; and a formidable navy 

every attempt of the foreign Danes to make a 
his shores. Three squadrons were sta- ie e i : E Z Z g 4 = E E Eee “ ; t 

at Chester his barge was rowed by eight 
princes. He supported Dunstan and the 

their schemes of izement; and 
repaid his favours with the hi, pa- 

council of the and 

48 ie gE 

ie i ‘ 
fl 
{ 

particularly against their openly living with con- 
cubines, by which adn theadaaittens tod tho. 
Dunstan as the pi 

i and to com the work which he 
was not wanting in his exer- 
the new discip was esta- 

A 

z 

i f t ! 
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-nion, forcibly detain 

to aspire tothe throne. Dunstan immediately - 
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her daughter. Wishing, History. 

day-break, as she had been ““Y——™ 
, well pleased with his compa- 
her, and morning revealed the 

deceit. But, instead of being displeased with the trick, 
Elfleda continued to be his favourite mistress until his 

Edgar had long heard of the beauty of Elfrida, the Hears of the 
daughter and heiress of Olgar, Earl of Devonshire; and beauty of 
his curiosity and desire were so excited, that he resol- Elfrida, 
ved, if on spoke true, to make her his wife. To 
ascertain, however, whether Elfrida was such a person 
as she had been described, he sent Earl Athelwold, his 
favourite, upon a pretended message to her father, with 
orders to bring him a correct account of the beauty of 
his daughter. Athelwold, as soon as he beheld Elfrida, 
was so overcome with her charms, that he forgot every 
other consideration but the gratification of his own 
passion, and demanded her from her father for his own 
wife. The fayourite of a king was not to be refused, 
and they were married in private. Athelwold, pleased 
with the treacherous part which he had acted, returned 
with tidings very different from what Edgar had ex- 
pected. He represented Elfrida as of none 
of those accomplishments for which she had been so 
highly praised, and assured him that she was er 
unworthy the hand of a king. When he had thus di- 

the king’s bed and 
however, to retire 

verted the thoughts of Edgar from Elfrida, he took an 
nity, some time , of remarking, that the 

fortune of Olgar’s daughter, rendered her a very ad- 
vantageous match for himself; and he requested per- 
mission to pay his addresses to her. Edgar, without 
hesitation, consented, and even recommended him to 
her ts. Athelwold returned to his wife, and had 
their nuptials solemnised in public; but, to secure him- 
self against all possibility of detection, he used every 
peren to detain Elfrida in the country, and to keep 

at a distance from the eyes of the king. The ene- 
mies of the favourite, however, soon exposed him to his 
master; but Edgar, dissembling his resentment, mere- 
ly expressed to Athelwold his ise that he never 
brought his lady to court, and intimated his desire of 
being made acquainted with one of whom he had for- 
merly heard so much. The favourite was thunder- 

at such an intimation, but*could not refuse such 
an honour, and a few hours to prepare his 
wife for.the king’s . He fell at her feet, con- 
fessed the treac of which he had been guilty, and 
intreated her, if she had any regard for his life or her 
own honour, to conceal, by every mean, from his sove- 
em ei lope beauty which had been so fatal to his fidelity. 
Elfri ised obedience; but, instead of complyin 
with the wishes of her husband, she was lecopaesad 

inst him for having deprived her of a crown, and 
with the hope of still Meape the heart of Edgar, 
appeared before him in all her charms. ‘The monarch 
was overcome by her beauty, and determined to obtain 
her; but for the present concealed his sensations from 
Athelwold, who was soon after, however, secretly mur- and marries 
dered by the king’s command, and Elfrida was raised: her- 
to the + has Such was Edgar; yet Edgar was placed 
by the monks among the number of the saints. His 
reign is remarkable for the extirpation of wolves from 
England... He himself took great pleasure in huntin 
stheee eines and be chen pl we tribute which h 

imposed uj princes by Athelstan, W otves ex- 
into an annual tribute of 300 wolves Setile lich pro- tirpated 
duced such dili in destroying them, that. they from Eng- 
Sede bemeae aNtioee io the Inna: as 

4 
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Himory. — Edgar reigned sixteen and was succeeded 
=~ ‘his son Edward, wheen be hed oe anc ca ae 
Martyr. | Ganghter of Earl Ordmer. i , with all 
ame her might, the succession of this prince, and endeavour- 

““"* ed'to obtain the crown for her own son Ethelred. But 
Dunstan resolutely anointed and crowned Edward at 
Kingston, when whole kingdom immediately sub- 

: mitted to his ene The disputes between the 
ieee ig monks and the secular clergy were again revived. Upon 
tosis ang the death of Edgar, the new order of monks was ex- 
the clergy. Pelled hy the Duke of Mercia from all the monasteries 

within his jurisdiction; while they were protected and 
encou by other nobles of equal power. This gave 
rise to a violent controversy, which became the sub- 
ject of discussion in several synods. These synods 
were com tly of ecclesiastical members, and 

ly of lay nobility ; and Dunstan, who had acquired 
his austerities, the favour of the ulace, overcame 

every obstacle, by the pretended miracles which he 
wrought in favour of the monks. Peay one meeting, find- 
i majority of votes agai im, he hastily rose, 
an ppavely aid that he mel Sen received a roveldtion 
from heaven in support of his cause ; at another time, 
a voice issued from the crucifix, declaring that the 
establishment of the new order of monks was founded 
upon the will of heaven; and at a third synod, the hall 
in which they were assembled, sunk of a sudden, and 
many were killed or bruised by the fall. It was ob- 
served, however, that Dunstan had prevented the king 
from appearing that day at the meeting ; and that the 
beam upon which his own chair , was the only 
one that did not sink. But notwithstanding this dis- 
covery, the im was received and believed as an 
in ition of Providence in behalf of the monks. 

ward, whose innocence and simplicity rendered 
him incapable of ep ogee favoured and su the 
cause of Dunstan; but his untimely death, and the 
consequent irruption of the Danes, put an end for a time 
to these monkish controversies. Though Elfrida had 
always shewn herself hostile to the cause of Edward, 
yet he continued to treat her with great respect, and 

sed a warm affection for her son Ethelred. But 
the Queen, who, with ev exterior accomplishment, 
omnes a heart deformed by every vice, waited only 

‘or an opportunity to wrest the sceptre from the hand 
of her soverei This opportunity was soon afforded 
her. Edward, when hunting, being led near Corfe- 
castle, where she resided, paid her a visit unattended 
by any of his retinue. After he had mounted his horse, 

The king he asked for some drink ; but while he was holding the 
murdered cup to his head, a servant of Elfrida stabbed him be- 
by Elfrids. hind. Finding himself wounded, he put spurs to his 

horse, but soon becoming faint by the loss of blood, 
he fell from the saddle, and, his foot being entangled in 

A.D. 973. the stirrup, was along till he expired. He was 
traced by the blood, and his servants interred him pri- 
vately at Wareham. The maa life om meee death 
of this prince, procured him the ation artyr. 

Fiffita attein to expiate ‘her guile; by buildin 
monasteries, and performing many penances ; but, wi' 
all her h isy, she could never recover the good opi- 
nion of the public. Her son reaped the fruit of her 
crime ; ‘and Ethelred, at the age of eleven, was im- 

Ethelred's ynediately raised to the throne. But this prince never 
wank scign, aes , during a long reign, either courage or capaci- 

ty for the government of such a kingdom. 
The Danes, who, since the time of Alfred, had been 

overawed the warlike characters of his successors, 
and had been repelled in every attempt at invasion, 

ENGLAND. 

in 
ing defeated and slain the Duke of that 
their devastations over all the nei 
Ethelred, whose conduct acquired for him the surname 
of Unready, instead of ing to repel them by force, 

ty nobles, sipelanea we teg ai ie Kingdows, ly nobles, sti i to leave the kingdor 
oe eee They soon, however, 
became sensi wt apes rise: Seamer ny es tra 
a fleet capable of meeting enemy. The i 
year the Danes ee ee ed and it 
was resolved by E' and his council, to surround 
and destroy the Danish fleet while in harbour. This 
plan, however, was rendered unsuccessful, by the treach- 
ery of Alfric, Duke of Mercia, whose 
brought many calamities upon his country, and whose 
name is infamous in the annals of that age. Heinform- 
ed the enemy of their danger, and even deserted to 
their stamens But such was the weakness of the Eng- 
lish court, that it was found necessary again to enti 
this nobleman with his former government. = 

their superiority ; and evieacmegar shoe ni 
the divisions among the nobility, and the weakness of vaded by 

them to continue their i oO 

battle by their leaders, Ferna, Frithegest, 
who were all of Danish extraction, and offered an ¢ 

this success, 

penetrated into the heart of i ere 
ped in their depredations only by another ! e. 

thelred promised them subsistence and tribute, 
would leave the kingdom. 

pa suffered, remem mee eit h 
ad again recourse to the expedient ying | i 

lity with money. But the invaders rose in the 
terms, and demanded L. 24,000, to which they had 
the meanness to submit. Ethelred saw that there was 
no end to these submissions, and bethought himself of 
other ients to resist these merciless ra 

Norman- 
dy, by receiving Emma, the sister of that prince, in 
a } Fre and he farther endeavoured to secure the 

of the kingdom, by getting rid of his Danish sub- 
jects. Many of these had been employed as mercena- 
ries by his ecessors ; but, i of defending the 
inhabitants against their invaders, they generally took 

with their countrymen, and assisted in their depre- 
dations. They had also rendered themselves most ob- 
noxious to the English, by their violence and licenti- 
ousness ; and the animosity which subsisted between 
the two nations was at its height, when Ethelred formed 
the bloody and impolitic purpose of massacring all the 
Danish troops out his dominions. The festival 
of St Brice (Nov. 13. 1002) was fixed for the execu- 
tion of this design, and secret orders were dispat 
to commence it every where on the same day, The 

England ine 

whe Daten 

A. D. 1001. 

i 
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History. en the recollection of former injuries, 
og on La perenne te commands of their rulers, did not 

distinguish between innocence and guilt, and spared 
neither age nor sex. Even Gunilda, the sister of the 
Danish monarch, who had married Earl Paling, and 
had embraced Christianity, was included in the fate of 
her countrymen. 

This barbarous and ious policy, however, in- 
Sweyn, king stead of reli the lish from their miseries, was 
ofDenmark, only a prelude to misfortunes. Sweyn, king of 
sae ogra k, by the slaughter of his country- 
casey. men, and of his own sister, soon filled the kingdom 
men, with his vengeance. The English, though now prepa- 

red to make a vi resistance, were dispirited and 
betrayed by their leaders, Alfric, the commander of the 
English armies, feigned sick, and refused to lead them 

the enemy. Their Shliped te natu augmented 
famine ; and were obliged to a precarious 

pctromamer orb New and formidable P - 
tions were made against the return of the enemy. Every 
proprietor of cight hides of land, was commanded to 
provide a horseman and a complete suit of armour ; 
and those i _ hides, were to equip a ship 
for the of the coast. This equipment amount- 
ed to about 800 ships, and 30,000 cavalry. But all 
these ions were frustrated, by the of 
Duke Edric, and the animosities and factions of the no- 
bility. Edric had succeeded his father Alfric in the 
ee ees ae 
armies; and had married the king’s ter. e 

traitor than his father, and, like him, 

enemy appeared in every quarter of the ki n. The 
i Reed ax tee eae 

| oration ete eae of L.48,000. The 
accepted the money ; but finding themselves mas- 

ters of the country, di the treaty. They con- 

and the nobility saw no prospect of relief but in swear- ds Se tinone, ing allegiance to the Danish monarch. Ethelred imme- 
of England. diately fled into Normandy, whither he had previously 
A. D. 1014, sent his Queen Emma and her two sons, and where they 

were treated by Richard with every mark of kindness 
and honour. ' 

however, survived his exaltation to the throne 
oy ae d Se ay and Ethelred was recalled 

prelates and nobles. But adversity had wrought 
no change upon his character, and Fl pa 
dul were its prominent features. His son-in-law, the 

still retained his influence at court. Affairs soon became 
eciry. pce as formerly ; and the English found in Ca- 

son and successor of Sweyn, an enemy no less 
terrible than his father. He rav the eastern coast 
with merciless fury, and then into the counties of 
Dorset, Somerset, and Wilts. An army was there as- 
sembled to oppose him, under the command of Prince 
Edmund, the eldest son of Ethelred, and Duke Edric. 
But Edric again betrayed his trust ; and, after attempt- 
ing to get the Prince into his er, he deserted to 
Canute. Edmund still kept the field, but was obliged 
to commit equal ravages with the Danes, in order to 
procure supplies for his soldiers. He afterwards retired 
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to London, determined to lose the capital only with his _ History. 
life. On his arrival there, however, he found ev 
thing in confusion by the death of the king, who expi- His death. 
red after an unhappy reign of 35 years. Edmund im- 
mediately ascended the throne. He was surnamed 
Ironside, from his hardy valour ; but his abilities and 
courage, though were unable to save his sinking 
country. He for a while an unequal war, 
but was at last ay by his subjects to put an end to 
those convulsions, by dividing the kingdom with his 
rival. Canute retained the northern division, consist- The king- 
ing of Mercia, East Anglia, and Northumberland, while page divi 
Feary kept possession of the southern part. He {N° 
was soon after murdered at Oxford by his two cham- ana Cyuute. 
berlains, at the instigation of the infamous Edric. 

The tender years of Edmund's children, were unable 
to oppose the ambition and the power of Canute. But 
to give some appearance of justice to his usurpation, he 
pretended that in the last treaty with Edmund it was 

|, that, in case of Edmund’s death, Canute should 
either succeed to his dominions, or be guardian to hischil- 
dren. He had no sooner taken possession of the throne, Canute sei- 
than he sent the two sons of Edmund to Sweden, with zes the 
secret orders to the king, to free him from all future whole othe 
anxiety by their death. The Swedish monarch, too hu- amund. 
mane for such a deed, sent them to be educated at the 
court of Hu . Edwin the elder brother died with- 
out issue, and Edward married Agatha, the sister-in-law 
of the king of Hungary, by whom he had Edgar Athe- 
ling, Margaret, afterwards queen of Scotland, and Chris- 
tina, who retired to a convent. 

Canute, to secure himself in his dominions, cut off 
many of the English nobility on whom he could not re- 
ly, and whom he hated on account of their disloyalty 
to their former sovereign; and among the rest perished 
the traitor Edric, who was publicly executed, and his 
body thrown into the Thames. He then married Em- 
ma, the queen of Ethelred, whose children, su 
by their uncle Richard Duke of Normandy, had laid 

im to the. lish throne, and thus he acquired both 
the friendship of that prince, and the confidence of his 
English subjects. Though the beginning of Canute’s 
reign was marked with severity and injustice, he after- 
wards reconciled the English to the Danish yoke, by 
the impartiality of his administration. He made no 
distinction between the two nations in the distribution 
of justice ; he restored the Saxon customs in a general 
assembly of the states, and thus gradually 76 twee 
the Danes with his new subjects. Having y esta- 
blished his power in England, he made an ition 
to Denmark, to resist the invasion of the Swedes. Here 
Earl Godwin, and the English under his com- 
mand, rmed such important services, that the King 
gave him his daughter in «fiarriage, and treated him 
ever after with the greatest confidence, Canute after- Conquers 
wards attacked and added Norway to his dominions ; Norway, 
and also compelled Malcolm king of Scotland, to ac- a. p, 1028,: 
knowledge himself a vassal to the English crown for P 
the county of Cumberland. The latter years of his life 
were spent in the exercises of religion. He undertook 
a pilgrimage to Rome, built churches, and endowed 
monasteries ; and died at Shaftesbury, the greatest and 
most powerful monarch of his time, after a reign of 18 
years, He left three sons, Sweyn and Harold by his 4, p, 1035, 
first wife Alfwen, the daughter of the Earl of Hamp- 
shire, and Hardicanute by Queen Emma. Sweyn was ,.4 is'suce 
crowned in Norway ; Hardicanute was in possession of ceeded by 
Denmark ; and Harold succeeded to the crown of Eng- Harolt, 
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In the treaty with the Duke of Normandy, Canute 

had stipulated, that he would leave his kingdom to the 
children of Queen Emma ; but, Hardicanute being yet 
a minor, and unfit to rule such an extensive and new! 
conquered kingdom, he left the succession to Harol 
Hardicanute, however, was sup by EarlGodwin, 
the most powerful nobleman im Jand ; and a civil 
war would have been the conseqyence, had they not 

to divide the kingdom between them. Harold 
had London, with all the provinces north of the Thames, 
and the\southern parts were assigned to Hardicanute. 
Queen Emma immediately fixed her residence at Win- 
chester; and governed in’the name of her son. 

The ambition of Harold, who was remarkable for no 
virtue, and whose only accomplishment was agility in 
running, by which he acquired the surname of Hare- 
fool, was not satisfied with a divided authority ; and his 
fears were awakened by the recollection, that he had 
other competitors in Alfred and Edward, the two sons 
of Ethelred.. These princes had arrived from Norman- 
dy, on a visit to their mother at Winchester ; and Ha- 
rold, having gained over Earl Godwin by promising to 
marry his daughter, resolved to get rid of his: fears by 

History. 

who shares 
the king- 
dom with 

his brother 
Hartica- 
nute. 

Murders 

a under the mask of friendship, and was waylaid by the 
vassals of Earl Godwin, who, having murdered 600 of 
his attendants, seized him as a prisoner, put out his) 
eyes, and threw him into the monastery of Ely, where 
he soon after died. Emma and Edward were no soon 
er apprized of Alfred’s fate than they left the kingdom, 
when Harold took possession of his brother’s dominions. 
His triumph, however, was but short. . He died after a 
reign of four years, neither regretted nor esteemed by 
his subjects, 

Hardicanute succeeded without opposition; but soon 
lost the affections of his people, by his cruelty; avarice, 
and intemperance, . His hatred) to his brother Harold 
was such, that he ordered his body to be dug up, and 
thrown, into the Thames. .He also revived the odious 
tax of Danegelt, which had been originally imposed to 
resist the invasions of the Danes, or to. pay their exac- 
tions, but which had) been: long discontinued. This 
imposition. spread discontent throughout the king- 
dom, and thé inhabitants of Worcester resisted the 
payment of it, and put two of the collectors to death. 
This drew upon them the vengeance of the tyrant, who 

Diesofa de. St fire to their city, .and delivered it up to be plunder- 
beach. @d by. his. soldiers. He died soon after of a debauch, 
A.D. 1041. and was the last.of the Danish race of kings. 
Edward the Edward, surnamed the Confessor, the son of Ethel- 
Confessor. ed; Was,called to the throne by the universal consent 

of the nation. . The English were overjoyed at the re- 
storation of their native prince, and congratulated them=: 
selves with the hope of their never again being subject 
to a foreign dominion. \, The only, fear of opposition. on 
this occasion was from. Ear] Godwin, between. whom 
and Edward there subsisted an open. animosity, 
count of the murder of Prince Alfred. Edward, how- 
ever, was obliged to smother his resentment for the pre- 
sent, He submitted to a reeonciliation, and, as a pled 
of. his sincerity, he promised to, marry Editha, the 
daughter of Godwin. New causes of dissension soon 
arose. Edward, who had been educated in Normandy, 
had contracted a partiality for the manners and usages 
of that country. . Whatever was Norman was sure to 
meet with his favour. His court was, consequently, in 
a short time crowded with foreigners, who soon intro- 
duced their customs and language among the natives. 
The attention and confidence of the king was chiefly 

A. D. 1039. 

Hardica- 
nute. 

Bestows all 
power upon 
the Nor- 

their death. Alfred was accordingly invited to London: 

_ tants. Godwin, instead of complying, threw the whole 
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confined to ore! pr. He bestowed upon them _ History.') 
the highest ecclesiastic amen and the sees of ““Y—* 
Cariterbury, London, and Dorchester, were‘ filled’ by» 
Normans. This excited the’ jealousy of the 
particularly of Earl Godwin, who had also been 
ted by the treatment which his daughter had met with 

rad 
, 

us : 

from Edward. The reconciliation of the’ with 
that nobleman was foreed upon him by political consi- 
derations ; but he could not dinget the injuries which he 
had suffered. His hatred to the father was transferred” 
to the daughter; and the beautiful Editha, though pos-' 
sessed of many amiable accomplishments, could never’ d 
acquire the love of her husband. It is even said, that, . 
during the whole course of her life, this frigid monarch* 
abstained from all matrimonial intercourse with her; i 
and it is asserted by the nets ee ee v 

incess ly to exercise his virtues, by withstanding’ 
P comticrenl eeteypatoh and it was for this absurd con=- 
tinence, whether pretended ‘or real, that he obtained the’ 
title of Saint, or Confessor. As Godwin, however, could ' 
not a, assign this asa nd for disaffection, he’ 
seized upon the more Pop ar. pretence,—the” great’ 
power and influence of the Normans ‘in the government; 
and an occasion was soon offered him for ing his. 
animosity, and bringing it into action. to ot ip 

The Count of Boulogne, on his return from a visit to 'Q.arrets 
the court of England; had been at Dover by atu- with Bart 
mult of the populace, »which had’ excited ‘Godwin, 
insolence of one of his attendants, and front which he* 
with difficulty escaped. He hastened back to Edward,' _ J 
and complained of the ill treatment which he had metr 
with. The king immediately ordered Godwin, under’ 
whose jurisdiction Dover was, to punish the inhabi-* 

blame of the disturbance upon the Count and his'fol-’ 
lowers ; and,-under pretence of preparing for an expes. 
dition against the Welsh; ‘he assem nae eden. 
and marched: directly to Gloucester, where . 
then resided. The king, totally unprepared for sucha 
proceeding, endeavoured to gain time orks 
In the meanwhile, he was joined by Siward,» ; 
Northumberland, and Leofric, Duke of Mercia, and 
soon assembled an army ‘sufficient to set ea aden 
at defiance. He immediately |g ny pets don,’ f 
and summoned a council to judge of Godwin’s rebel, fa 
lion, That nobleman, finding himself’ unable to make Godwin fi 
head against the power of his sovereign, fled into Flan- to 
ders with his three sons, Gurth; Sweyn, and Tostiz: » |. 
while Harold and Leofwin, two others of his:sons; took 
shelter in Ireland. Their estates were immediately. 
confiscated ; and Queen Editha was confined in'amo- -. 
nastery at Warewel: | Dice soe volo He eg 

Godwin, however, was not eee Sate 
romising aspect of affairs; and he was too A 

cmerthd by powerful alliances both foreign’ aa. i} 
mestic, to remain quiet under his misfortunes. | He as: 
sembled an armament in Flanders; and, when a fa- 
vourable unity presented itself, he set»sail'for 
the Isle of Wight, where he was joined by his son Ha~ 
rold with a squadron from Ireland. traversed. 
all the southern coast, entering’ the harbours, and car- 
vying off the ships. Edward had. no fleet capable of 

them ; and, as declared that they came 
only to. procure justice for 

" 

emselvés, and “ relieve 
their country from the tyranny of foreign influence, py, ; 
they were cn reinforced by great numbers, ‘They with an 
then entered the Thaimes, and appeared before London, my, 

t 
i 

of 

The king was compelled, by necessity, to come to an 
dcrdanmadatitns t was agreed, that Robert, archbi« : 

} 
=. 
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of Normandy. He wasunwilling that such near rela« History. shop of Canterbury, who was a Norman, and the most 

obnoxious of his countrymen, should be banished, and 
that Godwin should give hostages for his future obe- 
dience. This turbulent nobleman was thus reinstated 

former duke, had greatly distinguished himself, by an 
iti sahctieh docked the onanped? Machete 

im he defeated and killed in battle, and restored 
Malcolm Kenmore to the throne of his father; but he 
lost in that ize his oldest son’ Osberne ; and as 

Duke William had displayed the greatest abilities; both 
as a/statesman and a warrior, He had come to the 

- But the prince n came to maturity, 
than he struck terror: into his enemies, by ane 

. torepress these 
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tions should remain prisoners in a distant , and 
was afraid that they might be retained as $s for 
his own good behaviour, in the event of any dispute 
about the succession. He therefore had no sooner ob- 
tained Edward’s sanction for their release, than he set 
sail with a numerous retinue for Normandy. He was 
driven by a big on the territories of the Count of 
Ponthieu, who, being informed of his ity, detairied 
him prisoner, and demanded an exorbitant sum for his 
ransom. Harold, however, found means to acquaint 
the Duke of Normandy with his situation; and William 
immediately seized this favourable opportunity of gain- 
ing over Harold to his views. Supported by the influ- 
ence of this most powerful nobleman, he this 
succession to the throne of England would be secured ; 
and he ingly compelled the Count of Ponthiew 
to set him at liberty, and received him at Rouen with 
every demonstration of respect and esteem.; They, 
were both ignorant of each other’s pretensions ; and: 
Harold was not a little surprized, w he heard, for 
the first time, of the intentions of Edward to make 
William his heir. He was obliged, however, to con~ 
ceal his feelings. William offered oer ar 
marriage, and promised to raise his family to still 
| ter honours, if he would assist him with his power. 

e also i him to take an oath that he would 
be true to hi ents: to veh Meee Harold 
was obliged to feign compliance ; ey parted with 
all the eof area} friendship, , 

The'ambition of Harold soon made. him forget an. Harold op- 
oath which had been extorted by, necessity ; and. the poses 

intentions of 
Edward. 

discovery of Edward's design prom him the more 
thlaetdaipehindTlerape ine, and oeekentste number of: 
his friends. He took every opportunity of en i 
pom cera agen tapeatet Bad ar bb mee an \ 
ways deprecated their subjection to foreign influence. 
He thus attempted to reconcile them to his succéssion ; 
and, by a show of great power and influence, he deter~ 
red Edward from openly declaring his intention in fa- 
vour of Matern 50 

About this time, Harold acquired very general. 
favour, by an opportunity which he had he x Snir 
his abilities and justice. Welsh, under their prince. 
Griffith, had made inroads, and committed 
en frontiers, and had been al« 
ways able to shelter themselves from pursuit amon 
their inaccessible mountains, ..Harold was doverieisunh 

troublesome plunderers., He attacked. 
them both by sea and land, and followed up his suc« 
cesses with such vigour, that, in order to save them- 
selves from total destruction, they. were, compelled to 
deliver up the head of their prince, and submit them- 
selves tothe authority’of Edward... . 

‘An insurrection had ‘also .broken’ out among. the 
Northumbrians, which was headed by Morcar; Duke 
of Mercia, and. his brother Edwin;.and which had 
been occasioned by the tyrannical temper and injustice 
of Duke Tosti. Harold was'commanded by the king to 

the insurgents ; and he marched a considerable, repress 
army into Northumberland for this purpose); but, be-, pis gene. 
fore coming to action, Morcar, relying quthe rous con- 
disposition of his ar £8 se requested to be in, duct. 
his‘ own defence ; he d, insuch strong 
colours, the cruelties and indignities which the North- 

Se aceite nation to perish rather than: to a renewal of 
them, that Harold abandoned, his b "3 ,cause,, and 
refused to be the instrument of his tyranny. He even, 

“fl Harold, however, was equally unremitting in i 
; and preparing for the expected vacaney: 

: extorted, by his -intr , ithe king’s consent 
to release the hostages which — been given his 
father, and which were still in the bani of the Dube 
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History. persuaded Edward to transfer the dukedom to Morcar, 
—"—"' whose sister he soon after married; and, by his inte- 

rest, procured the government of Mercia for Edwin. 
This marriage was first circumstance which open- 
ed the eyes of William to the insincerity of Harold ; 
proteome mt pecthaen epi condone 
countrymen, that now ly declared his preten- 
Pomesan res Ht xp F 

Edward, worn out with age, weak and irresolute, 
though hostile to the claims of Harold, yet employed 
no decisive measures for securing the succession to the 
Duke of Normandy; and, while still undetermined 
how to act, he was cut off by death in the 65th year 

A. D. 1066. of his age, and 25th of his reign. Harold immediate- 
Ascends the Jy ascended the throne without opposition. The voice 

of the oe su his claim, and he was crown- 
ed the day after Edward's death, by Aldred, archbishop 
of York. His private virtues also entitled him to a 
crown, which might be considered as elective ; but he 

but for a short time what he was so worthy and 
able to wear. William of Normandy could not conceal 
his disappointment, at the intelligence of Harold's exal- 
tation : he had indulged himself with the hope of an 
easy accession to the crown of England; but he now 
saw it torn from his brow, by one equal in abilities to 
himself, and who had acquired, by his many virtues, 
the love and confidence of his subjects. His indigna- 
tion burst forth in menaces and upbraidings: he dis- 

ed an em to Harold to him with 
is breach of faith, and to demand an immediate re- 

signation of the throne of England, of which, by the 
will of Edward, he was the rightful heir. Harold cool- 
ly replied, that an oath was only binding when volun- 
tary: his was extorted by fear, and therefore could not 
be regarded as obligatory. He had obtained the crown 
by the unanimous voice of the nation : he should prove 
himself worthy of their choice, by maintaining to the 
last those liberties which had entrusted to him ; 
and he was determined to lose his kingdom only with his 
life. William was prepared for this answer ; and, as he 
had resolved upon prosecuting his claim by’ force of 
arms, he continued his levies. His intention was no 
sooner made known, than he was joined by numerous 
adventurers from different parts. of Europe, who, im- 

ient of peace and tranquillity, were ready to em- 
k in any enterprize which ised them plunder 

William or renown. He thus found no di of completing 
prepares to his armament, which, besides his own troops, who were 
invade Eng- distinguished for their valour and discipline, was com- 

of the flower of the continental warriors, com- 
manded by the most celebrated champions of the age. 
He was encouraged by the Emperor Henry IV. 
who ised to guarantee his Norman dominions du- 
ring his absence ; and by Pope Alexander II. who sent 
him a consecrated banner, and a ring with one of St 
Peter's hairs in it. 

William, in order to divert Harold’s attention from 
his own preparations, and to embarrass his affairs the 
more, excited Tosti, and Halfagar, king of Norway, to 
make a descent upon England. This they did with a 
considerable army, and overran all the northern parts 
of the kingdom. They were first by the Dukes 
of Northumberland and Mercia, reheat tap defeated 

‘Phe Nor- and put to flight ; but Harold roe hastily collected 
atam do ear enmny, engaged heii st"Ctanf The Norwegi- 

ans 
routed. Tosti and Hal fell in the action ; 
orwegian fleet became the spoil of the con- and the N 

queror. ee ae , however, 
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R He quietly disem and 
for the arrival of the hd ee 

lish army, that it may be 

William. 

nly with raw and Relea ee ) y only with raw 
of resistin pi meses i valour of the 

, however, with success, relying 
the confidence and bravery 
ed forward to meet his new 

of his su 
invader. 

plise reniiered ein sees rae ieae/ ee Seen 
; and, as they had full confidence in the abilities 

of their chief, they would fight to the last extremi- 
ty. But if their ardour was allowed to cool for want 
of action ; if they were harassed with skirmishes, and 
straitened in provisions, they would be to 
retire, or fall an easy and bloodless prey. ; 
ever, he was determined upon an engagement, he en- 
treated him not to risk his own and thus de- 
ee ee of its chief resource in resisting a 

ylarold was deat and the was to i 
Norman camp at H. pee Vie oéercd Willian e illiam a sum 
of money if he would the kingdom. William 

: 

archers and light-armed infantry, 
Mon ; the second, com nie -armed 

htabrgereprey fi Martel; while battalions, 
he placed himself at the of the oiet gw § 
advanced to the tack, oe the song” 

on 

g 

eee 
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Ristory. upon the defensive, and avoid if ible all action to their own provinces, and others of the principal no- History. 
SF whbaih totes. ecahich ieied O57 infcxice. The bility, Seis aby eat eae at the coronation, soon “—"y"" 

ty Norman cross-bows at first dreadfully galled the Eng- after came and swore to the new soverei 
lish ; but as they came into closer action, the English | The beginning of William’s reign was marked with 
bills mowed down their ranks, and checked the fury of mildness and humanity. Though all real er was 
their onset. The 
disputed with bravery on both sides. The Nor- they should use it with moderation. Every disorder 
mans at length | give way; William saw the or oppression met with severe punishment. He built 
imminence of his danger, and hastened with fresh forces citadels in London, and other towns best situated for 
pote. git ing bands, His ce commanding the kingdom, where he quartered his ar- 
revived courage of his followers, and Eng- my, among whom he had distributed considerable sums 
lish were in their turn compelled to retire. Aided, as the reward of their valour ; but he governed then: 
however, by the advantage of the d, and animat- with rigorous discipline, and restrained every appear- 
ed i i ance of insolence towards the natives. He received, 
toiled all day in the front of the battle, renew- with affability, all who approached his person, and seem~ 
ed the fight, and the Normans were falling in great ed desirous that the two nations should live in the clo- 
numbers. William, finding that he could enoim- sest amity. 
pression on the enemy’s position, ordered his troopsto _ Peace and tranquillity seemed now to be firmly esta~ A. D. 1067.. 
make a sudden retreat, and deceive them by the blished; and William, nowise apprehensive of any dis- Returns to 

r of a a. The artifice succeeded. T turbances by his new subjects, went over to Normandy Normandy. 
ish followed | to the plain, when the Normans toreceive the congratulations of his countrymen. His 

t Mee J about, and attacking them in both brother Odo, Bishop of Baieux, and William Fitz-Os- 
nks wi cavalry, drove them back with great berne, were entrusted with the administration of the 

slaughter. They were again rallied by the bravery of kingdom during his absence ; and the better to secure 
ir and though William the same their authority from any fear of resistance, he carried 

stratagem with equal success, yet the English were en- with him the chief of the English nobility. These not 
ed i ves in firm array, and only served to grace his court by the magnificence and 

seemed determined to dispute the victory to the last. costliness of their equipages, but might be considered 
and death But the death of Harold, who was slain by.an arrow as hostages for the fidelity of the nation. His depar- 

. ing in decided the battle ture, however, was soon followed by conspiracies and 
i ispi- insurrections. The Norman captains, no longer under General dis- 

rited by the loss of their brave but unfortunate | , the eye of their sovereign, grudged the restraints which affection 
and on all sides, The victorious invaders had been imposed upon their rapine, and treated with a 
followed up thei sucess with dreadful slaughter: but contempt a people who had surrendered their liberties ©"8"*"- 

: i In this so easily. Ther insults and depredations produced a 
memorable action, the Normans lost 15,000 warriors, general disaffection among the English, which in some 

‘ had three horses killed under him. The places broke out into open rebellion. A secret i- 
a i 3 besi racy was even formed for a general massacre of the 

his two brothers. The bo- Norman soldiery, which was to take place on Ash Wed- 
be distinguished among the nesday, during the time of divine service, when the 

i Normans w be unarmed; and Earl Coxo was 
murdered by his vassals, because he refused to join in 
this enterprize. The nce of William, however, 

to improve, to the disconcerted all their Many of the conspira- 
hich had gained. tors fled, whose estates were forfeited, and bestowed 

i upon his Norman followers ; and, as a farther mean of 
> gratifying their rapacity, he renewed the tax of Dane- 

gelt, which had been so odious to the nation. This 
protracted w. re. But they vere divided and only produced new insurrections, In Exeter, Cornwall, 

ie d. The intelligence of the battle of Hastings pot | evonshire, the inhabitants took up arms, but were 
Mera aanereata-paptong. ge anges soon suppressed. But in the north they assumed a 

‘ pra 4 Ayre nation a formidable Edwin = Morcar, we ‘3 
entrust its fortunes. ing was proclaimed ed b ivate injuries, as well as ic wrongs, an 
eee wat Eewio, Hard ’s brothers-in-law, ania pie bir potatos sCinoietuhan teem ales, 

voured to make a stand in his defence. But their , and Denmark, resolved to attempt the de- 
plans were disconcerted by the rapid advance of the ni) ahr: ev a, acne! 9 ag dare 
‘conqueror to the capital. The clergy were the first rised by the king before any of the foreign succours 
bow before his consecrated standard, and even insisted rat irae! , and were obliged to submit to his cle- 

and 
combat was long and desperate, and placed in the hands of the Normans, he took care that 

an to 

i a ? i 4 x : 

EP tr Haat Hllfas A aia : fee. ts eee a FESS lie : LT 
é oI . 3 2 5 & 3 

ay » i 
that the pope’s bull called for submission to the mency. They were ed and restored to their 
authority of William, On his , Edgar, the Sabet y ek shots ollowers were treated with great- 
new elected king, with , Archbishop of Can- er rigour, and their lands were divided among his fo- 
Say: Sl 32 one » entered his camp, and reign adventurers. Many fled trom oppression into fo- 9: ours of 
made him a formal offer of the crown of England, upon reign countries ; and E theling, distrusting the i, ¢Nomman 
condition that he would ing to the cus- insidious caresses of William, sought refuge with his govern- - 
toms of the country. Though by right conquest he two sisters, Margaret and Christina, in court of ment. 

chose rather to Malcolm King of Scotland, who aayhiy ae 

M was consecrated in Margaret, treated with kindness all the Engli 
estminster Abbey, by Aldred, Archbi of York. exiles who sought his protection. William now boda 

Edwin and Morcar, who had retired with their troops to view the English as unworthy of his clemency, and 
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History. -as a people on whom he could place no ce; and 
—_Y™" henceforth he was determined to treat them with the 

utmost rigour. All offices of trust and confidence were 
uently bestowed upon the Normans, who com- 

8. 

Finding no redress: for such injuries from their go- hi 
vernors, the English took v with their own 
hands, and assassinated Normans were daily found in 
the woods and highways, without ws possibility of 

Many of the bringing the perpetrators to justice. Many of the Nor- 
Norman man chiefs finding themselves continually exposed to 

fury of an incensed , and under constant ap- 
ions of danger, longed for the peace and secu- 

rity of their native country. They desired to be dis- 
missed from the service, which William granted, but 
at the same time resented, by confiscating all their pos- 
sessions in England. New insurrections were followed 
by new forfeitures and attainders ; and the Normans 
found it their interest to instigate rebellion, as they 
were sure to be benefited by its suppression. 

. The three sons of Harold, 
ee who, after the battle of Hastings, had retired 
to reland, one by the general dissatisfaction 
of the English, le a descent with a considerable 
force on the coast of Devonshire ; but, being defeated 
in several actions, they were compelled to return to 

New insur- their shi About war same time, a 
rections. again up arms, who, being joi ry Edgar A’ 

and the chief of the Peatih eniles from Scotland, 
assisted - a body of Danes, attacked the Norman 
isons of Durham and York, and put every man to 
sword. The inhabitants of the southern counties 

had also risen, and a general effort seemed now to be 
made for the recovery of their liberties; but it proved 
<_< the ene bought off she chains a closely. 

liam havi t off the Danes, and encouraged 
A. D. 1070. his followers with the hope of plunder, inflicted a sig- 
William’s Crap mace on the restless Northumbrians. Ve 
<ruel policy Jaid his desolating hand upon their fertile country be- 

tween the Tees and the Humber, for the extent of 
about 60 miles ; burned their habitations; di ed 
their implements of husbandry ; and drove away thei 
cattle. ‘The inhabitants were compelled to seek for 
subsistence in the southern counties of Scotland ; but 
about 100,000 are said to have perished miserably in 
the woods, of cold and hunger. The other malcon- 
tents had submitted to the ueror, except Here- 
ward, a nobleman in East Anglia, who took shelter in 
the Isle of Ely, and continued his inroads into the 
“a ing country. 

illiam, however, to prevent any repetition of such 
disturbances in future, transferred almost the whole of 
the landed prope in England into the hands of: his 
Normans ; for this injustice he considered it a suf- 
ficient , that most of the ancient proprietors 
‘had been involved in conspiracies and insurrections 
‘against his ernment, Many noble families were 
thus red to , aud had the mortification of 
seeing the meanest and lowest of their enemies 
sing their castles and. demesnes. He next divided the 
kingdom into baronies, which he exclusively conferred 
upon the most considerable of his followers, with the 
reservation of stated services and payments. , These 
amounted to about 700, who again parcelled out their 
lands, with similar conditions, among their vassals or 
knights ; of which there were 60,215. As the Eng- 
lish were totally excluded from the first rank, those 
who still retained any property weve ge to. be re- 
ceived as knights, the protection of some power- 

win, Edmund, and * 
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in all the schools throughout 
kingdom, the youth should be instructed in the French 
la is was the of the court, and of 
all fashionable company ; laws and deeds were 

3 : : 
par erage took shelter "PE pendence. The former in the Isle of | | 
with the brave Hereward, while Edwin proceed te 
organize an insurrection in the north. 5 . 
frustrated their plans, by the capture of the Isle of Ely. : 
He surrounded it with flat-bottomed boats, and co Bsn} 
pelled the rebels to surrender at discretion. ‘ 
alone forced his way through the enemy ; and the 
was so charmed with his tenbery,siiak. te i 
into favour. Morcar was thrown into aes Edw . 
in attempting to escape into Scotland, was 
and killed by a party of Normans; and many of the 
prisoners were punished with the loss of their hands 
or their eyes, and were di mat the coun- 
try as monuments of the king’s resentment. 

A more formidable rebellion, however, soon 

of Northumberland, the only Englishman that retained 
any power in the kingdom. the ¢ 
portunity of William’s absence in Normandy, to throw ; 
off their allegiance ; and entered into a secret corre+ , 

dence with the king of Denmark, to assist them in ; 
eir designs, Waltheat, however, who had. married : 

Judith, the king’s niece, reflecting on the improba- 
bility of a successful overthrow of William’s power, . 

that, by changing one tyrant for , it 
means of increasing, rather than of al- 

f 

and feari 
would be 

Waltheof, immediately after, passed over to Norman- 

cons 
fession. His departure was no sooner known, than 
the conspirators flew to arms, before their plans were 
sufficiently matured, and before the assist- 
ance from Denmark had arrived. 
a agen: ; and ‘ 
found order and tranquillity again restored. Many of 

oa aia punished the rebels were 
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_ Dissensions 
“in Wil- 
_ liam’s fa- 
mily. 

ie ows met 
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loss of their eyes or hands’;,and Fitz-Auber, a noble 
Normen, and y 

When William first formed the design of invadi 
England, he had, on the ication of the F 
court, declared Robert, his eldest son, his successor in 

, and had obliged his barons to do him ho- 
as their future prince ; but after he found himself 

is promise, he positively refused 
to fulfil it. Robert inherited his father’s military va- 

and was equally haughty and i i 

oe arms against . He ean 
the citadel of Rouen; but his design was 

e ; He 
Z z i 4 #8, Fp if F 

but 
u and influenced also by the 

mediation of the queen, he again codiipedineaiaeatie 
vour. 
Ree en wera the inearval of 

general survey of all the lands in 

ity of his son, 

in making a 
kingdom: 

, who entered 

tained ; and in some counties, 
and peasants who lived upon 
called Domesd: Book, and is still preserved 
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edness u his unhappy subjects. His love of hunt- 
ing, ae ly, was Sih to such.a pitch, that, not 
content with 2 extensive forests he ane ra 
possessed. oir g,, Res aE: to make 
a new one near feabeentery sind for this purpose depo- 
pulated the county of Hampshire for an extent of thirty 
miles, . The inhabitants were driven from their homes, 
their habitations demolished, and their property taken 
from them, without any compensation being made to 
the sufferers. The severest laws were also enacted 
against those who should hunt in the king’s forests ; 
pop Pap Sic ypunaagean at oc errs ea de 
loss of the offender’s eyes, while the crime of murder 
could be expiated by a moderate fine. 

The amusements of the king, however, were inter- A.D. 1083. 
rupted by the death of his consort Matilda, to 
he was tenderly attached ; and about’ three years 
he was called to Normandy, to repress the insolence 
and violence of some French barons, who had been en- 

by their sovereign to make inroads into his 

had been in general insti 

who were the real disturbers tranquillity. 
was on. this occasion tly bape parce by the 
leries of Philip, the French kin . He had become 

t, and, being confined to bed by’sickness, 
the Frenchman observed, that his brother of England 
was long in being’ delivered of his big belly. en 
William was informed of this, he sent Philip word, that 
he would soon be up, and at his churching would pre- 
sent such a number of lights at Notre Dame as would 
set all France in a flame. 
field, and, entering the Isle of France, reduced the town 
of Mante to ashes, and carried slaughter and desolation 
wherever he ap His is, however, was 
a an aceident which put an end to his life. 
When leaping a ditch, the pommel of the saddle brui- 
sed his belly. which was soon followed by a mortifica~ 
tion. On his deathbed, he erideavoured to atone for 
the many cruelties and acts of violence which he had 
committed upon his English subjects, by ordering Earl 
Morcar and the other English nobles to be set at liber- 
ty, and by making rich presents to churches and mo- 
nasteries. He left Maine and Normandy to his eldest 
son Robert, England was bequeathed to William, and 
Henry was put in possession of the greatest of his 

§ 

whom Death of 
after the queen. 

He accordingly took the War with 
France. 

treasures. He died in the 63d year of his A. D. 1087. 
age, arid 21st of his rei 

William II. 
mediately hastened to England, before intelligence of 
his father’s death had that kingdoti, and ha- 
ving secured the fortresses of Dover, Pevensey, and 
Hastings, and seized upon the royal treasure, he was 
crowned by Lanfranc the pri . His accession, how- 
ever, was soon followed by conspiracies and dissensions. 
The barons were more attached to Robert, on account 
of his opety and generous character, as well as his pre- 
ferable title, being the eldest son. Many of them also 

estates in England and Normandy, and 
were unwilling that the two territories should be sepa~ 
rated, as, in the everit of a war, they wotild be obliged 
to resign either their ancient , or their new 
acquisitions. At the head of the discontents were Odo, 
Bishop of Baicux, uid Robert, Earl of Mortai 

over England. 

some of the most 
4a 

Rufus, from his red hair, im- William 11. 

» MA= Conspitacy 
brothers of the Conqueror, who, being joined by against the 

noblemen ih the kingdom, king. 
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Mis tyran- 
nical con- 
dus 

Attempts 
‘the conquest 
of Norman- 
dy. 

A. D. 1094. 

and being encouraged by the expectation of succours 
from Norssandy.. Snel. Saahaanes of the fortresses of 
Pevensey and . The king, sensible of his 
brother’s superior claim to the kingdom, and of the 
Dy a of the conspirators, endeavoured to conciliate 
the English, by, granting them liberty to hunt in the 
royal forests, by general promises of lenity in his 
government. He was thus enabled to draw her a 
considerable army, and, entering Kent, compe his 
uncles to surrender the fortresses which they had sei- 
zed. The other rebels were soon reduced to submis- 
sion, their estates were confiscated, and many of them 
banished the kingdom. ; 

But William fi in his. deliverance, the i 
which he had made, Instead of ruling with lenity, 
and respecting the rights of his people, he became a 
greater tyrant than his father... Ambition and avarice 
were the principal features in his character. The Eng- 
lish were now to the most arbitrary exac- 
tions, and the church itself felt the effects of his 
sion. He seized the temporalities of all vacant bahop- 
rics and abbeys, and set up to sale such as he wished 
to di of. He even turned his eyes towards the 
duchy of Normandy, and having excited some of the 
Norman barons to revolt from his brother, he led a for- 
midable army to their assistance. But the interposi- 
tion of the nobles on both sides brought about an ac- 
commodation, in which it was agreed, among other,mat- 
ters, that on the death of either without issue, the sur- 
vivor should inherit all his dominions. Prince Henry, 
who had sided with Robert in this contest, finding his 
interests overlooked in the treaty, retired to St Mi- 
chael’s Mount, a strong fortress on the coast, and raya- 
ged the surrounding country. He was there besieged 
by his brothers ; and being obliged to capitulate, was 
competion of all his patrimony. 

he interested and rapacious spirit of William, how- 
ever, was continually exciting him to new acts of 
pression. After a short and successful war with Mal- 
colm, king of Scotland, in which his brother Robert 
commanded the English army, and obliged that mo- 
narch to do homage to the king of nga ibe sae 
attempted the conquest of Normandy. He levied an 
army of 20,000 men, and, conducting them to the coast, 
as if for immediate embarkation, he demanded ten shil- 
lings a man in lieu of their services, and then dismiss- 
ed them home. With this money he bribed the Nor- 
man barons to rebellion, and purchased the neutrality 
of the French king ; but he was prevented from pro- 
secuting his schemes of ambition by an irruption of 
the Welsh, which obliged him to return to hn land, 
He soon compelled them to retire, but was le to 
follow them within ele mountain senses ate 
tempt upon Normandy was further ‘suspen by an- 
pte pokes headed by Robert Moubray, earl of 
Northumberland, which contemplated the dethrone- 
ment of the king, and the advancement to the throne 
of Stephen, count of Aumale, nephew to the Con 
ror. heir plans, however, were disconcerted by Wil- 
liam’s dispatch, and Moubray was seized and wn 
into prison, where he died. 

The conquest of Normandy -was still his favourite 
object ; and the crusades, which now the at- 
tention of Europe, gave him quiet possession of those 
dominions which he could not obtain by force of arms, 
Duke Robert was brave, enterprizing, and fond of mili- 
tary glory. He was anxious to join the warriors who 
were hastening to the Holy Land; and, in order to 
appear in a manuer suited to his rank, he offered to 

ENGLAND. 

William immediately accepted the propos nd little 
solicitous abdet the tneane by which the money was to 

cent and numerous retinue ; and Normandy was agai 
united to the crown of England. This ae , 

of William, however, instead of adding to the power 
was followed by continual insurrections on the of 
the Normans, who were always encouraged an 

afterwards continued, for whole centuries, to depo 

igdthor eth x quarvel ehech Be hal hth Attoka Tb with a q ich he had with An 
foes, respecting the privileges of the clergy, kept 

‘illiam in almost constant inquietude. Not content 
with the extent of his territories, he entered into an . 
sprape with William, Ear} of Poictiers and Duke of 

uienne, who had also been infected with the enthu- 
siasm of the age, to receive his dominions in m 7 
for a sum of money sufficient to conduct his v: 4 
to Asia. But the fulfilment of it was prevented by his 
death : + 

; 

EC 

When hunting in the new forest, attended by Wal- Is killed 
ter Tyrrel, a French gentleman remarkable for his skill w™le hunt- 
in archery, a stag suddenly started. before him, when ‘8 
his companion let fly an arrow, which, r 
a tree, struck him to the heart. |, terrifies 
the accident, immediately fled to France, and joined a 
crusade of his countrymen who were then setting out 
for Jerusalem. The body of the king, when found by 
the country people, was buried at Winchester without 
either pomp or ceremony. His violence, Tapacity; and 
pesigabiyy hed mittee) oes Des oe ections of 

is subjects; and none were found to perform deen 4 ; 
ral honours belonging to a king. He died in the 40th 
year of his age, and 13th of his reign. pts a 

Robert, who was the rightful heir to the crown, both Robert 
by bi 
ceased b 

turned to Normandy about a month after that event, 
but found his brother Henry in possession of his 
crown. : 

Henry was hunting in the new forest when William 
met his death, and was no sooner informed of the cir- 
cumstance, than he hastened to Winchester and secu- 
red the royal treasures. He then proceeded to Lon- 
don, where, assembling some noblemen od res sd Hay 

4 

d 
af 

whom he had gained over to his interest, he was salu- 
ted ki vikndtn three ays after: was solemnly eroue: &=00 
ed by Maurice, bishop of ion. Henry, aware of the | 
weakness of his pretensions, endea to strengthe 
his authority, by courting the affections of his 
He confirmed the ancient broseea peg 
clergy to their former privileges. He promised 
2 name of the pee oppressions which had exist~ 
ed during the two former reigns; and for this purpose 

a charter, in which, among other he enga- 
ged that he would never seize the revenues of any vacant ei 
see or abbey, or let to farm, or dispose of for money, any 
ecclesiastical benefice ; that, instead of the violent exac- 
tions which had been imposed upon heirs by his father 
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% D. 1101. While Henry had thus endeavoured to establish him- 

claims the = 

y exerted his influence with the nobility mathe a ms 
that the king was enabled to meet his brother with a 

f firm and united army. The two sovereigns, both ap- 
+ prehensive of the issue, refrained from coming to ac- 
; tion for some days; when, by the mediation of 

of 8000 merks, u 
; crown of England during the 
e of Henry ; and that, when either of them should 

~ to receive an cont cine 

tion. - die without issue, the other should succeed to his do- 
minions. Henry was no sooner freed from the 

' of invasion, than he be; to wreak his. vengeance 
4 upon those nobles who distinguished themselves 

by their adherence to the cause of Robert; and scarce- 

were prosecuted u other 
saw that their putiihanieit 

their attachment to his brother. Robert, 
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considering such conduct an infringement of the treaty, _ Histoty. 
ventured to appear in England, and remonstrate with “> Vit53. 
Henry in person; but his reception was such, that he ~~ 
was glad to purchase his liberty with the loss of his 

Robert, with all his amiable qualities, wanted pru- 
dence and firmness. He was open, generous, and hu- 
mane. His bra jorbetat atd had procured * 
him the , admiration of Europe ; but in peace 
he sunk in effeminacy and superstition. He seemed 
born to be the sport of fortune. After a life of toil and 
ambition in the Holy Land, where he refused to be 
crowned king of Jerusalem, he found himself, on his 
return, deprived of his birth-right. Confined to his pa- 
teftsiontall a Keilcen, he was too mild to restrain, by se- 
vere discipline, the turbulent spirit of his barons, and 
Normandy, during his reign, became a scene of violence ‘ 
and depredation. His brother took advantage of his Is deprived 
indolence and imprudence ; and when called to medi- 0 his domi- 
ate between him and his discontented subjects, instead < 
of urging them to loyalty and obedience, he excited 
them to rebellion by bribery and intrigue ; and at last 
stript him of his kingdom and his liberty: In a battle, 
which decided the fate of Normandy, Robert and the 
most considerable of his barons were taken prisoners ; 
and this unfortunate prince, deprived of fortune and 
friends, the remainder of his life a prisoner in and confi- 
Cardiff in Wales, where he languished 26 years. ned for life. 

Atheling, who had ied Robert to Je. A+ D- 1106 
, and who had lived with him ever since his 

return, was also among the captives in this action ; but 
Henry gave him his freedom and a small pension, and 
he lived to a good old age, neglected and forgotten: 
among his countrymen. 

Henry having now obtained the great point of his 
ambition, the soverei of Normandy, directed his 
attention to the settlement of his dispute with Anselm. 
The messengers who had been dispatched to Rome to Henry’s dis- 
confer with Pope Pascal II. on the right of the sove- pute with 
reign to confer ecclesiastical benefices, and to receive ‘be Pope 

for them, returned with a positive refusal of 
the king’s demands. Henry, however, was determined 
not to part with his rights so easily ; and sent William 
de Warewell to negotiate with his Holiness, and to at- 
tempt some means of accommodating the affair. Du- 
ring the conference, the English messenger told Pascal; 
that his master would rather lose his crown, than 
with such a valuable privilege ; “ And I,” replied Pas- 
eal, “ would rather lose my head than allow him to re- 
tain it.” Matters now grew serious, and the P 
threatened Henry with excommunication, unless he 
gave up the dispute. But the king still persevered im 
maintaining his rights ; and by his pradence and abili- 
ties, at last brought the quarrel to an amicable compro- 
mise. He gave up the right of investiture, which con~ }5 amicably 
sisted in bestowing upon the bishops a ring and crosier adjusted, 
as the symbols. of their office; and the pope allowed 
prelates to do homage for their temporal properties and 
privileges. 

From this time, Henry was.invelved in almost con- 
tinual war on account of Normandy. William, the son 
of Duke Robert, after the imprisonment of his father, 
had been entrusted tothe care of Helie de St Saen, a 
nobleman of strict honour and integrity; and when 
Henry wished to recover ion of his person, 
Helie withdrew with his charge to the court of An- 
jou, and soon after obtained for him tiie countenance 
of Louis the Gross, King of France. The war: which War with 
was. the consequence, was the cause of many heavy France. 
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tual skirmishes on the frontiers. Louis, however, find- 
ing that he could not prevail by force of arms, endea- 
voured to interest Pope Calixtus II, in fayour of the 
young prince, He carried William to a general coun- 
cil whieh was held at Rheims, and represented to them 
the injustice of Henry in bereaving his nephew of his 
inheritauce, and also of detaining im prison his. brother 
Robert, who, on account of his eminent services against 
the infidels, was entitled to the protection of the holy 
see. But Henry employed a more powerful instrument 
to counteract the intentions of his enemies. He order- 
ed his ambassadors to gain the pope and his favourites, 
with liberal 
liam was consequently heard with coldness ; and Calix- 
tus, in an interview which he had with Henry, decla- 
red, that of all men he was, beyond comparison, the 
most eloquent and persuasive ! 
~_ war in Normandy was again renewed; but Hen- 

ving passed over with an army, gave the enem 
tattle tautes oats rau A 
Norman officer, who had followed the fortunes of you 
William, struck the King of England on the wi 
such force, that all his armour was covered with blood, 
Henry, however, no way intimidated, returned the 
blow, and continued the combat with such resolution, 
that he brought his antagonist to the ground. _His 
troops were encouraged by his example, and victory de- 
clared for the English. A was soon after con- 

A. D. 1119, 

A. D. 1120. 
Peace with 

France. William was forgotten. 
Henry now seemed to have gained the summit of his 

wishes. Profound tranquillity reigned throughout his 
extensive dominions, both at home and on the conti- 
nent. - had secured a a nsorectl ss his re 

y restraining the violence and oppression of} 
nai These sustlabets nobles were kept’ in awe 
by the vigour of his government, and his enemies were 
humbled and di by his invariable for- 
tune. But an unforeseen misfortune blasted his fond- 
est hopes, and darkened with sorrow the remainder of 
his days. This was the death of his only son William, 
a youth of great promise, who had arrived at his 18th 
Me Ses been ised as his successor, and 

received the homage of the barons both of England 
and Normandy. When the king was returning from 
the latter country with a numerous retinue of the chief 
nobility, one of the vessels, in which was William and 
pnts: young noblemen his companions, was carried on 
a rock, and almost immediately went to pieces. The 
young prince was put into the boat, and had left the 
ship, w the cries of his natural sister, the countess 
of Perche, recalled him to her assistance. Upon the 
return of the boat, the crew crowded into it in such 
numbers, that it went to the bottom, and all perished. 
A butcher of Rouen, who clung to the mast, and was 
taken up next ing by some fishermen, was the on- 
ly person saved; and it is said that on this occasion, 
above a hundred and forty young noblemen of the prin- 

ipal families of op owe and Normandy. were lost. 
Henry heard of the disaster, he fainted away, and 

never laughed after. 
The death of William left H: without a male heir 

to his crown. His only surviving daughter Matilda, had 
been betrothed when only eight years of age, to the 
Emperor of Germany. But he dying without issue, she 

ts and promises. The cause of Wil-’ 

ville. During the conflict, Crispin, a 

cluded between France and _ d, and the cause of h- 
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tannabiodiearapell the vesdaiiee oh tid in that 
country. An pie a of the Welsh, however, recalled’ 
him to England ; butas he was preparing for his jour- ..9 o¢ ine 
ney, he was seized with a sudden i caused by eat- jing. 
ine eters abit Ne dae eee ee oe 
age, and 3th of his reign. ae “1138. 

and his af. 

all who, i | 

"The desth of Henry wos fligwel bi stay Jusentet e deat’ was many yeat 
—— and saiibiry 415 the defenceless inhabitants of 
ngland. This arose not from the character of his 

sions of the nobles by whom it was supported. T 
Tathe of fealty. whith the batons dhiad taken’ to Matilda 
and her son, were remembered so long as the au- 
thority which imposed them was capable of ing 
obedience. These ha’ chieftains had been grow- 
ing in power, and exercised almost absolute dominion 
over those who held under them. They wished, there- 
fore, for a monarch who should owe to them his exalta- 
tion, and who, on that account, would increase and con- 
firm their privileges. : 

Stephen and ‘new £ thetwo you sons of theCount stephen 
of Blois by Ade’ ughter of Wi rate usurps the 
had been at the court of England, rs =o Maeda 

assu- 

he became connected with David, King of Scotland, 
who was his mother-in-law’s brother. - ‘Phe late king 
had also bestowed upon Stephen rich and extensive wie 
sessions both in England and Normandy, for which he 
had always professed the greatest attachment and i. 
tude; and along with the other barons, had ta. 
ken the oath of succession in favour of his cousin Ma- 
tilda, But no sooner had his uncle breathed his last, 
than these favours, and his own professions, were forgot- 
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m 
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diately received as queen. But her claim seems to have 
been little attended to, both in Normandy and England; 
and Stephen was scarcely crowned, when he was acknow- 
ledged in botn kingdoms, Her brother Robert, how- 
ever, who was a man of honour and abilities, was much 
attached to her interests, and waited only for a favour- 

tice all the func of chenkag redo abl Appears te Sones’: Robert possessed h cise ‘unctions of sovereign. authority. e em. con- 
; oe siderable influence in the ki , and was supported 

by numerous friends and retainers. On Stephen’s ac- 
cession to the throne, he had taken-the oath of fealty ; 
but with’ this express condition, that the king should 
never invade any of his-rights or dignities;; and thus he 
cobeeesttie: Weenie recente wing off his al- 
legiance whenever he thonght proper. As soon, there- 
fore, as he had settled the plan of an insurrection, he 
retired to the continent, a euiline meng anes oy 
sent the king a defiance ; upbraidi im with a brea 
of those cunbsioes which had been annexed to his oath i 
of fealty. About the same time, David.King of Scot- Irtuption of 
land entered Yorkshire with an army in support of Ma- *t¢ S¢°'s- 
tilda’s claim ; but the ray and massacres which he 
committed, instead of drawing the nobility to his stand- 
ard, enraged them against him. They assembled their 
vassals, and, awaiting his at Northallerton, 
defeated him. with slaughter ; and David and his 
son Henry narrow tieatl falling into the hands of 

few barons attended his coronation, yet none 

Of eS pe 

quence, which as well as the 
to the extreme of want and indi Ste- 

was endowed both with valour and abilities, and 
with concern the evil effects of some of those 

concessions which were extorted from his situation. 
The ives.of the crown had, in many instances, 
been forced to yield to the power of the nobility and 

, who, intrenched within their castles, sometimes 
set his mandates at defiance. He therefore resolved to 
make some effort for the recovery of the royal authori- 

year galing of his subjects. His mercenaries sub- 
sisted entirely by depredation. Their fierceness of dis- 
position led them to commit the most wanton outrages; 
and every place was filled with complaints against his 
government. His enemies took advantage of the gene. 
ral discontent ; and Robert Earl of Gloucester, the na- 
tural brother of Matilda, headed an insurrection in fa- 
your of his sister. 
On the death of her father, Matilda expected that, 

the eal moet M acaghiee. the nalcon- 
tents in England, mig ve given stability to 
p oye pes pay had he not engaged in a inentel Ad 

clergy. 
Sensible of the evils which attended ‘the liberty of 

erecting so many citadels throughout thekingdom, whie¢l: 
only served as sanctuaries for treason and licentiousness, 
pa Sa0g ena te ¢ diminish cher erento. ok ines 
purpose by destroying those clergy. Mas 
ny of the prelates had Sean calltihy 4a hodugh andedar 
sessed fortified castles, and numerous retainers. Under 
pretence of a fray which had arisen in the court be- 
tween the attendants of the Bishop of Salisbury and the 
Earl of Brittany, the king seized that prelate, and also 
his nephew, the Bishop of Lincoln, threw them into 
prison, and obliged them to deliver up the strong cas- 
tles which the erected. This bold measure at 
once excited the whole power of the church against 
him. Even the Bishop of Winchester, the king’s bro~ 
ther, who had received a legantine commission from 
the Pope, took with his and resolved to 
vindicate their violated privileges. Stephen was sum- Aug. 30. 

before a synod held at Westminster, 1139. moned to appear 
and to justify his conduet ; and submitted so far as to 
send a deputy to plead his cause, who accused the two 
prelates of treason and sedition ; but the , before 

would enter upon this cause, demanded the resti- 
tution of their castles. This S refused, and the 
Bishop of Sali threatened to appeal to the Pope. 

to 

Salisbury to 
This piss 28 pong the i of Matilda ; and 

the legate himself Soeringst Wael attempt the reco- 
very of her rights. She accordingly landed in Eng- 
land, ripen ewe by the Earl of Gloucester and 140 
knights, and was received by Adelais, the queen-dow- 
ager, into Arundel Castle. Her i 

eart of the ki which: for aboye a year 
Pn CN reasnlncberin te Bart 
war deprived Stephen 

ined Insurrection 

und, and she was soon in a condition to meet Ste- poh ea f 
pore a ten A civil war was thus raised in the 

of hiscrown, While he was be- Feb. 2. 
sieging the castle of Lincoln, the Earl of Gloucester 1141. 
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arrived with an army to the relief of his friends. Ste- 
phen resolved immediately to give him battle. His 
treops consisted chiefly of foreign mercenaries, led on 
by tumultuous barons. After a violent onset, his horse 

ve way, and were soon followed by the infantry. 
‘he king, unaccustomed to fly, was left in the midst 

ef the enemy. He defended himself with great bra- 
very and resolution, till at last his battle-axe and sword 
being both shivered in pieces, he was compelled to sur- 
render himself to the victors. He was thrown into pri- 
son at Gloucester, and loaded with irons, 

Matilda was immediately acknowledged as sovereign 
by most of the nobility and clergy 3 but she seemed to 
depend more upon the power of the latter, than of the 
barons, for the continuance of her authority. She en- 
deavoured to attach the Bishop of Win r more 
firmly to her interests, by entrusting him with the en- 
tire administration of the perc and placing in 
his hands the disposal of all vacant bishoprics and ab- 
bies. This unbounded power, accompanied with libe- 
ral promises, secured the favour of the legate and the 
church ; and Matilda might have long reigned in tran- 
quillity, had she the policy and prudence to 
eonciliate a turbulent and martial le. But she dis- 
gusted the nation by her pride. She had been the wife 
of the emperor, and seemed still to retain a conscious- 
ness of her dignity. She knew not how to temper a 
refusal with ability ; but rejected the petitions of her 
subjects in the most ptory and haughty manner. 
She refused the petition of the Londoners, to lace 
the oppressive laws of King Henry by those of King 
Edward ; and imprudently offended the legate, by de- 
nying his request to allow his nephew, Eustace, to in- 
herit Boul e, and Stephen's other patrimonial estates. 
This refusal was the cause of another revolution; and 
this prelate resolved to deprive her of a throne, to 
which he had been chiefly instrumental in raising her. 
He instigated the Londoners to revolt, and had nearly 
cepa of the queen’s m. But she fled to 

ord, and afterw: to Winchester, where she was 
besieged by the legate. Being hard pressed by famine, 
she made her escape, but in the flight her brother Ro- 
bert was taken prisoner. This nobleman was soon af- 
ter exchanged for Stephen ; and as each was the life of 
his own party, the contest was carried on for several 
years with great. animosity, but without any decisive 
advantage on either side. 

The death of Earl Robert, however, which ha \- 
ed in 1146, gave a severe blow to the interests of Ma- 
tilda, and would have been fatal to her cause, had it 
not been counterbalanced by the imprudence of Ste- 
pe. who alienated the affections of many of his 

iends, by endeavouring to extort from them the sur- 
render of their castles. About the same time, also, 
hn pte III. had sueceeded to the Papal throne, and 

deprived Henry of the tine commission, which 
he conterred upon Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbu- 
ry, his enemy and rival; and the king, by refusing to 
submit to some encroachments of pontiff, was, 
with his whole party, laid under an interdict. These 
circumstances encow' the adherents of Matilda ; 
and Stephen was obliged to conciliate the church, by 
making proper submissions to the Pope. Both sides, 
however, were so weakened, that a cessation of hosti- 
lities was the consequence ; and many of the nobility 
joined the crusade, which was at this time preached 
St Barnard. Matilda had retired to Normandy wi 

enry, to whom she soon after resigned the 
government of that duchy. 
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of 

such valour, gallantry, and poe. as raised 
; of his party in England. By the 

Geoffrey, in 1150, 
of Anjou and Maine ; 
nor, hter and heiress of 
and Earl of Poictou, 

xh psorioces  begaineiaes He rich provinces as 3 wer, 
che Peery a Saag Aes had such is koe tol 
d, that when Stephen was desirous of i 

crown to his son Eustace, and required Theobal 
legate, to anoint him his successor, that pri 
sed, and immediately fled to the continent. 
prompted Henry to make an attempt upon 
and having gained some advantages over the 

Tingford. But the chiefs of "ya pres dreading ingford. But the chi i { 
renewal of bloodshed, compelled rival pri 
settle their differences by a com i A 
accordingly concluded, by which it was 
Stephen should enjoy the crown of E during hi 
life; that Henry should be acknowl his $- 
sor; and that William, 's son Eustace 
being dead, should inherit , and his patrimo- 
nial estates. Stephen survived this transaction only a 
year ; and his death put his rival in quiet possession of 

mn femy IL, on his the throne of England, H . on his accession to the 
wes the most powerftl and the sldest sevensiges ts Bas 
rope. Besides his English and Norman dominions, he 

in right of his father, Anjou, Touraine, and 
yang) _* that : his te Guienne, ae gn 

intonge, Auv e, Perigord, Angoumois, 
Lithia To thass he soon after annexed Brittany, 
and the county of Nantz. He thus was master of above 
a third of the whole See monarchy, ~ conse- 
uently became an object pte to the French 
sh wh, though earsksh a rich and fertile terri- 
tory, yet had so little controul over his vassals, that 

were accustomed to make war upon each other 
without his permission, and sometimes to. turn their 
arms against their soverei Louis had remarked, 
with terror, the rising grandeur of the house of Planta- 
genet ; and, in order to retard its progress, had always 
endeavoured to support the fortunes of Stephen. But 
he now saw that it would be in vain to attempt any op- 

ition to.Henry’s succession, and considered it more 
TFodaGt to cates, don to irritate, so formidable a 
neighbour. ; 

he English, tired with bloodshed and depredations, 
and sensib 
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ari ditary riglit, but by the unanimous voice of the people, 

mry 1., except 
his own hands, for the protection cokes ap prong He 
dismissed the mercenary troops ; revoked all the grants 
made by his ; \d the coin, whi had 
been much adulterated, during the former reign, to its 
proper value and standard; and, by a - 
tion OF SC, OE ae 
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Death of 

AD. tise. 
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He gave charters to several towns, by 

from the sovereign himself; and thus, by enlarging the 
power of the le, he diminished that of the sobiliey: 
and was‘ to levy armies independent of the ba- 
rons. 

So far Henry’s schemes of reformation were crowned 
with success ; but when he attempted to repress the en- 
croachments of the clergy, he found himself surround- 
ed with difficulties, involved in danger and dis- 
quietude. He had long cherished the design of putting 
a stop to clerical usurpations, and of maintaining the 

ives of the crown ; but the mild character, and 
advanced years of Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury, 
prevented him from employing any active measures 
while that prelate lived. On his death, however, he re- 
solved to exert himself, and, for this , raised to 

gakad ge rte we oetg et, on whose 
fidelity compliance he thought he could entirely 

, during the former reign, had been ad- 
Pies wes toga strides, to it ; and such 
was the height which they had gained, that it was dif- 
ficult to determine whether the king or the primate was 
the first man inthe kingdom. They had extorted from 

new privileges, and immunities wholly incon- 
sistent with Honk: thet the subject, or the welfare of 
the kingdom. They had renounced all immediate sub- 
ordination to the civil istrate. They claimed ex- 
emption, not only from the usual taxes of the state, but 
also from its ts, and that ecclesias- 
tical penalties alone could be inflicted on their offences. 
Innumerable crimes were the effects of these privileges, 
and murders, robberies, and rapes, were daily perpetra- 
‘ted with impunity by the lower orders of church. 
No less than one hundred murders are said to have 

Eece 
commutation 

and arbi- 
trary E should, 
for the future, be present in all ecclesiastical courts, to 
give his consent in every case of a composition for spi- 
ritual offences. Eau vent peoeseled to the ecrroctiah Gt 
more heinous irregularities, and he soon had an oppor- 
tunity afforded him of exerting his abilities to the ut- 
most. A clerk in the diocese of Sarum, having de- 
bauched a gentleman’s daughter, afterwards murdered 
biabopie ac pbb eet crime he was tried in the arch- 

's court, was punished only with degrada- 
tion. This Greumatace ad exited ach in- 
dignation, ing commanded the murderer to 
be delivered up to the civil no a , to receive the 
punishment the law. But et, who, since his 
exaltation to the primacy, had broken off all personal 
intercourse with Henry, and opposed him in all his 
plans of remedying clerical abuses, (see Becket,) in- 

of their order. He asserted 
that no ecclesiastic could be punished with death ; and 
even hinted to the king, that it did not become him to 
poe ce oh age re Allred yer 
_ Henry was not a disposition to submit, either to 
insolence or injustice. He considered this case asa suf- 
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ficient pretence for bringing, at once, to a decision, those 
controversies which were daily arising between the civil 
and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, and to define precisely 
what were the powers of the civil magistrate. For this 

he convoked all the prelates of the realm, and 
demanded of them, whether or not they would submit 
to the ancient laws and customs of the kingdom: they 
replied, that they would, saving their own order. Hen- 
ry, indignant at this evasion, left the assembly ; and the 
bishops were so terrified by his threats, that they all 
complied except Becket, who for a time was inflexible, 5,.,, 95, 
but who also was induced to yield at the request of the 1164. 

popes legate. 
he king then summoned a general council of the [he consti- 

nobility and prelates, at Clarendon, to whom he sub- tutions of 
mitted sixteen propositions, which were immediately Clarendon. 

to, and which are well known under the title of 
the Constitutions of Clarendon. Among others, it was 
enacted, that all suits respecting the advowson and pre- 
sentation of churches, should be determined in the civil 
courts ; that clergymen, accused of any crime, should 
be tried by the temporal judges ; that no pefson, i- 
cularly no bishop; should leave the kingdom, without 
the king’s license ; that no officer of the crown should 
be excommunicated or suspended, without the sove- 
reign’s consent ; that no appeal should be carried to the 
holy see, except with the permission of the king; that 
all prelates should be ed as barons of the realnt, 
should possess the privileges, and be subject to the bur- 
dens imposed upon that rank ; that s forfeited to 
the king should not be protected in churches and 
church-yards ; and that the sons of villeins should not 
receive holy orders, without the consent of their lord. 
To these, all the bis , and even Becket himself, after 
some entreaty, set their seals, and also took an oath to 
observe the constitutions of Clarendon, legally, with good 
Saith, and without fraud or reserve. ‘The sanction of 
Pope Alexander III. would now have completed Hen- 
ry’s triumph ; but that pontiff, perceiving the tenden 
of these laws to establish the independence of the civil 
power on the clergy, rejected them all but six, which 
were of the least importance, and which he was willing 
to ratify for the sake of peace. When Becket was in- 
formed of Alexander’s decision, he expressed the deep- 
est sorrow for his compliance ; and even suspended him~ 
self from the exercise of all ecclesiastical functions, un- 
til he should receive absolution from the pope. 

Henry, roused to indignation by the insolence and Hemry pro- 
i of the primate, resolved to make him feel the secutes the 

weight of his vengeance. He desired the pope to grant P™™ate- 
a legantine commission to the Archbishop of York. 
This was sent, but a clause was annexed, forbidding 
him to execute any act in prejudice of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury. The king, disappointed in his purpose, 
returned the commission by the same messenger that 

t it. He then instituted an action against him, 
for some lands which he held in his primacy. Becket 
excused himself for not appearing personally in court, 
on account of sickness, but sent four knights to plead 
his cause. This was construed into a disrespect for the 
king’s court; and for this offenee, the primate, in a 

at council held at N , Was punished with 
the confiscation of all his goods and chattels ; and Hen- 

, bishop of Winchester, was compelled, by order of 
Govccnrsty-te pirtnhetinicn tess dibesiohicl tigaiaset isis He 
was next day prosecuted for various small sums, which 
had passed Liven tila and the king, which he was 
obliged to pay ; and then, as if to crush him at once, 
Henry demanded of him to give an account of his ad- 

Histery. 
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ministration while chancellor, and estimated his defi- 
ciencies, while in that office, at 40,000 merks. To 
answer such a dem snd, or even vs ooo a 

t a sum, was i n this 5 
Sao adeloall by the of Winchedter, to offer 2000 
marks in liew of all demands ; but this was rejected by 
the king. Some exhorted him to resign his see, on con- 
dition of receiving an acquittal; while others thought 
that he should submit himself entirely to the king's 
mercy. But Becket saw that Henry was determined 
upon his ruin, which would only be hastened by sub- 
mission, rejected these timid counsels, and resolved to 
brave the utmost efforts of royal indignation. 
When the ki “ his court were ae 
imate, arrayed in his sacred robes, proceeded to 

Sales, and taking the cross in his hand, as his protec- 
tion from any violence, he entered the royal a ents, 
Henry, astonished at such unaccountable behaviour, 
sent some of the bishops to remonstrate with him on his 
conduct. But Becket was deaf to all persuasion. He 
put himself and his see under the protection of the su- 
preme — and appealed to him against any sen- 
tence which the judges might give on the king’s claim. 
He then left the palace, and having requested permis- 
sion to leave Northampton, he was refused ; but after- 
wards withdrawing in disguise, he escaped to Flanders. 

In the prosecution of Becket, Henry seems to have 
been instigated more by a desire of revenge for his in- 
gratitude and obstinacy, than by a regard to justice, or 
even prudence. Whatever were the primate’s faults, 
the king certainly took the most effectual method of 
making these faults be forgotten. His violence and injus- 
tice opened the eyes of all men: to the motives-of his 
conduct, and et soon became the idol of the peo- 
ple, and was hailed > Aon clergy as a martyr in the 
cause of the church. He was received by the French 
king, and Alexander, with every mark of distinction. 
Louis was + Sng of Henry’s growing power, and the 
pope readily embraced a cause in which his own imme- 
jate interests were so deeply concerned, and assigned 

Becket the convent of Pontigny for his residence, 
where he lived for some years in great magnificence. 
Henry, in revenge, sequestered the revenues of Canter- 
bury, and banished all the archbishop’s domestics and 
relations. He also prohibited, under severe penalties, 
all appeals to the pope or primate, and declared it trea- 
son to bring from either of them an interdict upon the 
kingdom, punishable in seculars with the loss of eyes 
and castration, in regulars with amputation of their 
feet, and in laymen with death, These measures only 
tended to widen the breach. Becket had the spiritual 
thunders at his command, and, in revenge, excommu- 
nicated Henry’s ministers by name, and absolved from 
their oath, all who had signed the constitutions of Cla- 
rendon. He even threatened the king with a similar 
punishment, and suspended it only to give time for 
submission. The pope acquiesced in all these — 
ings, but was a from supporting the hostility 
of Becket, wi greater determination, by the fear, that 
Henry would join the Emperor Frederic, who, at that 
time, supported the claims of an antipope ; and as the 
means which had already been oyed to bring the 
king of England to submission had not succeeded to 
his expectation, he had more to fear than hope from 
the continuance of the dispute. Henry, also, thou 
he at first paid little to the fulminations of 
Vatican, to dread the effects which a sentence of 
excommunication might have upon his subjects, and be- 
eeme equally desirous of a reconciliation. Negociations 

ENGLAND. 
were i entered into 

bs A confi held in . At one erence, 
the bg of Prince and the French prelates, 
to that monarch, “ There have 

greatest of his pre 
cessors have paid to the least df —ormg ae 
be no controv: between us.” is representation 
che dene made Ooch an tahpR alr ae of EOE, 
that he withdrew his friendship from Becket ; but his 
jealousy of the king of England soon led him to a re- 
newal of it. dad sibs . 

After man itless attempts, controversy 
at ihae aanibety settled. It was that 
nal dispute should be buried in oblivion ; that 
and his adherents should be restored to all their di 
ee livings ; and that those mie Ne 
m to benefices, dependent € 
bury, righ few aye shouldbe 
vacancies b primate, Henry. 
bepanspacaficrerdhs fr only the of s 
his ministers absolved from the sentence of 
nication, and himself relieved from the dread of 
lar punishment. But he was anxious that 
should be restored ; and, in order to flatter the 

rup, while he mounted. This condescension 
monarch, however, was only additional fuel to the pride 
of Becket. Elated with the victory which gain- 

attempt of Henry te 
of the clergy. : 

of excom- 
over him, in urder to secure 

the throne in his family, had associated with him 
; and the ceremony of : of 

York. This proceeding gave great lene to Bede 
who pretended, that, as oder ramg fe! Canterbury; | 

¢ 
: 

: Z E 2, g ii B SEE : 
z 

througl: Kent, with all th and magni-_ 
foonda af suarteniens ponte Wherever he veer a 

populace ; and men of all ranks celebrated his trium- 
phal entrance into Southwark with hymns of joy. He 
then issued sentence of excommunication against some 
of the principal nobility, who had assisted at the 
Prince’s coronation, or who had been active in 
secution of the exiled clergy. Petia ed 
lent aeleduons no pagers a + enry 
degraded , who im protection 
the vengeance of their ae tal than he was 

. rives i F London and Salis. Fives in, 

hd 
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grief and rocketed himself in pekihgtereniieranerdne 
refused all kind of food and sustenance. When he was 

i dispatched to Rome, to make all s 
sion to his Holiness. The name of Henry was received 
tame aon, ai of horror 
and execration ; and the indignation of Alexander could 

, with a view to divert the at- 
tention of his from this subject, undertook the 
conquest ; 
country from Pope Adrian ITI. and su’ it with such 

idity, that in a fewmonths he received the submission 
if the whole island: (See Iretanp.) But he was re- 
pcr ghee mle Girne adh rok, aaemo 
Normandy, who become impatient of his delay in 
pa et et At the first conference, he found 

ir demands so exorbitant, that the negotiation was bro- 
ken off; and as the time for taking advan of Becket’s 
murder was now they found ves under the 

Henry having the favour of the church, and 
: throughout his extensive domi- 

nions, was as the most powerful potentate of 
Europe. A numerous sor Hedin scion 2 goad 

forward to a 
peaceful and happy reign. But his i was but 
short-lived. His eldest son Henry, had married 
Margaret, daughter of the French had been ap- 

his father’s successor in the kmgdom of Eng- 
feat the a Nouisindy, “ahd thecumeadebale 

Touraine ; was invested in the 
Guienne, and county of Poictou; Geoffrey 
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inherited the duchy of Brittany in right of his wife ; 
and Ireland was destined for John. These ee 
ments were intended to prevent a!l jeal among his 
sons, and perpetuate the greatness of his family. But 
he found his government disturbed, and his life imbit- 
tered, by those very sons whose fortunes he had been so 
anxious to establi Young Henry, who was brave, 
affable, but aspiring and ambitious, being instigated by 
the king of France, desired his father to resign to him 
the immediate possession either of England or Norman- 
dy. On his receiving a direct refusal, he fled to Louis, 
and to enforce, by arms, what was denied to 

Richard and Geoffrey, who had been incited to rebel- 
lion by their mother Queen Eleanor ; and who had al- 
so demanded the government of those territories which 
had been assigned them. This unnatural combination 
was openly encou and supported by Louis, whe 
engaged the chief vassals of his crown by oath to ad- 
here to the cause of young Henry ; and this prince in 
return bound himself never to desert his French allies. 
William king of Scotland, with the Counts of Flanders, 
Boulogne, Blois, and Eu, also entered into the confede- 
racy, and a plan was projected fora general invasion of 
Henry’s dominions, In this » Henry at first 
had recourse to the court of Rome, to reduce his undu- 
tiful children to obedience, and he procured from the 
Pope the excommunication of his enemies ; but this 
produced very little effect, and he was at last com 
to take up arms in his own defence. His licentious ba- 
rons, however, were in general in favour of the young 
Princes, whose government they knew would be less 
vigilant and severe than that of their father, and conse- 
quently many of them, icularly the Earls of Ches- 
ter Leicester, y declared against their sove- 
reign. Surrounded on every side by enemies, he sought 
assistance from the s, or Cottoreaux, a tribe 
of lawless banditti, who had long disturbed the tran- 
quillity of the continental states by their depredations, 
and who proffered their swords to those who would most 
freely pey them. With twenty thousand of these, and 
a few faithful nobles, Henry proceeded to the relief of 
ee had been invested by theenemy. The 
garrison engaged to capitulate, if not relieved with- 
in three days. On thethind day the English army a 
peared in sight, when Louis, dreading an attack, insidi- 
ously demanded a.conference, to settle the articles of a 
general Henry readily consented ; but Louis 
in the meanwhile obliged the garrison to surrender ac- 
cording to t, and, having set fire to the place, 
began to retire with hisarmy. Henry, 

fell the retreating army, and put them > 

to the rout. He then crushed the insurgents in Brit- 
tany, and, while victorious, renewed the negotiations. 
At a conference with the king of France, held between 
Trie and Gisors, Henry be 
sons in the retinue of his enenry ; but anxious to bri 
them to obedience, he proposed to them the most li 
terms. He insisted on retaining the sovereign autho- 
rity in all his dominions, but offered to Henry half the 
revenues of En |, with some places of surety in that 
kingdom ; or, if he chose to reside in Normandy, half 
the revenues of that duchy, with all those of Anjou. 

he pronived to resign all Brittany ta frvour of Gectey ised to resign i in favour of Geoffrey. 
These advantageous offers, how: eas were rejected aad 
Henry was recalled to England by an invasion of the 

William had entered Northumberland, and commit- 
An 
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by his brothers ,~ 

dat such A. D. 1173. 

The king 
7 . offers them 

d, with sorrow, his three naesh OF a6. 
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Hiswry. ted the most wanton 
—Y~" to retreat by Richard de 

Flemings, who had 
Leicester, and had taken the Earl himself’ prisoner. 
The in however, were still numerous, and de- 
ps greatly upon the assistance of the king of Scot- 

d, who eet entered the kingdom with an army 
of 80,000 men. Henry hastened home to oppose him ; 
but he first endeavoured to conciliate the favour of hea- 
ven, to whose indignation he ascribed the dissensions 
in his family, by ing atonement to the ashes of Tho- 

Henry’s pe- unas-a-Becket, he came within Saeene charch 
nance at of Canterbury, he dismounted from his , and walk~ 
Becket's ing barefoot to the tomb of the saint, remained there, in 
amt fasting and prayer, during a whole day and night ; and 

even presented his bare shoulders to be scourged by the 
monks. After having submitted to this humiliating 
penance, he received absolution, and departing for Lon- 
don, received the agreeable news of the defeat of the 
Scots, which being gained on the day of his absolution, 
was attributed to the favour of Thomas-a-Becket.. Wil- 
liam had encamped at. Alnwick, and thinking himself 
secure from any attack, had weakened his semay, by 
sending out numerous parties of pillagers. But 

‘ de Glanville, the famous justiciary, havin got intelli- 
defeatedand gence of his situation, hastened renee. yy forced 
taken pri- marches, and attacking the Scottish camp at unawares, 
soner. threw the enemy into confusion, routed them with great 

slaughter, and took their king prisoner. This victory 
at once destroyed the hopes of the confederates. The 

ish barons immediately submitted, and in a few 
all England was restored to tranquillity. Louis, 

however, in invaded Normandy, and laid siege 
to Rouen; but Henry hastened to its relief, and, after 
having obtained various advantages over the, enemy, at 
last aap =P the King of France to think seriously of 
peace. Henry received the submission of his children, 
upon bestowing upon them some castles for their resi- 
dence, with suitable pensions ; and granting an indem- 
nity to all their adherents. The King of Scotland was 
the severest sufferer on this occasion, and obtained his 
liberty only with the loss of his independence. He stipu- 
lated to do homage to Henry for all his dominions ; and 
engaged that all the nobles and bishops of his kingdom 

d do the same; and also , that the fortresses 
of Berwick and Roxburgh should be put into the hands 

A. D.1175. of the English. These humiliating terms were rigor- 
ously exacted ; and. William, with all his. barons and 
prelates, did homage to the King of England in the ca- 
a of York, and acknowledged him their superior 

William, 

king of 
s 

Henry being now freed. from the toils of war, em- 
ployed years of peace in regulating the internal 
affairs of his He made considerable altera- 
tions in the tri water ordeal, which, though con- y 
demned by the church, still subsisted. He also mode- 

He enacted severe penalties against murder, robbery, 
false coining, and fire raising ; and having , partitioned 

A.D. 1180- ties, But he was interrupted in the execution of these 
wise measures, b new dissensions in his family. Philip, 
king of France, had succeeded his father, while only a 
youth of sixteen, and had been greatly indebted to the 

on at Henry's fa | 

Eble, however, oc iaiag aagaes maby 

trust himself in his son’s power. 
of his death, he was affected with the deepest sorrow, 
and Pr apraneg lenge | a ang = / 

ing the dying request of his son. Young - ’ 
ing witht po Bg Richard became heir to-all his domi 

Geof- 
frey, who had been putin possession of Brittany, and 
be was the most vicious of Henry’s children, bei 
known among the people by the name of the Child of 
Perdition, next demanded that the county of Anjou 
should be annexed to his territories. This being refu- 
sed, he prepared for war. _ But he wassoon after killed 
in a tournament at Paris; and his son Arthur, who was 
born after his death, pe nai pt ons un: 
der the guardianship of hi 2 

About this time, the attention of all was directed to 
the progress of the Infidels in Palestine. Saladin, 
of had his conquests over the East ; 
through the treachery of the Count of Tripoli, who 
commanded the Christian army, had reduced 
and had almost entirely subdued the kingdom of Anti- 
och. This intelli filled the Western Christians 
with sorrow and ; and every effort was made to 
excite the soverei Europe to undertake another 
crusade for the recovery of the Holy Land. The Arch- 
laohop.of, Tyte hating, PPORIpS am sneer tele a ear ame 
lip and H near Gisors, gave such a pathetic de- 
scription of the sufferings of their fellow-Christians in 
Asia, that they mutually laid aside their animosity, and 
immediately took the cross. But Richard, pursuing the 
dictates of ambition rather then of DeRee MG AGS 
duced from his duty by the King of France, who was 
still jealous of Henry’s power. He entered into an al- Rebellion 
liance with Philip against his father ; and when a nego. of 
ciation was tte yt. accommodate their ¢ ces, 
Philip required that Richard should be crowned during 

wes dosidon and Goodlett eapsome hea ign dominions, an Id i ly espouse Al 
Philip's sister, to whom. he formerly been affianced. 
These proposals. were Hyecied by che King. of Engieut 
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—_~" contest put a to crusade, 5 test put a stop projected cr pope 

o aps a-* 

cipal cause of discord, and threatened to lay an interdict 
on Philip's dominions. But these proved entirely inef- 
fectual to restrain the ambition of these princes ; and 
they carried on the war with such vigour, that Henry, 

necessity itting to very humiliating conditions. 
Toros ogeoed thet Richard should zneren, Yon Princess 
Alice, and should receive the and oath of fealty 
ef all his father’s subjects; that Henry should pay 
20,000 marks to the King of France, to defray the 

of the war; that his own barons should promise, 
in case of his violating the , they would join 

Philip and Richard ; and an i ity for the past 
be offered toall. These terms, rigorous and mor- 

tifying as they were, did not affect him so much as the 
discovery that his favourite son John had been leagued 
with his enemies. Sip wee cee: Srmnacarmaa eta 
those barons to whom to ta 

whom he had two sons, Richard 
Geoffrey, afterwards Archbishop of 

devotion at the shrine of 

Sa oa ag em Ha ition which, du- 
ring the neat rome been attempti 
to unbind. In his general conduct, however, he dis- 

i and authority so far, with so 
little violence and injustice. 

Richard was no sooner mformed of his father’s death 
than he was stung with remorse for the undutiful part 
which he had acted, and professed his 

than six , with many opulent and extensive 
The commencement of his reign, how- 

ever, was attended with a 

sovereign was to restrain the.violerice of his subjects, 
Richard had ibited any of the Jews from appearing 
at his coronation ; but some of that nation, presuming 
upon the large presents which they had made to the king,. 

. chosen in his room. 
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ventured to h the hall where he dined. As soon _ History. 
as they were discovered, they were exposed to the insults 
and outrages 

ingdom. London was im~ 
i filled with . The houses of this de-~ 

mace people were gittaged and burnt, and they and. 
their families put to death. The houses of wealthy 
Christians were also attacked and plundered; and so 

eral was the spirit of riot and pillage, that when the 
ing empowered Glanville, the Justiciary, to enquire 

into the authors of this enormity, so many of the prin- 
cipal citizens were found to be involved in it, that it 
was deemed proper to drop the prosecution. At York 
there were similar disorders, and five hundred Jews, 
who had retired to the castle for safety, finding them~- 
selves unable to defend it against the assaults of the po- 
pulace, murdered their wives and children, and threw 
the dead bodies over the walls upon the besiegers ; they 
pom set fire to the buildings, and perished in the 

es. 
This zeal against the enemies of the cross was the The king 

ing passion of the times; and Richard, who to this prepares for 
spirit added a love of military glory, was scarcely seated * "4° 
ruling 

upon his throne, when he began to prepare for a crusade 
against the Infidels. Every other interest and consi- ° 
deration was sacrificed to the success of this pious enter- 
sera His father had left him above 100,000 marks, and 

endeavoured to increase this sum by every expedient. 
The revenues and manors of the crown, and the offices 
of trust and power in the kingdom, were expos 

to sale. The dignity of chief justiciary was bought 
by the Bishop of Durham for 1000 marks; and the 
v: of land, with the fortresses of 
Berwick and Roxburgh, was sold for 10,000 marks. 
Exactions and extortion were next employed, and the 
hen was felt by all ranks. He was at last ena~ 

ed to with a well-appointed army to the plains 
of Vezelay, where he had ised to meet the king of 
France. There the two monarchs reviewed their 
ces, and having sworn inviolable friendship, and 
licly pled — faith not to ome each rer ew do- 
minions during the crusade, eparted for the Hol 

ore his ure, Ric appoint ugh, 
Bishop of Durham, and Longchamp, ‘Bishop of Ely, 
justiciaries and guardians of the st during his ab- 
sence: but scarcely had the king left England, when 
an open animosity broke out between the two prelates. 

a a RS FRAT Ms or 
armed with the tine commission, 

ss His arrogance, ostentation, and violence, however, 
w upon: him universal hatred ; and having ventured 

to throw into prison Geoffrey, Archbishop of York, » 
Prince John, roused oe his inactivity sr act of; 
wanton power, summoned him to appear before a gene- 
ral council of the nobility and prelates, Longa 

hensive of his safety; were he to trust himself into 
ir hands, fled bey seas, when he was 

FRI i, LAE Br SAREE en. 
As he still, however, possessed the » 

commission of legate, he continued to disturb the go-: 
vernment ; and. his intri were by the: 
king of France. This prince, j of the renown 
which Richard had gained by. his military exploits, and 
disgusted with the ascendency which he lin acquindh 
over the crusaders, had deserted the crusade under pre« 
tence of bad health; and though he-had sworn not te 

of the ulace ; and a rumour was wic- ), 
Kedly spread, thatthe king hd ordered the massacre othe Je 
of all the Jews within the 

‘or= And s¢ts 
ub- out for Pa~ 

ghty and overbearing ; and, bein Disorthrs 
8 COl- during his 

league, and governed the kingdom by his sole authori« absence. 
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yn during hi he endea' joe is absence, yet voured ogg. mean 
to annoy and distract his government. He even 

detached Prince John from his allegiance, by promising 
him his sister Alice in i i 
in ion of all his brother's transmarine dominions ; 
and that vicious prince was prevented only by the au- 
thority of the queen-dowager, and the menaces of the 
council, from raising a civil war in the kingdom. 

Richard was informed of all these machinations of his 
rival. The ardour of the crusaders had ually aba- 
ted; and their numbers being thinned by the sword, 
by fatigue, and by disease, they now thought of return- 
ing home. Richard alone opposed this desire ; but he 
was at last obliged to yield to the general wish, and 
concluded a twace with Saladin for three years. On his 
way home, Richard was shipwrecked on the coast of 
Italy, and, having assumed the disguise of a pilgrim, 
attempted to pass secretly through Germany. His ex- 
pences and liberalities, however, betrayed the dignity 
of his character, and he was arrested at Vienna, by the 
Duke of Austria, to whom he had given some disgust 

His captivi- at the siege of Acre. This prince Selivered him up for 
ty in Ger-  @ eomsiderable sum to Henry VI. Emperor of Germany, 
many. who threw him into a dungeon, and loaded him with 

irons. This fatal intelligence filled his subjects with 
grief and consternation. He had secured their affec- 
tions by his bravery and generosity ; and the only trai- 
tor in the kingdom was his brother John, who secretly 
rejoiced in his imprisonment, and joined his influence 
to that of the king of France to continue his captivity. 
They entered into negociations with the emperor to de- 
liver his royal prisoner into the hands of Philip, or to de- 
tain him in ual confinement; and John, taking 
advantage of the general confusion, attempted, with the 
assistance of Philip, to wrest the sceptre from the hand 
of” his unfortunate brother. 

The English, however, netwithstanding all these un- 
generous efforts, continued faithful to their king ; and, 
when the emperor was at last compelled, by the remon- 
strances of the German princes, and the threatenings of 
the pope, to agree to his release for a large ransom, the 
sum was cheerfully raised by his subjects. One hundred 
thousand marks were immediately paid, and sixty-seven 
hostages were delivered for the payment of 50,000 more. 
Richard’s arrival in England was hailed with the utmost 
exultation ; and never did a nation testify such joy at the 
appearance of its monarch. - His splendid victories, the 
dangers which he had passed, and the sufferings which 
he had undergone, endeared him to a martial and high- 
spirited people; and he found all ranks ready to assist 
him in taking vengeance on the authors of his misfor- 
tunes. As soon as he had settled his affairs in England, 
he hastened to oppose the invasion of Philip in Norman- 
dy; but no exploit worth recording was the conse- 
quence of this war. John deserted the cause of Philip, 
and implored the forgiveness of his brother. At the 
intercession df Queen Eleanor; the king forgot the base- 
ness of his conduct, and ——— received him into 
favour, The war with France was:several times con- 
cluded and renewed, without any advantage being gain-~ 
ed on either side. A treaty of was at last t 
to be ‘concladed, by the mediation of the Pope's legate, 
when the death of Richard put an end to the negocia- 
tion. This prince, after a reign of ten years, passed al- 

His death, ™ost in continual hostilities, received his death-wound 
4. D. 1199. When besieging one of his vassals in the castle of Cha- 

lus, near Limoges, in the 42d year of his age. 
Richard possessed the highest military talents ; and 

4 

A. D. 1194, 

Returns to 
England. 

ENGLAND. 
his idity and personal bravery had him _ History. 

ene od open, generous, and sincere, he was at the same time 
ambitious, haughty, and cruel; and had his been 
lengthened, the restlessness of his character have. 
involved him in constant war with his neighbours, or | 
would have led him, as he threatened, to undertake an« 
other ition against the Infidels. 

The accession of John to the throne was immediately Joba. 
followed by the revolt of the provinces of Anjou, Maine, 
and Touraine. They declared in favour of Arthur, the 
son of Prince Geoffrey, John’s elder brother, though on- 
ly a youth of stoma oe of age; and were readily sup- 
ported by the king of France, who embraced every op- 
portunity of raising commotions in the rival kingdom. 
John, however, Richard’s will in his favour, oe 

becoming jealous of the intriguing character of Philip. 
and suspecting that he inten to usurp the dominion 

and put him into the hands of John, to whom he 
did homage for the duchy of Brittany, which he pos- 
sessed in right of his father. This defection obliged 
Philip to give up the contest, and a was soon af- 
ter agreed upon, in which the limits of their territories 
were properly adjusted, and the interests of their vas- 
sals mutually secured. As a token of sincere reconci- 
liation, John gave his niece Blanche of Castile in. mars 
riage to Louis, Philip’s eldest son, and with her the ba 
ronies of Issoudun and Gracai, and other fiefs in Berri. 

John being now undisputed master of the ki 
and thinking himself secure on the side of France, 
to give reins to his passions, and to expose himself, 
his tyranny and weakness, to the hatred and ¢ 
of his subjects. Being deeply enamoured with 
the daughter and heir of the of 
determined to possess her at every hazard. She was 
betrothed to the Count de la Marche, and had been 
consi 

zg 

he was 

such conduct. The 'Coant dela Marche, and his bro- 
ther the Count d’Eu, immediately took up arms, 
excited to insurrection the malcontents of Poictou and 
Normandy. The king demanded from his English ba- 
rons a sufficient force to quell the rebels. But these - 
chiefs had begun to feel the influence which they had 
in the kingdom, when under the government of a weak 
prince, and unanimously refused, unless he would 
mise to restore to them their ancient privileges. i 
was the first symptom of a association among 
the nobles, for curbing the power of the crown. But 

ciently matured, and they were 



And mur- 
dered. 

A. D. 1203. his me adjudged 
feifs in France. Vigorous 

his ni 
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progress of their arms, that John was threatened 
with the loss of his continental i 

se gees ate goer iabgremtnnin ie If nape armed et 
it was universally believed that he toy "bia ‘enicers 
own hand. 

This inhuman deed excited 

all ‘his 
efforts were i 

ee at cna ang ar semen gains wgtihens peg 
of France was employed in reducing his fortresses, 
extending his conquests over his dominions, John 

was amusing himself at Rouen. When informed of the 
success of the enemy, he boasted that he would retake 
in a day, what it had cost the French 
But notwithstanding his vaunts, Philip proceeded in 
his career, and laid si to Chateau Gaillard, the 

‘from all his foreign dominions, his arrival in 
Palau Sie: atheihiptel to exact the cowardice and of er heme 
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summoned his vassals to attend him on a foreign ex- 

ition. But his design was several times pi 3 
and when he at last ventured abroad with a consider- 
able army, he merely took and burnt the town of An- 
gers, but fled on the ch of Philip, and returned 
to England, loaded with new shame and disgrace. 

despised for his cowardice, and hated for his 
cruelty, yet he still preserved the prerogatives of his 
crown ; but new affronts awaited him, and having im- 

ly entered into a contest with the church, he 
was reduced to the most abject degradation. 

On the death of Hubert, archbishop of Canterbury, 
a dispute arose ing the a of a hm pri- 
mate. That important privilege belonged to the monks 
or canons of Christ Church; but some of the juniors of 
that order had met privately, and had chosen Reginald 
their sub-prior as Hubert’s successor. As no election, 
however, could be considered as without a congé 
@elire from the king, and as the suffragan bishops of 
Canterbury also claimed the right of concurrence in the 
choice of their primate, John ordered the monks to 
proceed to a new election, when the Bishop of Nor- 
wich was unanimously chosen. The dispute came be- 
fore the Pope, Innocent III. who, glad of an opportu- 
nity of nominating to such a high office, 
the elections null, and commanded the monks, under 

in of pDeeiptont aa Eaiplat choose for their primate 
inal Langton, an Englishman, but to the 

see of Rome. This attempt to en toe of the highest 
ives of his crown, filled John with ungovern- 

able Bors He vented his rage against the monks of 
Christ Church, whom he expelled from the convent ; 
and when Innocent threatened to lay an interdict upon 
his kingdom, he swore that he would banish all the 
bishops and clergy of England, and confiscate their 
possessions. This idle violence and imprudence en- 
couraged Innocent to persevere in bringing this weak 
prince to submission, and the interdict was apr ad 
pronounced, At once the ehurches were shut ; the al- 
tars were 
removed from the steeples ; the dead were thrown into 
ditches, or buried in common fields without any funeral 
solemnity ; marriages were solemnised in the church- 
yards ; the hoe were forbidden to salute each other, 
or even to shave their beards; and every ivation 
was enforced that was calculated to strike with awe the 
minds of a superstitious le. John, in revenge, ba-~ 
nished the prelates, and coni the estates of all the 
clergy, who obeyed the interdict; but, instead of at- 
tempting to secure the interest, or gain the affections of 
the , who alone were able to defend him against 
these rpations. 
pore wt og his tyranny and licentiousness, 

bi 
a conference with 

ion for the rents of con- 
fiscated estates. The cardinal, however, was not con- 
tent with these terms, but demanded that full 
tion should be made to all the . This exorbi- 
peregrine omer ge hie ce, and was 
soon after followed another papal sentence more 
terrible than either. su of John were ab- 

History. 

th Pope. 

iled of their ornaments; the bells were 4.p. 1207. 

Is excom- 
inst municated. 

His subjcom 
absolved 

solved from their oath of and i 3. all from their Crp eotign en aft were declared excommunicated 
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History. commeree with him, either in public or in private; and i 
>—\>" he himself was deposed a tet was 

offered to the king of France, Philip eagerly embraced 
the offer, and shewed, by his ions, how desirous 
he was to succeed. He collected a fleet of 1700 sail in expressed his di at ; 
the ports of Normandy and Picardy, and having sum- rons,. but advised king to grant such demands.as 
moned all the vassals of the crown to attend him, he were just and reasonable. At Easter the barons assem- 
was in a short time ready to make a descent upon Eng- bled at Stamford,.attended by 2000 knights, and a con- 
land, John, though hated and feared by all, was en-' siderable number of foot, and ad to Brackley, 
abled to advance to Dover at the head of 60,000 men; where the court then resided, a schedule of 
for the English, however much disposed to submit.in their demands, The king them with indigna« 

igion, would not yield their independence tion, and the barons ly to open 
wis- 

matters of rel 
‘to any a fie and had their monarch 
dom and resolution to tuke advantage of their spirit, and 
of the natural enmity which subsisted between the two 
nations, he might -have retrieved his situation, and 
broken for ever the power of the within his do- 
minions. But every thing was to be feared from his 
cowardice and incapacity. Instead of braving the storm, 
he bartered his kingdom-for ‘his safety ;, and at a con- 
ference with Pandulph the Pope’s legate, he yielded 
himself entirely to the discretion of his master. _Inno- 
cent was satisfied with his submission, and commanded 

1 : i : ; His submic- 
sion to the 
Pope. rh th 

Philip to desist from his enterprize.. John was now .d 
made to feel the insolence of papal power. He was re- 
uired to resign his kingdom into the hands of the 
ope; and to hold it as feudatory of the church of 

Hane, & cs annual Fane oh a thousanc marks, He 
mn di to Pandulph as the Pope’s \- 

tative: he came disarmed into his presence, flung himself 
on his knees before him, and swore fealty. By this 
abject submission he secured his crown; but he was 
degraded in the eyes of his people. He next received 
absolution from Langton the primate, before whom he 

in professed his eon and obedience to the see 
of Rome, and engaged to re-establish the good laws of 
his predecessors, particularly those of king Edward, 
and to maintain justice and. right in all his dominions, 

John, being now restored to the favour of the church, 
thought himself secure of tranquillity ; and continued 
to exercise his authority with the most overbearing in- 
solence and. oppression ; but. he-was only reserved for 
farther misfortunes, and still greater degradation, The 
barons had entered into a confederacy for the restora- 
tion of their ancient privileges. They were encouraged 
and supported in their design by the archbishop of 
Canterbury, who, being of a generous and liberal spirit, 
was anxious to promote the real interests of the king- 
dom. At a numerous meeting of the barons summoned 
by him at St Edmondsbury, under nce of devotion, 
he produced an old charter of Henry I. of which he 
enna pon in Flemand the gpl igh observance ; 
an resented in such strong colours the arbitrary 
pi of their sovereign, that they all swore before 
‘the high altar to support each other, and to make end- 
less war upon the king, BD be shonld, gaat eis dee 
mands, ey accordingly assembled in London on an 
appointed day, and preferred their requests to the king, 
which were to renew the charter of 7 Ai cone, 
the laws of King Edward. John required some delay to 
consider of their demands, and promised that he would 
ive them a final answer at the festival of Easter. In 

the mean time he endeavoured to the 

Confede- 
racy of the 
Barons. 

th 
the ; and the king soon found, that he had to 
contend against the united strength of these two power- 
‘fal bodies, Innocent, who had received also an appli- 

Fe Ht : i 

2 
don was retained by the barons, and the Tower w 

igned to the custody of the primate. wer 
ed to choose 25 of their own number as conserva- 

tors of the public liberties. When any i 
of the charter 
monish the king 

ii ef 
. 

of 

and 

i : : A i ; cele fal and all 
to 

gh fear, in all 
tions; but he waited only a favourable 
tract ev ise which he had made. He reti 
into the Isle of Wight, and, secluded from his cour- 
tiers and his nobles, meditated for the 
of his authority, He complained to the Pope of the 

pa apt pean ne service a numerous 
nocent, enraged at the presumption of the i 

if 7 g g i 

despising his mandate, issued a bull, in which he an- 
nulled and abrogated the whole charter; he i 
bited the barons 

the security given them 
forces, he oo from 

Cli artan ea eee , 
French advanced to London, where.Louis a FB a 
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ly erowned, and received the homage of the barons and 
burghers. But the partiality of the new monarch to 
his own countrymen, and a report, that he had threaten- 

to exterminate the English barons as traitors to their 
prince, and bestow their estates and dignities on his 
native subjects, were very prejudicial to his cause. This 
report was uni credited ; and the information 
was said to have been derived from the Viscount Melun, 
‘ene of Louis’ courtiers, who revealed it to some of his 
friends on his death-bed. The Earl of Salisbury, and 
many other noblemen, jealous of the French i 
returned to their allegiance to John, who was advan- 

rant ofthe situation of the place he loi ll his carriages, 
treasure, and by the influx of the tide. 
was so overwhelmed with grief at this disaster, and the 
distracted state of his affairs, that he was seized with a 
fever, which soon after put a period to his existence, in 
the 49th year of his age, and 18th of his reign. 
The character of this prince has been justly held up to 

general reprobation, as including almost every vice that 
‘was mean and odivus in our nature ; but while we des- 
pise his cowardice and detest his baseness, we ought to 
remember, that it was to his weakness and incapacity, 
more than to the firmness and generosity of the barons, 
that we are indebted for the foundation of the British 

whole contest, his fidelity to John 
unshaken, who was determined to su at every 

the interests of his son. That in a 
council of the barons, was chosen protector of 

realm; and having crowned the young king at 
loucester, in the presence of Gualo, the legate, he en~ 

to reconcile all ranks to the government of 
, by new concessions. The Great Charter, with 

alterations yr toner renewed and con- 
was nearly to its present shape ; 

concessions were so acceptable to the nation, 
is soon found himself almost without an ad- 
The malcontent barons hastened to make 

submission, to prevent those attainders to which 
exposed by their rebellion; and his cause 

ill more desperate, by the defcat of his 
Lincoln, and the destruction of the French 

which carried a considerable reinforcement, off 
the coast of Kent, by Philip d’Albiney, the English com- 

TH 
TTT a 
ff | 
2 & 

| nobility ; and though his successor, Hubert de 
> both abilities and integrity, he was un- 

that spirit of insu inati 

king’s demesnes. They were continually surrounded 
by a disorderly retinue, whom they encouraged and 
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protected, in all their eutrages and“ depredations ; and 
the people, as well as the king, suffered by their 

ssi The Earl of Albemarle was articallarty 
distinguished for his violent and illegal proceedings ; 
and Hubert, in order to reduce him to ience, seized 
upon i n castle, which he had garrisoned with 
his adherents. This drove him to more open rebellion ; 
but being excommunicated by Pandulph, the legate, he 
was deserted by his associates, and obliged to sue for 
mercy, when he was again restored to his possessions. 
This restless chief, however, continued for some time 
to give disturbance to the government. When Henry 
was declared by the pope to be of full age, and the 
barons were required to resign into his hands the royal 
castles and fortresses, Albemarle and some others open- 
ly refused. They even attempted to'surprise London, 
and seize the of the king; and such was the 
weakness of the executive, that they were considered 
too formidable to be punished. They were at last, 
however, through fear of excommunication, forced to 

re As Henry advanced to man’s estate, he shewed him- 
self totally unfit for the government of the kingdom in 
its unsettled state. He was gentle and humane, 
but without activity and vigour; and so fickle and ir- 
resolute, that men neither valued his friendship nor 

his resentment. Had he been steady to the 
counsels of Hubert de Burgh, he might have moderated 
and subdued the turbulence of his barons ; but this able 
and virtuous minister was di , in a fit of caprice, 
and exposed to the ition of his enemies. His 
successor, Peter des es, bishop of Winchester, was 
of a very different character, and by his arbitrary and 
violent conduct, raised new divisions in the state. He 
was a Poictevin by birth, and advised the king to 
invite over a number of his coun en and other 

i whom he ed could more safely be 
trusted than his English subjects. Upon these men 
every place of command and preferment was bestowed 
to the exclusion of the natives, which occasioned such 
ees discontent, that a combination was formed by 

barons to the king’s minister Spa his office. 
They withdrew parliament ; and when again sum- 
moned to attend, they demanded that Henry should 
dismiss his foreigners, otherwise they would drive him 

History. 
—— 

Weakness 
of the king, 

A.D. 1231, 

and them out of the kingdom, and put the crown upon ° 
a head more worthy to wear it. Peter des Roches, 
however, found means of disconcerting their schemes. 
The more obnoxious barons had their estates confiscat- 
ed, without legal sentence or trial by peers ; and their 
possessions were profusely bestowed upon the: Poic- 
tevins. Edmond, the primate, at last interfered, and 
threatened the king with excommunication, unless he 
would dismiss his minister and his associates. Henry 
was obliged to submit ; but the barons found it was 
only a ge of masters. The king having married 
Eleanor, daughter of the Count of Provence, the king- 
dom was again inundated with ,; who were 
caressed, enriched, and loaded with preferment. | This 
partiality and imprudent generosity, often reduced him 
to the greatest straits for want of money ; and as the 
parliament often refused him supplies, he was some- 
times obliged to have recourse to arbi exactions, 
and to extort loans from his most opulent subjects. All 
the dignities and wealth of the country seem to have been 
swallowed up by these hungry foreigners, and Proven- 
cals, Savoyards, and Gascons, were sure to meet with 
friendship and honour, in preference to his own subjects. 
It was the insolence, however, of these favourites, as 
much as their power, that excited the indignation of the 

His partia- 
lity to fo- 
Teigners. 

A. D. 1286, 
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barons ; and when complaints were made against their 

ions and violations of the law, they scrupled not 
to say, “ What did the English law signify to them.” 
The discontent of the nation was heightened by the 

failure of the king’s expeditions to the continent. In awar 
with Louis IX. he lost what remained to him of Poictou, 
and involved himself and his nobility in an enormous 
debt. But even these grievances of the civil govern- 
ment were less burthensome than the usurpations and 
exactions of the see of Rome, which the king never 
failed to countenance and su . Besides the tenth 
of all ecclesiastical livings, Pope, by his legates, 
wrested large sums from the prelates and convents, He 
exacted the revenues of all vacant benefices ; he claim- 
ed the goods of all intestate clergymen, and levied be- 
nevolences upon the people. He filled the chief bene- 
fices of the kingdom with Italians, who are said to have 

, during this reign, livings in England to the 
annual amount of 60,000 marks; and carried his usurpa- 
tion:to such a height, as to claim a right to all ecclesiasti- 
cal property, which he could dispose of at his pleasure. 
He next endeavoured to embark Henry in a war with 
Sicily, in which he himself was e ; and offered the 
crown of that kingdom to his brother Richard, who had 
been created Earl of Cornwall; and who, having amassed 
immense wealth, would be able to support him in his 
military operations. Upon the refusal of Richard to en- 
ter into such a scheme, it was offered to the king for 
his second son Edmond, upon the single condition that 

the he would defray the expences of the conquest. Henry, 
dazzled by such a present, inconsiderately to 
the proposal, and gave his Holiness unlimited credit to 
expend whatever sums were n for completing 
the enterprise. By this foolish bargain, he found him- 
self, before he was aware, involved in a debt of 135,000 
marks, In this emergency, he applied to the Parliament, 
but they unanimously refused to ‘nd their assistance to 
such a project, The clergy were now his only re- 
source ; and, with the aid of the legate, he extorted 
from them 150,000 marks. This sum, however, was 
still insufficient. New demands were made by the Pope, 
and interdicts and excommunications were threatened 
in case of non-compliance. Henry at last began to 
discover the cheat, and resigned his claim to a crown, 
which he could never expect to enjoy. 

About the same time, the Earl of Cornwall engaged 
in an enterprize equally vain and vexatious, On the 
death of the Emperor Frederic, he was tem to be- 
come a candidate for the Imperial throne. After ex- 
pending large sums, he was chosen king of the Ro- 
mans ; and proceeding to Germany, he attracted, by 
his liberality, numerous friends and partizans. But he 
was soon drained of his weallh by the avidity of the 
German princes, and returned to England, ashamed of 

of a whole life upon the 
ger rae of an empty ity. 

barons still continued resolute in refusing sup- 
plies, and every application of Henry was met on the 
part of the parliament with a remonstrance against the 
oppressions of his favourites, and his violations of the 
a charter. He at last pretended, that he had taken 

vow of a crusade, and demanded their assistance. 
At this time he made the most humble submissions, and 
promised a redress of all ecclesiastical and civil grie- 
vances. But they had so often experienced the deceit- 
fulness of his submission and promises, that they at 
first hesitated to comply ; but at last consented to grant 
him a tenth of the ecclesiastical _benefices, and a scu- 
tage of three marks on each knight's fee, upon condi- 
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tion that he would ratify the great ‘in amore History. 
solemn manner than had hitherto been employed. On 
this occasion, the prelates and abbots were assembled, 
each with a i 

was denounced against all who should violate it. They : 
then threw their tapers on the ground, and exclaimed— 
“« May the soul of every one who incurs this sentence Henry re- 
so stink and corrupt in hell!” To which the king 
joined—-* So help me God, I will keep all these arti- 
cles inviolate, as I am a man, as I am a Christian, as 

But Henry, still weak and inconstant, soon fi 
his oath ; and, again swayed by the counsels of hi 
favourites, returned to his usual extortions and o 
sions. Complaints against his government were loud 
and . The barons, fati, with fruitless sub- 
missions, and seeing no p of obtaining redress 
at the hands of the king, entered into a confederacy to Discontents 
seize the reins of the state, and compel the fulfilment of the ba- 
of those promises which they had so long looked for, *"* 
but in vain, At the head of this i 
mon de Mountfort, Earl of Leicester, a foreigner by 

completely armed ; and in 
this hostile attitude expostul with the king on his 
imprudent and illegal conduct. That though he had 
often acknowledged his errors, and promised to give 
satisfaction to the nation, yet he had still allowed him- 
self to be carried into the same measures ; that he must 
therefore dismiss these faithless counsellors, and confer 
authority upon those who were more ready and able to 
redress the public grievances. The king yielded to 
their danind: and Sroentan another = ms renter Siant’ 
Oxford, to prepare su ions as might. ; 
ed dian for the reformation of the state. ix the '®°* 
day appointed, the barons appeared at Oxford at the 
head of their vassals ; and that assembly, afterwards Regulations 
known by the name of the Mad Parliament, appointed of Oxford. 
24. commissioners, to whom were entrusted the refor- 
mation of abuses. Of these, 12 were chosen from the 
king’s ministers, and 12 from the barons ; and the king 
took an oath, that he would adhere to whatever regu- 
lations they should adopt for the welfare of the nation. 
At the head of this council was Leicester, who direct- 
ed all their deliberations ; and they first ordered that 
four knights should be elected by each county, to re« 
port at next meeting of parliament the grievances 
which were most felt in their nei They 
then enacted that there should be three sessions of par- 
liament every year ; that a sheriff should be annually 
elected by the votes of the freeholders in each ye? 
that no wards or castles should be entrusted to 
reigners ; and that no new warrens or forests should 
be made, nor the revenues of any county or hun- 
dred be let to farm. These were the only regu- 
lations of the council, from which the public could 
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, derive any advantage. Their future conduct betrayed ignty of the kingdom; and, at a parliament held _ History. 
Sa abllistvicid atabitiGan vides and the object of all ot Westusitster, shey-insisted that theinanthaut should “"y——" 

Usurpations Ss re Seen Sores bar, ths coms continue during the lives both of Henry and Edward. 
of the ba- ance of their authority, and the aggrandizement of These ignominious terms were submitted to by the 

j Families, i c ing, but were rejected by his son, who exerted. him« 
their places with their self with such success in the defence of his rights, that he 
2) of allthe prevailed upon many, who had adhered to the barons, 

ca: i all the lieges, to join the royal cause. ; 
that they would execute and obey all the ordinances of ‘ostilities. were again renewed; but the universal goth cides 

A.D. 1259, the 24’barons. Even Prince Edward, the king's eldest clamour of the for peace was so strong, that appeal to 
son, and. ing of the Romans, after some opposi- both sides agreed to submit the dispute to the arbi+ Louis IX. 
tion, were to take this oath. They tration of Louis IX. This prince, instead of avail- 
themselves also to stand by each other with 'their lives ing himself of the distractions of a rival state, to ad-~ 
and fortunes; and during the interval of the sessions, vance his own authority, or to extend his domi- 
the whole authority of parliament was vested in'acom= nions, had, during the whole struggle, acted. with 
mittee of twelve. > “oft the greatest moderation and integrity. "Whenever he 

_ These proceedings opened the eyes of the nation interposed in the affairs of land, it was with the 
their selfish intentions; and as they had) prolong- sincere intention of composing the differences between 

ir’ i i pre- the king and his nobility, and he always recommended 
at thei not yet “a con- pas Hee peaceable and conciliatory mea- 

clusion, the people became apprehensive that they sure. _ to by both parties, he declared 
po oth ge serene gi- athe tn the ruins the impartial honourable dictates of his mind. He 
of the re od my ed lly fo a ter- annulled the provisions of Oxford, and re-established 
mination to their intended regulations: ‘The knights the royal authority as it stood before the meeting of the 
of the shires, who seem to have assembled in asepa- mad parliament ; he confirmed the in all the 

* ho , inst the | pri and liberties which they enjoyed by any for- 4 1 1964, 
their ; and appealed to Prince Edward to mer concessions or charters of the crown ; and ordered 
interpose in of the nations Edward sent a mes- a val amnesty to be granted for all past offences. 

con- h Leicester and his associates had sworn to abide 
Abaca ede ee, red at ee ie by the award of the French monarch, yet they deter- 

resist their usurpations at the hazard of his life. The mined to reject this equitable sentence, and to procure 
Jay ager tgp erent ow The by arms more advantageous terms. i apt pk 

had enjoyed the sovereign power three became the theatre of a civil war. ~~ PFINCe pF enewal of 
years ; but, instzad of employing it forthe good ofthe assembled their vassals, and prepared for defence. the civil 
nation; they had openly it to the promotion of They were reinforced by some of tlie bravest barons of wars. * 
their own interests. Jealousies and animosities had al- the north ; and the first advantages were in their fa« 
so crept into the council ; and the defection of the Earl vour. Northampton was carried by assault ; and Lei- 
of Gloucester, whose moderation ill suited with Leis cester and Nottingham opened their gates at their ap- 
cester’s ambitious projects, revived Henry's oe — The rebels, however, were in possession of 

en Leicester, enraged at the op- , and had laid siege to Rochester. ‘The royal« 
position he met with even from his own party, had re- ists hastened to its relief, and Leicester fell back upon 
tired to France in di ; the capital. But being strongly reinforced, he deters 
The barons bei ‘in a manner disunited and mined to give battle to the king. The armies met near 

tiie cntsiay soci hevinggseastned: fraiche ope qaer vp. (ines Bdvasd, By attacking: Wisk gree ap, ne” 5 ing from P. n ince Edward, by a‘ ing wi t Lewes. 
A. D. 1262. “tolution from his oaths: and pbs rei a Scolihern cabivaans z he vik obtheolae 

sumed his authority. He removed all the officers my. He drove them off the field with great slaughter ; 
pointed by the hhasend;'pMleed: new /goyetsians ithe but while he was eagerly pursuing the ad which 
castles ;-summoned a new parliament ; and offered to he had gained, his father and uncle were defeated by 
refer all the differences between him aad the Earl of Leicester, and taken prisoners. The prince attempted 
Leicester to the mediation of Margaret, Queen of to retrieve the fortune of the day ; but his followers were 
France. That bold and turbulent nobleman, how- intimidated, and he was obliged to submit to Leices~ 
ever, rejected all interference of a foreign court ; and ter’s terms. The rebel demanded that the prince and 
aa his influence over the barons, and the Henry d’Allmaine should surrender themselves as pled- 

n state of Henry’s government, meditated an ges in place of the two kings ; that all the other pri- 
- insurrection for the recovery of his power. He had  soners should be set at liberty ; and that the final 

even enticed over to his party Gilbert, the young Earl ment should be settled under the direction of the 
of Gloucester, and d’Allmaine, the son of the of France. 
King of the Romans ; haying entered into a confe- Leicester had no sooner got the royal family into The king 
deracy with the Welsh, who had made an irruption ine his power, than he forgot his agreement with Ed- and his son 

with 30,000 men, he secretly came over He still detained the king as a prisoner, and detained as 
an open rebellion. He assumed the sole direction of affairs in the kingdom, Prnets by 
by the Londoners, who He engrossed to himself the ransom of all.the prison- ** °°" 
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without opposition, he endeavoured to increase his po- 

his power, by admitting into 
a share of the government an order of men, which had 
been hitherto -as unworthy of a voice in the 
councils of the nation. He summoned a new parlia- 
ment at London; and, besides its usual members, he 
ordered returns to be made of two knights from each 
shire, and of deputies from the boroughs. «This was 
the first embryo of the House of Commons,—an institu- 
tion which, in of time, proved one of the most 
useful and erful members of the British constitu- 
tion, and which gradually rescued the kingdom from 
aristocratical, as well as from regal tyranny. 

Leicester continued to act in the most arbitrary man- 
ner; and, trusting to his popularity, proceeded to ex- 
tinguish all rival opposition among the barons. He 
seized the Earl of Derby, whom he threw into prison, 
and obliged others to leave the kingdom. The Ear] of 
Gloucester even began to dread his authority, and reti- 
red to his estates on the borders of Wales. These dis- 
sensions revived’ the hopes of the royalists; and they 
were farther e 1 by the general wish of the 
nation for the liberation of the young prince, which 
Leicester found himself compelled to gratify. That no- 
bleman, however, stipulated for the delivery of all the 
royal castles, and that the prince should neither leave 
the kingdom, nor introduce any foreign forces into it 
during three years, This treaty was of very little ad- 
vantage to Edward, who, though declared free by the 
barons, found himself surrounded by the emissaries of 
Leicester. He at last, however, contrived, by the as- 
sistance of Gloucester, to make his escape; which was no 
sooner known than the royalists flew to arms, and, being 
joined by many of the discontented barons, presented 
an yee which Leicester was unable to withstand. 
He had followed the Earl of Gloucester with an army 
into Hereford ; and here he found himself surrounded 
by his enemies.. Edward had cut off all communication 
with his friends, by destroying the bridges on the Se- 
vern; and had also surprised and dispersed an army 
under his son Simon de Mountfort, which was hasteni 
to his relief. Ignorant of his son’s fate, Leicester h 
crossed the river in boats, and encamped at Evesham, 
in tion of reinforcements. Here he was at- 
tacked by Edward, at the head of the royalists, who 
were inspirited by their recent victory. The rebels, 
who had been weakened by sickness and desertion, de- 
fended themselves with great bravery ; but at last gave 
way on all sides, and were pursued with. immense 
slaughter. - Leicester, with his oldest son Henry, and 
about 160 knights, fell in the’ action. The old king, 
who had been placed in the front of the rebel army, 
was wounded, and in great danger of being killed ; but, 
when the blow was falling upon him, he cried out, « I 
am Henry of Winchester, your king!” when being im- 
mediately recognised, he was carried to a place of safe- 
ty. By this decisive victory, Edward at once quelled a 
rebellion which had lasted for several years, and which 
had threatened to extirpate his family, and to extin- 
guish the prerogatives of the crown.» The rebellion, 
however, had been so extensive, that the king, on re- 
suming his authority, found it necessary to exercise it 
with clemency and moderation. Noblood was shed on 
the scaffold; and the only attainders that were fully car- 
ried into execution, were those of the Mountfort family. 

‘The Earl of Gloucester, to whom Edward was 
ly indebted for the recovery of his liberty and the suc- 
cess of his cause, considering his services undervalued, 
attempted to renew the flames of rebellion, and excited 
the Londoners to take up arms. This insurrection was 
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soon suppressed by the activity of the prince; and 

upon his entering into a bond of 20,000 marks, to keep 
the peace. Edward, however, to relieve himself from 
all apprehension of disquiet from the formidable power 
and turbulent disposition of this nobleman, determined 
to carry him along with him to the Holy Land, whither. 
he had promised to accompany the king of France. | 

While Edward was reviving among the Saracens the 
glory of the English name, his father was unable to pro- 
tect his subjects from the power of the barons, who re- 
newed their oppressions; and committed continual ra- 
vages throughout the kingdom. Worn out with 
the feeble Henry could ilk a whi 
his best days had been wrested 
lent nobility. After the departure 
visibly declined, and he expired at St Edmondsbury, in 
the Se 

Edward had:reached S 
he reg of his ee ao His succession, eect 
being undisputed, and the council having appointed a 
exec: regency during his absence, ‘he was in no 
urry to take ion of his crown, but spent a year 
in France. He: arrived in E after an absence 
of about three years, and was crowned at Westminster 
amidst the joyful acclamations of his le. 

A prince like: Edward, who had mam gained the 
affections of his subjects, and possessed abilities and 
courage, might easily have'extended the'prerogatives of 
the crown as they: were enjoyed by his most warlike 
predecessors ; but he was contented with more mode« 
rate authority, and set himself to the correction of 
abuses in the government, and in guarding against those 
civil commotions which had been so during 
the reign of his father. He protected the people from 

him 

administration of justice :! He appointed commissioners 
to inquire into disorders and crimes of all kinds, and 
rigorously to inflict the punishment of the laws: These 
were distinct from the ordinary judges, and were con~ 
fined to the western counties of England, where bands 
of banditti'had become so numerous and powerful as 
to set all law at defiance. The terror, however, which 

soon en a 
stop to their depredations. ». The corruption of the 

delity, or rather by his rapacity, at: last 
the kingdom, and despoiled them of all their af 
except what was sufficient to bear their charges to 
reign countries. Having regulated the internal affairs 
of the kingdom in a manner which security 
to himself and to his people, Edward turned his views 
to the conquest of Wales. oid. ens vidignord 

The Welsh were the only remains of the ancient 
Britons that had) preserved, among their i i 
mountains, their laws and. customs uncontaminated by 
foreign invasion. pos, si. a hereditary enmity against 
the English, who enjoyed the rich possessions from 

Civil admi- 

the oppressions of the barons, by a strict and impartial of the king. 

Death of 
hich Henry IIT. 

a turbu~ Nov. 16. 
of his son, his health 1272. 

icily on his return home, when Edward t. 

aE — 
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History. which had heen expelled) 1 seized every. was ‘chiefl d the remainder, of his.reign, _ History: 

—~ pad ing 1 at pe ee ete deta under the article ScopLanp, “Y= 
eir ener », While Edward was intent on the conquest of Scot- 

2 dee in the rebellion of land, he found himself at the same time embroiled in a 
Leicester. Lewellyn, Prince Vales, on the suppres- war with| France. The origin of this war was a quar- 
sion of that rebellion, had been included in the gene- rel.between an.English and Norman sailor at Bayonne, 
ral. accommodation ; but dreading the resentment of in which the ‘Norman. was killed. The crew. of the 
Edward, he. still. carried on a secret co ence Norman vessel to which the deceased sailor belonged, 
with the Mountfort faction, and had even paid his ad- complained to the king of France ; but he, without in- 
dresses to perenne a anghicr. The discovery of this quiring into the business, bade them revenge them- 

correspondence i Edward with a pretext for selves, and give him nomore trouble, They according- _ 
war, He marched a numerous army into Wales, and ly seized an English ship in the channel, and, havi 

A.D. 1277. having hemmed in the enemy among the hillsof Snow- hanged several of the crew at the yard-arm, along wi 
dun, reduced them to submission by famine, Lewel- some dogs, dismissed the vessel, saying, That was the 
lyn and all his barons swore fealty to the crown of Eng- satisfaction they required for the blood of their coun- 
land. This submission, however, was but of short du- tryman slain at Bayonne. This outrage and insult 
ration. The Welsh, irritated by the insults and op- duced retaliations,on the ships of France ; and, in.a 
ae of their haughty victors, again flew to arms: short time, the whole|navy of both nations were.enga- 

it was the signal-for their ruin. _Edward, well ged in the quarrel. The sovereigns seemed to take no 
pleased with an opportunity of again going to war, re- notice of the depredations which were daily commit- 

4 ion of ted against their, respective subjects, il, the. two 
disturbance from that quarter, by making an absolute fleets having met, an obstinate battle ensued, in which 
conquest of the country. He assembled all his milita- the French were totally routed, with the loss of 15,000 
ry tenants, and entered Wales with an army which men. The affair had now become too serious, to be 
rendered resistance vain. Lewellyn was surprized and overlooked ; and Philip dispatched an envoy to Eng- 
killed. His brother and successor, David, was driven land to demand reparation, Edward attempted to con- 
from one retreat to another, and at last betrayed tothe ciliate ; and, as he was apprehensive of from 

was tried by Edwardias a traitor, Scotland, he studiously avoided a rupture with France. 
0 The Welsh Philip pretended, that as it was his honour merely that War with 

submitted, and the, principality was imterested by the outrages of the Gascons, if Ed- France: 
the barbarous po- ward would give him pieeennice of Guienne, he would 

inhuman step even consider himself. satisfied, and, would immediately. re- 
I Sensible store it... The king was deceived. by the.artifice, and 

Slots eramnied ceanin tins talecrad anak } ory, he as- mo sooner got ion, e wo 
Welsh bards, and ordered and declared himself sovereign of the province. Ed- 

" ward, Any ie, at being thus over-reached, than 
even at the loss of his territory, dispatched a considerable 
force for its recovery, All his attempts, however, were 
unsuccessful ; and he was, in return, threatened with 
inyasion from France. | Philip had entered into a secret 
treaty with Baliol, king of Scotland; and had even made 

EF ti 
: i : ne : 

arte 

5 = nder a descent upon the Kentish coast. His took and 
without issue, and had left his kingdom to his burnt the town of Doyer, but were soon compel- 

Margaret, who was yet an infant. This led to retire. 
princess was the daughter. of Eric, king of Norway, The expences attending his multiplied wars, obli- 
and Margaret, daughter of Alexander, and is common- ged Edward to have frequent recourse to.parliamentary 
ap rnowa. ig bistory. under the name. of, the, Maid,of and was the means. of again introducing the 
peroey:,.n the death of her grandfather, she was lower orders into a share of the government, . The. par- 

ly recognized as sovereign by the states of liament at this time consisted entirely of the great ba- 
pear lenn, 309 2, Fegensy wae appuipied. tas ednuinier rons and the knights of the shires ; for the representa. 
ter the affairs of the kingdom during her minority, tives from the boroughs had never been summoned 
Edward, whose mind was continually alive to pro- since the usurpation of Leicester. But as the growth 
wee. Lamlition, was no sooner informed of Alexan- of commerce, and the improvements in agriculture, had 
afk ng naa he conceived the design of uniting given property and consequence to the inhabitants of 
a whole island into one monarchy, by the marriage Ssalemmaaethegeteren, cine seledinamndtn oetedinie te 

Maid of Norway with his son Edward, the support of the state. .The king, by his prerogative, 
pep a safer Ha of England were accepted had the power of taxing them at ure ; but he some- 
prs, hy het by the parliament, who.even times found it both difficult and inconvenient in enfor- 

Chat Seie NE should be educated cing his demands; the taxes could gnly be levied. with 
at the court of Edw Bur flattering prospects the consent of each particular borough; and this.con- 
van snc «l by the death of the aE Pe sent was often obtained only by solicitations or threat- 

Baward in- £258, who died on hich eee to Seotland. , dis- enings. . To remedy, therefore, this inconvenience, Edward 
terferes with and disorders which were of her Edward resolved to summon two. deputies from each 2¢¥ models 
Scottish af- death, still furnished Edward with . pretence forinter- borough, who should be provided with sufficient pow- ‘®¢ P"lia- 
airs. pr Bs oe 00 aFait8. 68 $e ! ; ers from their constituents. to, agree to, what he should ™"* 

nd of at endeavouring to compel, force ‘arms, require of them: “ As it is a most equitable rule,” said 
what he had been prevented from accomp' inan he, }-dhehwheaemeeendtdaiaiidvamorael ott 

nicable manner, “But these transactions, in which he all; and common dangers be repelled by. united eiforts." 
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History. Above fifty years after, these deputies and the knights 
v= of the aes were united in one assembly, withthe 

same rights and privileges, and now constitute the 

“ Flaviag peuncesd” iia 7 Havin a supply from his parlia- 
ment, Edward determined to aes the wary tbdeh 
in France and Scotland. He overran the latter king- 
dom with a numerous army, received the submission 
of the nobles, and carried Baliol a prisoner with him 
to London: He sent an army of 7000 men into Gui- 
enne, under his brother Edmond ; but this prince soon 
after dying, the command devolved on the Karl of Lin- 
coln, who terminated the campaign without any mate- 
rial advantage. Not discour by this failure, he 

1 to make a more powerful effort for the reco- 
very of the ancient patrimony of his family. He en- 
tered into an alliance with the Earls of Holland and 
Flanders, and flattered himself that, at the head of the 
allied forces, he might penetrate to Paris, and compel 
Philip to purchase peace by the restoration of Gui- 
enne. Considerable supplies, however, were requisite 
for the accomplishment of his plan ; and he obtained 
from the barons and knights a grant of a twelfth ofall 
their moveables ; and from the boroughs an eighth. He 
also applied to the clergy for a fifth of their move- 
ables ; but here he met with an opposition, which put 
a stop, for a time, to his projected expedition. 

Pope Boniface VIII. had issued a bull, prohibiting 
any tax being levied upon the clergy without his con- 
sent ; and the Archbishop of Canterbury told Edward, 
that they owed obedience to their spiritual, in prefer- 
ence to their temporal sovereign. « If you refuse, then,” 
said the king, “ to support the civil government, you 
are unworthy to receive any benefit from it ;”’ and or- 
ders were immediately issued to all the judges; todo 
every man justice against the clergy, and to do them 
justice against nobody. Being thus put out of the pro- 
tection of the laws, they found themselves at the mer- 
cy Of every ruffian who chose to insult; to plunder, or 
even to maim them ; and cn See at last glad to sub- 
mit to the king’s demands, that they might be again 
admitted under the king’s protection. 

These supplies, however, were still insufficient for 
Edward's necessities ; and he was obliged to have re- 
course to arbitrary measures, to complete his prepara- 
tions. He carried off grain, and cattle, and other com- 
modities necessary for supplying his army, wherever 
he could find them ; for which he merely gave his pro- 
mise of after-payment: and, in order to recruit ‘his 
forces, he demanded the attendance of every man pos- 
sessed of land worth 1.20 a-year. These oppressive 
exactions spread general discontent. The barons, jea- 
lous of the royal prerogative, and afraid of their own 
privileges, encour: the complaints of the people; 
and, when Edward ordered the Earls of Hereford and 
Norfolk, the constable and mareschal of England, to 
take the command of the forces-to be employed ‘in Gas- 
cony, these noblemen both refused, affirming that they 
were only bound by their office to attend his nin 
the wars. The king, in a rage, exclaimed to Hereford, 
the’constable, “ Sir Earl, by God, you shall either 
or hang !”—* By God, Sir King,” replied the constable, 
bi | will neither go nor hang!” The king found it-pra- 
dent not to press the matter; and consequently with- 
drew the expedition against Guienne: but he soon af- 
ter embarked, with an army of 50,000 men, for Flan- 
ders. + 

The two earls had gained a ‘strong party among the 
barons ; and, when summoned to attend the parlia- 

A.D. 1296. 

Subdues 
Scotland. 

His dispute 
with the 

chergy- 

His arbi- 
trary mea- 
sures. 
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ment, in the king’s absence, they came with a large History. 
force, and took 3 ion of stig? mpieal ‘They a Sw 
ceeded, however, with moderation. » laid their 
demands before the council, and only required that 
the two charters should receive a solemn confirmation : 
that a clause should be annexed, ‘to secure the nation 
against all imposition of taxes, without the consent of 

i 3 and that they and their adherents should 
again received into favour, The charters were sent 

to the king in Flanders, who hesitated fora time to 
give his assent; but the dangerous consequences of a 
refusal being represented to him, he at last reluctantly 

lied. e time after his return, he gave a more 
willing and absolute confirmation of the Great Charter, Confirms 
which so completely established its validity, that it was the Great 
never afterwards formally disputed. Charter. 

The war in Flanders was carried on with various 
age Philip had taken Lisle, St Omer, Courtray, 
and Ypres ; but his career was'stopped by the 
ance of the English ; and his isis oat Bs tian 
ed, he had reason to a end a reverse of fortune. 
Edward, however, ha disappointed of promised 
assistance from the king of the’ Romans, whom he had 
highly subsidised, and was equally desirous of conclu- a .D, 1298. 
ding the war. Under the mediation of Boniface, the 
two monarelis at last came to an accommodation, In 
which they were both influenced by the most selfish 
policy. Edward abandoned his ally, the Earl of Flan- . 
ders’; while Philip did the same with the king ‘of Scot peace with 
land, who'was still a prisoner in England ; and, by these France. 
mutual ‘sacrifices, they were left at liberty to prosecute’ 
their particular conquests. acd: yall 

A revolt of the’Scots hastened the return of Edward. _, 
That unhappy pee under the brave Wallace, strug- ~ 
gled for a time with the overwhelming power of Eng- ~" - 
Janid; and, though again subdued, and deprived of 
their leader, yet fe Bm the first opportunity of 
again rising against their oppressors ; and, 
Robert the Bruce, proce “ Pith Lae hit rah 
step to the establishment 6! ir independence : © A. D. 1306. 
Seovtayn): Edward, enraged at’ their pratt i 
volts, assembled an immense force ; and ‘was hastening 
to execute the most dreadful vengeance upon a nation, ; 
which had caused'him ‘so ‘much trouble and anxiety ; piu, o¢ 
when he was ‘stiddenly taken il!'at Carlisle, and died in paward. 
the 35th year of his reign, and’ 69th of hisage. 9°" July 

The abilities of this prince shone with equal lustre in 137. 
the cabinet as in the field: “The many wise statutes 

English Justinian’; and the improvements which ‘he 
wiadédn the execution of the laws, gave security and 
protection to the lowest orders of "4 
while he took care that his subject$ should do justice : 
to each other, ‘he was little solicitous about the recti- | 
tude of his own proceédings; and his arbitrary and vio-. 
lent , often led him into measures which excited 
the murmurs of the nation, and sometimes brought 
them to the brink of rebellion. But his prudence ~ r 
in stopping in the moment of danger, and withdraw- U 
ing the causes of discontent, prevented ‘any consider- . 
able disturbance during his reign, He the é 
severity of his disposition by the affubility of his man- m| 
ners ; and few princes have been more revered and res | 

by their subjécts. ‘The conquest of Scotland, aa 
which he considered as ‘the greatest yeep ae of his 
life, he left asa legacy to his son, whom he charged, 
with his last breath, to prosecute the war, and never 
to desist till he had annexed that kingdom to his domi- 

i 
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—— sions of all ranks in his favour ; and, had he possessed 
Edward I. ape ‘*** but a moderate share of and abilities, he 
“A.D. 1309. might have Sovihab the preropatires ob hi 

crown, and maintained a respectable rank among 
the sovereigns of his time. But the weakness of his 
understanding, and the indolence and mildness of his 

4 disposition, rendered him totally it ble of wielding 
te the over a turbulent and hig’ Ae eine co mm 
! ess of the dying commands of his fither, he 

discontinued the war in Scotland, disbanded his army, 
and gave himself up to pleasure and amusement. He 

from exile his favourite: Gaveston, who had 
formerly ministered to his youthful extravagancies, This 
Gaveston was the son of a Gascon knight, and had 

the late king, ensive of the ascendency which he 
gained over his son, banished him the kingdom, 

arid made the young prince’ promise never to i 
But young Edward no sooner found himself in posses- 

¥ sion of the throne, than he sent for his favourite, and 
it iately distinguished him with the highest marks 

confidence and friendship. He endowed him with 
the whole earldom of Cornwall ; gave him his own 
niece in’ mar ; and seemed h only as he was 

to load tin with new tastier and possessions. 

8 

rE 

BEE EB fH u i i i 4 i a Fz il | | f for ever to have the force of laws.’ 
useful regulations, they banished Gaveston ‘for gil 
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ever from the kingdom, under the penalty /ofbeing de: _ History. 
clared a public enemy, in case of disobediénée.. The —“Y"" 
favourite retired to Flanders, but Edward’ was meonso- 
lable for his loss; and removing to York, where‘he 
thought himself secure from his enemies, he again re- 
called him. The barons now saw that! the death of 
Gaveston was the only saft against their.own | 
ruin. Lancaster hastened to York; but 'the king had 
fled with his favourite to Scarborough, and having left 
him there, with a strong ison, returned to 
Lancaster. Scarborough, ever, soon aftersurren- July 1. 
dered to the rebels, and the eaier7 favourite was put 1312. 
to death without even the form’of a trial. The news 
of Gaveston’s murder filled Edward with grief and in- 
dignation ; and he threatened his utmost 
against all who had been concerned in that bloody trans- 
action. But forgetting his feelings in his fears for his 
own. safety, he to an accommodation ; and,’as. 
the barons were sufficiently satisfied with their 
they offered to ask his pardor publicly on their knees, 
when a general amnesty was immediately subscribed. 

Tranquillity ané union being again restored, the at- 
tention of Edward was called to the progress of the 
Scottish patriots. Ashamed of his former inactivity, Invasion 
and of having allowed the favourable moment to escape, Scotland. 
he now determined to execute his father’s dying com~ 
mand. He collected, from all quarters, his most war- 
like vassals, and marched, with an immense army, to , 
the frontiers of fe eee se the spetace ars alee 8 
nishing, at one blow, im t enterprise whi 
the firet Edward had so picedechully bet. But the de- June 25. 
cisive battle of Bannockburn drove him with di 1314. 
from his expected conquest, secured the independence 
of Scotland, and fixed Robert Bruce upon the throne of 
that kingdom. ve ‘“n eo 

The Scots now retaliated u ir 
made man eciccthafulMnitoady hte land. These dis- 
asters, with Edward’s infatuated a ent to favour- 
ites, n excited discontents the barons, and 
kindled a civil war in the kingdom. Hugh Spencer, the new fa- 
the new favourite, was of a noble family, and possessed vourite. 
all those exterior ishments which were fitted to 
make a favourable impression on the weak mind of the 
king. But he was equally destitute, with Gaveston, of 
prudence and moderation. He exceeded +him in ava~ 
rice, injustice, and i , and soon became an ob= 
ject of greater hatred than even that unfortunate stran- 
ger. The turbulent Lancaster, at the head of the mal- 
yma a London with an armed force, and 
compe e parliament to’ a sentence of attainder- 
pe Spencer and his futher. In this, Edward was. 

liged ‘to iesce ; but it was only with the intention 
of reversing it as soon as he had an opportunity ; and: 

The queen, who had all along joined the barons in: 

Gaveston 
put todeath, 

their hatred against the favourites, while on a pilgrim- 
age to Can , had been denied a night's ing,. 
by Badlesmere, governor of the castle of Leeds... Irri-. 
tated by this affront, she persuaded her husband to take 
vengeance on his insolent vassal. Edward immediate- Civil eddies 
ly raised an army, and having taken the castle of Leeds, (tions... 
put the governor to death. Being now emboldened 
with success, he resolved to take advantage of his situa~ 
tion, and to re-establish and confirm his authority, by. . 
the destruction of his enemies. He recalled the two a, p, 1999.. 
Spencers from exile; and marched with his army to. 
the marches of Wales, where the discontented barons. 
chiefly resided: The Earls of Hereford and Lancaster 
Se ee ee of the Trent 5 but: 
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Nistory. bei alsed, they fled towards Boroughbridge, 
Sy wilte, Saliig met by a of royalists, alee Sir 
Srccess of Andrew Harcla, Hereford was slain, and Lancaster 
tw king. taken prisoner. As this prince was taken in arms, he 

was condemned by a court martial, and was led to exe- 
cution loaded owith indignities and derision. The death 
of Lancaster was followed by that of his principal con- 
federates. Many also were thrown into prison, and 
others escaped beyond seas. The young favourite 
seized wpon the most considerable forfeitures. His ra- 
pacity was insatiable. It disgusted even the loyal ba- 
rons, and exposed him to general odium. 

A.D.132h A: difference having arisen between Edward and 
Charles the Fair, king of France, respecting the duchy 
of Guienne, Isabella was permitted to go over to Paris, 
in order to adjust matters with her brother. Charles, 
however, required that the king of England should ap- 
pear in his court, and do homage for that duchy ; but 
as there were many obstacles to such a journey, the 
queen that Guienne should be given to youn 
Edward, and that the prince should come to Paris an 
do homage to his apeniet lord. The king, glad of in- 
dulging in his indolence, and in the society of his fa- 

The queet vourite, willingly consented. The queen, having now 
forms the got the young prince into her power, was resolved to 
design of em loy his influence for her own aggrandizement, She 
dethroning had fixed her affections, which ed betel long estranged 
— a from her husband, upon Roger Mortimer, a powerful 
= baron; who, having been engaged in the late rebellion, 

had escaped into France. At the French court also she 
met with many English fugitives, the remains of the 
Lancastrian faction, who were ready to countenance 
any of her schemes that were likely to be the means of 
restoring them to. their possessions and their gney. 
Being thus supported, and having gained over the Earls 
of Kent and Norfolk, brothers to the king, as also the 
Earl of Leicester, brother and heir to Lancaster, and 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, with many other noble- 

Invades  ynen and prelates, she landed on the coast of Suffolk, 
England. _ with $000 foreign troops. She openly declared that her 

only object was the expulsion of the Spencers from 
power ; but with the ruin of the favourites, she medi- 
tated also the dethronement of her husband. As the 
Spencers were universally hated, the people soon flock- 
ota her standard, and even Robert de Watteville, who 
was sent by the king to oppose her, joined her with all 
his forces, Edward endeavoured to rouse the citizens 
of London in his defence, but in vain ; and being in a 
manner deserted, he fled towards Bristol. Thither he 
was pursued by the Earl of Kent, and the foreign mer- 
cenaries. He then over into Wales, leaving the 
castle of Bristol to the charge of the elder Spencer, who 
had lately been created Earl of Winchester ; but he was 
no sooner gone, than the garrison mutinied, and deli- 
vered up their governor to the rebellious barons, This 
venerable nobleman, now in his ninetieth year, was con- 
demned without trial, was hanged upon a gibbet, had 
his body cut to pieces and thrown to the dogs, and his 
head sent to Winchester to be ex to the derision 

pooch of the ag His son soon after shared the same 
me out fore, The king, disappointed of the expected succours, 

had attempted to es into Ireland, but, being driven 
back by a storm, he fell into the hands of the rebels, 
and was committed to the castle of Kenitworth, under 
the custody of the Earl of Leicester. The queen then 

Edward dee Summoned a parliament at Westminster, in which the 
posed by king was charged with incapacity for government, and 
parliament, negleeting the public welfare. He was consequently 

deposed, and was soon after compelled, by menaces, to 

ENGLAND. 
sign his own resignation, The youn, ce was then History, 
crowealiads but the whole adcaantsh nt tas govern. ——"Y— 
ment fell into the hands of his mother, and her par 
mour Mortimer. Not content, however, with the im- 
prisonment of her husband, and her own exaltation, the 
queen endeavoured to hasten his death, by the most 
ignominious and cruel treatment. Her criminal cor- 
respondence with Mortimer had become apparent. to 
all; and as er eras hated for their vices, the de- 
throned monarch was ed with pity and venera- 
tion. 

tally destitute of all the’comforts, and almost of the ne- 
cessaries of life. At one time they ordered him to be 
shaved, in the open fields, with cold and dirty water 
from a neighbouring ditch; when th used to 
change it, he burst into tears, which bedewing his 
face, he exclaimed, that, in spite of their cruelty, he 
should be shaved with clean and warm water. But 
sorrow and affliction were instruments of murder too 
tardy for the impatience of his enemies ; and Mortimer 
sent secret orders to his keepers to have him instant] 
dis ed. The assassins seized him while in 
and, in order to prevent any outward marks of violence 
appearing on his person, they held him down with a 
table which they flung over him, and thrust a pipé up 
his body, through which they inserted a red hot iron 
which consumed his bowels, His agonizing shrieks, And mur 
however, discovered to all the inhabitants of Berkeley dered, 
castle, the barbarous murder of shecnenanaeats ng. re a1. 

Indolence and attachment to fay were. ; 
eat blemishes in the character of this monarch; and... 
m these sprung all his misfortunes. He wasof an ~ 

ewpleetblo figure ; mild, gentle, and inoffensive in his 
ispositions ; unsuspicious in his confidence, arid )ar- 

dent in his friendship ; and was, in every A ete 
ter fitted for enjoying the ere 
of domestic life, than for bearing rule over a fierce and 
turbulent peo 

EE 
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sessed the chief authority, and every thing 
his influence or direction, The Scots, taking adyantage 
of the unsettled state of England, broke into the 
counties, and carried desolation and ruin wherever they 
came. Y Edward, at the head of a numerous army, 
marched to the frontiers to oppose them, But the enemy War with 
were commanded by the celebrated warriors, the Ear] Scotland. 
of Murray and Douglas, who knowing their infe- 
riority in numbers, eluded all his pursuits, yet conti- 
nued their depredations, Edward at Jast found them 
encamped on the southern banks of the Were; but the 

ition had been chosen with such Judgment, that he 
‘ound it impracticable to attack them with any prospect 
of success. They afterwards moved farther up the ri- 
ver, still Preserving, however, the advantage of the 
ground, Here Edward followed them, and, burning 
with a passion for military glory, insisted a attack- 
ing them at all hazards; but he was over-ruled by Mor- 
timer, who trusted that necessity would oblige the enemy 
to change their situation, and thus offerthem a more 
victory, But this delay had oonly ved fatal to Ed- 
ward, Douglas, with 200 chosen followers, secretly en- — 
tered the English camp in the night-time, and penetra- 
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pb ee Saige te not his attendants, suddenly 
waking, made such resistance as allowed him time to 

His chaplain and chamberlain both fell by the 
fad’ of” Dotgle; “who ‘dk Bsted cr hig  cbpect, 
fought his back through a of foes to the Scot- 
tii ekg. OPW ebeaatg BIGKE the Scots decam 4 
See a aoe et ie ng- 
lish, as rendered it unavailing. Edward, it is 
said, erly when he heard of the enemy’s escape ; 
d returned to London highly seme against Morti- 
for ing his attac’ e Scottish camp. 

This Eoblemane having in gett assumed the 
ee 

a sovereign 
with an 

with the King of Scot- 
land, that the princess Jean 
should be married to David, the son and heir of Robert 
Bruce, and that, upon Robert's paying 30,000 marks, 
the English parliament should acknowledge the inde- 
pendentee of Scotland. He then red the execution 
of the Earl of Kent, and the imprisonment of the Earl 
of Laneaster, under a of their having been en- 

ina to restore the late king, whom 
to bealive. The peace with Scotland dis- 

i the hopes of the nation, and spread universal 
J hea rere: sfle speaptnnd sa mg Avitned 

blood opened the éyes of the y king to the danger 
of his situation. & fl alas the bondage in which he 
was held by his insolent minister, and ing to be 
free, he secretly communicated his wishes to Mon- 
tacute, who several other noblemen to join him 
in deliveri ing and kingdora from the tyranny 
of Mortimer. The ; and her lover resi- 
ded in the castle of Notti . But as the place was 

of the gates were 
the conspirators were 

They ihe f nor. 
his danger ; and, hurrying him before the parli 

the lawless administration of 
directed his attention to Scotland, 

involved in a civil war by the death 
Peak i y Edward a to 

vid Bruce was only seven years 

i Se tere ae Ua Se Sa of his ian, i of M . Theloss 
of this great warrior and statesman would have been felt 
in the proudest days of the Scottish monarchy; but in 

distracted state of the ki , it was a 
to the cause which he ; and Baliol, 

the assistance of Edward, was raised to the throne. 
m, however, was but of short continuance. His 

to England excited the general indig- tame 

the Scots ; and Edward, with all his power, Ration 
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found himself unable to subdue the spirit of that war- History. 
like people. But his attention was soon drawn off to “Y=” 
more important uests. eat 

Philip the Fair left three sons, Louis Hutin, Philip 
the Long, and Charles the Fair, who were all succes- 
sively kings of France, but who all died without lea~ 
ving any male heirs ; and one daughter, Isabella Queen 
of England. On the death of Charles, the male succes- 
sion to the throne devolved upon Philip de Valois, 
Charles’s cousin-german, Edward, however, whose Claims the 
ambitious mind was always alive to every prospect of’ crown of 
ag i t, laid claim to the crown of that king- France. 
dom in right of his mother; but, as the title of Philip 
had been universally acknowledged by the French na~ 
tion, he did not think proper to insist in his pretensions 
at present, and probably would never have farther 
thought of them, not some circumstances occurred 
whieh kindled a quarrel between the two sovereigns. 

Robert d’Artois, who was descended from the blood- 
royal of France, and was married to Philip’s sister, had 
been deprived of the county of Artois by Philip the 
Fair, and in atterapting to recover it by forgery, was 
detected, and obliged to fly the kingdom. He found 
refuge and protection in the court of England, and, 
being a man of abilities, was soon admitted into the 
councils and confidence of the king. This excited the 
resentment of the French monarch, who had also given 
serious cause of complaint to Edward, by protecting the 
exiled David Bruce, and encouraging the Scots in all 
their struggles for independence, | Mutual threatenings 
and recriminations soon led to open hostility. Ed- 
ward, ‘at an immense expence, had formed alliances in 
the Low Countries, and on the frontiers of Germany ; 
but it was difficult to bring so many petty sovereigns 
to act with union and determination. e was at last; 4. p..1899, 
however, enabled to appear in France with an army of Fruitless 
50,000 men. — Philip op him with a force double ¢xpedition 
its strength ; but instead of coming to any decisive ac. ‘° Vrnce- 
tion, they merely a in face of each other, and, 
after some mutual bravados, Edward was compelled’ b 
his exhausted finances to retire into Flanders, and dis- 
band his army. 

The debts which he incurred in this fruitless expe- 
dition, and his preparations for another campaign, obli- 

him to have recourse to parliament for an extraor- 
i supply. This was granted upon condition of 

his confirming the two charters, and the privileges of 
boroughs, and of remedying some lesser abuses. But 
as Edward had now assumed the title of King of France, 
and had quartered the arms of France with those of 
England in his seals and ensigns, the parliament oe 
it also to declare that they owed him no o 
dience as King of France ; and that, whatever might be 
the issue of his present enterprize, the two kingdoms 
must for ever remain distinct and independent. Ha- 

ing equipped a fleet of 250 sail, the king again ems 
barked for the continent ; but was met off the Flemish 
coast by the French fleet, consisting of 400 ships man- 
ned with 40,000 seamen. The action was begun by 
the English, who had gained the wind of the enemy. 
It was long and fiercely contested ; but the Flemings, qy,o French, 
having descried the battle from their shores, issued from feet defeat- 
‘hicit Favbours with a considerable force, and decided e¢, 
the day in favour of Edward, The French in this en- June 15. 
gagement lost 230 ships and 30,000 men. But this '* 
success was followed by no event of importance on shore. 
Edward took the field with 100,000 men, but was foil- 
ed in an attempt upon Tournay; and the only conse- 
quence of all his mighty preparations was a truce for 
twelve months. Disappointed at the unsuccessful issue 
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of his plans, and harassed and affronted by his nume- 
rous creditors, Edward returned to England discontent- 
ed with himself and with all around him. He now 
vented his ill-humour upon his own subjects. Finding, 
en his arrival, the Tower of London negligently - 
ed, he imprisoned. the constable and all his officers. He 
then dismissed and punished the officers of the revenue. 
He displaced and imprisoned the bishops of Chichester 
ee teen his Seneele and treasurer ; —— the 

e privy seal, the chief justice, and the may- 
or of London. Sicatford, Archbishop of Canterbury, 
who had been entrusted with collecting the taxes, fell 
also under his displeasure; but that prelate being abroad, 
escaped the immediate effects of his resentment. He was 
no sooner, however, informed of the king's indignation, 
than he resolved to maintain the privileges of his charac- 
ter. He issued a general sentence of excommunication 
against all who should exercise any violence on the per- 
sdns or the goods of clergymen, and even wrote to Ed- 
ward that the royal authority was subordinate to the 
apostolic dignity. The king sought to humble the pri- 
mate, and, as a mark of disrespect and resentment, sent 
him no summons to attend the next parliament. Strat- 
ford was not discouraged, but repaired to the parlia- 
ment-house, arrayed in his pontifical robes, and de- 
manded admittance as the first peer of the realm. He 
was refused for two days, but was at last allowed to take 
his seat, and was reconciled to the king. 

Edward, impelled by his necessities, was obliged, in 
order to procure money, to acquiesce in almost any 
measures which his parliament might propose; and 
they, taking advantage of his situation, passed an act, 
which made considerable encroachments upon the an- 
cient p ives of the crown. They required that 
the great charter should be confirmed anew by the 
king ; and that all the great officers of the state should 
also take an oath to observe it: that no peer should be 
punished, but by the award of his peers in parliament: 
and that the ministers of the crown should be amenable 
to parliament for their conduct in the discharge of their 

lic duty. Edward consented to this statute; but 
e had no sooner received the promised supply, than 

he annulled it ; and, about two years after, even pre- 
vailed upon the parliament to repeal it. 

Affairs on the continent began now to wear an aspect 
more promising to Edward’s ambitious views. The Count 
of Mountfort had seized upon Brittany, to the exclusion 
of his brother’s daughter, who had been inyested in the 
duchy during the lifetime of her father, and had been 
married to Charles of Blois, nephew to the king of 
France. Charles was powerfully supported by his un- 
cle in the recovery of his wife’s Pokaase ; while 
Mountfort strengthened his usurpation by an alliance 

Renewal of with the King of England. War was immediately re- 
the war with newed ; but, in the very outset of the contest, Mount- 
France. fort was taken L peyns: and conveyed to Paris. This 

accident seemed to give a fatal blow to his pretensions. 
His fortunes, however, were soon retrieved by the mag- 
nanimity of his countess, who, having assembled the 
inhabitants of Rennes, presented to them her infant 
son, as the only male remaining of their ancient prin- 
ces, and conjured them, if they had any regard to their 
ancient liberties, to save them from the dominion of 
France, by defending the rights of her family. They 
unanimously declared their resolution to live and die in 
her cause ; and their example was followed by all the 
fortresses of Brittany. Having — the province in 
a proper state of defence, she shut herself up in the 
fortress of Hennebone, where she was immediately 
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invested by Charles of Blois, , During the si she History.; 
displayed the most heroic courage and “indefatigable aye 
perseverance, The) garrison, animated by her exam- “~*~ * 
ple, performed: prodigies of valour ;. and when their ~ | 
strength was nearly exhausted, she broke | the ate 

s line with a small force, retired to Brest, and 
fi her way back with a reinforcement of 500 caval- 
ry. Allher exertions, however, were unable any longer 
to resist the numbers of the besiegers, and she was up- 
on the point of capitulating, when succours from Eng- 
land rescued her from her perilous situation. 

After five years of almost constant warfare, in which Successes of 
neither party had gained any material advantage, the the English. 
memorable battle of Cressy established the fame of 
England, and secured to Edward a footing in the king- 
dom of France. “Accompanied by his principal nobi- 
lity, and his eldest son Edward, Prince of Wales, usual- 
ly denominated the Black Prince, from the colour of 
his armour, and then only fifteen years of age, the king of 
England embarked with a strong force for the relief of 
Guienne ; but the winds proving contrary, he ordered 
the fleet to steer for the coast of Normandy, and land- 
ed his army at La Hogue. The French, under the July 12. 
Count d’Eu, constable of France, a gs age oppose 1546. 
his approach to Caen; but they fled at first onset, 
and the constable was taken prisoner, .The Engli 
army, scattered over the country, now destroyed and 
pillaged wherever they came without opposition, and 7 
carried their ravages to the very gates. of Paris. Phi- 
lip, with 100,000 men, advan to Rouen ; but Ed« 
ward retired before his superior numbers, and hastened 
by rapid marches towards Flanders. The impatience 
of Philip, however, to be revenged upon his invaders, . 
who had dared to insult him. in his very capital, hur-, 
ried him forward with such precipitation, that Edward 
was under the necessity of lanai an engagement, 
or of exposing his rear to the attacks.of a numerous ca~ 
valry. e King of England accordingly halted near. 
the village of Cressy, Pe haying chosen an advanta-. pattle of 
geous position, disposed his army in. three, lines, and,Cressy. 
awaited the approach of the enemy, . The first line was, 
entrusted to the Prince of Wales, with the Earls.of 
Warwick and Oxford under him; the Earls of Arundel 
and, Northampton. commanded the second; and the 
king took charge of the third.. The French soon af- 
ter arrived in great disorder, and overpowered, with 
fatigue. They immediately drew up in battle, array. 
The. van, sunaionng Pe 15,000 Genoese cross-bowmen,, 
was led on by Anthony Doria and Charles Grimaldi ; 
the heavy armed, cavalry formed the second division, 
and were commanded by the Count of Alencon, bro- 
ther to the king; and Philip, himself brought up the aug. 15, 
siliged The Genoese be, we wars: but were soon 
obliged to give wa. ‘ore the English archers ; , 
falling back upon their cavalry, eae both lines pes 
confusion, Prince of Wales perceived the favour-, 
able moment, and rushed ‘with his division to the 
charge. He was followed by the second line; but the 
French cavalry; recovering themselves, and en 
by the example of their leader, made such a d 
resistance, that the battle was long and doubtfully con- 
tested. The Earl of Warwick, apprehensive of the is- 
sue, from the superior numbers of the enemy, sent to. 
entreat Edward to advance to the relief of the prince. 
The king was viewing the action from an eminence ; 
and asking the messenger if his son was wounded or. 
slain, he was answ in the negative. “ Tell my 
son then,” said he, ‘ that I reserve the honour of 
day to him, He will be able, without my assistance, 
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to repel the enemy.” This confidence of their monarch but. scarcely had it subsided, when the flames of war History. 

; and young Edward that day performed such feats - John had succeeded his father Philip in the throne of 
pe ee, xs filled even veterans with astonishment. France; but though possessed of many accomplishments, 
The French « were again thrown into disorder, 2 pow courage, and the nicest sense of honour, 
and in was deficient in foresight and prudence. His king- 
took to flight, and were pursued without quarter, till dom was torn by intestine commotions, which at last 
darkness saved them from the rage of their enemies. kindled into open rebellion. Edward, ever ready to Renewal of 
In this battle there fell on the side of the enemy, the take advantage of every disturbance in the rival king- the war with 

sof Bohemia and Majorca, the Dukes of Lorraine dom, determmed to support the French malcontents, Frnce- 
- and , the Earls of Flanders, Blois, Vaudemont, The Black Prince entered France on the side of Gui- 4: > !555- 

and Aumale, with 36,000 combatants; while the loss enne, and ra’ with impunity the whole of Langue- 
of the a0 dew very inated, bom procter a with a egy nen army, overran 
Edw: wed up his victory’ e siege of Ca- open country between Calais and St 

i 1 him near a oeanee But Omer. Y Edward, encouraged by his suc~ 
while he was engaged in this rize, the Scots un- cess, took the peer yee then ge 19,000 
der David Bruce entered } umberland with an ar- men, and attem to penetrate through France, and 
my of 50,000 men, and carried devastation and terror join the Duke of Lancaster in Normandy. But finding 
to the gates of Durham. Queen Phili in the ab- the bridges on the Loire broken down, he was on the 

her husband, undertook the defence of the point of returning, when he was intercepted near Poic- 
kingdom, and, with a very inferior force, ventured to tiers by the French monarch, at the head of an army 
give battle to the enemy at Neville’s Cross. The Scots five times his number. Seeing all retreat impracticable, 
were i i it id was_ the Prince chose his nd with the most consummate 

i skill, and prepared for battle. But sensible of his des- 
in the Tower, to Calais, and there, situation, he listened to the mediation of the 

4 , did more for the ho- inal of Perigord, and effered to purchase his retreat, 
i ‘the with the cession of all the conquests which he had made 

won. John of Vienne, in this and the former campaign ; and farther, 
i pene poe BS omni: cane ears. John, how- 

attempts of the English with the ever, required that he should su er himself a pri- 
soner, with seeks aa Heer aes Edward ip- 
dignantly repli t, whatever might be his fate, 

con- England should never be obliged to pay his ransom, 
ies ‘All hopes of accommodation being thus cut off, both 

sides left their cause to the decision of the sword. The 
English army was stationed at the extremity of a nar- 
row defile, covered on each side by h , Which Ed- 
ward had lined with archers, through which the enemy 
must pass before he could take advantage of his num- 
bers. As the French advanced, they were annoyed on Battle of 
each side by the ish archers, against whom they Poictiers. 
were unable to te, and were soon thrown into 

inhabi confusion. An ambush of 600 men under Captal de 
Pierre offered himself the first victim for the safe- Buche, also attacked them in the rear, which spread 

is fri i panic, that the greatest part of their army took 
3 and these heroic men were led like malefactors to to flight. King John with his division alone, maintain- 

the English monarch. They laid the keys ed his ground, and attempted to retrieve by his valour 
of Calais at his feet, when he gave the barbarous the fortune of the day ; but being at last deserted by 
} and aaa Segrict “tet oo i hy. ippa saved his cavalry, and of with fatigue, ~~ A Ne overpower- 

i . She obtain e ed bynumbers, and taken prisoner with his youngest son, 
hese getlant i erbiehs tea tic ga been wounded While fighting valiantly in de- 
her own tent, dismi them with presents. In fence of his father. The French monarch was received 4 p 1336, 

order to secure the ion Of this im for- by the ee Oe eo Spey and re- 
pS dyad i saat tabaas itants, and ‘spect. Sythe” aa Palme Bot exultation at 
repeopled it ae which was probably the his unexpected success, he ascri is victory Not tO Captivity of 

of uest so to his suc- ‘his own merit, but toa superior Providence, which con- oo reek 
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Truce with cessors. A truce was soon conch between the trouls all the efforts and prudence of men; and at a re- king. 
two sovereigns, and Edward returned in triumph to which he ordered to be p' for the royal pri- 
or ee ph Pe Ei his GE tents Be stoed beltind the Lingle Cher 

A. D. 1949, general joy occasioned by these successes, how- as if he had been one of his retinue, and repeatedly re- 
csr, was onsen damped by a detracive i- fused to take a place at table. Such unassuming mo- 

i itself in the north of Asia, desty and genuine heroism, excited the admiration even 
and had spread over the whole of Europe. Its malig- of his enemies, and has added more to the glory of his 
We es ee he name than all his military achievements, 
inhabitants peri ; and in , during one year, The victory of Poictiers was followed by a truce for 
there were buried in Charter-house church-yard 50,000 two years ; and, in the following spring, the Prince of 
persons. This severe ity, which afflicted Wales conducted his prisoner to England. They land- 
the two contending Mieco gue De to prolong dhe bake, ed at Southwark, and entered the Sapital donidat ont a 
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History. mense concourse of The capti 
—yor" a white char py emcee KR ee 9 Medi ac con- 

querer attended him upon a black palfrey. John ex- 
perienced the same generous treatment from the father 
which he had received from the son ; but was led by 
his misfortunes to submit to a treaty, which would have 
ruined and dismembered his ki . He to 
restore all the i which had been by 
Henry II. and his two sons, without any obligation of 
homage or fealty. This pernicious treaty, however, was 
rejected by the Dauphin, who had assumed the govern- 
ment upon the captivity of his father, and who was re- 
solved to maintain the integrity of his dominions. Ed- 
ward endeavoured to compel him to submission; and 
entering France with 100,000 men, laid waste the pro- 

Invasion of ‘Vinces of Picardy and Champagne, and advanced to the 
France. gates of Paris. The prudent phin, sensible of his 

inability to withstand such a force in the field, had re- 
solved to act upon the defensive. He filled all the con- 
siderable towns with proper garrisons and stores, and 
shut himself up in the capi Unawed by the pre- 
sence of the enemy before his he maintained his 
resolution ; and Edward, after desolating the open coun- 
try, found it prudent to accept more moderate terms of 

Treaty of The treaty of Bretigni was accordingly conclu- 
Bretigni. ved, by which it was stipulated, that King Jo should 
&-D. 1360. nay three millions of crowns of gold for his ransom, 

about £ 1,500,000 of our money ; that the King of Eng- 
land should for ever renounce all claim to the crown of 
France, and to the provinces of Normandy, Maine, Tou- 
raine, and Anjou, and should receive in return the full 
sovereignty of Guienne, with the provinces of Poictou, 
Xaintonge, ’Agenois, Perigort, the Limousin, Quercy, 
Rovergue, I'Angoumois, and other districts in that quar- 
ter, also Calais, Guisnes, Montreuil, and the county of 
Ponthieu ; and that France should renounce Kesh es to 
feudal jurisdiction or homage, or aj em. 
These om. though severe and very er to 
France, John, as soon as he had regained his liberty, 

to execute with the most ulous fidelity ; 
t he found considerable difficulty in accomplishing 

his honourable intentions, from the great amas 
which many of the towns and vassals in the ceded pro- 
vinces shewed in submitting to the dominion of Eng- 
land. That no endeavours, however, might be want- 
ing on his part, to adjust all differences een the 
two kingdoms, he resolved to take a journey to Eng- 
land ;.and when his council endeavoured to Aieeiste 
him from.this step, and hinted their displeasure at his 
anxiety to fulfil a outs which necessity alone had for- 
ced him -to accept, he made this memorable reply, 
“‘ That though good faith were banished from the rest 
of the earth, she ought still to.retain her habitation in 
the breasts of princes.” This gy gana died while in 
England, and was succeeded by his son Charles the 
Wise, who had more political prudence, but less inte- 
erty than his father. 

Discontent subjects. This measure excited gee discontent, and 
in the con- some of the nobles even carried complaints to the 
— pro- King of France. Charles considering this a favourable 

pc penned of reviving his claim of lord paramount in 
ese provinces, cited the Prince of Wales to appear at 

Paris, to justify his conduct towards his vassals, The 
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ign wars, which, though they to his own fame 
cat dizement, were of no real utility to his peo« 
ple. “His valour and military talents. were only out. 
shone by tages of Yas sue nine era Mieig eyo 
terror am: is enemies, was among his coun 

Bes Fay ings of enthusiasm and i ection. The warlike achievements of 
were the least of his praise. He hed wom all beats z 

ig 
Richard II, the son of the Black Prince, ascended Richard 1 

the throne of his grandfather, when only eleven years 
of The administration of the which 
had in a great measure intrusted by Edward, du- 
ring his old age, to his second son the Duke of Lan- 
caster, was still retained by that prince, who was sup- 
ported by the authority of his two brothers, the Dukes 
of York and Gloucester. As Edward had fixed upon no . 
plan of government during the minority of his grand- 
son, a council of nine ‘was by parlia- 

business of the 

York was weak and indolent ; but Gloucester pc 
considerable abilities, was bold and en’ ‘i 
had besides gained the favour of the ] 
himself was of a violent temper, and, 
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tanywith an army of 10,000 men ; but the’ enemy, ter- History. every male and female above fifteen of 

is new and oppressive measure met with pats S| 

rameters ona cipitned by the harangues of a 

trine of li and equality, inveighed against 
clea ery. fan 2 pom 
were thus p resistance, it required o 
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is tax was farmed out to tax , and was le-« 
vied with i . One of men, having de- 
manded. ‘or a blacksmith’s daughter, whom her 

to 

the kingdom ; 

had assumed the feigned names of Wat Tyler, 
Jack Straw, &c. and entering the city, burned the Duke 
of Lancaster's palace, murdered all the 
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rified by their former defeats, carefully avoided coming 
to a close ent, and the Duke was obliged to re« 
turn. The French, however, soon after meditated, in 
their turn, an invasion of England. Some. of their 

rincipal sea- towns were still in possession of the 
E ish ; they considered this the most likely ex- 

t for wresting them out of their hands. Great 
tions were accordingly made ; and all the nobi- 

lity of France were engaged in the enterprize. But 
before the army was embarked, their fleet had. been 
dispersed in a storm, and many of their ships were 
taken by the English, which prevented for. a time their 
hostile designs. 

The frequent incursions of the Scots, who were sup= war with 
, called the atten= Scotland. by a body of French cav. 

tion of the English government to the defence of their 
frontiers. A numerous army of 60,000 men was im= 
mediately collected, which Richard led into Scotland. 
The enemy retired on his approach; but he had no 
sooner crossed the borders on the east, than the. Scots: 
entered England on the west ;- and, ravaging the coun« 
ties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and cashire, 
returned with an immense booty to their own. country, 
Richard advanced without opposition to Edinburgh, 
which he reduced to,ashes. He also burnt Dundee,. 
Perth, and other places in the low countries; but when - 
he was advised to march towards the west, and inter- 
cept the enemy, his indolence and effeminacy overcame 
every other consideration, and he hastened home to en« 
joy the pleasures and amusements of a dissolute court, 
Such conduct soon convinced the nation how little ree. 
liance was to be placed upon the exertions and abilities. 
of their sovereign; and the absolute. authority which: 
he attempted to exercise over his subjects, excited unis. 
versal displeasure and disgust. 

i had been hitherto restrained, in some meam. 
sure, by the authority of his uncles, particularly of the 
Duke of Gloucester. But, wishing to shake off the 
subjection in which he was held, he raised up.a rival-to 
them in the Earl of Oxford, This nobleman 
and of very engaging manners, but dissolute and w: 
less. He to 
master. Richard loaded him with titles and di 

Ireland, and conferred upon him the soverei of. 
that island for, life. ¥ — 
looked by Gloucester ; and this prince was soon joined. 
by the principal nobility, in his ition to fa- 

Was young; Richard 
=« makes the 

the entire affections of his Earl of Ox. 
ae FLL ford his fa. 

He created him. first. Marquis of Dublin, then Duke of °™*' 

These favours could not be over- A. D. 1386.. 

vourite-and his friends. The popularity of Gloucester. which occa» 
had;acquired him a complete ascendant over the parlia~ sions dissa~ 
ment; and he prevailed with the Commons to carry w peg 
an im nt to the House of Peers against the Earl Peachment. 
of Suffolk, the chancellor, who.was the most able sup- of his chan». 
porter of the Duke of Ireland, The king, apprehen- cellor.. 
sive of danger, withdrew from parliament, and retired) 

H 

‘Btate of af- 
fairs with 
France. 

wiiaan.ibe,clastil of Edward, the,was w'th-Heasoahed 
been carried on without any event of importance, The 
Anke Oesteiacenter had. Sanrersed Gam Colale to Brit« 

with his court to Eltham. The parliament invited him 
to return, and hinted something about deposition, in 
case of non-compliance, which immediately 
his submission, e stipulated, howeyer, that, ex 
ing the present impeachment against the nae 
no attack should be made upon any of his other minis« 
ters. Suffolk was brought to trial, and charged with 
the most frivolous crimes ; and, though these even. were 
not satisfactorily proved, yet he was.condemned to be- 
deprived of his office, 

Gloucester was now sensible of the power which he 
had acquired, and proceeded to still farther encroach« 
ments upon the royal authority. A commission, was 
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framed, and ratified by parliament, by which a coun- 
cil of fourteen persons was ap ‘to whom was 
transferred the ign power for one . In this 

uni . He could not, however, 
but see that he was in a manner dethroned ; and his 
violent temper soon him to seek the means of 
recovering his lost authority. He first endeavoured to 

in over the Commons to his interest, by influencing 
elections. But this “1 , he had recourse to the 

who encouraged him in resisting the authority 
of the council. sey declared card the late ee 
sion was altogether derogatory to the prerogatives 
the crown, and that those who toatheanrh = it were guil- 

of treason. They also gave it as their opinion, that 
p king alone has the right of dissolving the parlia- 
ment at pleasure; that that assembly, when'it sits, must 
first proceed upon the king’s business ; and that it can- 
not, without his consent, impeach any of his ministers 
and jodees. 

. Gloucester at once perceived the 3 intentions, 
and, in order to prevent their execution, he and his ad- 
herents assembled their vassals near Highgate, and de- 

Successes of manded that those persons who had misled him by 
Gloucester. 

His cruelty. 

Richard re- 
covers his 
authority. 

A. D. 1389. 

Battle of 
Otterburn ; 

icions counsels should be delivered up to them. 
hey accused the Archbishop of York, the Duke of 

Ireland, the Earl of Suffolk, Sir Robert Tresilian, and 
Sir Nicholas Brembre, us traitors to the king and king- 
dom. The Duke of Ireland Jevied some forces, and at- 
ternpted to relieve his master ; but he was defeated by 
Gloucester, and obliged to ay to the Low Countries. The 
rest also ~~ safety in flight; but they were con- 
demned by the parliament as guilty of high treason ; 
and Brembre and Tresilian, who had been discovered 
and taken, were executed. The other judges, who had 
given their opinion in favour of the king, were banished 
to Ireland. But the vengeance of Gloucester was still 
unsatisfied, and it fell upon Lord Beauchamp of Holt, 
Sir James Berners, and Sir Simon Burley, who were 
all condemned and executed. Burley had been -_ 
pointed governor to Richard by the late king and the 
Black Prince, and had attended him from his earliest 
infancy. He was generally beloved for his many good 
qualities, but his enemies were jealous of his influence 
over the king ; and though the queen, whose amiable 
ispositions axyuired her the appellation of the 

«< Good Queen Anne,” interested herself in his behalf, 
and knelt for three hours before Gloucester, begging 
for his life; yet the tyrant was inexorable. his 
prince’s power, however, which he had so wantonly 
abused, was but of short continuance, In Jess than a 
twelvemonth, Richard was enabled to recover his autho- 
rity, though by what means is not known, but which 
he exercised for a time with great moderation. He dis- 
laced the principal officers of the crown, who had late- 
been inted by the opposition ; and Gloucester 

and the Earl of Warwick were also removed, for a time, 
from the council. ose errs we by proclamation, — 
general ion whi ad been passed by the parlia- 
ment ; eas endeavoured to en the affections of the 
people, Pe socom some subsidies which had been 

During these domestic convulsions, the French war 
was scarcely heard of, and the battle of Otterburn was 
the only event that marked the hostilities with Scotland. 
This ‘affair, however, proceeded more from a rivalship 
between the martial fhinilies of Percy and Douglas, 
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the flower of the lish army, had been prosecuting, 
in Spain, his oo of Castile ; rer wer : 
2 vain and useless effort, he was compelled to resign it, 
ee On his return, 
he was received with great kindness by the king, who 
employed his authority to counterbalance that of his 
uncle Gloucester. This turbulent however, 

the conduct of Richard tended too much to heighten, 
rather than to soothe the discontents of the nation. His 
time was spent chiefly in the company of worthless fa~ 
vourites, and the public treasures were dissipated in ‘ 
low pleasures and unprofitable amusements. truce Turbulence 
with pa gave universal dissatisfaction, oy Glou- vot _ 
cester took advan of this spirit to inveigh against 
the measures of government and the pusillani ser tah 

em 

over- 
throw of the government, and the dethronement of the 
king. Richard at least was jealous and apprehensive of 
his popularity, and resolved; by some decisive measure, 
to counteract his ambitious designs. . His impetuous tem- 

would not allow him to deliberate, but he ordered 
loucester to be instantly arrested and conveyed to Ca- Gloucester 

Jais. The Earls of Arundel and Warwick were seized *"d others 
at the same time, anda parliament was i i “er 
summoned to deliberate upon the conduct of these 
noblemen. They were accused of high treason, in pro- a, D. 1397. 
curing the illegal commission, and in in arms 
— their sovereign; to which they that 

eir crimes had been committed eight years before, 
and for which they had received ed pardons. 
This defence, however, did not avail them. Arundel Arundel 
was executed, and Warwick was condermmed to per- “eu 
petual banishment in the Isle of Man. A warrant was Warwick — 
next issued for bringing over the Duke-of' Gloucester banished, 
from Calais, in order to his trial ; but the’ governor re- 
turned for answer, that he had died ily of an 
apoplexy. The suspicions which this circumstance Gloucester 
excited, were much to the discredit of the king’s ho- privately 
nour and humanity, for it was generally believed that ™utdered. 
a murdered by his orders. or pe be 
following reign it was incontestibly proved before p 
liament, that he had eet eufioeenbl wits pillows. by 
the command of his nephew. sishad 

After the fall of Gloucester and his adherents, Richard 
endeavoured to attach the ite party more closely 
to his interests, by grants and preferments. The pri 
cipal nobility now seemed devoted to his will ; but it 
re Seen a ent eee 

they waited only for a favoural eee A 
shake of the ston Sie under which they were L 
and to transfer their submission to a more worthy 
ject. While the king thus cane RAED coos 

among his friends, which, by his imprudent 
was rendered the cause of his future overthrow and de- “~ 
struction, The Duke of Hereford, son of the Duke of 
Lancaster, accused the Duke of Norfolk before parlia- 
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Earl of Marche, hota been killed in a skirmish with 
the native Irish. Hereford, who had now become 
Duke of Lancaster, takin his absence, 

: vith ow ellower and on his 
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bels, and being at the. ares tine intreated by Lancaster, History. 
not to oppose his moderate request, he joined him ~~ 
with all his forces. When the king received intelli- and is join- 

Pi invasion, he hastened to England, and ed by the 
ord haven with 20,000 troops; but he nigh 

had not peu far, when this army was diminished 
by desertion to 6000. Findin 8 himself thus forsaken, 
and e to the insults of an enraged people, he 
priva' y w withdrew from his army, and fled to the isle of 
Anglesea, where he intended to ‘embark for France, 
Lancaster, aware of his should the king escape, 
prevailed upon Bit n bye ions of loyalty and sub- 
mission, to trust himself tr? his’ power ; but he had no i is 
sooner got possession of his person, than he prepared taken pri- 
to “iia Bi throne. He’ carried him to ps amidst "5" 199 
the shouts of the multitude, who every where exclaim- * . 
ed, “Long live the good Duke of Lancaster, our deli+ 
verer !” and immediately issued writs of election: in the 
king’ $s name, liclmscitiong of parliament at Westminster. 

he House of Comimons had as yet but too little 
weight in the constitution to be able to controul, the 
violence of a powerful faction ; and. had generally ads 
hered to the interests of the prevailing party, Lancas- 
ter consequently found them most obsequious to his 
wishes, and y to second him in all his pretensions. 
The peers were equally at his devotion; and when a 
charge, consisting of thirty-three articles, was drawn up tried be- 
against the king, accusing him of tyranny and mis- fore Par- 
conduct, it was received with universal approbation. liement, 
Though every article of it was liable to objections, it was 
neither ¢xamined nor disputed in either House. The 
Bishop of Carlisle alone stood up in defence of his un« 
happy master; among other things, he represented to 
the parliament, that the misconduct of Richard had 
arisen entirely from the errors of youth or misguided 
council ; and that his tyranny, if it might be so called, 
was the consequence of a rebellious disposition in his 
subjects, which obliged him to establish his throne by 
i and arbitrary expedients. If his deposition 
was demanded, the son of Mortimer, Earl of Marche, 
who had been formerly ised as his successor 
the Parliament, was the rightful heir to the throne; and 
however unworthy of reigning Richard might have 
rendered himself by his weakness or his vices, the same 
reasons could not*be advanced for excluding him. The 
noble freedom of this virtuous prelate, however, was 
teceived with marked bation. He was imme- 
diately arrested by order of Lancaster, and conveyed a 
prisoner to the alba of St Albans.| The sentence of deposed, 

ok ahs was then unanimously passed against Rich- 
and the Duke of Lancaster was raised to the 

throne by the title of Henry IV. 
Richard was committed a close prisoner to Pomfret 

castle, and was soon after murder The manner of 
his death, however, has not been precisely ascertained, 
It was the prevailing opinion that his guards, to the 
number of eight, rushed into his apartment, and fell 
upon him with their halberts ; but that the king, wrest- 
ing a weapon from one of them, laid four of the assas- 
sins dead at his feet before he was overpowered and 
dispatched. Others relate, that he was starved to death 
in prison ; and that after all sustenance was denied | 1... 
him, he prolonged his wretched existence for a fort~ gered, 
night, by feeding on the flocks of his bed. ‘Thus died 
the unfortunate Richard, in the 34th year of his age, 
and 23d of his reign. His errors were of neti 
ther than of the heart ; and his oppressions 
more from want of judgment than any love waht = 
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History. bitrary He was all his life the of worthless 
““_~—" favourites, who used his authority to the 

and had he possessed only the talent of or 
overawing his barons, his oppressions would have been 
overlooked, and he would have been spared his misery 
and disgrace. His misfortunes, however, more 
adherents to his family and cause, than all the meritori- 
ous actions of his life. 

HeyIV. AsH had the throne, to the exclusion of 

being immediately attended with any serious consequen- 
ces ; but he was unable to repress those hostile feelings 
which they engendered, and which afterwards broke into 
action, in continual insurrections and conspiracies a oacy 

A.D. 1400. himself. He was scarcely ‘seated on the throne, when a 
Conspiracy combination was formed among the principal nobility for 

: : izing his person at Windsor, and replacing the crown 
Xing, ‘alle sipon the head 6f Richaid.” But the atteospt failed, through 
treachery of the treachery of the Earl of Rutland, who’ betrayed his 
| vam i confederates, and warned the king of his danger. The 

conspirators came to Windsor with 500 horse, but Hen- 
had withdrawn to London ; and next day appeared at 

ithe head of 20,000 men. His enemies, unable to resist 
such a force, immediately dispersed to their several 
homes, in order to. excite their followers to arms; but 
most of them were intercepted by Henry’s adherents, 
The Earls of Kent and Salisbury were taken at Ciren- 
cester, and.executed without ceremony ; the Lords Spen- 
cer and Lumley met the same fate at Bristol; and the 
Earl of Huntingdon, Sir Thomas Blount, and Sir Bene- 
dict Sely, with many others, were taken prisoners, and 
suffered death. The infamous Rutland presented, to the 
king the head of Lord Spencer, his brother-in-law, as a 
testimony of his loyalty. 

Though an unsuccessful rebellion in general serves only 
to establish more firmly the throne which it was intended 
to overthrow; yet Henry found it difficult to shield himself 
from the designs of hisnumerousenemies. Conscious of the 
injustice of his title to the crown, hetried to soothe them 
by conciliatory measures, rather than stimulate their re~ 
sentment by severity. Knowing also the influence which 
pageantry and show has upon the minds of the people, he 
caused the ceremony of his coronation to be performed 
with all possible solemnity. A peculiar oil was used upon 
the occasion ; and he affected the greatest humility and 
devotion, While a subject, he was = ge to have 
imbibed the religious principles of his father, the Duke 
of Lancaster, who was the great patron of the Wicklif- 
fites, or Lollards, in England; but his throne now re- 
quired the support of the clergy ; and he endeavoured, 
by sie Sapaaygge to strengthen himself by their infla- 
ence. He made his faith yield to his interest, and at 
once procured their favour, by employing his authority 
for the suppression of those opinions which his father had 
thought it his wisdom to-encourage and protect. He ob- 
tained an act of parliament against them, in which it was 

Penal sta- 
tutes agai 
the “‘Lel- 
lards. 
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victim, | ma 
opinions by the penalty of fire, 

young Earl of Marche, to whom he was are a a 
Pass who had been taken prisoner byGlendour, These injuries 

determined him to w_ his allegiance ler 
and support the claim of the Earl of he, the true. 
heir to the English throne. For this pw entera 
ed into an alliance with Glendour, and received assuran- 
ces of eg oy om ee ned nee he pees ras 
berty. ut just w: was I to 
he onneed ak a sudden illness at Berwick. His 
son Harry Percy, however, took the command of the 
troops, and marched to Shrewsbury to join the forces of 
Glendour, The king fortunately had an ver in readis 
ness, which he was about to lead against the 3 but 
as soon as he received intelligence of the rebellion, he has« 
tened to Shrewsbury before the rebels could forma junc« 
tion. Percy, impatient to engage, did not'wait for the 
Welsh; Eo the night re e inp Broo crt 
festo to Henry, wherein, chargi | with perjury, 
usurpation, and tyranny, he cali allegiance, and 
set the king at defiance. The two armies were ee 
equal in numbers, being about 12,000 strong ; and 
commanders were both renowned for their military at« 
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History. chievements. The battle was tly long and 
bavor” fiercely contested. Henry and his gallant son, then on- 
Shrews- ly about fifteen years of age, exposed themselves in the 
bury, hottest of the fight ; ol Bikey oid Dotiatan: obtcivelled 
July 21. - their former deeds, by their desperate valour in that 

» 1403, bloody day. seemed determined that the king 
should that day fall by his arm. He sought him all over 
the field ; but a8 Henry had accoutred several of his cap- 
tains in the royal garb, the sword of the Scottish chief- 

where Per- tain devoured many pretended kings. The death of 
&y i sais Perey, however, who fell by an unknown hand, decided 
glas taken the victory in favour of Henry; and Douglas, with many 
prisoner. of the rebel leaders, were taken prisoners. 

» When Northumberland heard of the fate of his army, 
he disbanded some reinforcements, with which he was 

ing to join his son; and came witha small retinue 

to ace 
The 

by the hands of the execu- 
ion, were the Earl of Worcester and 

Sir Richard Vernon, who were considered as the chief au- 
A. D. 1405. thors of the insurrection. The clemency of Henry, how- 

ever, could not attach Northumberland to his interests. 
Northum- That nobleman soon after to join another rebel- 
berland _ lion, headed by the Earl of Nottingham and the Archbi- 
again rebels, shop of York; but they betook themselves to arms with- 

of Westmoreland, with a small body of royalists, met 
them at Shipton, and desiring a conference between the 

is severity to the pesisangh og 
and Earl were the only suffered. 

. Ford Beatill, apo bein hors 
to Scotland; but afterwards re- 

and is slain, turning with some forces, they were defeated at Bram- 
A. D. 1407. ham by Sir Thomas Rokesby, and both fell in the ac- 

tion. 
Henry, bee cae th from his domestic enemies, 

to find some employment for the 
disorderly spirits of his people. The dissen- 

sions which then agitated the monarchy of France, first 
invited his attention. During the indisposition of Charles 

though a prince of great spirit and genius, was 
subject to frequent fits of Feonticg, which totally j incapa- 
citated hi ly ising his authority, the 
administration of affairs in that ki was disputed 
between the dukes of Orleans and ly. Henry 
first entered into an alliance with the Duke of Burgundy, 
and sent him a small body of troops to defend him 
against his enemies ; but he soon after received more ad- 

from the Duke. of Orleans, which vantageous 
pie seceeted lat «apa a greater force to the su 

stip isp ye opposite factions, however, had 
brought to a temporary accommodation, when the 

: exertions of the king of England were rendered fruitless 
and vain ; and the declining state of his health prevent 

him from renewing the attempt. 
Though Henry was yet in the flower of his age, his 

& 
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end was visibly approaching; and before his death he History. 
became’ subject to fits, which;at times robbed him of his 
senses. As his constitution decayed, his fears of losing his The king’s 
crown increased; and such was his anxiety, that he always ies 

with the royal diadem beside him on his pillow. 
The Prince of Wales, happening one day to enter his fa« 
ther’s chamber, found him in a deep sleep, and supposing 
him dead, carried off the crown. . The king, when he 
awoke and missed his crown, asked the prince, with marks 
of great displeasure, if he meant to rob him of his dig« 
nity before his death? — «« No,” replied his son, “ sup« 
posing your Majesty dead, I took the crown as my law- 
ful inheritance ;. but since I see you recovered, I restore 
it with much more pleasure; and may God grant you 
many happy days to enjoy it in peace.” ‘The king was 
seized with his last fit while at his devotions before the 14, say 
shrine of Edward the Confessor in Westminster Abbey, 90th March, 
and expired in the 46th year of his age, and 13th of his 1413, 
rege 
Had IV.come to the throne by the right of inhe- 

ritance, he would have been considered one of the great~ 
est monarchs that ever held the sceptre of England. He and cha- 
sagan great military talents, and his political wisdom racter. 

seldom been surpassed. Though surrounded with 
enemies who were continually plotting against his govern- 
ment, yet such was his vigilance in detecting a conspi-. 
racy, and his activity and prudence in suppressing it 
when it rose to rebellion, that his authority was strength- 
ened by every effort that was made for its over- 
throw. His usurpation was certainly in many respects 
beneficial to the English nation. During his reign, the 
administration of justice became less arbitrary and less 
venal ; the limitations of the government were more care« 
fully maintained ; the House of Commons assumed powers 
which it did not before possess, and rose in importance 
and independence. But while we are pleased with the ex« 
ercise of his authority, we cannot but detest the unjustifi« 
able means by which it was obtained. Rebellion against his 
sovereign ; deposition and murder of his lawful king ; 
and the exclusion of the rightful heir, are crimes that 
can never be regarded but with abhorrence. It was 
these that drew upon him the hatred of his subjects, 
and from being one of the most popular noblemen in 
the kingdom, awa became one of the most unpopular 
kings that ever sat upon the throne. The intelligence 
of his death was received without regret, and was im« 
mediately forgotten in the sincere rejoicings that were 
made at the accession of his son. 

Henry V. came to the throne with the tide of popularity fenry v, 
flowing full in his favour. His noviciate in arms, which 
he performed at the battle of Shrewsbury, gave indica- 
tions of a great and military genius; and these were 
strengthened by several advantages which he gained over 
the brave Glendour in Wales. But his father, who 
was infected with all the jealousies natural to an usurper, 
had entertained unreasonable suspicions of the fidelity of 
his gallant son ; and during the latter years of his reign, 
had excluded him from the command of his armies, and 
even from all public business whatever.. The active and 
enterprizing genius of Henry, being thus restrained from 
its proper exercise, broke out in the extravagancies of |. 
riot and dissipation. Surrounded by a crew of low and gicorders 
profligate companions, he indulged in all their disorder- , 
ly humours and amusements, When heated with wine, 
he sometimes e' and seconded his associates in 
attacking and robbing the passengers on the streets and — 
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of ¢ Ita people. "In the midst of his 
ps dec however, of his heart often ap- 
ee ce through the clouds which his follies threw over 

even when plunged in the extremes 
of dissoluteness, such traits of genuine hu- 
manity and imity, as gave good reason to che- 

a snd reformation. An incident is 
tended much to encourage that 

org a whieh shews, that when brought to ion, 
he was ashamed of his irregularities and errors. One of 
[a sat associates had been indicted before Sir Wil- 

e, the chief justice, for some misdemea- 
ral Pend enry appeared with him at the bar, on'the 
day of his trial, to give him countenance, ‘and ‘to over- 
awe the judge. Findin te however, that the criminal was 
condemned notwithstan his interference, he was so 
engage that he rosea to instlt the chief 

the bench ; but Gascoigne, mindful of the dignity 
his office, ordered the prince to be committed to pri- 

ve for his rude conduct. aly; as if struck at once 
with a consciousness of his fault, quietly “submitted ‘to 
his punishment, and acknowledged his errors. When 
his father was informed of this phere it is said 
that he exclaimed, in a transport of j Jey. iis fe is the 
king who has a magistrate endowed with to ex- 
ecute the laws upon such an offender ; still more happ 
in mis a son willing to submit to such a chastisement 

actions of Henry's reign confirmed all’ the 
A Sy that had been entertained in his favour. He as- 
sembled his former companions ; acquainted them with 
his intended reformation ; forbade them to appear in his 

until they had learned to imitate his example ; 
and dismissed them with liberal presents. The wise mi- 
nisters of his father were retained in their offices, and 
received his favour and confidence ; even the chief jus- 
tice, who trembled to approach the royal presence, was 
applauded for his impartial conduct, and encouraged to 
persevere in a just and strict execution of the laws. Hen- 
ry next endeavoured to extinguish the remains of faction, 
by burying all party distinctions in oblivion, and b 
exalting to honourable employments in the state, the a 
herents of either party, who were distinguished by their 
virtue or abilities. He restored the family of Percy to 
their fortunes and honours, and treated his competitor, 
the Earl of Marche, with such singular courtesy and 
kindness, that this gentle and unambitious nobleman 
ever after remained sincerely attached to his person and 

ernment. Such Pore and a ig gained 
im the affections o Pail ranks; and the defects of his 

title to the throne were forgotten in the high esteem and 
in which his al character was held. 

ut the mind of Henry, though endowed with the 
most tahining qualities, and sublimest virtues, had not 
escaped the superstition of the age, and in the religious 
differences which then agitated the kingdom, he was led 
to support, with his countenance and authority, the esta- 
bli clergy in all their Moree a The Lollards had 
become formidable to the church by their numbers and 
Ferd ba , and at their head was Sir John Oldcastle, 

ham, aman of valour and abilities, who had 
istinguished with the favour both of Henry and 

heh father her, = The zeal and high character of this noble- 
man pointed him out to the cler, as a fit object of per- 
secution. His ment w strike terror into his 
party, and convince them that the laws enacted during 

justice king v Sveiir Grete ‘But the attempt was 
traseanel ty tbe eee Saas 
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ro ob cata and against opinions, which were now 
dangerous to the state ; and all magistrates noe 
to take an oath that they would rst cher ent 
vours for the’ of heresy. 
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engage in enterpfizes more co: to his wishes, ences in 
Tie wontcitien ot of the rival es of Orleans and France re- 
Burgundy had broken out afresh, ect) tity badaedl 
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Db attack’ of die Une ; had 
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a sent ambassadors to Pais, Ligactiting didsarien, 
the French king’s daughter, in et, with t 

i Al lions of crowns as her portion ; the restitu Ae ion ‘ot MO 

sii tat aeareaarceaar aoe ed from jan 
tany and andere This threw the French 
court into the utmost pohcwce ‘They knew the 
abilities of their enemy, and ee conscious of their 
own desperate Dares They therefore - endeavoured 
to avert the danger by negociation. They replied’that 

wailing + to pa pond meio ap 2 
eight hind red thousand crowns; to resign 

full we of Guienne, and to- 
erigord, Rovergue, Pg ong the oe 
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and was ready to em- 

the 
bho Facl af Combeigrs i second son of the late Duke 

married the sister of the Earl of Marche, 
d had, along with Lord Scrope of Masham, and Sir 

Thomas Grey of Heton, formed the design of raising 
that nobleman torthe throne. But they were discovered 

: before their measures were ripe. for execution ; and ha- 
: ing confessed their guilt, they were immediately brought 

to trial, condemned, and executed. This short delay, 

however, had nearly proved fatal to Henry’s enterprize, 
in- He landed at Harfleur about the middle of August, with 

6000 men at arms, and 24,000 foot, and began his ope- 
rations with the siege of that place. But the vigorous 

of the garrison, and the unusual heat of the sea- 
so wasted his army with fatigue and disease, 

had no:sooner got possession of the town, than 
obliged to think of returning to England. The 
of the siege, however, had been improved by 

French in assembling a numerous army of 14,000 
at arms, and 40,000 foot, commanded by the Con- 

+t; and as Henry had dismissed his tran- 
was under the necessity of marching by land to 

in the face of this overwhelming force. Aware of 
danger of such an attempt, he offered to sacrifice the 

of Harfleur for a safe retreat. But the proposal 
was objected by the enemy, and he had no alternative but 
to force his way by his valour and conduct. . He directed 
his course towards the Somme, proceeding by easy 

and encouraging his men by submitting him- 
self to all their fatigues and privations ; and seized by 

ize a of that river near St Quintin. But 
the small village of Agincourt, he be- 

j held the whole French army drawn up in the plain, with 
“ ' adetermination. to arrest his progress. A battle was 

now inevitable, though against the most fearful odds ; 
and the safety of the English army ded on its is- 
sue, But the victory of Agincourt, which was the con- 
sequence of it, saved Henry from his perilous situation, 

i continue his march without molesta- 

* 
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subdued, almost. without opposition, the whole of lower 
Normandy. The contending factions in France were 
now headed by the Dauphin and the Duke of Burgundy, 

at in concert with the Queen. Henry entered into a nego- 
5 ciation with the Burgundians, and offered peace upon 

condition of receiving all the provinces which had been 
ceded to Edward III. by the treaty of Bretigni, with 

A-D. 1419. the addition of Normandy. The terms were accepted ; 
but before matters could be finally adjusted, the treaty 
was broken off by the reconciliation of Burgundy and 
the Dauphin. This reconciliation, however, was but of 
short duration ; and the assassination of the Duke of 
Burgundy opened to Henry more certain prospects of 

isement. The young Duke, intent only on aven- 
his father’s murderers, entered into a league with 

the King of England, and sacrificed to his passions the 
true interests of his country, The parties met at Troye, 
whither the French court had retired, and it was there 
agreed that Henry should espouse the Princess Cathe« 

. rine ; that he should be declared and acknowledged law= 
YOL, Vill, PART II. 

Treaty of 
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ful heir of the monarchy ; that he should be entrusted Histoxy. 
with the administration of the government during the 
life of Charles ; and that England and France should 
for ever be united under one king. It was also stipu- 
lated, that they should unite their arms against the Dau- 
phin, and make no. peace or truce with him, but by 
common consent and agreement. This treaty was im- 
mediately followed by Henry’s marriage, when he con- Marriage af 
ducted his father-in-law to Paris, and put him in pos- the king. 
session of the capital. The treaty of Troye was con- a4. p. 1429. 
firmed by the parliament of Paris: and the three estates, 
and the King of England administered the government 
at his pleasure. 

Henry now turned his arms against the Dauphir, 
who was unable to keep the field. He made himself 
master of Sens and Montereau, and after an obstinate . 
resistance, took Melun. But the want of supplies obli- 
ged him to go over to England. During his absence, 
the Dauphin had been reinforced by 7000 Scots, under 
the Earl of Buchan, and had obtained considerable suc- 
cesses in Anjou. At the battle of Baugé, the English, 
under the Duke of Clarence, the king’s brother, were 
completely defeated; the Duke himself slain, and the 
Earls of Somerset, Dorset, and Huntingdon, taken pri- 
soners. But the return of Henry with a numerous ar- His suc- 
my, soon restored the fortune of his arms. The Dau- cesses, 
phin was compelled to retire before him. The principal 
fortresses which were held by the adherents of that prince, 
fell into his hands; and he himself was driven beyond 
the Loire, and threatened with total destruction. In 
the midst of these successes, the Queen of England was 
delivered of a son, which occasioned great rejoicings, 
both at London and Paris. The infant prince was cal- 
led by his father’s name, and seemed to be universally 
regarded as the future heir of the two most powerful mo- 
narchies in Europe. 
But Henry was cut off in the zenith of his glory by 

the stroke of death. He was seized with a fistula, a 
disease at that time not sufficiently understood, and sen+ 
sible that his end was approaching, he proceeded to re- 
gulate the government of his kingdom and family. He 
left the ncy of France to his elder brother, the Duke 
of Bedford ; that of England to his younger brother, 
the Duke of Gloucester ; and the care of his son’s per- 
son to the Earl of Warwick. He advised them never 
to restore the prisoners taken at Agincourt till his son 
came of age; and to endeavour, by every mean, to 
maintain the friendship of the Duke of Burgundy, by 
whose assistance alone they would be enabled to place 
young Henry upon the throne of France. He’ also en- 
treated them to continue towards his son that fidelity 
and attachment which he himself had so happily experi« 
enced during his lifetime. He then applied himself to - 
his devotions, and expired at the castle of Vincennes in ana goat. 
the 34th year of his age, and 10th of his reign. The A. ND, 1422. 
general character of this prince, as well as his splendid 
achievements, endeared him to his subjects, and his mes 
mory is still held in reverence by his countrymen. He 
attached his friends, by his affability and engaging man« 
ners; and he overcame his enemies; by his address and 
clemency. His magnanimous conduct towards the Earl 
of Marche, who was the rightful he to the throne, 
shews his superiority to the petty jealousies which genes 
rally influence princes in similar situations ; and his cha- 
racter for candour and sincerity must have been firmly 
established, when his rival rely so entirely on his 

4a. 
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friendship. The exterior figure of Henry was also ‘2 
ly prepossessing. His countenance was beautiful ; his 
limbs genteel and slender, but full of vigour; and his 
stature somewhat above the middle size. 

Upon the death of Henry, the English parliament 
proceeded to the administration of the govern- 
ment during the minority of his son. They entirely de- 
parted from the will of Henry. They declined the title 
of regent with regard to England, and appointed the 
Duke of Bedford protector or guardian of that kingdom. 
They invested the Duke of Gloucester with the same 
dignity ney | his brother’s absence, while conducting 
the war with France ; and entrusted the person and edu- 
cation of the young king to his great uncle the Bishop 
of Winchester, 

The Duke of Bedford continued to prosecute the war 
in France with the same success which had distinguished 
the arms of Henry. He had strengthened himself by 
an alliance with the Duke of Brittany, and had also pro- 
cured the neutrality of Scotland. But while employed 
in these negociations, he at the same time pushed his 
conquests with such vigour, that the Dauphin, who, on 
the death of his father, had been crowned at Poictiers 
by the name of Charles VII, was reduced to the last 
extremity. The fatal battle of Verneuil had deprived 
him of the bravest of his nobles, and the flower of his army. 
He wandered a stranger in -his own dominions, without 
any resources for recruiting or subsisting his troops; with- 
out even money sufficient for the decent subsistence of him 
self and a few followers. The towns which were ‘held 
by his adherents, though bravely defended, were daily 
surrendering to the enemy for want of relief or supply ; 
and he had the dismal prospect of being soon stripped 
of all his patrimonial dominions. But the dissensions of 
his enemies relieved him from his fears, and restored to 
him the territories which he had lost. The Dake of 
Brittany withdrew from the English alliance, and joined 
himself to Charles, which gave to his affairs a more fa- 
vourable aspect ; and the discomfiture of the English at 
the siege of Orleans, which was defended by the famous 
Joan of Arc, was the beginning of disasters, which gra- 
dually led to the destruction of the English interest in 
France. This was hastened by the defection of the Duke 
of Burgundy, ‘and the death of the Duke of Bedford ; 
and though they continued for several years after to 
carry on an unequal war, they daily lost ground, and 
in 1450 were finally expelled from all their conquests in 
France, except Calais and Guienne. See France. 

While England was sacrificing her best blood and trea- 
sure in schemes of foreign aggrandizement, which, had 
they proved successful, would have degraded her into 
the rank of a dependent province, the government at 
home was distracted by intestine disputes. _The Cardi- 
nal of Winchester, who was a man of abilities, but of 
an intriguing and aspiring character, had obtained an 
ascendency in the English council, and employed all his 
authority in counteracting the designs of his nephew the 
rotector. The Duke of Gloucester, on the other hand, 
y his rosity and affable manners, had acquired 

great and deserved popularity ; but his open and hasty 
temper enabled his rival to gain. many advantages over 
him, and at last to accomplish his destruction.’ Their 
sentiments were particularly opposite with regard to af- 
fairs in France. The Cardinal had always, encouraged 
every proposal of accommodation, while the high-spirit- 
ed Gloucester would not relinquish the high pretensions 
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over the enemy. 
Se Ee et ae ne eee 
through neglect and want of succours ; and a for 
twenty-two months was soon after concluded by 
fluence of the Cardinal. This measure was 

2 

Henry had now come of 
tions of a capacity, or even se 
of government. It was, therefore, easy to foresee, that 
his reign would Ae ep minority ; and the Car- 
dinal taking advantage of the king’s situation, resolved 
to raise up a more powerful opponent to the rin 
the person of the queen. For this purpose, he had fixed 
upon Margaret of Anjou, daughter of Regnier, titular 
king of Sicily, Naples, and Jerusalem, and niece of the 
French monarch, She was a princess entirely without 
fortune, but was highly accomplished both in body and 
mind. She possessed great resolution and pen 
and was every way qualified to supply the defects and 
weaknesses of her intended h This match was 

by the Duke of Gloucester, who proposed « 
daughter of the Count of Armagnae, but he’had ‘not suf- 
ficient influence to his point ; and the Earl of Suf- 

ing the truce with France, was em- 

Duke, and received the 

The queen at once entered into all the measures of the 

deavoured to render him odious in the eyes of the pub- 
lic, whose favour he possessed in a high. ace 
cusing his Duchess of witcheraft. Ive Jed that 
she, in concert with Sir Roger Boli a and 
one Margery Jordan of Eye, a reputed witch, had made‘a 
waxen figure of the king, which they melted before aslow | — 
fire. As the wax dissolved, the king’s strength was sup- 
posed to waste, and, upon its total dissolution, his life was 
to be at an end. This absurd accusation was liste 
to by the credulous king, and the duchess and her asso- 
ciates were brought to trial. | Neither their innocence 
nor her rank could save them. They were pronoune 
guilty. The duchess was condemned to publ: 
and perpetual imprisonment ; Bolingbroke was eg 
and the woman was burnt. The public, however, were 
sensible that this violence arose entirely from the malice 
of the Duke’s enemies, and, instead of taking part against 
the perpetrators of these imaginary crimes, as was their 
usual practice, they pitied the unhappy sufferers, and in- 
creased their esteem and affection towards the generous 
and persecuted Gloucester. The death of this prince 
was almost a necessary consequence to these proceed- 
ings. His enemies knew well, that he could never for- 
give such cruel injuries, and they had reason to dread 
the effects of his resentment, They therefore resolved 
to free themselves from their danger, by his destruction. 
A parliament was summoned to meet at St Edmonds- 
bury, which was at some distance from the scene of his 
popularity, where he was accused of treason, and thrown 
into prison, But on the day 
was found dead in his. bed. 

and nyur- 
nted for his trial, he gored, 

his enemies en- A. D. 1 



had fallen a victim to their ven- 
the cardinal survived him only a 

it is said, testified the utmost remorse 
for his unnatural crime. % 

_ The murder of Gloucester covered the king and queen 
with universal odium ; and the Duke of Suffolk, who was 
now raised to the office of prime minister, and was deep- 
ly concerned in that crime, partook also of the general 
hatred attending it. The popular:discontent was farther 
increased by their arbitrary measures, They 
all things with unlimited authority ; they disgusted the 
nobility by their overbearing pride, and the people by 
their oppressions, murmurings of the people had 
become so loud and unequivocal, that Suffolk, sensible 
that he had become an object of public hatred, endea- 

4 boldly resisting its fury. He rose in his place in the 
of Peers, took notice of the public discontent, and 

complained, that, after his long services both at home and 
abroad in maintaining the honour of his native country, 
for which he had been rewarded by his sovereign with 

honours and distinctions, he should be expo- 
its i e and resentment. But this chal- 

lenge, instead of silencing his .enemies, served rather to 
” provoke them ; the commons immediately sent up 

the of Peers an accusation of a ooteeers 
—e him, divided into several articles. These arti- 

however, were adopted without inquiry, and were 
founded entirely upon the popular clamours. They con- 
sisted chiefly in charging him with having designs upon 

dis- 

was easily refuted ; and 
the commons themselves soon became sensible of its fu- 
tility, and sent up a new charge of misdemeanors. They 
aceused him of procuring exorbitant grants from the crown, 

public money, and of perverting pub- 
lic justice,—charges much more probable, and not so 
easily eluded. The king, alarmed at the prosecution of 
a favourite minister, summoned all the peers into his 
presence, and called upon Suffolk for his defence, That 
nobleman denied the charge, but submitted to the king’s 

Banished,' mercy. Henry, in order to allay the public discontent, 
5 banished him the kingdom for five years, . This. irregu- 

; lar proceeding, it was easily seen, was intended to screen 
the favourite ; and, as he still possessed che queen’s con- 
fidence, it was supposed that he would soon be restored 
to his formericredit and power. But his enemies were 

“And put to determined that he never should return. He was inter- 
death. cepted in his to France, his head was struck off 

: on the side>of the boat, and his body cast into the 

be, The Duke of Somerset succeeded to the power of Suf- 
folk, and also to his unpopularity, It was under Somer- 
set’s {tac Pag that the French provinces were lost ; 

, and the people, who judge only by the event, repaid 
nn him with their animosity and hatred. These ions 
Jatk Cale $00n broke out in open insurrections ; and one Jack Cade, 
ss a low-born Irishman, who had been formerly obliged to 

ection. fly into France for his crimes, excited a disturbance in 
one which threatened the most dangerous consequen- 

a3: ces, ,He assumed the name of John Mortimer, pretend- 
: _ ing to be a descendant of that popular family, which drew 

a _ to his standard a crowd of adherents, Sir Humphrey 
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Stafford was sent with a small force, to quell the insur« History. 
rection ; but he was defeated and slain, in an action with 
the rebels near Sevenoke; and Cade, advancing with 
20,000 followers, encamped on Blackheath. He sent to 
the court a list of grievances, and demanded the punish- 
ment of Lord Say the treasurer, and Cromer, sheriff of 
Kent, for their malversations. The king retired to Ke- 
nilworth, and the capital immediately opened its gates to Enters the 
the rebels. Cade at first maintained great order and diss city. 
cipline among his followers, whom he always led out into 
the fields during the night. But he was obliged to gra-~ 
tify them by the death of Say and Cromer, when. they 
became so unruly, that his orders were unheeded. They 
broke into the house of a rich citizen, which they plun- 
dered; and this act of violence so alarmed the inhabi- 
tants, that they shut their gates against them. Cade en=_ 
deavoured to force his way, but was defeated with great Is defeated, 
slaughter; and the Archbishop.of Canterbury, who was and after- 
then chancellor, having proclaimed a general pardon to on oe 
the rebels, they retreated to Rochester, and dispersed. 
Cade was afterwards taken and killed, and many of his 
followers were executed. ‘ 

The suppression of this rebellion did not bring quiet- 
ness and security to the government. The clamours of 
the people continued as violent as ever ; and were sup- 
ported and by the appearance of a pretender 
to the throne. Richard Duke of York was the nearest Pretensions 
heir to the house of Mortimer. His mother Anne, of the Duke 
Countess of Cambridge, was sister to the last Earl of % ¥°™ 
Marche, who died without issue, and thus he stood plain« 
ly in the order of succession to the throne, before the fa« 
mily of Lancaster. Richard had displayed great valour 
and abilities in his government of France, from which 
station he had been recalled by the intrigues of the Duke 
of Somerset. He was then sent to suppress a rebellion 
in Ireland, and here he was equally distinguished by his 
conduct and prudence, and had even been able to attach 
to his person and family that independent people, whom 
he was sent to subdues The talents of this nobleman 
thus made him formidable; but he was réndered still 
more, so by his powerful connections. He possessed im 
mense baronial estates, and was connected by blood or 
alliance with the most potent and opulent. noblemen in 
England. But with all his abilities and power, he was of 
a mild and moderate disposition; and his\élaim to the 
crown, which had lain so long dormant, would not have 
been revived by him, had he not been encouraged to do 
so by the weakness and unpopularity of the present go- 
vernment. He was also in a manner compelled to it, by 
a regard to his own security. He had become an ob- 
ject of jealousy to the reigning interest, from his preten- 
sions and his power ;. and he found it necessary to, assert 
his right, in order to maintain his safety. He was even 
suspected of being concerned in the late discontents and 
insurrections, and of having secretly instigated Cade to 
rebellion, that he might ascertain the dispositions of the 
people towards his title and family. When the governe Is respected 
ment heard that he intended to return from Ireland, they PY ‘he go- 
were afraid that he meant to bring a military force along “"™™* 
with him, and issued orders to oppose his entrance into 
England. But he refuted the calumnies of his enemies, 
by coming only with his ordinary attendants, He could 
not but see, however, the danger to which he was expo- 
sed as a suspected subject, and he therefore endeavoured 
by every mean to strengthen his interest, and to be pre= 
pared against every emergency, His partizans were in« 
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History. structed to discuss his claim in all eompanies, and to 

maintain his right by succession, and by the established 
laws and constitution of the ki The question be- 
ing thus brought before the public, every one embraced 
the one side or the other, according to his convictions, 
his feelings, or his interest ; and the minds of men were 
thus insensibly led to cherish all those antipathies and 
prejudices, which afterwards burst forth with such a 
dreadful explosion, and which continued to fill the king- 
dom with slaughter and desolation. 

Arguments . The pretensions of both parties may be shortly stated. 
os ¢ The fhmily of Lancaster derived their descent from John 
Lancaster, Of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster,the third son of Edward III. ; 

while the Duke of York was descended by the female line 
from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, second son of that mo- 
narch, The acherents of the former, while they allowed 
the advancement of Henry IV. to be irregular, maintained 
that it was founded upon general consent. It received the 
sanction of a free people, who were driven from their al- 
legiance by the tyranny of their rulers, and gratefully be- 
stowed the sceptre upon their deliverer ; that, though the 
deposition of Richard II. was perhaps rash and imprudent, 
yet it was justified by the state of the nation, and it was 
now too late to remedy the evil; thatthe crown was entail- 
ed upon the family of Henry by reiterated acts of parlia- 
ment, and were these acts to be now invalidated, the 
English must be considered not as a free people, who could 
dispose of their own government, but a nation of slaves, 
who were implicitly transmitted from one master to ano- 
ther; that the order of succession was established only 
for the general good, and could never be pleaded for the 
overthrow of public tranquillity ; that the nation was 
bound to the house of Lancaster by their oaths of fealty 
and allegiance, and were these oaths to be wantonly in- 
fringed, it would throw them loose from all principles, 
and expose them to continued revolutions. 

It was replied in’ favour of the house of York, that it 
was never too late to correct any pernicious precedent; for, 
if it were allowed that present possession of power, and 
continuance in it for a few years, were sufficient to con= 
vert usurpers into legal princes, it would throw the throne 
open to every turbulent: innovator ; that the deposition 
of Richard II. and the advancement of Henry LV. were 
not deliberate acts of the legislature, but proceeded from 
the levity ofthe people, or were procured by violence and 
usurpation ; that the maintenance of order in the succes- 
sion, served to prevent those numberless confusions 
which must ensue, if no rule were followed but present 
advantage and convenience ; that the restoration of the 
true order of succession could not be considered as a 
ehange which familiarised the people to revolutions, but 
only the correction of a former abuse, which had itself 
encouraged the giddy’ spirit of innovation, rebellion, and 
disobedience ; that as the original title of Lancaster was 
founded entirely on present convenience, even that prin- 
ciple, unjustifiable as it was, had now gone over to the 
house of York, A weak king governed by corrupt mi- 
nisters, or an imperious queen engaged in foreign con- 
nections, could never stand in comparison with a prince 
of approved wisdom and experience, and the lineal heir 
of the crown, who, by his restoration, would remedy 
those abuses, of which the nation so justly complained. 

These arguments were keenly contested on both sides, 
and the people were completely divided in their senti- 
ments and affections. Each y was distinguished by 
@ particular symbol, ‘The ensign of the house of Lan~ 

andof York. 
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caster was a red rose, that of York awhite ene; ‘and the History. 
civil wars which soon after followed, were known through- “YY” 
out E under the name of the quarrel between the 
two This fatal quarrel, ptr ce gas, smd 
years, was si, by twelve pitched battles; and eighty 
princes of blood are computed to have fallen on the 
field or on the scaffold. 15) Ban 

In a parliament assembled soon after the return of the A.D. 1 
Duke of York from Treland, his adherents, encouraged 
by the general discontent against the administration, ob- 
tained a petition from the lower House, which prayed the 
king to dismiss the Duke of Somerset, the Bishop of 
Chester, and several others, from his and coune 
sels. This request the king hesi to grant. But it The Duke 
was soon after seconded by the a of the Duke of York 
himself, who had come to on at the head of 10,000 “Pp 

with a superior army. A confe- 
rence ensued, in which Richard insisted on Somerset's 
being dismissed, and submitting to trial in parliament. 
This demand was seemingly complied with, and Somer- 
set was put under arrest; but when Richard came to 
pay his respects to the king in his tent, and to repeat =~ 
his accusation against the minister, he was ised to 
see that nobleman step from behind the a ae of. 
fer to maintain his innocence. Richard now found him- 
self in the hands of his enemies ; but they judged it 
prudent to refrain from offering violence to one who was 
so popular and powerful, and dismissed him a 
mise of obedience. He then retired to his seat of 
more, on the borders of Wales. 

But new discontents drew Richard from his retreat. 
An attempt was made to recover the province of Gas- 
cony from the French, which completely failed. The 
blame was laid upon the grea lhe cir 
at the same time fallen into a distemper, which 
him incapable of exercising the royal power, the queen 
found herself unable to resist the opposite party ; and 
the Duke of York was invited to take upon him the ad- 
ministration of the goverment. The Duke of Somerset 
was sent to the Tower, and. Richard was appointed lieu- 
tenant of the kingdom, The parliament soon after cre- Is 
ated him protector during and the way to the aere 
throne thus lay open before him. But Richard had not rab ge 
yet advanced any pretensions to the crown ; and was 
even now irresolute about receiving the power that was 
offered to him. He desired that it might be recorded in 
parliament, that this high office was conferred on him 
without any application on “his part; and that all his 
powers should be specified and defined. This excessive 
and amiable moderation, however, served only to en- 
courage his enemies; and as soon as Henry had re- Is dism 
covered so far as to have the appearance of directing the —< ; 
government, he was dismissed from the protectorship, 
and Somerset was again raised to the head of affairs. 

Richard was sensible of the dangers which threatened And bas: 
him, and had recourse to arms. He Rae Pa a0 , = 
however, only of the king’s ministers; i mts Seo 
were answered by the pes * of an army, command- we 
ed by Somerset and the king in person, In the battle bans. ~ 
of St Alban’s, Somerset was slain with 5000 of his er 
party. Henry was wounded and taken prisoner, but ¢¢ 
was treated by his enemies with great respect and ten- sete 

- 
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derness, He was carried back in triumph to London, 
where the parliament restored the protectorship to Rich- 

_ard, but limited its continuance to the period of the 
Prince of Wales’ majority, who was now about three 
ears of age. The queen, whose ambition, supported 

her native vigour and perseverance, impelled her 
to attempt the . of her authority, prevailed 
upon her husband to re-assert his p' ative. She 
took advantage of the Duke of York’s absence from 
court, and earried Henry to the House of Lords, to 
whom he signified his intention of resuming the go- 
vernment. is step was so unexpected, that no 
ition was made to it; and it was accordingly de- 

clared that Richard’s power was at an end, and the 
ing was reinstated in the sovereign authority. The 

e even acquiesced in this irregular measure ; but 
soon after, having reason to s that designs were 
formed against his life, he withdrew to his castle of 
Wigmore. Hostilities were again about to be renew- 
ed ; when the mediation of the Archbishop of Canter- 
bury prevented for a time the effusion of blood. He 

that the great leaders of both factions should 
Reconcilia- meet in London, and be solemnly reconciled. An out- 
tion be- ward reconciliation was accordingly effected; and in 

History. 
—— 

tween the e y 
a solemn procession to St Paul’s, the Duke of York 

toe”, led Queen Margaret, and the chiefs of the opposite 
A. D. 1458, parties marched hand in hand with each other. 

Earl of Warwick, and those of the king, revived their 
animosity and hatred. The Earl apprehending his life 
to be aimed at, fled to his government at Calais, and the 

The Earl Yorkists immediate for hostilities. The 
of Warwick royalists, under Au th ior i - roy: 4 ey, though superior In num 
fisoCe bers, were defeated at Blochesth by e Earl of Sa- 

lisbury, who was hastening to join the Duke of York at 
Ludlow. But when a ge’ en, t drew near, 
a body of veterans, which Warwick ‘had b ht over 
from Calais, deserted to the king, which so dismayed 
the rebels, that they op ones without coming to action, 
The Duke fled to Ireland, and the Earl of Warwick, 
with some of the chiefs of his party, retired to Calais. 
This nobleman was the most celebrated general of his 
age, and had rendered himself extremely popular among 

military, by his bravery and tara fr Nume- 
rous i flocked to his standard, and he soon 
found himself in a condition again to take the field. He 

Returns, landed in Kent with the Earl of Salisbury, and Edward 
A.D. 1460, eldest son of the Duke of York, and was received in 

amidst the acclamations of the populace. The 
al army hastened from Coventry to give him battle. 

op defeats met at Northampton, and the action continued for 
at Noth. ave Both sides fi with the utmost obsti- 
ampton.  Nacy, but the desertion of Grey of Ruthin, who 

commanded the van of the royalists, turned the battle 
in favour of Warwick, who gained a complete victory. 
The fell chiefly “¢ the hobility and gentry ; 
and the e of Buckingham, the Earl of Shrewsbury, 
with the Lords Beaumont and Egremont, were killed 
in the action or it. Henry was again taken pri- 
soner ; but M and her infant son escaped into 
Scotland. This vi was followed by the arrival of 
the Duke of York from Ireland, and a parliament was 
assembled at Westminster to decide his claim to 
the crown. ie was now at the of a victo- 
rious army, and could have into the throne 
without resistance ; but his odeetion and irresolute 

made him averse even to the least ce 
a voledis. He now, for the first time, openly Wivic 
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ced his claim to the crown, and pleaded his cause before 
the House of Peers, He stated his title by descent ; 
detailed the cruelties by which the house of Lancaster 
had paved their way to power; described the calami- 
ties which attended the present reign, and called upon 
them to do justice to the lineal succession. His claim 
was taken into consideration, and was solemnly debated 
for several successive days. It was at last decided that 
his title was certain and indefeasible ; but it was also 
determined that Henry should enjoy the crown during 
life ; that Richard should have the present administra- 15 appoint 
tion of the government, and should be acknowledged ed succes- 
the true and lawful heir to the monarchy, to the utter sor to 
exclusion of the young Prince of Wales. ‘Se> Henry. 

Margaret did not continue long in her retreat. Her 
spirit rose superior to her misfortunes, She’ possessed 
inexhaustible resources in the energies of her own mind. 
She animated her old friends by her courage and per- 
severance, and new ones were attracted by compassion 
for her helpless situation. No time was to be lost, and 
however unfavourable the present of her interests, 
she determined again to assert the rights of her family. 
By her insinuating address, by caresses and ises, 
she so gained upon the northern barons, that they ail 

of her cause ; and she found herself 
at the head of an army 20,000 strong, before her ene- 
mies were informed of her intentions. The Duke of 
York hearing of her return, but unacquainted with her ° 
force, hastened with 5000 to suppress her ad- 
herents. But when he came to Wakefield, he was sur- 
prised to find himself completely outnumbered. Dis- 
regarding, however, the dictates of prudence and ex- 
a anid he listened only to the suggestions of pride. 

ichard, though deficient in political courage, was emi- 
nent for his personal bravery. He deemed it unworthy 
of his character and reputation to retire before a woman, 
and he boldly offered battle tothe enemy. His little and killed 
i Be surrounded and cut to pieces: the of at the battle - 
Richard’ was found among the slain. “His head was cut of Wake- 
off by order of Margaret, and fixed upon the gates of v~- 
fork with a paper crown upon it, in derision of his 

title. His second son, the Earl of Rutland, and the 
Earl of Salisbury, were taken prisoners, Salisbury was 
immediately beheaded by martial law ; the other, a 
youth only of seventeen, was barbarously murdered in . 
cold bl by the Earl of Clifford, in revenge of his fa- - 
ther’s death, who fell in the battle of St Albans. - 

Margaret improved her victory by hastening to Lons - 
don, but weakened her army by sending a detachment - 
under the Earl of Pembroke, against Edward, the new 
Duke of York. Pembroke was defeated at Mortimer’s 
cross, with the loss of 4000 men. His father, Sir Owen 
Tudor, was taken prisoner, and immediately beheaded 
by Edward’s orders ; and this spirit of revenge, when 
once begun, continued to actuate both parties during 
this long protracted contest. On the approach of Mars Second bat~ 
garet, Warwick, who had been left with the command tle of St Al- 
of the Yorkists in London, led out his army, and gave t st ac 
battle to the enemy at St Albans. The Queen was oaunl is 

in victorious. Warwick was compelled to fly and victorious. 
take shelter in the capital, which was firmly attached A. D. 1461. - 
to his party, and the king was left in the hands of ‘the 
victors. 

But Margaret was scarcely conscious of her triimphs, 
when she was threatened by the advance of Edward on 
the opposite side, with a superior army, and found her- __ 
self under the necessity of retiring to the north. The She retires 
young Duke then entered London amidst the shouts of ‘tenor - 
the citizens. The beauty ee person, his youth, his 
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bravery, and his affubility, had secured their affections ; 
but « were as yet unacquainted with his nature, 
which was cruel and un . He was more deci- 
ded and resolute than his father, but he had none of his 
mildness and moderation. Aware how prejudicial 
these estimable qualities were to his father’s cause, he 
resolved to throw aside all reserve; to insist o y on his 
right to the throne; and to assume at once the title and 
dignity of aking. He assembled the people in St John’s 
Fields ; and after Warwick had harangued them on 
pf oy a egaatay as y of the rival fami- 

. were Ww r 
say or Edward, Duke of York, for their 6348 
The multitude unanimously shouted, “ a York!” Up- 
on this, an assembly of bishops, lords, and other per- 
sons of distinction, was immediately called at Baynard 
Castle, who ratified the popular election, and the Duke 
was next day proclaimed in London by the name of 
Edward IV. 

The new monarch was every way fitted, both by his 
talents and his dispositions, for the situation 
which he had to maintain. Bold and enterprising, vin- 
dictive and cruel, he was unawed by Ape 
pable of pity. He seemed to exult im scenes of slaugh- 
ter and devastation; and, during his reign, the scaf- 
fold, as well as the field, incessantly streamed with the 
noblest blood of England. The first act of his govern- 
ment gave symptoms of his i disposition, A 
harmless tradesman, who kept a shop at the sign of the 
crown, had said, in a punning humour, that he would 
make his.son heir to the crown, which gave such of- 
fence to the king, that the man paid for his wit 
with the loss of his head. But Edward was soon cal- 
led to gratify his savage nature with nobler deeds of 
cruelty. Margaret, in a few weeks, had collected an 
army of 60,000 men among her partizans in the north, 
and was returning to the capital to strike her strongest 
blow. But she was met at Touton by 40,000 York- 
ists, under Edward and Warwick. Previous to the en- 

t, a body of Yorkists under Lord Fitzwalter, 
a pe i ed to secure the passage of the river 
Are at Ferrybridge, but they were driven from their 
pow with great slaughter by Lord Clifford, and their 
eader slain. The disaster at Ferrybridge was reven- 
ged by the defeat and death of Clifford by Lord Fal- 
conberg, who recovered that important post. This 
was immediately followed by a general battle, on the 
issue of which depended the fate of the contending fac- 
tions. As the Queen’s army advanced to the charge, 
they were blinded by a shower of snow, which blew 
full in their face ; and Lord Falconberg, taking advan- 
tage of this circumstance, led out some infantry before 
the line, and after discharging a volley of arrows, imme- 
diately retired, The Lancastrians imagining that the 
had come within reach of the opposite army, let fly ail 
their arrows, which fell short of the enemy. Edward 
then advanced with his main body, and dealt such ha- 
voc among the dismayed Lancastrians, that they were 
totally defeated. As this prince had issued orders to 
give no quarter, the routed army was pursued with ter- 
rible slaughter, and 36,000 men, among which were 
some of the principal nobility, are computed to have 
fallen in the battle and pursuit. Mar, with her 
son and husband, fled immediately to Scotland, and Ed- 
ward proceeded to York. He took down, from the 
gates of that city, the heads of’ his father and the Earl 
of Salisbury, which he buried with their bodies, and put 
in their place the heads of the conquered generals. 
- On the return of the king to London, a parliament 
was assembled, which now, overawed by his success, no 
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Ra would have Henry of i 

ut the victorious Edward had endeavoured to 
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tected in a correspondence with Margaret, were i 
martial law, and i i executed. Sir iam Discontents 

rigours of 
government, however, instead of reconciling the 
affected to its authority, only increased their an 
and the people soon discovered that they had exchanged 
a weak ruler for a tyrannical one. 

The battle of Touton had not extinguished the hopes 
of Margaret. She had the assistance of France "turns. 
and Scotland, by ising to the one the surrender 
of Calais, and to the other the delivery of the i 

FI 5 : : 3 
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Margaret 
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ley moor, which was soon after followed by a complete . 
defeat, near Hexham, by the Yorkists, under Lord andjs aa 
Montague, brother to the Earl of Warwick, and warden feated at 
of the East Marches, The Duke of Somerset, and the Hexham. 
Lords Roos and Hungerford, were taken in the pursuit, 4-D- \464 
and immediately executed. The unfortunate queen, 
flying with her son from the of her enemies, was 
benighted in Hexham forest, and fell into the hands of Her dan- 
robbers, who regardless, perhaps ignorant, of her qua- a the 
lity, stript her of her rings and jewels, and treated her 
with great indignity. , however, found means to 
escape, while they were quarrelling about the spoil, and 
retired into the thickest of the wood. Overcome with 
terror and fatigue, she sunk down in despair, but was 
suddenly roused by the appearance of a robber, with 
his sword drawn. Seeing no way of escape, she re-_ 
solved to trust to his mercy, and polly advancing, she 
presented to him the young prince, “ Here, my friend,” 
said she, “ I commit to your care the safety of your 
king's son.” The man, surprised by the singularity of 
this adventure, and pleased with the confidence reposed 
in him, offered her his protection, and gave her every 
assistance in his power. By his means, she remained 
concealed for some time in the forest, and then made 
her escape beyond seas, to her father’s court, where she ‘ 
lived for several years in privacy and retirement. Her And escape. 
husband was not so fortunate ; for after Wine isenowied 
for about a year among his friends in Lancashire, he 
was discovered, and Ponenaee a prisoner ten Wee na 

Edward being now y fixed w throne, The king's 
freed from all fears of dan front his enemies, gave dissolute 
loose reins to his libertine disposition, and indulged in enduct 
all the dissipations and amusements ofa luxurious ¢ourt. . 
His sae and amours became so open and un=) 
restrained, that Warwick, appre? that they might ; 
spread disaffection among his subjects, ad him to 
marry ; and Edward, in order to give greater security to 
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History. his throne, had fixed upon Bona of Savoy, sister to the 
—— of France. Pry teiasininesdea hopedito envuseteg 

i ip of that power, which alone es eee 
clined to give support and assistance to his rival, and he 

_ Treaty of dispatched Warwick to demand Bona in marviage. ‘The 
marriage were cess was y to 
wiih Bons Pp for England. Bot while Warwick 

himsel ats oe 

; Elizabeth Gray, the widow of Sir John Gray 
Pyne emer remarkable for the grace and beauty of 
her person, as well as for other amiable accomplish- 
ments. Her husband, who was a Laneastrian, was 
slain in the second battle of St Albans, upon which his 
estate was confiscated, when his widow went to live 
with her father Sir Richard Woodville of Grafton. It 

f affeonted, ; ~ 
eg werden peg a ee a re ee seg b 

Py 
to the Duke of Buckingham, and the Earls of Kent and 

The king saw the cloud as it was. ing; and in 
order to.secure himself against its entered into 
an alliance with Charles th Bold, Duke of Burgundy, 
to whom he gave his sister Margaret in marriage. He, 

conquests, 
tions prevented him from giving disturbance to his 

i aut eonfonddsbiskutidetiaty to spore dines’. 

headed by Sir ane Nevil, and Sir John Coniers, 
southward, and. their numbers daily incr b 

The Earl of Pembroke was sent inst them with a 
j by. the Earl of 

onshire,, with 5000 archers, the re- 
belsnear Banbury. Sir Henry Nevil was taken pri 

t in a skirmish, and put to death; which so 
king's. followers, that they fell upon the royalists, routed them 

Banbury. of their leader. This dis- 
A. D.1469. asternwas to the Earl.of Devonshire, who, in a 
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uarrel with Pembroke, had retired with his archers 

the battle ; and the king punished his desertion 
with death. A part of the rebels then seized the Earl 
of Rivers, and his son John, at Grafton ; and as these 
noblemen had become objects of envy and dislike, 
by their sudden exaltation, they were put to death by 
the orders of Sir John Coniers. The rebels, however, The rebels 
were soon after quieted and dispersed, upon receiving ‘isperse- 
a general pardon. 

t does not appear that Warwick or his party were 
concerned in this insurrection. At the commencement 
of it he was absent in his government at Calais, and 
his brother Montague had assisted in ing it. In 
another rebellion, however, which soon followed, he 
took a more active ; and though, perhaps, its ori- 
gin cannot be pitt seek to him, yet he cctetiwardls 
encouraged it by his countenance and assistance. It A rebellion 
arose in Lincolnshire, and was headed by Sir Robert A gece 
Welles. The rebels amounted to 30,000 men, and joined oe 
Edward, who entertained no suspicions of the fidelity Warwick. 
of Warwick and Clarence, sent these noblemen to raise 
forces i them ; but as soon as they left the court, 
they | ied men in their own name, and issued com- 

ts against the government. In the mean time, 
wever, the king had defeated the rebels, and put their 

leader to death, which so disconcerted Warwick’s mea- 
sures, that he retired northward, pene to be joined 
by his brother Montague, and Lord Stanley, who had 
married his sister. But these noblemen refused theit 
assistance, and Warwick and Clarence were obliged to Who is 
disband their troops, and embark for Calais. But the obliged to 
deputy. governor, whom the Earl had left in that fortress, ~ Sag woe 
seeing him return’a fugitive and exile, refused him ad- 
mittance, upon which he seized some Flemish vessels 
which were lying off Calais, and proceeded to France. 

Louis, whose ambition led him to take every oppor- 
tunity of a: Smee rae to his neighbours, received 
the bani one with every demonstration of 
respect, and jis intreaties and promises, brought : 
about a iliation between that Earl and his forse Sees 
enemy * Margaret of Anjou. The rancorous hatred “0 °"S 
whieh had long subsisted saeties the parties, was over- ot Anes 
come by the t distresses of both. Forgetting 
their former animosity, they naw united from common 
interest ; and Louis ed a fleet to assist them in 
the invasion of England. 

But the Duke of Burgundy, enraged at the seizure of 
his vessels before Calais, had fitted out a superior fleet, 
in order to trae Warwick, and had sent informa- 
tion to the ki England of the designs of his ene- 
mies. Edward disregarding this intelligence, made no 
preparation against the threatened danger. He even 
vauntingly said to Burgundy, that he might spare him- 
self the trouble of watching the enemy, as he wished 
for nothing more than to see Warwick in England. . 
Edward, in the mean time, bad entered into a secret 

with his brother Clarence, who pro- 
mised, on a favourable opportunity, to abandon the 
cause of Warwick. ‘Fhis. act of treachery, however, 
was balanced on the other side, by the Marquis of 
Montague, who was in the confidence of Edward, and 
who engaged, in a similar manner, to turn his arms 
against his sovereign. + 

While Edward sai. 2p in suppressing a rebel- And lands 
lion inthe north, W; , having eseaped the Flemish i# England. 
navy; which had been dispersed in a storm, landed at 
Dartmouth with a small body of troops. His great po- 
pularity, however, and the zeal of the Lancastrian party, 
which had. been crushed but not extinguished, drew 
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History. such numbers: to his standard, that, 
wv army was swelled to men. 

southward to oppose him, and the hostile armies met 
near Nottingham, The rapidity of Warwick's march 
had prevented. Clarence from executing his intentions 
in favour of Edward, and M was the first to be« 
yom f his trust. Having secured his adherents, Montague 

gue. arms in the night, and hastened to the king's quar- 
‘The king ters. Edward, alarmed at the Lancastrian ery of war, 
flies to Hol- started from his bed, and being informed of his. danger 
land. by Lord Hastings, who urged him to make his i 
A. D. 1470. he fled with a small retinue to L in Norfolk, 

where he embarked, and landed in Holland. Such was 
the precipitation with which he left England, that he 
had carried nothing of value along with him, and could 
only reward the captain of the vessel with a robe lined 

Treachery 
of Monta- 

with sables, 
The flight of Edward left the ki entirely at 

Warwick's disposal. That nobleman to Lon- 
don ; and summoning a parliament at Westminster, 

And Henry the unfortunate H. was released from prison, and 
is restored. restored to his throne. Being declared, however, in- 

capable of governing, Warwick and Clarence. were 
entrusted with the regency during the minority of 
young Edward ; and, in failure of that prince’s issue, 
Clarence was appointed successor to the crown. Many 
of the Yorkists fled beyond seas, others concealed them- 
selves in London, and the Earl of Worcester was the 
only nobleman that suffered upon the restoration. But 
the triumph of the Lancastrians was of short duration, 
and they were soon compelled in their turn to seek for 
Dar and protection from the fury of Edward. 
ee e Dake aA Burgundy had endeavoured to conci- 

i e friendship of the reigning party, by refusing 
all succours to hts brother-in-law ; but, finding that 
Warwick had engaged in an alliance with the Ki of 
France, and had even sent. over 4000 troope to Calais 
to make inroads into his territories, he resolved to as- 
sist Edward in recovering the crown of England. He 
secretly equipped a small squadron in the ports of Zea- 
land, in which, with 2000 men, Edward, after an ab- 
sence of nine months, proceeded to England to try his 
fortune in the field of war. He landed at Rave 
in Yorkshire ; but being coldly received, he preten 
that he came not to disturb the peace of the kingdom, 
but merely to claim the inheritance of the house. of 
York ; shaw thes ocheannta al histeontecthaatanh toctsion 
from all quarters. Warwick having assembled an army 
at Leicester, hastened to give him battle; but Edward 
taking another road, passed him unmolested, and pre- 
osnien himself before the gates of London. Here he 
was admitted without hesitation, and was even joined 
by the Archbishop of York, Warwick’s brother. The 
feeble Henry was in taken from his throne, and 
carried back to Slasilasieas in the Tower. Findi 
himself now in a condition to face the enemy, Edw: 
met Warwick at Barnet, in| the neighbourhood of the 
capital. Warwick had been reinforced by his son-in- 
law the Duke of Clarence, and his brother the Mar- 
one Mee eiaewoets een ininh ks 

ward duri night with 12,000. men, is, 
however, did wh mn the brave Warwick. He 
had advanced too far to retreat; and, disdaining all 
the terms offered him he. tie enemy, he resolved to 
stake his fortune u wee of a — The en- 
gagement began early in morning. two most 
renowned rals of the age headed the i 

ictory or death seemed 

Treachery 
of Clarence. 
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mistake, at last 
sible, and rushing into the thickest 
covered with wounds, Hi epee cen 
with him; and as orders had been given by to 
give no quarter, the slaughter was dreadful. 

On this fatal day, Queen Margaret and the Prince Arrival of 

French forces ; 

y the intelli 
captivity of 
had formerly su many trials and : 
disasters, now failed her ; and foreseeing the dismal con- 
sequences of so fatal a reverse, she took sanctuary in 
the of Beaulieu. Here, however, her — 
were revived, by the appearance of the Eatl of 
broke, the Duke of Somerset, and 
rons, who exhorted her still to hope for 
offered her their lives and fortunes to support the cause 
of her family. es ee ee 
flattered with e prospect of ini authority, . 
she advanced ints they iaanen al cesta hil 
Pembroke went to levy forces in Wales. Her army 
daily increased as she proceeded; but the 
Edward overtook her at Tewksbury. ‘ 
Somerset, a man of valour and abilities, 
im commanded the Lancastrians. He repul- bury. 

the first attack gin attrnerh sme that 
eS eee following 
up his success, he ordered Lord Wenlock to support 

; overpowered by numbers, 
Enraged at his loss, and transported wi rh at be- 
holding Wenlock still inactive, he ran up to the cow- 
ard, and with one stroke of his battle-axe dashed out 
his brains, “a é 

About 8000 were slain on the side of the Lancas- And taken 
trians, and and the Prince of Wales fell into prisoner. 

of the death ef Warwick, and the 

were 

oung prince, how he dared to in 

ears of age, appeared press sry oro of of Wales 
is victorious enemy ; but, unmin: i 

he boldly replied: ‘ [ have entered the dominions of 
juries, and to redress my 

, taking this 
the next 

with Lord Hastings and Sir Thomas Gra 
asa signal for his death, hurried him 

seeiy, was followed by dedeath of King his tragedy was follo by the i enry, 
who died a few days dry sk but it was 

erally believed, that he was murdered in cold blood 
y the hand of Gloucester. Margaret was thrown in« 
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Uistory. to the Tewer; but was ransomed for 50,000 crowns by ion he was tried for his life, condemned, and be. History. | 
=" Louis XI. and died some: years after in France, for- at Tyburn. John Stacey, a clergyman, suffer- 
Quan Mar. gotten and neglected. ed also from his connection with Clarence. As he pos- 
garet. The principal leaders of the Lancastrian ha- sessed more learning than was usual in that age, he 

ving peri in the field or on the scaffold, ard was considered by the vulgar as a necromancer; and 
continued to glut his vengeance, by the execution of his enemies laying hold of this imaginary crime, had 
their meaner adherents ; and the gibbet soon finished him put to the torture, and executed. Clarence could 
what the sword had begun. But this relentless mo- not behold his friends falling around him, upon such 
narch, even while his hands were bathed in blood, was _ trivial pretences, wi ‘reflecting on his own danger ; 

* immersed in voluptuous pleasures and amusements. but instead of securing himself from the impending 
He was universally allowed to be the most beautiful storm, he seemed imprudently to court it, by loudly 

is ti i i ich were and openly justifying the innocence of his friends, and 
open and numerous, were encouraged and imitated by condemning the conduct of their accusers. This free- 

° a profligate court. All ranks seemed ing to for- dom was construed into disrespect to the king and to 
‘get the dismal scenes that were past in the lessdanger- the laws; and under that pretence he was ordered to 
ous exploits of gallantry and intrigue. But the king the Tower. His trial was appointed before the House Trial aad 
was roused from his inactivity, by the call of the Duke of Peers, where the king ared personally as his ac- execution of 

> ae to unite their arms against France. cuser. He was charged with arraigning public justice, the Duke of 
War with A French war was always a. popular measure with and inveighing against the conduct of the king. Upon ““""™ 

the i they ted him this charge he was condemned by his corrupt and sla- 
a i ly, which he by levying vish judges ; and his brother, unmindful of the ties of 
a benevolence. He then passed over to Calais wi Slash cin ohigeebitude Saikinigash Wieviaghquenies kine 
1500 men at arms, and 15,000 archers, attended by his only the choice of his death. He was consequently A. D. 1478. 
bee Ts! . But, instead of being J rear argonen drowned in a but of malmsey wine. Clarence left two 

of Burgundy, as he had expected, the Duke was children ; a son, the unfortunate Earl of Warwick ; and 
ing hi tiers of Germany, and a daughter, afterwards Countess of Salisbury. 

A.D. 1475, against the Duke of Lorraine. This di intment The remainder of Edward’s reign is little else than a Amours of 
of the French mo- continuation of his amours and debaucheries. Among ‘* “ing: 

prospect of such aformida- his numerous mistresses, the most celebrated was Jane 
ble invasion, attempted to avert the danger by nego- Shore, the wife of a le citizen in London. 

a Ringiel Seiad ceptekedake. sai sf Winger tomephs peed ep raretle ena i a ses of this many ami ua- 
lities ; ‘and the scented at ea Wied aly tsidh tlehadaecl ete 

iy sepia mab goootb- opantics pi the anes chcbatabate esto bene. great mo- disposition, in the most disin acts 
i ficence and h ity. 

offices of . Edward was m 26 ARI Ree et Mg 8d 
i jecting splendid marriages is five daughters, none 

of-which, however, took place. .The contract between 
r . his eldest daughter Elizabeth and the dauphin, was bro- 

ne dN cgi ken off by Louis, who found it more to his advantage to 
condition of Edward’s wi wing his army engage his son to the daughter of Maximilian of Austria. 

from France; and 50,000 crowns a year during their To revenge this inadigasty Edward resolved upon war 
joint lives. It was also agreed, that the dauphin, when with France ; but while he was preparing for this en- 

. The terprize, he was seized with a distemper, which carried j4;, 3..:4 
monarchs had afterwards a‘ private conference at him off in the 42d year of his age, 23d of his reign. 4. p, 1482. 

Pecquigni & So pee Ate: Are mu- ‘ The character of this prince,” says an elegant writer, 
tial evaiaies, snll confiresed their i ip. “ is easily summed up: his goed qualities were courage 

Edward returned to England, after this fruitless expe- and beauty ; his bad qualities—every vice!” He left 
dition, only to di his subjects by his profligacy two sons ; Rdceod, wten‘eeneeedid Ilappidien det ls 
and cruelty. The e of Clarence, since his alliance 18th year, and Richard, Duke of York, in his 9th. 
with the Earl of Warwick, notwithstanding his after During Edward’s last illness, he had endeavoured to yayarq v 
services, in assisting him to recover the crown, had compose the intrigues which had agitated his court : 
never been able to regain the confidence of his brother. for some years before his death. ese arose from 
His open and hasty temper had also multiplied his ene- the perpetual jealousy which the ancient nobility en- 
mies, among whom were the queen and his brother the _tertained of the sudden exaltation of the queen and her 

Glenvaihenpwhey-tsleed in hastening bis dee relations. At the head of the former were the Duke 
*truction. Irritated by the indifference with which he of Bucki and Lord Hastings ; and the latter were 
was treated at court, he did not hesitate to express his supported by the Earl of Rivers, the queen’s brother, 
dissatisfaction, and sometimes indulged in ill-natured and her son, the Marquis of Dorset. Edward had sum- 
invectives, His enemies took advantage of his resent- moned them into his presence ; and after declaring his 
ment ; and endeavoured to stimulate him to still farther intention of mts amd Duke of Gloucester with 
resistance, by the persecution of his friends. Thomas the regency, who was absent in the north, he re- 
Burdet of Arrow, who happened to live in intimacy presented to them the calamities and dangers that must 

Fu : F : 
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- while hunting in the park of the owner ; which so vex- them to embrace each other with allthe ce of 
ed Burdet, in a humour, he wished the the most cordial friendship. But this lasted 
horns of the deer in the belly of the person who advi- only with the life of the king; for no sooner had Ed- 
sed the king to do him such an injury, For this ex. ward expired, than their animosities were renewed, and 

° 4M 
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each party endeavoured to acquire for itself the favour 
of the regent, 

Gloucester, who, by the most profound dissimulation, 
had been able to conceal a heart deformed by every 
thing that was mean, cruel, or base, had hitherto lived 
on good terms with both factions, But as his inordi- 
nate ambition led him now to look towards the crown, 
he resolved to attach ren reat otrmers ef 
he might expect least opposition to his views. At 
ee ee 

familly ; ‘end thus gained 
that she for a time trusted implicitly to the sincerity of 

Young ard had been committed to the care of 
his uncle, the Earl of Rivers, the most accomplished no- 
bleman in England, and resided in Ludlow castle, on 
the borders of Wales, The Queen, desirous of retain- 
ing him in her power, wrote to her brother to levy a 
body of troops, in order to escort yb arn oe: 8 OM 

of their enemies. This measure gave great offence to 
the opposite faction, who, apprehensive of being redu- 
ced to subjection by their rivals, declared their resolu- 
tion of resisting force by force, The wily Gloucester 
in’ his authority, and, under pretence of pacify- 
ing the dispute, prevailed upon the Queen to bring up 
no greater retinue than should be necessary to support 
the state and dignity of the new sovereign. But he 
himself set out from York, attended by a numerous 
train of the northern gentry ; and at Northampton, was 
joined by Buckingham with a splendid retinue. Here 
they waited the approach of the king. Rivers, how- 
ever, apprehensive that the place would be too small 
for all their attendants, had sent his charge forward to 
Stony-Stratford, and came in person to his respects 
tothe t. iipsben'viaitond soripied ing cordi- 
ality and friendship ; and they all proceeded next day 

The Earl of to join their sovereign. But when they were entering 
Rivers ar- 
rested, 

And put to 
death. 

Stony-Stratford, Rivers was arrested by order of the Re- 
gent, and with Sir Richard Gray, oneof the Queen’s sons, 
and Sir Thomas Vaughan, an officer in the king’s house- 
hold, was sent a prisoner to Pomfret castle. Glouces- 
ter endeavoured to satisfy the young king with respect 
to this violence against his relations, but Edward was 
unable to dissemble his disappointment and displeasure. 
When the queen heard of the fate of her brother, she 

foresaw that the ruin of herself and family was deter- 
mined, and took sanctuary with her family in West- 
minster Abbey. Gloucester now used all his arts to 
get the Duke of York into his power; but his mother 
resisted all his solicitations: the council, however, threat- 
ened to employ force if she continued obstinate ; which 
induced her to comply. “When she took leave of her 
son, she bathed him with her tears, and, as if struck 
with a presage of his future fate, bade him an eternal 
adieu. Gloucester then took his nephew in his arms, and, 
a him with feigned affection, declared, that while 
he lived, the boy should never want a parent. But the 

t was all the while meditating the 
most bloody designs against the helpless innocent. 

Having thus got into his power the principal obsta- 
cles to his ambition, Gloucester prepared for more 
treacherous and bloody deeds, ri aly the nearest 
male of the royal line capable of exercising the govern- 
maeemeiinse mrvertad iy Aba amet i pie jee: 
protector, without waiting for consent parlia- 
ment; and the first use he made of his meee 
was to order the death of Rivers, and the prison- 

hypocritical 

ER FER Hien ue Fait i § i 
Fer 8 i 

apon hisdesth> Wit this de- 
council in the Tower, The pro- 

ith a cheerful countenance, and, be- 

aca it 
about an hour after returned, but with quite an altered 
look ; his brows knit, and his countenance inflamed 
with ‘Those who knew his sa nature beheld 
Iisa pultiodbeneepeupeihiie some dreadful 

deserved who had conspired against his life. Has- 
tings replied, that they deserved the puni of trai- 
tors. “ See, then,” cried the protector, baring his wither- 

ueen-sister, and that 
byseheie hermematieg 

these crimes, they merit the severest 
“If!” cried Gloucester in a rage ; “do you 
me with your i/s? you are yourself a traitor, 
chief abettor of that witch Shore; and I swear 

He then struck the table with his hand, and 
the room was instantly filled with 
council room was now filled with 
the aimed a blow with his battle 
Stanley’s head, which the fellow, in i 
been instructed to do; but that nobleman 
shrinking under the table. i 
immediately beheaded on a log 
ed to lie in the court of the Tower. 1 
Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Ely, and 
counsellors, were afterwards committed prisoners 

through the city, and to do in St Paul's 
in a white sheet, before all the agp 
woman languished out her life in solitude and i 
gence, neglected and unpitied by those who had for- 
sper een protected by her credit, and had lived upon 
er A 
After the murder of Hastings, proceeded Arts of 

openly in his ambitious designs. He endeavoured, by protector 
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—— he alone of allher sons’ was the true offspring of the 

Duke of York. . The pulpit»was employed for propaga- 
ting these foul calumnies; and Dr Shaw was hired to ha- 
rangue the audience in St Paul's, on the incontinence of 
the duchess, and the virtues of the protector. ‘ Behold 
this excellent prince,” said the preacher, “ the express 
image of his noble father, the genuine descendant of the 
house of York. . He alone is entitled to your allegiance. 
He alone can restore the lost glory and honour of the 
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and made him Steward of the Household. » Buckingham, _ History, 

bt Rl the chief promoter of his ambition, was loaded with digs ™ 
nities and honours. He was invested with the office of 
Constable, and received a grant of the estate of Hereford, 
one of the greatest of the ancient baronies. But while 
Richard was thus endeavouring to strengthen his ill-got 
power, he was hated and feared by every man of senseand , 
virtue in the kingdom ; and the very accomplices of his 
crimes were contemplating his overthrow. . The Duke of The Duke 
Buckingham himself soon became disgusted with the new of Bucking- 
government; but whether this arose from his own restless spires 
and turbulent disposition, or from any part of the king’s against the 
conduct towards him, is not known. It was only, however, xg: 

nation.” --It had been previously concerted that Gloucess . 
ter should enter the church during this panegyric, when 
it was expected that the people would cry, ‘‘ God’ save 
King Richard!” But the protector came too late ; and a few month’s after Richard’s accession, when this no« 

though the Doctor repeated his praises, yet the audience bleman began. to form a conspiracy against him, and to at« 
_ kept a profound silence. in Was next appoint- tempt to pull him from the throne, to which he had been 

_ ed to harangue an assembly of the citizens, to whom he so instrumental in raising him. For this purpose he cast 

24. 

IIL. 
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enumerated the calamities. of the preceding reign, and his eye towards the young Earl of Richmond, who was 
the many. virtues of the protector; and endeavoured to the only remaining branch of the house of Lancaster, 
convince them of the illegitir of the present king. and who seemed the only person that could free the na-« 
He then asked them they would havea bastard tion from the tyranny of the usurper. He was encoura~ 
prince, or the virtuous protector for their sovereign ;. but 
no one answered him. He intreated them to speak out 
their real sentiments, and give him a_ positive answer ; 
when some of his own servants, who had slipped among 
the crowd, cried out, ‘‘ God save King Richard!” which 
was seconded by a few of the citizens, who had beer pre- 
viously bribed. This feeble cry was interpreted as the 
voice of the nation ; and Buckingham, with the mayor 
and aldermen, immediately hastened to Baynard’s castle, 
where the Protector then resided, to make him an offer 
of the crown. 

Gloucester, who was a complete master in dissimula- 
tion, affected to be surprised at the appearance of Buck- 

; and when informed of his intentions, he refused 
the offer of the crown, and declared his purpose of mains 
taining his ty to the present sovereign. Bucking- 
ham a i with his answers, and told him, 
that, as the nation were determined to have another king, 
if he resisted their unanimous wish, they must. fix upon 
some other who would be more compliant... « I 
see,” cried the Protector with the most hypocritical hu. 
mility, * that the nation is resolyed to load me with pre- 
ferments unequal faa abilities or my choice; and I 
graciously accept their petition.” : 

Richard had no sooner obtained the crown, than he 
resolved to secure it by the death of his r s; and 
he gave orders to that purpose to Sir Robert Brakenbury, 
constable of the Tower. But that gentleman refused to 
be the instrument of his cruelty. bury was then 
commanded.to resign the government of the Tower for 
one night to Sir James Tyrre!, who, with three associates, 
Slater, Dighton, and Forest, soon accomplished the 
bloody purposes of the tyrant. They entered the young 
princes’ chamber while they were fast asleep, and suffo- 
cated them with the bolsters and pillows. They then 

ged in these sentiments by Morton, Bishop of Ely, a 
zealous Lancastrian, who had been imprisoned by the 
king, but who had afterwards been committed to 
custody of Buckingham. '¥ 

Henry Earl of Richmond had been carried into Brit« The Earl of” 
tany by his uncle, the Earl of Pembroke, immediately Richmond. 
after the battle of Tewksbury; and had been detained 
there in a kind of honourable custody by the: reignin 
duke, at that time the ally of England, Edward IV. ae 
ter his restoration, had frequently endeavoured to pre« 
vail upon his ally, who was a weak but prince, to. 
deliver the young Earl into his power ; pay at last 
so far succeeded, under a pretence of marrying him te 
his oldest daughter, that Henry was put into the hands 
of the English ambassadors, and was on ship-board, when 
the Duke, suspicions of Edward’s real design, recalled his 
orders, and saved Richmond from destruction. This 
continued jealousy of Richmond’s pretensions to the 
crown, tended to confirm them in the minds of the peo- 

; and the universal detestation in which Richard was 
eld, turned the attention of the nation towards that noble- 

man. But, in order to unite all parties in a cause which 
porrinnd to contribute so much to the happiness of the 
ingdom, by the expulsion of the odious tyrant, Morton, 

suggested the project of uniting the opposite factions, by, 
the marriage of Richmond with the Princess Elizabeth, 
the eldest daughter of King Edward. This scheme was ~ 
eommunicated to the Earl, and also to the queen-dowager. 
Both entered heartily into the designs of Buckingham. 
The queen borrowed a sum of money, and sent it over 
to Richmond ; required his oath that he would celebrate 
the marriage on his arrival in England ; and pipmived to, 
join him with all the friends and partizans of the family. 
But their intention did not escape the vigilant eye of 
Richard ; and Buckingham was suspected of being con- 
cerned in the conspiracy. _ The king resolved to send for. The Duke 
him to court, in order to discover if his suspicions were of Bucking- 
well founded ; but the Duke, well knowing his barbarity, h#™ takes 
and treachery, only answered by taking up arms in Wales, “? “"* 
and calling upon his associates every where to join him. _ 
But the swelling of the Severn prevented him from, 
marching into England ; and detained him so long, that, 
his army, distressed for want of provisions, feli off from 
him, and left him almost without a follower. In this 
helpless situation, he put on the disguise of a peasant, 

‘9 “4 

buried their bodies deep in the ground under the stair- 
case. Their bones were afterwards discovered in the 
reign of Charles II. and interred under a marble monu- 
ment in Westminster Abbey. ; 

Richard employed his new acquired authority, in be- 
stowing rewards and preferments upon those who had as- 
sisted in his exaltation, and who were best able to sup- 
port his government. He created Thomas Lord How- 
ard, Duke of Norfolk, and Sir Thomas Howard, his son, 
Earl of Surrey. He also set Lord Stanley at. liberty, 
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Histery. and took shelter in the house of one Bannister, an old 

servant of his family. A reward, however, was set 
his head ; and the villain Bannister, unable to re- 

the temptation, betrayed his master ; pe pe was 
brought to the king at Shrewsbury, and instantly execu- 
ted. Tas buhinsetingiheneos Wha hot stows" different 

. parts of the kingdom, as soon as they heard of his fate, 
aeons age ete The Marquis of Dorset and the 
Bishop of Ely fled beyond seas ; some of their friends fell 
into the hands of Ric and were executed, and others 
éontrived to conceal themselves from his ven, 

Is taken 
and execu- 
ted. 

The 
Earl of Richmond, in the mean time, had arrived off the 
coast of with 5000 troops ; but hearing of the 
dispersion of his friends, he returned to Brittany. 

Richard, emboldened by his success, now ventured for 
the first time to call a parliament, which acquiesced in 
whatever he chose to propose. They approved all his 

ings ; confirmed the illegiti of Edward's chil- 
dren ; attainted the Earl of Richmond and all his adhe- 
rents ; and granted the king the duties of tonnage and 

for life. He next entered into a negotiation 
with the Duke of Brittany for delivering up his rival, and 
had nearly succeeded, shrosigh the treachery of Peter 
Landais, a corrupt minister of that court, when Rich- 

__ mond, having got timely notice, fled into France. Richard, 
however, still continued to employ every mean that might 
give security to his throne ; and sensible that his rival 
was only formidable from his projected marriage with the 
Princess Elizabeth, the true heir to the crown, he formed 
the design of ing that princess himself. He had 
married Anne, the second daughter of the Earl of War- 
wick, and the widow of Edward, Prince of Wales, whom 
he himself had murdered. But, considering her as an 
invincible obstacle to his designs, he is believed to have 

The king Carried her off by poison. He then made application to 
proposes to his niece, and paid court to the queen-dowager with such 
ar fl art and address, that that princess, to recover her 

lost authority, did not scruple to give her consent to this 
incestuous alliance, and to marry her daughter tothe mur- 
derer of her three sons and her brother: She even so far 
joined her interests with those of the usurper, as to desire 
her son, the Marquis of Dorset, and all her partizans, to 
withdraw from the Earl of Richmond. But the voung prin- 
cess disdained to listen to his vile passion, and treated his 
addresses with contempt and detestation. While Richard 
was thrown into perplexity by her refusal, 

tneedon fe before he had time to renew his suite, the Earl of 
the Rac of Richmond landed at Milford-haven with a small army of 
Richmond. 2000 men. As he advanced, his friends flocked to his 

standard ; but his army, with all his reinforcements, 
amounted only to 6000 combatants. Richard met him 
at Bosworth, near Leicester, with a force double the num- 
ber. This superiority of numbers, however, was render- 
ed of little advantage, by the dissensions which prevailed 
pe them. Lord Stanley had beep suspected by Rich- 
ard of favouring the cause of Henry ; and when he em- 

wered him to levy troops, detained his eldest son Lord 
trange as a pledge for his fidelity. That nobleman was 

thus prevented from openly declaring himself, th he 
had sent secret assurances to Henry of his friendly in- 
tentions, and, at the head of '7000 men, posted himself 
6h the flank of the two hostile armies, ready to join ei- 

party as occasion should offer. Richard, apprehen- 
sive of his design, sent him orders to join him, which 
Stanley refused; upon which the tyrant was about to 
take revenge upon his son, but he was ded to post- 
pone the execution till after the fight, when, being certain 

tle, either by 
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open 
then ordered to sound to bt, which began by & flight Battle of 

ley advanced, and joined er fh egy 

fers nr nc oh natin tcl roy 's w 

Er of hin desperte susan, tesiod fea th bb 
enry’s death or his own. 

the thickest of the fight,.and flew from 
search of his rival. Richmond himself di 

in 
Bs - er 
iH 

g, 

H 3 ; E Fi 
Fe = it giving up all for lost, spurred his horse into 

the enemy, and fell covered with 
found in the field of battle, in the midst of 
and disfigured with wounds. It was thrown across a 
and carried to Leicester, where it was interred 
Gray Friars Church. Thus perished Richard II. 
waded to the throne through the blood of his nearest 
lations ; who considered no enormity too great, and 
action too mean, provided it led him to the object 
ambition. He enjoyed his exaltation little more than two 
years ; and perished by a fate too mild and honowrable 
for his multiplied and detestable crimes. He was of a 
small stature, hump-backed, with a harsh disagreeable 
countenance, so that his body and his mind were equal- 
ly deformed. (p) 

The decisive victory gained at Bosworth, was follow- Henry 
ed by the most important consequences. An ornamen- Vil. 
tal crown, which Richard had worn in battle, having been '485- 
found among the spoils, was placed upon the head of 
Richmond ; and the whole army, as by one instantaneous 
movement, shouted aloud, Long live Henry VII.” His 
title, indeed, to the crown, was in respects defec- 
tive. The hereditary right resided in the house of York, |. 
of which there were several princes then alive. His own ss 
descent from the house of Lancaster proceeded from an defective: 
illegitimate branch, and an act of legiti had 
been passed in the reign of Richard II. yet the very pa- 
tent which conferred the privilege, excluded the posterity 
of that line from the crown. the Lancastrian 
had resolved to adopt him as their head ; and his sole 
engagement to marry the Princess Elizabeth, the repre- 
sentative of the house of York, attached the adherente 
of that family to his cause. To the of this 
union he owed much of his past success, and it was hail- 
ed by all considerate men as the probable termination of 
those civil wars, which had for thirty years with 
such destructive violence. He did not, however, deem 
it expedient to engraft his title apes that of the rival 
house, but being in possession of , he advanced 
his claim as the heir of Lancaster, he resolved to 
prevent the discussion of its validity. 1 Re IR tea 

Having refreshed his army a few days at Leicester, he 
proceeded slowly towards the capital, and at evi 
of his progress was saluted with the loudest acc i 
He was received by the citizens of London with every ex- 
pression of satisfaction and respect ; but scorning to court 
popularity, he entered the city in a close chariot, and re- 
fused to gratify the people with a sight of their new sove- 
reign. directly to St Paul’s, he deposited the 
standards which had been taken at Bosworth, and return- 
ed thanks to God for the victory. He hastened to re- ~ 

z 
A] 
gait 
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|, and his 

title recognised by parliament. He was crowned king of 
England on the 20th of October 1485, with the usual 

on. three. 
iament assembled in the beginning of 

month, it was found that many Suite 
of the House of Commons, who were his most zealous 
wi atteedhers attainted in the preceding reign. 

persons he required to abstain from taking their 
seats, till an act should be to reverse their attain- 
der, and thus exhibited a degree of regard to the laws hi- 
therto unknown in England. The same jament, 

, gratified the king’s resentment towards the ad- 
herents of the York family, by passing an act of attain- 
der against the Duke of Norfolk, thirty other per- 
-sons who had fought under Richard at Bosworth,—a 
measure which could only have been prompted by ava- 
rice or revenge, and which excited considerable de- 
bates in the House, as well as murmuring among the peo- 
‘ple. At the same time, Henry issued a royal proclama- 
tion, offering pardon to all who had taken part against 
him, upon condition that they submitted by a certain 

; , and took the usual oath of allegiance. 
King’s mar- —_ Perceiving that the delay of his marriage rendered the 
aeaed nation more suspicious of his proceedings, and having 

been petitioned by parliament to fulfil the wishes of his 
people, he the Princess Elizabeth on the 18th 
of January 1486. The public rejoicings on this occasion, 
were greatly superior to those which had taken place at 
his own accession and coronation ; a circumstance which 
age en roe jealous displeasure, as the testimo- 
ny of general favour to the house of York, and which 
or haighadens, mr nabeph ee mate subversive at once of 

is own tranquillity, and of that tenderness which he ow- 
ed to his amiable consort. Having taken due care to 

the continuance of peace abroad, particularly 
with the kingdoms of France and of Scotland, he resol- 
ved to secure more effectually the internal quiet of his 
own dominions. In this view, he set out on a journey 
to the northern districts, where the friends of the late 
king and of the house of York were most numerous, in 
the hope of either awing the malcontents by his pre- 
senee, or conciliating them by his condescension. 

Insurree- ‘Sate his arrival at York, he received intelligence that 
tion sup- Lovel was So pene Ne gre of three or four 
Pressed. thousand men, 

rage, and havi 
pod easter command to his uncle the Duke of Bedford, 

orders, when he the rebels, to publish a 
general promise of to all who should Jay down 
their arms. saien dreading the desertion which this 
proclamation might produce his troops, sudden! 
withdrew in the night, and shade his tale i Ruater. 
His army submitted to the king’s clemency ; and the 
other insurgents, intimidated by the surrender of their 
confederates, instantly dispersed. The two Staffords 
dh ahaa crt tami tae 
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not sufficient privileges to protect them, were dragged _ History. 
from the altar, and Humphrey, the elder, was executed 
at Tyburn, but the younger, upon the plea of his youth, 
received a pardon. 

This success was followed by the birth of a son, to Prince Ar- 
whom Henry gave the name of Arthur, in memory of thur born, 
the celebrated British king of that name, from whom the 20th Sept 
house of Tudor was held to be descended. But neither . 
the recent triumph over his enemies, nor the acquisition 
-of a prince, who united all the claims of York and Lan- 
-caster, could reconcile the hearts of the English to their 
sovereign. By a long course of civil war, the people 
were become so turbulent and factious, that no king could 
please them ; and this rooted disposition to insurrection, 
was still farther inflamed by Henry’s open animosity to 
the house of York. The undisguised preference which 
he gave on all occasions to the Lancastrians ; his frequent 
acts of severity against the opposite party ; his reported 
harsh treatment of the Queen ; his refusing her, even 
after the birth of a son, the honour of a public corona~ 
tion; his imprisonment of the young Earl of Warwick 
in the Tower ; and his own reserved and haughty address, 
all conveyed the idea that his prepossessions against the 
Yorkists were inveterate, and contributed to render his 
government generally unpopular. 

In the midst of these discontents, a yee _ or Imposture 
the people, that Richard Duke of York, of Lambext 

A Edward IV. had saved himself from. the Simuel 
cruelty of his uncle Richard III. and was concealed 
somewhere in England. This story was received with 

t avidity, and suggested to a priest in Oxford, named 
i Simon, the scheme of raising, upon this ground, 

a pretender to the crown. Aided and advised, as has 
been generally supposed, by some persons of higher rank, 
he fixed upon a youth called Lambert Simnel, about fif- ~ = — 
teen years of age, who was the son of a baker, but who 
possessed an understanding and address above his con- 
dition, and whom he instructed to personate the son of 
Edward, who was now rumoured to be alive. Hearing, 
however, a new report, that the young Earl of Warwick 
had made his escape from the Tower, and observing that 
this was a subject of equally general satisfaction, he chan- 
ged the plan of -his imposture, and taught Simnel to re- 
present that unfortunate prince. Sensible at the same 
time that the counterfeit could not stand a very close 
inspection, he carried his pupil to Ireland, as the most 
proper theatre for opening the scene. In this country, 
the people were all devoted to the family of York; and , 
the whole officers of ‘state appointed in the preceding 
reign, had been improvidently allowed to retain their au-- 
thority. Here the pretender experienced the most fa- 
vourable reception from persons of the highest rank, 
whose example was eagerly followed by the lower orders ; 
and Simnel, having been proclaimed king of Ireland, was 
lodged with great pomp in the castle of Dublin. 

lenry, alarmed by so unexpected a revolution, was at 
first inclined to face his enemies in person ; but suspect- 
ing the conspiracy to have been framed in England, he 
directed his own exertions to the discovery of its promo« 
ters in that kingdom ; while at the same time he did not 
fail to provide the most rigorous means of suppressin 
the revolt in Treland. After frequent consultations ‘wit 
his confidential friends, he commanded the queen-dowa- 
ger to be seized, and closely confined in the nunnery of 
Bermondesey ; but, unwilling to charge so near a relative 
with treason, he assigned, as the cause of this severe: 
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—y~"’ Elizabeth and her other into the hands of the 
late king. He next ordered Warwick to be taken from 
the Tower, and led the streets of London in the 
view of the whole people, directing at the same time se- 
veral persons of rank, who were attached to the house of 
York, and well acquainted with the of the young 
prince, to a him, and converse with him. | This 
expedient the effect of exposing the imposture to his 
subjects in England ; but the of Ireland still per- 
sisted in their rebellion, and c the Ki 

ing exhibited a counterfeit Warwick. John of Lin- 
nephew of Edward IV. who had previously retired’ 

to Flanders, being there joined by Lord Lovel, and fur- 
nished by the Duchess of Burgundy with 2000 veteran 
Germans, under the command of Martin Swart, a brave 
and ienced officer, joined the party of Simnel in 
Ireland. The Irish, encouraged by this reinforcement, 
and: having first crowned the impostor with great solem- 
nity, proceeded to the invasion of England; and having 
landed in Lancashire, where they were received by Sir 
Thomas Broughton, a gentleman of considerable in- 
fluence in that county, they advanced into Yorkshire, in 
the expectation of being joined by the inhabitants on’ 
their march. But the people in general, convinced of 
Lambert's imposture, averse to unite with foreign inva- 
ders, and awed by the reputation of Henry, either re- 
mained in tranquillity, or repaired to the reyal army. 
Lincoln, who commanded the rebels, and whose force 
amounted to 8000 men, perceiving no hopes but in vic- 
tory, resolved to bring the matter to a speedy decision, 
The king, who, upon the news of Simnel’s landing, had 
advanced as far as Coyentry, was equally eager for the 
combat. The hostile armies met at Stoke, near Newark 
in Nottingham ; and, after an obstinate engagement, 
Henry obtained a complete victory, at the expence 
2000 of his best troops. Lincoln, Lovel, Broughton, 
Swart, and most of the rebel leaders, with 4000 of their 
followers, perished in the field of battle. The impostor 
Simnel, and his tutor Simon, were taken prisoners. The 
latter being exempted, as a priest, from the power of the 
civil law, was committed to close custody for life; and 
the former, being too contemptible an object for the re- 
sentment of Henry, was made, first a scullion in his kit- 
chen, and afterwards advanced to the office of a falconer. 
Few of the other delinquents were put to death, but ma- 
ny of them were subjected to heavy fines. The proceed- 
ings against all who were suspected of having favoured 
the rebels were sufficiently arbitrary and rigorous ; but, 
on the other hand, the people were gratified, and the 
principal source of their disaffection removed, by the ce- 
remony of the queen’s coronation, which took place on 
the 25th of November,1487. : 

Henry, aware of the futility of conquests upon the 
continent, or, as some authors represent- the matter, 
averse, through motives of frugality, from all distant ex- 
peditions, found it nevertheless necessary, to gratify the 
warlike temper of his subjects, and to indulge their an- 
cient animosity towards France, by professing a resolu- 
tion to resist the encroachments which that rival power 
had recently made upon the province of Brittany. Ha- 
ving summoned a parliament at Westminster, he found 
no difficulty in persuading them to grant him a consider- 
able subsidy ; but, in those days, money was more easily 
voted than levied in England. The inhabitants of the 
more northern counties, who had been always disaffected 
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History. treatment, ‘her having formerlydelivered the Princess - 

E : ile edi tee Hatt Hittite! was executed at York, with — of his accompli 
Egremont fled for protection to the Duchess of 
dy; and the greater part of his misguided fo 
ceived a 2 Ae 

Henry, disappointed in his wishes to terminate the dis- 
pute with France by negociations, found himself under ‘E5"** 
a necessity of adopting more active measures than he 
had intended ; we mermermematbeniert 
so urgent, that at len (after receiving possession 
two sea mepeamterans esr sifbrnc om. 8 mirc 
ment of his charges,) he sent 6000 men, for ten 
to resist the progress of the French, B 

under the command of Lord 
Broke, rendered the Bretons for some ao 
the field; but the French, retiring into their garrisons, 
gave them no opportunity of striking any decisive blow ; 
and when the time of ‘their service had . 
returned home, without having afforded any essential 
support. The King of England, artfully labouring to 
avoid the ex of war, and yet to thwart the designs 
of the French court, became the dupe of his own ‘ 
and, by the marriage of the Duchess of Brittany to 

of King of France, the province was peaceably annexed to Annexation 
his dominions. The King of England, chagrined to see of Brittany 
his schemes defeated, andreas to lose his claims of aa 
re-imbursement from Brittany, abandoned at length his “~~ 
cautious policy, and resolved to adopt more vi 
measures, when no measures could be of any avail, 
retence of a French war, he levied a Benevolence upon este 

hia subjects, (a mode of taxation peculiarly odious, as it PAs :o'* 
was made at the discretion of commissioners); and, ha- France, 
ving summoned a parliament, vaunted, in a magnificent 1492. 
strain, of his determination to make a uest of * 
France. The English nobility, seized with military ar- 
dour, entered with full credulity into the boasting schemes 
of their sovereign. On the 6th of October 1492, Henry 
landed at Calais with a well equipped army of 25,000 
foot, and 1600 horse, and without a moment's delay laid , 
siege to Boulogne. But with all this show of hostility, ™ 

iations had actually commenced before the army 
left England ; and, after artfully giving it ne ee 
of being desired by his nobles, and owing to delay 
of his allies, he concluded a peace with France on the — 
third day of November. The principal article of the — 
Peau was ume payment of nearly 745,000 crowns to 

n French. government, partly as reimburse+ 
pave ke jo sums which he had advanced to Brit 
and partly as arrears of the pension due to Edward IV.; 
besides the stipulation of 25,000 crowns, as an yearly 
pension to himself and his heirs. ' 

Before the conclusion of the war, a new pretender to 
the crown of England had begun to make his appearance, 
The old Deduncal Burgundy, not discouraged by the 

_ 
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And be- 

iended by 
many of the 
a no- 
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failure of Simnel’s imposture,: a report that om account of his having joined the eerifederacy against _ History. 
her nephew, Richard Duke of York, had his attempts upon Italy. This recommendation procu- 

aped from the Tower when his brother was murdered; red him a favourable reception from the King of Scot. 
and procured a youth of parts to personate the land; and his own insinuating address so far imp¢ 
prince. Perkin Osbee or Warbeck, the son of a Flemish 
Jew, after having been carefully instructed in the cha- 
racter which he was intended to assume, landed in Ire- 
land about the commencement of hostilities with France, 
and, under the name of Richard Plantagenet, collected a 
number of partizans in that country. But, being joined 
pA acta rank, he accepted an invitation from 

King of France, where he was entertained with all 
the honours due to his supposed quality, and where he 
sueceeded in attaching a number of English gentlemen 
to his interest. Dismissed from Paris when “was 
concluded with Henry, he proceeded to the court of the 
Duchess of Burgundy, who pretended for some time to 
-treat him as an impostor, but at last avowed her full 
conviction of his being the son of her brother Edward, 
and the legiti heir of the ish crown. Perkin, 
by his t conversation and princely deportment, 
ably sw the fiction of his royal descent ; and the 
English became daily more and more in 
his favour. Many of the nobles, disgusted with Henry’s 
government, which tended to weaken their influence, 
and some even of his former favourites, who had been 
most instrumental in raising him to the throne, moved 
by credulity or ambition, and probably conceiving that 
their services had not been sufficiently rewarded, medi- 
tated a revolt in favour of his enemy. A regular con- 
spiracy was formed against his authority ; a d- 
ence settled between the malcontents in England and 
the pretender’s friends in Flanders; and the whole na~ 
tion, interested in the event, was held in a-state of won- 
der and suspence as to the. issue of the contest. Henry, 
well informed of all particulars, and conducting himself 
with his wonted caution and resolution, was actively em- 
ployed in counteracting the projects of the conspirators. 
He first took measures to undeceive the people, by as- 
certaining that the Duke of York was really dead, and 
by inflicting punishments on those who were convicted 
of having been his murderers. He next exerted all his 
talents of policy and penetration, to detect the proofs of 
Warbeck’s imposture; and, by a skilful employment of 

. spies and bribes, he succeeded in developing his whole 
history, designs, and adherents. He immediately pub- 
lished to the nation the pedigree and adventures of the 
pretended Duke of York; and when, his projects were 
properly matured, proceeded to inflict punishment upon 
the principal conspirators. Several men of note were 
publicly executed, others detained in custody, many par- 
doned ; and, it has been remarked as a commendable 
feature of Henry’s lenity and discrimination .in prose- 
cuting conspirators, if any one appeared to have been 
actuated by conscientious adherence to principle, or by 
affection towards the house of York, he generally expe- 
rienced the king’s clemency ; but if he had indicated a 
restless love of change, or a turbulent opposition to the 
Jaws by which he was governed, he was then treated with 
greater severity. 

Perkin, having made an unsuccessful attempt to land 
te on the coast of Kent, proceeded to Ireland ; and being 

there also frustrated in his hopes of support, he bent his 
course to Scotland. To James IV. who then governed 
that ki he had been previously recommended by 
the French monarch, who was dissatisfied with Henry 

upon that youthful and unsuspecting prince, that, in the 
full belief of his birth, he gave him in marriage the 
daughter‘of the Earl of Huntley, who was nearly rela- 
ted to himself; and who was one of the most accomplish- 
-ed ladies of her time. He next entered England at the 
head of a powerful army in support of his pretensions to 
the throne, but his story had now become stale, even in 
the view of the populace ; and the presence of the Scots 
aroused the English rather to repel, than to join. the in- 
vaders, Ac second inroad in his favour was attended 
with no better success ; and, upon the conelusion of a 
treaty of peace between the two nations, he was obliged 
to leave Scotland, and to seek a new protector. His in- 
terests in Flanders had been completely overthrown, and’ 
his access to that country in a great measure barred, by 
a treaty of commerce with England. Consulting with 
his followers, Herne, Skelton, and Astley, three bank- 
rupt tradesmen, he determined, under the name of Ri« 
chard LV. to try the affections of the inhabitants of Corn- 
wall; who had recently risen against the levying of a tax, 
and whose mutinous disposition, notwithstanding the le- 
nity of Henry, still subsisted in a degree which seemed 
to promise him a ready adherence. On his first appear~ 
ance at Bodmin, he was joined by 3000 of the populace, 
and immediately laid siege to the city of Exeter.. Henry, 
upon receiving information of his, proceedings, prepared 
with alacrity to meet him in the field ; and was seconded 
with the utmost unanimity by the principal nobility and 
gentry of the kingdom. Perkin, upon hearing of his 
approach, h his followers now amounted to 7000, 
lost all hopes of success, and secretly withdrew to the 
sanctuary at Beaulieu. His wife, Lady Catharine Gor- 
don, falling into the hands of the conqueror, was treated 
with the greatest generosity, and placed, with a suitable 
pension, in a station near the person of the 
queen. Perkin being 

was conducted through the streets of London, and com. * 
mitted to custody in the Tower. But, impatient of con- 
finement, he soon made his escape, and, finding it im- 

practicable to leave the kingdom, fled to the monastery of 
Thyne. The prior gave him up to the king, after adi 
again secured his pardon, and he was himself prevail 
upon to publish a confession of his imposture. Commit- 
ted once more to the Tower, he soon renewed his ate. 
tempts to regain his liberty, and contrived to er in 
his plot. the young Earl of Warwick, who was ned 
in the same prison. Their designs being detected, they 
were both condemned and put to death. The impostor And eseeu- 
had rendered himself unworthy of mercy; but the exe- meg 
eution of the last male of the line of net, who ‘ 
had been a prisoner from his childhood, and who had o¢ 
merely attempted to escape from oppression, occasioned wick. 
the greatest discontent among the people, and must be 1499. 
regarded as the darkest blemish in the reign of Hen- 

The authority of Henry being now securely establish- 
ed, and his reputation for vigour and sagacity spread 
over all Europe, his amity and alliance. was courted 
with every demonstration of respect by. the most power- 
ful foreign princes. The Princess M: his eldest 
daughter, was contracted to James the Fourth of Scot 

persuaded, upon the promise of Perkin ta- 
pardon, to surrender himself into the hands of the king, ken prisen- 



Death of 

Sickness of 
the king. 

marriage 
pomp about the end of the year 1501. 
matches were afterwards productive of the most.import- 
ant events; the former laying the foundation for the fu- 

king ; and he soon after began 
i He first turned his 

of Naples; but, hearing that her dower was 
diminished, he abandoned all pursuit. In 1506, 
Philip, Archduke of Austria, who had married Joan, 
heiress of Castiley having embarked with his consort for 
Spain, was driven by a storm into the port of Wey- 
mouth, and was received by Henry with every possible 
demonstration of respect. Ever watchful hew to draw 
advantage from every incident, he first prevailed upon 
Philip to conclude a more favourable commercial trea- 
ty, than that which hitherto existed between the Eng- 
lish and the Low Countries, and next i a lu- 
erative matrimonial alliance between himself and Philip's 
sister, Margaret, Duchess Dowager of Savoy. But 
accomplishment of this intended connection was prevent- 
ed by Henry’s declining health, and by the commence- 
ment of a disease which soon terminated in his dissolu- 
tion. In the view of approaching death, the king ap- 
plied himself with much earnestness to acts of justice, 
piety, and mercy; and had recourse to*many of those 
superstitious practices, which were then held most effi- 
cacious for conciliating the favour of heaven. He paid 
the debts of all persons in London who were imprisoned 
for small sums; and, with the exception of a few of the 
more aggravated cases, issued a general pardon to all 
criminals. He directed 2000 masses to be said for his 
soul within a month after his decease ; distributed alms =; 
to paupers and prisoners, upon condition that they pray- 
ed fervently for his future felicity ; and constituted com-  ‘ 
missioners, to make restitution to all whom he had inju- 
red or oppressed. He expired in his favourite palace at 
oe in the 54th year of his age, and the 24th 

reign. 
Henry VII. was, in stature, above the middle size, 

and though of a slender form, yet strong and active. His 
rtment was grave and stately; but when any great 

point was to be gained, he was capable of displaying the 
most insinuatiag address. Though not defective in per- 
ieee agreed aguante or rin 4 
he was cautious than enterprising in the field. 
He was indefatigable in public business, and descended 
to the most minute details ; kept his views impenetrably 
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secret, and 
which 

for acuteness, was sure in its j 
of his ; oops : litical ; hs 

more deficient in the feelings of the heart than in the — 

generous affections. An inordinate love of 
money, and an hatred to the house of York, 
were his ruling passions, and the chief sources of his 
ae na Na oo During the latter part of his 

in particular, his strict economy degenerated into 
absolute avarice, which broke through all restraints ; and 
with the assistance of two rapacious ministers, Empson 
and Dudley, he committed the most arbitrary exactions 
upon his subjects. By his frugality and extortions, he 
accumulated immense wealth, and is said to have possess- 
Pe gener eR A RT EE 
But the ers being treasury of 
stan he maybe si ob caved forthe i 
though a few indivi may i 
pacity, he left the nation wealthy and fourisbin Hi 
reign, in a view, was at 
honourable abroad ; and not personally the: 
he was. politi the most useful prince, next to 
Alfred, that hitherto filled the throne. 
He loved peace, without fearing war; and extended 
power by wise treaties, rather than expensive 
It was the uniform tendency of his measures to depre 
the nobility and clergy, and to raise up and humanise 
the people. By a law, empowering the nobles to break 
their entails and alienate their possessions, the overgrown 

gradually dimi- 

F 
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pendants and retainers; and thus 
those armed bands, maintained around the castle 
baron, and ready for every act of violence or 
He was not so successful in his to abolish the 
privileges exercised by monasteries, in ing to 
the most notorious offenders ; and all that he was able to 

and never failed, in his treaties with foreign powers, to 
secure the commercial interests of the in He ex- 
pended fourteen pounds im one ship, 
which was called “ the Great Harry,” rt-ahe Bogich 
be considered as, in fact, the begi ing of the i 

other mode of raisi 

SE pe 
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History. - y ; and taught the peaceful arts of civilized: life to 

Accession of | Henry VIL. ascended the throne, when he was about 
Hlemy 18 years of age, with every advantage that a young 
Akg ince could possess, and with the fairest prospects of a 

: Con ign. Uniting in his person the claims of the 
OS yes d Ieonsis 6 idsenhinetandlo®: Work, his tice wanindioputed; 
Ling, = and all factions were extinguished. Beautiful in his form, 

expert in every manly exercise, accomplished invall the 
literature of the times, and even an adept in school divi« 
nity, he was regarded by his people with indulgent affec- 
tion and high i At peace with all Europe, 
and in. of a well-stored public treasury, he 
found his subjects advancing in commerce and the arts, 
and was himself furnished with the means of contributing 
to their power and prosperity. His first measures were 
dictated by the wisest policy, and were at the same time 
well suited to increase i He chose as his 
ministers, men of eminent abilities and experience ; cone 

proclamation tber@ineral, pinion ted 
TiicteligcionoAsee ouuseet gesceaaich bee 

could not be impeached for having merely put the laws 
in execution in obedience to the will of their sovereign, 

cautiously preserved the royal orders for 
i they were charged with a treason- 

: i z 
E: | ; 
ae 2 age 

i ; 

whom he had formerly been contracted, and 
ion for the union obtained from the Pope. 
enry himself was averse to the match, and it 

opposed by Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, as 
incestuous alliance, yet the majority of the council, 
political reasons, recommended the completion of the 

contract. The nuptials were solemnized at Green- 
wich, June 7; 1509, and the ceremony of the coronation 

afterwards performed with the most extraordi- 
nary pomp and magnificence. Engaged in a succession 
of expensive amusements, the young king seemed to 
think himself born for no other object, than to dissipate 
the treasures which his father had amassed ; but not con- 
tented with his own private extravagance, he proceeded 
to involve his people in the heavier burdens of an un- 
meaning and unnecessary war. Seduced by the artifices 
of Pope Julius I. and of Ferdinand king of Spain, he 
entered into a | with them against Louis XII. of 
France. He was with the idea of being the 

Mowt(luiatan King,” which tbe pepe, had promised t Christian King,” whi oom es 

‘retin the rssh t> jhe Benet ee 
was so far blinded by vanity and ambition, as even to 
announce an intention of conquering France, and annex~ 
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ing it to the English crown. The parliament and the History. 
nation entered with sufficient alacrity into his views, and 
= the most liberal supplies for prosecuting the war. 
n 1513, having appointed the queen regent of the king- 
dom, Henry landed at Calais with a powerful army ; and 
after an easy victory over the French, a few useless sieges, 
and an expensive display of his magnificence at Tournay, 
he returned to England, with sufficient honour to his 
troops; but with no advantage to his kingdom. His un- 
provoked attack upon the French king, had involved him 
in a war also with James IV. of Scotland: and, though 
his arms were here attended with greater military success, 
by the fall of the Scottish king, with the flower of his 
nobility, in the memorable battle of Flouden-field ; yet 
little political benefit accrued to his subjects to compen 
sate the death of his sister's husband, who might have 
proved one of his most faithful allies. Discovering, 
however, the selfish views of his confederates, who were 
severally negociating secret treaties with the Frencls 
king, he readily listened to the overtures of Louis, with peace with 
whom he not only concluded a peace, but also formed a France, 
family alliance, by giving him in marriage his youngest August 7. 
sister, the Princess Mary. _/ 1514, 

Henry, now left at liberty to indulge his love of ex 
ive soon exhausted all the treasures which 
had inherited from his father, or obtained from his 

parliament ; and he had found a minister ready to gratify 
his most extravagant demands, and to execute his most 
tyrannical measures. Thomas Wolsey, (the son of a Cardinal 
private gentleman, or, according to others, of a butcher Wolsey 
at Ipswich,) who had successfully executed some public ™™S**™ 
commissions in the late reign, iad been introduced to 
Henry, by Fox, bishop of Winchester, as a proper person 
to assist him, in his insinuating arts, in drawing the king's 
favour from. his rival the Earl of Surrey ; and so com- 
pletely did he fulfil, or rather exceed the wishes of his 
patron, that, in a few months, he supplanted all former 
favourites and counsellors of the king ; became the com- 
panion of his pleasures, the repository of his secrets, his 
sole and absolute minister. (See Woxsey.) At once 
archbishop of York, bishop of Durham, a cardinal, pope’s 
legate, lord-chancellor of England, prime. minister of 
state, and master of Henry’s thoughts and affections, he 
directed the affairs of England with the authority of a 
sovereign, and attained a degree of opulence, power, and 
influence in the affairs of Europe, which no British sub- 
ject had ever possessed. Under his administration, hows 
ever, as chancellor, justice was ably and impartially ad« 
ministered, and the public tranquillity so well established, 
that the king and his minister might have ruled without 
either domestic disturbance or foreign alarms, had they 
abstained from avaricious measures, and ambitious pro- 
Jects. 

The king of England, by the native force and situa- 
tion of his kingdoms, was enabled to hold the balance be- 
tween the two rival princes, Charles V. and Francis I. ; 
and, had he known how to improve his singular advan- 
tages, might have been, in reality, a greater potentate 
than either of these monarchs, who were so keenly con- 
tending for the dominion of Europe. But, actuated by 
his own capricious passions, or directed-by the interested 
views of his favourite, this distinguished superiority of 
his situation was never employed for the essential benefit Interviews 
of his dominions, Both of the rival monarchs anxiously i"), a 
sought a personal interview with him, in the view of Francis, 
conciliating his friendship ead the emperor, particulars 1520. 

N 
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tye arriving in England before Henry could visit Francis, 
and inspiring the ambitious cardinal with hopes of the 
papacy, found means to secure both the king and the 
minister in his interests. cen a ee arene renee 
after concluded with the pope and emperor 
France ; and the Princess Mary, Henry's only so 
betrothed to Charles. 

The king, strictly attached to the church of Rome, and 
particularly displeased with the attacks of Luther upon 
his favourite author, Thomas Aquinas, opposed, with all 
his influence, the progress of the Reformation ; and-even 
wrote a book in Latin against the great reformer, a pro- 
duction which is considered as sufficiently creditable to 
his talents, and which procured him ron Pope Leo, the 
title of “ Defender of the Faith.” 

An intading army was sent into France in 1522 ; and 
in the year following, an expedition was made against 
Scotland, in order to break the alliance which subsisted 
between the Scottish and the French governments. But 
the immense treasures of Henry VII. were now exhaust- 
ed, by a succession of empty pageants, guilty pleasures, 
and useless enterprizes; and it was necessary to find 
money, not only for the prosecution of the war, but even 
for the ordinary charges of the government. Large sums 
were levied under the name of “a benevolence,” which 
were not granted without loud murmurings on ‘the part 
of the nation. A parliament and a convocation were 
summoned ; but neither the clergy nor ‘the commons were 
so easily managed, or so liberal in their grants, as Wolsey 
had expected, and seven years were suffered to elapse 
before they were again assembled. » Wolsey, attempting 
to render the king independent of the: parliament, first 
levied in one year what they had granted payable ‘in 
four ; and next proceeded to raise money upon the king's 
authority alone. ‘The people, at length roused from their 
long submission by the exorbitancy and the illegality of 
his exactions, openly opposed the commissioners, and be- 
gan to threaten a general insurrection. Henry, alarmed 
by the consequences of his minister's precipitate mea- 
sures, issued circular letters to all the counties, disavow- 
ing the assessment, and declaring that he meant only to 
apply to his subjects for «* a benevolence.” But the city 
of London, hesitating to comply with his demand, and 
open insurrections breaking out in ‘different parts of the 
kingdom, the king found it prudent to suspend his medi- 
tated usurpations ; and the cardinal hastened to' make his 
peace with the sovereign, by presenting him with a mag- 
vificent palace at Westminster, which he pretended to 
have erected, from the first, for his master’s use. But a 
period was now approaching to the exorbitant power of 
this artful and ambitious prelate ; and the same event, 
which shook his hold of the king’s favour, served to over- 
throw in England the whole system of papal tyranny. 

Henry had begun, (at what time and from what mo- 
6 tives is not precisely ascertained,) to entertain doubts 

concerning the legality of his marriage with his brother’s 
widow, Catherine of Spain ; and to meditate the design 
of procuring a divorce. It is certain, that Henry VII. 
afterwards convinced of the unlawfulness of the match 
which he had contracted for his son, charged him, upon 
his death-bed, never to consent to its celebration ; and 
that the states of Castile, when treating respecting the 
proposal of a marriage between the Emperor Charles and 
Henry's daughter Mary, had, among other objections, 
insisted upon the illegitimate birth of that prineess, The 
‘marriage of Flenry and-Catherine had been: considered 

ate hichaemeiehin eats that by set asi any to by 
which they were enacted. The decay of Catherine's 

and the passion which. ry had conceived for 

Formal and repeated applications were sade tothe Arion 
pope, to annul the king’s marriage with Catherine ; but ©° 
his holiness, while he peuieeng) dedesentancagipnie oot 
er Ae re Hed RNIN tw 1527. 

various artifices, to elude the demands of 
rey glish monarch. Urged at length by his solicita- 
tions, he commissions Cardinal Campegio as his legate to 
London, who, together with ‘Cardinal Wolsey, ahould 

journed the cause to his own judgment at Rome. 
Wolsey had long foreseen, that his ruin would be the 

consequence of the king’s suit for a divorce ; and his fall 
took place more suddenly than could have been anticipa- 
ted, Solicitous to gratify his royal: master, yet fearing to 
offend the pope, his conduct, throughout the whole course 
of the ya IRE RN The king, 
at last, confident of his minister's slot Minded — 
the ardour of a “suspected a 
in managing the affair. Anne Boleyne, w inn pe 
ere against the cardinal, imputed to him the 
of her hopes; and her influence over Henry contibuiied 
to fortify his suspicions against his favourite. Even the 
queen and her partizans, judging path the part 
which he had sealignansth expressed the greatest ani- 
mosity against him ; and the most op factions seem= 
ed to combine for the overthrow of that haughty mi- 
nister. 

Henry, after remaining some time in suspence,:.at Fall of 
len ivesived upon shin sola. Weeleabia required him VY cles 
to Gavetens ie weait aad and to retire from his 
in London to his country seat near Hampton Court. 
He next ordered him to be indicted in the star chamber, 
and abandoned him to all the rigour of the parliament : 
but though many charges were brought against him, it 
was found difficult to establish the proof of any crime ; 
and Henry remitted the sentence of forfeiture, which had 
been pronounced against him, and restored his property 
which had been seized. Afterwards, however, ed 
that he stood in the way of his measures against the 
pope, renewed the prosecution against him ; commanded 
him to be arrested for high treason, and to be brought to 
London for trial. But by the fatigues of the journey, 
the agitation of his mind, or, as some have alleged, by 
the effects of :poison which he-had taken, he was seized 
with a violent disorder by the way, and died at Leicester D i 
Abbey. See Wousey. the 

‘Henry, being thus freed from a person whom he re ne 
garded-as an:obstacle to his intentions, resolved, by the yiage, — 

7 
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By these severe executions, however, the people were History, 

of the Rabi in hi four deena to By the re- 
vival of an old statute, which had been to ruin 
—— and which rendered ‘his exercise of the power 
of legate unlawful, though it had been done with his own 

, he indicted all those ecclesiastics who had 

them-a confession, that “ the king was the and 

strict execation of the okt satate- above mentioned; much 
and still more of the power, of the church 

of Rome:was cut off; er. ae hae amined 

dew teenie cell bectens: Hema 
the streets of London. His marriage with 

‘been pronounced invalid by a court 

faceljpe teebvep 'uniti tee bishops 

missions fromthe crovn, anole allt 
and episcopal authority to be derived Ledncty Snaitee 
civil magistrate. 

While, however, the king of E threw off the 
political yoke of the church of Rome, he adhered, with 
blind obstinacy, to its most pernicious errors; and his 
pa te ETE which expo- 

all It was a 

= : i ti 
é i a 55 Hi iE 
§ g 2 

oe [ Archbishop 
Protestant tenets ; but the Duke of Norfolk, Gardiner 

of Winchester, and Sir Thomas More, who suc- 
as chancellor, » Secaatanredie “3 

z 
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vendered only the more favourable to the new doctrines, 
and inspired with greater horror of the old; while on 
the other hand, many ‘eminent individuals, ee were 
friendly to the Romish church; and even instrumental in 
those cruelties, suffered in their turn whenever they ven- 
tured to the king’ 
Rochester, and Sir Thomas More, having refused to take °° 

the oath which 

, and treated with unusual 
severity. Archbishop Cranmer, after having failed in his 
endeavours to persuade them to comply, used all his in« 
fluence to alleviate their sufferings, and to save them 
from the fate with which they were 5 theeieened. But the 

their attachment to the see of Rome, and 

See More.) When their ex 
e, the utmost indignation 
; and he was denounced by 

worse than Caligula, Nero, Domi- 

II. who had succeeded to the pontificate, summons 
with all his adherents, to ap- sm 

is second marriage illegitimate, dissolving 
leagues with any Catholic prince, bestowing his 

any invader, absolving his subj rom 
and declaring it Jawful for any 

that he might expect every injury 
the power of Charles to inflict, exerted all his policy to 
incapacitate his adversary from giving effect to his resent- 
ment, renewed his | e with Francis, and even made 
advances to the leaders of the Protestant league in Ger- 
many. Inthe mean time, the decease of Queen Catherine, 
by removing the foundation of the emperor's principal 
quarrel with Henry, induced the former to make attempts 
rather to conciliate his friendship, and to detach him 
from the interests of France. Thus was the left at 
full liberty to exercise the decisive authority which he 
had acquired over his subjects, and to pursue his schemes 
for the utter destruction of papal authority in his domi- 
nions. 

The monks, in their rage against Henry, employed all be 
their influence to inflame the people against his govern- 
ment; and having en 
tices, the king resolved to root them out of his kingdom. 
Commissioners weré appointed to inspect the monasteries ; 
and the greatest disorders having been detected, the par- 
liament was directed ‘to suppress all the smaller religious 
houses, and to confiscate their goods and revenues for 
the use of the crown. The reformers gained a farther 

jumph, by a vote passed in convocation, and understood 
to be directed by the'king, for publishing a new transla= 
tion of the sacred ¢chiptures ;\ but their ‘cause sustained, 

's measures. Fisher, bishop of Execution 

Henry’s supremacy as head g;, ‘Thomas 
of the church, and expressed an approbation of bis di- More. 

in various treasonable prac- 1536, 
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History. ‘Slab rom patrons Anne Boyne. Her escent 

Goreneans 2 rong thrown in the way of his 
desires ; but he had not long obtained possession of his 
object, ‘when his affection languished, his heart be« 
came estranged from his consort. As been de- 
livered of a dead son, which di 
desire of male issue, his violent temper was ready to re- 

Trial and — gard her as answerable for the misfortune ; and her ene 
execution of mies took occasion, from her levity of behaviour; to in- 
resend L -oal flame the king’s jealousy, by putting the worst construce 
i9th May. tion upon the harmless, but unbecoming liberties to which 

she was addicted. Her sister-in-law yaa » the 
Viscountess of Rocheford, a woman of most profligate 
character, regardless of either truth or humanity, insi- 
nuated the most cruel suspicions into the mind of Henry ; 
and even went the length of suggesting, that the queen 
was engaged in a criminal correspondence with her, own 
brother. The king’s jealousy became. more unrelenting 
and more ready to lay hold of the slightest cireumstance, 
in consequence of his love being already transferred to 
another object, Jane Seymour, one of the queen’s maids 
of honour. The queen's innocence cannot reasonably be 
questioned ; and even though she had been more guilty, 
Henry’s own notorious infidelities as a husband might 
have restrained him from exacting the punishment of 
death. But his cruelty was as insatiable as his lewdness.; 
and the unhappy object of his rage, being tried-for adul- 
tery and incest, was condemned, without any legal evi- 
dence, to, be burned or beheaded. at the king’s pleasure, 
When this dreadful sentence was pronounced, she dis- 
covered no emotions of terror; but lifting 
towards heaven, she said,. «« O ‘Father ! O Creator! thou 
who art the way, the truth, and the life, thou knowest that 
I have not deserved this fate.” She continued to the 
last to make the most solemn protestations of her inno- 
cence; and behaved, at her execution, with the utmost 

The king’s decency and resolution. Henry himself gave the best 
third mar- proof of the queen’s innocence, and of the sentiment by 
rag which he had been actuated in her condemnation, by 

celebrating, on the very day after her execution, his mar- 
riage with Jane Seymour; but his new. consort died in 
the following year, after having been delivered of a son, 
who was named Edward. 

Having summoned a parliament and convocation, he 
found both assemblies completely subservient to all his 
views ; and having acquired, by their enactments, the 
most absolute authority, he proceeded, without restraint 
or remorse, to gratify the savage and selfish passions of 
his heart. The tyrannical nature of his measures, and 
particularly the destitute condition in which the monks, 
expelled from the suppressed monasteries, were left to 
wander about the country, at length excited strong. dis- 
contents among the people, which in many places broke 
out into formidable insurrections. These. however, ha- 
ving been repressed, and their p leaders put to 
death, his authority at home, sien with fo- 
reign powers, having been confirmed by the birth of a 
son, he resolved to seize the present opportunity for ac- 
complishing the entire destruction of the monasteries. 
To this saad aie peled, at once by resentment 

up her hands’ 
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were propagated: respectin 
perrb nts.» reliques, and other ns, Were €X« 
posed to ridicule ; and their pretended noulonien 
disclosed: (See Reronmation). The nation was also 
made to understand, that the king would henceforth have 
no occasion to levy taxes, ne a 2 

the of En 
ciation which 

sentence, he delivered H 
vil, and his dominions to the first in 
dispersed anew, denouncing him as w 
ceding persecutors, wa poems 
his resemblance to a Eeabeoe ieee 
said to have imitated in his learning and. 
he was much. inferior to him meee © 
some of these publications, Henry discovered 
his kinsman Cardinal Pole, whom he had 
tinguished eeeimaat et but oe fn a ms 

i ing in support of the papal. claims. 
Reta a ai eo tata), endobedgaan> 

ae 

i 
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protatcm in whch he been educated, he was ex- 
tremel: vesuapiinedsacapelienaaesie 
which he seénined and so much had 
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He particularly rested his orthodoxy upon. the most ab- 
surd of all. the popish tenets, namely, of 
transubstantiation ; and determined to maintain, in ~ 
essential article, the purity. of the Catholic faith, he. 
nounced all departure from the belief of this poiat as he- 

a retical and detestable. lo Nove 
held.a public disputation on the subject with one Lam- 
bert, a schoolmaster, who had appealed to the king’s 

his opposition to this favourite test. 
judgment ; and who was cruelly. burned at the stake, 

a bill was passed, called by the Protestants the «. 
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History: statuté;” which reduced the essential articles of religion to 

—_Y—" the number of six, namely, the real presence, communion 
in one kind, the eos rene areR 3 
the celibacy of the clergy, | ility of private masses, 

ity of auricular confession. A denial of any 
punishable with '; and, even 

forfeiture 
of his goods, uring plea- 
sufe: but, in the case of the first, the privilege of recan- 
tation was not admitted ; which was a degree of severity 
hitherto unexampled, and even unknown to the inquisi- 

the king and his successors for ever; attainted of high 
treason, without any legal evidence or inquiry, but upon 
a mere suspicion of having aided the insurgents, the 
Marehioness of Exeter, the Countess of Salisbury, Sir 
Adrian Fortescue, and Sir Thomas Dingley,—the two 
last of whom were executed ; and at last, in one sweep- 
ee ee ee 
ties, by giving to the king's i same by givin king’s proclamations 

against the cruelty of punishing so 
many delinquents, they were all set atliberty.. ‘The king, 

portunity of trium in turn, permitted every indi- 
vidual to have in ly a copy of the new transla- 
tion of; the Bible. 

The king In the course of the year which followed the death of 
marries © Queen Jane, Henry had been- in several matri- 
Anne of — monial treaties, particularly with the duchess dowager of 
1540. Milan, and with Mary of Guise, who married James V. 

. of Scotland ; but at length, by the advice of Cromwell, 
he contracted a match with a Protestant princess, Anne 

and was induced, from mere political motives, to. com- 
plete the marriage. 

Parliament - A parliament was this year assembled, in which none 
eeoabie’, of the abbots.or priors were allowed a place ;. and. the 
Tansee. King, after informing them by the mouth of the chancel- 
siay. lor, that, in ce of the great diversity of reli- 

gions which still prevailed, he bad appointed some emi- 
nent divines to draw up a list of tenets to which his sub- 
jects were to assent, proceeded to make the very. unex- 
pected demand of a subsidy, on account of the great ex- 
pence which he had incurred in putting the kingdom in 

_ & proper state of defence. Already had he dissipated 
the immense sums which he had acquired by the plunder 
of the church, and he had this very year suppressed the 

oo. 23 mary! religious order in England, the Knights 
Bee of St Jobn. of Jerusalem, or “ the Knights of Malta,” as 

; they are commonly called, whose large revenues formed 
no contemptible addition to the spoil which. he had cok 
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leeted from the monasteries. The commons, though la- ‘History. 
vish (of the liberty and blood of their fellow subjects,. 
were sufficiently frugal of their money ; and, had it not 
been owing to the earnest desire of both the Protestant 
and the Popish parties.to gain the king.to their views, 
he would have found it no easy matter to procure their 
consent to a demand, which was so contrary to all the 
expectations which had recently been held out to-the 
public, of a long exemption from supplies to the crown. 

These measures, though passed in parliament, excited c 7 
universal murmurs against the king and his minister oovienned 
Cromwell... The latter had long been hated by the no- and execu- 
bility, on.account of his low extraction, and his posses, ted, 
sion of many offices and honours which they considered 154° 
as belonging only to persons of illustrious birth ; and he 
was equally obnoxious to the clergy and the people, as the 
supposed author. of Henry’s rapacious proceedings. By 
the Catholics he was regarded as the concealed enemy of 
their religion ; and by the Protestants, he was reproach- 
ed with the timidity or treachery of his conduct,.in gi- 
ving his countenance to the persecutions by. which they 
were harassed. He had Jost all favour with the king, in 
consequence of his having been the adviser of his late 
joyless marriage with Anne of Cleves; and, as Henry 
had. now fixed. his affections upon Catherine Howard, 
niece of the Duke of Norfolk, who had long been at en- 
pi 4 with Cromwell, he was easily persuaded, at once to 

a divorce from his queen, and to consent to the ruin 
of his minister. Cromwell was accused of heresy: and 
treason, and, without examination or. evidence, was con 
demned;to death, He made.the most humble submis- 
sion to the king, and. wrote.to him for mercy in so mo 
ving a strain as is said to have drawn tears from his. 
eyes. Archbishop Cranmer interceded earnestly in his 
behalf, and even went so far as to affirm, that “ no king 
in this realm ever had such a servant.” But-the charms 
of Catherine Howard and the: importunities of. her. 
friends prevailed, Cromwell, one of the wisest and most 
upright ministers who had ever served in England, and 
who, in all his exaltation, betrayed no insolence towards 
his inferiors, and no forgetfulness of his former obliga- 
tions, fell a sacrifice to the passions of a capricious ty- 
rant, to whom he had been, only too obsequious. 

The measures for Henry’s divorce were carried on at King divor- 
the same time with, the bill of attainder. against Crom- ced from 
well. The convocation and parliament readily annulled Anne of 

his marriage, upon his own affiemation, that he had not oon 
consented inwardly to. the match, and had never con- 
summated the union. Anne herself discoyered the ut- 
most indifference in the matter ;_ and, accepting a settle- 
ment. of L. 3000 a-year, freely consented to the divorce ; 
but, unwilling to return to her own country after sus- 
taining such an affront, she lived and died in England, 

The king’s marriage with Catherine Howard, which ys mar- 
soon followed his divorce from Amnne.of Cleves, was re- riage with 
garded by the Catholics as a favourable event to their Catherine - 
party ; and a furious prosecution was commenced against payors 
the Protestants who, offended against the law of SIX cution of the 
articles. Nor did Henry spare the Papists who denied Protestants. 
his supremacy ; but displayed, with disgusting ostenta- 
tion, his impartial oppression of both parties. Three 
Protestants, Barnes, Jerome, and Gerrard, coupled with 
three Catholics, Abel, .Fetherstone, and Powell, were 
carried to execution at the same time ; which gave occa- 
sion to a foreigner to, remark, that, “ in England, those 
who were against the pope were burned, and those who, 
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were for him were ” By these cruelties, a slight 
insurrection was excited in the north ; from which Hen- 
ry took occasion to order to execution the venerable 
Countess of Salisbury, mother of Cardinal Pole, who had 
formerly been condemned, and who was now again ac- 
cused of ing these disturbances. Many other 

of differen’ La pagar a I AS 1 ne 
ly on political and partly on religious grounds ; i 
ay aera Lge aac OM TRC Ne ot 
ve been recorded. 
In order to quiet the northern districts, and to confer 
with the king of Scotland, Henry took a journey to the 
city of York ; but James being bribed by his clergy, who 
rapper p ctyoan aga de tree) sty ae od 
pear; and his uncle, enraged at this affront, immediate- 
ly ordered war to be carried on against the Scots by sea 
and land. Returning to his capital, he experienced a 
di which touched him much more sensibly. He 
had openly proclaimed the satisfaction which he enjoyed 
in his new 
to heaven for his con felicity. On the very next 
day he received information, too circumstantial’ and au- 
thentic to admit of doubt, that his concert had led a very 
dissolute life before marriage, and was’ strongly ee 
ed of still continuing herteiardiian ind wo 
of her paramours having confessed their 3; the queen 
herself, while she insisted upon her fidelity to the’king’s 
bed, having admitted her former acts of lewdness; and 
the king being little inclined to make any distinction be» 
tween of criminality, she was ‘condemned 
to death, and beheaded on Tower-hill, along with the 
infamous Duchess'of Rochford, who had con ‘her 
pa berenaters cae ne One eee 
misprision of treason was passed against dmo- 
ther, the old Duchess of Norfolk, her uncle Lord Howard 
and his lady, the Duchess of Bridgewater, ‘and several 
other of distinction, because they had concealed 
the queen’s vicious course of life; but, probably from 
reflecting upon the oppressive cruelty of such a proceed- 
ing, he afterwards granted a pardon’ to most of them. 
In order, however, to against the renewal of such 
misfortunes, he enacted several ridiculous and indelicate 
Jaws against concealing the incontinence of future queens, 
which furni derision to the people, ‘matter i go 
reopen in the first year of the fol- 

reign. ; 
Henry, in order to enrich his exchequer without de- 

manding a subsidy, took farther steps to dissolve colles 
ges, hospitals, and similar institutions ; and the parlia- 
ment, to promote his purpose; annulled all the local’ sta~ 
tutes of these foundations, which prevented the surrender 
of their revenues. He proceeded to make inroads also upon 
the secular clergy, and pillaged several of the wealthier 
sees of their chapter lands, with which he enriched his 
parasitical flatterers. While he gratified his rapacity by 
plundering the a he pee to oats his bigo+ 
try by persecuting ies. He engaged the parliament 
indeed, to mitigate the law of the six articles, as far as 

those priests who entered into the married state ; 
but he still persisted in maintaining the purity of specu- 
lative principles, and enforcing’ uniformity in religi 
sentiments. He had appointed a commission, to frame 
a system of faith for the nation ; and the parliament, in 
the bts met aed servility, had passed a law in 1541; 
by which they blindly ratified, by anticipation, all the te- 
nets which these divines should afterwards establish with 

marriage, and even returned solemn ‘thanks the’ 
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who, upon the first appearance of opposition to his views, 
precipitated a new war the His fleet land- - 
ed ten thousand men at Leith, who took and pillaged the — 
city of Edin ; while another laid waste the — 
whole country een Berwick and. ington. By 
this violent incursion, he only inflamed the passions of 
the Scots without subduing their spirit; and, as was 
com ‘observed, did too much if he wished to solicit 
an alliance, but too little if he intended to make a con 

In the mean time, while thus ardently bent upon pro- 
viding » match for his’son,' he formed another'matrind= sess 
nial connection for himself; and took as his sixth wife - 
Catherine Parr, widow of Nevil Lord Latimer, a lady 

but who was obliged to conduct herself with so great cau- 
tion, that she durst not even intercede for three Protes- 
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tant gentlemen, and a young lady of her own acquaint. 
ance, who, were ai paced of Windsor a short tine afer 
her marriage. Once indeed she attempted to argue with 
the king on theological subj who complained of her 
to Bishop Gardiner, and who was instigated, by the ad- 
vice of that prelate, to proceed against her with the ut- 
most rigour, Articles of im t were actually 
drawn up for her trial, and the fixed for her commit- 
ment to the Tower ; but having received timely intima- 
tion of her approaching fate, she found means, by her 

ble contest, Henry, instead of demanding a subsidy from 
his parliament, (which with all his authority he generally 

the rule of succession to the crown. By the act passed 
for this purpose, it-was settled, 1. On Edward Prince of 

& 4 g : a‘ : 
and her lawful issue ; Peewee. broker on such as 
the king pleased to appoint by letters patent, or by his 
last will. But, with his usual caprice, while he opened 
the. way to the throne to and Elizabeth, he 
aden ee aac 

ae iti and reserved the power of still 
excluding them the succession, if they refused to 
submit to any conditions which he might be pleased to 

> appointed the Queen to the office of 
Regent during ‘absence, passed over to Calais with 
an army of 30,000 men, accompanied the principal 
nébles ead gentlemen of his kingdom. % 

tion to deprive learning of its endowments ; and it is to 
his generosity, not to any protection afforded by his 
prostitute parliament, that these celebrated establish« 
ments owe their existence. 

Having concluded a peace with France and Scotland, 
Henry turned his attention to domestic affairs, and par- 
ticularly to his favourite object of promoting religious 
uniformity. The hopes of the reformers, who had been 
rather discouraged by the severe law of the six articles, 

1 

were revived considerably by some of his measures. He _ History: 
permitted the litany tobe celebrated in the vulgar tongue 5 
and added a prayer, to “save us from the tyranny of the 
Bishop of Rome, and from all his detestable enormities.” 
He protected Cranmer.in a very decided manner, from 
the cabals of his enemies among the Popish party; and 
entirely withdrew his favour from Gardiner, on account 
of his malignant attempts to accomplish the destruction 
of the Queen. His tyrannical disposition, however, irri= 
tated and soured by his declining state of health, impelled 
him to punish, with fresh. severities, all who presumed to 
differ from himself, especially on the capital point. of the 
real presence. An ulcer broke out in his leg, which oc~ 
casioned him extreme pain, and which, in addition to his 
monstrous corpulency, at once threatened his life, and 
rendered him more than usually passionate and untrac-- 
table. He became more and more outrageous as his 
end approached ; and the cruelty of his temper seemed 
to increase, in proportion as his power of exercising it: 
drew nearer to its termination. 

The last objects of Henry’s cruelty and injustice; were. The king’s 
the Duke of Norfolk, and his'son the Earl of Surrey-; ‘rel injus- - : / priest: 
the former the most faithful of the king’s ministers, and Norftk 
the latter the most. accomplished of the English nobility. and Surrey, . 
Their and not their guilt, excited the workings 1547.. 
of the tyrant’s violent and jealous spirit. The great power 
of Norfolk, his attachment to the ancient religion, and his 
alliance to the throne, suggested to Henry’s mind that, 
during his.son’s minority, great danger might arise, both 
to the public tranquillity, and to the new ecclesiastical 
system, from the attempts of so potent a subject. These 
suspicions were increased by some unguarded expressions 
used by Surrey, when he was recalled from the govern- 
ment of Boulogne, by his refusal of all matrimonial con- 
nections that had been proposed to him, and by an ap~ 
prehension that he entertained the ambitious view of es- 
pousing the Princess Mary, as a step to the crown. Dis- 
oe also with the whole family, on account of the con« 
uct of Catherine Howard, he yielded the more readily 

to his vindictive feelings, and, determined upon-the ruin 
of the two noblemen, he gave private orders to atrest 
and commit them to the Tower on the same day. Surrey, 
accused of entertaining Italian spies in his family, of 
holding a secret correspondence with Cardinal Pole, and 
of manifesting his aim at the crown, by having the arms 
of Edward the Confessor on his scutcheon, was without 
proofs, and in defiance of his able defence, condemned 
and executed for high treason. No greater crime could: 
be discovered against Norfolk, than his once saying, that 
the king could not hold out long, and that the kingdom 
was likely to fall into disorders, through the diversity of 
religious‘ opinions ; but a bill of attainder nevertheless 
was passed against him in the House-of Peers, without 
any species of trial ; and the king hastening it thro 
the House of Commons lest his victim should escape, is-- 
sued the death warrant with all possible expedition. But porth og. 
his-own death on the evening preceding the day of exe- the king, 
cution, procured a reprieve-to the noble prisoner ; and it 1647. . 
was not thought advisable to commence a new reign with - 
the sacrifice of the 1 ee subject in the kingdom... 
Though the king’s end had for several days been evi- 
dently approaching, none. of his attendants dared to in-- 
form him of his condition. But Sir Anthony Denny ha 
ving at length ventured to make the solemn intimation, 
Henry expressed his resignation, and ordered Cranmer - 
to be brought-to-him.. The king was speechless before 
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that prelate arrived ; but, being desired to give some sign 
of his dying in the faith of Christ, he pressed the hand 
ofthe Archbishop, and immediately expired in the 56th 
year of his age, and 88th of his reign. Poon 

Henry was very tall, strong, stately in his air, and in 
his youth uncommonly handsome, excelling in all manly 
exercises, fond of magnificence, and full of cous 
rage. He possessed great vigour of mind, and was dis- 
tinguished by an-extensive capacity. ‘He was skilled in 
music, and spoke with fluency several foreign languages, 
particularly Latin and French. ‘He was sincere, ‘frank, 
liberal, and capable at least of temporary friendships and 
attachments. But his vices were-of the darkest hue, and 
comprehend all the worst qualities ofhuman nature. A 
violent impetuosity of temper, an insatiable love of plea- 
sure, and a:radical cruelty of disposition, were the dis- 
tinguishing features:of his mind, and the sources of his 
greatest crimes, of his profusion, rapacity, injustice, ob- 
stinacy, arrogance, caprice, bigotry, and tyranny. He 
was filled with an extraordinary conceit of his own supe- 
rior wisdom, and fond .of flattery ; uncontroulable in his 
desires, and inflexible -in his purposes ; never known to 
yield or to forgive ; and never “ sparing,” as he said of 
himself, “a man in his anger, or a woman in his lust.” 
Yet, in spite of his cruelty, extortion, and arbi 
vernment, his exterior qualities so captivated the multi- 
tude, that he not only acquired the regard, but in some 
degree possessed to the last the affection of his subjects. 
He had indeed so completely subdued their free spirit, 
that, like eastern slaves, they admired those arts of ty- 
ranny which degraded themselves; and had he not, by 
promoting their liberation from papal oppression, provi- 
ded a corrective for his own despotism, it may be fairly 
questioned, whether the English constitution would ever 
have recovered from the repeated checks which its radical 
principles sustained in his reign. 

Edward VI. sueceeded his father as king of England 
when he was only nine years of age; but, by the will of 
Henry, the government of the kingdom, till the Prince 
should have completed his 18th year, was intrusted to 
sixteen executors, and twelve counsellors, whom he him- 
self had expressly nominated, and whom he seems to 
have expected to prove equally obsequious after his 
death as they had been during Ris life. Their first act, 
however, was to choose a protector of the realm, who 
might represent the royal majesty, and the choice fell upon 
the Earl of Hertford, who was the young king’s maternal 
uncle, and.naturally interested in his nephew's safety, 
while he himself possessed no claims to the throne, which 
could endanger the Prince’s person, or the public tran- 
quillity. “Created Duke of Somerset, he procured a pa- 
tent from the young king, by which he overturned the 
will of Henry VII. and secured to himself as regent the 
full regal power. He had long been led as secret 
ly favourable.to the principles of the reformers ; and, as 
soon as his authority was established, he openly-avowed 
his intention of -correcting all the-abuses in the former 
system. The alterations, indeed, made by Henry, were 
rather acts of separation from the Pope, than of reforma- 
tion from Popery ; but now the errors of Rome to 
be actually removed, and the -history of Edward's reign 
becomes rather a detail of the methods employed by his 
governors for reforming religion, than a description of 
political measures, or warlike events. 

The protector took care, that all who were -entrusted 
with the education of the young king should be attached 

ENGLAND. 
to the principles of the Reformation ; and, in all his 
schemes for correcting the errors of 'y; he had re- 
course to the counsels of Archbishop Cranmer, a person 
of the greatest moderation and pri : richoul iderabl a Garditier, Bi 

of Winchester, which at drew upon him the ins 
dignation of the council ; and he was committed to the 
Fleet-prison, where hewas treated, not, indeed, with the 
cruelty of popish persecutors, but with very unbecoming 
severity. Visitors, consisting of ecclesiastics and laymen 
united, were sent to.all the dioceses, with power to cor- 
rect the irregularities of the clergy, to abolish ancient. 
superstitions, and to bring the worship ang discipline of 
the church nearer to the practice of the reform, Or- 
ders were issued to restrain the monks, who had been 
placed in the vacant churches, from preaching in defence 
of the old abuses ; and twelve ‘homilies were published, 
which the clergy were enjoined to read to the people, 
instead of addressing them in discourses of their own 

— 

production. The protector, having made due provision Progress of | 
for the stability of affairs at home, resolved to prosecute 
the war with Scotland, in order to ish the ‘pros 
ject of the late king, for uniting the two kingdoms by the 
marriage of Edward and Mary ; and, with an army of 
18,000 men, attended by a fleet of sixty sail, he advans 
ced within sight of the ish capital. Having routed 
the army of the Scots at Pinkey with great slaughter, 
and appointed commissioners at Berwick to treat of a 
peace, he returned to London, with that increase of po 
pularity and power, which a conqueror, it has been ob« 
served, is always sure to acquire with the English na- 
tion. To this character, however, he added more esti« 
mable and amiable virtues ; was humble, affable, and ac- 
cessible to the meanest subject ; and was obvi in- 
fluenced in his general conduct by the principles of ‘reli- 
gion and honour. Having summoned a parliament, he 
abated the rigour of many former statutes, and particu- 
larly abolished the law, by which the king’s proclamas 
tion was made of equal force with an act of parliament. 
The dawn, both of civil and religious liberty, = 
rise upon the English nation ; and the gradual reforn 
tion of papal corruptions, continued to be carried on 
with prudent perseverance. Various superstitious prac« 
tices were abolished ; all images removed from the 
churches; private masses prohibited ; and auricular con. 
fession, hitherto accounted an indispensible duty, and 
always one of the most powerful engines of a Sls 
church, was pronounced a matter of indifference, which 
the people might observe or omit, according to their own 
choice. The government of the kingdom became in a 
great measure aristocratical, in consequence of the late in- 
crease of possessions which the mobles had acquired ; and 
great distractions prevailed in the state. Lord Seymour, 

the war 
with Scot- 
land, 

: a 

Cabals and 
a man of insatiable. ambition, and possessed of distin= execution 
guished abilities, had recently married the queen 
ger, and by 
his brother the protector. A contest between their wives, 
on the subject of precedency, created a breach be- 
tween them, and the whole court .and kingdom were di- 
vided by their opposite cabals and pretensions. Sey- 
mour discovered his intriguing spirit and ambitious 
views, by the most rash and criminal conduct, by using 
unwarrantable means, during the s absence 
in Scotland, to captivate the affections of the young 
monarch, by making a direct attack upon his bro~ 
ther’s authority z unconstitutional, in as much as he 

domed Lord 
this alliance became the rival in power of Seymour — 



among the princi- 
nobility persons of inferior rank ; 
collecting, in short, arms for the use of his nume- 

rous retainers, tenants, and servants. Somerset, aware 
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once in several of the kingdom. It was only in 
Devonshire and Norfolk that they assumed the appear- 
ance of a regular army, and became formidable by their 
numbers. » In the former county, one thousand rebels 
were cut to pi by Lord Russel, and twe thousand in 
the latter by the Earl of Warwick. Their leaders were 
tried and executed at London, and many of the inferior - 
class put to death by martial law. Those that escaped, 
threw down their arms upon the offer of pardon ; and 
a general indemnity was soon after published by the 
protector. : of all these circumstances, endeavoured, by the most 

friendly expedients, to draw him away from such dan- — But while these tumultuary insurgents were thus somerset 
quickly subdued, the factions in the council, under the resigns the 
artful ent of Warwick, became daily more Protector- 

counsels ; but, finding all his endeavours inef- 
feetual, he was obliged, in defence of the public peace, 
to employ severér remedies against his brother's rebel- 
lious schemes. Seymour was committed to the Tower, 

i ices examined. Full discoveries were 
said to have been procured of his treasonable practices ; 
a bill of attainder was against’ him by both 

i sod erties ite ed 

formidable to the protector. Somerset, elated with his { 
high dignity, had paid too little attention to the opi- 
nions of the other executors and counsellors, and dis- 
covered a disposition to govern every thing according 
to his own views. The nobility and gentry were in 
general displeased with the preference which he seem- 

on Tow ed, in the late 75 a a ¥ Lede given to the claims 
. The principal tenets and ee ‘of the Romish of the people. The people themselves, being much in- 
church were now abolished ; the doctrine of the fluenced by the Catholic , and ascribing many of 
real presence was still pertinaci retained by many their distresses to the Reformation, of which he was 
of the people, and zealously inculcated by the lic the open patron, were not heartily affected to his au- 
preachers. For 8 offence, B Bonner was de- thority. . His interest being at length overpowered by 

committed to custody. Gardiner, hig daelnbebab give a ” 

point, was sent to the Tower, and threatened with far- 
of the council’s di A commission 
to the primate and others, to reclaim or to 

heretics and contemners of the book of com- 

the flames. By these rigorous proceedings, 

‘the Protestant doctrine and liturgy 
Princess Mary still persisted in adhering to 

and rejecting the new modes of worship ; and, 
the influence of the Emperor Charles V. a tempo- 

vary connivance was procured from the council. 
- Great discontents began to appear among the people; 
not indeed on account of these reformations in religion, 
but in consequence of various grievances to which they 
were subjected by the internal changes in the state of 
the country, which partly arose from the new system. | 

. The church lands, which were formerly let at low 
rents, or left to be cultivated by the poor, ving now 

tlt 
7 B28 iy i a ; 

= 

depri of their commons. Destitute also of that re- 
lief in seasons of necessity, which the hospitality and 
ee ean in 
many places, were reduced to the greatest misery ; and 
were still farther irritated by a severe act of parliament, 
which was intended to excite them to more industrious 
habits. The » who was both from principle 
and interest the friend of the people, did every thing 
in his er to redress their grievances ; and even ap- 
ieaiilial suiaeaicalthorn tn. hase slhencsenchonaceingiie 
‘eee. But the commonalty, impatient 
for immediate had recourse to arms; and, as 

VOL, Vil. PART Il. 

the increasing party of his rival, he was obliged to re- 
ign the seidectanibin, and to submit to the most hu- 

raiiting conditions. *Warwick, the new protector, 
having made peace with Scotland and France, gave full 
scope to his aspiring and avaricious disposition. Find- 
ing that the principles of the Reformation had sunk 
too into the mind of Edward to be easily eradi- 
cated, he resolved to comply with the prince’s inclina-' 
tions, and ed the cause of the Protestants with more 
zeal and violence than had ever been done by his pre- 
decessor. Many of the bishops, who favoured. the Ca- 
tholic tenets, were treated with great severity ; several 
of them deprived of their sees, and others obliged to 
secure protection, by sacrificing.the most considerable 
part of their, revenues. An order was issued by the 
council for purging the libraries at Westminster and 
Oxford of a oeeeditee volumes ; and much useless 
devastation was committed in the execution of these 
instructions. The council, however, were not inatten- 
tive to the interests of the public; and, by their wise 
regulations, excited a spirit of industry and commerce, 
hitherto unknown in England, But the ungovernable 
ambition of Warwick again involved the kingdom in 
domestic troubles. He ured for 

death of Somerset, and many of his friends, as the chief 
obstacles in his career. He summoned a new parlia- 
ment, and took care, by the most arbitrary interference, 
to have such members returned as were obsequious to 
his will. He brought about a marriage between Lady 
Jane Gray and his fourth son, Lord Guilford Dudley ; 
and, at the same time, fortified his family by other . 
powerful alliances. He then proceeded, with his last 
project, to prevail with the young king, whose health 
was declining fast, to make sucha change in the suc- 
cession as would have brought forward his own daugh- 
ter-in-law, Lady Jane, as next heir to the crown. The 
prince, accustomed to submit to his views, and anxious 
to secure a Protestant successor, agreed to refer the 
matter to the council ; and at length, after many ob- . 

40 

hip, 
1549. 

himself the title Warwick's _ 
and ample possessions of the Duke of Northumberland, ambitious 
He found means to accomplish the condemnation and Projects. 
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ailed. 
A no of Sala the young Kings health visi ing 

s the Duchess of Suffolk, the young health visibl 
declined every day. pone hams ee nyeieis A 
su an act council, his icians were 
dietiened, an i t old woman enwenee with 
the care of his Under her management, his 
worst symptoms rapidly increased, and he expired at 
Greenwich, in the 16th year of his age, and the 7th 
of his reign, He great mildness of disposi- 
tion, united with a ity far above his years; and 
had made attainments in learning which astonished all 
with whom he conversed.. Amidst the struggles for 
power among his ministers, he was merely the instru- 
ment of their mutual resentments and intrigues ; but 
he never signed the orders of execution against any par- 
% without tears in his eyes. His young mind was 
eeply tinctured with the principles of sound religion ; 

and his pan, virtues rendered him an object of tender 
affection to his subjects, who had soon reason to la- 
ment the short duration of his promising reign. 
By the decease of Edward, there were four female 

claimants to the crown ; Mary, the eldest daughter of 
Henry VIII. by Catharine of Spain, and the first in 
succession by her father’s will, but whose declared il- 
legitimacy had never been repealed ; Elizabeth, Hen- 
ry’s second daughter by Anne Boleyne, who had also 
been declared illegitimate, but whose attachment to 
Protestant peers might otherwise have rendered 
her more acceptable to the nation; Mary, Queen of 
Scotland, descended from Henry’s eldest sister, whose 
legitimacy could not be questioned, but who had been 
passed over in Henry’s will ; and Jane Grey, the ah an 
ter of Henry’s youngest sister, whose mother, by 
monarch’s will, came next to his own daughter, and 
who, by the will of the late king, had been preferred 
before them on ‘the ground of their illegitimacy. | ‘The 
title of Mary, however, always esteemed. the most na- 
tural and just, had been by her father’s will rendered 
Jegal and parliamentary ; and during the whole of Ed- 
ward's reign, she had been uniformly regarded as his 
lawful successor. The Protestants, indeed, had reason 
to dread the effects of her religious prejudices ; but the 
general hatred entertained against the Dudleys, coun- 
terbalanced this ground of v5 1586 Mary, also, had 
the policy to promise to her adherents, that she would 
make no change in the laws of Edward ing re- 
ligion ; and her pretensions were thus the more readi- 
ly admitted by the nation at large. ‘Northumberland, 

placed nevertheless, resolved to enforce the will of the late 
king in favour of his daughter-in-law ; and having fail- _ 
ed in his schemes to bring the two elder princesses into 
his power, caused Lady Jane to be proclaimed queen, 
Ignorant ‘of the political transactions, attach. 

to elegant literature, and satisfied with enjoying the 
affections of a husband deserving of her esteem, her 
heart had never opened to the allurements of ambition, 
and she resisted, as criminal and hazardous, her pro- 
posed elevation to the throne; but, overcome by the 
intreaties of her relations, she submitted at , in 

ition to her own judgment and wishes. | In the 
mean time, the partizans of Mary were daily increas- 
ing. ORT RD oR ee her 
claims, revolted to her side with 4000 men ; Northum- 
berland himself was deserted by his soldiers on their 

to declare against him. Suffolk, who commanded in 

cess, joined with satisfaction in the procla- 
mation of a0 Cambrige and she soon -entered 

* ‘ . of | - 1 ate 

tachment on the ‘part ofvher subjects. | Northumber- 
land was i i arrested, capi 
soon after executed, together: with Sir John Gates and 
Sir Thomas’ Palmer, two infamous instruments of his 
ambitious and tyrannical measures.’ Sentence was, at 

and her husband Lord. ; but, wi any pre- 
sent view of. putting it in execution. Their youth and 
innocence (neither of them having reached'their 17th 
year) pleaded sufficiently in their behalf ; and Mary 
was desirous, in the beginning k 

ularity by the appearan - No other 
Blood ‘icat thindione shed; anda , with 
a few exceptions, was granted to those who had been 
concerned in the late: i inst the rights of 
the sovereign.’ But the joy arising dremrthep-etendagin 
of the lawful heir, and the gracious demeanour of 
the queen in her first ings, was soon clouded 

re. 

he had promised to read the mass before the Queen, 
was thrown into prison, and: condemned for high trea- 
son in having concurred: with the friends: of Jane 
Grey ; but he was reserved for a more:cruel punish- 
ment. ‘The foreign Protestants hastened ‘to leave the 
kingdom; and many useful arts and manufactures which 
they had introduced, were Jost to the nation. A par- 
liament was assembled, in which those who hesitated 
to pei with the court religion declined to-serve, 
and which consisted: therefore of members: favourable 

panish general ap- 
ion for the li and i ence of the na- 

roulette all obp i mer os articles of’ 
were drawn as favourable as possible for the. 
and security of England ; but as it was naturally con- 
cluded that all conditions would soon be violated when- 
ever it suited the emperor's views, 

ve no satisfaction to the a8 

tally convicted, and ; 

ledged b 

a ae 
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dred of them are said to have suffered by the hand of 
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son should be so. injured: by time and. sickness, as to 

ple, she summoned a new parliament ; and the influ- 

SA farm the authority of Mary. “eal become le to her future consort. News at 
broke out in Kent, headed by Sir Thomas Wiat, a Ro- length were t.of his arrival at Southampton, and 

; man Catholic, who issued a declaration against theSpa- they were married a few days after at Westminster, 
: nish match, and the queen’s evil counsellors, without made a entry into London, where Phi« 
- making any mention of religion, and marched to Lon- _ lip di ed his wealth with great ostentation ; but 
“ don. with a body of 4000. men. But he suffered the his cold and manners were ill calculated ta 
< critical season to elapse; and his partizans, upon dis- remove the prejudices of the English nation against 
Y that he was not joined by any of note, him. Mary soon found that his ruling passion was am- 

rapidly from his standard. Obliged to sur- bition, and that the only way of securing his affections 
4 render at discretion, he was tried and executed. Great was to render him master of England. Ready to sacri~ 
8 was exercised against his followers. Four hun- fice to his pleasure the interest and liberty of her peo- 

the executioner ; and the same number were conducted 
before the 
ceive a on their knees. The Princess Elizabeth, 

ence of Spanish gold, the zeal of the Catholics, the 
powers of the ative, procured a House of Com- 
mons sufficiently compliant. Both houses, upon the 
representation of Cardinal Pole, who had come to Eng- 

to the Tower, of having been concerned land in the capacity of legate, addressed the King and 
in, the ; but as Wiat had them by a so- professing their desire to be reconciled to the 
lemn ion upon the of all share in his ical see, and requesting their intercession with 
rebellion, it. was found impracticable to proceed 

inst them, to retain them both in custody. 
e holy father for their absolution. Their request was 

easily ted, and. the parliament and kingdom were 
lamaslinces clutter into the bosom of the church. 
But while they repealed all former statutes enacted 
against the Pope’s authority in England, they took spe- 
cial care to secure the plunder which they had made 
from the ecclesiastics, and to retain ion of all the 

and church lands, Having thus made provision 
for safety of their own estates, they became very 

excite in the hearts of the people, gave indifferent about the interests of religion, or the lives of 
directions that they should be beheaded within the li- their countrymen; and readily revived all the old san- 
mits of the Tower. The Duke of Suffolk was soon af- i laws against heretics, placing the national re- 
ter brought to the scaffold. Lord Thomas Grey, Sir ligion nearly on the same footing as at the death of 
a eee ene RL INeny nition qpeeaneiee Sint Henry VIII. But, with all their submission, they'still 
tion, suffered on the same account. he late rebellion preserved a regard to national independence ; and re- 
furnished the queen with a pretence for exercising the _ sisted all to put the administration into the 
native cruelty of her disposition; and her vengeance hands of Philip, to declare him presumptive heir of 
was directed against many of the nobility and gentry, the crown, or even to assist his father by subsidies in 
more on account of their interest with the nation, than his war against France. The Queen, however, in her 

of their guilt. Finding that she had reer, cs to have issue, mistaking the commence- 
become the object of universal hatred to her subjects, ment of a dropsy for a meee aver qeaneys great re- 

disable them from future resistance, joicings were made in the prospect of an heir to the 
throne ; and the parliament passed a law, which, in 
case of the Queen’s decease, appointed Philip protec- 
tor during the minority ; but, resisting all farther con- 
—— in his favour, they were unexpectedly dis. 

ved, 

History. 

It was now frequently debated in the council, whe- Violent 
ther the laws, lately revived against heretics, should persccu- 
be put in execution, or merely employed by way of ‘ns in 
terror, asa restraint upon the more turbulent and ob- /é!#04, 

ea aan oe 
articles, 
the 

trusive. Cardinal Pole, though firmly attached to the 
Catholic tenets, strongly recommended a toleration of 
the Protestants ; but Cardiner, though suspected of 
less sincerity in his religious anes es, keenly con- 
tended for the expediency of a violent persecution. 
The arguments of| the latter being more agreeable to 
the cruel bi, of Mary and Philip, it was determi- 
ned to enforce the laws in all their rigour against the 
reformed. religion ; and England was for three- years 
filled with scenes of horror, which disgraced human 
nature, and rendered the Catholic system an object of 
general detestation. It has been computed, that, du- 
ring the above mentioned period, 277 persons were 
brought to the stake ; besides those who were punish- 
ed by imprisonment, fines, and confiscation. Among 
those who suffered by fire; were 5 bishops, 21 clergy- 
men, 8 lay gentlemen, 84 tradesmen, 100 servants and 
labourers, 55 women, and 4 children. | ‘Those persons, 

3 

1555. 
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History. too, were not convicted of publicly teaching tenets con-_ 
—\—" trary to the established religion ; but were seized upon 

suspicion of heresy, required to subscribe the Romish 
articles of faith, and were generally condemned for re- 
fusing to acknowledge the ine of the real presence. 
Among the chief sufferers, were Hoopes; yoo’ of 
Gloucester ; R , Preben of St Paul's; Ridley, 
Bishop of London ; Ferrar, Bi of St David's ; La- 
timer, Bishop of Worcester ; and Cranmer, Archbishop 
of Canterbury. The principal t in these barbari- 
ties was Bonner, Bishop of London, upon whom Gar- 
diner had devolved the invidious office ; a man of 
fligate manners and brutal disposition, who seemed to 
rejoice in the torments of the unhappy sufferers, and 
who frequently applied the most cruel punishments 
with his own fanaa Repeated orders were sent from 
the council, to quicken the diligence of the magistrates 
in searching out heretics ; and, in some places, the gen- 
try were constrained to countenance, by their presence, 
the barbarous proceedings against the unhappy victims. 
An attempt even was made to introduce inquisi- 
tion into the country. But all those instances of cruelty 
and oppression were so abhorrent to the feelings of the 
English nation, that they produced the very” ite 
effect of what was intended ; rendered the Spanish go- 
vernment daily more odious ; and forwarded, instead 
of checking, the progress of the new opinions.’ 
The effects of the public discontent appeared even 

in the next parliament that was summoned ; and the 
Queen’s application for a subsidy, and for additional 
enforcements of tion, was resolutely rejected. 
Philip, in the mean time, finding his authority in Eng- 
land extremely limited, sensible of the general hatred 
which he had incurred, and tired by the Queen’s im- 
portunate love and jealousy, went over to Flanders, 
where he continued to spend most of his time, and 
seldom took any notice -of his consort’s fond epistles, 
except when he had occasion to demand a supply of 
money. In order to gratify his wishes, Mary re- 
course to all the violent and irregular expedients of 
loans, levies, and similar extortions ; and, at the same 
time, engaged the council, not, however, without the 
most vehement importunity and menaces, to declare 
war in aid of Spain against France. This measure in- 
volved the nation in new difficulties; and the town of 
Calais, which had been held by England above 200 
ears, having been taken by the French, the whole 

Kingdon was filled with murmurs and complaints 
against the improvidence of the Queen and her coun- 
sellors. ‘The Queen herself, who had been long in a 
declining state of health, conscious of being hated by 
her subjects, dejected by the loss of Calais, apprehen- 
sive, in the prospect of Elizabeth’s succession, for the 
— of the Catholic faith, and overwhelmed with 
grief on account of her husband's determination to re- 
side in Spain pines 7 remainder of his life, fell into 
a lingering fever, which terminated her days in the 43d 
year of her age, and the sixth of her reign. She pos- 
sessed few qualities, that were either estimable or ami- 
able ; and was as little engaging as her 
mind. She was cruel from natural disposition, and bi- 
gotted from a narrow understanding ; and, excepting 
the single virtue of sincerity, her character was a com- 
plication of the most odious vices, of obstinacy, tyran- 
ny, malignity, and revenge, 2. fer 
After the death of Mary, the Princess Elizabeth 

ascended the throne, in the 25th year of her age, not 
only without opposition, but with the joyful atclama- 
tions of the whole nation. During the reign of her 

Death of 
Mary, 
1358. 

Aevession of 
Ki 
1558. 
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-bid the elevation of the hoste, and to cause the 

‘the crown ; confirmed all the statutes enacted in King 
-Edward’s reign , ; 
-session, without violence’or clamour, altered 

which they were using such “means” 
res Barf waited erate eet m, or 
vi le pretext, to take away her life.’ Compassion 

for her situation rendered barat of interest td 
prin yet eg th wat subihab nape nt oe Seon 

radence 

‘Tower, where she had formerly been exposed to all the 
bigotted malignity of her enemies, she gave thanks‘on 
her knees to the Almighty, for her deliverance from. 
bloody tors; but this was the only instance in 
pe e per: = seamen 9 of past injuries, and 
with a magnanimity truly laudable,’ she réceived, with 
affability, even choos who hind ereiiea Na? with Ce gaat: 
est malevolence. When the bi , however, 
to express their homage, she turned aside ‘from Bon. 
ner, as from a man polluted with blood, ‘and Pt oa 

of 
object of horror to every friend of humanity. 
distely after her sianaaihtal she received j , 
marriage from Philip of —_ who still hoped to ob- 
tain, by her means, that dominion’ over England; of 
which he had been disappointed in espousing Mary: 
But Elizabeth, neither attached to the person nor 'to 
the religion of her admirer, and setisible-of the aver- 
sion which her subjects entertained to the Spanish in- - 
fluence, declined his addresses ; yet in such an evasive 
ee that for ae time he retained rs phen 
cess, and even took measures for procurin, | Giapense nsa- 
tion from the Pope for the match, 

The young queen, who had formed a 

matter to accomplish 
this object. - Resolved, hows? to proceed by secure 
and gradual steps, she checked the furious attacks of 
the Protestant teachers on the Romish superstitions, b 
prohibiting all ing without a special licence, Ae 
y exempting this restriction only the more mo- 

derate and judicious of her own party ; and made no 
other innovations in the form of worship, except to for- 

part of the service to be read in English. At the same 
time, she.cleatly indicated her intentions of suppor 
the Reformation, by recalling the Protestant exiles, an 
setting at liberty isoners who were confined on 
account of religion ; but delayed the entire cha 
the national faith till the meeting of the Z 

of 

which was summoned to assemble, and in elections 
fur which the Catholics scarcel led a the su- 
periority. After recognizin ueen’s title to the 
throne, they annexed the ios net of the church to 

with ; and, in one 
the whole 

public system of religion, nearly to the very state in - 

‘to religion 
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_-atisury. which it is at present established. ‘Thus did England 
heed sip religious tenets four times in the Si 

‘years; but, in this last instance alone, without com- 
pulsion.. The people were now Protestants from incli- 
nation, chiefly in ipocacs of the tions un- 
der Mary; and out of 9400 ben clergymen 
throughout the kingdom, only 14 bishops, 12 archdea- 
‘cons, 15 heads of colleges, and about 80 of the paro- 
chial clergy, quitted their preferments on account of 
the Reformation. 

mpaket's . Elizabeth, now seated on a Protestant ae found 
_ wise and vi- al] the neighbouring states, France, Scotland, Spain, 

gorous ad- and the Pope, openly or secretly combined pes 
ere and having thus no friend to aid her in ncies, 

: she sought her great resource in the affection of her 
subj and the wisdom of her administration. To 

e herself beloved by pia ei and at the same 
e therefore the go- 

Dudley, son of the late Duke of Northumberland, to 
cherished an attachment, for which, as he 

highest 
who regulated the finances. of the kingdom, 

and directed all the great political measures of her 

Peace with a pursuing for settling the pub- 
eo.” were, at the same 

B eight years ; that, in case of failure, he should pay 
_ 500,000 crowns, and the queen’s title to Calais still re- 
¥ main; that if Elizabeth broke the with France 
' or Scotland during the interval, she should forfeit all 

claims to Calais ; and that if the king of France made 
war on England during that time, he should be bound 
immediately to restore that fortress. A peace with 
Scotland was the natural consequence ef that with 
France ; but a serious ground of quarrel soon arose be- 
tween the English and Scottish queens, which was at- 
tended with the most important consequences, and 
which was removed only by the death of the latter. 
‘The birth of Elizabeth was liable to the charge of ille- 

: gitimacy, and the next heir of blood to the English 
throne was the queen of Scots, now married to the dau- 
phin of France. “The Vrench king had been secretly 
soliciting at Rome, a bull of excommunication against 
the daughter of Anne Boleyne ; and Mary had been 
Ss to assume openly the arms and title of Eng- 

This was vindicated by her descent from te 
blood royal, and by the example of other princes ; but, 
as it had not been done during the reign of Mary, Eli- 
zabeth considered it as indicating an intention to dis- 

os te, on the first unity, the legitimacy of her 
Pirtls, and the validity of her title to the ~own. Hence, 

‘ she conceived a violent jealousy — the queen of 
Scots, as at once her most formidable rival mortal 
enemy. Determined, as far as possible, to incapaci- 
tate her opponents from executing any project against 
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her, she readily listened te an application from the History. 
Scottish reformers, for assistance against the French “7 
party in that kingdom ; and by’ the most prompt and 
powerful succours, soon secured an hon e and ad- 
vantageous treaty for herself and her friends. . It was 

ipulated, that the French should evacuate Scotland, 
and that the queen of Scots should abstain from bear- 
ing the royal arms of England; while, at the same — 
time, by procuring favourable terms for the Scottish © 
Protestants, she continued to possess a stronger infln- 
ence over them, than their native sovereign was ever 
able to acquire. But Mary, afterwards’ refusing to ra- 
tify the treaty, and thus to make a formal renunciation 
of her pretensions, unless she were declared to be next 
in the succession to the English crown, and Elizabeth 
determined never to assist many respect in strengthen- 
ing the claims of so formidable a rival, the two queens, 
amidst all the appearance of cordial friendship, conti- 

, nued to entertain a perpetual jealousy of each others 
intentions. 

In the mean time, Elizabeth, leaving the queen of wWice go. 
Scots sufficiently occupied with domestic contentions, yernment of 
turned her attention to regulate the affairs of her own Elizabeth. 
kingdom, and to promote the prosperity of her sub- 
jects. She adopted measures for paying off the debts 
of the crown, and reformed the coin which her prede+ 
cessors had debased : furnished her arsenals with mili- 
tary stores, and provided for the general defence of her 
dominions ; encouraged agriculture and commerce, by 
wise regulations; and particularly exerted her endea~ 
vours to increase the naval power of the kingdom. She 
bestowed great encouragement also w the semina- 
ries of learning ; and set an example of moderation and 
justice to the Catholic party, by providing for the more 
faithful payment of the pensions, which had been grant- 
ed to the dispossessed monks, but which had hitherto 
been in a great measure neglected. Powerful at home, 
and d abroad, she received numerous propo- 
sals of marriage, both from surrounding princes, and 
from the more eminent of her own subjects. The Arch- 
duke Charles, second son of the Emperor; Casimir, 
son of the Elector Palatine; Eric, King of Sweden ; 
Adelph, Duke of Holstein ; the Earl of Arran, heir to 
the crown of Scotland; the Earl of Arundel, distin- 
guished by his nobility and wealth; Sir William Pick- 
ering, aman mueh esteemed for his —— merit ; 
and, above all, Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, were 
all competitors for her hand; but, while she publicly 
decl her resolution to lead a single life, she gave to 
all her suitors such gentle refusals, as generally encou- 
raged them to persevere in’ the pursuit ; and this she 
has been supposed to have done ~— from motives of 
policy, to keep them more attached to her interests, 
and partly from taking pleasure, as a woman, in recei- 
ving professions of love. While thus apparently deter- py.) sjern7s 
mined to have no heir of her own body, and avoiding tyrannical 
carefully to fix any successor to the crown, she»seems conduct. 
to have also resolved, either from policy or malignity, 
to prevent every one, who had pretensions to the throne, 
from having either heirs or successors. Lady Catha- 
rine Grey, youngest sister of Lady Jane, and now the 
nearest claimant, after the queen of Scots, to the throne 
of England, having privately married the Earl of Hert- 
ford, without the consent of Elizabeth, they were both 
committed to the Tower in separate prisons, where they 
suffered ten years of severe confinement ; till the death 
of the lady, by removing tlre unrelenting jealousy of. 
the queen, procured the liberty of her husband. A si- 
milar anxiety to prevent the marriage of the queen’of 
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History. Scots, excited new contests with that rival princess, in 
—vY~" which the treachery and of Eli 's conduct 

cannot be: justified ; though it must be admitted, that 
the fears which impelled her ings were not with- 
out foundation, and were too often alarmed by the rash- 

Queen's ill- ness of Mary's friends. During her illness, in conse- 
ness, 1563. quence of the small-pox, when little hopes were enter- 

tained of her , the partizans of the Scottish 
princess, and those of the Houve of Suffolk, already di- 
vided the nation into such violent factions, that the 
controversy, it was evident, in case of the queen’s de- 
cease, would be terminated only by the eword. The 
commons, therefore, as soon as her health was restored, 
earnestly entreated her to put an end to such apprehen- 
sions, either by choosing a husband, or by naming her 
successor. Elizabeth, however, afraid to declare against 
Mary, who clearly possessed the right of blood, and 
who would instantly have become her avowed enemy ; 
and, on the other hand, unwilling, by a settlement in 
her rival's favour, to establish pretensions which might 
be enforced even during her reign, she resolved to keep 
both parties in awe, by an ambiguous conduct and eva- 
sive answers ; and chose rather that her subjects should 
ran the risk of a civil war at her death, than that her 
throne should be endangered during her life. She con- 
tinued, with all her vigour and policy, to avert such at- 
tempts on the part of the Popish interest, by giving her 
enemies employment at home ; and afforded every ne+ 
cessary succour, both to the Hugonets in France, and to 
the Reformers in ‘Scotland. An event, however, hap- 
pened, which placed the person and the fate of her ri- 
val entirely at her disposal ; and effectually precluded 
all farther danger from her pretensions. Mary, queen 
of Scots, having been reduced, by her imprudence, if 
not by her gue, to take refuge in eres ang. and to 
veek the protection of Elisa against her own sub- 
jects, was allured, by the most plausible professions of 
friendship, to admit the queen of England as umpire in 
her cause ; and being at length required either volun- 
tarily to resign her crown, or to associate her son with 
her in the 
affairs ‘in the hands of the Ear) of Murray, she was, u 
on her refusal to make’stich ‘a submission, unjustly de 
tained asa prisoner in England. Various insurrections 
and conspiracies, chiefly on her account, and sometimes 
with her concurrence; an attempt by the Duke of Nor- 
folk, (for which he suffered on the scaffold,) to espouse 
and to'deliver the royal captive ; the open interference 
of the Pope, who excommunicated Elizabeth, and freed 
her subjects from their allegiance to her person ; and 
particularly, a plot conducted by the Catholics to assas- 
sinate the Queen, to which Mary, irritated by confine- 
ment, and anxious for liberty, had become a party ; 
these occurrences, and a multitude of other political 
considerations, induced Elizabeth to bring her unhap- 
py prisoner to a trial, and to hasten the ruin of a com- 

tor, whom she had never ceased to dread or to hate. 
Fxecution Mary, who had now lin 18 years in confinement, 
of Mary, was Sn condemned for high treason against the 
Queen of — Queen of England, and beheaded in one of the rooms 
Scots, 1587- oF her prison :—a transaction, in the course of which 

Elizabeth was guilty of the grossest dissimulation and 
most cruel injustice; and which, whatever were the 
crimes of the sufferer, must remain an indelible stain 

Project of Upon the memory of her oppressor. 
eee COLD Blader wis enge get) tn plottiig ee Cndian: 
between E- tion of her rival, she was carrying on‘a treaty of mar- 
lizabeth and riage with the young Duke of Anjou; and, after long 

struggling 
the Duke of ing between ambition and’ inclination, ‘she was 

ment, leaving the administration of 
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on the point of yielding to the y and of subject- History. 
ing herself and Span Ail nah st anda Catholic Sar 
prince, when all her favourite attendants and ministers 
united in d ing so im grey r A let- 
ter, particularly written to her on ject by the 
celebrated Sir Philip Sydney, and distinguished by uns 
usual elegance of ex ion, as well as force of rea- 
soning, is unglemeedl bob have roused her to reflection ; 
and, after spending prea Scere i 
she finally determined against the match, and dismi 
her lover, with proper apologies for her breach of en- 

ent. » 

yhile Philip of Spain had been actively intriguing Hostifities 
with the soaboetesbelste fe England and Ire in the with Spain, 
cause of the Queen of Scots and of the Catholics, Eliza- '°87- 
beth had been rendering powerful aid to the insu 
against his authority in the Low Countries. In retalia- 
tion for this interference, he sent, under the name of the 
pe, a body of 700 Spaniards and Italians into Ire- 
nd, where the inhabitants, discontented with the Eng- 

lish government, were ready to join any invader; but 
by the pags meyer A the ry Ormond, they 
were soon reduced to necessity of surrendering at 
discretion. The queen of on the other hand, 
countenanced the predatory attacks of Sir Francis Drake 
upon the Spanish settlements in South America; and, 
by those mutual aggravations, the two nations were at 
length brought toan open rupture. Elizabeth, inthe view 
of an approaching war with se an antagonist, 
concluded a league of mutual with the king of 
Scotland; and hearing that Philip was secretly preparing 
an immense fleet for the invasion of her kingdom, she 
resolved to strike the first blow, and to brave his boast~ 
a ioter tiie tes Nu Sir Francis Drake 
was immediately dispatched with a squadron, 
which the London merchants had assisted to is in 
the hopes of sharing the plunder ; and, saili to 
Cadiz, he destroyed about a hundred vessels laden with 
ammunition and stores. By this short ition, the 
intended invasion of England was a whole 
twelvemonth ; and the English seamen were taught to 
despise those unwieldy vessels of the enemy, which 
were threatening to _—_ terror along their coasts, 
The preparations of Philip, meditated nothing 
short of the entire conquest of England, were carried on 
with redoubled vigour; and the Spaniards, confident of 
success, had already denominated their navy the Invin- 
cible Armada. Elizabeth, on her part, exerted her ut- 
most prudence and vigour to resist the with 
which she was threatened; and employed all the re-— 
sources which her domestic situation, or her foreign al- 
liances, could afford. By all the Protestants of 7 
the enterprize was considered as decisive of their fate ; 
and those who could give no assistance, contemplated, 
with anxious interest, the a struggle. The 
people of England, animated by the spirited example 
of their sovereign, manifested the most determined re- 

even the Catholic subjects, treated: by the with 
generous moderation, forgetting for the nt all par= 
ty concerns, united with one in defence of the 

set sail from Invasion of 
Lisbon, and entered the Channel in the form of a cres- England by 
cent, which extended its two extremities to the distance the annads 
of seven miles ; but, completely baffled in its first at- 1588 
te by the skill and courage of the English navy, lve 
gradually weakened by their daring and repeated at-_ 
tacks, and finally overtaken by a dreadful storm when 
passing the Orkneys, this: mighty armament was so ut-_ 
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_ History... terly discomfited, that not one half of its ships returned 
—\— to 

: 

_bour a fleet of m 

in, and nothing but want of ammunition in the 
English fleet saved it from total destruction: (See the 
article Armapa.) This defeat of the armada inspired 
the English nation with a kind of enthusiastic ponies 
for enterprizes against Spain; and scarcely a single year 
was suffered to without some Hepbaurs ¢ attack 
being directed against the dominions of Philip. In 
1596. particularly, a powerful expedition was fitted out 
against Cadiz, which defeated the Spanish fleet in the 
bay, took the as Sa storm, and destroyed in the har- 

t ships of immense value. It 
was in this reign, and by 
English navy began to acquire that irresistible superi 

Bosich purticonent, Plisabeth, indell. wes ecticiontie 

‘tenacious of all alates and frequently wim 4 
sed them with a unequalled by 
pir daliag? predecessors. gpa ermang temas ea 
the 2th ape nosenten oe Spagt oR af em AY 
permission, any matters relating ei to or 
Tie stdte; defied theif liberty of speech to extend no 
farther than aye or no; and, without hesitation, com- 
mitted to the Tower every member who presumed to 
press ic contrary to her wishes. But amidst 
the Tryp ait mean and most fulsome flatteries from 

z 

e complete 
Ssiecgutd her heir, king of Scotland, with the 
same malignant j sy which had influenced her 
conduct towards the raped baget James had, in- 
déed, succeeded to all the ¢ his mother ; but, 
as a Protestant prince, he did not possess the fa- 
vour with the ics, which could render his preten- 
sions 3 and his indolent, unambitious dispo- 
sition, i secured her from any disturbance in 
the possession of the crown. Still, however, she. cau- 
tiously abstained Lefer! da the nation by any de- 
claration in favour of his ti fgg anxious to 
prevent every circumstance which might augment his 
sieht di powée, 464 bit Kad bite hee pmimediate-cous- 

itor for the ki 
Peis authority of the’ ish in Ireland had been hi- 

jhe of that sian Peak beth bis i ways 
the necessity “4 

having now risen, under the conduct. of the Earl of 
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Tyrone, to 2 more alarming height than at any former 
period, and the Spani having exerted sah as 
the most eff mode of diverting the power of the 
English from their coasts, in sending succours to the 
natives, it was therefore resolved to push the war in 
that quarter with more vigorous measures; and the 

Earl of Essex, who had succeeded, since the 
death of the Earl of Leicester, to the queen’s favour, 
obtained the government of Ireland, ai the command 
of the army destined for its reduction. Having disgust- 
ed the queen by his ill success and insolent. behaviour, 
he returned suddenly to England to make his peace at 
court; but Lord Mountjoy, who was then appointed as 
rere to the command, by his able and in- 

tigable exertions, defeated the rebels in every. quar- 
ter, and at length compelled Tyrone to. make an abso- 
lute surrender of his life and fortunes to the queen’s 
mercy. 

Essex, in. the mean time, who had long. possessed a 
powerful hold of Elizabeth’s affections, but -whose .un- 
ta 3768 spirit she found it requisite to humble, was 
rought to trial before the privy-council, and condemn- 

ed.to retirement in his aoe meee’ till Ay queen should 
be pleased to restore him to office. He expressed in 
his defence the most dutiful submission to his sovereign’s 
pleasure ; and, as Elizabeth herself had openly declared, 
that her severitywas intended to correct and not to.ruin 
him, it was generally expected that he. would soon_re- 
gain all his ascendancy over her mind, and. reappear a 
SAREE favourite than ever. © Persuaded, however, by 

is enemies, that his lofty spirit was far from being sub- 
dued, she pushed her rigorous treatment. to a degree 
which impressed him vans belief that she was altoge- 
ther inexorable, and drove his impatient temper to. the 
most fatal extremities. He threw off all appearance of 
duty and respect,.and even indulged himself. in t 
liberties of speech, respecting the queen’s advanced age 
and decayed beauty. He used every art to increase his 
popularity, which was already greater than what any 
other subject enjoyed ; and he entered into a secret cor- 
respondence with the King of Scotland, whose right of 
succession he on ane to compel Elizabeth to.acknow- 
re Having formed a strong party of malecontents, 
and trusting chiefly to his authority with the. po- 
pulace, he formed at 1} the desperate attempt of 
seizing the queen’s person, removing his enemies: from 
office, and settling, with the advice of his partizans, a 
new plan of government. Finding, however, that his. 
gh Rin 2 suspected, and.the queen. upon her guard, 
yet ined to make some open effort before they. 
should be completely discovered, he adopted the wild’ 
Project of ratsing the city of London in his favour ; and 

y 
titude, id. be able to overturn the wise.and well- 
established government of Elizabeth. | Sallying forth 
with about 200 attendants, and. calling aloud “ for the 

Lap ran that by the mere good will of the mul-. 
| 

History. 
—\yoew 

Insurrec- 
tion and ex. 
ecution of 
Essex, 
1601... 

queen! for the queen! a plot is laid for my life!” he- 
roceeded to the house of the sheriff; upon whose aid- 
he great reliance. ‘The citizens, in the mean. 
time, flocked around him in amazement, but discovered 
no disposition to join him in arms. » Observing their 
coldness, and hearing that he was i a traitor, 
-he began to despair of success, and to think of retreat- 
ing to his own house. Attempting, to force his way 
through the streets, which were now barricaded. and 

ed, he ear gr back ener inte 
igh ;. but at | i i wers on 

of Siete he ee pas river to-/his house, 
which. he proceeded to fortify in the best manner that: 
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‘and’ moderate ; and, ascendin, 
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he could, and proposed to defend to the last extremity. 
He was soon compelled to surrender at discretion, 
brought to immediate trial, clearly convicted of bigh 
treason, and condemned to capital punishment. Eliza- 
beth hesitated long between love and resentment, com- 
passion for her favourite, and the care of her own safety. 
She signed the warrant for his execution ; then coun- 
termanded the order ; again commanded it to proceed, 
and again yielded to a return of tenderness in his fa- 
vour. But, hardened against him at last, chiefly by his 
supposed obstinacy in making no — to her for 
mercy, she finally consented to his death. His proud 
heart having been humbled in the solitude of prison, not 
-by fear, but by sentiments of religion, he made a full 
confession of his disloyalty, acknowl the justice of 
his sentence, and testified on the scaffold the most suit~ 
able symptoms of penitence and piety. 

The vigour of Elizabeth's mind and the happiness of 
her ry tgKre: to expi sly a her reste and, 
tho’ e went throug usiness of the state 
habit the took little interest in any public measure a4 
event. She sunk at last into a nd melancholy, 
which nothing could ade ira for which various 
reasons have assigned. e ascribe this depres- 
sion of mind to remorse for having been persuaded to 
aig the rebel Tyrone, or for some other actions of 

life ; others to a discovery which she had made of 
the correspondence maintained by her courtiers with 
her successor, the King of Scotland; others to the ne- 
lect which, on account of her old age and infirmities, 
now imagined that she experienced; others, to a 

mere decay of her faculties, in consequence of long and 
seyere exertion of mind; and others, with more proba- 
bility, to a revival of her r for the death of x, 
whom she had given up entirely in resentment for his 
invincible obstinacy, but who, she now discovered, had 
actually thrown himself upon her clemency, while his 
enemies had found means to conceal his application. 
From the moment of making this discovery, she resign- 
ed herself to the deepest despondency, refused all sus- 
tenance and consolation, voted all advice from her 

ysicians, and remained sullen and immoveable on the 
oor, venting her grief in sighs and s. In this 

situation she continued for ten days and nights, leaning 
upon cushions which her maids brought to her ; and, as 
her end was visibly ap hing, the council sent the 
Secretary and Lord Admiral to know her will 
ing her successor. She faintly replied, that, as she had 
held a re tre, she wished a king to succeed her, 
and that her heir, therefore, could be no other than her 
near kinsman the King of Scots. Being then exhorted 
by the Archbishop of Canterbury to fix ter thoughts 
upon God, she answered, that her mind did not in the 
least wander from him, She soon after fell into a Je- 
thargic slumber, which continued for some hours, and 
then expired without any farther struggle, in thé 70th 
year of her age, and the 45th of her reign. 

The character of Queen Elizabeth varied consider- 
ably with the circumstances in which she was placed. 
At the commencement of her reign, she was humble 

throne in highly 
difficult circumstances, she conducted the government 
with unexapipled felicity and success. But she after- 
terwards became more haughty and severe; and freq 
quently exerted the powers of her ar caps in the 
most violent and oppressive manner. S , 
indeed, the most singular talents for government ; and, 
in point of vigour, steadiness, penetration, vigilance, 
maagnanimity, and address, may stand a comparison 
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with any sovereign in any period of the world, Inthe _Histerye- 
choice of her favourites, she was often guided by un- 
worthy and capricious motives; but her able ministers 
and commanders, to whom she owed so much of the 

ory of her reign, if not always selected by her own 
iscernment, were at least advanced and supported by 

the constancy of her friendship. Her economy was 
very remarkable, and enabled her, with a small reve- 
nue and few supplies from her people, to execute the 
greatest undertakings ; but it was a virtue which she 
ractised more from natural disposition, and a desire of 
ing independent of parliamentary aid, than from any 

tender concern for her subjects. She was great, in 
short, as a public character ; and all her stronger quali- 
ties were preserved in due subordination by her own 
self-command, But, in private life, she was less to be 
admired ; and had many infirmities, which all her ex 
cellent sense and strength of mind could not overcome, 
and which made her most disliked and feared by those 
who were cet “sir to her 4 ponaey fehl 
sincerity and sympathy ; vain er > wi 
she only could aeons delighted with the praise of 
her charms, even at the age of sixty-five; j of 
every female competitor, to a which 
pit et silliest of her sex rnin empine + acct soles 
sallies of anger, which no sense of dignity could restrain, 
her character adds one more to the many instances 
which occur in human life, and which are calculated to 
subdue human pride, of the ee moral weaknesses 

Its external commerce, by the exertions of its adventu- 
rous navigators, was had ] i 
ters of the globe ; and its internal manufactures, aided 

country by the oppressive measures of Spain, flourished 
beyond ail recone Ti every district of the country, in 

ite of the ive monopolies e crown. 
By the progeeal af soko ious e sax and the perusal 

the scriptures in the amended translation, the 
were improved in taste as well as in morals; and 
the queen ie was more vain of shining by.her own 

ing, iberal in the encouragement of genius, 
many of the nobles and higher clergy, both by their 
patronage and example, contributed so essentially to 
the improvement of the English language, that many 
writers have been disposed to fix its Augustan age te 
that. peri Liberty, indeed, still continued to depend 
upon the pleasure of the government ; but, thougli Eli- 
zabeth often stretched her power to actual, i 
yet the people were less abjectly submissive than in for- 
merjreigns ; and even under her imperious sway, those 
noble principles of freedom, which have at 
ded the British soil, began to spring up, and fe nd | up, 
shelter Peatate the fostering protection of 

ous 2 , wr anlage 
izabeth was succeeded by James VI. of Scotland, 

and I. of England ; and from the period of shis acces- 
sion, the history of both ki is comprehended ttn- 
der the article Bairain.  (q 
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PART II. STATISTICS, 

- CHAP. L 

General and Progressive Geography. 

Wipatiun teed Warne, that. past. of the British empire, 
which forms the larger and southern. part of the i 

Although an admeasurement of the maps of England Statistics. 
cack Waleejegulldiaacesitetely. constrained aptheywaneld —— 
this period, =, it have been sufficient to prove that the 
areas assigned by tradition and by Malines, were far 
below the truth ; yet Sir William Petty 
lation ‘of the extent of South Britain, reduces the Petty’s- 
number of acres, considering them as amounting 

he assigns to South Britain will agree very nearly with 
Teer pe | ssn potter Ayan that had been pub- 
lished when he wrote. 

upon the state and condition of land, 1696,” which 
i ised and garbled by Davenant, and has 

lished entire by Mr Chalmers, 
and Wales contain 39,000,000 

acres ; of which 12,000,000 consisted of heaths, moors, 
mountains, barren lands, rivers, lakes, meres, and 

; Toads, ways, and waste lands; or were oc- 
cupied , gardens, orchards, 
churches; and churchyards. The same author ‘calcu- 
lates, that England and Wales are in proportion to the 

of the earth and seas, as one to 3,300 :—to the 
habitable world, as one to 600 ;—to Europe 

(including Muscovy) as one to 43 ;—to France, as one 
probably very ancient, and derived from tolerably to three and a quarter ;—to Holland, as nine to two; 
accurate data, as it nearly agrees with the extent of and to France and Holland, as one to three and a half. 
the Anglo-Saxon and, in the opinion of some _- It is evident, that in all these calculations of Malines, pr Hat- 
authors, may indeed be traced back to time.. Al- Sir William Petty, and Gregory King, political arithme- ley’s. 
though at this period and tic had derived no assistance from the more sure and 

was not sufficiently accurate, or so 
ve enabled our ancestors toform their calcula- 

, led toa more mi- 
contents of England and Walés, which he found to con- 
tain in the gross—that is, taking the whole from a sin« 
gle or a a se acres ; and on a strict computa~ 
tion of the several counties, each tely examined, 
he computed the total’ to be 39,938,500 acres ; and as 
these sums, attained to by thése two different me- 
thods, so nearly each other, he concluded 
that neither of them could be very wide from the 
truth. He adds, that, in his judgment, England and 

, in his caleu- Sir William 

King, Lancaster herald, ‘who published c 
¢ Natl. tS political observations and conclusions King’s, 

pes wether “Maat a oe hat gps 
lobe of the earth, and the 1500th part of the inha- 

Fited world. Dr Halley’s own account of his calcu- 
lations is given in ‘vol. i. p. 69, of Houghton’s Col. 
lections. Hsien thie inirce of etree to which the cal- gource of 
culations of Dr Halley were e » from the inaccu- error on this 
racy of the maps of England, w existed in his time, subject. 
(a civeumstance which will be afterwards more particu- 
ei Mews his estimate was rendered erroneous, 

* his having used (as most of our geographers still do) - 
4p 



Br Grew's 

Mis mis- 

Temple- 
man’s. 

Errors in 
the maps. 

tain a wheel measure of those roads, which were ne- 
cessary to supply him with what he conceived to be 

Ole ta memset thet Che. on Seat su area he assigns to 
Britain wo very nearly to the truth ; but he 
unaccountably forgot, that roads are not always straight 
or smooth; and assuming, on the contrary, that the 

i ight line, he 
Britain, from Newhaven, in 

the South Foreland of Kent to the Land’s End, he 
makes 367 miles; both, as we shall afterwards see, con 
siderably above the truth.. Nor was this mistake re- 
specting the roads the only source of his error; for he 

carelessly and inaccurately conjectures, that a 
lined triangle, formed by uniting the South Fore- 

land and the Land’s End with Berwick, is commensu- 

This error would have given less than 

triangle corresponded with the actual distances, though 
the amount was not sufficient to destroy the error ari- 

from making these sides too ] 
ow Bhe next calculation Feaasutiney ths area of South 
Britain, was given to the world by Mr Thomas Tem- 
pleman of 
the Globe. A ing to him, it contains 49,450 square 
miles, or 31,648,000 statute acres. This extent, much 
more below the truth than the calculation of Dr Grew 

< 

oung assigns 

many 
‘apsaeemamelats hed. bows alae ered, that in the 
TEE SGA, SOR: Somat: hn, the vicinity of 1eeeaeetea 

Bury, in his work entitled a New Survey of - 

ascertained to be less by about 
been formerly laid down. 

For all the purposes of political 
it is not necessary to have recourse to 
curacy which tri i 

: | the consideration of the subject of the 
Britain, by the com ion of 
Britain, as stated i 

F 

calculation respecting the area of England, 
Str Middlewoo” ta Mio. Survey of Mididleces haa 
lent the authority of his name,) ree ane ae 

this scale, the number of acres and decimal parts i 
every successive four-sided figure, or wee are 
given; these trapezoids being formed by the intersec~ 
tion of lines, or circles of longitude and latitude, whose’ 
Giltanna och ulate SS ee 
faa esi length degree of latitude 
and longitude, according to their situation, by which 
the following scale is cal ir alee Manodaare 
cent observations and measurements for that purpose, 
in this country, as they are detailed at large in the 
Philosophical Transactions. 2% qindi J 
A , formed by drawing lines across 

a map east to west, and from south 
north, at the distance of the sixtieth part of a degree, 
contains, on an average of every ten minutes succes- 
sively, the following number of acres and decimal 

From 49° 50’ to 50° 0’ 550.69 Acres. 
From 50 0 to 50 10 548.83 
From 50 10 to 50 20 546.95 
From 50 20 to 50 30 545.07 
From 50: 30 to 50 40 543.19 
From 50 40 to 50 50 541.31 
From 50 50 to 51 0 539.43 
From 51 0 to 51 10 587.52 
From 51 10 to 51 20 535.62 
From 51 20 to 51 30 533.72 
From 51 30 to 51 40 531.82 
From 51 40 to 51 50 529.92 
From 51 50 to 52 0 528.02 
From 52 0 to 52 10 526.09 
From 52 10 to 52 20 524.16 
From 52 20 to 52 380 522.23. 
From 52 30 to 52 40 520.30 
From 52 40 to 52 50 518.37 
From 52 50 to 58 0 516.44 
From 53 0 to 53 10 51450 
From 53 10 to 53 20 512.55 
From 53 20 to 53 30 510.60 
From 53 30 to 53°40 508.65 
From 53 40 to 53 50 506.70 
From 58 50 to 54 0 504.75 

0 to 54 10 502.78 
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Statistics. ‘From 54° 10° to 54° 20’ 500.82 Acres. 
——~ From 54 20 to 54 30 498.86 

From 54 380 to 54 40 496.90 
From 54 40 to 54 50 494.94 
From 54 50 to 55 O 492.98 
From 55 0 to 55 10 491.01 

From 55 10 to 55 20 489.04 
From 55 20 to 55 30 487.07 
From 55 30 to 55 40 485.10 

From 55 40 to 55 53 483.13 

- Result of his means of this scale, the following calculation of 
ee aren oft and Wales, and of the par- 

ticular areas of the di counties, as well as the 
ion which each county bears to the whole of 

Sooth Britain, has been given by. Dr Becke, 
Part of South 

= Acres, Britain. 

Bedfewdiy!2: sls aes aie ee 19998,050) ore! 21 

he erbeehstatiemsts oJ alrejenel's 464,538 “* 80 

Buick’s..tahs seas 3 wree AGE F29: . c) LBB 

Cambridge... ...++- 580,020... 78 
‘Chester J...%..... 801,196... 48 
Cormwall ......... 961,906... 40 
Cumberland. ....... ark a area 
Derbyshire. .5..4.. S76Is ik 786 

Devonshire ........ 1,802,893... 21 
Dorsetshire ........ 757,006... 50 
Durham) ...2..... 662,416... 58 
Besekis Giese wie. 6s). 12,050,248 65. 86 

- Gloucester ....... 841,161... 45 

a Tt in seereore in 93 
untingdon. .. 2.6... 216,970... 177 

~ Kente. ve. ie. ees. 1,012,019... 38 
Lancashire... s... +. 1173618 4 64 992 

» Leicestershire. ...... 588,554... 71 
Lincolnshire ....... 1,697,913... 23 
Middlesex ......... 184,068 .. . 209 
Monmouth ........ $31,494... 116 
Norfolk\..... . 5. s+ + 1,267,277... 80 
N Bile! o “yee ors WOSBRIG 70 ie SD 

Northumberland ..... 1,455,313... 26 
a or el 511,896 . 75 

NOs er bite Glee 485,246... 79 

Rutland .;.iides oes os 6 129,988 oy 818 
Salop ... oes 9) 881,125 vue 48 
Somerset ... ee or 311 078,960 ‘aes).+ 35 
Southampton ....... 1,040,158... 37 
Stnfloed 6: 2}saseai 2! dsr » 807,900... 47 
Goffells .citel ote sed - 988,649... 41 
en ae ae 484,954... 79 
ee ee 985,789 ... 41 

Warwick ...... » 624,530... 61 

Westmoreland . 4 a oy GOR, 780) ete 75 
Wiltshire ...... oes) 924,667... 41 
Worcestershire ...... 481,446... 89 
Yorkshire ......... 3,797,511... 10 
North Wales S¥ei vevte ter O11O,995 5048 

South Wales . ele es 2,980,889... 18 

Total number of acres in 
England and Wales } 58,498,572 

Very little addition will be to be made to 
this ion, from the circumstance of the i 
rity or unevenness of the surface of England ; and not 
auch eyen for the mountainous districts of Wales. Dr 
Becke supposes, that m the clayey, gravelly, and sandy 
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soils, which predominate on the eastern side of the Statistics, 
kingdom, the increase of surface, fron its irregularity “VV” 
or unevenness, does not amount to much more’ than 
the 1000th part; that in the hilly and chalky counties, 
ee en ee and that, making a 
greater allowance for Wales, Westmoreland, and other 
very mountainous districts, it will not collectively 
amount to more, at most, than between 120,000, and 

a agri geography of England and Wal The ive y ales Progressive 
may be Se unie toe i which will supply geography. 
us with the divisions of this country, at the time when 
the Romans invaded it ; during their abode here ; du- 
ring the Saxon ; and at 

At the period of the invasion of the Romans, the First period. 
Danmonii inhabited the counties of Cornwall and De- ‘ 
vonshire ; the Durotriges, Dorsetshire ; the Belge, So- 
merset, Wiltshire, and the northern part of OES pont 
the Attrabatii, Berkshire ; the Regni, Surrey, Sussex; 
prewar bei Hampshire ; the Cantii inhabited 
the county of Kent; the Trinobantes, Middlesex and 
Essex ; Iceni, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire; 
and Hunti ire ; the Catecuchlani, Buckingham- “ 
shire, H ire, and Bedfordshire ; the Dobuni; © 

and Oxfordshire; the Silures, Here- 
fordshire, Monmouthshire, Radnorshire, Brecknockshire; 
and Glamorganshire ; the Dimete, Caermarthenshire, 
Pembrokeshire, and Cardiganshire; the Ordovices, 
Flintshire, Denbighshire, Merionethshire, Montgome- 
spain: Caernarvonshire, and the Isle of Anglesey } 

Cernovii, Cheshire, Salop, Staffordshire, Warwick- 
shire, and Worcestershire ; the Coritani, Lincolnshire, 
Nottinghamshire, De ire, Leicestershire, Rutland- 
shire, and Northam ire ; the Brigantes, York- 
shire, Lancashire, Westmoreland, Cumberland, and 
Durham ; a the Ottodani, . Steere ti 

i Roman period, England wes divided in- Tor 
oeectlon large provinces, the extent and boun- peal 

’ daries of thicoae ook. however, exactly ascertained? period. ~ 
Brittania Prima, which comprehended the whole south. 
ern part of England, as far as the mouths of the Severn 
and the Thames; Brittania Secunda, which compri- 
sed modern Wales ; Flavia Czsariensis, which compre- 
hended the middle of England, from the Thames to the 
Humber ; Maxima Cesariensis, in which were included 
a part of the northern counties, from the Humber to 
the Tyne, on the east side, and from the Mersey to the 
Solway Frith, on the west side of the kingdom. The 
province of Valencia’ seems to have comprised the re~ 
mainder of the northern counties, and to have been 
formed and named when the province of Vespasiana,. 
which included part of the-seuth of Scotland, was re+ 
conquered. 

During the Saxon period of the history of England, Third or 
this formed a heptarchy, or seven kingdoms, Saxon 
which were divided in the following manner : . 0) period. 

Kent, S47 eeeneps the county of Kent; it was- 
founded by Hengist, in the year 454, and. terminated: 
in the year 823. 

Sussex, or the kingdom of the South Saxons, com- 
hended the counties of Sussex and 2. it) was: 

ounded by Ella, im the yeax 491, and. ended) in the. 
year 685. 

The East les comprehended the counties of Nor- 
folk, Suffolk, bridgeshive, and the isle of Ely: it 
was founded by Uffa, in the year 565, and terminated’ 
in the year 792; 

Wessex, or the kingdom of the West Saxons, com 
pr the counties of Cornwall, Devonshire, Dor- 
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Statistics setshire, Somersetshire, Wiltshire, ire, and 
“~~ Berkshire: it was founded by Cerdic, in the year 519, 

and ended in the year 828... ‘ 
Northumberland, which comprehended the counties 

of Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Cumberland, West- 
moreland, Northumberland, and Scotland, as far as the 
Frith of Forth, was founded by Ida, in the year 547, 
and terminated in the year 827. 

Essex, or the kingdom of the East Saxons, compre- 
hended the counties of Essex, Middlesex, and part of 
Hertfordshire : it was founded by Erchewin, in the year 
§27, and ended in the year 827. 

Mercia, which comprehended Gloucestershire, Here- 
fordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire, Leicestershire, 

shire, ire, Notting- 
hamshire, Cheshire, and the remainder of He 
shire, was founded by Cridda, in the year 582, and ter- 
minated in the year 827. ; 

Origin of The present division of England into counties or 
the present shires, owes its origin to Alfred: these departments 
division in- were i counties, because each of them, in 
to countess the time of the Saxons, was governed bya count, who 

by that people wie tpledhallotaneny or alderman ; an 
appellation which seems to have been derived from the 
age of the persons who were first honoured with this 
title: after the Danish conquest, the appellation Earl, 
from the Danish Jarl, was substituted instead of Eal- 
dorman, At first the government and t of 
pepe FM ree ERO i ; but, in 
process of time, the dignity and title becoming heredi- 
tary, the government of the county devolved upon the 
Earl's deputy (who is,still called in Latin Vice-Comes), 
to whom eee at wae Shrieve, or Sheriff, 
was given: this word signifies the manager of the shire 
or visi » (the Saxon word shire evidently being 

in etymology and meaning, with the modern 
word share): reeve seems to be the same as the Scotch 
word grieve, which is still applied to the manager of a 
colliery, or to the who governs and superin- 
tends the reapers during harvest. 

According to the division of England by Alfred, it 
contained but 32 counties, Durham and Lancashire be- 
ing included in that of Yorkshire ; Cornwall in De- 
vonshire ; Rutland in Northamptonshire; Monmouth- 
shire was deemed part of Wales ; and Northumberland, 
Seemed, and Cumberland, were subject to the 

ots, 

Counties in 
Alfred's 
time. 

During the Norman period of English history, there 
in the Nor- were few alterations eres sation in the ph 

of England ; Cumberland and Westmoreland, indeed, 
were wrested from the Scots, but their ssion Was 
rig ae and uncertain; the provinces north of 
the Humber, which, after the extinction of the Danish 
kingdom of Northumbria, had for some time preserved 
a dubious independence, were gradually subdued and 
incorporated with the monarchy; but Northumberland, 
liable to the inroads and devastation of the Scots, espe- 
cially in its northern parts, was still, frequently, only a 
nominal part of the monarchy, 

The division of Wales into its present counties, took 
ve at a comparatively late period of our ‘hi : 
ong before the conquest of that country, indeed, by 
Edward the First, their princes did homage to the 
crown of England; but by that monarch, who ma 
justly be stiled the conqueror of Wales, the line of their 
ancient princes was shed, and the title of Prince of 
Wales was given to the King of England’s eldest son.. 

ENGLAND. 
In the 10th of Edward I. the statute of Rhudhlan was Statistics. 
posed by which it was declared, that the territory of ——v—” 

ales, with its inhabitants, which had been formerly . 
subject to the king by feudal right, was entirely an- 
nexed to the crown i 

and immunities, which were not abolished till the 
of Henry VIII. By the statute 27th <0. daideieam, 

26, A.D. 1535, entitled, an “ act for laws and 
justice to be ministered in Wales, in like form as it is 
in this realm,” it is enacted, that the dominion of Wales % 
shall be for ever united to the kingdom of England ;— 
pane |rlatharnpeeycieee ten Ae Wks a on 
and liberties as the rest of the king’s subjects ; 
lands in Wales shall be inheritable, according to theEng- 
lig penppayend! coles: 0k O6aet Sse ae 
of this act, their lands were divided equally among 
the male issue, and did not descend to the eldest son 
alone) ;—that the laws of England, and no other, shall 
be used in Wales; besides several other regulations 
and. enactments of inferior moment and interest: 

added: by this statute, some peculiar privileges were 
granted to.the Welsh, particularly that Tove sould 
courts within the ere itself, independent of the 
process of Westminster ; h 
our attention, at’present, in a more direct and 
manner, as 
Wales, and to 
names and extent 

The next inferior division of the territory of England Division in. 
is into trethings, trithings, or | i ;- lathes, and 
rapes. pees trithing, or triding, is.an > sohealee 
evidently derived from the circumstance that the coun- 
to which it is applied, is divided into three parts ; 

is appellation is| now corrupted into. riding, and oc- 
curs only in Yorkshire. The terms lathes and rapes Lathes and 
are not of such evident and certain or mean- ™P¢+ 
ing ; though there can be no doubt, that not 
exactly synonymous. with trithings, or the third 
of a Suny, thay ignify a larger Soinboratesolthen 
hundreds. Kent is the only county which is divided 
into lathes ; and Sussex the way is divided 
into ra It does not appear any appropriate 
officer rndlen thi sheriff was appointed to either of these 
divisions : the trithings, however, were anciently go- 
verned by a trithing-reeve. A large division, some- 
thing similar to trithings, rapes, or lathes, exists in the 
county of Lincoln: this county is divided into three 
districts, each of which, like the large divisions of 
Yorkshire, Kent, and Sussex, contains several hun- 
dreds. Perhaps, also, ‘the shires, which are found in 
some of the northern counties, though now merely no- 
minal, were originally: divisions of a similar 
nature ; such as Hallamshire, which comprehends the 
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i : round Sheffield; Richmondshire in the north 
and Howdenshire, inthe east riding of York. 

; Hexamshire and Bam shire in Northum- 
a; and Norhamshire and Islandshire, which com- 
ener <i te county of Durham, that’ are 
by umberland from the body of that 

ty. Parts of several other counties, as well as Dur- 
am, lié detached: this is very remarkably the case 

J 1. 
4] 

of the island, first introduced it, though this insti- 
tution, like’all the rest, which ‘related to the due ad- 
ministration of justice, has generally been ascribed to 
Alfred. 

It is uncertain, whether the appellation of hundreds 
‘was given to these divisions, because they contained a 
indice persone; a hundred heads of’ families ; or, as 
some suppose, a hundred farms; it is, however, most 

, that each hundred contained one hundred 
of families, of freemen. That the hundreds were 

and most ble of ing a tt number of in- 
habitants; while, on the contrary, counties, which 
were by the Saxons at a later period, which 
were by them on a i tenure, and conti- 
nually liable to invasion, or which were naturally bar- 
ren and uninviting, contain ively very few 

Many in hundreds. Thus, m Kent and according to 
Book, there were at the period 

contains 575 parishes; and Essex 415 parishes ; where- 
as in Denboasbtae huatoratercdy ait abana in Che- 
shire seven ; in Cornwall nine; in Northumberland seven 

square mile in area, nor contain more 
pemertok ht oat hn toe nag = , on the 
contrary, average 300 ; population 
in one of them, Salford red, is above 250,000. 

ow Pee Sphlidteste.Wrere emited; $0! Sore’ ditislotié limits, 
Henry or circuits, while the larger hundreds were partitioned 
Vil. into smaller portions. 
Wards and =—« Im the northern parts of England, the counties were 
Wapen- not divided into huhdreds, but into wards and w 
takes. takes: the former still being the divisions of Ctmber- 

land, Westmoreland, Northumberland, and Durham ; 
and the latter of Yorkshire. Wards were so called, 
from the inhabitants of each division being, in ancient 
times, obliged to keep watch or ward, against the ir- 
ruptions of the Scots or Picts. The term wapentake is 
bere A synonymous with ee! arty. and was given 
to the divisions of Yorkshire the same circum- 

Subdivi- ‘The subdivision of hundreds into tithings is un- 
doubtedly owing to Alfred. “ In ancient times, it was 
ordained, for the more sure keeping of the peace, that 

+ om ahd 
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all ee should ar themselves into several oes 

ies, ten in each com ; and that eve 
wnaer these ten men should be surety and pledge for 
the forth-coming of his fellows: for which cause, these 
companies in some places were called tithings ; and as 
ten times ten make a hundred, so, because it was also 
appointed that ten of these tithings should, at certain 
times, meet for matters of ter weight ; 
therefore that general assembly was called a hundred.” 

One of the principal inhabitants of the tithing, who 
was called the tithing-man, or head-borough, and in 
some counties the borsholder, or boroughs-ealder, was 
annually a aead to preside over the rest, and to 
take care of their interests. Tithings are seldom men- 
tioned now, except in legal proceedings, or in topogra- 
phical descriptions. 

In Lincolnshire another species of division exists, 
called Sokes. Soke, sok, soc, or soka, according to 
Bracton, signifies “‘ the power of administering justice, 
and the territory or inct in which the chief lord - 
did exercise his soke, his li of keeping court, or 
holding trials within his own soke or jurisdiction.” 
Although parishes were originally ecclesiastical divi- Parishes 

sions, yet now they may be rly considered as co- 
ing under the class of civil divisions ; and, consequent- 

im‘ our attention under that head. _ It is not 

parishes is: they are mentioned so early as in the laws 
of King Edgar, about the year 970; but from what Mentioned 
occurs relating to them in these laws, it is plain that A. D. 970. 
they were ly formed. They were originally of 
the same extent as manors, since it very seldom hap- 
pens that a manor extends itself over more parishes 
than one, though there are often many parishes in one 
manor. areareaare division of England was nearly 
the same in Edward First’s time, 1288-1292, as it is at 

t. 
Parishes are frequently intermixed with one another. Frequently 

This seems to have arisen from the lord of the manor intermixed. 
pea 8 had a parcel of land detached from the main 
part his estate, but not sufficient to form a parish of 
itself. It was natural for him to endow the church 
which he had erected on his principal estate with the 
tithes of these disjointed lands ; especially if it happen- 
ed, that no church was then built in any lordship ad- 
joining to these lands. 

The settling of the bounds of parishes depends on Boundaries 
immemorial custom ; though it is probable, that they fixed. 
were not settled with very exact and minute precision 
till the passing of the laws, when, in consequence 
of the claims of relief from their particular parishes, 
which these laws gave to the poor, it became a matter 
of serious consequence to define exactly the limits of 
each pari They cannot now be altered, but by le- 
gislative enactment. 

As it was found, that in the northern counties, where Regulations 
the parishes extended thirty or forty square miles, respecting 
the poor laws could not be duly administered, a law {"qvhins: 
was in the 13th of Charles IT. permitting town- j7, 
ships and villages, though not entire parishes, to main- 
tain their own poor. Hence townships, in the north of 
England, may ed as divisions subérdinate to 
parishes, and are as distinctly limited as if they were 
separate parishes. 

Towns originally contained but one parish ; but ma- 
ny of them now, the increase of inhabitants, are 
divided into several parishes. 

Besides parishes, or townships, there are places which Extra- 
are Secued exer pancehia or not within the limits of chial p 
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Statistics. an: ish, They were former] tbe, alta fh. caligions i and 118 parishes ; its principal towns are Durham, Statistics. 

iyo cay the, om oh a aa oc my erage ~ permit any interference wi ir ri or privi on estmoreland; on the 
At present, they enjoy a virtual exemption from main- en te nual West 
taining the poor, use there is no overseer on whom Lancashire ; and on the south, by i 
the order of a magistrate may be served—from the Lincolnshire, It 
militia laws, becmaee there me poconmle 21 make the 
return—and repairin, ways, use there 
is no surveyor. Their Gthes okie [ibaa cus- 
tom, payable to the king instead of the bishop. _ Extra- 

ial wastes and marsh lands, when improved and 
ined, are to be assessed to all parochial rates in the 

parish next adjoining. In some counties, Jidertics in- 
terrupt the general course oflaw, as affecting hun- 
dreds, in the same manner as extra- ial places do 
with regard to pari The number of and 
parochial chapelries in England and Wales, is 10,674, 
of which about 550 extend into two counties, or into 
more than one hundred. 

Under the generical name of town, are comprehend- 
ed the several species of cities, boroughs, and common 
towns. A city is a town incor which either 
is, or has been, the see of a bishop ; for the bi- ; 
shopric be dissolved, as at Westminster, it remains _ county town, six hundreds, 27 market towns, and 
acity. Every town, whether or not, that inci 
sends burgesses to liament, is a h. There 
are other towns which are neither cities nor boroughs ; 
some have the privilege of markets, and others not, 
To several of these there are attached small - 
called Hamlets, which originally, according to Sir Hen- 
ry Spelman, consisted of less than five freemen. Ham- 
lets are sometimes under the same administration as 
the town to which they are attached, and sometimes 
governed by separate officers. : 

The number of counties into which England is at 
resent divided, is forty ; and Wales consists of twelve. 
BF the former, six may be considered as northern ; four 
border on@WVales ; twelve compose the midland district 
of England ; iy ggg amigas ye iy three as 
south-eastern ; four as southern; and three lie in the 
south-west of the ki m. Wales is divided into two 
parts, North Wales and South Wales; in the former 
are six counties, and in the latter the same number. 

Although, under each of the counties of England and 
Wales, a icular description and account of them 
wil] be found, yet it may per here, in order to 
render this article more 2 Ri Wi, to give their boun- 
daries, their divisions into hundreds, parishes, &c. and a Radnorshire 
list of their principal towns ; referring the reader to Monmouthshire and Gloucestershire; and.on the east,, 
each county for further particulars. 

The northern division of England consists of North- 
umberland, which is bounded by Scotland and Cum- 
berland on the west ; by Durham and Cumberland on. 
the south ; by the German Ocean on the east, and by 
Scotland on the north. It contains one county town, 
seven wards, twelve market-towns, and 460 ishes 
and townships; the principal towns in it are New- 
castle, North Shields, He , Morpeth, and Aln- 
wick. Cumberland is bounded by land on the 
north ; by the Irish Sea on the west; on the east by J : 
Northam d and Durham ; and on the south by —_ The twelve midland counties of England, are Not~ Counties 
Westmoreland and Lancashire. It contains one city, tinghamshire, tidy, Si Stafford Leicester-. the 
five wards, 17 market towns, and 99 parishes; the prin- shire, Rutlandshire, No: Warwickshire,. distriot. 

ire, Gloucestershire, Oxf 

Cities, 
towns, &c. 
defined. 

east, by Derbyshire and Staffordshire ; on the south, 
by Shropshire, and a detached part of Flintshire ; 
on the west, by ighshire and Flintshire. It con- 
tains one city, seven hundreds, 13 market towns, and 
68 parishes: the princpal towns in Cheshire, are Ches- 
ter, Stockport, Knutsford, Macclesfield, and Nantwich. 
ange or the county of a Ly bounded by 
Cc ire, the detached part of Flintshire, and a corner 
of Denbighshire, on the north; on the west, by Den- 
bighshire, M ire, and Radnorshire ; on 
south, by Herefordshire and Worcestershire; and on the . 

Number of 
counties at 
present. 

Counties in 
the north- 
ern district, 
their boun- 
daries, divi- ; 

cons, Bo ristol Channel; and on the east, by Gloucestershire. 

Pe) aig pcs ap ae = yr wy ket;towns, and 127 parishes: principal. towns in 
Monmouthshire, are Monmouth, Chepstow, aud: Aber« 
gavenny. 

cipal towns are Carlisle, Whitehaven, Workington, and. W 
Penrith. Durham is bounded on the east, by the Ger- hamshire, and Bedft 
man Ocean; on the north, by Northumberland; on. Nottinghamshire is bounded, on the north, by, 
the west, by Cumberland; and on the south, by York- 
shire. It contains one city, four wards, three detach- 
ed hundreds in North d; 14 market towns, 

Yorkshire and Lincolnshire ; on the east, by Lincoln- 
shire; on the west, by, Derbyshire ; and on the south, 
by Leicestershire. It contains one county town, six. 
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nine market towns, and 168 parishes: the 

this coun 
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in thi ity are Nottingham, New- 
ire is bounded, on 

small part of Cheshire and York- 
by Nottinghamshire ; on the south 

‘ a int of Warwickshire, . an 
Staffordshire ; west, by Cheshire and Staf- 
fordshire. It os one frre me) town, ~ hundreds, 
11 market towns, 106 parishes. Its princi 
towns are , Chesterfield, Buxton, and Statice 
The county of Stafford is bounded on the west by Che- 
shire and 
Warwickshire ; on the south, by W > 

It contains 

ire; on the east, by Derbyshire and 
Guteedan, and 

Northamptonshire’; by Berkshire, and a point of S.stistics: . 
, on the south; by Middlesex, Hertfordshire, —~“v""” 

and ire, on the east ; and by Oxfordshire on 
the west. It contains one county town, eight han~ 
dreds, 16 market See and 185 parishes. iM rin- 
cipal towns are Buckingham, Aylesbury, an ton. 
Bettordchire the last of the midland coeihites: is bound- 
ed on the north by riqotas dere and Northamp- 
tonshire ; on the west, by Buckinghamshire; on the 
south, by the same county and Hertfordshire ; and on 
the east, by Cambri re and Hertfordshire. It 
contains one county town, nine hundreds, ten market 
towns, and 124 parishes. The principal towns in this 
county are Bedford, Dunstable, ands Ampthill. 

The eight eastern counties are, Lincolnshire; Hun- Counties ix 
tingdonshire, Cambri ire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, the eastern towns, and 150 pari he es 

i Hertfordshire, and Middlesex. The county of Lin- district. fordshire are Li 

Ticdacdnad enemas eerattoan, Nottie 
amptonshire on the south and south-east ; by Lei- 

and N is bounded on 
‘cnashinted enroute Rutlandshire, Lincoln- 
shire, and Lei ire; on the west, by Warwick- 
shire ; on the south, by Oxfordshire and Bu 
shire; on the east, by Bedfordshire and Huntingdon- 
shire, and a small point of Cambri ire. It con- 
tains one city, one county town, tw hundreds, 
twelve market towns, and 302 parishes. principal 
towns in N are Ni , Peter- 

Welli K ing, Daventry. 
Warwickshire is on the south by Oxfordshire 
and Gloucestershire ; on the west, by Worcestershire ; 
on the north-west, by Staffordshire ; on the north, by 

; on the north-east, by Leicestershire ; and 
Northamptonshire. It contains one i 

in this county are Worcester, Kidderminster, Stotir- 
and Gloucestershire is bounded on 

the south by and part of Somersetshire ; on 

town, 28 hundreds, 26 market towns, and 
ipal towns are Gloucester, Bris- 

coln is bounded on the north by Yorkshire ; on the east 
by the German Ocean, and by a part of Norfolk ; on 
the west by Nottin and Leicestershire ; and, 
on the south, b e counties of Rutland, Northamp- 
tonshire, and bridgeshire: it coritains one city, 
31 hundreds, 31 market-towns, and 630 patishes. e 

incipal towns in Lincolnshire are, Lincoln, Boston, 
, and Gainsborough. Huntingdonshire is 

bounded on the south and south-east by Cambridge- 
shire; on the north-east by the same county ; on the 
north and north-west by Northamptonshire ; and on the 
south-west by Bedfordshire. It contains one county- 
town, six market-towns, four hundreds, and 107 parishes. 
Its principal towns are, Huntingdon and St Ives. Cam~ 
bridgeshite is bounded on the west by Bedfordshire, 
Hunti , and a point of Northamptonshire ; 
on the east by Suffolk ; on the south by Essex and 
Hertfordshire ; on the north-west by Lincolnshire ; and_ 
on the north-east by Norfolk. It contains one city, one 
county- , 15 hundreds, eight market-towns, and 
168 . The principal towns in Cambridgeshire 
are, , Wi , and Newmarket. Nor- Boonie ok folk is on the north and north-east by the 
German Ocean ; on the south and south-east by Suf- 
folk ; and on the west by Lincolnshire and Cambridge- 
shire. It contains one city, 33 hundreds, 32 market- 
towns, and 660 parishes, Its principal towns are, 
Norwich, Yarmouth, and Lyn. Suffolk is bounded on 
the west by Cambri ire; on the east by the Ger- 
man Ocean; on the south by Essex ; and on the north 
by Norfolk. It contains one county-town, 22 hun. 
dreds, 29 market-towns, and 575 parishes. The prin- 
cipal towns in this county are, Ipswich, Bury St Ed- 
mund’s, and Lowestoffe. The county of Essex is 
bounded on the north by Suffolk and a part of Cam- 
brid ire ; on the south by the Thames, which di- 
vides it from Kent ; on the east by the German Ocean ; 

and on the west by Hertfordshire and Middlesex. It 
’ contains ‘one ae a 14 hundreds, five half- 
hundreds, one royal liberty, 27 market-towns, and 
415 parishes. The incipal towns in Essex are, 
Chelmsford, Harwich, Eoichester, Bocking, and Brain. © 
tree, Hertfordshire is bounded on the south by Mid- 
diesex ; on the north by Cambridgeshire and Bedford. _ 
shire; on the west by Bedfordshire and Buckingham- 
shire ; and on the east by Essex. It contains one coun<— 
ty-town, eight hundreds, 19 market-towns, and 120 
a Its principal towns are, Hertford, St Albans, 

are, and Barnet. Middlesex is bounded on the east 
» by Essex; on the west by Buckinghamshire ; on the 
north by Hertfordshire; and on the south by Surrey — 
and a corner of Kent, It contains two cities, six mars” 
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ket-towns, six hundreds, and 200 parishes, The prin- 
cipal towns in Middlesex are, London and Westmin- 
ster, the capital of Great Britain. 

The three south-eastern counties of England are, 
Surrey, Kent, and Sussex. age fi is bounded on. the 
‘north by Middlesex and a point of Buckinghamshire ; 
on the south by Sussex; on the east by Kent; and 
on the west bd Berkshire and Hampshire, It con- 
tains one -town, 13 hundreds, 14 market-towns, 
and 140 The principal towns in Surrey are, 
Southwark, ‘Guilford, Kingston-on-Thames, Farn- 
ham, Dorking, and Croydon. The county of Kent is 
bounded on the north by the Thames; on the east and 
south-east by the German Ocean and the Straits of Do- 
ver ;.on the south by Sussex ; and on the west by Surrey. 
It contains two cities, one county-town, five lathes, 62 
hundreds, 39 market-towns, and 408 parishes. The 

incipal towns in Kent are, Canterbury, Rochester, 
Maidaone, Chatham, Gravesend, Dover, and Tun- 
bridge. Sussex is bounded on the north by Surrey and 
Kent ; on the west by Ham ay grey hog Kent, 
and the British Channel ; and on the south by lat. 
ter. It contains one city, six rapes, 18 market-towns, 
64 hundreds, and 312 parishes. Its tod Hoban, towns 
are, Chichester, Lewes, Hastings, 

The four southern counties eee 
shire, Wiltshire, Hampshire, a (ae lg Be 
shire } is bounded b Oxfordshire snes Wash ene ree: 
on the north ; on eg ag? by a point Glouces- 
tershire ; on the south by 3; on the east by. 
Surrey ; and on the ba +24 iltshire. It. contains 
one county-town, 20 hun 12 market-towns, and 
147 Its princi towns are, Reading, 
Ans on, Windsor, and Wiltshire is 
»ounded on the north by Gloucestershire ; on the 
pe at by Berkshire and Hampshire ; on the ‘south by. 
Dorsetshire ; and on the west, by imagery soe co 
Gloucestershire. pe gg m7 gla kl 

tpn raf, 
23 egg ied and 304 parishes. 
towns are, ury, Devizes, agg Oy 
Trowbridge, mic Chip Hampshire, which in- 
cludes the isle of Wie 1, is bounded on the north by 
Berkshire ; on the eet by Surrey and Sussex ; on the 
west by Wiltshire and Dorsetshire ; and on the south 
by the English Channel. _ It contains one city, two 
pi gn alg fe hapties, 20 npg: ipa and 

e cipal. towns in county are, 
Whence icitheinenea and Portsmouth; and New- 

rt, Cowes, and Yomnoth, in the isle of Wi ht. 
Dorsetshire ?s bounded on the south by the 
Channel; on the north by Wiltshire a Somerset- 
shire ;,on the west by SM and on the east 
by Hamps hire. It contains one county-town, 34 
phe gg 24 market-towns, and 248 parishes. 
rincipal towns in are, Dorchester, Poole, . 
eymouth, Bridport, Blandford, and Shaftesbury. 

three counties in the south-western of 
land, are, Somersetshire, Devonshire, and Cornw: 
Somersetshire is bounded on the north-west by the 
Bristol Channel ;_ on the north-east by Gloucestershire ; 
on the east by Wiltshire ; ‘and on the south by. Dorset. 
shire and Devonshire. It contains two cities, and part 
ot a third (Bristol), 43 hundreds, 82 market-towns, 
ye parishes, . Its principal towns are, 

eee Devonshire is 

basa bs by the English Channel 
and by Cornwall on. the 
Dersetshire and Somersetshire on the east. 

re 
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its eastern side, Baer cl i ae 
It contains one county-town, nine hundreds, 27 vee 
ket-towns, mi 198 Wd game Its principal towns are. 
Launceston, Falmouth, and Truro. ‘ 

the Irish Sea on the north; by the of the 
Tea gual ae seaata af Pootionto aes 
the aad and by on the south and 
west. t contains one city, wen ig five 
hundreds, five wot ae and 28 parishes, Its 
principal towns are, Flint, St 
—D touches 

36. parishes. towns in this 
pegs me and costuumaniieeainn 
the sea on all sides of it, the east; where it is 
bounded by meer A penrti € the south, where it is 

It contains one e county-town, ‘ive i 
ket-towns, and 37 In it there is no town 
of uence he last in North Wales. 
Meukeas shire, is Hint Bea i i 
M i eon north ;. the. latter, and Car- 

shire, on. the west ; by 
shire on. the east. It contains one county- 
hundreds, six market-towns, and 47 
i aa towns in this county are’ ebhpool and 

on 

nti ani Gane , Pembrokeshire, 

tauthe egettesrest by the Bay of Cardigan ; on 
point of Merionethihise > on the east by 

shice Bod and Brecknockshire ; and. on the south b 
marthenshire and Pembrokeshire. It 
county-town, five hundreds, four Bs mmm 
7 parishes. are. ea Its principal. towns 

Pembrokeshire, which forms 
western extremity of Wales, is surrounded by the 
except on its north-east side, where it is 

fi egyrtigene tg a sata Radnorshire, In South 



Statisti Cardiganshire ; and on its eastern’ side, where it joins 
. , It contains one city, 

town, seven hundreds, nine market-towns, 
rishes. Its principal towns are, Pembroke, St Davi 8, Tenby, 2 bounded on, the north Cardigan 

the south and west by the Bristol Channel ; on the 
‘by ire and Brecknockshire ; and 

on the east by Monmouthshire. It contains one city, 
one county-town, 
ea The principal towns in this county 
are, i <p db ph 

Three of the counties in England are counties 
Palatine, viz. Cheshire, Durham, and Lancashire : they 
are so called a palatio, because formerly the owners of 
them had the same rights, powers, and privileges, with- 
in them respectively, as the king himself possessed i 

i ivileges appear to have been grant- 

title to the eldest son of the king ; various acts 
parliament, the inheritance to the whole lands of the . ps lear es oe le ag crown. The Isle 

of Ely, though not strictly ing a county palatine, alan tars regalia as a royal franchise oie bishop 
of Ely, by a grant of Henry I. exercising, within the 
isle, a jurisdiction over all causes, as i 

- civil. 
Counties corporate, are certain cities and towns, some with more, some with less territory aniexed to them ; 

to which has been granted, by the special favour of the 
-kings of England, the privilege to be counties of them- 
selves. are governed by their own sheriffs, or 

that no officers of the county at 
over them. Counties corpo- 

iia dNarhon of Kingston ottingham towns u Hull, N % Newcastle-upon-Tyne, pale, aad Southampton, are . counties corporate. 
The town of Berwick-upon-Tweed seiginoly formed part of Scotland ; but it was reduced the posses- -sion of the crown of England, by Edward I. by whom a charter, bestowi upon it certain privil was — to it: this was confirmed by Edward -1V. and James I. It is specially named in all acts of Parliament. of Man, ~The Isle of Man is a distinct territory from England, and not governed by its laws, nor by any act of Par- VOL, Vit. PART II. 
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10 hundreds, eight market-towns, cattle 

_termed, of the country of 

well criminal as . 
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-liament, unless it is focticnlanly, named in it. The prin- _Statisties. cipal places in this island are Douglas and Castle Town. | “y= _. Theislands of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark, Jersey, ° formerly belonged to the Duchy of Normandy ; but Guernsey, were united.to the crown of England by the first prin. & ces of'the Norman line. They are bound by their own laws ; but an appeal lies from their courts to the king in council. Unless particularly named in acts of Parlia~ ment, they do not extend to them. Each of these islands is divided into parishes, which are again subdi« vided into what are called vintons. 

CHAP. II, 

Face of the Country. 

~_ Tue most extensive or highly favoured tracts on the Goneral de face of the globe, can scarcely exhibit a greater variety scription. of features than England displays. “In some parts, ‘verdant plains extend as far as the eye can reach, wa- 
tered by copious streams, and covered by innumerable . In others, the pleasing vicissitudes of gently rising hills and bending vales, fertile in corn, waving -with wood, and interspersed. with meadows, offer the most delightful landscapes of rural opulence and beauty. Some tracts abound with prospects of the more roman. tic kind ; lofty mountains, craggy rocks, deep narrow 
dells, and tumbling torrents ; nor are there wanting, as a contrast to so many agreeable scenes, the gloomy fea- 
tures of black barren moors, and wide uncultivated - heaths.”. Such is the general description of the face of 
the country of England, given by a writer who, both 
from the powers of his pen, and his acquaintance with 
the country he was describing, was capable of Sewing 
a just and striking picture: but it wi er an 
instructive, as well as interesting, to enter into a more 
detailed description of the physi omy, as it has been 

land. The chief features Chief fea- of any country are its vales, , rivers, and lakes ; and, tures of of a maritime state, its sea coast. We shall first de. What may ‘scribe the vales and hills of England, and afterwards at- Pe led the tend to its hydrography ; under this head comprehend- 4 of Eng nam deatuiphioncat tee sea coast, and its rivers and land. 3 

In the English » the words vale, valley, and Definitions dale, have very appropriate and distinct meanings :— of vale, 
vale, which corresponds in meaning with the word valley, and 
strath in Scotland, signifies an extent of low country, dale. 
some miles in width, lyi ig between ranges of higher. 

: the word vailey is the diminutive of vale ; it 
is commonly used in the south of E land, but in the 
north of England and in the south of and, the word 
dale is used in the same acceptation, and in the High- 
lands of Scotland the word glen. In a valley, the 
lower grounds are narrow, as from half a mile to ‘a mile 
or two in width, generally with a high bank 
rising on each side. The dell of the south of d 
corr to the groin or gill of. the north of 
England, and the cleugh of the south of Scotland is 
the diminutive of dale or valley, and generally signifies 
the branch of a valley, or a short or otherwise inferior 
valley ; dingle is the diminutive of dell. 

Of these we mean to confine ourselves entirely to a Vale lands description of the vales of England ; the vallies, delis, described. 
and Atel, are too numerous ; and most of them, 
though beautiful or in their scenery and fea~ tures, too unimportant to be particularly noticed, 

: : 4q 
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As the north of England partakes of the mountain- 

ous character of Scotland, it cannot be expected to con- 

tain’ many vales, In entering this country by Northum- 

berland, the first we meet is'the vale of Cocquet, 

through which the river of that name flows. This vale 

is Teepe! noted for its fertility, and for the ex- 

cellence of its agriculture. In the southern part of the 

same eer br vale of Tyne, which exhibits ih oe 

variety of landscape, and a little above Newcastle is 

very rich and beautiful. The vale of Stockton is form- 

ed of the lower vale lands of the county of Durham, 

and the district of Cleveland in Yorkshire; these to- 

ether form one homogeneous vale, through the middle 

of which the Tees, forming the boundary between the 

two counties, winds. This vale accompanies the Tees 

from the moorlands of Darham, in the neighbourhood 

of Barnard Castle, to its mouth, extending nearly forty 

miles. It is bounded on the south by the eastern moor- 

lands, and on the north by the high lands of Durham ; 

in its widest part it is 15 miles across; but its up- 

per part, above Darlington, is narrow. In its area are 

included the towns of Barnard Castle, Darlington, 

Yarm, Stockton, and Stockesley ; Hartlepool and Gis- 

stand on its margins: its surface is remarka- 

bly flat, its soil for the most part fertile, and it is dis- 

ineuished for the skill and enterprize of its farmers. 

he vale of York may justly be regarded as the first 

of river vales in the island: it is situated mostly with- 

in the North Riding, but, in its southern extreme, it 

extends into the West and East Ridings. Its northern 

limit is formed by a number of shallow small lakes or 

meres, which lie between the Tees, the Swale, and the 

Wiske; the marshes of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire 

constitute its southern boundary; its western limits are 

the limestone lands of West Yorkshire, and the skirts of 

the “western moorlands; the moorlands, limestone 

heights, and wolds, of the East Riding, constitute its 

eastern boundary. From north to south its length is 

about 60 miles; its average breadth is about 16; its 

area contains more than 1000 square miles. There 

are nine towns in the area of this. vale, the princi- 

of which are York, Northalerton, Thirsk, and Bo- 

roughbridge ; its western margin is studded with Rich- 

mond, Rippon, Knaresborough, Tadcaster, and Doncas- 

ter ; on its eastern margin there are four towns, none of 

them however of any size or consequence. The sur- 

face of this vale is sufficiently diversified, to give rich- 

ness and beauty to its Cm by far the largest 

portion of its soil is fertile, and its agriculture is mee 

rally good. The northern extreme of the vale of York 

imperceptibly unites with the south-west margin of the 

vale of Stockton.; the rising ground by which they are 

naturally divided, being so inconsiderable, as to eseape 

the eye in a general view of the country. Thus, there 

is an uninterrupted continuance of wide spreadin vale 

lands, from the mouth of the Tees to’ the H sa 

distance of almost a hundred miles. 
The limestone lands of east Yorkshire, which stretch 

westward from near Scarborough, along the feet of the 

moorlands, to the Hambledon hills, and then bend 

southward to the extremity of those hills, where the line 

returns eastward, and g the Howardian hills to 

Malton, oa three-fourths of the —— of the vale of 

ickering ; the remaini uarter is filled up with the 

Pall lif of the Wold: its form isan imperfect oval, 

the larger diameter of which is about 35 miles ; 

its shorter rather more than 10: its area contains 

nearly 300 square miles. This vale has all the ap- 

pearance of a lake left dry by nature ; it is in fact a 

ENGLAND. 
bason formed by emirerices on every side, one Statistics, 

carwaw autias: tee. tp estates The sivere which fo yee 
h it are the Derwent and Rye. The district 

Holderness, though not strictly inga vale, has so Holder. 
decidedly the natural characters of a trae vale district, °° 
with to elevation, surface, and soil, that it may 
be to notice it along with the vales of Yorkshire. 
It comprises the country to the north and east of Hult ; 
and is ded on the north and west by the Woids, on 

the east by the British Ocean, and on the south by the 
ee of the Humber; the extent of this flat tract 

of land between the skirts of the Wold hills, the sea, and 
the Humber, is rather more than 400 square miles. 
The towns of Bridlington, Driffield, Beverley, and Hull, 

stand near the outline of this district. 

There is no vale, or flat tract of land of considerable pryin of 

extent or importance, as we enter England on the west Carlisle. 

side from Scotland, till we reach Lancashire; if we ex- 

t the district of Carlisle. This may, with little lati- 

tude, be deemed an extensive plain: indeed, for several 

miles round this city, there is a vale district of the first 

quality ; but the plain, taken in its whole extent, is 

bounded on the north by the estuary and the moss of 

Solway ; on the by the heights of Gillsland ; 

on the east, by the moorlands of Cumberland; on the 

south, it unites with the valley of Appleby ; and on 

the west, by the slate-rock mountains and the inlet of 
four or five hundred square 

margin that in its ele. 

which enjoys a great ee of fertility, is formed by Warring- 

the Steeeey coal ate. 2 a considerable extent of to” 

river. 

4 

able eminences, which unite with the hills of . 

shire and Staffordshire: the rest of the county is nearly 

are formed by the forest of Dean, 

hills, and the hills of Herefordshire and . 

Its eastern banks are formed by the Stroudwater and 

Cotswold hills, and by rising grounds on the borders of 

Warwickshire, closing with the Lickey and Clent hills. 

It is partially divided into three districts, Bredon rate 

hill and some smaller hills, the district of Worcester- ‘ine: ™ 

shire, the vales of Gloucester, and the vale of Eve
sham ; 

but if we could suppose these hills and some hillocks 

near Gloucester removed, the whole would form one 

unbroken vale, which accompanies the Severn from the 

union of its principal branches till it enters the Bri- 

tish Channel, The upper part of this extensive vale is, 

rich, but not picturesque ; it is too flat, and the banks 

in this part are tame. Its more striking and finished 
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___ Statisties. seenery commences with the Malvern hills ; and from The Trent, in many parts of its course, runs through. Statisties. 1" them, till it reaches Chepstow, its banks present a con- vales which, though not of great extent, are mot def. ye tinuous scene of beauty. Indeed, it may cient in beauty or fertility. The vale of Belvoir, in Vale of almost literally be a garden of 40 miles extent, Nottinghamshire, deserves particularly to be noticed : Belvoir. the Severn winding through it with unusual freedom, it forms a tract, that lies beyond the south-east bank of 

striking contrast, and constitute a well-marked and shire. Its rich loamy soil is cultivated with a mixture noble outline. of arable and pasture. : The vale of Gloucester, or that vale which accom- Rutlandshire boasts “one vale of special name,” ce Vale of Wloucester. ies the Severn through Gloucestershire, and which lebrated by Drayton in his Polyolbion : this is the rich. Catmose. : already been noticed as i i vern, deserves to be particularly noticed. Tt may be Tee Cate the county, and is watered by the little 
the vale of Berkeley. The form of the vale of Glou- Wales, though a mountainous country, is not desti« Vales in cester is semicircular, the Severn composing the chord, tute of vales. The vale of Mold, in Flintshire, is un- Wales. and the environing hills the arch: in it lie the city of commonly rich and beautiful: but the most celebrated Gloucester, and the towns of Tewksbury and Chelten- of the Welsh vales is the vale of Clwyd, in Denbigh- yao o¢ ham. Its extent from Matson-hill to Bredon-hill, on shire. It commences in the middle of the ae” 

tinued to the northern angle by the Matson hills ; from men’s seats, villages, and town, The: principal of the j i i i The river Clwyd runs i ee : Pe i i EEE FS i i : i 
streams. the Severn, which here form a lengthened estu- The yale of Conway, in Caernarvonshire, along of ¢ . rather than a river, produce infinite when which flows the river of that name, is a long and narrow) i iew. The surface, ch is some- tract, celebrated for its romantic.and. icturesque beau~ 

agih 
, 

sturage, ,and_ groves, of i base many ‘laces towards the Its beauty and fertili are wonderfully set off by the hung with beech of the most uxuriant growth: bleak region of Snowdon, that frowns above it. i i The vale of Festiniog, which, however, more ly of Festi. sett nesee ae 5 y falls under the denomination of a > nog, 

: : 3 
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Qu = i 2 : : > LE i | : : the south-west of England, the vales of Exeter ‘The last vales in Weiee ene shall mention,” are of Towy Leng are the most worthy of notice and descrip- those of Towy and Glamorgan. The former is in Caer- and Gla. 

SaFEE F g : : A i : [ = Z i : 
Wik goatee vaste. of the vale is the nevor, afford the richest The vale of Gla. ills, and a continuation of some heights that morgan, or, more properly speaking, the great level, i extending along the sea-coast of the county - eee pe Crediton. Tt contains about. of that name, stretching inland for eight or ten miles. i It is the most fertile part of Wales, rich in corn, pas- 

, and mineral treasures, 7 vale of Taunton lies in the north-west quarter Besides the vale districts which have been noticed Extensive Somersetshire. It is bounded on the north by the and described, there are several other extensive level] plains. hills ; on the south, by the Blackdown hills, tracts in England, which must not be passed over in a it from the vale of Exeter; on the west, description of the country. The largest plain in the it is bounded the skirts of Exmore: its boundaries kingdom extends from the banks of the Thames,through on the east are not accurately defined, but in general Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, comprehending also a con- 

£22 Bitte ef ae tet oni 

At aa if ert e Hd gfe gras pred 

y. 
The prolific vale of Ayles lies in the county of varied in its surface any tract of ground of the : Buckingham, It is formed lpia river Thames, and same length in em inna this extensive plain a small-stream which falls into that river at the bottom may almost be said to extend h Lincolnshire, and of the vale. It furnishes arich toanimmense crossing the Humber, to join the plain district of Hol- number of cattle, its amazi ley beng prince derness in. Yorkshire, which thas: beens ilvecatiy: descsib. ; ed 

ing 
ly employed in the su of 3 systems. . sak The Wealds of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, form a large: 
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Kent, & 

Fens. 

from Ashworth in Kent, 
bounced, tox: tab sont pet by the Boats aney 

on the south, and by the hills of Kent and Surrey 

it is about sixty or sotto 
t con- 

original appellation seems to have been Wild Fo- 

rest, or Chace; and the Saxon Chronicle informs us, 

that the Britons called it: Andrede, the Marvellous, or 

Coide Andrede, the Mighty Wood. It was, at that pe- 
riod, a rude uncultivated waste, overgrown with wood, 

for which it is still famous. In order that it might be 
reclaimed, the Saxons united parcels of it to the farms 
in the neighbourhood ; and it was applied to the pur- 
pose of feeding the hogs of the tenants, being deemed 
unfit either for arable or The vallies with 
which it abounds were first brought into a state of cul- 
tivation, and took their respective appellations from the 

s who brought them into this state ; as Haldean, 

(or valley,) Tenterdean, Maldean. In process of time, 
and in the Kentish part of the Weald, in consequence. 
of the custom of gavelkind, these deans are become, by 
division and subdivision, very small, in comparison of 

what they originally were. In the winter season, and 
in wet weather, the roads in many parts of the Weald 

are scarcely passable. On the principal roads, which 
are from fifty to sixty miles broad, there are generally 
paved causeways, about three feet wide, for the accom- 
modation of the foot passengers. 

The other level tracts of England that deserve, on 
account of their extent, to be icularly noticed, are 

the fens, Romney marsh, and the marshes of Somerset- 

shire, t er with some of the principal heaths that 
lie on level ground. The fens, as they are . 

ly termed, lie in the counties of Northampton, Lincoln, 

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdonshire, and in 

the isle of Ely. These fens are frequently mentioned 
by our ancient civil and ecclesiastical historians. Du- 
= the period of the power and splendour of the Ca- 
tholic i they were maintained in tolerably good 
order, under the direction and patronage of the clergy 
and monks, who had many rich religious houses scat- 

“tered through them, such as Peterborough, Ely, Croy- 
land, Ramsey, Thorney, &c. After the dissolution of 
these religious houses, at the Reformation, the estates 
belonging to them coming into private hands, the dikes 
and drains which the clergy had caused originally to 
be erected, and which they had kept in repair, fell 
into decay, and, in uence, the country was over- 

flowed, and reduced g 'y into a condi- 

tion. The legislature at length found it absolutely ne- 
cessary to i ; and a statute was 43d 

Elizabeth, chap. ii. for the purpose of draining them. 
Great objections, however, were made to this plan by 
some, on account of its. supposed impracti 
en account of the enormous expence which it would 
require ; and by others, on the und, that, even in 

the state in which they were, would pay better 
than if they were to be drained and watiandeed, at the 

expence which would necessarily be required. In con- 
sequence of these objections, this plan was not carried 
into execution at that time. In the reign of James I. 

i. by expensive draining. 

wars for a time ited the commencement of the 

work ; and when, in’ 1653, it was sesh be. op 

opposed, on the allegation that the ens produced as 

much in reeds arid sedge, as they could be made.to do 
ini In answer to this, an account 

was taken that year, from which it was proved, that 

the wheat, barley, oats, hemp, flax, &¢. which grew on 

28,000 acres, yielded L.113,600. eb ges the Restora- 

tion, the corporation was legally nd permanently set- 

tled, by the 15th Charles LI. chap, 17 ; and on the basis . 

of this statute, this important undertaking has rested - 

ever since. By the Bedford Level, as it is called, up- 

ward of 300,000 acres of land have been drained ; and 

since the completion of that work, other large tracts in 

this fenny country have also been reclaimed. 
: 

Romney Marsh, in the county of Kent, is an exten- Romney 
sive tract of level rich land, dag; Sy the south coast, Marsh. 

What is strictly included under com- 

prehends about 23,925 acres ; but when it is described, 

south-east, it includes 
tract of land, however, in this 

more extensive ; for Guildford 
west of Welland Marsh, comprises 3265 acres: 

this latter tract is in the county of Sussex. 11 
spacious levels is uncommonly rich, being al- 

most entirely a deposit from the sea: it consists of a 

soft and unctuous clay, 
ion of sea sand. In the summer season, when 

the surface is clothed with luxuriant verdure, and co- 

vered with numerous flocks of sheep and droves of 

cattle, the appearance of these levels is uncommonly 

beautiful ani na They differ from the fens 

in this that they were not recovered, but 

Saxon period of our 
i ports and forts in Kent, produces a 

bishop 
charter 

clergy, 

ty-in the vicinity of them 
ice of inning, as it was 
from the sea, is commonl: 

ac nd hee a in i , appli emselves to 7 

oe thete names to the land which ftom ee d 

i Thus we read of Becket’s, 

ity, or guity 

and 

tty 
Y dis bane g 
than 100 yards. 



| 

rap 
ips 

on all and to choose four judges from among 
poston! mers besides the iff, whose authority 

semi eee 
as the bailiff chosen under charter of Ed- 

ward III. The courts are holden at Newhall, in Dym- 
church ; and the scots, or levies, for the preservation 
of the embankment, are then paid. 
We have dwelt thus long and minutely on the fens 

of Lincolnshire, &c. and the marshes of Kent, &c. be~ 

of level f 
in the physiognomy of the kingdom, and because their 
im is a matter of great national concern and 
benefit. aeaiaeeerdietae ee 
setshire, and the level of the kingdom, with less 

ti and extended description. Sedgmoor is the 
and most remarkable district of marsh and level 

land in the county of Somerset; besides it, there are 
the Brent marshes, and the low watery grounds, that 

themselves to a great extent on that side of the 
If to these we add the i fens, and 

the miry tracts in their vicinity, we comprehend 
ibe thie ebb acento rhuatchs onsite Gotsbassepabire: 

The most extensive level heaths in the ki m, are 
those of , and those which lie on the confines of 
Dorsetshire and Hampshire. heath forms the 
north-western corner of the county of Surry, and pre- 
sents a very large tract of uncommonly barren land, for 
the most part quite level and uninteresting. The heaths 
of Hampshire and Dorsetshire are much less level, and 
perhaps not quite so irreclaimable. They commence 
about half way between Christchurch, in the former 
eounty, and Poole, in the latter. 
Such are the principal vales and level tracts of Eng- 

land and Wales ; and this aecount and description 
them, it will be seen, that the most extensive and 
in level tracts are on the eastern side of the 

ki ; while, with the exception of the vale of 
York, the most extensive, as well as the most beautiful, 
May on the western side, between England and 

g 
_ kingdom, from Cornwall to Cumberland. In this chain, 
all 

the hick 

The 
mountains of England and Wales are 

situated, breadth of the kingdom may also be 
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as determined by two lower ranges of hills ; 

one of which extends from Dorsetshire into Kent, 
while the other stretches, in a waving line, from the 
island of Portland to the Wolds, in the east riding of 
Yorkshire. The line which is formed’ by this latter 
chain of hills, passes on the western. side‘ of’ Wiltshire 
and Oxfordshire, and through Northamptonshire, Lei- 
cestershire, Nottinghamshire, nearly to Scarborough. 

. The Bristol Channel, and the low grounds of Lanca- 
shire and Cheshire, break and divide the western chain 
of mountains into three parts ; which have been deno- 
minated the Northern, the Cambrian, and the Devonian 
range.) 

The northern range enters’ Cumberland from Scot- 
land, and, passing through that county and Westmore- 
land, extends its branches into Northumberland and 
Durham. The branch which enters Northumberland 
composes the Cheviot Hills. It is not easy to form an 
estimate of the extent of these hills, as they unite with 
the moreland district of Northumberland to the south, 
and are continued to the westward by similar green 
hills in Scotland. On the supposition that their Linen 
occupy a circle of about fifteen miles in diameter, their 
contents will be from 150 to 200 square miles. In form, 
many of them are conical, some of them nearly perfect 
cones, while the shape of others is very irregular ; in 
general, however, they are pointed, their sides are steep 
and smooth, and their bases are nearly in contact one 
with another. The soil on these mountains, except at 
their very tops, where points of rock and loose stones 

, is Srp from base sce Toms, they present a 
hing and rich green sw: On the u 

of that hill, which is emphatically denduidahed the 
Cheviot, however, extensive heaths are found. 

That chain of northern mountains which may pro- 
ly be called the Cumberland chain, commences at 
tsdale Forest, fourteen miles south-east of Carlisle, 

and passes on the west of Durham and Yorkshire. The 
surface of these mountains, in general, is excessively 

; and in their on there is nothing of re- 
ity, no lengthened ridge or continuous chain. 

he appearance of the whole is that of a congeries of 
broken and mostly pointed masses ; their bulk im- 
mense, and their bases united, or nearly so, except in 
those places where they are divided by the lakes which 
are scattered among them. The Cumbrian hills resem- 
ble the Cheviot in the green sward with which they 
are covered; but Skiddaw, like Cheviot, is partially 
clothed with heath. The extent of this tract of moun- 
tains in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire, is 
about 500 or 600 square miles. 

The northern range, taking it in its utmost extent, 
forms, by its mountains and vallies, the fascinating 
scenery round the lakes of Cumberland and Westmore- 
land—the gloomy grandeur of Craven, in Yorkshire— 
and the romantic dales of Derbyshire. The loftiest 
aS it is seen in all its magnificence on the road 

Kirby Lonsdale to Kendal. The general»height 
of these mountains is from 8000 to $400 feet. -Accord-« 
ing to the barometrical admeasurements of Mr Dalton, 
the particular heights of the most remarkable are as 
follows : 

Sea Fell, Cumberland . ; .«. 3240 feet. 
Helvellyn, do. FIT BRL 
Skiddaw, do. won SITS 
Grasmire, do. és 2865 
Hall Bellies Wee tinier 2486 
Coniston Oldman ..,... 2571 

Statistics. 
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Rydal-head . eal Gate 8076 feet. 
Bonyfell, York ........ 8084 
Whernside, do. ........ 2475 

Ingleborough is nearly the same height as Whernside. 
Crossfell, in Cumberland, which on the county 
of Durham, ing to Donaldson, is 3890 feet ; and 
according to Mr , (in his Agricultural Report of 
Cumberland,) $400 feet. ‘The height of Saddleback, ac- 

to latter author, is 3048 feet. 
The southern division of the northern range, is di- 

vided from the northern division, by. the valley of the 
Ribble, Craven, and the valley of the Ayre: its west- 
ern boundary is formed by the lower, or vale lands of ea 
Lancashire and Cheshire ; its eastern, by the manufac- 
turing districts of Yorkshire; and its southern, by the 
upper grounds of Derbyshire and Staffordshire ; the 
extent of these hills is above 60 miles: their width is 
extremely irregular, being upwards of 20 miles from 
the feet of the Cheshire hills, to the hills near Sheffield, 
whereas between Blackstone-edge and Huddersfield, 
they merely form a ridge. The lighest hills in Derby- 
shire are Kinderscout, 
Buxton, and Whinhill and Mam Tor near Castleton ; 
but they are much lower than the mountains of Cum- 
berland, the highest part of Derbyshire not being more 
than 2100 feet above the sea. 

‘As we approach the Alpine districts on the west of 
England, we meet with some hills, which it may be 

to notice, before we to the consideration 
of the Cambrian . The Malvern hills, which are 
situated yin Gloucestershire, but: principally in 
H - i nek mr nents Fromm eet 
1300 feet high: highest parts are those distinguish- 
samoanaae Herefordshire and Worcestershire 
beacons; the former rising near 1260, -and the latter 
1300 feet above the level of the plain ; the Malvern 
hills extend for ten miles, rising on the eastern side, from 
the flat country, which forms the vale of the Severn ; 
they are connected on the western side with a range 
of lower hills, which ,extend several miles into Here-~ 
fordshire. 

The Cotswold andthe Stroudwater hills, in Glouces- 
und Stroud- tershire, are by some regarded as a continuation of the 
water. 

The Wre- 

central chain, proceeding south from Derbyshire, and 
passing through Gloucestershire into Wiltshire, there 
swelling into the Salisbury downs, and afterwards run- 
ning west towards the Land’s End in Cornwall. If 
viewed in this light, they may be regarded as connect- 
ing the northern with the Devonian range. The ex- 
tent of the Cotswold hills, from Broadway. hill to near. 
Tetbury, is 30 miles; their area,about 200,000 acres ; 
their surface is billowy, and their elimature, if the na- 
tural elevation of the land is considered, unusually 
mild. The sides of the hills abound with rings, 
«and almost every dip has its rill, and every valley its 
brook.” The . ater hills partake, in some 
parte, of the character and features of the Cotswold 
ills, and in other parts, they partake of the vale cha- 

racter. 

The Wrekin -hill\in S 
than the surrounding hills, that it appears to rise 
from the middle of the plain. . It is craggy at the top. 
its form-is that of a long oval, pointing nearly north 
and south ; it has been supposed very, exactly to re- 
semble a whale asleep on the surface of the sea, The 
most precipitous side of this mountain, is the eastern ; 
its height isreckoned about 1200 feet. ‘The Wrekin 
may be considered as the northern extremity of a ridge, 

4 

ire is so much higher 

ENGLAND. 
lying in the same line with it, 

higher than any of the mountains in ‘ 
Suh nanaaiahohe oni Se ee 3 angie Toy slocdinstder 0} : 

ire, which have been already noticed. In South 
Wales, a chain proceeds to near Cardiff ; its direction is 
nearly south, a small branch diverging to the west: 
this chain is of far inferior elevation. On the east of 
South Wales, are the hills of Herefordshire. 

The Devonian range of mountains through 
part of Somersetshire, through Devonshi 
wall, and terminates at the Land’s End. The hi 
part of this range is formed by the mountains of 
moor in Deyonshire, the altitudes of the principal emi-~ 
nences. being from 1500 to 1800 feet. On, i 
this tract from the south and south-east, the eye is be- 
wildered by an extensive vale, exhibiting gi tors, 
large surfaces covered with vast masses of scattered 
granite, and immense rocks. , Dartmoor, and the waste 
called the Forest of Dartmoor, occupy the greatest por- 
tion.of the western district, and:include between200,000 

poe pene memes rhe —- moor alone is to comprize upw: y 
In the highest parts to the north and west are vast 
tracts of wet swampy. which supply the inha- 
bitants with peat for fuel, From Dartmoor the chain 
extends to the extremity of Cornwall: the only other 
hills in this range are the Mendip hills ; they are 
ted in Somersetshire, stretching from - 
Frome, ‘Selwood on the east, to agp no sade 
and from Redminster.on the north, to on 

and Corn- range. _ 
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The western morelands of Yorkshire; which form a__ Statistics. 

Beachyhead; that part of it which lies in Sussex, 
the famous South Downs, which are nearly 50 

about five or six broad: The second 

hills or downs, little less celebrated for the 
goodness of their sheep- than the South Downs. 

to the east of Farnham, in this Hh; 
» gently sloping. The third ran 

is supposed to take its rise on 
crosses Oxfordshire, &c. into Norfolk. 

Gosmagos Cam’ , belong to 
The Cl tem hills, upland tract of Ppoe ie ae. 5 

[ 

land may bedivided into the western andthe southern; 
the latter, however, unite with, and therefore properly 

to the morelands of the five counties, according 
. to Mr Marshall's arrangement. The western more- 

morelands 
of York- 

more than one-third of the surface of the 
north Tyne rises. in their north-western 

aga te Pay through the middle of them. 
morelands of the counties, of Durham, Nor- 

on the north; 

bounded, on the west, by the vale of York; on the east, 
by the: sea coast district of the north riding of this coun- 
ty ; on the north, by the vale of Stockton ; and on the 
south, by thelimestone lands of east Yorkshire. Their 
extent, if the vallies which lieamong:them are taken in- 

square miles, 

iy. Calman the morelands. of Northumber- 
land Durham, rather than those of the west riding 
of Yorkshire. 
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tract of black, heathy mountains, are bounded on the 
north by the valley of the Greta ; on the south, they are Western. 
divided from the more southern mountains of the 
north of England, which have been already mentioned, 
by the manufacturing district, and by the valley. of 
the Ayre; on the north-west, they extend into West- 
moreland and Cumberland; on the west and south- 
west, their boundary is formed by the district of Craven, 
which contains the mountains of Ingleborough and 
Whernside, already described as forming part of the 
great northern chain on the east: these morelands 
shelve down to the cultivated lands that constitute the 
-western bank of the vale of York.. The elevation of 
the western boundaries of these mountains is very con- 
siderable ; inferior, indeed, to the elevation of the Cum- 
berland mountains, but much greater than the eleva- 
tion of the eastern morelands.of Yorkshire. Their sur- 
face, however, is tame, merely swelling : from this, cha- 
racter, indeed, must be excepted their western margin, 
which is much broken, and strongly featured. 

The morelands of Staffordshire lie on. the northern of siaford- 
sheen county, to the. north of a line drawn from shire. 

eter to Newcastle under Lyne. Their elevation 
must be considerable, as some of the numerous streams 
which take their rise in this. tract of country run into 

ite seas, That part of them which lies between 
Cheadle and Oak-Moor, consists of an immense num- 
ber of rude heaps: of gravel, thrown without 
order or form, into. sudden swells and deep glens, To 
the north of Oak Moor the calcareous part of the more- 
lands begins, reaching in length from: the Weaverhills 
to Lon and in. breadth from Dove to Morridge, loge 
best part of 

fifty, or sixty pom miles. This is the 
e morelands ; worst part. lies: north- 

east of Mole Cop, and: west of Leek. The summit of 
some of the hills.in this, district terminate in huge tre- 
mendous. cliffs, particularly those-.called Leek rocks: | 
here single blocks eee a other Stat ae, He 
and some of prodigious bulk have evidently rolled-from 
the summit, and broken in- pieces. 
oe Wolds of Yorkshire 

as 

having been impelled inasouthern direction ; there the 

ern extremity, cannot be less than 500. square miles, 
In elevation, surface, soil, and substrata, the wolds are 
very similar to the chalk hills of Kent, Surrey, Sussex, 
Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire. 

In describing the sea coast of England and Wales, we Sea-coast 
shall begin with the mouth of the Thames, and 
ceed northward. The mouth of thisriver is. 
the Naze,.a hooked -in Essex, to the south 
of Harwich, and the North Foreland, in the county 
of Kent, or, poner, more accurately and strictly speak- 
ing, it may be fixed at the Nore, between halgheie Es- 
sex, and ess in Kent. The coast of Essex from the 
mouth of thisriver, thus defined, receding, turnsabruptly 
to face the east, and is indented by the bays that are form- 

by 



Of Suffolk. * 

Of Norfolk, ” The Norfolk coast, to the north 

direction to its union 
of Harwich is formed by 

the estuaries of the Stour and the Orwell. It is sup- 
sea’ has effected great changes in this 

part of the coast of Essex, as tradition affirms, that the 
outlets of the Stour and Orwell were anciently on the 
north side of Lan fort, and that, at that period, 
what are now called the Fleets, was a part of the original 
channel, ~ Nearly the whole of the coast of this county 
is flat'and marshy. ’ 

The coast of Suffolk rises in a waving line towards 
thenorth, a little inclined to the east. The first pro- 
montory we come to is Orfordness, a low beach run- 
ning out into the sea.» The town of Orford, formerly 
a sea-port, is now at some distance from the sea. Dun- 
wich and Aldborough, on the contrary, have been 
almost washed away by the sea, which began its en- 
croachments before the Norman Conquest. From Or- 
fordness to Southwold, the coast lies due north, with 
wbold shore ; a little to the south of the latter place, 
the sea, breaking in upon the shore, forms a creek, 
which, spreading out, divides to Dunwich; Southwold, 
and Walderswick. The bay before Southwold is Sole- 
bay, the scene of the great sea fight in 1672, between 
the Dutch under De Ruyter, and the English com- 
manded by the Duke of York. This bay was formerly 
bounded by Eastonness, and another cape to the south- 
east of Dunwich ; but the sea has removed these marks, 
and consequently changed the mouths of the bay. From 
Southwok gerry Aimer the coast is much embarrassed 
with shoals, and presents nothing remarkable; till we 
come to Low , which is built on a cliff above the 
sea, at the most easterly point of Great Britain. The 
whole extent of the coast of this county is about 60 
miles ; for the most part, it is composed of loamy cliffs, 
which, being undermined by the waves, are continual- 
ly falling down ; in some parts, however, there are hil- 
locks of sand, and in other parts, especially near the 
borders of Essex, it is flat and marshy. 

Yarmouth, runs 
out in a point into the German Ocean. This point is 
called Winterton-ness. Beyond it the coast tends west- 
north-west, and then west, the shore being low’ and 
flat, besieged with dangerous sands, especially between 
the Ness and Hapsburgh... The most remarkable of the ~ 
banks of sand, which lie off at sea, run’parallel to the 
coast of Yarmouth, and form the celebrated Yarmouth 
Roads. From this place, however, north-west to Cro: 
mer; and thence to Sheringham, there are steep and 
high cliffs, from 40 to upwards of 80 feet dicu- 
lar. - Proceeding westward the shore is low arid’ flat} 
— about Hunstanton, at the mouth of the Wash, the 
i in. At Lynn Regis the great bay i8 

SieunetlseobeesA Norfolk chy Ldntoleishirs which ion 
dents the country- ly to the south-west. The sea 
coast of Norfolk is formed either by clayey cliffs, which 
are continually me ee and overthrown by the waves, 
or by low sand , covered with loose pebbles. In 
some a kind of natural bank is formed of the 
sand, held by the roots'of the séa-reed grass. 
Hunstanton cliff, already mentioned, is the’ only rocky 
eminence on this coast.’ It:is com of chalk and 
friable stone, resting on a base of iron coloured pud- 
ding stone. urn 

Of Lincolns After crossing: the Washes, the main land of Lin: 
shire. colnshire ts its extended coast, in'the form of a 

bow, to German Ocean. In general, it lies low 
5 tik 

‘side of it the town of Scarboroug 

miles. ; 
The extremity of Holderness, in the East Riding of of York. 

onikshien, vecniteidin interes Beiitaeeek of Tend; forms shite. 
ing a curve in the sea, towards the south-west. The 
extremity of the neck of land is the Spurnhead, a sickle-- 
shaped promontory, that guards the mouth of the Hum- 
ber, nearly opposite the port of Grimsby in Lincoln- 
shire. Amidst the sands of this river, Sunk Island 
is formed on the Yorkshire side. In this part of the 
coast of this county, several ports have : from 
the sea. Headon, which was a free burgh in the reign 
of King John, and which, in subsequent times, was so 
populous as to have three parish churches, is now 

Wolds, which here advance towards the coast. It 
very remarkable promontory, the white perpendicular 
cliffs of ‘which a AP hae far into the Ger- 

the summit of this rye mh n th 

remarkably bold ; and the height of the cliffs gives it 
some resemblance to the coast near Dover. Between 
this stare hy ch Fatale sibep iat: the land 
is still high, and the sea deep, but y is 
to tho-uas intl sthd Hnshoen Meocclaniis cates tenes 

Redcliff, that makes one side of a bay, aa Canon 
rham, 

rushing with a 

this description of the coast of Yorkshire, it will be seen, 
that from the gag 5, Bay ey | 
and flat, and from Flamborough Head to the Tees un- 
‘commonly bold and precipitous. In the first division 
of it, it is in general com of clay. Flamborough 
‘Head is limestone. Whit Eee le. . 
‘of alaminous schistus, There are many fishing villa- 
ges on the northern part of the coast of this county, . 
‘si ly placed, like nests, upon the ledges of the 

s. No coast in England furnishes a greater varies 
ty of fish than this. i day! ata 
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land and the Ribble, is more extensive, as well as flatter Statistics. is seated on a little neck of land, stretch- 

itself into the sea, forming within a safe harbour. 

marine insects. Beyond Sunderland the coast is bleak 
and dreary, to the 
North and South 

modious little port of artificial construction, though it 
is dry at low water, and difficult at the entrance. A 
little farther to the north is Seaton Sluice, or Seaton 
Delaval, which, like Cullercoats, is an artificial har- 

The line of sea coast of the county of Lancaster is 
very rudely indented by the Irish 3 and will be 
most intelligibl described, by dividing it into three 
peninsulas. these the first is comprehended be- 
tween the river Dudden, which divides it from Cum- 
berland, and the Ken, which separates it from West- 
moreland. The second lies between the Ken and the 
Ribble; and the third between the Ribble and the 
M , which is the boundary between this count 

pare age Ns geoenaate et pins pe ye ap vi to, its a line of coast of nearly 30 
miles. The and narrow isle of W. forma the 
bulwark of this part 

without , by horses and carriages at low water. 
In front of caster, the bay of Morecambe forms a 
Sve ty 0 De the Ken, and the 

une. 
sea coast between Westmore- 

YOL, VIL. PART UL. 

- the west for some 
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than the former division; to the south of the Lune, 
the marshy tract. surrounding Poulton, on the Wier, 
succeeds ; afterwards the coast is indented by the great 
estuary of the Ribble, descending from below 
ton. 

In the last division between the Ribble and the Mer- 
sey, the Lancashire coast makes another swell: in no 
part is it bold or high, and, as it approaches the south- 
ern confines of the county, it becomes quite flat. 

The sea coast of Cheshire is neither extensive nor in- Of Cho- 
i being formed entirely of that broad neck of shire. besa. a 

land, which stretches far into the Irish Sea, between 
the Mersey and the Dee. 

The coast of North Wales, from the mouth of the o¢ yor, 
but near pray: dar Wales. Dee, is for a long space marshy ; 

in Flintshire, the mountains advance towards it, though 
they again recede and give place to marshes, at the ter~ 
mination of the vale of Clwyd. As we enter Caernar« 
— Pie first re aney ~ ames that presents it- 

) is the promontory of Landudno, a steep precipice 
hanging over the sea, and ing out re to: the 

, at the mouth of the Conway: this promontory 
forms one of the horns of a great bay, with Trwynder 
point in lesey, at the Menai Straits. ond the 
Conway is the once tremendous precipice of Penmaen- 
mawr, ov ing the sea, now safely crossed by a 
good road. The coast here is veryrocky. The south- 
ern extremity of the coast of this country is formed by 
the peni hundred of Lyn; here many sharp 
points of land run out into the sea, with bays between - 
them. Off the most westerly point of this peninsula 
lies the small isle of Bardsey. 

The Menai Straits, which separate Anglesey from ygenaj 
agra beauties,—some- Straits. 

e 
Caernarvonshire, abound in 
times appearing landlocked, lake, and at 
other times assuming the form ota lage navigable ri- 
ver, flowing with several curves, nearly in a irection. 
from north to south. The form of the island of Angle~ 
sey is nearly that of a ; that part of its 
coast which borders on the Menai Straits, is finely wood- 
ed ; its northern, eastern, and western points, are sha: 
and narrow, and the southern angle is more roun 
In sqaure sihieh tesmereniine: tataesersinis 
Hol. ; this peninsula terminates in a high moun- 
tain, hollowed by caverns, and neat by falcons 
and sea fowl; from Holyhead, the inclines to.the 
south-west, and thus completes the figure that the island 
forms. Off the eastern point, is the steep rocky islet of 
Priestholme ; and off the northern point is another, cal- 
led the Skerries, or the Isle of + 

The north-west horn of the great bay of Cardigan, 
which is the most considerable indenture made by the 
sea on the west side of our island, and which is equally 
distributed between North and South Wales, is formed 
hy the coast suddenly turning round the point of Aber~ 
daron. The sea coast of Merionethshire, which lies in, 
this bay, is wild and mountainous: the only port in 
this county is Barmouth, on a little arm of the sea, into, 
which several small rivulets discharge themselves, 
Below Aberystwyth, the coast of i ire fronts 

distance,.after which it diverges to- 
wards the north: the extent of this county along the 
shore is nearly 40 miles; it has suffered greatly som. 
the depredations of the sea, having been formerly ce- 
lebrated for numerous towns, but containing now onl 
afew poor vi . Ah prasnning Sp. SNK 
David's, in Pembrokeshire, forms the southern horn of 

4B, 

Bay of 
Cardigan, 
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the bay of Cardigan, The sea coast of Pembrokeshire 
is in general hilly, with steep or icular cliffs : 
its north-eastern point is ‘at the mouth of the Tivy. 
‘The first mare at recat is Aberkikor Bay, formed by 
Kenmaes Head on the north, and Pendrowy Head on 
the south ; next succeeds Newport Bay ; and after that 
Fishgard Bay: hence the coast tending to the south- 
west winds round Strumble Head, to that of St Da- 
vid's, off which lies Ramsey island, together -with a 
group of rocks called the Bishop and his Clerks; these 
are frequented, in the breeding season, by vast numbers 
of sea fowl, many of which are unknown in every other 
part of the island. The large bay of St Bride's suc- 
ceeds ; and beyond some islands which lie on its south- 
ern side, is the entrance to the celebrated Milford Ha- 
ven ; this is an inlet of the sea, indenting deeply the 
southern coast of Pembrokeshire, and occupying a 
large of that county, with its basin, and 
the different creeks into which it branches off. It is fed 
by some inconsiderable streams frum the interior of the 
country, few of which are dignified with any certain ap- 
pellation, though most of them from small rivulets be- 
come extensive estuaries, when unite with the main 
basin. Near Pembroke Castle, Milford Haven ex- 
pands, inclining chiefly to the west, but near its mouth, 
turning dkdoptly southward ; and when viewed from 
within, appearing perfectly land-locked: the ports of 
Hubberston, Haiken, and Milford, occupy one of the 
many bays near the centre of this sheet of water. 
The view of Milford Haven would be much more pic- 
turesque, if it were not for a deficiency of wood: it 
also loses much of its effect from the want of grandeur 
in the surrounding hills. 

Beyond Milford Haven, the coast of South Wales 
continues rocky; it is also full of caves and remarka- 
ble a , to the entrance of the bay of Caermarthen. 
The northern horn of this bay is formed by the rock 
on which Tenby is situated ; the opposite horn, by the 

int of Penryhn Gwye,—the extremity of that singu- 
peninsula in Glamorganshire, that is called Gower. 

On the other side of this peninsula lies the bay of Ox- 
wich, and still lower the bay of Swansea expands itself. 
The greatest part of the sea coast of Glam i 
swells into a semicircular sweep, but the western extre- 
mity is formed into a narrow , between the open 
channel, on the one hand, and an arm of the sea, which 
runs round to the Caermarthenshire coast, on the other. 
Beyond the bay of Swansea, the shore presents the cas- 
tles of Dunraven, St Donats, and Fienmuni ; the bay 
of rare sche ge succeeds; and from its shore, the 
Bristol Channel being here much contracted, ~ the 
heights of the opposite coasts of Devonshire and So- 
mersetshire, between Ilfracombe and Minehead, appear 
finely elevated : the sea, which separates England and 
Wales, contains in this place the two small islands of 
the Steep and the Flat Holmes, which however are 
much nearer to the Welsh than the English coast. 

The shore of Monmouthshire inclines chiefly to the 
south, verging at last towards the east : the first of 
it is marhsy and low, but as we approach the Wye, it 
becomes rocky and lofty. 

The coast of Somersetshire receives the Bristol Chan- 
nel into an extensive bay, which forms a kind of semi- 
circle ; and, if the indented outline of the shore is ta- 
ken into the account, it will be found to stretch nearly 
60 miles ; at first it forms a broad plain, bordered by 
marshes, and it continues chiefly level, till it reaches 
the bay of Minehead, where the majestic pile of Dun- 
ster Castle appears proudly eleyated, From this the 
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coast of Somersetshire, together with thatof De 4 
which soon joins it, may be called mountainous, abound- 
ing in dark cliffs and rocky hollows. The shore of the 

south, the is very irregularly indented, so as. to 
form Renta Bay: it twns again westward, and, 
afterwards advancing north, forms the bay which is 
called Porlidge Mouth, at the extremity of which lies 
Hartland Point; the extent of the whole is rather more 
than 36 miles. 

Soon after we pass Hartland poi t, the coast of Corn- Of Cora~ 
wall commences, the land iodine to the south-west. “*! 
The first place we meet with on the Cornish shore is 
Beedshaven, A long of broken coast succeeds to 
St Ives, its inclination more and more westward 
from the south. After passing the semicircular bay of 
St Ives, the coast begins to turn, and after Cape Corn- 
wall, the Land’s End, the most westerly point of the 
island, makes its ce. After doubling: this point, 
the Cornish aetna southward, with some swells 
to the east, and soon into the capacious bay of 
St Michael. The Lizard is thenext remarkable object, 
a 
than any of the western coast of Eng’ land, being 
somewhat below the 50th of latitude. The 
shore next inclines, for a short space, in a north-east 
direction, and then turning pie mye towards the 
south-east, becomes indented as far as the southern 
horn of the Ram’s Head, which is ite’ to the coast 
of Devonshire. In this part of the ish coast, there 
are several bays and havens, the most remarkable 
which is Falmouth Haven ; .the estuaries of the Fowey 
and the Looe follow in succession ; that of the Tamar 
being the last and ‘most important, where the harbour 
and Sound of Plymouth are formed between the shores 
of Cornwall and Devonshire. 

Throughout that part of the English Channel, which 
runs from the entrance of Plymouth Sound to Ports- 
mouth harbour, the coast principally fronts the south: 
it is, however, deeply indented with various om that 

The har- 
outer harbour, ci- 

are formed by great projecting headlands. 
bour of Plymouth is Pade e 
pally for merchantmen, lies beneath the Old Town, 
while the noble road, called the Sound of Plymouth, 
is formed by the confluence of the Plym and the Tamar 
with the sea. 
east, opposite to 
house is built. ‘The Eddystone rocks are one 
irregular rocks, situated about 12 miles 
dle of the Sound: 

on one vio- 
lent storms; but in the dreadful at Geeenock 
on the 27th of November, 1703, it was blown 
and all within it perished. A second light-house was 
erected in 1708, and burnt in 1755. eee eo 
fice, which was built by Mr Smeaton, finished in 
the year 1759, is universally admired, for the mechanism 
and architecture displayed in its construction, and bids 
fair to hand his name down to a very late posterity as 
an engineer of the first rate talents and experience. 

In proceeding to the east from th, the 
bay presents itself is Salcolm Haven: 
formerly a port of some note; at the head of 
stands the town of Kingsbridge. Between 

z a2 

=. 

of Devon. 
latter county extends at first due west, and then turning hire. 

that stretches out farther to the south 2rd. 
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ENGLAND. 
runs two miles into the sea in a south-east direction, Statistics. 

hes the Isle of Wight within the distance “y"™ 
Point, most celebrated ontories on the 
coast Sf Ensvochbdiel dnd REA Feith, “the bay of 

i a spacious haven, capable 
of ships. The coast from 

to the’ north-east, and shoots out into a 
called Berry Point, which makes one side 

- The other side is formed by the promon- 
ty: This bay is in its general form se- 

milunar, inclosing a circumference of sbout 12 miles: 

tle vale, falling easily and to the water's 
edge. All round the bay, even on its sides, wood 
grows with great luxuriance. This noble bay frorts 
the south-east: it has frequently afforded shelter to the 
navy of In the rocks which form the pro- 

of Torquay, there are various fissures of great 
i and some of them of singular construction : 

that of the greatest magnitude is called Kent’s Hole; 
it is a vast cavern about 680 feet in depth. 

the 

dually turns to the south, as it unites with that of Di 
The shore from hence turns to 
terminating far to the south in 

Portland Island.- Thus is that immense gulf formed, 
bearer eee eed mache wt of Devon- 
shire, and much Dorsetshire, with the 
several'smaller bays of these counties, which lie between 
the Start Point and the Bill of Portland. * To the north 
of Portland is a safe road for ships ; but its southern 

Bay.* Turning round 
the extremity of Purbeck, towards the north, Ba: 
of Studland is seen, the remotest headland of whi 
extends to the mouth of the harbour of Pool. 
site to this of land is another promontory, 
not quite solong, which shoots out from the main land 
of Dorsetshire. Immediately within tne entrance be- 
tween these, lies Branksey Island. There are several 
other small islands, round which the sea forms a vast 

of water, constituting Pool harbour. 
Tele of Wight terminates the bay which is form- 

ed by the eastern extremity of Dorsetshire, with a vast 
range of ‘cliffs in full’ front. The western side of this 
island is fenced’ with ridges of rocks, the most remark- 

The appearance of these, and 
int of Hurst Castle ate i 

grounds to believe, 
the mainland were 
Tsle of Wight is 

‘steep cliffs of chalk 

ora 
that in former times 

The southern 

with very 
in various 
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and 
of amile. Through the strait which is thus formed, 
the tide rushes with very great force, and has deepen- 
ed the channel no less chan. 28 fathoms. This na- 
tural 5 at high water, scarcely- exceeds 200 
yards in breadth: it is a sterile beach, covered with 
loose gravel and pebbles. Towards the Isle of Wight, 
there is a bold shore, beaten into ledges or terraces 
of pebbles by the violence of the waves; whereas, 
the other side, from its sheltered situation, is undu- 
lating, marshy, and undermined, forming the wa- 
ter, when the tide flows, into a smooth land-locked 
bay. 
The coast of Hampshire, adjoining to Dorsetshire, 

fronts the south-east, as the Avon descends by Christ- 
Church: “The bay of this name is formed by that ri- 
ver and the Stour, which unite their streams a short 
distance below the town. The western termination of 
the bay is Hengistbury-Head, generally called by the- 
seamen Christchurch-Head, from its apparent connec- 
tion with that place, as viewed from the sea, It is a 
bold headland, about a mile from the extremity from 
which the cliff dips for a considerable distance, and the- 
estuary of the Stour and Avon is there only separated » 
from the sea by a narrow neck of land. A little to the 
east of this is Lymington Bay, from which, till we 
reach the mouth of Southampton Water, nothing re-- 
markable presents itself. 

Southampton Water, or Trissanton Bay, isa large 
inlet of the sea, commencing at Caldshot Castle, and ton Water. 
stretching to the north-west upwards of 10 miles: it is 
navigable to the head for vessels of considerable bur- 
den. Its shores are extremely beatiful. and pic-- 
turesque, being lined on one side by the New Forest, 
and on the other by the ruins of Netley Abbey. ” 

The English Channel, after the junction of South~ 
ampton Water, turns round the northern point-of the - 
Isle of Wight, gradually making its compass, till the 
coast of i the south-west, opposite to 
that part of the Isle of Wight where the river Medina - 
enters the sea. Between the island and the shore of 

run up into the 
ing the harbour of Chichester. This basin is filled in 

the small river Lavent, which flows by that 
a southward direction. . The coast here is ex- 

tremely level, and continues so towards the'south,’ till 
it is terminated by the bill or peninsula of Selsey. A 
little further on, a few low rocks appear in the sea, . 

, but the coast: becomes again low and 
marsh 

int of 
Fewhixe and Shoreham, project ly 
over the beach, from which it its name, It isthe - 

on all the south coast of England. It is noted . 
for shipwrecks in stormy weather, and has several ca- 
verns made in it by the sea. — reas 

Beyond Beachy Head, the coast. turns to the north- 
east, and becomes a sandy and marshy level near Peven- - 
sey: it continues of this description till it reaches - 
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rt of this name fills a 
ifs. At the eastern ex- 

tremity of this county there is a very capacious bay, 
or rather estuary, on which were anciently two good 
ports, Rye and Winchelsea. The former is now so 
completely choked with sand, that it can admit only 
very small vessels; and the latter is entirely deserted 
by the sea. After passing Rye, the coast of Sussex 
stretches out into a point, which is called Dunge Ness. 
This is the extremity of Romney Marsh, in an eastern 
direction. ; 

The coast of Kent, adjoining to Sussex, is flat, 
nbounding in sand and pebbles, and continues so till 
we pass Sandgate. Here the hills close in ; a steep and 
downish tract ‘succeeds, descending from the interior 
of the county in a fine ridge, and terminating in abrupt 
chalky cliffs. In one of the hollows of this , 
Reena oe ee Castle a iff so 
strikingly descri p espeare. narrow semi- 
circular range of clifis is formed, that recedes a little 
from the aa eieoawanag sry the town of Do- 
ver occupies all the space open to the sea. 
The cuest.of Kent continues. formed of high chalk 

cliffs, eccasionally sinking into hollows, till we come 
por nap —o South Foreland: from this 

int the shore fronts the east, receding, so as to sur- 
ame a large sandy area, which appears to have been 
left by the sea. This flat tract is terminated in front 
by the high ds of the Isle of Thanet. 

Between ay mn mee pero eer ox are the 
Downs, a greatl en’ ipping : 

Goodwin win Sands, distant from Deal five miles, extending 
Sands. north-north-east and south-south-west about 12 miles. 

They are sw formerly to have made part of the 
Kentish (though this is denied by some), and to 
have been overflowed about the end of the reign of 
William Rufus, or the beginning of that of Henry IL 
These sands are very ron pee for vessels riding in 
the Downs, which, in high winds, are frequently dri- 
ven upon them. They are divided into two parts by a 
very narrow channel: in many parts they are dry at 
low water, and in some places even before that time. 
The northern division is of a triangular form, lying 
north and south towards the sea, and running away 
south-east to meet the east side, while it tends on the 
south-west towards the shore. This part of the sands 
is about 3} miles long, and 24 miles broad: the north 
end, called the North Land Head, is about six miles 
— coast ; ee hoa ae is alles -Biewt 
Hi is v C dries 
anand by the ta ecg Island. 
The south of the win Sands is 3} miles in 
length, at the north end, not above a mile in 
breadth, from whence it y diminishes towards 
the south-west, till it in a narrow point called 
South Land Head, which is only three miles from the 
coast. These sands are altered more or less every year, 
by storms and strong tides. 

— The South Foreland forms the eastern point of the 

land. 
North Fore- pete Fone to the Goodwin Sands. 

Kentish shore; two light-houses are erected on it, in. 
order to warn mariners who arrive from the west, of 

The North 
F forms the north-east point of the Isle of Tha- 
net, and is, by act of parliament, ascertained to be the 
most southern part of the port of London. This head- 

sien nadie cement higher assis odjeining saws tion, is joining coast; 
a light-house is erected on this, as well as on the South 

ENGLAND. 
Foreland, for the general safety of mariners, but more Statistics, 
particularly in order to enable them to avoid striking 
on the Goodwin Sands. This light-house to 
— Hospital ; — every British ican. 
round this point pays 2d. per ton, and e i 
vessel 4d. per ton, towards its support. saahie-eet 
of the coast of Kent, the sea gains so much the 
a eee ee in the 
memory of some now alive, vessels passing on 
the south side of this foreland, are said to enter the 
Channel ; and all the towns and harbours between Lon- 

yt en 
le hanet. We trust, therefore, we 

shall be excused for dwelling rather at on its 
ancient and present state. At this day, it is scarcely 
a peninsula, and yet, in the time of the Romans, it 
was a com island, nearly of a circular form. At 
this period, the sea on the south-west side, between 
ee eran ie meinen eet eee 
miles broad, gradually i as it passed along 
south side of the island, till at its breadth con- 
tracted to two miles; and at Sar, which was the nar~ 

tury. In the time of Bede, however, the breadth of 
this passage was considerably diminished ; for he tells 
us, it was then but three furlongs wide, and so shal-« 
low, that it was fordable in two places. It continued, 
however, a strait for vessels of some size, till 
about the time of the Norman Conquest, when the in- 
habitants iving that the tide no longer flowed with 

ito nd en Seno not an presen’ rte it out, an us about t 
oan oe Thus the 
Ww was formerly separated 
Kent by the entire channel of what was called the 
Portus Ritupensis, and was then, in its 
all high land, is now a peninsula, or at most a river- 
isle only, with the Stour-wantsome on the south, the 
Mill-stream on the south-west, and the N: 
wantsome on the west. The other part of the island 
fronts the East and North Seas as before; but the fi- 
gure is altered from a circular to.an irregular oval. Af 
ter the junction of the isle to Kent, the sea, which no 
] lowed with the same freedom, began to throw 
up immense quantities of beach on the opposi 
which Estanore, that is, the East Shore: 
this was originally an island, but the monks united it 
by a causeway to the Isle of Thanet. | 

Below this island, the coast of Kent, which stil] fronts 
the north, becomes marshy as it descends by Whit~ 
stable to the narrow arm of the sea called the Swale, 
which flows along two sides of the isle of ‘ 
this, the coast turns to the east till it reaches i 
where the Medway terminates its course, by its 
tion with the Swale. Beyond this the fort of 
ven pees, and the mouth of the Thames opens. 

‘ 

; 
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‘a full and regular description of them belongs to this 
article, not only for that ms but also, pe a: 
this description our account of England would be unsa- 

i and i ; we shall therefore give an 
account of the origin, course, and termination of these 
rivers, and annex to that account a very brief notice of 
the other smaller and less celebrated rivers of this coun- 
try. In the last edition of Camden’s Brittania that was 
published by himself, (1605,) there is a table, from 
which it that there are upwards of 550 rivers and 
rivulets in and Wales, distinguished by parti- 
cular names, 

till it falls into the sea. 
In its passage the Thames receives no fewer than 

considerable rivers that are not navigable, and eleven 
that are, Its course has been about 160 
miles, of which it is navigable above 130 from its mouth. 
As far as Deptford it is navigable for vessels of almost 
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any burden ; to the ee 
London Bridge for those of 200. The tides flow up 
to nearly the distance of 80 miles from its mouth.. The 
fall of water from Oxford to Maidenhead is about 25 
feet in ten miles ; from Maidenhead to Chertsey 
22 feet in the same distance ; from Chertsey bridge to 
Mortlake 16 feet ; from Mortlake to London about one 
foot per mile. Afterwards the fall diminishes more 
gradually, till the river unites with the sea. 

The 
rive their character from the country through which ter. 
they flow, than impress their own character by their 
boldness and rapidity on the tract they pursue. It 
passes through some of the most beautiful, as well as 
the most fertile districts of the kingdom ; but ‘even 
where the country through which it flows is hilly, it 
never can be ee 
sluggish, but is more distinguishab its majesty, and 
the purity ofits waters, which generally Al is verdant 

, and are seldom discoloured by mud, except after 
floods. When these occur, the whole country in 

level parts of its tract a like a sea ; but the 
mischief which is thus occasioned, is much less than 

rapid streams, when 

imposing 
are bounded 
and finely embellished by the seats of many of the prin- 

ipal of English nobility. Vast plains succeed, in 
which the Thames constitutes the chief feature. As 
it approaches London, its character , and the 
richness of nature gives place to evidences of the power, 
the wealth, and ill of man. Mighty works of 
art adorn its banks, which abound in towns 
and vi At London it is a su tide river, 
** full of vessels of every description, which arrest the 
> eter ee the bold sweeps it afterwards makes, 

ugh increasing marshes to the sea, and to the end 
it preserves that air of placid dignity and imposing con- 
sequence, which distinguish so eminently this monarch 
of the British rivers.” 

The Severn, the second commercial river in the king The Severn, 
dom, has its principal source in a small lake on 
eastern side of Plinlimmon, not far from the head of 
the Wye. At first it bears the name of the Hafren 
river, the name by which, through its whole course, it 
was known to the Britons. From this source it flows 

the nak caer temest-wrent tsk, Ses cele« 
brated Colebroke dale, and passing Bri ; = 

Sa- 

manufacturing towns of Warwickshire, Staffordshire. 
and Worcestershire. ; ‘ 

for vessels of 400 tons; to Statistics. 

hames is one.of those rivers which rather de- tts charas 
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The Severn, now a broad stream, crowded with 
—— flows through a pleasant country, between high 

bakes ai it oemaiind city of Worcester. It then 
traverses a a whan genenlly called the vale of 
Evesham, that name more properly belongs to 
the vale which the Avon flows, between the 
fine ridge of the Malvern hills, and the bold risi 
ground of Bredon. meh om its banks become 
and steep, so that it as it flows through 
the vast of rs ean About a mile above 
Gloucester, it divides into two streams, which re-unite 
a little below that city, forming the tract of land cal- 

reese CO Soon after this junction, its 
and are increased by several streams, as as 
canals, from the clothing districts of this county. At 
- bend of the river, where the Stroudwater canal j 

pie a carnem mate was and 
again south-west, ws gra wider, till it re- 

gain su wets grows ee the Avon from 
Somersetshire, thus forming the Bristol Channel. Be- 
tween Tewksbury and the sea, there is only one pas« 
sage over this river by bridge; this is at Gloucester ; 
the other passages are by boats. 

The Severn, perticular] below Gloucester, has fre- 
overflowed its ; and by sudden risings of 

tide, occasioned much to the contiguous 
country. It is remarkable for its tide, which rolls in 
with a head three or four feet high, with a great noise. 
This arises from the circumstance, that it receives the 
waters of the great Atlantic Ocean with such consider- 
able violence, as to fill the channel of the river all at 
once; and the opposition which the tides from the ocean 
meets with from the strong current of the river, occa- 
sions ation reir Se bamrce r which is called the 

€ or ed 
The } mA tei oe = sagns ng the Mersey, it will be necessary to no- 

and course of the Irwell, which contri~ 
oe so. ] ly to the waters of the former river. The 
Irwell rises in the moors that divide Lancashire from 
Yorkshire: it passes through the district of manufac- 
turing towns in the former county, flowing at first west- 
ward, and then descending in a southward direction to 
B Below this town, having been joined by the 
Roche, it makes a great curve to the westward again, 
till being joined by a small stream from Bolton, it turns 
suddenly to the south-east: this course it preserves till 
it reaches Manchester, where it is united to the rk 
and the Medlock. From Manchester, its course is near- 
ly westward, till its junction with the Mersey, which 
takes place near the village of Flexton. ‘The Mersey 
derives its source from a conflux of small streams at 
the junction of Cheshire with Derbyshire: its course is 
considerably tine, but generally with an inclina~ 
tion to the south-west.. The principal place it 
by before its junction. with the Irwell, is Stoc 
After this j junction, the latter river loses its name, i 
united streams the a ion of the Mersey. 
Its course continues westward as_it the town of 
W. on, 2 little below which it forms a great arm 
of the sea, which, turning abru to the south west, 
grows a little narrower as it te oe of Liver- 

|, Near its exit. At that of the a 
it swells Pe at rae ORE 
‘This river rises in the northern part Shropshire, or 
flows northward to Namptwich ae Northwich, where 
it is joined by two rivulets, one from the northern con- 
fines of , and the other from Middlewich. 
After this junction, its course inclines to the north- 

ENGLAND. 
mane till it falls into the Mersey, a little below Frod- 

othe and the which j it, have lit- 
tle of ot ee just about 
pe es aed 

The Money” ‘Mersey is 
burden, for "bout 3 35 miles from Live 
of the Irwell ; and the latter river has 
rate for boats, rue, Wasectbe me: ort ame 

anchester. } 
The Dee rises i in the mountainous 

shire, from two 1 streams, which be a 
scending from the which separate 
Bala, form the lake Denim alae at 
in Wales. After issuing from this lake, the Dee pur- 

A. pending dhraietiteteasieeaemaneen’ Sa 

passing through 
various windings, enters the Tag mp Se 
beneath the park naib eps = Form afterwards it 
changes its course, direction, forms 
ing a deep valley Tor ited theough a that plain: then 
wantin Soin tn Coase seGhaataaes it half encompasses 
its walls; and fi qantty,, bheliniag toxtha Soham 
a broad * sandy Sader Hliwalare north — 
which divides Cheshine from hire. By 
navigation, it has communication with the Mester, o7 
ble, Ouse, Trent, Derwent, Severn, Avon, Humber, 
and Thames: It is navigable from near Ellesmere in 
Shropshire, to Chester : aaa pe AN 
is rendered difficult and broken by ledge of 
roning crs the bed of the Her, wich Sm a Kind 

ake teaic dees ween and romantic river : it 
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part of Merioneth- The Dee. 

Its charac-- 
is singular, from the circumstance that it increases its ter, 
rapidity as it recedes from its source, being fed b; 
merous rapid streams from the surrounding mounts 
one of which, called the Ceiro, precipitates pores ram 
the curious falls of Glyndyffis. Per 

tovwad 

view. of the Dee is where it passes into the Cork 
of Cheshire, eee bar ra apen 
to the view. It loses its romantic character as it ap- 
proaches the city of Chester, and becomes a deep and 
tranquil river. ‘At Chester it is discoloured =< inate 
and though its windings are numerous, y 
not picturesque, as it passes through a ied card 
before it swells into its basin. 

The Tyne is formed from two branches, called the The Tyne. 
South and North Tyne. The former takes its rise on 
the borders:of. Diirhet‘and! Gumbérlamd At first, its 
direction is northward, a little inclined to the west, 
Aldstone: it then turns eastward to meet the N 
Tyne. This rises in the moorlands of Northumbers- 
land, close on the borders of Scotland ; and being join- 
ed by the Reed, near Bellingham, p ursues a souths 
west course, Gill'at unites'with tie Sonth ‘Tynes. After. 
their junction, the e takes an eastward direction, 
and at last turning a li 
the sea beneath Tynmouth Castle. 
The course of both the branches of this river is wild. 

pre poe till they reach when its cha- 
changes into a milder and more beautiful cast. 

fter eae Hinatinne which occupies. a-central 
Ate peste aha whieh oeu the Tyne 
though a vale, rich in manufactures, as far as te 

e. 
but the towns of North and South Shields are the pro- 
per ports of this river. Its estuary presents au interest- 

towards the north, falls into. 

Here ships of moderate burden can come up; - 
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a 

object fecomspnbilih dalle on each side of it, being 
with vessels, and winding in extensive reaches 

between high banks. Its exit.to the sea is not less 
striking, the bold ruin of Tynmouth Castle terminat. 
ing its northern bank in a grand and impressive ‘man- 

The souree of the Tees is contiguous to that of the 
South Tyne, in the vast moors which separate York- 
shire from Durham, Cumberland, and Westmoreland. 
At first it flows in a south-easterly direction ; but be- 
neath the town of Darlington, it turns abruptly to the 
north-east, and falls into the sea below Stockton, which 
may be considered its port. This river, flowing for a 
considerable part of its course through a wild and ro- 
mantic country, bears the same character. During the 
latter part of its course, however, its character changes, 
and its banks are rendered busy and populous by a 

variety of works. In many parts, they are frin- 
with wood of considerable growth and value. 

The ye atic a fuller notice than we have 
iven to any e rivers, except perhaps the Thames 

ord the Severn, on account not only of the length of 
its course, but also of the fertile districts which 
it ; the immense number of canals, by means of 
which it has an inland communication with almost every 
part of the kingdom; and the multitude of rivers, some 
of them of considerable size and note, which it receives 
in its to the sea. 

The Trent takes its rise in ,the hills beyond New- 
eastle-under-Lyne} in that of Staffordshire that 
borders on Cheshi At 

r c icestershire, it enters Notting- 
hamshirea little below Thrumpton. After passing Not- 

character of the Trent, is that of a full 
stfeam. It flows among rich meadows, and 

through populous districts; but unless increased by 
floods, it in no respect, and in no of its course, 
resembles the rivers of the north of England. Soon 
after it passes Newcastle-under-Lyne, it meets with the 
numerous canals which abound in this manufacturi 
district: these frequently follow a course parallel wi 
it, through the pleasant valley near Stone. After its 
junction with the Blythe, Taine, Soar, Dove, Derwent, 

it becomes a considerable i 

Prax wooded hills, and chequered with 

the it, with 
Before it reaches the town of Newark, it di- 

other 

ves 

E 
Pret strsri 

Trent to be distinguished. With the assistance of 
vessels of some burden can navigate it as far 

After passing this town, it flows 
a range of fens, without any distinguishing 

till joining the Yorkshire Ouse, the grand es~ 
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of the Humber is formed, which divides York- 

shire from Lincolnshire. : 
Of the auxiliary streams which unite with the Trent, 

the Bl is the first of any consequence. It rises a 
few to the eastward of that river; and pursues 
nearly a parallel course, till it a it near King’s Brom- 
ley. The Tame rises near Coleshill in Warwickshire, 
.and after a short course, in which there is nothing re- 
markable, except the castle of Tamworth, it unites 
with the Trent a few miles above Burton. The Dove 
rises near the Peak im Derbyshire, and after various 
windings, generally inclining to the eastward from the 
south, it falls into the Trent below Burton. This river 
is. very romantic in its character for a considerable pert 
of its course, particularly’ where it forms the dell of 
Dove-dale. It afterwards flows through more expand- 
ed vales, and joins the Trent neat Burton. Near Saw- 
ley, on the borders of Leicestershire and Nottingham~ 
shire, the Trent is augmented by the Derwent, which 
also rises near the Peak of Derbyshire, ‘and pursues a 
course nearly parallel to that the Dove to Derby, 
where it inclines to the east. The’features of this river 
are still more peculiar and extraordinary than those of 
the Dove. The Soar is a river of an entirely different 
character ; rising west from Hinckley in Set 
it through a rich ing country, and more than 
halt emeamapenten the eaebhe town of Leicester ; after 
which, it receives the Wreke from the north-east, and 
then turns to Mount Soar Hill, where an abrupt rock, 
(an extraordi feature in so level a country), over« 
hangs it, watering, in its course, meadows of extra« 
ordinary beauty and fertility, till it falls into the Trent, 
not far from Cavendish Bridge. . 

Yorkshire also supplies various streams, to increase From York- 
the size of the Trent. The Don rises in the ak beh 
of this county, near the confines of Derbyshire. It 
takes a south eastern direction to Sheffield, and then 
turns north-east by Rotherham to Doncaster. At 
Thorne it alters its course to the north, and soon after- 
wards joins the Northern Ouse. The character of 
this river does not nd with its mountainous 
origin, except very near its source. Near Doncaster 
it forms a most beautiful vale, but after passing this 
town, it sinks into an extensive flat and tame country, 
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which environs the Ouse. Just before its junction with , 
this river, it is divided into two branches, the lower of 
which ap to be a navigable cut, and is called the 
Dutch river. The Calder rises in Yorkshire, near the 
borders of Lancashire. Its course is winding, but 
nearly in an easterly direction, till it Wakefield ; 
it then turns to the north, and joins the Ayre near Ferry- 
bridge. This river is more rapid than the Don, but is 
more remarkable, from the circumstance of the numer- 
ous canals by which it is intersected, and which form 
ee ne eormig tes Beto a yy mo 

peculiar feature. origin e 
tehittadtiouh/a Tittle $0 the nartvens GP Seite, th orke 
shire. It ues a course to the south-east, nearly as 
far as Lools; whee ik tard thedlyeatwerd ; after its 
junction with the Calder, it traverses a flat country, 
and receiving the Don, joins the Ouse near Howden. 
The district of Craven, which it flows in the 
first of its course, is si ly romantic ; while at 

its character is entire! its banks being 
covered with the various man es of that place. 
Between Leeds and Ferrybridge, it divides one of the 
richest plains in the Kir 3 afterwards it possesses 
little beauty, passing a level country, to join 
the Ouse, not far from the 
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The Ure, and the Swale, which may be regarded as 
the parents of the Ouse, rise near each other in the ro- 
mantic borders of Westmoreland. The Ure flows a 
first eastward, and then inclines tothe south to Rippon ; 
from this place it turns again more to the eastward to 
Boroughbridge ; and at Aldborongh it unites with the 
Swale. The character of this river, through most of its 
conan ia Shah i eens inous stream ; wand BPs 
racter it i isplays in its passage 
Wensley-dale. The dine of the Swale, at first, is 
to the south-east; it afterwards turns to the north-east 
to Richmond, and from this place it pursues nearly its 
original direction till it joins the Ure. The country 
through which this river flows is uncommonly romantic, 
till it reaches the great vale of York. Swale-dale, and 
the view of the river from the castle at Richmond, are 
particularly celebrated. 

Those two rivers, after their junction at Aldborough, 
take the name of the Ouse. From this town, its course 
is nearly south-east to York, south to Cathwood, where 
being increased by the junction of the Wharfe, it turns 
again to the south-east, and pursues that direction, with 
various windings, till it meets the Trent, and forms the 
Humber. : 

The Humber is a name almost exclusively given to 
the great estuary that divides Yorkshire from Lincoln- 
shire, being formed, as we have seen, principally of the 
Trent, and the Ouse, and of the streams which fall into 

two rivers. 
The river Medway rises from four sources ; the first 

at Crowherst in Surrey, the second at Stewards-mead 
in Sussex, the third at Goldwell, and the fourth at Big- 
gevheath, both in Kent. The first three soon unite 
their waters, and take a north-east direction to Tun- 
bridge and Maidstone, at which latter place they are 
joined by the fourth stream. The tide flows up hither, 
and the river is navigable for barges and other vessels 
of the burden of fifty tons. After ing Maidstone, 
the Medway turns with a long com by the‘north to 
the east, to reach Rochester and Chatham. Between 
this and Gillingham, which is about a mile and 
a to the north-east of it, some of the largest ships 
in the royal navy are usually laid up. Afterwards it 
winds with various curves to the eastward, till it joins 
the arm of the sea called the Swale, (which divides the 
isle of Shepey from the main land of Kent,) and then 
turning again northward, it enters the Nore near the 
mouth of the Thames, under. the fort of Sheerness. Its 
whole course is about 40 miles; and that circumstance 
considered, it is perhaps one of the deepest rivers in 
Europe. 

During the first part of its course, it is so buried 
within its banks, that it adds little to the scenery of the 
country through which it flows; but between Tun- 
bridge and Maidstone, the valley expands, and the cha- 
racter of the river is seen in its true light. This cha- 
racter is still more marked, after it winds round the 

sae Wahine. 0 (pert, ©, giand and iki ctacle. 
rom 

are marshy and uninteresting. to the 
sea is indicated by the immense number of masts which 
encompass Sheerness. 

Besides these rivers which we have described, the 

e. 
edway ' 
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following deserve notice. The Blackwater, which takes 
its rise near Saffron Walden, in Essex, and ing by 
Cc and Wetham, falls into the sea at 
in same county. 
that of the Blackwater: it winds th 

- 

5 
Suffolk, and after passing Colchester, falls into the sea 
between M sland and the main-land of Essex. 
The Stour divides this county from Suffolk ; it rises on 
the southern boundary of the latter county, and falls 
into the sea at Harwich ; near its mouth it is joined by 
the Orwell, which runs up to Ipswich. P, i 
northward, the next river of consequence which we 
meet with, is the Waveney, which forms part of the 
boundary between Norfolk and Suffolk, and unites with 
the Yare a little above Yarmouth. This river is navi- 

ble from Bungay. The Yare, which falls into the 
erman Ocean below Yarmouth, is navigable as high 

as Norwich, But the most important rivers in thi 
of England, are the Great and Little Ouse; the 

ormer rises on the borders of Northamptonshire and 
Oxfordshire, Its course, at first, is east, a little inclin- 
ing to the north h Buckinghamshire; it then 
bends to the south, with many windings, and reaches 
Bedford, where it becomes navigable ; it afterwards 
proceeds Huntingdonshire, Cambri i 
and the Isle of Ely, to the county of Norfolk ; and in~ 
clining more haan to the north, it falls into the 
Wash, beneath the walls of Lyn Regis. In its course, 
it receives the Nen from Northampton and Peter- 
borough ; the Cam, from Cambridge; the lesser Ouse 
from Norfolk ; and the Mildenhall from Suffolk ; all of 
them navigable rivers. The entire course of this river 
may be 100 miles. The character of this river through 
the whole of its course, is very tame and uninteresting. 
In the latter part of its course, it sinks into those great 
marshes that abound on this part of the eastern coast’ 
The Welland has its source between Lutterworth and 
Harborough ; and after flowing in a north-east and 
northerly direction, and separrine. Northam i 
from Leicestershire, Rutlandshire, and Linco! it 
contributes to form the Wash of Fosdyke. The Wi- 
tham falls into the sea at the same place, taking its rise 
north of Stamford, and pursuing a norther Sirection i 
by Grantham to Lincoln; it afterwards ges its 
course, and flowing first to the east and next to the 
south, its course is terminated near Boston. As the 
principal rivers which join the Trent have already been 
noticed, we shall to the Wear, This river 
rises to the north of the Tees; at Bis Auckland, 
it changes the south-easterly course which it had hither. 
to pursued, turns to the north-east, and after nearly 
surrounding the city of Durham, it flows northward to 
CheneeleSeees and then inclines a little to the east 
to reach Sunderland. . 
As the Tweed is rather a Scotch than an E 

river, we shall to a brief notice of the s¢ 
rivers in the west of England. The Eden, the first 
English river on the south-west border of Scotland, has 
its source in the moors of Westmoreland ; for a short 
way its course is to the north-east, after which it in- . 
clines to the north-west till it reaches , when it 
turns to the south-west to pass Carlisle: for the remain. 
der of its course, its direction is again north-west. At 
its mouth it meets the Eske, and beth rivers fall into 
the Solway Frith. The Ribble rises in the district of 
Craven ; it flows in a south-easterly direction, till it has 
passed Settle, when it turns south-west by Clithero, 

1 

i 
The source of the Chelmer is near “°e"S > ‘b¢ 

the middle of north of 
Essex, and Chelmsford, also discharges itself England. 
into 'the sca At Maldon, The Colne rises near Clare, i 

‘lish In the west 



name ; it next encom 
ton, soon after which it discharges itself by a broad 
sandy outlet. No rivers occur (except such as have 
been already described) that need detain us between 
the Ribble and the Wye. This latter river rises on the 
south side of Plinlimmon, near the source of the Se- 
vern. It flows at first towards the south, with a trifling 
inclination to the east; and this direction it pursues 

the great plain of Herefordshire ; but as it ap- 
Miciiiouth, its course is south and south-west. 

t falls into the mouth of the Severn near Chepstow. 
«© The romantic beauties of the Wye, which flows in a 

bed, between lofty rocks, clothed with hanging 
vera and here pi ph crowned with ruined castles, 
have employed the descriptive powers of the and 

mad frequently engage the curiosity of travel- 

Avon is a name which no fewer than seven rivers in 
rans prety Aiioema ay but of these, only the Upper 

id Lower Avon, and the Avon of Wiltshire and Hamp- 
shire, call for our notice. Our*account of the last we 

arwickshire, and, brin ing © large 
past the castle and town of Warwick, 

ate 
bending to the 

7" : : 
&§ a 
i i 

district of North Wiltshire, bordering on the 
. From these hills it flows with a 

into the vale that leads to Chippenham ; 

z & i 1 
rH H 

E z 

rie L it falls into the Bristol Channel at 
The coun’ gens which the “onsted 
in rich and picturesque ; but its 
ety. diate loured, after heavy rains, 

Wiltshire, and the ochry soil of 
tide: 

i a 

3 
Somersetshire. 

The Tamar, one of the most considerable rivers in 
the west of England, rises in a moor near Marving- 
tow, the most northern part of the county of Corn- 
wall: It pursues nearly a southerly course, by Tamer- 
ton, to the vicinity of Launceston ; at a distance 
from which, its current is increased by the small river 

. After their junction, it inclines to the east, 
unites with the Lyd and the Tavy. It now re- 

wood ; while ner’ down it receives the . 4 
of grandeur, from the numerous large vessels wi 
which its broad ing branches are crowded. 

None of the rivers in the south of England so 
VOL. VIM. PART I, 
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strongly Fesemble the bold’ character’ uf* the rivers of’ - Statistits. 
the north of England and of Scotland, as the Dart. It “—\~—~ 
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rises in the mountainous district of Dartmoor, and first 
descends southward, and then inclines considerably to 
the east before it leaves that part of the country. “Af- 
terwards its winding course is to the south-east, as-it 
passes Totness, and falls into the sea between Dart- 
mouth and Kingsweare. It is icularly distinguish- 
ed for its rapidity; and this character it retains even 
after it leaves those mountains which inclose its source. 
When it descends into the rich plains of the southern 
ep Devonshire, its character is changed ; and a 
ittle to the west of Ashburnham, it forms a charmi ng 
valley, through which it flows in a placid stream, At 
Totness it is joined by the tide, when its character 
again changes ; now exhibitin , ina striking union, its 
original boldness and its openers beauty, rolling, in 
a majestic stream, between hills covered with vegeta- 
tion, woods, and villages, disclosing new beauties at 
every curve, and Preemiting a rs oe to the ad- 
jacent country, varied perpetually in its form and 
attendant features. Nearer its mouth, the hills that in- 
close its channel become more lofty, while the river, 
winding between their wooded and rocky bases, passes 
the hamlet of Kingsweare on its eastern, and the irre- 
gular town of Dartmouth on its western bank, 

a deep valley, it flows southward, with a little bending 
to the west, to Exeter. From this city, its course is 
rather to the east of the South, as it forms a grand es- 
tuary to Exmouth, where it meets the sea, 
striking circumstance attending the course of this river, 
is the sudden change of character which it undergoes, 
from a furious torrent to a placid rivulet, as it descends 
from its mountainous origin into verdant meadows. 
This striking change of feature takes place, when it 
forces itself a passage through the wild hills néar 
Minehead, into a valley, whose sides are richly clothed 
with wood ; but the valle through which it floes does 
not become expanded till the Exe is joined by the Culm. 
From their junction, it flows through a district of un- 
common richness and beauty. 

None of the rivers of Dorsetshire present any cir- 
cumstance which calls for notice: their course is not 
long, nor is the country through which they flow dis- 
ingui either for much beauty or fertility. We 

iy retina rvs to the sp rae of the 
Hampshire iltshire Avon. This river springs 
from three sources ; one near Marlborough, ee the 
two others between Marlborough and the Devizes. Af- 
ter these branches unite, the Avon flows to the South, 
forming a valley between Marlborough Downs and Sa- 
lisbury plain. It passes by Amesbury, and under Old 
Sarum, to Sali . On one side of this city it is 
joined by the Willey, and on the other by the Bourne. 
After this junction, the Avon continues to flow ina 
southward direction, through a part of the New Forest, 
by Ringwood, till the Stour meets it at Christ Church, 
when it falls into the English Channel. By the aid of 
the tide, large ships up to Christ Church; and a 
few miles above this p navigation by locks com- 
mences, which continues to the vicinity of Salisbury. 
From this description of its course, it will be seen, that - 
the country which it flows is generally desti- 
tute of beauty, not remarkable for its fertility ; but: 

46 
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the Avon attracts our notice, from the wonderful rem- 
nants of antiquity, to which, if we follow the course 
of its stream, we shall be conducted, Stonehenge, 
Amesbury, Harridon. Hill, Gainsborough Castle, and 
Old Sarum, are the most striking and celebra- 
ted of these remains. As this river, however, ap- 
proaches the New Forest, it has claims.on the admira- 
tion of the man of taste. The country now becomes 
delightfully wooded, the river forming a vale, with the 
forest on one side, and various gentlemen's seats on the 
other; below Ringwood it loses this interesting cha- 
racter, and a sandy level succeeds, which accompanies 
it nearly to its mouth. 
We have thus described, not only the principal rivers 

of England, but also those which may be deemed of a 
mained, rank; and we have rendered our deserip- 
tion, of their course, and of their peculiar and 
distinguishing feature, full and minute, because thus 
we thought we should best exhibit a just and impres- 
sive picture of this part of the physiognomy of the 
country. From our account and iption, it will-be 
abundantly evident, that England ‘numerous 
rivers, not only of great utility for the purposes of 
agriculture and commerce, but of beauty or gran- 
deur, as forming features in the . In some 
districts of England: and Wales, ‘the beauty and‘gran- 
deur ‘are much increased by the lakes, to a brief de- 
scription of the most celebrated of which we shall now 

“ In Huntingdonshire, from the low and level situa- 
tion of the county, and near neighbourhood of the fens, » 
there are several lakes, The most remarkable are 
Brick-meer, Ug-meer, Wittlesey-meer, Ramsey-meer, 
and Benwick-meer. Of these, Wittlesey-meer is by - 
-much the largest. Formerly there to have 
been a navigation from Peterborough to this meer, and 
from thence to Ramsey ; but now, since some part of 
the county is drained, bounds of these lakes are very 
much reduced. In Cheshire there are also several 
lakes, which likewise have the name of meers, but none 
of them are of considerable extent. Auncers the most 
distinguished are -meer, Comber-meer, ar) 
aleibpand Picea They are rather singular 
beautiful, a river, or at least a rivulet, running ‘out of 
each of them. In Wales there are many lakes, there 
being scarcely a single county without them; but in 
Cardiganshire and Caernarvonshire, they:are the most 
abundant or remarkable. In Breckn ire there is 
a singular lake, called Lyn Savadhan. It lies near the 
town of Brecon, and is two miles long, and nearly the 
same in breadth. When the spring advances, and the 
ice breaks, it makes a great noise, resembling long:and 

- repeated claps of thunder, so.as to be heard at a consi- 

- Pembrokeshire, is noted for rumblin 
derable distance. Bosherton-meer, near Stackpole, in 

noises on diffe- 
rent parts of it ; by attending to which, the people who 
live near it are:said to be able to predict the weather. 

_ Lyn Tegid, in. Merionethshire, called by the English 
Pemble-meer, is represented. as being never raised 
above its, banks, by land floods, heavy rains, or’ the 
melting: of snow ; ‘yet storms:of wind commonly, if not 

In Cumber- 
land, West- 

Moreland, 

and Lanca- 
shire. 

constantly, make it overflow. 
But the most celebrated of the English lakes are si- 

tuated in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire. 
. These are. Ullswater, Thirlmere or Leatheswater, Der- 
went-water, -Bassenthwaite-water, Overwater, Lowes- 
water, Ennerdale-water, Wast-water, Burnmoor Tarn, 
Devock-water, Tindale Tarn, Talkin Tarn, ‘Tarnwad- 
ling, Winander-mere, and Coniston-mere. 

“went-water, or the: 

ENGLAND. 
Ullswater is situated partly in Westmoreland and 
tly in Cumberland. It is about nine miles long, 

ut ‘at its greatest width little more than one. Its 
shores are uncommonly bold, and the fells which are 
in its. neighbourhood. rise with sublimity ; yet, 
notwithstanding the vastness of accompaniments, 
Ullswater retains a character of high and impressive 
dignity. This character is intermixed with one little 
less striking, of a more mild and captivating 
nature: The rocks of the lake, and of its wear 
celebrated for reverberating sounds, so that, by the in- 
troduction of a few French horns and clarionets, ac- 
sre to Gilpin, “ the whole lake is transformed into 
a kind of 
seems 

ical scene, in which ev: ontory 
by aérial beings, pact oer other 

in celestial music!” Thirlmere, or Leatheswater, is a 
narrow irregular sheet of water, about three miles in 
length. It skirts the huge base of aan ; itis si- 
tuated in the interior of a very sequestered district ; and 
its shores being for the most part naked and rocky, it 
displays a scene of desolation, heightened in no trifling 

by the huge masses of stone which appear to 
have fallen from Helvellyn. The i on made on 

os to beauty, it has undoubted 
man of taste: “ The soft undulation of its 

frequently with heightened 
colouring ; the fantastic wildness of the rocks, and th 
magnificence of the amphitheatre they form, are cir- 
— cones view of oe ate on es 
and tranquil: ‘pn, visited by moon-light, 
the prong th ope th frowning mountains—the re- 
flected light of the moon on the unrippled surface of 
the water—and the silence of the night, only broken 
by the murmurs of the water-falls, sare. ed as 

ing the mind with inconceivable: 
About three miles to, the north of Derwent-water, 

Bassenthwaite-water, or Brood-water,, is situated : it is ter, 
about four miles long, and at one end nearly a mile 
across ; but-at the other end,. its breadth is not more 
than oe arter of a mile. hea tee 3 oe 
the s ing scenery, which. give to. lake a 
striking character: on the. east of it is the beau- 
tiful and extensive vale.of Bassenthwaite, beyond which 
-Skiddaw rears its lofty head ; on the west, mountains, 
low in comparison with Skiddaw, fall, ly to the 

water's edge, disclosing here and there »patches of 
cultivation, and partly covered:with thick woods, The 
situation of Overwater is naked, andthe neither 
sufficiently picturesque or sublime, ta,engage the atten- 
tion of such as have already viewed the of Der- 

-of Ullswater, Itis about 
half a mile in length, and rather. more than a quarter of a 
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iia ites tide: Dotventritien tp. eantiful lake, -but its 

7 

is of a somewhat different character from that 
of Derwent-water; woodland and cultivated fields, 
finely intermixed, ornament its borders, while its south- 
ern shore is bounded by some lofty eminences, descend- 
ing in some parts precipitately to the water: the north 
shore is more humble, and soon softens into an open 

. It is about a mile long, and a quarter broad. 
None of the lakes in this part of England have juster 
claims to the character of picturesque, than Crummock- 
water; the barren Mollbreak, and other lofty mountains, 
border the western bank of this lake, while its oppo- 
site shores “‘ are much indented, and varied with low 

tories, little eae and trees 
seattered among small farms ; the whole terminating in 

scene 
_ manner from the superior eminences.” On each side 

a chain of mountains; sonte naked, others 
to their bases; “ some verdant, some rocky and 
and some covered with ‘red shiver, which 
down their furrowed sides, iting a singu- 

lar appearance.” > seiner ne agrees Naren 
po hare rh ar mk gs per ir be arn 

Buttermere. About a mile south from this lake, Buttermere-water 
is situated, being from it by a fine, level, and 
luxuriant vale. A range of mountains, rising 

from the margin of the water, hem in its west- 
; its eastern shores rise more gently, and are 

) adorned with wood. This lake, though undoubt- 
Priy Lenutifal, le mere descrrediy celebrated for the 
cataracts which are near its southern extremity, and 

for the water-fall, called Scale-force, about 
a mile a half to the west of it. The le of But- 
termere is rather more than a mile and a * and its 
breadth about half'a mile. Ennerdale-water is guarded 
on side ‘the’ west; by wild and fio Si ae 

n 1s 

: it | : | : a3 it : IE : i f) . 

Funese un li fe iti i 
F i 

a tract to direct the of the curious 
pi er of this Lilie do hae iver tore 

. Devock-water is a little larger, occu- 
acres, It.is situated among the hills, 
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about five miles south-east from Ravenglass. Talkin- 
tarn includes a space of about 40 acres. ‘This Jake, as 
well as. Tindale-tam, which covers about 50 acres; is 
situated among the black moors, a few miles’ to the 
south-east of of Brompton. 
waters on a naked and barren common, about one mile 
to the westward of the river Eden, at Armaithwaite, 
above which it rises 600 feet perpendicular. It covers 
about 100 acres. , 

Winandermere is a lake, that serves-as'a boundary 
between the counties of Westmoreland and Lancaster. 
It occupies an area of about 15 miles in length. Its 
average breadth is about one mile’ Its greatest depth, 
near Eccles-cri , has been ascertained to be 
200 feet. In the inidddie of the stream, a smooth rock 
forms the bottom of this lake. The sides, in many 
places, are dicular, and in some they continue 
so for a mile without interruption. This lake is prin- 
cipally formed, or fed, by four rivulets. The Brathay 
and Rothay join at its west corner; and about four 
miles lower down, on the east side, Troutbeck river 
descends from the falls, and’ falls into the Mere. At 
Causey-beck, its waters are further augmented by 
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Tarn-waddling spreads its " 

Winander- 

a small rivulet called Estwaite-water. The waters - 
of Winandermere fall generally with great rapidity, 
at its south end, which terminates at Newly-bridge, 
through the channel of the Leven water, and in their 
course form several cascades over the craggy rocks. 
The character of this lake many striking 
beauties, with just so much of the romantic, as to vary 
and enliven those beauties. Its sides are finely skirted 
with rich and pi e scenery, and the effect is 
greatly heightened by several small islands, some of 
which are ornamented with castellated buildings. Co- 
niston lake is situated about four miles west from 
Hawkshead : pack peer , poet six aeand its 
greatest , three quarters of a mile in breadth, and 
in depth about 40 fathoms. It is chiefly characterised 
by the nature of its shores, which are frequently in- 
dented,: and open into small bays, in a variety of 
forms. 

CHAP. III. 

Meteorology of England. — 
Witn to climate, England, from its situation General de- 

in the northern part of the temperate zone, cannot en- scription of 
jo , or in great vividness, the 
oy hone and from its being an island, it is exposed to 
great variations of dryness and moisture, as well as of 
eat and cold, at all seasons ; indeed, its atmosphere is 

inclined to be chilly and damp, and is therefore not so 
favourable to the ri “agi wth of the pro- 
auctions of the earth. | Th ci, pep, however ne 
country in Europe, whi isplays such a rich and 
beautifal verdure, for such a large 4) em pied the year; 
since the rigour of its winter is seldom so pei te 
lasting, as to destroy this verdure by cold, and the 
heats of its summer, interrupted by cooler weather, and 
refreshed by frequent showers, do not wither up the 

ial influence of the climate. 

On the continent of Europe, the period when Seasons un- 
the different seasons may be 
mode in which they will commence, and 
their durations uninterrupted by unseasonable weather, 
can safely be predicted and relied ; but in Eng- 
land it is quite the reverse. The winter months, in- 
deed, are gen reckoned to be December, January, 
and February. spring months, March, April, and 

4s 

to artive, the certain. 
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May; the summer months, June, July, amd a. 5 ; 
pos the autamn months, September, October, No- 
vember ; but it never happens that the seasons respec- 
tively confine themselves to these months; not unfre- 
quently in the month of Jan or February, a fo- 
reigner, unaccustomed to our climate, would imagine 
that spring was about to commence ; the air is mild and 
balmy, the buds begin to burst forth ; the birds, which 
the rigour of winter had kept from sight, again make 
their appearance ; and the whole face of nature seems to 
rejoice. This, perhaps, continues for the space of aweek 
or two; when suddenly a gloomy change takes place, 
and winter resumes its power, Open and mild weather 
is also not unfrequently seen even in December, espe- 
cially towards the beginning of that month ; indeed, in 
all parts of England, little or no frost is expected be- 
fore Christmas ; this is almost the only, circumstance 
respecting an English winter that can be anticipated 
with tolerable confidence ;, the nature of the winter, 
with respect to severity, and the duration of it, those 
who have had the longest experience of our climate, 
and paid the greatest and most minute and particular 
attention to its changes, and to the apparent or pro- 
bable signs of its changes, are totally unable to predict. 
In one respect, however, our winters differ even when 
they are most severe, from the winters of countries 
which lie under the same latitude on the continent; 
for while the apart of Holland and Germany are 
every winter locked up with ice, those of England are 
never known to suffer this inconvenience. 
We have said that December, January, and Feb & 

are generally reckoned the winter months ; but as the 
weather in the two latter is not unfrequently much 
milder than proper and regular winter weather, so, on 
the contrary, the weather of what are called the spring 
months, March, April, and May, is very frequently the 
reverse of spring weather. March is almost always a 
wet and boisterous month, except in those few cases 
in which the rigours of winter extend into it. Its 
moisture is so great, as to have given rise to the Eng- 
lish proverb, “a peck of March dust is worth a king’s 
ransom.” The month of April is usually mild and 
moist, and spring again, after having made a feeble ef- 
fort to resume its authority in January or February, 
attempts, but too frequently with as little success, to 
establish its power ; for May, which on the continent 
is a month of uncommon blandness, and to which, 
even in England, notwithstanding our almost uniform 
disappointment, we ascribe the same quality, seldom 
appears, or at least advances far, before easterly winds 
set in, which, to the feelings, are as cold as the coldest 
winds during the frosts of winter, and which most ef- 
fectually in all cases check, and in many instances to- 
oly blast, the fruit v tion, 

ence it appears, in England, the season of 
spring can scarcely be said to exist; certainly, not to 
go forward, increasing in beauty and interest, till it 
expands into the season of summer. But though an 
English spring is thus uncertain, interrupted, and short, 
it has charms of its own, to which, in a great degree, 
the same season on the continent is a stranger; for 
there are almost every year, and nearly over the whole 
of England, days, and a agp Pye during which 
eee proceeds regu , and without check, and 
when the air possesses all the balminess and mildness 
of summer, without its oppressive heat. Indeed, with 
respect both to the spring and summer of England, it 
may justly be observed, that, amidst all their uncer- 
tainty and interruption, they favour us with weather, 
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such as, (it may be, perhaps, from the relish and con-. 
trast which that pryteny d and imterruption reve.) 
even at the period of their highest perfection, they do. 
not exbibit on the continent. 

The summer of England scarcely ever makes its ap- Summer. 
pearance before the middle or end of June. The first. 
part of this month, though occasionally mild, too often 
partakes of the cold Seek weds May ; so that, 
strictly speaking, May and inning of June fall 
under no division of the year. weather, during, 
the prevalence of the easterly winds, is as cold as that 
of winter; but it is not winter; and assuredly there. 
are no signs of spring, while these winds continue. 
Generally, therefore, vegetation makes little advance: 
towards the luxuriance of summer, till the middle or. 
end of June. At this period, in the south of d,, 
the country is uncommonly beautiful ; but in the north- 
ern counties, the weather is still very often cold and; 
ungenial. July, August, and September, may be said. 
to be real summer months over the whole kingdom; 
but slight frosts sometimes occur during the nights of. =~ 
September, even in the south; while, on the other 4 vin» 
hand, the month of October, in this part of England, 
is often mild, dry, and settled. In the northern coun- 
ties, this month may be said to be the beginning of 
winter ; or, more properly speaking, of that raw, un- 
settled, wet weather, which always precedes winter in 
this island. November seldom advances far, before it, 
brings the same kind of weather to the southern coun-, 
ties, attended in London and its vicinity, with thick. 
fogs and mists. 

Such is the climate of England, generally , it 
but it will be necessary to be more particular, . 

of the ki k 
north of England, the spring, summer, and autumn 
willbe thore backward. less oxtail aiiiiestae te, 
ration, than in the southern of the kingdom. The 
temperature there is not only colder, but it is also mois- 
ter. The winters are likewise more severe, Po : 
lon: ce Gata so that, to the, nara ot. She ASAE 
and the Humber, the seasons of spring an mer. 
may be reckoned to be nearly a fortnight Tater in their 
commencement, than they are in the south and south. 
western counties, while the autumn. is. shorter, , 
more frequently interrupted with frosts during the, 

It is sufficiently obvious, that in the ?™™* 

— 

3, Difference | 

1 to of climate — 
describe the difference of climate in the different in differen 

night. It may be doubted, however, whether the win- In the north 
ter in the north of England is more severe, w and south 
pared with the winter in the south of Trldeds is the 
same proportion as the spring and summer are | 
and warmer ; at least, in the southern counties, parti-. 
cularly in those which lie in the vicinity of London, the. 
winters are nearly equal in severity, ee ea 
not in length, to the winters of the counties to the : 
of the Mersey and the Humber. 

Besides the difference between the climate of the, 
north and south of England, there is also a difference snd nen 
between the climate of the eastern and western coun-° 
ties. The climate of the latter is much more moist, 
and at the same time milder than the climate of the 
eastern counties. This circumstance arises from three _ 

Atlantic Ocean, the extreme prevalence of westerly 
winds, and the ridge of hills, described, whi 
runs along the western side of the ki 
lantic Ocean saturates the westerly win 
mense quantities of vapours, which being intercepte 

by the range of hills, fall in rain. Th 
the kingdom, not receiving these wi 

in their 
eastern side 
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London, 23.32 inches; at West Bridgford, 26.27; at Statistics. 

un In 1795; at "v=" 
‘London, 18.15; at West Bridgford, 24.64; at Lan- 

till they have given out their vapours, is much less sub- 
ject to rain ; but, on the other hand, from being more 
exposed to the cold and piercing east winds, its tempe- 
rature is less pleasant, ager during the summer 
months. It is well known that the temperature of the 
ocean is more le than that of the land; and, of 
‘course, at least in our latitudes, milder during winter, 
and not so warm during the summer: hence, the wes- 
tern counties, being e: to the winds from the At- 
lantic Ocean, ly experience a winter rather 
moist than severe. Snow seldom lies in this part of the 
nee for any length of time. This remark applies 

ith peculiar force to the south-western counties of 
England, particularly Cornwall and Devonshire, which 
part Fore ag to the winds both from the Bristol and 
Eng mel, is favoured with uncommonly mild 

The science of meteorology is, even in this inquisi- 
tive and enlightened age, so little advanced, and so 
bare of facts, occ hah cae eae Pecacna to give 
particular details, ei rere temperature, or 
quantity of rain, which would accurately correct, 

cept such as relate 

ot pid Ant y otha le acters ens 
ties : it ma , a greater proportion of 
SURIMRIIS bis Che eotth-ieesterh cond Cocemared Yith.comn= 
ties that are situated on the south-eastern side of the 
island. The ion of rain which fell in the course 
of a year at Townley, in Lancashire, was measured, 

of a century ago, and compared with.the 
ity which fell during the same of time at 
inster, in Essex ; on an average of six years, from 

1700 to 1705, inclusive, it that there fell at 
Townly 42} inches, while at Axminster there fell only 
19} inches. The eh ome pe Backbeat 
observed to fall in the county of Rutland, in the course 
of the year, is 20} inches. At Selbourne, in Hamp- 
shire, where the is rather hilly, the average 
quantity of rain which fell annually, between 1780 and 
peers 36.98 inches. ne 

er’ no circumstance more evidently and strong- 
ly proves the variableness of our atone aber 
to rain, than the following facts, detailed by Dr Hex- 
ham, concerning the quantity of rain which fell in cer- 
tain years in Devonshire. T can be no doubt, that 
in county, the climate is not only much moister, 
but the actual quantity of rain that is much great- 
er, than in the south and south-eastern counties; and 
yet he informs us, that in 1731, the rain which fell 
measured only 17 inches, and 266 10ths ; in 1741, 20 
row daa 10ths ; and in 1743, 20 inches and 908 
10ths. : 

Ita , from a meteorological journal ke 
Major Rooke, that the quantity of am which one, 
the four following places in the year 1798, was as fol- 
lows: -London, 26.22 inches; West Bri Not- 
ti shire, 27.22; Lancaster, 48.19; Kendal, 60.85. 
A comparison of the quantities. of rain which 
ible, these pce ner be my by the following 
tab! iven by we in his Agricultural Survey. 
of the County of Nottingham; In 1794, there fell ct 
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Lancaster, 50.81; and at Kendal, 69.65. 

caster, 48.98 ; and at Kendal, 57.98. In 1796, at Lon- 
don, 17.86; at West Bridgford, 18.16 ; at Langar, also 
in Notti ire, 19.212; at Lancaster, 37.4; and 
at Kendal, 45.24. The fall of rain this year at Hull, 
was 22.98. In-the year 1802, there fell at London 
15.12 inches; while at Brecon the quantity was 26.25. 
The average gauge of rain at Sheffield is 33 inches in a 
year, which is about a medium betwixt what falls in 
Lancashire and on the eastern coast. At Langrove, in 
Shropshire, a register was kept of the dry and wet days 
for the years 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, and 1801 ; 
the result of which is, that in 1796, there were 20] 
dry days, and 164 wet; in 1797, 184 dry, and 181 
wet ; in 1798, the same ; in 1799, 148 dry, and 217 
wet; in 1800, 161 dry, and 204 wet; and in 1801, 
163 dry, and 202 wet. In Staffordshire, the annual 
rains generally exceed 36 inches ; whereas, in Worces- 
tershire, under the same meridian of longitude, they: 
fall short of $0 ;—a proof of what was remarked above, 
that those northern counties which lie as far to the west 
as the southern counties, in general have a moister cli- 
mate. 

In 1806, the fall of rain at Chertsey, in Surrey, was 
25 inches; at London, 27; at Dip, in Norfolk, 25; at 
Chatsworth, in Derbyshire, 30 ; at Horncastle, in Lin- 
colnshire, 26; at Notti , 25; at Hull, 30; at 
Lancashire, 40; at Dalton, in Lancaster, 49; and at 
Kendal, 53 inches. ' 
From the observations on the quantity of rain which Quantity 

fell at Liverpool, for a period of 18 years, beginning 
with the year 1775, made by Mr He 
master at that place, it ap , that the mean annual 
quantity of ram which falls at that place, is 34.4168 
inches ; and that the mean falls of rain in each month, 
and each season of the year, on an average of the same 
period, were as follows: February, 1.8471; March, 
1.5227; April, 2.1041 :—mean fall in the spring, 5.4739. 
May, 2.5729 ; June, 2.8159; July, 3.6628 :—mean fall 
in summer, 9.056. August, 3.3106; September, 3.6544; 
October, 3.7239:—mean fall in autumn, 10.6889. No- 
vember, 3.4408; December, 3.2876; January, 2.1741: 
—mean fall in winter, 8.9025. At Dover, the mean 
annual fall is 3752 inches; at Garsdale, which is a nar- 
row valley, 13 miles to the north-east of Kendal, the 
quantity of rain that fell in the year 1777 was 49.5290 
inches, and the number of rainy days 222. In the 
year 1778, the quantity of rain was 61.3660 inches ; 
and the number of rainy days 249: and in the year 
1779, the quantity of rain was 45.999 inches, and the 
number of rainy days 197. : ; 

The comparative wetness of the climate in the north- 
west of England, will further appear from the follow- 
ing results of an account of the quantity of rain which 
fell at Manchester during eight 
1793, both inclusive. In 1786, 
on which rain or snow fell, was 207, and the quantity 
of rain 40.5; in 1787, there were 2 iny or snowy 
days, and the quantity of rain 47.5 ; in the ‘year 1783, 
rain or snow fell on 178 days, and the ity of rain 
was 27.15; in.1789, there were 263 days on which 
rain or snow fell, and the quantity of rain was 51 inclies; 
in 1790, there were 210 of such days, and the rain 
amounted to paar helene in ohh rain or —_—— 
on 233 days, an quantit, rain was 44 inches ; 
in 1792, } rare 248 sleyeros rain or snow, and the 
quantity of rain was 55.25 inches; and in the year 

utchinson, dock 2 Liver- 

of years. 

ears, from 1786 to At Man- 

number of days chester. 
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1798, rain or snow fell on 233 days, and the quan 
of rain amounted to 36.5 inches. — 

ity of | The midland counties in England receive, as might 
pomeny be expected, nearly the medium quantity of rain 
midland 
counties. 

In the north 
western 

part. 

Near the 

General re- 
sults. 

falls on the western and eastern coasts ; or rather, per- 
haps, the quantity that falls in them nearer 
to the quantity that falls on the éastern than the wes- 
tern coast. Even in Derbyshire, though a mountain- 
ous district, much less rain falls than in Lancashire, or 
even Staffordshire or Shropshire, as will be evident 
from the following result, from a. state of the falls of 
rain at Chatsworth, in Derbyshire, for the years 1777, 
1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, and 1783. . The ave- 
rage for the annual falls of these seven years, is 27,389 
inches: the average falls in each month, ac- 
cording to the seasons, is as follows: In February, 
1,673 inches; in March, 1,269; in April, 2.725—mean 
tall in spring, 5.667:—~in the month of May, 2.285; 
in June, 1.944; in July, 2.734—mean fall in sum- 
mer, 6.968:—in August; 2.033; in September, 
3.173; in October; 3,288 :—mean fall in. autumn, 
8.944:—in November, 2.183; in December, 2.175; 
in January, 1.853—mean fall in winter, 6.211. From 
this account, it will be seen, that in this part of 
Derbyshire, at least, more rain falls in the autumn 
quarter than in any other quarter of the year, and Jess 
in the spring quarter; while the rain. that falls in the 
summer and winter quarters, is nearly equal in quan- 
tity. By referring back to the account which, has been 
given of the mean fall of rams at Liv for each 
ae it will be Sessa that the same is the case there. 

is remark, as far as it ies to ire, is con- 
firmed by the result of Pinamnegirg warn ve of 
rain that fell at Chatsworth during a subsequent period 
of re Ti ere ing with the year ene 
average for the whole period of 14 years, during 
season of the year, Uen-as follows: Spring, 4.959 ; 
summer, 7.547; autumn, 8.181; and winter, 6.686. 
It has also been remarked, that as we proceed north- 
ward, along the western coast, the quantity of rain 
which falls annually increases. Thus, the mean annual 
quantity of rain which falls in Liverpool, has been as- 
certained to be 34.41 inches ; whereas, at Lancaster, 
from an account of the rain that fell there, during the 
omg 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, and 1790, 
br i by Dr Campbell, it appears that the mean annual 

amounts to 40.3 inches. At this place, also, the 
greatest quantity of rain falls during the autumn months, 
or more strictly speaking, during the months of July. 
August, and Rersonaber which circumstance, when 
we come to the consideration of the most alent 
winds in different of the kingdom, be satis- 

The. he Vicinity of 
subject to comparatively trifling falls of rain. There 
are not data sufficiently accurate, and the result of ob-« 
servations continued for a sufficient 1 of time, to 

ve this so decisively as could be wished ; but the fol- 
ing details of the annual quantity of rain at Y 

bury, near W. 
don, which fell during five years, may be admitted as 
sufficient that 

larities in the adjoining counties, the quantity of rain 
will be ascertained to be nearly similar. In 1787, there _ 
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here Ressareaies 1s raps retiacetes falls, as w is 
upwards of 60 inches ; and even where. the situation is 
not i the north-western counties are expo- 
sed to t falls of rain; as we advance on this side 
of dto the south, the quantity of rain dimi- 
nishes, though it is probable, that in the mountainous 

much less than in the north-western counties. Per- 
haps the county in which the Jeast i i 
falls is os igen 70 pest 
the quantity of rain at er, it would appear 
very latges test the account was kept for too short a 
period to justify any positive and general inference. 
With respect to the seasons of the year, when the 
test quantity of rain falls in different parts of the 

Eclarlanepsvsameld: woene. ited athe auaiaens aeeniians 

as nearly as to the truth. : : 
In order that the relative quantity of rain, which falls Tabular 
ee ee ies of I 
be more clearly and satisfactorily 
pared, the following tabular view is subjoined, with the 
number of years annexed to each place, during which 
the observations were made : 

Mean an- 
Counties Maritime. Places. nual 

Cumberland, . Keswick, 7 years,. .. .. » 67.5 
vale visth ants © Caslisle, ¥ You As yy ae) 20.2 
Westmoreland, Kendal, 11 years, . ~- 598 

Pp teens Fellfoot, 8 years, ...... 55.7 
PV ae Waith Sutton, 5 years, . . . 46 
Lancashire, . .. . Lancaster, 10 years, 4... 45 
SLAs ee eor ate cate Li , 18 years, .... 34.4 
Bah oat et tte M , 9 years, . ae 
Pye i a ea Townley, 15 eee ee 

lingden, 2 years, ... §- 
PPE LEME eh . Dalton, 1 year, ... +++ 4 

| “of rain. Statistics, ip sep iaace sesh dears i 
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| Mean an- ton has endeavoured to ascertain what proportion is Statistics. 
——— Counties Maritime. Feces. nual depth. disposed of by the former means, in order that hemay “"y"—” 

Gloucestershire, . . Bristol, 3 years, ....... 29.2 he able to determine the quantity of evaporation. Ac- Quatitinat 
Somersetshire,... . Bridgewater, 3 years,. . . . 29.3 cording to his calculations, the ‘Thames carries annual- ae 
shrpeeY chines «Minehead, .... 2. -.4.. 31.3 ly into the ocean, 166,624,128,000 cubic feet of water, charged 
Cornwall, . . . . . Ludguan, near Morten - or little more than of all the rain and dew in from the 

bay;5 years, ..... Rnglenth see WY aebio 6 Fear. According to the same Principal 
w ageatoreay amie place, 1 year, ... 29.9 author,the Severn and the Humber carry down as much ™”*™ 
Devonshire, . . . - Plymouth, 2 years,.....46.5 water ively as the Thames. The counties of Kent, 
UP. yehek Silo She ofa MOROter yes, 215 ewials as sie BS Sussex, pshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, 
Hampshire, . . . . Selbourne, 9 years, . .. . . 37.2 and Somersetshire, from the Medway to the Lower’ A-~ 
...aaee +... Byfield, 7 years, ....' . 25.9 von inclusively, do not contain many rivers; but as 
Kent, .......- Dover, 5 years,....... 37.5 they are supplied by an extent of country equal to 
ee Upminster, ......+- ++ 19.5 11,000 square miles, whereas the extent of country 
Norfolk, . ... .. Norwich, 13 years,..... 25.5 from which the waters of the Thames are drawn is on- 
de rstcwhane i . » Dip, lL year,... 2. 6+ +s 25 ly 600 square miles, it may be concluded, that the 
Yorkshire,. . . . . Barrowby,near Leeds, 6years,27.5. quantity of water which the rivers in these counties 
wie) otal ss slots oi Reprybridge, » ....+ » - - 26:6: carry into the ocean is 14 times the quantity that the 
“fe igs tine tn Heep A Bi Thames carries. Mr Dalton supposes, that the rivers 

Ce y of Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, from the 

Aah actiotarsossdilintelt Te hotcand. irc «0133 Humber to the Thames, (as the quantity of rain that 
wis eee ee oo Hull, 2 years,........ 26.98 falls in this district is comparativ , and as the 
Northumberland, . Wi , 1 year, ...+ 21.2 country through which they flow is very flat,) do not 
‘Lincolnshire, . . . Hi Lyyear,, «. 6.0» 26 amount to more than half the size of the Thames, al- 
Sussex, «..... Chi Sn eerrer npr | are drawn from 7000 secure In 

Counties Yotend Places. , Means. Wales, from the Wye to the Dee, includi e latter, 
wigan London, 7 Bie . 23 Ghore’ are about 6009 ssnusiadton, tonto sorteedt the wa- 
‘s We; ST paths 9 years 20.7 ters of the rivers of this district are drawn ; and in the 
Spt dais” Scith Lyear, ....., 25. northern counties of Lancashire, Westmoreland, Cum- 

Hertfordshire, . Th ORea are, 5 years, "95 -berland, Northumberland, and Durham, with part of 
Cheshire, and a small part of Yorkshire, from the Mer- “Hunti ire, Kimbolton, 5 years,.... . E.: <'2 Chadewect: 18 fon, oy sey, round by the Tweed, to the Tees, there are about 

f | 

The observations of attentive meteorologists have as- 
certained, that in this country it generally rains less in 
‘March than in November, in the proportion, on a me- 
dium, of 7 to 12 ; less in April than in October, in the 

: ion of | to 2; and less in May than in Septem- 
‘ber, at least the chances for this are as 4 to 3. 

of The.nature of the climate of England, with regard 
determi- .to-moisture, cannot, however, be 

-ned, unless the ity of dew that falls ann 

tions or experi accuracy 
«tion to be relied upon. Dr Hales. thinks, that. the 
quantity of dew that falls on. moist earth in this coun- 
‘try is 3.28 inches ; bat Mr Dalton justly remarks, that 
~this quantity is too small, as the dew which is i- 
‘ted:on grass is much more copious. than. what on 
-moist earth. Heuce, he is dis; to take the dew at 
5 inches annually, and thus to reckon that 36 inches of 
water is ited, at a.medium, on the sur- 
face of the earth in .and Wales, reckoning 31 
for rain, and 5 for dew, which is equal to 28 cubic 
nee a ig 115 thousand millions of tons in weight 
nearly. 

Closel connected with this branch of the meteoro- 
logy of England and Wales, is that which the 

_ter, 

27.8 . 4 r . aber 
é ‘ 8000 square miles, from which the rivers in this dis- 
 Steeia aire Gundle’ ti fears’ 2.21 gg) trict are supplied with water. As there are, in both 
Picci ay wb IR bese fhe 26.95 these districts, a number of considerable rivers, 
tiie 0 tS, Pe haha : "96 and as the rains, it is probable, on an average, are dou~ 
Wekeisteithie, 82 SEE. ray * 29 ble what they are in the south-eastern counties of the 
N ottinghamshire, N. eng et aera 25 i » Mr Dalton thinks they cannot be estimated 

i De PP 3 ee ae at less than four times the Thames. 
It then, by this estimation, that the water 

ied off by all the rivers in England and Wales may 
amount to nine times that carried off by the Thames ; 
or 13inches of rain. Hence it follows, that the annual 
evaporation in this country is equal to 23 inches of wa< 

“With to the second branch of the 
of Eugland, the temperature of the atmosphere, as as- ture. 
certained by the thermometer, it may be remarked 

of the metro- 
— rather, however, to the west than to the east of it. 

ith respect. to. cold, ae 
eastern counties are more liable to great degrees of it 
than the north-western ; and it may generally be re- 
marked, that there is not nearly so great a difference 
between the north and south of England, in the tenipera- 
-ture.of the winter, as in the temperature of the sum- 
mer months, 

the year. Perhaps the district of in which the 
thermometer rises to the greatest height during the 

cinity 

Having premised these general observations, we shall Tempera- 
evaporation, which takes place from the surface of the 

As it is evident, that all the water which falls 
in the form of rain or. dew, must either be carried into 
the sea by some river, or.be raised.in vapour, Mr Dal- 

now proceed to follow the same plan, with regard to ture in dif- 
the state of the, thermometer in different parts of the ferent 

_ kingdom, as we have already done with respect to the Pl 
. quantity.of rain, | 
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Sutistics. It appears, from an aceount kept by Mr Hutchinson 

at Liverpool, for 25 years, from 1768 to 1792, that the 
mean heat at that place, at 12 o'clock, is 53° of Fahren- 
heit’s thermometer ; the greatest di of heat during 
that period, 86°; the least, 22°. The greatest ra’ 
64° ; and the mean annual range 46°. The mean height 
of the thermometer, during the month of February, for 
that period, was 44°, of March 47°, of April 52°, of the 

ring season 48°; of the month of May 58°, of June 
@s°, of July 65°, the mean heat of summer 62° ; of Au- 
gust 65°, ber 61°, October 54°, the mean heat of 
autumn 60°; of November 47°, December 43°, and 
January 41°, and the mean heat of winter 44°. 

The mean heat at Dover is 58°. The de- 
gree of heat noticed during the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 
and 1798, 86°; the least 16°; the greatest range 70°; 
and the mean annual range 51° nearly. As, however, 
the observations on which these results are founded, 
were not complete during the whole of the years to 
which they relate, it is probable that the tem ture 
of Dover is not accurately given, as it would then 
not be greater than the mean annual heat at Liver- 

1. 
In Cheshire. a aes accounts kept at Middlewich in Cheshire, with 

a thermometer in a room where there were no fires, at 10 
o'clock in the morning, during the years 1768, 1769, 
1770, 1771, and 1772, it appears that the mean heat at 
this place is 52°; the greatest heat 78°; the least 21°; 
the greatest range 57° ; and the mean annual range 49°. 
In the month of February, the mean height was 40°, in 
March 43°, in April 50°, and in the spring the mean 
heat was 44°; in the month of May 60°, in June 65°, 
in July 68°, giving as the average heat of the summer 
64°; in August 65°, in September 60°, in October 52°, 
the mean heat of autumn being thus 60° ; in November 
45°, December 42°, January 37°, giving as the mean 
heat of winter 41°. 

At Kendal. At Kendal, in Westmoreland, it was ascertained, from 
the observations of five years, beginning July 1787, 
that the mean temperature there, was 46°.08.. In winter, 

At Liver- 
pool. 

Bover. 

during wet weather, the mean height of the thermo-. 
meter was nearly 40° ; and in the same kind of weather 
during the summer, it was about 54°. 

The mean height of the thermometer at Lancaster 
during seven years, viz. 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 
1789, and 1790, was 51°.8 at two o'clock in the after- 
noon ; 45°.6 at 10 o'clock at night.. The mean heat, 
noon and night, 48°.7 ; the highest d 82, and the 
lowest 18°.. The mean heat of January 39°.1, of Fe 
41°.3, of March 41°.6, April 50°, May 59°.3, June 64°.5, 
July 64°.1, A 63°.2, Se 59°.4, October 
52°.1, November 45°.5, and December 39°.2, at two 
o'clock in the afternoon. 

At London, by a mean of the observations made at 
the Royal Society from 1772 to 1780, it appears that 
the mean annual temper is 51°.9 ; and the monthly 

ure as follows, Jan $5°.9, February 42°.3, 
March 46°.4, April 49°.9, May 56°.61, June 63°.22, 
July 66°.8, August 65°.85, September 59°.63, October 
52°.81, November 44°.44, and December 41°.04, The 
greatest usual cold is 20°, and occurs in January ; the 

usual heat is 81°, and happens generally in 
The limits of the annual variation are 2°.5, that 

t.ancaster, 

wondon. * 

Jaly. 

Highest degree at Sidmouth 76, wind S,W. At Derby 78, wind S. E. 
Lowest . » 20, wind 
Greatest variation .... . 

Annual mean ...,..++ 4755 

ae” ek aR “ 
Mean for the day ...... 55,..... 
Mean for the night ,....8%.... 

ENGLAND. 
is, 1° above and 1°.5 below the mean. The greatest . Statistie 
variations of the mean eR ee — 
in different years, are as follow, January 6°, February 
5°, March 4°, April 3°, May 2°.5, June 2°, July 2°, 
August 2°, September 3°.5, October 4°, November.4°, 
December 3°. From this statement it will be seen, that 
the temperature of the summers differs much less than 
that of the winters. The most common variations of 
temperature in London and its vicinity, within the 
s of 24 hours in every month, are January 6°, 
ebruary 8°, March 20°, April 18°, May 14°, June 12°, 

July 10°, August 15°, September 18°, October 14°, 
November 9°, ber 6°. ' 

From observations made at York, which, however, York. 
were confined to one year, it ap’ , that the mean an- 
nual temperature in that city is 49°.. The medium. heat 
of each month and season, deduced from the same ob- 
servations, is as follows: February 35°, March. 43°, 
April 50°, giving as the medium heat of the spring 
42°.5; of May 59°, June 63°, July 68°, giving as the 
medium temperature of the summer season 63°.5 ;. of 
August 65°, September 56°, October 48°, giving as the 
medium temperature of the autumn months 56°.4; of 
November 40°, December 35°, January 33°, giving as 
the medium temperature of the winter season 36°, 

From the observations made with two thermometers Of Devon. 
at the same time, one near Cullumpton in Devonshire, shire and 
and the other at Yoxlyhall in Staffordshire, it was as- Stafford- 
certained that the heat in the former county above "it®,com 
that in the latter, was, one day with another, as fol- 
lows: November 1794, 5°, December ck) January 
1795, 8°.7';, February 6°.3, March 6°.3, April 10°, May 
8°.x',, June 8°.3. The thermometer in Devonshire was 
observed at 8°.4 and 9°.4 A. M. and there was frequent- 
ly a variation of one, two, three, and four degrees, and 
sometimes even five and seven degrees in that space of 
time, the thermometer generally standing higher at the _ 
later hours, but sometimes lower. From the observa- 
tions made by Dr Babington, with a thermometer at 
Ludlow in Shropshie, : was ascertained, that on an 
av of 53 days, the heat was not quite one-eighth 
todemue greater than at Yoxlyhall in Staffordshire. r 

The comparative temperature of different “of London and 
England will be further illustrated by the wing the west of 
facts: Dr Thomas Young remarks, that the mean tem- papel . 
pene of the six winter months, from October to ‘ 

arch, at London, is 43°.5 ; while at Dawlish, on the _ ma 
south coast of Devonshire, it is 45°.3 ; and at Ilfracombe, ; 
on the Bristol Channel, it is so high as 59°. From No- 
vember to March, the mean of London is 
42°.6 ; of Penzance, in Cornwall, 48°.1. From January 
to March, at London, $7°.9; at Penzance, 48°.5 ; and at 
Sidmouth, in Devonshire, 41°.7. During Febr and 
March, at London, 41°.5 ; and at Clifton, 42°.5. From 
October to December, at London, 47°; and at Sid- 
mouth, 45°.7. From December to February, the mean 
tem at London is $9°.7, In the most sheltered 

of Devonshire, during winter, the temperature is 
1°.5 above that of London. In the coldest months, at ~ 
Penzance, the temperature is 4°.5 higher than at Lon- _ -’ 
don. 
From observations made the same year at Sidmouth Of sid- 

ing result is given : th and and Derby, the following result is given : | Dee 

N.E, ..... 19, wind N. W. 
ona) 0! ofse BBy leh ielne toi wht 



‘Of heat. 

| ENGLAND. 
Pe The mean at Nottingham, * four years, was 48°.75. 

: f March, at two o’clock 
in the afternoon, in Pall Mall, according to Dr Hebre- 
den, is 50°. At Lancaster, the mean heat of the same 
month, at the same hour, is only 413°. 

It must not, however, be inferred from these details, 
that the cold in winter, and the heat in summer, is never 

try varies nearly as much with respect to temperature, 
as it does with respect to rain. It occasi pens, 
that very great degrees of cold are felt during the winter 

meter, without being ex 

north,and not enj 
as England does. 
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E i t i iu 
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branch of the meteorology of England, re- i i a 5 : E 
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blow for any considerable part of the year, 

they do blow, they are generally steady. 
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In the summer time, it frequent] s that the Statistics it frequently happens | ’ 

wind veers round to several different. quarters in the 
course of the day, or even in the course of a few hours ; , 
but this is never observed to be the case when it blows 
with the least violence. Near the sea coast, and even at 
the distance of several miles from it, during settled and, 
warm weather, in the summer season, the wind at the 
break of day will blow from the land ; about mid-day, 
or a little before it, it will veer round towards the sea ; 
and in the course of the evening it will again become 
aland wind. Sometimes we are subject, in England, 
to a wind that in some resembles the scirocco 
_wind of Sicily, though the variation in temperature, 
with us, is not nearly so considerable. It sometimes 
happens towards the end of April, but more frequently 
in May, the medium height of the thermometer be- 
ing about 45°, with variable winds: The barometer 
falls, and the wind then becomes stationary at south- 
west, or south, blowing briskly: The thermometer then 
rises to 59°, 60°, or even 65°, and the heat of the air 
has an oppressive feel. When this wind. ceases, it is 
generally followed by a wind from the opposite point 
of the compass, 7. e. north-east, and the temperature 
soon Jowers again to 45°.. With respect to the connec 

of the mercury in the barometer, 
with the different winds which prevail in England, it 
may be remarked, (and the remark will “pp ys in a 
greater or less to all parts of the island, ) that 
the barometer is always higher and more steady when 
the wind blows from the. north, or east, or from any. 
fee between these. two quarters, than when.it blows 

the south, or west,.or from a point between: 
these two quarters ; so that it generally happens, that 
rain falls when the barometer, with an easterly or 
north-easterly wind, is at a height, which, with a west 
erly or south-westerly wind, would certainly indicate 
settled fair weather. In the eastern counties of Eng- 
land, when the winds from the east and north-east blow 
with the most constancy, and for the greatest Jength 
of time, they are often accompanied,. especially in the 
months of April and May, with a blue mist and va- 

atmos; phere. 
From the observations made by order of the Royal Prevalent 

Society, it was ascertained, that, at London, the state of awd near 
n. the wind was as follows: The south-west winds blew 

112 days; the south-east, 32 days; the north-east, 58 
days ; the east, 26 days; the north-west, 50 days ; the 
south, 18 days; the west, 53 days; and the north, 16 
days. From the same register it , that, in the 
vicinity of the metropolis, the west wind blows 
more upon an average in each month of the year than 
any other, particularl pbc eng August; that the 
north-east prevails i months of January, 
March, April, May, and June, and is least common 
in February, July, September, and December. The 
north-west occurs most tly from November to 
March, and less so in September and October, than in 

other months. 
ae rs other observations made in this of the 
island, it has been ascertained, that winds blowing 
from every point of the compass between the west, 
north-west; and north, are so very dry as not to pro-, 
duce a day’s rain in the year. It sometimes, however, 

pens, that ‘with a north-west wind small rain falls 
- a od eae When the wind votinges dy tll it 
rough west, it generally continues ill it 

reaches the south-west, when’ tf certainly bey, Po os 
On the other hand, when it ‘passes southward through 

a Te 

. 
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Statistics. the eastern points, the weather is perfectly till it 

If we take the north and east winds in opposition to 
the south and west, they will stand as follows: 

“er eeenne 

a 

eee ee ee 

Total of the N. E. 
winds ..... 

eee ee ee 

“see we wwe 

winds “_* eee 

Total of the S. ue 170 

From these results it , that at Liverpool the 
wind blows more frequently from the south-east than 
from any other point ; and this. circumstance, at: first 
sight, may be deemed to contradict the general obser- 
vations which we affirmed on the most prevalent winds 
in England; but Dr Darwin, as well as Dr Garnett, 
very satisfactorily ascribe this remarkable deviation at; 
Liverpool to some atmospheric eddy, produced by the 
situation of the place. 
U an av of three , it was ascertained, 

thuit the winds etillooar have omend as follows: North, 
27 days; north-east, 118; east, 18 ; south-east, 37 ; 
south, 8 ; south-west, 195; west, 35; north-west, 91. 

At Dover, 

If we take the north and east in opposition to the 
south and west, they will stand as follows:. 

; Days. Days. 
Orth 2)6 ss 5 90540 oo 21 | SOU s Sek cies 8 
North-east ...... 118 | South-west . 195 
po SR Srna + 18°] West . . 35 
South-east ...... 87 | North-west... . . 91 

Total of the north-{ oo, | Total of the south- 329 
easterly winds . westerly winds 

The results of these observations, made at Dover; will 

ENGLAND. 

to blow in the directions: North, 30. days; 
north-east, 67 days ; north-west, 26 days; south, 51 

. days; south-east 92, east 17, west 47. 
Taking the north and east winds in opposition to the 
south and west, they stand as " 

Norte. 0S: Oa “South... aes 
North-east ...... 67 South-west... . . . 92 
South-east... ... 35 — North-west ..... 26 
ee comet ae 17 Wa Oe eee ee 

149 iis aie 
At Sidmouth, in Devonshire, the result of 406 obser- 4¢ si. 

vations on the winds was as follows : ~~) mouth, 

Wind, Times. _, Wind. "Times, 
North eee Yet Te alawd a | 
North-east ......40 South-west ..... 
Easton 5 Asonis Lata, OME oem ey “8 
South-east . Dy &> 2h 58 North-west . *. “or 9, 6 6 

165. ea 

to some local cause. This will be still 

At Derby, from 366 observations, it appeared that 
the north and north-east winds blew 85 times, the east’ 
and south-east 56, the south and south-west 119, and 
the west and north-west 106. y a 

opinions of meteorologists, on this branch of the meteo= 
rology of England, differ so much. According to a 

ical register ar Sk di 9 abe oa 
most 

dom oceurs in all 
other quarter, wi 
east in some “chy Yea es Dick Lt 

The meteorology of any country must be considera- 
bly illustrated by the state of the barometer init at pa 
different of the year; we shall therefore gi 
the results of observations on this instrument in 
rent parts of England. J jut ysd 309 

From the observations of Mr Hutchinson at Liver- ,. 5. 
pool for twenty-five years, it was ascertained, that the pool, 
mean height of the barometer was 29.74 inches ; the: 

height during that “ 30.95, the least 28.6 ; 
greatest range 2.89, annual average range 

1.96. The mean height in each month was as follows 
January 29.71, February 29.58, March 29.80, April 
29.78, May 29.80, June 29.82, July 29.82, August 



~on an average of four 

“aig he 

ENGLAND. 

tell, surgeon at that during the years'1789, 1790, 
1791, 1792, and till September 1793. From his ob- 
‘servations, it was found that the mean height of this 
instrument, on an average of these five years, was 29.90 
‘inches ; the greatest height during that period 30.95 ; 
the least 28.48 ; e cmlsel aaseaed and the mean 
ert ce 

Saree the least 28 ; eee 
the mean annual 

The mean height of ctv tnebenaidber!sitrBicatiad col- 
lected from the observations of five years, beginning 
J asia to 29.7845. In ~~ it yee ome 
29.810, 1794, 29.793. greatest hei 
the barometer at Keswick, during acuta 
80.28 ; the least height 28.33 ; the mean height 29.55; 
the greatest range 1.95; the mean monthly range 1.11. 

to Mr Dalton, the mean annual height at 
his is 29.79. 

mean annual height of the barometer at York, 
years, was found ‘to be 29.70 ; 

test | during the year 1774, was 30.75 ; 
28.60 ; the greatest range 2.15, and the mean 

the 
the 

Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. ‘June. July. Aug. 

39° 39° 45° 51° 
0 0 

Mean ‘temperature each month ..... 37° 
eam eee Rare UNE 1 

Tt'seldom that storms of thunder and light- 
are very ‘fatal ; and it has not been ob- 

served, that when are fatal, the mischief which 
they do, is greater in the southern than in the northern 

"The aurora’ borealis is neither common nor 
very ‘brilliant in the southern sapeupaets: 
‘but in the northern counties it is 1 and its co- 

rare in any 
ious to the commencement of the 18th cen- 

tury ; and since 1793, it has seldom The 
only lar observations on this part of the ‘meteo- 

of E cenanaiipeatuinnaall ames 
Mr pi te in 1786, 

7; nT 788, 53; in 1789, 45; in 1790, 96; in 1791, 
it at 1792, 23. Sree eauelet Urey, on an 
average ‘three years, number was 183; in February, 
18; in March, 26; in April, 32; in May, 21; in June, 
8; "in July, 2; in August, 21; in September, 23; in 
October, 56; in November, 88; and in December, 9. 

18; in 1798, none; in 1799, 2; in'1800, 4; in 
45 s0 that, during this period of eight years, 

is 

The barometer at Dover was observed by Mr Man- - 
itannirieenon 
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range 1.21. The mean range during the months from Statistics. 
(hehe oie chien dey was 1.42, andin the six “~~ 
summer months, only 1.016. . 

The mean height of the barometer in London, upon In London, 
an canard of two observations in every day inthe year, 

house of the Royal Society, for years, 
ito Mr Kirwan, the 

usual variation of the barometer in England: is two 
inches and a half: 

At Sidmouth, an attentive observation of the baro- A: sid. 
meter for one year, gave the following results: Highest, mouth. 
December 28th, 30.61; wind north-east. Lowest, Octo- 
ber 19, 28.81; wind south-west: (Greatest range, March 
8, 4, 0:92 ; anmual mean 29:98. The same year at 

3; highest, December 7, 30.48; wind north-east. 
Lowest, October 19, 28.34; wind south, The greatest 
eon erence and was 0.65; annual 
mean, 29.74. 

Thunder ‘and are not very common iM Thunder 
England, though it seldom ‘happens that the summer and light- 
passes over without theiroccurring. They are very rare ning. 
after the month of September, and scarcely ever occur 
between Cs am if is in the months of 
May, June, J and. September, particularly 
the two last, ~ we usually thunder storms 

consequence or duration. It seems to be ascer- 
ined that iz in this island, the frequency of thunder. and 

is in’ to the temperature of the air. 
are few oe ations on this subject, but the fol- 

pe extract Dalton’s Meteorology, pages 29 and. 
46, will bear out this assertion. 

Oct. Nov. “Dee. 

57°. 58° . 58° 46°. 41° (35° 
12 7 4 2 Bu sd 

56° 

3 7 5 

only 32 were observed, whereas during the period of 
seven years, from 1786 to 1792, the sohbet was 237, 

CHAP. IV. 

Soils. 

Sabibioe oite nit gunstelre various, that it is im- General ye. 
anon ive any Spain ireagen — 

so uently and 
aneiet wi the kingdom, they pos that it would be 
Sedious, comida boteci the limits of this article, i 
if the minute and ene mE knowledge necessary for 
such an , to describe them 
all, in the different districts. We shall, however, en- 
-deavour to give the reader such an idea ‘of them as will 
enable him to comprehend their leading features, and 
to become with the most t and ex- 
tensive soils in the different districts of England. They Various 
may be classed under the following heads: clay, loam, Kinds most 
sand, chalk, gravel, and peat ; of the first description Prevalent 
there are two kinds; deep, dark-coloured, rich clay ; 
and clay of a less fertile quality, of a pale colour, and 
of ‘comparatively small depth. The latter is by far the 
most prevalent in England. Of loams, there are se- 
veral varieties : strong loam, which in general has been 
formed of clay, long Viidlor 0 courssitit's , and con- 
sequently much exposed to the action of the sun and 
air; loam of a less tenacious nature; calcareous loam, 
and sandy loam; the last, like the first description 
of loam, is rather an artificial soil, formed of sand, en- 
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Soils in the 
northern dietri 

‘county. On the mountainous districts, black 

700 ENGLAND. 
riched by manure, and long exposed to the action of two kinds; the sandy lands, which in occupy 
rer te A Pure is found in few of Prag den a em Taare 
England to any extent, being ome yar those and the borders of the moorlands. The cold rush 
into sandy loam ; the same be said of chalk as a lands commence about midway between Lancaster and 
soil, it having, im most parts of the kingdom, received G: : to the north of them, the soil is warm and 
the nature and qualities of calcareous loam, by cultiva- sound land. continue southward as far as Wi- 
tion. Of gravelly soils, there are two kinds in Eng- — To the north of Preston, coay ieee oe oo 
land, spelen gravel, which in general is a hungry sea-shore, forming what is called the F 
and unfertile soil, and a gravel of a dark colour, which, soil, in many parts, cool, is deep, and lies on 
where not entirely or in a great measure denuded of 
earth, is by no means an unfertile soil. Peat or mossy 
soils are very common, and extensive in the northern 
district of England, and are also met with, though not 
so frequently nor to such an extent, in the south- . 
western and southern counties. Perhaps they are least 
common in the eastern and south-eastern counties. 
There are very few instances where the same kind of 
soil extends for many miles, without either being varied 
in its quality and appearance, or being actuall 
into a different kind. Perhaps the Wealds of Kent, 
Surrey, and Sussex, exhibit as large an extent of near- 
ly the same kind of soil as any part of the kingdom, 
with the exception of Norfolk, which, as we shall af- 
terwards notice, is remarkably similar th it, in 

to soil. There is also another kind of soil, 
which stretches to a great extent, though not always 
exactly of the same nature or quality, and occasional 
broken in upon by a different description of soil: this 
is the red loam, which may be traced as far to the north- 
east as Nottingham; abounds in Rutland, is not unfre- 
eney. met with in Northamptonshire, and appears 

ence to stretch to the south-west into Gloucester. 
shire and Devonshire. : 

Having offered these general remarks on the soils of 
England, we shall now proceed to describe the most 
distinguishing and extensive soils of the different dis- 
tricts of the kingdom, beginning with the northern 
district, 

In Northumberland, strong loam, inclining to clay, 
of a fertile quality, occupies nearly the whole of the 
level country on the sea-coast,, and reaches as far in 
general as the great post road ; above that road, and in 
the vicinity of Newcastle, the soil consists of a cold un- 
fertile clay. The banks of most of the rivers in this 
eounty, and likewise the vale districts, consist of a 
sandy, gravelly, and dry loam. In the middle- and 
south-east parts, moist loams, on a cold clayey bottom, 
are found: this description of soil occupies a very lar: 
portion of the county. The soil of Durham, near the 
Tees, consists of a rich leam, which is also found in 
the vicinity of most of the other rivers in this county. 
On the sea-coast, especially near Sunderland, calcareous 
loam of an excellent uals is found. From Sunder- 
land to Castle Eden, soil is of a cool retentive na- 
ture, lying on deep, earth, and limestone.. The 
soil and substratum of the lower lands, in the: central 
parts of this county, are a pale clayey loam, ona reten- 
tive bottom. Many of the- hills consist of dry loam, 
while others are moorish wastes. In Cumberland, a 
very small oy rere of strong leam occurs.; the most 
prevalent soil bei loams, including the various 
kinds, from the rich brown loam, to the li it sandy 
soils; at least one half of the lower district of Cumber- 
land consists of this soil ; and it is also met with on the 
sides and summits of many of the mountains, Wet 
loam on a retentive clay subsoil is not common in this 
c peat earth 
is the most prevalent. The soils, of Lancashire, at least 
the most prevalent and extensive, may be divided into 

-tile. In the West 

.there is less diversi! 

. Ludlow, the soil, in general, is thin, and rather. cold : 

_west side of it, is mostly thin 

i : i “iil. HLL Fisk: at 
Mersey, 
nearly to Manchester. The most common subsoil is a 
red sand rock. The eastern part of the county in ge- 
neral consists of a cold retentive soil. 
The soil of the North Riding of Yorkshire, along the 

coast, consists of brownish clay and loam, in many pla- 
ces cold and unfertile, partly from its nature, and partly 
from the ex situation of the ground. Cleveland 
consists generally of a fertile clay, and of a red sandy 
soil. The vale of York consists of various soils ; the 

in general, the soil of the vale is a rich dry loam : 
western of this Riding is eccupied 
though, in many of the ¢ i 

considered as. com ing all. the varieties which 
revail in Britain, but the prevaili 
| Seine Sratoncet land is also met with; and near th 
Ouse, strong tenacious clay: the western division of 

Fearne iver aehert es Tidings the soll : occupy a 3 on. 
shewrle pt A with a mixture of |: the dis- 
trict of Holderness, which cecupies. the other part of 
this Riding, consists, for the eye fg a st 
loamy soil. The most prevalent soil in Wi 
isa dry gravelly mould: in the east and north, sand and 
hazle mould are found ; the subsoil in these districts is. 
ealeareous: towards the Eden and eastern mountains, 
clay is found: the tops of the mountains are in 
covered with a dry soil, upon a hard blue rock. » 

In the district of E d which borders.on. Wales, + 

, 

trict. The county ntire 
pean wt iptions of snl eae Thos pam 
quality, lying on a substratum i A 
bares ean latter in some shoal ovaer moist: 
and retentive, but on the whole may be regarded as a 
valuable and useful soil; heaths are found. intermixed: 
with the loamy soil, but not to any considerable extent. 
The sandy soil unites with that of the same description 
in Lancashire, already noticed. In Shropshire there is . 
nearly an equal quantity of strong and light soils; the 
former, however, is sup’ rather to predominate : on 
the north-east of the Severn, the soil is light and dry : 
on the south-west of that river, as low as 2, and . 
for eight miles down, a very great variety, rapid 
ph i soils, occur: from this. place, nearly to 

the remainder of the county, ially on the south- 
rd soit ‘compe upon clay, some 

upon rock: upon the whole, there is in Shropshire 
nearly all descriptions of soil, except chalk and: flint. 
There are few counties, in any part of England, which 
present such a large proportion of valuable and fertile 

of soil than in the northern dis- trict bor- 
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first kind, but of a moister nature. The first descrip- Statistics. 
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; the substratum here is 

by manure and cultivation. 
strong clay soil, extends from Hereford towards Led- 
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or sand, strictly so to 
there any moss or peatty soil, the bogs, 
ie suleivation, and manure, en we va- 
] meadow soil, The soil of Leicestershire, there- 
fore, may be divided: into three kinds: loam, 
lighter loam, and loam. nearly of an equal as the 
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tion in general is found in the valleys. The character- 
istic of the upland soil is a reddish friable loam, lying 
on gravel, rock, or marl. .The third description of soil 
occurs near the banks of tfe rivers, or in those places 
where the peat bogs have been drained and cultivated. 
The prevalent soil of Rutlandshire may be conjectured 
from the eens of the name of the county, ruddle, 
in many parts. of England, being the common appella~ 
tion of that red clay or loam, with which shepherds 
mark their shee: his kind. of soil, of a strong nature, 
is found extensively in Rutlandshire, especially in the 
centre of the county, and towards the northern and 
western borders. The soil in the east and south-east 
parts is mostly shallow, upon a limestone rock. The 
upland parts of Northamptonshire generally. consist ei~ 
ther of a brown or a red loam, more or less tenacious: 
The subsoil in these parts, for the most part, is stone 
in loose mts, or what is usually called rubble, 
This stone is evidently calcareous, though in many pla- 
ces it is not pure enough to be burnt into lime. Te. 
sides this subsoil, the brown or red Joam, in other parts 
of the county, rests on gravel and clay. In the north- 
west of N tonshire,. the soil-is thin and light, 
though the subsoils-are still forthe most part calcareous. 
The east of the county consists of fens ; and in the vi-- 
cinity of these fens, as well as in the meadow lands, fer- 
tile deop soil is very. prevalent. On the whole, the soil’ 
of this county may be described as consisting of rich 
loam, which seldom changes either into clay or sand. 
Of the other fete grey ym eogra ith ar 
rangement of we. inthe mi is- 
trict, the same cheereetiats respecting soil will not hold 
good, which we have affirmed respecting the coun- 
ties just mentioned, Derbyshire, however, at least the 
southern. part of it) may perhaps be ted. The- 
most common soil in this part of the county, resembles - 
the red soil so Sepesy noticed ; but it is intermixed 
with tracts of sand and gravel. On the north-west side 
of the , limestone soil is found of different qua-- 
lities and degrees of fertility. On the east Ginvden, 
generally tenacious, cold, and unfertile, abounds.. The - 
same description of soil predominates in.the north of | 
Derbyshire. Here also peat and moory soil is very 
prevalent. In Staffordshire, the soils most commonly 
met with, are peat in the northern , and loams of 
various degrees.of stre and fertility in the central . 
and southern parts. In the aeigaheurieen! of Litchfield, 
there is much excellent soil. The lands; which. border. 
on the Trent are also uncommonly fertile. 
There are few. counties in any part of England that: 

display. more unequivocal proofs of fertility of soil, even . 
to those who are not accurately, acquainted , with the 
means of distinguishing it, than Worcestershire. Though 
it varies in its kind, its quality is almost uniformly 4 
To the north of Worcester, it consists chiefly of rich 
loamy sand, In the eastern quarter of the county, the 
prevailing soil is, for the most part, a strong clay,.but 
not cold or ial. To the south, between Worcester 
and the Vale of Evesham, red land and strong loamy 
clay are found. In the vale itself, the soil is remarka- 
bly deep and rich, consisting of a dark coloured earth, 
in some parts so strong as to be fit for making bricks ; 
and in other places of a more friable nature. he.sub+ 
stratum here is either gravel or strong clay; light sandy. 
soils and gravel prevail chiefly near Kidderminster and 
Stourbridge. It is generally supposed that one half of 
the county consists of rich cla and loamy. soils,-with a 
substratum of limestone. The soil of the Cotswold 
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Statistics. hills, in Gloucestershire, consists generally of a calca- ' 
—_Y~" reous loam, mixed with gravel and small stones, which, mon depth. The substrata most common in this county “VY 

in this.and some other counties of England, is provin- 
cially denominated stone The soil on the Stroud- 
water hills is princi a light loam lying on stone 
brash. The vale anak of Gloucestershire in 
general a very rich soil, varying from clay of rather a 
strong quality, to friable loam. In the vale of Eves- 
ham, the soil for the most part is of the latter descri 
tion, though occasionally sand and gravel are met with. 
The vale of Berkeley is moreuniform in the nature and 
quality of its soil. In the Forest of Dean, which is se- 

from the rest of the county by the river Severn, 
the soil is rather strong, and by no means unfertile. On 
the whole, Gloucestershire possesses a large proportion 
of rich and valuable soil, and may be reckoned, in this 

, among the most favoured in England. The 
soil of Warwickshire is not nearly so uniformly good.as 
that of the county just described. In’the northern part 
of this county, there is much barren and waste land, 
intermixed, however, with large tracts of strong soil. 
The south, and smaller portion of the county, which is 
‘called the Feldon, Cowes a rich loamy soil, of very 
great fertility. Oxfordshire contains three distinctions 

_ of soil ; the red and of the northern district, which ex- 
‘tends from the borders of Warwickshire and Northamp- 
tonshire, to the south of Doddington. This soil, like 
all the rest of the same description, is very fertile. The 
substratum is either grit-stone or limestone. The next 
division of soil is the stone-brash, which lies ‘to the 
south of the red land, and stretches the whole breadth 
ofthe county, from the borders ‘of Gloucestershire to 
those of Buckinghamshire. It is, however, very nar- 
tow on the borders of the latter county. The predo- 
‘minant feature in this extensive tract is that of a loose, 
dry, friable loam, mixed with limestone, and in general 
resting upon it. The third division consists of the 
‘Chiltern district, lying in the south-east of the county, 
‘and bordering on Buckinghamshire. The basis of this 
‘part of Oxfordshire is chalk, on which there is a sur- 
face of loam, of various depths, and of different degrees 
of fertility. The most distinguishing mark of the sur- 
face loam, is a very considerable quantity of flints. 
‘Nearly, however, one half of this county, occupying the 
centre and part of the southern division of it, includes 
all sorts of soils from loose sand to heavy clay.’ The 
soil of the county of Buckingham ‘is com chiefly 
of rich loam, strong clay, chalk, and loam incumbent 
on gravel, and mixed with it. In the southern parts of 
this county are'the Chiltern hills, which are principally 
composed of chalk intermixed with flints, similar tothe 
chalk and flints.of the adjoining of Oxfordshire. 
The’soil on these hills is very shallow ; the substratum 
is uniformly chalk. In the northern part of Bucking- 
hamshire, the soil is of a very different quality, bein 
composed of'strong rich loam, occasionally mixed wi 
loam of'a more friable'nature.. The vale of Aylesbury 
occupies the centre of the county, and in richness of 
loamy svil, is not surpassed by any vale district in the 
kingdom. The south of Bedfordsltire consists of ealca- 
reous hills’; below which there is a cold, barren, clayey 
soil. In a line from the middle of the county to the 
south-east corner, the soil is generdlly rich, eom 
of loam. The west side is mostly flat and sandy. 
The sands-about Woburn are almost proverbial for their 
depth. ‘They are not, however, by any means ‘unfer- 
tile. The vale of Bedford consists of a rich loam. “On 
the north side of the vale a strong clay occurs. | To- 
wards the ‘north and north-eastern parts of the county, 

imestone, wey 
Of the counties which, oe Ere 

ment of England, were classed under the eastern 
trict, the soil is not very various: this remark more 
particalarly and strictly applies to Lincolnshire, Hun- 
tingdonshire, Cambri Norfolk, Suffolk, and 
Essex. In Hertfordshire and Middlesex, there is great- 
er variety of soil. Lineolnshire consists of calcareous, 
sandy, and } soils ; the first description is princi- 
pally found on the heaths tothe north and south of the 
county, and on the wolds ; a large tract of sandy soil 
occurs between Gainsborough and Newark ; the same 
kind of soil is found from Binbrook ‘to Barton ; at the 
latter place, the rich loam commences, ‘which ‘ 
an extensive tract. A loam of an equal, if not superior 
‘quality, is found in the isle of Axeholme. ‘The marsh 
lands of Lincolnshire are in general com of loam, 

‘though there are some © of cold tenacious clay. 
The soils in the upland parts of Huntingdonshire are 
various, but they consist principally of a ‘strong 
‘clay, more or less intermixed with loam, or of a 
gravelly soil, with loam. The marshes resemble those 
of Lincolnshire: the same may be said of the marshes 
of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire. The soil of the up- 
lands in this last county, also resembles that of Hun- 
tingdonshire, only it presents a smaller proportion of 
strong loam; and calcareous loam, which does not occur 
in Huntingdonshire, is met with in shire : 
the substratum is chalk, gravel, or clay. It has al- 
ready been remarked, that the soil of Norfolk is the 
most uniform of any in met lom ; it is, in 4 
sandy loam throughout the who meron » though 
cctes waits there is a small p ion of clay: m no 
part of this county, however, can there justly be 
said ‘to be clayey soil. It may also be ed as 
the most artificial soil in the kingdom. The 
soil lies to the north and north-east of Norwich; this 
tract consists of a true sandy loam, | and ‘simi- 
lar to 'the ‘best of ‘the Netherlands. To the west 
‘and north-west of Norwich, the soil is much lighter; 
and to the south-west of this city, the soil is so 
light, ‘that the sand is very often drifted in high win 
from ‘one parish to socipally of light ma chained 
ed as consistin princi ight sand, | 
strong loam, which ‘is sometimes, benno 
called clay. The border prevails chiefly on the se 
coast, and in the north-west part of the county ; the 
latter occupies the centre of the Mi the 
loam is in ‘that ‘part called High Suffolk. In Essex, 
there is very little sandy soil, ce a which can pro- 

be called clay, but Joams escriptions pre= 
vail the richest rsa in ‘the north and north-eastern 
parts of the county. About Saffron Walden, the loams 
are rich, dry, and very fertile. Near the banks of the 
Thames, and along the sea-coast, marshy land prevails. 
The soils in Hertfordshire consist of loam, clay, chalk, 
and gravel: the loams may be divided into flinty and 
sandy ; in some places they are ofa red colour. The 
flinty loam lies to the east of the county : the richest 
way loam is near Cheshunt. ‘Clay occupies the north- 
west corner, and a small in the south, on the bor- 
ders of Middlesex. In the north-east, from at 
to King’s Walden, is a chalky soil: | the isa 
very poor soil, and prevails near North Mims. Chalk 
forms the basis of nearly the whole county. In Mid~ 
dlesex, the summits of most of the highest hills ‘con- 
sist of sand and gravel. Sandy loam is found on all 

Of the east« 
ern districts 
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Statistics. stretches from Basingstoke to Winchester, and in  Statistics.. 
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of Chelsea, Kensington, &c.. Near Harrow, Pin- 
and South Mims, on the borders of Hertfordshire, 

ines, pea' 
flinty gravel, prevails: the Isle of » and 
ground on the borders of the sea and Coln, 

trict, are similar in the general features of their soil. 
In Kent, the Isle of Thanet is calcareous: the Isle of 

reous; the centre and north are occupied by the Weald: 

pe cms eA The : repens il, inclining to. be wet. western side, ially 
: Chichester, contains loam of uncommon depth, 

justly be reckoned among the most fer- whi 
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af FES = 5 i A fe es LG ef vale isa caleareous loam, evi- 

sagt cash eh Lae K vaili il is vel: in 
division, there se gravel, clay, pony ron ; the 
centre, and the two former in the southern 

the middle of the lower part of the 
, the.chalky hills extend ; the substratum of the 

whole of Berkshire is calcareous. Wiltshire, in 

rf : 
EF af 
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breadth extends entirely across the county: in this ““\——~ 
_ tract, strong flinty loams and hazel-coloured mould or 

ulk, occasionally mixed with gravel, prevail : in most, 
of the vallies, peat is found, From Bishops Waltham: 
to Christchurch, light sand and gravelly loams.gene- 
rally compose the soil; clay and strong loams, or brick 
earth, are however occasionally met with: the sub« 
stratum is argi s and calcareous marl; on the heath 
and low grounds, peat and turf prevail. For some: 
miles round Portsmouth, the soil is a strong flinty loam, 
lying very near the chalk. The Isle of Wight contains 
princi Aerie pale tee north side. it 
consists of rough stron y, lying on chalk: in the 
wadiodenee sa0 onthe southside, loams of diffe-. 
rent ities degrees of strength, but almost uni- 
woke very fertile: some of pon approach to, 
he lightness of sand, but still retaining their ferti- 
ty. 
The south-western district of England: comprizes 

Somersetshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall, In Somer-: 
setshire, there is great variety of soils, as well as very. 
different degrees of fertility; the north-east quarter is 
in general stony: towards the centre, there are fens 

marshy moors-of great extent: on the west are 
downs and open heaths. The low grounds of Somer- 
setshire in general consist of loam ; on the borders of. 
Dorsetshire, a stone brash soil, of considerable fertili- 
ty, prevails: perhaps the most fertile parts of this coun- 

, are the vale of Taunton, and 
idgwater.. The district of Desvncey , in ber ti gor 

consists principally of peat ; where it is not found, the 
soil is a he lack paca ing on pale clay, inter- 
mixed with gravel: the vale of Exeter consists princi- 
pally of red land, of great fertility ; the same kind of 
soil, of an equal if not superior degree of fertility, is 
found in the district-ef South Hams; the subsoil here 
isa mangos In West Devonshire, the prevaili 
soil is cold clay, on a substratum of rubble. N 
Devon, in general, is not more distinguished for the 
romantic character of the prospects it affords, than for 
the goodness of its soil, except on the summit of the 
hills, where it is thin. In Cornwall three. descriptions 
of soil predominate: the black growan or gravelly ; 
the shelfy or slaty ; and the loams. The first, which 
prevails in the western parts of the county, consists of 
a light black earth, resembling moss in its appearance 
and qualities, intermixed with small particles of gra- 

Of the: 
south- 
western 

district. 

e district round. 

nite. The slaty soil, which is. the most extensive, is. 
formed of schistose matter, mixed with loam ; — 
when properly managed, is by no means unfertile ; but 
of loams, strictly so called, he is but a very incon- 
siderable quantity, in this county: these lie, for the 
most part, on the low decliyities, and banks 
of the rivers.. The hills, which run through the mid- 
dle of Cornwall its whole length, consist of very poor 
soil in general. 

With respect to Wales, both North and South, the of Walés. 
soils in general afford so little variety, that it. will not 
be necessary to describe them minutely and particu- 
larly. In the vales and low " con- 
sist, for the most part, of loams of different degrees of 
fertility and strength, Some of the vyales, especially 
in North Wales, may vie, in natural richness, with the 
most favoured districts of England. The sea-coast. of 
some parts of South Wales consists of a sandy loam, 
which, from the moistness of the climate, is often. very 
productive: the soil of the mountains is frequently. 

il. thin and cold ; but in some places dry. and sound. 
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‘ ranchavion, thet wheel rally of such a i ipti 
skill, labour, saphie  weal tut! Ub wipuy On 
poe and but scantily ly the wants of the 
i itants. The soil of a country, however, ought 

fitted for grass'than for the pl ; while, in other'parts 
of England, both the soil the climate 

eircumstances have been attended to and improved. 

CHAP. V. 

Natural History. 

Ovr account of England would be imperfect, if it 
over its natural history : 

not admit of a* regalar and complete treatise on that 
subject ; we must therefore adopt a middle course, so 
as to give a clear idea of the natural history of this 
country, without pretending or endeavouring to give a 
full and account of it. The natural history of a 
country comprehends its Zoology, Ornithology, Am- 
hibiology, Ichthyology, Entomology, and Helmintho- 
‘ogy, or what, in the more strict and limited sense of 

the term, is called Natural History. The species in the 
two last of these divisions are so numerous, that we 
shall content ourselves with noting the nunaber con- 
tained under each genus that are found in England, 
and with particularizing only the most le : 
For the ConcHoLocy off England, we may refer to that 
article. In Botany, also, which forms the next divi- 
sion of Natural History, taken in its most comprehen- 
sive sense, we shall confine ourselves to a general de- 
scription of the most remarkable vegetables found in 
England ; — such of our readers as wish to 
learn particularly w' Jants under each genus flou- 
rish here, to the article Botany. 
The last division of our account of the Natural His- 

ber ee land, will embrace its Mineralogy, which 
. ndtoolie lead to the consideration of its Geo- 
OBy- 
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that is found in Jand is Vespertilio, the bat. 

eee ; ; 
largest ; the fourth is very rarely found here. Of the 

us Phoca, | ing to the next order Fen, we 
ve two species: bec Sewpaemnaal Reg wen 3 

3 and yet our limits will . 
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g oe e? mote U. meles, the badger, is 
sport of the tless or the savage part of the com~ 

shrew. 
Of the order Gurres, the first 

England is Mus: of this we have M. rattus, black rat ; 
M. decumanus, brown rat; M. musculus, common 
mouse ; M. sylvaticus, field mouse ; M. amphibius, wa-< 

a 

shitoal tg called the:-slbog . Of the genus » Le 
timidus, common hare; L. cuniculus, rabbit; this last 
a noticed under the head Agriculture of Eng- 

Of the order Pecora, the first 
Cervus: C, 
rare in Eng! 
the borders of the county of Cornwall. The co- 
lour of the English stag is a dusky red; but Buffon ~ 
says the most common colour of the is ms 
dama, the fallow deer. There are two kinds of fallow 
deer-in this country, said to be of forei be sh 

the fine ant brows ier by James I. from Nore 
way. Of the genus Capra, C. ius, the common 

valpaiee baryon that mabe etre 
comm white, ani superior in size, and 
fineness of hair, to those of other mountainous regions ; 
their horns are likewise much longer and thicker at the 
base. The haunches of these animals are frequently salt- 
ed and dried, and used as a substitute for bacon. The 

Ovis and Bos will be treated of under the division 
griculture in this article. bhnetnge sean icy heap 

we shall merely remark in this place, that the indigenous 
horned cattle of this island are now only known to exist 
in Needwood Forest in Staffordshire, and at i ' 
ham Castle in Northumberland, ‘They are long- 

L 

europeus, hedgehog. 
genus that is found in g);,.0, 
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C. coroni, the carrion crow. C. frugéleguis, the rook: Statistics. and wild, like deer ; of a pure white colour, with black 

muzzles, ears, and ‘tails, and a stripe of the same hue 

Of the order Bettu#, the genus Equus will be after- 
alon 

wards treated of ; and.also the genus Sus. The wild 
boar was formerly a native of our country, as appears 
from the laws of Hoel Dha, the Welsh legislator, who 
permitted his huntsman to chase that animal from 
the middle of November to the beginning of Decem- 
ber. William the Conqueror subjected to the loss of 
their eyes those who were convicted of killing a wild 
boar in his forests. It is not exactly known at what 
period this animal became extinct in England. , 

Order Cere.. Genus Balena: B. mysticetus, the 
ty whale, is en, wae as far south as the 
coasts land. Genus Delphinus: D, phocena, 
the Selita D. orca, the grampus. 

Order Acciprrres. Genus Falco. F. albicilla, the 
erne, though common in Scotland,°is rarely met 
with in England.  F. ossi ths de bale is al- 
so'is a very rare bird. W: by mentions one that 
had its aerie in Westmoreland, and soared aloft in the 
air with a cat in its talons. F. , the golden 
eagle; is found in the mountains of Wales. F., fulvus, 
ps ae Binet ge F. milvus, the kite. F. ater, 
the aed gs rea siete senero F, haliae-' 
tos, the F. buteo, the buzzard, the most 
-common of our hawks. F. apivorus, the 
zard, a, a ghia aaa 
rius, the goss-hawk. 
pursuit in this ,_this bird was in high esteem: 
in the reign of Edward III. it was made felony to steal 
it ; and to take its , even in a person’s own grounds, 
bd on conse imprisonment for a year and a day. 

i reduced the imprisonment to three months. 
F. gentilis, the falcon. _F. peregrinus, 
fae mig is species breeds among the recke of 

, in Caernarvonshire, which have been long 
famous lucing a generous race. F. versicolor, 
spot flan Ths species is not common; two of 

were shot near in Shropshire. Sin Site 
seus, falcon. This also is uncommon. A bird of 
this was shot at pmo i A F. 

the gyr-falcon. F. lanarius, lanner. F. 
a Sees . This bird breeds on the Che- 

species was shot some years 
Fy py: s, the ring-tail. FE chitin’ 
i . nisus, the sparrow-hawk. F, 

This bird migrates in’ October, 

Strix, S. bubo, the great horn owl, has the 
shot in but is. very rarely seen. S. 
Sen aan aiegd oni, ia found the 

iif ic 
E ei Be Eg Fe, 4 the most common aries with us, S. stridula, 

screech owl. S. ulu S. passerina, the little 
1, is rarely met with here, but:is sometimes found in 

Yorkshire, North Wales, and the neighbourhood of 
London: it does not breed in England. Genus Lani- 
us: L. excubitor, greater butcher-bird. L. collurio, 

butcher-bird. 

258 

* 

Order Picm. Genus Corvus. C. corax, the raven, 
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this bird remains in England during the whole year, 
whereas in France they migrate: none are found in 
Jersey. C. cornix, the hooded crow: in England, this 
isa bird of passage, appearing in the beginning of wins 
ter, and oes ear ghia the woodcock, probably to 
the western islands of Scotland, where they are known’ 
to breed. C. monedula, the jack daw : in Hampshire, 
where there are few towers or steeples, (in-which these 
birds delight to build), have been known to oc- 
cupy rabbit-holes. C. glandarius, the jay: this is one 
of the most beantiful of the English bints C. pica, the 
magpie. _C. graculus, the Cornish chough: besides 
Cornwall, in which it is very. common, and from which 
it takes its name, this bird is found in North Wales, in- 
habiting the cliffs and ruinous castles: a few are found 
on Dover Cliff, where a pair, sent from Cornwall, esca- 
ped, and have since ed the spot, but do not ap- 
pear much attached to it. The Corvus caryocatactes 
sometimes accidentally visits iy cm Genus Cora 
cias. C, carrula, the roller: this bird has been shot in 
England, but is only an occasional visitant. Genus 
Oriolus; O. galbula, golden oriole, sometimes acci- 
dentally appears in this country. Genus Cuculus: 
C. canorus, the cuckoo: it is not ascertained whether 

from E d or not. Genus Yun : 
Y. torquilla, the wryneck: it derives its English name* 
from its often turning about its head. Genus Picus : 
P. viridis, er. P. major, ter spot- 
ted woodpecker. P. medius, middle rites wood- 

' pecker. . minor, lesser spotted :w scker : this 
species is not nearly so frequently met with in Eng-' 
land as the others. Genus Sitta: S. Euro- 
pean nuthatch. Genus Alcedo: A, ispida, the com- 
mon kingsfisher: this bird migrates from England. 
Genus Upupa: U. epops, hoopoe: this species does not 
breed here, nor does it visit us at stated times.’ Genus. 
Certhia: C. familiaris, the creeper: this is the least of, 
our birds, except the crested wren, 

Order Anssres. Genus dnas. A. cygnus, the wild Anseres. 
swan. A, olor, the tame swan: this bird is the 
cipal ornament of yey waters and lakes of our 
nobility and try ; an are seen in it plen 
on tie Thisies, "tae they are royal p ae pee 
felony to steal their eggs. In the reign of Edward IV, 
whoever did not possess a freehold of the clear annual 
value of five marks, was prohibited from keeping a 
swan. Formerly, there was a noble swannery at Ab- 
botsbury in Dorsetshire, but the collection isnow much . 
diminished A. tadorna, the shieldrake. A. nigra, the 
scoter: in very severe weather; during winter, this” 
bird is sometimes seen on the English coast. A. albi-’ 
frons, white-fronted goose: this species visits the fens 
and other parts of England, during winter, in stnall‘ 
flocks : none are seen after the middle of March. A:’ 
anser, the wild goose. The domestic goose will be’ 
considered when we come to treat of the agriculture of 
England. A. segetum, the bean goose: this bird mi- 
grates to England in autumn, from the Hebrides, where ' 
it breeds. A. moschata, "poss too this bird, a 
native of the Brazils, (and not of Muscovy, as its name: | 
would seem to indicate, ) is domesticated in this country. 
A. eh the shoveller, remains with us all the year. 
A. rubens, the red-breast shoveller, is an uncommon bird 
even in Lincolnshire, where all the ies of this genus 
most abound. A. strepera, the geal, or gray, A. 
clangula, the golden eye. A. glaucion, the morillon, 
This species is seldom seen on the sea coast. A. 
glocitans, bimaculated duck, is bird is not common 
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the pin tail. A. ferruginea, , 
a rare bird in England. A. glacialis, the long- 

i transient visitor here. A. ferina, 
common in tlie poulterers 
are called dun-birds. A: 

He ‘ 
ut { 
oa ae M th d M enus . merganser, the goosander, ‘ 
atcha. toa diver: this bird is seen only in 
the north of E d, and there only during the win- 
ter. Py F 

Genus Alca, A, arctica, the puffin: this. bird is seen: 
on the shores of the north of England, about the middle 
of April, for the purpose of breeding, A. torda, the 

ill, breeds in some parts, of this country, but 
= commonly prefers. the western islands. of Scote 
lan 
Genus Procellaria.  P: pelagica, the stormy  peterel ; 

and P. puffinus,, the shearwater, are occasionally seen off 
the coasts of England. : 

Genus Pelicanus. P. carbo, the corvorant: this 
bird is not uncommon round the high rocks of the 
Isle of Wight, where the sailors give ‘the name of 
the: Isle of Wight Parsons; it was formerly domestica- 
ted'in this country, and trained to fish for the service of 
its master. Even so late as the reign of Charles I. it 
appears that there was an officer of'the royal household, 
entitled- master of the corvorants. P. bassanus, the 
gannett, or solan goose: this bird, in following‘ its prey, 
is sometimes seen‘as far south on our coasts as Corn- 
wall. 

Genus C. grylle; the spotted guillemot: 
this bird, common off $a ase of Scotland, is Pes il 
seen off the shores of England. C. septentrionalis, the 
red-throated diver, is never seen, except in the hardest 
winters, C. stellatus, speckled diver: while the sprats 
are in. the Thames, this bird accompanies them, from 
which circumstance they are called sprat-loons.  C. 
cristatus, the, crested grebe, breeds. in the fenny. districts 
of Lincolnshire, &c. C. auritus, the eared grebe, or 
dobchick, also breeds in this country, though its regular 
abode is,in the lakes of the north of Europe. C. obscu- 
rus: dusky grebe, like most others of this genus, is met 
with in great numbers in the fens, where it breeds. C. 
urinator, greater dobchick, or loon, is not a common bird 
in England. 

Genus’ Larus. 1. tridactylus, the tarrock ; L. hy- 
been the winte oe veteped canus, a common gull ; 

cinerarius, gull; L. erythropus, the 
brown-headed gull, breeds not onl in’ the fens of Line 
colnshire, but also near the mouths of rivers, in other 
parts of England, L, fiiscus, the herring gull; L. ridi- 
bundus, the black-headed gull; this species breeds in 
great numbers in the pools and fens of this country. 

Genus Sterna. SS, hirundo, the sea-swallow; S. mi- 
nuta, the lesser sea swallow; S. fissipes, the black tern, 
abounds in the fens and in fresh water lakes. 

Order Gratta#. Genus Ardea. A, grus, the com- 

ENGLAND. 
mon crane, often visits , and is Sometimes séen 
in vast flocks in the fens of Lincolnshire and 
shire. A. ciconia, the common stork; A. major, 
common heron. Sameam ane yet met with in’ some 
parts of this country, though they are not nearly so numes 
rous, or so carefully attended to, as they formerly were. 
A. stellaris, the bittern, about the time of Henry VIIT. 
this bird was esteemed a@ delicious dish at the tables of 
the great. A. alba, the white heron, is not common in 
this country. A .minuta, the little bittern ; this also is a 

gt Ss the curl us . arquata, common lew, is 
very froquet os Dur ov Sette meee 
winter season, S, phaeopus, the whimbrel, is not nearly so 
common here as the former species. S. rusticola, the 
,woodcock: these birds begin to appear in early. 
in October, but the great body do not arrive till Novem- 
ber or December, when disperse themselves over 
the country ; towards the middle of March, they may be 
observed tobe preparing themselves. for their 
to their breeding p coming down to the sea coasts ; 
as soon asthe wid ‘in farounitle, tlery ewe this. coun 
try, but a few sometimes remain behind and breed here ; 
from the’ progress:of cultivation, they are observed: to be 
becoming gradually more scarce in d. S: major, the 
great snipe, is'a rare bird in’ Meee nd 

ipe; S. galinula, the} ipe, is much le ; snipe; S. galin spare on “A hequeny 
here than the former. 
on the coasts of Yorkshire, but seldom met with elsewhere. 
S. glottis, the greenshank, 
in sonal Rocks.” Scali@iis, tie red-slinnke i chdaetis 
in the fens of Lincolnshire. S. totanus, the spotted snipe, 
is a rare bird; as are also S. limosa, the stt yer ; 
and S. laponica, the red godwit. S. a , the 
common godwit, appears in the month of September on 
the coasts of Lincolnshire, in small flocks; they are ta-. 
ken in the fens and fattened, when they sell for five shil- 
lings a piece. S. canescens, the cinereous godwit, is also 
common in Lincolnshire. S. Spee i og the <a 
bridge godwit, is rally met with in the vicinity o: 
the town from which it tabea ite eattbs Pin tes 

Genus Tringa. T. the ruff; these birds ape, 
pear every spring in the fens of Lincolnshire, and_other 
places of the north of England; where they make,a cons: 
siderable article of commerce, Above six dozen have: 
been caught in a morning in one. net; and‘a fowler has 
been known to obtain, for his,own share, 40 or 50) do» 
zen ina season. They leave this:country about Michael« 
mas. ‘TT. vanellus, the lapwing; T. gambetta, the game 
bet, is a very rare bird, but it has been’ onally shot 
on the coast ‘of Lincolnshire. T. maculata, the: spotted 
sand-piper, isa bird of and very seldom seen: 
here. ‘T. cinerea, the ash-coloured sand-piper: these 
birds appear on the coasts of this kingdom, in winter, 
in large flocks. T. lobata, the grey ope, and 'T. 
hyperborea, the red pharalope, are seldom seen on the 
coasts; the same is the case with respect to T. ochropus, 
the green sand-piper. T. hypoleucos, the common sand- 
piper. TT. canutus, the knot ; these birds are said to de- 
rive their name from King Canute, who was fond of 
them at table ; they are taken in great numbers on the 
coast, and fattened in the. same manner as the ruffs, to 
which they are ‘preferred by many people. T. cinclus, . 
the purre ; this species comes in, very’ flocks on the 
sea coasts during winter, and leaves this country’ in 

* spring. ‘T. pusilla, the little sand-piper, T. squatarola, 
the grey sand-piper, is not very common. T. 

in the winter time, - 

Statistics, 
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3 these birds sometimes appear in vast 

Genus Charadrius. C. hiaticula, the ringed plover, 
frequents our shores in the summer. C. morinellus, 
the dottrell. C. pluvialis, the golden plover, is met 
with but in small flocks, on our moors and heaths, in the 
winter. C. calidris, the sanderling, is most common on 
the coast of Cornwall. C. oedicnemus, the stone curlew. 
C. himantopus, the long-legged plover, is a very rare bird 
in England. 

Genus Recurvirosira. R. avocetta, the avocet, breed 
on the shores of France, and during winter make their 

Get Heat The only species of this genus, 
uent on hack of the the shores of Eng- 

Genus Fulica. ¥F. chloropus, common water hen. 
eerie oi Gatedidee coarser 

tory bird ; 

tard, is.not nearly so pinged babe ope ‘ebkettg tens 

R. aqua- 

| Phasiatus, .P. Gallus, the cock, will be no- 
“ticed, when we treat of the agriculture of this ; 
P. colchicus, the pheasant. P. pictus, the golden phea- 

_ sant: birds of this species are common in most parts of 
England, particularly in the county of Norfolk ; the fe- 
male will sometimes hatch her eggs in the woods of this 
county, if undisturbed by the male; but the pheasant 
can scarcely be said to be found in a state of nature in 
England, most of the birds being brought up in confine- 
ment, eggs hatched under domestic fowls, and the 
young at a proper age set at liberty. If it were not for 
this method of rearing and preserving them, it is pro- 
bable the breed would soon become extinct. 
wae rk T. tetrix, the black cock, is found 
in particular parts of the New Forest, in Hampshire, 
where it is m Liar ta as royal game, and in Wales. T. 
lagopus, the ptarmigan, is sometimes, but very rarely 
met with, on the lofty 1 hills of Wales and Cumberland. 
T. attagen, the red grous, is not uncommon in the heathy 
eee pee Of Engin ; in Wales it is more 
plentiful. T. perdix, the : it is observed that 
this bird follows cultivation, so that it is found on the 
inelosed comment lands, where it was not wont to make 

appearance. T. coturnix, the quail; though this 
bird is more extensively diffused than the partridge, it is 
not nearly so common in this country: it is a bird of 

, making its se carly In boas 
Columba. C. oenas, the 

is a bird of tof passage a 
spring, patting abows ld lier htiol Anges 
po Ra ded common and numerous as in 

, where they are sometimes seen in flocks of 20 or 

~ 
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—_—— mit great depredations. 
Genus Alauda. A. arvensis, the sky-lark: about 

Christmas, immense numbers of this bird are taken and 
brought to the London markets ; as many as 4000 do- 
zen have been caught in the vicinity of Dunstable alone, 
between September and February. A. pratensis, the 
tit-lark. A. minor, the lesser field lark. A. arborea, 
the woodlark, is not common here. A. rubra, the red 
lark, is common in the of London, but 
seems to be rare in other places. A. trivialis, the grass. 
hopper lark. A. nemorosa, the lesser-crested lark, is 
common in Yorkshire. 

Genus Sturnus. S. vulgaris, the starling: in the fens 
of Lincolnshire, myriads of these birds collect, and break 
down the reeds with their weight. S. cinclus, the water. 
ouzel. 
Genus Turdus. T. viscivorus, the missel throsh: 

this bird, which in Hampshire has received the appella< 
tion of the storm cock, from its perching on lofty trees, 
and r its note a little before the new year, is the - 

of our songsters. T. pilaris, the fieldfare, does 
not breed in England: it comes about the end of Sep- 
tember, and leaves us about the middle of March. In 
Hampshire, a singular habit of this bird has been obser-. 
ved ; it there generally about the 30th of Sep- 
tember, and departs after a fortnight’s stay. On its return 
it comes to the same place about the middle of April, 
and stays a week. T. iliacus, the red-wing, in 
this country a few days before the fieldfare. T. musi- 
cus, the throstle, is one of the finest of our song birds, 
and continus longest in song. _T. roscus, the rose ouzel ; 
this bird is rarely met with in England ; there are, how. 
ever, a few instances of its being found. T. merula, the 
blackbird. T. torquatus, the ring ouzel, migrates in Eng- 
land, but in Wales continues the whole year. 

Genus Ampelis. A, garrulus, the Bohemian chatterer, 
is seldom seen farther to the south in this country, than 
Northumberland and Durham : in the year 1791, several 
were taken in these counties, as early as the month of 
November. 

Genus Loria. L. curvirostra, the gross-bill. L. coc« 
cothraustes, the beak. LL. enucleator, the pine 
gross-beak. L, pyrrhula, the bullfinch. L. chloris, the 
ar : the two last species are tamed and domesti- 

ye Emberiza. E. nivalis, the snow-bunting. E. 
montana, the mountain bunting, is found in Yorkshire 
and Northamptonshire, but is not common. E. citri- 
nella, the yellow hammer, E. scheeniclus, the red spar- 
row. E. chlorovephala, the green-headed bunting, is 
avery uncommon bird, having been only once or twice 
taken in the vicinity of the metropolis. 

Genus Frii F. celebs, the chaffinch. F. car« 
duelis, the go finch. F. canaria, the canary bird, was 
pein to —_—m from the Lar Islands, about the 
beginning of 16th century. F. spinus, the siskin. 
= cannabina, the red pole. F, linota, the linnet. 
F. linaria, the lesser red pole. F. domestica, the spar« 
row. F, montana, the mountain sparrow. 

Genus Muscicapa, M. atricapilla, the pied fly-catch-- 
er, is-sometimes, but very rarely seen here. M. griso- 
la, the spotted fly-catcher, breeds in England, but mi- 
grates in August. 

Genus Motacilla. M. luscinia, the nightingale, visits 
England in the g of April, and leaves it in Au- 
gust. It is not d to the north of the middle of 
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Amphibio- 
logy. 
Reptilia. 

‘cole mouse; P. pal 
datus, the long-tailed titmouse; P. biarmicus, the beard~ 
_ed titmouse. 
. Genus Hirundo. H. rustica, the chimney swallow, 
appears in March or April, and retires in September or 
the beginning of October. H. urbica, the martin, the 
“ sy ge cap nea of Shakespeare, comes and 
stays later than preceding species. H. riparia, the 
sand martin; H. apus, the swift, is the largest of our 
By te it comes in May and departs before the middle 
of August. 

Genus Caprii . C. euro , the sucker ; 
an melee pes ga Sts England. 

Amphibiology. 
Order Reprinia. Genus Rana. R. bufo, the com- 

mon toad; R. rubeta, the natter jack; R. temporaria, 
the common frog. ; . 

Genus Lacerta. L. palustris, the warty lizard; L. 
aquatica, the water lizard ; L. agilis, the nimble lizard ; 
L, vulgaris, the common lizard; L. aurata, the gilded 
lizard, is found only in Jersey. ; 

Order Serpentes. Genus Coluber. C. berus, the 
viper, is the only poisonous animal in this country ; C. 
prester, the black viper; C. natrix, the ringed » is 
the largest of the species found here. 

Genus is. A, eryx, the blue-bellied snake; A. 
fragilis, the blind worm. 

Order Nanres. Genus Tetrodon. T. mola, the 
short sunfish, is taken on the western coasts of England ; 
Borlase speaks of one caught near Plymouth, that weigh- 
ed nearly 500 pounds, 

Genus Syngnathus. . typhle, the shorter pipe-fish ; 
S, acus, the longer pipe-fish; S. ophidion, the little 
_pipe-fish, MS 

Genus C us. C. cornubiensis, the Jura sucker, 
.inhabits the seas off Cornwall; C. bimaculatus, bimagu- 
lated sucker, is found off Weymouth, 

Genus Lophius. 1, piscatorius, the toad-fish. 
Genus Acipenser. A, sturio, the sturgeon, is some- 

tient found in our larger rivers. It is accounted a royal 

Genus . S. eanicula, the greater dog-fish ; 
S. catulus, the lesser dog-fish; S. galeus, — ; 8. 
mustelus, the smooth hound; S. vulpes, the sea fox, is 

ENGLAND. 

Genus P. P. marinus, the lan puPR. 
fluviatilis, my acaret Bae: P. branchialis, 7 Saat 

Tehthyology. " Achthyoto- 
Order Aropes. Genus Murena. M. ophis, the sea 

omnes M. anguilla, the eel; M. conger, the conger Apodes. 

vy eym ey 
Genus Xiphias. X. gladius, the sword fish, sometimes 

appears on our coasts. vile? oo A ae Kel 
Genus .s. 1, morisii, the morris launce, 

has seldom been seen, except in the sea near Holyhead. 
Order Jucutares. Genus Callionymus..‘C.lyra, the Jugulares. 

gemmeous dragenet ; C. dranunculus, the \sordid drago- 
net. ” 

Genus Gadus. G. eglefinus, the haddock ; G, morhua, 
the cod; G. luscus, the bib; G. barbatus, the whiting: 
pout ; G. minutus, the poor ; G. merlangus, the whit- 
ing; G. carbonareus, the coal-fish. G. pollachius, the 
‘aloes G. merluchius, the hake; G. molva, the ling; 
G. lota, the burbot ; G. mustela, the five-bearded cod, 

Genus Blennius. B..gallerita, the crested blenny ; 
B. physis, the hake, is found on the oongs of esate 
B. pholis, the smooth blenny ; .B. pe the spotted 
blenny ; B. viviparus, viviparous b . : 

Order Tuoracict. i 

si — C. cataphractus, the C. seorpius, nus Cottus. C. ; ius, 
the father lasher; C. io, the bullheade M achase) 
Genus Zeus. Z. faber, the doree, is met with pri 

cipally off the coasts of Devonshire and Cornwall, From 
its hideous ap it is said, that it. was not intro- 
duced to ish tables, till.Quin, the epicure and co- 
median, introduced it. Since his time, it has been esteem- 
ed one of the greatest delicacies. Z. luna, the opah, 
has been sometimes thrown on the coasts of. 
One was taken near Newcastle in 1767; and another, 
weighi 8:1 $0lbe.. wna cong ot Deexbanty niga, Demey, 

enus Pleuronectes: P. hippoglossus, the holibut ; 
P, the plaice; P. flesus, the flounder ; P, li- 
manda, the dab; P. solea, the sole; P. rhomboides, 
the kit, or smear dab, is found on the coast of Corn 
wall ; P. rhombus, the pearl; P, maximus, the turbot.” 

Genus Sparus: S. auratus, the gilthead ; ; 
gilthead, is the red gilthead; S. dentatus, the toothed 

‘seldom met with; one was left by the tide, and taken 
in the mouth of the Tees. res atl é, 

Genus Labrus: L. tinca, the wrasse; L. bimacula- 
tus, bimaculated wrasse: this sg is found off the 
coast of Cornwall; L. trimaculatus, the trimaculated 

wrasse, is found off Anglesey ; as are also the two next 
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ib- presented to. Sir Matthew Decker, by whom they were Statistics. 

ruffe ; P. ‘nigra, the black fish, is found in the rivers in 
Cornwall. 

Genus Gasterosteus: G. aculeatus, the ban stickle, 
is found in such abundance in the fens and rivers in Lin- 
Samer earn seta 30 Rewink a meeicomed iow 
aie » y, by taking and selling them to - 
mers pete ey eile in they make 
their appearance off this coast only once in seven or 
eight years ; G. ductor, the pilot fish, very rarely comes 
near our coasts, but is sometimes seen in our seas, ata 
considerable distance from land ; G. itius, the les- 
ser stickleback; G. the stickleback. 

Genus Scomber : S. scomber, the mackrel. An eco- 
nomical account of this, and other fish caught in the ri- 
vers and off the coasts, will be given, when we come to 

yea 'M. barbatus, the red surmullet; M. 
cee surmullet. 

a a the piper; T. gurnardus, the 

ag red gurnard ; FE gy ta ip a 
the streaked gurnard, is met with off the coast of 

ie ? 
» the gi 3 

the lakes of Cumberland ; S. eperlan 
sparling ; S, lavaretus, the guiniad, is found 

umberland and Wales; S. albula, the 
juvangis, is said to have been carried from England in- 
to Scotland by Robert Bruce; S, thymallus, the grey 

Esox: E. osseus, the great gar-fish, is taken 
coast.of Sussex ; E, lucius, the pike; E. belone, 

the sea pike; E, saurus, the saury, In Cornwall, mbere 
this fish abounds, itis called the skipper. t 

1 : A. sphyrena, the poston oh has 
found in in our seas, but is very rare. 

Genus Clupea: C. harengus, the herring. According 
to Pennant, is sometimes taken near Yarmouth, a 

i og platy by a black , soo above the nose, 
whichhas been seen of the «ae 213 inches. 
C. sprattus, the sprat; C. alosa, el 

Genus Cyprinus: C. barbus, the barbel C. carpio, 
br cu, According to Fuller, this fish was. introdu- 
the Pgiend, in 1514, by Leonard Mascali, _ C, go- 

to, ; C, tinea, the tench; C. auratus, the 
s feb was introduced into England about 

= ho. er but was not generally known till 1728, 
when a great number were brought from China, and 
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distributed in the vicinity of the metropolis. C, phoxi- 
nus, the minnow ; C. leuciscus, the dace; C. rutilus, the 
roach; C, brama,, the bream. 

ook Entomology. 
Entomolo- 

gy: 

Order Coueorrera. Genus Scarabeus: Of the 433 Coleoptera. 
species of which this genus consists, upwards of 30 are 
natives of England. The Scarabeus auratus, golden 
beetle, is considered one of our most beautiful insects. 
Scarabeus fasciatus is rare in England. 
Genus Lucanus. L. cervus, the stag beetle, is the 

largest of the order Coleoptera found in this country. It 
is very common in Kent and Sussex. 

Genus Dermestes, Of this we have six 
. Genus Bostrichus. B. piniparn-chen ecticies pleat. 
devastation on-the bark of elms in England. There are 
four species of this genus ; and. the-sanie nasaber ofthe 
genns Ptinus, and of the genus Hister. Genus 

Natator.. Genus Byrrhus, B. pilula, and B. vesiud: 
Genus Anthranus, A. scrophularia, and Verbasci. Of the 
gure Silpha there are twelve species, of the Nitidula 

ve, and the same number of the genus Cassida, Of the 
150 known species of the Coccinella, 17 are very com- 
mon. Of the genus Chrysomela, C. Banksii is a rare 
insect here, but is found in the month of May on a 
thistle: Besides this, we possess upwards of 30 other 

ies. Nearly 20 species of the genus C 
lus, which was formerly arranged as Chrysomela, are 
met with. We have only one species of the. Bruchus, 
B. scabrosus. Of the genus Curculio there are upwards 
of 60. species, four of — Attelabus, two of the Notoxus. 
Of the Cerambyx, very few are natives; C. coriarius is 
the largest species. C. violaceus is very rare, and is 
supposed to have been introduced from Germany. Of 
the Leptura there are six species, of the Ne three. 
OF the Lampyris, only two species are caught here,.and 
they are by no means common even in the south’ of 
England. . We haye one species of the Horia, 11 of the 
Cantharis, 13 of the Elater, four of the Cicindela. The 
C. aquatica is the least of our species. Very few of the 
numerous genus Buprestis are natives of England, only 

t having been found. There are four of the Hydro- 
, 12 of the the species of the 

Carabus, or ground beetle, are found some of our largest 
insects: We 26 species of it; two of the Tene- 
brio, five of the Pimelia ; only, one of the Lytta, L. niti- 
dula ; two of the Meloe ; M. tecta is found in Epping 
Forest, i in July; five of Mordella; 15 of Staphylinus ; 
two of Forficula: F. minor, however, is not common. 

Order Hemrprera. In this; and the remaining or- Hemiptera. 
ders, we must content ourselves with specifying the ge- 
nera found in England, with occasional notices of the 
more remarkable species: Blatta, Gryllus, Fulgora, F 
Europea, very rare; Cicada, C. sanguinolenta, found 
on the chalky and sandy soils near Dartford, the most - 
beautiful of our Cicade ; Noltonecta, Nepa, Cimex, C. 
lectularius, the common bug, was not known before the 

of the 17th century; C. festivus is not com- 
mon ; Aphis, Chermes, Coccus, Thrips, 

Order Lepiorrera., Genus Papilio Of the 877 Lepidopte- 
species, we possess nearly 70. P, machaon, the swallow ra. 
tail, is found in great numbers in the meadows near Bris- 
tol. P. hero is very abyndant in the marshy parts of 
Lancashire, near Manchester. P. populi and P. antiopa 
are not common. The rarest of our species are P. si- 
billa and P, camilla; the largest, P. paphia. Genus 
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Sphing : Of this we have 20 species ; S. atropos, the 

mm ee eikmolh de the lament Beenlain’ St fost 
formis, S. zonata, and S. chrysorrhea, are very rare,—the 
last is found in Kensi Gardens in June ; 5. api- 
formis is found in Sussex., Genus Phalena, of the 1534 
species which this genus contains, upwards of 300 are 
natives of England. 

Neuroptera. Order i Genus Libellula: Of this we 
have 12 
rior in 
Genus E nine species ; E. is the largest. 
Genus Pi 16 species; P. hirta is rare, but has 
been foun t Oxford. Genus Hemerobius, 7 species 

myneege Order Hymenoptera. Genus 
—_ Genus Tenthredo, 19 species. Genus 5 ag three spe- 

cies. Genus Ichneumon, 44 

, and ascertained them to be even more nu- 
merous they were pronouns supposed to be. Ge- 
nus Formica, four Genus Mutilla, one species. 

Order Diptera. Genus Oestrus, five species. Ge- 
nus Tipula, 32 species ; T. Pomonz is very rare ; T. zo- 
nata has been found at Oxford. ee en 
cies ; M. semi has been found in g 

» SIX species. Goons Cute he 

Diptera. 

rest. Genus 7 
Genus Empis, four species. Genus 

FO Genus Conops, four speciés, Genus si 
lus, 11 epaciee 5. A. Ceabinooraise is-the ergeetsitndiA. 
forcipatus the most common species in England. Genus 
Bombylius, three species. Genus Hippobosea, four spe- 
cies. 

Order Aprera. Genus Lepisma, two species ; L, sac- 
charinum has been brought hither from America. Ge- 
nus Podura, eight species. Genus Termes, two species. 
Genus Pediculus, 52 species. Genus Pulex, one species. 
Genus Acarus, 24 species ; A. autumnalis is not com- 
mon, except in the chalky districts of Hampshire, Surrey, 
Kent, Sussex, &c. where it is called the harvest bug, 
Genus Hydrachna, eight species. Genus Phalangium, 
seven ose P. grossipes and P. hirsutum have been 
chiefly found at Milford haven. Genus Aranea, 18 spe- 
cies; A. aquatica is amon the largest. Genus Cancer, 
36 species; C. salinus is found in the saltpans at Ly- 
mington. Genus Monoculus, 10 species. Genus Onis- 
cus, 10 species ; O. bidentatus has been found near Mil- 
ford haven. Genus Scolopendra, four species. Genus 
Julus, four species. 

Helminthol 

eaiele: Res, the class Vermes we must be brief, referring 
our readers the third order in it, Testacea, to the article 

ja Concnovoey. Order Inrestina. Genus Ascaris, 66 
species, Genus Tri , five species. Genus Un- 

7 us Scoliz, 

Aptera. 

tone pon Genus Tenia, 45 species; T. so« 
racy treba Genus Myzxine, one species. 
Genus Gordius, two species. Genus Lumbricus, four 
species ; L, thallassema is found on the shores of Corns 
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wall ; and L. oxyurus on the shores of 
Planaria, three species. Gens Spec, 0 ees at eel 
Genus Hirudo, eight species. 

Order Mottusca. Genus Lites sin apelea ibs 

soe Geert coast us 
io neal teen ; 

ak Genus Aleyonium, six species ; 
is found on the coast of ee 

ria, seven cor T. indivisa is the largest ; T. flabel- 
liformis is 

Genus p Rewer 48 species ; 
the isle of Wight. Genus p Uleed errs 

ie He 
nus Hydra, eight species ; H. Cereus, H. se and # 
Gemmacea are found on the coast of -It is un- 
necessary to specify the genera and of the order 
Infusoria, as they are righ espe are hod 
made with vegetable and animal matter, and conse- 
quently not properly natives of any country. 

Sect. II. Botany. 
Ir would far exceed our limits, as well as be be- Botany. 

yes the object and nature of this article, to we 
the plants which are natives of England: Referring 

therefore, to the article Borany, whine thee 
bitats o_- plants are given, or at least such as are 
natives of ogane are specified, we shall content our- 
selves here with a general description of sorta 
and this description we shall pay from M 
Ee nace ia elegantly 
«Among the numerous species om 

are natives of England, scarcely any :‘ 
sustenance and clothing of man. Our 
our blasting winds, and the scanty portion to tama oe 
are stinted of the light and heat. of tbe sun, us 

entirely of those v le treasures, which, in the tropi- 
cal climates, offer Ives, in ov: exube 

to satisfy the wants and luxurious desires of their human 
inhabitants. The never-failing verdure of our Spl 
and hills, covered with a rich of grasses and pa- 

pilionaceous plants, shews how our country is 
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the: support of graminivorous quadrupeds’; 

dingly, that our ancient forests abound- 
deer, as our cleared and cultivated 

of England, though it cannot boast the most 
i 1 exquisite of vegetable productions, yet con- 

great a variety of genera and species as any 
of equal extent. The investigation of in- 

plants is continually carrying on. here with in- 
, and every year brings new accessions to 

crowded ranks of native v 
first for importance and. variety is the family of 
"emigre ak spe the pvsmascebeonars not 

is princi covered with grass. Under 
diferentes of soil. and situation, we find 

chief covering of the richest, as well as of the most 
tracts, made up, for the most part, of these 
To these we are indebted for the luxuriant ver- 
our pastures—for i 

Hi 2 5 E 
2 

E z. 
hy li i & = 
ne 
+E ut 2 | fs ; L ? 

they are found at all.. None of them have been proved 
to be poi either to man or beast ; on the contrary, 
whether fresh or dried, they furnish a gratcful-food to 

' all our domestic cattle. The most: important grasses’ in 
meadows’ and. pastures, are the meadow foxtail grass ; 
two er three species of hair-grass and meadow grass ; 

i i 
ae ! z i é g, 

af zs z H 
i. PLEF: 
[ Bo a gh rae igh As, however; in 

and ated. situations, covered. with snow for some 
months iacseyente and shrouded, with clouds for the 
pence ipal. part remainder, it would be’ scarcely pos= 
sible for these plants to bring their seeds to maturity, 
we observe.in them a wise and striking deviation from 
the common course.of nature: like the rest of their tribe, 

throw up flowering stems, and bear blossoms; but 
these are succeeded, not by seeds, but by bulbs, which 
in a short time vegetate, and are already furnished with 
a leaf and roots before they fall to the ground. All the 
viviparous j except one, (Festuca vivipara,) if 

to a lower and warmer situation, accommo- 

& 

- 

peprape meow ys = These serve 
to give consistency to the deep |, or peat, in which 
they are rooted, and, when young, afford a coarse: pas- 
Siediilg ehatae, noel tc: phote of them: are used for 
matting, ing, and for chair bottoms. The stately 
Typha (Bull-rush) is one of the principal ornaments of 

Tit 
our fens and neglected pools ; and the sevéral species of 
cotton grass enliven many a dreary mile of bog, by 
pe hg ston pendent tufts of snowy white. — 

vision in ish botany. The herbage of all when 
fresh, and of many when dry, is a most grateful food to 
horses, cattle, and sheép; and several of them, as the 
clovers and vetches, are largely cultivated for this’ pur- 
pose. Many of this: class are climbers, and adorn our 
thickets and hedges with eleganit festoons of blossoms and’ 
foliage. Almost all the English papilionaceous plants 
flourish best in light calcareous. soils, either rocky ov 
sandy ; and some of them, as the lady’s finger and sain« 
foin, may be reckoned certain’ indications of chalk or 
limestone 

The umbelliferisis plants form’ another large class in pinbellife- 
the natural arrangement of English vegetables, consisting rous. 

' of about 60 species: The roots and seeds of those kinds 
which: grow on dry light soils, are frequently aromatic; 

» those that are natives'of marshes and moist meadows, 
. are, for the most part, in‘a greater or less degree, poison 

ous. The whole class, indeed, is a suspicious one, and, 
the fennel arid-celery, not a single native 

species is cultivated’ for the food of manor beast. 
Perhaps the most'splendid of all the herbaceous'plants, Bul 

are the bulbous rooted; which; from:their general resem rooted. 
blance to the lily, have obtained the name of liliaceous ; 
most of these, however, are natives of warmer climates. 
The sandy deserts about the Cape of Good Hope, and’ 
the shores of the Indian-Ocean, produce the most beau- 
tiful species. Of those which are found wild in England, 
there are only 28 species; and the greater number of 
these are of rare occurrence in a truly native state. The 

ing and autumnal crocus, the snow: , the snow-~ 
the three kinds of narcissus, including the daffodil, 

the fritillary, tulip, and lily of the valley, are more fa 
miliar to us.as garden plants, than as natives of our woods 
and pastures. The common ones of this class are ram- 
sons, a species of garlic, meadow ‘saffron, and the beauti« 
ful and fragrant harebell, or wild hyacinth, one of the 
principal ornaments of our groves and thickets, even at: 
a time when they are profuse of beauties, 

Our native fruits belong, for the most part, to the'class’ Native 
of rosaceous plants; such as the wood strawberry, the fruits 
bullace and black thorn, the hawthorn, crab and moun- 
tain ash, the common bramble or blackberry, the rasp~ 
berry, stone-bramble and cloudberry. The cherry, the 
medlar, the service, and pear tree, whose fruit, when 
wild, is of so little account, and of such value when ims 
proved by cultivation, belong also to this class. 

One of the largest of the natural classes of English Compound 
vegetables, is that cf the radiated or compound flowered flowered 

It is rather re- Plants plants, (including about 120 species). 
markable, that out of so large a number of plants, many 
of which are very abundant, and of size, only a” 
single one, the Tragoponon porifolius, (Falsafy,) should 
be applied to the sustenance of man, and not even a’ 
single one should be cultivated for the use of cattle; 
more especially as the Lactuca virosa, (strong-scented 
lettuce, ) is the only species possessed of deleterious pro« 

ies. Most of this class have’ an‘ ungrateful bitter 

leguminous, or papilionaceous plarits; so called Legumi- 
blossoms, form a very important di- nous plants. 
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little or nothing to the support of man and the larger 
q ; nor is the beauty of their a such 
as to obtain for them a place in the flower garden. The 
annual kinds, however, serra vast multitudes of seeds, 
and the perennial ones being furnished with long and 
deeply striking roots, there is no fear of their extermina- 
tion. They occupy’ road sides, ditch banks, and all 
waste places that are incapable of cultivation, and seem 
peculiarly devoted to the sustenance of the ivorous 
birds by their seeds, and of numerous tribes of insects by 
their foli The sow thistle, hawk weed, bur-dock, 
thistle, cud-weed, coltsfoot, groundsel, dandelion, daisy, 
and yarrow, are the most commonly occurring genera. 

Such of our trees and shrubs as have not been already 
mentioned, may be considered as forming a peculiar class, 
and one of great importance ; it is naturally subdivided 
into the evergreen and deciduous, The most valuable 
of our native e are, the box, the pine, the yell, 
and the holly. T of 0 rte are -— 
juniper and ivy. The sp laurel, the eranberry, an 
a atabiadipettianentireinte the Vaccinium vitisidea 
(red whortle berries), and Arbutus uva ursi, (bear 

The deciduous timber trees, that are either aboriginal, 
or at least have been long naturalized to our soil, are the 

the chesnut, and beech, all of which are moist bear- 
or produce farinaceous oil nuts, the favourite ing trees, 

food of 
the birch, the alder, the horn-beam, the abele, the black- 
poplar, and the aspen, bearing catkens ; the ore, 
the maple, and the ash ; the lime, the elm, and the wych- 
hazle. A middle station between the timber trees and 
shrubs, is occupied by the hazle and the numerous species 
of willow. The pulpy fruit-bearing shrubs are, the cur- 
rant and gooseberry, the elder, the barberry, the bilberry, 
the cornel or dogwood, the buckthorn, the guelder-rose, 
and the mazereon. The four first are: wholesome, and 
grateful to the palate ; the rest are either insipid or noxi- 
ous, 

The ferns comprise a number of elegant plants, that 
grow in moist, shady, and uncultivated places, the uses 
of which have been but little inquired into, About 44 
species are natives of this country. The roots of most 
abound in ‘a mild sweetish mucilage, which in times of 
scarcity has been resorted to for nutriment: The larger 
and commonest kinds, such as common ferns and brakes, 
are collected and burnt for the potash, which is yielded 
from their ashes. The Equisetum hyemale, (shave grass,) 
is much used by turners and cabinet-makers, as a fine 
file to smooth their work with. 

The last class of English vegetables that we shall men- 
tion, is that of the marine alge, or sea weeds.’ Between 
200 and 300 species are found upon our own shores’ 
The more tender and gelatinous kinds are eaten, either 
raw or boiled ; and the rest, on those rocky parts of the 
eoasts where they can be collected in great quantities, 
are burnt into kelp for the use of the soap boilers and glass 
makers,” . 

Section IIL. Mineral Geography, and Geology. 

Tue last branch of the natural history of and re~ 
lates to and comprises an account of its mineralogy and 
geology. The minerals, in an economical point ot ent 
will be considered afterwards: At present we shall con- 
fine our observations respecting them to those particulars 
which regard and illustrate their natural position and 
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and of many graminivorous quadrupeds ; 

* yond Whitby. The principal coal-fields lie in that part | 

history. For the geology of England, the materials are 
very unsatis Sy ot beam Tn fact, it is a 

i; tS eee 
ing facts, resting on m 

hy’ before hey ventiire “to pro-’ 
ceed to form thvories, or even to lay tel eel A ot 
ciples, we may hope that geology will soon be advanced 
to the dignity and precision of a science. dtr sd 
cal Society has done much ; and, from the nature and ob- 
ject of its investigations and inquiries, as well as from the 
character of its leading members for philosophical views 
and information, much more regarding the geo- 
logy of England may fairly and confidently be expected 
from them. In patton tay hy oo . 
the mineralogy and geology of England, we be 
much indebted to their labours ; nor shall we pa 
a work of Mr Bakewell, entitled, “ An In 

logy, comprising an outline of the 
neral Geography of England ;” for 
there isalamentable and 

over 

ap-" 

$i Shige 

If a line be drawn from the western side of the isle of Mineralogi- 
Portland, passing ‘Dorsetshire, about half way 
between Dorchester and Bridport, and going a few miles 
to the west of Oxford and Noi 

imaginary line, the country is composed of 
strata, of a different description, in many parts of 
beds of ironstone and coal are found: This Mr 
well denominates the middle district. On the 
this district is bounded by mountains of 
limestone, which entering England 
ceed nearly 
and terminate in 

shire and | 

parts of E id, extending from Cornwall and Deyon- 
shire through Wales, into the north-west parts of York-~ 

Cumberland. 

Fa 
of the middle district, which stretches from Der 
to Northumberland, and in that part of Wales 
borders on the Bristol Channel. 
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Statistics. in Cheshire to Worcester, all the rock salts, and most of 
—.~" the brine springs, are situated. * ii 

- Having given this general description of the geology 
of England, we shall now proceed to a more particular 
account of it, as well as of its mineral g bays). -asis 

Low dis» . What has been denominated the low district of Eng- 
trict de- and, is distinguished, as has been already remarked, by 
scribed. the absence of any regular beds of coal or metallic veins. 

Chalk, roe-stone, calcareous sandstone, and earthy lime- 
stone, principally compose it. Earthy limestone and 
calcareous sandstone, extend from Dorchester to Nor- 

shire, and on the eastern side of Leicestershiré, 
__|_ Nottinghamshire, and Yorkshire, into part of Durham 
epee and Northumberland... The earthy limestone in this dis- 
ous sand. t¥ict is far from being pure: it is generally of a yellow 
stone. colour, and some of it contains 20 per cent, of mag- 

mesia. In the magnesian limestone, there are few orga- 
nic remains. The strata lie very nearly horizontal, and 
are, in almost every situation, very distinctly seen. Mag- 
nesian lime, however, occurs in this district, composed of 
beds that are sin 'y contorted and much elevated. 
Between the chalk and the limestone, different kinds of 
calcareous sandstone occur; the most singular and im- 
portant, is the oolite or roe-stone, of which the Portland 
stone, and the Ketton stone of Northamptonshire are 
varieties. The roe-stone is separated from the chalk by 
beds of sand and sandstone mixed with clay: these ex- 
tend with a considerable degree of regularity over the 
whole of the south-east of England, but vary much in 
their thickness. It has, however, been remarked, that 
in the midland and northern counties, less regularity can 
be distinguished, and that many of the strata, which are 
distinctly seen in the south, are there entirely missing. 

Clay and = Above the chalk, in the low district, lie, in general, thick 
gravel. beds of clay and gravel. In the upper part of this clay, 

the bones of the elk, the hippo , and the elephant, 
have been found. In the southern counties, from Dorset« 
shire to Kent, and in the midland and eastern counties 
of Wiltshire, Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire, 
Essex, Cambridge, Norfolk, Lincoln, and the east riding 
of Yorkshire, chalk makes its appearance, in different si- 
tuations, from under the clay. As the general rise of 
the strata is to the north, as we approach the coal dis- 
tricts, the strata, which lie under the chalk, rise to the 
surface. The depth and succession of the strata between 
the chalk and the coal, have not been ascertained with 
any, degree of minuteness and accuracy, except in one or 
two places. Mr Townshend, in a work, entitled, «© The 
character of Moses vindicated as an Historian,” has given 
the following as the thickness and succession of the strata 
from the chalk on the south coast to the coal districts of 
Somersetshire, Soil and alluvial ground, various thick- 
ness ; chalk more than 400 feet; three beds of green, 

, and red sand, with sandstone, 300 feet ; clay 200 
t; superior oolite, or roe-stone, 40 feet; calcareous 

grit, 30 feet ; coral rags 30 feet ; forest marble, 40 feet ; 
great oolite, or Bathstone, 140 feet; clay, 140 feet; 
inferior oolite and sand, 80 feet ; blue clay, 70 feet ; lyas, 
60 feet ; and red marie, 180 feet. Hence it is probable, 
that, allowing for the depth of the stratum of clay over 
chalk, the depth of the strata in that part of the low 

_ district of England, which comprehends the vale of the 
Thames, to the strata containing coals, will amount to 
about 700 yards ; but if we estimate the depth of the ar- 
gillaceous strata, containing coal, where the chalk termi-« 
nates, and the subjacent sand rises from under it, as at 
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Woburn in Bedfordshire, it probably will not amount to Statisties. 
more than 350 yards. eats taal 

_ It has been already remarked, that the mineral pro- Mineral 
ducts of this district are few and trifling: iron pyrites Lat 
is met with crystallized in some parts of the chalk rocks, — 
and crystals of sulphate of barytes, have lately. been dis« 
covered in the pits of fuller’s earth near Reegate in Sur- 
ry. Fuller’s earth, also, is peculiar to the strata under 
chalk. ‘The iron-stone, which is fownd in part of this 
district, is not so rich as to bear the expence of bring- 
ing fuel from a distance to smelt it, The bones of qua-. 
drupeds, already mentioned, are never found in the stra- 
ta below the chalk, but always in the clay over the 

chalk. . “i : 
The middle district of England, in a mineralogical Middle dis- 

and geological point of view, which is bounded on the aril 
east by the calcareous range that extends from Dorset- “™ 
shire to Yorkshire ; and on the west from Northumber- 
land to Derbyshire, by the metalliferous limestone moun 
tains of the northern alpine district, or by mountains 
of millstone grit, resting upon limestone, consists of ar- 
gillaceous and silicious sandstone. The secondary stra- Secondary 
ta of this district extend west, till they touch the 
Trish sea, on the coast of Lancashire; or, farther south, 
are bounded by the alpine districts of Wales and Devons 
shire. The strata here are very irregular, hills of transi« 
tion and basaltic rocks rising through them, and branches 
from the mountains of Wales, shooting, as it were, into 
this district, especially in Shropshire, and in a line 
extending from that county to the hills of Charnwood 
forest in Leicestershire. Basalt, or whinstone, also ap 
pears in this district, in the eastern moorlands of York~ 
shire, which forms the highest part of it: the sides of 
the hills composing these moorlands, are covered with 
a bed of aluminous: schistus, upwards of 100 yards in 
thickness ; this schistus forms cliffs, extending in a wa- 
ving line along the coast near Whitby: above it lie 
vegetable soils of various thickness: loose stone or rub« 
ble of uncertain thickness ; coal from four to eight inches 
thick : compact iron stone, 24 inches thick, and broken 
iron stone five inches thick. 

The principal coal fields, in the northern part of this Coal fields 
district, lie in Northumberland and Durham, the west its north- 
riding of Yorkshire, and-Derbyshire: the strata of coal “" = 
terminate a few miles to the north-east of the town of 
Derby, but make their appearance again to the south of 
the Trent in Leicestershire, near Ashbey de la Zouch: 
on the south-east, they terminate at the Charnwood 
hills ; while, on the south-west, a thick bed of coarse 
breccia and gravel, separate them frdm the coal fields in 

the county of Warwick. A. considerable part of the Red sand- 
western side of the middle district, from the southern stove rock 
division of Lancashire to Somersetshire, is occupied 
by a red sand rock ; which extends through part of the 
counties of Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, Shrop- 
shire, and Worcestershire: the southern extremity of this 
rock, in Shropshire, rests on highly elevated strata of 
grey wacke ; and it is probable that it rests, through its 
whole extent, on transition rocks. No coal is found uns 
der the sand rock, and it seems to cut off the coal fields, 
which lie near, or upon it: it occurs at a very low com- 
parative elevation. The principal salt springs, and the 
rock salt of Cheshire, are near, or on the red sand rock, 
in the vicinity of a‘ range of lofty hills, which extend 
from the high peak in Derbyshire. to Browngrove 
Lickey in Worcestershire. Near Northwich, in Cheshire, 

4x 
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the bed of rock salt lies 42 below the sur- 
face, and is 26 yards thick: it is separated from the 
lower bed by a stratum of argi stone 10 yards 
thick ; the lower bed has been penetrated to the depth of 
40 yards ; its breadth is 1400 yards, and, in one diree« 
tion, ithas been ascertained to extend 14 mile, Three 
other beds of rock-salt have been found in another part 
of the county: the ost four feet ; the second 12 
feet thick; the third has been sunk into 25 
Brine springs are likewise met with at Droitwich in Wor- 
cestershire, in the midst of a similar red sand-stone. The 
strata here are as follow: from the surface mould, five 
feet ; marle, 35 feet ; gypsum, 40 feet; then a river of 
brine 22 inches ; afterwards gypsum again: and below 
this, a rock of salt, into which the workmen have bored 
five feet. 

Although, as we have already remarked, the red sand~ 
stone rock cuts off the coal fields in general, yet in some 

of Lancashire and the western counties, detached 
coal fields are surrounded by it. The greatest quanti- 
ties of coal, however, in this district, are in Staffordshire, 
and that part of South Wales that borders on the Bris- 
tol Channel: all the strata of coal and iron stone in 
South Wales, are deposited in a limestone basin, the 
form of which is an irregular oval ; in length 100-miles, 
and where broadest from 18 to 20; its greatest breadth 
is in the counties of Monmouth, Glamorgan, Caermar- 
then, and Brecon: in Pembrokeshire it is not more than 
five miles broad. The deepest line in this. basin is be- 
tween Neath in Glamorganshire, and Llanelly in Caer= 
marthenshire: the uppermost stratum of coal is found 
here: the utmost depth of this stratum does not exceed 
‘50 or 60 fathoms. The succeeding strata of coal lie 
deeper, and are accompanied with parallel strata of iron 
ore: the lowest strata at the centre range are from 600 
to 700 fathoms deep. In this basin there are 12 strata 
of coal, from three to nine feet thick, and eleven others 
from 18 inches to three feet, making in all 95 feet. The 
limestone that forms the substratum of this mineral de- 
position, appears to the surface all along the boundary of 
the basin, and is supposed to have an underground con- 
nection from point to point. 

As we approach the south-western counties, the mid- 
dle district becomes very narrow, the calcareous strata of 
the low district approaching near the primary and transi- 
tion rocks. 

The alpine district of England'and Wales is formed by 
an assemblage of lofty mountains, which pass along the 
western side of the island: the eastern side of the 
northern range of these mountains, from) Cumberland to 
Derbyshire, is composed of subcrystalline metalliferous 
limestone, which in many parts is covered with the mill+ 
stone grit, and shale grit, that have been already descri« 
bed. In the south-west part of Yorkshire, the limestone, 
for more than 20 miles, is covered by the incumbent grits ; 
the mountains of Craven again exhibit it ; and it rests on 
slate in Swaledale, at the base of {ngleborough and in 
other parts adjoining Westmoreland. ‘The mountains of 
this county and Cumberland are composed: principally of 
grey wacke, flinty slate, roof stone, and porphyry : a low 

of granite rock rises near Shap in Westmoreland, 
and marble is found in different parts of this county. In 
this part of the northern range, ores of lead, copper, and 
zinc, are found: in some parts of Craven, carbonate of 
lead and galena.are raised. The north-west of Lanca- 
shire, which composes that district called Furness, con« 

ENGLAND. 
sists for the most part of coarse slate and grey wacke: 
red hematite, a very rich and valuable iron ore, is pro- 
cured in great abundance in Se ee 

the thickness of the strata of the low district, (as has 
been already observed,) is about 700 » we must 
sink 1800 yards deeper, to arrive at limestone in- 
cumbent on slate rocks, the of which, below the 
stratum of clay, in the valley of the Thames, must con 
sequently be about a mile and a quarter. 
As we the alpine district on the west side of 

Englan 

Malvern hills, and the Caradoc hills in 
cording to Mr Horner, the central parts of the former _ 
are principally composed of itie rock, mixed. 
horneblende: the lower vities are. covered wi 
limestone and sandstone. The pray ate a4 
hills are composed of a variety of green stone; some 
them contain actynolite: on the sides of these hills are 
singular beds of claystone, containing cells, flattened as 
if by pressure since their formation. 

The mountains, on the eastern side of North Wales, 
are composed of limestone, containing lead and zine. 
The limestone is similar to that of the northern ‘range: 
detached coal fields are met with on their lower declivi« 
ties, in Flintshire and Denbighshire. The limestone rests 
on slate, which, as we proceed to the west, is seen rising 
from under it: in ie nak freien ee ene 
pally composed of grey wacke, flinty slate, and roof slate, 
are found: veins of quartz, containing copper ore, also 
occur, Organic remains have been discovered in the 
slate of North Wales; it has not been ascertained that 
any true granite has been found here: in 
there is serpentine, however, which, from its. 
beauty, and tendency to a i 
may perhaps be regarded as a pri ‘rock. Dial 
intermixed with steatite, is in two mountains, on. 
eastern side of Radnorshire. Rocks composed of cellu- 
lar claystone, resembling lava, are met with to the west 
of these mountains, at . The north. side of 
Cader eves is covered: with scattered — columns, 
composed of porphyritic greenstone: this mountain 
contains silicious porphyry in mass, intersected by veins 
of quartz; silicious schistose , also intersected 
by veins of quartz ; argillaceous ry in mass; and 
granite composed of quartz and schorl in mass, 

It has already been mentioned, that limestone is the Ores in 
foundation rock of the great coal formation in South South 
Wales. The principal mineral treasures of the _ 
districts of Wales, are copper, lead, and slate ; and of the 
less elevated districts, is and iron stone. Nat 
We shall now. pass: to the Devonian range of the als 
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ENGLAND. 
pine district. The strata of the middle district rise at 
an elevated angle, as they yee the granite rocks 
of this range. The dary of the coal dis- 
trict in Somersetshire is formed of metalliferous lime- 
stone and grey wacke, which pass from that county 
into Devonshire and Cornwall. Mountains of granite 
extend from Dartmoor to the Land’s End. Slate, grey 
wacke, and sometimes metailliferous limestone, occur 
on their declivities and summits. At the Lizard, the 

itic rocks are covered with serpentine, near which 
i in rocks is found. In the serpentine also, soft 

steatite is imbedded. The most extensive and valuable 
mineral treasures of this part of the alpine district are 
copper and tin ; besides these, ores of silver, cobalt, 
bismuth, ese, antimony, zinc, and iron are 
found. I , it has been remarked, that all the 27 
known metals are met with in Cornwall, except plati- 
na, , molybdena, tellurium, tantalium, colum- 
bium, and cerium. In some of the granite rocks of 
Cornwall, schorl is found intermixed; and in some par- 

i places, it constitutes the principal part of the 
rock 
Having sketch of the mineral geo- given this general 
ee 
into districts, we shall now proceed, in order more 
fully to illustrate this i subject, to offer some 
<dheetlaadiclle acdlalcnpdumnstcapehsicialy ot Vopialions 
en ne 
To begin with the primary rocks. Granite and gra- 

nitic rocks occur in Cornwall, Devonshire, North Wales, 
Anglesea, the Malvern Hills in Worcestershire, Charn- 
wood Forest in Leicestershire, and in Cumberland and 
Westmoreland. The granite of these two counties is, 

occurs only in Cornwall, where, along with it, lying 
ne serpentine, another primary rock, is also 

exclusively, with the exception of the Isle of 

Sir see inhechis tinh cs ecsiltae jocis, Unk itech 
in Wi Yorkshire, Leicestershire, North 
Wales, Cornwall, and Devonshire. In the Yorkshire 
slate are cubic crystals of pyrites. In the slate rock 
at Charnwood Forest,  andateatans 1 slaty oa 
mine make an of vp ae ie princi 
seam, eudndee rock is divided. Graywacke is 
met wi tem eri etre apis 

ire i moun- 

The compact limestone of land and Wales be- 
- Receeeidan eats In Yorkshire 

northern counties eR EE OG 
tains a greater ity of organic remains 
vonshire limestone. Trap, or greenstone, is met with 
in Cornwall in transition rocks ; but it possesses no cha~ 
racters by which it can be distinguished from that 
found in primary rocks. 

‘Transitions from ite to sienite and 
occur in the same b at Charnwood Forest. 

stone 
The 

stone, is I 

Tne, Malsbaassnly ieee seemed It has as} i , that porphy- 
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ritic tone is scattered over the northern side of 
Cader Idris. Basalt is found in Durham, Shropshire, 
&e. 

The lowest of the secondary rocks in England is 
frequently a silicious sandstone, coloured by red oxide 
of iron, and called red sandstone: this has been al- 
ready described. The secondary rocks also include ar- 
gillaceous sandstone, earthy limestone, calcareous sand- 
stone, and chalk; and contain, besides the rock-salt, 
gypsum, iron-stone, coal, and basalt. On the eastern 
side of England, the coal strata generally decline to 
the south-east ; on the western side, they are more fre- 
quently thrown into different and ite directions, 
by faults and dikes. The d mines in Eng- 
land are those of Northumberland and Durham, some 
of which are wrou 
surface. The thickest bed of English coal is in Staf- 
fordshire, which is 30 feet deep. In general, the beds 
of coal in other parts of England and Wales do not 
exceed from 6 to 9 feet in thickness. From the account 
which we have already given of the low district of 
England, it will be apparent, that there is more than 
one third of this country, in which all search for valu- 
able coal is useless. 

With respect to the upper secondary rocks, and the 
strata containing organic remains in England, there are 

esian e, 
sand, over which, in many 
tity of red oxide of iron. 

found in Cheshire, Shropshire, 
shire, and Nottinghamshire. In the sum of the 
two latter counties, no organic remains have been dis- 
covered. The organic remains found in the clay and 

vel which covers the chalk in the southern counties, 
ve already been noticed. The gravel over the clay 

is composed principally of flint, containing distinct 
impressions of unknown aquatic animals. Between 

, contain a lar 
is princi 

t more than 300 yards below the 
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malas. 

orcestershire, Derb “f 

and the gravel, there is sometimes a thin layer — 
im’ 
the cla’ 
of * wo Seamer shells, which are also met with under 
the clay. In the strata over chalk, in the Isle of Wight, 
fresh-water shells have lately been detected, 

If we were to cross England, from Hull into Lanca- 
shire, we should first meet with a flat country, formed 
of alluvial ground. A few miles to the west of this 
town, the land becomes more elevated, and we pass 
over a range of chalk hills, which compose the boitherk 
extremity of the Yorkshire Wolds. After descending 
from these hills, near the Humber, we again enter on 
alluvial ground, covered with nr and gravel, which 
extends nearly to Ferrybridge. Here the magnesian 
limestone makes its a’ ce, which, with the earthy 
limestone, form hills of a low elevation, distinctly stra- 
tified. The strata are nearly horizontal, and divided 
by seams of clay. The extreme breadth of this range 
of hills is not more than three miles. Yellow silicious 
sandstone comes next, which is the boun of the 
low calcareous district. Proceeding towards Wakefield, 
the argillaceous coal strata of the middle district, ex~ 
tending westward more than 20 miles, is met with. 
W ld and Leeds stand near the east side of the 
coal district, and Huddersfield and Halifax near the 
western. A few miles to the west of these towns, and 
also of Sheffield, hills, composed of-millstone grit and 
shale grit, rise from under the coal strata. ese are 

- more than 300-yards thick, and no workable coal is 
ever found in them. The-bases of these hills is metal- 
liferous limestone. - If we still farther to the 
west toward Manchester, we descend the steep west- 
ern declivities to the plains of Lancashire; and, lea~. 

Strata from + 
Hull to 
Lancashire. 
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ving the millstone grit and shale, we again come 

wen pele ern eines epee cut off, or ially in ilicious 
sandstone. already deeceibed. The surface here in ma- 
ny parts is covered by beds of gravel ; and in clay pits, 
under the surface, are found hed blocks of gra- 
nite, basalt, scienite, and slate, similar to the rocks in 
North Wales and Westmoreland. From the vicinity of 
Prescot to Liv , the immediate substratum. is 
formed by the rocks, which may be seen dipping 
under the waves of the Irish Sea. 

If we had crossed the island, about 25 miles to the 
south of the direction we have just described, near the 
latitude of Sheffield and Chester, we should travel over 
nearly a similar series of rocks, except that beyond the 
vale of Derwent, 12 miles to the west of Sheffield, we 
should meet with the metalliferous limestone of Der- 
byshire. The same metalliferous limestone would also 
be met with, if, after crossing the red sandstone of 
Cheshire, we continued eur line into Wales. Here it 
occurs in Flintshire, forming the boundary of the al- 
pine district. , 

If we cross the island in the latitude of Lancaster, 
the metalliferous limestone mountains of Craven, in 
Yorkshire, would be observed, rising from under the 

it-stone, and resting upon slate. In this latitude, 
the grit-stone mountains of Wharfdale ap near 
the earthy limestone on the eastern side, and nearly 
shut out the coal district. 

In travelling from Kent to Cornwall, nearly 150 
miles of chalk and calcareous sandstone, as far as the 
western district of Dorsetshire, are passed over. Af- 
ter we leave the chalk, a few miles of the lower se- 
co strata occur, before we arrive at the transition 
and primary rocks, - 
A brief notice of the principal mineral waters of 

England seems properly to belong to this part of our 
subject. They are thus classed by Dr Saunders: The 
simpler thermal, viz. Bristol, the temperature of which 
is 74°; Matlock, the temperature of which is 66° ; and 
Buxton, with a temperature of 82°. The simple sa- 
line, of which Epsom is the principal ; the simple car- 
bonated chalybeate, of which Tunbri is the princi- 
pal: the hot carbonated chalybeate, or waters, the 
temperature of which is 116°: the saline carbonated 
pri a as the Cheltenham and Scarborough: the 
vitriolated chalybeate, as the Hartfell waters: and the 
cold sulphureous, as the Harrowgate. The waters of 
Malvern and Holywell seem to owe their medicinal vir- 
tues entirely to their purity. 

CHAP. VI. 

Agriculture. 

Havine thus fully considered, and, we trust, faith- 
fully and accurately described England, as it came from 
the hands of Nature, with respect to its climate, soil, 
and natural history, we shall now proceed to the se- 
cond gone division of our subject ; and consider and 
deseribe it, as it has been operated upon, by the exer- 
tion of the labour, and by the a’ chieation, of the science, 
the knowledge, the skill, and oe capital of its inhabi- 
tants. From the sketch which we have given of its 
natural state, it will be seen, that while it. presents no 
great obstacles, in any to the successful exer- 
tion of human industry; on the other hand, it does not 
hold out what is requisite or desirable for the subsist~ 

ENGLAND. 
ence, comfort, or luxury of man, to be acquired by ease 
and indolence, iia she mmncfeategtiaedeiatines 
it is a valuable country, or may be made so; to the 
man of indolent habits and confined knowledge, exist- 
ond peel tate 

vision of our i 
wil hageiton ieaihadee eke deneeisaieeaee 
culture of the country ; the leading principles on 
it i ised ; inent of the 

i ; anda ive view of 
= ees bee 

second place, the 

dered in an economical point of view, having been al- 
read, treated of as branches of the natural hi of 

d. In the third 

the that take 
pu soeneme In the fe 
fisheries of England 
divisions ; of the fisheries om our own coasts, or in our 
own rivers, and the fisheries which are carried on 
abroad, at Greenland and Davis’ Straits, in the South 

The former divided into the inland and coasting trade ; 
the latter ex ing eur mercantile connections with 
foreign nations. We are well aware of the extent and 

itude of this plan ; of the i , interest, 
pm ay arta which would result the complete 
and accurate execution of it ; and of the extreme diffi- 
culty, and numerous obstacles, which lie in the way of 
such execution. Even if it were attempted by nume- 
rous individuals, each most judici and impartially 
selected for his information and know in one par- 
ticular branch, omissions and errors must appear; it 
must not, therefore, be a matter of wonder or of: cen 
sure, if, in the present article, those who are conver- 
sant in any particular branch of the various and dissi- 
milar .subjects which are treated of, should detect 
omissions or errors, ; 

Secr. I. State and M Landed Properly, 
‘Sise and Rent of Fate, Be, 

“Tu natural and introduction to an account landed p 
of the agriculture of 
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there ; with this, there- 

fore, we shall begin this division of our subject. 
In England, landed is tolerably well defi- 

ned, and protected by the laws of the land. Through 
the various changes, however, that have taken place 
in our laws and constitution, in consequence of the 
conquests and revolutions to which the ki has 
been exposed, its landed property at present is of va- 
rious descriptions ; and the laws and regulations re- 
epecting it are almost without number. 

The kinds of connected with the lands of 
England may be divided under two heads, namely, in- 
to possessory property, or the actual possession of the 
lands and their appurtenances ; and into abstract rights 
arising out of them. Those who are inclined to trace 
the origin and decline of the ancient structure of Eng- 
lish tenures, and to search for the fragments of them 
that are still in force, may consult Blackstone’s Com- 
mentaries on the Laws and Constitution of arnt 

The first division of the species of property relati 
to the lands of England, or possessing natie 
prises the soil or land itself; the minerals and féssils it 
covers ; La hen nr he the wood and herb- 

age it uces ; and the buildings, fences, &c. thereon 
panded i other division of the species of 
relating to the lands of England, or abstract rights, 
comprises seignorial rights, as chief rents, &c. ; mano- 
rial rights, as quit-rents, fines, &c. ; iptive, or 
common rights; predial rights, or tithes; and 
chial rights, or taxes. To these, advouson and parlia- 
mentary rights may be added, as they are not unfre- 
quently attached to landed property. 
~ It will be evident, from the consideration of these 
abstract rights, that possessory property in this coun- 
try is liable to analysis, and to more icular 
distinctions. In case lands are held uncon itionally, 
and in full ion, without any other superior than 
the laws and constitution of the country, they are term- 
ed freehold. This term again admits of still further 

- If the lands are liable to regular and fixed “annual 
pa ts, which payments are beneath their annual 

e, and without heiig liable to fine, heriot, or for- 
feiture, they are fee-farm hold, or are comprised under 
the denomination of other inferior holding. When they 
are held of a superior, as part of a royalty, honour, or 
manor, and are liable to Pao on account of deaths, 
transfers, or other circumstances, are copyhold. 

hold property is subject to the customs of the 
royalty, manor, or honour, of which it is a 

ld is also of various descriptions 
and value in England ; long leasehold, as for a thou- 
sand years ; life leasehold, with a fine certain or un- 
der certain limitations on a renewal; life leasehold, 
with an uncertain fine, which is payable to the proprie- 
tor or other superior ; in this case, he reserves merely 
4 conventional rent ; the tenant having paid down a 
sum of money to obtain the lease, and the right of alie- 
nation: this practice is common in the west of Eng- 
land. The conventional rents are reserved and exact- 
ed in these cases, in order that the proprietor of the 
lands may have the right of convening the tenants to 
his court or audit, as well as to know which of his te- 
nants are still alive, in order that no fraud or over- 
holding may take place. There is also another kind of 
life leasehold with an uncertain fine: this fine is pay- 
able to the proprietor, who receives the full rent oft 
land at the time of granting the lease ; the lessor ha- 
‘ving a power of alienation’; this is a common practice 

T17 
in Wales and in some parts of England. The last dis- Statisties. 
tinction of leasehold property, which exists in Eng- “7 
land, is leasehold for an ordinary term, with the power 
of alienation. These various rights of possession are 

- syled tenures. Where a lease is granted, without the 
power of alienation or transfer, it is a species of hold- 
ing, which merely gives the right of occupancy. * 

Legal possession of landed property is gained, by 
grant, as from the crown; by prescription, or long 
usage ; by descent, as from an ancestor ; by deed of 
gift or settlement ; by the testament of the deceased 
owner ; by forfeiture, as to a mortgage ; and by pur- 
chase, either entered on a court roll, or ratified by a 
deed of conveyance. ; 

- In most 

same manner ; but nearly in the whole of Kent, and in 
some small portions of other counties, gavel-kind, or. 
the equal distribution of landed property among all the 
sons of a family, prevails. In some parts also, another 
species of tenure prevails, which is that of borough 
English, by which the younger son succeeds to the land 
on the death of his father, to the exclusion of his eldest 
and other brothers. 

Landed pr 

come derived from land may amount to nearly L.100,000 
annum ; but the eral annual income arising 

from this kind of property is probably not more than one 
or two thousand a year. In some counties, particularly 
in the west of England, landed property is much di« 
vided : this is also the case in other parts of the king- 
dom; while in some counties, nearly the whole of the 
landed property is in the hands of a very few indi- 
viduals. In Cheshire, the estates are perhaps more 
nearly of a size than in most other counties, running 
from L.3000 to L.15,000 a year. In the manufacturing 
districts, the small landed proprietors of L.200 or L.300 
a year, have been driven away by the introduction of 
manufactures, and the high price of the necessaries of 
life, or have been induced to di of their property, 
by aa great rise in the value of land in these parts, 

The 

these are men practically conversant with-the manage- 
ment and improvement of estates, but too often they 
are men bred to the law, who. are better acquainted 
with the legal lan and formalities of a lease, than 
with the value of land, or the mode in which, for the 
advantage of the tenant, the landlord, and the commu- 
per ought to be cultivated. 

e size of farms varies very much, not only in dif- Size of 
ferent parts of the kingdom, but even in the same coun. farms. 

. Farms of the extent of 500 to 1500 acres are 
ed large farms. Those that are under 100 acres 

are considered small ones, The largest farms in Eng- 
land are to be met with in the northern parts of Nortii- 
umberland, in Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Kent, and Dor. 
setshire ; a few also occur in other counties: and in ge- 
neral it may be remarked, that farms are larger in the 
north, eastern, and south-eastern counties, than in the 
south-western, western, or north-western counties of 
Engi’ In Wales, farms are for the most part very 
small. 

The practice of letting land on lease is by no means Leases. 
common in England ; and it is certainly on the decline. 
Where leases are granted, they are generally for 7. or 
14 years; seldom for 21 years, or a longer period. 
Leases are most usual in those counties where farms 

s of England, the tenures are nearly of Singular 
the same kind ; and landed property descends in the tenures. 

y varies in size and value very much Size of 
in different parts of England ; perhaps the largest in- estates. 

ent of landed property in England is Manage- 
generally in the hands of stewards; in some cases, ™*nt- 
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and also in Lancashire, Cheshire, &c. Where no leases 
are granted, the tenant either holds at will, the aan 
tie between the owner and occupier being the custom 
of the estate or of the county in which it lies, and the 
common law of the land; or he holds from at pee year, 
under a written agreement with specified covenants : 
this is a modern usage, but it is becoming more and 
more prevalent. 

Where leases are granted in England, they are in ge- 
neral much clogged with restrictive clauses;.so that the 
tenant is either under the necessity of carefully avoid- 
ing all attempts to improve his ioe, by introducing  sheep- 
new practices and courses of crops, or he exposes him- 
self by deviations from the covenants of his lease, to 
the payment of those heavy fines which are ae See 
in it. 

When the pris that the English - 
rist in re to climate, are considered, it 
will probably be found that the rent, which he pays ‘for 
land, is comparatively low. It is impossible to fix 
with accuracy the average rent, either of arable or of 
pasture land, throughout the kingdom; but we shall not 
be very wide of the truth, if we estimate the average 
of them both, taken together, at 20s. per acre. Per- 
haps, indeed, in the opinion of many, this may be 
reckoned too high, since thea of the county of 
Norfolk, which, tho of inferior soil, is much better 
farmed, than most of the arable counties of England, 
is not above 16s. per acre ; but, on the other hand, it 
should be considered, that most of the arable farms in 
the north of England, particularly in Northumberland, 
Durham, and Yorkshire, as well as in many of the 
arable counties in the south-east of England, as Essex, 
Kent, Hampshire, &c. are let much above 20s 
acre, and a very small tina gee ee ee 
let at so low a rent as From communications 
made to the Board of Agriculture, it was ascertained, 
that the rise of rents in England between the year 
1790 and 1804, was %Q per cent. and since that period 
a still farther rise has taken probably to the 
amount of $0 per cent. All the other expences of cul- 
tivation have also increased, some of them in as great a 
a an The = a rents for arable land (subject 
Pe: satan poor rates, &c.) in England, 
> not, haps, exceed 50s. unless where some 
liar and local advantages exist : pangs even of a 
moderately good quality, is let 10s to 12s, 
acre, Pastare land wer from 20s. to L.3; and maha 
it is of smaller extent, and occupied for local purposes, 
especially in some of ‘the manu ing counties, it is 
let as high as L.5, or L.6 per acre, or even higher. 

The English farmer, besides the payment of his rent 
to bis landlord, is subject to the payment, in most cases, 
of tithes and poor rates. The latter vary very much 
in different sa and even sometimes in the same 
perish, at different periods. The ary aremore steady 
and regular in their amount. Perhaps, together, they 
may amount to one half, or 3-5ths of the rent. 

The ordinary term of en 
Lady-day ; but Candlemas, Whitsuntide, and Miehael- 
mas, are also common terms in some parts of the king- exten 
dom. Michaelmas and Lady-day are tak customary 
terms of payment; the first payment commences six 
months after entry to the possession of the farm. Let- 
ting lands fora term of years for a former rent, but 
making tee: tialene pay a considerable sum by way of 

to a farm in England is 

Sect. II. Agriculiural Departments, — 

eee these general remarks, we shall 
to an account of the of Eng- 

land. as nee inadaens not including Wales, wn an ae 
See poe t of view, may v properly be «vided 

ieee aie epartments or districts: ditt by a agricultural di 
trict, that tract, which is d from 

the » by a uniformity or simila- ry of pati 
alg gospel it be characterised Y grazing, 

it, or mixed aia 
or by Sn ee 

dry produce fruit-liquor, &c. e six agricultural 
one another in this 

pt few ar the northern he western the mid 
the eastern, the southern, and the south-western. 

The northern district includes the 
one” umberland and Durham, the whole 

Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and York- 
shire, (excepting the fens and marshes seer on 
Lincolnshire,) with parts of Cheshire, Staffordshire, and 
Derbyshire. This department is distinguished by a 
coolness of climature, and a backwardness of seasons, 
as com with the more southern parts of the island ; 
but its most striking natural feature is derived from 
its mountains. As a field of rural economy, it is also 
strongly di from the other agricultural dis. 
tricts. On its western side, manufactures indeed, have 
prevailed over agriculture ; but on its eastern side, Pa 
pac gepedyabebematr ye of the king, 

be wae agus a teu om, 

FS 4 wrate than Die bean ts of Nowth: ustry is in parts 
yi pe, thn she nrc p 

Stee tenses apactatet 
to the banks of the Somersetshire Avon; being 
ed on the west, by the Welsh mountains ; ig east, 
be dhe, lower: NiRY- Ch eee nen and the of 

arwickshire and Oxfordshire, and on the south, by 
the chalk hills of Wiltshire, and the Sedgemoors of So- 
mersetshire, Nearly the whole of this agricultural de- 

ises an uninterrupted succession of 

less distinctly marked by tural 
whole of it, with the exception of igh lands of 
Shropshire and Herefordshire, the hills in 
Gloucestershire, and the Mendip hills in Somerset- 
shire, may be almost said to be applied to the produce 
of therdairy. It is also distinguished as an agricultural 
district, by its fruit-liquor. 

The midland t is bounded by the moun- Midland. 
tains of the northern, and the dhalk bilin atidiie abate. 
ern d ts, in its len and by the rising ste ore aoa 
earge!* riche garyrtegt where the eastern 

t commences, in its Compared with 

plain of fertile lands, without a 
acme except the Charnwood hills. In its: 
character, it is by its mixed cultivation, 
to which the nature of its soil and surface is almost 
uniformly suitable. “ As «a wide field of a ate 
(to use the words of Mr Marshall,) in w 

prin- Northern, 

t extends from the y Western. 
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Statistics. branch of the profession is hi s y cultivated, it has 

been popularly known. Here not only the spirit 
of i an TAN of coeehitad tony be 2A we Dae 
bit. The art, science, and mystery of breeding has here 
been carried to a height, which in any other country 
probably it has never attained ;—the same enterprising 
spirit, which led to this pre-eminence, still continuing, 
with little.or abatement.” 

The eastern ent is not more strongly mark- 
ed in its natural, than in its agri r; in 
the former, copra cx arg at as well as the light 
san i its up eatures that are united 
rete dicsict of the kingdom, mark it out; in 
the latter, the turnip husbandry is the most distinguish- 
ing feature. The agricultural pursuits of the eastern 
department, are directed, in a principal manner, to gra- 
zing, not only in the marshes and lower grounds, but 
on the uplands. ew capes as cattle, are grazed 
here ; and it may also be remarked, that in a very con~ 
siderable portion of this agricultural district, arable hus- 
ar way very extensively and intimately connected 
with the fattening of sheep and cattle. Its boundaries 
are distinctly marked, including the fen lands of Lin- 
colnshire, N: ire, Cambridgeshire, Hunt- 
i ire, and Norfolk, as well as the rest of Nor- 
Ey HO ESE DR of Suffolk in Essex, with those 

parts of the adjoining counties which lie close to them. 
The southern department, which includes the chalk 

hills in the vicinity of the m is, as well as those 
in the more remote counties, is, by the circumstance of 
these hills, distinctly marked out, in its natural charac- 
ter, from the rest of the kingdom. That of it 
which lies in the more immediate vicinity of the metro- 
polis, is, of course, directed, in the nature and objects 
a eer Paes demands created by the me- 
tropolis ; and an artificial character is, as it were, 
a gl ate agricul ram rg BS The other part of 

is district is ope a by its flocks of ; 
_— i EEE peal kaw oom 

it, of which are i from those 
in. the sdllanc pallend dad taciens Aeneas partments. > 

South-west- The natural situation of the last, or south-western 
agricultural t, is very remarkable ; it stretches 
away from the main body of the island, in a peninsular 
form, into the western sea. This peninsula is nearly 
200 miles long, and is bounded that sea, except 
where it touches the southern and western departments. 
The natural characters of its area, as well as of its situ- 
ation, are also singular. Slate rock hills, which are 
comparatively unknown in the rest of the kingdom, 
except in a small portion of the northern department, 
ao abound. The ae indeed, almost throughout 

department, (its north-eastern angle excepted,) is of 
a singular character, consisting of ba stoop. idea tilly 
separated by narrow vallies: the hills, in general, are 
productive to their very summits. In its agricultural 
character and pursuits, it is not less remarkable ; the 
husbandry that is carried on there being more nearly 
allied to the ancient of the than 

pe grand features of the whole, are remarkable, 

y 
Notwi ing this general division of the king- 

dom into agricultural ts, it ma’ be proper to 
y+ ar counties bnery der ee ae ed bog 

lowed in ‘England, sani, atte biden rai ae 
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Norfolk, 

cestershire, Wiltshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, Suffolk, 
Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Cambridgeshire, Dorsetshire, and 
Devonshire. The counties most distinguished for breed- 
ing and fattening cattle and sheep, are Lincolnshire, So- 
mersetshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Teeswa- 
ter in Durham, and Cleveland and Holderness in York- 
shire. It will be evident, however, that in this ar- 
rangement, many counties must be specified, in which 
more than one of the three great agricultural pursuits 
are carried on ; and it may be remarked, that the arable 
husbandry, in some counties, is closely connected with 
the ing of sheep, but seldom with the dairy hus- 
bandry ; while the latter is often connected with the 
breeding and fattening of cattle and sheep. 

Sect. III. Arable Husbandry. 

In giving a general sketch of the arable husbandry 
of England, it will be proper to consider it under two 
heads, namely, the instruments employed in carrying 
it on, and the crops cultivated. On the first head, our 
remarks must be brief, since it would lead us far be- 
yond our limits to icularise or describe nearly all 
the agricultural implements used in England. 

The ploughs employed are of various and numerous 
sorts, but “they may be divided into three principal 
classes: the swing-plough, the wheel-plough, and the 
turn-wrest plough: the first seems to be the oldest 
plough in England, at least in its original construction: 
it is for the most a heavy ill made implement. In 
its original form, it is not however now often met with; 
but in its improved construction, it is. general in the 
northern, north-western, and some of the midland 
counties: in Suffolk, a peculiar kind of swing-plough 
is used. Ploughs with one or two wheels are common 
in the southern, and south-western counties of Eng- 
land, as well as in some of the midland counties: a pe- 
culiar plough of this construction is almost exclusive- 
ly seen in Norfolk. Turn-wrest ploughs are general 
over Kent, and on the chalk hills of Sussex and Hert- 
fordshire: they are not common in other parts of the 
kingdom. Besides these three kinds, double moulded 
ploughs are used ; but their use is by no means gene- 
ral, nor is it likely to continue. On the whole, it may 
be remarked, that the whs, as well as most of the 
other agricultural implements in England, are by no 
means constructed on those scientific principles, and 
with that skill which enables them to do their work 
well with the least expence of labour and time. 

Perhaps the im t construction of the ploughs 
may be one cause why in England a greater number of 
horses than n are employed in them. If we 
except the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Esgex, in 
the south of d, and. those of Northumberland, 
Durham, Fas ipeng te Westmoreland, oe the ae 
there is perhaps no county in w more t 
two horses wel rts boson ina plough. Insome coun- 
ties, the practice of ploughing with two horses is ne+ 
ver followed, even on the lightest soils; and it may in 
general be remarked: of the south, south-eastern and 

Dairy coun- 
ties. 

Breeding 
countigs. 

Arable hus- 
bandry. 

Ploughs, 

Number 
of horses in 
a plough, 
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south-western counties, that three, four, or five horses, 
are almost always employed in a plough.” Under some 
circumstances, and on some soils, even a still greater 
numiber are used. Notwithstanding this great number 
of horses, the furrow, even on light soils, is seldom 
more than 3} or 4 inches deep ; nor, in general, is more 
than three-fourths of an acre ploughed in the course of 
a day. Of course, where there are more than two 
horses, a driver, as well as a holder, is necessary. In 
this respect, therefore, English husbandry presents no- 
thing praise-worthy, 

Few of the other implements of agriculture used in 
England require particular notice ; they are very nu- 
merous ; almost constant changes are making in them; 
but simplicity of principle and construction are too 
little attended to. With the exception of the northern 
counties, weggons are almost universally used in hus- 
bandry, as well as carts. In the northern counties, on 
the contrary, waggons are seldom seen in the occupa- 
tion of a farmer. The thrashing machine is now pret- 
ty common in most parts of the kingdom, but it is only 
within these very few years that it has been introduced 
into the midland,and southern counties: though the 
minutie of its construction vary considerably, yet in 
almost every case it operates by beating, not Sabie 
out the grain. : 

Before agricultural improvements began in England, 
there appears to have been little or no fallow land :- one 
of the first, or at least one of the most striking and im- 
portant improvements in its agriculture, was the intro- 
duction of fallows ; they are very common on most of 
the strong and wet lands in the arable districts, though 
attempts have been made, especially in the southern 
counties, which are favoured with a long and dry sum- 
mer, to do without them. On the light dry soils, in 
almost every part of the kingdom, they have been en- 
tirely superseded by the introduction of turnips and 
other green crops. 

The courses of crops commonly cultivated vary very 
much, not only according to the nature of the soil and 
climate, but even with the same soil and climate. “In 
the best farmed counties, which may justly be consi- 
dered to be Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Northumber- 
land, a general principle is laid down, not to sow two 
white crops in succession: this principle is gradually 
extending itself, and is acted upon by the best farmers 
in all parts of the kingdom, It is, however, still ne- 
alectel 1 by too many ; and oats or barley after wheat, 
wheat after oats, and two or three crops of oats in suc- 
cession, are by no means uncommon. On light soils, 
the most judicious rotation, and that which is pursued 
by the most intelligent and successful agriculturists, is 
borrowed from the county of Norfolk, and thence cal- 
led the Norfolk system; it consists of turnips, barley, 
clover, and wheat. On heavy soils, no one. rotation. 
is nearly so common as this is on light soils. Those 
most pursued are fallow, wheat, beans, oats: fallow, 
wheat, oats: fallow, wheat, clover, beans, oats. . Bar- 
ley is not often introduced into the rotations on stron 
lands ; and tares or cabbages are sometimes substitu 
for fallow. In the Isle of Sh , in Kent, and in afew 

thity, wheat and beans are 
grown, without the intervention either of a fallow or 
any other crop. : 

_ these aoe ions, in oe core which the 
ground is constantly under the h, there are other 
rotations founded on the iafatlates of what is called 
the convertible husbandry. _ According to the prin- 
ciples of this husbandry, the ground, after being laid 
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down for three, five, or more years, to is bro- 
ken up, and sown with different species of corn for 
some years, after which it is again laid down to gras: 
This mode of husbandry is making its way into the 
best farmed districts of mye. so that more grass- 
land, (not permanent, but for a few years), is seen.in 
the districts, strictly ing arable, than was former- 
Loa and a greater b 

after beans and 
districts of England after any white As it isa 
crop on which the farmer mainly s, the prepa- 
ration for it, in whatever rotation it comes, is 
with eres labour and attention: If it is to. be sown 
after fallow, the land is ploughed and harrowed res 

AS RE to this rf is by no means common in 
re? ; and it is still less frequently, put in with the ibble, b : 

numberless ; red wheat, which is seldom sown where 
the climate is very good and early, and the land in 
high condition ; and spring wheat. The last, in con 
sequence of the high price of wheat, and. the desire 
rl nets y ee in the farmer to sow 
wheat after his turnips in the spring, is becoming more 
common, though the real_spri Fis et is of compara- 
tively late introduction. is seldom sown before 
the beginning or middle of September i in any of 
England, and seldom so late.as the end of ‘Apri: the 
most usual period is between the middle of October and 
the end of the year. While growing, not much atten- 
tion or labour are bestowed upon it, unless where it is 
drilled, in which case it is howed: where sown broadcast, 
it is sometimes rolled and harrowed in the spring. The 
wheat harvest commences in the south of England about 
the end of July, or the beginning of August: in the 
midland counties it is about 10 days later; in the 
northern counties, nearly three weeks. ‘There is a stri- 
king difference in the harvest field ions with re- 
spect to this, as well as other kinds of grain, in the 
north and in the south of England: in the former, du- 
ring harvest, the corn exhibits a large num- 
ber of reapers, perhaps 50, G0, or even 100, all pro- 
ceeding in: their eperations together, and presenting 
an interesting and animating picture. In the south of 
England, indeed over the greater part of the mid- 
land ies, on the contrary, wheat is cut down by 
two or three individuals, each of whom contracts to 
cut a field, or a certain number of acres. The wheat 
field consequently exhibits merely one or two men, per- 
haps, with their wives, working in different parts of 
it. Wheat is seldom or never cut down with the 
scythe, but is either reaped with the common sickle, or, 
as is the practice in some of, the counties near the me~ 
tropolis, as well as sihiet ‘vines south western couns 

Statisticn. Statistics, 
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wheat; and in the vicinity of the metropolis. In no Statistics. 
other part is it cultivated to any Popeye neg but “"Y~" 
it is grown in many counties as green food for cattle, 
coming early in the spring to maturity for this purpose, 

a In the ‘sou 
is generally ly in a week or ten days; 
the north of England, it tmbcoatary. b> 

let it stand out for two or three weeks. In the south- 
ern and midland counties, it is frequently put into 
barns: in the northern counties, it is almost universal- 

it 
in 

and afterwards allowing time for a subsequent crop the 
same year. 

The culture of barley is also on the decline in most Barley. 
Sevinate England, owing, of course, to a diminished 

d for it, and to the increasing demand for wheat, 
and merino high price of this latter grain. The 
dimini demand for barley arises from the same 
cause which has produced a diminished demand for 
rye, namely, the increased wages of the labouring clas- 
ses, in conjunction with another cause, the e of 
distillation from this grain, which has frequently taken 
poe in late Ener hese two causes would probably 

ve diminished the growth of barley to a sti ter 
extent than they have done, were it not for its impor- 
tance as a in the rotation most adapted and bene- crop 
ficial to light lands. The barley counties of England Counties 
are pri ng es Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, Bed- where prin- 

shire ‘ - * * 3 

Wheat 
* eounties. 

Rye. 

5 : $ Ss & 

; Ul é wetter, 

bad seasons, the weight of the bushel 
more than 56 or 57 lbs. It is caleulat- 

weight of the bushel of good Eng- 
is 58 lbs, yielding 344-4 Ibs. of flour for stan- 

bread ; and 373 }bs. for household. Se- 
good wheat will make a saek of wheaten 

a. 
sPELs ik ; 
y 
a 3 g i 
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parts of Herefordshire, Warwickshire, Shropshire. 
most common ion for this crop, where its cul- 
ture is best un , and most extensively followed, 
is turnips: after these are drawn or eaten off, the land 
is hed two or three times, and harrowed repeat- 

a season for sowing barley extends from the 
i of March to the end of April. It is more ge- 

nerally drilled than wheat, but this mode of culture is 
by no means common; when followed, about two bu- 

els of seed are sown ; in the broadcast method, three 
or 34 bushels. There are two leading varieties of this 
grain grown ; the common barley, of which there are 
por kinds, and big; the latter, however, is almost 
entirely confmed to the hilly of the northern 
counties. The barley harvest, in the south Of Tings 

commences nearly about the same time as 
wheat harvest, perhaps a little later: in the north, it 
is often cut down before the wheat. The practice of 
mowing it, which has long been followed in the south, 
is becoming “general ; but the carrying it home in a 
loose state, without being bound into sheaves, is con- 
fined to the southern counties, and indeed can only be 
practised there with safety, where the climate is. so 
warm and steady as frequently to render it fittobe . 
carried to the barn-yard in the course of a few days, 
It is seldom housed in any part of England. The pro~ Produce. 
duce varies from three to eight quarters: the most 
usual crop is 34 or 4 quarters: the usual weight of a 
bushel of barley is 50 lbs.: the best Norfolk. barley, 
however, sometimes weighs 53 Ibs. This cropis grown 
in some places after and tares, as well as after 
turnips ; and where it is sown on strong land, a sum-+ 
mer fallow preparation is sometimes given. The prac- 
tice of sowing it after wheat or oats is on the de- 
cline, 
In conseq - of 
kept in England for business or pleasure, within these 
few years, the cultivation of oats has been considerabl 
extended. As, however, they do not suit so well wi 
a warm and early climate, as with a climate more moist 
and backward, the crops of them:in the former being 
neither so abundant nor of such good quality as in the 
latter : the cultivation, of oats is more attended to in 
the north of England and Wales, than in the southern 
counties. The counties.in-which are most exten~ 
sively are Northumberland, Durham, Cumber-~ 
land, cin ead “ans ire ; and the fens of Lin« 

¥ 

ire, andthe upper cipally 
he Stown- 

uence of the increased number of’ horses Oats. 
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colnshire, aery eI Northamptonshire, Cam- 
ers ner orfolk. _ ae that one- 

of oats grown in England are the produce 
of these fens; they = also cultivated on the higher 
lands of Cheshire, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire, and 
in most of the Welsh counties, particularly in Caermar- 
thenshire. As we advance into the midland counties 
of England, their cultivation becomes less extensive, 
though many are grown in Leicestershire, and on the 
Trent bank fand of Nottinghamshire. 

There are four leading varieties of this grain culti- 
vated in England ; the white, the black, the , and 
the brown or red: of the white, the subvarieties are 
very numerous ; but the most common are the common 
white, the Tartarian, the Dutch, the Poland, and the 
potatoe oat: the black and grey are little cultivated : 
the red is confined principally to Cheshire, Derbyshire, 
and Staffordshire. Besides these kinds, a species of 
naked oats, called provincially pillar, are grown in 
Cornwall. 

Oats are almost always, in every of the kingdom, 
the first crop afterthe tnenking upof Barns land. erey 
are also sown generally on strong land, after clover ley; 
and in the north of England, they succeed clover on 
most kinds of soil. Besides coming in this rotation, 
they are sown sometimes after turnips ; and where the 
hu is bad, they are taken as the last before 
fallow, even when the ground is dirty and exhausted. 
In the southern counties of England, the end of Fe- 
bruary, and in the midland and northern counties, the 
middle or end of March is the usual seed-time, They 
are very seldom drilled. The usual quantity of seed to 
the acre is five bushels. Perhaps the produce of no 

ies of grain varies more than that of oats. Where 
the ground is foul and exhausted, not more than 20 
bushels are obtained ; but on rich soil well managed, 
eight, nine, and sometimes ten quarters, have been pro- 
cured. In most parts of England they are mown, ex- 
cept when the crop is very strong. They are general- 
ly, but not always, carried loose into the barn-yard, 
where they are put up in stacks, 

Beans are grown on almost all the strong lands of the 
kingdom, which are under the plough ; and their cul- 
tivation probably has not extended, as, according to 
the old rotation pursued when most of the land was in 
common fields, they, preceded by wheat and followed 
by fallow, formed the whole course of the husbandry of 
our ancestors, But though their cultivation is very ge- 
neral, there are few counties in which it is well con- 
ducted. Perhaps Gloucestershire in the west of Eng- 
land, and Kent and Essex in the south, may be pointed 
out, as the counties where the culture of this plant is 
conducted with the greatest judgment, skill, and suc- 
cess. In these and some other counties, they are plant- 
ed in rows or clusters, and carefully weeded, both by 
the horse-hoe and the hand. They are generally grown 
after wheat, oats, or clover ley; and are put into the 
ground as soon in the spring as the-weather will permit. 
The bean harvest, in every part of the sige (pong 
generally ten days or a fortnight after the white 
corn is cut'dewn. The uce varies from 16 to 40 
bushels. Pease are very little cultivated’ in any part 
of the kingdom, apes in the vicinity of the metropolis, 
as a garden crop. Where grown as a farm: crop, they 
ervey succeed clover ley, wheat, barley, or oats. 
he uce, in consequence of the unsettled nature of 
— climate, is ve foe chew and —— a 

’ Tares are principally grown as sprin for 5 
cattle, or horses. In the south of England, stare, an 
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two kinds: the winter and spring. The former, 
in the autumn, is ready to cut in the month of 

and is cut intheautumn. Buck-wheat is seldom seen Buck- 
in England. A little of it is cultivated in Norfolk and wheat. 
some other counties, where the soil is light and poor, 
and permitted to remain till it is ripe; in other 
it is hed down, as a manure, while in flower. 

superior hus! F 

clover, sec, ot 

in laying down land to Sainfoin not thriving 
well, except where the or subsoil is caleareous, is 
not met with generally. On the Cotswold hills, and 
on the chalk soils of Dorsetshire, Hampshire, Wiltshire, 
Hertfordshire, Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, it is extensive« 
ly eyes 8 It apni A remains for ei — ten 
years ; a much lo i ing to A. Young, 
than it is found to tio'ees Mhaniin: It is made into hay, 
and the after crop eaten by sheep or cattle. Lucerne, 
nearly allied to sainfoin in its character, habits, and pro- 
perties, is not grown to any extent, except in some dis- 
tricts of Sussex and Kent. 

The counties into which the culture and use of that 
valuable root, the potatoe, was first introduced, and in 
which it is still grown in the ion, are 
Lancashire and Cheshire: in former, about Al- 
tringham, and in the latter, about Frodsham. : 
are also grown to a considerable extent in Yorkshire, 
particularly on the warpland, or the soil on) which 
the sediment of the river is i 

ly in rows; horse~ 

sown in cap sucha om ana skill, and success, with 
which they were cultivated; but at i 
ful and valuable root is grown in almost every county in 
England, in a greater or less degree. Ina ior man~ 
on en and a a greater extent in . 
Northumberland, in any other county. Perhaps 
there are fewer turnips.grown in Cheshire and Lanca~ 
shire, in-the north-west; and in some of the south-west 
ern counties, than elsewhere. In the north part-of Nor« 
thumberland, they: are almost universally drilled. The 
drill husbandry is-also used with to them par- 
tially in other places; but. far the most common 
shothe of sowing thanx They seldom suc« 

Potatoes. 
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About tw: years ago, a species of turnip, called ru- strong lands of High Suffolk. 
ta baga, or Sw. turnip; was introduced into England has long been noted for its hops. They are 
this coun It is now cultivated in almost every dis- cultivated in the neighbourhood of Canterbury and 

south-western counties, as well as in Northam ire, 
Leicestershire, &c. It is seldom grown, for either pur- 
pose, to the 
ties. , as food for cattle and , have been ford in Nottinghamshire ; but in these two places on« 
partially cultivated for several years ; but thei cultiva-e ly to a very inconsiderable extent: in Herefordshire, 
tion does not seem to be extending. Suffolk, Leicester, ~ particularly on the confines of Worcestershire: in Es- 
and Lincolnshire, are the counties where they are prin- sex, about Castle Hedingham: and in some parts of 
cipally grown. - Nearly the same remark may be made Sussex. This crop is so much affected by the climate, 
respecting carrots. They have been long cultivated, to and so much exposed to blights and other distempers, 
a considerable extent, on the sandy soils of Suffolk, that its produce varies more ps than that of any 
where, according to Mr Young, there is a Teme uan- other plant cultivated in the fields. This will sufficient- 
Fs Al them than in any other part of ngland,) but ly appear, from the following statement of the produce 
it is only within these few years that Lon ve been of hops in England during the years 1794 and 1795. 
ppt as food for live stock. Formerly the carrots of In the former year, it amounted only to 5,000,000 Ibs. 

county were exclusively sent to the London mar- wheréas in 1795, the produce was 42,528,587 Ibs. The 
are cultivated, as a farm crop, scarcely in average, ascertained from the produce of a considerable 

any other county besides Suffolk, if we except Worces- number of years, is found to be 20,543,070 lbs. Hop 
tershire, where Wol sands have been fa- ds let at a higher rate per acre than any other 
mous for the growth of this root, as well as for carrot kind of land not possessed of peculiar local advantages, 

bringing from L.5 to L:10 per acre; and about Farn- 
i ham, considerably more. 

in the Isle of Thanet. Saffron, which and south-western counties, which has not an orchard 
i in various of the king- attached to it, containing apple trees at least sufficiently 

is now grown almost solely between Saffron-Wal- numerous and productive to supply the farmer’s family 
den in Essex, (which takes its name from this plant,) with cider; but it is exclusively or principally in the 
and Newmarket, in a circuit of about ten miles. Ano- counties of “ep ape ire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire 

ing, in a great measure, super- 
in the woalen manfacar. Mad 

grown, though not to any consider- 
able extent, in the chalk hills of S iieie Bansted, 

i i , near Wis- laid at 30,000 

prose of the four counties of Worcester, Gloucester, 
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y. 
ire. A few medicinal plants are grown 

‘in thi me fatten Bo oh nt vam ra ad te 
ire; and a iderable variety of them about 

i in Surry, of which the most i ere then 
peppermint, pennyroyal, savin, angelica, 5 
camomile, worm , hyssop, poppy, lavender, and 
roses. 

About 30 years ago, the government of this coun- 
- try endeavoured, by means of bounties, to encourage 

1 

liquors, which are sent into all of the ki 
these counties, which may be considered the principal 
fruit counties of oe ret send large quantities of fruit 
chiefly ittto the northern counties. av ton« 
nage of fruit sent out of Worcestershire alone, by the 
canals, into the north, for three years, amounted to 1500 
tons; and in one year it exceeded 2094 tons. The 

of Kent is famous for orchards of another de- 
scription from those of the western counties. These 

Hops. 

north of Yorkshire, or in the western coun- the vicinity of Stow market in Suffolk, and’ near Ret- 

There is scarcely a farm of any extent in the southern Orchards. 

Cider coun- 
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Statistics. are orchards of cherries and filberts. The former are 
—_—o 

Cheese 

counties. 

Hay. 

common in most parts of Kent; the latter are principally 
confined to the vicinity of Maidstone, where they amount 
to several hundred acres, 

Sect. IV. Grazing Husbandry. 

The principal dairy counties have been already enu- 
merated. Of those appropriated to the making of cheese, 
Cheshire aud Gloucestershire are the most famous. Much 
cheese is also made in that part of ire which bor- 
ders on Cheshire, and in North Wiltshire; the former 
goes nnder the name of Cheshire cheese; the latter was, 
ull lately, called Gloucester cheese, now it receives its 
appellation from the county where it is made, A strong 
cheese, somewhat resembling Parmesan, is made at 
Chedder, in Somersetshire. The rich cheese called Stil- 
ton, is made in Leicestershire, principally in the villages 
round Melton Mowbray. A rich cheese is also made at 
— in Lancashire. The other cheeses made in Eng- 

, which have acquired a peculiar name, either from 
the quantity made, or from the quality, are the Derby- 
shire, Stockton, Cottenham, and Southam cheeses. T 
two last are new-milk cheeses, of a singularly delicious 
flavour ; the places where they are made are in Cambridge- 
shire. Bath and York are remarkable for their cream 
cheeses, The county of Warwick, and Banbury in Ox- 
fordshire also are remarkable for cheese: the former for 
the quantity made in it; about 19,000 tons being sent 
annually to London, besides a very large supply to Bir- 
min . The cheese made at Banbury is distinguish- 
ed for its rich quality. The principal counties in which 
large quantities of butter are made, are Buckinghamshire, 
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Yorkshire, Dorsetshire, and 
Devonshire, Cambridge, Suffolk, and Yorkshire, annually. 
supply London with about 60,000 firkins. Epping also 
is famous for its butter, nearly the whole of which is con- 
sumed in London ; the quantity is about 20,000 firkins. 

The richest grazing lands in England are, the vale 
of Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire, the marsh lands of 
Somersetshire, the fens of Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire, 
&c. Romney Marsh in Kent, and the midland counties, 
Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, &c. The natural fers 
tility of some of these districts, and the fertility bestowed 
upon others, by the agricultural skill, capital, and in- 
dustry of the farmer, is astonishing. On the rich graz- 
ing lands in Lincolnshire 3? sheep have been kept on 
an acre during the summer, besides 12 bullocks ; and 
during winter, the same ground has kept two sheep per 
acre. 
~ The hay made in this kingdom. is either from the na- 
tural grasses; from clover and rye grass, or clover alone, 
or from sainfoin. ‘The first description, or meadow hay, 
as it is called, is pri ly the produce of the western 
counties, where comparatively little clover is sown, and 
where meadows are most extensive and numerous, The 
mode of making this species of hay is carried to the 
greatest ion in the county of Middlesex, particu- 
larly in the inimediate vicinity of the metropolis. Clover. 
hay, either pure, or mixed with rye grass, is most com- 
mon in the southern, eastern, and northern. counties. 
Saipfoin hay, is confined to those counties which have a 
calcareous soil, as on such a soil alone this plant can be 
agent Yaron, The usual weight of a crop of meadow 

, is n one to one and a half tons per acre; of 
clover bay, from one to two tons; aud of sainfoin hay, 
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u ree Pes L : 
d : : Hi] H husbandry of England, it will be perceived, 

the exception of a few counties, it is by no 
ally deservi Shier, other 
provement, Many of th 
structed on bad i Markee’ Bemnisd 
labour and expence in the cultivation of the 
Gos Fey ae ye Sen: “i 
many counties is imperfectly ploug 
and conrana of erépe are Tellowed: eich tend tt exams 
it, or at least to prevent the farmer from reaping all the 
advan from his expence and labour, which, under 
more judicious rotations, he could not fail to derive. 

af Hf 

ut 

Sect. V. Live Stock. 

But though the arable husbandry of England, on the Live stock. 
whole, is defective and backward, i 
character of the country must be placed deservedly y 
high, on account of i 
and the great im 
have been made in them. Respecti he 
country, we shall enter into pretty full and 
tails ; and we trust our readers will geting 
tails too far drawn out, or superfluous, when th 
that the investigation and account which we shall 
wards give of our staple manufactory, will be thus 
dered more full, satisfactory, and complete, 
ana i pl eS Male i 9 
ing the. other branches of live s we shall bestow on. 
them a comparatively short notice. he 

Before, however, we proceed to describe and enumerate Sheep. 
he, ine eit ak sole ae a ae ae 
and to form an estimate of the quantity of wool which 
they afford, it may be proper to premise some general 
remarks respecting their management. Sheep are fed 
either on the mountainous aeweyars prema nem ee 
in the rich grazin especially in 
couinios antl on tiscenadetnaetteaanhiiaeie aa 
the mountainous districts, the chief object is to breed 

i i 2 #4 3 : 
oi 

is ey 
eit hy 

tened, but also to manure the fallows, by being folded 
on them. This practice, however, is by no means ge 
neral. On these farms, the most common, mode of fat- 
tening them is by means of turnips, oil cake, hay, and 
corn. 

There are great varieties of sheep kept in this country. Varieties 
The prineipal kinds are, the Dishley or New Leicester, described. 
the Lincoln, the Teeswater, the Dartmoor, the 
the Dorset, the Hereford, the South Down, the Ni 
the Heath, the Hardwick, the Cheviot, the Du 
the Romney Marsb, the Wiltshire, the. Bagshot 
and the Spanish or Merino. Of er, it may 
be remarked, that the Wiltshire are 
nearly alike in their form, the quality of their wool, and 
their general properties; and that the Bagshot Heath 
gD SOR: ROR ASD ER NNN oO 
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Heath sheep, that they may be clas- 

ith them. The following Table will exhibit a clear 
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view of these different breeds, according to their most 

Different Breeds, and distinguishing Properties. Weight of | Weight See, genre 
No horns, 

Ditto, 
Ditto, 
Ditto, 

VEORE SL 

“ee we 

Speckled ditto, 
White faces and legs, 

» Dun faces and legs, 
White faces and legs, 

Ditto, 

Z 

— © 2 2% eo o-t |. 

Pie tere tse 
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SPEE Hind i : { Cambridge, and Norfolk. The same kind 
respect to their wool, are likewise found 
marshes of Essex and of Kent, which sur- 

i of the sea; but, in the latter county, 
numerous in the marshes of Romney and 

Long-woolled sheep are also found in the 
counties of Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, on the Cots- 
wold hills, in some small and detached parts of Lanea- 
shire, Oxford, Bedford, and Stafford, through the whole 
of Leicestershire, Rutlandshire, Northamptonshire, and 
Huntingdonshire, and along the banks of most of the 

rivers in the ki 

tf : F : ¢ E : : 

ving thus sketched out the districts in which the 
leapadefied sheep are found, we shall now proceed to 
consider these districts separately, and endeavour to esti- 
mate the number of sheep which each district keeps, and 

ing from the north, the stock of these sheep upon the 
acre varies very much in different parts; probably, on 
the whole, there are about two sheep upon every three 
acres. The extent of land on which this breed of sheep 
are kept, cannot be more than one third of the county ; 
according to this calculation, the stock of sheep will be 
67,200; which, averaging the fleece of each sheep at 
Oks, will give 2520 packs of wool. 

In Yorkshire, the long-weolled breed of sheep are 
chiefly kept in the districts of Cleveland and Holderness. 

The former district maintains about 14,300, but their 
fleece cannot be rated higher than 8]bs ; thus giving a 
quantity of wool amounting to 470 packs. The Tees« 
water breed are seldom seen to the south of Cleveland. 
The whole quantity of wool produced by them is nearly, 
3000 packs. The Lincoln breed was formerly very 

ral over the district of Holderness, but latterly they 
oa given way ina measure tothe Dishley ; but, 
although this tract of land is very fertile, and well adapt- 
ed to grazing, yet, as the breeding of cattle is the main 
object of the grazier’s attention, the stock of sheep is 
singularly light, there being probably not more than one 
to every four aeres. According to this calculation, there 
will be 84,000 sheep, which, at 8lbs, to the fleece, will 
give 2800 packs; the whole of which is sent to the ma- 
nufactures of the West Riding. 

The natural a 
trict of long-woolled shee 
kind of fleece, are great and numerous ; and it is probable 
that they were first attended to here with spirit and pro- 
fit, since it is known that the looms of Norfolk were sup 
plied. for nearly five centuries from the pastures of this, 
county. The native breed of Lincolnshire, though much. 
reduced in numbers, and lowered in fame, by. the intro= 
duction ef the new Leicester, still retain possession of a 
pretty considerable extent of the county. In other parts, 
a mixed breed between the new Leicester and the Lin- 
colnshive are kept ; by this mixture, the wool is render~ 
ed finer and shorter, and its colour is improved; but it 
has lost a large proportion of that toughness, which is an: 
indispensible quality in good combing wool. The low 
Jands of this county, as has been already remarked, care 
ry a very heavy stock of sheep, Where no cattle are- 
put on along with them, it is said, that eight sheep have 
been kept on a single acre. Probably, taking in the 
whole ef the low grounds, and allowing for a stock of 
cattle, the a) number of sheep is nearly three on 
an acre, which will make the number of sheep amount to 
1,240,000; and averaging the weight of the fleece so 
low as 9lbs. the praduce of wool will be about 46,500: 
packs, As very few sheep can safely be kept during: 
winter on the marsh lands, which extend fromthe mouth. 
of the. Humber along the coast, the stock on them can. 

Statisti 

—— 

of Lincolnshire, the next dis- Lincoln- 
p, for the production of this “t¢ breed. 
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Statistics. not be estimated at more than half a sheep to an acre, 

which will give 85,700 sheep, and nearly 3000 packs of 
wool. In the greatest proportion of the other parts of 
Lincolnshire, short-woolled sheep are kept, which will be 
considered hereafter. There are, however, a few long- 
woolled sheep also, the stock being about two sheep upon 

Number three acres ; the number of sheep is estimated at 505,700, 
sya _ and the quantity of wool 16,900 packs. To the pastures 
tity awoot Of the eastern and midland. districts of this county, the 
in Lincoln- looms of Norwieh, Sudbury, Northampton, and Halifax, 
shire. are indebted for the materials of workmanship. 
In Norfolk. The long-woolled breeds of sheep are principally met 

with in the western division of the county of Norfolk, 
called the Marshland. There are also some sheep of 
this description in the eastern point of the county, and 
on the banks of the Yare. The first tract may be re- 
garded as the extreme part of the Lincoln district, on 
which there are about 11 sheep to eight acres, each yield- 
ing a fleece of 7 pounds, The number of long-s 
fleeces in Norfolk may be estimated at 36,500, and 
weight at 1120 packs. 

Although the Lincoln district of long-wool extends no 
further to the south-east, it yet stretches into, and com- 
prises a considerable proportion of Cambridgeshire, par- 
ticularly the fenny lands, and the isle of Ely. The stock 
here is very light, probably it does not exceed one sheep 
to two acres; the weight of the fleece is nearly eight 
pounds; the number of sheep being 41,700, the wool 
produced will be nearly 1400 packs. 

It is extrentely difficult to estimate the number of sheep, 
producing long-wool, that are kept in Huntingdonshire ; 
the flocks of this county being of such various or dubious 
characters. Probably of the kind of sheep we are now 
‘considering, there are, in this county, 87,500, fed upon 
as many acres of land, which, taking the av fleece 
at 7lbs. will give rather more than 2500 Of 
these, part is combed and spun in the neighbourhood, 
particularly on the Northamptonshire border ; another 
part is sent to Leicester, and wrought into stockings ; a 
third portion is uséd in the manufacture of the Yorkshire 
woollens ; and the remainder is manufactured at Bury 
St Edmunds, and at Norwich. 

The next breed of long-woolled sheep that claim our 
notice, are the Dishley. In Leicestershire there were 

In Cam- 
bridgeshire. 

In Hunt- 
ingdon- 
hire. 

if 
formerly two distinct breeds of sheep, known by the’ 
names of the old and the new Leicester ; but at present 
very few of the first are seen. The new Leicester are 
principally met with in the county from which they take 
their name, in Rutlandshire, the inclosed parts of North- 
amptonshire and Warwickshire, and the richer soils in 
the eastern part of Staffordshire, and the south of Derby 
shire ; comprizing an extensive tract, the second in point 
of dimension, which produces long wool. In consequence 
of the excellent system of ‘sheep-farming practised in 

i ire, and the eetirall Raeitcy of the soil, it 
may be computed that this county maintains 380,500 

which produce more than 11,000 aor of wool. 
Notwithstanding the very large ae of common- 

ire, (which of field land in Socom oprah aan 
compatible, or at least highly unfavourable to sheep farm- 
ing,) the stock is estimated at one to every acre, and the 
weight of the fleece at more than 6lbs. ; the whole pro- 
duce being 16,000 packs of wool, from 640,000 sheep. 

Tn Rutland- In R ire, the number of sheep is supposed not to 
shire. exceed 114,000, which, if the average weight of the fleece 

be 5lbs., will give, as the produce of the county, nearly 

; 
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2400 packs of wool, In the south-eastern qu 
Warviclair, the stack of hep is considera eave a 
than in any other part of the county; and in whine 
western quarter it is very light. Even on the richest 
soils, the number of sheep cannot be estimated at more 
than seven to-eight acres of land; the weight of the 
fleece does not greatly exceed 5lbs.; the number of 
sheep are about 160,000, consequently the annual pro- 
duce is about 3400 packs, In, Staffordshire com 
tively few sheep are kept. Large fleeces are 
chick 'y on the rich land near the banks of the Trent, in 
the south-east angle of the county; and even here the 
stock is probably not heavier 7 sheep.upon 25 
acres ; which, supposing that there are 14,000 acres, 
over which the heavy breed ranges, will give 3700 sheep, 
producing rather more than 100 packs. ’ 

The Romney Marsh sheep are the next species of long-_ Romney 
woolled sheep which come under our ,consideration, >t 
They are almost exclusively confined to that part of Kent 
from which they take their name, . In this very fertile 
marsh, it is estimated, that each acre keeps five sheep. 
The fleece, on an average does not weigh more than 7 lbs. 
though particular cases have occurred in which the weight 
has risen to 12 or 14lbs. On the marsh there are pro- Number * 
bably 185,000 sheep, producing 5400 packs of wool, of a4 
In the isle of Shepey, some of these sheep are also kept ; 4 . 
but though the weight of the fleece is the same, the stock 
per acre is less ; so that on this part of Kent, the num- 
ber of sheep and weight of fleece is less than might be 
expected from the natural fertility of the soil. Probably. 
on the banks of the Thames and the Medway there are 
108,000 sheep, furnishing nearly 3200 packs. Almost 
the whole of the wool of Kent is manufactured in the 
west of England. 

In Devonshire there are two kinds of sheep; but the 
long-woolled are confined almost entirely to the southern 
division of the county. The fleeces are estimated at 
9 Ibs. on an average ; but this estimate is too high, 8 lbs. 
being nearer the truth. The number of the long-woolled 

wy see 

rage of 8 lbs. will give 6450 packs. - 
as well as the smallest of the districts which 

sheep, are the Cotswold Hills in Gloucester- On the 

z : i 

acre, and the produce at about 6700 packs, there being 
about 200,000 sheep. Thus we have over all the 
districts that contain long-woolled sheep, and, from the 
statements we have given, it will be seen, that the total 
number of this kind of fleeces which England produces, Total num- 
is nearly 4,200,000, from about 4,000,000 acres of land; ber of long- 
and the weight of the wool amounts to 131,000 packs, spe 
of 240 Ibs. each. To this quantity must be added the weight N 
skin-wool procured from slaughtered sheep, which will 
probably bring the whole quantity of combing wool up to 
137,228 packs. 
The short-woolled sheep are not so easily arranged or Short-wool- 

estimated as the long-woolled-kinds, There are six dif- led sheep. 
serent kinds of them ; the Norfolk, South Down, ‘Wilt- 
shire, Reyeland or Herefordshire, the heath sheep, and 
the Cheviot or mountain sheep. ' 

The Norfolk sheep is found chiefly in that county, in In Norfolk 
Suffolk, and in parts of Cambri ire and Essex. In 
Norfolk, it is calewlated that there are about 684,000 
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which at 82 sheep upon 59 acres of land; and at 

average weight per fleece of 2 Ibs. will give 5700 
packs of wool. In Suffolk, where rich loams and clays 

more than in Norfolk, the sheep afford rather a 
heavier fleece, weighing probably nearly 24 lbs. The 
stock is about , and the quantity of wool amounts 

2 729 
termingled with the South Downs. The whole island Statistics. 
is supposed to support about 61,000 sheep, ‘producing. 
nearly 800 packs of wool. 

Surry is the last county in the south-eastern: district Sheep and 
of short wool: it maintains the Dorset, Wiltshire, South ¥°°! @ Se- 
Down, and a few Hampshire and heath sheep. On the 

Suffolk. 

In Cam- 

| In Hunt- 

- In Essex. 

to nearly 5000 The Norfolk breed was formerly 
confined to the eastern part of Cambridgeshire, while 

Wiltshire breed ; 

rather less than 4 Ibs. and the number of sheep is esti- 
mated at 47,000; these, with the sheep in the fens, 
which produce short wool, will make the entire quantity 
about 1120 packs. A very small proportion of Hunt- 
ingdonshire is devoted to the grazing of short-woolled 
sheep, and on the d where are kept, there is 
not a heavier stock than three-fourths of a sheep per 
acre; so that the whole number is not more than 
108,000, producing about 2000 of wool. In Bed- 
fordshire, the most careful and accurate observations 
make the stock of sheep to be at the rate of 92 sheep 
upon 97 acres; the average fleece is about 5 Jbs.; the 
number of sheep 204,000; and the produce of wool 
about 4000 packs. 

Norfolk, South 

The Welsh, or at 
, are kept on Epping 

number of sheep kept in Essex, (reckon- 
ing all the kinds which produce short wool,) may be at 
the rate of two upon three acres of land, and the ave- 
rage fleece at 3lbs.; the- whole number of. sheep at. 
519,000, and the quantity of wool at 6500-packs. 

The. next ue of short- which claim 
cul 

upon three acres ; the weight of the fleece is about 
3 Ibs. and the total produce of wool is about 6500 % 
from nearly 517,000 sheep. In the isle of Wight are 
the Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire breeds, in« 

strong lands, the stock is nearly five sheep on‘six acres, 
which gives 273,000 sheep. If to these be added the 
stock of the heaths, which may amount to about 10,000 
sheep, and take the average fleece at 3 lbs. the produce 
of the county will be somewhat more than 3500 packs 
of wool, which is manufactured principally in Yorkshire 
and Lancashire. 

In Wiltshire we enter on a new district of short wool. In Wilt=- 
The management of the flock is well understood here, 
and the fold is the chief object for which it is kept ; for 
this the Wiltshire sheep are peculiarly well 
adapted. On the chalky division of this county their 
numbers are very great, the South Down sheep having, 
within these few years, gained admission along with the 
native breed. This district of Wiltshire is supposed to 
support 583,500 sheep, which yield, at 22 lbs. each,:a 
produce of nearly 6700 packs of wool. In the north- 
western part of the county a much. lighter stock is kept, 
generally about three shéep to four acres, or perhaps, on 
an ayerage, not more than one sheep to two acres. The 
number of sheep is- estimated at 117,500; which yield, 
at three pounds of wool each fleece, 1460 packs. Near- 
ly the whole of the-wool is.wrought in the western ma-- 
nufactures. 

In Berkshire, the Bagshot-heath, Wiltshire, Dorset, ™m Berk- 
and South Down breeds are kept. The average weight shire. 
of wool uced by those different breeds, ‘is- about 
31 Ibs. stock about three sheep upon four acres ; 
the total number 306,600; the whole produce 4150 
packs of wool,—part of which is wrought by: the western 
ee gr and the remainder used by. those-in the 

0 
In the-southern: division of Oxfordshire, the Wiltshife tn Oxforde 

are kept ; about four on five aeres; the fleece ave- shire. 
raging 34 lbs. while in the northern division it aver 
41 lbs. In the whole county there are probably 304, 
sheep, and 5300 packs of wool. Of this quantity one 
portion is used at home, in the manufacture of blankets at 
Witney, and of worsted shags at Banbury; a second por- 
tion is employed at Leicester, in the stocking trade ; and 
a third is sent to the Yorkshire clothiers. 

The wool of Buckinghamshire, with the 

is fit for the use of the clothier. It is derived princi- 
pally from sheep of the Dorset and Wiltshire breed, 
though in some parts the Dishley breed has been intro« 
duced. The stock in this county is about six sheep to 
eleven acres ; the total number 223,000; the fleece, on. 
an average, 3 lbs. and the whole wool produced 2800 . 
packs; a small proportion of which is used in Leicester, 
by far the greater part going into the Yorkshire clothing _ 
country. 

The sheep in Hertfordshire are chiefly-of the Wilt- In Herts 
shire breed, though the South Down are rapidly ‘making 
progress in that county. The fleece of both kinds may 
be av at 43 lbs. ; the total number of sheep at up« 
wards of 277,000; and the-whole. produce of wool at 
5300 Nearly the whole of it is wrought up~in | 
the north of England, some little at Leicester, and some 
in Suffolk, at Bury St Edmunds, ! 

exception of In Bucking « 
that which is produced on the chalk hills of that county, hamshire. 
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Searistics. The vicinity of the metropolis, and the peculiar de- w in Yorkshire, and part in the home manufacto- Statistics. 
ae, mands on agricultural produce which it creates, render the Tinie of the western district of short wool are Se 
ple idle~ “Middlesex. by no means remarkable, either for the num- accurately defined by the ocean, the Severn, and the 

ber of sheep which it supports, or for the judicous na- chalky soil, which bounds that river towards the east. © 
ture of their or the quality of their wool, _ In Herefordshire, another variety of the short-woolled ~ Here- 
The stock here is extremely light, not being more than sheep is found, which afford about 2 Ibs, ‘of very excel- fordsbire. 
19 sheep upon 32 acres; and as not half the ground lent wool: they are generally known by the name of 
supports this animal, the total number cannot be reckon- Ryeland sheep. In this county, the practice ‘of cotting 
ed at more than 45,000; the average weight of whose their sheep is very common. The stock kept may be 
fleeces being 4 Ibs. the whole wool produced in this coun+ i 
ty is 750 

The sheep of Dorsetshire, it has been already re+ 
marked, resemble those of Wiltshire; in one respect, 
however, they are more valuable, at least to the sheep 
farmers in the vicinity of the metropolis, as they lamb 

estimated at three sheep upon four acres ; the number of 
sheep at 500,000; the produce about 4000 packs of 
wool, which is sent to the clothiers both of the north and 
the west of d. : baste 

In Dorset. 

of one sheep to five acres is = 

In Devon. 

very early in the season, and thus supply the London 
market, at a time when this kind of food is in great re- 
quest, and consequently very dear. In the county from 
which they derive their name, they are, however, in 
some measure driven out the introduction of the 
South Down. In the isles of Portland and Purbeck, and 
about Wareham and Pool, a small kind of sheep prevails, 
different from the native breed, and resembling the 
Welsh sheep. The stock of Dorsetshire is about 682,300, 
or 28 sheep to 31 acres. The average fleece is 33 Ibs. 
and the whole produce of wool is 9900 packs. In this 
county the lambs are shorn, and the wool from them is 
about one-third of the quantity obtained from the dams. 
Most of the wool is employed in the manufactures of the 
west of England. <g 

In Devonshire, besides the long-woolled sheep already 
noticed, there are several kinds which carry short wool; 
the average fleece of which may be estimated at 4 Ibs. 
According to which, from 437,000 sheep, there will be 
produced about 7300 packs of wool, which is manufac- 
tured within the county. 

inCornwall —_ Cornwall, both on account of the moisture of its cli- 

ln Somer- 

In Glouces- 

mate and the nature of its soil, is ill adapted to sheep- 
husbandry. It is extremely difficult to form an estimate 
of the stock kept in this county: it is very light, proba- 
bly not more than one sheep to four acres; the weight 
of the fleece is about 4 Ibs, ; the number of sheep about 
230,000 ; the quantity of wool they afford, nearly 3400 
packs. The yarn produced from it Rent ee 
into the common serge of the county, and partly sent to 
Devonshire. 

In the east of Somersetshire the Wiltshire sheep are 
kept, and in the west the Dorsetshire breed. Besides 

of wool ; on the remainder of the soil there may be three 
to four acres: the whole number being about 

177,600 sheep, which yield 1400 packs. 
The sheep of Worcestershire are in 

84 Ibs.: the county. supporting 334,000, 
from them 4800 packs of wool. . 

A considerable variety of sheep are kept jin 
shire, particularly in the southern portion of the cou 
the farmers of which display great spirit in ‘the i 
ment and extension of the best breeds ; but the fleeces 

eral light, 
number wei 
vel country t " 
the whole may be calculated at 24 Ibs. The stock is near- 
ly 17 sheep to 30 acres ; the number of sheep 422,000, 
and the whole quaritity of wool 4400 pack. The whole 
produce is manufactured in Yorkshire. 

The greater part of Staffordshire supports 
led sheep. Here 21 occupy 150 acres of ground. Thi 
fleece weighs about 2 Ibs. The total numberof sheep is 
estimated at 183,000; and the of wool amount to 
1520: the greater part of which is sent into Yorkshire, 

wook 5 

there are a few sheep bearing short wool kept. In the 

2300 | 
Wolds, and on the drier’soils’of the heaths of Ancaster 
and Lincoln, there may be kept of ‘these kinds of: sheep 

these, there is a peculiar breed in Exmoor, and a sheep 123,600, ucing 2800 packs of ‘wool ; the stock be- 
of very small size on the Mendip Hills. The weight of ing two n five acres, and the fleece weighing 
the fleece in this county varies very much; some not nearly 54 Ibs. woolled sheep are found on the 
being more than 2 Ibs. while others rise to 14 lbs. ; the 
average, perhaps, is about 4} lbs. The stock is light, 
not more than 10 upon 17 acres ; the number, 
500,700 sheep ; the uce about 9400 of wool: 
a small quantity of which is sent into Yorkshire, and 
the principal part manufactured within the county. 

The sheep on the Cotswold Hills have already been 
noticed. On the hills in the eastern parts of Gloucester- 
shire the Wiltshire breed are kept; in the vale-of Glou- 
cester, the same kind as on the Cotswold Hills ; and to 
the west of the Severn the Herefordshire breed. The 
fleece of the first kind is about 3 Ibs, ; that procured 
from the vale 5 lbs. ; and that from the Herefordshire 
about 21b, The whole stock is about 355,000; the 
produce in wool above 5400 packs; part of which is 

forest land of Leicestershire, where the number may per= 
haps consist ‘of 20,000, and the whole fleeces 290 packs. 
On the sandy soil of Nottinghamshire, to the west of 

the Trent, there is.a sinall breed of 
nearly 24 lbs. of -fine wool. 
same part of the county contains a heavier stock, the 
‘fleece being 4Ibs. Over the whole of Notti i 
there :may be about 27 sheep on 46 acres. ‘forest 
breed yields about 709 packs, the heavier breed ne: 
2120, and the Dishley breed, which is also kept’ here, 
1270 ; the whole number of sheep being’ about 255,200. 
‘Part of the wool of Nottin shire is wrought within 
the county, but by far the largest quantity is sent into 
Yorkshire. fi : 

In Derbyshire we meet with a new district of short 

In 5 
shire. 

Other dis- 
tricts of 

first mentioned county probably 183;000, producing short-wool- 
packs:of wool. In Lincolnshire, principally onthe led sheep. 
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Statisties wooly which extends from the high peak to ‘the:borders -. The» Teeswater district’ of Durham, on which the _Statisties. 
“~~ of Scotland, and from the moorlands of Yorkshire to the long-woolled sheep of: that denomination are’ kept, has 

Irish sea. The'sheep have black: faces -and legs: ‘The been already described. ‘Over the rest of the county 
fleeces are loose and coarse. Other ‘kinds, however,'are —short-woolled ‘sheep: are generally kept ; the average. 
kept in this / ©The average’ stock is about 21 fleece may»be'estimated at 5 lbs,; the number ofthese 7 
sheep on 19 acres; the whole number kept 362,400; sheep at 159,400; and the whole ‘produce of wool! at a 
the fleece averages '$ Ibs. ;/ and ‘the total quantity of $800:packs." 8!) yey oe : 
wool be estimated at 4530 packs, the market for On the mountains of Northumberland the black-faced Northum- 
which is. Yorkshire: ~~~ us. 5 heath'sheep:are‘kept; but'in other parts ‘of ‘this county berland. 

In Cheshire very few sheep are kept'?They, in gene- a better’stock prevails, namely, the Cheviot breed. Qn 
ral, are small, producing short and finé' wool. ‘The stock the mountains the stock is light, not amounting to more 

Durham- 

* ancashie, 

. ceed 15,000, which, ‘yielding an-av 

is heaviest on the‘high grounds-on the eastern part of 
the county, and on the forest of Delamere. It'is caleu- 
lated, that the whole number inthe county does not’ ex 

fleece of 4 Ibs. 
ive 380 packs of: wool. - In Cheshire, the skin-wool 

a much~larger proportion to the fleeces than in 
most other parts of England. _ , : 

- Lancashire also supports few sheep. The return of 
_ stock in this county, made by order of government in 
the year 1803, includes 80,920 sheep ; but this return 
is evidently grossly erroneous. It is much more proba< 
ble, that, as there is nearly one shéep to three acres of 
ground,’ the whole number -may ‘amount to 310,000 ; 
and as the fleece averages 34 lbs. the quantity of wool 
produced in Lancashire may be estimated at 4520 packs : 
which is either in the manufactures of the coun- 
ty, or in those of Yorkshire. BIS AY SON KES e1ny 

In considering Yorkshire as supporting’ short-woolled 
sheep, it may be proper to take the three Ridings sepa- 
rately. In the West Riding a jety are met; 

others, the Dishley and the Cheviot. In the 
more fertile parts, the fleece’ probably weighs 44 Ibs. and 
the stock is at the rate of four ‘sheep on seven’ acres ; 
while on the hills, where the mountain breed are kept, 
the‘stock cannot be calculated : than one sheep to 
eight acres, and the average fleece at $4 Ibs. ‘The pto- 
duce of the whole of this Riding, therefore, is nearly 
5000 packs of wool, obtained from 261,700 sheep. ‘The 
long-woolled sheep of Holderness, in the East Riding, 
have been already noticed. On the Wolds, a great num-' 
ber of the short-woolled kind are kept; according to the 
best accounts, about 53 upon 49 acres ; the fleeces weigh- 
ing nearly 5 lbs. ; the total number of sheep 366,240 ; 
the packs of wool 6400. \ In the North Riding, averaging 
the stock and fleeces of the eastern and western moor- 
lands and the vale of York, the former may be one sheep 
to two acres, and the latter may weigh 6 Ibs. ; ‘affording 
4660 from 280,000 Most of the wool 
from the North Riding is sent into the west of England. 

‘In Westmoreland, the breed of sheep is of the moun-' 
tain kind. On the low lands’ of this’ coufity there ‘is 
about halfa sheep to an acre of ground, bit ‘on the 
mountains not half that proportion. It is calculated, 
that the total stock may amount ‘to 223,700 sheep, 

than 179 sheep‘on 277) acres; inthe other districts: it 
is heavier. »-Probably in'the whole county there may: be 
538,000 sheep; and as the.average fleece is about 54 Ibs: 
the total quantity of wool will be 12,330 packs. The 
greatest proportion of this wool is sent'to Yorkshire; ‘a 
part of it to: Aberdeen, and ‘other: places in Scotland ; 
and the remainder is ‘manufactured within the county. 
Over nearly ‘the whole of Wales the’sheep are singu Sheep in 

larly small, with horns, white faces, and white legs ; but Wales. 
the influence of different kinds of manufactures is visible 
on the flocks of the’principality, especially on the flocks 
of M 5 Over which the influence of the market 
at Welshpool for Welsh flannels extends... And in Gla- 
morganshire, a breed soniewhat similar to those on the 
Cotswold Hills*is* kept.) In’ North Wales the stock is 
light, five-acres supporting not more’ than a single sheep, 
exclusively of cattle. In this division of Wales it may be 
estimated that 683,000 are maintained, producing near- 
ly 5300 packs of wool, the fleece being reckoned, on an 
average, at 2 lbs. The principal marts for it are the 
fairs of Llanreost and Bangor. 

On the mountains of South Wales, the same kind of 
sheep are met with, which occupy'the mountains of the 
northern division of the principality ; but they are more 
numerous in ral; the fleeces ‘are’ reckoned at 13 
pound, and’ give as their total’ weight»3570 packs, the 
produce of 571,000:sheep: the home manufactures take 
off the whole of it. har 3 

' Besides the various kinds of sheep which have been Merino 
described, the Merino or Spanish sheep must not be pas- sheep. 
sed over unnoticed ; they were introduced into this couns 
try about 14 years ago, and for some years were a very 
favourite breed ; but it has been ascertained, that though 
the fleece does not much degenerate here, yet the car- 
cass, which is naturally very ill formed, and affords 
comparatively little weight of meat, does not improve ; 
and as the farmer, in the kind of sheep which he keeps, 
must look not only to: the uce of wool, but also 
to the butcher market, he has found it his interest rather 
to return to the native breeds of his own country, and to 
give up the Spanish sheep ; they have, however, been of 
considerable ‘service to the flocks of England, having 
been judiciously and successfully crossed, in many in- 
stances, with the South Down, Ryeland, &c. 

It may be proper, as well as useful and acceptable to General re- 
the reader, before quitting this most interesting and im- sults, 
portant branch of our subject, to give the general results 
of the details into which we have entered. 

In the first place, with regard to the i Tenge sheep with re- 
of England, from the details which. we have given, it spect to 
appears that the number of sheep of this kind, kept in leng-wool- 
this country, amount to 4,153,308. Jed sheep. 

That the total number of acres on which they are main« 
tained is 3,939,563. 

That the average fleece of the long wool, varying in 
4Z 

which afford 3260 packs, at 34 1bs. each; the greatest’ 
part of which is wrought by the manufactures of ‘Ken- 
dal, and the remainder sent into Yorkshire. 

* On the mountains of Cumberland, the Herdwick and 
the mountain breed are kept ; and other varieties in the 
vale lands. Part of this county is very thinly stocked, 
on 200,000 acres there not being more than 50,000 
sheep ; on the remainder of the land there may be near= 
ly half a sheep per acre. Over the whole county, per- 
haps, there are 378,400 sheep, producing 5900 packs 
of wool, at the average of 39 Ibs. the fleece. 
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Statistics. weight from five to nine pounds, may be estimated at 
Acne Seven ten ounces.. | 
weight of. ‘That the stock, per acre,. of this. breed of sheep, may 
feece. be set down as }$ sheepmaintained on one acre of ground; 
Stock per the heaviest stock being 21 sheep on four acres, and the 
aes one sheep on three acres. 
Namber of That the produce per acre of long fleece wool is nearly 
packs. eight and domeaber of packs 181,794. 
Renter of pir pr oa mesianbametine ee ly 
sheep | slaughtered, it is not easy to caleulate with any con 
SUES, lege of acrny at cating to he opin 

those who have the best means of information, and who 
have taken the greatest pains to inform themselves on 
this subject, it amounts to 1,176,770: of this number, 
probably not more than 196,128, produce wool fit for 
manufacturing uses, from which about 5434 are 
obtained. is will make the total number of 
long wool amount to 137,228. In the place, 
with respect to short-woolled sheep, the number kept 
amounts, as appears from the details which have been 
given, to 14,854,209 ; the quantity of land on which they 
are maintained, may be calculated at 28,412,202 acres, 

Average The average fleece of this kind of wool may be esti- 
ficece. mated-at 3 pounds 4 ounces; the smallest produce be« 

ing 14 pounds, and the heaviest five pounds, 
The stock, per acre, of the short woolled sheep, is .,, 

the highest being four sheep on three acres, and the 
lowest one sheep on four acres. 

Number-ef - The produce, per acre, of short fleeced wool, is:one 
packs. pound five ounces, and the total number of packs 

- 202,787. : 
Number The number of short woolled sheep annually slaugh- 
slaughtered. tered, is calculated to amount to 4,221,748;. producing 

28,520 packs of skin-wool ; besides this, the skin-wool, 
of carrion sheep, or those which die annually of disease,. 
must be reckoned ; as it is calculated that these bear the 
proportion of one to twenty of the whole stock of the 
kingdom, it will give a grand total of 393,236 packs of 
long and short wool. 

aking in all kinds of sheep, and the two different 
kinds of fleeces, the average stock per acre, in England, 
is $2 sheep; the average fleece, nearly four ds 
eight ounces; the average produce of long skin-wool 
per acre, about five ounces: of short skin-wool four 
ounces; and of skin-wool over the whole kingdom, 
nearly five ounces. In. estimating 
wool produced in this country, we included 2919 packs 
of lambs wool from lambs slaughtered, and 7800 packs 
from lambs shorn,. making the whole quantity of lambs 
wool 10,718: packs. 

English wool is arranged into four classes, according 
to.the fineness of its pile: In. the first class, principally 
produced from the three Ridings of Yorkshire, Westmore- 
land, Cumberland and Lincolnshire, it is calculated there 
are $1,007 packs; in the second class, produced from. 
Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, Kent, 
Hampshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, Berkshire, Oxford« 
shire, Buckin ire, Hertfordshire, Middlesex, Staf- 
fordshire, arwickshire, Leicestershire, Nottingham, 
Derbyshire, Cheshire, Lancashire, Durham, Northum- 
berland, and Wales, it is estimated there are 93,694, 
fg Of the third class, produced from. Essex, Surry, 

iltshire, Dorsetshire, Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, 
Monmouthshire, Worcestershire, and Shropshire, there 
are supposed to be 53,486 packs; and of the fourth and 
last class, the produce of Norfolk, Suffolk, Sussex, and 
Hereford, is estimated at 24,450 packs. 

Short 
wooled. 

Stock per 
acre. 

l.amb’s 
wool. 

Different 
degrees of 
fineness. 

ENGLAND. 

the grand total of ing 

en file pont respecting the number of sheep in this —— 
country may be with as near an approxima- 
tion to the truth as can be expected on such a subject ; 

Number of long woolled sheep, 4,153,308. 
Number of short woolled do, 14,854,299 

Total number shorn, 19,007,667 
Slaughter of short woolled 

sheep per annum, . . . 4,221,748 

Carrion of do. a1. 9). 5 eeneure 211,087 

Slaughter of long woolled do. 1,180,413, 
Carrion ofdo.. . .« + « « 59,020. 

Slaughter of lambs, pete 1,400,560. - ° . 
Carrion ofdon . .. . T00RS.. hc wy 

7,140,866 
| . -_ 

Total number of sheep and lambs in England, 26,148,463 Tota 

As the number of lambs yeaned, on an average, inthe “™* 
course of the year, is calculated to amount to 7,002,802, 
and it is seen above, that.the number of slaughtered and 
carrion sheep and lambs, annually, on anaverage, amounts 
to 7,142,856, it would indicate an annual decrease of 

d result of these investigations, that the num= Total 
ber of sheep in ta 
ceed 26 millions, and that the produce of fleece is not °° 
annually 400,000 packs, we must acknowledge is at va- 
riance with the general opinion on this important 
subject, which estimates the produce of En : 
Wales at rap pe packs,. and tg pola ae 

sheep nearly in the same proportion ; but this opinion ei= 
ther rests ae no specific and particular data; or it 
rounded onan erroneous estimate of the quantity « 

fand in England and Wales, and, in the next place, « 
an overcharged calculation of the quantity of c 
per acre, We have already had occasion to 
the error in the estimate of the quanitity of Jand i 
kingdom, which reckons it considerably aboye 
lions of acres. The number of acres capable of 
ing sheep certainly cannot be supposed much to exceed 
$2 millions of acres; the quantity of stock 

Ser%e8 3 z og f . B z 
=) é s E 

counties, by 
Wool,” whom we have followed shang alj these details, 

i of wool, as the annual pi luce, 
of E and Wales, is far above the truth, that it 
does not reach 400,000 packs. 

The original and established breeds of cattle, with their Breeds 
permanent varieties at present in England, are the fol. cattle, 
lowing: First, the Devonshire; from these are derived 
the rdshire, the old red cattle of Glo ire, 
and the Sussex. The Devonshire are admirably calcu- 
lated for draught, and fatten easily ; they are a most 
beautiful and well-formed animal : are. chiefly found 
in the county from which they take their name. The 
Herefordshire are rather larger than the Devonshire, 
but similar to them in most of their qualities ; the cows 
yield a large portion of rich milk ; they also are princi- 
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Statistic. pally met with in the county from which they derive 

their name. At this time, it is difficult to find any spe- 
cimens of the old variety of the Gloucestershire reds, , 
which seem to have been a mixed breed from the De« 
vonshire and Welsh cattle. The Sussex cattle are in 
high estimation for beef and labour ; and with r 
to milk, they excel the Devonshire and Hereft i 

ire are in high 
ie catt of Nee 

. mandy. The Pembrokeshire somewhat resemble those 
of , but are not valuable. 
The next Welsh in which the best breed of the 

ity occur, is igan ; but’ varieties of this 
wen gr ales, and in most of the 

southern counties England ; in general 
quick feeders. 3 te 

dom. 
The northern short horns, which include the Tees- 

i Holderness, and Tweedside varieties, 

the introduction of Norman and were first i ; 

valuable variety, from which the stock k 
by the Sew dig aaa ie capped. The ae 
Fa ws tarp deri sar Aa rg 

lor 
found in the south of 

bulls, which 

in the possession of gen- 

home breeds, formerly the princi 
stock in the county whence thay setts eit sonal 

very rich milkers, are chiefly - 
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tion, when attention was given to breeding in it, are Statistics. 
now seldom met with, though they are still in much 
repute where they are kept, and bring high prices. from 
the Smithfield salesmen. 
The Suffolk duns, which are polled and ‘small sized, 

are most excellent for the dairy, yielding abundance of’ - 
rich milk : they are chiefly found in Suffolk and the ad- 
joining counties, and are generally supposed to have 
originated in the polled Galloway breed of Scotland, 
with which Suffolk and Norfolk have been supplied du- 
ring more than a century. 

ere are no data, on ui a to found 2 estimate 
nearly ya ig to the truth, respecting the number 
of cattle kept in England; though, as the English nation 
consume a much proportion of meat than most 
other countries, the number must be very considerable. 
Mr ‘Arthur Young, in his Tour to the North of Eng- 
land, estimated value of beasts at L. 36,480,000; 
and as at that period, the average value of cattle could 
not be more than L. 10, the whole number kept then 
was probably between three and four millions; the stock 
of cattle, since that time, has not increased much. By 
another mode of calculation, we may arrive at nearly the 
same conclusion : we have already seen that the annual 
slaughter of is not quite one fourth of the total 
number kept in land and Wales ; but the annual 
slaughter of for the kingdom is about ten times 
as great as it is for London. Now the average annual 
supply of cattle for London is rather more than 100,000, 
which, forthe whole kingdom, would be about 1,000,000; 
and if we reckon the annual slaughter of cattle for the 
whole kingdom as about one-fourth of the stock kept, 
we shall have;about 4,000,000 of cattle. _ It is evident, 
however, that in all this calculation, there is too much 
conjecture for the result of it to be regarded as a near 
sparen eaten ion to the truth. It may be remarked, that 
regory King estimated the beeves, stirks, and calyes, 

in his time, at 4,500,000. 
The rearing of calves forms an important. branch of Rearing of 
husbandry, in some parts of this cou 
in Essex, and in the vale of Aylesbury in Buckingham. 
shire. In Cheshire, more calves are fed during the 
months of March and April, than in any other of 
Ei ; but, as the m Cad bd kere Gickedy thay 
are killed very young. The suckling of calves, for the 
London market, is carried on to a considerable extent 
at Cottenham, in Cambridgeshire, (alveady mentioned 
as celebrated for its rich cheeses, ) as well as in Essex. 

particu. 

the improvement in this breed, which were originally 
cee in their make, took its rise from six 
Z mares, sent over the late Lord Chesterfield, 

in 
the dra: 
lebr: ¢ 
for draught, but especially for the former. A variety 

ie 1 

ntry, particularly calves. 



Statistics. of this animal, extremel 
—vo~" has lately moet ag & 

Probable 
number. _ 
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well adapted for the plough, 

6 Byrne y raed Suf- 
fl als produces a breed ofthese animal, short, well 
compacted, and active, which are valuable as farm 
horses. The Welsh horses are bat active. In 
no country in the world has. so much attention been 
“ to horses, for hunting and the race course, as in 
Zngland ; and this attention has been rewarded aes roe’ 

excellence of the animals reared. thong terror 
the most esteemed species, such as those 
Turkey, &c. have been procured. at.a.y great ex exe 

; and; according ob Buflon,. the E 
Im respect to figure, nearly a those. of Atabia 
and Barbary. It has been sai » that an. Englishman is 
naturally fond of his horse; and this popular saying is 
confirmed by the very superior and attentive saeped 
in which horses of pa ser all descriptions are kept, of 
whatever class of people their owners may be. The 
fondriess of the English for horse-racing has undoubt- 
edly contributed to improve, the mrs at least in re- 
spect to symmetry of form and The best race- 
horses run 824 feet in one sec or nearly a mile in 
a minute. 
The number ef horses employed in agriculture has 

never been very accurately ascertained. Mr Marshall 
supposes that each square mile employs 20 horses, 
which is about 3 to 100 acres: if this supposition be 
correct, and we reckon that, in England and Wales, 
there are 30 millions of acres of cultivated ground, the 
number of horses would: be about 900,000. Y The fol~ 
lowing facts will render this calculation still more 
bable: In 1804, the number of horses for which duty 
was paid in Great Britain, was 1,178,000; but, besides 
these, there were a great many others ; and from the 
communications made to the Board of iculture on 
this subject, it was: calculated, that at this period there 
were 200,000 pleasure horses, 40,000 cavalry horses, 
1,200,000 em employed in husbandry, and 850,000 colts 
and mares. ow, if we deduct from the 1,200,000 
horses employed in husbandry in Great Britain, the 
number we may suppose to be employed im this way 
in Scotland, which is probably between a fifth and a 
sixth of what are employed ‘in the whole island, we 
shall have between 900,000 and one million for the hor- 
ses used in husbandry in England and Wales. In ee 
the number of horses. was estimated at 919,924, of 
which about 20,000 were supposed to be employed in’ 
stage-coaches, post-chaises, and hackney-coaches. In 
the A: dix to the Report of the Committee on Broad 
Wheels and T: ike Roads, it is calculated’ that 
100,000 horses are in constant employment, in — 
gons, marta hecwen thelbbedagion BOO s in the year. 
By the 18th George III. the load allowed to each 
is "1 G.cwtss but let us su each horse cairieschalgal 
ton, and goes 20 miles as Hey ‘The expence of 
varies from 1s. to 2s. per ton per mile. 
ye ow roads, the average is rather more than 1s. 

it at 1s. and allow each horse to draw half ia ton?20. 
miles, the annual value of the labour will be L.1505) 
and for 100,000. horses, L.15,000,000. The quantity 
of land necessary to pleasure horses cannot troy foe 
koned at less than five acres; and the same 
— horses, Perhaps four acres’ may, 

joes ns iy cs maybe ti 
re while breeding mares and colts.will not consume  valua 

cpm a ces puieltieetati ities accom The, expence of 
each horse, on an average of all the kinds kept i 
kingdom, even at the low ae of $2s. per Een for 

5 
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oats, cannot be estimated atv JeetchanitEirt neem Statistics. 

——— num. 

Mules and asses, especially the former, are not 
Popo mar 
in husbandry, erees 
fr hae ar ac and ‘Maa 'ex ok 

The mide which feasinteaned, dnd digponed 
eieaoy » ui i Tt has extended from the district, 
fhotm ethics it derives its name, over most parts of the 
island. . It is the bark shostly fattinedint the-distilleties; 
and is good either for or bacon. | 
. The Chinese breed, the size of which is small; and 
the flesh delicate, is also to be met with in almost every. 
county. It is the best adapted ned 
is sel med int bac being to" soll Ut 

"The Gloucestershire breed, which Mr Matshall’s 
poses to have been formerly the breed of 
island, is large, but it formed: ny a Sci 
white. It is a” very unprofitable sort; and: 
confined to Gloucestershire, cng epee aikl auote 

The hire ese need, but nat by 
sheer ug lee onmoeare” 

beet! wll te 

> 

pag heret rareperankian, deer 
ing to a size, and, at two years old, 
wei ‘ double or treble he 
sorts of ‘that tues frintseclomniira 

» The N nabs are te 
that ; are of a ‘size; but they do not fatten 
very kindly. — The sabes sendy a 

The swing-tailed breed are not very numerous, Their 
sige eal their form well » They are 
very hardy, and fatten to a good weight. ah 

Dake ot i, im the eae fur of Be x) ; 
ific, 5 andowell _ at 

Fliseoultes ta B 
quantity and. their: asa are pommel 
and Yorkshire ; those in which bacon —— 

carriage: ality is ere, ‘are Wiltshire, Hampshire, and 
ee At Farringdon, in the-last. 

we wards of (4000 worth» is sdld ‘in ed omy 
year. | Very little’ either of bacon peered oh 
ey a SRC RIN ster pres yh ov ei, ato 

Gente ane yeared in the mountainous parts of the 
enh? f 

- north relate particularly on the Cievict Hills. 
ripen 25 Wales. The breed 

pt of Ey . and Welsh aa 

“Rabbit warrens are a oofmaptateaed of land Rabbits. 
as is not fitted for an any more Incratiowantt-valusble 
pose. —s are more’ numerous and extensive” 

os ingeniteiee ae 
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Statistics: haps in Lincolnshire, than»in any other county; and in the hedge rows of Cheshire, in Monmouthshire, Statistics. 

it upon them at L.47 per Flintshire, and several other parts of England and "Mr Young calculates the 

Poultry. 

eent, - The annual sale 
mated at from 3: to 8 couples per acre. The breeds 
chiefly employed on warrens, are the common 
and the silver grey. . The fur of the first, which is the 
most prevalent, is chiefly used in the manufacture of 
hats... The skins of the latter kind, which in general 
are nearly double the value of those of the other sort, 
are dressed. as furs for the China market. 

- Themumber of poultry kept in farm-yards is not 
nearly so numerous now as it was, when farms were 
smaller, and ing machines were less common. 
There are several breeds in England, but the Dorking 
breed is the most ‘remarkable and valuable. At Oak- 

produce is in general esti- » Wales ; but there are some counties that produce very 
few oaks indeed, considering their size, perhaps not 
more than may be sufficient for their own consumption, 
such as Middlesex, the greater part of Hertfordshire, 
Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, So- 
mersetshire, Gloucestershire, (with the exception of the 
forest of Dean,) Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolls, 
Suffolk, and several others. 

ply of oak’is derived from the Royal fo. But the pine sup} 
Royal Forests, of which the following statement wilh rests, 
shew the extent of the land, in which the timber be-: 
longs to the’crewn : i ; 

, . } ae R. P. 
ingham, in Berkshire, fowls are fattened or stuffed, and NT, gtlsecndl 

upwards of L. 160 worth frequently'sold ima market - oa Forst 11222) 28015 829 
day. . The chickens of this country are inferior in fla- Aliceholt and Woolmer,. .. 8,694 1. 3E 
vour to those of Ireland and France. There are differ- Whitlewond!”. 23 ot 4.850 3 32 

common are the white or English breed, and the dark Whichwood, 9... 2. 20. $,709 3° 5 
a Perhaps % rr 8 these birds: Waltham, 02)... $278 3 2 

‘Hebeing calelatd, tht ducks tothevalueof T.4000° erg 2211 1., Maae 2 18 
are fattened annually for the ‘London market. Geese Rockingham, ......... 860 3 23° 
are numerous on most of the commons in this country ; 
but in no part are they kept in such vast quantities\as 
in the fens of Lincolnshire, where different individuals 
possess as many as a thousand breeders, They are kept 
fon the aakecul Ghhiequills anit feathers, Wéitig ste: Me 
while alive,once a year for their quills, and four or 
five times for the feathers. . It is scarcely credible what 
immense numbers of these birds are driven annually 
from distant ceunties to London for sale, frequently in 

caitgihnigrepsrane of 000. peed droog Chala 
ford, con their way from Suffolk to the metropolis. 
Great numbers of geese are also kept in the marshes of 
Somersetshire ; and it is remarked, that the best 
feathers for beds come from this county. 

115,594° 0 34 

Besides the timber in these forests, the crown pos« 
sessés much of it in Windsor Forest, and in the lands’ 
belonging to it, in the Duchies of Cornwall and Lan- 
caster. 's 

It isa generally received opinion, that the growth Oak.. 
of oak timber is on the decline im this kingdom; and 
this opinion: is confirmed 'by the result of two. investi- 
gations, which were made at different and very distant’ 
periods, into the state of the oak timber in several of 
the Royal Forests. In the year 1608, a survey was. 
made of all the timber that was ‘fit for felling in the 
Royal Forest, and other estates of the crown,’ The 
whole, however, was not completed, neither the Fo- 

nor that of Whichwood, being comprised ‘ ; " | rest of Dean, 
eee vi ae in the surveys; but the result appears to have been, 

-Inen ing the agricultural products of Eng- that on the part of the Crown’s estate that was survey- 
land, the timber must not be This grows forgotten. 
either in the hedge rows, in the woods and plantations. 

ed, there must have been then ing about 649,880- 
loads of timber fit for the navy, and 1,148,660 loads of 

of private proprietors, or in the royal forests. In the what was doated and In 1783, anotlier sur 
southern, and i in most of the south-western. vey was taken, by order.of thé House of Commons). 
and western. counties, quantity of timber which from which it ared, that in New Forest, Aliceholt. 
grows in the hedge rows, or in the fields, is 
po! bara In some parts of England, also, much 

i s in woods and plantations ; so that; taki 
the whole of England, it is‘ calculated, that ‘on 
estate, the value of the growing timber is equal to two 

borlliiic botingiemase Kilt; Woodland ear as a! RY 
wounties. Sussex, Surrey, pshire, Worcestershire, Cheshire, 

and parts of Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, Berkshire, 
Leicestershirey &c, .It may in general be remarked, 
thatthe western counties are better wooded than the 
eastern ;.and the southern than the northern. , It’ is 
calculated, that in the county of Worcester alone, there 
are in the inclosures, between 200,000 and 400,000° 

incipally oak, ash, elm, and willow, which 
removed, without any sensible injury either 

to the om ay us or the occupier of the soil.’ 
Oak is by far the most important, though not the 

most t of English trees. It flourishes in great 
perfection on the Wealds.of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex ; 

trees, 

might 

' the navy ; whereas, in 1608, in these forests, there were 
234,229 ; and that, in 1783, there were im these forests. 
only 35,554 loads of decayed trees ; whereas, in 1608,° 
there were 265,145 3) so the quantity of’ timber in 
1783, in those forests, was little more than the sixth. 
saree it was-at the former period. “The general 
act of the decrease of ‘oak timber in ‘nearly all the’ 
counties.of E was further confirmed in 1791,by 
the answers which were returned by some of the*prins- 
cipal timber merchants and land-surveyors, ‘as well as« 
by the chairman of the Quarter Sessions ‘of the several 
counties in England and Wales, to questions sent. to- 
them by: the commissioners of the revenue. 

Besides oak, elm, ash, beech, alder‘and willow ‘are-Eln, ash;. 
common in the hedge rows, &c. of several of the coun- & 
ties. It is impossible to form an estimate of all these 
kinds of trees. Mr Malcolm, in his survey of Surrey,. 
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Statistics. supposes, that of oak there may be five trees in every 
—“\~" 20 acres; but this is evidently a random conjecture. 

An attempt was made some years ago, to have a sur- 
vey taken of all the timber growing on private estates 
in England ; but the surveyors were in| by the 
proprietors before they got through the second county. 

Secr. VII. Statistical Branch of the Agriculture of 
England. 

» and 

on data absolutely certain, or to 
give results quite conformable'to the truth. The, prin- 
cipal points to-be ascertained, ‘are the number of culti- 
vated acres epee and Wales ; the - distribution 
oy east acres ; tle value of their seve- 
tal eupdeged te anita rental oa pat ps ; on _ Farr tg fits’ arisi 

his labours and capital to the rithity the number of 
people employed in agricultural pursuits, &c. 

‘1. Wehuvendeeed edeieeaoad ta thoes that the quan- 
tity of land in England and Wales is about 38,500,000 
acres; it may be proper, however, to add, that by the 
accounts depended on by Mr Rose, the total acres are 
- 37,334,400; and by the reports returned to the Board 
of Agriculture, the amount is 37,909,455, exclusive of 
Wales, which contains about 5,000,000 acres. The 
first point to be ascertained, whichever of these num- 
bers we take, (and considering the impossibility of ob- 
prero emr this subject, as well as the total 
amount, the difference in these statements is not very 

Number of 
cultivated 
acres. 

considerable or i x the quantity of 
waste land. In 1795, the of Agriculture refer« 
red the subject of the waste lands in the kingdom toa - 
committee, who seem to have taken considerable pains 
in making enquiries and gaining information ; from 
their je pew , that at that time the number of 
acres of waste land.in England was 6,259,470, and in 
Wales 1,629,307, making a total of 7,888,777. Dr 
Becke, who reckons: the total number of acres to be less 
than the statements:of the Board of Agriculture, or 
Mr Rose makes them, considers the number of acres of 
waste land to be also fewer; not estimati 

ence of the 

as indisputed, that under will not sup- 
nearly so many inhabitants as under the plongns 

‘that the proportion of pasture land is much greater 

ENGLAND. 
that of arable land. Dr Becke, ‘in his pamphlet on the Statistics. 
Income Tax, su that there are 17,481,000 acresin * 

»pasture, meadows, &c. while there are only 11,491,000 
that are arable ; ing to other. statements, the 
uantity of pasture is 17,479,000 acres. The 

Board of Agriculture calculates that there are12,000,000 | 
acres set as grass land for meat, and 4,000;000 

dairy. The groand ‘employed in the cul- 
or for nurseries, : 

It is , that, notwithstanding 
in husbandry by the abolition of fallow on li 
old system of wheat, spring corn, or beans and-fallow, is. 
still followed on - ly stx-tenths ofthe arable land of 
England and Wales, including tlie common field lands : | 
prea carmamaeg via he a rotation similar to 
that pursued in eg ie’ Norfolk, ‘of ‘wheat, ‘tur-: 

tenth is: ‘various rotations, A 

the same; and the acres of 
2,200,000 acres. We must confess, 
that this estimate, like all estimates 
founded on insufficient data, but also 

Young. A ing to him, there are 3,399,326 acres. 
employed in the cultivation of wheat, and barley and: 
oats occupy half as much land again : 
quently the number of acres under these species of 
grain amount to 5,098,686. 

land in Value of 

England, it is evident, must vary very much, not only’{rs Pring 

Fy ; 

pared with the various agricultural 
ag a narra by the Board; ving supplied . 
the ciencies, nd correcta ian ene aan ’ 
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the most important. The number of ‘acres in wheat Statistics 
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we estimated at 3,200,000, which at 23 quarters per 
acre, will give 8,000,000 quarters as the total produce 
of England and Wales. ‘That this is nearly the truth, 
will from this consideration; the quantity of 
wheat used annually by each individual may be esti- 
mated at six bushels; taking the population at the gross 
number of 10,500,000, this will-give 63,000,000 bushels, 
or nearly 8,000,000 quarters. It may perhaps be ob- 
jected, that the population of England and Wales is-- 
fed partly by imported wheat ; but in answer to this 
we observe, that in estimating the produce we: have 
not taken credit for seed-wheat, which, at one-ninth of : 
the produce, is much more than we have imported on. 

average of some years. The value of this produce 
it is not so to ascertain, the price of wheat having 
varied so much of late years; but if we take it at L.4 
the quarter, the total value of the wheat crop, will be 
L.32,000,000.. Of the remaining 5,830,000 acres, (ex~ 
clusive of fallow,) we may suppose that the average pro-. 
duce is about half the value per acre of the average. 
roduce of wheat, that is L.5 per acre, which will give 
29,150,000. The produce of the pasture land is pro- 

bably worth L.4 an acre on-an average, which will : 
give L,.69,916,000. The produce, therefore, of wheat, 

ey, oats, &c. and of pasture’ ground, will stand i 
thus: 

Wheat...... 1..32,000;000° 
Barley, &c. .. 29,150,000 
Pasture .. . 69,916,000 

L. 131,066,000 
Exclusive of the value of the produce of hops, nursery, - 
— ds, orchards, &c. Mr Arthur Young, in 
is Agricultural Report of Essex, estimates the rental 

of England at L.30,000,000, and the’ value of ‘the 
duce, (taking all kinds of: it into the aceount,) at - 
L.145,800,000. Mr Middleton, in his Survey of Mid- 
diesex, enters into-very minute and. laborious calcula- 
tions on this im t and difficult su ; and the: 
result of his enquiries is, that the whole agricultural - 
een of the agricultural capital of England and 

‘ales is L.126,690,000 ; and this result he comes to, . 
notwi ing he rates the total number of acres in 
the ee aan than -we.do, ‘by estimating - 
the average crop of all kinds of produce of arable land « 
at only L.5 per acre, which-certainly at present is much... 
below the truth. 

4/ On this subject, however, we shall probably be Renta, 
in enabled to come nearer the truth, if we can determine 

the rental of the lands in land and Wales; since it . 
is well known, that the uce bears a certain proe- 
arene to the rental. Raining panty tegel in-Va- - 

ing land, or givin ir opinion ing the rent - 
which it ouiglt $0 ford, coeided-Gneethe average - 

ce should be equal to three-rents ; but at present, _ 
in the opinion and practice-of the most intelligent and 

ienced, it is calculated. that the rent ought to be 
ly one-fifth of the produce. The-actual rent of Eng- 

land and Wales it is impossible to ascertain exactly ; 
but thie rack-rent, or the rent at which the ,lands’are. 
valued in the opinion of judicious and experienced men,- 
was returned -to the Hotise of Commons in the year 
1810, by the commissioners of taxes: This return:we 
lay before our readers in the following Table: 
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: TABLE II. 

Countice: Aniiual Value of Land at] AntiialAmount of Profs |, Numiber of Families 
Rack-Rent. arising from Farming. employed in Agriculture: | ~ 

CEs vakina’ dw L.279,976 6. 6 L.272,621...0 . 0 OABE nti nas 
bieavOls Ate 407,186 11 7 405,150 -13 5 9 © 13,409 1 
biel Bye 497,157 14 9 498,677 18 5 7 13,933 {a yf 

; idge . «4. 457,731 15 1h 453,215 12 © 7° -:12,831 
wide verte te 689,730 14 4 676,864 84 - 16,396 | 

wall... 4. 564,606.15 5 566,472 16 0 17,465 . 
umberland ... 469,250 8 8 469,250 8 8 10,868. | 

Derby ....5. 619,472.65 621,698 12 6 145283. hve 
Devon... +++ me 1,217,528 12. 4* 1,217,547 0° 4 33,044 
Dorset » 24.4. 489,003 17 10 489,025 9 2 12,982 . i 
urham . 4s 505,387. 7 10 506,063 2) 4& 10,288 

Yorks fa:i01,01 aetarie $,107,751 0.7 3,111,618 10° 1 » 61,955 41 
etuls eres (a 904,893 18 7} 904,615 11 52 28,517. 

loucester .... 805,389.16. 5 805,138 6 11 20,782 © 
Hereford . . : 441,342 14 6 453,607 612 » 4 © 12,599 © 

ertford .... $42,055 12 0 842,350 19 11 11,998 
untingdon . 202,076. 9 2 202,076 8 @ 5361. =) 
hiswsa fo o00 ais 864,293 15 1 868,188 11 2 12,077) | ‘ 

ire... 1,270,344 18 0 1,270,344 18° 0» 23,805 . . 
Leicester , 699,158 3 0 702,402 4 5 11,700 . Y 
incon... ... 1,572,756 4 O 1,581,940 10 10 29,881 . ! 

Norfolk... .. 921,581 9 4 931,842 11 > 8 815454. . » : 
ie He 5,690 17 ‘74 696,687 1.0% 153285... 4 

Northumberland 909,996 138 5 906;789 11° 4 10,945 
N ne 6 534,678 1 6 584,992 5 35 26 12,293. 

a) oe 498,086 11. 5 497,625 0° 8 13,646 ‘ 
Rutland . 2 99,149. 11: 2 99,174°15 5 1 2025 

a) eben 730,099 10 O 788,495 8° 3° 16,693 ! 
erset.. 4.5). 1,353,282 3.9 1;355,107 » 17 9 G 4 QTjATZ2, 4 
thampton . . 593,259. 7 2 594,020 05 3 18,361. . t i} 

set. BF bs : '757,678).2 4 756,635 59 4 4 26,441 spp 
fede ish wis wend 694,078 2 0 694,078 20> 26,406. siphon 

IPEY! sins - $68,456 17 2 369,901 10» 13 12417. . oxipeticitict?| 
UEK: a ieriaTahy 6 567,711 14.10. 549,950, 21° 19,778. . 
arwick J... . 651,306 8 74 645,139) 10> 5. 15,131 . " 
estmoreland .', 220,595 14 8 2213556 640 4,613. . os 
Bitarsce esis fave 812,291 9 2 810,627 16 ) 0» 22,657 . bot 

Worcester '.). .. 516,203.49» 516,208) 499 > 133818. 5 
lesey site 4 65,121 11 2 65,121 ) Ws 2 of | 955376. . i ‘ 

recon . ss 124,243 .9 4 108,446 7 )2 5 94$667 : odd ’ 
‘ gam. « 101,510 2 8 101,650) 208 eh 2 © O5;864. . 

en 924,152 18 2 294,152 013 9 2 8 }) © » 99,878 
Bi. erste 90,848 6 11 90,848 Goll >) © | 6,667 

bigh. .. 6. 183,786 19 5 4 182,674 0. 52] vis ot 
Lint fora: de cet fe of A1S686, (Om4 118,615 0 4 4,086 

-ooy o'e Glamorgan . 2.6 212,079 10 11 210,760... 9 ° 5. & 8217. 
rni 24 i eyesore tt 83,451 10. 9 83,451,109.) 8,619 

Monmouth eee 202,211 9 i 0 5 203,576 - t 1 0 f '5,815° 

ontgomery . » « 173,291.17 0 152,008. 8 O° 
Pembroke... . 160,617 6 9 160,617-.6 .9 7,189»: 

Oka vriebat “brie 85,268 8 7 88,250.18 10 2,941 
Westminster . .. 2,404.0 1 8055. 0. 0 ty 

iddlesex .... $44,230 11 1 $46,087. 12. 4 9,088 = |) 

L.29,508,073 18 114. 'L.29,476,852 10 54 ZIAD Mi re 
, ; y ih ear 

In calculating the value of agricultural produce todoneidler it és  titeaddh at ttsan eaadeaibbenet We 
means of it, it seems fair, as it ahities Gk mekershe rent. If we ‘ae able anpeadiods then the value 
(though where the lands are let at their full value, the of the agricultural uce will be exhibited thus, 
vack-rent and real rent must correspond, and in some L.29,503,073 x 4.5=L.132,763, inf which differs very _ 
cases, the real rent would be above the fair rent, or inconsiderably from the result on this int, which we 
that rent which would be quintupled in the produce,) obtained by the former mede of cal mn. It may, 
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ENGLAND. 
perhaps, be thought, that as we before averaged the 

acre, we over-rated it, since, 
at this estimate, the total rent would be greater than 
this Table proves it to be ; but in our estimate, we took 
into account only such land as is let by the 
acre; and of course excluded all the downs, 

Pe aie -fou Mr Young estimated ~ 5. About twenty-four years ago, Mr i 
os ed in agriculture at L. 4 the acre ; 
since that time it has increased very much, probably it is 
more than doubled ; so that if we take every thing into 
account, it will now require L.10 per acre, or at least 
L.8. The number of cultivated acres has been. esti- 
mated at 31,000,000, which, at L.8,-would require a 
eapital of L: 248,000,000; and; at the latter rate, of 
L.310,000,000: Let us take the medium, and the 
— capital will amount to L.279,000,000. On 

is point Dr Becke’s statement is very much at variance 
with ours ; for fas sechiaiiie' the teavitng capital in 
1800 at L.125,000,000, taking it on an average at 5 
clear rents, viz. pasture 2 to 3, and arable 5 to 7 rents; 
but ‘as he estimates the average rent of England and 
Wales only at 16s. the acre, this would be making the 
dapital cally kid-the tere; a sum, even at that period, 
much too small. Besides, he estimates the net 
of the farmers at L.15,000,000, which we shall imme-: 
diately prove is little more than the amount of half 
their cern 3; and consequently, as the profits must al- 

Wales at rack-rent, gives also an‘account of the annual 
amount of profits arising from farming land, drawn.up 
from the returns made to the tax-office respecting the in- 
come tax, and presented to the House of Commons. From 
this colurnn of the Table it appears, that the farming pro- 
fits are L.29,476,852, or nearly the amount of the rent, 
Now, in order to arrive at the amount of the capital 
employed in agriculture, from the amount of agricul- 
tural profits, it will be necessary, in the first place, 
to fix the rate per cent. of the profit. This certainly 
cannot be reckoned at a lower rate than 10 per cent. 
which would make the agricultural capital amount to 
L.294,768,520; which, considering the magnitude of 
the sum, and the imperfection of the data on which we 
are obliged to proceed, does not differ very considerably 
from L.279,000,000, the amount of agricultural capital 
at which we arrived by calculating it at L.9 per acre. 

- 7. The next enquiry into which we shall briefly en- 
ter, $s the absolute value of the landed property 
in England and Wales. Having ascertained the amount 
of the rack-rent, we shall have little difficulty in eluci- 
dating this point, provided we can determine the num- 
ber of years’ werchane at which land is sold; that is, 
how many rents ought to be given for the fee-simple of 
Jand. Mr Arthur Young, in his Enquiry into the 
sressive Value of Money, estimates 2 rate at which 
jand was sold in the year 1811, at 28 years’ purchase. 
As this, however, must have been on the real, and not 
on the rack-rent, some deduction must be made on that 
score ; while, on the other hand, no addition ought to 
be made to the rate since 1811, as the value of land 
certainly has not increased since that year. Assuming, 
therefore, that L.28,000,000 was the amount in that 
year, either of the actual rent, or of the rent of such 
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tion of their leases, we shall have the total amount of the 
value of the landed: property of the ki m, if we 
multiply this sum by 28; this will give L.78,400,000 
as the result. 

8. By the returns under the population act in 181], Number of 
Somers the number of families employed in agri- 

Wales 72,846, making a total of 770,199. The av: 
number of people in a family is about 4.5; which will 
make the whole number of people employed in agricul« 
tural operations 3,465,895. ‘The number of farmers, 
or persons ying farms, is supposed to be about 
200,000. On this supposition, if we take the amount 
of their profits at the round sum of L.30,000,000, the 
average profit of the farmers will be about L.150 per 
annum, - 

It is scarcely necessary to t the observations 
which we have already made more than once, that the 
result of all these calculations must be considered: as 
merely approximations to the truth. Weare also sen- 
sible, that, with respect to some of the statements which 
we have made, they differ from those given by statisti- 
cal writers. = difference is accounted for, we trust, 
favourably to the superior accuracy of our statements, 
by our caioadisi mx on the results of Table No. 2. p. 
736; which must be regarded as resting on more minute, 
careful, and extensive enquiries, than any private indi- 
viduals could make. | In defence of the accuracy of our 
statements, we would likewise observe, that they are at 
variance with statements made 10 or 15 years ago ; and. 
we need not remind our readers, that; even within that 
short period, the advance on the value of every thing 
(Som whatever cause proceeding) has been great. 
here is only one point on which we feck hesitation and 

doubt ; and that is, respecting the capital per acre re- 
ired-in agriculture. Yet if Mr A. Young came near 

the truth in estimating the English capital employed in 
iculture in 1789 at L.4 an acre, whoever reflects on 

e increased price of all the expences attendant on a 
family and a farm, as well as on the different manner: 
in which farmers now live, will not deem L.9 per acre 
as an overcharged estimate of the capital whicha farmer, 
who expects to do justice to himself and his farm, ought 
to for every acre on which he enters. j 

ore we conclude this branch of our subject, for- 
the length of which we must apologise on the. ground 
of its extreme importance, we offer a few histori- 
cal notices on English farming at various periods. This 
will enahlasaus temiots soltiaemielsnageen 5. and to, 
compare its former with its present state ; for statistical 
enquiries, which are confined entirely and exclusively 
to the present state of a country, are neither so interest- 
ing, instruetive, nor even so intelligible and eonnected, 
as those that also embrace some notice of its’ former: 
state. : : 

The first decided and important epoch in the history. Historicat 
of English agriculture may be fixed in the reign: of notices of 
H VII. when a notion began to prevail among the aicinn: 
nobility and , that their estates might. be render- 
ed ath sap ae ie them, by being yom} in 
grazing than ir til n ¢o uence is opinion, 
vhice wes acted a for this mi the two pficteeding. 
reigns, there was much discontent among the lower 
classes of the people; till at length in Elizabeth’s time,. 
acts were passed for promoting and encouraging til- 
lage, which were rere by Bacon, and. oppo~ 
sed by Sir Walter j 7 
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estates as were within a very short period of the expira- Statistics. 

operations in England was 697,353; and in P!°Y 

, who thought it impossible to, ” 
A ’ ‘ i 

‘ 
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render grain a staple ity of this country. His 
speech exhibits a strikin nictuke of the state of English 
savicultare at that’ period. A ing to him, the 
farmers could not purchase seed to sow the land, which 
the law required to be sown; and France offered the 
Queen to supply Ireland with corn at two shillings a 
bushel, at which price our farmers would be ' 
It would seem that the tillage laws passed by Eli 
were found to be inefficient, if not injurious, for by an 
act of the 39 Eliz. they were re F : 

There does net seem to have been any regular mode 
of conducting the husbandry of this kingdom, or any 
essential improvements introduced into it, till the resto- 
ration of Charles II, At this period, many of the land- 
ed proprietors, who had espoused the cause of that mo- 
narch, and retired to the continent, on their return in- 
troduced several of the principles and modes f practice 
which they had observed abroad, particularly in Flan- 
ders. There is, indeed, good reason to believe, that 
clover, sainfoin, the folding of sheep, and perhaps tur- 
nips, (though the introduction of the last is generally 
fixed at a much later period, ) were ht into this 
country about the time of the restoration of Charles IT. 

After this time, agriculture advanced slowly but gra- 
dually, being in some instances benefited, and in other 
instances rather obstructed, by the works of some fan- 
ciful writers. We allude particularly to the writings 
of Tull, which have been of essential service in contri- 
buting to introduce the row culture. at least for green 
crops, but which had a tendency to do mischief, by in- 
sisting on the uselessness of manures. 

Hitherto, whatever improvements had taken in 
arable husbandry, little attention had been directed to 
the improvement of the stock of the island. At last 
Mr Bakewell turned his thoughts to this subject, and 
his example being followed by several spirited and ju- 
dicious farmers in various ae: of England, more par- 
ticularly in the north, this branch of husbandry, as we 
have already remarked, has, in by far the st por- 
tion of the ki , advanced considerably before its 
arable husbandry ; and indeed the principal and most 
important improvement in this latter branch may very 
fairly be traced to the great improvement in stock ; for 
the zeal and anxiety of farmers with respect to their 
stock, led them to cultivate green crops on a larger 
stale, and with more attention and j , than they 
had previously done ; and by means of these , not 
only was their ground kept clean, but it was also en- 
riched, by the additional quantity of manure, which the 
yr er mee of them supplied. 

The last epoch in the hi of English husbandry 
was the establishment of the Board of Agri re; 
from which perhaps not all the benefit has been derived 
which was and which might have been ob- 
tained, had their i been more cautious and 
— ; but which nevertheless has contributed 
y to spread agricultural information, to make each part 
of the country acquainted with the implements and 
practices of the parts, and to soften and break 
down agricultural prejudice, of all prejudices the most 
stubborn and long-li 

Still, whoever has formed his opinion of the excel- 
lence of English agriculture, from the high character 
which this nation for enterprize and success in 
other branches of industry, and icularly in manu- 
facturing and commercial industry, will be much dis- 
appointed, Over the whole kingdom, and even in the 
immediate vicinity of the largest towns, where the de- 
mand for agricultural produce must be great and regu- 
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lar, and where the means of improvement 
and easily acquired, wastes and commons 
many of them consisting of a soil by no 
unfertile, and all of them capable, at little 

ing rendered in some degree ive 
cial to the inhabitants. Besides these wastes and com« — 
mons, what are called common fields (where the 
though cultivated, is so much subdivided, and pro- 

0 
Ble to aesition weavers may derive it the 

these commons and common fields ; 
resent Majesty came to the throne, these acts were very 
ew. The i parliament took place 
nln(ah: ante Il.; the next in Queen Anne’s 
reign. From 

annually ; from 1780 to 1794, there were 445, averaging 

than ever. In the first 40 years of his present Majesty's 
reign, there were 1213 inclosures, containing 1,960,189 
acres, which gives an average for each inclosure of 1616 
acres. If we estimate the total number of inclosures at 
this average, the quantity of land inclosed since the 
reign of Canin Anne, (for the inclosure in Charles I.’s 
time related to Malvern Chace,) will amount to 4,187,056 
acres. up to the end of 1805. Since that peri , the 
acts for inclosing commons and common have not 
been Jess numerous. We have entered on this states 
ment, in order to shew, that, these commons 
and common fields are a disgrace to the agri 
‘character and enterprise of the English nation, yet that 
disgrace is in the course of being wiped away. 

It has been more than once noticed, that our agricul» 
ture has improved more with respect to farming stock, 
than with respect to the principles or Pv rings pursued 
on arable land. Perhaps the truth of this observation 
cannot be in a stronger point of view, than y 
the following comparison between the weight of bol- 
locks, &e. as it was one hundred years ago, and as it is 
at the present time. 

100 Years ago. At present. 
Bullocks at an average weighed 370 lbs. 800 tbs. 
Calves cm ie 4 140 
Sh 2 
Lambs do. do. 18 50 

CHAP. VIL 

Horticulture. 

Tue horticulture of England is so celebrated, prorticul- 
and is so closely connected with its agri 
may be permitted to say a few words on the su 
When we consider the general coldness and moisture, 
as well as the extreme uncertainty and variableness of 
our climate, it must be re; as no vocal proof 
of our skill and success in horticulture, that by any 
means we are enabled to supply ourselves with as many 

, that we ture, 
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kinds as we do , of the fruits of more favoured and 
warmer countries. Nor are our kitchen gardens less 

i i for the variety and excellence of the ve- 
which they produce. From the very great and 
demand for fruit and vegetables which the me- 

: in its vicinity are superior 
others,in the attention and skill with which 

constant i 
g g 

8g us Londen not only stock their d 
pears, cherries, plums, &c. which they call 

crop ; but they have also an under crop; con- 
of raspberries, strawberries, &c. On these gar- 

grounds it is supposed that a population is support- 
at the rate of ten persons per acre. We have parti- 
larly specified the gardens in the neighbourhood of 
don, as omens eee © proofs of English skill, enter- 

i » and success i i 1 7 
ee a “24 

beyond 
But in 

pression may be allowed, deference paid to nature, 
the laying out of grounds, as in England. 

; the pi of this country, with 
the of the application of the’ capital, ind i 
skill of its inhabitants, to the cultivation of the soil. 

CHAP, VIII. 

Of the Produce of Mines and Quarries. 

idetigen, i that hich Seehora aa ne in is w is em in the mines 
and ies of the ki on g sheng 

on the mineral and of 
, the p of mines was noticed in so 

far as it was connected with that branch of our sub- 
ject: but it is now to be considered in another point of 
view. In what we are about to offer, we shall, as far 
as our materials enable us to do it, in the first place, 
enumerate the principal mineral productions of this 

, on which the industry and capital of its in- 
habitants are employed, (so far as 
a pa ao on salty Pinar 

the parts of the kingdom in which they are found ; 
lastly, we shall endeavour to form an estimate of 

the quantity produced, the value of the uce, and 
the numberof people employed, as well as particula- 
pa a ba ete ee 

i i ‘€ must premise, however, that on 
So tevkied aah tnennte must necessarily be ei- 
ther very loose and conjectural, or limited and partial, 
since there are not data on which to ground results, not 

accurate but In this alternative, we 
prefer giving what we know to be correct, though 

thus we must unavoidably pass over some part of jee 
to offering vague and unfounded conjectures 

ou pea 

rE 

2 

might have been justified in going farther, and 

their unma- * the ki 
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in asserting, that England, with ct to those trea» 
sures which she. draws from the bowels of the earth, 
holds a distinguished place among European nations, 
not so much on account of their very great 
abundance and natural richness, as on account of the 
in » skill, and enterprize, with which she has 
availed herself of these treasures, and of the capital at 
first produced by these qualities, and afterwards brought 
to bear er" conjunction with them, go as to raise her, 
in point of national prosperity, power, and wealth, to 
the exalted situation in saliscincheteralbcadt, In ano- 
ther point of view, also, may her mineral productions 
be, honourably for herself, distinguished from those of 
most other nations: with them, industry, or capital, or 
both, are in general merely sufficient.to procure the 
minerals in their natural state, or at most, to change 
them into their rudest and least valuable form ; but in 
England, the various minerals which are found in the 
bowels of the earth are, for the most part, by the skill. 
and industry of her inhabitants, either converted into 
the most precious and exquisite, or the most useful and 
im articles, that the taste, the luxury, the com- 
forts, or the wants of man demand ; or they are made 
the instruments and means of producing those articles 
in the abundance, and with the smallest 
plication of capital and labour. The truth of these o 
servations vil te chasdenaty a when’ we enu- 
merate the principal mineral productions of this coun- 
wy scarcely one of which will not call up to the mind 

the most i and careless observer, the rude 
material of he daily uses, or the means of pro- 
ducing that rude materi ‘ 

In point of importance, not only on account of its 
great abundance and utility here, but also on account 
of its comparative rarity in most other countries, coal 
tmaust be mentioned: then tin, as another mi- 
neral, by which E nd is distinguished from most 
el nations : lead, also, (though found here 

in a very few places, and only in one place in 
bersllanes), chides out notice as an almost ssoleee 
mineral possessed by England. After these, may be 
mentioned iron, lead, copper; of what are called 
the inferior metals, (which are rare every where), zinc 
and manganese may be mentioned as the most impor- 
tant in our manufactures. Of the productions of our 
quarries, as distinguished from the productions of our 
mines, marbles freestone, or calcareous sandstone, 
of various colours and textures, are in many parts of 

abundant. There are also mines of rock 
salt, pits of fuller’s earth, potter's clay, &e. , ~ 

Ii. With respect to the counties in which the mine- 

Statistics. 
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Places 
ral productions just enumerated are found, to begin where 
with coal, it may in general be remarked, {as has in- found. 
deed alread from our account of the mineral 
soapy of ttn, that it abounds in all parts of 

except é the eastern, southern, south-east- 
ern, south-western, and a few of the midland coun- 
ties. In the following counties, it is found in greater 
or less abundance: Nivchendbeslitenl: Durham, York- 
shire, Cumberland, and Lancashire, in the north of 
England: in this northern district, Westmoreland is 
the only county destitute of coal; in allithe rest it is 
very abundant. To the eet ea coal 
is found in Derbyshire, Staff ne : 
it is wanting in Cheshire on the west side, and Notting- 
hamshire and Lincolnshire on the-east side of. this dis- 
trict. Of the midland counties; Leicestershire and. 
Warwickshire are the only two which possess this va~ 
luable mineral, none being found in Northam i 
Rutlandshire, Oxfordshire, or indeed to the south or. 

Coal... 
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Statistics. east of these counties; so that, besides the counties enu- 

Iron. 

Lead. 

Tin. 

Produce. 

merated in these directions, Hunti shire, Cam- 
bridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Middlesex, Kent, 
Surrey, Sussex, Hertfordshire, Hampshire, Bucking- 

ire, Bediordshire, and Berkshire, are destitute of 
coal. As we incline to the west, it is also wanting in 
Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, 
Devonshire, (with the exception of the bovey coal), 
and Cornwall; Gloucestershire, Somersetshire, and Mon- 
mouthshire, the only counties that coal 
mines in this portion of England. With respect to 
North Wales, coal is found in Flintshire and Denbeigh- 
shire; and in South Wales, in Pembrokeshire, Caermar- 
thenshire, and Glamorganshire. Iron is found in Corn- 
wall, Cumberland, Derbyshire, Devonshire, Durham, 
Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire, Mon- 
mouthehire, Northumberland, S ire, Somerset- 
shire, Staffordshire, Sussex, Warwickshire, and Wilt- 
shire ; but it is most abundant in Shropshire, Glouces- 
tershire, Derbyshire, the north of oem. and 
Wales. Lead is found principally in Derbyshire, Cum- 
berland, Northumberland, Somersetshire, Devonshire, 
Yorkshire, Durham, Westmoreland, Cardigan, Flint, 
and Montgomery. Tin is confined to Cornwall and 
the adjoining of Devonshire ; and black lead to a 
small district in Cumberland. Mines of copper are 
wrought in Cornwall, Devonshire, Derbyshire, and 
Anglesey, and onal in Yorkshire, Staffordshire, &c. 
zine is met with in Derbyshire, Cornwall, &c. : man- 
ganese on the Mendip hills in Somersetshire: rock 
salt in Cheshire and Worcestershire: alum slate in 
Yorkshire: gypsum or alabaster in Derbyshire and 
po tgg ey : fuller’s earth in Berkshire, a 

ire, and Surrey : potter’s clay principally in Dorset- 
shire :—and aaa nocciaetien einen for 
the abundance and excellence of their stone, are those 
of Portland, Purbeck, Bath, Yorkshire, Northampton- 
shire, &c.. The most extensive quarries of slate, (as 
has been already mentioned), are in Westmoreland, 
Yorkshire, Leicestershire, North Wales, Cornwall, and 
Devonshire. 

III. It is extremely difficult to form an estimate of 
the quantity produced, of the most important of these 
minerals, of the value of the produce, or of the num- 
ber of people employed. The consumption of coals in 
the kingdom must be enormous: in private families, it 
of course depends on the nature of the climate, the con- 
dition of the family, and the price of the coals. The fol- 
lowing facts may perhaps supply data, by means of which 
we may arrive near the truth, ing the consump- 
tion of coals for, domestic uses. In London, the. con- 
sumption is nearly about a ton annually for each indi- 
vidual, or perhaps more correctly about three chal- 
drons (Winton measure, or 28 cwt.) for each house. 
This appears from the amount of the quantity brought 
into London from Neweastle, and by means of the Pad- 
pe eg canal, In Manchester, where the climate is 
eolder, and the coals cheaper, it is calculated that each 
individual uses two tons annually ; or, suj ing each 
family to consist of 4.5 individuals, this will give 10 
tons for each house, or about seven chaldron, Winton 
measure. In Newcastle, where the weather is still 
colder, and the.coals* cheaper, the mean consumption 
is one third.of a Newcastle chaldron (nearly 18 ewt.) per 
month for every constant fire, equalizing the ki 
fire with the, rest, which is as much for every fire as 
is consumed by each family in Manchester; and rec- 
konihg one and a half fire through the year, will give 
10.5 Rey ae as the annual consumption. This per- 
haps may be taken as the extreme consumption of coals 

ENGLAND. 
in families in the kingdom ; and supposing, the con- 
sumption in London to be at the pment me- 
dium will be 6.75 chaldrons for each house in the king- 
dom in the course of the year: let us suppose it to | 
six chaldrons, the number of houses, in pagent 
1,797,504: the total consumption of coals, therefor 
for domestic use, will be 1,797,504. 6, or 10,782,024 
chaldrons, or rather more than one ron for each 
individual. This, it must. be confessed, is mere con- 
forthe mirpfacinh <inpagen fn. agh premtin tring 

e shall not even offer a conjecture of the quantity of 
coals used in our manufactories, but content ee 
with stating the followi 
steam engines consist of 30 inch cylinders, they will 
consume 18 bushels of coals pep which is equal 
to three chaldrons per week, or 156 chaldrons per an-< 
num., The salt-works in Cheshire consume 150,000 tons 
of coals annually, The smelting of the ore of 
Cornwall consumes nearly 200,000 tons of coals per 
annum ; and it is calculated, that in the brass and 
per manufactories, there are used nearly as many. I 
the Coalbrooke-dale dia of Shropshire, about ON? 
tons are raised annually—a great proportion is in 
the iron works. The extensive iron works of Messrs 

per wee 
to 800 tons of coals are used 

Leicestershire, there are many beds of coal vey me 
" perfectly and partially wrought; that a.supply 

to the amount of between, 50,000 and 100,000 tons 
might be brought from Newport in Wales to London 
annually ; and that not less than from 150,000 to 
200,000 acres of coal are found in the neighbourhood 
of Leeds, Wakefield, &c. Besides our own consum 
tion, it is calculated, that in time of peace, near 
150,000 Newcastle chaldron of coals are exported, prin~ 
cipally to Holland, Hamburgh, the Baltic, Spain, and 
Portugal; and that between 300,000 and 400,000 chal- 
drons (Winton measure) are sent from Whitehaven, 
Workington, &¢. in Cumberland. " 

The number of people employed, either directly or 
indirectly, in the coal trade, must also be by id great : 
In 1792, it was calculated, that on the rivers Tyne and 
Wear, there were 64,724 men and boys ed: it 
has also been estimated, on -tolerably good data, that 
in Durham and Northumberland, the ortion of men 
is as 10,650. to 1,480,080 chaldron of coals :—in both 
these estimates, however, it is proper 
the seamen who navigate the colliers are taken ipto the 
account. ; ses} biniet % 

facts. If the medium of the 
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It that the iron mines ef this country were 

at a very early iod, since iron works are 
known to have existed in the Forest of Déan in Glou- 
cestershire, before the year 1066. In 1581, in con- 
sequence of the great consumption of wood which they 

i were restrained by act of Parliament. 
In 1624, a patent for smelting iron with pit coal was 

from the law against monopolies: but the use 
of wood for this seems still to have continued ; 
for in 1719, complaints were made that the waste and 
destruction of the woods in the counties of Warwick, 
Raed, sa sap et Monmouth, Gloucester, 

Salop, iron works, was not to be imagined. 
At this perio’, about 20,000 tons of iron were annual- 
ly i into England from abroad ; and subse- 

VA seen an nee mes, and before 
our own mines were properly wrought, importation 
was still greater. In 1737, ome computed that England 
made annually at home about 18,000 tons of bar iron, 
which, at the rate of three tons of pig iron for one of 
bar iron, would give 54,000 tons as the produce of our 
mines. In 1785, a method was invented of convert- 
ing pig iron into bar iron, superior to the Swedish bar 
irom by which i ement it was given in evidence 
before House of Commons, in the year 1812, when 

ieation was made- for a parli reward for 
invention, that whereas, about 30 years before, the 

importation of foreign iron averaged about 50,000 tons, 
in 1810 it was reduced to 20,500 tons; and that our 
ay iy nad which at the former period was only 
a few hundred weights, in-1810 amounted to 24,500 

it was ascertained, that our. average im 
inci bar iron) from 1800 to 1805, was 

18 tons, which 4590 were exported, leaving 
8 tons for home consumption ; and that the ave- 
of British unmanufactured iron exported from 

1805, was of bar iron 91,797 ewt., and of pig 
186 cwt.: the increase between the beginning 

that period was considerable, since in 1800 
exported only 56,892 cwt. of bar iron, and 

of iron; whereas, in 1805, there was ex- 
of former, 131,896 cwt., and of the latter 

The average real value of pig iron exported 
1796 to 1805, was upwards of L, 14,000; and 
iron, u of L. 92,000. At present, the 

mines of ee oe mepen to supply ore suf- 
produce i y upwards of 150,000 

pig iron: 10,300 tons of which are made in 
Derbyshire, the remainder in Yorkshire, Staffordshire, 
Shropshire, Lancashire, Monmouthshire, &c. In the 

ee ‘0 
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t in England in the 
mines of this metal were disco- 

vered in Cumberland; and, 1622, they were wrought 
in several counties. In 1690, copper was discovered 
in Wales, but it would appear, that during all this pe- 
riod, little attention was bestowed on working any of 
these mines; nor was it before the commencement of 
the 17th century that the valuable copper mines of 
Cornwall were properly and effectually wrought; and in 
a few years, the quantity produced attained to a 
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considerable amount. From 1726 to 1735, there was Statistics. 
produced 64,800 tons of ore, which afforded the annu- 
al quanitity of about 700 tons of fine copper. « From 
1736'to 1745, the ore amounted to 75,520 tons, pro- 
ducing 830 tons of fine copper. From 1746 to 1755, 
the produce of the former was 98,790, and of the lat- 
ter 1080. From 1756 to 1765, 169,699 tons of the 
former, and 1800 tons of the latter: and from 1766 to 
1775, 264,273 tons of the former, and 2650 of the 
latter ;—thus exhibiting an increase in the produce of 
copper in 50 years, from 700 tons per annum, to 2650. 
About the year 1773, new copper mines were discover- 
‘ed in Jape pci which circumstance, added to the 

the famous copper mine in Anglesey, 
t era in the history of this branch of 

English mining. As long as this latter mine continued 
productive, it furnished from 5000 to 10,000 tons per 
quarter, exclusively of what was obtained from the 
Mona mine, which probably was nearly as much; 
both together employing 1200 miners, and 90 smelters. 
But both the Parys and the Mona mines have for some 
years produced comparatively little co ore. In the 
mean time, the -Cornish and Derbyshire ores were 
wrought with great be and success ; so that the pro- 
duce of them, and of the other mines in England and 
Wales, about the year 1791, had rendered this country 
one of the principal sources from which the world was 
supplied with this useful metal, instead of her depend- 
ing, as formerly,“upon foreign mines for a supply of 
it. It has already been shewn, ‘that the Cornish mines 
in 1775, produced about 2650 tons a year: in 1798, 
the produce had increased to 5427 tons. At this time, 
the average annual cost of working them amounted to 
£313,589, of which the labour was £197,640, and the 
materials employed about 115,950: the number of men 
employed was about 5000, or perhaps nearer 6000. 
Within a very few years afterwards, the copper mines 

discovery 
forms an im 

of Devonshire to be wrought with spirit and 
success: in 1800 they did not produce more than 100 
tons of fine copper: in 1804, the produce had increas- 
ed to 300 tons. In 1805, owing to great exertions 
made in consequence of the high price of copper, the 
returns of the Cornish and Devon‘mines reached to 
7000 tons’ of fine copper, producing the sum of 
£1,260,000. At present, ai ing to Mr Grenfel’s 
Observations on the C Coinage, the Cornish and 
Devon mines yield 80,000 tons of ore annually ; and 
the metal thus obtained being on an average from 5 to 
15 in the 100th , may be stated at 8000 tons of 

: almost all the ore is smelted in Wales, The 
consequence of this great increase in the produce of 
our own mines, notwithstanding the increased demand 
for copper, was visible in the diminution of our im- 
portation of this metal from foreign countries. In1806, 
we imported, chiefly of copper ore, 53,600 cwt.: in 
1807, upwards of 96,000: in 1808, 91,000: in 1809, 
49,000; in 1810, 50,000: and, in 1811, only 20,000; 
—the ore itself having fallen from 73,800 cwt. which 
it was in 1807, to about 7000 ewt. in 1810. 

In giving a historical sketch of the produce of the Of tin. 
tin-mines in England, we shall not go farther back than 
the commencement of the 18th. century. | At this pe~ 
riod, the mines, which had been neglected during the 
civil wars, were again wrought with effect and success, 
producing, one year with another, rather more than 
1600 tons; From 1720 to 1740, the annual average 

© When’ the tax on pig-iron was about to be laid on in 1806, it was ascertained, that there were then in Great Britain 220 blast futna- 
ces, of which 169 were in work the preceding year, making 249,500 tons of pig-iron. The capital employed in the establishment and sup- 
port of these works, was not less than L. 5,000,000 ; and they supported a population of 200,000 persons. 
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uce Was 2160 tons ; from 1740 to 1750, 2500 ; from 
—\~ 1750 to 1760, 2658; from 1760 to 1770, 2728; from 

Salt pits. 

Produceand 10% its collection and m ent, i 

1770 to 1780, 2750; from 1780 to 1790, 2958; from 
1790 to 1800, 3245 tons. From the last period the 
mines seem to have been on the decline. 
There is undoubted 
country, at least those in 
the time of the Romans, 

was carried to a considerable extent. During all this 
period, however, it would seem that no mines of this 
metal were known, or at least wrought, except those 
in Derbyshire, In the year 1289, lead-mines were dis- 
covered and wrought in Wales; and the circumstance 
being ascertained, that the ore of these mines produ- 
eed some silver, increased attention and alacrity were 
given to the working of the mines of this metal. The 
roduce of the lead-mines at présent wrought in Eng- 
— cannot nee pf gi ; those of _— 

ire are supposed to uce annually an av 
between 5000 and 6000 tons, but to ren fon the ducting 3 
those on the borders of Cumberland and Northumber- 
land are calculated to produce 150,000 pigs of 13 ewt. 
or 11,250 tons annually: The Cumberland employ 
upwards of 1000 men. The other metals which are 
found in England do not require any particular notice, 
except the black lead of Cumberland ; the manganese 
of the Mendip Hills, and the zine of Derbyshire. The 
first is of excellent quality, and in great demand for pen- 
cils, crucibles, &e. No more is wrought than is abso- 
lutely necessary to supply the demand, without lower- 
ing the price. The anese of the Mendip Hills is 
become much more valuable than it formerly was, in 
consequence of the mode of bleaching by the oxymu- 
riatic acid, in which it is largely employed. The quan- 
tity of ore of zine produced in Derbyshire, is about 500 
tons annually. It is inferior in value to the calamine 
of Mendip. Besides calamine, blend, or black jack, 
another ore of zinc, but less valuable than calamine, is 
got in Derbyshire. 
The salt pits of Cheshire and Worcestershire appear 

to have been wrought at a very early period: those of 
the former county ate supposed by Mr Pennant to 
have been known to the ancient Britons ; .and the salt 
pits in Worcestershire were certainly wrought before 
the Conquest. In 1389, a license was given for ma- 
king salt at Middlewich ; but nearly 150 years after 
this, salt eppows to have been so rare an article in 
England, that it was stipulated, that a quantity of it 
should be delivered annually by the king of 
to this country. It is rather a singular circumstance, 
that though the brine pits were known so early, the 
pits of rock salt were not discovered in Cheshire priot 
to the year 1670. The quatitity of rock salt made in 
Cheshire, seem rather to have declined within these 
few years. The annual ye Bed the pits is be- 
tween 50,000 or 60,000 tons, while 'the brine pits sup- 
ply about 45,000 tons. At Droitwich, in Worcester- 
shire, the salt made and sold in one year averages up- 
wards of 600,000 bushels ; of which, about ‘one-sixth is 
seht abroad. The duty paid by the pits near this 
place, into the salt-office in London in the year 1771, 
was L.61,457; at that time nearly one-third of the 
whole revenue from salt in England. The revenue from 
the salt made in Cheshire, however, is of so much 
more consequence, that a particular board is appointed 

ent of the 
consump. boards of customs and excise. It is estimated, that the 
or home consumption of Cheshire ‘salt is 16,000 tons, and 
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America, 676,624 to Russia, 407,152 to : 
401,464 to Ireland, 866,103 to Germany, and 298,871 
to British America. In 1799, the exportation of rock 
salt had a increased, the quantity 
1,836,625 bushels ; of which, 894,975 were sent to Ire« 
land, 167,600 to Denmark, and 163,317 to Prussia. 
pert bes ts yy mesaenme white salt had rather des 
clined, the total exportation amounting to 4,192,182 
bushels ; of which, 1,254,027 were sent to Prussia; 
1,026,617 to the United States, 549,360 to Russia, and 
868,565 to Ireland. In the 1800, the exportation 
of rock salt had again rather increased, the total quan- 
tity am ing to 1,897,571 bushels; of which 786,549 
were e€ to Ireland, 340,652 to Prussia, and 
173,098 to Russia. The Ron prey of white salt in 
1800, was greater than it had been in either of the two 
former years, the total quantity being 4,598,542 bu- 
shels; of which, the United § took 1,436,085, 
Prussia 980,250, British America 551,958, and Russia 
481,501. About 70,000 bushels are sent to 
Africa. It must be remarked, however, that the white 
salt includes what is made at the ag oa the princi 
an yap haemo ee lire, Sand 
wich in Kent, and on the coasts of Essex, and 
Northumberland. These we have mentioned here, 
from their connection with the subject of the salt mines, 
though not strictly in their place. The total nam- 
ber of salt works in the kingdom is between 180 anda. 
190; and there are up twenty refineries for 
rock salt. The salt sent coastwise during the year 
above specified, was as follows : British white, 5,631,562 
bushels; of which, 8,827,510 were sent ‘Liver- 

1, 953,664 from the port of Gloucester, 229,312 
from Bristol, 149,839 trom L — 145,983 from 
Hull, 116,948 from $ , and 95,563 from New- 
castle. During these years, 165,985 bushels of rock 
salt were sent coastwise, all from Li i. cog | 
the same years, 61,793 bushels of foreign white, 
8250 of foreign rock salt were sent coastwise. The to- 
tal consumption of salt by the inhabitants of England 
and Wales, is sw to be 60,000 tons annually, be- 
sides what is used in the fisheries, for curing meat, &c., 

The statistical particulars connected with the quar- 
ries of this country are comparatively so minute and 

ifling, that we should not be disposed to-aater up 
them here, even if we had access to the requisite 
mation ; but, before concluding this part of our subject, 

to add a words ing the it be proper ] 
pits of faller’s earth, from the immediate and import~ Pulle’s 

earth. ant relation which this substance bears to our 
manufacture, We have 
are found in Bedfordshire, Berkshire, and 
pit also has lately been at Maidstone in 
Although the demand for fuller’s earth is not now nearly 
80 great as it was formerly, in consequence of many of 
the clothiers using soap instead of it, yet there is still a 
considerable demand for it, especially for that which 
is procured in Surry. Mr Malcolm, in his agricultu- 

account of that county, says, that he endeavoured 
to ascertain the annual umption of the ki 
and that, as nearly as might be, he found it to be about 

mentioned, that they ~ 
3a 

ent. 
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at the pit, in 1805, was 

on, 44, the price 
. which is after rate of 8s, per 

, Or EEE i : il =z &, : B. j sé 

i f &, & : 
ae eg EE it Hi age sir | 
: 1 i . cf if al i 

F F i 

ived by the individuals to whom they 
even added to the net profit of those who lease 

and work them, will give us a very imperfect and ina- 1811. 

Tasre III. Profits from Quarries, Mines, Iron-works, &c. 

/ 

; of which quantity, about 4000 tons were dequate notion of the increase which they bring to the Statistias: 
i } stock of national wealth. In order to do this, we should “"W7""” 

be able to trace the raw produce of our mines through 
all its stages, till, by the wonderful effects of the unpa- 
ralleled industry, skill, and capital of this nation, it ap- 

in the form of the most useful or the racst expen- 
sive articles of life. This, however, in most cases, it 
would be in vain to attempt, and, at any rate, where it 
is practicable, it would here be irrelevant, in a great 
measure, to our subject. _ We shall, therefore, conclude 
our account of the mining products of this country, 

t ' with a tabular view of the profits from quarries, mines, 
and iron-works, derived by the proprietors, as returned 
to the House of Commons by the commissioners of 
taxes. It may be proper to mention, that though the 
report on the produce of the income-tax, accompa- 
nied with a particular statement of the profits from 
lands, &c. on which this tax was levied, was laid before 
parliament in 1812, it does not bring the details which: 
we have extracted lower down than the Sth of April 

Counties. Quarries. Mines. Iron works, &c. 

Bedfordshire... . . ote Sate ote ete. aie , L.59 10 0 
Berkshire... . . oa e REMY do) Meee, Crete ees 2,688 11 0 
Chester. ..... e ae L.877 0 0 | L.9,568 0 0” 8,354 0 0 

Cornwall. .....-.6..: 2,147 10 0 | 106,027 14 2 « aN 
Cumberland Ag Gu TE 951 13 6 32,465 11 10 — 10 0 
Derbyshire i ae. ps4 Bae 1,959 3 9 18,678 9 3 34,613 1 9 

Devonshire ......... $8,907 5 0 10,830 10 0 13,048 3 2 
Dorsetshire... . Sse: mee” SOI RONG, oF, 1,967 12 0. 
Durham ....... a 4's 1,668 0 0 61,071 8 11 12,258 17 6 

Yorkshire... 2.2.2... 8,799 15 0 $4,506 9 6 7,859 6 O 
) mat ee ae. CFO Oy or Tite es a 3,366 0 0 

Gloucestershire ....... 319 8 0 7,096 14 1,926 10 0 
Herefordshire. ...... BOT OMT) Sees ge (PS ta ee era 
Hertfordshire . See oe OE ns Coke. Mee ee Chae, ee 2,082 15 0 
yrds Pe ate Bh FO" OFF OTE ae wee eee 893 16 6 

Lancaster. ... ees 3,248 5 O 30,813 10 O 18,726 3 9 

Leicestershire ........ 921 0 0 550 0 0 42 0 0 

pO RAR A BE Siete tiger BR Br ie , 5,782 19 6 
Sears ee re Bal OOF FO Fete eee 92.0 0 
North aac ty dag? 3,795 17. O 45,012 14 11 17,419 12 2 

Seas oe eee 4s 2510 0 3,235 0 0 363 0 0 

Oxf Orr Se ty Eade toed ee Decks We. ate 67 15 O 
As? iad 1,705 12 2 | 21,058 1 8 6,438 12 6 
Somersetshire ........ 7718 O 19,155 14 7 520 0 0 
Southam: He or ee SS: 214 5 0 6;742 5 0° 
Staff op.6.0 0.8 bes 327 10 0 21,366 0 0 8,393 0 0 

Re er AAP iss 140 0 0 SS ae 2,690 0 0 

eS eee OS. igre PT ee ee ; 1,700 0 0 
rere Sart. 26 0 0 io Fae 788 T 4 
Warwickshire . Ca 76 45 5 0 250 0 0 16,714 15 0 
Westmoreland . . . Shan $24 4 0 1,570 16 8 11315 O 
Wiltshire....... : 307 7 6 Pere sg 3,369 2 0 
Worcestershire ....... 477 0 0 8,225 5 O 1,775 10 0 
Brecon..... Pict gems Lo. as te ote 4,123 8 8 1,052 3 °0 
Caermarthenshire .... . 292 10 0 1,408 5 0 6 TSS 
Caernarvonshire . . . : cas - 80 0 0 te es a’ 
bo ao Ay tt Sie 157 16 O rhe 42 sidaatiaitg- 4 
lamorganshire ° . 194 0 0 28,056 15 7 29,659 10 

CO WAR Uiraele, ae are 11,980 0 0 2,362 10 O 
Pembrokeshire. ...... 449 10 0 Siow O° CLIN tae. ss Eg 
Midas oop ce ps Sele. 6 . Slee eee ae 8,188 0 0 

: TOGRs Fae et one's £29,160 6 11 }#483,490 19 8 £222,672 16 11 
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CHAP. IX, 

Causes of 
their supe- 
riority. 

Political _» 
and civil” 
treedom. 

Protection 
of the legis- 
lature. 

Manufactures. 

Berore we — to the consideration of the ma- 
nufactures of this country, it may be to premise 
some remarks on Pd seem causes which have con- 
tributed, either directly or indirectly, to advance and 
extend them to their present state. This inquiry will 
not only be in a high d interesting, but also im- 
portant and useful ; since, undoubtedly, if we can open 
up the causes which have produced the flourishing state 

our manufactures, we shall, at the’ same time, ex- 
plain and detect the causes of our national wealth and 
prosperity. — 

In the first place, much must be ascribed to the free- 
dom of our constitution ; for it would be in vain to at- 
tempt the regular and one rn establishment of any 
manufacture, where the lives and property of those 
who were to be engaged in it were not secure. At the 
same time, this position must be taken with some limi- 
tation, since the love of wealth with some, and the spi- 
rit of industry and enterprize with others, is so strong 
and overbearing, as to urge them on to risk their pro- 
perty, and the fruits of their industry, even under an 
unstable and'tyrannical government. But certainly a 
free constitution, though not absolutely essential to a 
limited and trifling degree of manufactures and com- 
merce, is a necessary requisite for their flourishing 
and permanent condition. t 

In the second place, the British government, though 
it is not by any means free from the charge of an‘in- 
termeddling spirit with regard to commercial legisla- 
tion, has, perhaps, less than most other governments, in- 
terfered in an abrupt and improper manner; and, in- 
deed, it may justly be doubted, whether the interfe- 
rence of government, in all cases of trade and com- 
merce, is so necessarily and clearly prejudicial to their 
interests and flourishing state, as be generally been 
imagined, There can beno doubt, that the protection 
and encouragement of government, like the protection 
and encouragement of individuals, may be beneficial 
to the exertion of human industry. It is not essential- 
ly and necessarily fatal to it, but. only, so far as it is 
exerted in an improper ‘manner, or at an improper © 
time, or continued when circumstances render it expe- 
dient that it should be withdrawn. At any rate, what- 
ever may have been the consequences to the nation at’ 
large, of the duties on foreign manufactures, and the 
bounties and:drawbacks‘on home manufactures, which 

cribe the flo 

which are offered are 
pe Bane lb ot ag and it is e 
vious, that cheapness of } ice must depend, 
measure, oat thr umalllineis 06 the quantity 
which they are produced, or on the low rate of wages 
or mercantile profit. The low rate of mercantile profit 

price of any article is v w: Thus machinery at 
once eiables the mete heen ie to sell his goods cheap- 
er, and to continue the same rate of wages, or perhaps 
to increase ee Se le. an . 

In the fou ace, immense capital possessed 
the ahetnchee sc. of this country aia ber z 
one cause of the flourishing state of our manufactures. 
This acts, in many respects, in the same manner as 
machinery ; by enabling the possessor of it to buy his 
raw material cheaper than he could otherwise do, it 
enables him to sell it cheaper. “He can also afford to 

‘the 

Capital 

the British legislature has at various times, and on va- 
rious occasions, enacted, in obliging them to purchase 
the latter when they could have procured the formeriat » 
a cheaper rate, there can be no f arsitg that these enact- 
ments have contributed to the present flourishing and » 
extended state of our manufactures and commerce. 

In the third place, infinitely more must be ascribed» 
to our improvements in machinery, and our consequent 
saving of labour, than to either of the preceding causes ; 
though, if we trace this cause up to its-souree, we shall 
find, that these improvements in machinery, and this 
saving of labour, would not have taken place, unless * 
the manufacturers had been protected by a free govern- 
ment ; and probably not unless they had been further. 
protected by duties on foreign goods, and bounties and 
drawbacks on their own. But whatever may have, be 
been the disposing causes of these intp: 

Greater in- 
Machinery. dustry. 

ficiently attended to and appreciated, in a i g 
this subj eve, generally admitted, 

and for an equal length of time; and in the second 
rovements in 

machinery, by which so pect labour ;is. saved, there” 
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bears at present, and which proves, either that the de. Statistics. 
mand for the carcass was much smaller, or that for the “~yY"™ 

some other countries display, by the 
steady and unremitted nature of his exerti Sueh 

ish labourers in general ; but 
, that this character will not 

him to work, with all the activity, energy, and steadi- 
ee ee It was therefore desirable 
that his reward should be in exact proportion to his 

. in the case of his being paid by the day, 
this could not be the case, as his reward then was in 

workmen by the piece ; nor was it less their interest to 
— meg fa iti i = 

to acquire 

do when paid by the day. This system of task-work, so 
common in almost all the branches of our manufactures, 
must therefore be considered as one of the causes of the 

getting 
of work done for the same money than if he had paid 

the day, and consequently can afford to sell 

b 
Secr. 1. The Woollen Manufacture. 

. Havine premised these remarks, we shall now enter 
on our view of the manufactures themselves, beginni 
pe Pca peg er in beta men Der 
probably even notwithstanding the rivalshi 
Sin decades, thi'temtousiotive'end yalselle. 

ocbeeaiy ects the ceneanywibs poosiatctiioe undoubtedly owing to the Ww 
rude and savage inhabitants of this i , not only to 
ee an ee aah Gee 

for the more comfortable attire of their con- 
but also to turn their attention to the art of 

ter of sufficient to the Roman army ; 
and there is reason to believe, while the Romans 
remained in of this island, this manufacture 

iod of their quitting it 
till the commencement of tenth century, there are 
not an evidences, either direct or indirect, means 

925, a fleece was cshabd-abv9mé Sill tf aipeeabeals 
sheep; a proportion much greater than that which it 

VOL. VIII, PART II.. 

ch -value of the s 
fleece much than it is in our own times. The 

continued nearly the same for some 
hundred years, while wool at the same time advanced 
in price, and. continued to do so through the space of 
two centuries. The difference in value between them 
was very striking in the year 1135, at which time’the 
price of sheep had declined 50 per cent. and the price of 
wool had advanced nearly as much. The demand for 
fine cloth, which seems to have been pretty general 
among the nobility in Henry II. time, led to the intro- 
duction of Spani 
by a statute, which was framed for the en 

About the year 1240, the importation of fine cloth be« 
gan to be encouraged, the consequence of which was; 
that English wool, being in some measure deprived of 
the home market, was sent abroad to Flanders, where 
it was manufactured. This kind of traffic subsisted 
about 100 years without interruption; till about the 
year 1330, the sey pin began seriously to encourage 
= Sette wage ree NN themselves ; and 

mode whi opted for urpose displa: 
a liberal and sound policy, very creditable to the ‘ites 
Sensible of the superior expertness of the Flemings, 
they tempted them to come over and settle in thi 

try ; ceeenarpneetices Ser nepeneann of the 
was so e legislature very soon ae peclnag gag ton rarer ore 

ive enough to consume all-the wool in the kingdom, 
and a law was accordingly passed totally prohibiting its: 

ion. The consequence was Hae as might have 
been antici and | Our fleece, which the 
regular demand from. the. Netherlands had increased in: 
quantity, and greatly improved in ity, suffered in 

. The pe Ba: wool ai from the 
time of Henry II. to that of Edward III. to have con- 
stantly increased, and the ion as 

NS ee ee eee 
of his . Afterwards, when the woollen manufac- 
ture was established at home, it also exerted its natural 
influence on the quantity and quality of our wool ; for 
the flocks in the southern part of the island, where the 
manufacture was most attended. to, were in the best 
condition, and the quality of the staple most desirable. 

Having thus 
of 

tached historical notices concerning it, previously to 
entering on an account of its present state. It doesnot 

that the original seat of this manufacture was 
el in the west of England, or in Yorkshire ; by some; 
Kendal is su to have been the first town where 
it was established ; but the more probable opinion is, Flemings: 
that the Flemings, brought over by Edward III. were brought 
fixed at Cranbrook, in Kent. In inning of the °Y* 
16th century, however, the north of England was dis- 
tinguished for this manufacture ; for in 1520, it is re~ 
corded, that there were three famous clothiers living in 
the north , viz. Cuthbert of Kendal, Hodgskins 
of Halifax, and Martin wey of 2 ong eee of 
whom kept a great number of servants at work, spin- 
ners, Toes rg weavers, fullers, dyers, &c. Towards the: 
middle of this ee Lancashire, . and: 

B ‘ 

wool; but this was soon prohibited Spanish 

y ate . it wool first 
of the British farmer, and the improvement of his wool. used, 1246. 

briefly traced the woollen manufacture : 
d to the time of Edward/Iil;whenitniaybe or, 

said to have gained a firm footing in this country, we firm foot- 
shall now content ourselves with giving some few de- ing- 
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Atatistics. Cheshire, are mentioned in an act of Edward VI. as fa- 

—\—" mous for their cotton goods, which were, at that time, 

Cloth ex- 
ported. 
16651. 

tn, 1799. 

a species of woollen cloths. We have only a tradition- 
ary account of the place from which the woollen ma- 
nufacture was introduced into that of Yorkshire 

where it now flourishes ; and this tradition reports, that 
it was brought thither out of Devonshire, where it had 

been settled by some workmen from Flanders. Rippon 
seems to have been one of the towns in Yorkshire, into 

which it was first introduced ; but, according to Wright, 

in his History of Halifax, it was removed to the latter 

place for the sake of the advan of the coals and 
water. Dawe, - infancy of ie eee 

legislature interfered in it, not on ibiti, e 

ex ion of the raw. material, boty alia! by limicng 
and expressly naming the particular towns, both in the 
north and west of England, in which it was to be car- 
riedon. In 1534, the woollen manufacture in Wor- 
cestershire was conferred to five towns. In.1551, if we 

may credit the accounts, the Hanse merchants exported 
from this country 44,000 pieces of cloth, and the Eng- 

lish manufacturers 1400 pieces; and a very few years 
afterwards, above 200,000 pieces were sent to the 

Netherlands. In 1614, a great improvement took place 

in the woollen manufacture of the west of England, by 
the invention of what is called medley or mixed cloth, 

for which Gloucestershire is still famous. At the end 
of this century, the total annual manufacture of wool- 

lens was estimated at L.8,000,000. In 1739, the au- 
thor of Considerations on the running of wool, gives an 
estimate of the number of people employ in the 

woollen manufacture, rating them as high as 1,500,000, 

ENGLAND. 
and, “ if these earn, (he adds,) one with another per 

day, for $13 working i 
sercgtadt Lal be 9 oe a ceaten 
have overra e num 
since the wages of labour inthis manufacture, at pre- 
sent, when price of labour is at least four times as 

high as he takes it at, will not reach that sum. In the 
1770, it was proved, by 

Parliament, that the official value of the woollen 
, amounted to more than L.4,000,000. rom. 

1772 to 1776, the exportation seems not to have in- 
creased, as it appears from an account of the value, as 
rated in the inspectors books, of all the woollen goods 

of all sorts, viz. bays, cloths, cottons (coating), flannels, 

serges, says, stuffs, stuffs mixed, , and worsted 

stockings, that the amount of the whole of these articles 
exported from England, in 1772, was L.4,436,788 ; 

in the year 1773, L.3,875,929; in the year 1774, 

L.4,333,583; in the year 1775, L.4,220,173 ; and in 

the year 1776, L.3.868,053. At this time, as is the 

case at present, a much greater value of woollen manu~ 
factures was shipped from London than from all the 
outports of England. In the year 1775, when the ex- 

cess of London was much less than in some other 

years, the value of woollens shipped from London was 
L.2,247,570 ; and from the outports, only L.1,972,602. 

As far as we are able to j of the increase in our’ 

woollen manufactures from quantity exported, it 
does not appear to have been considerable from: the 
end of the 17th century till the year 1777, as will 

pear from the following statement of the value of 
exports of it, at the former period. it thy 

In 1698, from London, L.2,102,634; and from the outports, L.1,017,981 ; total, L.3,120,615. 

dai F7OO, tarcaleuetes x ois 16k SOZTIAS § ic- ayers 
Bn NIOd 35 ki Leora 

- In 1783, a pamphlet was published, containing an 
estimate of the annual produce and condition of the 
principal manufactures of this country, in which the 
woollen manufacture was rated at L.16,800,000 ; but 
the data on which the author builds this calculation are 
not given About this period, the demand for fine cloths 
seems to have been increasing, for in an account of the 
uantity of the principal articles imported and used in 
e manufactures of Great Britain, on an annual medium 

of five years, commencing 5th January, 1772, laid be- 
fore Parliament, it appears, that from the year 1772 to 
the year 1776, the annual medium quantity of Spanish 
ak imported was 1,578,605 lbs. ; and in the period, of 
five years, ending 1787, the annual medium quantity 
was 1,975,327lbs. The account was continued down 
to 1799, and it proved a pote rate of increase in the 
quantity of Spanish wool imported, during the two 
next series of five years: there being, on an annual 
medium from 1787 to 1792, 3,174,429]bs. ; and on an 
annual medium from 1792 to 1799, 3,800,583 bs." 

In the year 1799, an account of the total value of the 
woollen manufactures exported, agreeable to the esti- 

' mates of the inspector-general’s ~books, (and conse- 
quentl at least 50 per cent. below the real value,) du- 
ring ten years preceding, was laid before Parlia- 
ment; from this account, it appears, that the official va- 
lue of these manufactures, during 1790, was L.5,190,637 ; 
during 1791, L.5,505.034; in 1792, L.5,510,668 ; in 
1793, L.3,806,56; in 1794, L.4,390,920; in 1795, 
L.5,172,884; in 1796, L.6,011,133;in 1797, 4,936,355; 
in 1798, L.6,499,339 ; and in 1799, L.6,860,939. The 
effect of the first year of the war is very visible in the 

2,045,951; 2. 2-2 eee ee s 1,082,4145°5.. 2% 
968,018; .... 2,989,163. 

3,128,365. 

diminution of the value of the exports for 1793. As 

this account gives the value of woollen manufactures 
exported to each different country, it affords a further 

insight into state of the export woollen trade du- 
ring this peri By far the greatest ity every 

year appears to have been exported to the United States, 
in 1790, the value of the exports thither was L.1,481,378, 

and in the year 1799, L.2,833,490. Before the com- 

mencement of the war, Spain and P, seem each 
to have taken, to the amount of between L.300,000 and 

L.400,000, and Holland nearly an equal quantity. 
Ireland, in 1790, took to the value of L.394,790, which 

nearly to what it was in 1790; and continued to in. 

crease to the end of the period, it being in 1799 as 

exported to India, (probably nearly all the manufac- 
tana of the west of England), varied, during aie 

between L.362,509 and L.668,161. France, before the 

war, does not appear to have taken, on an average, 

woollen goods to the amount of L.100,000 official 
value. . 

House of Commons relative to the state of that manu- 

facture: We shall, in the first place, give the results of 

their evidence on this occasion, afterwards offer 

some remarks upon it; premising, that where no preju- 

dices or interests intervene, to conceal, exaggerate, or 

distort facts, more information is to be got, onthe ma- 

documents laid before In 1179. 

In the month of April 1800, the principal manufac. State of the 
turers of woollen goods in Yorkshire, and in the West 1'™ 

of England, were examined before a committee of the “"”’ 

| 
Statistics. 

ys in the year, their wages will ““Y¥—"—" 

) 
| 

~~ ee 

1800. 
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ENGLAND. 
nufacturing and commercial state of the kingdom, from 
evidence given before Parliament, than from any other 
source, or by any other means ; since no otherwise can 
access be had to the information, experience, and opi- 
nions of so many persons, who must necessarily be so 
extensively, accurately, and minutely informed, on the 
subjects on which they give their evidence. ; 

The first point to which the evidence of the manu- 
facturers examined before the committee of the House - 
of Commons relates, is the number of sheep kept in 

. land and Wales: these they estimated at 28,0£0,000; 
the of the fleece from these sheep, they 

rated at 600,000 packs, of 240 Ibs. each k. Some 
of the witnesses, however, were of opinion, that the 
number of sheep, and consequently the produce of 
wool, had diminished between the year 1784 and the 
period of their examination. On the supposition that 
the number of packs was 600,000, they rated the total 
value Rie wool in snore at L.6,600,000, be- 
ing at the average price pack, The next 
pesot to be ascertained respected the increase of the va- 

of the raw material, after it was manufactured. This 
increase evidently varied very much; in some kinds 
of it was double only, while in other species of 

the inerease was ninefold. As the quantity of 

11 

goods, in which the former rate of increase took 7 
a much greater proportion of the raw mate- 

-rial than the latter, the increase was supposed, on an 
average, to be threefold, According to this supposi- 
tion, the total value of woollen s manufactured in 

eee to the weaving, 35 per 
the work, which about the year 1785, when ma- 

chinery had not been introduced into the woollen ma- 
required the labour of 1634 persons. It is 

evident, that though, by the introduction of this ma- 
chinery, the quantity of human labour necessary to ma- 
nufacture the woollen goods was diminished, yet the 
capital requisite to carry on the manufacture must 
have been considerably increased ; and it was given in 
evidence, that the capital vested in machin and 
buildings i to the woollen manufacture, 
was, in the opinion of the witnesses, supposed to be 

~ mearly equal to the value of the raw material, or 

| ' 
‘been the most im 

wits sense lias respecting all th uch was i iven i 1 the va- 
rious branches of aw in which wool was em- 
ployed; with regard to the woollen manufactures of 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, which at all times have 

tt and extensive in the king- 
dom, it was given in evidence, that there were employ- 
ed in it 72,734 packs of wool, at that time worth 
11 a pack, and consequently, on the whole, worth 
1.800,074; and that from this quantity of wool, there 

. 

. was manufactured 272,755 pieces.of broad cloth, which, 
at about L.13, 18s, the piece, were of the value of - 

TA47 
L.3,795,157. It was further stated; that there were Statistics. 
30,028 ks used in the woollen manufacture of the 
West Riding of Yorkshire, of the average value of L.14 
per pack, which were manufactured into 180,168 pieces 
of narrow cloth, the average value of which was L.6 
a piece, and consequently the total value of this species 
of cloth was L.1,081,008, making the total value of 
broad. and narrow cloths to be L.4,876,165. The va- 
lue of the kerseymeres, blankets, and other goods, was 
rated at L.1,600,000; and the value of the stuffs, or 
worsted goods, at L.1,400,000; the whole woollen goods 
manufactured in the West Riding being thus estimated 
at L.7,876,165; or about 4 of he value of the woollen 
goods manufactured in the whole kingdom. 

Now, with res 
lates to the woollen manufacture of England and Wales 

nerally, we are afraid that it is erroneous on two of 
its principal and leading points. In the first place, 
pe peered to us, that the number of sheep is over-rated, 

consequently the quantity of wool. On this mis- 
take we need not enlarge, since we have already en- 
deavoured to prove, by enquiring into the number of 
sheep, and the produce of their wool in each separate 
county in England and Wales, that the number of the 
former is rather more than 26,000,000, and the quan- 
tity of the latter rather more than 393,000 packs. In 
the second place, it appears to us that the number of 
people stated to be employed in the woollen manufac- 
ture of the whole kingdom, is also greatly over-rated. 
We have seen that the value of the woollen goods manu- 
factured in the West Riding of Yorkshire, was about 3, 
of the value of the woollen goods manufactured in the - 
whole kingdom ; now, if we suppose that the number of 
hands employed in the West Riding at that time, bore 
the same proportion to the hands employed in the whole 
woollen manufacture, that the value of the goods did, 
there must have been upwards of 1,100,000 people em- 
ployed in this part of Yorkshire, that is nearly twice the 
number of inhabitants which it then contained. But let 
us try this point another way: the value of the whole raw 
material was estimated at L.6,600,000: the value of the 
whole manufactured goods, at L.19,800,000, leaving 
L.13,200,000 for interest of capil, manufacturing pro- 
fit, and the wages of labour. We cannot estimate these 
at Jess than 20 per cent. on the sum thus reduced, which 
will make them amount to the sum of L.2,640,000; 
leaving the sum.of L.10,560,000 for manufacturing 
wages, which, if there were 3,000,000 of people among 
whom it were to be divided, would give, as the wages 
of each individual, little more than L.3 per annum; 
but as we cannot average the wages of men, women, 
boys and girls, at less than 6s. 8d. a week, or about 
L.17 per annum, we must suppose that the number of 
people employed did not amount to more than 550,000, 
a number much more probable than the former. It 
may also be remarked, that the calculation is made at 
too high a price of wool ; the average price for three or 
four years preceding 1800, being not more than from 
ten ds to ten guineas. For these reasons, some » 
authors who notice the result of this evidence, not only 
reduce the quantity of wool from 600,000 packs to . 
500,000, (a quantity which we have: shewn to be still 

too great, ) but also form the calculation of the value of 
the wool manufactured in 1800. at L.10, 10s. WI pack, 
making the total value L, 5,250,000. But,. } he ma- 
nufacturers examined on this occasion, erred in estima~ 
ting the quantity and value of English wool too highly, 
they also erred on the other hand, in not taking into . 
their account the value of Spanish wool imported, which . 

3 

to this evidence, so far as it re- Errors in it. 
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Statistics. at least amounted to 1..400,000; this, added to the for- 

mer sum, will make the total value of the raw material 
L.5,750,000; and dupposing the manufactured value to 

vi be threefold, the ue of woollen goods will be 
L.17,250,000, ’ 

Mr Grel- We should not have thought of dwelling longer on 
lier’s state- the state and extent of the woollen manufacture at this 
ment exa- aie, period, had we not observed, that the late Mr Grellier, 

who was deservedly celebrated for the attention he 
paid to statistical enquiries, differs from us in various 
points respecting it. This circumstance, joined to the 
consideration, that if we can determine the state of the 
woollen manufacture in 1800, we shall be the better 
able to ascertain its state at eapaeay. Nea at least to form 
a comparison between its state at the two periods, in- 
duces us to add a few observations, which, in our opi- 
nion, will point out the instances in which Mr Grel- 
lier is mistaken. In-the first , he gives it as his 
opinion, that the real value of the woollen goods ex- 

is only about 38 per cent. above the official va- 
ue ; but this is certainly a mistake, and we observe in 
the report on the state of the woollen manufacture, in 
1806, that the committee, mentioning the v 
national importance of this manufacture, state the offi- 
cial value of the exports to be L.6,000,000 ; and express- 
ly add, or L.9,000,000 actual value. In the next place, 
Mr Grellier deducts from the gross amount of the va- 
lue of the manufactured goods only 10 per cent. for the 
profits of the manufacturer, including the interest of his 
capital; but a little reflection must serve to convince 
us, that bl cent. on the gross value, is too small a 
sum ; and that 20 per cent. on the sum which remains, 
after subtracting the price of the raw material from the 
gross value of the manufactured articles, is nearer the 
truth. In the last place, Mr Grellier, taking all classes 
of work people, in the woollen manufactures, er, 
estimates their wages at 8s. per week; and by this high 
rate of wages, and a reduction in the value of the whole 
manufactured goods, notwithstanding he allows less to 
the master manufacturer himself, he reckons the whole 
number of persons employed only at 440,330. But 
when we reflect on the large proportion of women, 
boys, and girls, that are employed in, this manufacture, 
and at the lowness of the wages, especially of the two 
last, we shall be disposed to consider his average rate 
as too high, at least for the year 1800; and moreover, 
when we consider, that in many of ‘the manufacturing 
parishes in the West Riding of Yorkshire, one half or 
two-thirds of the people are employed in the woollen 
trade; that the population of the whole Riding, in 1800, 
was upwards of 560,000; and that the amount of the 
value of the woollen goods manufactured there was 
only 3 of the whole goods manufactured in the king- 
dom, we shall be disposed to estimate the number of 
people employed in this manufacture at considerabl 
more than 440,380. At the same time it must be ad- 
mitted, that on this as well as on many other points of 
statistical enquiry, the data are too few, or too ques- 
tionable, on which to ground accurate and perfectly 
satisfactory results. 

Having thus brought the historical sketch of our — 
woollen manufacture, considered generally, down to 
the commencement of the present century, we 
now proceed to consider the principal branches of it ; 
the districts or towns in the kingdom which they oc- 
cupy; and their actual state. 
Under the general head of manufactures of wool, we 

comprehend not merely what are strictly and 
denominated the woollen manufactures, but also all ma- 

Present 
state. 
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woollen and of worsted goods ; or into those | 
which the card or the comb are employed in the pre- 
paration of the raw material. 

The principal seats of the former kind are the West Principal 
Riding of Yorkshire, and the western counties of Wilt~ seats of it. 
shire, Somersetshire, and Gloucestershire ; and of the 
latter kind, the county of Norfolk; for we shall omit 

ing manufacture at pre- 
sent, and consider it by itself, as stockings, being made 
of worsted, cotton, and silk, seem properly to fall un- 
der none of these heads. The woollen manufactures 
of North Wales will also be considered; they are pri 
— situated in the counties of Merioneth, Denbigh, 

on . 
The len the manufacturing district of the West West Ria- 

Riding of Yorkshire, from north to south, may be esti- ing district 
aieul at 40 miles, we gt mean width at 20 miles, 
ivin page as oe 200 square miles ; but this 

shard udes the hardware oes ing district 
t Sheffield, as well.as the clothing district: the lat- 

ter commences below Craven, and extends over a tract, 
of which Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, and Wakefield, are 
the principal centres. The most i t manufac. 
ture in this district is that of woollen cloth, the greatest 
mater ge is made in the neighbourhood of Leeds; 

akefield, Huddersfield, and Saddleworth. ‘Leeds is 
particularly the mart for the coloured and white broad 
cloths. e former are sometimes called mixed cloths, 
and are made of dyed wool. The mixed cloth manu- Mixed cloth 
facturers reside partly in the — belonging to the district. 
ernest ye 4 at Morley, Guilde 
Adwalton, Dudlington, Pudsey, F » Calverley, 
Eccleshall, Idle, Besldon, Yeadon, Gui , Rawdon, 
and Horsforth, in or bordering upon the vale of Aire, 
rincipally to the west of “pew 2 and at Batley, Dews- 

, Osset, Horbury, and Kirkburton, west of Wuke- 
field, in or near the valley of Calder. Very few mixed 
cloth manufacturers are to be found to the east and 
north of Leeds, and there are very few in the town it- 
self. The white cloth is manufactured chiefly at Al- White cloth 
verthorpe, Osset, Kirkheaton, Dewsbury, Batley, Bir- ‘istics 
stal, Hopton, Merfield, Archett, Cl , Little- 
town, Bowling, and Shetley, a tract of country which 
forms an oblique belt across the hills that separate the 

inning about 
and 

2 

vale of Calder from the vale of Aire, 
a mile west of Wakefield, leaving Hu 
Bradford a little to the left, terminating at Shipley on 
the Aire, and not coming within less six miles of 
Leeds on the right. The districts of the mixed and 
white cloth are in general distinct and separate, but in 
some places, particularly at their south-east and south- 
west extremities, ey ek eae The prin- 

i woollen in and near Halifax, are cipal manufactures 
flannels and baizes ; h cloth, especially of that 
‘kind which is used for the army, is » 
made, The blanket and flushing tine Sita apeende 
Leeds and Huddersfield ; and the manufacture of stuffs, 
_ ipally’ in the neighbourhood of Bradford and Ha- 
ifax: narrow cloths are made in and near Hudders- 

field, At Saddleworth, the manufacture of broad cloths, 
nearly equal in fineness to those of the west of Eng- 
‘land, and of kerseymeres, is carried on. At 
some white cloths are made}; but this place is princi- 
pally distinguished for its wool market, and for the 
excellence of its mode of dyeing cloths. © tence 

The county which first claims our attention in the S's" 
west of England, for its woollen manufacture, is Glou- wict. 

“« 
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Statisties. cestershire ; here broad cloths of various sorts are made, 
—Y— but chiefly superfine, of Spanish wool ; and of fine nar- 

i 
| 

system. 

row goods, in the fancy way, to a very great extent. 
This manufacture is carried on in that district which, 
by way of distinction, is called the Bottoms, including 

of the several parishes of Avening, Painswick, 
Randwick, Minchinghampton, Stroud, Bis- 

fabric of superfine cloths in England, which 
it shares with the ing towns of Trowbridge, 

i 1; besides these 

The principal places in Somersetshire, where this 
manufacture 1s carried on, are Taunton; here the wool- i 
ture of second cloths, the latter for superfine, of which it 
generally makes annually between 150,000 and 200,000 
ards. The woollen cloths made in the west of Eng- 

are commonly arranged into five classes, 
ing to their thickness: the thickest are double super- 
fine milled ; the finest and thinnest cloths are for the 
Turkey trade; ladies cloths are rather thicker than 
these; cloths manufactured for the East and West Indies, 
a thicker; and the superfine are, in point of 

i next to the double superfine ly men- 
tioned. The woollen manufacture of the west of Eng- 
land: also extends into parts of Dorsetshire, Sturmin- 
ster Newton in that county being famous for its broad 
cloths and flannels. 

In these two seats of the woollen manufacture 
of E , the West Riding of Yorkshire, and the coun- 
ties of Gloucestershire, ire, and Somersetshire, 
there are three different modes of ing it on: Ist, 
That of the master clothier ofthe west of England; 2d, 
That of the factory system ; and 3d, That ofthe do- 
mestic system. The last was undoubtedly the original; 
and formerly the most prevalent ana extensive system, 

the state and circumstances of society, and es- 
ially the improvements in machinery, have at 

sent confined it within narrow limits. It is to be found 
principally a few miles below Leeds, and 14 miles to 
the south of it. It does not extend far from Leeds in 
the other directions. It is also found nearly at the same 
distance round Huddersfield. The factory system, 
however, is daily encroaching on the limits of the do- 
mestic system, and, without doubt, will in time totally 
extirpate it. , 

rough the whole of the west of England, as well 
as in the north of England, there are factories ; but the 
master clothier of the west of England buys his wool 
from the importer, if it be foreign, in the fleece, or from 
the wool stapler if it be of domestic growth ; and in all 
the distinct processes employs distinct classes of per- 
sons, who work either at their own houses, or in the 
factories of their master. None of those workmen go 
beyond their own peculiar branch of the manufacture. 
From this circumstance, and the n consequence 
of it, that each is excellent and perfect in his own line, 
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re ee that the superior excellence of the west 

of Eng id cloth arises: Previously to the introduc. 
tion of machinery, it was common for the north coun- 
try man to come into the west of England, purchase 
wool, work it up in Yorkshire, and sell it in its manu- 
factured state in its native country. This circumstance 
was supposed to arise from the north country man bein 
at liberty to work himself, and employ his family an 
others as he pleased. In the factory system, the mas- 
ter manufacturer, who sometimes possesses a large ca- 
ital, employs a number of workmen in one or more 
uildings or factories under his own inspection, or that 

of his superintendants. It is evident that, both in the 
ystem of the west of England, where the master clo- 
nier gives the raw material to workmen, who manu- 

facture it either in‘their own houses or in factories, and 
in the factory system of the West Riding of Yorkshire, 
the workmen have no property in the goods which they 
manufacture. This circumstance marks the essential 
difference between these systems and the domestic sys- 
tem. 

The domestic system, as we have already mentioned, 
still exists in Yorkshire, though not to nearly so great 
an extent as formerly. It is also found in Devonshire, 
(though not in the manufacture of woollen cloth,) in 
Wales, and in a small vil in Cambridgeshire ; but 
itis with it as it exists in Yorkshire that we are now 
interested. According to this system, the manufacture 
is conducted by a number of master manufacturers, ge- 
nerally men of small capital, who, besides carrying on 
their manufacture of woollen cloth, have small farms of 
a few acres, partly for the apport of their families, and 
partly for the convenience of their manufacture. The 
domestic clothiers have sometimes one loom, sometimes 
two or three, but seldom four looms in their houses, at 
which they themselves, their wives and children, and 
from three to seven journeymen, are generally employ- 
ed: during harvest, their wives, children, and servants, 
are sent out to work. They buy their wool of the dea- 
ler, and formerly used to carry it through all the stages 
of its manufacture, and even dye it ; but at present they 
make use of the mills and machinery, which may hap- 
‘pen to be in their neighbourhood, for many of the pro- 
cesses, as there are public mills near every manufactu- 
ring village. If the distance of the domestic clothier 
from these mills be considerable, or if he is obliged to 

far to a market for his cloth, he generally keeps a 
orse, which is supported on his little farm. As there 

is coal’ in all the district’ where the domestic system is 
princi carried on, (which may be about from 20 to 
80 miles long, and from 12 to 15 broad,) the domesti¢ 
clothier easily and cheaply obtains this article, so neces- 
sary for his own comfort, and for the conducting of his 
business. 

By the natural operation of very obvious causes, the 
domestic clothiers are gradually forced from’ the vicini- 
ty of large towns, since near them land Tises in price 
much sooner, and to a greater degree than at a distance 
from them ; and it is a great convenience, if not abso-~ 
lutely necessary, for the domestic clothier to have a 
atin portion land attached to his cottage. 

The establishment and extension of the fa a 
tem naturally excited the fears and jealousy of the do- 
mestic clothiers ; and, in order if possible to put a stop 
to it, in 1806 they applied to parliament to put in force 
the laws respecting apprentices, and the number of 
looms. The first law was passed in the time of Queen 
Elizabeth, at a time the number of our distinct 
trades was not above 100, whereas now they are be- 
tween 600 and 700. The factory system creating’a 

it is Statistics. 

Factory 
system. 

Domestic 
system. 

Declining. 
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—_— etors of 

Acts of par- The acts of 
liament re- which are still on the statute 
lating to 
the manu- 
facture. 

Domestic 
and factory 
system 
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demand for manufucturers, induved the propri- 

a Sea efksaahanaieteiameeaes teem 
legal a ticeship ; whereas the system 

of aperentioniip USas ee ial to the domestic 
system, those who followed this system had no tem 
tion to break the law.. The other law, which, in their 

ition to parli the domestic clothiers wished to 
pomery is —" i — the —, es It 

was i Philip and Mary, in 
certain cage od beste of England, limits the number 
of looms in one building; but on their application to 
parliament, it was shewn that this act does not extend 
to Yorkshire, Northumberland, Cumberland, or West- 
moreland. ‘The petitioners also wished, that the sta- 
tute of the 5 and 6 of Edward VI. which they contend- 
ed applied to the gig mill, should be put in force. Of 
this statute, the committee, in their report on the evi- 
dence, recommended the abolition. 

From the report and evidence on this occasion, the 
following facts and circumstances may be selected, as 
illustrating the state of the woollen manufacture in 
neral, and especially in the West Riding of Yorkshire. 

liament relating to this manufacture, 
k, amount to nearly 

70, and may be divided into three classes: Ist, Laws 
for regulating the conduct of masters and workmen, 
and for preventing fraud and embezzlement by journey- 
men, &c. These in general are wise and salutary, par- 
ticularly one passed in the 29th Geo, II. by which mas- 
ters are prevented from paying their workmen in goods ; 
2d, Laws prohibiting the exportation of certain mate- 
rials and ;rj capex all of which have been passed in 
the reign of his present Majesty ; and $d, Laws which 
controul the manufacturer in making and selling his 
cloth, particularly those which prohibit the use of cer- 
tain articles of machinery. Among those may be inclu- 
ded the law respecting apprentices, and the weaving act 
already mentioned. 

The committee, in their report, pointed out what in 
their opinion were the advantages and disadvan of 
the domestic system, as distinguished from, and con- 
trasted with, the fi stem. According to them, 
one peculiar recommendation of the domestic system is, 
that a young man can always obtain credit for as much 
wool as will enable him to set up as a small master ma- 
nufacturer, while the publicmillsenable him tocommand 
the use of very extensivemachinery. Another advantage 
of this system is made manifest, on the failure of amarket 
for any particular kind of goods; since where this system 
prevails, itdoes not throwa multitude out of employment, 
as it does when the stroke falls on the capital of a great 
individual. In the domestic system the losses spread 
much, and it is remarked, that the domestic clothiers 
seldom turn off their journeymen. On the other hand, 
the domestic clothiers necessarily waste much time in 

ing their goods to the fulling mills, &c. which 
might be saved, if the fi system, in which all the 
ont are carried on under one roof, were adopt- 

Perhaps, however, the most important point of view 
in which these systems can be pam Be A their 
influence on the morals and habits of the people ; and 
there can be no doubt, that if the distinguishing excel- 
lence of the — character results in a great mea- 
sure from their domestic habits, or if domestic habits are 
favourable to propriety and steadiness of conduct, the 
domestic is ‘erable to that of the system. 
Viewed in this light, which however is more the object 

' of the moralist than of the statistical enquirer, the do- 
mestic system of Yorkshire, in which the manufacturer 
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rape riya a a juences same as are 

duced by the.fitst.spsteni s bewethet i wiiceade 
from the consciousness of the possession of 
which not only sciwalenes taetiosortaten. sive bene 
up habits of conduct and independance of mind; 

In the scale of the moralist, the fac- 
tory system must stand lowest, as applied to 
the woollen trade, it is not so to the best in- 
terests_ of society, as when ied to the cotton trade. 
The causes of this we shall 

woollen manufacture, which we have explained at con- 
, there is also a difference between the 

Leeds, 
ford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Wakefield, &c. 
confine our observations to those of Leeds, and to the 
mode of conducting business in them, / , . 
Rhy two sions Lele SF : are for mixed and white clot! 7 aug. peniiphllysdneiieniehed 4 

the third hall, (which was erected about 1795,) by not 
admitting any manufacturers to expose their goods in 
them, whg have not served an ticeship to 
woollen trade. Formerly a Sane apprenticeship of 
seven years was insisted on; but now five years are 
deemed sufficient. The mixed cloth-hall was erected 
in the year 1758. At first there were only 1557 stands, 
but afterwards 171 were added, making the total num~ 
ber 1728. The original pri 
they have advanced greatly since, 

Different 

times nearly 20,000 weekly in the coloured cloth-hall. . ” 
The white cloth-hall was built in 1775. The num- 

ber of stands is upwards of 1200; but there are many 
manufactures who have two stands each. In the dis« 
trict round Leeds, it is computed that there are 3500 
masters who attend both ; but there are many 
who have no stands in either hall, but pay 6d. for every 
fresh cloth ; when a cloth has once paid, it does not 
pay again, but may be removed ae doom ayo 
the market. There are 15 districts belonging to the 
coloured, and 17 to the white hall, over each of which 
there is a trustee, who the affairs of the dis- manages 
trict ; and in all of whom is lodged the er of di- 
recting whatever concerns the halls. trustees 

eth i oflong alks or galleries, through- ese halls consist w or ies, 
out the whole length of which the master manufactu- 
rere haw tele stande i: Somes Uae nae 
own little division ; his goods being exposed to on 
the stands. Between these decay he em ee ye 
along, and make their purchases. At the end of an 
hour, a bell rings, and the market closes, Such goods 
as are purchased, are carried to the merchants’ houses ; 
the goods that are unsold, remain in the hall till they 
find a purchaser. Lately, however, the system is in 
some degree changed; some ts give samples 
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troduced thence into the west of England. On the Statistics. 
other hand, the gig-mill, which is employed for rai- 
sing the nap after fulling, was long im use in Glou- 
cestershire, before it was employed in Yorkshire, or 
even in Somersetshire, or Wiltshire. 

By the stamping acts, 2d Geo. II. and 5th and 6th pontefract 
‘aes III. returns are ordered to be made every Easter returns. - 

Statistics. to the manufacturer, and the goods are brought directl. 
—Y~" to him, without exhibited in the hall. hal The meade 

site Nt in their undressed state, and 
undergo in the 

mar- 

Sometimes, ee Sane apt nt hare 
ted rate by dressers, who take them in for that pur- 

Although it is totally foreign to the object of this Ll 
to the justices at Pontefract Sessions, of the quantity of 
cloth made in the preceding year in the West Riding, 
accounts being kept at the fulling-mills by officers for of 

moarincy. article to touch upon the nature of the mee that purpose. This law, however, does not extend to 
which this or any other ae k meres, and several other kinds of cloth. 

we may be allowed to state generally, most vl In the following Table is given the returns from the 
the machinery now used in the co manufacture Pontefract Quarter Sessions, down ta the present year, 
was borrow from the cotton manufacture. The spin- from which not only the great increase in the quanti- 

were first introduced ; next, the slubbing- ty of goods, which come under the act, may be noti- 
l The spring nt but also the greater proportional increase in the 

in- quantity of broad cloths, 

Taste 1V.—An Account of the number of Broad Cloths Milled at the several Fulling Mills in the West Riding of 
the County of York, from the 24th June 1725, (the commencement of the act,) to the 12th March 1726, and 
thence inguishing each year ; and of the Narrcw Cloths, from the 1st of August 1737, (the com- 
mencement 0 vA é act 5) to the 20th January 1738, and thence annually, distinguishing each year ; likewise the num- 
ber of Yards made each year, from Easter Sessions 1768. 

Broad Narrow 
Years. Broads. Narrows. | Years. Pieces. Yards. Pieces Yards, 

1726 | 26,671 — 1769 | 92,522 | 2,771,667 | 87,762 | 2,144,019 
1727 | 28,990 — 1770 | 93,075.) 2,717.105 | 85.876] 2,255,625 
1728.|., 25,2233 — 1771-| 92,782 | 2,966,224 | $9,920 | 2,235,625 
1729 643 — 1772 | 112,370 | $,223,9132 | 95,539 | 2,377,5174 
1730 | 31,5794 —_— 1773 | 120,245 | 3,635,6124 | 89,8743} 2,306,235 
1731 | 35,563 —_— 1774 | 87,201 | 2,587,3643 | 88,323 | 2,133,583 
1732} 35,5484 — 1775 | 95,878 | 2,841,213 | 96.794 | 2,441,007 
1733 | 34,620 — 1776 | 99,783 | 2,975,389 | 99,586 | 2,488,140 
1734 | 31,123 — 1777 | 107,750 |. 3,153,891 | 95,786 | 2,601,583 
1735 | 31,7444 —. 1778 | 132,506 | 3,795 990 |101,629 | 2 746, 712 
1736 | 38,899 — 1779 | 110,942 | 3,427,150 93,143 | 2,659,659 
1737 | 42,256 —_ 1780} 91,625 | 2,802,671 | 87,309} 2,571,324 
1738 | 42,404 14,495 || 1781 | 102,018 | 3,099,127 | 98,721 | 2.671,397 
1739 | 43.0864 58,848 || 1782 | 112,470 | 4,458,405 | 96,743 | 2,598,751 
1740 | 41,441 58,620 || 1783 | 181,092 | 4,563,376 |108,641 | 3,292,002 
1741 | » 46,: 61,196 || 1784 | 138,023 | 4,094,835 |115,500 | 3,356,648 
1742} 44,954 62,804 || 1785 | 157,275 | 4,844,855 |116,036 | 3,409 278 
1743.| 45,178 63,545 || 1786 |158.792 | 4,934,975 | 123,025 | 3,536,889 
1744 | 54,627 63.065 |) 1787 |155,748 | 4,850,832 | 128,740} 4,058,157 
1745 | 50.453 63,423 || 1788 | 139,406 | 4,244,822 |132,143 | 4,208,303 
1746.) 56,637 68.775 || 1789 }154,134 | 4,716,460 |145,495 | 4.409.673 
1747} 62,480 68.374 || 1790 |}172,588 | 5,151,677 | 140,407 | 4,582,122 
1748 | 60,765 68.080 || 1791 | 187,569 | 5,815,079 | 154,373 | 4.797,594 

, 1749 | 60,705 68,889 || 1792 |214.851 | 6,760,728 | 190,468 | 5,531,698 
< 1750 boaa7t 78,115 || 1793 | 190,382 | 6,054,916 | 150,666 | 4,783.722 

1751 | 60.964 74,022 || 179%} 190,988 | 6,067,208 | 130,403 | 4,634,258 
1752,| 60.724 72.442 || 1795 | 250,993 | 7,759,907 |155,087 | 5,172,511 
1753 | 55.358 71.618 || 1796 }246.775 | 7:830,536 | 151,594 | 5,245,704 
1754 | . 56.07 72.394 || 1797 | 229,292 | 7235038 |156,709 | 5,503,648 
1755 | 57,125 76.295 || 1798 |224.159} 7,1384114 |145,566 | 5,180,313 
1756 |. 33,590 79,318 || 1799 |272,755 | 8,806,688 | 180.168 |\ 6.877,277 
1757 serTt 77,097 || 1800 }285.851'| 9,263,966 | 169262 | 6,014,420 
1758 | 60,396 66,396 |} 1801 |} 264082 | 8,699,242 | 137,231 | 4,433,534 
1759 | 51.877 65,513 || 1802 | 265,660 | 8.686,046 | 137.016 | 5,023,754 
1760 | 49 46 69,573 || 1898 | 266785 | 8,942'798 |139,575 | 5,023,996 
1761 | 48 944 75,468 || 1804 |298,178 | 9,987,255. }150010 } 5,440,179 
1762 | 48,621 72,946 || 1805 | 300.237 | 10,079,256 |165,847 | 6 193,317 
1763 | 48,038} 72.096 || 1806 | 290,269 | 9,561,178 |175,334 | 6.430,101 
1764 | 54.916 79,458 1807 | 280,056 | 9,111,006 | 12.120] 6,150,981 
1765 54,660 77,419 1808 | 279,859 | 9.050970 (144,624 } 5,309 007 
1766} 72,5753 78,893 || 1809 | $11,239 | 9,826,048 }451,911 | 5,951,762 
1767 | 102,428 78,819 |} 1810 |273.664 | 8,571.042 | 168,252 |} 6,180811 | 
1768 | 90,036 74,480 {| 1811 |269,892 | 8535,559 |141,809 | 5,713 534 

- 1812 | 318,431 9,949,419 |136,863 | 5,117,209 }: 
1813 | 369,890 | 11,702,837 | 142,863 | 5,515,755 
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Statistics. By the same stamping acts, three sets of officers while the value ofthe raw materiiil) stuff, oil, Statistics. 

were appointed to superintend the woollen manu- soap, and coals, was only L.115,000 ; thus sh is =~ 
facture, in Yorkshire and in the west of Eng- i i great importance. Jt furnished employment t 

» The articles of manu pyecent 
facture in Norwich may be said to be its fine camblets, state. 
of which the East India Company take off ie; chews 
ee — 

Before ing to the consideration of the woollen 
manufacture of North Wales, it may be proper briefly 
to notice the districts, or places in land, where 
other species of goods made from wool, than those ale 
ready noticed, are manufactured.’ ‘It would be tedious, 
however, even to name all the kinds of these goods, or 
the various. places in which they are made’; we must, 
therefore, content ourselves with noticing the most 
considerable. In Devonshire, and the’ i Woollen 
of Cornwall, as well as in some parts of manufac- 
a variety of woollen goo i — 

land; but in the west they perform their duty in a 
very negligent manner, and in Yorkshire they are 
by no means very strict or careful. These officers are, 
Ist, the searchers, who measure the cloth at the fulling- 
mill, after it is fulled, stamp it, and put their seal on 
it, with the length and breadth, which are entered in 
a book. After this, the clothier may take it away. 
The second set of officers, are the ins who go 
among the dressers, in order to see they do not 
overstretch the cloth, and restamp them, if materially 
short or narrow. They also inspect the tenters, and 
observe that improper cards are not used in dressing 
the cloths. The last set of officers are the supervisors, 
who superintend the others. In purchasing cloth, how- 
ever, the merchant does not consider himself bound to 
_take the pieces at the length which the searcher has 
stamped upon them. ' 

Norwich was the first seat of the worsted manufac- 
ture in England, or rather perhaps Worsted, a small 
town in the county of Norfolk, from which the manu- 
facture took its name. About the end of the 14th and 
beginning of the 15th century, this species of manu- 
facture extended itself, not only over the county of 
Norfolk, but even through Suffolk and Cambridge- 
shire; and, in process of .time, sent its colonies into 
Essex, the mi d and southern counties, and even 
into Yorkshire. In the time of Henry VIII, the sale 
of stuffs made in Norwich only amounted to L.100,000 
annually, besides stockings, which were computed at 
L.60,000 more. During the two succeeding reigns, new 
articles of manufacture were introduced ; and, in 1575, 

Searchers. 

Inspectors. 

Supervisors. 

goods, little consumed in. ngland, 
are , such as druggets, long-ells, &c, These : 
sold as they come from the login’ to the merchants of 
Exeter, where they are milled, dyed, and fini and 

off a large proportion of the long-ells: while this ma- 
nufacture was in a flourishing state, the av an- 
nual value exported to all parts was valued at L.600,000- 
In other parts of Dev ire, there are also branches 
of the woollen. manufacture ; of which the manufac- 
ture of plush, at Modbury, | notice, on account 
of the ingenious construction of the machines used for 
this purpose. - ; one 

A large manufacture of baize was formerly carried 
on in the towns and neighbourhood of Colchester, 

Norwich 
manufac- 
ture. 

Historical 
notices. 

Batze. 

the Dutch, who fled hither from the tions of the 
Duke of Alva, introduced the making of bombaseens, 
a manufacture for which this city has been long fa- 
mous. At this period, however, and for a consider- 
able time afterwards, its trade did not depend so much 
upon foreign demand as it does now. As long as Sir 
Robert Walpole continued in power, he encouraged its 
manufactures of crape, then a staple article, by usi 
his influence for orders to be given, that the public 
mournings should always be in Norwich erapes. The 
most fatal blow to the home trade of this city was given 
by the prevalence of cotton manufactures, which be- 
gan to be sold cheap, after the invention of Sir Robert 
Arkwright. It then became absolutely necessary for 
the Norwich manufacturers to seek a market abroad ; 
and this they succeeded in obtaining. There was scarce- 
ly a country in Europe, in which their goods were not 
to be seen, and the demand for them increased so much, 
and so rapidly, that it became necessary to increase the 
importation of bay yarn from Ireland, Before, how- 
ever, the commencement of the first French revolu- 
tionary war, the manufactures of Norwich began to 
shew symptoms of decline, and the war completed its 
ruin. It as since revived a little, but probably will 
never regain its former prosperity. While the trade was 
tolerable, it was estimated that about 50,000 tods of 
wool were combed and spun in the county of Norfolk, 
which employed about 500 combers, and furnished 
—_e work for most of the poor women and chil- 
ren in the county. During its flourishing state, the 

réturns of the manufacture were estimated to be about 
L.1,200,000 per annum ; and eyen in 1805, when it 
was deprived of many of its foreign markets, the re- 
turns were nearly L.800,000. Of this sum it was cal- 
culated that the price of labour took off L.685,000, 

and Italy ; but the manufacture has 
here, having passed to other places, to Rock- 
dale, in Lancashire, on the borders of shire. This, 
indeed, is one of the most flourishing places in the 
kingdom, for the manufacture of baize _serges, flan- 
nels, &c. The ulation of the district, in which 
this manufacture is carried on, is about 36,000 ; and it 
is calculated that one bender oo init. Baize 
and flannels are also man at Bury, in Lan- 
cashire, and the former article, with coarse cloth 
and blankets, at Chichester in Sussex. Salisbury is 

greatly declined 

noted for its flannels. Blankets are made at Leeds, plankets, 
Witney, Dulverton, &c. With respect to Witney, 
however, it may be observed, that since the introduc. 
tion of machinery, the chief part of ‘the blankets 
(though they still retain the name) are made in Gla- 
morganshire, and sent to Witney. I 
factured at Kiddersminster, Wilton, Cirencester, Wor- 
cester, Axminster, &c. Those made at the last place 
are deemed equal to any imported from Turkey or 
Persia. : 

At Kendal, Ambleside, and Keswick, there are made shattoons, 
considerable quantities of coarse woollens, druggets, &e. 
&e. At Andover, Basingstoke, and Alton, in p- 
shire, the latter article, and shalloons, serges, and a 
variety of worsted articles. At Banbury and Coven- 
try, worsted shags. At Burford, rugs. "Whlancy esate 
at ing, in Surrey. It has already been men- 
tioned, that the Norwich manufacture itself 
into Suffolk ; but the articles now made rather 
differ from those made in that city, cons of light 
stuff, bunting, crape, &c. The manufacture of these 
articles is carried on at Sudbury, Bury St Edmund's, 
Needham Market, and Lavenham, In this county, 

4 . 

Carpets are manu- Carpets. 



Filannels, 

ing manufacture of England. The webs manu- 
‘in‘North Wales are distinguished into two 

sorts ;:strong cloth, or high country cloth; and small 
cloth, or low country . Phe first kind is made in 
Merionethshire, principally on the domestic system, 

mut i parts there are factories.. Almost every 
little farmer makes webs, and few cottages are without 

In’ some cases, the manufacturing farmers 
wool of their own growth ; but it is principal- 

ly from the wool staplers and skinners: all 

z 

market for strong cloth at Shrewsbury ; but it is cus- 
for the drapers of that town to go up into the 

country, (as they term it, ) and buy goods, wherever | 
It is likewise a custom with the 

of 

cloths, blankets, &c. 

and.Corwen. The system has not yet 
been ied to this article. The raw material is:pro- 
cured the neighbourhood of Oswestry, and is sort- 
ed into two kinds. The finer part is manufactured in- 
to a sort of flannel, called Oswestry flannel ; while the 
coarser part is made into small cloth. Most of this is 
sent abroad ; and the pu to which it is there 

ied are various. The clothing of the slaves in 
est Indies and South America, creates a large de- 

mand. Stockings are said to be made of it in Germa- 
ny, and other parts of the Continent. 

Flannels form the most important and valuable of 
the manufactures of Wales: they are principally made 

country, and buy 

principality 
number of beat ye tae. + nor 

indeed can they be conjectured with any ility. 
Mr Pennant, in the year 1781, says, that there 
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annually brought into Salop, 700,000 of Webs; Statistics: 
and to Welshpool, between 700,000 niente yards =~ 
of flannel ; but it isnot known on what data he grounds 
his calculation. Stockings, socks, wigs, and gloves, are 
made principally in the town and neighbourhood of 
Bala, where they are sold. It ‘is said, that’/on a’mar- 
ket-day, from L.200 to L.500 worth of stockings alone 
are sold. , 

Having thus given a pretty detailed account of the 
state of the heckaita branches. of the woollen manufac- 
ture of England and Wales, introduced ‘by some his- 
torical sketches of its state formerly; we shall conclude 
this branch of our subject with an attempt to ascertain, 
as nearly as we can, the following points ; viz. the va- 
lue of manufactured article ; hes value of the raw 
produce from which it is manufactured ; the amount 
of the profits of the master-manufacturers, includi 
interest for the capital, and an allowance for machi- 
nery, &c. ; the‘amount of the sum paid in wages; and 
the number of people employed in this branch of ma= 
nufacture. For these calculations, the data we take 
are the amount of the value of the woollen goods ex~ 
ported, and the proportion which their value bears to 
the value of the woollen goods kept for home consump- 
tion. We have already seen, that the manufacturers 
examined before the House of Commons in the year , 
1800, estimated the total value of the woollen manu- 
factured goods, at the sum of L.19,800,000; but, as 
we observed, they erred in supposing that the stock of 
wool in the Gage was 600,000 packs, whereas, in 
fact, it does not reach 400,000. ‘They probably were 
mistaken, also, in the price they put upon the wool at 
that time. Making deductions on these accounts, and, 
on the other hand, allowing for-the Spanish wool em- 
ployed, it is probable that the total value of the wool- 
en goods, at that time, will be, as ‘we have already 
stated, about L.17,250,000.. The official value of wool- 
len exported in 1799, was L.6,435,423 ; and, in 

_ the year 1800, L.6,918,175: the real value, therefore, 
must have been above L.9,000,000; but let us take it 
at L.9,000,000; and the value of the whole manufac- Value of 
ture at L.18,000,000: on this supposition, which is suf- the whole 
ficiently near the fact for our , the real value of 0 ae 
the woollen goods , will be about one half the "8%" 
value of the whole goods manufactured in this king- 
dom: Circumstances, however, did occur, which ne- 
cessarily varied this proportion ;: since, in consequence 
of pay vcr: with America, and the state of the Eu- 
ropean continent, the official value of woollen goods 
exported in 1808, was only L.4,853,580 ; in 1809, 
L.5,416,151; in1810, L.5,773,214; in 1811, 1..4,376,545; 
and, in 1812, L.5,084,991. » But we must: not con- 
clude, because the value of the exports was diminish~ 
ed, that therefore the total value of the goods manu- 
factured was lessened in the same proportion ; for, how~ 
ever it might be with respect to other manufactures, or 
with tosome branches of the woollen trade, the 
demand for woollen goods for the army was increased, 
at the time when the foreign demand was diminished. 
We may therefore safely suppose the total value of the 
woollen goods manufactured in England and Wales, to 
be now what we have supposed it to be in the year 
1800, viz. about L.18,000,000 ; “of this we must de- 
duct a third, or L.6,000,000, for the value of the raw’ The raw 
produce, which will leave the sum of L.12,000,000 for produce. 
the master manufacturer and his workmen. We esti- 
mated the wages of the latter, in the year 1800 (taking 
men, women, and children. - bape oneahaagie ate butas 

c 
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profit. 

Number of 
people em- 
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Results, 
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this was considerably below the average rate of " 
though the rate paid at that period, we must reckon 
their wages somewhat hi : perhaps 8s. will be the 
average of all classes of in this manufacture : 
if, therefore, from the sum of L.12,000,000, we deduct 

ages; and that sum divided by L.20, 
which is about the amount of the annual wages at the 
rate of 8s. per week, will give the number of people 
employed in this manufacture. Now, 20 per cent. on 
L.12,000,000, is L.2,400,000, which, being subtracted 
from L.12,000,000, will leave L.9,600,000 as the amount 
of manufacturing wages, which, divided by L.20, will 
give 480,000 as the number of employed in the 
woollen manufacture. We are fully aware of one source 
of error in this mode of calculating the number of per- 
sons employed in any manufacture, since, if the total 
value of the manufacture, the value of the raw mate- 
rial, and the rate of profit of the manufacturer, conti- 
nue the same, op: sartne a higher or lower rate of 
wages, we, in one case, diminish, and in the other 
case increase the number of people employed, where- 
as the number may have been nearly the same. But it 
is impossible to do more than approximate to the truth 
on these points; and therefore, taking numbers, 
we may state the woollen manufacture of England and 
Wales as follows, : 

Total value of the manufactured article, 1.18,000,000 
Value of the raw ma- 

terial, - - L.6,000,000 
Interest on capital and 

manufacturing pro- 
fit, - 2,400,000 

Manufacturing wages, 9,600,000 

Number of people em- 
ployed = - - 

18,000,000 

480,000, or perhaps 500,000. 

Secr. II. The Cotton Manufacture. 

Tue next branch of the manufactures of England 
that we shall notice, is that of cotton. This exhibits a 
more surprizing instance of rapid and extensive pro- 
gress, than can perhaps be shewn in-any country, with 

d to any species of manufacture. There is no 
evidence that any article was made of cotton in this 
country prior to the middle of the 17th century. In 
the year 1641, cotton was imported from Cyprus and 
Smyrna, and made into fustians at Bolton, in Lanca- 
shire. As this species of passed under the name 
of Augsburgh and Milan fustians, it is not improba- 
ble that the mode of manufacturing them was intro- 
duced from Germany or Italy. About 20 years after- 
wards, cotton was im from our North American 
colonies ; and, as a law nied in the year 1660, 
eee it from being ed anywhere but in the 
nglish dominions, itis probable that its value and 

utility, as an article of manufacture, were beginning 
to be understood and experienced. The cotton trade, 
however, must have been for several years afterwards 
conducted ona very narrow scale ; since, on an average 
of five years, ney Sb the total quantity of cotton- 
wool imported into England was only 1,170,881 pounds. 
In the year 1765, the cotton-trade could scarcely be 
said to be known here ; and a considerable quantity of 
the cotton-wool which we procured from our colonies, 
we exported to Holland, Tyo years afterwards, how- 

ENGLAND. 
pl tt > vet Gt nr 

eatest importance in establishing 
ako ee ee ar 
years ious to this, . ver, pero age eto peng erm ey ona 
Siogusiahatins onion tte tibiae te teste people , were e ‘ 
intananliion on a hi A few of them 
having more than 12 spindles. . The awk posture 
required to spin on mare was dis i 
up people, who saw, surprize, 
to 12-years of age, manage them with dexterity. 
mememenisanaauaine this invention were beneficial, 

master manufacturers, but also to the labour- 
ing classe’ of the community ; for the younger 
of their families, who previously had been. without re« 
gular and full employment, now gained considerable 
wages, while the weavers, by employing their own 
children at the spinning pli. be, were no longer at 
the mercy of the spinners. But, gE LR 
een utility of this invention, and ae 

u to the weavers, some risings :! 

, and the jennies were demolished - 
informed By degrees, their fears and jea~ 

lousy of this invention diminished ; and a general ac« 
quiescence in their use, to a certain number of spi 
was brought about, by the prudent and ible 
duct and admonition of some respectable people. i 
Lancashire. . The labouring classes were not i 
reaping uth geuetahend.amdoshae erate aaain te 
thatthe spindles were soon multiplied to three or four 
nog the original number ; and nee we 
‘or warps increasing in proportion as the quantity | 
weft siege by the spinning jennies became more 
abundant, new machines were. invented, -for the pur 
pose of manufacturing twist, and a new impetus was 
given to the cotton trade. buss = 

ly to 

me 

These machines were the invention. of Six Richard: Askwright’s 
invention. Arkwright: by means of them, thousands of’ spi 

are put in motion by a water-wheel, and 
ly by children, without confusion, and with less waste 

invention of Sir Richard etre ge machines, the 
people of Lancashire were incited against them, and 
some of them were demolished before ion could 
be obtained: this arose from their cing such ex 
cellent twist for warps, that they soon outrivalled the 

made on the larger jennies, which had yielded 
rofit to the owners. But ience soon con 

vinced the people, of what, i a little-reflection 
might have taught them, that if more warps were made, 
nae pare can denna gyn from their 
jennies, a better price for it. Upon these ma« 
aa twist could be made of an ee 
warps, but it was not so proper for weft. the in- 
troduction of fine calicoes and muslins, which took 
place in the year 1781, another machine was invented, 
called a mule, being a mixed machine between the jen+ yyutes, 
nies and the machines for twisting, and adapted to 
wratedMinbas could be. soacah Te ; oes 

As this invention, by creating the necessity and ad- 
vantage of large cotton manufactories, and by destroy- 
ing what may be called the domestic system of the cot- 
ton trade (at least so far as respects the ays Rg 
cotton ), has altered not only the state of the trade, but, 
in our opinion, the moral character and habits of the_ 
manufacturing labourers engaged in it, it may not be 

3 - 
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uninteresting, to take a retrospective 

condition and habits previous 
to thisinvention. y 
» From the time that the original system in the fustian 
branch, of buyi ieces in the grey from the weaver, 
was changed, by delivering them out work, the custom 
of giving them out weft in the , which obtained 
for a ere was no detect- 

lest their looms should be unemployed : but when spin- 
ning jennies were introduced, and children could work 
— them, the case was reversed. At this period of 

cotton manufacture, the cottage of the weaver pre- 
sented an vemos cs, fone amiable picture: while he was 

from vi parce 4 ; 
mately connected wi the best interests of society, was 

thod, regularity, economy, and sobriety, prevailed, what 
they earned them more of the necessaries 
comforts of than they can now obtain with their 
pi eo At that period, Lancashire,. which 

in a icuous and 
nate dalehennanntbdientien cade 
not disgraced and degraded by those instances and 
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their own families, and not in crowded manufactories, 
amidst the contagion of ignorance, vice, and misery. 
But we forget that our subject and inquiries are statis- 
tical, not moral ; and that our object is to give some 
historical notices of the state of the cotton trade, asa 
source of national and individual wealth, at diiterent 
periods, , : 

Statistics: 
—\— 

For several years after the commencement of the pre- Value of” 
sent reign, the whole value of the cotton manufactures } ecg he 

acture at 

different pe- 
of this kingdom, (including Scotland as well as Eng- 
land,) was estimated to be lane than L. 200,000 ; and in 
the spinning of cotton yarn, for this amount of cotton 
goods, not above 50,000 spindles were employed. In 
the year 1781, when, as we have already noticed, mus- 
lins were first made in this kingdom, only 5,101,920 
pounds of cotton wool were imported. In 1782, in 
consequence of the increased demand for muslins, the 
praca of cotton wool was more than doubled, and 
the amount of cotton was estimated at nearly 
L. 4,000,000. During the years 1783 and 1784, there 
was no increase in the importation of cotton yarn, and 
consequently no increase in the value of cotton goods. 
In the year 1784, the patent which Sir Richard Ark- 
wright had obtained, for his invention of water ma- 
chines, expired, and they were immediately erected in 
all parts of the kingdom ; and, although the mode of 
spinning weft by machinery was yet scarcely known, 
yet the spinning of'it by the hand engines nearly kept 
proportion with the increased supply of warp. This 
year, the im tion of cotton yarn amounted to 
11,280,238 pounds, and the estimated value of the cot- 
ton manufactures was L. 3,950,000. In the following 
year, a great increase was visible; the quantity of 
im) raw material having been L. 17,992,888, 

had risen to the sum of scenes of vice and misery while the value of the goods 
surface. The relationships of parents and children L.6,000,000. In 1786, the quantity of cotton wool 
were not then merely a name ; home was not then de- im |, amounted to 19,151,857 ds, which was 
serted for the ale-house, or for places of still greater manufactured into of the value of L. 6,500,000. 
debauchery and vice ; health was not then so lavishly And in the year 1787, the quantity of cotton wool was 
sacrificed to the cupidity of the master manufacturer, 22,176,887 pounds, which produced goods of the value 
or so much despised and by the manufactu- of L. 7,500,000. 
ring labourer, in the pursuit and indulgence of his, . A writer, who investigated the subject of the cotton 
passions. In short, the manufacturing classes were manufactures at this time, estimates the supply and ex- 
then e, comfortable, healthy, and virtuous, penditure of cotton in the year 1787, in the following 
because spent the greatest part of their time in proportions: 

om he oe Pounds. Worked up in Pounds. 
British West Indies . . PS es 6,600,000 | Candle-wicks .........6..004- 1,500,000 
French and Spanish colonies. ..... . 6,000,000 | ‘Hosiery ' 2). 2c). ct BPS ON, Sa 1,500,000 
Ruste Mitta ty PS RO tet 1,700,000 | Cotton goods, mixed with silk or linen 2,000,000 
P RES. Mier Ree Set 2,500,000 | Fustians....... Sr Sater ialta (ae tora 6,000,000 
East India ditto sree tes Sars 100,000 | Calicoes and muslins ........... 11,600,000 
Smyrna and Turkey Stored 5,700,000 

22,600,000 22,600,000 

mittee of the privy on the slave trade, that the 
cotton imported from Jamaica, Grenada, and Barbadoes, 
in the year 178%, exceeded the ~ head cap Hoo 

from all the British West India Islands. - In 
to reconcile this with the estimate of the quantity 

of cotton, which is stated above, to be used in the ma- 
nufactures of this kingdom, in the year 1787, viz. 
po AM emai atest advine 
Ways a certain proportion re-exported ; so pro- 

bably, the quantity actually retained for home consump 

tion was very near what it is here said to have been. 
It may be proper to point out the view of the state of 
the cotton manufacture at this period, which is afforded 
by the comparative quantities of the cotton wool em- 
ployed in its different branches. Fustians, as we have 
seen, were the oldest cotton manufactures in the king- 
dom, whereas muslins and calicoes had only been intro- 
duced six years before, viz. in the year 1781 ; and yet, 
the quantity of cotton wool employed in the latter, in 
the year 1787, was, according to this statement, very 
nearly double the quantity employed in the manufac- 
ture of fustians. same aut ives an estimate of 
the number of water-mills, or denthiines for ‘spinning 

tiods, 

In 1787. 
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Statistics. twist cotton yarn for warps, both in and Scot- considerable of which were those of Sir at Statisties, 
—y— land. “We lay before our readers his estimate for yr Lancashire. By the ‘the of 

both countries, in order that they be enabled to the House of Commons, in 1785, on the subject of the 
take a comparative view of the state-of the cotton trade commercial intercourse with Ireland, it ee 
in them both. this gentleman, at this period, emp rr people, 

In Lancashire .. 41 Lanarkshire...... 4 perf itrier enter by Mr Smith, 
Derbyshire ...... 22 Bactowshire vatiiiala ; poorer servic WW ae ne. ae rs fron mre 

Perks 722 U1 Edinburghshire | |] 2 the mule, till the breaking outiof the first French revo: tmproe Cheshi 8 The rest of Scotland g  lutionary war, the cotton trade of England flourished ments in 
Staffordshire | mui 7 geiks Be most astonishing manner ; fortunes were made, all its 

Westmoreland 5 In all Scotland .... 19  espetially in Lancashire, where it was carried on tothe ¥=nches 
Flintshire ....... 9 Inthe Isle of Man»; 4 Stettest extont)-and withthe) gueeeneosenaeiaadipntes. 
Pembrokeshire . 1 oo) eee unparalleled rapidity.’ 
Berkshire ....... 2 go ‘ments.in the: steam: engine ree tea = te 
The rest of England 6 in the machinery for spinning cotton, while improve- 

ments 7, great and important. were made im the 
1s sll England Tb mode of bleaching and dyeing the Indeed, it 
Rani en ee may well be doubted, whether it could have beet pos- 
SEN Dh Rite tA 8 sible to have bleached, by the old process, all the cotton 
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The whole number being 143, the cost of which was 
estimated at L. 715,000. There were at the same time 
550 mule jennies, or machines of 90 spindles each ; and 
20,700 hand jennies of 80 spindles each, for spinning 
yarn for the shute or weft, the cost of which, and of 
the auxiliary machinery, together with that of the build- 
ings, is stated to have been at least L. 285,000, making 
the total expenditure on the machinery and buildings 
L. 1,000,000. It was, moreover, calculated, that these 
establishments, when in full employment, produced as 
much cotton wool, as could be spun by a million of 
persons, upon single wheels. At this period, it was 
calculated also, that there were emplo: 26,000 men, 
81,000 women, 53,000 children, in all110,000 in the 
operations of spinning ; and. 133,000 men, 59,000 wo- 
men, and 48,000 children, in all 240,000 in the subse- 
quent stages of the manufacture ; there being, in all, 
159,000 men, 90,000 women, and 101,000 children, 
and a total of 350,000 persons employed in this manu- 
facture; nearly one-third of them in the calico and mus- 
lin branches. In these most important branches, at this 
time, the raw material was advanced in value from ten 
to fifty fold. ’ 

From the data which these statements afford, we 
may be able to ascertain several particulars respect- 
ing the state of the cotton manufacture in England at 
this time, separately from the state of it in the king- 
dom. at large ; taking it for granted that the capital and 
number of people employed in England, bear the same 

ion to the total capital, and number of 
employed in the whole kingdom, that the number of 
water mills in the former did to the number in the lat- 
ter. Now, as the number of water mills in Great Bri- 
tain, was 143, and in England 123, we may consider 
the proportion in the latter as six-sevenhs of the whole, 
which will give us, as the cost of the water mills in Eng- 
land, abont the sam of L, 600,000, and as the cost of 
the machines for spinning weft, and the necessary build- 
ings, the further sum of at least L. 240,000, making the 
total expenditure in England to be about L..$40,000, 
the number of people employed in spinning the cotton 
wool about 94,000, and the number of people engaged 
in the subsequent stages of the manufacture to be about 
205,000, .in.all about 300,000 people employed in the 
cotton manufacture in England. About. ip eles 
several yery large. cotton-works , were established in 
different. parts of England.. The most extensive and 

ek aon a ‘dese nlagn the discovery 
whi emistry in this art, came very opportune- 
ly to the assistance of the cotton manufacturers, — 

The breaking out of the war in 1793, gave a great 
shock to this trade; at first it was. mee : 

well 

formerly had, applied themselves to the farther 
oe Merce of the machinery used in the spinning of 

er by 

ment could be formed how it could have 
pega rambinane ret ea ae A ns 
tained their object in a considerable degree, by the con- 
struction nade called erlooms. 

Effects of 
war. 

In the year 1795, Dr ‘Ailun publish d his History of State in 
Manchester, from which we have 
ing miscellaneous information, ing the state of 
the cotton district of England, at that period. Accord- 
ing to him, the increase of value acquired by the raw 
material, in the labour upon. it, ‘in manufac- 
turing, was generally from’1000 to 5000 per cent. At 
Ashton-under-Lyne, a considerable quantity of twist 
and warps was made, for the heavy Sateen ah “were 
manufactured in.Manchester.. At» Mi the cot- 
ton trade was carried on in all its different processes ; 
a large twist manufactory had been -established, and 
very considerable printing and. rete works: in 
this place, as well as in many other parts of Lancashire, 
the cotton manufacture had supplanted the long.esta+ 
blished manufactures, the weaving of muslin and nan- 
keen having taken place of the weaving of silk. Even 
at Rochdale, which we have already noticed as distin- 
guished at present for its manufacture of flannels; and 
other woollen ont the cotton manufacture seems to 
have gained a footi gu lenDe Aikin wrote; but though 
it has spread beyond this place into Yorkshire, it does 
not seem to have flourished much or extensively here, 
In 1796, the muslin trade was ina condition 
at Bolton ; but, in consequence of the want of sufficient- 
ly powerful streams, there were but few spinning facto- 
ries in this town, or its neighbourhood; there were, 
however, many, crofts for bleaching, We have already 
noticed that Bolton edhe: iging sow cotton 
manufacture ; s, having; made. there about 
the middle of the 17 postr on Bolton the cot- 

gathered. the follow. 1795, in 
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Statistics. ton trade spread te almost all the places in Lancashire, 
—\— in which it is at carried on ; among the rest, it 

to Bury, where it was in 1796, and is yet car- 
ried on, in conjunction with the manufacture of flan- 
nels, &c. The works of Sir Robert Peel, at this place, 
have been already noticed : they embraced nearly all the 
stages and processes of the cotton manufacture, spin- 
ning, weaving, bleaching, and printing. The first spe- 

of cotton goods manufactured at Blackburn, were 
were denominated Blackburn greys: these were 

ins of linen, warp shot with cotton. In 1795, this 
gone very extensively into the making of 

i and the fields in its vicinity were whitened 
ith the materials lying to bleach. Haslingdean has al- 

been noticed, under the head of the woollen 
ufactures, as being a place in which woollen yarn 

is made: in 1795, twist for w Was spun in several 
of the factories in its sielehbapatood: the cotton trade 
having been there lately introduced. We may here ob- 
serve, that wherever cotton trade gained a footing, 
(with very few and inconsiderable exceptions, ) it pre- 
served and extended itself: this niost certainly is the 
case in nearly all the places in which, or in the vicinity 
of which, the manufacture of woollens is carried on, as 
in those parts of the West Riding of Yorkshire, border- 
ing on Lancashire. One of the most obvious and power- 

causes of this is, that the workmen can with little 
pr ines Aeris themselves to the woollen trade, if. the 
cotton Id suffer a partial or temporary depression. 
Our remarks respecting the prevalence of the cotton 
over the woollen manufacture, is further confirmed by 
what had taken place about this period at Colne in Lan- 
er ire where the manufacture mt calicoes and dimities 

@ great measure, superseded the original andlon 
established trade of making woollen and worsted abode, 

But Dr Aikin’s account of the places near Man- 
chester, is principally interesting and im t in 
relation to our from the account which it gives 
of Preston ; we shall afterwards have occasion to notice 
this town ‘as one of the most flourishing seats of the 
Pye sce mag td was only a short time be- 

1795 that it ha ned a footing here; probabl 
the iepeettid and habits of its inhabitants, (for 
it was long known under the name of proud Preston,) 

a more formidable barrier to the introduction 
of the cotton trade, than would have been: offered ‘by 
any long-established manufacture. . There -had been 
here, however, a large'mart for the sale of Lancashire 
linens ; a species of manufacture which we may remark 
the cotton trade has nearly rooted out of Lancashire, 
or at least out of those parts where it has gained a foot- 

i 1795, Chorley was already known for its cotton 
factories and its bleaching and printing grounds ; and 
this favourite and flourishing trade had established it~ 
self at Wigan, notwithstanding the opposition of its ori- 
ginal and celebrated manufacture of checks. But no 
place in. the vicinity of Manchester perhaps exhibited, 
though on a small scale, such a picture of the extension 
of this trade, as a small village in the parish of Leigh. 
In 1780, there were_only two farm houses, and eight 
or nine ; in the year 1795, there were 142 
houses, ad 976 inhabitants, who employed 325 looms 
in the cotton manufactures, as bones quiltings, di- 
mities, corduroys, &c. and this rapid_increase had by 
no means reached its utmost limits. At Warrington, 
Dr Aikin remarks, there had been a curious alternate 
reverse in the state of the staple manufacture of the 
Pp , and the manufacture of cotton. After 

HT 
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the termination of the American war, the demand for 
the former necessarily ceasing in a great degree, several 
of the manufacturers introduced the cotton branches; and 
as the cotton goods made were principally of the coarse 
kind, the sail-cloth weavers found no difficulty in turn- 
ing themselves to the new manufacture ; but when the 
French war broke out, the demand for sail-cloth again 
becoming extensive and pressing, the original trade re- 
gained its footing. 

The cotton manufacture, which, as we have seen, liad 
its sis ape seat at Bolton, and thence extended itself 
not only some way into the north of Lancashire, but 
also to its southern extremity, passed easily from the 
last into Cheshire. The place where it seems first to 
have fixed itself, was Stockport ; and it is not impro- 
bable that the circumstance of there being here mills 
for winding and throwing silk, which were unemploy- 
ed, by a decline of this trade, contributed to establish 
the cotton manufacture at Stockport; for there mills 
were applied to cotton spinning. Perhaps no town in 
the whole cotton district of England exhibits more of 
the active and enterprizing spirit of trade than Stock- 
port: at first the inhabitants engaged in the spinning 
of reeled weft, then in weaving checks, and lastly in 
fustians ; and scarcely had the invention of mules pro- 
duced a thread sufficiently fine and soft, than they be- 
gan the muslin trade, which in 1795 was as flourishing 
as the circumstances of the times would admit of ;— 

Statistics, 

InCheshire. 

pod state of the latter trade in this town, we: 
shall afterwards notice. In 1795, besides a large num- 
ber of cotton-spinning shops, there wére 23 large cot- 
ton factories, four of which Were worked by steam en-~ 
gines. At this period the cotton trade had been intro- 
uced into several other places in Cheshire, adjoining 

to Lancashire, among the rest into Macclesfield, Mot- 
tram, where there were 12 large machines worked by 
water, besides a 
by horses,—and Duckinfield. In this last tows the 
pernicious effects of the cotton factories on the health 
and longevity of the inhabitants, were particularly 
striking ; while the trade had afforded employment to 
all ages, it had debilitated the constitution, and retarded 
the growth of many, and made an alarming increase in 
the mortality. “This effect was 
to the custom of making the chil in the mills work 

eat number of smaller ones turned. 

b winger 'y attributed . 

night and day, one set getting out of bed, when ano-. 
ther went into the same ; thus never allowing the rooms 
to be well ventilated. Before we conclude this sketch 
of the state of the cotton trade in Cheshire in 1795, we 
shall mention one decided and striking proof of its ra-. 
pid advancement ; in 1788, as we have already seen, 
there were only eight water-mills in the whole county ; - 
in 1795, in Stockport alone, there were 23 large cot-- 
ton factories, besides a great.number of spinning shops. 

Derbyshire also, at the latter period, had entered ;, Derby. 
pretty considerably into the cotton trade, not only in shire, 
and near the county town, but also at Glossop, Cha- 
ple-le-Frith, Bakewell 
manufacture of muslins been introduced) ; Crom- 
ford, the residence of Sir Richard Arkwright, and the 
first e in this‘county in which he established his 
works ; Chesterfield, where a cotton mill had then been 

lately erected ; and other places. 
rom these details, a’p aceurate view of the cot- 

ton trade in 1795 will be red ; and when it is re- 
collected, that at this period mules had not, been in- 
vented much more than 15 years, and water-mills not 
28, and that prior to the invention of the latter there - 
could not properly be said to be any such trade.as the- 

’ 

sy (into part of which the - 
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758 
disposed to ad- —~"" mit, that no country can exhibit a more striking in- Stance of enterprizi and successful industry, 

One of the most obvious and accurate means of jud- 

State in 
1801. 

fore lay before our readers an account of the quantity of cotton imported in Great 
Britain, on an annual medium of four periods, of five 
years each, commencing 5th January 1772 ; premising, 
thet the quantity imported for the use of England may 
be estimated at six-sevenths of the whole. On an an- 
nual medium of five years, from 1772 to 1776, the 
quantity of cotton wool imported amounted only. to 
4,414,757 lbs, ; during the next period, down to 1787; 
it had increased to upwards of 16,000,000 lbs.; in the 
next, down to 1792, the quantity was nearly 29,900,000; and in the last of the series of periods, including five 
years preceding the 5th of January 1799, on an annual 
medium it amounted to upwards of 26,000,000 lbs.. In the year 1796, there were printed in England and Wales, of English calicoes and muslins, upwards of 
24,000,000 yards; in the year 1800, upwards of 
28,000,000 yards: the value of the former being about 
L. 3,500,000, and of the latter about L. 4,180,000 ; but as the quantity of white muslins and calicoes made 
in England and Wales, was probably much ter than that of the printed, they may be ssicaabsitat the 

ir price, from 

are constantly 
employed in bringing cotton-wool to this country, and 

from it. To 

ENGLAND. 
Cost of the cotton in the countries , 

surance, freight, other shipping charges, and mer- chants’ profit ots dyer, Waletenih ie 
The interest, at 5 per cent. upon 

ee ee ee kT) Wages of spinning, value of materials con- 
of spinning 

ton into thread, and spinners’ profit 
Value of materials consumed in subsequent 

manufactures, manufacturing wages, in- 
terest of capital, and profit a Sule 

5,100,000 

9,000,000 

L.. 20,208,750 

Of which sum, at least L,13,000,000 sterling are paid 
in wages to the natives of Great Britain,” 

Though these particulars relate to the. state of the cotton trade in Great Britain, yet we have quoted them, 
as exhibiting a striking picture of its extent and im- 
portance at this period, and of its rapid advance, which 
proceeded in England in at least an equal degree as it 
did in Scotland. Yurkother 3 

In the year 1787, it will be recollected,-the number ; of water mills in the whole of Lancashire was 41; and 6 upto" 
i- periods. 

the number of mule spindles, worked both by machi- 
nery and hand, in Great Britain, was about 1,700,000, 
In the year 1804, sere wee in. Manchester ees 

inning factories, and at 1,500,000 spindles in 
Cfierent factories in the town. and Pai ; 
pions that 1000 spindles are a fair average for ea re power, and the steam engi 
a ten-horse power, these spindles would have 

engines averaged 

150 such steam ines to work them; which, at the 
estimate of a ton o! coals per day for each engine, must 
have consumed about 50,000 tons of coal ly: 

In the year 1812, there was laid before the House of 
an account of cotton-wool imported, contain- ing the average of four periods, of five years each, be« 

ginning 1792, which we subjoin, al we have al. 
ready, in some d , anti the 
portation during the first series of years. 

Average of 5 years, from 1792 to 1796, 27,366,938 Ibs, 
ofp baeeate erarats + «+ | 1797 to 1801, 42,125,865 

+++ + «+ « 1802 to 1806, 58,776,780 - 
»» » «1807 to1811, 87,881,808 “ee ee ee 

shape or other, a 
= W5 “a upport of the 

state. is trade gives employment or support to up- 
olan and the annual return 

Taste V. Cotton Imported. 

in order that the increase in the value of cotton goods exported may be compared wit increase. in the erie of cotton-wool imported, we give the two following Tables. rubs ii 

- British West Foreign Coloni i Ee a nited Indies, and __| on the Continent ast arts, . Years. | Europe, States. conquered | of America and Indies. — - | including Prize. Toul, ¢ Colonies. West Indies. 
‘Ibs. 2 RE (wins |. ° Ibs. Ths. Ibs. Tbs. 1805 | 9,154,168 31,943,280 | 16,800,289 569,104 855,493 860,072 | 59,862,406 1806 | 7,565,297 28,000,681 | 18,879,412 609,254 2,640,798 480,841 58,176,283 1807 | 4,882,436 | -44,892,390 | 19,706,208 | 1,951,291 3,574,137 618,914 | 74,925,306 1808 | 2,872,930 12,522,861 | 16,633,953 | 5,550,856 | 5,151,496 873,886 605,982 1809 | 10,920,783 34,857,094 | 16,210,800 | 19,788,181 | 10,927,122 108,302 | 92,812,289 1810 | 16,725,708 55,194,616 | 17,889,184 | 22,137,807 | 23,144,907. 1,478,291 | 15 1038 

52,121,322 | 207,410,922 | 106,119,846 49,906,013 | 45,793,958 4,420,306 | 465,772,362 

result of the im~ 
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Taste VI. Official value of Cotton Manufactured, and Cotton-yarn Exported. 

1805. 1806. 1807. . 1808. 1809. 1810, 
, ConTINENT or Europe. 

Cotton manufactured L.4,061,542 2,761,166 2,494,713 3,555,125. «7,246,360 7,168,535 
Marn: sj eatiie sre-s). 909,007 727,103 ._ 594,753 351,199 969,572 1,034,375 

; IRELAND, &c. 

Cotton manufactured __. 175,252 169,243 175,357 ~ 260,642 216,946 199,749 
Witt af. Cote acy: 171,807 118,298 68,249 215,646 124,470 36,174 

*y Asia, 

Cotton manufactured 46,573 - 50,534 64,472 112,316 74,082 104,326 

. : AFRICA. — 

Cotton manufactured 285,408 456,661 303,106 168,310 305,632 196,214 

: , , America. 

Cotton manufactured . 2,703,044 4,564,628 4,274,280 4,521,631. 6,116,341 6,667,608 
Mearm char sta! dhtinks 2,762 4,812 6,289 6,324 2,080 2,899 

Wesv Inpies. : 

_ Cotton manufactured 1,499,458 1,894,385 2,534,961 4,217,779 4,675,253 3,697,362 
Yarn . teeta 2,500 1, 537 1,761 1,414 1,529 

. Totals . .”. .. L.9,857,348 10,747,896 10,516,717 19,782,150 19,078,971 

These Tables also serve to shew the countries from 
which we got 

ing 
ing of cotton, the su ui 

arn found a andy sassot there. a ee 
conclude this branch of our subject, with a 

in England ; an attempt to estimate its value, with re- 
spect to the same points which we endeavoured to es- 
tablish in to the woollen trade; and a com- 
parative view of the two trades, as they seem to affect 

istri ngland has nearly the same 
and boundaries now that it had 20 years ago, 
the manufacture, in some, or all of its branches, 

may have since that time in distant and insu- 
lated the ki Manchester may still be 
considered as the centre of this district. To the north- 
west and west of this town it is most widely diffused, 
having, since the period before alluded to, approached 
nearer the northern confines of the county. In Lanca- 
shire, Bolton, Blackburn, Wigan, and Preston, may be 
regarded as centres to the smaller divisions of this dis- 
trict, and as still engaged, for the most part, in those 
branches of the which they followed in the year 
1795, and which have been noticed. Stock- 
port, to the south of Manchester, and Ashton to the 
east, are centres of the division of the districts which lie 
in these directions ; when we pass them, we pass the 
limits of the wo Sam cotton trade, though it makes its 
appearance as far to the south as Derby. Since 1795, 

13,409,733 

it has gained a firmer and more extensive footing in 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, intermixing with the 
original and staple manufacture of that district. With 
respect to the p where the different kinds of 
are manufactured, it may be proper to give more minute 
information: Great quantities of checks are made at 
Carlisle, and in other parts of Cumberland ; the lowest 
ualities of calicoes are made chiefly at Burnley and 
Ine in Lancashire, and at Bradford in Yorkshire ; 

the best qualities at Blackburn and Stoc 3 the 
muslins are made at Bolton, S , and the sur- 
rounding villages; the shirtings at Blackburn, Stock- 
port, Manchester, &c.; the pullicat handkerchiefs in 
the neighbourhood of Manchester; the quilti and 
dimities in the neighbourhood of Bolton, as well as the 
bed-quilts and counterpanes ; nankeens and cotton tick- 
ings are chiefly made within seven miles of Manches- 
ter ; velverets, thicksets, and cords, chiefly at'Warring- 
ton; and velveteens principally at Oldham, and in ve- 
ry great quantity in those of Yorkshire which 

er on Lancashire; fustian cutting is almost entire- 
ly confined to the town of Manchester ; bleaching and 
printing are chiefly carried on at Blackburn, Bury, &c. 
and the former at Bolton ; oe ee is also car- 
ried on extensively at Carlisle, and in the neighbour~ 
hood of London. Most of the mills for spinning cot- 
ton are in the neighbourhood of Manchester and Stock- 

Pothe roportion of elena in the cotton dis- p 
loyed in that trade, is very great; of its popu- trict of England emp 

rtion * 

some estimate it so high as five-sevenths. In Bolton lation em- 
it is supposed to be nearly one-half ; in Stockport two- ployed. 
thirds. The rtion of men and women employed * 
in weaving was formerly nearly equal ; but, in conse- 
uence of the introduction of the pdt os (to 

which we have before adverted, and which forms the 
most recent era in the history of the cotton trade of 
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Statistics. * tae enaatey,) ang Mane Soe yet are but par-  cashire, in which the trade is established; we may 
—y" tially applied to weaving, the p' ion of women em- therefore take 600,000, which is about 200,000 less than 

ployed in this branch of the cotton trade miay be esti- the population of Lancashire, 'as the population of the 
mated to be greater than the men; the number of chil- ‘cotton district of land ; and supposing, as before 
dren is nearly equal to both men and women. The _ stated, that five-sevenths of this population is emplo: 

r proportions employed in the preparation of the cotton. in the trade, the whole number will be 428,570, which 
, and in spinning, are nearly four-fifths women to one- comes very near the number to which we brought it by 

fifth men: in this branch, also, the number of ¢hildren. the other mode of computation. The statement, then, 
is equal to both. The quantity of cotton manufactured with regard to the cotton manufacture of England; will 
in the cotton district, is estimated at about 81,000,000 _ stand as follows: 

Ibs. : Total value of the manufactured arti L.15,000,000 Results 
In the examination of witnesses before the House : Value’ ofthe caw oilibielel) ao « OS al « « 7,000,000 

2 Commons, in the year 1812, respecting rewarding Mr  jytorest ‘on capital, and manufacturers profit 1,600,000 
Crompton, who invented the mule, it was given in evi- 
dence, that the rate of increase of the cotton trade 
in Lancashire and the adjoining districts, within 30 
years from that time, was as twenty to one; that four 
millions of spindles were employed according to Mr 
Crompton’s invention ; that two-thirds of the steam en- 

Manufacturing wages . - + « 6,400,000 
Number of people employed, about . . . 427,000 

In many respects, there is a striking and considerable yootten 
contrast between the woollen and cotton manu and cotton 
which, in every point of view, may be regarded as the manufac. 

ines for'spinning cotton turned mules; and thatthe va- 
| of the machinery, buildings, &c. on Mr Crompton’s 
principle, was between L .3,000,000 and L4,000,000 ; 
consequently the value of all the machinery of every 
kind employed in the cotton trade, must have been at 
least L.7,000,000. 

As the official value of the cotton goods exported 
from Great Britain in 1809 and 1810 was upwards of 
L.19,000,000 each year, we cannot estimate the total 
value of the goods made in the cotton district in Eng- 
land, both for home consumption and exportation, at 
less than L.29;000,000; allowmg the difference between 
the official and the real value, (which, however, cannot 
be great,) andthe value of the goods retained for home 
consumption throughout the kingdom, to be equivalent 

most important manufactures of this SORE: In the tures com 
first, the woollen manufacture in general, at least in the trasted. 
West Riding of Yorkshire, is carried on by men of com- 
paratively small capital; whereas most of those 
in the cotton: peater eve are men of 
There can be no doubt that this point of: contrast will 
soon vanish, both from the natural course of trade, and 

the West Riding, and their number is inereraing: In 
the second place, the cotton manufacture, as he 
been, incidentally observed, is distinguish 
woollen manufacture, by the mode of ‘1 1g iton: the \ irel 

to the value of the s made in Scotland. But as it most fy Sey branch of it, the penn pe tirely 
may be said, that the quantity exported during these done in factories ; and by the late invention of power 
two years was much greater looms for weaving, it is highly probable that, in, the the: av: 
and that the. export of cotton Sameer: in 
1811 was only L.11,715,533, and of cotton yarn 
L. 545,237, ing a total of L. 12,260,770; and of 
1812, of the former L. 15,972,826, and_of' the latter, 
L.966,007, eq a total of L. 16,938.833; we shall 
suppose the steady average exportation to. be only 
L.15,000,000, and allowing, as before, the difference be- 

course of a few years, the next im that 
of weaving, will also be carried on in *s. Inthe 
third place, it may be remarked, that in the cotton ma= 
nufacture, the proportion of women and ren, and 
more especially of the latter, te men,-is much greater 
than in the woollen manufacture. In the fourth place, 
the cotton manufacture is not nearly so i aera] 

This seems tween the official and the real value, and the value of steady a trade as the woollen manufacture. 
what is retained for home consumption, to be equal to to arise principally from: two. causes. In the woollen 
the value of what is made in Scotland, we shall take manufacture, the osc demand and exportation is not 

Value of L.15,000,000 as the real value of the goods made inthe more than equal to the home con tion; and the 
the manu- cotton districts of England. . As ‘it is probable that goods manufaetured, being less articles of luxury, taste, 
factured 9,000,000 pounds of cotton wool is too high an esti- and fancy, meet with a more regular and. constant de- 
goods. mate for the consumption of this district, we shall take mand; neither the interruption of foreign trade, nor 
Of the raw it at 70,000,000; averaging the price at 2s. per und; the vicissitudes of foreign fashion, therefore, can influ- 
material, this will give L.7,000,000 for the total cost of it; lea ence the demand so much as is the case frequently with 

ving 8,000,000 for interest of capital, profit to the ma- 
nufacturer, and wages of labour. Asa very large pro- 
portion of women and. children are employed in. this 
trade, the average wages cannot be rated higher than 
L.15 per annum. . The rate of profit to the manufactu- 

oe ie great Copies woollen man’ ure, by e gr ; Onn, 
the raw reayraaperiy 4 in it is of deapreek: Seerits 
whereas in the case of the. latter manufacture, the whole 
of the raw material comes from abroad; consequently: 

= rer, including interest of capital, must be rated at . the supply and price of it must xNy. very often, and very 
Interest and L.20 per cent. since the expence and wear of machinery much. As, therefore, we depend on foreign countries 
profit. are very great, Now L.20 per cent, on L.8,000,000, is for the raw material of our cotton manufacture, and on 
, L,.1,600,000, leaving L.6,400,000 for wages. This at them also for taking off a much la proportion of it 

L.15 per annum for each person. loyed, will give 
426,666 as the number of people employed. And that 
this must, be pretty nearly the number, will on from 

than of our woollen goods, the trade in the latter must 
be more regular and steady than in the cotton trade. 

But the most material “and , important contrast 
. the following considerations. The number of people in tween the two species of manufactures, consists in the 
, Liverpool, and-in other parts of Lancashire where the different condition of the le emp in_them. 

cotton trade is not ed, is probably considerably Whoever has been in the woollen and cotton districts 

— 
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greeter thamsbe paptetan ck thee planes HBAS Labs of England, must have been immediately struck with 



a person who crosses the coun- 
try from York to Manchester, and consequently passes 
immediately from the woollen district of the West Rid- 
ing, to the cotton district of Lancashire. In the for- 
mer, he observes much of the comfort and feelings of 
domestic life; the habits and manners of the manufactur- 
ing classes are sober, decent, and regular; they seem 
to have an interest and a pride in keeping up the re- 
spectability of their character, in setting a ex- 
am) to their children, and in bringing them up in 
the paths of virtue. But, even before a traveller has 
time or ity to ascertain these facts, he is struck 
with the liness and neatness of their dress and 

with the healthiness of their looks, and with 
their steady and cheerful manners. Let him pass into 
the cotton district, and the case is most miserably re- 
versed: the ae classes are dirty, squalid, 
and unhealthy in their looks, having the peda oae of 
debauchery and poverty strongly marked in their per- 
sons. Nor will these appearances, on enquiry, be found 
to be erroneous : the utmost ignorance and dissolution 
of manners ail; there is none of that laudable 
feeling of i dence, none of that ive pru- 
dence, without -which the manufacturing classes must 

erty and vice. "Sa 

Bes points of contrast the health and morals 
the manufacturing classes in the two districts: what- 

ever rong au account ~- et nee in these 
respects, wi account for their di erence in respect 
to comparative cleanliness, comfort, and 
means, In the first place, then, the factory system 
being more prevalent in the cotton than in the woollen 
district, must be looked to as one of the pri and 
great causes: it is pape ge tag estoy aE how this 
must operate in giving rise to di and vice ; but it 
may be wooed, gr in all probability, even if the 
factory system should become as prevalent in the wool- 
len as it is in the cotton district, it will not produce 
effects prejudicial ; and this, from the opera- 
tion of second cause of the contrast between the 
two trades, to which we shall now allude :—In the cot- 
ton trade, the number of children employed is very 

; and it is easy to conceive how their health must 
affected in a crowded factory, where they are obli- 

ged to work long before their strength is adequate to 
task, and at a period of life when close and long 

confinement are extremely prejudicial. As they are sent 
to these factories before hey receive any education, 

can attain little while they are there, associate, 
w in them, with depraved characters, and at home 
meet with no | ent or example to cleanliness 
Ss ine fiedbeongene it is not to be wondered that 
they almost universally exhibit instances of most 
disgusting filth, of most pitiable want of health, and 
of vice, which at any age would be shocking, and at 
their early age is peculiarly so. But there is still ano- 
ther cause to which we must advert, in order satisfac- 
torily to account for and explain the contrast between 
the woollen and the cotton manufacturers, It has al- 
ready been remarked, that in the woollen trade, the 
demand is more regular and steady than it is in the 

ENGLAND. 
Statistics. this circumstance; and it is peculiarly striking, and al- 
—r—" most forces itself w 

76! 
cotton trade; consequently, in the former, there are Statistics. 
not so many, nor so i inequalities in the w: 
of the manufacturers. Besides, in the woollen trade, 
when the demand slackens, it is customary to dis- 
miss as few hands as possible, but rather to keep them 
on at a lower rate of wages: whereas, in the cotton 
trade, when the demand diminishes in any consider- 
able d , multitudes of work people are thrown out 
of employment. Now, no person who is in the least 
acquainted with the habits and feelings of the labour- 
ing classes in England, need be told, that to them, high 
wages at one time, and low w. at another time, 
constitutes one of the greatest evils to which they can 
be exposed. They almost uniformly live up to the 
maximum rate of their wages; consequently, when 
they are not employed, or but partially employed, they 
have no means, or very inadequate means, of sup 
ing themselves. Nor is this the only evil; while trade 
was brisk, they indulged in various things, which, of 
course, they cannot acquire when trade is bad: of 
course, in the latter state of things, they retain all the 
wants and habits which they acquired in the former 
state of things, and are no longer able to satisfy them. 
Thus, with high wages, they are extravagant, debauch- 
ed, and thoughtless; and with low wages, they are 
starving. It must be obvious, that the more frequent- 
ly those fluctuations in trade occur, which produce- 
corresponding fluctuations of wages, the more confirm- 
ed aul invibecate will all the consequences produced 
by these fluctuations become ; and these consequences 
of extreme high and low wages, frequently, and often’ 
rapidly, succeeding one an , are the more dread. 
Silion thas fall on a set of people not prepared by edu- 
cation or habits of reflection and prudence to avoid 
them. In the woollen trade, pee is hpriebos 
Ww: are much more regular. ani ; and the peo- 
ola loyed in it are better able, from their education 
and habits, to withstand the temptation of high wages, 
and consequently are Jess exposed to the evil conse- 
quences of low wages. Such appear to us to be the 
chief causes of the difference so visible and general be- 
tween the condition and morals of the labouring classes - 
in the cotton and in the woollen districts: it may 
be added, that the cotton factories in the former are> 
generally in large towns, and that at least, so far as re« 
spects Manchester, the principal seat and centre of the 
trade, a great number of Iris le are employed in 
it, who certainly, from the ities of their na- 
tional character, are as little able to withstand the temp- 
tations of vice, and of alternate high and low wages, 
as any race of people in the world. On the contrary, 
the factories in the woollen district are generally not 
in towns, and the people who work in them are gene- 
rally natives. It aN ok 21 however, to remark, that 
the filth, poverty, thiness, and dissipation, which 
characterize, in such a striking and lamentable man 
ner, the spinning branch of the manufacture of cotton, 
do not exist, in nearly an equal degree, in the weaving 
and other branches ; many of the weavers, on the con- 
pa are industrious, sober, and intelligent men; and 
in the neighbourhood of Manchester, particularly, fre- 
quently possess small farms, which they manage along 
with their weaving business: these farms, it is true, 
are too often neglected, in consequence of their atten-- 
tion and time being almost exclusively devoted to their- 
other business. (Ww. s.) 

(Continued in Vol. 1X. . Part I.) 
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